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INDEX TO VOLUME VII.

Abdomen, impalement of, 198.

Abortion, frequency of retained placentn in, .'520.

Acid nitrate of mercury, in induration of womb, 151.

Acne, remarks on, 54(5. 577.

Aconite-poisoning, 3G ; test for root of, 515.

^tbylidenchloride, 275.
After-pains, citric acid in, 108.

Aiken, S. C. , a resort for invali Is, 43.

Air- passages, death as a cause of disease of. 388.

Air, compressed as a remedial agent. 31 ; on poisoned,
55!.

Albuminuria, cathartics in, 30; during fertility, 442.

Albuminuric retinitis, OG.

Alcohol, action of, 346, 407 ; treatment of wounds by,

223.

Alkaloids, comparative value of, 328.

AUbutt, T. C, review of work by, 20.

Althof, Dr. H.. canthoplasty, 34.

Alumni Association of Collejje Physicians and Surgeons,
93 ; University of New York, 95 ; institutions, 399.

American Medical Association, report of, 169, 201, 277,
426.

American Ophthalmological Society, review of transac-
tions of, 19.

American Otological Society, report of, 331.
American Pharmaceutical Association, officers of, 527.
American Public Health Association, 455, 523.
Amherst College, Mass., notice of, 334.
Ammonia, hydrochlorate of, 390.
Amyloid disease, prevented by alkalies, 276.

Anesthesia, discovery of, 187, 336 ; review of work on,

146.

Anesthetic mixture, the, 299.
Anjesthetics, administration of, 396.
Anemia, progressive, 343.

Aneurism, remarks on, 304, 347, 472, 540.

Angioma caverncsum, case of, 120.

Animalcula, poisonous effects of, 397.
Animation, case of suspended. 46.

Animals, a new hospital for, 96.

Aniline colors, adulteration with sugar. 261.

Ankle-joint, compound dislocation of. 251.

Anus, imperforate, 312 ; nourishing by, 368.

Aphonia, 390.

Areolar, vascular tumor of labium, 303.
Army News. 41, 92. 118, 166, 237. 250, 284, 310, 333,

359, 382, 403, 427, 455, 525, 550.
Anny, the medical corps of the, 264.

Arnold, Dr. E. S. F., letter from, 249.

Arnott, Henry, notice of work by, 401.
Arsenic in dyspepsia, 104.

Arterioles, tonicity of, 511.

Artery compressor (illustrated). 213.
Artery constrictor, with cases. 52.

Artesian wells propagating disease, 152.

Ascites, a novel method for tapping, 36.

Aspergillus, case of, 419.

Aspirator, the, 473.
Asthma, a cause of, 442 ; treatment of, 443.
Astigmatism, determination of, 58, 347.
Astragalus, cases of, disease of, o97.

Atlee, Dr. W. L. , review of work by, 543.

Atlo-axial disease. 510.

Aural-catarrh, review of work on, 353
;
polypus, rapid

development of. 418.

Autopsies, neces.sity for, 536.

B.

Bailey, Dr. James S., death after child-birth, 385 ; snake-

bites. 413
Baptisia tiuctoria in typhoid, 465.

Barker, Dr. B. F.. puerperal thrombosis, 521.

Bathing, directions for, 382
;
reduced to a science, 91.

Battey, Dr. R., on cystotomy, 381.

Beard and Rockwell, Drs., on electro-surgery, 292, 434.

Beef essence, frozen, 300.

Beef -tea, worthlessness of, 223 ; new method of making,

296, 323.

Beer, adult-eration of, 551.

Bell. Dr. A. N. , on quarantine, 66.

Bell, Dr. John, of Philadelphia, death of, 432.

Belladonna, antidotal preparations of, 159.

Bellevue Hospital Medical College, 93 ;
House Staff,

431.

Bennett, Dr. E. P., dislocation of shoulder, 52.

Bennett, Dr. J. H., review of work by, 203.

Bennett, Dr. W. H. , dust as an exciting cause of disease,

388.

Berberi, case of, 468.

Bile, urea in, 346 ;
detection of, 197.

Biliary calculi, large, 360.

Births, male and female in U. S. , 336.

Bladder, cancer of, 276
;
puncture of, 289, 323 ; rup-

ture of, 205, 356, 394, 457 ;
impalement of by broom-

stick, etc., 518.

Black list, the physician's, 250.

Blind, the,'^in Massachusetts, 288.

Blindness, from cerebro- spinal meningitis, 341 ,
photopho-

bia in, 56.

Blood crystals, their physiological importance, 242.

Blood, transfusion of, 58.

Blotting-paper, incrusted, from nostril, 156.

Bodenhamer, Dr. W., traumatic hemorrhage of rectum

(illustrated), 361.

Bones, notice of work on disease.=; of, 279.

Booth, Hamlet of, psychologically considered, 287.

Bougie-a-Boule, a new, 167.

Bradley, Dr. E., letter from, 250.

Brain, effects of removal of, 372 ;
colloid degeneration

of, 228 ; in uraemia. 579.

Breath, organic matter in, 335.

Briddon, Dr. Chas. K., elastic artery compressor {illus-

trated), 213 ; surgery of male urethra, 217, 289
;

tubular aneurism, 472.

Bright's disease, in children, 345 ;
eye in, 84

;
work on,

23.

Brigham Hall, report of, 428.

Bromide of potassium, 328 ; notice of work on, 516.

Bronchitis, muriate of ammonia and carbolic inhalation

in, 274, 297.

Bronsou, Dr. E. B. , syphilis corpuscle, 138.

Brown-Sequard on epilepsy, 472, 517. ^

Buck, Dr. A. H. , on Ear Practice, 570.

Buck, Dr. Gurdon, tracheotomy, 12; infra-auricular

tumor, 517.
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Bulklty. Dr. H. D.. notice of denth of. 4.S.

IJulkh-y, Dr. L. D.. cliniciil thernioiiu-tn-. UO.

Bull. Dr. C. S. , atrophy of optic nerve, :!i:{.

Biinistoud. Dr. F. J.. Lo8torfer'« corpuHcles, 1(14. 210.
Bullet, rcniovul of ftoni cranium. t2(M).

Bullets, l»(»(l practite of prubiug for in cavities, o25.

Bunker. Dr. E. S , clay (ircMings in variola, 40.

Burns, treatment of. 2'J(i.

Burrall, Dr. F. A., oxton.sion of wrist (illimlnidd), 143;
ua.s.al doucbe, (Jo ; carbolic acid internally, 52.').

Butler, Dr. S?. W., review of work by, 22.

Byrne. Dr. J., on electric cautery in uterine surgery
(illuiftrateci), 529, 55;i.

Coesarean Foction. ;U2. lis.

Calabar bean and chloral. 101 ; in constipation. 413.

Calculi, 27; in the bladder, 230 ; chlorofonu in treatment
of. 104.

Camphor, monobromate in delirium tremens, 372 ; and
bromine, lOo.

Cancer, rcniarks on different characters, and treatment of,

\',(K 22->. 2:)7, 21)1. :^7!J. 40. 512, 594.
Cancruni oris, treatment of. 414.

Cantharidatc of pota.<h. 540.

Cantharides. poisoning by, 807.

Canthoplasty in conjunctival and corneal aflFections, 34

;

Carbol. 302.

Carbolic acid, antidote for, 84 ; as an anesthetic, 231
;

internally, 525.

Caro. Dr. S. A., novel method of tapping, 30.

Carrol's, Dr. A. L., knot-tier (ilhi.stratfed), 3U4.

Castle, Dr. F. A., on nocturnal enuresis, 453.

Castor-oil made palatable, 311.

Cataract, extraction of, 145, 346.

Centipede, sting of. 413.

Cephaljematoraa, 371.

Cerebral abscess. 297. i

Cerebral paralysis, growth of nail as a means of prog-
no.sis of. 108.

Cerebro -spinal meningitis, remarks on characters and
treatment. 34, 51, 71, 102, 206, 345, 265, 268, 384,

297. 2!i9, 341, 466.

Chapman, Dr. E. N., review of work by, 446.

Ch;.rity Hospital Report. 343.

Chemistry and materia medica, report of Section of Ame-
rican Medical Association of, 189.

Chicago, eflfects of fire in, 168.

Chinese surgery, 47.

Childbirth, death after. 385. 439.

Chloral hydrate, remarks on as a remedial agent in dif-

ferent diseases, 104, 105, 106, 197, 324, 329, 415, 416,

420.

Chloride, in place of bromide, of potassium, 31.

Cholera, remarks on, 9, 297, 323, 360.

Cholera infantum. 394. 443.

Chloroform, discovery of, 335 ; uses of, 104, 252.

Chronic cjstiiis. 381.

Cinchona, action of. 303 ; tree, cultivation of, 188.

Cilia, method of destroying, 324.

Circocele.' operation of, 303.

Clarke, Dr. H. K.. on cys otomy, 220.

Clavicle, apparatus for fracture of, 258.

Clay dressings in variola, 40.

Cloves, oil of, as a preservative, 335.

Coal oil in congestion. 372.

Cobbold. Dr. S. . notice of work bj', 471.

Cocoanut-milk. 275.

Cod -liver oil, comparative value of. 329.

Cohen. Dr. J. Soils, notice of work by. 400.

Copaiba, new mode of administering. 324.

College of Physicians and Surgeons, commencement of,

93.

Collodion, cheap. 391.

Communists as lunatics. 408. 471.

Condylomata ; non-syphilitic, removal of, 151 ; endo-
follicular, 511.'

Conjugal onanism. 43.

Conjunciiviiis. treatment of, 304. 509.

ConHonant HoundH. caHos illuBirating. 40.

Constipation, in uterine disease, treatment of. 108, 442.

Convulnions. acute ura-mic, use of opium in, 160; forci-

ble diliverv' for. H2.

Corals, notice of work on. 378.

Coreal ulcer and dental abscess, 418.

Coq)ulence. causfs of. 16K.

Correspondence. 39. 70, 91, 117. 149, 164, 311. 234, 247,

2K4, 308, 332, 358. 379, 403. 426, 477, 525, 549.

Corrosive sublimate, hypodennic injection of, 59.

Consumption, review of work on. 203.

Cow's milk, reaction of. 443.

Creosote, tests for j)urity of. 415.

Croton water siipi»ly, the. 326, 429.

Croup, management of. 228.

Cruse. Dr. Thomas K . fracture of leg, 140.

Curidmango, value of, 329.

Cylindrical glasses, the first pair, 359.

Cystitis in female, treatment of, 84, 107.

Cystotomy, remarks, 220, 381, 549.

D.

Dalton, Dr. E. B., death of, 385.

Dalton, Dr John C, review of work by. 86.

Dana. Dr. James D. , notice of work V>y. 378.

Dawson. Dr. B. F.. a new vaccinator {illustrated), 117.

Dead bodifs. liquefying, 228.

Deaf and Dumb, the uneducated, 336.

Deafness, cured by electricity, 57 ; caused by cerebro-

spinal meningiti.s. 341.

Death, ap{)arent. remarkable case of. 335 ; test of, 574.

Delaware State Medical Society, notice of, 312.

Delirium tremens, chloral in, 197.

Delivery, m.-xnual. in con\'ul8ion8, 82.

De Marmou. Dr. P.. case of. 187, 349, 309.

Denionomania and witchcraft, 96.

Dental inegularity, treatment of, 153.

Dentigerous cysts, 58.

Dentists in the U. S. . 95.

Department of safety, the proposed, 61.

Derby. Dr. A. H , tenotomy in myopia, 64
Diabetes in India, 28 ; treatment of, 367.

Diabetic nvine. new matter in. 251.

Diarrhoea, infantile, treatment of, 228.

Dickson. Prof. S. H.. death of, 163.

Digitalis, an anaphrodisiac, 33.

Diphtheria, recovery after tracheotomy for, 12 ; treat-

ment of. 297.

Diploma traffic, the. 117. 247, 514.

Disinfectants, the best. 329.

Dispensaries, first to suggest the idea of, 335.

Dissecting wounds, treatment of, 197.

Doctor's local quarrels, 301.

Donnelly, Dr. M.. skin grafting, 573.

Dowell. Dr. Greenville, new speculum (illuitrated), 402.

Drowning, prevention of death from, 546.

Drug-bill, remarks on. 17.

Drunkenness, ])roposed law against, in France, 288.

Dry earth a*; a surgical dressing. 420.

Dubois, Dr. H. A., climate of San Rafael, 135.

DufiBeld. Dr. Edward, baptisia tinctoria, 465.

Dugorg oil, 382.

Duncan, Dr. J. M., notice of work by, 304.

Dunning, Dr. W. B. , death from ether, 411.

Dust, as an exciting cause of disease in air-piissages,

388.

Dwyer. Dr. John, cerebro -.spinal meningitis, 51.

Dyspepsia, treatment of, 60, 104, 346.

Dysentery, chlorate of potash in, 351.

E.

Ear, removal of bodies from, 395 ; review of work on, 19

;

the labyrinth of, 232 ; catarrh of, 444 ; unusual cases

of disease of, 570.

Earth in surgery, review of work on, 205.

1 Eczema, hesitation in curing, 43.
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Editorial articles, 17, fil, >S5, 10!), 15:3, 15r), 201, 229, 277,
:301, 82r), :349, P>78, 308, 421, 44"), 409, 518, 541, 575.

Edson, Dr. B., on c.incer doctors, 879.

Education, .sanitary aspects of, 898.
Elbow, movement plan in fracture of, 418.
Elbow -joint, excision of, 42.

Electric cauter3' in uterine surgery, 529, 553.
Electricity, review of works on, 110, 515.

Electro-surgery, researches in, 202, 484.

Electro-therapeutics, 189, 281, 540.
Electrolysis in stricture of rectum, 209.
Emnienagogue.s, 29(>.

Empyema, latency of symptoms in, 86 ; cases of, 357.

Eueuresis, nocturnal. 848, 458.

Epidemic diseases, report of section of American Medi-
cal Association on. 263.

Epilepsy, character and treatment of, 198, 226, 276, 337,
472.

Epulis, microscopic character of. 59.

Erectile tumors, electrolysis in, 293.

Erysipelas and surface thermometry, 1 94 ; abortive treat-

ment of. 200. 442.

Ether as a beverage, 168; death from, 408, 411 ; effects

of iu labor, 416 ; the first insensibility from, 252
;

glue, 328.

Eucalyptus, 298.

Evolution, theories of, 396.
Excisions, antiquity of, 549, 577.
External iliac, ligation of, 105.

Extra-uterine [regnancy, 467.
Extraction operations. 848.
Eye, syphilitic inflammation of, 58 ; relation of diseases

of to other diseases, 337.

Fabrics, to render non-inflammable, 222.

Favus, treatment of, 56.

Fecundation, artificial, 222.

Fecundity, extraordinary, 264 ; a work on, 204.

Fees in California, 287.

Female, calculus in, 417.

Female Dentists, 358.

Female patients, our relations to our. 469.

Female physician of the olden time, 403.

Femur, cases of fracture of, 104, 198, 254 ; lengthening
of in sj-philis, 368.

Fermentation, remarks on, 511.

Fever, mixture for. 59 ; lacto-phosphate of lime in, 226
;

and sewers, 227.

Fibula, fracture of, treatment of, 41 8.

Finnell, death from heart disease, 112 ; on whiskey drink-
ing, 451 ; on aboi-tion, 520.

Flint, Dr. A., aneurism and its relation to syphilis, 37.

FUnt. Dr. A., Jr., notice of work by, 423.

Fostal hypertrophy. :>47
; remains, attachment of, 228.

Forced Delivery, 107.

Fork, swallowing of a. 46.

Fortun, Dr. C. A., trismus nascentium, 343.
Foundlings and foimdling institutions, 481. 513.
Franciscan Hospital, quarterly report of, 286.
Fra^er. Dr. William, death of, 'diS.

Frisbie, Dr. C. W., on pessema, 308.

G.
Gall-stone, a large, 286.

Galvanic current, therapeutic action of, 328.

Galvanism, strictures, treatment by, 270.

Galvano-caustic, amputation by, 516.

Galvano-Puncture Needle (illustrated), 162,461.
Gangrene of mouth, 462.

Gant, Dr. F. J. , notice of work by, 302 ; Dr. James,
notice of work by, 24.

Gastric Tubuli. 372.

Gastro-hysterotomy, 227.

Gelsemium in irritable bladder, 57.

German surgeons, annual congress of, 234.

Gibbons, Dr. H. , letter from, 880.

Gleet, an astringent for, 105.

Glue bandage in fractures, 275.

Goitre, treatment of, 847.

•Gonorrhoea, remarks on character and treatment of, 199,

225, 299. 468.

Good-Bll, Dr. William, membranous cast of vagina, 40.

Gossypirtm as an anodyne. 108.

Gouley, Dr. J. W. S., on rupture of bladder, 457; ure-

thral fever, 409; retention of urine, curious case of,

483.

Graduation of improper persons, 70, 153, 168, 258.

Green, Dr. T. Henry, notice of work by, 88.

Gross, Dr. S. D., notice of work by, 352.

Grotto near Pistoie, curative properties of, 46.

H.
Habershon, Dr. S. 0., notice of work by, 424.

Hachenberg, Dr. G. P., on tannin packing, 842.

Hairs, changes in direction of, 574.

Hare-lip, cases of, 540.

Hemato-crystalline with irrespirable gases, 242.

Hematoma, complicating internal urethrotomy, 291.

Hematoxylin, 894.

Hamilton. Dr. F. H., notice of work by, 423.

Harle.y, Dr. G. . notice of work by, 802.

Hay-fever, notice of work on, -878.

Hayes, Dr. R. T., letter from Japan, 250.

Health Board and Xuisances, 350.

Health Council, a national, 180.

Health Department and Committee of Safety, 61.

Health Officer of the Port, 18.

Heart, voluntary arrest of action of, 261, 268; anomalous
malformation of. 111 ; .suppcsed cause of disease of,

58, 804 ; death from diseases of, 112 ; needle in the,

288, 416 ; nitrite of amyl in neuralgia of, 392 ;
re-

marks on disease of, 419 ; diseases of in pregnancy,

439 ; strain of, 444 ; vegetations in auricle of, 521
;

statistics of disease of, 420 ; calcareous infiltration of,

442.

Hectic Fever, 296.

Hematuria, malarial,- 418.

Hemicrania. quinine and digitalis in, 105.

Hemoptysis, remarks on, 60, 207.

Hemorrhages, secondary, 120
;
post-partum, 443.

Hemorrhoids, a new forceps for (illustrated), 26; treat-

ment by galvani.sm, 881.

Hemp-saw in excision of polypi, 149.

Hemiplegia in syphilis, 297.

Hermaphroditism, case of, 346.

Hernia, novel methods of treatment for. 57, 105, 346, 414.

Herpes zoster, collodion in, 371.

Hewit, Dr. H. S., on Symes' amputation, 156.

Hewson, Dr. A., review of work by, 205.

Hiccough, management of. 276.

Hip Disease, operation for, 2^9, 410.

Homeopathy and Allopathy, 309, 383.

Honolulu, climate of, 427.

Horse, large intestinal calculus in, 335 ; influenza. 478.

Hospital Appointments. 109, 211, 376.

Hospital Report of a novel sort, 18.

Hunter. Dr. W. C, on pepsin, 477.

Hudson. Dr. E. D., on paraplegia (illustrated), 339.

Humerus, luxatioa froin muscular contraction, 467.

Hutchison, Dr. J. C, on syphilization, 305.

Hutton. Dr. Allen C. on homeopathy, 309.

Hydatid cysts passed per rec;um. 420.

Hydrocele, new treatment of. 104.

Hydrochlorate of aniorphia. 106.

Hydromatous cysts, 897.

Hydrophobia, remarks on. 200, 348, 419.

Hydro-pneumothorax. 512.

Hymen, persistence of after marriage. 335.

Hysteria, fatal case of, 415 ; ischuria of, 57.

niac artery, ligation of, 41 7.

Illinois State Medical Society, notice of, 288.

Impetigo and vaccinia. 371.

Incontinence of urine in children, 417.
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Increase in population. reinarkB on, 17.

Indiana Stato Medical .Society, notica of, 884.

Indipostion n-id its imn t^roraent, 348.

Inebriety, horedit^rj-. 2;{J).

Indican, origin of in nr.no. :M5.

Infants, rare mode of djath in, 231 ; food for, :!91 ; work
on. ;{77.

Infantile paralysis, electricity in. 834.

Infirmaries, first establish mont of, 48.

Influenza among' horses, 47!).

Infra-auricular tumor. .")17.

In.!,'alls. Dr. E. F.. on cy.stotomy, 550.

Insane, ophth.almoloffical examination of the, 152.

Insanity, remarks on, 151, 275. 27G, 372.
Intemperance, comic law of, 480.

Interdental si)lint. :{72.

Intermaniui^'c. remarLs on. 359.

Intermittent fever, carbolic acid in, 224.

Intestinal obstruction, 20S,

Intus.susception. case of, 520.

Iodine, tinct. of, bleached, 510.

Iritis, atropine in syphilitic, 300.

Iron, incompatibles. 00.

Irreducible hernia, a case of, 151.

Ischemia, case of. 339.

Ischium, excision of, 198.

J.

Jackson. Prof. Samuel, death of , 118.

Jacobi, Dr. A., letter from, 213 ; specimens by, 206 ; on
foundling institutions, 481.

Janeway. Dr. E. G. . pathological specimens by, 37, 205,

304, 305. 35() ; on post-mortems, 536.

Jaw. the man with the " iron." 47 ; treatment of fracture

of. 391. 4G0 ; excision of, 540, 579.

Jeffries, Dr. B. Joy, notice of work by, 146

;

Jervina. experiments with, 130.

Jewish mortality, 335.

K.
Kerosene oil in chronic rheumatism. 414.

Kidney, effects of various liquors on, 30 ; notice of work
on diseases of. 23

;
pathology of contracted, 395

;

remarivs on fatty, 60.

Knapp. Dr. H. , on cerebro-spinal meningitis, 341 ; on the
ear. 232.

Knee-joint, amputation of. 32, 57 ; resection of, 235,

256 ; cartilage from. 300.

Koumiss, preparation of, 408.

Labor, cases in a private practice of thirty-nine years,

390 ; death after, 385. 439 ; electricity in, 347 ; force

and version in, 151 ; manual force to uterus in,

108; not a painful process, 467; premature artifi-

cial. 418.

Laborde. Dr. J. V., notice of work by, 471.

Lachrv'mal sac. catarrh of the, 510.

Lactic acid as a remedial agent. 329.

Laryngeal growths, causes of, 224.

Laryngeal mirror-holder (illustrated), 358.

Laryngoscopy. 199.

Larvnv. svphilitic ulcerations of, 32; papilloma of,
"411.

Lead -poisoning from snuff, 56.

Lee. Dr. B., notice of work by, 400.

Lee. Dr. C. A. , notice of death of. 4.

Leg. treatment of fractures of, 140.

Leucin and tyrosin, 60.

Leucocythjemia in a pig, 296.

Leucocyte, the. 191.

Leucaemia, a case of, 280.

Leucorrhoe i. treatment of. 392.

Lewis, Dr. Z., Edwards' folding saw, eta (illustrated),

161.

Libraries of New York, 287.

Lidell. Dr. J. A., carbolic inhalations in chronic bron-
chitis. 27^.

Light, blue, as a stimulant. 343.

Lijfhtning, los.s of life by. 2S8. 428.
Lime, phosphate as a remedy, 220 ; locto-phosphate of,

413.

Lipoma, removal of an extensive, 251.

Lips, chronic h^'purtrophy of, 59.

Litbiasin. 395.

Lithotomy and lithotrity, 150. 41fS, 430, 442 ; first case

of in New York, 2f[4.

Little. Dr. J L.. tumor of jaw. 520.

Loring. Dr. E. G , operation for Ht.abismus. 97,

Lostorfer's corpu.scles. 27, 138, 155, 104, 210.

Lung, absence of. 108.

Lupus of the extremities. 234.

Lymphatic uiJema, 370.

Liver, narrow escape of in paracentesis ; furrowed, a case

of. 2S1, 357.

Loomis, Dr. A. L. , on empyema, 357.

M.
Macdonald. Dr. A. E., small-pox statistics, 310, 305,

142.

Iklacula lutea, di.stancG of from optic disc. 32.

Magnetic and mineral springs of ALchigan, notice of

work on, 425.

Magnetic wells, 189.

Maine Medical Association, notice of, 334.

Malarial fever, hemorrhagic, 197, 396.

Mammary tumor, 112.

Manhattan Eye and Ear Hospital reports, 144
Mann, Dr. Ed. C. on skin di.seases, 412.

Markoe, Dr. T. M., review of book by, 279.

Marriage rp/s^.s celibacy, 41.

Massachusetts Gen. Hospital. 384.

Mason. Dr. E.. fajcal accumulations, 114.

Ma.sturbation. a case of. 453.

Mathewson. Dr. A., on criticism. 212.

Meat, new method of preserving, 46 ; extract of, 415.

Medical College commencements, 72, 85.

Medical Library and Journal Association, reports of.

65.

Medical diploma trade. 167. 380.

Medical education, 176, 186 ; fees, 43 ; services, forced,

18. 171.

Medical Register, notice of, 353; and the profession, 421,

445, 453, 525.

Medical experts, 189.

Medical literature, report on, 177.

Medical and Surgical History of the War, 230.

Medical schools, efficiency of, 541.

Medical Society of West Virginia, notice of, 312.

Medical Societv of County of New York, reports of, 33,

90, 231. 448. 523.

Medical staff of U. S. Xavy, 432.

Medical World, final notice of. 64.

Medicine, history of, notice of. 471.

Membrana tympani. anatomy of. 54 ; wounds of. 56.

Menstniation, temperature during, 151
;
phenomena of,

512
Mephitis occidentalis, 466.

Morcurv, injection in syphilis, 511.

Methyline, bichloride of. 45, 369.

Miller, Dr. M. N., on mydriasis, 387.

Military Academy, West Point. 326.

Milk, artificial. 45.

Mind, influence of in therapeutics. 43.

Miner, Dr. Julius F.. on ovariotomy. 13.

Minnesota State Medical Society, officers of. 420.

Microscopic sections of eyes, 58.

Missouri Medical .\ssociation, notice of, 334.

Mitchell, Dr. C. L. , heart disease in pregnancy, 439.

Modem giants, 429.

Morbus coxarius. case of, 303.

Morphia, poisoning by. 47. 372. 391 ; hypodermic injec-

tions of, 225 ; and chloroform. 252.

Moore, Prof. E. 31., on vowel and consonant sounds,
49.

Morris, Dr. Moreau, cerebro-spinal meningitis, 245.
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Mortality of New York, extraordiuaiy, 332.

Mother's Rcigister, notice of, 377.

MoiTse's Ear, sensation in, 419.

Munde, Dr. Paul, foreign letter from, 23G.

Mud-baths, efficacy of, 3!)7.

Murray, Dr. A, galvano-puncture needle (i'lustrrffcd)^

102, 4')1
; intrauterine pessary (UUistrate.i), 319.

Mushroams, edibie and poisonous, 369.

Mydriasis, case of, 387.

Myopia, tenotomy in, 64.

N.
Naeviis, cured by vaccination, 261 ; an extensive, 150;

cured by electrolysis, 2!)4.

Nails, growth of, as a means of prognosis, 108.

Narceine, hydrochlorate, in hypodermic injections, 200.
Nares, new method of plugging, 84.

Narium, sejitum, abscess of, 28.
Nasal douches, 64.

Naso-pharyngeal tumors, 395, 578.
National Medical Library, 202.

Neck, cystic tumor of the, 418.

Negro mortality at the South, 429.

Needle Forceps, a new (iZ/nstrateii), 26,

Nerves, regeneration of, 511.
Newman, Dr. R. , electrolysis, 209 ; treatment of stric -

ture. 270.

News and Items, 48, 72, 93, 118, 166, 237, 264, 311, 333,
359, 382, 408, 427, 478.

New instruments, 117, 162, 213, 358, 402.
New York Dispensaries, -statistics of, 431.

New York Academy of Medicine, reports of, 6t), 115, 281
305, 328, 474, 521, 546, 577.

New York Hospital, the late, 229.

New York Medico-Legal Society, officers of, 479.

New York Pathological Society, reports of, 36, 111,
15IJ, 295, 280, 30:5, 354, 451, 472, 517, 577.

Nomenclature of diseases, report on, 179.

Noyes, Dr. H. D. , relation of eye diseases with other dis-

eases, 337.

O.
Obituary notices, 41, 162.

Ob.stetric, report of section of American Medical Associa-
tion, 189 ; report of practice, 390.

Opium, use of the acute urasmia, 160
;
poisonous bella-

donna in, 396 ; cultivation of in Tennessee, 526.

Optic nerve, atrophy of, 313, 338 ; strychnia a stimvUus
to, 32.

Ophthalmia, purulent in new-born, 300.

Ophthalmic arterj^ embolism of, 338.

Ophthalmological congress, 383.

Ophthalmology, notice of journal of, 327.

Ophthalmoscope, review of work in uses of, 20.

Ovariotomy, remarks on, 13, 189, 417, 430, 441, 512, M'i.
Orbit, aneurism of, 419.

Organic dynamics, 348.

Os innominata, dislocation of, 105.

Osteo-myelitis, cases of, 156.

Otis, Dr. F. N., .sympathetic suppression of urine, 158.
Otitis interna, division of, 151 ; media, 519.
Otology, lectures on, 56.

Our female brethren. 384.

Ovary, cancer of, 394.

Ovarian cyst, in a child aged eight years. 297; removal
of during acute peritonitis, 512.

Ovarian veins, thrombosis of, 305.

Ozokerit in skin disease, 152.

Oxygen in suffocation from coal gas, 419.

Packard, Dr. C. W. , cerebo-spinal meningitis, 102.

Pain, remarks on, 372.

Painless parturition, 467.

Painting, pathology of, 149.

Pancreatic calculi, 356.

Papilloma of larynx, 41 1.

Palate, the, in health and disease, 359.

Palpation in obstetrics, 416, 419.

Paper dressing, 260.

Paracentesis thoracis, 346.

Paraffine, effects of on skin, 57.

Paraplegia, mechanical treatment of {illustrated), 839.

Parasites, review of work on, 146.

Parisian hospitals. 383.

Pathology, review of work on, 88.

Pathological specimens, the keeping of, 526.

Peasloe, Dr. E R., review of work by, 543.

Peliosis rheumatica, 106.

Pflvis, normal distortion of, 468.

Peiisin, remarks on, 200. 329, 368, 477.

Periuterine celluliiis, 393, 397.

Perineum, supporting the. 391. 393.
Peripheral placentitis, case of, 37.

Peritonitis, acute in child, 281.

Pessary, retained seventeen years, 45, 311 ; int ra-uterine

galvanic, 319.

Pessema, remarks on, 308, 403.

Peters, Dr. J. C. , on quarantine, 68 ;
perforation of

pulmonary artery, 580.

Peugnet, Dr. E., hypodermic injection of veratrum album,
114

;
on veratrum viride, 121.

Pharmacy, Board of, 285.

Pharmacy Bill, remarks on the, 17, 64.

Pharyngitis, 393.

Philadelphia, reminiscences of, 170.

Phosphoric acid lemonade, 331.

Phosphorus poisoning, turpentine in, 58 ; experiments

with, 235.

Phthisis, aneurism as a cause of, 305.

Physic, Watson's practice, notice of, 351.

Physicians, duration of life of, 162.

Physiological section of American Medical Association,

report of, 191.

Physiology, review of work on, 86, 362, 423.

Piles, suppository for, 296 ; new forceps for, 26.

Pills, a new excipient for, 216.

Plaster Paris splints, 140, 150.

Plastic apparatus in surgery, 389.

Pleurisy, early blistering in, 297.

Pleuritic effusion treated by thirst, 30.

Pneumonia, early blistering in, 297 ; aconite in, 390.

Poisoning, by hydrochloric acid, 84 ; large draughts of

water in, 108 ; medical jurispi-udence of, 399.

Polypi, excision of by hemp-saw, 149.

Polyuria, case of, 394.

Pooley, Dr. J. H., letter from, 310.

Popliteal cyst, case of, 303.

Population, increase of, 17 ; of globe, 543.

Porter. Prof. Noah, notice of work by, 26.

Post, Dr. A. C, mammary tumor, 112; impalement of

bladder, 518.

Post-mortem examinations, necessity for, 449.

Precocious development, 120.

Pregnancy, spurious, feigned and concealed, 225 ; sur-

gical proceedings during, 369.

Prepuce, follicular ulceration of, 114.

Presbyterian Hospital, New York, 480.

Professions, mortality, statistics of the, 311.

Progress Medical Science, 27, 56, 83, 104, 197, 122, 251,

^275, 296, 323, 343, 367, 389, 414, 441, 466, 540, 570,

574.

Protoplasm, action of galvanic cuiTcnt on, 284.

Prout, Dr. J. S.. a new needle forceps {ilituitrated), 26.

Pruritus vulvae, 298, 444.

Psammonea, a case of, 354.

Psoas abscess, 251.

Public schools, sanitary condition of, 898.

Puerperal convulsions, statistics, 335 ;
treatment of, 393,

466.

Puerperal metritis, remarks on, 15.

Puerperal thrombo.sis and embolism, 521.

Pulmonary artery, perforation of, 580.

Pulmonary consumption, 296.

Purpura hemorrhagica, 451.

Pus corpuscles, origin of, 252 ; uses of, 107.
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Pntnam, Dr. Mnry C, on pyiomia. 7:1 ; scnrliitinous

npphritiH, •\'}i; anomalous heart. 111 ; intestinal ob-

struction, 2lW.

Pvfrmia in Rdlovup Hoxpital, 87H ; remarks on, 7:5.

Q.
','n :i'.v ;ii.MinHt, 15.').

Qii:'.; tis. \. IN. ({(!.

Oil '
. .- l:ir<^e (lijscs of, 223; in homicr.inia,

li»-') ; tniniat« of, IIMI ; as parturient. I!i7, 27(i
; a

>ubstituto for. 511 ; in uterine homorrhiif^e. oil.

U.
' • :.•-•», lOS.

itLs. remarks on. 29, 200.
......us and ulna, dislocation backward, 297; double

fraoture of. .jS.

Ilectal .speculum (illustrated), 363.

Rectum, plu','trinjf the, 224 ;
polypus of, 347 ; speculum

for. 402 ; stricture treated by electrolysis, 209
;

traumatic hemorrhage of (illustrated), 301.
Red coipusclos, mountinj,' of. 324.

Respirator}- diseases, chronic diseases of, 199.
Reviews and notiees of books. 19. 8(5, 110, 14(i, 203, 279.

302. 327. 3") I. 377. 400. 423.
Rhammis fraiigfular, value of. 329.

Rheumatism, influence of on character, 345 ; treatment
of. 414.

Rhode Island Medical Society, notice of, 333.
Rindfleisch. Dr. E . notice of work by. 88.

Roberts. Dr. W. C, contagion of yellow fever, 474.
Rodenstein, Dr. C. F.. cerebro-spinal meningitis. 71.

Rogers. Dr. S., on a "/<j/womj»" profes.sion, 70. 117, 249.
Rumex acetosa. poisoning by, 419.
Ruralizing, the hygiene of. 349.
Rush, Dr. Benjamin, recollections of, 170.

Russian' quarantine, 479.

Russel, C. P., small-pox statistics, 237.
Rye-straw in conjunctiva, 392.

S.

Salaries of physicians, 96.

Salt, value of. 48.

Sand baths, 3(57.

Sands, Dr. H. B. ; naso-pharyngeal tumor, etc., 578.
San Francisco, mortality statistics of, 336.
Sandringham. medical lessons from, 39.

San Rafael, climate of the valley of, 134.
Santonine. .substitute for. 57.

Sarcoma of .shoulder. 578.

Satterthwaite. Dr. T. E., and iron cross, 376.
Saw, a folding (illustrated). 101.

Saj-re. Dr. L. A. . and the order of Wasa, 286.

'

Scapula, excision of. 417.
Scarlatina, carbolic acid in. 299.

Scarlatinous nephritis, case of. 354.

Scarlet fever, prevention of, 299 ; treatment of, 466.^
Scirs, pathologj' of. ;>81.

Schoeppe. acquittal of, 399.

School, hygiene, 415.

Sclerosis utari, remarks on. 15.

Scorpion sting, treatment of. 413.
Screaming fits, infantile, cause of, 208.
Scrofulous anginae. diagnosis and treatment of. 30.

Scrotum, instrument for amputation of (illustrated),

161.

Scurvy, only in males. 105, 240.
Sea- sickness, prevention of, 4.56.

Sea-water in London, 288.
Seguin, Dr. E., notice of work by, 25 ; surface ther-

mometry, 194
Sewall. Dr. J. G.. cerebro-spinal meningitis, 265.
Sewing-machines, use of. 59, 527.
Sex of fcetus. prediction of. 417.
Shoulder, new method for dislocation of, 52.
Shrady, Dr. Geoi^e F., the drug-bill, etc.. 17, 18 ; the

department of safety. 61 ; medical colleges. 85
;

hospital appointments, 109
;
graduation of improper

person*. 153, 253 ; the Inw against quackery, 155 ;

the late New York Hospital, 229 ; street cleaning,

301 ; medical leHson.s of Stokes' trial, 325 ; the

hygiene of ruralizing. 349 ; American Medical Asso-

ciation, 376 ; sanitiry condition of our jmblic

schools, 398 ; the .Medicnl RogiHter and the profes-

sion, 421. 445 ; our relations to our female patients,

4<i!> ; the farmingout Hystem for foundlings, 513.
Sick headache, a reniedy for. 252. '299.

Simpson. Sir J. Y. . review of work by, 146, 327.

Skene. Dr. J. C, sclerosis uteri. 15.

•Skin. nbsor]ition through. 252; grafting of, 572.

Skin diseases, treatment of. 225. 22f», 370, 412.

Skull, compound fracture of, 2!l'^.

Small-pox. chnractors and treatment of, 95, 118, 142,

KJO. 198, 23(i. 310. 365. 40.8. 419. 426. 432. 444, 456.

Smith. Dr. A. H.. laryngeal mirror in jiosition. 358.

Smith. Dr. Gouvemcur .M , on lactic acid, 329.

Smith, Dr. J. L., notice of work by. 377
;
pathological

specimens by, 36, 39, 451

.

•

Smith, Dr. O. H. cerebro-spinal meningitis, 268.

Smith. Dr. S. , notice of work by, 353.

Snake-bites, treatment of, 413.

Snell, Dr A B., on American Medical Association, 426.

Snuff, lead poisoning from. 56.

Soap, brown Windsor, a<iulteration of, 287.

Soda, silicate of in ferm3ntatiou, 511.

Specialists, advertising, 376.

Speculum, a new, 402.

Speir, Dr. S. F., artery constrictor, 52, 150.

Spermatic incontinence, 348.

Spina bifida, cured, 3(i8.

Spinal cord, changes in. from division of nerves, 252.

Spine, notice of work on diseases of, 400.

Squibb, Dr. E. R., on fa,shionable remedies, 328.

St. Mary's Hospital, notice of, 359.

St. Vincent's Hospital Report, 572.

Starch bandages, modification of, 2(50.

StatLstics, yearly, of New York Health Board, 333.

Steatorrhoea tiavescens, 345.

Sterility, 197.

Stimson, Dr. L. A . letter from, 382.

Stimulants, administration of, 370.

Stokes?' trial, medical lessons of, 32-5.

Strabismus, modern operation for, 97. 115.

Stramonium, an antidote for opium poisoning, 44.

Street-cleaning department, the new. 301.

Strieker, Dr S. , review of work bv, 576.

Stricture, the operations for. 113, 151, 270, 217, 477.

Strychnia, hypodermicaliy, 348 ; tests for, 222.

Studley. Dr. Mary J., on hospital appointment, 212.

Sugar-coated pills, value of. 329.

Sulphate of iron in suppuration, 104.

Sulphur fumigations in variola, 300.
Sulphurous acid in sj-philitic ulceration. 105.

Sunstroke, notice of work on, 424 ; quinine in, 360.

Sun. physical characters of the. 417.
Suppression of urine, the result of injury to urethra,

158.

Surgical Section of American Medical Association, re-

port of, 192. 254.

Surgery, review of works on practice of, 24, 352.
Suspension apparatus, the. 256.

Sutures, none after removal of breast, 276.

Syme's amputation, utility of. 156.

Sympathetic nerve, individuality of, 392.

Syncope, death from. 1505.

Syphilis, blood in, 27. 83. 345. 415 ; character and treat-

ment of. 167. 298. 305. 346 ; aggravated form of, 528.

Syria, contagious diseases in, 359.

Talmudic gleanings, 408.

Tanacetic acid as sub.>titute for santonine, 57.

Tannin packing in prolapsus uteri, 342.

Tape-worm, in child three years, 107.

Tar, to remove, 415.

Tarantula bite, treatment of, 413.
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Temperauce in France, 428.

Teetli, replantation of, 149, 3;")2
; exercise of, 468.

Tetanus, treatment of among Chinese, 228 ; treatment
of by excision, and chloral, 108, 299.

Tetanus cured by excision of nerve, 108.

Thapsia as a rubefacient, 106.

Theomania, 872.

Thermometers, medical, the best, 380.

Thermometry, clinical remarks on, 90, 359 ;
notice of

work on, 2;').

Thigh, amputation of, 234.

Thomson, Dr. W. H. , on psammonea, 354.

Thorax, impalement of, 198.

Throat, notice of work on diseases of, 400.

Thrombosis of tibial artery, 156; puerperal, 521.

Tibia, reproduction of, 31(>.

Tic-douloureux, 296
; by galvanism, 442.

Tonsillotomes, 2()1.

Tonsils, hypertrophied, treatment of, 367.

Tooth, fracture of, aud union of, 468.

Tractea, stricture, a case of. 234.

Tracheo- bronchitis, pseudo, 39.

Tracheotomy, cases of, 12, 414.

Transaotiens of American Ophthalmological Society, 19.

Transfusion, cases of, 236, 324.

Trephining over lateral sinus, 222 ; case of, 577.

Triplets, case of, 428.

Trismus nascentium, case of, 343.

Trueheart. Dr. C W. , on conjunctivitis, 569.

Turnbull, Dr. L., review of work on diseases of, 19.

Tuberculosis following bronchial catarrh, 36.

Tumors, injections for, 235.

Tyndale, Dr. J. H. , vaccination during the fever stage of

variola, 10.

Typhoid fever, similarity with ovaritis, 106; treatment
of, 199, 233,465, 444.

Typhus, quarantine of, 8.

U.
Ulcers, sloughing, iodide of starch for, 105.

Ulster County Medical Society, 333.

Unscrupulous criticism. 212.

United States Marine Hospital Service, 94, 185.

University of Pacific Medical Department, 249.

University of Pennsylvania, notice of, 383.

Urajmia, acute, use of opium in, 160.

Uranoplasty, 192.

Urethra prolapsus, 299 ; rupture of, 290 ;
surgery of the,

217; anatomy of, 235 ; hemorrhoids of, 381, 511.

Urethral baths, 60.

Urinary calculi in China, 44.

Urinary diseases, review of work on, 302.

Urine, diabetic, 351 ; indican in, 345 ; in malarial hemi-
turia, 197; retention of, 149, 291, 433.

Uteri, cervix, amputation of, 275.

Uterine, cloth-tents, 57 ; hemorrhage, quinine in, 511

;

anomaly, 151 ; sound, 224, 352 ; tumor, 397.

Uteru.q, sclerosis of, 15 ; double, 528 ; removal of inverted,

200 ; fibrous, hypodermically treated by ergot, 344

;

tannin packing in, 342 ; the surgery of, 344 ; foetal

femur embedded in, 443 ; unique case of inversion of,

443; prolapsus of gravid, 444; inverted, 513; re-

moval of, 510 ; cancer of, 512.

V.

Vaccine virus, 296.

Vaccination during fever-stage of variola, 10 ; remarks
on, 65, 11,7, 298, 396, 398, 444,467, 468.

Vagina, membranous ca.st of, 40.

Vaginal injections, warm, iise of, 100.

Vanderpoel, Dr. S. Oakley, on yellow fever, 563.

Vanilla ices, poisoning by, 149, 391.

Varicocele, radical cure of, 416.

Variola, character and treatment of, 10, 28, 40, 190, 326,

347, 371.

Varix, injection of ergotin in, 236.

Vaso motor physiology, 190.

Venereal sores, cauterizing, 151.

Veratroida, experiments with, 128.

Veratrum al))um, hypodermic injection of, 114; proper-
• ties of, 121.

Veratrum viride, properties of, 121, 468.

Vienna, Medical Department of University of, 44.

Vol. VII. close of, 575.

Vomiting of pregnancy. 93.

Voridia, experiments with, 129.

Vowel sounds, production of, 49.

W.
Walser, Dr. Theodore, on quarantine, 1.

Warner, Dr. John W., a case of intussusception, 530.

Washington delegates, the excluded, 182.

Waterman, Dr S. , on blood crystals, 212.

Water, vital importance of pure, 239.

Watson, Sir Thomas, work by, 351.

Webster, Dr. David, reports of Manhattan Eye and Ear
Hospital, 144.

Westchester County Medical Society, notice of, 333.

Wharton trial, the, 360.

Whitehead's, Dr. W. R., gag, 358, 403.

Whithall, Dr, S. , cerebro- spinal meningitis, 200; medi-

cal thermometry, 380.

Whooping-cough, cause of, 298 ; a remedy for, 335,

Williams, Dr. C. J. B., on pulmonary consumption, 23.

Wisconsin State Medical Society, notice of, 288.

Woman question, 174, 187 ; difference between man and
woman, 382.

Women's Medical College, 315.

Women, notice of work on diseases of, 147, 327, 377.

Worms, notice of work on, 471.

Wounds, isolating dressing of, 336.

Wood, Dr. H. C, Jr., notice of work by, 424.

Wrist, dislocation of, 296, 408 ; extension in diseases of

(ilhistrated), 143.

Wunderlich, Dr. C. A., notice of work by, 25.

Wymau, Dr. M. , notice of work by, 378.

Xylol, remarks on, 20, 329, 347.

Y.

Tear Book of Therapeutics, notice of, 470.

Yellow fever, quarantine of, 4; contagion of, 474; pa

thology and treatment of, 38 ; history of, on JVuman-

cia, 562.
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In considering the quesdon of Quarantine, I am con-

scious I am addressing the elite of the medical profes-

sion—men familiar ^vith the literature, aetiology, and
modus propagandi of every disease that comes under

its provisions
;
and I shall limit my observations, there-

fore, to personal experience on a field which is compa-
ratively foreign to the student of Hygiene, and in treat-

ing the history of epidemics in New York City, merely
refer to them as the causes Avhich prompted the fram-

ing of new laws and the initiation of further quarantine

restrictions. Tou will be pleased, therefore, to bear

with me if I speak of these hws as an integral part of

the question before us, and, in summing up the experi-

ence of canturies, make this experience the basis on

which to decide the claims of quarantine.

Appalled by the gradual approach of the epidemics

of yellow-fever, which had caused such fearful devasta-

tion in Charleston and Norfolk during previous years,

the first quarantine laws were enacted in the colony of

New York by the Lieut.-Governor, Council, and General

Assembly in 1758, enacting that " all trading-vessels,

transports, and others, having small-pox, yellow-fever,

or other contagious distempers on board ; and all per-

sons, merchandise, and goods whatsoever, coming or

imported in such vessels; and all vessels coming from

any place infected with distempers, shall not come into

any of the ports or harbors of this city, or nearer to it

than the land commonly called Bedloe's Island, and shall

be obliged to make quarantine there, or in such other

place or places, for such time and in such manner as

the Governor, or Commander-in-chief, by and with the

advice of His Majesty's Council, shall deem proper and
reasonable to direct and appoint ; and until such persons,

goods, or merchandise shall have respectively performed,

and be discharged from, such quarantine, no such per-

sons, goods, or merchandise, or any of them, shall come,

or be brought ashore, unloaded, go, or be put on board

ofany vessel within this colony, or the neigliboring colo-

ny of New Jersey, unless they shall first be permitted

and licensed by order of the Governor or Commander-
in-Chief for the time being, by and with the consent

of the Council ;
" making the penalty of infiingement of

this Unv £200, and £20 if any infected person Avas

found on board of any vessel without due notice, or if

any pilot refused or neglected to obey the provisions

of this law.

Whatever may have been the preventive course pur-

sued, no epidemic or disease of any alarming character

occurred in New York from this date, although Dr.

Chisholm remarks, " that the smell from the ships was

in the highest degree offensive, and the police at that

time by no means efficient, and putrid substances of

every description were accumulated in the siiips and
every part of the city."

In 1784 it was enacted in the Senate and Assembly,
that all vessels having on board any persons infected

with yellow-fever, or any other contagious distemper,

or coming from any place infected with such conta-

gious distemper, shall not come into the harbor or city

lower than Bedloe's Island, and shall perform quaran-
tine there for such time and in such a manner as tlie

Governor, or, in his absence, the Mayor of the City,

may direct ; and that during such quarantine no person,

goods, or merchandise shall be permitted to leave the

vessel without the permit of the Governor, or Mayor,
of New York. The law further defines the duties of

masters and pilots, applies the penalty exacted, as be-

fore, for the benefit of the hf;hthouse at Sandy-liook,

invests the Governor with the right of appointing a

physician, and specifies his duties, privileges, and com-
pensation.

Yellow-fever prevailed in New York after this to

a greater or less extent every year. Of the epidemics

of 1791 and 1703 no further account is given than
merely stating the number of its victims, and the lo-

calities, streets, and wdiarves where it prevailed. Its

origin in 1795 is, however, clearly traced to the brig

Zephyr from the West Indies ;
Dr. Treat, the examin-

ing surgeon, being its first victim—as is supposed from
making an autopsy of a death on board on the day of

her arrival in port. Being permitted to go to the wharf,

foot of Dover street, she hauled alongside the ship 117/-

liarns from Liverpool, where the disease first appeared

among the crew, and a few days later in White near

Dover street, extending thence to the adjacent build-

ings and streets. Every effort was made by Dr. BaiJy

to contradict this statement ; using as the strength of

his argument that no one of Dr. Treat's attendants and
friends was taken sick, and hence it could not have
been the yellow-fever. Indeed, the idea of personal

infection had so overshadowed the intellect of the

profession, that the most important facts were over-

looked in the vain search of evidence for it. In
the mean time the TIankey brought the disease from
the coast of Africa to New Granada, arriving on the

18th of March. In the middle of April the disease as-

sumed an epidemic form on the Island ; during June
and July it swept over the entire Island. Erom New
Granada it was carried to St. Domingo and Jamaica,

and thence to Philadelphia, by clothes, and more es-

pecially the woollen jackets, of diseased sailors. "Ves-

sels from Philadelphia Avere now quarantined in New
York.

In 1796 the first Health Oflicer and seven Commis-
sioners of Health were appointed, and their duties de-

fined. All vessels wMth forty or more passengers from
any foreign port were made subject to quarantine

;

the Governor of the State was authorized to issue

from time to time proclamations designating the ports

from which vessels should be quarantined, and the Health
Officer or Health Commissioners were authorized to bring

vessels already at the wharf back to quarantine, and to
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anchor wheresoever they might direct. £2,000 were

nppropriatetl to orcct a Lazaretto on Governor's Island

for the reception of infectious diseases, and placed under

the charge of the Health Ofliccr, and a further sum of

£2,000 was iipproj)riated for its maintenance. It was

then maile oblii,'atory upon every practisin-,' physician

to report I'ach case of infectious and contagious disease

10 the lleallli Commissioners.

liy the laws enacted in 1798 the apppointment of

Health Ollicer and Commissioners of Health, and their

respective duties, were still further defined
;

all vessels

having or liaving had on board any case of lever, or

coming from a port where such fever prevailed, being

made subject to quaraniine, unless they had been pre-

viously in any of our northern ports for a period exceed-

ing ten days.

Dr. I'nderhill gives the following account respecting

the epidemic of yellow-fever which followed in the same
year:—

" Some time in July the ship Fame is said to have

arrived from one of the West Indian islands, and come
to the wliarf below New Slip, where she lay for some
lime. About the tliird or fourth of August some people

went to discharge her ballast and to pump her out.

Among the ballast was a quantity of damaged coffee,

extremely putrid, which, with the water discharged

from the pump, was so oUensive to the smell tliat the

neiglibors were induced to shut their windows, espe-

cially while eating. About the sixth of the month, a

party dined at the house of a Mr. Mead in the neighbor-

hood, all of whom were taken sick in their respective

residences, on the fifth day afterwards, of yellow-fever,

and several of them died. The next house above was
visited in the same way ; three of the inmates were
t^ken sick at the same time, two of whom died. In the

second and third houses the inmates shared the same
fate." The number of deaths from yellow-fever during

this epidemic exceeded 2,000; wbilein Philadelphia the

ravages of the disease were still greater, and, as in New
York iu the case of the ship Fame, were clearly to be

traced to the Deborah and Mary from the Spanish Main.

Ajipalled and now full}' conscious of the danger, and
looking to an efficient quarantine as the only safeguard

against its importation, in 1790 the healtli laws were
so amended as to constitute the Health Officer Resi-

dent Physician, and members of the Council the Com-
missioners of Health, with the power to purchase a

tract of land on Staien Island for a boarding station

and marine hospital. The eastern shore was selected,

and some of the buildings were occupied during the

autumn. The list of ports from which ve.-selswere sub-
ject to quarantine embraced now all foreign and do-
mestic ports south of Georgia, from the 31st of May to

the 1st of October. In 1799, while the authorities were
still groping in gutter;, and sinks for the origin of the

disease, we find that seventy-four ca.ses of yellow-fever
were sent from the city to the Marine Hospital, the dis-

ease being confined to Old Slip and the vicinity of the
East Iliver.

In 1801 the Health Officer, Health Commissioners,
and Resident Physician to the Marine Hospital were
constituted the Board of Health of New York, and for

the first time the introduction of cargoes and nifrchan-
dise from infected vessels into the city of New York
was prohibited. Cargoes from infected ports had to be
discharged by lighters, and the vessel cleaned and
fumigated before pratique could be granted. Over
seven hundred cases of ship-fever were admitted dur-
ing the same year, comprising among the number over
one-third of the pa.ssengers of a brig from Sligo, arriv-

ing at this port after a long passage, in a destitute and
almost starvinsr condition.

In 1803, out of 1,G00 cases GOO died of yellow-fever,

commencing in coflTee-honse .slip and its vicinity. The
source is not given l^y any existing record. Nor can
the epidemic of 1805 be traced to positive infection

and importation of any one vessel; and to attribute it

to the landing of a quantity of rags from Leghorn is

perhaps as eironcous as the as-sertion of the Health
Officer, that it did not ari.se from any neglect at qua-

rantine, or come through that channel. The law pa.?.sed

in L'-'Ol, providing that no vessel from infected ports

should approach nearer the city than three hundred
yards, seems tiien to have been a dead letter.

In 1811 the quarantine laws were revised, and vessels

from Asia, Africa, and the Mediterranean, and from any
port south of Georgia, the Bernuidas, Bahamas, and
the West Indies, and all others having forty or more
passengers on board, or having had sickness or death

while in jiort or on the passage, were made subject to

quarantine during the year; and all vessels from Am-
erican ports south of Cape Henry were made subject

to it from the 30th of May to the 1st of October. Ves-
s.'ls with yellow-fever or any other pestilential disease

onboard, or hailing from ports where yellow-fever pre-

vailed, wore to be unloaded at quarantine, cleaned and
whitewashed three times, and to remain at least thirty

days in quarantine. No passenger or sailor was per-

mitted to proceed to New York until twenty days after

the occurrence of the la«t case of pestilential di.sease.

Vessels from the West Indies, Africa, and South of

Georgia were to remain but four days at quarantine 'to

discharge tlieir cargoes by lighters, and under no cir-

cumstances approach nearer the city than three hun-
dred yards ; and crafs considered to be dangerous to be
removed from the city to the quarantine grounds; car-

goes of hides, wool, and cotton to be landed at the

public stores at quarantine.

New York remained exempt from the visitation of

any contagious disease during the war Avith England
and until 1819. when a few cases of yellow-fever occur-

red near Old Slip; but by the vigorous exertions of the

Board of Health and the blessing of divine Providence,

its spread was averted.

In July, 1822, the first case of yellow-fever occurred

at the foot of Rector street, attributed to cargoes landed
from the Sjjanish Soldier and the Eliza-Jane from
Havana, although, as usual, its source was sought
in churchyards, gutters, and sinks. A fact not to be
overlooked is, however, that the same vessel which car-

ried yellow-fever from Key West to St. Augustine, and
was the prolific source of the epidemic in St. Augustine,

was overhauled at the foot of Rector street, and two of
the employes, and five who visited them, were among
the first victims of the disease. Of five hundred who
had the disease in this year, two hundred and fifty-five

died. With this terminated the last of the yellow-fever

epidemics, occurring during a period of more than half

a century.

The quarantine laws, as last amended, remained near-

ly the same until 1830, when an act was passed,

permitting healthy persons arriving in vessels from
infected ports to proceed to the city, but without bag-
gage.

In August, 1831, the Board of Health were first con-

vened to consider the quarantine of cholera, and a com-
mission was appointed to confer with the President,

and to memorialize Congress to institute a national

quarantine, and aid the authorities of New York in

protecting the public against the dreaded visitation of
cholera. In response, a communication was received

from the General Government, surrendering the use of

Fort Lafayette as a depot for goods. A resolution was
adopted to land all goods from Russia at the Fort. To
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Ibis was added, at a later meeting, all merchandise from
Hamburg and Smyrna.

In January, 1832, tbe appointment of a sanitary com-
mission under the auspices of the Greneral Government
was solicited, whose duty it should be either to send

some of their own members or other agents to the ports

of Europe or Asin, where the disease prevailed, and to

collect facts relating to the means of prevention, and
remedies to be applied in cases of the disease. In April

and June further preventive laws were enacted, and

§500 were applied to the purchase of chloride of lime.

On the 2d of July twelve cases were first reported to

the Board of Health, and a proclamation was issued,

assuring the public that the disease was not personally

communicable. By the 18th of July the number of

deaths from cholera exceeded six hundred. Tiie chole-

ra epidemic of 1832 first appeared in Quebec. A law
subjecting to quarantine regulations all vessels from

ports of Upper and Lower Canada was passed in 1833,

and has remained in force until the present day.

In 1845 a commission was appointed to revise the

quarantine laws, but without any special result.

In 184S a number of infected vessels, government
transports from New Orleans and ^lexico, were anchored

oflF the old quarantine grounds. After an easterly

wind, a quantity of refuse material from these vessels

drifted ashore, lodging in Stapleton Basin. In less

than a week following, two cases of yellow-fever oc-

curred in the nearest dweUing, and then extended to

the adjacent dwellings, and prevailed as an epidemic

for half a mile along the shore. Visitors and nurses

were attacked ; but returning to their own homes in the

interior, the disease remained confined to themselves-,

although surrounded by their families, and in localities

much more favorable to the generation and develop-

ment of miasmatic or contagious diseases than the

place where they became infected.

In 1849 §50,000 was appropriated, and a committee ap-

pointed to efi'ect a removal of quarantine to Sandy Hook.
In 1855, the year of the memorable epidemic of

yellow-fever in Norfolk, Va., New York remained ex-

empt from a visitation of the disease, and but few cases

were admitted from shipboard.

In 1856 the quarantine laAvs were again revised;

new and special power was granted to the Health Offi-

cer, and by an adroit transposition of the figure 3, the

coastwise quarantine was extended from the 1st of

April to the 31st of October, instead of from the 30th

of April to the 1st of October; and after the different

ports of the West Indies, Mediterranean, and coast of

Africa, from which vessels were subject to quarantine,

"all other ports" were sandwiched in, by which the

Health Officer's income was increased from $6,000 to

$10,000 per annum.
The epidemic prevalence of yellow-fever at Fort Ham-

ilton, on the shores of Staten Island, and on Governor's

Island, during this year, has been so ably and recently

described by Dr. Harris, that I need not refer to it.

In 1858 the quarantine hospitals were destroyed,

and then an entire change of quarantine regulations

was initiated. The Commissioners of Emigration, the

legal custodians of the quarantine hospitals, were super-

seded by Quarantine Commissioners in 1859, and §50,000
were appropriated to defray their expenses. The
"Floating Hospital," constructed from the hulk of an

old ocean steamer, was anchored in the Lower Bay
for the reception of yellow-fever patients, and as a

boarding station for the c^uarantine of vessels from the

West Indies, coast of Africa, and American ports south

of Georgia.

In 1861 an additional appropriation of §43,000 was
made, and

—

In 18G3 the quarantine laws were so revised as to

give the Health Otticer additional powers, even to the

destruction of cargoes and the submersion of vessels.

The employ6s, stevedores, and lightermen were to be

selected by him, but their compensation was fixed by the

Commissioners of Quarantine, who were also by this

act constituted a Board of Appeal.

In 1864 a further sum of §80,000 was appropriated.

In 1865 the quarantine laws were again revised,

but without making any material change; $49,000 ad-

ditional were appropriated.

In 1866 the Mayors of New York and Brooklyn, in

conjunction with the Commissioners of Quarantine,

Avere empowered to construct permanent quarantine

buildings in the Lower Bay, and §400,000 appropriated

fur that purpose. The sale of the old quarantine

grounds, with the exception of a boarding station, was
ordered, and, by concurrent resolutions, the general

government petitioned for hulks and vessels for tem-
porary quarantine purposes.

In 1867, besides further appropriations of §132,000,

temporary accommodations for the reception of passen-

gers under quarantine were ordered to be made on
" Barren Island," and the west end of Coney Island

selected for a boarding station; but during the follow-

ing session in '68 this law was again repealed, and no
further enactments passed by which the quarantine reg-

ulations were materially modified.

Over §300,000 have sinc3 that time been appropriated

for the maintenance of quarantine and the construction

of buildings on the island in the Lower Bay. under
the law of 1866 ; only the lower one is prepared to re-

ceive patients, while the upper one remains unfinished,

and may come "handy." but is certainly erected with-

out special design or purpose.

In reviewing the history of quarantine, and the

various laws enacted to protect the community from

the introduction and prevalence of contagious diseases,

we find that every progressive measure was prompted
, by a sense of the insufficiency and insecurity under ex-

isting laws, and the modification and change of medi-

cal opinion in regard to the mode of emanation and
i propagation of the disease. The quarantine had been
removed from Governor's and Bedloe's to Staten

1

Island, and each one in its turn abandoned. At first

it was only intended to protect against yellow-fever
I and small-pox. The swelhng tide of emigration, and

the prevalence of typhus amongst the masses, intro-

duced the last-named disease as the most prominent

danger to be guarded against. Then cholera, appalling

and tearful in its destructive march over the continent,

called for new and energetic measures of self- protection.

And so, patch upon patch was added, meeting each

I

contingency, and providing for ever}^ successive emer-

gencies ;
each disease in its turn engaging the attention

I

of law and medicine, as the danger from its ravage.?

I

appeared more imminent. The range of ports from
' which vessels were subject to quarantine was gradually

! extended, until it finally included all vessels from all

foreign ports, and all coastwise vessels from domestic

ports south of Cape Henlopen, from the 1st of April to

the 31st of October.

Before we consider the mode of propagation and the

quarantine of each disease, permit me first to cast a

glance upon the topography of port? from which ves-

sels were subject to quarantine in the harbor of New
York. I have already mentioned how strangely and
surreptitiously " all other ports" have been smuggled in

under the laws of 1856. What are the diseases which
possibly can excuse a quarantine of merchant, vessels

, from any of our northern ports ? Why are vessels from
i Nova Scotia subject to sanitary restric; ions from which
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Maine is exempt? and liow is it that vessels coming
iliruufrh llu' sound ni;iy and do onlfr New York
Harbor at all seasons, while vessels puissinp to llio east-

ward of LoDfj Island are subject to visitation ? Are
tliere any professional frrounds whatever justifying

this restriction or infringement on conuneree? The
same may be said of merchantmen from the west of

Kuropc, whid), prior to this interlineation, were not
subject to quarantine nnless having passengers on
board. And yet only a slight, a very slight diancc
exists of disea<e |)revailing in their ports of Qi|)arturc

of which we will not have been apprised; for at an

age when we have daily communication with all the

world, this can scarcely happen. What can warrant a

(piarantinc from the Potomac, from WashingtuM and
Haltimore, whi h does not apply equallj' well to I'hila-

(ielpliia? During thirteen years' service in quarantine,

1 know of only one instance of sickness coming from
any of these vessel.^, and that was a passenger from the

interior. Fruits and vegetables, oysters and coal from
A'irginia, are certainly cargoes which require no quar-

antine, and I mention this because every quarantine

restriction is supposed to rest on medical ground.

YELLOW-FEVER.

The history of yellow-fever has been so thorougldy
interwoven, and was in fact so much the originating

cause of quarantine, that it is not my intention to occupy
your time with the recital of a subject so familiar to all

present, but at once proceed to the consideration of

quarantine regulations respecting this disease in the

port of New York, studiously endeavoring to limit my
remarks to the professional merits of the question.

As an cllicient quarantine can only be based upon a
thorougii knowledge of the modus propagandi of the dis-

ease, and as this can be our only safe guide between
inefliciencv on the one side, and unwarrantable exaction
and restrictions on commerce and intercourse on the

otlier, I must invite your attention to the consideration

of the

I. Xature and characteristics,

II. Meaiui and mode ofportation,

III. Mode of infection in yello"\v-fever, and
IV. T/ie quarantine reyulaiions now in use. and neces-

sary to prevent the introduction and prevalence of this

disease in the port of New York.
I. Character and Xatin-e of Yellow-Fever.—As long

as we are unable tangibly or ocularly to demonstrate the
biopla.«ma, or disease germ, or actually know what con-
stitutes the morbific cause of the disease, we must con-
tent ourselves in its conception with analogy and infer-

ence, and by this we are unmistakably led to believe

that the yellow-fever virus is of cryptogamic origin.

This theory assumes practical form when we consider
the chemical action of fungi of all kinds upon the
air; their subsequent deleterious influence upon animal
life; and the conditions of their generation and growth
—heat, moisture, and darkness, with their corresponding
meansof extermination— air, thorough ventilation, light,

and cold. As time will not permit us to enter upon
theories, and as facts alone can be considered a safe

basis on which the study of the character and nature
of yellow-fever can be prosecuted, we mention, as its

first and most prominent law of existence, a continued
temperature of So"" and over. Exotic in its origin, in-
digenous only to the tropics, yellow-fever cannot exist
in our latitude except during the summer months, and
with the advent of every frost becomes exterminate.
With Dr. Rush the last advocate of the domestic

origin of yellow-fever has passed away; and not only
in New York, but scarcely in any of the gulf ports can
a man of eminence be found who is not convinced that

yellow-fever cannot originate de novo in any ports of
the United >Slatea, but is always the result nf impurt'ition

from abroad. During the war the mo.'t ii;.«alubriou8

ports remained exempt from its visitation, and this less

on account ofan eflicienl quarantine, or inUjrmd sanitary

regulations, but becau'^e commerce and intercourse

with infected districts was partially or entirely cut off.

II. If not indigenous, yellow-fever is necessarily a
portable disease, and its portation must either be

a, /'// jtersons laboring under the disease, and repro-

ducing the morbific germ ; or,

b. by things, f/miles, ship-s, merchandise, p<;rsonal

effects, transmitting the germ in its maturity.

a. liy persons.—The difficulty ofseparating effect from
cause, and our inclination to draw our indications from
the visible, perceptible, and tangible, have necessari-

ly led tiie inquiring mind to look to the yellow-fever

patient as the meansof portation and communication,
and thus to overlook the most important facts connect-

ed witii the transmission and development of the dis-

ea.se. A clear interpretation of the experience of a

century, and much negative evidence prove, however,
beyond a doubt, that persons and their eliminations

have 110 agency in tiie matter ; for not a single case can
be traced beyond the source of infection, though thou-

sands have fled during every epidemic from the stricken

district, or tlic exposure to fomites, to be nursed and
cared for where prior to their arrival no case of the

discTse existed.

From the opening of the Quarantine Ho.spitals in

1798 to their destruction in 1858, over 1,200 ca.ses of

yellow-fever were treated, and not a single instance is

on record in which the disease was communicated from
the sick and their eliminations, to patients admitted

with other diseases ; while the introduction of cholera

was almost invariably followed by the development of

similar cases among the other patients. Over 200
patients have since been treated in the Floating Hos-
pital, and yet not one of the employes ever took the

disease. Assuming, then, as an incontrovertible truth,

that persons cannot be the carriers of yellow-tever viru.«,

it necessarily devolves upon inanimate matter

—

vessels

and fomites—as the only remaining media of transporta-

tion from its original or acquired liabitat. I may cite as

evidence in proof, the history of every yellow-fever

epidemic, both on this continent and in Europe, in

which the disease could be traced to these things alone,

although local causes may have contributed to its incep-

tion and development.
b. By thinys.—That vessels may become infected,

and the floating habitat of a local epidemic,' is corro-

borated by the experience of every year, and the only
questions before us are : Its source, or the condition

of the port of clearance requisite for, and the condition

of vessel and fomites favoring, the inception and infection

by yellow-fever virus.

Ports.—Yellow-fever may prevail as an epidemic,

appalling and intense, or the occurrence of a few spora-

dic c;iscs may simply indicate the presence of the virus

;

although the former almost insure infection, the latter

by no means excludes the possibility. The Alabama
was infected by yellow-fever at Key West.where its pre-

sence was not even known to the commander. The port

may be land-locked, surrounded by swamps and decay-

ing vegetable matter, as at Havana ; or an open road-

stead, as Campeche, Tampico, and the probabilities of

infection may be correspondingly less. Again, the

vessel may be loaded by lighters, or at the wharf, the

former not excluding, the latter certainly fovoring, the
probabilities of infection.

Vessels.—Old vessels are invariably more liable to

infection than new ones, to whatever we may attribute
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this predilection ; and that a local cause exists we may
infer from the fact that we have vessels of bad repute,

once the habitat of infection, and under ?iniilar circum-

stances more than likely to be again, although others

may escape. The James H. GHddev, Julin I/iilleck, and
Susquch((H7ia, are instances ; in each yellow-fever had
prevailed repeatedly. Repeated observations also show
that human eflluvium favors the infection of vessels with

tlie specific virus of this disease, as it does the occu-

pants of crowded passenger ships and prisons with t}'-

phoid. Yellow-fever occurs much more frequently on

board of men-of-wnr than in any other class of vessels,

notwithstanding the severe and constant attention to

cleanhness and ventilation which the sanitary discipline

imposes. The names of the Buzzard, Enterprise, 8us-

(jiteluutnii, Ahhnna, and Tahoma stand pre-eminent

in om- quai'antine records of yellow-fever. B}'' a pas-

senger ship the disease was first introduced into the

West Indies. Tlie ship Dehorah, aBritisli transport from

St. Thomas, carried the disease in 179S to New York
;

and the only infected vessels which arrived here during

the summer of 1862 were Coolie vessels, which had dis-

charged their living freight in Havana, while not one

of the Havana packets or ordinnry traders appears to

have suffered by the prevailing infection of the Port.

Fomites.—Tlie portation of yellow-fever virus by
fomites, by railroads and other conveyances than infect-

ed shipping, cannot be the subject of quarantine regula-

tions, and is of at least questionable occurrence. During
the terrible epidemic in Norfolk, thousands came by
rail to every city in the union, and I am not convinced

of the occurrence of any case from persons or things

brought thence.

III. Mode of Infection.—Yellow-fever may extend
from the infected vessel

—

1. B]! contifiuitij,

2. Bij winds,

3. Bij fomites.

1. By contiguity.—To the law of contiguity we
may attribute the prevalence of every yellow-fever

epidemic in New York, commencing invariably in slip?,

docks, and streets nearest to tlie focus of infection,

until the approach of infected vessels was prohibited by
laws, and in its efficient administration the introduction

and prevalence of the disease prevented. What may
still occur in the absence of such preventive measures
we may infer from the history of St. Nazaire, in France,

in 1861, when the Anne Marie arrived from Havana,
having lost two of her crew by yellow-fever. On board

of three vessels moored close to her the crew sick-

ened in the order of their proximity not only, but

while the vessel moored nearest to her lost four out of

five, the third lost only one in seven other crew.

2. By winds.—Whatever may be tlie nature of yel-

low-fever virus, its specific gravity is obviously greater

than air,—as this alone can fix it to the vessel,—and vir-

ulent in the degree of its density. The lower the stra-

tum the more poisonous its influence. That by dis-

charging and ventilating, the virus is dislodged and set

free, we see in its effect upon the lightermen receiving

cargo or ballast, and persons bathing in the immediate

vicinity of discharging vessels. The extension of this

virus so liberated, and by its specific gravity floating on
the surface of the water, certainly cannot be limited,

except by attenuation ; and if theformntive elements are

found upon the water, or, drifted by wind and wave
on shore, it finds the matter or formative element on
shore, it will, under circumstances resembling its tropical

habitat, necessarily generate and develop. The epi-

demic on Staten Island in 1848, on Long Island and
Staten Island in 1856 and 185S, each occurring after

continued winds from the fleet of infected vessels, may

be solely attributed to this mode of infection ; while

the epidemics on Governor's Island, occurring in 1856,

1858, and 1870 in the same locality, the point nearest

the Atlantic dock, where cargoes from vessels at qua-

rantine were constantly received, was unquestion-

ably due to the liberation of yellow-fever virus from
these cargoes drifting on the surface, until it found on

the shores of the island, or the df'biis floating near its

shores, the requisite formative elements. This drifting,

as snow in winter, may also account why a fence, a row
of dwellings, an artificial barrier will arrest the progress

of the disease
;
and why tlie north side of llotten Row

suffered while the south side remained exempt; on
Staten Island the houses fronting the bay were infected,

while others adjoining,fronting inland, remained exempt.

By fomites.—These may be either materials Jloating

NEAR, or the cnrgo, dunnage, and personal effects from
the infected vessel.

We have unquestionably in the floating material the

most prolific source of infection. This may or may
not be from the infected vessel, but debris, decompos-
ing porous substances constituting the formative cle-

ment for the floating virus, imder circumstances most
closely resembling its tropical habitat.

The straw taken from the Bay by the first victims on
Fort Hamilton, the mattress at Gowanus, were such;

though neither could be traced directly to an infected

vessel.

Cargoes.—To prove the infection by cargoes is ex-

tremely difficult, because isolated cases are apt to be

misunderstood, or hushed up under the apprehension ot

public alarm, or reproach for ofBcial negligence. In

1822 the epidemic was attributed to a quantity of su-

gar stored at the foot of Rector street. Custom-house

ofticers were reported sick of yellow-fever while em-
ployed at the Atlantic Dock, Brooklyn, in 1856; and

Sleight, a custom-house officer not connected with

quarantine, is said to have died of yeflow-fever in

1848.

The law makes distinction in cargo and the charac-

ter of "fomites" liable to carry disease, which is per-

haps not wliolly based upon "facts. Rags, unwashed
and from an infected port, may certainly be potent car-

riers; and as the history of the J. II. Olidden teaches,

a prolific source of infection, as also hides and animal

remains. On the Chr. Martell seven out of twelve

employes sickened, who had carried the partially de-

cayed sheep-skins on deck. But few cases are known
where general cargoes and the products of the tropics

proved injurious, unless in a state of decomposition.

Dunnage and Personal Effects.—That dunnage from

the hold of an infected vessel may carry the virus we
have the evidence in the Susquehanna. A Watch-

man (?) slept in the folds of a sail removed from the

hold of the ship the previous day ; he sickened in five

days, and died of yellow-fever.

That the virus may be carried a great distance by
personal effects we have in evidence the well-known

instance of the chest of clotliing carried from Martinique

to New Haven, in 1794; the clothing of a dead sailor,

washed in Lombardy St., in 1822, and infecting all pre-

sent; the disease of the Sinclair family in Quarantine,

in 1848, attributed to the clothing of stevedores sick

with yellow-fever; and, more recently, the case of the

mate of the Cravford, who went from a vessel, which
subsequently proved infected, on board of another, out-

ward-bound, the captain of which sickened three days

after he slept in the bunk above the one containing the

mate's clothing—in every instance the effects came

from localities positively infected, without being opened

and ventilated, and carried to localities favoring in-

fection.
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After careful considiTation of the natiiiv of yellow-

fever, conclusively proving its exotic origin, nnd that

it c.innot occur in our latitude unless carried by vessels

and fviniiU'S, the condilions of infection of vessels

abroad and the means of conveyance to our shores—the

quarantine measures to prohibit the introduction and
prevalence of the disease is the question of tliC great-

est iinporlancc.

The Quarantine of Yellow-Fever.—By law all vessels

from any i)oint south of Georgia, the coast of Africa,

and the ^lediterra'.lean are boarded from the hospital-

ship, anchored about three miles below tin; Narrows.

Upon examination of the bills of health, the sanitary

record, and the present condition of pasoengers and
crew, immediate prutiiue is (/ranted, or the vessels are

detained to remain under observation, or perform
quarantine. Inmiediato pratique is only granted if no
])retoxt wliatever exists to retain the vessels. I use

the word pretext purposely ;
fir as long as the Health

Officer is the beneficiary of his own acts, and every

vessel quarantined is a source of revenue, as during

the past few years, it is scarcely to be presumed that

he will lean towards the master of the vessel, anxious

to end his cruise and join his home, who finds even a

few days' quarantine very irksome.

The quarantine of observation applies to all vessels

coming from any port suspected of being infected, or at

any time the seat of an epidemic, and implies a qua-

rantine of from two to five days, opening of hatches,

ventilation, and fumigation—provided the placing of

half a dozen plates of black oxide of manganese, chlo-

ride of sodium, and dilute sulphuric acid merits the

name of fumigation.

If the sanitary condition of the port of clearance is

more questionable, or the cargoes of such a character

that it belongs to the first class, as designated by law,

the quarantine is extended from ten to fifteen days;
and should the suspicion amount to positive evidence
that sporadic cases occurred in the port of clearance, or

any port where the vessel stopped on her homeward
passage, the vessel is detained either with her own
crew or with a crew of ship-keepers, for a period of
from twenty to thirty days ; and only if all remain
well, and later reports from the port of clearance show
that yellow-fever is not epidemic, the vessel receives

stream permit, or direction to discharge on an isolated

dork or irarehouse.

It will be remembered that by the laws of 1805 vessels

suspected of being infected were prohibited from com-
ing nearer the wharf of the city than 300 yards ; and
the ' stream perfliit " is unquestionably yet in obedi-
ence to tliis ancient law, and certainly one of the best
provisions whenever a question as to the sanitary
condition of the vessel exists. " Isolated stores and
warehouses " is of course a relative term ; the stores
especially mentioned are, however, the west side of
the Atlantic Stores, Brooklyn, which, surrounded by
water and built of stone, and at least ha'f a mile from
any dwelling, offers lacilities of isolation and compara-
tive security which no other presents. Should Robin's
Reef be built up by stone, as granted by tlie Legisla-
la!ure, it would of course supersede the Atlantic bock
for all quarantine restrictions.

A vessel arriving from a port declared to be infected,

by foul bills of health or private information, is suspect-
ed of being infected, though all are well and have been
during the passage. After a few days' quarantine she is

discharged by licensed stevedores and lighters, and no
pratique granted until sufficient time has elapsed to
prove, by the continued good health of the employes,
that she is not an infected vessel.

By the discharge of vessels we have not only thor-

ough ventilation, efficient means of disinfection of ves-

sels and cargo, but, in the continued good healtii of a
number of unacclimated employes, exposed lo tiie virus

umler the most unfavoraljle circumstances, a number
of negative evidences amounting lo positive assurance
that the vessel is not an infected ves.sel.

From the same port vessels may arrive, on board of
which cases of yellow-fever may have occurred while
in port or on tlie iiassa;^e, but no cases after the fifth

day of her di-parture; ^he may be an infected vessel,

but no positive evidence is adduced, since all her cases

may be traced to the port of clearance ; she is treated

in the same way, receiving jiratique only after every
evidence manifests her sanitary condition.

Another vessel arrives with new cases of yellow-fever

occurring si.x and more days after leaving port, or even
after her arrival in New York Bay ; she is quarantined
in the Lower Bay for thirty days after the occurrence

of the last case, then discharged by lighters, her cargo

only receiving conditional pratique, .and the vessel only
alter every evidence that she is no longer an infected

vessel. When, however, this evidence confirms that she

is and remains an infected vessel, she is quarantined till

frost, her only solvation.

A difficulty arises in the treatment of vessels in bal-

last ;
in this ca«e ship-keepers are placed on board, the

vessel is cleansed, and the ballast moved by persons un-
acclimated to the disease, and the vessel treated as

others.

Thanks to a manifest Providence, by this course not
a single case of yellow-fever occurred in New York or

harbor while Dr. Gunn was Health Officer, although

over 500 vessels arrived from infected ports, and 10

vessels were declared positively infected, being refused

pratique until after the middle of October.

It willihus be seen that the percentage of infected

vessels in vessels coming from infected ports is only a
little over two per cent., or rather that the ordinary meth-
od of disinfection by ventilation and fumigation suffices

to eradicate the virus of the disease, or, by extreme at-

tenuation, renders it harmless.

It may appear strange that no provision should exist

in our port for these positively infected vessels; but as

frost alone exterminates the virus, and any other meth-
od would necessarily entail loss of life, quarantine till

frost is after all the only safe method, and more readily

submitted to b}' masters and owners than exactions

which they deem frivolous and unnecessary.

Disinfection of vessels.—Frost alone can positively

eradicate the disease, and to apply this so as to bring

the temperature on board the vessels below the freez-

ing point during the summer months is difficult, but
by no means impossible, and only a few abortive

trials have been made during the administration of Dr.

Gunn.
Ventilation of vessel and cargo may, and, as our experi-

ence proves, will, fti a measure, disinfect vessels, for we
know that by discharging of cargo or ballast the virus

I

is liberated, and vessels showing the most positive

proofs of being infected on arrival, in the course of

time give sufficient negative evidence to doubt longer

that she is an infected vessel ; but neither white-wash-
ing three times, as under former laws, nor fumigation,

nor ventilation, nor even scuttling, will positively dis-

infect an infected vessel.

Fumigation.—The very method of fumigation as now
employed in quarantine shows the utter contempt for

this method of disinfection, and I doubt very much if a
medical man can be found who believes that chlorine,

to the amount used on board of these vessels, can have
any effect whatsoever in the disintegration of the virus;

and neither bromine nor carbolic acid, nor any other of
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our disinfectants, can really prove more than mere aux-

iliaries in llie disinfection of vessels.

Tlie Upi^er and Loicer Bay as Quarantine Slations.—
The detention of vessels at the Lower Quarantine, both

while under observation and quarantined as suspected

or infected vessels, commends itself so positively to our

view of quarantine that it needs no argument in its fa-

vor, and the discharge of suspected vessels at the Up-
per Quarantine is excusable only by want of faeihties

at the Lower Bay, and at no time should more than

two or three vessels be discliarged at once, and at a suf-

ficient distance from either shore, to insure immunity.

Should stevedores or other employf-s sicken during the

process, the vessel is to be returned to the Lower Bay
and treated as an infected vessel.

Ship-heepcrs.—The employment of ship-keepers to

act as tests for the sanitary condition of the vessel may
appear questionable; but as they fully understand their

position, and are correspondingly paid, they voluntarilj^

assume the responsibility.

Sievedorinc/.—The stevedores are the most important

instruments in the hand of the Health Officer—his baro-

meters, bjr which he judges the sanitary condition of

the vessels
;

yet as only suspected vessels are to be

discharged, or in equity can be discharged, the steve-

dores enjoy a certain security, although, of course, they

are exposed to constant danger. Under the regime of

Dr. Gunn they were mostly residents of Staten Island.

Roll was called every morning, and any absentee im-

mediatel}'' visited, and, if sick, taken to the hospital.

The vessel where he contracted the disease being, of

course, the one Avhere he labored five days—the univer-

sally accepted time of incubation in yellow-fever—pre-

vious to his illness, and such vessel then considered an in-

fected vessel. At present a barge anchored in the Ba}^

answers for their residence, and, of course, places them
still more under the vigilant eye of the Health Officer.

Lightering.—Under the present law, vessels in quar-

antine are lightered by persons and vessels licensed for

that purpose by the Health Officer, and though their

compensation is fixed by the Quarantine Commission-
ers, the exactions under this monopoly are such that

the lightering of cargo in quarantine is considered one

of the most oppressive burdens of commerce. And
when we consider that the vessels so licensed are daily

at the wharves of the city, and used at the option of

the owner for every other purpose, we must certainly

question the ecfuity of law which grants such monopo-
lies. It ia true that men on board are subject to infec-

tion by yellow-fever, but this can only happen if the

sanitary condition of a vessel has been improperly

judged
;
and if it should happen, no one behoves at the

present day that a man sick with the yellow-fever could

communicate the disease to others in his residence.

The onl}^ thing necessary, then, and justifiable by reason

or experience, is that the men employed in quarantine

shall give bonds to the effect that any sickness occur-

ring among their employes shall immediately be re-

ported to the Health Officer.

IN VARIOLA.

An efficient quarantine is established by'prevcnting

the intercourse of the community with variola, and
the personal eliminations of the disease. Yariola did

not' exist on this continent before the advent of the

Caucasian race, and cannot originate de novo among
the nations which have supplanted the ' Aborigines.

It may, therefore, become absolutely extinct if we
succeed in cutting off all intercourse with the per-

sons diseased and their eliminations. The persons are

either the patients already manifesting the presence

of the disease in the particular eruption, or persons ex-

posed to the virus, in which the disease has not yet

made its appearance. The eliminations of the dis-

ease are its products—the scab in its progress to ma-
turity, and the more ethereal eliminations impregnating

j

the clothing and other personal effects of the diseased

!
within a certain distance. What this distance may
be, and the medium of its propagation, I am as unable

to determine as I am to explain how far the odor of

the patient may be cnrried, and by what means.

We find, perhaps, in this a vague but approximate

analogy. Certain it is that in no instance has the dis-

ease been known to have been communicated from

the Small-pox Hospital at Quarantine to the surround-

ing village, a distance of some 300 feet. An interest-

ing and rather amusing incident was related to me by
the captain of a Coohe vessel, on which small-pox ap-

peared soon after leaving port. He had a coop erected

in the mizzen-top, where he placed his two patients

;

not only did no new cases occur among the passengers,

but the convalescents descended hale and hearty after

spending three weeks there. Another captain quaran-

tined a case of small-pox occurring among his crew, by
placing him in a boat hung by a davit (rom the stern

of his vessel ; the man recovered, and no new cases

occurred.

Small-pox patients are now carried to the hospitals

on Ward's and Blackwell's Islands, and the only ques-

tion is the propriety of the mode of transportation in

boats used for other purposes? In the determina-

tion of the quarantine of well passengers, exposed to

the virus of small-pox, the extent and source of the

disease, as well as the mode of isolation of the sick,

must necessarily guide the Health-officer in granting

pratique. If occurring as an isolated case, only trace-

able to the port of clearance, vaccination of the pas-

sengers and immediate pratique is all that is desir-

able. When, however, a number of cases have occurred,

the port of clearance not being the source of infection,

but the sick on board of the vessel itself, thorough

vaccination, and revaccination of all that have not

taken the vaccination after four days' quarantine, are

indispensable ; and as vaccination only rec[uires three

days to manifest in its success entire and absolute

immunity from the disease, pratique may then be

granted, wiih the assurance that no new cases of

variola will develop themselves. If not thoroughly

vaccinated, new cases may occur, from seven to twenty-

one days after the first case, or thirteen days after

exposure and the maturity of the first case. For this

reason I would commend the mode instituted by our

lamented Dr. Gunn, who ordered the vaccination to

be done with fresh lymph, by Dr. J. P. Loines, of the

Eastern Dispensary,—almost invariably showing the

desired result on the fourth day. The superiority of

this plan over that of vaccinating from a scab, carried,

perhaps for weeks, in the pocket of a police officer,

appointed for the nurpose of vaccinating, can scarcely

be a matter of doubt in the profession. I would sug-

gest, as a sanitary measure, that all vaccination be done

by the vnccinating dispensary which may offer the

greatest facility of obtaining, at all times, sufficient

fresh lymph. In this way, not onl}- would it be done

thoroughly, but the Health Officer would be relieved

of the suspicion of giving orders merely for his own
pecuniary benefit.

The disinfection of clothing, bedding, or personal

effects, impregnated by the ehminations of small-pox

patients, may be effected by a continued high tempera-

ture, interment, or fumigation, or by over twenty-four

hours' exposure and ventilation on a warm summer's

day. Thirty minutes' exposure of the scab of the

small-pox patient,—the most concentrated form of
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porsoiml eliniiiiatioiis—to a toinpernturo of 130" and

upwards, will di-slroy iLs virus as eflVctually iis three

days' liiirial in dry clay—a process cniciont f-nouf^li, not

only to render the virus perfectly inert, but also to

exterminate the pediouii so ofleii infecting the clothing

of small-jiox pa'ients. Simple washing and boiling

•will disinfect—but this measure may l)e carrii'd ad

ahsiinluin, if not oidy the effects of tlie patient, and

tlie materials within the reach of the elinnnalions of

the sick, but all the elTects of the passengers of a first-

class steamer are also required to be so treated. The
vessel itself recpiires no further quarantine than is

required to wash and clean the rooms occupied by the

sick, and by fumigation, entirely destroying the germ
of future infection. A scab from a patient exposed to

the fumes of nitrous a'id will oidy becDme inert after

continued exposure; while chlorine will only jiroducc

its etVect in its concentrated form. Fumigation in

small-pox is, therefore, to say the least, a questionable

expedient, and certainly much less reliable than high

temperature.

Having thus briefly spoken of the quarantine of

small-pox, and recommended the immediate removal

of the patient, vaccination of the well passengers,

washing or burying their personal effects, and the

cleansing of the vessel, let us proceed to the quarantine

of typhus.

The records of the quarantine hospital show that

cases of t^'phus were admitted during almost every

year, from its opening, in 1798, to the present day,

almost invariably occurring after long passages on
board of crowded vessels, with insufficient and
unwholesome food. But it was not until after the

Famine in Ireland, in 1847, that the disease really

became epidemic. From that year until 1853 over
twentv thousand cases were admitted and treated in

the Marine Hospital, crowding the buildings to over-

flowing, and necessitating the temporary occupation of

the public stores for hospital purposes. These were
four stories high, large and massively built, with ceil-

ings not more than nine feet high. The mortality in

these was, however, so fearful that they had to be
abandoned, and temporary shanties erected, thereby
diminishing the percentage of deaths to nearly one-
half Since 1853 the number of cases has been steadily

decreasing, until in the last few years comparatively
few well-authenticated cases have occurred eitlier on
ship-board or in the Emigrant Hospital. "With increased

facilities of intercourse and commerce, of railroads and
steamboats, famine has become well-nigh an impossi-
bility, and typhus, the legitimate offspring of inade-
quate nourishment and bad ventilation, has ceased its

ravages in Ireland, its principal habitat. With the
advent of ocean steamers and quick passages, it is

scarcely possible that we shall evearhave any consider-
able number of typhus patients to provide lor, or that
there will be occasion for quarantine regulations to
prevent its introduction. Typhus can originate as an
epidemic only from ^rand national disasters, and, as
already mentioned, it follows in the wake of famine
and destitution, and is communicable, contagious, and
infectious only by personal eliminations of the sick
poisoning the immediate atmosphere, and rendering all

within its precinct amenable to infection. The more
concentrated the poison, by reason of the great number
of the sick, and the less the number of cubic feet of
air allowed to each sick individual, the more intense
the poison, and the greater the danger—hence the
terrible mortality in the public stores^ already men-
tioned, where not merely fifty per cent, of its inmates,

but also of the nurses and attendants who entered

them, were among the victims. To the same cause
may also be atiibuted the virulence of the disease on
board of emigrant vcs'sels crowded with pa.ssengers,

imperfectly fed, and witli less than the re(iui.site amount
of air to sustain a healthy condition. l3r. Doanc, the

lamented Health Officer, died after a single visit to

the steerage of one of these ve.s.sels. As heated air

ascends, so will the air impregnated with the virus of

typhus ascend — in proof of which I may give my
experience in one of tlie typhus wards, in which almost

every patient in certain beds of the ward died, while

others recovered. Upon examination it was found

that a shaft communicating with the ward below
opened directly under these beds. For the same rea-

son we find that on board of emigrant vessels the disease

is much more prevalent in the neighborhood of air-

passages, communicating with the lower deck containing

ca«es of this disea.se, than elsewhere. And while the

morbific cause of the disease is so potent in the wards,

it is a singular fact (hat a few feet beyond it, and
by the interposition of a comparative narrow stratum

of pure air, all danger ceases. There is not a single

instance on record in which the disease was communi-
cated to a distance greater than one hundred feet from
the typhus ward, where every attendant sickened and
many died.

The quarantine of typhus, therefore, is simply isolation

of the infected ; and the present provision at Ward's
Island is probably as good as can be provided, as no
possible danger could accrue to the city in their tran.s-

portation, or to the other sick of the hospital, if any
number of typhus patients should be provided for in

isolated buildings on the island. Not oidy those sick

of typhus, but all who have been exposed to, and there-

fore subjl'ct to the disease within the ordinarily accepted

period of incubation, should immediately be removed;
and I know of no place better adapted for the reception

of sucli passengers than the extensive fields of Ward's
Island, where, during the winter season, they can be
placed in well ventilated houses; but in summer, if

possible, they should live in tents. An instance of a

quarantine of this kind we had a few years since in

Perth Aniboy, where the passengers of a badly infected

vessel were disembarked, quarantined in open tents,

and not a single case occurred after their disembaika-

tion. Indeed, I hold the practice of retaining the pas-

sengers on board of vessels on which typhus had pre-

vailed as most reprehensible ; for although the sick

may be removed, and every precaution taken to pre-

vent the further progress of the disease, it cannot thus

be arrested. In the instance of the Ctpiosure we have
the most painful illustration of this. Not only did fur-

ther cases occur after debarkation at Quarantine, but

I

valuable lives were lost, and the entire depot at Castle

: Garden was endangered by this nefarious practice.

The quarantine of vessels after the debarkation of the

1
sick and well is only requisite for the time necessary

I to thoroughly cleanse and fumigate them ; and here the

\
fumigation by chlorine gas, generated from a mixture of

j

the black oxide of manganese, salt, sulphuric acid, and
water, is certainly the most efficacious. Merchandise

. from vessels with typhus on board can never be the

subject of quarantine ; for there is no instance on record

in wliich it was, or could possibly have been, the mor-
bific agent of the disease.

CHOLERA.

The literature of cholera is so voluminous, and the

history of its Indian origin and prevalence, its migra-

tion over the Continent of Europe before it reached
America in 1832, is so familiar to all that I cannot pre-
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sume to refer to it except in its relation to the subject

before us—the quarantine of cholera.

The verdict of the ablest wiiter is, " that all quarantine

and sanitary cordons are useless." I admit at once the

truth and equity of the verdict, unless all intercourse

with the locality whore the disease prevails as an epi-

demic, even in a limited form, is absolutely and entirely

out off; for the researches of Pettenkofer, corroborated

by our own experience, prove beyond a question, that

though persons from an infected locality are invariably

the pioneers of the disease, vi'hcrever it occurs, they

may be apparently in p;ood health when they leave the

source of infection, and unconsciously to themselves,

or inappreciably to others, be the carriers of the

disease. But while admitting this as truth in Europe,

and on this continent if the disease has once taken a

foothold, 1 make the assertion with as much assurance,

that with a sanitary cordon of 2,000 miles in width, and
a lapse necessary for its transit of ten daj'S or even
move, an efficient quarantine ma}' prohibit and absolutely

prevent the introduction of the disease into America.

Before 1832 the records of quarantine exhibit, almost

annually, deaths from " cholera morbus
;

" but not until

the lOtii of July of the year named have we any rec-

ords of Asiatic cholera at the quarantine hospital.

The disease had then already become epidemic in

Quebec and Montreal. Whether it had been conveyed
to this port by the Henry IV. from Havre, or whether
it had been brought hither by the ship Carrick from
Europe, arriving on the 1st of June, only a few weeks
prior to the Henry IV., I will not undertake absolutely

to decide. It is rather ominous that the first two cases

Avere admitted from New York, and not from ship-board.

A brig bound from New York to New Orleans was
wrecked on Folly Island, and the passengers and crew,

among whom cholera had prevailed previous to the

disaster, were taken ashoi-e. The disease extended to

the feAV negroes and wreckers living there
;
physicians

and nurses were sent from Charleston to attend the sick.

In January, 1833, a man-of-war arrived at Havana
with cholera on board. In February it became epi-

demic in the town, carrying off" over 10,000 persons, or

10 per cent, of all its inhabitants.

In 18-iS cholera prevailed in Bremen. Unal^le to

procure the desired accommodation, a number of emi-
grants went to Havre, and thence took passage on the

New York sailing on the 9th of November. On
the loth cholera first appeared among the passengers
from Bremen. On her arrival here in New York, on
December 6th, seven had died and eleven were landed
sick. The remainder were landed at the public stores.

Many were subsequently taken sick, and the disease

extended to the hospitals and the surrounding build-

ings—the first case occurring on the 6th of December
in the building nearest to the ward where the female
cholera patients from the Neio York had been placed

;

and on the 8th of December another, in the ward con-

tiguous to the cholera hospital for males; on the 10th
of December several cases occurred in the building

where patients from the same ship with other diseases

had been placed. In all, over 100 were attacked.

In the spring of 1819 a number of vessels arrived

with cholera on board, the disease again extending to

other patients, over 100 dying. But it was not until

May that it made its appearance in New York.
In Boston the Argyle arrived from Scotland, with

cholera on board, on the 4th of June. 600 deaths

occurred from the 11th of June to the 13th October. In
New Orleans the first case of cholera came from the

ship Swinton, arriving on the 2d of December from
Havre ; and from the 11th of December until the 7th of

February ov^er 1,200 died.

The fatal consequences that have almost invariably

followed the new introduction of cholera during the sub-

sequent years, have not been so appalling as the above
mentioned. But the books of the Marine Hospital

prove that, in almost every instance when cholera was
brought here from ship-board, the disease spread among
the sick inmates nearest to the wards containing the

patients, and more than once decimated the hospital

in its fearful progress.

In 1858 the quarantine hospitals on Staten Island

were destroyed by a mob, and the port of New York
remained exempt from a visitation of cholera until

1866, when the Atalanta arrived from Havre, reporting

60 cases and 15 deaths from cholera during the passage,

and having 21 sick with cholera on board. These, and
23 other cases which occurred while the vessel and
passengers were at quarantine, were sent to the Float-

ing Hospital. Thirty days subsequent to her arrival,

and ten days after the occurrence of the last case, the

vessel received pratique, and no further cases were
reported either among the passengers discharged or the

employes of the hospital. About the same time cases

of cholera occurred on vessels arriving from the same
ports; but the disease again disappeared before they

reached New York. It is, however, remarkable that

the disease, on these vessels at least, could be traced

to the same hotel in Havre ; all parties corroborating the

statement that several persons died of cholera while

the passengers who became the first victims on the

different vessels boarded there.

If, then, as cleaily proved by the facts before us, cho-

lera never appeared here except when brought from

abroad ; and persons were invariably the carriers of the

disease, both to the vessel and from the vessel to the

shore, the quarantine of cholera is a quarantine of per-

sona, and the virus, reproducing the disease, is the

personal elimination of the cholera patient, but differ-

ing from the virus of small-pox and typhus—both

eruptive diseases—in not being the eliminations of the

skin but of the alimentary canal.

The "Floating Hospital" used on the emergency of

the arrival of the Atalanta's passengers was, for the

purpose, certainly preferable to the hospital on Staten

Island ; for not only was their isolation more perfect,

and the danger of communication to convalescents or

sick of other diseases, especially typhoid, avoided, but

the dejections of the cholera patients, incontrovcrtibly

the principal receptacle of the morbific agent, and the

generative principle of the disease, were cast into the

sea, and with them all danger of infection and commu-
nication was avoided. The buildings on West Bank,

lately erected, may offer greater facilities and comforts,

but scarcely as much security. The well passengers of

cholera-infected vessels may be divided into two clas-

ses : the first, where the disease already exists, but the

patient suffers merely from a colliquative diarrhea,

scarcely more than a matter of incouvenience to him,

but equally morbific in its agency as the dejections of

a cholera patient in a state of collapse ;
the .second

class, merely the subject of the incubation of the dis-

ease, but in whom no development has as yet taken

place, comprising, of course, all the pa=sengers exposed

to the morbific agency of the disease. For this class, the

buildings on West Bank are most admirably adapted.

The time of quarantine may be fixed at 10 days after

the occurrence of the last ca^e, being three days longer

than the accepted period of incubation. Though this

may seem long, we must not forget that a single case

may be the cause of an epidemic, as clearly proved by

Pettenkofer, in the history of cholera at Altrau, in

1865, when the disease Avas introduged by a lady direct

and only five days from Odessa; in Thoyden Bois, in
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Enpland, bv a pcntleman from London, and in our hos-

pitals, by the arrival of a single cholera patient from
Aspinwall,
The cpiarantinc of merchandise may be safely re-

duced to the quarantine of merchandise soiled by the

<h'je>tion» of cholera patients, and to personal effect*.

Dr. Simpson relates a cai;e of the transmission of the

disease by a chest of duthinfj fri)m a cholera patient,

aideil perliaps b}' the use of unwhulesomo food con-
tained in till) same chest. That the disease in the

Marine Hospital almost invariably attacked others in

t!ie same buildinp or in the adjacent ones, may be ex-

plained by the fact that tlie soiled linen of cholera pa-

tients was placed in a building attached to the water-
closet, and allowed to remain there for days, these

being only a few feet distant from the shanties used for

the reception and treatment of the cholera patients.

The disinfection of the clotliin2; and rags, the only
merchandise which properly can be so|led by the de-
jections, can be eOTected by ventilation, fumigation, and
submerging in a sohuion of the sulphate of zinc, or,

better still, of carbolic acid. How long sucli effects

may retain the cholera virus is rather a matter of
opinion than of positive demonstration, and if effects

infected with tlie cholera virus may be disinfected by
exposure and ventilation, and if cholera effects dis-

infect;Hl in this way may c;iminat3 the morbific virus,

through our own medium, the air. the most pertinent
questiou is the distance to which such morbific agent
may be carried. In answer I may cite the theory of
Mr. Simon, that the cholera germ diminishes in ratio to

the square of t'.ie distance from the point of emission.

Certamly no case has come under my observation,

where the gerui was carried more than 200 feet, and
the hospital on West Bank oilers, therefore, t!ie desired
seen ri ty.

The quarantine of vessels, after the discharge of the
passengers, and thorough fumigation and washing by a
solution of carbolic acid, is scarcely necessary beyond
the time required to do this; and the first instance has
yet to be adduced where the infection could be traced
to vessel or cargo.

In speaking of the quarantine regrulations, I have
treated the subject as my long experience and famili-

arity with the practical workings of quarantine de-
mand; and in presuming tj make suggestions before
the Academy of Medicine, I invite their delibera-
tions to questions which can only be decided by men
of science, and thoroughly familiar with the mode of
propagation of each disease. The community looks to
the profession as its legitimate guardians, and the mer-
chant for relief from exactions and impositions.

VACCINATION DURING THE FEVER
STAGE OF VARIOLA.

By J. H. TYNDALE, M.D.,

HOUSE SUBGEON, GERMAN HOSPITAI., N. Y.

Previous to the great discovery of Sir Edward Jenner,
towards the close of the eighteenth century, the rate
of mortality from small-pox was enormous, and is

estimated to have reached fifty per cent. Moreover, the
symptoms and course of the' disease were of a more
aggravated character. No wonder then that efforts had
been made from the earliest periods to mitigate the out-
breaks of the epidemic by preventive measures, as well
as by the administration of remedies.
When and where inoculation originated is not known.

From time immemorial the Chinese have practised a
method of" sowing'or disseminating '" the disease, which

consists in introducing the scales of the eruption into

the nostrils. At a very remote period, in Hindostan,
a tribe of Brahmins resorted to it as a religious ceremo-
ny. A small incision was made, and cotton soaked in

the virus applied to the wound. Oflerings were devot-
ed to the goddess of spols to invoke her aid ; this divi-

nity having first hinted at inoculation—" the thought
being much above the reach of human wisdom and fore-

j

sight." But the merit of introducing the practice into

England, from Turkey, is due to Lady Mary Woriley
Montague. Writing from Adrianople, in April, 1717,
she observed: "Every year thousands undergo this

operation ; and the French Ambassador says pleasantly

that they take the small-pox here by way of diversion,

as they lake the waters in other countries. There is

no exam|de of any one that has died in it; and you
may believe I am very well satisfied of the safety of

the experiment, since 1 intend to try it on my dear lit-

tle son. I am patriot enough to take pains to bring

this useful invention into fa.shion in England." (The Let-
ters and Wurks of Lady Mary Wortley Montague, third

edition, vol. i., p. .'509. London, 18G1.)

The debt which our ancestors owed to this lady

is not diminished by the fact that inoculation had been
practised for very many years in South Wales, where
it was known as " buying the small-pox ;

" for this cir-

cumstance only became generally recognized as Lady
Montague's views engaged attention, and while she

enjoyed the privilege of being the best-abused person in

England."
It has been calculated by the Ragistrar-General of

England, that the average number of deaths aimually

occurring from small-pox in London, during the years

1660-79, were 357 to every 100,000 inhabitants, where-
as in 1859 they were A'l only lor the same proportion.

Later statistics have reduced this proportion still further.

But even the most palpable evidences of the bene-
fits of vaccination have never sufficed to quell the oppo-
sition to it. Statistics have been published, laws passed
and enforced, and still the voice of opposition is as far

from being stifled as it was nearly one hundred years

ago. It is even at present so vehement that intelli-

gent physicians have entered their protest against vac-

cination as utterly inefTective. The press has also to

some extent endeavored to establish the futility of the

enforcement of the measure. To defeat this broad asser-

tion nothing is needed but a reference to the statistics

of au}' country, since the introduction of vaccination.

Some of the objections urged seem at first glance to

be quite reasonable; but on closer scrutiny it will be
found that all are based upon false presumption?, and
consequently woithless.

It has been argued: 1st. That the prevention was
wor.se than the disease; the dissemination of the poison
throughout the body was paramount to an introduction

of the disease itself, the consequences whereof could not
be calculated. While it is true that the poison is intend-

ed to be and is disseminated throughout the sj^stem, it

must be remembered that the constitutional disturbance;

caused by the introduction of the virus is of the mildest

character, and never productive of evil results. On the

other hand, the benefits derived from it are immunity
from the disease for a period of from seven to ten years,

and certain immunity at the time of an epidemic, as

my experiments, to be spoken of hereafter, will conclu-

sively prove.

A second objection is the possibility of engrafting

upon the constitution such diseases as syphilis, scrofula,

etc., by means of virus taken from persons afflicted with
these diseases. There can be no doubt that by the use
of a foul lancet pyaemia has been caused, and abundant
evidence exists of the fact of syphihs having been com-
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muiiicated by vaccination. The use of a dirty lancet

can, of course, and ought to be avoided. As to the in-

troduction of syphihs and other blood contaminations,

Dr. Viennois, in an exhaustive paper upon the subject

(Archives Generales de MCdecine, vol. i., p. G41 ; vol. ii.,

pp. 32, 297 ; Paris, ISGO), has come to the conclusion that

if" the lympli from a vaccine vesicle alone be introduced,

the cow-pox alone will be introduced; but if in addi-

tion the blood of a person afilicted with syphilis be

also inoculated, then sypliilis will likewise be commu-
nicated. At the present period, lymph from the vesicle

is almost universally employed, a fact to which I will

refer again hereafter.

Tlie third, and perhaps most plausible objection, is

the uncertainty of a fixed period of immunity. The
term of immunity is variously estimated at from seven
to ten years, after which time the protection is sup-

posed to have lost its power. Prof. Felix von Niemey-
er, lately deceased, had instituted inquiry in that di-

rection, and promised a treatise upon the subject at

some future day. The work may have appeared lately,

but has not come under my observation. Niemeyer
feelsjustified in concluding in advance that vaccination is

at all times necessary during an epidemic. Now in a city

like New York, and all large places, small-pox never
entirely disappears, and an epidemic is only spoken of

when the cases are multiplied beyond the ordinary

number. It is at such times that our health authori-

ties, ever watchful of the welfare of their fellow-citi-

zens, issue orders for the disinfection of affected neigh-

borhoods, and urge the people to permit themselves to

be vaccinated. Perhaps compulsion would be a better

course. And then it is that the question arises, not only
whether previous vaccinations will procure immunity,
but whether the same now performed is to be consid-

ered a perfect safeguard during the present epidemic.

There is often doubt in the minds of persons, coming in

contact with the small-pox, who have subsequently
been successfully vaccinated, whether they would not
have escaped the disease without being vaccinated.

This is in a great measure encouraged by the assertions

of those who have been, or imagined themselves to have
been, in contact with it, and providentially escaped in-

fection either without previous or present vaccination.

The escape is generally credited to an abundance of

moral courage. This induced me to ascertain whether,
after a positively decided contagion has taken place,

and, the period of incubation being passed, the fever

sets in, it would then be of any avail to vaccinate.

And the results more than fulfilled my expectations.

An epidemic of small-pox, which broke out in the city

of St. Louis, and continued for three or four months,
furnished the necessary material. While I was acting

in the capacity of public vaccinator, a young man pre-

sented himself for admis.sion into the hospital, suffering

from all the preliminary symptoms of variola. He stated

that he had been nursing his brother, then lying sick

Avith small-pox, for the past twelve days, relying for

protection against the disease upon vaccination perform-
ed in his childhood. For the past forty-eight hours he
had high fever, with intense frontal headache, well-

marked pain in the back, swollen tonsils, and, in short,

every premonitory symptom of variola. I vaccinated

him carefully, and sent him to tlie hospital to await the

result.

On the following day (expectant treatment having
been followed) the fever, headache, and pain in the

back had abated. An elevation at the point of vacci-

nation and a slight redness indicated the success of the

inoculation. The patient fth perfectly comfortable. The
vesicle gradually dried up and ft^ll off about the eight-

eenth day. No further symptoms were experienced by

the patient. In order to fully satisfy myself of the

truth of my patient's statement, I called on his brother
and fjund him in a convalescent stage of variola, the

pustules having mostly broken and formed scabs.

The success of this case encouraged me to put my
h3'potliesis to a still further lest. During the course of

the epidemic, eight other cases of the same nature pre-

sented themselves, the details of which are not necessary

to describe. Suflice it to say that in each and every
case the contagion was fully established. The result in

each case was precisely the same as in the first case

related above. In two cases the fever stage had lasted

fully two days, as in the first case. In the others the

fever had continued from twelve to thirty-six hours.

In one case only, the result was unfavorable. The
fever in this instance had continued for nearly three

days, when the inoculation was performed. A few
hours later the eruption made its appearance all over
the body, and the case proved a discrete one. I can

scared)' assume that vaccination exercised any modify-
ing influence, f ince no vesicle was reported to have made
its appearance (the patient being under the care of

another physician), yet the possibihty of such an event

cannot be denied.

As regards the modus operandi of the virus at this

stage, I cannot look upon it as different from that of an
ordinary vaccination. A good absorbing surface being

produced, and the virus introduced in a state fViVorable

to absorption, it is readily carried into the circulation.

Ca[)illary circulation being very active during the fever

stage, as evidenced by the thermometer, seems to me to

favor the absorption of the virus. This may in some
measure account for the unusually rapid appearance of

the vesicle. It is not my intention to speculate with

regard to the action of the virus in the system. Whe-
ther it acts as a ferment, or, in some manner unknown,
attracts the poison within the system to that particular

spot, are mere matters of speculation. It is a well-

known fact that counter-irritation, as for instance the

application of croton oil to some particular part of the

body, as the chest, has the effect of determining the

eruption to that neighborhood.

If we choose to consider a local point of irritation a

favorable spot for the eruption, the question will be

solved as fur as speculation can solve it. The fact that

at that point the skin has been removed and the corium

exposed, will render the spot a "locus rainoris resis-

tentise" for the eruption.

I think that the results of these experiments will

justify me in calling the attention of tlie profession to

them. My excuse for presenting so limited a number
of cases, lies in my inability to put it to a further test,

owing to want of material. Nevertheless, I do not

hesitate to affirm that vaccination, properly j)erformed,

previous to the exacerbation of tltejfever on tlie third day,

will cut short the disease, hy quickly relieving the general

symptoms of small-pox, and causing a icell-marked erup-

tion on the spot inoculated.

It must be borne in mind that the fever accompany-
ing variola is of a remittent type, and, like all remittent

fevers, has its highest range of temperature in the even-

ing. The third, and usually the last exacerbation, is

also the most severe (marking the highest temperature),

and quickly followed or rather accompanied by the

eruption. Vaccine virus introduced during this last

remission will scarcely have time to be absorbed, though
it is possible that when absorbed it may mitigate the

character of the eruption. Of this, however, no positive

proof exists, and it is merely mentioned as a possibihty,

if not a probability.

In inviting the attention of my colleagues to this

important matter, I cannot refrain from requesting a
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strict observation of llie ordinary cautions in further

testiiip the results of vaccination during tlio fever stnpc

of variijla. That the virus sliould be pure, unmixed
with Mood, and not too old, need scarcely be mentioned.

For my part I have loimd tiie recently dried scab, ex-

clusive ol the inllammatory products on the perii)hory,

rubbed up carefully with a drop of water or glycerine

to a creamy consistence, to answer the purpose admira-

bly. Various ages and various physicians have had
their own peculiar method of introducing the virus,

either by punctures of the skin or liy scraping away
the cuticle. Punctures of the skin, whether performed

by the lancet, a pin. or some instrument invented fi)r

the purpose, are open to two objections. In the fust

place, tlie [»uncture will close immediately upon the with-

drawal of the instrument. Even when the virus is

introduced with the pvmcturing instrument, the appli-

cation is too .sudden to insure absorption. In the second
place, it often occurs that, notwithstanding proper care

is taken, blood will follow the puncture. Extravasated
blood is verv slowly reab-orbod, and tlicrefore a hin-

drance to absorption of the virus when the latter be-

comes mixed with it.

In my opinion, scraping of the cuticle with a dull

lancet until the coriuin is exposed, i.s, although a more
laborious, afar more certain method. The first appear-

ance of moisture on the scraped spot is an indication of

having reached the proper absorbing surface. It is well

not to be too sparing in the application of the virus, but
to spread it upon the absorbing surfaces (for there

should be two) as thickly as possible.

A CASE OF RECOVERY FROM DIPHTHE-
RIA AFTER THE OPERATION OF

TRACHEOTOMY.
Reportkd by GURDON BUCK, M.D.,

NEW TOBK.

Visited Ricliard, son of James H., pot. 10, residing
No. 8 Dover st., at four o'clock p.m., Nov. 28, 1871, by
request of Dr. C, his attending physician, and found him
suffering from very urgent and increasing dyspnoea;
his voice was reduced to a whisper ; cough was croupy

;

pulse frequent but regular; surface perspiring freely
from the labor of respiration. He had been frequently
vomited by medicine the preceding night, but without
relief; croupy symptoms had existed tor two or three
days, and had become urgent within twenty -four hours.
It was reported by his father that his physician had not
found any exudation in the fauces. For some reason
not explained, the attending physician did not appear
at the hour appointed. After waiting a reasonable time
I decided, in view of the extreme urgency of the symp-
toms, to proceed to operate. Fortunately the attend-
ance of Dr. A. J. Harrison, who had visited the patient
once, was R?cured without much delay. A narrow table,
covered with suitable bedding, answered the purpose of
an operating table. Four sperm candles cut into halves,
and bound with tape into two bundles, served as lights
that could be conveniently held at any point where
they were required. No anaesthetic was administered.
The boy's father held his head, and kepthis neck on the
streteh, while his godmother held the torchlights. The
embarrassment of having only one medical assistant for
the operation was felt at every step. The only feature
of the operation to which the author would call atten-
tion is the expedient employed to facilitate the opening
into the trachea itself. Two accidents are liable to
occur in this step of the operation. One is, the incision
may deviate from lh3 median hne; the other, failing

to penetrate into the interior of the trachea, the knife

may pass either between the outer surface of the tra-

chea and it.s coverings, or between its inner j-urface and
lining membrane. The procedure was as follows: An
ordinary pocket-ease tenaculum was thrust between the

cricoid e.utilage and first tracheal ring, exa<"tly in the

median line, .-ind made to hook up the cricoid, thus

Serving to maintain a .'^ecure hold upon the trachea, and
keep it at rest. While the tenaculum was held witli

the left hand, a sharp-pointed knife, held in the right,

was made to |)enetrate the trachea immediately below
the entrance of the tenaculum, and an incision was car-

ried downward through the four upper tracheal rings.

The knife, without being withdrawn, was immediately
carried back to the point of entrance, and a tran-sverse

cut two lines in length was made on either side between
the cricoid cartilage and first tracheal ring, giving the

tracheal opening the shape of a letter T. A double tra-

chea tube, previously armed with a piece from the

blunt end of a gum-elastic catheter traversing it, and
with its l)lunt point projecting a little bev'^ond llie inner

end of the tube to serve as an obturator, was then

inserted and secured with tapes passed around the

neck. After the disturbance, always consequent upon
the first introduction of a tube, had subsided, the res-

piration became tranquil and the patient soon fell into

a placid sleep. Instructions were given for the re-

moval and replacing of the inner tube as often as it

required cleansing. About three hours after the opera-

tion the tube became obstructed by a coagulum, and
the parents not succeeding in removing the inner tube,

suffocation would have taken place had not Dr. Harri-

son fortunately reached him in time to dislodge the

inner tube, which he did by prying it out with a knife-

blade.

During the subsequent forty-eight hours the respira-

tion continued easy, and his general condition satisfac-

tory. At my visit in the afternoon of Nov. 30, how-
ever, I found his respiration hurried and labored, and
it had been so for two hours. The tube had been kept
clean and free of obstruction. The outer tube was now
removed for the first time to cleanse it and change the

fastenings. This permitted a view of the wound, the

surface of which was found coated with a layer of gray-

ish tenacious exudation, not, however, pellicular. From
this appearance the diphtheritic nature of the disea-e

was obvious, and it was inferred that a similar exuda-
tion was obstructing the air-passages and producing the

dyspncea from which the patient was siiftering. After
replacing the outer tube, and .supporting (he patient in

a semi-sitting posture, a solution of common table salt,

in the proportion of one teaspoonful to a teacupful of

warm water, was poured into the trachea through the

tube, one teaspoonful at a time, and at intervals which
allowed the immediate disturbing effect of it to subside.

A violent cough was immediately provoked by the en-
trance of the fluid, accompanied by the expulsion of a
quantity of the viscid secretion in a diluted state. Five
or six teaspoonfuls were thus introduced in succession,

when he became somewhat exhausted by his efforts in

coughing. While supported in a half-sitting posture

his breathing soon became easy and unobstructed, and
continued so without any subsequent recurrence of
dyspnoea. He continued to cough more or less, but a
good night's sleep followed. The next day he was
found doing well ; his pulse reduced to 100 ;

his surface

natural ; his countenance animated, and his spirits cheer-

ful. Inspected the fauces, and found no diphtheritic

exudation in sight. He craved solid food and enjoyed it.

Ordered R. Sulph. quinine, sulph. ferri, 32 3 ss. ; acid

sulph. aromatic. Ij.; syrup zingib. | vij. ; aquae cinnam.

5 ij. Dose, 3 j. ter in die.
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Dec. 2. Doing well. Removed and replaced the tube,

and found the surface of the wound clean and liealthy
;

appetite good.

Dec. 3. An urgent message summoned me to visit

him at iialf-past five o'cloc-k p.m. A hemorrhage from

the wound, represented as very considerable, had taken

place and alarmed the parents. His pale countenance
and feeble pulse (SO per minute) showed the ellect of

the loss of blood. A thorough examination of the

wound, the surface of which was pale, could detect no
vessel. Tlie occurrence of the hemorrhage Avas the

more remarkable as. at the operation, the bleeding had
not been considerable, and no vessels had required to be

ligated.

Dec. 4:. No recurrence of hemorrhage; doing well;

respiration natural and easy
;
appetite good.

I)ec.. 7. Progress favorable. With the tube left out

and the external wound closed by the fingers, patient

could articulate some words in a natural tone of voice.

I therefore substituted a fenestrated single tube for the

double one, and closed the outer end with a cork, thus

allowing him to use his voice and to breathe through
the larynx, which he did without eflbit.

Dec. 9. Patient passed the day without a tube. The
lateral edges of the wound have come into contact with
each other, so that the air no longer escapes through
the wound; respiration is now pei'foi'med per vias na-

turales. His voice has still further improved. His
cough continuing troublesome at night, the following
mixture is prescribed:

—

1^. Ext. senekse fluid. ) -. , ..

Tinct opii camph. (
^' -* J-

Spirit nitri dulc, 3 ss.

Syrup balsam tolut., 3 ij.

M. Dose, "j. pro re nata.

The follow-ing preparation in the form of spray was
freely used throughout the whole treatment alternately

Avith hme water, and apparently with good efiect :

—

5. Ammon. muriat. } -- _ ••

Potas. chlorat.
f

'^'^ ^ ^^

Tinct. seneka3, 3 j.

Aquic ros8e, 5 iv.

M.

Jan. 11, 1872. Patient was visited, and found in all

respects well. His voice had regained its full force.

OVARIOTOMY.
TREATI.VG THE PEDICLE WITHOUT CLAMP. LIGATURE, OR

CAUTERY.

Being a Taper read at the Meeting of tlie Medical Society of the State
of New York, held Feb. 7, 1872.

By JULIUS R MINER, M.D.,

* BUFFALO, N. Y.

Gentlemen—During the past few years I have been
led to make some observations as to the anatomical
characters of ovarian disease, and to base upon those
observations, and a few clinical facts which have come
to my notice, the conviction that ovarian tumors

—

cystic disease of the ovary—can be removed by e/iuclea-

tion, without ligature, clamp, or cautery. All other
steps in ovariotomy have been pretty Avell settled;
this one alone, of hoAV to treat the pedicle remaining
subject to the caprice of the operator, directed by no
well-defined rule or law. Without attempting to enu-
merate the objections which may be fairly urged
against all previous plans of procedure, allow me to
describe a neio method, which, I am now led to believe.

will in all, or nearly all, cases be found feasible, and if

so, is in every respect satisfactory.

My first observation and experience in this procedure
occurred in April, 1809, and the case was reported in

detail in the Jit(ffalo Medical and Sunjirul Journal for

June of the same year. It was described as follows :

—

" A few months since I was invited to remove an im-
mense ovarian tumor, occurring in the person of Mrs.
Foster, of Cattaraugus County, N. Y. It was of a year's
standing, had been repeatedly tapped, but at length
the contents proved to be too thick to be drawn
through the largest-size eanula; and the distress becom-
ing too great for endurance, any operation which
would end it, whatever might be the result, was gladly
accepted. The tumor was inultilocular, very large,

weighing, as near as could be determined, nearly one
hundred pounds. It was attached throughout its en-
tire circumference to the omentum, intestines, walls of
the abdomen, and all other parts with which it came
in contact. These attachments were not so firm but
that they could be broken up, and with great care the
tumor was separated from the surounding parts until

the pedicle was reached. The process of enucleation
had been carried on so successfully and so extensively
that encouragement was afforded for continued trial

:

the pedicle was large, and extended over a wide surface,

but by careful and patient effort it was separated fiom
its entire attachment to the tumor, and tlje immense
growth removed without (he ligation of a single vessel.

The terminal branches of the vessels of the pedicle
gave out no more blood than issued from the vessels of
the attachment elsewhere, and there appeared no more
occasion for ligature here than elsewhere. All hemor-
rhage soon ceased, and the incision was closed by inter-

rupted suture."

The success of this procedure was complete, and the
patient continued for more than two weeks to improve
without an untoward symptom— so long that her re-

covery seemed certain. She now commenced to lose
her relish for food, grew weak and desponding, and
died fiom exhaustion on the twenty-first day afier the
operation. The fatal termination detracted nothing
from the success of this mode of treating the pedicle

;

indeed, so remarkable Avas the size and attachment of
the tumor, tliat any attempt at recovery is surprising,

and yet the feeble, emaciated, exhausted patient con-
tinued to live long enough to show tliat the manner of
treating the pedicle was, at least in her case, unobjec-
tionable.

My second opportunity to test the feasibility and
safety of the plan I liad suggested presented itself in

the Buffalo Greneral Hospital, in December of the same
year, in a German woman sixty-six years old, of feeble

and delicate appearance, and considerable emaciation.
The operation was made iu presence of the students of
the Buffalo Medical College, and I was assisted by my
colleagues both of the College faculty and hospital staff.

This tumor was found also extensively attached to
the walls of the abdomen, and the process of separation
Avas conducted as before, the bands of attachment being
separated from the fibrous cj'st of the tumor, not torn
or broken. On reaching the pedicle it was found
large, its principal arteries throbbing distinctly. It
Avas separated readily by enucleation, commencing at
its central attachment, and folloAving out the fasciculi

of vessels to their final termination upon the Avails of
the tumor. Upon removal, it was found to Aveigh
seventy-one pounds, and to be composed of numerous
cysts. The bands of vessels composing the pedicle,

when separated from the tumor, contracted so as to
leave the pedicle appearing almost as if it had been
divided Avith the knife. To the sui-prise of my asso-
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ciate-i, scarcely any homorrhnjre followed the separa-

tion, much los^ than attended the separation of tlic

bands of attachment cNewhere. This i)niient was nar-

cotized hy ?nbcutaneous injection of morpliine given by

my Hospital Assistant. She died eighteen hours after

the operation. Post-mortem examination .showed no

hemorrliage or other explanation, and we inferred that

death was from overdose of n)orpliii)e.

My friend and eclle.ngue Prof James P. Wiiite, of

Buffalo, has since made succes-fid trial of tliis plan of

operation—that is, successful sd far as removal by enn-

cleation witliont hemorrhage is concerned. He in-

forms me that there was less hemorrhage fron) the

pedicle than from otlier places of attachment; and that,

though he finally applied ligature, he did not do it

from nece.«.sity, but rather from fear of its occurrence

after reaction should take place. Other similar cases

might be related, but I prefer to refer brictly to the

experience of others, in confirmation of my own obser-

vations. Richard H. Meade, Esq., Consulting Surgeon

to the Bradford Infirmary, England, thus speaks upon
the subject:—
"The patient being under the influence of chloro-

form, I made an incision about four inches long in the

lower part of the linea alba, carefully opened tlie peri-

tonreum, and evacuated nearly two gallons of ascitic

fluid. On enlarging the opening in the peritonteum to

the same extent as the external wound, the ovarian

tumor at once came into view. I now' directed an

assistant to compress the abdominal walls with his

hands, one placed on each side, so as to compress the

edges of the wound backwards, while I endeavored

Avith my hands to draw the tumor partially through

the opening. In doing tliis, the walls of several of

the small cysts, of which the tumor was principally

composed (being very thin), were ruptured by the

pressure of my fingers, and a considerable quantity of

thick, brown fluid, like dark-colored linseed tea,

escaped. The edges of the Avound were so well

compressed that none of this ovarian fluid was allowed

to enter the peritoneal cavity. The tumor was now
found to be firmly adherent to the free extremity of

the great omentum ; these adhesions Avere carefully

and slowly torn through, and the whole mass was
then easily drawn through the wound. It was now
found to contain a good deal of heav}', solid matter,

and, on turning it over to examine its attachments,

the pedicle, which was small and thin, to my dismay
and annoyance at the time, gave way, and the tumor
tore itself loose from its connections. Fearing hemor-
rhage, I kept hold of the remains of the pedicle, but

very little bleeding followed, and I could jBlnd no vessel

requiring ligature.

" It is difficult to account for the large quantity of

ascitic fluid which was met with, unless there were
some secondary deposits of cancerous matter on the

peritonaeum, but the history of the case Avould hardly

lead to that supposition. The pre=ence of a consider-

able amount of serous eOusion in the peritoneal cavity

has, however, one advantage in cases of ovariotomy

—

it seems to render the membrane less likely to take on
acute inflammation, its delicate secreting surface having
undergone some change, and after the removal of the

ovarian disease it does not seem to be re-secreted.
" In some of the medical journals a case of ovariot-

omy has be?n reported (extracted from an American
periodical), in which Dr. Julius F. Miner removed a

very large ovarian tumor by enucleation, without either

clamp, ligature, or cautery, and without hemorrhage.
When I commenced the above operation I iiad no
idea of imitating his proceeding, but when the tumor
(to my horror at the time) enuclea:ed itself, and there

appeared to be no bleeding from the pedicle, I deter-

mined to follow his example, and leave the torn

surface unsecured, thinking that the ri>k from hemor-
rhage was less than that from inflammation from the

presence of a foreign l)ody in the peritoneal cavity.

My ca.se turned out successfully, and I think I .should

venture to repeat the proceeding in .some special cases

—

for instance, Avhere the pedicle does not appear to be
vascular—when the attempt might be made to tear the

tumor gently from its connections fin the same way
as adhesions are generally separated), but a firm hold

should be kept of the pedicle, so that it might easily

be secured in case of bleeding."

—

liritish JfedicalJour-

nal.— limithiraile's Retrospect for July, 1871.

Upon these fact-* I based the conclusion that the

pedicle in ovariotomy can be safely separated from the

cyst, and left without ligature, clamp, or cautery, thus

avoiding many dangers attending it. At first this

proposition Avill appear startling to surgeons who have
tied large vessels in the operation, or have witnessed

the fearful hemorrhage which sometimes takes place

from slipping of clamp or ligature; these will regard it

with incredulity, and, perhaps, Avithout trial look upon
it as wholly impracticable. I should myself, probably,

be among this number, had I not had opportunity to

demotistrate to my own mind, certainly, its entire

feasibility.

The ovarian tumor is composed of a firm, dense fibrous

cyst, containing fluid of varied color and composition.

It may, and it may not, have a solid portion, but usu-

ally it docs haA'e more or less of a body, the remnant
of an enlarged or degenerated gland. Upon the surface

of this smooth, dense fibrous cyst are spread out the

vascular and cellular tissues which compose the pedicle,

but only the terminal branches of the vessels enter this

cyst; the vessels may be quite large at their origin,

but soon they are numerously divided, and enter the
cyst, if at all, of capillary size. The attachment of the

pedicle to the cyst is more easily broken than any one
Avould mistrust who has not attempted its separation

in the manner described, and I am confident that the

same efforts Avhich are made to break up the adhesions

to the peritonaeum, omentum, and other parts, if ex-
tended to the pedicle, anmII be equally successful. The
finger should be gently introduced under the centra!

portion of the pedicle, and followed out along the fasci-

culi of A'essels as they extend over the sides of the cyst;

nothing can be more easy of execution or more readily

accomplished.

If this method can be adopted without hemorrhage
or other difficulty, its advantages are apparent.

The pedicle can then be returned into the abdominal
caA'ity Avithout any of the objections which have been
urged against this procedure. There is no ligature to

be discharged by the ulcerative process, or to become
encysted, or to induce inflammation. There are no
purulent or inflammatory products to be in any way
removed or provided for

;
the pedicle is wholly a living

tissue, and h.TS no irritative qualities which render its

return to the abdominal cavity objectionable. This
cannot be said of it when treated by any other knoAvn
method.
My object will be fully answered, provided the feasi-

bility of enucleation in OA-ariotomy is shown with suffi-

cient clearness to obtain trial by surgeons. It is now
believed that all or nearly all cases will admit of it, or
of this general plan at least, perhaps varied to suit cir-

cumstances
; and that, Avhere practicable, it is the least

objectionable of all known methods. Prof. E. M. Moore,
my colleague, has suggested that if alter separation, as

described, there is any slight or troublesome hemor-
rhage, the different fasciculi, or the various parts which
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have extended over the walls of the cyst, may be braid-

ed, causing in that manner arrest of hemorrhage upon
the principle ofacupressure. Again, provided this meth-
od in any case should fail, the plan of arresting hemor-
rhage by acupressure or torsion, or separate ligation of

any vessel which might seem to require it, witli thread,

silver Avire, or other material, may yet be tried, may
indeed be adopted as aid to the operation by enucleation.

The advantages of this procedure are sulficiently

obvious to all surgeons of experience in this operation;

and the feasibility of the method being granted, little

else need be said to insure its universal adoption.

(Driijinnl Cccturcs.

SCLEROSIS UTERI:
ONE OF THE SEQUELS OF PUERPERAL METRI-

TIS.

A CLINICAL LECTUKE,

By Prof. ALEXANDER J. C. SKENE, M.D.,

AT THE LONG ISLAND COLLEGE HOSPITAL. BROOKLYN, N. Y.

(Reported by K. S. Bunker, M.D.)

Gentlemen: You will readily call to mind the patient

who had endometritis, giving rise to monorrhagia, and
I trust you also remember the clinical fact, then so

strenuously insisted upon, namely, that menorrhagia,

not accounted lor by any other conditions, is a common
and most valuable symptom of endometritis.

In direct and striking contrast with that case, I

present you one to-day, not of such frequent occur-

rence as the former, but presenting, nevertheless,

points of extreme interest in its pathology and clinical

history.

This patient informs us that she is 35 years old, has

been pregnant five times, and has given birth to four

living children. While j^regnant at the seventh month,
with her fourth child, she received an injury which
caused her to give birth to a dead foetus a few days
afterwards.

During her fifth pregnancy, four years ago, she

received a shock from seeing a friend in a convulsion

;

labor came on immediately, and she was delivered of a

seven months' child.

Soon after her confinement she complained of pain

and tenderness in the region of the uterus, followed by
fever and delirium. These sjanptoms extended over a

))eriod of three weeks, and there can be little doubt,

from the history given, that she had acute puerperal

metritis, which lelt her health permanently impaired.

Since that time her menses have been irregular, scanty,

and attended with pain. At times she has a menstrual
molimen, but no catamenial flow. During the last year
she has menstruated only twice, the last time three

njonths ago. So much for the previous history of the case.

She now suffers from extreme debility and anaemia,

as you can see by her general appearance, and com-
plains of ill-de6ned aching pains throughout the pelvis,

but more especially in the sacral region ; and occasion-

ally she has very slight leucorrhoea. Her digestive

organs are also very much deranged, and her nervous
system, from the joint action of disease and drugs, is a

miserable wreck.

By physical exploration I find that the uterus is en-

larged, being an inch larger than normal. The body
and cervix are tender to the touch, and the sound,

carried into the cavity, gives extreme pain. The cer-

vix is indurated and smooth, and the os is smaller and
more circular than is usually found in those who have
borne children.

Exploring the cavity with the sound, I find that

while the long diameter is considerably increased, the
antero-posterior and lateral diameters are relatively,

indeed absolutely, shortened. The uterine walls ap-

pear to lie in close contiguity, so that it is impossible to

turn the sound far in any direction.

These signs obtained by the probe are of vast impor-
tance, for they indicate clearly that the enlargement of
the uterus is due to an actual increase in the loalls of
the organ, and not a mere expansion of its cavity, as in

the case of endometritis, which I showed you the other
day. In other words, the growth is concentric, not
eccentric.

The cervix, as seen through the speculum, is notably
pale; the os is small, with its lips curved inward. This
retraction, or drawing inwards of the os, is confirmatory
of the opinion that the Avails of the cervix are enlarged
more than the mucous membrane of the cavity. When
the mucous membrane of the cervix is swollen, and the

walls remain normal, the lips are enlarged or pouting.

Briefly, then, the physical signs indicate that there

exists a condition of unusual hardness and enlargement
of the uterine Avails, while the relative or even actual size

of the cavity is lessened. The uterus is also anaemic, as

you knoAV from a glance at the cervix. And, before

closing the history, let me attract your attention to the

fact that our patient has amenorrhoea—a condition that

is much more common among the young than Avith

those AAdio have borne children.

NoAV you cannot fail to have observed that this case
presents many points of resemblance to that of endo-
metritis,AA'hich occupied your attention at our last lecture.

It is on account of these resemblances that I present
you this case to-day. By placing them in juxtaposition,

as it Avere, AA'hen the subject is still fresh in your memory,
you Avill be better prepared to study the points of dif-

ference; for both the past history and the present con-
dition shoAV that the cases are essentially different.

This patient's trouble began Avith acute inflammation
of the uterus; the other's did not. This one had
amenorrhoea; the other had menorrhagia. In the case
before us the uterine Avails are enlarged and the cavity
diminished, the reverse almost of Avhat obtained in the
the other. The uterus, in this case, is indurated and
anajmic ; in the other it Avas relaxed and highly con-
gested. These are plain outline distinctions, easily

recognized at the bedside, and characteristic of almost
opposite pathological conditions.

Excluding, then, the only uterine disease that might
lead us into error, and basing our opinion on the clinical

history and physical signs, Ave are compelled to pro-
nounce this a case of Avhat is usually knoAvn and
described as " cJtronic metritis."

But I fear the term "metritis" will lead you astray.

It certainly does not give you a true idea of the patho-
logy of the disease—at least, if you recognize inflamma-
tion only by the presence of hyperemia, the exudation
of lymph, suppuration, etc. In this case Ave have no
such evidence of the inflammatory process; the present
condition is not that of an inflammatory disease. It

bears no more resemblance to ordinary inflammation
than the stricture of the male urethra does to an acute
gonorrhoea. Nor is the condition that of induration
the result of the inflammatory process. That usually
results in the contraction as well as hardening of the
tissue in Avhich fibrin is effused. Noav, in the case
before us, you Avill observe tAVO conditions not often
associated except in malignant disease, namely, hard-
ening with increased size of tissue. Clinically considered,

this condition is not unfrequently obser\-ed associated
Avith a history and symptoms such as Ave gather from
this patient, and in the absence of any name to indicate
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the condition. I venture to suggest that of HclfrusU—

a

term nlroaily fiuniliar to you aMlesi'^niiting morbid con

ditions of other organs similarly allectfd.

I conii'ss to you my dislike to introducing new terms

into tlie literature of gyna3cology, and certainly would
not if I did not think the one usually eni|iloyed, namely,

''chron c metritis," gives no true idea of the nature of

the lesion.

The term sclerosis simply moans hardening, and when
applied to the inter-cellular connective tissue, it includes

also thickenitig or growth of this structure. It resL-mbles

the condition described by Virchow as ''nutritive irri

tation of connective tissue." Your knowledge of

anatomy will enable you to estimate the relations of

this tis-ue to the varied structures of the body. In its

normal stale it is an exceedingly delicate structure, and
is e.vteiisively difl'used in all parts of t!ie body. It is

the bond of union to the framework of the body as the

plaster is to the bricks; it is the delicate curtain upon
which the minute capillaries are spread ; and it follows,

of course, that the increased growth of this connective

tiisue takes place at the expense of the fibro-muscular

tissue of the uterus, a condition of local anieinia is pro-

duced b}' pressure on the capillary vessels, and I need
scarcely add that function and force are correspondingly

destroyed. This lesion has been specially studied of

late as it occurs in nerve-centres. Hypertrophy of the
" neuroglia," or connective tis.sue in patches, gives rise

to a condition resembling locomotor ataxia.

Now the result of this same proliferation of the con-

nective tissue cells, from some previous spur of excite-

ment, is precisely what we find in this uterus. We
have the '* nutritive irritation" of Virchow, all'ecting the

connective tissue cells at the expense of the other

structures of the part, and not simple induration from
previous inflammation. The organ is rendered ab-

normal in size, dense in structure, brittle in quality, and
is anaemic or bloodless.

In tlie older pathology we have no word that repre-

sents this condition. We can scarcely believe that the

process is merely one of exudation of lymph into the

tissues of the uterus, for that is usually followed by
more or loss contraction ; nor can we for a moment
believe that there is excessive cell-growth from mahg-
nant tendency. Thanks to our German brethren, they
have pointed out and accurately described the lesion,

and applied to it the name of "sclerosis." And no
other term, in my judgment, so perfectly represents a

certain class of uterine diseases, a typical case of which
is now before you.

I would not be understood, however, as denying
that there is inflammatory exudation. On the contrary,

there is every reason to suppose, from the natural his-

torj' of the disease, that there is more or less effusion

of inflammatory lymph into the tissues of the uterus.

But the hypertrophy of the cellular tissue, and conse-

quent enlargement of the organ, are so much more
prominent characteristics of the disease, that I have
selected the term .sclerosis, rather than metritis, to

describe it.

It would be interestiu:? in this conned ion to study
how the lesions of sclerosis uteri are developed in

their natural order of sequence; but time will not
permit at present. Let me refer you for information
on this point to a most admirable article on " Chronic
Metritis in its Relaiiuns to Malignant Diseases of the

Uterus," by Dr. Xoeggerath, of Xew York. You will

find it in the American Journal of Obstetrics for Novem-
ber, 1869. I will read you a brief extract :

—

'• The disease in question is the combined result of

sub-involution of the uterus, and a process of exudation
which takes place in the tissues of the uterus immedi-

ately after delivery, in consequence of puerperal fever.

This int'Trui)tion of retrogressive metamorpho.-is takes

place whenever the natural involution of the uterus is

interfered with by some injurious influences, so tha!

the absorption of the exuded mass depof-iied between
the muscular elements cannot be properly accomplished.
This results in the development and permanent deposit
of cellular tis-iue within thj walls of the utern.«."

Just here there comes up a question to which I can
give but a single remark at jiresent: Doe^ .'clerosis

uteri arise exclusively from puerperal metritis? Or
may it be developed from other morbid influences ? Dr.

Noeggerath sa^'s he has never seen the disease occur a.s

a sequel of any other afifection. My own experience
accords with his. We should naturally suppose, how-
ever, that long-continued hyporaemia and nervous irrita-

tion might favor the proliferation of the connective
tissue cells in tlie uterine walls, as well as elsewhere;
but we have no proof as yet that sclerosis uteri is de-
veloped in that way.

Finally, sclerosis uteri is a permanent lesion. There
is no tendency to restoration of normal tissue; on the

contrary, there is lowered vitality of the part, and con-
sequent tendency to still further degeneration. The
afiection exemplifies the general pathological law, to

which there is no exception, that whenever the tissues

of an organ are changed from their normal type, that

change is towards degeneration, decay, and death.

Hence the practical fact that these cases of ."Jclerosis are

peculiarly prone to such diseases as epithelioma, cauli-

Jlower excrescence of the cervix, etc., etc.

Malignant disease of the uterus can often be traced

back through a natural history such as I have pointed
out in this case; and that the tendency to malignant
action is hastened in such cases by the injudicious use
of caustics, I have no doubt. It is important, there-

fore, that we shall early recognize the difficulty and
avoid a course of treatment that must end, sooner or
later, disastrously to the patient.

Trusting that you comprehend the pathology of scle-

rosis uteri and its relation to other morbid states, I will

now briefly recapitulate some of the leading points in

the diagnosis of this affection.

1. A clinical history indicating that the patient has
previously had puerperal metritis, followed by an im-
paired sUite of health.

2. Constitutional symptoms such as occur in chronic
forms of uterine disease.

3. Derangement of function: usually irregular,

scanty, and painful menstruation. The pain continues,

as a rule, through the whole period of menstruation,

and may be likened to an exaggeration of the ill feelings

of an ordinary menstruation. By these peculiarities it

may be distinguished from the dysmenorrhoea caused
by flexion of the uterus. In this latter afifection the

pain is that of intense uterine colic, and is usually

limited to the beginning of menstruation, decreasing or

disappearing when the flow begins.

4. Enlargement and induration of the uterine wall?.

5. Increased length of the uterine cavity, without
increase of the lateral and antero-posterior diameters.

6. Ansemia of the uterus, indicated by the amenor-
rhoea, and the pale appearance of the cervix.

7. Absence of cervical disease, such as occurs in hy-
peraemic and inflammatory aflfections.

8. The slight retraction of the lips of the os, and the

small diameter of the cervical canal in proportion to the

increased size of the cervix.
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THE RELATIVE mOREASE OF POPULATION.

ALTHOUGn the subject of the relative increase of popu-

lation among the higher and lower orders of society is

one of vast importance, yet it has been terribly neg-

lected. While men are discussing the great question

of the rise and fall of nations, they seem to ignore the

one great fact, where the men of which nations are

made are to come from.

Dr. Nathan Allen, of Lowell, is one of the few who
have given the subject a scientific and patient attention.

He has studied the subject as it ought to be studied,

statislically ; and he has discovered th'at the average

number of children to American families in New Eng-

land is but three, or three and a half, against an average

of eight to families of a corresponding social scale a

century ago. Population can hardly be kept up among

the cultivated classes, unless an average of more than

three children are born to a family. This, then, is

the great problem of the future ; it is a problem

which no nation and which no government has yet

solved. Historians have long debated the question,

what was the reason for the decline of Greece and

Rome. Prof. Seelye, the eloquent author of Ecce

Homo, has answered this question :
" Rome died for

want of men." " The human harvest was bad."

Dr. Allen, in a very suggestive paper, based on Prof.

Seelye's essay on ^^ Roman Imperialism," has shown by

quotations from standard authorities that, in all proba-

bility, Greece died for the same cause as Rome. The

nation died because the individuals that composed it

died, and there were none to fill their places. The

most pertinent fact concerning these statistics is, that

they are in the main true (for Dr. Allen's opponents

have made no headway against him), and they are con-

firmed by common observation. Practitioners in New
York and vicinity tell us that they find not more than

an average of three children in a family. Among the

higher classes, very few families have more than five

children, very many have but one, and altogether too

many have none.

We should be glad to hear from practitioners in the

country their views on this matter. A nation can do

without high culture; it can do witliout extensive ter-

ritory; it can do for a lime without religion; it can. like

China, do without a pure morality, but human beings it

must have. Questions of science, of education, of gov-

ernment, of religion, of morality, etc., are trifles com-

pared with this one great question of population. Un-
less we are greatly in error, the population in distant

country-places increases among the higher classes much
more slowly than it did one hundred years ago. The

time must come when the labors of Dr. Allen and the

few interested in this matter will be appreciated, when
their errors, if they have made any, will be corrected,

and the whole subject will be scientifically investigated.

The time must come when physicians will evince a dis-

position to employ a portion of their leisure in studying

the great laws of population.

THE PROPOSED DRUG EILL.

The Drug Bill now before the Legislature has been

modified in several important particulars which will,

we doubt not, render it even more acceptable to the

pharmacists of our city. Instead of the several

grades already mentioned we have now but two, viz.,

graduates in pharmacy and licentiates of pharmacy.

The former grade comprises all those Avho hold diplo-

mas from recognized colleges of pharmacy, and the

latter includes such as have not enjoyed the privileges

of these educational institutions, but who have obtained

a license from the present board, or who shall pass the

examination before the proposed new board appoint-

ed by the members of the New York College of Phar-

macy. The other grades are, so to speak, abolished,

and in their stead simple assistants are named who
are only responsible through their principals. It is

also provided that these so-called apprentices shall have

served with some practical pharmacist four years be-

fore they shall be eligible for examination as licentiates.

The provision for an annual registration is also abolished,

as it has been objected to by many of the leading apo-

thecaries as an unnecessary measure and an irksome

obligation. Senator Weismann, Chairman of the Com-
mittee of Health, is understood to favor these modifica-

tions, as being best calculated to simplify the opera-

tions of the proposed board, and do away with the ob-

jections urged against the passage of the bill. The

pharmacists may rest assured that no effort will be

wanting on his part to jealously guard their interest,

despite the pressure brought to bear upon different

members of the legislature by members of the present

Commission. The saving for the coming year of seven-

teen thousand dollars to the city should of itself be a

conclusive argument in favor of the repeal of the pres-

ent law, irrespective of the principle of placing a
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premium upon lopitimale education, wliicli is one of the

main and truly commendable features of tlie proposed

new law. We sympathize with the pharmacists in

their struggle for their rights, and sincerely hope that

they may triumph over all opposition.

TUK QIKSTION OF QCARANTINE.

The question of Quarantine has of late commanded

more than ordinary attention. The medical profession

have had the matter under serious discussion, and some

valuable papers bearing upon the contagiousness of yel-

low-fever, cholera, typhus fever, and variola have been

read before the New York Academy of Medicine, with

the result of placing upon record many important and

interesting facts. The paper by Dr. Theodore "Walser,

in the present number of the Record, is a contribution

to the subject of more than ordinary value at this time,

detailing, as it does, the experience of one who has so

long and so conscientiously served the Quarantine De-

partment. "We take occasion to commend his sugges-

tions to the serious attention of our legislator?, who

have it in their power to modify the laws governing

that department.

A MODEL HOSPITAL REPORT.

The Report of the Imperial Rudolph Hospital, of Vi-

enna, for the year 1870, which we have just received,

is truly a model of its sort, and we take this occasion to

commend it to the attention of the large number of

gentlemen who appear to think that the possession of

hospital appointments for Ufe, to the exclusion of oth-

ers, entails upon them no responsibility towards the less

fortunate members of the profession. In this report

the usual tables of statistics are supplemented by a

careful working up of each class of disease treated in

the institution during the year, and by reports of all

cases which hive any features of interest. Throughout

the volume there is an entire lack of that self-glorifica-

tion which eliaracterizes some of the so-called "hospi-

tal reports " -which have appeared in our own large cit-

ies, and which, instead of being what the term would

indicate—a report of all the work done in the institu-

tions during the time specified—are little more than a

collection of monographs upon difi'erent subjects, by

•several gentlemen, some of whom may never have had

any connection with the institutions whatever.

FORCED MEDICAL SERVICES.

Toe /n^encfawf of Valparaiso, by a decree of date Octo-

ber 11th, requires all the doctors of the city to submit

to a weekly " turn,"' when they are to hold themselves

in readiness to serve the pubhc, whenever called on,

from 12 P.M. to 7 a.m., for an entire week, and this

without any remuneration whatever, in case of the

applicants being unable to pay them. They are also

required to take turns in attendance at a public dispen-

sary, also without remuneration. Two of the sixteen

doctors of the city suspended all work for several

days, but resumed practice again, witli the understand-

ing that the " turn " should not be enforced, and the

authorities are endeavoring to get physicians from

abroad to remove to Valparaiso, on a contract to give

their professional services for a term of years, under

such laws, decrees, and ordinances as regulate the

exercise of the medical profession in that country, and

are to receive free pa.=sage to Valparaiso, and two

hundred dollars per month, for the first three months.

Before being permitted to practice they will (the cor-

respondent of the Medical Times and (j'azette writes)

be required to pass a medical examination in Spanish.

On its face this is a very unjust and arbitrary law,

and it is not to be wondered at that the profession as a

body rebel. But aside from this, there are some modi-

fying circumstances to be taken into account, which do

not ordinarily obtain in medical communities. In the

first place, the practice of medicine seems to be monopo-

lized by sixteen gentlemen, the provisions of the law

regulating said practice being sufficiently stringent to

prevent the ingress of any ambitious outsiders. The

queition is certainly a suggestive one, whether these

gentlemen should not be willing, in lieu of such a

monopoly, to give some of their services gratuitously to

the State. The law supports their interests on the one

hand, and it would appear to be nothing more than a

just return for them, even at the risk of personal in-

convenience, to conform with a law which has the

ostensible object of protecting the commonwealth.

Again, it would seem to be a reflection upon the pro-

fession of that place that any law should be deemed

necessary to compel their members to attend the poor

;

but we are disposed to take a charitable view of the

case by assuming that a law based on such grounds is

really uncalled for. In spite of all this, it would seem

that our brethren of Valparaiso are not so alive to their

purely professional interest as their protest would lead

us to expect, else the obnoxious decree would not com-

pel them to assemble at least twice in each year for the

purpose of discussing matters of medical interest to

themselves and to the State.

THE HEALTH OFFICER OF OCR PORT.

The power of the Health Officer of this Port to quaran-

tine vessels at his discretion has been very much
abused, and besides opening wide the door for bribery

in every conceivable shape, it has been conducive to

much shameful oppression to our merchants. This, it

seems, from facts brought to light by the recent inves-

tigations of the Quarantine Sub-Committee of the Le-

gislature, is particularly the case with the present

incumbent. The system of hghterage, as now enforced

under his direct patronage, is an abomination, and calls

loudly for a remedy. The practice of fumigation, as

carried on by him, is also deserving of the serious atten-

tion of such as have it now in their power of remedying

the impositions connected with it. At present vessels
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are kept unnecessarily long in quarantine, and fumiga-

tion is practised when there is no otlier apparent reason

for the same tlian the mere object of increasing the

emoluments of the officer by exorbitant charges.

When we add to this the fact as brought out in

the investigations of the Sub-Committee of the Lcgisla-

lature, that vessels held in quarantine are not uniVe-

quently released on the payment of a sum of money,

eveiy unprejudiced person has a right to suspect that

there is very good reason for the almost universal out-

cry among the merchants, of corruption and fraud.

In view of these charges, the profession owe it to

themselves to enter their solemn protest against the

course of the Health Officer of this port, and deny to

him the right to represent them as a faithful protector

of the health of the people on the one hand, and the

rights of the commercial community on the other.

Although, in a political sense, appointed as a representa-

tive medical gentleman, he long ago forfeited his right

to be so considered. His appointment to the responsi-

ble office was viewed by the respectable portion of the

profession of this city as an insult to their dignity.

The recent developments of corruption in his depart-

ment have in no way tended to alter professional opinion

concerning him ; and we speak the sentiments of our

medical brethren, when we say that his removal will

be one of the first of the important steps taken towards

remedying many of the existing abuses of the quaran-

tine. The profession as a body have a right to a voice

in this matter, and now seems to be the time when
its wishes should be heeded by the Executive.

{Since writing the above, and on the eve of going to press,

tue learn that Dr. S. Oakley Vanderpoel, of Albany,

has been nominated by the Governor, and confirmed by

the Senate, to take the place of Dr. Carnochan. The

profession have reason to congratulate themselves on the

change, and to express themselves as perfectly satisfied

luith the choice. Dr. Vanderpoel has held many offices

of trust, and to this, the most important of all, he ivill bring

a i-epntation for professional ability, and an unques-

tioned integrity of character.)

vol. VII. to end with the year.

It has been deemed advisable by the Editor and

Publishers of the Record to end the present volume

with the year. In order to do this to the best

of advantage to our readers, we have concluded to is-

sue four double numbers during the year. We give

the first of these with the present issue.

EetJtntJs antr notices of HJoolis.

A CLmiCAL Manual op the Diseases of the Ear.
By Lawrence Turnbull, M.D.

The general practitioner stands very much in need of

all the information he can obtain upon diseases of the

ear, provided it be real information, founded on the

actual experience of some accurate observer. A book.

professing to treat of diseases of the ear. should do so
in detail, and should not be a mere compilation of what
has been written upon the subject by other authors,

and this is all that the work under consideration is,

though it (.laiiiis to be more. Dr. Tuinbull is mistaken
in thinking that the day has passed fir medical men to

allirm that they " know but httle of the anatomy and
physiology of the ear, and nothing about its diseases."

Most of the general practitioners are lamentably igno-

rant of the subject; and if they do not all confess their

ignorance, do what is worse by concealing it, and do
their patients a great deal of harm. The " scientific

reformation " mentioned by Dr. Turnbull has not, un-
fortunately, extended as far into tlie rank;: of the gen-
eral profession as he imagines. The author's manner
of expressing himself is generally obscure, and some-
times almost incomprehensible

; e. </., in speaking of the

mode of introduction of the Eustachian catheter, he
mentions " two new forms with drawings from nature,

the results of experiments on the cadaver and living

subject." Now whether the
^'
forms " refer to the

catheter or to the shape of the mouth of t':e Eustachian
tube it is difficult to say. There is but little original

matter in the book, and this of but slight account.

The author quotes constantly and profusely, but does
not always give his authority, or where the original

can be found. He introduces entire pages from the
works of other authors, but does not give the title of
the book or journal. The plates in the front of the
book are lithographs from wax preparations, and can-

not compare in truthfulness and value with Riidinger's

photographs I'rom the cadaver. Wax preparations, no
matter how carefully prepared, give a faulty conception
of fine organs like the ear. The author has a way, in

his anatomical descriptions, of introducing a sentence
with a partial quotation, and finishing it with some re-

marks of his own, instead of giving the quotation in its

entirety, which seems to us decidedly unjust to the

writer quoted. He makes tlie connection too close

between catarrhal otitis media and disease of the bony
structure of the ear. He errs in stating that the most
fiequent cause of disease of the mastoid cells in child-

hood is cold, contracted after birth, and followed by
discharge

; for in almost all cases not dependent upon
the eruptive fevers the cause should be sought in the
strumous or syphilitic diathesis. In the chapter on
otitis media and interna, Case I. is reported as " otitis

interna of author, followed by death." Now this is

certainly ambiguous, and likely to lead one to suspect

a ghostly authorship for the book.
In the chapter on chronic aural catarrh there are

eleven pages quoted entire from G-ruber's book on Dis-

eases of the Ear, which can scarcely be accounted for

except as a means of filling up the chapter.

The author devotes quite a long chapter to afiec-

tions of the ear dependent upon disorders of the

brain and nervous system, but as he tells us nothing,

and makes several misstatements, the value of the

chapter is rather questionable. One good point about
the book is the frequent mention and high praise ac-

corded to Dr. Roosa, for all that he has done to ad-

vance the science of Otology. Dr. Turnbull has evi-

dently read a great deal, and is tolerably well acquaint-

ed with the subject, but his work as a compilation is

of much more value than as an original treatise.

Transactions of the American Ophthalmological
Society.

Tnis organization is composed of fifty-one active, and
seven honorary members, representing the majority of

the leading ophthalmologists of this country. The
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oiphtli unnnnl meetino: was hold at Newport, Rliode

Islaiul, July 20th and 21st, 1871. The subjoined inter-

esting and scientific papers were presented : Report on

iho progress of Oplillialinology, by B. Joy .lefVi ies, M.I).,

lios'ton, occupying filtv-nine of tlie 149 pages
;
An Ap-

paratus for Cutting Microscopic Sections of Eyes, by
Kdward Curtis, M.D., New York: General Syphilitic

liillaMinintion of the Eye, by Franci.s DelafieKi, M.D..

New York; Halo round the Macula Lutca, by I']dwara

Ct. Loring, M.I)., New York; A Scheme to Aid in Ex-
amining and Il"coriiing Cases of Functional Trouble of

the Eye, by Henry D. Noye?, M.D., New York; On
the Tables Given by Loring and Knapp to Show the

l)i*pl:icement of the Retina in Eminetropia, by O. F.

WaJswoitli, M.D., Boston; Variety of Forms of Small

Tencils of Astigmatic Ray.s, by G. Hay, M.D., Boston;

The Retina an Asymmetrical Surface by Russell Mur-
doch, MIX, Baltimore, Md. ; An Additional Method
for the Determination of Astigmatism, by Geo. Straw-

bridge, M.D., Philadelphia; On Astigmatism as an Ac-
tive Cause of Myopia, by John Green, M.D., St. Louis,

Mo. ; Remarks on Cataract, by Edward G. Loring

.^LD., New York ; An Apparatus for Testing the Per-

foplion of Color, by Henry D. Noyes, M.D., New
York; Description of a Jaeger Ophthalmoscope, as

modified by George Strawbridge, ^I.D., Philadelphia;

(runshot "Wound of the Brain, Ibllowed by Fungus
Cerebri, and Recovery with Hemiopsia, by "W. W.
Keen, M.D., and William Thomson, M.D. ; Detachment,
of the Retina, with Laceraiion at the Macula Lutea, by
Henry D. Noyes, M.D., New York; Report of Passa-

vant Operations with and without Ether, and also

under Nitrous Oxide, by B. Joy JefTries, M.D. ; Case
of Readjustment of the Levator Muscle of the Upper
Lid, by John Green, M.D., St. Louis, Mo.; Additional

Note upon the Use of Atropia in the Treatment of In-

cipient Stabismus, by the same author; Paralysis of

the Trigeminus, followed by Sloughing of the Cornea,

by Wm. F. Norris, M.D., Philadelphia; A Case of
Congenital Fissure of the Lids, by W. W. Scely, M.D.,

Cincinnati ; C mgenital Absence of both Eyeballs—.-

Two cases, Reported by Geo. Strawbridge, M.D.,
Philadelphia.

The following gentlemen v.-ere re-elected as Oflicers

for the ensuing year: President. Dr. H. W. Williams,

of Boston; Vice-President, Dr. C. R. Agnew, of New
York ; Recording Secretarjj and Treasurer, Dr. Henry
D. Noye?, of New York

; Corresponding Secretari/, Dr.

H. Althof, of New York
;
Committee on Progress of

Ophthalmologi/, Dr. B. Joy Jeffries, of Boston
; Pub-

lishing Committee, Drs. Loring, Roosa, and Noyes.

On the Use op the OriiTnAi.MoscopE ix Dlseases
OF the Neuyous System and op the Kidneys.
By Thomas Cliffoud Allbutt, MA. , M.D., Cantab.

It is with great pleasure that we call the attention of
our medical brethren, general practitioners, as well as

specialists, to this valuable contribution of Dr. Allbutt.

It aids very materially in filling up a long-existing
vacuum in ophthalmic medicine; for although many of
the subjects contained in it have already been di,?cussed

in scattered articles in the periodicals, most of them
have been in a foreign language, and this is the first

attempt that has been made to collect in a single volume
the views of distinguished writers. The value of the
work is very nmch enhanced by the careful investiga-
tions of Dr. Allbutt himself who has brought to the
work an amount of painstaking labor, caution, and fair-

ness of discussion truly admirable. The diseases treat-

ed of in the separate chapters are all represented Ijy a
large number of cases contained in the appendix, and

in reviewing the work we shall discuss each chapter by
itself.

In .speaking of the anatomy of the optic nerve and
retina, the author gives a very correct idea of the caluseB

of optic nerve-trouble, viz. : that it is " due to its own
structure and attachments, to its rich va.scularity, its

large share of connective tissue, and its cxlei»sive rela-

tions with part? at the base of the encephalon ;
and not

in any way to its especial altitude as a sensi', not even
in such disease ! as locomotor ataxy." He emphasizes
very properly the necessity and importance of examin-
ing the field of vision in all cases where the optic nerve

is affected. He calls special attention to the great vas-

cularity of the optic nerve, indirectly connected with
the cerebral vasimlarity, and to a great degree inde-

pendent of the retinal circulation ; but omits mention

of the intimate anastomosis between the retinal and
nerve-ves-sels, whi:;h is a very important point. The
anatomy of the optic nerve and its intimate connection

with the brain is very carefully and accurately given,

and this latter point cannot be to highly valued nor too

of! en brought to our mind. Dr. Allbutt very justly

calls attention to the small radiating vessels of the di.sk,

and their increase in size and number in congestion

and inflammation. He discredits the statement that

the .sympathetic nerve exerts any influence in produc-
ing a change in the di.<k and retina. One of the most
importnnt points in this cliapter is the distinction which
the author draws between anosmia and atrophy of the

disk, and between partial and complete anajmia, and
a'so that between ischa?mia papilla; and optic neuritis.

Ischajmia papilla; is confined to the disk, and is a con-

gestion of the vessels; it occurs much more commonly
than neuritis, and in it the nerve-tubes undergo little or

no injur}'. In true neuritis, on the contrary, the con-
nective elements sufl'er first, then the nerve-fibres, and
the subsequent congestion is slight. It affects the

nerve-trunk, and hence is called " neuritis a.scendens."

Dr. Allbutt thinks that the " consecutive atrophy " of
Hughlings Jackson, distinguished by the ragged edges
and blurred outline of the disk, is not distinct from the

simple or progressive atrophy, distinguished by its

clean-cut outline and brilliant appearance, but is merely
an earlier stage of it, before the exudations have been
absorbed.

The article on primary atrophy of the optic nerve is

very complete, and proves the author to be possessed

of nice powers of observation. He gives four causes

for this form of atrophy, viz. : 1st. Any tumor or patch
of inflammation in the course of the nerve behind the

eye, which severs the nerve-fibres and leaves the se-

parated parts to wither. 2d. Destruction of the centres

of vision making the nerve useless. 3d. A sclerotic

process associated with patches of sclerosis elsewhere,

as in the spinal cord or encephalon. 4th. Deficiency
of nutrition, as is seen in senile degeneration of the
arteries and in embolism.
The cliapter on the relation between certain intracra-

nial disorders and affections of the optic nerve and
retina is the most voluminous, and perhaps the most
important in the book. It is very carefully written,

and presents a mass of very interesting statements
illustrated by cases in the appendix. Many of the

statements are recognized as facts by ophthalmologists

generallj', but some of them cannot be considered as

satisfactorily proven until fortified by a larger number
of cases. We agree most cordially with Dr. Allbutt,

however, when he saj's, " the occurrence of papillary

ischfemia or optic neuritis in any person ought to awak-
en the gravest suspicions of cerebral disorder, and the
occurrence of simple atrophy should suggest great
watchfulness."
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Tn speaking of tlie influence of epilepsy upon the

appearance of the disk, Dr. AUbutt thinks that cerebral

venous congestion may have the same effect upon the

disk as cerebral anii^mia, but that an ophthalmoscopic

examination should always be made in the intervals of

the attacks as well as during tlie convulsion. He also

thinks that the anivmiaof the disk, as well as the con-

gestion, may persist for hours, and even days, after the

attack. In tubercular meningitis, the author thinks

that the exudation at the base of the brain may press

upon the cavernous sinns, or the inflammation may
involve it, in which case we have ischemia papiUce; or

the inflammation may creep down the nerve and cause

neuritis, both of which states may be, and generally are,

followed by atrophy. We think Dr. AUbutt attributes

too much importance to the appearances of the disk in

cases of children suffering from symptoms of meningitis,

for the congestion of the disk may be caused by the

simple straining in the vomiting, and is by no means
necessarily connected directly with brain trouble.

Still the author is very cautious and fair in all his state-

ments, and very correctly asserts that tubercular menin-
gitis is only revealed to the ophthalmoscope when it

invades the anterior and inferior parts of the encepha-
lon near the optic tracts.

In hydrocephalus Dr. AUbutt says that ischremia

papillfc is the earliest change ; but subsequently the

disks and retina} become wholly disorganized, and the

optic nerves atrophy from pressure or from abolition of

their function. The changes are mainly due to pressure

or severance of central connections, though, perhaps,

some inflammatory action and proliferation may also be
present.

The section upon intracranial tumors constitutes al-

most a monograph in itself, and exemplifies perfectly

the caution and strictness with which the author selects

his own cases, and sifts the evidence of authors. He
admits that we cannot say when to expect eye-symp-
toms in the course of intracranial tumors ; what conclu-

sions to draw from them when present, or how to ex-

plain their occurrence in many cases ; but insists that

by the use of the ophthalmoscope we do gain very
important information. We have here to answer two
questions, viz. : Is there an encephalic tumor present?
and if so, what is its size and situation ? It being con-

ceded that changes in the optic nerve are a frequent

accompaniment of tumors, we must inquire what are

the conditions of this coexistence. The author gives in

full Benedikt's hypothesis of the cause of the ophthal-

moscopic appearances, and then very carefully shows
what he considers to be its fallacies. In answer to

Benedikt's first point, that trophic disturbances are due
to disturbances of the circulation set up by direct or

indirect pressure, he admits that pressure will set up
these changes, but asserts that the agent in many cases

is not mere local pressure, but a general elevation of

intracranial tension due to excess of contents. He
admits Benedikt's second point, that a neuro-retinitis

caused by a tumor can be entirely reduced without any
diminution in the size of the tumor; but says it is not
common, and asserts that the growth of a tumor is at-

tended with destructive effects which might soon com-
pensate the encroachment of the tumor itself Bene-
dikt's third point, that it is difficult to see why the

congestive phenomena should set up mechanical hin-

drance in no other circulation, and should cause pressure

upon no other nerve-district than that of the eye only,

jie explains away by the fact that a rapidly growing
tumor would compress the surrounding tissues and
greatly increase tension, W'hich would become specially

manifest in the disks on account of the multipl5nng

action of the scleral ring. In answer to Benedikt's

fourth point, that a neuritis dcscendens can only be
admitted if the amblyopia sets in without ophthalmo-
scopic appearances, and the changes in the dis-ks show
themselves gradually ; he again insists upon the neces-

sity of distinguishing between ischtcmia papilke, where
the disk alone is affected, and that condition in which
the whole length of the optic nerve is in a state of

active hypenttmia with cell-proliferation. We should
always remember that neuritis is not so much a disease

of the nerve as of nerve-investment. Dr. AUbutt in-

sists very properly that neuritis, properly so-called,

does not coexist with non-inflammatory intracranial

disease, but that the latter rather gives rise to ischic-

mia, while, on the other hand, primary neuro-retinitis

accompanies inflammatory disease. The passive hyper-

aMiiia, helped by the action of the scleral ring, produces

the choked disk, while the phenomena of neuritis point

to a biological process of cell-proliferation due to in-

flammation, that is, to meningitis, or, in rare cases, to

encephalitis. The atrophy of the optic nerve, found in

connection with intracranial tumor, Dr. AUbutt holds

to be due to the crushing or dividing action of tumors
of the base, or from the pressure of hydrocephalus upon
the optic tracts or centres. The division of the intracra-

nial cavity into seventeen regions, in order that we may
know what symptoms follow the growth of a tum.or in

any of them, we do not think is justified by experience,

and hence is to be regarded as unnecessarily complicat-

ing. In referring to tumors of the tubercula quadrige-

mina. Dr. AUbutt does not go so far as to assert that ob-

literation of thequadrigeminal bodies must cause blind-

ness; but he does think that injury of these bodies

causes amaurosis, which also accompanies the destruc-

tion of parts lying near them, and that here loss of

vision preceded a progressive atrophy of the optic

nerves. One assertion of the author will be admitted

by all ophthalmologists, viz. : that the nearer the tumor
approaches to the anterior and middle fossai of the

skull, the more frequently does amaurosis occur, and in

a tumor of the middle fossai the optic nerves seldom
escape. In cases of persons struck down by apoplexy,

the author has frequently found a deeree of nerve atro-

phy, attended with some degree of loss of vision, and
thinks it due to atheroma of the encephalic arteries, and

may be recognized in some degree as a forerunner of

apoplexy. This, however, needs confirmation.

Dr. AUbutt calls particular attention to the ten-

dency of the optic nerve to atrophy in almost all cases

of general paralysis. The change is sometimes simple

white atrophy of the optic nerves, more commonly
preceded by redness, and not infrequently results in

complete amaurosis. The pathological characters are :

dwindling of the proper nerve-structure, and over-

growth of the connective tissue. The author gives

several explanations for the change, viz. : 1st. If lu-

minous impressions are perceived in the cortical mat-

ter, it might be expected that as the perceptive centres

wasted in disease, the optic nerves would waste from

disuse. 2d. The degeneration of the optic nerves may
be due to atheroma of the vessels. 3d. The most pro-

bable explanation is to be sought in the peculiarity of

the primary morbid change and in the anatomical char-

acter of the tissues which it invades. It seems safe to

say that the optic nerves are more liable to sclerosis

than other nerves, which we should expect from their

vascularity and richness in connective tissue.

The ophthalmoscopic signs of disturbance of the

optic nerve and retina in diseases of the spine are

divided by Dr. AUbutt into two kinds: 1st. Simple or

primary atrophy of the nerve, sometimes accoiupanied

by slight hyperaimia and active proliferation, which

make up chronic neuritis ; and, 2d. A characteristic
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liyponcniic change, occurring only in cases of injury to

the si»iiie, in whieli tlio arteries becnnic inihstinj^uish-

abK», wliih' llic veins are swollen and tortuous, and the

disk assumes tlie appearance of isi-hiuniia. In trying

to explain how these changes are cau.ved, Dr. All-

butt objects to Wharton Jones's view, that in injury

of the spine the sympathetic nerve is involved, and as

this governs the blood-vessels, and the latter the nutri-

tion, therefore the changes are due to irritation of the

sympathetic; but he admits that he is not able to pro-

pound any more satislaotory theory. He thinks atro-

phy of the disks is always ihn? lo slow degeneration of

the cord, while tlie ciioked disk and neuritis arc not
peculiar to spinal disease, but are met with in ence-

phalic disorders
;
and the neuritis is seen in injury of the

cord, particularly in sclerosis of the posterior columns.

In disorders of vision associated with all)uniinuria,

Pr. Alll)Utt distinguislies two kinds, viz. : 1st. Attacks
of partial or absolute blindness, coinciding with the

uraMnic poisoning state; 2d. Impairments of vision,

which advance more gradually, last longer, and are

dependent upon visil>lo chaiiges. The first, called

nrieiiiic amaurosis, may exist alone, or may precede or

complicate the second or retinitic amaurosis. It may
precede any symptoms of renal disorder, and cannot be
demonstrated by the oplithalmo?cope. The changes of
the second form are in the retina, are partly I'atty,

partly a sclerosed action, and involve the nerve-tissue

as well as the connective-tissue framework of the retina

and the adventitia of the vessels.

Speaking of leuctemic retinitis, the author thinks that

the hypothesis of adenoid tumors in the retina of leucfe-

mia must be abandoned, as not based upon sufficient evi-

dence, and that we must fiill back upon the belief that

leucivmic. like albuminuric retinitis, is a combination
of hemorrhagic with irritative events; but that in both
diseases we are as yet in want of further evidence as to

the mode and causation of the latter. As regards the
form of retinitis associated witii syphilis, the author is

strongly inclined to coincide with Mr. Oglesby in at-

tributing to it peculiar destructive appearances. We
do not agree with him on this point, but think the
retinitis to be similar in appearance to other forms
of simple retinal inflammation, and that a diagnosis of
a specific cause can only be made from coincident
general symptoms, though we are aware that many
good observers, particularly among our German con-
temporaries, agree with Mr. Oglesby.
The chapter on toxic amaurosis is very interesting.

Speaking of alcohol poi^oninir, tlie author very justly
says: "As in ur&imia, so in this, there is an amblyopia
potatorum with ophthalmoscopic sign^ and an ambly-
opia without them. Tlie latter defect is not rare, and
may be due to congestion of the choroid, with conse-
quent pressure upon the layer of rods and cones of the
retina. The other kind of amblyopia seems to depend
on this same congestion, witli consequent tissue-degen-
eration of the optic nerve. Dr. AUbutt passes over the
subject of tobacco-amaurosis very lightly, regarding it

as not yet satisfactorily proven. In lead poisoning
he thinks that the atrophy of the optic nerve some-
times met with is occasionally preceded by a stage of
subacute irritation.

In the article on hypnosis and narcosis. Dr. Allbutt
speaks of two kinds of sleep, viz. : Sleep, artificial or
natural, due to anaemia; and sleep, artificial or natural,
due to venous congestion of the capillaries; and he
thinks it probable that narcotics produce their effect

j

by venous hyperaemia of the brain.

In conclusion, we wouLl most cordially recommend
Dr. Allbutt's book to the perusal of every practitioner,
as a very valuable contribution to medical science.

|

TiiK PiivsiriAN'H Daily PorKicT RKfonn : Comprising
a Visiting List, etc. By S. W. IJi ti.kh, M.D. Phila-

delphia, 1(S71.

Tme objectionabl(! feature of this book is the amount
of printed matter which it contains. A memorandum
with its pocket full of cards, prescription blanks, etc., is

at best an awkward burden to have always in one's

coat-pocket, and is a sullicient reason for leaving out

such matter as tables and directions for urinary analysis

—which can only be undertaken in a physician's office

—and lists of remedies and doses other than such as re-

quire .special care in their use. If a list of new reme-
dies is added, it should only include such as are yet on
trial, and regarding whose merits the majority of phy-
sicians are imdecided. Such a list, with doses and the-

rapeutical indications as far as known, might aid in ad-

vancing greatly our knowledge of such remedies ; but
we can hardly think it necessary to put into such a
category the bromide of potassium, as regards iLs influ-

ence in epilepsy, pumpkin seed as an anthelmintic,

ipecacuanha for dysentery, M ousel's salt as a styptic,

or carbolic acid as a disinfectant. Whereas, we would
expect to see something said about chloralum and ni-

trite of amyl, which we do not in the present instance.

That])ortion of the book devoted to the visitinglist, re-

cord of obstetrical cases, vaccinations, deaths, etc., is

very commendable, the visiting list especially so, as it

can be used for any year, from any date, and for any
number of patients, without waste of room. The use
of springs in the cover to keep the book closed, thus
doing away with the need of an elastic band or tuck,

is a very great convenience.

PuT.MONARY CoNSUMPTiox ; its Nature, Varieties, and
Treatment, with an Analysis of One Thousand Cases to

exempHfyits Duration. By C. J. B. Williams, M.D.,
and Charles Theodore Williams, M.D. Philadel-

phia: Henry C. Lea, 1873. 8vo, pp. 315.

This volume, containing as it does a summary view of

the opinions of a gentleman whose "experience in dis-

eases of the chest in private practice during the last

forty years has probably not lieen exceeded by that of

any other physician," complemented by statistics of1,000

cases selected from his note-books during a period of

twenty-tAvo years, its practical value to the medical
practitioner is very great, independently of any appro-

val or disapproval of the author's theory of consump-
tion. This tlieory, which tlie senior author has ad-

vanced for more than forty years, and which receives

support from modern pathological research, is, " that the

tuberculous and kindred lesions whicli cause consump-
tion of the lungs, arise from a degradation of the plas-

ma or nutritive material by which old textures are re-

newed and new ones formed." "This material, or pro-

toplasm, is seen in an inflamed part of a living animal

in the form oi sarcophytes or bioplasts^ multiplying and
clinging to the insides of the blood-vessels, penetrating

their walls, and emigrating by a movement of their

own into the adjoining tissues. Like other forms of

animal and vegetable protoplasm, these sarcophytes

have vital endowments of motion, growth, power of ab-

sorbing and digesting various matters from without,

and of multiplying by division, and probably also by
gemmation and endogenous proliferation."

These sarcophytes or pale corpuscles exist naturally

in very small numbers in the blood, but in greater

abundance in the lymphatic system, and they may
multiply and decay independently of inflammation,

constituting a true scrofula; Avhen overcrowded and
hardened from loss of their plastic and self-sustaining

power, they become the gray tubercles, obstructing the
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adjoining tissues, and irritating them, and in them-
selves prone to decay.
The causes of consumption are classed as follows:

—

1. General causes, -vvliicli by their weakening in-

fluence on the constitution generally predispose to con-

sumption. Such are family predisposition, want of

pure air and good food, continued fever, scarlatina,

measles, cessation of discharges, miscarriages, bad con-

finements
; and over-lactation, mental depression, damp-

ness of habitation.

2. Local causes, the effects of which are limited at

first to the lungs, but may at a later date extend to the

system. Tliese are: attacks of bronchitis, hooping-
cough, and croup; attacks of pleurisy and pneumonia;
attacks of asthma; trades and occupations giving rise

to a dusty or gritt}^ atmosphere ; injuries.

Tlie 1,000 cases selected for statistical purposes are

taken from notes of about 25,600 cases, accumulated
during some thirty years, representing all the cases

of any gravity in which the author has been consulted

in private practice. The average duration of the 1,000

cases was nearly eight years. Tliey are divided into

two groups; phthisis of inflammation, and phthisis of

constitutional origin. The first group includes varieties

designated as fibroid, suiDpurative, chronic pneumonic,
scrofulous pneumonic, catarrhal, albuminous, hemor-
rhagic, and others more or less mixed, and in their

course assuming more or less of the form of constitutional

phthisis. The second group includes acute tuberculosis,

chronic tuberculosis, and scrofulous consumption. These
are represented as varieties of one common disease,

varieties not always distinct and easily passing into one
another.

With regard to the treatment of consumption, our
author, on taking a retrospect of an experience of forty

years, can trace a remarkable improvement in its suc-

cess. This is due, in great measure, to the use of cod-

liver oil, in connection with the liberal use of nutritious

food, and the administration of tonics. The tonics on
which most reliance is placed are quinine and iron, but
they are not deemed useful as long as there exists any
inflammation, active or intercurrent. Under these cir-

cumstances ealumba, cascarilla, and chiretta are pre-

ferred. The oil recommended is the pure pale oil. The
best time for its administration is immediately after a

solid meal, or at or before the meal, for those who pre-

fer it so. It thus forms part of the chymous mass, less

apt to rise by eructation, and less apt to disorder the

stomach. It is given with an aromatic bitter, acidu-

lated with a mineral acid, and, where a tonic is given,

it is added to the dose of oil, the dose of which should
rarely exceed a tablespoonful twice or thrice a day.

With regard to climate, it is advisable that the
patient should breathe as pure an air as possible, and that

its beneficial influence should be increased by such
gentle and varied exercise in it as his strength and the

conditions of his organs will permit.

The separate points of special forms of phthisis and
their management are treated of fully and in sufficient

detail.

Consumption is such a fearful destroyer of human life,

that every valuable communication concerning it de-

mands the serious attention of the physician. He will

find much to admire, and much to follow, in this useful

summary of a well-known aud distinguished author.

A Practical Treatise on Brigiit's Diseases op
THE Kidneys. By T. Gr.\inger Stew.\rt, M.D.,
F.R S.E. Second edition. New York : William Wood
& Co. 1871.

We welcome this work as a model of what a second
edition should be. The revision of the first edition,

which appeared in 18G8, has been very thorough. The
size of the volume has been nearly doubled, the addi-

tions consisting mostly of reports of cases which are of
great interest, and strongly enforce the views of the au-
thor on certain disputed points in the pathology of
Bright's Diseases. A supplementary chapter has been
added on " The Complications of the Different Forms
of Bright's Disease," and two new lithographs have
been introduced. But, besides these improvements,
the work bears evidence of careful attention to the

minuter details of revision. Sentences are reconstruct-

ed, positive statements qualified, new modes of treat-

ment suggested ; in a word, the author gives us the re-

sults of three years' additional study of these " well-

known but little understood diseases." To review this

book as its merits deserve would require more time
and space than we can command, but it may be of in-

terest to notice a few points in pathology in which the

author differs from the views expressed by Dr. Dickin-

son in his work on Albuminuria. Dickinson adopts the

classification of Virchow, according to which the differ-

ent forms of Bright's Disease are distinguished by the

tissue primarily and principally affected. When the

renal tubules are the principal seat of the morbid pro-

cess, we find the large red or the large white kidney
the result of an acute or of a chronic tubal nephritis;

when the affection starts with and is chiefly confined

to the intertubular matrix of the organ, we have the

contracted, granular or cirrhotic kidney; thirdly, the

amyloid or " depurative" disease, which primarily affects

the walls of the smallest arteries, especially the convo-
lutions composing the Malpighian tufts, but subsequent-

ly extends, by exudation of the amyloid material, to

the intertubular s{)aces, and may ultimately lead to di-

minution in the size of the organ through contraction

of the exudation. Stewart's classification is widely dif-

ferent from this, but is, Ave are convinced, more in ac-

cordance with recent pathological views. His division

is as follows :
—

" 1st. The wflammatory fo7-m, of which there are

three stages.

a. That of inflammation.

b. " " fatty transformation.

c. " <' atrophy.

2. The waxy or amyloidform, of which also there are

three stages.

a. That of degeneration of vessels.

b. ' " secoiidary changes in the tubes.

c. " '• atrophy.

3. The cirrhotic, contracting or goidy form
."

According to the author, an atrophied kidney may
belong to any of these three divisions; Dickinson

would exclude it from his first division, tubal nephritis.

Stewart thus expresses his views in regard to the rela-

tion between tubular inflammation and atrophy of the

kidney. " The first stage is that of inflammation, in

which exudation is poured out, and a destruction of the

epithelium takes place. This exudation, affecting a

large number of tubules, leads to enlargement of the

organ, and also to fatty degeneration of the epithelium

;

its absorption or removal leads to ultimate atrophy."

The granular or " uneven surface is due to the irregular

affection of the tubules, some being involved and under-

going atrophy while others escape, . . . and not to the

contraction or outgrowth of connective tissue."

Dickinson dissents emphatically from the view that

a granulated contracted condition of the kidney may
result from a tubal nephritis. " If," he says, " in sim-

ple tubal nephritis, the loss of the contents of the tubes

ever suffices to reduce the once enlarged kidney below
the natural bulk, such a result must be of rare occur-

rence, since no unequivocal instance has fallen under
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the observation of the author." Case No. XIX. in the

present work bears directly upon this point. Wc have

not the sjiace to quole it, but any one interested in

renal i)ath'ilogy would be amply repaid by carefully

studying,' Dr. Stewart's commentaries upon it. That
thi.s furm of atropliy is not of fretpient occurrence is

doubtle.-s duo to the f.ict lliat patients with this variety

of Brighl's Disease j^encrally recover or die before this

stage of degeneration is readied. The microi^cope will

generally show, in a kidney thus contracted, a relative

excess of connective tissue, but this degeneration may
be distinguished from a true cirrhosis by noticing the

considenvble amount of disease in the tubes not yet ob-

literated, and the absence of the characteristic broad
masses of connective tissue found near the surface of a

cirrhotic kidney.

Our autlior vigorously combats Dr. Dickinson's views
as to the pathology of the amyloiil disease. He agrees

with him that the amyloid material consists of an al-

buminoid sub.-^tance probably delicient in alkah, but he
denies tliat it has any necessary or constant relation to

the suppurative process as indicated by Dickinson's

unfortunate term " depurative disease." In 18 cases

coming under the author's observation, only C> were
found, after careful examination, to have suffered from
a past suppuration. ]Ie maintains, moreover, that the

disease is essentially a degeneration of tissue, and in no
sense an infiltration by any ingredient of the blood.

'"That it is not an infiltration." he says, "will become
apparent if we consider the parts it affects. We have
seen that it affects the cells of the liver. This might
well be a result of infiltration, for we constantly see the

same structures loaded with fat which has been poured
out from the blood. But far more generally through-
out the body it affects small arteries. How is this to

be explained on the infiltration theory ? How can it

happen that the small arteries—nay, the small arteries

of certain organs— nay, the middle coat of the small ar-

teries—should be the chosen seat of deposit of a ma-
terial poured out from the blood ? If it be poured out
from the blood, why does it so generally confine itself

to the walls of arteries and unstriped muscular fibre ?

Why does it not infiltrate the parenchyma of organs?
Why does it, in the intestine, as it flows from the

blood, confine itself to the walls of small vessels, to the

muscles of Briicke, to the epithelium ? Why does it

not pass out among the cellular tissue of the villi, and
become deposited there ? These questions can scarcely

be answered by those who hold the infiltration theory.

On the other hand, how exactly the characters corre-

spond to those of degeneration,—certain tissues always
primarily aflfected, those tissues presenting every de-

gree of alteration from the slightest to the most dis-

tinct, the surrounding parts remaining unaffected. The
closest analogy exisis between what is seen in this

and in the atheromatous and calcareous degenerations,

the former affecting the inner coat of arteries, and es-

pecially the deeper layer.«, the latter, when primary, af-

fecting the middle coat. Both are independent diseases

originating in the tissues, not even secondary results

of infiltration."

By the cirrhotic kidney our author understands " an
hypertrnphij of the connective tissue, and a consequent
atrophy of all the other structures." He objects to the
term granular kidney because the same condition is

found in the third stage of the inflammatory and amy-
lOid diseases; to the term gouty kidney because the dis-

ease often occurs independently of gout ; to the term
contracting kidney because contraction is not peculiar to

this variety; and to " intertubular or interstitial nephri-
tis" because there is no evidence of inflammation. He
ho'ds to the non-inflammatory nature of the morbid

process, and denies that there is any evidence that an
inflammatory exudation takes place into the intertubu-
lar spaces. Further investigations are needed in regard
to the essential jihenomena of inflammation before this

question can bo discussed in an entirely satisfactory

manner.
Wc congratulate the publishers on the creditable

style in which the work is is.sued. The cloth binding
has the American merit of being firm and substantial.

Why is it that our English bretliren persist in so fast-

ening their cloth bindings that they fall to pieces after

the book has been used half a dozen titucs? The
paper, letter-press, and lithographs, plain and colored,

are excellent, and we lieartily rejoice that the time has
come when a physician can gratify his taste for hand-
some books in his medical as well as in his literary li-

brary.

The Science and Practice op Suugery. Illu.strated

by four hundred and seventy wood engravings. By
Fkedeiuck James Gant, F.R.C.8., Surgeon to the
Royal Free Ho.spital ; formerly Surgeon to Her Majes-
ty's Jlilitary Hospitals, Crimea and Scutari. Philadel-

phia : Lindsay ic IJlakiston. 1871.

In the preface of this work, wc are told that now many
years have elapsed since a new systematic work repre-

senting the science and practice of surgery has ap-

peared in his country, and that it is the aim of the

writer to give a full but condensed embodiment of all

those changes in the pathology and treatment of inju-

I

ries and diseases which the progress of surgery has
established. Evidently the intention of Mr. Gant has
been to make a big book, and certainly in appearance
it is very pretentious, to say the least. By gleaning

largely from the writings of English surgeons, and per-

haps chiefly from the articles contained in Holmes'
System of Surgery, the book has grown to one of con-
siderable size. Indeed, we nmst look upon it pretty much
in the light of an epitome of the more recent English
authors, and as such it must be regarded as a work of

no little value. In a book of this kind, however, we
think its value would have been greatly enhanced, if

the writings of Continental as well as American authors
had been a little more consulted. Had this been the
case, in our judgment both the pathology and the
treatment advocated in many affections would have
been more in keeping with the progress of science

than we find to be the case in many parts of this work.
Full and due credit has been given to all the sources

whence information lins been derived, and through-
out the work the author's own surgical experience
and pathological observations have been freely inter-

spersed.

The subject of inflammation is considered entirely in

accordance with the views which have been adopted
by most English writers, and differs but little, if at all,

from what was taught many years ago. We were no
little surprised that in this field the labors of the Ger-
man pathologists were hardly noticed. No reference is

even made to the researches in this direction by
Strieker, Recklinghausen, or Cohnheim. Should our
author even dissent from these views, he should, at

least, have acquainted the reader with the more
modern views on this important subject.

Tumors we find classified into those that arc localized

(not infiltrating), which includes some of the recurring

varieties, and into the infiltrating growths, as the varie-

ties of cancer. The whole subject of these grov/ths

is but briefly referred to, with the exception of that

of cancer, which is more fully and much more satisfac-

torily treated. While reading the chapter on tumors,
it is with difficulty that one can persuade himself that
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he is not turning over the pages of Mr. Paget or Mr.
Moore's excellent treatises on this subject, as found in

Holmes' Suigery.

Were we to criticise the cbapter on syphilis as we
believe it deserve?, we should tuke up more space than

can be allotted for a notice of the whole work. Did
we desire to thoronghly confuse a student on the sub-

ject of syphilis, we could not succeed better than ask

him to read this chapter. Mr. Gant states his views
incline to the opinion '• that while the indurated chan-

cre possesses the greater power of producing constitu-

tional syphilis, and is thence the most freciuent cause;

yet that so/if chancres may also occasionally have this

causative relation. Hence, they also may be regarded

as forms of primary syphilis." We were no little sur-

prised to fmd the statement here made that a chancre

on the glans penis never acquires induration. Suffice

it to say, that this article savors more as if it came from
the pen of one whose information had been derived

from reading, rather than from actual experience in the

study of this disease.

While speaking upon the subject of the treatment of

erysipelas, especially in those cases where the skin is

tinged with a yellow hue, even when " verging on
jaundice," we must dissent from the view here ex-

pressed that this condition is best overcome by the re-

peated (italics our own) administration of calomel or

blue pill, to restore the secretion of bile. Cases present-

ing these symptoms which have passed under our ob-

servation Avould have exhibited a very unpleasant result

from such treatment.

Pycemia is treated not in accordance with the more
recent views that pathologists have advanced, and the

same is to be said in reference to phlebitis. When
describing the symptoms of pyaemia, no mention is

made as to the rapid rise of temperature, as indicated

by the thermometer just before and during the period

of chills, (fee. ; nor are the diseases which the student
might mistake it for mentioned, nor is he told the usual

duration of the disease.

The chapter on gunshot wounds is very meagre, and
certainly not such as we would have expected to have
emanated from one who has been a military surgeon.

Had some reference been made to the experience
gained in our late war in regard to these wounds, it

would have considerably enhanced the value of this

portion of the work—at least to the American
reader.

Injuries and diseases of the nerves are very unsatis-

factorily treated, and in no way is it a creditable chap-
ter to its author, not being up to the requirements of a

Avork of this kind. Little or nothing is said in regard

to wounds of nerves, and the various operations that

of late years have been performed for the relief of neu-
ralgic affections are not even alluded to.

The succeeding chapter, however, on aneurism, is

very well written. While referring to ligature of the

innominate artery, we find the statement made that it

has been tried in eleven cases, and that they were all

fatal. No reference is made to Dr. Smyth's successful

case, which we believe makes the twelfth reported

case of ligature of this vessel. Here, as in very many
portions of the work, Mr. Gant appears to have been
utterly ignorant of what has been accomplished in sur-

gery on this side of the water.

The chapter on fractures gives us a good description

of tliese lesions, and is well illustrated by the time-

honored woodcut?. The treatment, however, recom-
mended in this work must strike American surgeons in

many cases as somewhat antic|uated. For fractures of

the femur "we find that Liston's long straight splint will

be found most effectual in all fractures of this bone,

and extension is to be made by confining the foot to

the splint by a figure-of-eight bandage

!

What has been said in regard to fractures applies

also to dislocations. The principal obstacle in reduc-

tion our author attributes to the muscles, and but little

reference is made to the ligaments, which we believe

at the present day are regarded by many as offering the

chief obstacles to reduction. No reference is made,
while speaking of dislocations of the hip, to Dr. Bige-

low's work on this subject, and only brief reference

is made to reduction by manipulation.

With regard to the chapter on diseases of the eye, it

may be considered as a slight improvement upon the

manner Avhich we find these diseases treated upon in

the majority of text-books on surgery. Had Mr. Gant
followed some other ophthalmologist than Mr. Dixon,

we have no doubt the chapter on diseases of the eye
Avould have been more in accordance with the present

state of ophthalmology.
Though this work is faulty in many respects and in-

vites criticism, there is much to be found in its pages

which will be very valuable either to the student or

practising surgeon. Under this head Ave would espe-

cially refer to the articles on resection of the joints, inju-

ries of the brain and spinal cord, together Avith the

subject of curvature of the spine, and the chapter on
the diseases of the genito-urinary organs.

Mkdical Thermoaietry, and Human Temperature.
By C. A. Wunderlicii, M.D., and Eda\^\rd Seguin,
M.D. New York : Wm. Wood & Co. 1871.

Within the past five years much attention has been

paid to the use of the thermometer as a means of in-

vestigation in clinical medicine and diagnosis ; and

though A'ery man}^ practitioners Avere convinced of its

value and utility, it has not as yet come into such ex-

tensive use as it undoubtedly Avill hereafter, as Ave noAV

have a concise manual on the subject to serve as a

guide in the study of its use. The observations pub-

lished in the Avork of Dr. Aitken Avere the first, we
think, of any importance to call the attention of the

profession to the real value of the instrument ; and

though, from time to time, we have had more or less

elaborate articles upon its use in various disea-es, we
Avere AvhoUy in Avant of a hand-book treating of the

AA'hole subject. Consequently, though the thermome-

ter is quite largely used here, it may be said, Ave think

Avith truth, that its use is nearly confined to thoscAvho

have had opportunities for the study of its applicabilit y in

the various large hospitals. Within a year Ave have had

a translation ot the encyclopaidic treatise of Wunder-
lich, which, besides being inaccessible to those Avho are

not subscribers to the publications of the Sydenham
Society of London, is objectionable on account of its

great length and detail, and will be consequently

of no reaf value to the majority of practitioners. To
render this Avork available to American practitioners.

Dr. Seguin has with great industry and care abridged

it very materially, and at the same time has enriched it

with a resume of his own extensive observations, and

the result is a A'cry convenient and comprehensiA-e

hand-book, Avhich is especially adapted to the Avants of

the busy practitioner. The Avork is divided into two
portions: first, the abridgment of Dr. Wimderlich's

treatise; and second, the supplementary chapters by

Dr. Seguin.

We find in the opening chapters a concise and brief

history of the instrument; followed by a consideration

of the fundamental principles and of the art of medical

thermometry, Avhich contain facts Avhich, Ave think,

should be "thoroughly mastered. The observations

upon local alterations of temperature in disease will no
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doubt bo novel lo mnny, and should be rosul in connec-
tion with ihe ri-nmrks nia<lL' later on in the work by
Dr. Se;ruin, who has devisu'd the surface-thi'rniometer
to determine tliese local elevations. This instrument
has by the zeal and .-kill of Dr. Se-juin, been brought to

n hiph dcirree of perl'eolion, ami will no doubt be of
essential .xerviee in clinical study. Among the other
introductory chapters which deserve especial attention

are those treating of typical alterations and of the daily

fluctuations in disease. The various fel^rile diseases

are then treated of in their order, and the tliermonie-
trioal peculiarities of eacli clearly brought out.

The observations appended by Dr. Seguin are in the
highest degree practical, and materially enhance the
value of tlic work; indeed, wc rarely find a foreign

author's treati.se brought before the profession in such
a masterly manner. The work is profusely illustrated

by diagrammatic schemes, which add very much to its

utility.

The Sciences of Nature rersiis The Science of
Man. a Plea fou the Science of Man. By Noah
PoKTKit, President of Yale College. New York: Dodd
& Mead. 1M71. pp. !)8. An Essay delivered before the
Phi Beta Kappa Societies of Harvard and Trinity
Colleges.

Works of this class are much needed at the present
time, when books on metaphysical questions are ecarce-

ly intelligible except to the student. The subject is

treated in a popular and entertaining manner, and is

•well worth the attention of the general reader who seeks
amusement coupled with instruction. The larger
part of the essay is a terse review of the philosophies
of Comte, Mill, Spencer, Iluxley, Darwin, etc., and
demonstrates conclusively that they will not stand the
tests which they themselves apply "to otliers. The au-
thor shows that all other sciences rest upon the science
of man as the foundation, and that, without a know-
ledg3 of this as a basis to start from, the pursuit of the
others is difficult and uncertain.

The volume is correctly printed in clear type, on
good paper, and is one of the many valuable productions
which liave been recently published by this well-known
publishing house.

PKOCEEDrNGS OF THE ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES
OF PiiiLADEi.PiirA, Part II.—April to September,
1871. inclusive. Philadelphia, 1871

; pp. 274.

Tins number of the published proceedings contains
several interesting articles ; for example, the paper of
Prof. Marsh On Some new Reptiles and Fishes from
the Crustacean and Tertiary Formations, discovered
during the exploration of the Yale Scientific Party in
the Rocky Mountain region, last summer ; On Remains
of Extinct Mammals from Wyoming, by Joseph Leidy,
M.D.

; and a paper by Elliot Coue.«, consisting of Notes
on the Natural History of Fort Macon, N. C, and vicinity
(No. 2).

' . J

Mr. Isaac Lea contributes the descriptions of twenty
new species of Unimidte of the United States; and Mr.
F. B. Meek, the descriptions of new species of fossils
from Ohio and other Western States and Territories;
and the notice of a new Brachiopod.

Twins in Pennsylvania.—The census statistics show
the following I'acts: One family in Pennsylvania is

credited with seven pairs of twins ; one with six pairs

;

and another with four pairs. The motlwr of the last
group has six other children, and is only thirty-eight
years of age.

—

Med. and Surg. Reporter.

llciu instruments.

A NEW NEEDLK-FOTirEPS.

Bv J. S. PROUT, M.D.,

HCnOEON TO THE DIIOOKI.YN ETE AKD EAR IIOKITTAU

TiiEHE are certain objections to nearly all of the needle-

forceps used ill operations on the eye, especially to

those which are closed with a spring catch. I have
seen the best of these, in the most skilful hands, tear

the needle out of the conjunctiva in consequence of the

jerk or jog communicated by the spring to the instru-

ment in releasing the needle. To obviate this objection,

Messrs. Tiemann <fc Co. made for me the forceps of

wliich the accompanying cut is a reduced representa-

tion. As now made, it is 4^ inches long, very light,

and when closed occupies scarcely more space than an
ordinary lead pencil of the same length. The figure

shows its construction and action so well that it seems
uimecessary to describe it. In u.se, the jawsgrasp the

needle very firmly, and are kept securely closed by
the sliding catch, upon the roughened head of which
the thumb rests. The elasticity of the arms of the

handle opens the jaws to the proper extent. The little

pin at the end is to prevent separation and lateral mo-
tion.

The forceps has very successfully stood the test of

use in my hands, and is found to be a favorite with
those who need such an instrument.

After it was made, I learned that the device for

separating the jaws was not new, as I had supposed.

I have seen since then a nearly similar needle-forceps

of prior construction.

ily friend. Professor Skene, tells me that this forceps

(of larger size, of course) will be a valuable addition to

the instruments used in operating on the perinaeum and
within the vagina.

Brooklyn, N. Y., Jiinnwy 6th, 1S72.

CURVILINEAR FORCEPS FOR FACILI-
TATING THE LIGATION OF HEMOR-
RHOIDAL TUMORS.
By WILLIAM BODENHAMEE, A.M., M.D.,

SEW SORK.

I WOULD respectfully call the attention of the profession

to the curvilinear forceps represented by the accom-
panying wood-cut. Its construction is exceedingly
simple, and its mode of action novel and effective. It

was expressly designed for the purpose of temporarily

compressing the basis of hemorrhoidal tumors, especially
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when large. This compression it firmly and most ef-

fectually makes in a uniform manner, thus preparing,'

the tumor for the more easy and ready adjustment of

the ligature upon its already compressed and strangu-

lated base. By the use of this instrument tiie operator,

without the aid of an assistant, is enabled to apply,

adjust, and tighten the ligature with the greatest facility

and precision.

The instrument was not intended as an tcraseur, but

it will at once be perceived that it can be easily and
successfully so employed. It will also be readily ob-

served, from the construction and the operation of it,

that with slight variation it is peculiarly adapted as an

ovariotomy clamp. In this respect, if it is not supe-

rior, it is at least not inferior to any ovariotomy clamp
extant, so far as my knowledge extends. Should it

prove to be so it would be important, for a good in-

strument for such a purpose is just now a deside-

ratum, inasmuch as it appears to be the general opinion,

and gradually becoming the settled conviction, of the

most distinguished ovariotomists, that the very best

treatment of the ovarian pedicle is to clamp it, either

permanently keeping it external to the abdominal
wound, or clamp it temporarily until it is completely

ligated. It may also be applied to other and various

surgical uses.

It will be seen from the drawing that this instru-

ment, which needs but little explanation, has two
blades curved on the edges, with handles curved on the

flat. One blade ha= a fenestra its entire length, through
which the other must pass in approximating or closing

them. The coapting surfaces of the blades are rough,

so as to secure a stronger hold and prevent the tissues

from slipping. The handles are so curved that they do
not press upon or otherwise interfere with the sur-

rounding parts. The screw in the handles gives addi-

tional security during the operation, and obviates the

necessity of an assistant. The forceps are removed as

soon as the ligature is tightened.

The instrument was made by Iklessrs. George Tie-

niann & Co., 67 Chatham street, New York.

|3ro0rcss of ittetiical Science.

The following is an extract from a report of the (Jan.

12, 1872) meeting of the Society of Physicians of

Vienna, sent us by Dr. W. T. Alexander, of that place:

The Dr.\GNosi3 of Syphilis, from Microscopic Ex-
amination OF THE Blood. By Dr. Lostorfer.—For
a long time attempts liave been made to discover the

bearer of the contagion in syphilis. Hallier examined
the blood of those suffering from the infection, and dis-

covered a parasite, the micrococcus. The correctness

of this discovery was doubted from many quarters.

For this reason mainly the results of examinations of

blood have remained, until now, unsatisfactory. The
speaker believes that he has found the explanation of

this in the fact that the examiners did not work with
sufficiently high powers

;
further, that the examinations

were almost entirely limited to /res/i blood, which was
believed to be more suited to examination. The speaker,

in his researches, had avoided both errors.

Dr. Lostorfer began his examinations in August of

the preceding j'ear, Prof. Zeissl having, with the

greatest readiness, placed the material of his division

at; his disposition. The blood was taken from sj'phi-

litic individuals, and after periods of from three to four

days Dr. L. found constantly present small, shining

corpuscles, on which he could sometimes discover

processes jutting out. It was proven that tlipse cor-

puscles increased by budding. New corpuscles were
formed in this way, which again increased by sprouting.

By the addition of different fluid.s, especially sugar-

water or Pasteur's fluid, these corpuscles became shriv-

elled.

This result was so constant that Dr. L. was enabled

to diagnose syphilis with certainty and precision, by
observing the development of these corpuscles. He
had undertaken eight or ten test examinations, which
were given him partly by Prof. Strieker and partly by
Prof. Hebra, and every time he told correctly, from

microscopic examination of the specimens, which blood

was taken from syphilitic and which from non-syphilitic

subjects.

After having in this manner found his discovery tried

and proven to be correct, he designated the little bodies

by means of which he could certainly diagnose syphilis,

as " syphilis-corpuscles." As regards their manner of

development, the speaker said that it differed according

to their number. In some cases more than filty were
seen in the field, in others a much smaller number.

He also perceived a difference in regard to the time of

their development. Sometimes they budded on the

third, sometimes on the fifth day ; in many cases,

indeed, in twenty-four hours. As regards temperature,

observation teaches that a too low degree of heat retards

their development, but that the process went on unim-

peded by variations of from 10 to IS'' Cent. Difler-

ences in the manner of sprouting were also observed.

Whether these syphilitic corpuscles are developed from

the disease, or whether their germs pre-exist in the

blood, and are only hastened in development by the

infection, is still unsettled. He hoped by further exam-
inations, in which he would be aided by Prof. Strieker,

to become able to settle this question.

Towards the close of his remarks the speaker

described the class of cases from which his examina-

tions were made ; they were patients from Prof Zeis.srs

division, suffering from the most diflerent secondary

and tertiary manifestations. It was noteworthy that,

as improvement took place under the use of various

anti-syphiUtic remedies, the syphihs corpuscles de-

creased in number in the same degree, and finally

disappeared entirely from the blood.

Prof Skoda took the floor in order to congratulate

Dr. Lostorfer upon his discovery, which would make
an epoch in syphilodology. He remarked that it was
unfortunate that Ave had no prizes to distribute, but

that in Paris Dr. L.'s labors would certainly be crowned
with a prize.

Prof Strieker confirmed the statements of the

speaker, and related the details of the manner in which

the specimens of blood were delivered to Dr. Lostorfer,

and how he from them designated those which had

been taken from syphilitic patients. He had added

some of his own blood to the number of the test pre-

parations, in order to have absolute proof that it was
not syphilitic.

Prof Hebra also confirms the favorable and surpris-

ing results of the test examinations. Kohn had also

later seen the same objects in syphilitic blood. It was
remarkable that Dr. Lostorfer recognized Strieker's

blood among the numerous preparations. He had ex-

pressed himself that " this specimen was Strieker's

blood; it contained so many dirty elements." There

must be, therefore, certain peculiar characteristics which

pertain to the blood of non-syphilitic subjects also, and

by which other dyscrasife are to be recognized. He
had been led by this thought to conceive the idea of

having the blood of small-pox patients examined in

the same manner, in order to discover if some specific

diagnostic signs could not be discovered.
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DunETKS IX IxprA.—The subjoined intcrcstinj^ ar-

ticli' on diabetes occurs as an editorial in I'.ie Indian !

Medical Gazette, Calcutta, December 1st, 1871 :

—

1

It seenn stianpe, considering tlie frequency with '

wiiieli diabetes is met with amon;^ tlic natives of this
|

part of India, that so little should be known of its cir- I

eiimstances. In Dr. Gouverncur M. Siniih's latest and
most valuable corhniunication to the New York Medi-

I

cal Society (should be New York Academy of Medi- '

cine), he remarks that, so sli-riit is his knowledge with
reference to the disease in India, that he can hardly i

determine if it even exi^t^s among the natives of the
j

cotmtry. In New York, during the year 18G8, the
'

ratio of deaths from diabetes to the population was I

1 in 100,000. We are certainly not in a position to

give any figures on this point, but our impression is that

among the upper and middle classes of natives in Cal-

cutta, almost every family has lost one or more of its

members from diabetes. We can at any rate assert

with confidence that the disease is frequently met
with among tlie classes referred to, l)ut as j'ct we are

absolutely ignorant of all that concerns its history from
a medical point of view, and we look to the native
medical practitioners of the place to enlighten us on
tho subject; many of them must have had very con-
siderable experience in cases of diabetes, and we
should very nmch like to get their opinions on several
points connected Avith the clinical study of this formi-
dable disease.

We might, in the first place, seek for information re-

garding any cases in which diabetes appears to have
keen an hereditary disease. A very remarkable in-

stance of this kind has, for example, been placed at

our disposal by Baboo Satcory Dult, and has reference
to one of the most highly respectable and influential

families in Calcutta.

No. 1, Baboo B— , died at the age of Go, of acute
diabetes, which lasted only twenty days.
No. 2, the eldest son of No. 1, died of chronic dia-

betes

No.
No,

3, the third son of No. ], had chronic diabetes.

4, the fourth son of No. 1, died of acute diabetes.

No. 5, a daughter of No. 1, now aged 65, has dia-
betes.

No. G, the eldest son of No. 2, grandson of No. 1,

di d of chronic diabetes.

No. 7, the second son of No. 2, has diabetes.

No. 8, the eldest son of No. 4, has diabetes.

In addition to the above, two widows of the family,
wives of No. 3, died of diabetes.

This is certainly a very remarkable case, for, as Dr.
Gr. M. Smith writes, there are very few reliable data
in relation to the hereditary transmissibility of diabetes.

There can be no possible doubt as to the above facts,

and it is just such an example of that kind of informa-
tion we are much in want uC.

Then, again, with reference to the relative frequency
of the disease among males and females. Dr. G. M.
Smith arrives at the conclusion that it is equally com-
mon among members of both sexes. We were in-
clined to think diabetes far more frequent among males
than females in this country. The case above stated,
however, rather points to the correctness of Dr. Smith's
opinions. Any facts bearing on this point would be
most interesting in a clinical point of view, as bearing
upon the etiology of the disease.

We should be very glad to draw forth information
from our native friends^ as to the influence of diet on
diabetes. Are the members of those sections of so-
ciety who do not abstain from animal food more sub-
ject to the disease than those who rigidly confine them-
selves, from childhood to old age, to amylaceous and

saccharine food ? This is a question which is of the
greatest interest, bearing as it does directly on tiie cir-

cumstances of the disea'^c, and the various theories that

have been advanced to account for it. The field of ob-
servation open to practitioners in this country is ab-

solutely unique in this respect, and can hardly have
.

failed to attract the notice of some of our professional

brethren. Tlie mortuary statistics of the native army
and jails might very possibly afi'ord information to those

who have time and inclination to advance our know-
ledge regarding diabetes in India.

Abscess of the Skptim Narium.—Dr. D. 11. Good-
willie, of New York, reports the following :—Mrs.

,

aged 6G years, presented hcnself some time in October,

18G7, with an ab.scess of the septum narium, filling up
both nostrils. This was the result of an injury from run-

ning against an open door in the dark. The swelling

was siiining, red, tender on pressure, with fluctuation.

Inflammation extended to frontal sinuses, as she com-
plained of severe headache. Opened freely on both
sides with a lancet, and found the ab.scesses communi-
cated through the septum. Dressed by introducing

the point of a small syringe into the wound on one
side and washing out the cavity, the fluid passing out

by the other side. A tent was introduced by means of

a curved needle through the opening in the septum, the
"

ends of wdiich passed out of each wound. Tent re-

moved on third day, and the wounds soon healed.

Sulphite of Soda in Variola.—Dr. Maurice Pflaum,

of Pitt.sbiirgh, Pa., comes to the conclusion that sulphite

of soda, given at an}' time before the eruption has fully

come out, will invariably cut short the disease, even
more eflectually than quinine does intermittent fever.

Yellow Fever—its Pathology and Treatment.—
Benj. S. Purse, ^I.D., of Savannah, G-a., Avrites:—I was
led to the consideration of this disease in the early

part of the past summer, by the fact of its prevalence

in the city of Charleston, S. C. I then arrived at the

following conclusions as to its pathology and treat-

ment, and determined to test their truth upon the

first opportunity:—Yellow fever is never endemic nor
epidemic except in localities in which malarial fever is

endemic. These two fevers resemble each other very
much in their symptomatology, and at times the diag-

nosis between them is impossible. This resemblance
is increased by the fact that the functions of the liver

are markedly disordered in both diseases. Owing to

these facts, even at this late date, there are physicians

who believe that yellow fever is but an aggravated
type of malarial fever. But they are essentially dis-

tinct diseases, originating from tino specific poisons.

The malarial poison acts primarily upon the sympa-
thetic nerve centres, and through them deranges the
functions of all the organs sustained by that system of
nerves, and is the onl}' true ^' nei-vous fever." The
yellow-fever poison acts directly upon the cell-structure

of the liver, tending to produce molecular death of that

organ. When the fimction of the liver is entirely sup-
pressed, that organ becomes a mechanical impediment
to the circulation, and as effectively so as a ligature

around the portal vein would ; because the portal

circulation is continuous with the systemic circula-

tion, through the medium of the capillaries, and the

capillary circulation is controlled by the cell-structure

which they supply. When the cells cease to perform
their function, their capillary circulation also ceases.

The suppression of the function of the liver in this dis-

ease, as a rule, is gradual, and is the result of the pro-
gressive death of the cells. In some cases, howeve r,

the liver is killed, as it were, by a blow, and the
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patient dies before those changes in its structure, so

characteristic of this disease, have been developed.

It is a general law of the body, that when any organ
has served its purpose, its cells undergo fatty degener-
ation and are absorbed, leaving its connective tissue to

mark its Ibrmer site.

This normal degeneration and absorption of organs

is caused by the tuilurc of their cerebro-spinal nerves,

which control their blood supply
;
while their sympa-

thetic nervous inlluence being unimpaired, they do not

suppurate, but degenerate into a fatty condition. The
cells dying from inanition, the yeilow-fever poison pro-

duces this condition of the cells in the liver, but in a

different manner. In the former case the supply of

blood ceases, while in the latter the cells are paralyzed.

Carbonic oxide causes a similar paralysis of the blood-
corpuscles. When the circulation through the liver

ceases, the portal vein and all the veins emptying into

that vein become congested, until filled to their utmost
capacity. The capillaries connecting these veins with
the arteries, being unable to relieve themselves of the
vis a tergo, receive the full force of the heart's action,

which soon overcomes the comparatively slight resis-

tance offered by their simple attenuated walls; and
capillary hemorrhages take place from the mucous sur-

faces of the organs which supply the portal blood.

Each drop of blood, as it falls into the stomach and
intestines, is coagulated by the acid secretions there

met with, producing the material which is known as

'^ Black Vomit" and "Black Vomit Stools."

Disorders of the liver always give rise to frontal

headache, and the pain is in proportion to the acute-

ness and severity of the liver disease. In agreement
with this rule, yellow fever is characterized by a pecu-
liarly intense frontal headache. The albuminuria is

caused by the liver disease. All cases of albuminuria
Avhich are not caused by disease of the kidneys jjer

se, late pathologists generally agree in ascribing to

some as yet not definitely ascertained disorder of the

liver. My opinion is, that it is caused by a gradual

degeneration of the cells of the liver. An analogous
disease is described by Dr. Flint, Sr., Avhicli he calls

"Degeneration of the Gastric Tubules." It is a dem-
onstrated fact that the albuminous principles of the

blood are converted, by their passage through the liver,

into the saccharine principles, which in their turn are

decomposed in the pulmonary circulation. When
either of these organs fails, the excess of albumen or

sugar, as the case may be, is exci'eted by the kidneys.

The albumen, generally, does not appear in the urine

until about the third day. The pulse, as a rule, does
not exceed one hundred, and is full and hard, indica-

ting plethora of the blood-vessels.

This plethoric condition is the result of the two fol-

lowing causes: 1st. By the inaction of the liver, the
volume of the blood is not reduced by the conversion
of its albuminous principles into the substances which
are excreted by the lungs, kidneys, and skin. 2d.

While the excretions are lessened or entirely suppressed,

the lymphatic or albumen producing organs continue
comparatively active. These two causes co-operating,

produce a fulness of the systemic circulation, notwith-
standing the excessive congestion of the portal circula-

tion.

I suggest the following treatment, believing that if it

be commenced with early in the disease, it will exer-
cise an almost specific influence. As soon as the
patient is seen, without regard to the s'age of the dis-

ease, apply a large warm poultice to the epigastrium,
repeating from time to time if necessary. Fjfteen min-
utes after the application of the poultice, administer
one teaspoonful of each of the following solutions, in

j

an ounce of water. Repeat trie same dose every hour
until cinchonism is produced.

I?. Potass brom ^ i.

Aqua ? iv.

M. Sig. : Teaspoonful every hour.

I^ Quinia sulph 3 i.

Arom. sulph. acid f. 3 ij.

Tr. opii camph..
Aqua an f r i.

'M. Sig. : Teaspoonful every hour.

When cinchonism is present, continue the bromide
potassium alone every hour, giving only an occiisional

dose of the quinia solution. If necessary, relieve the
bowels by the Seidlitz or other saline, or by enemata.
The above combination of quinia, arom. sulph. acid,

and tr. opii camph. has never failed, in my experience,
to stop the nausea and vomiting so common in mala-
rial fevers. I have repeatedly used it with patients
suffering with high bilious fever, whose stomachs were
so irritable that upon the least attempt to swallov/ even
cracked ice, produced violent retching and vomiting,
and in several instances a slight hemorrhage from the
stomach, who were immediately relieved by ihcjirst

dose of the remedy. It is one of the surest, quickest,

and most powerful diaphoretics, the third or fourth
dose usually causing a profuse perspiration. I have
frequently subdued in twelve hours severe bilious

fevers of three and four days' duration with it alone.

This combination meets three of the indications in

the treatment of yellow fever, viz.

:

1st. It relieves the nausea and vomiting. 2d. It

produces a powerful action of the skin. 3d. It is a di-

rect tonic to the liver, the quinia having a specific

effect upon the sympathetic nerve.

Bromide of potassium is almost specific in albuminu-
ria. It almost uniformly produces absorption of drop-
sical effusions, irrespective of their cause, and without
sensibly increasing the secretions unless they have
been suppressed. It relieves congestions in every part
of the body, particularly of the brain. It is the remedy
in congestive and nervous headaches. It is a poAverful

sedative ^to the brain and spinal axis. It produces a
sedative action on mucous membranes. It will relieve

suppression of the urine. Possessing these thei-apeutic

properties, bromide of potassium meets the other two
indications in the treatment of yellow fever, viz. : 1st.

The intense frontal headache. 2d. The albuminuria
which is always developed in grave cases. For the
albuminous feature in this disease, I give the bromide
upon the theory that, as it is curative of albuminuria,

by administering it in anticipation of this grave symp-
tom we prevent its development. If this were not suf-

ficient reason for its early use, we have still another, to

relieve the head symptoms.

Rachitis.—Dr. John S. Parry, Accoucheur of the
Philadelphia Hospital (Am. Jour. Med. Sciences) says
that this affection is not confined to children who are

inmates of hospitals ; moreover, it is not among the

poor alone that it is met with, notwithstanding Meigs
and Pepper cannot corroborate the experience of
Jenner, Avho has " very often seen it among tlie children

of the wealthy."
He has been irresistibly forced to the conclusion that

this disease is scarcely less frequent in Philadelphia

than it is in the large cities of Great Britain and the

Continent of Euroj^e, and that it should occupy just as

important a place in our mortuary lists as Hillier con-
ceives that it should in those of the Registrar-General
of England. It is probably true that the disease is

rarely congenital, but to say that " it is never born with
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the cliiltlrcn " (Bocrhoave's 1487lh npliorism), he
lu'lievcs all will have to admit is poin;,' too far. In

view of recor«K'»l facts, rachitis is sometimes, thoiif,'h

rarelv, confjonital, ami may result in considerable de-

formity even before birth. It is not by any means
rare durinp the early months of extra-ulenne life. Tiie

writer has met with uneciuivocal bending of the ril)8at

six weeks after birth. It is rare for it to be^-in after

tlic end of the first year. He ha3 seldom met with it

in a child in wliom no .symptoms of the aflV'ction pre-

sented themselves before this time. A common .source

of error is the failure in discriminating between rachitis

and mollities ossium. IJromfield, Sianley, Bcylard, and
Stewart have committed this error. Racliitis is proba-

bly more than any other a disease of childliood, and
even of infancy, while mollities ossium is an affection

of adult life.

AcostTE PoisoNi.vG.—Dr. Stephen S. Keenc, Prov-
dence, K. I. {Boston SM. and Surg. Journal), publishes

a case of poisoning by the external application of

aconite. For pain in riiiht side of the face, he applied

a portion of the following mi.Kturc to the affected part

by rubbing with the fingers. I>. Tinct. rad. aconiti,

Tinct. opii, il a 3 ss. M. One liaif hour afterwards he
was .seized with dizziness, nausea, dimness of sight,

cephalalgia, pain in back, with sensation of coldness

running along tlie spine, etc. One hour after the ap-

plication, the usual results from an overdose of aconite

internally were exhibited. On examination, no abra-

sions were discovered on face, but the index finger

of right hand had a slight wound. The patient, male,

aged forty-five, of good constitution, was treated with
ammonia and cldoroform, and at the end of forty-eight

hours the symptoms subsided.

C.\Tn.\RTics IN' Albuminuria—Dr. Moore, of Pioches-

ter, X. Y. (Med. and A^urfj. Reporter), read a paper
before the Central Xew York Medical Society, in which
the idea was enforced that albuminuria might remain
as an organic disease for a considerable length of time;

and during that time there was a remedy in sulphate

of magnesia. A case was presented, in which the con-
dition of albuminuria was removed by the cathartic

treatment.

Drs. Benedict and Campbell gave histories of cases

which had been managed according to Dr. Moore's
plan, which afforded relief.

In answer to Dr. Mowris, whether the saline treat-

ment had been successful after scarlet fever. Dr. Moore
replied affirmatively.

Large Pleuritic Effusion Treated by Thirst.—

A

case in winch this mode of treatment was pursued
by Dr. Moxon, in Guy's Hospital, is reported in the
Medical Times and Gazett'' of January 6th. At the
commencement of the treatment the right pleural

cavity were filled with liquid.- The drinks of the patient
were Umited to ten fluid ounces per diem, and five

grains each of iodide of potassium and muriate of
ammonia were given three times daily. By the middle
of the third week of treatment dulness on the affected

side had disappeared.

Presence of Bacteria in the Blood during Ery-
sipelas.— Dr. Nepveau reports, in the Gazette Mtdicale
de Paris, four observations, made with a No. immer-

'

sion of Ilartnack's make, on blood taken from patients
suffering with this disease, and says:

—

1. Bacteria exist in considerable numbers in blood
drawn by puncture from a surface affected with ery-
sipelas; three to five, and sometimes as many as seven,
having been at one time in the field of the microscope.

2. Bacteria exist as well in blood drawn from other

fiorlions of the body than those affected witli erysipe-

atoiis inflaminalion ; they are not so numerous as in

blood drawn from the disea.sed surface, but can almost
always be found in any drop of blood submitted to

examination.

3. In all the ca.ses examined the bacterium punctum
of Ehrenberg was the one observed.

4. They ajipcar t) be present in ca.ses of .so-called

idiopathic as well as in tho.*^ of traumatic erysipelas;

but it remains to be established whether or not this is

constantly the fact.

Xylol is the name of a new hydrocarbon lately in-

troduced to the materia inedica in Germany. Wiien
pure it is colorless and has a faint odor, somewhat like

benzole. Its specific gravity is 80G, an<l its boiling

point 139" C. Xylol, or xylene (Cn IIio), was first

separated from coal naphtha l^y Dr. Hugo Midler, and is

obtained by fractional distillation until a distillate is

obtained of about 140' C. boiling-point; this is mixed
with sulphuric acid, whi<;h dissolves xylol, forming
xylol-sulphiiric acid, which is decompo.sed by dry dis-

tillation, and the xylol thus obtained is further purified

to render its use safe. Its specific action is not, as yet,

very well understood; but it has been administered in

small-pox with such really good results that it bids fair

to be an important remedy. Dr. Zuelzer, Senior Phy-
sician at the Charity Hospital, Berlin, has used it with
" complete success " in the above affection. It is given
in capsules, in doses of from 3 to 5 drops for children,

and 10 to 15 for adults, as often as every one, two, or

three hours. As much as a tea.spoonful has been taken
at one time without injurious effects.

—

The Pharmaceu-
tical Journal.

Effects of Various Liquors on the Kidneys and
Bladder.— Kraus, of V'ienna, says, speaking of this

subject: '"Sparkling wines are very injurious in dis-

eases of these organs, but not on account of their

carbonic acid, which assist? materially in the elimina-

tion of the phosphates. Champagne not only increases

the secretions, but, in an extraordinary manner, the

phosphates; and the conduct of medical men who ad-
vise its use in cases of calculus cases is very repre-

hensible. His experience absolutely contradicts the
idea of the solvent action of carbonic acid in concre-
tions already formed. Old beer he considers unob-
jectionable ; but new beer is to be avoided, because
the fermenting principle enters the mucous menu
brane, and gives origin to a greater or less degree of
catarrh. English pale-ale is open to the same objec-

tion on account of its richness in alcohol and carbonic
acid; porter, however, if of good quality and age, he
considers to be also unobjectionable.

On the Diagnosis and Treatment of Scrofulous An-
GiN.E.—Dr. E. Isambert, of Paris, writing in The Pr-ac-

titioner of these affections, calls attention to the limited

space devoted to this subject in works on pathology,
and the fact that their distinctive characteristics are

not well appreciated; being frequently confounded with
those of syphilitic, tuberculous, or malignant degenera-
tions of the pharynx and larynx. It is, he says, before
all chronic affections, the almost indolent, and is seldom
attended with hypertrophy of the cervical glands. Stru-
mous catarrhal angina has no very well-defined char-

acter ;
the foUiculitis and the amygdalitis with which

it is accompanied being distinguishable from analogous
affections only by considering the general habit and con-
stitution of the patient. Scrofulous ulcerations of the
pharynx constitute, on the contrary, a pathological

type which may be recognized. They are to be met
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•with, according to their order of frequency : first, on
the posterior surface of tiie pharynx ;

next, on the soft

palate and its arches; seldom on the tonsils, on tlie pa-

latal portion of the pharynx, and towards the Eustachian
tube; lastly, towards the epiglottis, the arytenoid emi-
nences, and tlie laryngeal infundibulum. They are al-

most indolent, and are not attended, in the great ma-
jority of cases, by inflammation of the cervical glands.

This localization at the outset, tlie absence of all in-

flammatory and painful phenomena, and of any exten-

sion in the direction of the cervical glands, serve to

distinguish them clearly enough from syphilitic ulcer-

ations, which make their first appearance on the soft

palate, are surrounded by a more extensive circle of

inflammation, and are attended by greater pain and by
inflammation of the cervical glands.

The appearance of the scrofidous ulcers is pretty

similar to that of the slightly eroded syphilitic patches

;

but they do not present opaline or iridescent aspects,

which in the mucous syphilitic patches form a marked
contrast with the carmine color of the inflamed circle.

The ulcerated patch of scrofula, though irregular and
sinuous like that of syphilis, is more pallid and of a

yellowish color, like that of subcutaneous areolar tissue.

It is but slightly depressed, and presents a rugged
surface, more or less covered with small eminences. It

is surrounded by an inflammatory circle of small ex-
tent and slight thickness, not at all loosened, and
blending in an insensible manner with the ulcerated

surface. Th's border speedily resumes its normal as-

pect under the influence of local treatment. Whilst the

syphihtic patches of the pharynx are well enough de-

fined, and are bathed by abundant and limpid saliva,

scrofulous ulcerations are covered by a very viscid and
adherent muco-purulent or whitish pultaceous secre-

tion. In the graver cases we may observe on the
pharynx a dirty or earthy-gray coating, which covers
all the surface and gives origin to a more or less offen-

sive smell; and yellowish, acuminated pimples, like

small furuncles. These strumous manifestations may
make their appearance without being preceded by other
scrofulous phenomena in the neighborhood.
However, the deformities and morbid adhesions of the

soft palate and its arches, which are sometimes observ-
ed on the first examination of the patient, would show
that previous outbreaks of the disease had taken place.

The iodo-mercurial treatment modifies pharyngeal
syphilitic manifestations in a very short time when
they are not too inveterate. The same mode of treat-

ment makes scrofulous ulcerations w"orse, and if after a
few days of this treatment the symptoms of a case of
pharyngeal ulceration are not improved, a tonic and
anti-scrofulous treatment should be resorted to.

When combated in time, and before the production
of serious injuries to the pharynx, scrofulous ulcerations

are easily cured. At the outset, aineudment takes
place rapidly ; but tlie ulcers, after such changes, close

very slowly, much more slowly, indeed, than syphilitic

ulcers. They are then superseded by white cicatrices

of a pearly aspect, set in small clusters, sometimes
parallel to each other, and at other times radiating in

all directions. As to the adhesions of the soft palate,

it is only by the resort to surgical measures that we
can hope to modify them.

Deafness supervening upon obliteration of the Eus-
tachian tube seems to be beyond the reach of the re-

sources of our art.

The previous history of the patient, and any con-
comitant phenomena, will be of great aid in forming
a diagnosis.

Lupus of the face, or of the nasal fossae, will generally
have preceded pharyngeal lupus.

It is only when phthisis is far advanced, and pul-

monary cavities exist, that we observe ulcerations of
the jiosterior surface of the pharynx, and even then
the ulcers arc small and quite superficial.

Neither herpetism, arthritism, nor catarrhal anjiinai

can produce ulcers which we should be liable to con-
found with pharyngeal scrofula. It is hardly necessary
to refer to pharyngo-laryngeal diphtheritis, whose
course and pathological products are too special and
well known to involve the diagnosis.

Scrofulous lesions present none of the neoplasms
peculiar to cancer, the offensive smell of the latter

aiding, also, in the formation of a diagnosis.

The treatment may be briefly summed up as fol-

lows :

—

Absence from mercurial remedies; or, where there

exists a positive mixture of syphilis and scrofula, a
careful employment of that treatment, alternating with
considerable periods of rest, during which the iodide

of potassium or of iron may be employed. Second,
speedy employment of the general treatment of scrof-

ula: cod-liver oil in large doses, iodide of iron, cin-

chona, wine, good food, out-of-door exercise, and
sulphurous baths. Third, persevering employment of
local treatment by means of the laryngeal sjionge,

tincture of iron, either pure or mixed with opium.
The ethereal tincture of iodoform, chloride of zinc, or
concentrated chroinic acid, may be applied to the dis-

eased surface.

Chromic acid is admirably borne by the mucous
membrane of the mouth, pharynx, and even the larynx,

exerting a highly powerful action in oedema of the
glottis, strongly astringing the membrane, and thus
warding off the need for tracheotomy.

Perchloride of iron has been employed, especially in

cases of bleeding ulcers.

Nitrate of silver does not seem to be of much benefit,

unless when applied with the object of hastening the

cicatrization when already in good progress.

Various powders may be blown upon the surfoce,

especially iodoform mixed with lycopodium.
Local douches made with the irrigator may be very

useful, and exert an anodyne action in certain cases.

In respect to atomized fluids, he considers their ef-

fects to be inefficient in such grave lesions.

The most important part of all is to form, as early as

possible, a correct diagnosis, so as to institute a rational

treatment, and avoid hesitation, loss of time, and, above
all, weakening measures which are absolutely contra-

indicated.

Chloride in Place of Bromide of Pot.\ssiu.m.—Dr.

Lander has substituted the chloride for the bromide of

potassium in the treatment of epileptics, with a success

which he declares to be identical. He begins with
smaller doses; but doses of 75 to 150 grains daily have
been borne without inconvenience for months in suc-

cession. He thinks that it is more active, says that it

is one-sixth the price, and not followed by the unpleas-

ant efHects of the bromide. He advances the theory

that the latter is converted in the stomach into the

chloride, and that, for many reasons, it is desirable to

administer it at once in this form.

Compressed Air as a Remedial Agent.—G. von Lie-

big {Archiv f. Klin. Med.) seeks to determine, with a

view to the therapeutics of chronic lung diseases, what
influence is exerted on the respiration by increased or

diminished atmospheric pressure. Respiration at high

altitudes, with low barometric pressure, as is well

known, is exceedingly difficult. This is due to the greater

elastic recoil of the lung tissue from diminished atmos-
pheric counter-pressure. Hence the difficulty ofinspira-
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tion niul the disturbance of circulation. Under increas-

ed barometric pressure, the phenomena are quite the re-

verse ; respiratiou i-i usually decj) and easy, and the pulse

becomes slower. The inlhuiiee of increased or dimin-
ished pressure is not of momentary duration, but per-

sists for some time. Residence at hitrh altitudes ha",

therefore, a tendency to develop the respiratory power,
and streupth generally. From the inlluence of dimin-
ished atmospheric pressure on the lunp?, the advantages
of resi<lonce at high altitudes in cai-es of eniphy.sema
will be apparent. Emphysematous lungs, having lost

their elasticity, and ofl'ering less resistance to the pulmo-
nic circulation, may regain their tone, and respiration be-

come easier. In all casi?sof diminishe<l elasticity of tissue
from any cause, residence at high altitudes under low
barometric pressure is advisable.

DlST.\NCK OF THE ^^ACULA Ll'TEA FHOM THE OpTIC
Disc.—In a recent number of the Cenlralhlntt, Dr. Ed.
Londolt, of Zurich, states that, from careful measure-
ments made by him in upwards of 100 e)'e.s, he has
ascertained that in healthy, or emmetropic eyes, the

distance of the macula lutea from the centre of the

optic papilla, in a horizontal direction, is 3.015 millime-

tres; the former, also, being 0.785 of a millimetre high-
er vertically. The distance is always greater in hyper-
metropic, and less in myopic eyes than is represented
by thes2 figures.

Digitalis a\ AxAniRonisiAC.—M. Gourvat, in the

course of a paper published in the Gciz. Mid. cle Paris,

on the action of digitali.s, says: '"When digitalis, or

digitaline, is administered for some time to a man in full

possession of sexual powers, these become gradually
weakened, the propensities disappear, formation of the
liquor seminis diminishes, and may at last cease alto-

gether. The anaphrodisiac properties of the drug are

the secret of its good effect in spermatorrhoea. With
women, digitalis or digitaline excites strong, regular,

and intermittent uterine contractions, and controls

metrorrhagia ; hence digitalis is employed in producing
abortions. (Tardieu.) It is probable that this drug
acts as an ancphrodisiac in women, inducing, by long-
continued use, impotence and sterility, appearing al>o,

in their cases, to interf(,>re with the development of the

Graafian vesicles ; the propagation of species being thus
doubly retarded.

Freqcenct of Laryngeal Ulceijatioxs in Syphilis

is the subject of a valuable article in the Wiener Med.
Press, from which the following figures are taken :—Out
of 100 post-mortem examinations of patients affected

with secondary syphilis, performed at Prague, Kiihle

saw ulcerations of the larynx 15 times; whilst Alten-
hofer met only 25 cases among 1,200 living patients.

Gerhardtand Roth, on the other hand, found it IS times
|

in 54 syphilitic patients—viz., 11 times with 44 second- I

ary patients, and 7 times with 12 tertiary ones. Out i

of 1,000 syphilitic patient?', Lewin found 44 presenting
|

an a5"ection of the larynx and more or less hoarseness. ,

Engeftted counted 25 laryngeal cases among 521
patients suffering from syphilis— viz., 14 cases among i

292 men, and 11 ca=e3 in 292 women. Doctor Som-
j

merbrodt (the writer of the article) himself collected
;

cases for nine months at the AUerheiligen Ho.spital;
i

and, out of 84 patients with constitutional sypliilis, 15
i

presented ulcerations of the larynx in different periods,
'

and 14 had catarrlial affections with hypertrophy of
|

the mucous membrane. These lesions seem, therefore, I

rather frequent, as already stated by Tiirck in his
j

manu.ll. Among 2.38 cases of persons sufi'ering from i

various laryngeal affections, says the author, 45 were
syphihtic. Laryngeal syphilitic symptoms may occur in

j

all the stages of the disease. Tiirck observed them in a
I
patient who had had primary lesions thirty years he-
lore

;
and Krankel has s(>en such ulcerations in a child

I two months old, with whom the first .signs of syphilis

had appeared one month after birth. The earliest

time alter primary lesions ha", in Tiirck's experience,
' been six months; in Somiiierbrodt'.s, five months; and

"j in Lewin's, from two to three month.s. The seat of the
I lesions is indicated in the following table in 92 cases:

—

Epiglottis 21 timo.s.

( both,

True vocal cords right 4 ^
/left

( both
False vocal cords < right

(loft

Interior of larynx }
'^T'-"""!-' in r•^

/ Anteriorly 10 (

Aryteno-epiglottic folds. . . .

I'pper opening
Right pyriform sinus

Lower portion of the larynx

9/

34

It will therefore be seen that the vocal cords are the
partsmost frequently attacked, especially the l>/t. This
circumstance sliould be recollected, as, in Rhimer's
experience, tubercular ulcers are mostly situated in the

right, and this peculiarity has a diagnostic value. It is,

in fact, towards the upper part of the larynx that the

syphilitic ulcerations are formed.

Strychnia a Retinal ano Optic Nerve Stlmclus.—
Dr. Juliauj^J. Chisolm, Clinical Prof, of Eye and Ear
Diseases in the Univ. ot' Maryland (Am. Journal of Mecf.

Sciences), advocates the hypodermic use of strychnia in

cases of optic nerve atrophy, and reports cases in which
the effects seemed nearly instantaneous upon the injec-

tion of the fluid under the skin. In nearly every
instance'the patient experienced the brightening of the

light in less than a half minute. Prof. Nagel, of Tiibin-

gen, Germany, injects, in his cases, the temple, near

the seat of the eye disease. As the strychnia has first

to be absorbed, and only acts upon the nerve centres

through the circulation, he sees no advantage in thi^

location over the arm, and hence uses this distant but
more convenient portion of the body. He commences
usually with the one-sixtieih of a grain, which is grad-
ually increased to one-thirtieth, twice a day, in no case

exceeding this last amount. This treatment has been
tried in many cases, doing harm to none, and benefiting

all more or less. In functional disturbances the relief

is prompt; in organic troubles of the retina and optic

nerve results show themselves more slowly. So far,

his experience in the h3'poderniic use of strychnia

enables him to indorse the statement of the wonderful
effects secured by Prof. Nagel, of Tubingen, and he
can recommend to the profession strychnia, hypoder-
mically used, as a most valuable remedy in many cases

of nerve-blindness.

Amputation at the Knee-joint.—Two successful

crises of this amputation are recorded by Dr. G. M.
Staples, Dubuque, Iowa (Am. Journ. Med. Sciences).

In regard to the length of the anterior flap, he states

that the incision extended but a trifle more than an
inch below the tubercle, and, as is seen, the cicatrices

remain in the hollow behind the condyles, with non-
retraction of the patella. If it is a matter of some im-

portance to retain the patella at the end of the .stump,

he asks, may not as short an anterior flap as is practi-

cable and safe, with flexion of the thigh ujion the pelvis

until union is effected, contribute to this result?
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Ueports Df Societies.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE COUNTY OF
NEW YORK.

Stated Meeting, January 22, 1872.

Dr. Abraham Jacobi, President, in the Chair.

TiTK following physicians wero reported from the Co-

miiia Jilinora as recommended for membership, and, by
vote of the Society, they were admitted, viz. : Alex-

ander Perry, Charles M. FairbroLher, Nicholas L. Camp-
bell, Julius H. Tyndale, Gustavus Treskatis, Herman
Loewenthal, and L. De Forrest Woodruff.

Tlie President announced the death of Dr. Henry
D. Bulkley and of Dr. Alexander N. Gunn. On mo-
tion, Drs. D. C. Carr, D. A. Hedges, and S. W. Roof
were appointed a committee to draft appropriate reso-

lutions in the case of Dr. Gunn. Resolutions on Dr.

Bulkley's death had been adopted at the Special Meeting

which we have already recorded.

DISEASES OF THE PAST YEAR.

The report of the Committee on Diseases was read

by its chairman, as follows :

—

The Committee on Diseases has the honor to present

the following report upon the mortality and prevailing

diseases of the past year

:

The total mortahty of this city for 1871 amounted to

26,976—a decrease of 199 from the previous year. It

was equivalent to a death-rate of 28.6 in each thousand

inhabitants.

Zymotic diseases destroyed in the aggregate 8,365

lives—being 31 per cent, ot the total mortality—a slight

increase upon 1870. The most prominent epidemic of

the year was that of small-pox. This disease had pre-

vailed to an unusual extent in 1870, having produced

293 deaths, but it had so subsided in the autumn of

that year, that in the three months ending December
31st, 1870. it occasioned but 12 deaths. In the early

part of January, 1871, it broke out afresh with extra-

ordinary vigor, and rapidly increased during the en-

suing six months. It caused 208 deaths in the first

quarter of the year, and 304 in the second quarter. In

the summer it began slowly to decline, its mortality

being 164 for the quarter, and but 23 for the month of

September. Up to that time the work of vaccination

had been so energetically pursued by the vaccinating

corps of the Health Department, that they had vacci-

nated 100,000 persons in nine months. At the very

time, however, when the prospect was most favorable

for entirely arresting the disease, the Board of Health

was obliged, on account of the failure of its pecuniary

resources, to dispense with its extra inspectors for

some two months. The result was soon apparent in

the extension of the epidemic, as, although only 23

deaths were due to small-pox in October, it occasioned

36 in November, and 70 in December. On November
21th the work of vaccination Avas resumed, but the

disease had acquired too nmch new force to be readily

overcome. Its total mortality for the year amounted to

805, its greatest yearly niortality recorded in this city

during the present century, the next largest number
of deaths, 681, having occurred in 1853. During the

year 2,085 cases were reported to the Bureau of Sani-

tary Inspection. According to these figures its mor-
tality reached 39 per cent. About 47 per cent, of the

deaths were among children of 5 years old or less.

The greatest number of deaths according to locality

were as follows: 17tli Ward, 41; 22d Ward, 37;
2()th Ward, 26; 21st Ward, 23. The Small-Pox Hcs-
j)ital furnished 572. Its severity here during the past

year, although remarkable for New York, was insigni-

ficant as compared with its ravages in many other

places throughout the world. We may simply mention,
for example, among foreign cities the Hague and Lon-
don. In the former (whose inhabitants have always
evinced a peculiar antipathy towards vaccination) the

mortality from small-pox during the first quarter of

1871 was enormous, reaching the extraordinary annual

death late of 48 in the thousand inhabitants—a rate

which would have pioduced in New York 7,500 deaths

from smnll-pox in three months. In London there

were registered during the year 7,876 deaths from
small-pox in a total from all causes of 80,332. In a

single week the fatal cases amounted to 288. The
same death-rate here would have given us 2,300 deaths

instead of 805. The most remarkable epidemic of

small-pox upon this side of the Atlantic has devastated

the city of Philadelfihia. Nearly 2,000 fatal cases were
registered during the past year, of which 1,^12 oc-

curred in the three months ending December 31st.

233 were recorded in a single week.
The next zymotic disease which displayed ati un-

usual activity here during the past year was whooping-
cough. It carried ofi" 465 victims, being the greatest

number of lives destroyed by this disease in any year
of the present century, the next largest number having
been 377 in 1855. 01' the 465 deaths, 196 were males
and 269 females. The large preponderance of females

over males is curious, but, as the death records of

former years show, is quite characteristic of this aftec-

tion. As far as we are aware it is unaccountable.

Remittent fever during the year caused 165 deaths;

intermittent, 110; and typho-malarial, 12. These fe-

vers were never so fatal belore. They prevailed most
extensively in the upper wards of the city.

There is little of interest to record in regard to the

other zymotic afiections. The following statement
presents the mortality of the principal ones for the

yearg 1870 and 1871:
1870. 1871.

Scarlatina 975 791
Measles 298 409
Diphtheria and croup 729 704
Typhus fever 96 65
Typhoid fever 422 239
Diarrhceal diseases 3,956 3,653

The principal feature of the above statement is a

considerable falling ofi' during 1871 in the mortality

from typhus and typhoid fevers and diarrhoeal com-
plaints. 6 deaths were ascribed to cholera ; 6 to re-

lapsing fever; 2 to yellow fever; 142 to sypliilis; 7 to

hydrophobia, and 220 to intemperance. Typhus and
tvphoid fevers Avere most prevalent and fatal in the

l"7th Ward.
The following cases of contagious disease y^ie re-

ported to the Bureau of Sanitary Inspection during the

year

:

Typhus fever, 126; typhoid fever, 492; scarlatina,

2,850; relapsing fever, 80; measles, 1,626; diphtheria,

408; small-pox, 2,085.

Constitutional diseases produced 6,263 deaths, about

23 per cent, of the whole, against 6,329 in 1870. Of
these rheumatism caused 103

;
cancer, 339 ; marasmus

and scrofula, 757 ;
hydrocephalus and tubercular men-

ingitis, 755; and phthisis pulmonalis, 4,186. The
mortality fiom phthisis was equivalent to 15i per cent,

of the total, and was both positively and relatively

large as compared with that of late years. In 1866 it
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wa3 equal to 12.2 percent.; in 1867 to 14.4; in 1868

to 13.7; in 1869 to 1:3.3; in 1870 to 14.8; and in

1871 to 15.'). We thiKS [KTceive tliat tliis formidable

disease has been constantly increa.sinf,' in falJilily during

the past six Vi^'.^. About one-(iuait(T of its deatlis

tooi< jdace in "hospitals, and a lar<,'e majority among the

tcnomfnt-liouse population. The migratory character

of that ela.ss of our inhabitants rcndersit almost impo.s-

sible to observe and localize those regional causes

-which may inlluence consumption in this city.

Local diseases, or aflections of special organs, occa-

sioned 9.282 deaths; 34 per cent, of the whole, a

decrease of G17 from the previous year. Of these

there were due to diseases of the nervous system,

2,G77 deaths ; circulatory system, 894 ; respiratory

system, 3,*J48; digestive system, 1,0')2
;
urinary sys-

tem, 1,103; generative system, 54; locomotory and

osseous system, 120 ;
and integumentary, 74. Among

these theVe was little worthy of extended mention.

There were 904 deaths from bronchitis, and 1,834 from

pneumonia, against 855 and 1,830 respectively in

the preceding year. Urinary diseases were uncom-
monly fatal, and they appear to have been becoming

more" and more so during the past few years. Thus

the deaths by Bright's disease within four years have

been as follows?, commencing Avith 1808: 534; 557;

787, and 947—an increase of 77 per cent, during tlie

period mentioned.
Developmental diseases (or those arising from ab-

normal action of the formative, reproductive, or nutri-

tive processes) produced 1,703 deaths, or Oi per cent,

of the whole. 888 were in infants newly bom ; 312

in women ; 333 were due to senile decay ;
and 230 to

atrophy and asthenia. These figures were somewhat
in excess over the previous year.

Finally, the deaths from violent causes amounted to

1,303, or 5 per cent, of the whole, against 1,000 in the

jirevious year. " The increase was owing principally to

the July riot, which caused 53 deaths, and the West-
field explosion, 82. 1,070 deaths were ascribed to

accident and negligence ; 05 to homicide; 114 to sui-

cide ; and one was a judicial execution.

Of the total number of deaths, 7,994 occurred among
infants less than one year old ; 10,700 among those

less than two years old ; and 12,970 among children

less than five years old ;
the last being 40 per cent. 9f

the total mortality. In 1870, the deaths among such

children were equal to 49 per cent, of the whole; in

1809 to 51 per cent. ; in 1808 to 52i percent. ; and in

1867 to 53 per cent. Altogether, therefore, between
1867 and 1871, there has been a gain among children less

than 5 years old of 13 per cent, upon the total mortality.

There Avere 1,290 deaths among persons 70 years old

and upwards, a gain of 74 upon the previous year. 14

were reputed to have been 100 years old or more, of

whom 3 were males and 11 female?.

KespectfuUy submitted,

Chas. p. Russel, M.D.,
Chairman Com. on Diseases.

C.VNTUOPLASTY IX CONJUNCTIVAL AND CORNKAL AFFEC-
TIONS.

Dr. H. Althof read a paper entitled Clinical Notes

on Diseases of Conjunctiva and Cornea. Its main object

was to call attention to an important element, hitherto

rather neglected in the therapeutics of these affections,

viz. : the diminishing of the pressure of the lids upon
the globe. After a review of the present methods of

treating the more serious forms of conjunctival disorder

—granular lids, diphtheria, blennorrho^a, etc.—all of
them only partially under the control of the physician,

Dr. A. entered more directly upon its special subject.

Thus far, three diflferent procedures had been occa-

sionally followed for the purpose of relieving the ball

of the eye from excessive pressure, viz. : incisions or

excisions of chcmotic conjunctiva; removal of a trian-

gular piece of skin (down to the niu.scle) from the up-
per lid ; and splitting of the outer angle. This last

method undoubtedly suited best, but its goo<l effect

was very transitory, the wound healing up in too short

a time (a couple of hours) to give any i)ermanent re-

lief. If, therefore, a way could hi; found to modify
this remedy so as to make its results la.sting, the thera-

peutic means at our disposal would receive a valuable

addition. This Dr. Althof thought to have been found in

the little operation known under the name of can-

thnplastij.—the splitting of the external commissure
down to the conjunctival .sac, and careful uniting of the

conjunctiva to the outer integument.
The results of this simple procedure had been very

favorable, a large number of cases at present testifying

to its cfliciency. It had rapidly become popular in our
great infirmaries, and wa.s now, after five years' trial,

con.sidered by American oculists a very welcome remedy
in cases v/hich had bafiled the most skilful efi'orts, and
in diseases against which the prevailing treatment was
almost powerless. (jlranular lids and phlyctenular

conjunctivitis and keratitis furni.shed the great majority

of cases in whicii canthoplasty might be employed
with aavantage—to cut olf acute attacks, to diminish

the number of relapses, or prevent them altogether,

and to give other remedies a better chance for effecting

a perfect cure. In genuine diphtheria the doctor

thought it almost inilispensable ; and blennorrhcx>a in

its most acute and destructive forms lost most of its

dangers.

Dr.H. D. Notes agreed Avith Dr. Althof in his high
estimate of the operation of canthoplasty. It had be-

come as much a sine qva non in the treatment of tracho-

ma as had iridectomy in that of glaucoma and diseases

of the iris.

The remarks upon diphtheritic conjunctivitis had
especially interested him, from the fact that he had
within three weeks had in his practice four cases of the

affection, one them very severe, involving the ocular

as well as the palpebral conjunctiva. Up to six months
ago his experience had furnished him Avith but feAV

examples of this disease. Since that time he had had
perhaps a dozen ; and he believed the occurrence of

these cases in such close succession was coincident

Avith an unusual prevalence of scarlet-fcA'er and of

croupous afiections generally.

As to the therapeutics of conjunctival disorders, there

was less need of discovering new means of treatment
than of learning precision in the application of those
now known ; for their number was already bewilder-
ing.

Dr. Agnew's experience had confirmed his belief in

the bold use of canthoplasty. He had been led to

modify the operation by division of the edge of the ex-
ternal tarsal ligament of the upper lid only, as exposed
in the Avound. It Avas the pressure of the tarsal carti-

lage of the upper lid Avhich caused the chief trouble

;

and the incision of skin and mucous membrane alone

would not always make such pressure harmless. He
felt confident that since the introduction of iridectomy
no other addition so important as canthoplasty had
been made to the resources of ophthalmic therapeutics.

Dr. Edward Curtis could testify to the value of the

procedure in phlyctenular conjunctivitis, the prompt-
ness of its eflect seeming at times almost magical. He
related a case, attended Avith great photophobia, cured
by its means in a couple of days.

Dr. E. H. Derby thought the advantage of the ope-
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ration lay, perhap?, as much in its enabling the surgeon
to reach the retro-tarsal fold with his applications as

in the relief from pressure it afforded. Von Graefe ob-
jected to its employment in diphtheritic conjunctivitis,

from the danger that any wound in such a case might
itself become the seat of diphtheritic deposit.

Dr. ALxnorhad had only seventeen cases of diphthe-

ritic conjunctivitis in five years, up to September last,

though since then he had seen at least twenty. He
would not set his own slight experience against Ton
Graefe's; but although he had always found the

diphtheritic deposit infiltrating the incision, as it does

wounds of other pai-ts, yet he regarded this as of

slight consequence, when compared witii the great ad-

vantage conferred by the operation. By the time the

diphtheritic trouble was cured, the wound was well

healed, and no harm had come of it.

Dr. Koosa had never seen any grave consequences
from the operation as performed by Dr. Althof, though
he had several times seen ectropion of the lower lid

follow, as a result, perhaps, of the incision having been
made not horizon tall}'' outwards, but obliquely down-
wards. He had known, however, one or two instances

of serious injury from the operation, where the dissec-

tion of the conjunctiva was made very thorough, and
carried into the orbital tissue. In one case the eve was
lost.

Four years ago he had had a dispensary case of
phlyctenular keratitis, relieved most remarkably, in

twelve hours, by the operation. He was not aware at

the time that it had been previously performed for this

form of disease.

Dr. Lorixg had been anticipated by the last speaker
in most of what he was about to say. He had ob-
served some half a dozen cases of ectropion due to the
operation, and had several times seen trouble from too
free a dissection of the parts. He thought the division of
the external tarsal ligament, suggested by Dr. Agnew,
should be limited to those cases in which trachoma had
progressed to the extent of converting the inner surface

of the lid into a hard, cicatricial tissue, which by its con-
traction had warped the tarsal cartilnge, increasing its

natural curvature, so as to bring its sharp edge against

the cornea. He had himself formerly employed the

method, originally proposed by Pagenstecher, of dissect-

ing up the conjunctiva so as to make a considerable
flap, the sides of which were so stitched to the skin
near the outer extremity of the horizontal incision as to

convert this into a wound, with its long diameter verti-

cal. But this produced much greater deformity than
the method followed by Dr. Althof; and moreover, as

before remarked, the liberal incision into the orbit was
by no means free from danger. He had seen two in-

stances of severe inflammation from it, one of them be-
ing that referred to by Dr. Roosa, in which the eye was
destroyed. He had therefore abandoned the jilan in

favor of the simple operation recommended in the

paper. In this, as there stated, the stitch at the angle
was the main point upon which success would de-
pend.

Dr. Agnew did not mean to say that he would cut

the tarsal hgament in every case, or that he would ever
cut it in the lower lid. But he would incise it oftener

than recommended by Dr. Loring, on account of the
danger of relapse when this was omitted. Indeed, he
had more than once been obliged to divide the ligament
by a secondary operation, where the ordinary horizon-
tal incision, previously made by another surgeon, had
proved insufficient. There was no difficult dissection

required, and no danger of orbital cellulitis. It usually

sufficed to make the incision through the edge of the

ligament, near its insertion into the periosteum of the

orbital rim. It need not be cut in such simple cases
as those of phlyctenular ophthalmia with photophobia.

CEREBRO-SPI>fAL MENINGITIS.

Dr. RrssEL said that, within three days, seven cases
of cerebro-spinal meningitis had occurred in the city,

three of which had proved fatal. At the suggestion of
Dr. Peters, he read the report of an interesting case
furnished by Dr. C. E. Simmons. The Health Board
were anxious to study the disease, and asked, as a
matter of favor, an early report of any cases which
might be discovered.

The Presidext had seen two cases on the east side
of the city, near Dr. Simmons' case, one of them in the
Hebrew Orphan Asylum at Third avenue and Seventy-
seventh street. He had also, by the invitation of Dr.
Eodenstein, been three times to see the cases under his
charge at the Catholic Protectory in Westchester.
There were some twenty of them ; and five or six had
ended fatally. The speaker pointed to the presence of
stagnant water between Second and Third Avenues, in

the upper part of the town, as connected with the
prevalence of endemic diseases in that neighborhood.

criminal abortion.

On motion of Dr. S. Rogers, the Society

Risolvech That the Medical Society of the Cotmty of
Xew York indorses the Amendment to the Law of 1869,
relative to criminal abortion, proposed by the Xew York
Medico-Legal Society.

Adjourned.

Special Meetiny. January 29, 1872.

Dr. a. Jacobi, President, in the Chair.

OBITCARIES.

The meeting was called to hear memorial notices of
some deceased members, which had been prepared,

under authority of the Comitia Minora, for transmission

to the State Society. Dr. Fordyce Barker, to whom
had been committed the notice of Dr. George T. EUiot.

was unavoidably absent. Dr. Ellsworth Eliot gave an
account of the life and labors of Dr. Wm. B. Bibbins

;

and Dr. Wm. C. Roberts reviewed the career of Dr.

Henry D. Bulkley. The leading points of these memo-
rials have already appeared in our columns. Dr. David
C. Carr recounted the professional and other services

of Dr. Alexander N. Grunn, dwelling especially upon
the assistance he had always been ready to profi'er to

young men. As chairman of the committee on resolu-

tions. Dr. Carr reported the following, which were
adopted :

—

^yhereas, It has pleased an aU-^-ise Providence to re-

move from his earthly labors Dr. Alexander X. Guxx,
a beloved associate, and an honored member of the 3Iedi-

cal Society of the County of Xew York

;

Revolted, That in his death all have lost a valued friend

and counsellor.'and this Society one of its brightest orna-

ments, distinguished alike for his eminent social qualities,

his Christian virtues, and his professional ability.

Rosohed, That while we bow in submission to the di-

-N-ine will, we deplore the loss of an active worker in the
profession to which he was an honor ; of a man who by
his genial, snnshiny nature won not only the hearts of

his patients, but the confidence and esteem of all who
knew him.

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be preserved

in the archives of the Society, and also that a copy,

signed by the President and Secretary, be sent to the

family of the deceased.

The meeting adjourned.
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A Special Meeting called for February 3d, " to con-

Kiik'r, and t.iko suiUiblc action upon, llio bill recently

intro lutrd into the Assembly by Mr. Klaiiuncr, enii-

tli'il. An Act to Protect the People against Quackery and

Crime," was very thinly attended, and adjourned with-

out action.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting, January 10, 1872.

Dr. a. L. Looms, President, in the Cliair.

LATENCY OF STMPTO.MS IN EMPYEMA.

Dr. Lewi.s Smith presented specimens of lunjrs remov-

ed from infants dyinp in the Infant's and Child's Hos-

pital of this Ciiy. The first specimen was taken from

a little patient that died at the age of five months and

twenty-eight days. Although in charge of one of the

best nurses of the institution, nothing unusual was
noticed about the child, except a slight hacking cough

for two or three day.*, and some acceleration of the res-

piration, until it was found dying. On post-mortem

examination tlie right lung was found covered with a

thick sero-fibrinous exudation. The serum, which was
very considerable in amount, was confined altogether in

the meshes of the fibrinous material. The case was of

interest as showing the latency of the symptom.*. There

wns no evidence to the naked eye of pus in the effu-

sion, although it was probable that pus-globules could

be found by the microscope. Dr. Smith was of the

opinion that, in cases of pleurisy among foundlings in an

hospital, pleurisy as a rule degenerated into empyema.

tubercclosis following bronchial catarrh.

The second specimen of lungs was removed from an

infant aged four months and ten days. It had suffered

I'rom cough for seven weeks, during -which time the

physical signs of bronchitis bad been developed. Dur-
ing the last week of life, in addition to the symptoms
referred to, there was an expiratory moan, and this,

with other phenomena, led to the diagnosis of cheesy

pneumonia. Two or three days before death, evidences

of a dilated bronchial tube or a cavity were very dis-

tinctly made out.

On making the post-mortem examination, the left

lung was found healthy, with the exception of a col-

lection of small miliary tubercles. These masses were
also discovered scattered throughout the right lung, in

which latter organ also was found a cavity the size of a

filbert, and nearly filled with cheesy matter. This

cavity was so near the surface that a local pleurltis was
excited, which accounted for the respiratory moan
heard during life. This cavity was lined by a pyogenic
membrane.

In addition, small tubercles, some scarcely visible,

were found in the spleen, liver, and in the coats of the

large intestine. The other organs were healthy, with
the exception of some of the bronchial and mesenteric
glands, which were slightly enlarged and contained

cheesy deposits. The interest in this case centred in

the regular gradation of pathological changes, commenc-
ing in ordinary bronchitis and ending in miliary tuber-

culosis.

The third specimen was removed from a child that

died at the age of three months. The patient was sup-
po.sed to be doing well until eighteen hours before his

death, when he began to breathe rapidly, the pulse

became accelerated, the temperature elevated, and
death finally occurred as the result of what was sup-
posed to be capillary bronchitis.

At the autopsy, both lungs were found studded with

tubercles in process of formation, and around them
were to be teen zones of vascular injection. Small
tubercles were also found in spleen, liver, ami in other

organs. The mc.M;ntcric glands appeared to be healthy,

but the bronchial glands had ui;dergone cheesy de-

generation.

In answer to a question from Dr. Loomis, he stated

that in his opinion empyema was more apt to follow

pleurisy in foundlings tiian in adults.

Dr. Loomis remarked that he had seen cases of acute

pleuri.sy in adults, that were cases of empyema from the

bcfiinning, and he had also .seen cases of empyema the

natural residt, apparently, of ordinary pleun.sy in a pa-

tient otherwise in good condition.

The Society then went into Executive Session.

Stated Meeting, Jan. 24, 1872.

Dr. a. L. Loomis, President, in the Chair.

uterine tumors and ascites. A NOVEL METHOD OF
TAPPING.

Dr. Caro presented a specimen of the above with
the following remarks: Mrs. H , thirty-nine

years old, married twenty years, had no children. She
complained, November, 18G4, ofdy.smenorrhoea. On ex-

amination, a polypus the size of a cherry was found
protruding from the internal os uteri. I evulsed it

with a pair of long forceps, and cauterized the pedicle

with nitrate of silver. No hemorrhage followed ; men-
struation returned regularly until September, 18G8,

when it disappeared. Supposing herself pregnant,

she did not inform me of the loss of her catamenia un-
til November of the same year. Examining the

uterus, I found she was mistaken as to pregnancy,
although her breasts gave evident signs of it. I advised

no interference, but to wait for further developments.
January 20th, 1869, called in consultation the late

Prof 0. T. Elliott. We concluded she was not preg-

nant, but could not decide upon what -prevented her
monthly returns, or caused the abdominal enlargement,
unless it was simple tympanitis. Nourishing diet was
prescribed, and an occasional dose of cream tartar and
Epsom salts to regulate the bowels. In February men-
struation returned, and continued regular until death

;

but the abdominal enlargement continued, giving signs

of ascites. June 4th, 1869, had her examined in the
presence of other physicians, at Dr. Emmet's hospital.

As previously done, sound was passed into the womb,
two and a half inches. Arrived at the conclusion that

she had a fibrous tumor adhering to the womb, and
ascites produced by subacute peritonitis. Elaterium
and cream tartar were prescribed, also tapping.

June 30th, in presence of Prof O. T. Elliott, I per-

formed paracentesis, selecting the median line between
umbilicus and pubes;—sixteen quarts of fluid were
drawn. Microscopical analysis of the fluid was made
by Dr. Stephen Rogers, who reports :

" The fluid

was highl}-- albuminous, contained many blood-globules,

and amorphous colored constituents in the form of
various-sized dark-brownish masses. There are also a

few granular, cell-like objects, containing one or more
nuclei, in fact exudation corpuscles." Suspecting them
to proceed from a cystic cavity, I changed my treat-

ment and prescribed:

—

Spiritus mindereri § iv.

Acidum aceticum 3j.

Tr. ferri ehloridi 3 ij.

A tablespoon ful three times a day.
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This remedy increased the flow of urine, but did not

arrest the ascites. She was tapped every second

month as follows : August 30th, 1809, second tappinj?,

twenty-one quarts were drawn ; October 26th, 18G9,

third tappiiip-, twenty-three quarts were drawn; Janu-

ary 4th, 1S70, fourth tapping, twenty-five quarts were
drawn; March 19th, 1870, fifth tapping, twenty-four

quarls w^ere drawn
; May 11th, 1870, sixth tapping,

twenty-eight quarts were drawn ; July 9th, 1870,

seventh tapping, twenty-eight quarts were drawn

;

August 29tl), 1870, eighth tapping, twenty-seven quarts

were drawn ; November 1st, 187U,ninth tapping, thirty-

one quarts were drawn; December 15th, 1870, tenth

tapping, thirty-two quarts were drawn ;
February 10th,

1871, eleventh tapping, thirty-six quarts were drawn;
March 30th, 1871, twelfth tapping, at Emmet's hospi-

tal, thirty-six quarts were drawn; May 27th, 1871,

thirteenth tapping, twenty-six quarts were drawn.
Left canula permanentl}', with a iaucet, so she might

draw the fluid herself, but during tint night it came
out. July 11th, 1871, fourteenth tapping, twenty-
eight quarts v-^ere drawn, and canula lell in situ until

December 10th, when it was removed to be repaired.

After removal the flow of fluid stopped, and abdominal
pains commenced. January 10th, 1872, she died of

peritonitis. On post-mortem examination, a vast

amount of fatty degeneration was found around the

womb ; to the left fundus of the uterus, two ovarian

cysts, about the size of a pine-apple, adhering to one
another; and above them a tumor of calcareous nature,

adhering firmly to the diaphragm, the abdominal vaults

firmly adhering to the cysts and tumor, and the peri-

ton£Eum to the intestines infiltrated with a serous fluid.

The fluid from the cysts and the tumor were ex-

amined by Dr. S. Rogers, who reports as follows

:

" The hard masses found in the substance of the speci-

men are composed of irregularly spherical bodies, car-

bonate of lime, adhering to each other very firn)h^ It

is henc-i ca^.careous, not osseous. The tumor is a some-
what degenerate fibroid growth. The fluid from an

adjacent cyst is of a brownish color, and abounds in

crystals of cholcsterine, fatty granules, and globules.

It is therefore not improbable that the cyst represents

a degenerate and liquefied fibroid tumor."

The amount of fluid by paracentesis was 381 quarts,

and drawing at an average one pint a day from July

11 to December 10th, was seventy-six quarts, total 457
quarts. Of the mixture, as above prescribed, 244 oz.

was used.

Dr. Hart referred to the possibiliiy of the tumor being

cancerous, as, according to Prof. Thoma^^, the persistent

accumulation of serum in the abdominal cavity was
almost pathognom.onic of that disease.

Dr. Loomis remembered one case where tapping was
performed twenty-eight times. The patient, a lady,

had been tapped twenty times by the late Prof Simp-
son, of Edinburgh. The intervals of tapping grew
longer, and the last operation was performed as long

ago as four years.

ANEURISM AND ITS RELATION TO SYPHILIS.

Dr. Flint exhibited a specimen of aneurism of the

abdominal aorta. The history of the case was very in-

complete, the patient being received in the hospital

only a few houis before his death, and then in a state

of almost complete exhaustion. It Avas ascertained,

however, that he had had syphilis fourteen years be-

fore, followed by certain constitutional symptoms, af-

fection of the throat, eruptions, etc. During last sum-
mer he had complained of pain in the back and abdo-

men. After his admission he rallied somewhat on tne

use of stimulants, so that the facts above narrated were

obtained. The hou.se physician ascertained the pre-

sence of a tumor which he found to be pulsating, but he
discovered neither thrill nor murmur. Shortly after

his temporary improvement he raised up in bed, when
he complained of feeling faint, was laid back, and ex-

pired almost immediately.

The abdominal aorta, just above the renal arteries,

showed a large circular opening, perhaps an inch and a

half in diameter, which communicated with an aneuris-

mal sac the size of a small orange. There was a per-

foration in the sac large enough to admit the end of the

little finger. There was some blood infiltrated in the

areolar tissue beneath the artery, and the peritoneal

cavity contained a large quantity of blood. The speci-

men was of no particular interest except the fact that

it occurred in a patient who had syphilis, and that, in all

probability, there was a certain amount of hemorrhage
from rupture before he was admitted into the hospital,

and that the hemorrhage was arrested by temporary

coagulation. The internal coat of the artery was lined

with atheromatous deposits. The patient was 37 years

of age.

SYPHILIS AND VALVULAR DISEASE.

Dr. Janeway believed that syphilis was not only a

very common cause of aneurism, but a'so of valvular

disease. He had met with two cases of thickening of

the valves which could be explained in no other way.

Dr. Flint had not had his attention drawn particu-

larly to syphilis as a cause of valvular disease, but

thought that it might explain many of the cases of the

latter le.sion, in which none of the usual causes were
made out.

Dr. Mason had seen several cases of aneurism which
appeared to be the direct result of constitutional syphi-

lis. He referred to one case in point, occurring in a

man aged 33.

Dr. Loomis alluded to a long list of cases published

within the last two years in the Lancet, in which all

under the age of forty gave a syphilitic history.

Dr. Rogers was reminded of a case presented to the

Society ten years ago, of very extensive aortic disease,

in a young man 28 years of age, who had contracted

syphilis only eighteen months before his death. The
patient eventually died of extensive aortic disease. In

that case no other cause for the arterial and cardiac le-

sions was assigned than syphilis.

PERIPHERAL PLACENTITIS.

Dr. Rogers presented a foetus, with the following re-

marks :—About a month ago I presented a specimen of

placental disease that has been ranked as comparatively

rare. Its history was. that a lady, at about the begin-

ning of the fifth month, or a Httle after, began to sutler

from the escape of blood from the vagina, with uterine

contractions which were regarded, by every one who
saw her, as threatening abortion. The bloody charac-

ter of the discharge subsided little by little; but at va-

rious intervals she had very large discharges of colored

fluid, in such abundance as to saturate six or eight nap-

kins in a single evening. In that case there were also,

within a period of twomouths, after frequent threaten-

ings of abortion, contractions of the uterus, with the es-

cape of more or less bloody fluid. So marked were

these contractions that the lady herself would call at-

tention to it. There was a good deal of interest at-

tached to the case, and some of the leading obstetri-

cians were called in to see it. It was regarded as a case

of cystic degeneration of the ovum. However, from

time' to time, besides bloody fluid there Avas a discharge

of such a material as is seen in this vial. [A vial ex-

hibited, containing blood-stained shreddy material,
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lloatinp in a bloody fluid.] Sometimes a plug of this

material, as large as the little finger, would come away.

Notwitlistaiidinjr the ca^e was (liaprnoslicatrtl as a cys-

tic degeiuration of the chorion, tliere w.is evidently a

live fcetus in the womb. It went on growing', and
continued active up to the last. It was early in the

fourtli iiioiilh that the t^ymploms commenced. Towards
the end of the fifth month labor came on, and when I

arrived I found the caput succedaneum protnidinp, and
soon delivered the woman of a child which breathed an

hour after birth.

The placenta was found diseased ; its whole periphe-

ry was blackened and slircddy. In some portions of the

organ it had gone on to an extent of llirec-fourths to

an indi in dc|)th. It was a striking example of a dis-

ease of the whole peripliery of the placenta. It struck

me at onre as a case of peripheral disease the like of

which I had never .seen. I recited the appearances to

Dr. Noepgerath, and he made the remark that the case

was one of peripheral placentitis.

I present another specimen very similar to the one
just described. This case had advanced to the sixth

month. The mother received a sliock, caused by one of

her children running again&t her abdomen. Scon after

she was taken with a discharge of blood from tlie vagi-

na. There were no uterine contractions nor pain. All

that was noticed for a few days was a little bloody dis-

charge, when it became less blood}'. But at vari('US

intervals she would have these large discharges blood-

stained, which would saturate half a dozen napkins at a

time. She went on for two whole months, and when
labor set in the child was evidently alive. The presen-

tation was a breech one, and the head of the child was
detained so long that life was destroyed— at least

such was the belief of the attendant. At all events,

the child was alive two hours before labor set in. The
placenta presentij a little different appearance from
the first; it is much smaller, and its whole structure is

lobulated. When this specimen was first "brought to

me I found evidences over more tlian three-fourths of

its periphery of this same kind of inflammation—peri-

pheral placentitis. At two or three points there were
little clots of blood, but the marked feature was a layer

of fibrinous material—thicker at some places than
others—all aroimd the edge of the placenta. Dr. Jacobi
was disposed to look upon the fibrinous clots as the

residue of the hemorrhages. That may be so, but in the

case which I presented, during one period of more than
two weeks, there was scarcely any hemorrhage; it was
almost pure water, and on some occasions there were
those extra fibrinous clot«, and during that period
she had more discharge of those fibrinous shreds
than she had immediately after, or about the time
when there had been mo.st hemorrhage. They ran
through a period of more than a month.

I have since asked some questions of persons versed
in the literature of the subject with reference to the
frequency of this kind of placental disease, and I am
precisely where I was a month ago, viz., that there is

not very much written or said about it in that form.
Dr. Noeggerath said then that the only paper written on
this suViject was by Braun, of Vienna, several years
ago. The first case, presented a month ago, has had no
untoward symf.tom, and is perfectly well. The first

.ady was delivered two years ago of a child that re-

mained in utero a month after it died. The child was
Killed at the eighth month by metro-peritonitis, which
interrupted the foetal circulation. The mother in a
measure recovered, and went on to full term. She had
metritis after delivery, and a little pelvic cellulitis.

She therefore had the antecedent of uterine inflamma-
tion estabhshed, which this person has not.

Dr. Jankwat thought that there might have been
a partial deiachmoiitof the placenta in this la.st case, at-

tended first with a disiharg'Mjf bl()0<i, tiicn serum with
the shreddy material— the re^ulL of the breaking down
of the dot.

Dr. IlouEKS thought that this was the case in both
instances.

FUACTURE OF SKCTIX.

Dii. J ANEW A V presented a specimen of fracture of

skull, with the following history :

—

The patient from whom this .^^pecimcn was taken was
a female lorly years of age, who, as subsequently to

examination, was found to have been struck in the

head by a hatchet, .some five years before. She was
admitted to hospital tlie day before death, para-

lyzed on the right side, and unable to give any
account of herself. Later it was found that she had
fallen down-stairs. She died with .symptoms of com-
pression of brain. Sfrvice of Dr. Smith.

Autopsy, Dec. 'J.3, 1871.

Exterior.—Large amount of adipo.«e tissue. A .slight

white cicatrix over the upper and middle portion of the

right parietal bone. Some bruises on forearms.

Scalp.—Extravasated blood in the tissues of left side

posterior part, and a lacerated wound behind ear.

Skull.—A fissure on left side, starting from centre of

occipital bone, passes forwards through line of lamb-
doidal suture, petrous portion of temporal bone, into

larger wing of sphenoid bone, as far as foramen rotun-

dum. The middle meningeal shows a small lacerated

opening in its main branch.

A large clot exists between dura mater and bone,

principally situated over posterior lobe of cerebrum,
outer and lower part of loft side.

On the right side of skull, corresponding to the line of
cicatrix above mentioned, a depression of outer table of

skull is found, oval in shape, and situated diagonally

between coronal and sagittal sutures. The border of the

depression is rounded, smooth, and it and the depressed

portion are lined by thickened periosteum. The depth
of depression is 3-20 of an inch ; length 1 inch. On
the inner side of skull, at this point, the internal table

forms a sort of wedge-shaped projection, 1-5 of an inch

high, and having a line of fracture running along the

ridge or apex. This latter portion is still quite sharp.

The dura mater at this point presents a similar shaped
depression, but no other lesion.

Brain.—There is a depression of brain on the right

side, corresponding to site of depressed fracture, but
without other lesion. A vein going to longitudinal

sinus is pressed on, and the result has been a varicose

condition on the distal side. On the anterior portion

of brain, right side, the convolutions are flattened, sulci

somewhat obliterated, and subarachnoid serum absent.

The left side showed a severe contusion of lower part

of left middle lobe, and extending across fissure of

Sylvius so as to implicate the extremit}' of the third

frontal convolution. The tissue at this point is softened

to a pulpy state,'and ecchymotic cervical convolutions of

frontal lobe were in a similar state. The brain-tissue of
posterior lobe presented a depression corresponding to

the site of clot of blood between dura mater and brain.

The ventricles contained the usual amount of serum,
slightly blood-stained.

The other viscera, with the exception of kidneys,

were normal.

These latter presented a granular surface and atro-

phied cortex, and were smaller than usual.

The depression in this case led to the question of the

propriety of an operation. \

But Dr. Stephen Smith, the visiting surgeon, decided
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against the propriety, because of the marks of injury

behind left ear and of the paral3'sis on the right side.

I have thouglit that the coincidence of tlie two lesions

would be of some interest.

PSEUDO-TRACIIEO-BRONCIIITIS.

Dr. Lewis Smith presented a specimen of p.'eudo-

tracheo-bronchitis, which was removed from a Avoman
twenty-four years of nge. .She was admitted into the

lying-in wards connected with the Nursery and Cliild's

Hospital in Nov. last. Nothing unusual was noticed

in her condition until the third of the present month,
when the house-physician, Dr. Eeckwith, found her

urine albuminous. Jan. 9 she called his attention to

her throat, but on examination nothing worthy of note

was discovered. On the third day after she began to

sufler considerably from d3^spnoea, which condition in-

creased so mucli in severity that by the thirteenth she

was unable to lie in bed. At the same time a dry
cough developed, and the physical signs of oedema of

the lungs showed themselves. Death occurred two days
after. As no other signs showed themselves, it was
thought probable that death had been due either to

oedema of the lungs or to oedema glottidis.

On post-mortem examination, the following day, a

pseudo-membrane covering the lower part of the epi-

glottis, trachea, and bronchial tubes to their third divi-

sion was discovered ; the membrane growing thinner

as it went downwards. The underlying mucous mem-
brane was intensely injected.

The fauces had been inspected every day until with-
in twenty-four hours of her death, and no appearance
of membrane was noted. On careful examination at

the autopsy it Avas discovered that the membrane had
just begun to make its appearance upon the pharyn-
geal surface of the epiglottis, Avhich condition might
have been observed had an examination of the parts

been made within ten or twelve hours of death. There
were found large clots in all the heart cavities, which
Avere much dilated. Those in the right ventricle extend-
ed through the pulmonary artery to the lungs. The
appearance of the membrane, its symptomatology, and
the surrounding circumstances of the patient seemed to

justify the opinion that this ease was one of true croup
rather than of diphtheria, which fact made the speci-

men interesting, occurring, as it did, in a person of that

age.

Dr. Janeaa'ay referred to a case illustrating the rapid-

ity Avith Avhich oedema of the lungs can shoAV itself in

cases of arrest of respiration. The patient Avas choked
while eating his dinner in one of the wards of Belle-

vue ; relief was obtained by immediate tracheotomy, and
nothing was found in the air-passages, as far as any ex-
ploration could be made. In five minutes from the
time of the accident the patient died of secondary oede-

ma of the lungs.

Dr. Loomis presented a specimen, rather as a matter
of curiosity than otherAvise. The history of the patient

from AA^hom it was removed Avas very incomplete. She
Avas forty years of age, and Avas admitted into Belle-

vue on the llth of Dec. in a very exhausted condition.

About a AA'eek before admission she suffered from in-

tense pain in the right hypogastric region, which
extended into the iliac region. About tAvo days after

this pain made its appearance she began to vornit, and
had diarrhoea. The vomiting and diarrhoea continued up
to the time of her admission. She had had a similar

attack about a year before, from Avhich she recovered
after a lingering illness. The hou-se-physician noticed

that there Avas a verj- offensive discharge from her va-

gina, and in making an examination he found that the

finger could not enter more than an inch, Avhen it Avas

arrested by a mass of roughened tissue. lie regarded
it as a case of cancer, and did not make a very tho-
rough investigation of the exact condition of tilings at

that time. Her abdomen Avas quite tympanitic, and
soon after admission ?he sank into collapse.

At the autopsy there Avere evidences of extensive
peritonitis. In the right side of pelvic cavity there Avas
an increased amount of connective tissue, and the
broad ligament Avas thickened and hardened. There
was an abscess at the rim of the pelvis, and it seemed
as though another had broken into the pelvic cavity.

All the tissues in the neighborhood had been thickened
and indurated

; the bladder Avas pressed forward, and
rectum flattened and adherent to the posterior Avail of
the uterus. Tlic uterus itself seemed somcAvhat en-
larged.

The interesting point was that on opening the
vagina a spool, an inch and a half in lengtli and three-

quarters of an inch in thickness, Avas found in its cav-
ity. Through the canal of this spool Avas a thread,

knotted at its upper end. The loAver portion of the
tube Avas covered Avith calcareous incrustations. This
foreign body, Avhich had doubtless remained in its posi-

tion for a considerable time, had ulcerated into the
bladder, and had given rise to all the pathological

changes in the pelvic cavity, ending secondarily in the
peritonitis Avhich caused death.

The Society then went into Executive Session.

Cotres^JontrciTCf.

LESSONS FROM SANDRINGHAM.
To THE Editor of the Medical Record.

Sir :—It is not often that the management of any
medical case assumes the proportions of a public event.

When it does, besides the interest of the masses, and the

reputation of the attending physicians, there are at stake

the general standing of the profession, and the rank
then assignable to physic among the phj'sical sciences.

The case of the Prince of Wales was of this class.

In order to avoid even the appearance of being in-

fluenced by popular and contradictory clamors in a

question whose scientific interest is hardly second to

the political, Ave have postponed the expression of some
of the remarks suggested by tlie character of the bulle-

tins of the physicians Avho attended to this memorable
case. But now that the public has rendered its ordi-

nary verdict: "All is Avell that ends Avell," let us say

that all that came from Sandringham Avas not as Avell

as it could have been for the eminent physicians them-
selves, nor for the profession at large, nor for the fair

name and promotion of medical science.

We particularly refer to the sanitary bulletins as not

representing accurately the condition of the patient, as

virtually and Avrongfully ignoring the new means of

clinical description Avhose A'eracity cannot be impugned,

and as made up of the flabby expressions of alternate

fears and hopes.

We have simply heard that the Prince Avas better,

Avorse, recovering, sinking, rallying, convalescing, re-

lapsing, and finally recovering. For many Aveeks this

was all the ncAvs given to an attentive world. The
prognosis Avas as wavering, and seemingly as uncertain,

as it might have been half a century ago, before ther-

mometry or sphygmography Avas dreamt of Naturallj',

these bulletins, very much resembling those issued

from Metz Avhen France had the misfortune of not

losing Louis XV., alias le bien-aime, were soon dis-
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trusted, nml nccii«cd of cxapgeration, oven of false-

hood ; fttnl openly said to be calculated in view of

manufacturiu!:!; loyalism, or for the vile object of fostering

gambling conibinations.

That men like Dra. Jenner, Gull, and Lowe, whose
scientific reputation is so high, could have exposed
themselves, and tlic medical profession as a body,

to such inipos-ibic imputations, shows that there was
n serious misconception of their duties to the sceince

of mediiine, and tliat at a time when they had the

whole civiliztMl world for an audience.

It seems that tiie cause of their mistake was the idea

that the majesty of the subject precluded the ]>ossibility

of nublishinn the true clinical record of his sicknes.s, as

if ine disease sliould behave differently in a Prince than

in a simple hospital patient. This courtly idea offers

the only extenuation for tiie unscientific character of

these bulletin?, but is far from finding its justification

even in courtly habits and traditions. For these tra-

ditions and habits have always been, in case of sick-

ness of a Queen. King, or Crown -Prince, to issue bul-

letins as complete as the science of the time could

afford, and to keep the royal patient constantly in view
of .some of the high officers of State.

And why that publicity of sickness and death;

why cannot a king agonize quietly ; Avhy must peoples

prey upon his decomposing form by minute reports

and by de visii proxies ? Evidently because a prince

—whatever could otherwise be his individual worth

—

is a cipher, wliose social value is borrowed from the

millions standing by him, millions who have never
been denied the right to know what becomes of the

zero.

Therefore we do not hesitate to affirm that, if the

physicians of the Prince of Wales in issuing their

bulletins hare literally conformed them.selves to courtly

traditions, in avoiding or neglecting to stamp these

bulletins with the seal of modern positivism, they have
forfeited the confidence of the English nation; they
have left the door of their council-chamber open to

imtrue but deserved .suspicions; they have neglected a

solemn occasion of impressing the people with the
precision of the methods of observation which have
been substituted for guessing at the bedside ; and
thereby these eminent physicians have, in no small

degree, lowered, or at least prevented the legitimate

rise of, the standard of physic in public estimation.

On the contrary, let us for an instant suppose that

these eminent men. improving the opportunity actu-
ally offered to them by the tradition of all the courts
of Europe, would have clothed their bulletins in the
scientific form adopted by the medical institutions of
London, Pari?, Vienna, Berlin. New York ; these daily

or hourly reports would have been written in a few
figures, and summed up every septenary. They could
also have been accompanied by a few commentaries, such
as escape from the lips of a medical man looking at

the table of vital signs appended to the bed of an ordi-
nary subject of typhoid fever.

In the supposition tliat these popular and progres-
sive views had prevailed in the judgment of the physi-
cians in charge at Sandringham, the world would have
assisted to a novel and dramatic spectacle. We do not
mean the spectacle of the pitiable youth slowly eaten
up, then let go by the ulceration of his Peyer's
glands—we mean the narration, by telegrams, of the
phases of an almost typical case of complicated typhoid
fever. Never before would nations have listened to
such a tale, rna'nly told in advance, like a prophecy,
by the thermometer ; never such interest would have
been attached to predictions of better or worse, fore-
shadowed on the stem of the instrument, and to the

degrees of vitality infused in the patient by tonics or
food, and written in tlie pulse-wave of the sphygmo-
graj)h. Such a medical problem would never before

have been solved to a larger or more interested

audience: no better opportunity <'ould have been
found to prove to the civilized world huw much of a
science medicine has cume to be.

If this mode of bulletins had been adopted—and we
firmly believe that Aitken, Sydney Ringer, Wunder-
lich, or Jaccoud would have carried it <jut—what an
impulse would that lesson on positive diagnosis have
given to the profession

;
how higher would physio have

instantly ranked in the c=timation of the public
;
and,

to speak but once like courtiers, what a chance the

Prince would not have lost of being as useful and cele-

brated for his sickness as his father was for his good-
ness ! These are some of the iessons we had, and had
not, from Sandringham. E. S.

New York, Feb. 20, \b~-i.

CLAY-DRESSIXGS FOR VARIOLA.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record.

Sir—During the recent epidemic I used clay-dressings

for two pretty decided cases of confluent small-pox.

Both patients were young women. One, a married lady,

a;t. 23 /delivered on the second day of a six months' foe-

tus), made a fair recovery, took cold after getting up,

and in a few days died suddenly of empyema and peri-

carditis; diagnosis confirmed by autopsy. Tiie other,

single, ajt. 21, had the disease with great violence, re-

covered rapidly, and is now well. In each case I dust-

est finely-sifted pipe-clay over the face as soon as the

pustules became fairly developed. This formed imme-
diately a clean, dry, wholesome scab; abolished the in-

tolerable itching and burning ; served apparently as a

good absorbent of infectious material; and scaled off

during convalescence, leaving underneath a sofr, natural

integument.
There was no disfigurement in either case.

E. S. BC.NKER, M.D.
Brookltk, Fob. 12, 1ST2.

MEMBRANOUS CAST OF VAGINA.
To THE Editor of the Medical IIecord.

In your issue of January 15th, p. 512, appears a very
interesting communication fio:n Dr. G. H. Miner, in

which he describes a membranous cast of the vagina,

expelled by one of hi-; patients. I have never seen a

like example, but if Dr. Miner will read the last page
of the ninth chapter of Montgomery' '" On the Signs
and Symptoms of Pregnancy," I think he will find a

very satisfactory explanation of these curious forma-
tions.

Dr. Montjromery attributes them to the coagulation

and condensation of the epitlielium and mucus of the

vagina by injections of nitrate of silver, and Dr. Miner
had used in his case "a very strong solution— 3j. to

3J. of water."

Wm. Goodell, M.D.
I'RESTOS IlETREAT, Philadelphia.

The Darwinian Thkory.—The ]Viener ^fed. Pj-esse

contains a singular argument in favor of the doctrine of
Darwin, that man has developed from an ape. It is

found in Brazil that the ape is equally susceptible with
man to the ravages of yellow-fever, all other animals
enjoying an immunity from the attacks of this disease.
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©bituarji.

PROF. CHARLES A. LEE, M.D..

I'EEKSKILL, N. Y.

Our old friend, Prof. Charles A. Lee, is no more. lie

died February 14, 1872, at his home in Peekskill. It

is safe to say tliat no one medical man has contributed

more largely to the literature of his profession than

he has. From early life to an advanced ai^e his pen

has been busy in many departments of the healing

art, and by dint of great industry and appHcation he

soon won for himself the very enviable reputation of a

learned writer. Nor did his powers of composition, or

his ability to think deeply, forsake him in the latter days

of his career. It would be impossible to give more
than an epitome of his literary labors, extending as they

did over nearly half a century. He has edited Lees
Physiology, a work formerly in extensive use in our

schools ; Elements of Geology, Copeland's Medical Dic-

tionary, Pereira on Food and Diet, and many other

works. He was for many years Professor in the New
York University, the Bowdoin Medical College, Berk-

shire Medical Scliool, the Medical School at Woodstock,

Vt., Greneva Medical College, and was also one of the

founders of the Buflalo Medical School. In connection

with the late Dr. Stewart, of this city, he, many years

since, estabhshed the Northern Dispensary, an institu-

tion Avhich has been of great and incalculable benefit to

the poor of New York. He was for many years editor

of the New York Journcd of Medicine. During the

years 18G0 and 18G1 he made an extensive tour of

Europe for the purpose of ascertaining the accepted

methods of treating the insane. He visited all the noted

Insane Asylums abroad, and gave the results of his la-

bors in an extended series of carefully written letters to

the American Medical Times. From that time he became
much interested in the study of psychology, and was
soon enabled by his writings in the various periodicals

of the country to establish the reputation of an autho-

rity on mental diseases. He was not unfrequently

called upon as an expert to testify upon important crim-

inal cases, and his opinions, often elaborately Avritten,

received the warm commendations of the presiding

judges. He has been a frequent and esteemed contri-

butor to tlie columus of this journal, and has always

been ready and willing to give us that counsel which
was the offspring of a sound judgment and of a consci-

entious regard for strict justice.

During the recent war his services were tendered to

the Sanitary Commissioner, and as an inspector he ren-

dered invaluable aiJ. If we were to enumerate his la-

bors as member of the many Committees of the Ame-
rican Medical Association of the State and pharmaceu-
tical societies, w^e might fill pages; suffice it to say,

however, that in the capacity of a worker in such avo-

cations he was untiringly devoted to the best interests

of his profession and to the surest means of advancing

our art. in. the cause of medical education he was a

faithful exponent of the views of the rising generation,

and was never backward in expressing his opinion in

an unmistakaljly radical manner. During the past two
years he has been compelled, on account of declining

health, to withdraw himself somewhat from the occu-

pations he so dearly loved. Among other things he

resigned his professorship at the Buffalo Medical School,

of which, as has been before stated, he was one of the

founders.

He was a zealous churchman, and his spare time was
devoted, in a quiet and unostentatious manner, to the

support of Christianity. He lived the life of a consistent

Christian, and in his walk and conversation, from his

youth until the close of his earthly career, he proved the

excellence of his spiritual choice. As a man he was
upright in all his dealings, radical in his views, and an
uncompromising enemy to fraud in any shape. Quiet

in his demeanor, affable in manner, and earnest in spirit,

he won for himself a large number of friends, who will

unite with us in dropping the tear of affection upon his

honored grave.

ARMY NEWS.

Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the' Me'lical Department, U. S. Army, from
February 5, 1872, to February 18, 1872, inclusive.

Mills, Madison, Surgeon.—By S. 0. 30, War De-
partment, A. G. O., February 5, 1872, granted leave of

absence for sixty days.

Frantz, Jno. H., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 38, War De-

partment, A. Gr. 0., February 14, 1872, to report to the

Commanding General, Department of the South, for

assignment to duty.

Mackin, Ciias., Jr., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 33,

War Department, A. G. 0., February 8, 1«72, to re-

port to the Commanding General. Department of the

South, for assignment to duty.

HoFF, Alexander H., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. O.

31, War Department, A. G. O., February 6, 1872,

as^igned to duty at Fort Columbus, N. Y. Harbor.

Kimball, J. P., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 33,

War Department, A. G. 0., February 8, 1872, assigned

to temporary duty at Fort Columbus, N. Y. Harbor, to

accompany the first detachment of recruits to New
Orleans, La., and, on arrival, report to the Command-
ing Officer, Department of the Gulf, for assignment to

duty.

LoRiNG, L. Y., As-istant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 18,

Department of the Mo., February 2, 1872, to proceed

to ifort Leavenworth, Ks., and report to the Com-
manding OtKcer for assignment to duty.

iJletiical Jtcms anti Hews.

Marri.ige v. Celibacy.—M. Bertillon read a paper

at the sitting of the Academy of Medicine of Paris,

on the 14th of November, entitled '• Influence du

marriage sitr la duree de la vie et stir les maladies

intellectuelles on morales," maintaining the healtliful

influence of conjugal association as compared with

that of celibacy, and using as evidence the statistics

of France, Holland, and Belgium. According to his

figures, between the ages of twenty- five and thirty

years 1,000 married men furnish G deaths; 1,000

bachelors, 10 deaths; and 1,000 widowers, 22 deaths.

From thirty to thirty-five years of age, the same classes,

respectively, furnish 7, 11, and 17i deaths. From
thirty-five to forty years of age the mortality is 7i, 13,

and 17i per 1,000 respectively. And so on in a series

of table's for all ages, the married man has always the

advantage of the single man ;
but what is the explana-

tion of the fact that among widowers the mortality is

even greater than among bachelors? In the case of

men married under the age of twenty, the statistics

show anything but a salutary result. Out of 8,000 of
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this clas?, the mortality was, bi'fore mnrria<r«', only 7

per 1,000 ; after ntarruKje it wng 50. This is a constant

result in Paris, ]k'l;.'iuin. ami Ilollaml. Everywhere
young mairii'tl ju-oplf, IVoni ciplit^-cii to twenty years

of ape, die as fast as old people of from sixty lo seventy

year/< of ape. Tiic conclusion seems evident, according

to Ilufeland, " that the premature use of the genital

organs i-; the most sure means of inoculating old age."

This astonishing mortality being due to no special

malady, but to a general enervation, which, witliout

doubt, renders tlienj a prey to any disease.

The same advantage of the marriage state obtains in

the casr; of females, though up to the age of thirty the

ditTerence is not .<;o apparent as in the other sex. From
thirty lo thirty-five the morlalitv is 11 per 1,0U<» for sin-

gle women, a:id only 9 [)er l.OOd for married women, and
this difference increases up to the age of fifty-live. Thus,
from fifiy to fifiy-fivc years t)f age 1,000 wives furnish

only 15 or IG deaths, vvliilst as many single women or

widows furnish 2G or 27. This advantage remains
very notable beyond that age, diminishing but little.

In France, however, under twenty-five, and in Paris,

under twenty years of age, marriage is far from favor-

able, but even injurious, as in the case of males. The
mortality of unmarried girls of from fifteen to twenty
is 7.53 per 1,000 ; the mortality of wives of tlie same
age^being 11.86. The mortality of girls from twenty
to twenty-five is 8.32 ; of wives of the same age, 9.92;

the difference in this class being due, no doubt, to preg-
nancy and its accidents. The deadly effects of widow-
erhood in men is equally shown in the case of widows
up to the age of tliirty, and after forty-five more single

women than widows die.

The influence of marriage on criminality is not le.^s

striking. Whilst the crimin.'^lity of single men for

crimes against the person is 100, in married men it is

only 49, and 45 for offences against property. The
criminality of widows and widowers approaches that

of celibacy. Relative to suicide, the author concludes
that this cause of death is reduced one-half by mar-
riage.

Chair of Physiology ix the University of Paris.—
MM. Bt?clard and Yulpian are candidates for the afeve
position, left vacant by the death of Longet.

Is Insanity on the Increase ?—Dr. Henry Maudsley,
writing on this subject in the British Med. Journal, says:
"It may hd true, and probably is true, that there is

more insanity, and more occurring insanity, in propor-
tion to the population now, than at the time when our
forefathers followed Boadicea to the battle; but that so
many more persons should be yearly going mad now
than twent3'-five years ago, seems tj me a supposition
which is, I will not say preposterous, but is certainly
not probable in itself, and not supported by facts.

There is abundant evidence of a gradually improved
registration of insanity, and of a great increase in the
returns in consequence of that improvement, but there
is not yet satisfactory evidence of anything more."
''Some part of the difference," he says, '' is owing to
the fact that certain patients are registered as lunatics
now who would never have been thought so in times
past." Also. '• a lower rate of mortality and a lower
percentage of recoveries may account for an increase in

the total amount of insanity."

Conjugal Onanism.—In an important clinical lecture
on " Conjugal Onanism and Kindred Sins," by William
Goodell, M.D., Clinical Lecturer on the Di.seases of
Women and Cliildren,University of Pennsylvania (T'/oTtf.

2fed. Times), the resulting disorders from imperfect
se.vual congress, on the part of man and wife, are plainly

discussed. lie says the hu.sband suffers mentally,

because no inan can behave in so unmanly a way witi -

out a keen sense of self-abasement, without being stung
by the chastisement of remorse. The wife suffers the

most, because she both sins and is i-inned against. She
sins, becau.se .she shirks tho.se responsibilities for which
she was created. She is sinned against, because she is

defrauded of her rights. The excessive stimulation

of the whole rt'productive ap[)aratus remains unap-
pea.sed. Excessive coitus, even when normally per-

formed, and especially indulged in during the fatigue

and discomforts of the honey-moon journey, .so often

the starting-point of uterine disease, with the disorders

resulting therefrom, were alluded to.

Such papers are especially needed at the present

time, as some members of prominent societies, like the

'•London Dialectical Society," have been earnestly ad-

vocating plausible arguments against " Over-Population
and Large Families."

Excision of the Elbow-Joint.—John Reddy, M.D.,
Physician to Montreal General Hospital (Canada Afed.

Journal), relates a favorable case of excision of the right

elbow-joint, for caries in a patient aged seventy-two
years. The olecranon was first removed, then the arti-

culating ends of the radius and ulna, to the extent of
about three-quarters of an inch, and lastly, about an inch

of the end of the humerus. Six months subsequent to

the operation, the patient enjoyed a tolerably fair use

of the arm, complete flexion being the most deficient

movement. Dr. Reddy considers this case establishes

the fact that advanced age does not prove so great &
barrier as is generally supposed to excision of the

elbow-joint. The only two published cases, he re-

mark.s, where it had been performed late in life, were
first by Mr. Erich.sen, at the age of sixty-three, issue

successful ; second by Mr. Beckerslette, of Liverpool,

aged sixty-four, Avhen the patient died of exhaustion
on the twenty-sixth day.

Hesit.vtion in Curing Eczema.—Mr. Milton {Med.

Press and Circular) for years has done his best, in

every instance, to check the discharge of eczema as

quickly as possible. During that period above 5.000

cases have passed under his notice. He concludes that

the fear of curing eczema, of however long standing it

may be, and how^ever delicate the health of the patient,

is not warranted by either proof or analogy ; that no
known agent po-sesses the power of repelling eczema;
that we can cure it only by means which improve the

health at the same time; and that it is as justifiable to

arrest its discharge as that of diarrhoea or cholera. All

that has been said of eczema may be said of ulcer;

there is no danger of healing it up, no bad symptoms
ever aro.se from doing so.

Alabama Insane Hospital, Tuscaloosa.—The elev-

enth annual report of this institution, for 1871, exhibits

the following: Oct. 1, 1870—there were 222 patients

under treatment. Since then, 139 have been admitted,

making an aggregate of 361 under treatment during

the twelve months ending Oct. 1, 1871. Of this num-
ber 33 were discharged recovered, 9 improved, 5 un-
changed, and 26 died. Remaining in hospital Oct. 1,

1871, 288.

Of the causes of death, marasmus carried off 8, epilep-

sy 4, exhaustion 4, heart disease 3, and renal disease 2.

Of those remaining 149 are men, and 139 are women

—

50 are colored. The building was built to accommodate
just 250 patients. The cost per annum, of each patient,

was $211.86. The average cost to the twenty -two
prominent insane institutions of the United States, per

capita, for the maintenance of the insane, is $272.48
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per annum. The treatment in this hospital was based

upon the recognition of disordered mental manifesta-

tions as consequent upon physical lesions, in accord-

ance with tile advanced vicAVs in psychology.

The resident ojicers are: P. Bryce, AI.D., siipt. and
physician; John Little, AI.D., assistant physician.

SuLPiiuu IX THE United States.—On the shores of

the Mississippi, below New Orleans, two miles from

the sea, in malving an artesian boring, a stratum of pure

sulphur, 100 leet thick, was discovered at the depth of

54;5 feet.

—

Xew Remedies— Trausl. from Zeitschrift des

Oesterr. Apothek.- Vereins.

Electrical Prize.—The prize of fifty thousand francs

($10,000), ofTered by the Minister of Public Instruction

in France, April 18, 1866, for five years, for the most
useful application of the Voltaic Pile, was not granted

to any candidate. The competition has been extended
for another five years, terminating Nov. 29, 1876.

The Actonian Prize.—The prize fund of two hun-
dred guineas, offered by the Royal Institution for "The
Theory of the Evolution of Living Things," will be
awarded this year, as a single prize, or in sums of not
less than one hundred guineas each. Competitors
should send their essays to the Royal Institution before

June 30, 1872. In December, 1872, the adjudication

will be made.

Medical Fees and Professorships, etc.. Abroad.—
A doctor who is not celebrated costs four or five Eng-
lish shillings in Paris, and a guinea in London. A
professor at the College of France receives £300 ; at

the Sarbonne, £480 ; or at the Paris School of Medi-
cine, £400. A professor at Oxford has often from
£1,000 to £3,00t>. The head-master at Eton has

a salary of £6,680; of Harrow, £6,280; of Rugby,
£2,960.

Philadelphia Medical Times.—Dr. James Tyson, of

Philadelphia, has retired from the position of assistant

editor of this journal, in consequence of the demands
made upon his time by professional engagements.

The U. S. Army Medical Museum.—Fifteen hundred
and sixteen new specimens were added to this Mu-
seum during the year ending June 30, 1871. The total

number is 15,018. During the year, 15,000 persons

visited it.

A Western Monthly Medical Journal Changes its

Name.—The name of CinciJinaii Medical Hepertori/,

with the opening of the year, has been changed to

Cincinnati Medircd Keics. The editor is J. A. Thacker,

M.D., assisted by the following associate editors: Drs.

R. C. S. Reed, A. J. Miles, and D. D. Bramble.

The Agency of the Mind in Etiology, Prophylaxis,
AND Therapeutics.—Prof. Austin Fhnt, New York (Am.
Pracdtioner)^ in a practical paper on this subject, re-

marks : That the proper exercise of all the faculties of

the mind, the sentiments as well as those belonging to

the intellect, is the great requisite fur mental health,

and consequently for happiness.

Mental disorders not amounting to insanity, it seems
to him, are not sufficiently considered by medical wri-

ters, and their importance is apt to be underestimated

b}^ practitioners of medicine. These disorders not in-

frequently precede and lead to insanity
;
and there are

grounds for the belief that timely attention to the for-

mer, on the part of the physician, would often prevent
the latter. Those who give exclusive or special atten-

tion to the treatment of cases of insanity, do not, as a

rule, see patients until after they have become insane.

The treatment of mental maladies, which precede and

lead to insanity, must devolve upon the general prac-

titionei-.

In so far as bodily health and vigor afford protection

against disease, the exercise of these sentiments is pro-

phyhvciic. The state of the mind of a patient enters in

many cases more or less largely into the prognosis.

To develop and maintain this, hope and conlidence

siiould enter, within proper limits, into the aims of the

physician. In regard to the success in treating diseases

and obtaining practice, the mental temperament of the

practitioner has much to do in this matter. Some pliy-

sicians are prone to look always on the dark ^ide of

cases. Others are distinguished for always taking the

most hopeful view of cases; they look ever on the

bright side. The efiect is often more powerful than

medication. There is an injudicious extreme in the

latter direction, and between this extreme and the op-

posite there is a golden mean ; but if there must be a

deviation from this mean, it is desirable that it should

incline to hopefulness rather than despondency.

Aiken, South Carolina, as a Resort for Invalids.

—This town is situated in the northwestern portion of

the State, 120 miles from Charleston, and 17 miles from

Augusta, Georgia. It is 600 feet above tide Avater at

Charleston, and 400 feet above the Savannah river at

Augusta. The South Carolina railroad passes through

the centre of the town, making direct connection with

the Charleston steamers from New York and other

northern ports. The township contains 4 square miles,

situated on a nearly level plateau. The streets are all

150 feet wide, crossing each other at right angles. The
building lots or squares contain 4 acres each, with one,

two, or more houses. The streets are all well shaded

with a great variety of the original forest trees
;
such as

oak (five or six varieties), pines, China, wild orange,

mulberry, and black walnut. The soil is a white sand,

with an under-lay of red clay. The sand varies in

depth from 12 inches to as many or more feet. The
wells and numerous springs furnish an abundant supply

of pure, sweet, and limpid water. The welis vary from

80 to 125 feet in depth. From the nature of the soil

and the elevated location of the town, the climate is

dry and moderately bracing in winter, rendering it a

favorite place of resort for invalids from the North,

especially those afflicted with pulmonary disease, from

the slight cases of bronchitis to those of a more grave

nature, and chronic affections of the nervous system.

The climate in winter is delightful. Invalids can exer-

cise in the open air from morning until evening without

any unpleasant effect ; seldom needing an overcoat in

the middle of the day. The dense pme woods, Avith

their agreeable odor, furnish delightful drives and lides

over the hard, level sand. This climate possesses more
tonic properties than the milder but more debilitating

climates of Florida or any of the West India islands.

It is also entirely free from the moisture of those places

situated near or surrounded by salt water. Those who
visit Aiken as invalids are frequently injunjd by not

taking timely advice, either of their physician at home
or of some one resident in this place, as to exercise,

diet, and general hygienic management while here.

They come here for the benefit of the pure, fresh, and

invigorating air; and are apt to think they cannot liave

too much of it. Or else they may arrive when we are

experiencing one of our cold, windy "spells of weather,"

and shut themselves in their rooms, stuff all the cracks

with cotton, and with a rousing fire of Black Jack and

light wood deceive themselves into the belief that they

are doing the best they can to receive the full benefit

of the climate ;
or else heap curses and maledictions

on the climate and those whose advice they followed in
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coming here. A little advice from an intelligent phy-
sician, who imdor-itniula llic climate and it;' effects,

woulil save all this; and in many ca«e.s the life of the

patient would be prolonged if a permanent cure was
not effected.

The accommodations for inva'ids are for the most
pari first-class. With the hotel, the Sanitarium, and
private hoarding-houses, there arc aocommoJations for

about 400. Most of the private boarding liouses are

situated either in tlie centre of the town, or near

enough to bo of easy nccoss.

Prof Saml. Henry Dickson, M.D., of Jefferson Medi-
cal College, Pliiladiliiliia, a former resident of Charles-

ton, says: " I have long regarded the town of Aiken,

or rather the country immediately surrounding it, as

among the most agreeable arid healthy loc:ditie3 in our
Atlantic States, so far as climate and topographical

conditions are concerned. A sandy soil, and an at-

mosphere fragrant witli tlie pleasant smell of the pines

which form the prevailing growth for miles about, a

genial, sunshiny sky, pure air, and limpid, sweet water
constitute a sjt of circumstances highly favorable to

the preservation of health to the sound, and its resto-

ration to tlie invalid. The region is especially adapted
as a winter and spring residence to those generally

who suffer from affections of the respiratory organs
from the most serious cases of consumption to the

lighter but often tenacious attack of chronic catarrh

and bronchitis. I have often been called on to give
advice to pati?nts laboring under these maladies and
chronic affections as well of the digestive organ, and
have found them in a majority of instances to be
benefited by a residence in and near Aiken, both in

winter and summer.
'• Dr. Percival. a resident of Aiken, presented to the

American Medical Association, at its meeting at Wash-
ington two years since, an account of this place of re-

sort for Northern invalids which, however wrong it

may seem, is really entirel}' truthful and without exag-
geration." From an experience of one season at

Aiken, I can bear witness to the truth of all this,

although the last winter was one of unusual severity
not only in Aiken but throughout the States, Florida
not even excepted. This may and probably will not
occur again in a number of years. Even last winter,
the benefit received by those w-ho were advised to be
prudent, more than overbalanced the evil to the oppo-
site class.

A great variety of vegetables are raised here in

abundance, and can be procured fresh nearly the year
through. The best of beef and mutton, from East
Tennessee, can be procured, with but little trouble, at

the markets in Augusta. Poultry and game are
abundant. A great variety of fish can be had from
Charleston and Augusta. Oranges from Florida. Ap-
ples from the North and West. Canned fruits are as
cheap as in New York, and can be had in every va-
riety. The material for food is abundant. There is no
necessity for any one to go hungry or contract dj'spep-
sia if he only hits upon the right place to indulge his
gastronomic propensities.

" Fem.vle Pills" .\s Abortifaciexts.—The sum
paid for these quack remedies in the United States is

estimated by investigators at about one million of dol-
lars. Dr. Ely Van De Warker, Syracuse, N. Y. {Jour.
Gyncpcological Society) believes the crime of abortion is

more common in Protes'ant countries than in Catholic.
Among the Roman Catholics the indi.screet maiden re-
ceives the crown of motherhood. She has been taught
from childhood to bow before the reality of an unborn
soul. To the Protestant woman of many sects such a

reality cannot exist. The belief finds no place in her
heart, that the embryo of coming manhood within
her has roused pulses of love not unmarked in heaven.

UiiinXhv Calcilus in CniNA.—According to J. G.
Kerr, of Canton, (.'hina (iV. V. Med. Journal), stone in

the bladder is confined almost entirely to the province
of Canton; it is a remarkable fact that the disease is

not known to exist only in tlie Southern portion of

the Chinese Empire. Why the disen.se should be so

common in the South of China, on latitude 2'.\Y, and
entirely absent in the central or northern parts, is a
curious question, not easy to be answered satisfactorily.

The first operation for stone in the bladder pcrlbrmed
in China was in 1844, by the Rev. P. Parker, M.D., the

ibunder of the Medical Mi.ssionary Society, and now a

resident of Washington, D.C. From that time ti;

1853 about 37 cases were operated on by him. Since
the year 18-")(J lithotomy has been performed 187 times,

with 19 deaths; the cases of lithotrity for the same
period amount to 30, with 3 deaths. The ordinary

lateral operation with the s?alpel has been performed iu

most of the lithotomy cases. Generally the incision

was not extensive, and reliance was placed on dilatation.

In one or two cases the median ojieration was resorted

to.

Sir Henry Thompson's lithotrltc, made by Wei^, was
used in most of tlie lithotiity cases, and seemed to be
as nearly perfect in its adaptations to the purpose re-

quired as it is possible for any instrument to be.

Thirty-seven of the lithotomy cases were operated
on by Dr. F. Wong, a Chinese physician educated in

Boston,'' Mass., and in Edinburgh. He is the only
Chinese who has performed the operation.

Maltine.— This substance, called diastase, first re-

ported by Payen and Persoz in 1833, is recommended
in dyspepsia, either with or without pepsine, by Prof.

De Renzi. The subjoined formula is laid down in La
Kuova Ligiiria Medicah : R. Maltine, centigr. xv. F.

pil. No. 3. One pill before each meal. K. Maltine,

centigr. v. to x.; Pepsine, centigr., c. to cl. F. doses No. 2.

Stramonium ax Axtidote to Opium Poisoxing.—
In two cases, Dr. D. B. Putnam, of Boston, Mass. {Boston

Med. and Surrj. Journal), has used stramonium as an
antidote to poisoning by opium, and from the prompt-
ness and certainty of effect manifested in these cases,

he would suggest to others a trial of its virtues in

cases of this character.

Medical Department of the Universitt of
Vienna.—This institution was founded in 1787, by the

Emperor J'rancis Joseph II. It is of brick, two and
a half stories high, and covers an area of ten acres or

more. The number of wards is 110, and they contain

2,500 beds. There are 28 civil and 52 medical officers
;

all of whom receive pay. About 20,000 patients are

admitted annually, besides tliose in the lying-in wards.

From eight to ten thousand children are born in the

obstetrical wards during the year. Bilroth and Du-
meicher are the surgeons, Braun and Spiit the obste-

tricians and gynaecologists, and Hebra and Neumann
hold the chairs of dermatology. Sigmund and Zeisel

lecture on syphilis, Jiiger on the eye, and Rokitansky
on |)atliological anatomy. Excellent as is the faculty

and splendid the clinics, it is from the assistants that

the most practical le?sons are obtained. They teach

everything. Pro*'. Braun is about fifty years of age,

has a pleasing face, and is thoroughly German in ap-

pearance, lie delivers his lectures sitting; speaks
very slowly and distinctly, but with little animation,

offering in this respect a striking contrast to the fiery
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style of his nssistant, Rokitansky, Jr., wliobkls fiiir in

his chosen field to rival the reputation of his illustrious

sire.— Vienna Corresp. Am, Practitioner.

Retention of a Wooden Pessary Skventekn

Years.—Dr. J. J. Kenipe, of Milwaukee {NortluL-esteni

Med. and Surg. Journ.), recently removed a ring-shaped

pessary from a German woman, which was forcibly in-

troduced, 17 years ago, by a physician in Germany for

complete prolapsus uteri. The pessary, made of a wood
similar to our hard maple, measured three and one-

eighth inches in diameter, and the outer border was
one-half inch in thickness. The instrument originally

was covered with leather, which came away about

eighteen months after introduction.

The patient had sought to obtain partial relief from her

suffering by repeated and long-continued traction upon
the pessary, and in this way an urethro-vaginal fistula

was originated—by pressure of the tissues between the

arch of the pubes and the outer border of the ring.

Bichloride of Methylene.—Samuel Theobald, M.D.,

of Baltimore, Md., London correspondent of the Bait.

Med. Journ., writes that the advantages of bichloride of

methylene as an anaesthetic, have been largely tested

at Moorfields Hospital, London. No dangerous or un-

pleasant symptoms caused by its administration have

been noticed there. The advantages which it possesses

over chloroform are, that it produces its effect much
more rapidly, and is more evanescent in its action.

These properties recommend it more especially for ope-

rations of short duration. In its administi-ation, it

should be diluted with a much smaller percentage of

air than chloroform. To an adult from one or two
drachms may be administered at once, and this will

generally prove sufficient if the operation is of short

duration. If desired, however, it may be repeated (four

or five times), in drachm doses, as soon as its influence

begins to pass off.

The Sphygmograph.—This is the title of a beauti-

fully printed monograph of thirty pages, published by
Wm. Wood (fc Co., and written by Edgar Holden,

M.D., of Newark, N. J., in which the subjoined instru-

ments devised to carry on his observa'.ions are particu-

larly referred to, viz. : the sphygmograph already

described in the Medical Rkcord. an artificial heart

and capillary apparatus made of rubber
; a large sphyg-

mograph two feet in length, adapted to record its

workings.
The author announces that this essay, originally read

before the Medical Society of New Jer.sey, is prepara-

tory to a larger work on the practical value of the

sphygmograph and the physiology of the circulation.

The writer, after referring chiefly to tracings of the

pulse in connection with cardiac pathology, says in

closing: " With a new principle and a simpler and less

costly instrument within reach, sphygmography will

rise into a definite and useful science. Certain it is

that by it, even now in its immaturity, we may detect

deviations from perfect health not discernible by any
other means, and consequently in at least one, and a

growing interest in this country, namely, the estima-

tion of possible longevity, it will be invaluable."

The attention and perusal of all interested in the

workings of the sphygmograph is called to this useful

book, which presents, in a form convenient for reference,

the results of his own experience.

Transactions of the Medical Society of the State
OF North Carolina.—This pamphlet, containing the

minutes of the eighteenth annual meeting of this Soci-

ety, held at Raleigh, N. C, May, 1871, also exhibits

creditable papers by the following gentlemen :
" Report

of a case of Scleroderma atid two of Empyema," by
Robert J. Hicks, M.D. ; "Operation for Traumatic
Aneurism of the Superficial Palmar Arch," " Cranio-
tomy and Operation for Vesico- vaginal Fistula," by E.
Burke Haywood, M.D., Raleigh. Dr. R. L. Payne, of
Lexington, gives an interesting address on "Some of
the duties of the Avorthy i)hysician, and some of the
obligations due the worthy physician by the commu-
nity." The following officers were elected lor the en-
suing year: Premlent, Di-. William G. Hill. Raleigh,

N. C. ; Vice-Presidents, Drs. H. W. Faison, R. J. Hicks,

(iid. H. Macon, and W. A. B. Norcum ; Treasurer, Dr.

J. W. Jones, of Farborough ; Secretary, Dr. James
McKee, of Raleigh.

Artificial Milk.—Among the melancholy records

of the siege of Paris may be counted those on the
utilization of strange materials for food ; not the least in-

teresting of these being the researches of M. Boillott,

M. Dubrunfant, and M. Charles Fua on " Alimentary
Fats."

"Alimentary Fats" is a wide expression, including

some rather unsavory hydrocarbons and very curious

refuse materials. The main object of these iiivestiga-

tions was to determine how such substances may be
" usefully employed in alimentation," or, in plain, un-
sophisticated English, how to make butter from candle

ends, dirty drippings, colza oil, fish oils, the refuse of
slaughter-houses, the restored greasa of the wool-
dresser, etc. The general result has proved that the
"frying process" is triumphant over its rivals; that by
simply raising the temperature of the fat to 140° or
150" centigrade, and in the mean time cautiously sprin-

kling it with water, the cellular tissue, the volatile oils,

the rancidity, offensive odors, and all other non-senti-

mental impediments to "alimentation " are removable.

This frying process has already effected something
like a revolution in the industry of soap-boilers, some
of whom have changed their trades to that of butter-

fryers.

M. Dubrunfant is not content with superseding the

cow in the matter of butter, but has made similar at-

temps upon milk. He contends that milk is simply an
emulsion of neutral fatty matter in a slightly alkaline

liquid, such as can be artifically imitated ; and that the

process of churning consists in hastening the lactic fer-

mentation, thereby acidifying the serum of the milk,

and at the same time agglomerating the fatty matter

which the acidity sets free from its emulsion. He fur-

ther controverts the cellular theory by showing that

fat-globules of milk do not display any double refrac-

tion, as do all organized membranous tissues.

Having thus examined the theoretical constitution

of milk, he proceeds to the practical method of imitat-

ing it, and gives the following directions: Add to half

a litre of water forty or fifty grammes of saccharine

material (cane sugar, glucose, or sugar of milk),

twenty or thirty grammes of dry albumen (made from
white of egg), and one or two grammes of sub-car-

bonate of soda. These are to be agitated with fifty or

sixty grammes of olive oil, or other comestible fatty

matter, until they form an emulsion. This may be
done with either warm or cold water, but the tempera-
ture of 50° to 00° C. is recommended. Tlie result is a
pasty liquid, which, hy further admixture with its own
bulk of water, assumes the consistency and general ap-

pearance of milk.

Luxuriously- minded people, who prefer rich cream
to ordinary milk, can obtain it by doubling the quantity

of fatty matter, and substituting two or three grammes of

gelatine for the dry albumen. The researches of Dumas
and Fremy having reinstated gelatine among the nitre-
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genmis nlimentftry matoriala, M. Dubniiifniit profers it

to albumon ; it is rlioai)or, more easily obtaiiicil, and

tlio sliglit viscidity wliicli it (ifivis to tlie litjuid, materi-

ally assists the formation and maintenanie oftlie emul-

sion, liy sulislitulinp vegetable idbuinen for the white

of cpg or pelatine the vegetarian may prepare for liim-

BeU a milk that will satisfy his uttermost aspirations.

—

Nature.

A New Qlautkrly lias made its appearance in Eng-
land, called ' T/ir (rermnii Qiiarlerli/ Mdijazine: a Series

of Popular Es.«ays on Science, History, and Art.'' The
first number contains three papers :

—
" The Cranial

AfTmiiics of ^[an and the Ajyo," by Rudolpli Virchow
;

" Sight anil the Visual Organs,'' by A. von Graefo
;
and

" Tlie circulation of the Waters on the Surface of the

Earth," by II. W. Dove.

Conjoint Examinino Board.—It is stated that all

of the English Universities have accepted tlie draft

scheme as proposed by the College of Physicians and
the College ot Surgeons, for a Conjoint Examination
Board. Tliere appears to be every probability of its

soon being put into effect.

Loris KosscTii communicates to the Neue Freie

Presse of Vienna the remarkable curative qualities pos-

sessed by a grotto near Pistoies, in the Valley of Luc-»

ques and Pisa, the virtues of which consist in radically

curing the gout.

The treatment is easily followed, and lasts from eight

to fifteen days.

The patient descends into the grotto, which is well

lighted, covered with a bathing-gown. There he has
only to sit and admire the stalactites, or converse with
his friends. After ten minutes he sweats profusely,

but not disagreeably.

After an hour he is taken out. wrapped in a flannel

covering, and after reposing a little, subjected to a cold

shower-bath.

The curative principle of the grotto is, however, an
enigma.

In the warmest parts of the grotto the air does not
show more than thirty-two to thirty-four degrees (cen-

tigrades), and is less oppressive than the air outside;

the water is still colder, but it is heated by the air, the
chemical composition of which resembles that of atmos-
pheric air ; the only difference being a slight addition
of azote.

Ko.-suth attributes the remarkable qualities of the
grotto to electro-magnetic agents.

The subterraneous grotto in question was discovered
some years ago by a number of quarrymen engaged in

excavating stone.

An E.xtremely Curious Pathological Fact, in the
highest degree interesting to the scientific world, was
signalled this week in Paris.

On the 6lh of February M. Roux, sluice-keeper at

the station on the Seine, opposite the mint, withdrew
from the river the evidently lifeless form of a woman
who had thrown herself in two hours previously, but
who in spite of the most active measures, could not be
discovered sooner.

The body laid upon the quai was cold and rigid, the
face livid, the pulse of the poor woman had ceased to

beat, and so sure were the bystanders she was dead
that not the slightest effort was made to restore her to
consciousness. On the arrival of the ))olice commissary
Dr. JuRien thought he still perceived some feeble in-

dications of life in the apparently inanimate body.
On minute examination he found that, notwithstand-

ing her long submersion beneath the Seine, the
functions of life had not completely ceased.

Dr. Jullieii in turn tried fumigations, friction.'', and
the breathing of air into her lungs. The beatiiij^ of the

heart, feeble and uncertain at first, gradually became
stronger and more regular, until she finally became
conscious, and could with safety be transported to the

nearest hospital.

In falling into the Seine .she had been seized with
a syncope, which during the two hours of her immer.sion

in the river had completely suspended the functions of
life. Her name is Jeanne Duboi.s, and adilre.ss, 52 Rue
de Seine.

Monsieur Tei.lier ha.s di'^covered a new method of

preserving meat for an indefinite period of time, by
submitting it to the action of melhylic ether.

When once it is proven that meat thus treated, pos-

sessing intact its qualities of freshnes.s, may be trans-

ported to Europe at little cost, in a frozen state, from
Australia, South America, and the west and south of

United States, the welfare of the mas.se3 in overstocked
Europe will be greatly advanced ; with the boundless

resources of the New World at their disposal on easy

terms, a new era will be opened to the working
classes.

Swallowing a Fork.—An individual in Florence

named Hegisto Cipriano, while imitating the tricks of

Japane.se jugglers, was seized with a fit of coughing,

and had the misfortune to swallow the metal fork with
which he was experimenting.

Conveyed to the hospital, the most experienced
physicians there endeavored by every possible means
to extract the fork from tlie stomach, but without suc-

cess.

As he is able to eat and drink with the greatest

freedom-, and enjoys general good health, the medical
men attending him are in hopes that the fork will be
gradually digested, and that ti)e result of the accident

will not be fatal.

Home for Incurables, West Farms, X. Y.—The
Fifth Annual Report of this Institution gives the fol-

lowing exhibit:—Whole number of patients under the

care of C. F. Rodenstein, M.D., the attending physician.

during the year ending June 1st, 1871, 57; number in

house at last report, 35 ; admitted during the year, 22
;

died, 9 ; removed, 5 ; now under treatment, 43. Clas-

sification of diseases.—Hemiplegia, 13 cases ; debility,

6 ; dementia, 4 ; epilep.sy, 5 ;
progressive locomotor

ataxy, 3 ;
phthisis pulmonalis, 4 ;

paraplegia, 2 ; rheu-
matic gout, 4 ; and softening of the brain, 2. The
remaining 12 cases represent as many different diseases.

The annual meeting of the Society was held at Asso-
ciation Hall, New York City, June 12, 1871, and
appropriate addresses were made bv Chancellor Crosbv,
Rev. Noah H. Schenck, D.D., Rev. S. H. Tyng, Jr.,

and Hon. Erastus Brooks. Contributions are sohcited,

which may be sent to J. D. Vermilye, Treasurer, Mer-
chants' National Bank, 42 Wall street, N. Y, City.

The Photometer.—A newly-invented photometer
proves that light penetrates 100 fathoms below the
.surface of the sea—70 fathoms more than hitherto sup-
posed.

A Centenarian.—The most remarkable centenarian
alive is probably Thomas Fitzgerald, of Rhinebeck,
N. Y.. who is one hundred and eight years old. He
lives with one son, while his wife, one hundred years
old, lives with another at Rondout and keeps house for

him. Mr. Fitzgerald u.ses tobacco, but has always
been strictly temperate. He is very deaf, but his eye-
sight is good, and he can thread a needle at arm's length.

He strops his razor, shaves himself, dresses and
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undresses, nnd Avithin the year hns chopped and put
up six cords of wood. His occnpation has been that of

a fisherman and laborer. He is a native of Irehind,

and was thirty-four years of age at the time of the

Irish rebellion in 1798.

Berardius Aruxxii.—A unique specimen of the

rare animal, lierardius Arunxii, of Dnverney, 30 feet in

length, has been recently given to the Hunterian
Museum, by Mr. Erasn.us Wilson. Only four of these

creatures have been discovered, all on the coasts of

New Zealand.

De.vtii from Hypodermic Injection of Morphia.—
Dr. Stanton, of New Brighton ,Pa., relative of the late

Secretary Stanton, and Auditor-G-eneral of the State

of Pennsylvania, lately died from the effects of an
hvpodermic injection of morphi;), administered by him-
self to produce sleep, in tlie inner part of the arm near

its junction with the shoulder. The dose was about
one grain. Death occurred six hours after its admin-
istration. In the opinion of those physicians Avho

witnessed the death scene, his death was caused by
the unusually prompt and complete absorption of the

morphia, prostrating a system already struggling with
cadaveric poisoning.

Scarlet Fever in Great Britain.—During the last

sixteen years the losses i'rom scarlet fever in Great
Britain were not less than 100,000 lives.

Chloride of Sodium.—In the year 1871 nine million

bushels of common salt Avere manufactured in the

neighborhood of Syracuse, New York.

Analysis of Milk.—Dr. P. Schweitzer, of the School
ofMines in Columbia College, New York (Journ. A])-

2ilied Chemistry), in his examination of the milk fur-

nished to the inhabitants of this city, reports that in no
samples were any injurious ingredients found, tiieonly

adulteration being water.

The specific gravity of pure milk adopted by the

English is 1.029; it should contain from 12i to 13 per

cent, solid constituents, the rest being water. The
solid portions are made up of

Ordinary Milk. Condensed Milk.

Ash 0.70 2.60

Butter 3.80 13.12

Casein 4.10 14.44

Sugar 4.20 16.30

12.80 46.46

New York State Lunatic Asylum, Utica.—In a

voluminous paper on "Materialism in its Relations to

the Causes, Conditions, and Treatment of Insanity,"

read before the Association ofSuperintendents ofInsane
Asylums, at Toronto, by II. B. Wilbur, M.D., Sup't of

the New York Asylum for Idiots (Journ. of Psyc/wlo-

f/ical Medicine), the statistics of the Utica Asylum for

27 years ending Nov. 30, 1869, are cited to show that

the percentage of recoveries, during the later years, has

not been an increasing one. He would not be under-

stood as presenting them to prove that they are less

favorable than in the case of other institutions during

the same period, but as showing that the modern
system of treatment, based upon the exclusively " physi-

cal basis" theory of insanity, is no more successful

than in former times, though it must be conceded that

the resources in the way of remedial agencies have
been greatly enlarged.

The partial statistics of three Massachusetts institu-

tions, he believes, indicate that the medical treatment,

when pushed, is no more successful than when less
vigorous medication is employed.

According to this author, in the last six years, the
average annual cost of medicines, for each patient,
at the Utica Asylum, has been $7.94. In the six years
of Dr. Brigham's administration, Avhen the moral treat-
ment was made very prominent, he states that the
average annual cost of medicine and medical supplies
for each patient was $1.15.

The Man with the Iron Jaw.—Mons. D'Atalie, or, a.s

he is commonly known, " The Man with the Iron Jaw,"
was presented recently at the surgical clinic of Pro-
fessor Mears, in the Penn. College of Dental Surgery,
for an examination of his maxillary apparatus. From
early life he has been engaged in a gymnasium. His
first efibrt to raise weights, grasped by his teeth, was
made tiiree years ago, when he made an attempt to lift

a heavy table. This effort was successful, and now he
is able to raise seven hundred pounds. His maxillary
apparatus does not present any extraordinary develop-
ment; on the contrary, there seems to be an absence of
any very full development of the various parts which
enter into its formation.

Mons. D'Atalie holds heavy weights by placing the
part seized between both the anterior and postei-ior

teeth, so as to employ all the elevators of the jaw. His
power does not reside alone in the muscles of the jaw
—those of the neck and body play an equally im-
portant part in all of his feats of strength.

—

Denial
Times.

Proceedings of the State Medical Association of
Arkansas.—The second annual session of this Society
was held at Little Rock, Arkansas, November 5th and
6th, 1871. The annual address was delivered by the
President, Dr. P. 0. Hooper. Interesting communica-
tions were read by Drs. R. G. Jennings, W. H. Haw-
kins, E. R. Du Val, and Geo. W. Lawrence. Nine local

medical societies, representing fifty members, compose
the parent society. The following officers were elected

for 1872: President, J. M. Holcombe, of Pine Blufi";

Vice-Presidents, Drs. O. A. Hobson, J. F. Davies, and
W. "W. Bailey ; Recording Secretaries, Drs. E. V, Deuell
and Ed. Cross, of Little Rock ; Correspondimj Secretary^

Dr. Claiborne Watkins, of Little Rock; Treasurer, Dr.
J. B. Bond, of Little Rock.

Chinese Surgery.—John G. Kerr, M.D., Chief-Sur-
geon of the Canton (China) Hospital {Cin. Lancet and
Observer), writes that the department of surgery in this

empire can scarcely be said to exist, beyond the appli-

cation of caustics and plasters to tumors and ulcers, and
of poultices to broken bones. They are entirely help-

less. There is no native doctor in all China who can
give aid in any case of accident or disease which re-

quires manual or instrumental interference. The ines-

timable benefits of operative surgery in all its branches
are unknown to them, except so far as they have been
derived from a few foreign physicians and the pupils

instructed by them. They are entirely without surgi-

cal instruments, and all the apparatus which modern in-

genuity has applied to the relief of injuries, deformities,

and disease. In the instruction of students there, by
foreign medical men, there is a want of suitable text-

books in the Chinese language. A beginning was made
in this department some years ago by Dr. Hobson, of
the London Missionary Society, who published the out-

lines of several branches of medicine in four volumes.

He inquires : Are there not many of those who are

aspiring to the honors of the medical profession, who
will be ambitious thus to benefit so large a portion of

the human family ?
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The Drco Trade or Chicago and thk Fiiik.—Of

the 100 r.'tftilers of driips in Chicago, upwanls of (ifiy,

or more than cne-thiid of the whole niinibor, lost their

all ill tlie wide-spread desolation. The sinn-total did

not fall <-iiort oC JJIUO.OUO. before llic fiie, the gross

sales of the icadinjr wliolesalc diugf:ists amounted to

$'),(iOO,OOt) annually. Of the six wholesale druppists

wlio were entirely burned out, five have re--umcd busi-

ness and are transacting business with their usual de-

spatch.

A Vkuv Old Man.—Harvey Thncker, who died

recently in California, was one hundred and twenty-

eight years old at the (iate of death. He was tlic son-

in-law" of the famous Daniel Boone, the first settler in

Kentucky.

A Gift to the Kentucky Puhlic Librarv.—Dr.

Christopher Graham, one of the oldest and most es-

teemed citizens of Kentucky, lias presented to the

public library of that State his collection of minerals,

fossils, and geological specimens, valued at $30,000, the

work of fifty years.

TiiK Laugest Consulting Practice in the Would.—
Dr. Gull, of Guy's Hospital, London, is said to have the

largest consulting practice of any phy.^ician in the world

—worth not less than £25,000 a year ($ll>5,000j.

LoNGEViTV OF FARMERS.—According to Dr. Nathan

Allen, of Mass., in his registration report of dcatlus in

that State for thirty years, tlie cultivators of the earth

stand as a class at the head, reaching, on an average,

the age of nearly G5 years.

Value of Salt.—In Africa the liigh-caste children

suck rock-salt as if it were suga", aUhougli the poorer

classes of natives cannot indulge their palates. Hence
the expression in vogue amongst them, " He eats salt

with his victuals," signifying that the person alluded to

is an opulent man. In those countries where mineral

salt is not procurable, and where tlie inhabitants are

far removed from the sea, a kind of saline powder is

prepared from certain vegetable products to serve in its

stead. Indeed, so highly is salt valued in some places,

that from its very scarcity it is employed as asubstitute

for money.—Food Journal.

Nationalities Relieved in Chicago, III.
—"We learn

from the First Special Report of the Chicago Relief and

Aid Society, that the sufferers by the fire were of all

nationalities; and of 18,478 families who needed suc-

cor, 1,985 only were of native birth. The number of

Irish families' was 5,512; German, 7,280; Scandina-

vian, 2,104; English, 599; Scotch, 195; French, 185;

Italian, 112; Bohemian, 208; African, 241; Canadian,

94 ; Polish, 90. Ten other nationalities were represent-

ed. Up to Nov. 30, 1871, only one death occurred

among a population of 5,000 in barracks.

The Treasurer, Geo. M. Pullman, reports the receipt of

$2,485,884.55 up to November 18th, inclusive—of which
$493,4G0.3G had been judiciously distributed, leaving a

balance in sixteen different banks of $1,190,424.19,

drawing five per cent, interest. The officers of this

Society, incorporated February IG, 1857, are men of

high standing, and are entitledto the confidence of the

cora-nunity. Since this Report was written avc learn

that the aaiount received up to January Gth, was $3-

335,700. The balance on February 3d was $1,314,G29.

The Roosevelt Hospital, New York.—The Trustees

of this new Institution have published the learned ad-

dress by Thomas E. Vermilye, D.D., LL.D., made at

its opening, Nov. 2, 1871—with opening address by

Edward Delafield, M.I)., the President. Interesting sta-

tistics are given, in which he mentions that physicians

and surgeons were first established in Infirmaries in

1437. The Knights of St. John opened a lio.spital for

sick pilgrims at Jerusalem in 1048, and were styled

Kniglits Hospitallers. There were hospitals for the

sick at Constantinople in the eleventh century. They
sprang then from the bosom of Christianity.

Death of Dr. Bulklev.— Resolved, That in the

death of Dr. Henry D. Bnlkley, the Medical Board of

the Nursery and Child's Hospital have to deplore the

loss of one of the earliest officers of the institution

—

a member of its consulting staff since its organization.

Resolved, That the clo.se of his long life of usefiil-

ness is covered with honor, and that his memory will

be cherished by his former colleagues in this Board, in

common with all who were associated with him, know-
ing the inestimable worth of his private life, and the

eminent skill and spotless integrity of his professional

career.

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be sent

to the family of the deceased, to whom we tender our

warmest sympathy, and that they be published in the

medical journals of this city.

T. M. Markoe, M.D.,
> ^ _ ...

T T TT ^r V^ r Committee.
J. J. Hull, M.D., (

S.MALL-i'OX.—The cases of small-pox in this city

average the same—from seventy-five to eighty weekly.

In Philadelphia the number is somewhat decreased, as

is also the case in Boston and Chicago. The large

towns throughout the State are beginning to develop

the disease. Especially is this the case along the lines

of our railroads.

Academy of Medicine of Paris.—On account of

the deaths of Drs. Poiseville, Fabret, Dan3'an, Leblanc,

and Blache, five vacancies exist in the various sections

of the Paris Academy of Medicine.

Professor Huxley.—This distinguished savant will

absent himself from England for the next two or three

months—his health having given way. He will reside

during this time in Egypt.

King's College, London.—Dr. Priestley, of this Lon-
don medical college, has resigned the professorship of

obstetric medicine and physician for diseases of

women. He has lectured on widwifery for the last

fifteen years in this institution.

Deaths of London Practitioners.—Robert Wade,
F.R.C.S., who has left important papers and works on
stricture of the urethra, recently was seized with a fit

of paralysis, and died .shortly afterwards.

Dr. J. Charles Hunter, L.R.C.P., formerly an in-

spector of vaccinators to the National Vaccine Institu-

tion, died December 19, 1871, act. 72.

Rush ^Medical College, Chicago.—At the twenty-
ninth annual commencement of this college—held

January 17, 1872—there were seventy-seven graduates.

A New Monthly Medical Journal, called L' Union
MidicaJe du Canada, has made its appearance in Mon-
treal, edited by J. P. Rottot, M.D., with A. Dagenais,

M.D., and L. J. P. Desrosiers, M.D., as assistants, and
contains about fifty pages of the matter usually found
in journals of that size; the principal article in the

first number being devoted to a discussion of " The
New Medical Bill," and of the question of " Medical
Reform."
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©rigtital Communications.

TWO CASES, ILLUSTRATING THE PRO-
DUCTION OF VOWEL AND CONSONANT
SOUNDS.

By Pkof. E. M. MOORE, M.D.,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

The function of voice has always been a theme of inter-

est to a wider circle of men than pliysicians. The most
profound students of language, those who push their

inquiries into the phonetic forms of the dim past, seek-

ing to unravel the net of histor}"- in the twilight of the

race, are perhaps more interested than any other class,

except the ]iure physiologist. The students of San-
skrit have brought forward elaborate and excellent

treatises upon phonation, written more than three

thousand years ago, pushing the inquiry as far and as

accurately as mere observation could go. Since the

discovery of the lar3'ngoscope tlie whole subject has

undergone and is now undergoing a complete revision

by the practice of auto-laryngoscopy, and we shall

undoubtedly have the whole topic vastly advanced.
Indeed it may be so far as to enable us successfully to

initiate an inquiry into an anatomical explanation of

certain phonetic laws which some profound German
scholars have propounded, and also lead to the discov-

ery of others. Tliese men look to the physiologists, in

hopes that a law of anatomical and physiological rela-

tion to sounds may be discovered, upon whii.'h to rest a

solid foundation for the expansion of ethnology and
L'omparative philology.

The unanimity of opinion among physiologists, who
have given their attention to the function of the larynx
in the production of the voice, has led me to note two
cases of striking interest, and so conclusive in their

character that I think they will be regarded as an off-

set to the experiments and observations that have
heretofore been made, and upon Avhich opinion has
rested. They have the merit of substituting fact for

inference, and, indeed, fact bearing the potency of an
experimentum crucis. In order, however, to the full

understanding of the question, I will take Carpenter as

the authority for the standard opinions, and recite his

view on the subject at the point I propos3 to eluci-

date.

The doctrine of the reed-sound in the production of
the larjmgeal voice, it seems to me, is firmly settled

and universally admitted; the proof resting not only
upon the form of the organ, but on the production of
sound from the artificial larynx. Here at the vocal
chords, the body of sound known as the sonant voice,

in contradistinction to the whisper, is undoubtedly
made. But the especial point to which this paper is

directed is not this, but to the correction of opinion
with reference to the production of vowel-sounds.
These are asseverated to result from the passage of air

along the mouth, and to be the effect of its modifica-
tion, including, of course, the pharynx and nose as fac-

tors. In proof of this I quote Carpenter.

"The vowel-sounds are continuous tones modified
by the form of the aperture through which they pass
out; while in sounding consonants the breath suffers a

more or less complete interruption in its passage
through parts anterior to the larynx. Hence the really

simple vowel-sounds are capable of prolongation during
any time that breath can sustain them. This is not
the case, however, with the real diphthongal sounds (of

which it will presently appear that the English i is one).

whilst it is true of some consonants. It seems to have
been forgotten by many who have written on this sub-
ject, that the laryngeal voice is not essential to the
formation of either vowels or consonants; for all may
be sounded in a whisper. It is evident, therefore, that
the larynx is not primarily concerned in their produc-
tion, and this has been fully established."

Again he says: "That the vowel-sounds are pro-
duced by simple modifications in the form of the exter-
nal passages is easily proved, both by observation and
imitative experiment. When the mouth is opened
wide, the tongue depressed, and the velum palati elevat-

ed, so as to give the freest pO:sible exit to the voice, the
vowel a in its broadest form (ah) is sounded. On the
other hand, if the oral aperture be contracted, the
tongue being still depressed, the sound oo, the continen-
tal M, is produced. If attention be paid to the state of
the buccal cavity during the pronunciation of the dif-

ferent vowel-sounds, it will be found to undergo a great
variety of modifications, arising from varieties of posi-
tion of the tongue, the cheeks, the lips, and the velum
palati. The position of the tongue is, indeed, one of
the primary conditions of the variation of the sounds,
for it may be easily ascertained that, by peculiar inflec-

tions of this organ, a great diversity of vowel-sounds
may be produced ; the other parts remaining the same.
Still there is a certain position of all the parts which
is most favorable to the formation of each of these
sounds; but this could not be expressed without a
lengthened description. The following table, slightly

altered from that of Kempelen, expresses the relative

dimensions of the buccal cavity and of the oral orifice^

for some of the principal of these—the number 5 ex-
pressing the largest size, and the others in like propor-
tion :

—

Size of
Yuwel sounds. Oral opening. Buccal cavity.

a as in ah 5 5
a " name 4 2
e " theme 3 1

" cold 2 4
00 " cool 1 5

" These are the sounds of the five vowels, a, e, i, o, ?/,

in most continental languages ; and it cannot but be
admitted that the arrangement is a much more natural
one than that of our own vowel-series." Having
made this quotation, I proceed at once to give the first

case, bearing directly on this point :

—

Edward Larkin, tet. 50, born in Ireland, April 14,

1871, attempted suicide with a razor. A cut was made
immediately above the thj'roid cartilage, extending an
inch each side of the median line horizontally, and
shaving off the epiglottis at its base. The muscles be-

low and above, by their tonic power, soon made an
oval opening, two inches by | of an inch. Swallow-
ing became impossible. On the fourth day he was
brought to St. Mary's Hospital, having taken no food.

No attempt was made to bring the edges together, trust-

ing to the granulating process. A tube, introduced
through the opening into the oesophagus, conveyed
food to the stomach. This process was continued for

about five weeks, when swallowing became possible,

although the opening, which had become nearly circu-

lar, was about half an inch in diameter. At the present

time (June 10, 1871) he swallows solid food, but part of

the liquid food will run out of tlie opening. At any
time he was able to talk by bending his head forward
and temporarily closing the opening. When the head
was thrown back, he immediately lost this power.
The experiment of enunciation of the alphabetical

sounds, with the head thrown back, was made with the

vowels first. The four sounds of a as in all^ arm, age,
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at, were at once disi inctly rendered. F, next attempted,

alwnys resulted in n as in uije. (This, I tliink, must be
jmt to the ni'counl of tlio llibeniian larynx.)

y is a (liphthong, and was ck-arly reniltTod.

O, botii long and sliort, was well brought out as in

note and not. The short u as in cut, and represented

by nearly all the other vowels, was also well pronounced.
}' as /.

The diphthongs were more difficult, and some could
not be uttered ; 01/ as in onr was pretty well pronounced

;

00, a pure vowel, was uniformly rendered as o in note.

Oi, as in noise, could scarcely bo distinguished.

The alphabet, taken in order, resulted in the enun-
ciation of the vowel element. Thus our letter Ji was
pronounced a, as also C and A There was absolutely

no consonant uttered. The breathing, which is repre-

sented by the letter //, was perfectly rendered. It was
clear and smooth, and when joined to a vowel was
spoken loudly and clearly. Thus, J/a and other sounds
of(f, III and IIo, tilso Jin short, -wove i)ronounced with
ease. A' and O' arc considered guttural aspirates. Any
attempt to produce them resulted in the pure aspirate.

These experiments were repeated on two difierent

occasions, a few days apart, and with the same results.

But on the second trial it was suggested that some air

might pass into the mouth, and a curtain of buckskin
was iitted to the upper part of the aperture, thus cut-

ting off all the air that might reach the mouth. The
result was the same.
As regards the finish of the tones called vowels,

there was clearly a defect. This might be due to the
thickening of the mucous membrane, incident to the in-

flammation in its immediate neighborhood—a good and
quite sufficient cause. Or it might be explained by
the absence of the modification by the mouth, tongue,
and other parts, which have been supposed to create

the sounds, but which, as is here shown, can only polisii

and comj)lete what has been begun. But a little prac-
tice will enable one to hold the parts above the larynx
perfectly quiet, and still produce the vowel-sound.
This case is so pathognomonic, if I can apply such a term,
that it must reverse and settle opinion upon the seat of
certain vowe'-30unds.
The number of sounds that Larkin was able to enun-

ciate is limited
; but I will now cite another case that,

from its peculiar character, supplements the one just
detailed, and by its results confirms the belief that
Larkin's ability to enunciate as described would exist

in all others, tims placing the seat of such vocalization
as normal in all.

During the year 1856 I Avas called into Orleans Co.
to see Edward Matthews, wlio was suflfering from ur-
gent dyspnoea. I arrived at his house in the night, and
at once opened the crico-thyroid space. The relief was
sufficient, and I did not see him again for a long time.
Two years after, as I am informed, a piece of bone was
removed from the opening, which had been kept free

by a tube. This seemed to be lodged in the larynx
somewhere, but the statement is too indelmite to be
thoroughly understood. Nevertheless, there was a
great abatement of unpleasant symptoms from soreness
and dy,«pnoca. But slowly and gradually the glottis

became closed, and for more than ten years a cicatrix
has cut off the air from the trachea into the mouth, the
closure being at the base of the larynx and absolute,
not the least air passing through. Mr. Matthews, who
is now forty-four years of age, is a man of intelligence,

and has made great and constant efforts to enunciate
clearly, and has improved much of latter years. Of
course, every sound is a whisper, and also short, for the
air ii driven by the buccinators and the muscles of the
tongue and the supply of air is small. From this man

we would expect to hear the consonnnis, if ho could

speak at all, and this is essentially true.

II and L he cannot jironounce, as they rc(iuirc a con-
tinuous tone, and are interested in a quiescent state of

tiie buccinators, wliich arc the chief means of forcing

the air out. JJut even these sounds can be faintly

traced in combination with others, in the con.vtruction

of a word. Tlie pure breathing represented liy the let-

ler II cannot be made at all, or in any combination.

The single vowel-sounds of a, as in arm, uf, all, and aye,

cannot be rendered at all. A blowing sound was the

result of the effort, and when the finger was placed

over the aperture in the trachea there was nb.solute

silence. The cerebral command was obviou.sIy to the

larynx. O was also silent, or resulting in 00, as in ooze.

/, as in isle, was also silent when the aperture was
closed, or a mere blowing sound if opened. 7i clearly

enunciated, and this vowel is made in the front part of
the mouth, by throwing the tip of the tonpue against

the lower incisors and curling it upwards. While fixed,

the continuous tone -f results.

The nameless vowel represented by u as in nut, e as

in err, i as in sir, and as in honor, sometimes styled

the nnvocal, could not be uttered except in connection
with consonants.

Short o as in not,

" e " net,

" i " nit,

could be rendered in conjunction with consonants, but,

with the exception of short e, could not be rendered
individually. The diphthongs were much more success-

fully pronounced than by Larkin.

Thus the soft u as in fjratitnde is a diphthong com-
posed of e w (00) and was rendered beautifully.

Oo'is really a very pure vowel, perhaps the most of
any, if we except e, but it is not so placed in our cata-

logues, and I can hardly understand why, unless it

happens to be represented by a double character. This
is made at the lips exclusively, as in ooze, and was ren-

dered with great perfection.

Oi as in noise, and ou as in our, both failed.

As might be expected, the consonants are generally
pronounced, most of them individually, but some only
in connection with voweL^.

B, C, D, F, G, K, P, T, X, Z, and V, pronounced as

words and pure. But H not all. L and R very faint,

when combined with e long.

M and N in connection with vowels only.

The consonants, P and T, made in the front part of
the mouth, were more easily managed than the others.

Accordingly the vowels within his capacity were sure
to be brought out best between them. Thus:

—

Pet 1 Pretty well.

Pit " "

Pot " "

Put " "

Peet Admirably.
Pout Not at nil".

Pent Beautifully. .

Pat as Put or Pot.

Pate, not at all, or as Peet.

Th, as in Thing and With Well.
Ch, as in Church, and Sh, as in Shall. . .Well.

Nt, as in Se7it Well.
The conclusions that I arrive at from these two

striking cases are these :

—

1st. That the larynx is not only the generator of
voice (so called), but the actual seat of vocalization for

the vowels a, in all its forms, i long, long, and the
pure aspirate. Also the short vowels, which are also

explosive, as i in sit, in not, and nameless one or
unvocal.
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2el. That these sounds receive a finisli in the pha-

rynx, nose, and mouth ; with the exception of tlie pure

breathing and the short vowels.

3d. The consonants are all made above the larynx.

4th. The vowel e long is made purely in the front

part of the mouth, also the vowel oo and the diphthong
e«, which is composed of these two elements.

5th. The short vowels (e in met) (i in sit) (u in nut)

(o in not) can be made in the front part of the mouth.
6th. The unvocal can probably be made in several

places from the larynx to the front of the mouth.
These propositions are nearly all mere statements of

facts, but some are inferences.

The observations on Edward Larkin were made in

the presence of my colleagues Drs. Casey and Carroll

of Sr. Mary's Hospital, and also of Prof Lattimore of

the Rochester University. They were repeated on
two occasions, a few days apart, but became afier a

short time impossible from closure.

Those on Mr. Matthews have been repeated on three

occasion?, within the last three months: on cne in the

presence of my colleagues in the Buffalo Medical Col-

lege and several physicians and students of medicine,
and on another, in the presence of Prof Mixer of the

Rochester University, and Prof Palmer of the Normal
School at Brockport—two gentlemen whose inteivst in

the case arose from the fact that they were the teachers

of languages in their respective institutions. Doubtful
sounds have been carefully excluded, and I feel sure

that no observations have been retained which are not
clear and decided beyond cavil.

CASES OF CEREBRO-SPINAL MENIN-
GITIS.

By JOHN DWYER, M.D.,

RESIDENT SCnGEON NEW YORK STATE EMIGRANTS' HOSPITAL, WARD'S
ISLAND, N. Y.

The following notes of six cases, typical of thirty cases

of cerebro-spinal meningitis, treated in the Emigrants'
Hospital during the years 1870 and 1871, may be of
interest in connection with an inquiry made at a late

meeting of the County Medical Society, "Whether any
member had at present a case of cerebro-spinal menin-
gitis under observation ?

"

Case 1.—Mary McG., aged IG, previously a strong
healthy girl, living in a private residence on the Island,

was rather suddenly attacked on 9th February, 1871,
with a chill and headache which increased during the
night; first saw her at 11 a.m. on the 10th, and found
her shivering, complaining of acute pain in right frontal

region, also in the lumbar region ; she was vomiting
freely a yellowish-white matter. At 6 p.m. she was
visibly worse, although vomiting had ceased and a solu-

tion of quinine was retained in her stomach
;
complained

of intense pain in forehead and occiput, neck arched
backwards, surface and extremities cold. She was
screaming out for relief, had a wild look in the
eyes, and she rolled restlessly about the bed, striking

her head against the pillow. She was partly delirious.

At 8 P.M. tiie right pupil was insensible to Hght, right

foot and hand slightly convulsed. She suddenly began
to sink, and died comatose a little after midnight, about
thirty six hours from the attack. No post-mortem could
be obtained.

Case 2.—Peter Samelsen, aged 32, engaged in out-

door work, suddenly attacked on 13th February, four

days after case No. 1, with chills, prostration, and in-

tense headache; did not speak after admission to hos-
pital, moaned heavily, head and neck bent stiffly back-
wards, vomited freely ; died comatose 36 hours after

admission. Post-mortem revealed acute meningitis and
profuse serous effusion of the arachnoid on the upper
anterior surface of the right hemisphere of the enceph-
alon. The lungs were oodematous and the spleen en-
larged.

Case 3.—Pelagius Cremer, aged 39, engaged in out-

door work, attacked on same day and in same manner
as preceding case ; died in thirty hours. Post-mortem

—

acute general meningitis, not marked in one locality as

in case No. 2 ; otlicr organs healthy, except a very much
enlarged spleen. It was reported that this man had
repeatedly suffered from intermittent fever.

Case 4.—Charles Grevcr, aged 24, in hospital with
periostitis of tibia, suddenly attacked with chills and
headache on 12th March, 1871

;
vomited freely yel-

lowish matters; skin cold, pulse not extraordinary.

Quinine Avas given which was retained, and seemed to

restrain the vomiting. Under the influence of chloral

he dozed through the night, occasionally waking up,

moaning and tossing about restlessly in bed. On the

13th he was worse, complained of terrible pain in fore-

head, neck, and back ; the muscles of abdomen became
rigidly tetanic, and opisthotonos set in. The skin was
mottled darkly, and there was an indistinctly marked
purpuric appearance; he had a slight convulsion, and
passed urine and fteces in bed ; he slept occasionally,

raved and breathed stertorously, frothing at the mouth.
Commenced to sink early on the 14th, and died forty-

seven hours from attack. Post-mortem : Calvarium
unusually thin, dura mater much congested ; on de-

taching dura mater the whole surface of encephalon

was bathed in bloody serum floating small jelly-like

particles of lymph
;
the pons varolii and medulla ob-

longata were profusely charged with serous effusion
;

other organs healthy.

Case 6.—Recover3^ Patrick S., aged 10, residing in

a detached house near the farm. Deep excavations for

buildings have been going on in tiie immediate vicinity.

He Avas suddenly attacked, on February 12, 1871, with

headache, chills, and vomiting, as in preceding cases.

On the 13th his breast and face mottled darkly, but not

spotted; abdominal muscles rigid, neck and spine bent

backwards, herpetic eruption on face and lips
;
this child

suffered great pain and was delirious at intervals, rolling

about uneasily in bed, and stretching out his arms ri-

gidly. About the tenth day the right eye became in-

flamed, and an opaque effusion appeared in the anterior

chamber. The pupil was kept well diluted with atro-

pine, but seemed insensible to light ; he was also a little

deaf The eflfusion daily became more opaque and solid

;

the boy suffered severely, continually complaining of his

head
;
but fighting through all the phases of the disease,

he began to improve about the sixth week, but was
unable to leave his bed before the expiration of the

ninth week. The herpetic eruption and the effusion in

sheath of the optic nerve left no doubt of this being a

true case of cerebro-spinal meningitis.

He still resides on the island, and his condition at

present, one year since his sickness, is as follows

:

Right eye atrophic, vision completely lost, anterior

synechia, pupillary space contracted, and filled up with

a lymphic white deposit; partial but apparently perma-

nent paralysis of right side, throws out the right foot

and hand with an uncertain motion ; occasionally com-
plains of headache; hearing not good.

Case 6.—Recovery. Teresa S., aged 4, sister of

case No. 5, attacked on Feb. 23, eleven days after, and

in the same manner as her brother ; opisthotonos ex-

isted to a degree, swallowed with difficulty ; suffered

severely with headache, and moaned incessantly

;

shrieked when her neck or occiput was touched ; when
lifted by her mother she continued rigidly bent back-
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wards ; the tongue always kept dry and chippy ; the

Hps and face also spotted with herpes; she was for

some time deaf while sick, but the eye did not suffer.

Althoufjh ihis child wa^ an aggravated case, she re-

covered three weeks before her brother, and she now
siiows no evidence of any cerebral lesion, being ap-

parenily quite heallhy.

During 1870 only four cases of cerebro-spinal me-
ningitis occurred in the hospital, all resulting in death.

Shiirtest duration of disease three days.

During 1871 there were 26 cases treated, of which

li died: 1 died in eighteen hours from attack; 5 died

within two d.iys, 3 within ten days, 1 within thirteen

days, and 4 exceeded this up to eight weeks, the re-

maining 12 becoming clironic, made a protracted re-

covery.

In the month of January, 1872, already two fatal

cas;;s have occurred: one died in twenty-two hours, and

the other in eight days.

There was no peculiarity to be observed in the ages

of those attacked; the majority were adults, four were
under ten years of age.

Of the whole, only four were females. Winter or

summer did not seem to make any diflerence, the cases

in each season being about equally divided, except

that in February, 1871, five cases occurred wiihin a

few days of each other.

With the exception of cases 5 and 6, there was little

or no communication between the parties attacked, the

cases were scattered through the different buildings of

the institution.

Strict attention is paid to the sanitary condition of

the whole institution, Hospital and Refuge, and no

local cause could be discovered as the exciting one,

unless the turning up of fresh ground for the buildings

i 1 progress might indicate its malarious character.

men had been exerted to their utmost. Now for my
plan:

I place the patient upon a common chair. I pass

around his body, below the arms, a bmad strong towel,

the ends of wliich I give to a stout assistant. The next

step, ami tlie most important of all, is to fiindy fix the

scapula. Without tins precaution you will Ijc pretty

sure to fail, pull as hard and as long as you plea.se. To
fix the scapula I direct one intelligent a'-si-tant to place

the ball of the hand firmly against the acromion process.

I then tie a handkerchief around the arm direc'ly above

tlie condyles, and make in it a loop for my right hand,

then, with the arm hanging down closely to the body,

I pull gently and steadily directly downward:*, and, with

my lelt hand in the axilla, the bone slips ea-ily and
quickly into place. Now in this dislocation the head of

the bone lies under and in contact with the neck of

the scapula, and if by any means you can depress the

head of the bone to the extent of one-eighth of an inch,

or even less, there is nothing to prevent your glidini;

the bone easily into place, and that, too, without injur-

ing any of the joint structures. I have said that I claim

this method as exclusively my own. If it has ever been
practised or recommended by others, I have failed to

see it.

THE "ARTERY CONSTRICTOR," WITH
CASES.

By S. FLEET SPEIR, M.D.,

BKOOKLYN, N. T.

(Rcml before the Medical Library and Journal Assuciation, N. Y.)

A NEW METHOD OF REDUCING A DISLO-
CATION OF THE HU:\IERUS INTO THE
AXILLA, WITH REFERENCE TO THE
ANATOMY OF THE SHOULDER-JOINT.

Bt E. p. BENNETT, M.D.,

DAXBUBT, CON'S.

Ix the early part of my professional life, being often

called upon to reduce this very common dislocation, I

often experienced great difficulty in accomplishing my
object, and when I did succeed I often found irrepara-

ble injury had been done to the structure of the joint,

and the patient more or less crippled. I carefully

studied all my surgical works, and carefully examined
and tried all of the various methods by them advised

for the reduction of this injury, and finally came to the

conclusion that they were all radically defective, as

they did not take into consideration the anatomical
structure of the joint. It is needless for me to detail

these various methods, as they are famihar to all, and,

as I said before, they are all unscientific and defective.

It does seem as if in most of them the efforts of the sur-

geon and of his assistants were designed more to tear

the scapula from its attachments to the chest, and the
muscles from their attachments to the humerus, than to
replace the displaced bone. Since I have adopted
my method, which I call the anatomical method, and
which, egotistic as it may appear, I claim as exclusively
my own, I have never failed in a single instance of re-

ducing this dislocation by the tractive force of one hand,
and this after all the other methods had been tried and
failed, and when the united strength of ten or twelve

' CONS'TRICTION' OF THE ASTERIOR TIBIAL AND INTERNAL
PLANTAR ARTERIES.

Case I. This is the only case in which there has been
any accident after the application of the artery con-

strictor, under my observation; and as a faithful

record requires the whole truth to be told, I am glad I

have nothing worse to report.

On tlie 28th of December, 1870, at the Brooklyn
City Hospital, Dr. D. E. Kissam, performed amputa-
tion at the ankle-joint, on a woman aged 30 years,

for extensive disease of the bones of the foot. The
patient was etherized, and Pirigoff's operation perform-
ed. At the invitation of Dr. Kissam, I closed the ante-

rior tibial artery with the constrictor. This was the

onl)' arter}' which bled at the time of the operation, and
it was supposed that the other arteries had been closed

by the previous disease and inflammation
;
however, tl:e

internal plantar artery looking larger than usual, it was
thought best to apply the constrictor to it also; which
was done before closing the wound. In coaptating the

flaps, it was found tiiat considerable force was neces-

sary to overcome the resistance of the muscle, and
adjust the portion of the os calcis (which is left, in

this operation), to the ends of the tibia and fibula. In
doing this, Dr. Kissam jiressed very violently upon the
anterior tibial artery, at the point where it had just

been constricted, and repeated this pressure several

times before he was able to adjust the bones. Not-
withstanding which, there was no bleeding from the

artery. I was in some doubt as to the propriety of
leaving the vessel in this condition without reapplying
the constrictor, in order to replace the invagination of
the internal and middle coats, which it seemed to me
must have been turned back, and perhaps the clot dis-

lodged by this violence ; however, as there was no
bleeding from the vessel, and all present appearing
satisfied with the security of the artery, it was left as
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it was, and the wound was closed by silver sutures,

one of which was passed, as it seemed to me, right

through the anterior tibial artery (an accident which
might very easily occur, as there was no guide to the

artery), and my anxiety for the integrity of the vessel

was again aroused; slill, no bleeding following, the

stump was bandaged, and (he patient put to bed.

At 8 P.M. the same night there was bleeding from

the stump. Dr. Hamilton, the House Surgeon, found it

necessary, in order to nri-est the hemorrhage, to open

the wound. He found the anterior tibial, which had

been constricted, bleeding; he tied this vessel back of

the constriction. This, however, did not arrest the

bleeding, and the external plantar artery was sought

and tied; this checked the bleeding sufficiently to leave

it for the night, and Dr. Kissam was notified. I went
with him to see the patient the next morning. We
found that there were yet several small vessels which
continued to bleed. Their texture was such that a

ligature applied to them cut completely through them,

and came off at once,—so that it was very difficult to

check the hemonhage, but by great care we finally

arrested it. The internal plantar artery, which had
been closed by the constrictor was sought, and it was
found to be perfectly closed with a firm clot, no bleed-

ing having occurred from it. In fact, it was about the

only vessel in the wound which did not bleed.

POPLITEAL ANEURISM TREATED BY THE APPLICATION OF

THE " ARTERY CONSTRICTOR " TO THE FEMORAL
ARTERY.

Wm. L , a cachectic mulatto, aged 50 years,

was admitted to the Brooklyn City Hospital, August
4, 1871, under care of Dr. D. E. Kissam. In March
last, while descending a flight of stairs, the patient slip-

ped and wrenched his left leg, which gave him at the

time some pain about the knee. The following day
the pain was so great that he could not bend his knee.

In a short time the pain diminished, and he could walk
pretty well. Early in June he noticed a tumor in the

popliteal region, and at that time he had pain in

his foot, and a feeling of numbness in his leg and
foot. Since the first of July, he has had sharp darting

pains in the tumor. The following is the history as

taken by Dr. Balch (Resident) : On admission he can

extend his leg perfectly, but he cannot flex it com-
pletely ; there is a tumor the size of an orange situated

in the popliteal space
;
palpation gives distinct pulsa-

tion in the tumor, and a decided thrill ; auscultation

gives a well-marked " bruit." Pressure on the femoral

artery stops the pulsation, and the tumor is then easily

emptied
; stop the pressure, and it immediately refills.

Auf/unt bth.—Treatment was commenced by the ap-

plication of Dupuytren's Pad to the femoral arterj' ; at

the same time flexing the leg on the thigh, a bandage
was applied from the toes up to the knee. This ap-

paratus remained on till August 17th, at which time

the tumor was considerabl}^ harder, but the patient

would not submit to the apparatus any longer, as he

said it gave him too much pain. The leg was then

kept flexed on the thigh till August 2Gth, when, no
further progress being made towards a cure, Dr. Kis-

sam invited me to apply the artery constrictor to the

femoral artery. Dr. Kissam made an incision about
14- inches long in Scarpa's space, and found the artery

very superficial. The sheatli of the artery was opened,
and I applied the artery constrictor to the vessel, and
immediately all pulsation in the tumor ceased. The
wound was closed with silver sutures and adhesive

straps, and picked lint, dipped in a weak solution of

carbolic acid, placed over all, and the leg enveloped in

cotton wadding, and the patient put to bed. In the

evening the temperature of the foot and leg was higher

than that of the sound limb ;
there was verj'' little pain

;

pulse 92.

AiKjTist 21th.—Rested pretty well last night; wound
looks healthy; no pain

;
no numbness.

Aiirjvst 2Sth.—Wound begins to suppurate
;
pulse 84

;

some fever; complains of numbness; temperature of

foot good. August 2dth.—No fever; pulse 80 ; tongue a

little coated ; sutures removed, and wound dressed with
weak solution of carbolic acid, and adhesive plaster

;

some suppuration. Avgust 30tJi.—Wound suppurating

freely ; no union by first intention. September 3d.—Not
so much suppuration ;

Temperature of foot normal.

Srpiemher Blh.—Wound begins to heal ; removed wad-
ding from the leg; temperature of the leg normal;
aneurism smaller. September Wth.—Wound nearly

healed
;
patient looking well ; no pain or numbness.

September '?.hth

.

—Wound entirely healed
;
patient can

nearly straighten his leg, can flex and extend his foot

without any trouble. October 5tJi.—Discharged from

Hospital, cured.

The immediate relief from pain which followed the

application of the constrictor was in marked contrast

with the great distress and pain attending the treat-

ment by compression and flexion.

AMPUTATION OF THE FOREARM WITH APPLICATION OF THE
" ARTERY CONSTRICTOR."

Christian S ,
set. 39, admitted to th.e Brooklyn

City Hospital August 7, 1871. This patient, while at

work in his shop, had his wrist caught between two

wheels, producing a badly-lacerated wound of the dor-

sal aspect of the liand, compound dislocation of lower

end of radius, compound fracture of the styloid process

of ulna, and crushing of the carpal bones. The parts

above the wrist were uninjured. I saw the patient at

one P.M. He was then etherized, and I amputated the

forearm at its lower third, by dorsal and palmar flaps.

The artery constrictor was applied to the ulnar artery,

the radial and interosseous arteiies were secured by silk

ligatures, the flaps broughtjtogether by Avire sutures, and

dressed with lint soaked in a solution of carb(»lic acid

and water
;
patient put to bed, arm at rest and elevated

upon a pillow, and an opiate at night.

Sth. Patient feels very weak (probably due to loss of

blood before operation)
;
pulse 120

;
has pain in stump

;

ordered an opiate
;
vomited after breakfast to-day. dtJi.

Pulse 110
;
stump looks well ; suppurating where the

ligatures were applied, no .mppiiration on side where the

constrictor was used. 10!"/;. Pulee 105, suppuration con-

fined to the radial side. i2fJi. Feels better
;
pulse 100

;

sat up in bed to day. 15;!/?. Removed sutures. The

flaps on the ulnar side of arm have entirely, healed by

first intention; on radial side suppuration continues.

17^/;. One of the ligatures came away to-day. 20th.

Patient went out on pass to day, still suppurating at

point of radial hgature. This ligature remained in the

stump until September 29th. October 12fh. The wound
has entirely healed, and the patient is discharged from

the hospital, well.

AMPUTATION OF THE LEG WITH APPLICATION OF THE

ARTERY CONSTRICTOR.

Thomas T ,
fet. 40, was admitted to the Brooklyn

City Hospital August 17, 1871; service of Dr. D.

E. Kissam. The Ibllowing history is furnished by Dr.

Rushmore (Resident): While at work on the East

River Bridge, the patient's ankle was caught by a coil

of rope in motion. He was knocked doAvn and his leg

severely injured. He was brought to the Hospital im-

mediately, and there was found a lacerated wound on

the inner side of the tibia, at the lower end. The inter-
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nnl malleolus nl^o fractured. The foot was everted, the

plantar aspect being parallel with the outer aspect of

llio iofr. The posttTJor tibial arlory was uninjured; no
laceration of soft parts above the wound; but little loss

of Mood. The accident happened about 7 a.m.; at

10.30 A.M. the patient was anaesthetized, the malleoli dis-

eected ouf. and the di.slooation reduced by Dr. Ki?8am,

with a view to save the foot, if possible. The edges of

the wound were drawn together by wire suture.'*, except

at the most depending part, where there was left an open-

ing for the disc!iar;jes. On the 10th the patient's gen-

eral condition was i)ad
;
pulse 13'2, skin hot, foot cold;

sensation in the foot pood, no di.scharpe from wound;
inner side of leg and tliigh red, painful, and hot. At
2.30 P.M., after consultation, it was decided to amputate.

The patient was etherized, and Dr. Kissam anij)utatcd

below the knee by anterior and posterior flaps. The
soft parts on the inner side of leg at the point of ampu-
tation looked and smell unhealiliy. At the request of

Dr. Kissam 1 applied the "constrictor" to the anterior

t.bial and the posterior tibial arteries, which were the

vessels bleeding, and a!l hemorrhage was immediately

controlled. The stump wa.s united by wire sutures and
carbolic-acid dressing applied, patient put to bed and
ordered supporting and stimulating diet, and opiate at

night. Pyaemia set in on the 21st; he was delirious

during tiie night and part of the day. The integument
on the inner side of the thigh inflamed high up as the

groin. The stump very unhealtliy, had very little sup-

puration, which was thin and bad-smelling. Sloughing
.^pots formed, one over the tubercle of the tibia and ano-

tiier on external aspect of the thigh. 23d. The flaps

sloughed, especially on the inner side and in front. 25th.

Patient died to-day.

The stump was examined, and the main artery was
found closed at the point of constriction. A few drops

of pinkish, thick, bad-smelling matter were found in the

vessel, but no clot. To the outer side of the larger

artery was a smaller one, lying close to the main artery.

This was constricted at a point corresponding to that

in the larger vessel, aud upon its invaginaled inner

coats was a clot which perfectly occluded the vessel.

There had been no hemorrhage from either vessel after

the operation. The absence of a clot in the larger ves-

sel seems to show that the invaginaled inner coats of
the artery were sufficient to perfectly close the ves-

sel

From the rough manner in which some of the "con-
strictors" that I have seen have come from the hands
of the instrument-makt?rs, it would appear that they
do not all understand the design of the instrument ; and
I wish to call attention to the fact that the constrictor

is not intended to have the effect of an ecraseur, but,

on the contrary, a blunt and smooth-linished surface

is very necessary. I would recommend to any one
who wi.shes to obtain the best result from the use of
this instrument, to pay special attention to this poiat:
every part of the surfiice which comes in cont.ict with
the artery must be polished, and great attention should
be paid to the edges of the sheath, to see that they are
,well rounded and smooth,—this is necessary to secure
the integrity of the external coat, more particularly so
when it is to be used in the treatment of aneurism.
Each constrictor should be tried on a piece of chamois-
skin or a fold of soft paper, or better still, an artery
from the " subject." If this is done, it can at once be
determined when the instrument is perfect. Every
instrument which " cuts through " should be discarded,
and only those should be accepted which constrict and
draw the paper, chamois-skin, or the artery, whichever
one is used, into the sheath, and allows of its being
pushed out again without breaking or cutting it. At

the same lime it must permit of a considerable degree
of constriction, and must not fit too loosely.

The size of the instrument used um.it be, to a certain

extent, adapted to the size of the artery to be closed.

In taking up small arteries in section, as in general

oj)eration.s, a very small constrictor should be used ; and
I have found that in such cases it is not nece.s.sary to

i-olate the vessel from the surrounding tissues before

constricting it, but they may be taken up with a tenac-

ulum or forceps, and constricted en masse. In constrict-

ing large arteries it is best to separa'.e the vessel some-
wliMt from the other ti-sues.

The length of time usually required in the application

of the artery constrictor for completing the clo.sure of a

vessel varies with the size of the vessel and the j)erfec-

tion of tlie particular constrictor used. In my own
cases it has varied from a single minute to several min-
utes. I usually leave it on the vessel only long enough
to thoroughly invaginate the inner coats, and then re-

move it, which would require for the whole operation

not more than one or two minutes. The work of the

constrictor may be considered done the moment a

complete invagination is accomplished. In the case of

aneurism it may be well to leave it on the vessel a little

longer, to secure a firm clot in the vessel before remov-
ing it, or even to control the circulation above the point

of application.

No constrictor should be used in an operation until

it has been tried upon a dead artery or on a piece of

chamois-skin or fold of soft paper, and its size and
peculiarities determined by actual trial; any imperfec-

tion will then be seen, and may be remedied by poUsh-
ing or filing down, as the case may require.

As soon as the instrument-makers learn exactly what
is required of the constrictor, they will, no doubt, be
able to furnish constrictors which will be perfect in

every respect when they leave the shop, and then these

precautionary measures will no longer be necessary.

Mr. Pfarre, of Tiemann & Co., has a thorough knowl-
edge of what is wanted in the instrument, and makes
some very good ones, and Avhen requested, will take

pains to adapt the constrictor to any sized artery de-

sired, or he will furnish them in sets of three or four

instruments of different sizes.

(DriaimU Cccturcs.

LECTURES ON OTOLOGY.

DELIVERED AT THE COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND 30RGE0NS,
NEW YORK.

By Prof. H. KNAPP, M.D.

Repokted by Charles S. Turxbull, m.d.,

AS.SISTAST TO THE NEW YORK OPHTHALMIC AND ACBAL INSTITUTE.

THE ANATOMY OF THE MEMBRAN.^ TYMPANI.

Toe memb}-ana ti/wpani, or drum-head, separates the

external meatus from the tympanic cavity. It is set

in a groove upon a ridge at the tympanal termination

of the bony meatus. It is situated obliquely, its outer

surface being directed downward and forward.

Upon viewing the membrane, Ave distinguish the fol-

lowing details:*—In the centre of the upper portion a

white pointed elevation is conspicuous,—this is caused

by the short process of the hammer bone; from this a

^* The lecture was illustrated by drawings on the blackboard, anatomi-
cal specimens, and microscopic preparations.
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ridge, formed by tlie manubrium mallei, runs downward
and slitjhtly backward, terminating in a navel-like

depression called the lonho membraniv hjmpani.

The area of the drum-head is best divided, according

to Sir Wilham Wilde, into an inferior, superior, anterior,

and posterior segments.
The inferior segment is defined by lines running at

right angles from tlie umbo forward and backward to

the periphery.

The superior segment presents itself as a purse-like,

flabby projection, the inferior boundary of which runs

horizontally from behind forward, with the short pro-

cess lying a little before its centre. On account of its

flabby pnd folded appearance, the superior segment of

the membrane is called the flaccid portion, or " 7nem-

hraiia flaccida ShrapnelUi." As the folds are directed

from the short process partly backward and partly for-

Avard, they are distinguished as posterior, and anterior

folds.

That part of the membrana tympani lying in front of

the manubrium mallei, between the anterior-superior

fold and inferior segment, is called the anterior seg-

ment, and is generally somewhat depressed.

In a similar way the p)osterior segment lies between
the handle of the malleus and the posterior portions of

the upper and lower segments.

At the junction of the anterior and inferior segments

a bright triangular speck, pointing towards the umbo, is

conspicuous on inspection with the mirror, and is pro-

duced by tlie pecuUar curvature of the membrane being

convex from the umbo to the periphery.

Tlic membrana tympani is of a pearly-gray color,

somewhat yellowish in the centre, on account of the sur-

face of the promontory shining through the translucent

membrane, the centre of which lies much nearer the

promontoiy than the periphery. It is winter at the peri-

phery, because there the circular fibres and the connec-

tive tissue continued from the neighboring parts to tire

membrane are more abundant than in any other part.

Upon considering the structure of the membrana tym-
pani we find it composed of tliree layers, divided as fol-

lows : first, the cutaneous, containing the dermoid and
sub-dermoid layers; second, the./?/j/-o».s layer, consisting

of radiating and circulating fibres; and third, the

raucous layer, containing the epithelial and sub-epithe-

lial layers. The fibrous layer is found devoid of both

blood-vessels and nerves, whilst the two others, being

continuations externally from the epidermis of the

meatus, and, internally from the lining mucous mem-
brane of the tympanum, are supplied with nerves, ves-

sels, connective tissue, and epithelium. The thinnest

portions of the membrane are about midway between
the end of the handle downward and forward in the

anterior portion, and downward and backward in the

posterior portion ; and it is in one or other of these po-

sitions that we generally find a perforation, whether
caused bj' accident or disease (Wilde).

The cutaneous layer is composed of all the essential

elements of the cutis, except glandy, and is made up of

several layers of epithelium, connective and elastic -

tissue, well supplied wiih vessels and nerves. The
sub-dermoid connective tissue is intimately connected
with the fibrous, and is densest at the periphery of the

membrane and along the manubrium. A band of

parallel fibres, two lines in breadth at its origin, descends
from above downward, and surrounds the manubrium,
and in it and the peripheral increase of connective
tissue the vascularity is greatest.

The fibrous layer is comiposed a) oi a radiating slra.lum

of fine fibrilte, with connective-tissue corpuscles between
them, which are spindle-shaped in their longitudinal

section, and round, with three or more offsets, in the

transverse section, being a nucleated system of nutiitive

canals, like that of the corneal substance; b) the tendi-

nous ring, which is situated near the insertion of the
membrane into the groove of the tympanic ring, consists

of irregularly interwoven fibres of connective tissue, and
belongs to both the radiating and circular strata; c) the
circular stratum, which, however, does not commence in

the immediate vicinity of the tympanic ring, is thickest

near the tendinous ring, and becomes thinner as it ap-
proaches the manubrium. Gruber has described fibres

descending like those of the sub-dermoid layer.

The mucous layer on the inner surface of the mem-
brana tympani is a part of the mucous membrane
lining the tympanic cavity, and is abundantly supplied

with vessels, but scantily with nerves. Its epithelium

consists of one layer of polygonal cells, which are not
ciliated. Gruber describes a dendritic, or dendroid fibrous
formation, Avhich begins in the fibrous layer, with a

broad base at the lower and posterior part of the

periphery, running obliquely upward toward the handle,

and lying with its upper offsets near the sub-mucous
layer. It is identic with the fibrous layer, which lies

between the circular fibres and the epithelium of the
inner side, described more recently, in Strieker's Histol-

ogy, by J. Kessel. It is densest in the centre of the

membrane around the handle, and divides into numerous
branches which communicate with one another, and in-

sert themselves finally into the tendinous ring at the

periphery. Some of these branches penetrate the layer

of circular fibres, and either terminate there or return

in their further cour.se on the posterior surface of the

fibrous stratum. This membrane, of a more or less

trabeculated appearance, constitutes the sub-mucous
stratum.

On the inner surface of the mucous membrane, and
especially upon the trabeculse of the sub-mucous
stratum, are found numerous villi, which have the

structure of the mucous membrane, and contain in their

axes a loop of a blood-vessel, and so constitute vascular

papillae.

Gruber represents the connection between the

handle and membrane as joint- like, and asserts that in

many specimens the handle shows at this place a thin

layer of cartilage upon its surfiice. Facing the handle

and short process, a cartilaginous formation is imbedded
in the substance of the membrana tympani, connected
with the handle very loosely on its surface by delicate

fibres, but more densely by a kind of capsule on its

edges. The manubrium is, however, more densely con-

nected with the cartilage, and he asserts that he has

found epithelial cells on the opposing surfaces of the

short process and cartilage, and that a synovia-like

fluid is found between the bones and the described for-

mation of cartilage (page 63 of his monograph on the

membrana tympani). Moos, Prussak, and others deny
this joint-like union between the membrana tympani
and the hammer bone, the fibres of the membrane
proper inserting themselves directly into the periosteum

or perichondrium.
The blood-vessels of tliC membrana tympani are de-

rived externally from the arteriaauricularis profunda—

a

little branch of the internal maxillary. In its course it

descends from the upper wall, runs along the manu-
brium, and divides into radiating branches, which
anastomose with those of the tympanic ring at its

periphery. The capillaries collect into two venous
branches, which run alongside of the artery. Prussak

and J. Kessel described two venous plexuses which re-

ceive the blood from the outer layer of the membrana
tympani, the one running along the handle, and the

other in a circular direction around the periphery.

The internal vessels are derived from those of the
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mucous membrane of the tympanum, " artoria tympnn-
ioa," till" ramifications of whicli arc numerous, forming

a den^e net-work of capillaries. The fibrous layer, or
,

membrana propria, was formerly considered as having
neither ve^si.ds nor nerve?, but J. Kessel says that

it is pervaded by a net-work of capillaries connecting
the blood-vessela of the outer layer wilii those of the

the inner layer. The capillaries of thn membrana tym-
pani have an arrangement similar to tliat of tlie blood-

vessels: three strata, the one belonging to tlio cuta-

neous, the next to the mucous layer of the membrane,
and a third connecting the two witli each other by
capillaries running through the membrana propria (J.

Kessel).

The nerves of the membrana lympani are supplied

externally from the tympanic nerve—a branch of thfi

" tempero-auricular," derived from the third branch of
the trigeminus. It descend sfrom the roof of the
meatus and courses brandling in the same direction as

the artery. According to Kessel, there are branches
running from the outer layer into the fibrous layer, in

which a part of them remain, dividing into more mi-
nute branches or twig-:; while another })art pass tlirough

it and communicate with the nerves of the mucou> lay-

er. Those found internally are scanty, and are trans-

parent, without medullar}' sheaths.

WOUNDS AND INJURIES OK THE MEMBn.\NA TYMl'ANI.

The causes tending to injure this delicate membrane
are quite numerous—penetrating instruments and
foreign bodies, by external force or violence, such
as fracture of the temporal bone, blows upon the side of
the head, falls, etc.; sudden concussions of air, as in

pertussis, loud, sharp reports from heavy pieces of
artillery.

Gruber says that the membrana tympani bears verv
high degrees of pressure (from four to five atmosplicres)
Without bursting. He thinks that only in membranes
previously diseased a rupture is liable to occur by sud-
den increase of atmospheric pressure. The bleedino' in
pertussis and other diseases is not always a symptom of
rupture of the membrane, as also the blood-vessels of
the conjunctiva and other membranes are very apt to
burst in this disease.

The si/)))p'oms are :

—

Pain, mostly of an inter.se character, at the moment
of the rupture. Sometimes, however, no pain is felt.

Fainting, which may be repeated during the next
twtnty-four hours.

Convulsion.'} are very rare.

A loud noi.'ie or crash at the moment of the rupture,
caused by the fearing of tb.e fibres or the sudden pres-
sure upon tlie labyrinth. The noise persists for some
days, in most cases, but gradually dmiinishing in in-
tensity.

The hearing is impaired in ©very case where the mem-
brana tympani was normal before the accident, but it

may be improved in cases of diseased membrana tym-
pani, for then the membrane is no longer a septum
barring the entrance to the waves of sound, the latter
having immediate access to the stapes, and the mem-
brana tympani secundaria.

Jlyperacusis, or Sonophohia, in rare cases: some
noises or tones being very disagreeable.

Los>i of thefaculty of determining the direction of sound.
Tliis symptom is not constant, and soon disappears.

Extravasation, covering the rent in an otherwise nor-
mal membrane.
A rent orjissure of oval or linear shape; at times the

dermoid and radiating layers retract more than the
inner layers, and a wound with terraced edges is

produced.

The prognosis of wounds and injuries to the mem-
brane is generally favorable. Wilde, however, ob-
serves :

—
'' It is remarkable that, while we experience

the greatest difficulty in keeping open a perforation

made with a surgical instrument, accidental openings
seldom close." This serves as an argviment in favor
of Gruber's statement, that the memi)rane was gen-
erally diseased before the perforation occurred.

The treatment is simple and can be readily given :

Do not syringe, but let the ear alone.

Cleanse the meatus with cotton, and insert into it a
light plug of cotton or wool to protect the membrane.
The healing in most ca~es takes place rapidly and

without inflammation. If the latter ensues, the symp-
toms are those of myringitis.

profircso of iHctilcal Science.

PnoTOPnoBiA IN Sightless Eyes.—A writer in the

Br. Med. Journal cites three or four cases in which
marked j'hotophobia remained after destruction of the

eyeball, following injuries, in which favorable prognos-
tications had been given by physicians in attendance

;

their opinions that sight would remain after inflamma-

tion had been subdued having been wrongly based
upon such persistent sensitiveness to light.

Lead Poisoning from Snuff.—Dr. Garrod reports an
interesting case of this nature, which had been caused
by snuflT which had been packed in lead, and refers to

several other cases of similar character. It appears
that when moist snuflF is enclosed in leaden cases, and
especially when subjected to the action of heat in

tropical' climates, it becomes intensely poisonous from
impregnation with the metal. He explains this as fol-

lows:—Tlie moisture of the snufl', containing its solu-

ble salts, is evaporated and condensed on the sides of
the leaden case, upon which it slowly acts ;

and the

lead salts, thus brought into solution, gradually impreg-
nate the mass.

Albuminuric Retinitis.—Mr. Swauzy, speaking of

this aflFection, says {Med. Press and Circular) :
'' Every

one who has busied himself specially with diseases

of the eye must have had frequent occasion to diagnos-
ticate Bright's disease by the opthalmoscopic appear-

ances, while, as yet, there were no other prominent
symptoms ;" the disturbance of the function of the eye
being the first thing which would lead the patient to

seek medical advice. He thinks the physician who
takes the trouble to learn the use of this instrument
will be abundantly paid, during his first five years' prac-

tice, in his ability to use it as a means of diagnosis in

this afl*ection alone. He says that " as a general rule,

in those cases where the eye gives the first indication

of the presence of Bright's disease, the progress of the
latter is fiom that time very rapid. From three to six

or eight weeks is commonly long enough to biing the

case to a fatal termination, and it is rare for these

patients to live for three or lour months after the sight

has become aflfected."

Treatjient of Favus avithout EriLAXiON.—Prof.

Enrico de Renzi has undertaken to treat this affection

without removal of the hairs, by the following method :

First, the nature of the disease having been determined
by the aid of the microscope, the hair is cut closely and
the head rubbed with an ointment consisting of one-
tenth part of phenate of soda. After a very short

course of treatment the parasitic growth is seen to

lose its transparency, become granular, and at last is

1
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detected, by aid of a magnifying glass, reduced to frag-

ments around the roots of the hairs. Under the con-

tinuance of this treatment it completely disappears,

never to return except as a result of a new engrafting

of tlie parasite.

—

Lyon Medical.

Gelsemium in Irritable Bladder.— Dr. W. Scott

Hill, of Augusta, Maine {Am. Jouru. Med. Sciences) re-

lates five cases of irritable bladder wliicli were relieved

by the administration of Tilden's fluid extract of gel-

semium.

Electrotherapy.—J. W. Holland, M.D., Prof. Chem.,

Univ. Louisville (.1???. Practitioner), speaks of a case of
" nervous deafness," due to a sudden but enduring

apathy of the auditory oerve, in a patient aged forty-

one, which was considerably improved by the feeblest

current from a volta-faradic coil, after a sitting of five

minutes' length. The revival of the auditory nerves

gained fresh force from each electrical sitting, and he

presumes that, as five applications have accomplished

so much, by continued excitation the torpor may even-

tually be entirely removed.

Uterine Cloth Tents.—In a reprint from the Atlan-

ta Medical and Surgical Journal, Dr. V. H. Taliaferro,

of Columbus, Georgia, gives some practical observations

upon medication by the use of uterine cloth tents in

diseases of the body and cavity of the uterus, with ac-

companying wood-cuts. They are designed as a safe,

read}', and thorough means of intra-uterine medication,

dilatation in uterine cervical structures, and of prepara-

tion of the uterus for intra-uterine injections. That
they accomplish these objects witli greater safety and
thoroughness than any means heretofore employed he

is fully convinced.

Knee-joint Amputations.—Dr. W. H. Hawkins, of

Rocky Comfort, Arkansas (Proceedings Arh. Med. As-
soc), presents two successful cases of this amputation,
and notes the excellent treatises upon this subject by
Drs. Markoe and J. H. Brinton. In general, he be-

lieves that knee-joint amputations compare favorably

with amputations of the leg at any point above the

knee, and as economy in preserving as much of a dis-

eased or injured member as possible is always desira-

ble, this operation possesses decidedly the advantage in

this particular.

In these two cases the antero-posterior flap, with

retention of the patella, was adopted, though the con-

dyles were shaved off. The shaving off of the condyles

he regards as an unnecessary proceeding, and, in future

operations, he will follow Dr. Stephen Smith's method,
as detailed in the Am. Journ. Med. Sciences, 1870. It

admits of a more thorough drainage, and places the

cicatrix in a position least liable to be pressed by an
artificial limb.

A Plan for Facilitating the Reduction of Stran-
gulated Inguinal Hernia by Taxis.—A correspond-

ent of the British Med. Jour, calls attention to a

method recommended by Baron Sentin to be followed

in this operation. The patient is to be placed on the

back, with the hips well raised, and in case the hernial

tumor is not reducible by the ordinary manipulation,

the surgeon is to pass his index finger up into the

ring, if possible to the outer side of the gut. After

crowding the point of the finger past the column of

the ring, strong and constant pressure is made, until

the fibres of the ligament give way, or the opening
is perceptibly enlarged, when it will be found that the

intestine can be returned easily to the abdomen by the

usual effort. The conditions which contraindicate a

resort to this procedure are :

—

1. The fact of the hernia being old and irreducible.

2. The presence of the constriction at the inner

ring—the external ring being too small, and the canal

too long, to admit the finger.

3. The existence of general symptoms of grangrene

of the intestine.

Tanacetic Acid as a Substitute for Santonine.—
This acid is prepai-ed by distillation of ihe heads of

common tansy {tanacetum vulgare). The filtered resi-

due is evaporated to the consistency of honey, treated

with lime and animal charcoal, dried, and then dis-

solved in water acidulated with hydrochloric and
acetic acids. Tiie tanacetic acid is deposited in colored

crystals, which are purified by repeated washings with

distilled water. It has a sharp, bitter taste, and is in-

soluble in water, but soluble in alcohol and ether.

Nearly all its salts are crystallizable. As a vermifuge,

it operates in tlie same doses as santonine.

—

Med. Press

and Circular.

Hysterical Ischuria.—M. Charcot reported to the

Societe de Biologic (Lyon Mcdicale) a curious case (if

true—Ed.) of this affection occurring in a woman 43

years old, who had suftered for several years with

hemiplegia with contractured limbs, and who had an

almost complete supi>ression of urine supplemented by
constant vomiting. The total quantity of urine col-

lected with great care by aid of a catheter was, from

the 8th to the 14th of July, but 4G grammes; from the

16th to the 22d of July, 33 grammes; and from the

24th to the 30th of the same month, 21 grammes.

The vomited matter, analyzed by M. Grehaut, fur-

nished urea in quantities very nearly proportionate to

the amount which should have been normally dis-

charged by the urinary passages.

Effects of Crude Paraffine on the Skin.—An af-

fection of the hair-follicles is described by Dr. Alex.

Ogston in the Edinburgh Med. Journal (Dec), which is

caused by prolonged exposure of the skin to the action

of the oily matter contained in this substance: the

result being an eruption of nodules and pimples on the

skin so exposed, speedily breaking out on those who
are for the first time engaged in handhng it, lasting for

a few weeks or months, and then generally diminishing

or disappearing. In the few cases in which it becomes
chronic a change of employment is a necessity. The

mark of difference between the acute and chronic forms

is the presence of inflammatory action in the former.

A minute examination of the skin in the former variety

shows bright-red nodules which are hard to the touch,

tender onpressure, vaiying little in size,which is about

equal to that of a grain of barley, are of a rounded

form, and consist eacli of a single hair-fohicle with the

surrounding parts red and inflamed. A hair emerges

from the summit of one of these follicles, the orifice

of which is enlarged to the size of a pinhole in a card.

This dilatation extends to the deeper part of the follicle,

which is filled with a dry and friable mass of epithelial

scales and dirt. In the chronic form the hairs have

been atrophied and destroyed by pressure, and the skin

affected presents the open mouths of these distended

follicles, sometimes large enough to admit the end of a

probe, the skin including those raised patches of erup-

tion being of natural color.

The modus operandi of the crude paraffine in pro-

ducing this eruption seem.s to be that the oily matters

in the shale called "blae oil," is irritating to the skin;

and, coming continually in contact with the epidermis,

soaks into the hair-follicles, where it causes an increased

growth of epithelium, which is not counterbalanced by
increased expulsion of the scales, owing to the fatty
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matter from the sebaceous glands being dissolved out

and rohioved liy tlic "blae oil," tlius leaviiif,' tlio brittle

mass of fpitholiuin to plug "P tlic follicles. I'arts of

the skin not supplied witli hair-foUiclos are not aflocted.

A suprosKn Cause of Heart Disease.— Dr. Moinet
(Kdinbiirgk Mtd. Jour.) offers the theory that ili-ease

of the heart and aorta are produced in some instances

by the weiglit of the heart wlien the subject is in the

erect posture, producing lle.xion of tlie arch of the aorttn,

rendering its curve more acute, and thus oQcring an

increased resistance to the current of blood; corre-

sponding hy[)ertrophy of the heart being tlie first no-

t:ceable result. This bending of the aorta tends also,

he thinks, to weaken its coats, thus laying (he founda-
tion for aneurism at the commencement of its arch,

where it is so often found. He thinks also that soldiers,

on account of the confinement of their chests by their

acoutrements and uniform, and the active and prolonged
exercise of their upper extremities while tliey are so

confined, are particularly liable to disease of the lieart

arising from this cause.

Spirits of Turpentine in Phosphorous Poisoning.—
The Bulletin of Hie Royal Acad, of Med. of Bekjium
(No. 9) contains a long article by M. Rommelaere on
this subject, in the course of which numbers of suc-

cessfully treated cases are detailed, the amount of tur-

pentine taken averaging about a drachm daily.

Cutting Microscopic Sections of Eyks.—Edward
Curtis, M.D., of New York (Tra?is. Am. Ophthal. Sac),
devised an apparatus for cutting microscopic sections,

when needed, of an entire eye. In preparing the tissue

and cutting the sections there are one or two points

which it is necessary to observe iu order to get the
best results. Supposing the object to be a morbid eye,

this must, immediately after enucleation, be put into

Muller's fluid—bichromate of jjotash, 75 grains; sul-

phate of soda, 25 grains ; water, 6 fluid ounces—and
there left for at least three weeks. It is then cut open
with a sharp knife or razor, and the halves soaked in

water to remove the bichromate. Such portion as is

intended for cutting in the section-cutter is then to be
further hardened in alcohol. When ready for cutting,

the piece is transferred to light-colored oil of cloves,

where it is allowed to stay froirf half an hour to several
hours—until thoroughly impregnated with the oil.

The piece is then to be imbedded for cutting. For
this purpose the following menstruum is recommended

:

one part of oil of turpentine or benzine to twelve or
sixteen of parafline.

The section-cutters and accessories can be obtained
of the makers, Hawkins and Wale, of the Stevens
Institute of Technology, Hoboken, New Jersey.

General Syphilitic Inflammation of the Eye.—Dr.
Francis Delafield, ofNew York ( Trans. Am. Ophih. Sac.),

says that the iris and choroid are the portions of the
eye which are most frequently attacked after the intro-
duction of the syphilitic virus in the system. In rare
cases, however, the inflammation becomes general;
iris, choroid, ciliary bod}^, retina, sclera, , and cornea
are involved, and the produclion of new cells is so
great that staphylomatous tumors of large size are
formed. The literature of such cases is scanty. Arlt
describes two cases of anterior staphyloma produced
by syphilitic new growths from the edge of the iris

and ciliary body; but no anatomical examination of
the eyes was made.
Von Hippel gives a full description of a case in

which the iris, choroid, sclera, cornea, and retina were
involved, and a large staphyloma formed.
Two cases of this character have come under the

observation of Dr. Delafield, which are published.

Functional Trouble of the Eye.—Dr. Henry D.
Noycs, ofNew York (Trans. Am. Ophthal. Sac), gives a

scheme to aid in examining and recording cases of

functional trouble of the eye. This printed form he
has used for .several months past, and finds very useful

to insure regularity and completeness in llie examina-
tion, and for convenience in preserving notes. At the
date of report lie had kept notes of one hundred cases

by this method.
Tliis author, in another article, also exhibited an

ingenious apparatus for testing the perception of color.

The Determination of Astigmatism.—An additional

method for the determination of astigmatism is record-

ed by Dr. George Strawbridge, of Philadelphia (I'rans.

Am. OpJiilial. Soc), which has* these advantages:— 1st.

Simplicity. 2d. Accuracy, which results from the ex-
treme delicacy of the test formed by illuminated bar.

3d. The great saving of time. 4th. This method allows

of examination being made entirely independent of
daylight, and so obviating any inconvenience arising

from defective illumination found in cloudy weather,
etc.

Dentigerous Cysts.—In an essay to which was
awarded the first prize of the Boylston Medical So-
ciety for 1871. by W. P. Bolles, M.D. (Boston Med.
and Surg. Joicrmd). it seems that the sexes are nearly

equally liable. Of 23 cases, 11 were males, and 12
females. The number of upper and lower leeth af-

fected is also equal. The majority of the cases oc-

curred between the ages of 10 and 40; 1 to 10, one
case

;
10 to 20, nine ; 20 to 30, nine ; 30 to 40, three

;

40 to 50, none ; 50 to 70, three. Contrary to the usual

statement, but as might be expected from their posi-

tion in the jaw, the lower third molars are the teeth

most frequently encysted, and second to these come
the upper canines. In the appendix, the writer gives

a synopsis of all the accessible cases (29), with the

sources whence obtained.

CoLLEs' Fracture simultaneous in both Arms.—
A case of this character is published by T. Curtis

Smith, M.D., Middleport, Ohio, in the Cin. Lancet and
Observer. The radius of the right arm was fractured

at three-fourths of an inch above the wrist-joint, that

of the left at one inch above the joint. These fractures

were successfully treated by two pistol-shaped sphnts
applied to each arm, after removing the deformity by
extension. At the date of publication the union was
firm, and no deformity can be observed in either arm.

The patient was a boy, aged 10 years, who, while
climbing, was precipitated from a height of fourteen

feet to the ground ; his weight was received on the

palms of the extended hands.

In this case motion is as complete as before the oc-

currence of the accident. Dr. Smith affirms that if

due care is used, deformity will not often follow the

treatment by use of two pistol-shaped splints (!).

Transfusion of Blood.—Carl Proegler, M.D., of Au-
rora, Illinois, late Surgeon German Army (Chicago •

Med. Journal), records four successful cases of transfu-

sion of blood. The patients were French soldiers, who
were wounded in the streets and before Paris. The
indications for transfusion in these cases were :—1st.

Where amputation had been delayed for some reason,

with but little chance for the patient, but where the

latter insisted upon an operation. 2d. Re-amputation
or resection on account of pyaemia or extreme hemor- I
rhage, either on account of dangerous after-bleeding, J
general debility, or a hemorrhagic diathesis. 3d. Ex-
treme prostration on account of shock, and where life

seems to be in imminent danger. The amount to be
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injected varies according to circumstances, but it should

never exceed sixteen ounces. Care should be taken not

to force air into the veins, ns collapse is liable to follow.

Chronic IIvpertropiiy of the Lips.—Dr. R. W.
Taylor, Surg, to N. Y. Dispensary (Afed. World), calls

attention, with ca-e, to a form of hypertrophy of the

lips, in which the inflammation begins in its connective

tissue framework, and whicli produces a permanent
augmentation in its size, and in wliich the skin and
mucous membrane are not involved. He observes

that there are five forms of chronic hypertrophy of the

lips due to change in the deep structures:—Tlie first

due to cell-infiltration into tlio corium and papilla;;

the second, to an increased development of tlae con-

nective-tissue stratum; the third, to a hypertrophy of

the mucous follicles and the submucous connective

tissue ; the fourth, to angiomatous tumors, either ar-

terial or venous ; and the lifih due to lymph-angioma-
tous tumors.

Typhoid Fever with Capillary Bronchitis.—In

this complication, when tliere is typhoid depression,

wandering of the mind and bronchial tightness. Dr. N.
S. Davis, of Chicago, 111. (Med. Examiner), recom-
mends the internal administration of chloroform, ac-

cording to the subjoined formula:— IJ. Chloroform,

3 iij. ; acacife, 3 vj. ; sacchari, 3 vj. ; aquae, § vj. M.
Dose, a tablespoonful every four hours, alternately

with other medicine.

Epulis and Myeloid Tumors of the Jaw.—James
Tyson, M.D., Lecturer on Microscopy in the Univ. of

7exm.. {Dental Times), explains the microscopic points of

diflference in the characters of these tumors, with a

view to a completeness of our knowledge of their nat-

ural history. Epulis tends to occur other than singly
;

it is, however, a growth of all ages, though there are

those who have claimed that it also belongs to yoiith.

Prof. S. D. Gross, on the other hand, in a recent clin-

ical lecture, said that he had never before met with a

growth of this kind at so early an age as seven years.

It is usually a tumor of slow growth, and differing from
myeloid in this respect; it is often painful; patients

afflicted with it suffering much from toothache. Again,
epulis is often partially osseous, frequently containing

spicula of bone in its centre, detached from the surface

of the bone. It recurs under the same circumstances
with myeloid, that is, when all parts have not been
completely extirpated, though perhaps less frequently

than the former. It is generally lobulated, as myeloid
tumor in the same situation, but its structure is firmer.

It is tougher and more elastic, owing to its fibrous

structure. On section of myeloid tumors, more decided

characteristics are noticed, which may be recognizable

by the naked eye. The cut surfaces are "smooth, uni-

form, compact, shining, succulent, with a yellowish, not
a creamy fluid; " presenting "blotches of dark or livid

crimson, or of a brownish or a brighter blood-color, or

of a pale pink, or all of these tints mingled on the

grayish-white or greenish basis-color." Epulis on sec-

tion is uniform, firm, white and shining, presenting

often in its interior the spicula to which allusion has
been already made. Before operation it is not easy to

decide whether a tumor is epulis or myeloid, and
though appearances on section are more characteristic,

they do not become available for diagnosis. As a mat-
ter of prognosis it is not of paramount importance that

the exact nature of the tumor be known before opera-
tion, supposing it one of these two forms, as neither is

apt to return if thorovgJihj removed. Recurrence of

each occasionally takes place, and it is somewhat more
frequent in the case of myeloid ; the periosteum should
in all instances be scraped after operation. As the only

certain means of relief, Prof Gross recommends " ex-
cision of the piece of bone to which it is attached."

Fever Mixture.—The value of aconite in allaying

fevers is apparently not so completely recognized as it

should be ; and having found the following formulas very
beneficial iu allaying fever, and in controlling it when
not dependent upon a deep-seated cause, Prof. Horatio
C. Wood, Jr., M.D., Philadelphia, editor o^ JVeiu Reine-
dies, publishes the following : Take of Tincture of aconite
root, gtt. xxiv. ; Sweet spirits of nitre, ffij.; Solution
(or mixture) of citrate of potash, f 3 iv. Mix. S. Table-
spoonful every one, two, or three hours. Q''his formula,

containing two drops of the tincture of aconite root to

the dose, should be given cautiously, and every hour
only in urgent ca=es which can be carefully watched.
Many women will scarcely bear it given every two
hours. The following combination is more generally

ap[)licable and safer: Take of Tincture of aconite root,

gtt. xij. ; Sweet spirit of nitre, f | ij. ; Solution (or mix-
ture) of citrate of potash, fsiij. Mix. S. Tablespoonful
every one or two hours.

Where there is much restlessness with the fever the
following formula is recommended : Take of Tincture of
aconite root, gtt. xij. ; Sweet spirit of nitre, Comp. spirit

of nitre, ila. f 3 iss. ; Camphor water, f§iij.; Morphia
sulph., gr. ss. Mix. S. Tablespoonful every one or
two hours.

The Use of Sewing-Machines.—Dr. A. H. Nichols,

in the third annual report of the Mass. Board of Health
(Boston Med. and Surg. Journ.), presents a full exhibit

of the effects on health of the use of sewing-machines
moved by foot power, based on personal investigation

and returns from a large number of correspondents,
from which it) is evident that most women cannot
make continuous use of the common pedal for any con-
siderable time without suflering from general debihty
and various local disturbances. These evils may be
prevented by the substitution of steam or foot power
in large establishments, or by the use of electro-mag-

netic power, or by the use of improved pedals, which
greatly reduce the required movement of the feet and
legs of the operator.

Pitting in Small-Pox.—W. C. Coleman, M. D.
(Drug. Circ. and Chem. Gazette), recommends the fol-

lowing, to prevent pitting in small-pox, as the result

of his own observation: First, prevent suppuration as

far as possible; second, allay irritation; and third, keep
the scabs off. To accomplish the first and second, rup-

ture the pocks thoroughly while in the vesicular stage,

and apply carbolic acid and mucilage of gum acacia,

mixing one part of the former to eight of the latter,

and apply freely with a hair pencil. To keep the scabs

soft, use olive or sweet oil freely. Continue the mucil-

age and acid as long as the irritation lasts, and there

need be no fears of the oil interfering in any way,
provided the mucilage is made quite thin.

Hypodermic Injections of Corrosive Sublimate.—
In a practical paper " On the Treatment of Syphilis by
Hypodermic Injections of Corrosive Sublimate," by
Dr. R. W. Taylor, ofNew York (Med. Gazette), his views
are given, in concluding, in eighteen aphorisms, which
are thus summed up : While in dispensary and hospital

practice the injections may be frequently given, in pri-

vate practice the smallness of a patient's means may
often be an obstacle in the way of the continuance of
treatment. That, while in some cases the treatment
may be useful by reason of its rapid action, and in

others for the smallness of the dose, the inconveniences
which it produces, the objections of the patients, and
the presenee of lesions which contraindicate its use,

confine its sjjhere of usefulness to very narrow limits.
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Cakdonatk ok Soda.—A new process for tlio produc-
tion of ciulxmiiU- of soda lias lioen iiivi-iitcd by M.
Swftger. IJy tlie joint aid of highly siipcrliiMtid Htoatii

and red lieat, he decomposes the duiilile ciiloride of

aluiiiituiiii and sodium, previously fused, liiiis lormint;

alumiii ite of soda and liydrochloric acid. The latter is

condensed; the former, treated with earl)onic acid,

yields carbonate of soda and alumina.

Lkucin and Tvrosik.—According to James Tyson,
M.I)., Prof Phys. and Histology in Pcnn. Collepo Den-
tul Surgery {.[m. Joiiin. Mrd. Sciences), these organic

nitrogenous substances found in the solids and fluids

of the economy \n a number of morbid states, have only

a marked significance when present in the urine in

connection wiih .symptLiins pointing to derangement of

the hepatic function. Under these circumstances they
are of grave import, indicating destructive diseases of

tliis organ which have hcrctolore invariably terminated
fatally. They do not necessarily indicate acute yellow
atrophy alone, but may attend any affection of the

liver in which there is permanent disorganization of its

])arenehymatous structure, even if it extend over a
period of sevend months. It does not appear to be
present in the urine in cases of liver disease which are

perhaps years in completing their course, as in certain

instances of cirrhosi-^, and simple fatty degeneration.
When there is deficiency of urea in the urine thus con-
taining leucin and tijrosin, the mode of death usual

under these circumstances (coma or convulsions) can
only be rationally explained on the supposition that

there exists a condition analogous to uia;mic poisoning.

or identical with it.

Prof Tys^n presents in full the chemical and
microscopic.d cliaracters, tests, and drawings of these

substances ; also tlic modes of obtaining leucin and
tyrosin from animal fluids and tissues suspected to con-
tain them.

H.«xroPTYSis IK Consumptive Patiknts.—D. Francis
Condie, !M.D., of Phila. (.4m. Journ. Med. Sciences), says
that it is true that the deposition of tubercular matter
in the lungs may be preceded and accompanied by
luttmoptysis, but by no means so generally as to war-
rant iLs being ranked as among the premonitory, much
less as a diai:noslic symptom of tubercular phthisis.

Of 369 cases of tubercular consumption, very full notes
of which he has kept, hajmoptysis occurred in 87—that
is, about 24 per cent. In 282 of the cases it neither
l>receded nor was present throughout the attack. The
absence, therefore, of haemoptysis is not to be received
in any case as an indication of the absence of pulmo-
nary tubercles, nor can the occurrence of pulmonary
hemorrhage be received as an indication of a future or
present tuberculosis of the lungs.

In the 87 cases of consumption in which pulmonary
hemorrhage occurred under his observation, the he-
morrhage preceded in 40 the first symptom of the
deposit of tubercular matter some considerable time

—

say two, three, five, six, or even twelve months; in
some cases, however, it preceded the indications of tu-
berculosis only a few days ; in other.s, again, it occurred
at the very onset, so far as he -was enabled to judge, of
the tubercular deposit. In 29 cases the hemorrhage
occurred at different periods durin? the progress of the
disease, and in its latter stage in 18 cases in which the
presence of cavities in the lungs was detected upon
auscultation.

Fr,ATULEKT Dyspepsia.—The late Dr. Trousseau, of
Paris (New Sydenham Society's translation), in this
form of dyspepsia, administered alkaline preparations
for a few consecutive days, followed by the administra-

tion of bittern. For five or six days, at the beginning
of (he two principal mealf, and on retiring at night, the
following j)owder is u.sefnl : Magnesia, chalk, bicarbo-

nate of soda, 4 toOgrs. each, mixed immediately before

taken in a fourth of a tumbler of waU'r. This to be
lollowcd by I lie employment of quassia. In the morn-
ing fasting, ami atmi<lilay. at an equal interval between
the two principal meals, the i)atient ought to drink a

cup of the infusion of qua.ssia, prepared by leaving a

teacupful of cold water for 1/i or 20 miimtes in a goblet

made of this wood ; or, which is much better, by macer-
ating two granunes cf quassia .shavings in cold water
from four to six hours. In these cases wine of cinchona
IS akso indicated. It ought to be given either immedi-
ately alter meal-, or immediately after the patient has

taken a small quantity of food, in order to prevent the

pain in the stomach which is aj)t to be excited when
taken fasting.

Urktiihai, PAtns.—Prof. Andrews, ofMercy Hospital,

Chicago, III. (Med. Kxaminer), in cases of gonorrhoea
uses the subjoined solution by way of irrigation : cryst.

carbol.c acid, 5 grs. to the ounce, and chloride of zinc,

2 grs. to the runce of water. He has a reservoir hold-

ing a quart or more, five feet above the patient's penis.

A rubber tube, size No. 6, terminating in a flexible

catheter, is attached, and the catheter inserted into the

urethra, but not into the bladder. A quart of the solu-

tion is placed in the reservoir and allowed to run into

the urethra, where, escaping from the eye of the cathe-

ter, it runs out again between tlie catheter and the

walls of the canal, giving the latter a thorough and
long-continued drenching. The effect, he says, is ex-

cellent.

Tnh: Fattv Kidney.—James Tyson, M.D., Philadelphia

(Plii'a. 2fed. Times), in a clinical Iccturo " On a case of

smooth white kidney," mentions the two forms of

fatty kidney, viz.: the smooth ivhitt kidney , and the large

yellow fatty Icidney ; the former being the more com-
mon sequel of acute Bright's disease, especially of the

scarlatinal type. Generally fatal within three or four

years, it is said by Dickinson and Stewart to be amen-
able to successful treatment. lie has never seen a case

of recovery, although he has seen the strength and
general health of a patient temporarily restored while

the urine still gave evidence of the existence of the

disease ; and that the duration may exceed the usual

period is evidenced in the case presented—lasting appa-
rently thirteen years.

Cases of the large yellow fathj kidney are invariably

fatal, and generally within a year after its detection.

This form of fatty kidney. Dr. Dickinson believes, is

more frequently a sequel of the acute nephritis follow-

ing exposure to cold than of the scarlatinal nephritis.

Dr. Tyson can suggest no reason why it should not suc-

ceed scarlatinal nephritis; though he has never known
it to do so. He also believes it may originate primarily,

especially in the intemperate. A case came under his

observation which, he thinks, originated in this way

—

in the driver of a beer wagon. The drivers of these

wagons perhaps consume more spirituous liquors than
any set of laborers, because they are expected to invite

the purchaser of every cask delivered to drink with them
—and whiskey is generally taken.

Incomp.^tibles with the Perchloride of Iron. M.
Bouilhon {Xew Remedies' translation from L' Union
Pharm.) gives the subjoined list of incompatibles

:

Salts of silver; protosalts of mercury; alkalies, their

carbonates and bicarbonates; the arsenites and arseni-

ates; borate of soda; tannin and vegetable astringents;

gums; vegetable extracts, and vegetable infusions; albu-

men ; casein.
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THE PROPOSED

DEPARTMENT OF SAFETY

IN THE

CHARTER OF COMMITTEE OF SEVENTY
AND THE

HEALTH DEPARTIVIENT.

The present Health Department of the City of New
York is not one in which either the physician or citi-

zen can take any special piide. The charter which

brought it into existence was framed more for the sake

ofextending tlie patronage and perpetuating the power

of the Tammany Ring than for any design of serving

the legitimate interests of the public. Although,

a? a department, it may, by comparison with others, be

considered a very useful one, it has by no means escap-

ed the contamination which its origin and associations

forced upon it. ISTo one was surprised to find that it

was badly constructed, and none are disappointed^ in

learning that it has been badly managed. It is certain-

ly some comfort to know that as the community could

not expect much from it, that it is not now disappoint-

ed. The medical element of the Board, the most im-

portant of all, was designed to be of the utmost insigni-

ficance, and the facts of experience have shown that

the expectations of the framers of the law have been

fully realized. Practically speaking, we might say that

the medical commissioners have been the merest ciphers

as to any intluence Avhich their opinions or counsels

may have had upon their colleagues. The profession

have yet to hear of anything to the contrary of such a

supposition. No one could expect it to be otherwise,

as the Board was constituted, there being but two

medical commissioners, with the Health Oflicer of the

port, against six laymen. It is conceded by every

disinterested person, that there are many questions

connected with sanitary science upon Avhich medical

men only can give any intelligent opinion. These

questions are not unfrequently of the greatest impor-

tance to the commonwealth, and when they are mis-

understood by layman who have, by the mere force of

votes, the power to cancel a strictly scientific opinion,

the consequences are t;ometimes disastrous. Medical

opinions upon matters connected with the public

health are not generally calculated to further the in-

ti'rests of unprincipled contractors, and such others as

by their vocations are abettors of dangerous nuisances.

Such being the case, ii is easy for the layini n in the

majority to be convinced to a contrary opinion, more

especially if the Board is working for political capital.

We contend, in the interests of the people, that in order

that all truly scientific questions connected with public

health should be properly considered and practically

answered, that the medical members should have the

controlling power. They should, in other words, be in

the majority. The medical profession have a right to

insist upon such a provision, and the public, if they

properly understood its importance, would demand it

of their law-givers.

It was the lack of a medical majority in the Com-

mission that has in a great measure rendered it so bar-

ren of practical results as compared with the Metropoli-

tan Health Board, of which the city had no little

reason of being proud. In fact, the only redeeming

feature of the present Commission, and the only meas-

ure that perhaps enabled it to cover up the ignorance

of the framers of the law, was the retention in ofiice of

such of the executive officers as had distinguished

themselves under the old regime. It is but due to

these latter gentlemen to say that they have accom-

plished by hard work every good and acceptable

service for which the membei s of the Commission

claim the credit. While we have reason to congratulate

ourselves that the affairs of the Board are not on this

account as bad as they might have been, we have no

right to expect that such a rule will be so luckily fol-

lowed out in future. On principle, it is just as liable to

be violated as not; in fact—in accordance with the ac-

cepted political principles of the day—more so. The

only way to prevent the possibility of the appointment

of incompetent men to do the executive work of the

Board is to have the medical commissioners in the

majority. Then we shall always have a guarantee for

the appointment of men to do the executive work who

have *he requisite professional capability, and not trust,

as we have done, to the mere luck of a forced expedi-

ency.

The proposed charter is framed upon the principle

of minority representation, a feature which, under the

present circumstances of the city government, is com-

mendable in many ways, and impracticable in others.

By it the legislative power of the corporation is vested

in the Board of Aldermen, who are to be elected in

accordance with the following plan, which governs
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all elections within the naming of the said charter :

—

" Each qualified voter in each Senate District may
give one written or printed ballot witli the indorsement
" Aldermen," which shall contain a list of not more
than nine names. The voter may repeat on such list

the same name nine times, or may make euch list to

consist of nine diflcrent names, or may repeat any one

or more name or names on said list as often as he may
see fit." The principle, if properly carried out, will

effectually check the abuses of power and influence

of which the former political rulers of our city have

been guilty, but in other respects it is a change in the

forms of appointment which in many cases may not be

the most conducive to public welfare. It is in politics

as in everything else, when changes are made there is

too much liability to travel from one extreme to the

other. This spirit of radicalism in tlie cause of non-

partisanship is, in fact, manifest in many portions of the

charter, and not the least so in that referring to sani-

tary regulations.

The charter now in force provides for a number of

useless departments which are drawing from the city

treasury witliout an equivalent return in the shape of

duties performed. As prominent examples of these

we have the Bureau of Street Cleaning and the Permit
Bureau. Tiie chief officer of each of these draws a

salary of four thou.«and dollars for services which are

merely nominal, and for which a salary of five hundred
would be an unnecessary extravagance. This fact has

tended not a little towards making the changes in the

proposed law so absolutely reformatory and so uncom-
promisingly radical. Again, the action of the present

Health Commission, as manifested in the political trick-

ery which culminated in raising their salarie?, already

amply renumcrative, has tended to the same result.

The Tammany party, with a show of reform charac-

teristic of all their endeavors to swindle the public,

caused to be passed by the last legislature what is

known as the " Two per cent. Tax-bill." This pro-

vided that not more than two per cent, of the taxes
should be levied upon the assessed valuation of prop-

erty, out of which amount the whole city government
was to be carried on. A Board of Apportionment was
created by this bill to divide the money among the
several departments and to fix the salaries for 1871.

It is true that the appropriation required by the de-

partment was very much curtailed
; but what was

gained for the apparent benefit of the public in one
direction was, in the direct interests of the Health
Commissioners, lost in another. It was ordered that all

salaries of five thousand per annum and over should be
reduced twenty per cent. The Commissioners, how-
ever, with that disinterestedness of the public welfare
which has characterized their political actions during
the past year, succeeded in having their respective
salaries raised to the modest sum of ten thousand a
year. As this was done before the Board of Appor-
tionment commenced their labors, the said salaries

could safely be left to the necessities of the required

reduction. The result was that, instead of five thou-

tiand, which they each received before their respec-

tive salaries became increased, they actually received,

after the reduction, eight thousand ! It is easy to see

that the pretended retrenchment was a real benefit

to the members of the Commission, while at the

same time the general funds of the Board were

proportionately reduced in such a way a<5 to cripple its

legitimate functions. Since the indignation of the public

h.TS become so justly arous.'d at the extravagance of the

different departments, the salaries of the Commissioners

j
have, with a great show ofa sacrifice for the public good,

been reduced, since January first. of the present year,

to their legitimate standard.

In view of these fact.'*, it is not to be wondered at

that the Reform Committee have become prejudiced

against the pre.«!ent Board, and have sought for many
changes in its plan of organization. Taking the one

extreme as a starting-point, they have, perhaps natur-

ally, but not, in our opinion, wi.sely, aimed at the other

extreme. There is no doubt in the minds of every

unprejudiced person that the present Commi.ssioners

have by their actions, as a purely political Board, for-

feited the confidence and the respect of the commu-
nity, and that they one and all deserve dismissal;

but that, on their' account, the whole plan of adminis-

tration of the Board, as such, should be so thoroughly

remodelled, is a question of no small moment to practi-

cal sanitarians.

Among the changes proposed by the Committee of

Seventj' is the creation of " The Department of Public

Safety." In order to give an idea of the provisions, we
quote the following :

—

"Art. riL, Sec. 43.—The Department of Public

Safety shall be under the charge of seven persons, who
shall be a board to be called " The Board of Public

Safety ; "' said Board shall consist of the Mayor, and

of si.x Commissioners, to be called "'Commissioners of

Public Safety," which Commi.ssioners shall be elected

by the Board of Aldermen in the manner hereinafter

provided.

''/Sec. 44.—Between the 1st and loth days of May,

in the year 1872, six persons shall be elected by the

Board of Aldermen as such Commissioners ; at such

election each alderman shall give not more than six

open ballots, upon each of which shall be printed or

written the name of one candidate for the office of such

Commissioner, and each of which shall be signed by

the alderman voting, and shall be recorded by the

Clerk of tlie Board. Each alderman may give the

whole of his ballots for one and the same candidate, or

may distribute them between six diflerent candidates,

or in a less number, in such proportion as he may see

fit. The six persons having the largest number of

votes shall be deemed elected. In the event of a

failure to elect six Commissioners, by reason of less

than six persons having been voted for, or by reason
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of two or more of the persons voted for having re-

ceived an equal number of votes, under sucii circum-

stances that there shall be no full number of six

persons having received a higher number of votes

than any others, a new election for six Commissioners

shall forthwith be held in tlu; same manner."

Section 45 provides that the Commissioners elect

shall divide themselves by lot into two classes of three

each, one of which classes shall hold office for three

years I'rom the 15th day of May, 1872, and the other

for six years from same date.

This department also provides lor a division into live

bureaux respectively as follow : I. " Bureau of Police,"

the chief officer of which shall be ' the Superintendent

of Police; " 11. a Fire Bureau, the chief officer of which

shall be called" the Chief Engineer of the Fire Bureau;"

III. a Bureau of Health, the chief officer of which shall

be called the Sanitary Superintendent ;
" IV. a Bureau

of Buildings, the chief officer of which shall be called

''the Superintendent of Buildings; " and V. a Bureau

of Statistics, the chief officer of which shall be called the

Register of Records."

This Department of Public Safety it is intended shall

represent the Police. Health, and Fire departments, and

in addition the Department of Public Buildings. How
all the supervisory" duties of these can be compressed

into the labors of a commission of seven persons is an

enigma in the first place, and, in our opinion, will prove

to be an impossibility in the second place. The concep-

tion of such an idea can be explained only on the ground

of a determination to court a dangerous and stupid

extreme. We fail to see how this board can, consist-

ently with even a common-sense idea of their duties,

attempt to perform one-half of what even as an advi-

sory committee the community require of them. The

real work must be done by tiie different heads of

bureaux, and the Commission must necessarily be more

ornamental than useful. It is impossible to conceive

how the Commission can affect the workings of the re-

spective bureaux except as the passive instruments of

the necessities of each, or as active hindrances to the

efficiency of the respective executive departments. If

the Commission is really to be good for anything it

should be competent to exercise an intelligent control-

ling power over all—which, under the circumstances,

seems to be simply impossible.

Each of the bureaux, if they require anything, should

have a commission practically competent to advise and

direct the executive officers. This should be particu-

larly the case with the Health Department. There

are many questions connected with the health of the

community which, as before intimated, cannot be de-

cided upon by any save a committee of strictly medical

men. We have always held to the opinion that a model
health law should provide for a distinct health com-
mission, composed, if not entirely, at least of a majority

of thorough [jr educated physicians who should be com-
petent to direct the officers under them. Practical sani-

tarians need no argument to prove the utility of such

a measure, and the real interests of the citizens de-

mand it.

The appointment of such health commissioners

shoidd be very carefully made by thoroughly compe-

tent and responsible parties. Far from the acknowl-

edgment of any such necessity, the Board of Alder-

men are left with the whole discretionary power of

electing any applicant they may .sec fit. There is no

provision whatever for the election of any medical man
to that office, and yet this Commission is supposed to

be able to advise intelligently concerning matters per-

taining to the health of the community ! Even if

such a provision were made, the medical gentlemen

could not possibly claim a fair representation in such a

board, and would be sure to be in the minority when
any vote was to be taken upon any measure i-eferring to

proper sanitary regulations. In any event the influ-

ence of the profession would be, in matters over which

it is pre-eminently entitled to opinions, a mere cipher.

Again, supposing the profession were to bo fairly

represented, what guarantee is there that the aldermen

could or would make an acceptable choice. Would it

not be more probable that, under the circumstances, the

only candidates who would stand any chance for elec-

tion would be those who could command the most poli-

tical influence with the Board as a whole ? This latter

recommendation is not such as the respectable portion

of the medical profession as a body can allow them-

selves to court.

We are constrained to confess, at the risk of being

considered out of the fashion, that we are in favor of

the constitution of a Health Commission by itself; that

this Commission should consist of a majority of well-

qualified medical men, and that the members should be

appointed by some more responsible parties than a

board of aldermen whose official functions as electors

are so blindl}'- hemmed in by the principle of minority

representation. A responsibility of appointing the

members of such a commission in such away, shared as

it is among so many, amounts to nothing, even should

the complication of the machinery allow them to come

to any choice at all. While we may approve of the

experiment of minority representation, we have no

liesitation in objecting to the principle as applicable to

the appointment of the members of the Committee of

Safety, As a committee we object to it as wholly in-

capable of performing the duties to be assigned to it,

especially those as referring to health matteis. There

is, in our opinion, very little improvement to be made

on the old Metropolitan Health Bill, not only as re-

gards its organization, but as regards the responsible

appointing power. During its operation it gave very

general satisfaction, and the repeal of the old law was

not warranted by any improvements which the present

law effects or the proposed law contemplates.
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TIIK MKmCAl, WOItl.l).

TiiK ifnltcal Worhl, for February, comes to us with-

out an Editor. We arc simply told that " Dr. Reuben

A. Vanco, wliose name lately appeared as editor, is no

loiipiT connected witli the Malical Worlil."' This an-

nouncement is brief and explicit, and the publishers

evidently scorn any explanation. It is fair to presume

that this isanotlier one of tliose serious misunderstand-

ings between the publishers and the editor, in which

the former being the owners of the periodical, the latter

is pretty sure to be worsted. But tliis aciion may admit

of all sorts of explanations, and except from an unpar-

donable discourtesy to a professional gentleman, who
has shown himself qualified to conduct such a journal,

no one would be particularly interested in the matter.

The affair, however, wears a serious aspect when the

publishers assume the editorial control of a journal, and

i npose their opinions upon the subscribers. They

p:o:nis? almost everything in the line of medical jour-

nalism, and state that in return for their labors they

want a circulation often thousand copies per month (!).

In order to prove to their subscribers that they are

capable of doing what they promise, and that they fully

appreciate how the English language should be used,

we will quote the following paragraph of their an-

nouncement referring to the prospective ten thousand

subscribers: "Out of nearly seventy-five thousand

physicians in the United States, of all classes, there is

no medic d journal having anything like the above cir-

culation." We sliould hope not.

The profes-ion owe it to their self-respect to frown

down any such presumption on the part of publishers

of medical journals, and should cease t:> patronize any

undertaking actuated by such a spirit. We predict for

th.: journal a deserved failure.

Ucports Df Societies.

TOE rn.VRMACY BII.I.

Up to the time of our going to press, the fate of the

Pharmacy bill is still undecided. It is now before the

Health Committee of the Assembly, and in the hands

of its chairman Dr. Robert Louguray, and the other

medical members of that committee, it is to be hoped

it will receive the merit of a favorable report. Senator

Weismans has done his part in the matter, and it is not

fair to suppose that Assemblyman Loughrax and his

medical confreres will be found wanting when the time

comes to hear from them. The professions of medicine

and pharmacy, in this city, are alike interested

in the passage of the bill, and they naturally look

to their respective representatives in the legislature to

have their unquestioned rights guarded against the un-

principled machinations of the defenders of the present

obnoxious and oppres-sive law. There can be no argu-

ments against its passage save such as are so strenuous-

ly urged by the interested office-holders under the pre-

sent law.

MKDK'AI. LIIUIAHY AND JOURNAL
ASSOC lATlUN OF NEW YORK.

Slated Reunion. February 9, 1872.

Dii. W. N. Blake.man, Vice-President, in the Chair.

TENOTOMY IS MVOPIA.

Dr. R. II. Deubv read a paper upon Progressive Mi/o-

pia and i's Operalire Cure, advocating the doctrine

that the large majority of cases of progressive near-

sightedness are attended \>y, and to a great extent de-

pendent upon, insufficiency of the internal recti and
lience to bo relieved by division of one or both of the

exlerni. The rules, so carefully elaborated by Von
Graefe, both for determining the propriety of this ope-

ration, and for securing by it exactly the degree of

effect intended, were given in detail. Several cases

were cited from the practice of Von Graefe and others,

where the myopia had not only been arrested in its

progress b}' the operation, but had even considerably

diminished after it; and the paper concluded with re-

ports of selected cases from the writer's own records.

Di?. KxAPP, wliile fully endorsing the rules laid down,
as having rescued the operation from the domain of

empiricisiii to that of strictly scientific surgery, was yet
inclined to think the range of its applicability more
hmited than Von Graefe and his adherents contended.

In his own experience the cases of myopia attended by
a degree of insuQiciency of the internal recti, sufficient

to warrant the operation, were comparatively rare.

Indeed, while admitting that insufficiency of these mus-
cles was more frequent in myopic than in emmetropic and
hyperopic persons, he nmst yet state, in opposition to

Dr. Derby's assertion, that only a small percentage of

the cases of near-sightedness was complicated with such

insufficiency. Few cases of myopia were progressive

after the age of twenty-four, or thereabouts ; and in

these severe ones tenotomy was apt to fail of the de-

sired effect. This, he thought, was due to the aetiology

of the afi'ection. Pressure of the recti upon the globe

had probably less to do with its causation tlian persist-

ent strain of the accommodaiion ; the steady contrac-

tion of the ciliary muscle interfering with the venous
outflow at the anterior part of the eye (through the

canal of Schlemm), and hence producing passive hyper-
aemia of the choroid with transudation, and softening

in the coats of the posterior part of the globe, which
then yield more readily to the intraocular pressure

and become extended.
Dr. Pooley agreed with Dr. Knapp, and would cut

the external recti only in cases accompanied by evident
muscular asthenopia.

Dr. Derby insisted upon the insufficiency of the in-

terni only in cases of prof/ressire myopia, stating that

it was found in nine-tenths of these cases. It pro-

duced its eflects, doubtless, not to any great extent
directly, by causing an increase of pressure upon the

globe ;
but indirectly, by inducing that very strain of

the accommodation to which Dr. Knapp had referred.

This was in virtue of the intimate a-sociaiion between
the contraction of the ciliary muscle and the effort at

convergence of the optic axes. If this efi"ort were in-

creased by weakness of the internal recti, the muscle

of accommodation must be constantly stimulated to

excessive action.

Dr. Pomeroy thought the difficulty of converging
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the optic axes was sometimes an advantage to the

myope. It would lead him, when his eyes were fatigued,

to abandon the effort to fust^ the two image.-, and use

one eye only, relaxing the strain upon tiie acconnnoda-

tion, and placing tlie object somewhat further off.

Dr. Kx.vrp called attention to the liict that frequently

the worst cases of progressive myopia were tho?e in

which this very thing was constant—where the jiatient

never used but one eye for near work, and where, there-

fore, there could be no pressure of the recti upon the

globe, or strain of accommodation from tlie effort at

convergence. The relation between the effort to con-

verge the axes and that to accommod.ite was not a

fixed and necessary one—so much convergent effort

necessitating so much accommodative—but was purely

a matter of education.

NASAL DOUCniiS.

Dr. Burrall presented two nozzles, to be attached

to a Davidson's syringe, for showering the nasal cavity.

The first was about the size of a No. 8 catheter, some
four or five inches long, and pierced on one of its quad-

rants Avith three longitudinal rows of holes. The in-

tention was that wdien the instrument, introduced into

the nostril, was laid upon the floor of the nose, the outer

row should throw its streams into the inferior meatus;

the middle row, into the middle meatus
;
and the upper

row, directly upwards toward the roof of the cavity. The
second nozzle was the ordinary bent one for washing
out the posterior nares, except that the rose at its end
was made to throw three sets of streams forwards and
upwards on the plan above given.

Adjourned.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

IStuted Meeiiuffj Fehruary ], 1872.

Dr. E. R. Peaslee, President, in the Chair.

REPORT ON YACCINATION.

Dr. Gouverxeur M. Smith was added to the Commit-
tee on "Vaccination in place of Dr. H. D. Bulkley,

deceased. The Committee is composed of the follow-

ing gentlemen : Drs. Elisha Harris (Chairman), Wm.
C. Roberts, Alfred C. Post, Stephen Smith, Jonas P.

Loines, Frank P. Foster, Edward H. Janes, and G-ou-

verneur M. Smith.

Dr. Roberts read the report, of which the following

is an abstract: The daily observations and experi-

ence of physicians have, for seventy years, uniformly

proved that in their personal exposure to the sick of

small-pox, and by the severest testing of the attend-

ants of the sick in hospit-jl, sick-room, and ambulance,

thorough vaccination continues to give full protection

against the contagion, for they are freely exposed
to its presence, and even to its touch, without harm.

Thorough vaccination is thorough protection against

small-pox, and is as effective now as in the time

of Jenner. It is generally admitted, and clearly proved,

that thorough vaccination protects against small-pox

without danger to life or diffusing any infection.

Scarred and disfigured faces are rarely met with at

the present day, except in persons who, having neg-

lected to be vaccinated, have taken small-pox in the

natural way. In proof of this protective influence

of vaccination, and the liability to infection without

it, we may mention that in a severe epidemic in Nor-
wich, England, of 306 persons in several families,

there were among 91 vaccinated persons, two cases

of mild varioloid, and no deaths; and of 215 unvac-

j

cinated persons, 200 took the disease, and 46 of them
died.

Revaccination is reconmiended, not only as a meas-

ui'c of renewed secuiity against sinall-pox, but as a test

of the completeness of the first vaccination. It is ne-

cessary to test the completeness of protection and to

exhaust the receptivity of small- pox, and of vaccina-

tion itself. He who is insu.sceptible to one or more
revaccinations Avith fresh viius may generally deem
himself as secure as vaccination, or even an attack of

small-pox itself, can make him.

Small-pox, it is true, occurs occasionally in persons who
have been once vaccinated ; but its occurrence is very

rare in those recently vaccinated, or revaccinated once

or ofcener, or in those in whom the first vaccination was
thoroughly good, as judged by the Jennerian rules for

vaccinaiion. In these instances the disease manifests it-

self oficnest in mitigated form, known as varioloid, and
the protection afforded by vaccination is found to be

equal to that which is conferred by a previous attack

of small-pox. It is believed that a revaccination will

destroy any susceptibility to small-pox infection which
may remain from incompleteness or imperfection of the

primary vaccination. In the army of Bavaria revac-

cination has been compulsory since 1843, and from that

date until 1857—a period of 14 years—not even a single

case of unmodified small-pox occurred, nor a single

death from the disease. The vaccine virus now in use

in New York City is justly regarded by the most ex-

perienced physicians a? trustworthy and effective, and

afiords all the necessary protection. Yaccine virus is

not a carrier of other diseases. To a neglect of reason-

able precautions, and to carelessness in the performance

of the first vaccination, are due the unmerited discredit

into which this greatest boon of a merciful Creator has

occasionally fallen, and the fatal objection of certain

classes to its employment. Y'ith due precautions, no

other disease than that of vaccinia will be communi-
cated. The distinguished English vaccinators, Dr.

Marson, in 40,000 vaecinations ; Dr. Leese, in as many
more; Sir Wm. Jenner, in 13,000 sick children and

adults in London, and Dr. West, of the Children's Hos-

pital, in 26,000 children—all concur in saying that

they have never seen any other diseases communicated

with the vaccine, and that they disbelieve the popular

reports that diseases are so communicated, nor is the

child li'om whom the lymph is taken found to be suf-

feiing from the disease it is said to have imparted.

Fresh lymph is always to be preferred when it can be

obtained; but crusts may be used if such lymph is not

t J be had, and there is immediate necessity for vaccina-

tion. W^hen practicable, it is desirable to vaccinate

from arm to arm, with virus taken on quill-slips di-

rectly from a healthy individual to the arm of another.

Yaccinaiion, by preventing small-pox, indirectly di-

minishes scrofulous diseases ; and the death rate of

most constitutional diseases, to say nothing of small-

pox itself, has materially decreased as the practice of

vaccination has increased ; and not only has mortality

been diminished, but life has been lengthened and pop-

ulation augmented. The exact reverse is true of the

former practice of inoculation of small-pox.

There is no age at which a person should or should

not be vaccinated, when a necessity exists for im-

mediate protection against small-pox; but it is best

done in early childhood, for then the irritation is less,

and the child unable to relieve itself by scratching

the part, which, with the irritation of the clothes, often

interrupts the progress of the vesicle, causes it to dis-

charge prematurely, and become inflamed
;
whereby a

vaccination, which might have run its course naturally,

becomes altered, and an inflamed angry sore is pro-
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duced, leaving a deformed and ill-looking srar and a
diminislied protection. Matter, too. taken from such
a sore is worse than valueless. The nge of three

months is, on the whole, to be preferred. The most
distingnished English authorities in vaccination, Simon,
Marson, Soaton, and others, recommend, as preferable,

and as ensuring greater idtimate protection, four or five

separate good vesicles
;
and of these, in taking virus for

the purpose of vaccinating others, one at least should
remain untouched.
The utmost care should be taken, in the performance

and managem«'nt ofa (irst vaccination, to make it as near-

ly perfect, regular, and exhaustive as pos-ible ; for upon
this depends very much the after-susceptibility to small-

pox, and it is very doubtful whether any amount of
subsequent revaccination will fully compensate for the

deficiency of the first.

The period for revaccination may be delertnincd by
circumstances ; it never can be done too early or too
promptly in persons exposed to small-pox, and it should
be performed in every person soon after the age of
puberty, however frequently it may be repeated at

earlier or later periods of life. It may succeed at one
time when it would not at another; indeed, it appears
to be true that revaccination, as well as primary vaccina-
tion, actually takes more readily in some years than in

others. "One thorouiihly good vaccination to start

with," says Seaton, " and one careful revaccination
after puberty, are all that is ueces-ary for protection as

complete as any know-n proceeding can give against

small-pox." After the twenty-fifth year of age the lia-

biUty to small-pox in the well vaccinated is very small.

Of the nearly 50,0(10 rcvaccinations in the Prussian
army in the year 1833. only about one-third were per-
fectly successful ; resembling, that is, the results of a
primary vaccination so closely as scarcely to be distin-

guished from it ; the remaining two-thirds being more
or less modified, or failing entirely. In other trials on
a large scale the success has not been as great. It should
be remembered that secondary small-pox occurs on an
average in about one per cent, of cases ; and that while
we urge revaccination both as a test of remaining re-

ceptivity to it and of further exhaustion of Avhat may
remain, it is well known that a single well performed
vaccination, perfect in all respects, with few exceptions,
suffices to secure for life an individual subjected to it.

The small-pox has lost none of its malignity and viru-
lence, and while unvaccinated persons are allowed to
accumulate, it is vain to hope for any exemption from
epidemics of greater or less extent. In times of epide-
mic prevalence of small-pox, all should encourage vac-
cination. Vaccination and revaccination are positive
duties. In order to give complete and assured protec-
tion against small-pox, every person not recently and
thoroughly vaccinated should be at once revaccinated,
and in subsequent life should repeat this duty as often
as every five or six years, until in adult life the repeated
revaccination cease to have effect.

Dr. Theodore "Walser then read an extended paper
on "Quarantine Regulations," which we have already
presented to our readers.
The Academy adjourned.

Stated Meeting, Februarij 15, 1872.

Dr. E. R Peaslee, President, in the Chair.

DISCUSSIOX OK QUARANTINE REGULATIONS.

The Secretary read a letter announcing the death of
CfiARLES A. Lee, M.D., of Peekskill, N. Y., a Fellow of
the Academy.

Drs. W. C, Roberts and Elisha Harris spoke of his

extensive acquirements and attainments in his profes-

sion, and how much he was esteemed as a teacher and
editor of medical works. The intere.'-t he evinced in

the management and treatment of the insane was par-

ticularly dwelt upon.

TUE QUESTION OF QUARANTINE.

The President appointed Drs. Theo. Walser, Elisha

Harris, J. C. Peters Austin Flint, and John O. Stone
as members of the Quarantine Committee, according to

the subjoined Resolution passed at the previous meet-
ing:—

Jiesolved, that a Committee of five members be ap-

pointed \)y the Academy, to examine and report such
facts relating to Quarantine as will furnish the Acad-
emy a correct and useful record in regard to Sanitary

duties, in controlling exotic diseases.

Dr. a. N. Rell, of Brooklyn, after some preliminary

remarks, then spoke as follows : Assent to the appli-

cation of quarantine necessarily involves the acceptance

of certain propositions, which are, as yet, far from being

beyond question. One of these questions, ihe po7-tabil-

ity of yellow-fever poison, has been incidentally con-

sidered to some extent recently before the Academy
;

and it is, perhaps, fortunate that the present subject

has necessity for its appHcation. Quarantine regula-

tions, in all their bearings, depend upon our apprecia-

tion of epideniic diseases, and without accurate knowl-
edge of the natural history of epidemic diseases

—

including of course those usually denominated con-

tagious—it is altogether impossible to have an intelli-

gent comprehension of the utility of quarantine. And
this view of the subject, even at the outset, is not only

discouraging but humiliating.

Who among us can confess to understand the natu-

ral history of any one of the epidemic diseases, which
we would be likely to class as quaranlinable ?

"What do we really know of the qualities and attri-

butes of epidemic diseases ? For it is only that

which we know, that we should attempt to control.

Of all the uncertainties in the history of the medical
art, knowledge of epidemics takes the lead. That
which has been learned and confidently asserted in one
generation, or even in one year, is not infrequently

contradicted in the next. But let us not desjiair, some-
thing has been learned; enough, it is hoped, to stimu-

late action and research in a fruitful field, and, at

least, to try to apply the little Ave have learned.

All epidemics possess some attributes in common,
such as alternating periods of development, decline, and
disappearance. They are about equally liable to occur
sporadically, or to prevail within the narrow limits of

places to which they are most common—without ten-

dency to spread beyond. And 3'et they all have thf ir

cycles, exhibit marked dispositions to multiply and dif-

fuse themselves broadcast, and to become pestilential,

and then again to return to their usual haunts, as if

exhausted, or having died out, for the want of food,

and a subclass seems to possess the qualit}' of being
antidotal to themselves. These characteristics are

wonderfully analogous to our more accurate knowledge
of certain living organisms, both in the animal and
vegetable Avorld.

The speaker noted some points in natural history,

and remarked that we might follow out the self-antido-

tal effects of the whole category of the ferments, and
appreciate their analogy to certain contagions.

But besides all this, each epidemic disease should be
studied by itself; and all its attributes in relation to

the circumstances of its existence, in common with, or

in exception to, all the rest and to all other natural

phenomena, not confined to one place, region, or coun-
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try only, but through all its various vicissitudes,

marking well its distinctive signs and properties, and

the antecedent meteorological and local conditions.

Already has this kind of investigation progressed far

enough for the acceptance of certain peculiarities, which,

by common consent, exclude most epidemic diseases

from quarantine restrictions. Of such are, measles,

whooping-cough, scarlet fever, diphtheria, erysipelas,

cerebro-spinal meningitis, and relapsing fever; and to

these may be added typhoid fever, and the common
forms of intermittent and remittent fevers. The reason

for this exemption consists in the knowledge of their

known persistence ordinarily, and permanent existence

in most communiti(!S which they infest ; or their con-

tinuance, at least, for months and years at a time, and
for the most part—particularly the exanthems— their

marked independence of ordinary local conditions, in

respect to their general dissemination. These condi-

tions place such alFections outside of the capabilities of

quarantine, consistent with reasonable burdens, and
narrow it down to a final class, now commonly ac-

cepted as quarantinable, because they, too, have certain

chai'acteristics in common, and from the knowledge we
possess of their natural history are, at least, partially

restrainable by quarantine.

These are: small-pox, typhus fever, yellow-fever, and
cholera. The common characteristic of them all is por-

tability. Of their characteristics individually, scarcely

could four diseases be selected more unlike each other.

With respect to small-pox, nothing need here be said of

its natural history. It will suffice to state, that the ca-

pabilities of quarantine to restrict it are so slight as

compared with the universally accepted and only

means, that quarantine for it should be wholly and ex-

clusively restricted to the care of the sick, and the dis-

infection of clothing, baggage, and merchandise, includ-

ing, of course, the vessel ; and the vaccination of all

persons recently exposed, or who have not recently had
the disease. Immediately after vaccination and disin-

fection of clothing, all such j^ersons should be allowed
their freedom.

It should be taken for granted that every communi-
ty protects itself against small-pox by vaccination;

that this is an accepted recourse of internal hygiene
which annuls the exceedingly sUght danger from the

practice herein advocated.

Typhus Fever.—In regard to this disease, if I remem-
ber corrpctly, I must take issue with Dr. Walser. Less
portable, I have no doubt, than yellow-fever, but at.

least sufficiently so; in my judgment, to contaminate
clothing and certain merchandise and, above all, vessels.

Aitkin says: "There is ample proof that typhus
fever may be commiunicated by fomites—adhering to

apartments, articles of clothing, and the like ; and pro-

vided fresh air be excluded, it is known that such
articles will retain the poison for a long time. Herein
lies a fallacy which pervades the argument from cases

to prove the generation of the disease de novo. The
poison may be said (like that of small-pox) to be con-
stantly in existence . . . ;

that it is undoubtedly
propagated from pre-existing foci, and by continuous
succession. There are also good grounds for believing

that typhus fever may be communicated, and even
carried a great way, hy fomites, or by articles of clothing

strongly impregnated with the specific poison."

Murchison, also, gives a number of striking examples
of the communication of typhus from fomites; and
particularly the recent case of the Egyptian ship " Sche-
ah Gehald," at Liverpool, the crew of which disseminat-
ed the poison of typhus by their clothes and person?,

although, he says, they had not the disease themselves.

Subsequent investigation of this case by Dr. Parks and

others showed that some of the men belonging to the

ship had had the disease, and communicated it by its

more usual means—personal contagion ; but this fact

does not impair the other, that it was also disseminated

by the clothing of the well. Pringle, Lind, Bateman,
Jacquot, and othci'S give numerous examples of the

persistence of typhus poison in rooms, attached to fur-

niture, clothing, etc. ; and Lind, in particular, of typhus-

infected ships, which continued to impart this disease

long after the original sick had been removed. Jacquot

gives similar examples in his account of the Crimean
typhus on board the French ships. A number of the

French transport ships took infected troops from the

Crimea to Constantinople. Among the passengers who
embarked homeward, typhus frequently broke out,

without any reason to suspect that it had spontaneous

origin.

Lini] mentions cases, where persons, not ill them-

selves, have by their clothing imparted the fever to

whole ships' companies; and he also'cites the danger

to washerwomen and nurses from clothes and bedding.

Says Murchison, Woollen substances, in particular,

are the most prone to absorb and retain animal exhala-

tions, and most fitted to transmit typhus poison, and
reprehends the use of street cabs for the conveyance of

typhus patients.

Surely after such well-proven dangers—and more
might be cited—the danger of contaminating certain

articles of commerce, such as woollens, for example, in

a badly typhus-infected ship, would hardly seem
questionable.

Cholera.—By the epidemics of this disease during

the last ten or twelve years, we have learned enough

of its history to be quite certain that it is at least con-

strainable, if not controllable, by quarantine. It would

be useless, in this presence, to rehearse the history of

recent epidemics, and its now accepted mode of dissem-

ination, or to cite the numerous examples of its trans-

p)ortation, not to say its portability—by both vessels

and fomites.

If I am not mistaken, Dr. Walser would confine his

quarantine regulations ibr this disease wholly to per-

sons. The vessel in most cases, and the cargo in all, he

regards as invulnerable. No doubt, this would be good

practice in many cases, but most of us are sufficiently

familiar with its fatal portability by means of personal

clothing and baggage, and its extension from one vessel

to others, and toshores in the vicinity; without conti-

guity, in Jaffa, Alexandria, and several other places in

1865-6. And all of us know the increased danger of

stale cholera discharges within certain limits ;
and some

of us, at least, know the extreme liability of these dis-

charges to get adrift on board ship—and to spread and

pernieate, it may be (for we know not how small or

how volatile this cholera poison is), not only every part

of the ship but into the material of merchandise, as well

as personal clothing.

All of this, to say the least, is perfectly consistent

with the nature of cholera poison, to the extent of our

knowledge, and it is to just that extent that I would

apply the quarantine and disinfection of merchandise

and vessels, as well as persons, in efforts to restrain

cholera.

Yellow-Fever.—The natural history of this disease

has recently been so ably presented by Dr. Nott, and

its acceptance as one of the most quarantinable of dis-

eases is so generally acknowledged, that little need be

said of it in this connection. I avail myself, however,

of this opportunity of strengthening my evidence in

regard to the portability of the particular epidemic of

1847-8, which Dr. Nott quoted authority for pronounc-

ing otherwise. On referring to certain records in my
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po.=scs'ion for tlic j-oar 1848, I fiml (hat tlie number of

ycllow-ffvor inR-(;tod vessels from tlic l.'Uli of Mnrcli of

that year to iho o:ul of Dt'ccinbcr, a jH-riod of nine and
a lialf month.-!, was 44,—the largest numbi-r, I believe,

on record for tliis port for any one year, with the single

exception of 1850, when there were, from the 1st April

to tlie 1st t)f Angust, 47.

Finally, in regard to quarantinable epidemics, as well

as most others, it may be safely stated, iiro conditions

are generally necessary to their introduction into most
communities: The presence of l\ic special poison; and
the susceptibility of the place as well as persons to

which the j>oison is applied. That, however rigid quar-

antine restrictions, if there be not also rigid internal

cleanliness, quarantine is likely to be inefteclual.

Dr. Wal>er and others tell us that by the fumes of

chlorine, sulphurous acid, iodine, bromine, vaporized

carbolic acid, and such like, applied to the hold of a

ship, or even to the outside surface of such a mass, it

is disinfected. Impossible.

It may be freely conceded, that if the infected mass
could be penetrated with chlorine, bromine, or iodine

the living organic matter therein would be destroyed.

Years of reflection and increased opportunities of test-

ing its efficacy confirm all that I have hitherto advo-
cated in regard to the use of steam as the only available

means with which I am acquainted, for the disinfec-

tion of vessels under the circumstances described. Chlo-

rine and other vupor.s that have been, and can be, added
when deemed necessary, no doubt contribute to the

potency of steam under extraordinary conditions, but,

for the most part, they are unnecessary. For, while it

is perfectly practicable to raise the water at the keel-

tson and the mud in the limbers to a boiling tempera-
ture, there has as yet been no instance within my
knowledge, of the revivication of infection after subjec-

tion to a temperat;ure of 175° for a period of two
hours.

Dr. Bell concluded his remarks by giving a brief

abstract of the Merchants' new quarantine bill now
before the legislature. Its chief improvement on the

laws as they now obtain consists in doing away Avith

most of tlie abuses pointed out by Dr. Walser, such as

the interminable detentions, abuses of lighterage, etc.,

but retains the clause m regard to all foreign vessels

being subject to visitation. This he approved of, not
for the reason given by Dr. Walser for its first enact-
ment in 1856, to make the Health office lucrative, but
because of the greater liability of vessels from foreign

ports to infection, and the necessity for exacting clean-

liness. The proposed law provided that such vessels,

having no disease on board, shall be detained no longer
than requisite for due examination in this respect. It

also makes a distinction between the treatment of ves-

sels and merchandise infected with the different quar-
antinable diseases ; exempting the merchandise of
vessels with small-pox and typhus fever from lighter-

age, and subjecting that of vessels with cholera to

lighterage only under exceedingly rare conditions.
Cape Henry had been substituted for Cape Henlopen,
in the latitude, and May for April, in the scope of
restrictions. The Board of Appeal has been changed
by adding to the Commissioners of Quarantine the pre-
siding officers of the Chamber of Commerce and the
Ship-owners' Association.

Upon the whole, the speaker considered the proposed
law a great improvement, while it was a substantial
contradiction tj allegations that had been made against
the merchants of New York, that they are unwilling to
gubmit to just quarantine restrictions.

Dr. Elisiia Harris, in making the inquiry, How
much danger is there from these exotic diseases ?—said

that having answered that, how is it that we exact so

mueli from the ."^hip if there is so much danger from the

disease's? He tlmuglit tiie danger from yellow-fever

was exaggerated and misstated. Only two per cent,

of the vessels coming from infected j)orts have been
really found subject to suspicion. If two per cent, is

the true amount, this aspect of medical re.-ponsibility

to the public is not really understood and appreciated.

None of the quarantine laws are based on sound rea-

son, much less on medical science. The public should

be protected from a medical point of view. The
speaker was pleased with the spirit manifested by
medical mt^n for advancing tlie public interests, and
the relief of burdens, and advocated more organization

of sanitary autl'orities.

In regard to the reform bill now before the legisla-

ture, the trouble was that the management rested in

the hands of members outside of the medical profession,

with the exception of Dr. Bell. The Board of Appeals
was so made up, that if the jihysician was necessarily

absent, not a medical man would be represented.

The subject of quarantine has assumed a new aspect.

According to Pettenkofcr, quarantine does not pre-

vent cholera from going from place to place. It is the

easiest thing in the world to get up a panic in regard

to quarantine. If the sanitary au thorites of the cities

of New York and Brooklyn were consulted, in refer-

ence to the framing of quarantine laws, and matters

pertaining to them, it would be well; but the whole
management is outside of them He contended that

nine-tenths of all the detentions to ships could be
prevented if all that Avas known could be applied.

This placing the whole external measures of hygiene
outside of medical management has the effect of

exhibiting the profession in an erroneous light.

Dr. Walser remarked that typhus fever was scarcely

known in Continental Europe. He could not see how
typhus and other eruptive diseases could infect the

vessel and cargo. During his long experience not a

single case of cholera was known to originate from
vessel or cargo. In vessels with tj'phus fever on board,

disinfection should be confined to clothing.

He would concur with Dr. Harris, that all quaran-

tine laws are vrorse than useless unless they are na-

tional in their character. Quarantine regulations are

made odious, for the reason that the subject has become
a political hobby and a source of annoyance to private

parties.

Dr. Harris would not depreciate the importance of

using vigor in the prevention of disease, if faithful men
are on guard and report truths. Dr. Walser himself

could state that, when on duty at the Health office,

strong influences Avere brought to bear to keep the

truth back, as it was for the best interests of other than

medical men to give the facts. W^hat is now needed is

a medical local organization competent to grasp the

subject.

In regard to the application of steam as a disinfec-

tant, Dr. Walser said that he applied steam in one case

for thirty minutes, and the whole veneering of the

cabin came oft'. He never tried it again.

Dr. Bell asked if the disease was not killed notwith-

standing the loss of the veneering. The destruction of

paint and veneering is of little consequence in compari-

son to the detention of vessels. The application of

steam only takes two or three hours.

He stated that the majority of merchants were will-

ing to regard the necessity of quarantine, and were
desirous of submitting the matter to inteUigent physi-

cians.

Dr. JonN C. Peters:—As regards the quarantine

of small-pox, I disagree witli Dr. Bell when he assumes
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that mercliandise on board the infected vessel should

be disinfected; it is only necessary to thoroughly

cleanse und disinfect the persons, bed and body cloth-

ing, and baggage of the sick persons; vaccinate all

the rest, and thoroughly cleanse and disinfect those

parts of the vessel which have been occupied by those

sick with varioloid or small-pox. The cleansing of

the hair and liead of the varioloid convalescent is of

tlie greatest importance: every crust and scab should

be removed from the scalp, and the head should be

thoroughly c'eansed and disinfected before the person

is allowed to mingle with others or to land. The whole
person, head, hair, and all, should be repeatedly soaped,

washed, cleansed, and purified.

I also dissent from Dr. Bell's assumptions that the

poison of ty[)hus fever adheres to merchandise on ship-

board with any tenacity; the httle that may cling to

bales, boxes, or barrels is quickly dispersed by com-
paratively slight exposure to fresh air. But the persons,

bed and body clothing, and baggage of typhus-fever

patients require the most thorough cleansing, soaping,

and disinfection, and even steaming or fumigation is

not amiss.

I also deny that any of the cargo becomes affected

in cholera ships. The persons, clothing, baggage of

cholera patients, and those portions of the ship occu-

pied by them should be most thoroughly cleansed and
purified, as should the baggage and effects of all those

coming from cholera ports. Water closets, cuddy
holes, latrmes, and all personal conveniences, and the

sides of the vessel, should be thoroughly cleansed and
disinfected, as well as the steerage and all parts of the

ship previously occupied by cholera patients.

I am convinced that all the precautions which are re-

quired against scarlet and typhus fever, small-pox, and
cholera should be enforced against the persons, clothing,

and baggage of yellow-fever patients ; and that yellow-

fever ships should be more thoroughly cleansed, disin-

fected, and fumigated than any others; but even in

these ca^es the cargo, even if it consist of coffee, sugar,

molasses, etc., etc., is rarely or never infected. The
best way of disposing of a yellow-fever or cholera ship

is to unload its cargo as rapidly as possible, with the

full assurance that no disease will be conveyed by any
portion of the cargo to the neighboring shore. The
ship could then be very rapidly purified, and made
ready for another cargo, or could be sent off' in ballast to

the place from whence it came.

New York harbor, by the establishment of the lower

quarantine, now escapes from the greatest of all dan-

gers, that to which it had always been subjected pre-

viously, viz.. the contamination of its waters by the

presence of cholera, typhus fever, small-pox, or yel-

low-fever from ships. It is not only possible but prob-

able, as suggested by Dr. Bell, that cholera, typhus and
yellow-fever ships bring in their holds, or rather in

the spaces between their inner and outer plankings, an
enormous quantity of cholera, or yellow or typhus fever

filth which has soaked into them from the filthy docks
in which they lay while loading. Again, it is equally

true that a great deal of such filth drains down from

the decks and steerage into these inter-rib spaces, if

the disease breaks out with any intensity on shipboard.

This is pumped over the decks with the bilge water,

and contaminates the surrounding harbors and anchor-

ing places. Again, all the discharges of cholera, typhus
and yellow fever patients, and all their refuse, used to

pass, without disinfection, into the waters of the harbor,

especially into the bays and shallow places where ves-

sels at quarantine usually anchor. It is very well

known that persons bathing in these waters would
contract disease very readily ; and several instances

have become historical, in which gales of wind threw
these contaminated waters upon the Staten, Long, and
Governor's Island shores, and occasioned wide-spread
epidemics of yellow-fever and other diseases.

From the most of these dangers we are now happily

released by the removal of quarantine down below the

Narrows. It only lemains to release commerce from
the unnecessary delays, burdens, and fleecings which
have so long been mercilessly heaped upon it in the

name of Hygiene and Medical Science.

Da. W. C. Roberts, Vice-President, remarked that

the question of the contagiousness or non-contagious-

ness of yellow-fever was one of the most interesting

and practically important features in its history
; and

he sliould very much have liked to [lay before the

Academy some observations he had prepared, from

reading and refiection, on the subject. 'I'hese he hoped
to have a future opportunity of submitting to his pro-

fessional brethren.

Insusceptible, perhaps, of positive p oof, it was only

from a certain line of argument in relation to contagion,

as applied to this as well as to cveiy other contagious

disease in the catalogue, that that of yellow-fever could

be inferred.

The study of the history of the disease, the speaker

said, presented the curious anomaly of a large number
of physicians, who, having for a long time been firmly

convinced, from personal observation, of its conta-

giousness, had renounced that opinion and embraced the

opposite; of many, and most, it must be acknowledged,
who, denying its contagiousness and believing in its

local origin, looked with doubt upon quarantine regu-

lations lor its exclusion ; of men who believe in the

specific cause and nature of yellow-fever ; and of others,

again, Avho see in it little or no difference from bihous

levers of a high grade, and doubt of its specific nature.

Others, again, believe, that although originally non-

specific and non-contagious, it may, under certain cir-

cumstances, become such ; and that, even on a voyage,

the air in a dirty hold, especially with sickness on
board, might contract contagious properties. All these

views are maintained by able men, and by seemingly

convincing arguments. The contagionists affirm the

origin of the disease from infected vessels ; adduce

proofs of its communication from the sick to the well,

even in pure atmospheres; and adduce such examples,

by way of illustration, as would be deemed conclusive

in regard to any contagious disease acknowledged to be
such. The non-contagionists deny its importation, or

not, and confine themselves to showing that in nu-
merous instance-! it was not disseminated, nor caught

under favoring circumstances, etc. ; the positive asser-

tions of the one class, once the most numerous, being

counterpoised by the negative statements of the other.

Dr. La Roche, in his elaborate work on Yellow^ever,
which contains about all that has been written on the

subject, devotes to "proofs of contagion" fifteen pages,

on reading which, one would suppose the question

definitely settled; and three hundred and fifty pages

to the opposite view—showing, not what yellow-fever

did do on occasions of its occurrence, but what it did

not do. Many of his " proofs " of non-contagion are

inconclusive ; some not apposite, and some not true

:

probabilities only op):o-ed, to what others might affirm

to be clearly estabhshed facts. Upon the subject of

actual contagion he scarcely touches.

Believing the disease to be one oiiginating from

specific causes, of specific nature, distinct from others

even similar in character, and having, as he believes,

the power to show instances of personal contagion

strong enough to insure conviction in this or any
other disease of specifically contagious nature; and
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taking into view the interesting and practically im-

portant duiractor of the investij,'ation, tUc Doctor

hoped to 1)1' iililc, at some fiiluro ])tMiod, to lay the re-

sults of his inquiiios liofore the medical profession for

a verdict on iluir merits.

Which is the safer for individuals and communities,

to admit and iict upon (he ide^ of its contagiousness,

or to disregard it and risk the eon>equences?

The President announced tliat L)r, E. G. Loring

wouhl read, at the next meeting of the Academy,

March 7. a paper on " Modern Methods of Extrac-

tion."

The Academy then adjourned.

Corrcspouticucc.

A FATUOUS PROFESSION AND INFA-

MOUS MEDICAL COLLEGES.

To THE El>ITOR OF THE MEDICAL RECORD.

Sir—Some hiy;hly respected and unquestionably honest

members of our profession read a report relative to

medical education at the last meeting of the Medical

Society of the State of New York. (See the Record for

Feb. 15, 1872, page 559.) While I entirely sympathize

with them in the objects of that report, I am convinced

that the measures thej"- propose are totally hopeless of

desired results.

Whoever pleases can sec that the report above al-

luded to adopts, and reproduces the impracticable

scheme suggested by the Committee on Educotion of

the American Medical Association, and printed nearly

three years ago. I had occasion, in my paper read be-

fore the State Society at the same meeting, to quote

from that report of the American Medical Association,

simply to show that the whole history of the subject

went to demonstrate that the plan proposed by that

report is impracticable. It is therefore to be regretted

that our State Society Committee slinuld have been

reduced to the necessity of even alluding to any such

scheme for the moral and educational elevation of the

profession.

If your readers will take the trouble to read the in-

felicitous and untruthful resolutions proposed by the

Stale Sooiety Committee (page 5G0), I have little doubt

they will appreciate the point of tlie above remarks.

Alter reading those resolutions, will any one please

to tell us how any board of censors therein provided

or contemplated can secure the attendance before them
of any proposed medical student ?

Wiiat means have Ave for enforcing the fourth reso-

lution, (see page 5G0) ? It is morally certain that

even among members of the county .societies this

resolution will be extensively disregarded;" and as to

the large number and often respectable members
of the profession not members of county societies, it

will of course be nugatory. What, for example, can

the censors do, under the provisions of this resolution,

with reference to the students of one of our most dis-

tinguished teachers who, by accident or otherwise, does

not belong, by virtue of membership, to any county

medical society ?

But the most striking failure of the report and its

resolutions is found in the complete want of any pro-

vision for the eases of medical colleges which become
so venal as for a few paltry dollars to scandalize the

honest and industrious students they may have, and
degrade and outrage professional feeling by issuing

diplomas to, or even matriculating, creatures who, in

open court, not only perjure themselves in the vilest

manner, but who declare, under oath, that lor years

they hav»; lived upon a practice obtained thiough

newspaper adverli.sements and by means of cards and
circulars of the most debased and criminal character,

distributed in the street cars.

This is by no means an imaginary ca.«e, as the fol-

lowing newspaper advertisement, of a recent graduate

of a once respectable and still prominent medical col-

lege of the city of New York, will attest:
' Dr. . Infallible Pills lor Female Obstructions.

Twenty years' practical experience have encouraged

me to introduce an article long needed. These pills

will surely produce the desired effect, and need no
further reconmiendation.

" For sale b}' druggists generally.
" For particular information apply to the doctor's

office. No. avenue, between and streets.

Private office. No. street. From 7 to 9 p.m."

Of course, the most careful and honorable schools

are liable to imposition; but of this liability I have no
other occasion to speak in this connection than to as-

sure your readers that there was no such deception

practised in the instance above alluded to. The faculty

were fully informed in all the details of the case. They
had the phonographer's report of the declaration under

oath ;
they had the original newspaper advertisements,

and they had an abundant individual evidence in sup-

port of charges of most immoral and criminal charac-

ter. Notwithstanding all this, a few dollars have,

within the last few weeks, placed the name of such a

wretch in tlie list of the graduates of one of our New
York medical colleges. No one will, of course, envy
that college its acquisition.

I have named neither college nor individual ; but I

am ready to do so at any moment the public and pro-

fessional good appears, in my judgment, to demand it.

Besides such outrageous acts, it is credibly stated

that this same college advocates the propriety, and fol-

lows the practice, of selling their diplomas to persons

living in distant parts of the State, on the simple state-

ment of the person seeking it, without any j^resenta-

tion of certificate or credentials.

The college, and the case above alluded to, are noto-

lious; and as a consequence of these disreputable acts,

its better class of students are highly indignant, and
will abandon the institution.

While honesty and morality are the best policy, they

are by no means always observed, even where it is so

clearly politic, as in the case of medical colleges.

Now, acts like that above alluded to are so frequent-

ly committed by colleges—more eager to secure a few
dollars than to shun infamy—and so Avell known by
the gentlemen signing the report, that it is a matter of

surprise they should have seriously entertained an idea

that the scheme provided in their resolutions reached,

or could remedy materially, any evil. None but the

fatuous can fail to see, that while totally venal and cor-

rupt medical colleges have control of licenses to prac-

tise, medical society resolutions of this kind will not

only be in vain, but be simple expressions of imbe-

cility. Indeed, this is so well known, that one who
moves a medical society resolution, in any other than

a strictly society matter, exposes himself to ridicule.

Outside of the society they have no significance, no
influence. This will certainly be the result of any at-

tempt to carry out the resolution referred to. (Page

560.)

But professional fatuity did not stop, at the late

meeting of the State Society, with these resolutions.

On page 558 Record, the society resolved again—to do

what? to disapprove the only even hopeful measure
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proposed in modern times to elevate and control medical

education, viz., by invoking the strong arm of the law.

Not to say anyihing about general professional opinion

regarding this society resolution, it may be well for us

to know, that the lay opinion of it is by no means com-
plimentary to the profession. By it the State Society

has, so far as any of its resolutions could, placed the

profession before the pubhc on the same footing as the

quacks and tlie criminal practitioners of the country

;

Avhile, to our shame be it said, the ignored so-called

new schools of "pathies," have taken quite the opposite

course—have accepted the proposed measure as one
which, though it confers upon them no privileges they

do not now legally possess, gives material additional

power to be used for the public interest.

I need say no more to explain my text.

Stephen Rogers.

CEREBROSPINAL MENINGITIS.

To THE Editor of the Medical Recoiid.

Sir—The rumor that epidemic cerebro-spinal menin-
gitis has appeared in some portions of this State, and
the announcement that some cases have been reported

to the Board of Health, induces me to write a few lines,

•with the hope of calling the attention of medical prac-

titioners, who may have the opportunity of seeing this

disease, to some details of treatment, and especially to

the use of the ordeal bean of calabar, which I believe

has been of service to me in the management of a re-

cent limited epidemic.

Since the beginning of November last I have treated

forty cases of cerebro-spinal meningitis. Twenty-nine
were well-marked typical cases. The ages of my
patients ranged from 3 to IG years. Four died: and one
is not yet out of danger. As this epidemic occurred

under peculiar circumstances, and presented many fea-

tures which may be of interest to the profession, I pro-

pose to publish soon a full report.

The therapeutics of this disease are notoriously un-
satisfactory. The mortality of reported epidemics ran-

ges from 30 to 75 per cent. The death-rate of my cases

is only 10 per cent. But their number is too small to

allow any legitimate conclusion to be drawn from such
hmited statistics as to the value of any particular treat-

ment. I anticipate my report, therefore, by this pre-

liminary statement, that others may not miss an oppor-
tmiity of testing the value of the remedies I have em-
ployed.

Waiving for the present all discussion concerning the

nosology, etiology, pathology, and morbid anatomy of

cerebro-spinal meningitis, I may be permitted to state

that the most salient and central feature of this disease

.seemed to me to be an enormously increased reflex

irritability of the nervous system, with an attendant
paralysis of some branches of the sympatheticus. In
studj'ing my first case it occurred to me that calabar

bean, which ophthalmologists use in eye-diseases de-

pendent upon an irregular or interrupted innervation

of the dioptric apparatus, and which lately has acquired

considerable reputation in the treatment of various

forms of tetanus, might be of nse in this disease, the

symptomatology of which is so largely made up by
paretic and tetanoid phenomena.
At first I used the tincture of calabar bean, but after-

wards I succeeded in procuring the extract. The ex-

tract was manufactured by Hazard and Caswell, 2^
drachms of which are equal to 2 ounces of the bean.

I had one drachm rubbed up in glycerine and gave 2-5

drops at a dose.

I administered this drug in every case, as soon aa

tetanic contractions or apparent paralysis of the sphinc-

ter iridis appeared; except in two livtal cases, one of

which terminated very lapidly, the other occurred be-

fore I had obtained the extract and after the tincture

was exhausted.

In the great majority of cases the drug seemed to

exert a favorable influence upon the symptoms which
it was intended to control. In a few of tiie milder

cases, where there was rather a contracted pupil, 1 ad-

ministered atropia in pretty lull doses, without, how-
ever, influencing the general course of the disease.

In the onset of the attack the symptoms are generally

so violent, cephalalgia and rachialgia so severe and dis-

tressing, the skin and mucous membranes so congested,

that depletion seems the one thing indicated, and yet I

have resisted every temptation to abstract blood. I

have neither bled, nor leeched, nor cupped, nor blis-

tered. Ice in bladders to head and neck mitigated the

pain and proved grateful to the patient.

Cathartics I used very moderately, not intending to

produce any revulsive effect upon the bowels.

I had no reason to be dissatisfied with this treatment,

when afterward, in some of the protracled cases, a

prostration set in as extreme as the precedent violence,

and a degree of emaciation foJlowed which rivalled the

marasmus of the everlasting gastro-intestinal catarrh of

starveling foundlings.

In the first days, or whenever, in the course of the

disease, there was great restlessness, or violent jactation,

I administered moderate doses of chloral hydrate, 10-15

grains, repeated as required. Morphine I gave only in

one case where ice seemed unpleasant and headache

was worse.
Although there is a certain rhythm and periodicity in

the progress of this disease, I have seen no reason for

giving quinine until after convalescence was established,

and then, in combination with iron, it doubtless proves

beneficial in re-establishing the vigor of the system.

In most of the cases periods of coma follow or alter-

nate with spasms and jactations. In such cases I have

Ibund the iodide of potassium of service. But this drug

must be administered with a bold and liberal hand. I

have given from 2 scruples to a drachm in 24 hours
;

generally alternating it with the extract of calabar bean,

so that my patients received every two hours either a

dose of calabar (2-5 drops) or a dose of pot. iod, gr. 6-10.

Cerebro-spinal meningitis is not a sell-limited disease

;

it is protean in its manifestations
;

probably more
frightful in its phenomena than severe in its anatomical

lesions,—at least in a majority of cases,—and oflers,

therefore, a hopeful field to the therapeutists, although

few victories have as yet been won. To induce phy-
sicians to make new trials I have ventured to state

briefly the method of treatment I have pursued ; so far

as its results go, I believe they are more favorable than

any that have been obtained.

In general hygiene little could be done in the persent

state of our knowledge as to the cause of the disease.

I have used carbolic acid as a disinfectant, and internally

to some extent.

In concluding these lines I wish to express my
gratitude to Piofessor Jacobi, who had the extreme

kindness to visit my patients with me, and to whose
profound knowledge of the diseases of childhood and

skilful application ofmodern therapeutics I am indebted

lor much valuable advice.

Very truly yours,

C. F. R0DENSTEI>f, M.D.
Westchestek, March, 18T2.
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CoLLKGK OK I'livsrciANS AND SuRORONs.—Thc sixty-

fifth Aiimial Coninit.'ncoiiicnt took place at Steinway
Hall. February 28. Alter a prayer by thc Rev. Dr.

llutton, IVe.^icient Delafiuld conferred diplomas upon
seveniy-eiglit <,'raduates.

Prot^ Dalton annoimced the iolluwinjr award of

prizes:

—

Faculty prizes for the best two Inaugural Theses :

first prize, of fift}' dollars, to William Tiilin}.diast Bull.

A.B., of Newport, R. I., lor a thesis upon '' Perityphli-

tis ;' second prize, of twenty-live dollar.^, to Peter A.

E. Boctzkes, of this city, for a thesis upon "Morbus
Coxarius." The theses of the following frrntlemcn also

received honorable mention : Edward K. Ilenschell,

Xew York City. "Albuminuria;" Geoifre C. Gage,
Mobile, Ala., "Yellow Fever;" John 11. Seabury,

Jamaica, L. I., '• Acute Rheumatism ;" T. Naylor Brad-
field, Newark, N. J., "Diagnosis in Gyn;eeoIo,2y ;' and
Cornelius Gilman Trow, Sunderland, Mass., "The Ob-
stetric Use of Carbonic Acid."

Otis prize, of a case of surgical instrument?, valued at

fifty dollars, for the best report of the clinical and di-

dactic lectures on venereal diseases, to F. W. Cliapin,

of New York City.

Alumni Association prize, of four hundred d( lla's, for

the best essa}^ presented by an alumnus, to Dr. Frank
P. Foster, of this city, for an essay on " Experimental
Study of Animal Vaccination."

The subjects selected for the Stevens Triennial Prize,

of two hundred dollars, to be awarded at the Com-
mencement next year, are : 1st. "The Siihygmopraph,
its Physiological and Pathological Indications;" 2d.
" The Pathology, Symptoms, and Treatment of Con-
vulsive AfTections." This prize is open to universal

competition. The Essays must be senttc^>tlie President
of the College on or before January 1, 1873.

The valedictory address was given by Samuel Swift,

Ph.B., M.D., of the graduating class ; and the address

to the graduates by Rev. Henry Ward Beecher. Some
extracts from our notes of the latter, which we had
proposed to give, are crowded out of this number.

Bef-levue Hospital Medical College.—This college

held its tenth Annual Commencement February 29th, at

tlie Academy of Music. The Chaplain of the college,

Rev. Dr. Beach, ofiered prayer, and administered the

Ilippocratic oath to a class of one hundred and twenty-
nine graduates, who received their diplomas at the

hands of the President, Dr. Isaac E. Taylor.

Prof A. B. Crosby, M.D., addressed the graduates.

He counselled them to consider their studies but just

begun, and to pursus them not only with reference to

the particular profession they had now entered, but
quite as much with a view to that broader culture

without which even their special department, however
earnest their devotion to it, must be imperfectly com-
prehended in some of its most important relations. This
culture must extend to the heart as w^ell as to the head;
nor must they neglect those social amenities and graces
of manner whose absence might cheat the kindest
feelings and the highest skill out of the best opportu-
nities for their exercise. If tiiat personal magnetism
by which some men bring us irresistibly under their

influence was not a thing to be acquired, still every
one might learn to make his presence agreeable ; and
the phyrieian would often leave behind him a more po-
tent remedy than his prescription, in the memory of a
bright greeting or a happy joke.

In the illness of the valedictorian, Benjamin L. Lo-

throp, A.B., M.D., liis address was read by Dr. Wil-
liam Car:'. Excellent nm.'^ic was furnisheil by an or-

chestra under Carl liergmann's direction.

Medical Dki'Ahtment of the T'.niversitv ok New
York.—The annual commencement of thi.s Medical

College was held on Tuesday evening, Feljruary 20,

1872, at Ciiristian Association Hall, which was filled

with a .«elect audience. The exercises were opened
with reading of the Scriptures by Rev. Prof Benjamin
N. Martin, D.D. Rev. Isaac Ferris, D.D., LL.D.,

Emeritus Chancellor of the University, olTered prayer.

Prof. John W. Draper, M.D., LL.D., conferred the

degree of M.D. on seventy-five graduates. Certificates

of Honor were given to eighteen graduates who had
attended the spring, autumn, and winter courses of in-

struction. The Mott gold meilal was awarded to Dr. J.

V. Granger for the best anatomico-surgical jjrepara-

tion ; the Mott silver medal to Dr. H. C. Munroe for

the .second best anatomico-surgical preparation; Prof.

William H. Thomson's prize to Dr. L. P. Ensign for

the best record of his clinics; I'rof Charles A. Budd's
prize lo Dr. G. H. Hammond for having passed the best

examination in obstetrics; Prof. D. B. St. John Roosa's

prize to Dr. J. A. Ste])hens for having passed thc best

examination on the eye and ear ; Prof. F. D. Weisse's
prize to Dr. H. S. Yanderhoof for the best recoi^ds of
his clinic on skin diseases.

The valedictory address to the graduates was given

by Prof. William Darling, which was interspersed with
amusing and interesting hints. Dr. R. J. Brevard,

of the graduating clas.s, delivered the closing address.

The New Health Officer.—The following letter

has been ad(h-essed to Dr. S. 0. Yanderpoel, the newly
appointed Health Officer :

—

New Yobk, Febniai-j- 28, 1872.

S. Oakley Yanderpoel, M.D., Albany.

Dear Sir :—We have heard with the greatest satis-

faction of your nomination by the Governor as Health
Officer of the Port of New York. We regard it as

most fortunate, for the credit and interests of all con-
cerned, that the above office should be filled by an in-

cumbent like yourself, fitted, by every personal and
professional qualification, to perform its duties in the

best possible manner. Possessing, as you do, the entire

confidence and esteem of the profession, your confirma-

tion and acceptance would be received with universal

satisfaclion. (Signed) Edward Delafield, M.D. ; John
T. Metcalfe, M.D. ; Isaac E. Taylor. M.D. ; T. Gaillard

Thomas, M.D. ; A. Clark, M.D.: \V. H. Yan Buren,
M.D. : Willard Parker, M.D. ; Alfred L. Loomis, M.D.

;

William Detmold, M.D.
;
T. M. Markoe, M.D. ; A. Du-

bois, M.D. ; Austin Flint, M.D. ; Chailes A. Budd,
M.D. : J. C. Dalton, M.D. ; John J. Crane, M.D. ; H.
B. Sands. M.D.

; C. Henschel, M.D. ; John G. Curtis,

M.D. ; Edward Fowler, il.D. ; George A. Peter.=,

M.D.; E. R. Peaslco, M.D. ;
W. H. Draper, M.D. ; L.

Ranney, M.D. ; John O. Stone, M.D. . Gustavns A.
Sabine, M.D.; C. F. Heywood, M.li. ; Henry D.
Noyes, M.D.

Lostorfer's Syphilitic Discovery.—Professor Wedl
contests the discovery of pecuhar bodies in syphilitic

blood, and asserts that they are only mas.ses of fatty

particles and protoplasm, which are found in healthy
blood.

Deaths from S.mall Pox in the seventeen ehiefest

towns in Great Britain, during the year past, amounted
to the number of 13,174.

The Census of Rome.—The census of Rome, just

completed, shows ^ population of 240,000.
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SOME DETAILS IN THE PATHOGENY OF
PY.EMIA AND SEPTICEMIA :

REMARKS BEFORE THE MEDICAL LIBRARY AND JOURNAL
ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK,

By MARYC. PUTNAM, M.D.,

LECTURER ON MATERIA MEDICA IN THE WOMAN'S MEDICAL COLLEGE
OF THE NEW YORK INFIRMARY.

As I understand the object of this Association, it per-

mits its younger members to submit the questions tliat

may have especially interested them, to the judg-
ment of otliers older and more exiDerienced than them-
selves. This is why I venture to make some remarks
on a subject, vv^hich a rather prolonged sojourn in the

hospitals of a great metropolis has Ibrced most promi-
nentl}- upon my own attention,

Tlie study of putrid and purulent infection, though
it originate in the province of the operative surgeon,

immediately rises into the sphere of general pathology,

and touches upon problems of the keenest interest to

the physician. Moreover, by a singular fatality, the

metliods adopted to remedy the effects of accidents,

expose to many of the same dangers as the accidents

themselves
;
and operations for many diseases of inter-

nal origin accumulate upon the unfortunate patient the

additional perils of an external traumatism. Finally,

while men are more especially exposed to the superflu-

ous traumatisms of war, women are compelled to incur

the inevitable traumatism of childbirth; and the ulti-

mate danger is in many cases the same.

To judge by certain assertions, one might suppose
that this danger had been so much diminislied by ap-

propriate treatment, that it now presented no more
practical interest than that of the plague. The ad-
mirers of Professor Lister have far surpassed his own
confidence' in the virtues of carbolic acid. In the

Dublin Quarterly for 1869, Mr. McDonnell affirms that

treatment by Lister's method has attained 'perftction

;

and that when a wound has been dressed with carbolic

acid, and its arteries secured by torsion, it is almost
certain to heal easily, while tlie temperature of the

body does not rise above 100°. Lister himself,

in his famous paper published in the British Medical
Journal for 1867, is not so sanguine. Pie gives no
statistics, but observes that since the employment
of carbolic acid for the dressing of wounds, his

wards, formerly the most unhealthy in the Glasgow
iofirmaiy, have become comparatively healthy, and
that he no longer dreads, as before, the advent of com-
pound fractures. In St. George\'i Hospital Reports for

1868, Mr. Holmes gives the result of experiments
made with carbolic acid in forty cases. Lacerated
wounds and abscesses did remarkably well under this

treatment; all recovered. Of eight cases of compound
fracture, four recovered and four died—tv/o of pyaemia,
one of tetanus, one, on fourth day, without metastatic
abscesses, tlie case being complicated with renal disease.

Mr. Holmes had twelve cases of incised wounds and
operations, including two amputations of the breast, but
only two involving section of the bones. One of these
was a Chopart's amputation of the foot; patient re-

covered after an attack of erysipelas ; the other, an
amputation of a metacarpal bone, followed by death
from pyaemia. In this case the patient had diseased
kidneys.

In the last October number of the Archiues de Mede-
cine, Dr. Labb6e reviews the English statistics, and
points out that, even in Lister's wards, the results of

carbolic acid treattnent are much less brilliant than
was at first supposed. Thus, i)revious to tliis treat-

ment the deaths after amputations were 41 to 120, or

1 in 3; after its adoption, they were oO in SO cases,

or 1 in 2.6. During the last six months Dr. Labb^e
had extensively employed carbolic acid, with ilie most
scrupulous attention to the details insisted upon by
Lister, and nevertheless nearly all his ; mputated pa-
tients had died. This lugubrious statement corresponds
entirely with the I'acts that I have had an opportunity
of observing closely. For at least three years the use
of carbolic or jihenic aciil has been almost universal in

the great surgical wards of the Paris hospitals
; but the

mortality has not been notably niodi0ed, and remains
higher than that of London.

These remarks, with no pretension to statistical

value, are merely intended to show that the antiseptic

treatment is by no means infallible. The phenic acid

of the moderns is not a panacea, any more than the

famous sage of the ancients. It follows that the doc-
trine upon Avhich its employment is based, is not
sufficiently comprehensive to include all the cases to

which it is applied. This doctrine is sometimes an-
nounced in a proposition that rather unfairly combines
the opinions of Poser on miasms, and of Pasteur on
animal germs. It is sometimes said that these germs
constitute hospital miasms, and act either directly, be-

ing themselves absorbed into the blood, or indirectly,

after having determined the putrefaction of traumatic
fluids. The absorption of fluids thus putrefied is suffi-

cient to account for the most various surgical accidents

—

phlebitis, erysipelas, pytemia, septica3mia, hospital gan-
grene. In virtue of the assumed unity of their ictiology

and of their nature, these several alTections are asserted

to be equally amenable to a single mode of treatment.

This consists iil'the destruction of animal germs, first in

the atmosphere, b}'' purification of the air ; second, upon
the wound itself, by dressings with carbolic acid.

But, in the first place, the animal germs to which
Pasteur attributes the mechanism of putrefaction do
not exist merely in impure air, but even in tolerably

pure air, unless it be absolutely free from animal or ve-
getable dust—such air, indeed, as may be brought from
the summit of Mt. Blanc. To prevent putrescible sub-

stances from putrefying, it has been shown necessary to

seal them hermetically, so as absolutely to exclude air.

Donne experimented on an egg, which he caiefully

enveloped in cotton wool, and then obliquely jjierced

by a knitting-needle, previously heated to destroy any
germs that might be clinging to it. By means of this

puncture air was admitted to the interior of the egg,

but only after having been filtered by the passage
through cotton. The egg putrefied, as it will not do if it

be covered with an impermeable varnish. But Pasteur
asserted that the precautions taken had not been suff.-

ciently severe ; that it was possible to admit some of

these ubiquitous infusoria during the manipulation of

the experiment. How much more, then, in any Avound
not treated by absolute occlusion !

In the second place, the researches of Bechamp ai.d

Estor, communicated to the Academic des Sciences in

1808, indicate that, though the access ofair be esseniial to

putrefaction, yet the presence of bacteria in animal pu-
trefying substances does not depend on their introduction

from without, but on the development of germs already

contained in the elements of the tissues themselves.

Especially in the cells of the liver, both in man and in

other animals, these observers have discovered certain

spherical granules which they call microzymes. These
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rcMiain i^phcricnl as lonp as the organ is in licaltli, and

constitute a normal, necessary part of its elements.

But \vliin tlie tissues arc separated from tlieir vital

connections and exposed to the air, these pinnules at lirst

arranjre tliemselves in strings, and finally assume the

shape of moving or motionless roils, presenting all the

appearanre of the vihriones known as bacteria and bac-

toridia, and described by Daraine.* Fragments of

liver placi'd in water containing either sugar or starch,

showed a development uf bacteria in twenty-four hours.

But if immersed in ordinary water, the development

•was delayed five to tliirteen days. Further, what is

extremely important to notice, the addition of creasote

or of phenio acid in no wi.se afleeted this prohferation

of animal germs, unless it were made in a quantity suf-

ficient to coagulate animal tissues. Tiiat these bacteria

came from the microzyme-5 into which tliey were seen

to grade, iind not from the suirounding air, .seems proved

by the fact that they were always discovered in the

fragments of tissue before they appeared in the water

in which these were immersed.

In the QiimierJ;/ Jotirnal of Microscopical Science for

last October, Burdon-Sanderson has shown, by most

c.irefid experiments, that the microzymes never come
from the air. According to this writer, they frequently

abound in water, so that a drop or two of ordinary

spring water added to a test solution is sufficient to de-

termine in it the development of microzymes and of

bacteria. But if the water so added be boiled and the

whole placed in a gla-s that has been superheated, no
microzymes will appear, even though the liquid be left

exposed to the air. In the latter case, however, toru-

la-cells appear in as great abundance as if the liquid

had not been boiled. It is thus shown that no connec-

tion exists between the microzymes destined to develop

into bacteria and the torula-cells that multiply into

fungi. The air is charged with these latter, while the

former abound in animal and vegetable solids and fluids.

To test the influence of bacteria, apart from that of

the morbid fluids with which thej^ were a.ssociated in

Davaine's experiment-, Leplat and Jaillard t injected

the veins of animals with fluids containing bacteria ob-

tained from decomposing vegetable infusions. Such
injection- were productive of no inconvenience what-
ever. Analogous experiments were made by J. G.

Richardson, as related in the American Journal of
Medical Srimces for July, 18G8, p. 291. He swallow-

ed from one to four fluid ounces of Avater, rendered

putrid by two or three days' contact with meat, and
swarming with vibriones. A drop of blood drawn
half an hour after the ingestion of one fluid ounce, pre-

sented only a single vibrio. But Avith a k'ger dose

and an hour's interval the number greatly increased.

Twelve were seen in as many minutes, and at one time

there Avere three in one field. In tAvo hours, however,

these had entirely disappeared, their presence in the

blood having occasioned no other inconvenience than

plight headache, furred tongue, and some diarriioea.

Thus, left to themselves in contact with healthy liv-

ing tissues, vibriones are rapidly eliminated without
causing any damage. MoreoA'cr, as Davaine observ^es,

in a medium composed of substances in full putrefac-

tion, these animalcula are also unable to sustain life.

They live upon organic matter that is just beginning to

decompose ;
they eannot determine the decomposition

of living tissues ; their germs cannot develop to the

potency of bacteria unless they have free access to

oxygen ;
finally, when the organic matter in Avhich

they are imbedded is dead, and I'csolved into inorganic

* Dictlontiaire des Sciencen Medfcales, Art. " Bacteries."

t Comptes Rendus de FAcademie des Sciencen, 18G7.

elemenl.s, the vibriones die too. Hence, though Feltz

and Cohn have discovered tln-m in the fluids of putre-

fying Avounds ; though Ranvier hns.found them nea?'

the seat ofa fractured bone affected Avith osteo-myelitis;

though he has further found germ-granules in meta-
static ab.scesses,—yet these marvellous little orgaidsms
cannot be rendered directly chargeable for all the acci-

dents of putrid and purulent infection
; nor their de-

struction be considered an assurance of security against

these formidable complications of Avounds. For, Ist,

in air that has been sufficiently purified to avert cer-

tain forms of disease, as hospital gangrene and the

more malignant kinrls of septica?mia, the germinal mat-
ter of vibriones is still found in considerable abundance,
so that animal fluids or tissues exposed to the air ne-

cessarily decompo.se.

"id. I'ositivc experiments have shoAvn that Ixacteria

by themselves, though introduced into the blood, are

not injurious. Further: Bergmann has shown that the

dried residue of pus retains its toxic properties, though
it have been heated to 212', or treated by alcohol of 96
per cent. ; and either procedure is accounted suflQcient

to destroy animal germs.*
The above-quoted experiments of Burdon-Sanderson

tend to show that the vibriones of the air, which are a

cause of putrefaction, dilTer essentially from the micro-

zymes of nnimal fluid:^, whose development may be
only an effect. But the deA'clopment of these latter

to bacteria may act like that of all other vibriones, in

favoring putrefaction. Hence the accession of air to a

wound woidd work in tAvo ways: it Avould admit at-

mospheric germs, demonstrated agents of putrefaction;

and it Avould furnish the oxygen requisite for the de-

velopment of microzymes, probable agents of putrefac-

tion. The one and the other class of vibriones—innocu-

ous if themselves absorbed—only act by determining
the alteration of traumatic fluids ; and these once alter-

ed become toxic, though the causal germs be excluded
or destroyed.

That the accidents resulting from Avounds depend
upon the introduction into the economy of substances

formed uptm them is shown : (a) because the artificial

introduction of these same substances, by injection into

the veins, is followed by the same symptoms as occur
spontaneously Avhen they are left long in contact with

living membranes
;
(h) because direct expeiiiuent proves

that the capacity of absorption from the surface of

Avounds is very great.

Two gieat classes of infection may be formed: 1st.

That Avhich depends upon primary absorption from the

wound previous to the groAvth of gramdations or the

formation of pus; 2d. That which supervenes after

suppuration, and the complete disappearance of trau-

matic fever. » The first class constitutes septica3mia ; the

second, pya-mia, or purulent infection.

It is noteworthy that septicaemia is developed at a

time Avhen absorption from the wound is slowest;

pyaemia, Avhen it has begun to be most active. De-
marqua}' has shoAvn that an iodic solution placed on a
lecent wound will be absorbed in from fifteen minutes
to an hour. But after application to a granulating

wound, iodine may be detected in the urine and saliva

in ten, eight, six, or even four, minutes. It would seem,
therefore, that the accidents of septica;mia depend on
the absorption of some substance more diffusible than
that Avhicli is the origin of pysemia, since it acts more
quickly, though at a time Avhen absorption is less

active.

The Avounds in which pure septicsemia originate^ may

* On this last point, however, there is at least room for doubt, since

Wyman's experiments (A7n. Jour. Set., 1867) have shown that certain

infusorial germs will retain their vitality even after four hours' boiling.
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affect exclusively the soft tissues. Thus, in wards where
pyoemia was the most frequent disease, I have seen

septicaemia develop as a consequence of an operation

for a double prolapsus of the uterus and rectum, where
an attempt was made to extend tlie perinanim b;ick-

wardfi by a suture that sliould include a part of the

enormously distended anal sphincter.

Septicajmia is frequent after operations for stranf^u-

lated hernia or the extirpation of tumors, and often

complicates the peritonitis occasioned by ovariotomy.

But in wards where pyi\;mia and septicemia were both

endemic, I have been struck with the exemption of pa-

tients wlio had suffered amputation of the mammary
gland. On the other hand, the extirpation of a fibro-

plastic tumor from the deltoid muscle was followed by
a typical development of septicaemia. The traumatic

fever set in within twenty-four hours after the opera-

tion, and, instead of abating, persisted, and gradually

rose into all the violence of the septicasmic fever.

This form of surgical fever is frequent as a conse-

quence of diffused acute phlegmon of cellular tissue,

even when this is unaccompanied by osteo-myelitis.

It constitutes those peculiarly malignant forms of puer-

peral fever where death supervenes with great rapidity,

and where, after death, the uterus presents no trace of

phlebitis or of lymphangitis. These cases are excep-
tional.

It is a very remarkable circumstance that gunshot
wounds, so excessively dangerous when they affect

the bones, are so frequently innocuous when confined

to the soft tissues. I had abundant opportunity for

observing this fact in the case of numerous shell

wounds that came under my observation during the

siege of Paris. In wards where acute diffused phleg-

mons frequently proved fatal by generating septicaemia,

flesh-wounds caused by the explosion of shells healed
readily, even though, as in one case, the victim was a

woman six months pregnant, and miscarried after a

triple injury in face, thigh, and leg.

A curious case of impunity, even though the bone
was involved, was that of another woman Avho had
been for four years an inmate of the hospital on ac-

count of chronic rheumatism in shoulder, Avrist, and
knee-joints, all of which were more or less completely
ankylosed. During the bombardment, a sliell exploded
in the hospital ward, and carried off this patient's right

arm about three inches below the shoulder-joint. It

was a very clean amputation, with very slight htemor-
rhage ; and but little trimming of the wound was need-
ed to make a neat stump, which was speedily covered
by fleshy granulations. Not merely did the patient

escape without any signs of septicaemia or purulent in-

fection; she even had no traumatic fever. I attributed

this remarkable exemption to the pre-existence of
chronic adhesive inflammation, which had rendered the

tissues—lymphatic, cellular, osseous, and to a certain

extent even the veins—impermeable to the septic ma-
terial arising from the traumatism.
The behavior of gunshot flesh wounds resembles

that of those made Avith caustics as compared with
those made by the bistoury. It is not my province to

insist upon the practical advantages of the method so

eulogized by Maisonneuve, but their bearing upon the

theory of septic and purulent infection is of importance.
The facts tend to show that tissues kihed outright, by
chloride of zinc or the actual canter}', present far less

chances of infection than those that die slowly and,
during a long period, offer to absorption the successive

products of their decomposition. Tliey appear, more-
over, to block up the roads of absorption, and not to

afford the media for diffusion constituted by loose dif-

fluent tissues.

Septic absorption occurs to a greater or Jess extent

whenever decomposing animal matter is brought in

contact with living me[nbranes, and seems to be inde-

pendent of the state of the veins.

The condition of the lymiihatics is of much more
importance. For at the lime that septicaemia develops,

the lymphatics, torn by the traumatism, gape open into

the wound, while later they are closed by Hesliy granu-

lations. Septicaemia, which precedes the formation of

these granulations, likewise, in typical cases, precedes

the formation of pus. This does not normally occur

before the third da}'; and if symptoms of septic poison-

ing have appeared previous to its establishment, sup-

puration may be indefinite!}' delayed, or the pus be le-

placed by a thin sanious liquid, in which pus-corpuscles

aie rare. According to Robin, the decomposition of

pus is always a consequence of the generalized infec-

tion, and not its cause.

As might be inferred from this appaient connec-

tion with the lymphatic system, the full develop-

ment of septicaemia is often preceded by a lymphangitis.

But it is extremely curious to notice that, should this

lymphangitis be inmiediately followed by tumefaction

or phlegmon of the nearest lymphatic glands, or by an
attack of erysipelas, the general infection seems to be

averted. I have in my notes three eases of compound
injuries of the fingers, followed by abscess in the

axilla, Avhich in one case had been preceded by a subacute

phlegmon of the arm ;
in another, by the red streaks

of superficial lymphangitis ;
in the third, by a probable

affection of the deep lymphatics. All these cases re-

sulted in recovery, in the same wards Avhere patients

affected with quite similar injuries were constantly

succumbing with symptoms of septico-pytemia. The
occurrence of erysipelas seems also frequently to

ward off the graver affection. In two cases of carbun-

cle treated by extirpation, the occurrence of a chill,

in connection with a sudden drying and glazing of the

wound, was regarded as an ominous forerunner of

Septic infection, until the advent of a local erysipelas

unexpectedly changed the prognosis. In another case,

an operation for strangulated hernia in a woman was
followed by an attack of erysipelas on the face, from

which the patient recovered. She subsequently suc-

cumbed to exhaustion, but never presented either

symptoms or lesions of putrid or purulent infection.

These fivcts, and certain statistics showing the epide-

mic alternation of erysipelas with gr-aver surgical aftec-

tions, bear testimony" in favor of the theory that ascribes

erysipelas to a diffused inflammation of the lymphatics

of the skin, caused by the passage through them of irri-

tating substances. It is upon this theory that Maison-

neuve has based his treatment of erysipelas by appli-

cation of a blister directly to the inflamed surface, for

the purpose of drawing off septic material in a profuse

discharge of serosity.

The "succession of symptoms in septicremia gen-

erally occurs as follows : The traumatic fever, instead

of abating, persists, or abates only imperfectly. The
suppuration, that should have set in on the third day.

is delayed ; and sometimes the wound becomes glazed

and dry, or points of gangrene appear in tissues that

seemed at first sufficiently vitalized. Sometimes, as

was the case with the patient submitted to a perina.>or-

rhaphy, a fugitive local erysipelas appears, to disap-

pear after a few hours. About the fourth day occurs

a single chill, often quite violent, immediately follow-

ed by a notable lise of temperature. By the fifth day

the sutures in the wound give way, and the tissues

begin to melt down into an increasingly putrescent

detritus. At the same time the pain of the wound is

diminished, and this local blunting of the sensibility
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rapidly extends to tho entire nervous system. The
patient becomes absorbed, indifferent, finally agitated

and delirious. The delirium is sometimes muttering,

oIUmi violent. The fever is remarkable for iUs eontinu-

aiiei- ; uiorninc^ remissions are slip;ht. Under this eon-

tinued fever tlic body emaciates; tlic clieeks become
excavated, and covered with a dry parched flush ; the

eyes are injected ; tho tongue and lips retracted and
blackened with fidiijinositirs; the whole aspect of the

patient recalls that of typhoid fever, and the occurrence

of diarrhoea completes tlie resembhinee.

The peculiar circumstance about the jjathological

anatomy of pure sei)tic8emia is its negative charac-

ter. There is no trace of phlebitis, thrombi, or me-
tastatic abscesses. The veins arc all permeable, but

filled with diflluent black blood like molasses. The
viscera are neaily all soltened and congested, as in

typhus.

In artificial sejiticajmia, induced by the injection of

putrid matters into the veins, there is often diffused

f)neumonia, cr there may be patches of gangrene in the

lings. The most notable lesion, however, exists in the

intestinal mucous membrane, which is tumefied, hyper-
aemic, and soltened. This lesion corresponds to the san-

guinolcnt diarrhoea, which is an invariable symptom
during life, and both lesion and symptom point to an
effort at elimination of tlie poison by the intestinal

tube. That the lesion is so extremely marked in ani-

mals, while it is slight or Avanting in human victims, in-

dicates that tlie effort at elimination is greater in the

former case than the latter, and helps to explain, there-

fore, the greater resistance of dogs to the disease.

Finally, a very notable peculiaritj^ of septicnemia

is its variable degree of intensity—variable as the con-
ditions which may give rise to it. There is the terrible

septicemia of malignant forms of puerperal fever, that

destroys life in a few days; there are the much milder
Ibrms, t'.iat almost invariably occur when decomposing
animal fluids are brought in contact with any surface ot

the body in such a way that any part of them may
be absorbed. The retention of a piece of the placenta
in the uterus will give rise to all tho symptoms of an
incipient septic fever, as I had an opportunity to observe
in a ease the other day. Nay, even in perfectly normal
conditions, recent accurate observations have noted a

rise of temperature as a general occurrence about
twelve hours after parturition. This phenomenon is

precisely analogous to the well-known traumatic fever,

and the elementar}- conditions are the same, namely,
the contact of decomposing non-purulent fluids with
living membranes capable of absorption.

In these cases, the general disease seems to be
directly connected with the wounds, and this, not in

virtue of the nervous shock they have inflicted, but of
t'm decomposing liquids, or of some element in them,
that they place in contact with live animal membranes.
The essence of the general disease lies in the fever, or
rise of temperature; and of all the causes that have
been invoked to explain the rise of temperature in such
cases, that of an acceleration of the molecular metamor-
phoses of the blood and tissues is infinitely the most
probable. For the fever may be determined, either,
as I have said, by contact with animal membranes
of substances themselves undergoing rapid chemical
metamorphoses, or by an injection of these same sub-
stances into the blood, as in Billroth's experiments.*
In these experiments there was no chill, but tlje tem-
perature rose immediately as liighas 40.5" C, and other
symptoms of septicaemia followed, as diarrhoea and
great prostration. Recovery frequently took place.

' Archiv far Klinische CMrurgie, 1862.

In some cases, where the amount of injected material
had been very large, death occurred, and then the

only visceral lesions discoveral.lc were diffused conges-
tions, especially of the inU'slinal mucous membrane.
From these experiments the gravity of septicasmia

is .«hown to be in direct ])roportion to the amount of
putrid nuUters thrown into the blood, although in every
case they determined a rise of temperature. IJelow a
certain limit of (paantity, they could be supported; but
above that limit, they occasioned more violent symp-
toms, which finally proved fatnl. This gradation corre-

sponds to that furnished by clinical experience—to the

immense variety in the severity of septicaemic symp-
toms, which are least of all after normal parturition

;

greater alter wounds, and in proportion to their extent

;

greatest of all when, long alter the original shock, new
tissues have sloughed by the invasion of hospital gan-
grene. There are, therefore, the strongest reasons for

accepting the recent doctrine of I3illrotli, which inter-

prets traumatic fever as a form of septicaemia, and .septi-

caemia as a simple extension or aggravation of traumatic

fever.

Tliis analogy suggests that of numerous other affec-

tions in which septicemia pla3's a prominent part, as

hospital gam^rene, carbuncle, malignant pustule, typhoid
fever, variola, ulcerative endocarditis, even erysipelas

when the effort at cutaneous elimination has proved
unsuccessful. In all these cases the evolution of the

affection seems to be connecteil Avith the presence in

the blood of rapidly decomposing substances, whose
metamorphoses accelerate those of the animal tissues,

including the blood, and thus raise the temperature of

the body.

It is in virtue of this rise of temperature that septicae-

mia is allied to pyaemia; lor the injection of pus into

the veins, even when it produces no other effect, gen-
erates fever as intense as that jiroduced by the injection

of putrid non-purulent fluids—fever which may end in

death. In other resjiects the symptoms and march of

pyaemia are quite different from those of septicaemia.

As every one knows, pyajmia originates most fre-

quently in some lesion of bones, which places the

wounded osseous tissue in immediate communication
with the air. The larger the bone, the greater the

danger, which is most to be dreaded after injuries of

the femur. Who is not liamiliar with the train of events

that, in such a fatally large number of cases, follows

upon an amputation of the thigh? The patient may
have recovered from the initial traumatic fever, and
on the fourth or fifth day be apparently in very good con-
dition. Suppuration, which set in on the third day, be-

comes profuse, but the pus remains thick, yellow, lauda-

ble, or only slightly offensive in smell. Thus, suppura-

tion precedes the invasion of pyemia, while the symp-
toms of teptica^mia generally begin before the establish-

ment ofsuopuration, or arrest it if pus be already form-

ed.

The wound is extremely painful, and its sensitiveness

seems to increase instead of diminishing. The process

of dressing the wound throws the patient into an
agony

; but when this is over, he is comparatively com-
fortable, often extremely hopeful and sanguine. One
day, generally between the fifth and tenth, the nurse

observes that the patient has eaten less than usual. In
reply to inquiries, however, he asserts, sometimes quite

vehemently, that he is perfectly well. A day or two
later he acknowledges having had a slight chill or

fever, that he refers to only on account of the persistent

questionings of the surgeon. Sometimes several days,

even a week, will elapse before the chills are repeated

;

sometimes they follow in rapid succession, coming
every day, or even twice and thrice a day. It is ex-
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tremely rare that only one chill precedes the invasion of

fever ; and even then, this invasion only occurs after

a certain interval. The chills are very apt to return

after the establishment of fever, and checker its course

in a way never seen in pure septicajmic infection.

The rise of temperature occurs sometimes after tlie

complete subsidence of the traumatic fever, in notable

contrast witli that of typical cases of septicaemia. It is

rarely as rapid, as intense, or as continued as in the

latter case ; for some time it presents very marked
morning remission, and only gradually rises into con-

tinuity.

The appetite and strength fail, and the patient is

conscious of his increasing weakness, and complains of

it, as is never the case in septicjemia. Hence it seems
much more notable. The skin and sclerotics assume
the characteristic yellow hue, extremely unlike the red

parched flush of septicaemia, and analogous to that of

cancerous infection, with which Bihroth compares it.

It is one of the forms of jaundice described by Gubler,

dependent on a destruction of red corpuscles in the

blood. The tongue of the patient becomes dry, but
never blackened by fuliginosities as in septicaemia. The
intelligence remains clear, but the mind begins to be
darkened by gloomy forebodings, by a semi-conscious-

ness of the dissolution of vital forces already begun.
During this time the aspect of the wound is little

changed, the suppuration is abundant, according to

Billroth is increased, and my own observations accord

with this statement. An extension of suppuration

takes place, as the older writers would say, and is mani-

fested in one or more of three different ways.
In the first place, cold abscesses may form in differ-

ent parts of the cellular tissue, generally of the extremi-

ties, sometimes in the more decumbent portions of the

trunk. In the second place, purulent eflfusions njay

take place into the articulations, or serous cavities, and
that with extraordinary rapidity. This pin'ulent ar-

thritis is a very common manifestation of infection dur-

ing the puerperal state. I remember one case especiall)^,

which I had an opportunity of observing at tlie cliniqne,

that might be considered as a type of this class. The
patient had had an attack of subacute metritis, wiiich

was subsiding, when she complained of pain in her It-ft

elbow-joint ; and in the course of tweniy-four hours the

articulation became evidently filled withlic[uid, swollen,

extremely tender, but without any inflammatory red-

ness. The only other symptoms presented by the

patient v/ere diarrhoea, and a certain dulling of the in-

telligence. M. Depaul immediately pronounced a fatal

prognosis, which was justified four or live days later by
the death of the patient with all the symptoms of

purulent infection.

These external suppuration-s, however, indicate a com-
paratively curable form of the disease, and, when mani-
festations of the infection are confined to the cellular

tissue or the articulations, the patient may recover. I

have seen three curious cases of this categor3^ After

a compound fracture of the tibia, a patient was affected

with cold cellular abscesses in various parts of the body,

and with purulent effusion into one of the knee-joints;

yet he ultiuiately recovered.

In anotlier ca^-e, also of compound fracture of the

tibia, the patient had had three chill--, and an abscesr;

had developed in the thigh. After the administration

of quinine, the course of the infection seemed to be
arrested, and the patient recovered.

In a third case, the purulent infection had origi-

nated in an anthrax, which had been followed by
abscesses in the breast, gluta^al region, and leg, and by
an effusion, probably purulent, in the knee-joint.

Notwithstanding this multiple suppuration, the patient

recovered, and the articular effu.sion was reabsorbed

with the rapidity so remarkable in such cases.

These cases recall the experiments of Sedillot upon
dog'j, where injeclion of pus into the veins was fol-

lowed by the development of external abscesses, but
finally by recovery.

External suppuration or suppura'ive inflammation of

serous cavities may, however, of itself prove fatal, as in

a case that I saw at the Children's Hospital, where
purulent infection is comjiaiatively rare. A child four

years old had been submitted to Chopart's amputation
of the foot, on account of a fungous arthritis, accom-
panied by necrosis of some of the medio-tarsal bones.

The first few days after the operation passed very well;

then secondary fever set in, and was followed by sj'-mp-

toms of arthritis in both elbow-joints, and of double

pleural effusion. Death occurred about a fortnight

after the operation, and at the autopsy were found
.abundant purulent effusions in the articulations, in both

pleural cavities and in the peritoneum. This purulent

peritonitis had been latent and quite painless, and had
probably taken place during the last days of existence,

when sensibility was blunted. There were no traces

of metastatic abscesses in lungs, liver, or spleen.

These metastatic visceral abscesses constitute the third

form of generalized suppuration, and the lesion most
characteristic of pytemia. The invasion and march of

the disease seems to coincide exactly with their devel-

opment and evolution. To them is due the dyspnoea
that occurs early in the disease, while that of septicaemia,

dependent on the poisoning of the mass of the blood,

does not supervene till later. The respirations are

rarely below forty, sometimes as high as fifty or sixty.

With the progress of one or the other of these suppu-

rations, the prostration of strength increases. All the

powers of life seem to be graduall}^ dissolved apart

irom one another, and drift away separately before

sinking down into the sea of nothingness that is rising

to engulf them. Hence towards the close, a peculiar

incoherence of the mental faculties and of speech, that

is quite distinct from the delirium of septicaemia. The
patient will interpolate absurdities in the midst of a

conversation whose general tenor is reasonable ; he
has tempoi'ary hallucinations of vision ; he loses all capa-

city for comparison, and consequently for astonishment

;

his mind resembles that of a person in the incipient

stages of dementia.

This ataxia of the intelligence finally extends to the

spinal and peripheric nervous system
;
there is carpholo-

gia, the wandering involuntary movements by which
the patient seems vainly endeavoring to clutch at the

life that is slipping away from him. Finally, conscious-

ness is entirely gone— the patient lies on his back with

his eyes closed, already half a corpse. I have seen one

case where this condition was prolonged a month, and
Mr. Paget relates similar cases of chronic pyaemia,

where, as in Edgar Poe's story, the patient seems to

have been magnetized when at the point of death, and
his dissolution arrested, but left constantly imminent.

It is during this last period that the suppuration on the

wound diruinishes.

The autopsy of patients who have succumbed to pyte-

mia reveals one or other of three charactf'ristic lesions,

and very frequently a combination of all of them : osteo-

myelitis ;
venous thrombi, with or without phlfbitis;

visceral abscesses, or purulent effusions into the articu-

lations or serous cavities.

The osteo-myelitis, whose presence might have Ijeen

inferred from the constancy with which pyaemia is as-

sociated with lesions of the bones, is extremely fiequent.

M. Ranvier, in an article published in the Lijons Mid-
iaile for last May, observes that he found it in all the
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Riitopsies made at Val de Grace durin;^ tlie siege. M.
Gos>-^elin, ill his clinical lectures, always insisted upon
this coincidence, an<l has rt'lencd to it again in the re-

cent discu.-sion at the French Acadrmy. I have cer-

tainly had abundant opportunity to ohscrve it myself.
"* This osteitis is always of the rarclyiufj; variety; the

bony tissue is hifrldy vascidarized, and ihe surface of a

section shows the tral)ceulie to be red and softened, and
the spaces they enclose enlarged, and filled with gru-

mous sanguinolent matter. The medullar}- canal is filled

villi a vascularized pulpy mass, whence the lat has dis-

appeared, a most noteworthy circumstance. A very
characteristic detail is the projection of a portion of the

mass from beyond the medullary canal.

Of Ie?s importance for the pathogeny of pyaemia is

the thickening of the periosteum, and its frequent de-

tachment from the bone by neoplastic material formed
beneath it.

There are two noticeable facts al)oiit a bone in this

condition : 1st. That all its cavities, both the medullary
canal and the spaces between the trabeculae, instead of

being obstructed by solid clots, are filled with loose,

pulpy, diffluent matter, exactly calculated to offer a me-
dium of diflfusion for liquids carrying solid particles in

suspension, lid. That the fatty matters of the me-
dulla, so eminently adapted to rapid movements of
chemical metamorphosis, are as ready for absorption as

are the liquids on the surface of the original -wound.
Not only is osteo-myelitis an almost invariable at-

tendant on fatal cases of compound fracture, but it may
constitut,^ the sole perceptible cause of ])ya;mia, as

v/hen the latter supervenes upon an acute necrosis

(so calleii), or even, under certain circumstances, upon
sinif)le fracture. I have observed an example of py-
aemia in an old man affected with simple fracture of
the neck of the femur whicli had begun to consoli-

date when he succumbed to the afiVction, at that time
endemic in the ward. Billroth quotes a similar case;

and Prescott Hewett records a third in the Lancet for

1867.

In ano'her instance that I have seen, the pvicmia
supervened upon a chronic otitis, accompanied by caries

of th i petrous bone. In all these cases, metastatic
abscesses were formed in the lungs.

The second lesion that may be found in pyajmic au-
topsies is phlebitis. Billroth observed it twunty-eight
times in eighty-four cases. As is well known, it is to

phlebitis that Berard ascribes all the phenomena of pu-
rulent infe':tion. The apprehensions of dangi^r from this

cause have been much diminished since Virchow has
shown that the coagulation of blood in the veins is not
its consequence but its cause, and that irritation direct-

ly applied to empty veins inflames the external coat,

but leaves the inner tunic untouched. The inflamma-
tion of the inner coat is always a consequence of the
softening of the coagulum i.hat ha^ formed in the cavity.

This softening, or suppuration as it has bei n called,

takes place in two ways: 1st. By the molecular disin-

tegration of the fibrin. 2d. By the penetration into its

mass of pus ci-lls, or white blood-corpuscles, that have
wandered from blood-vessels or from purulent collec-

tioi^ in the neighborhood of the thrombus. Ilueter, in

his chapter u\^DiUro(h and PitluCs Sur;/er?/, does not
hesitate to admit this penetration, and considers it

proved: (a.) By Cohnheim's experiments on the capa-
city of white biood-corpuscles to traverse the walls of
capillaries and blood-vessels, (b.) By t'.iose of Eeck-
linghau-en, published in the Archiv of Vircliow, and
whicii show the contractility of pus cell?, and of cells

ofconnec'ive tissue, (c.) By the experiments of Bub-
nofi; recorded in tiie Centralblatt, of 1867, there has
been directly observed the passage into the thrombus

of pus cells that had previously taken up granules of

cinnabar. In this connection we may inquire whether
the presence of the granules did not communicate a

force of impulsion to the cells that they otherwise

would not have pos.sessed ; and whether, therefore, pus
cells that had become granular by commencing decom-
position, would not be able to penetrate where others

were shut out.

When, by the medium of a phlebitis, inflammation
may be propagated from the wound to ti.ssues of vital

importance, the softening of thc'clot may prove imme-
diattdy fatal. In the Ai'chires Grnh-'ihs for 1871,

Kcverdin has pointed out that in anthrax of the face,

inllamniation of the fai'ial veins may extend to the sinus

of the dura mater, and excite a fatal meningitis.

Except in such special circumstances of contiguity,

phlebitis remains a purely local affection, not only in

such ty[)ical cfises as that of inflamed varicose veins, but

also in others where it seems to substitute itself for a

general disease. Thus, during an epidemic of so-called

puerperal fever, the patients affected with a well-defin-

ed metiitis, or phlegmasia alba dolens, generally escape

peritonitis or septic infection. Even the phlebitis that

seems to have been generated by transport of pyroge-
nic material from a distant wound, may result in recov-

ery, without signs of infection. I have seen one case

where the extirpation, for cancer, of a mammary gland,

was followed by phlebitis of tlie right leg— a real phleg-

masia alba dolens, which retarded, but did not prevent

recovery. So marked is the opposition between local

adhesive phlebitis and pyaemia, that Sedillot treated in-

cipient cases of the latter disease by cmterization over

the veins leading from the wound, for the purpose of

exciting inflammation and an effusion of plastic mate-
rial that should erect a barrier against the absorption

of putrid substances, or, as Sedillot maintained, of pus.

When the fibrinous coagulum remains hard, and
obliterates the vein, no phlebitis ensues, as may be seen

in ordinary varicose veins, or in the inopexia of cachec-

tic diseases. The inflammation of the inner coat of the

vein, as I have said, only occurs when the process of

.softening of the clot has extended the cavity first hol-

lowed out in its centre, to the membrane limiting its

periphery. It is infinitely probable that this process,

which causes the phlebitis, is itself the cause of acci-

dents of which the phlebitis is only an incident, because,

on the one hand, these accidents coincide with the

softening of thrombi, when little or no phlebitis exists;

on the other hand, there are very rarely accidents with
a less degree of softening, and a very intense degree of

phlebitis.

The question of the influence of phlebitis in pyaemia
resolves itself, therefore, into two others: 1st. The
formation of thrombi ; 2d. Their disintegration.

Now it is extremely noticeable that many of the cir-

cumstances whicli favor the development of thrombi
are precisely those which seem almost essential to the

development of pyajmia. As Weber observes, since

every traumatism involves a solution of continuity of

veins, and since this is necessarily followed by a coa-

gulation of blood in their interior, the formation of

thromli is a necessary consquence of eveiv wound.
But in superficial wounds of the soft tissues, the vessels

are small, and easily obliterated at their extremities.

When larger vessels are torn, one of two things hap-
pens : Either the vessel flattens together above the clot,

obliterating its extremity, and then the thrombus never
projects into a free cavity; or the clot is prolonged as

far as the nearest collateral vessel, and its extremity
floats free in the stieam, and in a space larger than its

own diameter. When this last occurs in arteries, as is

( normally the case af er ligature, no harm result*, because
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the sti-eam of Wood is not coming from the collateral,

but passing down into it, and if any fragments are s^epa-

rated from the fibrinous clot they must be carried

down to anotiier point on the periphery of the vascular

system. But in the case of a vein the conditions are

reversed; the coUateral current comes from the pei'i-

phery, strikes the floating end of the coagulum, breaks
off a fragment, and carries it towards the heart and
lungs.

Of the conditions which favor the disintegration of

ihe thrombus, the first, therefore, are those wliich expose
its free end to be broken ofl" mechanically. These con-

ditions are two : length of the coagulnm, and such a

structure of the tissue surrounding the veins as is op-

posed to their collapse.

The length of the coagulum is increased: 1st. By
whatever increases the amount of fibrin in the blood,

or rendei' its circulation sluggish, as abundant haemor-

rhage, exhaustion from previous disease, privation, or

old age. Weber attributes the rarity of true purulent

infection among children to the activity of their circu-

lation, which restricts the formation of thrombi. 2d.

By the absence of valves in the veins. .3d. By the

sudden suppression, through amputation, of an exten-

sive vascular territory.

The two latter conditions are presented by the veins

in the long bones, the last especially after amputation of

the thigh, where, as is known, the liability to pyaemia is at

its maximum.
In os-eous tissue, and especially in that of the long-

bones, is also found the second general condition favor-

ing long cnagula, namely, a structure that prevents

the veins from collapsing. Lining the pores of the

bones, they are necessarily maintained distended, and
this circumstance, which has been wrongly sup-

posed to imply such gaping open into the wound as

should permit the direct entrance of solid particles,

really favors the formation of lengthy coagula, with all

their consequences. The same condition may be pre-

sented by the sinuses of the uterus when that organ
fails to contract sufiiciently after parturition. Here
again are no " open mouths," but tortuous vascular

canals, in which collateral currents meet and cross

each other in every direction, filled with loose fibrin-

ous clots that offer media for diffusion, and are liable

to disintegration.

The circumstances that favor the disintegration of

the clot throughout its mass, constitute the second class

of conditions which render thrombi dangerous.
1st. First among these is the osteo-myelitis, which

Ave have already noticed as so generally existing in

fatal cases of pyaemia. The local activity of the cir-

culation, uncompiensated by sufficient force in the cen-

tral part of the system, on the one hand determines
serous effusions into the clots; on another, creates

collateral cvu-rents ready to carry down stream the

fragments resulting from the disintegration. This effect

is added to that proper to the inflammation itself.

2cl. The softening of the clot is favored by the

penetration into its mass either of pus cells already

effused elsewhere ; or of white corpuscles directly

passing from the neighboring blood-vessels; or, finally,

of putrid liquids. We have noticed that the penetra-

tion of pus cells, which could not in any wise be con-
sidered a phenomenon of absorption, would be prob-
ably favored b}'' their granular and angular condition

;

and as this is peculiar to decomposing pus, the influence

of the latter may be in part explained. As to the

white blood-corpuscles, with Avhich we have seen that

a certain proportion of pus cells may be identified, the

f;T0st common condition of their transudation is their

previous stasis in capillaries, Avhich has long been

known to be one of the initial phenomena of inflam-

mation. The well-demonstrated influence of intense

local inflammation upon the development of pyocmic
accidents, is thus in part accounted for by the pene-
tration into the interior of thrombi of pus cells existing

in the neighborhood. When such elements come fi'om

the tissues suirounding the thrombus, they penetrate it

in virtue of the contractility demonstrated by Cohn-
heim and Recklinghausen. But, if they ever come
fi-orn the surface of the wound—that is, penetrate fiom
without inwards—they are diffused like other solid

particles in the liquids which iiold them in suspension.

Since, after the closure of the lymphatics, there are

no open-mouthed vessels gaping into the wounds, and
consequently the absorption of pus as such is impos-
sible, this diffusion from the surface of the womid is

regulated by the general laws of diffusion. Thus it

will be greater Avhen there is a stronger pressure with-
out, such as may be exercised by tissues rendered
tense by inflammation or by fibrous aponeuroses, and
when this is combined with a diminution of the pres-

sure within, as by a lowered tension in the blood-
vessels. A liquid difiuses more easily when it is less

dense, and especially when it contains less colloid or

albuminous substances. Hence the thin sanious fluids

first formed on wounds may be expected to diffuse

more readily than thick pus, rich in albuiuen
; and this

corresponds to the fact already noticed, that septicsemia

precedes the formation of pns, and seeius due to toxic

substances more diffusible. A granulated condition of

the pus cells may favor their penetration. Finally,

a'icording to Sachs, the protoplasma of cells has a ten-

dency to retain the solid particles of liquids that difluse

into them, so that these grow less and less dense as

they traverse successive layers of cells. With each de-
crease of density, or diminution of solid particles, the
diflusing power is heightened, and the fluids that have
once traversed the outer barrier of tissues, pass with
continually increasing rapidity towards the interior of

central canals or vessels. The ultimate action, there-

fore, would almost necessarily be exercised by the

fluids.

The fluid invariably present in cases of purulent in-

fection, and added to the ordinary traumatic fluids

generating septicaemia, is pus. From the nniuerous

experiments that have been made by the direct injec-

tion of pus into the veins, certain facts may be consid-

ered as proved. 1st. A single injection of fresh pus

causes a temporary rise of temperature, but no other in-

convenience. 2d. This same lise of temperature may be

induced by the separate injection of either pus globules

or purulent serum. 3d. The injection of purulent

serum holding inert solid powders in suspension, will

determine the formation of pulmonary ecchymoses
and infarct! if the serum be fresh ;

of pulmonary ab-

scesses if it be beginning to decompose; of septicaemic

symptoms and visceral gangrene if it be entirely

putrid. 4th. The repeated injection of fresh pus at

intervals of two or three hours will produce metas-
tatic abscesses according to Sediflot ; but according to

Billroth, who repeated these experiments, only a rise

of temperature sometimes, external suppurations, and
occasionally pulmonary ecchymoses. 5th. Finally,

the injection of putrid pus will determine a violent

septicaemia, with patches of visceral gangrene, and, in a

concentrated form, is one of the most violent poisons

known. .012 of the dried residue is sufficient to kill a

small dog.

The entrance into the economy of pus or of some cf

its elements, would seem, therefore, to act in one of

three ways : 1st. As a medium for the diffusion of

solid particles, which would block up the capillaries of
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t!ie lungs, and thus form inforcti, acoording to the

theory of embolism. ThcJC solid pariioles could not,

however, be tlie pus globules themselves, because, iu

c'iiiie il conditions, these could never penetrate into the

blood except in very small «piaiililics, and a single in-

jection of much larger quantities of fresh pus will not

produce such cflocts. litl. Tiie pus ma}' bo supposed

to act by a peculiar alteration of the blood, such* as

oi'cwrs by repeated injections at short intervals. 3d,

Finally, it may act as a i)utrid fluid, but endowed with
toxic properties of peculiar intensity.

The tlieory of embolism, invoked fof the explanation

of metastatic visceral absce-ses, has, as every one know.s,

been snceessfully applied to the pathogeny of cerebral

and pulmonary apoplexies ; and there is no need in this

place to enter upon its details. That the ccchymoses
determined by the injections of fresh purulent serum
and inert powders, represent the initial lesion of me-
tastatic abscesses, is rendered probable by the frequent

clinical coexistence of the two, together with that of all

the intt'rmediate stages beiwecn them. Thus, in an
i:itere-;iing case of acute pysemia, laid before the New
York Patiiological Society by Dr. Janeway, the lungs,

liver, spleen, kidneys, and, extremely rare circumstance,

even the heart, are said to be studded with " minute
white spots surrounded by a red areola," evidently me-
tastatic abscesses. Tiie first stage of such abscesses was
represented in the lungs by numerous nodules of pul-

monary aporilexy ; the last, at the apex of the heart,

by two small cavities entirely filled with pus.

But the progress of such infarcti towards suppuration,

which is the characteristic fact of clinical pytemia, and
which is so difficult to reproduce in experiments, im-

plies the addition of some other element to that of em-
bolism

;
for ordinary infarcti do not suppurate, but un-

dergo the fatty or cheesy degeneration. In pyaemia,

therefore, eitlier the embolus, or the liquids with which
it is impregnated, or both, m.ustbe posses>ed of peculiar

properties, and to them must be due the lobular inflam-

manon of the lungs, and the suppuration in which it so

rapidly terminates. This local inflammatory jiroperty

may be considered identical with the general pyrogenic
action that these same fluids exercise on the blood, and
both depend on the accelerated metamorphosis of tissue

and consequent generation of heat due to rapid chemical
combinations.

Difi'used suppurative inflammations are, tlierefore,

unquestionably the proximate cause of visceral metas-
\tatic abscesses ; and Ranvier, in his recent paper already
a'luded to, considers them sufficient explanation, with-
out any necessity for the intervention of embolism.
This distinguished microscopist declares that he never
found the small vessels surrounding the abscesses to be
obstructed; but on the contrary, during the ascending
period of the abscess, they were always gorged with
blcod. These negative facts prove nothing, however,
against the former existence of capillary embolics, which
disappeared in the midst of the vascular afflux their

mechanical and chemico-vital irritation had determined.
At all events, these inflammations which M. Ranvier
shows to be nodules of catarrhal pneumonia, with pro-
liferation of epithelium, are very different from the dif-

fused patches of congestion or gangrene determined by
the injection of putrid matters, whether these be puru-
lent or non-purulent. In the latter case the eflect on
the general mass of the blood overpowers the local

effect on special groups of capillaries. The lesions,

those of septicaemia, resemble those of typhus, while the
catarrhal pneumonia of pyemia resembles that induced
by injection of solid powders into the bronchial tubes.
The peculiar relations of the capillary net-work of the
lungs to the circulation, net-work which must necessa-

rily be traversed by any solid particles circulating in the

blood; the coincidence in pyiKuiin, of such conditions

as render tlie circulation of such particles highly proba-

ble; the almost universal localization of pyaeiiiic ab-

scesses in the lungs, where Billroth found them in

seventy-nine out of eighty-four cases
;
the coexistence

of all grades of lesions intermediate, with ecchymoses
and infarcti, and completely formed abscesses; all these

facts indicate that the first-nameil mode of the action of

pus—that where it acts as a medium for difl'using solid

irritative particles— is one of the most characteristic,

and that w hich chiefly distinguishes it from non-puru-
lent septic fluids.

In the second place, the fact that repeated injections

of pus will produce effects that cannot be determined
by a single injection, imply that the pus may act by a

previous special alteration of the blood agam different

from that of .septicasmia. According to Sodillot, the effect

of repeated injections of pus is to accumulate its cor-

puscles in the blood, and thus block up pulmonary ca-

pillaries by a peculiar kind of embolism. But this

could not be true in clinical cases, for there the pus is

not injected directly into the veins, but its elements, if

they penetrate into the circulation at all, are diffused

gradually in too small proportions to cause mechanical

obstruction.*

Billroth admits a multiplication of the white blood-

corpuscles, and an increased tendency on their part to

accumulate in the capillaiies of the lungs, whence the

metastatic abscesses. He thus explains both the excess

of white corpuscles noted by Sedillot, and also the pe-

culiarity of the action of pus, as distinguished from that

of septic non-purulent fluids.

Perhaps it is not too hypothetical to connect this

excess of white corpuscles with the tendency to puru-

lent efi'usions in the splanchnic serous cavities and in

the articulations. These do not depend upon inflam-

mation, for that seems rather to follow than precede

them ; and thc-y may be reabsorbed with a rapidity un-
known in ordinary purulent arthritis.

"When the pus is putrid it acts like putrid fluids, and
determines not pya3mia, bijt a septicaemia of peculiar

malignanc}'. The poison generated in pus, therefore,

seems to be much stronger than that of other fluids.

Having passed in review the notable differences that

exist between septicaemia and pya?mia in regard to

their symptoms, the time and mode of their invasion,

their anatomical lesions, and their reproduction by ex-

periment, we are led to inquire whether these differ-

ences depend upon the operation of different poisons,

or of the same poison operating in diff'erent conditions.

The second doctrine is most emphatically affirmed by
M. Verneuil in tlie recent discussion at the French
Academy. He declares that pyjemia or purulent infec-

tion is to be regarded as an accidental complication of

a general disease, septicaemia, which in a mikl form, at

least, exists necessarily in the case ofevery open wound.
Septicaemia depends upon the absorption of sepsine,

generated in the traumatic fluids; pyiemia occurs when
this sepsine impregnates emboli that, carried to the

lungs, form metastatic abscesses, cfwhich each becomes
a new focus of infection.

The term sepsine, invented by Bergmann and adopted
bj' Yerneuil, represents the unknown quantity existing

in purulent or putrid hquids that gives them their pe-

culiar pyrogenic properties. Great eflbrts have lately

been made to isolate this hypothetical substance.

Panum and Hemmer have shown that it exists partly

in the serum of the pus, partly in the filtered globules.

* M. Pornariiuay has recently performed some experiments, coiisi«

dered to prove that such penetration does take place. See Archives
Generales for December.
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It is not volatile, and cannot be distilled from pus, but
remains behind in the dry residue. An aqueous extract

of this residue is toxic, and, moreover, will ditruse

through animal membranes, and communicate its pro-

perties to pure water on the other side. Tlii-! diffusi-

bility is an eminent characteristic of the "sepsine," so

called
; and in virtue of it Bergmann claims to have iso-

lated the toxic principle from many others with which
it was associated, including inorganic matters, albumi-

nous substances, and leucine.

Direct experiments with a number of substances, as

various salts of ammonia, sulphide of carbon, solutions

of leucine or tyrosine, either produced no effect, or

symptoms cpiite different from those of septic or puru-

lent infection. With sulphide of ammonium alone,

Weber, who employed much stronger doses than Bill-

roth, obtained a notable rise of temperature and aseptic

inflammation of the intestinal mucous membrane.
Until the toxic principle in the two cases shall have

been isolated its unity cannot be considered proved.

In the mean time the following facts speak in favor of

the existence of two poisons analogous to each other,

but not identical.

1st. That non-purulent liquids, holding solid particles

in suspension, do not determine the same lesions as

purulent serum, that has first been filtered of its glob-

ules and then associated with inert powders.
2d. That the train of symptoms which occur after the

establishment of suppuration, are not merely different in

degree, but in kind from those which have preceded it.

;-id. That pus exercises an action apart from that de-

termined by its putridity.

4th. When pus is putrid it is a more violent poison

tiian other putrefying traumatic fluids. Clinically the

presence of putrefying pus is associated with the mixed
disease, septico-pyajmia. the most fatal of all surgical

affections.

5tb. The conditions of the diffusion of pus have been
shown to be different from those of primitive septi-

casmia.

Independently, however, of the probability of som.e

special toxic agent in pus, which gives a peculiar char-

acter to pyaimia, the existence of metastatic abscesses

introduces new complications by multiplying the foci

of infection. From each abscess new pyrogenic material

is continually being thrown into the blood, and when
the abscess is situated in the lungs, the material that

has been formed there is probably peculiar, on account
of the peculiar exposure to air to which it has been
submitted.

The dependence of the characteristic march of pyasmia
!

upon metastatic abscesses, is shown by the insidious

invasion of its symptoms at this moment of their forma-
tion, and by its gradual intermittent progress in pro-

portion to their successive evolution. Hence tlie initial

chill uft^r the subsidence of traumatic fever; hence the

increasing violence of the chills as the visceral suppura-
tions become more numerous ; hence the peculiar dan-
ger of pulmonary abscesses so much greater than that

of even pya^mic abscesses formed in external cellular

tissue.

On the other hand, it is unquestionable that the vio-

lence of pyajmia is not invariably in proportion to the

number of pulmonary abscesses; and that in certain

cases where the first symptoms have coincided Avith

external suppurations, the abscesses found in the lunps

after death are evidently of recent formation. I have
seen several such cases, in which, even though the final

catastrophe be attributed to the pulmonary complica-

tion, yet it is imquestionable that pyaemia must have
been prior to it. In these cases it is impossible to avoid

belief in the direct action upon the blood of the ele-

ments of pus derived from the surface of the original

wound.
The prophylaxis of septicfemia is more easily attained

than that of pyaemia, because the conditions upon which
septic poisoning depends are less peculiar than those

of pyaemia. There is no special anatomical condition of

tlie wound, such as exists when bony tissues are in-

volved. The system is capable of tolerating the ab-

sorption of a certain amount of septic material, and
Avhen, from the extent of the traumatism, there is an
excess of dead tissue, this may be removed by surgical

interference. The great indications in the prophylaxis

of septicaemia are 1st, to prevent the devitalization of

new tissues ; 2d, to prevent the exposure of tissues

thus devitalized to the action of infusoria, or animal

germs, the agents of putrefaction.

The first indication is pre-eminently fulfilled by
purification of the air which the patient is compelled to

breathe. This is effectual, not on account of any
direct action upon the wound, but by maintaining the

nutritive powers of the blood and its consequent action

upon tissues whose vitality is threatened. So long as

this vitality is maintained, the development of micro-

zymes is to be little dreaded.

The second condition is only completely fulfilled

when air is completely excluded from the wound, and
with it, on the one hand atmospheric germs, on the

otherthe oxygen necessary to the development ofanimal

microzymes. Air is nearly excluded when a wound
is enveloped in an atmosphere of carbolic acid, and to

such exclusion,must be largely attributed the favorable

result of such treatment. Occlusion, either by this so-

called " antiseptic " or by mechanical means, may pre-

vent the decomposition of traumatic fluids ; but when
this has once set in, nothing will arrests it, not even the

destruction of the germs which may have been its

cause, as we have seen, these die of themselves in the

putrefying fluids whose putrefaction they have deter-

mined. Hence a treatment directed to their destruc-

tion would be worse than superfluous, if it led to neg-

lect of the great indication in the prophylaxis of this

stage, removal of the traumatic fluids from beyond the

reach of absorbents.

The greater facility with which this removal may be

effected in the case of wounds of soft tissues explains

their greater immunity from danger, and the for greater

success of carbolic acid in their treatment. The septicaj-

mia that may occur in the course of such wounds, de-

pends upon the absorption of non-purulent decompos-

ing fluids, and its intensity is in proi)ortion to their

mass. When the fluids .-dready formed have been care-

fully washed away, the use of carbolic acid, that

will not, by the ordinarj' methods, ^»-ei'e?i< decomposi-

tion, nevertheless restrain it, and hence reduce septicae-

raic accidents to a degree of intensity bearable by the

economy. It is in these cases that the efiect of good
atmo?pheric hygiene is so apparent, by preventing the

devitalization of new tissues. The most dangerous de-

grees of septicaemia may be averted, and its worst form,

hospital gangrene, be entirely banished from hospital

waids.

But pyaemia is connected with much more comphca-
tcd conditions, many of Avhich are entirely beyond the

reach of carbolic acid. It depends on the presence of

a fluid that, once secreted, decomposes with peculiar

facility, seems to generate a poison of peculiar intensity,

and expose the products of its decomposition to ab-

sorption at a moment that the power of absorption is

at its maximum. It has been shown to act, not mere-

ly in virtue of such decomposition, like all putrid fluids,

but by a special effect on the blood, and by a special

connection with the thrombi blocking up the veins
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surroiimliiig the wound. Whi'c the poison of sep-

ticaemia is jjiiiieipally absorbed by tlie lymphatics,

that of pyicmia passes almost exclusively by the veins,

cither those in the bones, or those newly developed in

the pranulalions of the wound.
Tiiis poison is therefore contained in inaccessible

canals, and carbolic acid lias as little effect upon it as it

would upon an aljscess in whose cavity it had been in-

jected and shut up to mix with its contents. A compa-
ratively minute proportion of purulent poison is capa-

ble of inllieting all tlie injury possible, so that great di-

minution of the ma5s of toxic material has very much
less elTect on the development of pyiemia than on that

of septicjcmia. The control must be complete, or it is

useless, and it nmst be exerc'sed not merely" in the

general hygienic conditions to which the patient is

submitted, but still more, over the local conditions pecu-
liar to the anatomical nature of his wounds.
From this i)redominanee of local conditions, pj'os-

mia is, as might be expected, no exclusively hospital

disea'^e. IJillroth asserts that it is as common in

private practice as in hospitals, only when a death
occurs that cannot be explained by hospital miasms, it

is attributed to gastritis, or other accidental complica-

tion. Mr. Callender, in the fifth volume of St. Bar-
tholomew's Hospital Reports, shows tiiat although the

mortality of city patients operated on in city hospitals

was higher than that of the country, yet the mortality
of country patients was the same, whether they were
in large city hospitals, in small country hospitals, or

even in average country practice.

It follows that absolute exclusion of air from the
wound is much more important in the prophylaxis
of pyaemia than of septicaemia. The partial occlusion

effected by incrustation with carbolic acid, is often

sufficient for wounds of soft tissues. But for wounds
involving osseous tissues, the apparatus employed by
M. Maisonneuve at the Hotel-Dieu is much better

adapted. Most American surgeons visiting Pai'is have
had an opportunity of observing this method of treat-

ment, but 1 do not know whether it has been intro-

duced into this country. The moment that a limb is

amputated, the stump is surrounded by a conical gutta-
percha cap, whose rim fits air-tight to the skin. From
the apex of this cap passes an India-rubber tube that
connects with an aspirating pump. B}' means of the
pump the liquids from the wound may be drawn off,

and discharged by a second tube into a receiver. Dur-
ing the intervals, the elastic walls of the cap and
tube coming from the wound, fall together so that no
air is in contact with the suppurating surface. To
dress the wound, the tube is detached from the pump,
and connected with the tube of a bulb-syringe, in

whose continuity is inserted a short piece of glass tub-
ing, so that the operator may watch the stream of fluid

he injects upon the stump, and be sure that no bubbles
of air pass over. The detersive licpiids employed are
either tincture of arnica or a solution of carbolic acid.

These, injected in a continuous stream on the stump,
are allowed to flow off by a secondary tube, connected
with that of the bulb-syringe. In this way the wound
is dressed daily, without the least exposure to the air.

The apparatus may also be used in cases of accidental
traumatism, as compound fracture ; but here it may be
less efficacious, when the dead tissues have already
been for some time exposed to the air.

As fir as my own observation extended, this appa-
ratus yielded excellent results, and the principle upon
which it is based seems certainl}^ most rational. I am
unable to tell why it is not adopted in other surgical
wards than those of M. Maisonneuve.*

* I found. aftPT writing the above, an account of Maisonneuve's appa-
ratus in the fifth volume of the PractUionei\

FORCIBLE MANUAL DELIVERY IN PU-
ERPERAL CONVULSIONS.

By JOHN M. JULIAN, M.D

,

The small number of reported ca,sesof manual version

in puerperal convulsions prompts me to offer a contri-

bution to the subject, with a view of calling the atten-

tion of the profession to an efficient means of saving
the life of mother and child, which means have not
received the attention which, in my opinion, they de-

serve. This is more particularly the case since anes-
thetics have been found to be so uscfid in the manage-
ment of the various complications of labor.

I was fu-st led to favor forcible manual delivery by
hearing of the death in convulsions of a primipara un-
delivered, aged 19, eight months advanced, whom I

had visited incidentally. In that, case I learned that

thij persistent administration of chloroform had uo
result whatsoever.

After having seen this ca;e, I determined to try, in a

similar case, the effect of Ibrciblc delivery. An oppor-

tunity for so doing soon presented itself On the

9th of June, 18C4, I was called to see Mary M., set.

21. She was six and a half months pregnant, had been
eight hours in convulsions, was ura;mic, had stertorous

breathing, pulse rapid and feeble, pupils insensible to

light, and the os barely admitting the end of the index.

With much less difficulty than I had previously antici-

pated, my hand was introduced into the vagina, next
the index, and subsequently, one by one, all the other

fingers were forced through the os ; next the hand was
passed in the uterus; one knee was hooked and brought
down ; find the delivery of a male child accomplished,

in the course of about tw-enty minutes. The convul-

sions did not return after delivery ; but she never
rallied, and expired the next day.

Case II. Reached Mrs. S.'s bedside September 8th,

1S64 (town of Guttenberg), a;t. 3G, primipara, whowa.s
in labor, had frightful oedema of body, was insensible,

and had stertorous breathing. Had been fifteen hours
in convulsions ; os admitting the end of the index finger.

I administered chloroform at once, and thereby con-

trolled convulsions, so as to enable me to deliver a pair

of male twins, the first, by version, being still-born
;

the other, by pedal extraction ; alive. There was one
slight convulsion three hours after delivery. Con-
sciousness returned the next morning, the albumen
disa[ipeared at the end of the sixth day, and mother and
child made a rapid recovery.

Case IlL Saw Mrs. S., set. 23, in consultation,

Nov. 21, 1SG5
;
primipara. with the usual uraemic symp-

toms ; had been fourteen and one-half hours in con-
vulsions

; insensible and stertorous since first attacked
;

OS undilated, no apparent symptoms of labor present
;

digital and manual dilatation and version performed in

less than thiity minutes, (with sanction of her medical
attendants), in the usual way, under chloroform. One
slight convulsion three hours after delivery ; she re-

mained insensible and afterwards delirious for over
fortj'-eight hours, from which she recovered; but
succumbed, one month from date of delivery, to an
attack of pleuro-pneumonia. Child ever after subject to

occasional epileptic convulsion, who died two years
after, of cerebral disease.

Case IV. Saw, in consultation, on the first of March,
1866, at 11 A.M., Mrs M. Stage of pregnane}', eight

and one-half months, primipara, urine two-thirds
albuminous, countenance antemic, fixed pain in fore-

head, nausea, pulse rapid and feeble. Counselled in-

duction of labor. At 5 p.m. a convulsion occurred. At
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9^ P.M., with the concurrence of her medical attendant,

she being fully conscious and about the room at the

time, OS closed, was placed in the recumbent posture,

and fully aniusthetized. I inserted my hand as before

(encountering' this time a little more rigidity than usual),

and delivered twins—the first child by version. Both
children lived. The mother made a rapid and uninter-

rupted recovery, tlic operation occupying about half

an hour's time.

Case V. Saw, on August 4, same year, a next-door
neighbor to !Mrs. M., Mrs. W. Stage of pregnancy
said to be eight months. Had been about ten hours
in convulsions

;
primipara, urtemic, deep stertor, pulse

rapid and feeble, circulation apparently ceasing. Had
been previously to my coming ineffectually anjesthetized

during several hours ; os undilated. I proceeded at once
to deliver in the usual way, which Avas soon accom-
plished, this time without anaesthesia. The convul-
sions ceased after delivery, but she expired the next
day.

Case VI. Mrs. J., a?t. 22, secundipara, who, during her
previous pregnancy (sixteen months from date), had
suffered from uraiinic convulsions, ending, five or six

weeks after their occurrence, by the spontaneous expul-

sion of a decomposed foetus; whole growth appeared to

be of about five months. I was requested to see her
on the 5th of March, 1869, at 4 a.m.; said to be in her
seventh month

;
face and lower extremities oedematous

;

headache, nausea, pulse about 54 ; had had two con-

vulsions previous to my coming; medical attendant

gone home 12^ p.m.
;
return of convulsions and vomiting,

pulse 40 ; insensible, os closed, no symptom of labor.

I at once proceeded to perform version under chloro-

form, and in the usual and above-described way, which
was accomplished in about twenty minutes

;
child a

male one, non-viable. The convulsions never returned,

consciousness became gradually restored, and she

made a rapid recovery. On the 6th of June, 1871, she
was again spontaneously delivered at eight months of

another male child, but this time without; convulsions

;

child died on the twelfth day, of epileptic convulsions;
albumen Avas again detected in Mrs. J.'s urine.

In conclusion, I will state that my object in publish-

ing the above has been to induce others to give the re-

sult of their experience in this matter, and help to

establish, by a sufficient number of precedents, the

propriety or impropriety of the operation. Inas-

much as a great number of obstetrical authorities look

upon the measure as a most desirable one if it can be
accomplished without injury or detriment to the pa-

tient, I think that on this point the general result of

my cases ought to have a tendency to dispose of this

objection, and demonstrate that the operation can
a priori be performed with tolerable safety and celer-

it}'. They also suggest the belief that, under full an-

aesthesia, the question of non-dilatability of the os has

not been as yet properly or sufficiently looked into

;

and that, at least in special cise^, this operation

ought to take precedence over the safer but more tardy
rule of induction.

Theref ire, I feel most sanguine in the belief, that

should this mode of procedure be more generally fol-

lowed, in like emergency, the mortality tables of puer-

peral convulsions would become notablv improved,
and the lives of fewer women and children sac-

rificed.

In corroboration of the preceding remarks, I beg to

observe that, in a very extensive search made into the

. literature of the subject on manual dilatation in puer-

P-^ral eclampsia, I have found but five cases, which,
however, fuily substantiate m}'' views : one of these

will be found by Nocggerath and Jacobi, another by Dr.
''

Paget, one by Dr. J. H. Ross, and two by Dr. Holland,

copied from the Lancet, and found in Braithwaite's Re-
trospect, Vol. Ixiv., the results of all of which were
successful, and one equally successful in Milne.

I will further observe that the large sanguineous de-

pletion deemed indispensable, and so firmly relied on,

is fiilling into disfavor. In the Guy's Hospital Re-
ports for 1871 will be found a scries of cases, by Dr.

Phihps, in which bleeding was not resorted to, and
chloroform mainly relied upon for the control of con-

vulsions ; a practice which has likewise been followed,

in the latter part of his life, by our late distinguished

fellow-to\vn=man. Prof Geo. T. Elliot.

273 West 21st st., New York.

procuress of iHetJical Science.

The Blood in Syphilis.—Dr. Lostofer's alleged dis-

covery of bodies peculiar to syphilitic blood, has led

to considerable discussion in Vienna, the most promi-

nent of his opponents being Dr. Wedl, who claims that

they are only oily particles obtained from the sebaceous

follicles in the operation of puncturing the skin. The
bodies under question are described as having a diame-
ter ranging from jii^nr to T^riuir of an inch, their con-

tour being sharply defined, and light being strongly re-

fracted by them. They are said to have a greenish-

blue tinge. With regard to the vacuoles with which
these corpuscles are said to become surrounded, Dr.

Wedl believed them to be the result of a destructive

process, being induced by the development ofwater and
of carbonate of ammonia during decomposition of the

blood, the same phenomenon being observable when
an emulsion of human fat is heated with a solution

of potash. The reason why Dr. Lostofer had seen

these corpuscles only in blood after four or five days,

and not in fresh blood, was that they were covered by
the blood corpuscles.

Professor Strieker said he had placed a hundred
specimens before Dr. Lostofer who had diagnosticated

correctly those taken from syphilitic patients, with the

exception of twenty doubtful eases. He did not

venture to assert that they were either germs or

fungi.

Dr. Neumann said that nearly four years ago Hallier

described the structures found in the blood in infectious

diseases, including syphilis; he said these gave rise to

syphilis, and their most minute elements penetrated

the blood corpuscles and rendered them diseased. The^e

corpuscles multiplied by division, assuming the charac-

ters o{ coniothecium. Hallier had found them in syphi-

litic paronychia, condylomata, and in other manifesta-

tions of syphilis. Oklotsch had also found traces of

them in the skin as well as in the blood. The result

of experiments which he had made Avith specimens of

blood from persons presenting various forms of syphi-

lis Avas, that bacteria Avere developed in the blood-cor-

puscles of the infected blood which differed in no re-

spects from those developed under similar circumstances

in the blood from other contagious diseases ; even after so

long a period as tive months these organisms multiplied

in their OAvn forms, and. in spite of the addition of the

A'arious organic and inorganic substances, no fungi

Avere found. Since Dr. Lostofer had announced his dis-

covery, he (Dr. Keumann) had made fresh investiga-

tions, and had found that the corpuscles might be de-

A'eloped in various numbers and sizes in different kinds

of blood. He had found them in the blood of small-pox,

eczema, etc.; and therefoie they could not be regarded

as a specific indication of syphilis.
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The discussion tcnnina'cd with the aiipuintiiioiit of

a comiiiitti'C to invcsiij,'ale the suhjict, c'oii8istiii<,' of

Dr.". K(>kitnii*i<y, Hnicke, Billrotli, keiclifit, Karsicn,

KI<>1>, liausch, ;ur1 Aiispitz. Dr. Kraus, cdiior of the

Alg. Wiener Med. Zeil., m of the opinion thai Dr .Striek-

er, IIol>ra, and others have been deci-ivid, and have

acted nio^t unwi.-ely in furmin;.' their opinions so rapid-

ly. Sk(;da i^ecnis also to have been very precipitate.

Protr.\ctkd Gk.«tation with PuEnrEnAi, Convi'l-

Pioxs.— K. P. Bernanl}', Philailelpiiia {I'liVa. Med.

Times), relates a case of protracted <::estjitiun, in aprinii-

para, in which the child was carried, he believes, three

liundrcd and forty-four days. During tliirty-three

convulsions, extending over a space of eight hours,

eleven .><crup!es (220 grains) wore given, wliiih only

seemed to cpiiet her. There was no deep sleep, the

)iaiient being easily wakened. Tliis is interesting as

showing how mucli hydrate of chloral can be given in

convulsions without any bad eflect.

The eliild was enormous, weighing fifteen pounds,

and, when drcssel. appeared as if it were three months
old instead of a few hours. The proportions of the

head were as follows: circumference, 15 inches; occipito-

mental diameter, 8 inches; fronto-mental, 4+ inches;

occipito-frontal, GJ inches; length of the body, 2G|
inches; weight of the body, 15 lbs.

Uterine Anomaly.—Dr. Hening, at a late session

of the Leipsic Obstetrical Society {/own. Gynceco-

logical Sue), reported in brief a case of uterine

anomaly in a girl fourteen years old, in which, in-

stead of the uterus, there was a shallow pocket two
centimetres deep.

Microscopical Exa.mination of the Sputi'm.— Dr. A.
P. Dutcher, Cleveland, Ohio (Cinn. Med. A'eif.s), adds

his testimony as to the value of a microscopical exami-
nation of the sputum as a means of diagnosis in chest

diseases. Dr. Huglies Bennett concurs w'ith Dr. T.

Thompson in recommending it as a very useful means
of diagnosis in all doubtful cases of phthisis. Dr. An-
drew Clark, of London, regards the examination of the

sputum as the only certain means of detecting the dis-

integration of the lungs and the increase of the disease.

Chronic Cystitis in the Female, and Treatment.—
In an interesting paper on this subject by Tliomas Ad-
dis Emmet, M.D., Surg, to K Y. State Woman's Hos-
pital (Am. Practitioner), describing a mode of treatment
original with him, with cases, allusion is made to the
paper on " Tlrcthrocele, Catarih, and Ulceration of the
Bladder in Females," which was published in the X. Y.

Journal of Obstetrics, Feb., 1S71. Dr. Bozeman is

quoted as stating that the operation for the relief of
cystitis by an artificial opening was performed by him
January, 1801, and that ''to Prof. Wiliard Parker is

due'the suggestion of opening the male bladder for the
relief of catarrh, and this encouraged me to extend the
practice to the female bladder," and that "Dr. Emmet
and other American surgeons have since adopted the
practice in case of vesical catarrh in the female, and I

doubt not with equal success," and that the "' delay in

the report of my case of ulceratioti was due to the sus-
pension of all medical journals in the South during the
war."

Dr. Emmet says that this statement is unfortunately
calculated to give the impression that the American sur-

geons who have practised this mode of treatment since
1861 were indebted to Dr. Bozeman. This is errone-
ous, as until his paper was r-ad at the meeting of the
New York State Medical Society, Feb. 7th, 1871, he
(Dr. B.) had not given the profession an opportunity
of knowing that he had ever operated.

Dr. Emmet's claims to priority extend back to the
year 1858, when, by the advice of Dr. Sims, after the

removal of a calculus from tlic V^ladder by an artificial

opening made in the vesico-vaginal septum, the aper-

ture was left open for restoring the organ to a healthy

state. In 18G1, for the relief of a case of chronic cys-

titi.s, an artificial vesico-vaginal fistula was made by
him, with the view of giving rest to the organ bv the

free esca|ie of urine.

The history of a case, upon which he had just operated
by making an incision transverse to the axis of the vagina,

was read at a meeting of the N. Y. Obstetrical Society

in Dec, 1870. Prof. James P. White, of BiifTalo, an
invited guest on that evening, reminded the author that

he a.ssisted at the operation in ISGl, and, by a curious

coincidence, was present at the final closure.

Detection of Hydrochloric Acid in Cases of Sus-
pected Poisoning.—J. Bonis (Journ. nf Applied C'liem-

istri/) filters the liquid through linen and paper
previously moistened with acetic acid, and introduces a

few crystals of chlorate of potash and some gold foil.

The whole is then heated over a water-bath an hour or

more, and the presence of the free acid determined
from the quantity of gold that goes into solution.

Chloride of tin at once betrays the faintest trace of any
gold that may have been dissolved. If the liquids to

be tested are very dilute it is advisable to concentrate

by evaporation. The author was able to detect in this

way the presence of a few centigrammes of hydro-
chloric acid in a large quantity of liquid. He made
comparative examinations to prove that chlorides of

sodium, potassium and the like did not produce similar

reactions.

Antidote to Carbolic Acid.—A strong solution of

saccharate of lime, it is asserted, is a reliable antidote

against the poison of the carbolic acid when by acci-

dent taken internally.

A New Method of Plugging the Posterior Nares.
—Henry Manfred, M.D., Cincinnati, Ohio, late Surgeon
22d Ky. Infantr}' (Cin. Lancet and Observe)-), afier try-

ing all the ordinary remedies for epistaxis (the hospital

being without a plugging instrument), in the case of a

soldier who had suffered for four da3's and nights with-

out cessation, a pair of leather laces were successfully

used in the emergencj'. The leather thong was care-

fully pushed along the floor of the right anterior nares
until the end protruded through the posterior opening,
trailing upon the epiglottis and producing cough; this

loose end Avas secured by the forceps and drawn out
through the mouth, and after attaching thereto pledgets

of lint saturated with astringents, it was drawn back
again until the right posterior nares was effectually

plugged, and tied in front. The same process was re-

peated with the left posterior nares, and in half an hour
the hemorrhage was stopped. He fully succeeded in

plugging the right and left posterior nares, by such a

simple though efi'ective agent. From its simplicity, ef-

ectiveness, and practicability, it is to be recommended
to those who may be similail}' situated.

The Eye in Brigiit's Disease.—With regard to the
frequency of changes in the eye in Bright's disease, Dr.
Wadsworth, of Boston {Boston }[ed. and Surg. Journal),

stated that he had for some time past examined every
case that had been admitted into the City Ho.-pital, and
had found that in about 25 per cent, trouble in the eye
existed. Dr. Fifield said that the strange part of thtse

cases was the great and sudden variation in the state

of vision. In some cases vision would be very much af-

fected for a few days, and then would become almost
normal
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MEDICAL COLLEGE COMMENCEMENTS.

The College Commencements are now over, and medi-

cal educational circles have a temporary rest. The

students have received their diplomas, the addresses

by professors and valedictoiians have all been duly

delivered, the various orchestras have done their part,

and now the medical sensation-hunters are left to their

sober reflections. When we compare the present

graduation exercises with what they were twenty

years ago, we are forced to acknowledge that great

changes have been made in the manner of conducting

them. When we were fortunate enough to receive our

medical diploma from the faculty of one of the three

medical schools of this city, we were treated to the

usual long and heavy address from one of the professors,

and the only element in the whole proceeding which

made it more than one of the dryest and most tedious

lectures of the term was the exhilarating presence of a

few of our female friends, who from motives of mere
pity consented to worry through the hour, and assure

us afterwards, in a purely feminine sense however,

that they were gratified. Every graduate enjoyed these

occasions because it was to be the last straw that

could in the way of a lecture be pliced upon the back

of liis memory. No one looked for arjy thing more, save

perhaps the questionable propriety of promenading

his friends through the college museum to guess at

the character of half of the specimens so conspicuously

covered. It was considered " derogatory to the dignity

of the profession " to court anything in the shape of the

ordinary means of amusement on such occasions, and a

band of music was thought to be as much out of place

as it Avould have been in an old -timed Puritan prayer-

meeting. But we have lived to see all this changed,

and we can say, that so far as the introduction of good

music and the other accessories of an enjo3'able enter-

tainment are concerned, the innovation has been a very

commendable one. There are, however, changes to be

made for the better in the accessories, and by these we
refer to the addresses. Occasionally we are treated to

first class cflbrts in that direction, but in the main,

when left to the faculty, they are to the Inst degree

commonplace and tedious : commonphice. if the aim is

to interest a promiscuous audience; and tedious, if

treating upon a i:>urely scientific subject. Every one

who takes the trouble to go to a College Commence-

ment is willing to admit that medicine is a noble pro-

fession, in fact the noblest of all professions, that, the

graduating class have shown a lemarkable proficiency

in their studies to gain a d'ploma from a faculty so

jealous of the interests of medical education, and that,

all told, the said college must be the best in the countiy.

Every one is willing to admit, for the sake of the argu-

ment, that it is up-hill work to succeed in the practice

of medicine—that even those brilliant young men who
with demure looks and bowed heads are receiving the

professorial blessing are not exempt from the applica-

tion of the saying that " there is no royal road to

knowledge;" all this is a very old story, and if it is to

be told, after the stereotyped flishion, witli the worn-

out anecdotes from Smiles' Self-Help, and Jeaffreson's

Bijoh ahout Doctors
J
becomes almost unbearable. Now,

why can we not keep up the new fashion of inviting

some practised and entertaining speaker to interest our

commencement audiences ? This has been tried with

good effect on more than one occasion, and we see no

i-ea.-on why this practice cannot be kept up.

The addresses of the valedictorians are well enough

in their way. They give a variety to the entertain-

ment, and, in return, the audience is generally good-na-

tured enough to submit to the habitual sophomorical

display of oratory. The only improvement that could

be suggested in these addresses, would be to have

them as brief as would be consistent with the gratifi-

cation of the speaker.

I3ut there is one aspect of this subject which in this

connection deserves a passing reference. The changes

that have been wrought in our college exercises have

had the eflcct, at least, of drawing large audiences,

as large perhaps as usually attend the literary schools

on such occasions. This has an unquestionably good

influence upon the general pubhc in impressing

them with the fact that there is an enthusiasm in

the cause of medical education, and that our medi-

cal institutions are progressive and prospering. Each

institution has the opportunity of maintaining a gen-

erous rivalry in this respect, and if limited by the

rules of ordinary propriety, we have reason to

expect that the jealously-guarded dignity of the pro-

fession Avill not suffer. But that there is danger

of carrying the competition a little too far is pain-

fully manifest in more than the mere commencement

exercises. The colleges, stimulated by their respective

successes, are promising to become the centres of un-

compromising cliques. Already with some fanatical in-
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diviJunls tlie fi't'ling of competilion is fostered to that

extent tliat hardly the actual courtesies arc alloweil be-

tweon the parties of the diflerent schools. In the in-

teresLs of the general profession of this city we arc sor-

ry to entertain tlie suspicion of inij)eiiding discords.

We rejoice in the pro.><perity of the schools at large;

we should be glad to see the spirit of legitimate emu-
lation carried to the extent of raising the standard of

requirement'? still more, but beyond this we do not ex-

pect to go. We claim that each school has the privi-

lege of rejoicing over its successes, but neither must
allow it*; ambition to get the better of its judg-

ment. Not committed to the interests of any school,

and alone concerned in their collective prosperity, we
maintain that the rivalry should be just, honest, and
courteous. That it is not so, and that there is on
that account great danger of fostering cliquism, we
shall on some future occasion take the opportunity of

proving.

A.MEnicAX Mkdical Association.

We learn that great efforts are being made by the phy-

sicians of Philadelphia to receive the American Medical

Association with dignity and to entertain them court-

eously. As soon as the entire programme shall have
been decided upon, we Avill be furnished with the

details of the arrangements, and can then announce to

our readers the character of the scientific and social

entertainments which will be tendered to them. We
understand that New York will be ably represented

in the programme.

Hcuicius anti lloticeg of l3ooK0.

A TuEATisE OX Human Piitsiology, Designed for
THE Use of Students and Practitioners op Medi-
cine. By John C. Dai.ton, M.D., Professor of Physi-
ology and Hygiene in the Collec^e of Physicians and
Surgeons, etc., etc. Fifth edition. Philadelphia:
Henry C. Lea, 1871. pp. 728.

Tnis well-known book comes to us again with an in-
crea_se in size of twentj^-three pages over the edition of
18G7, which does not, however, represent quite all of
the new matter, as some of tlie contents of former edi-
tions has been left, out. The most important changes
have been made in the chapters on the formation of
sugar in the liver, coagulation of the blood, the arterial I

circulation, the excretion of urea, and terminations of
the nerves. The most valuable of the several wood-

'

cuts introduced for the first time into this edition are
I

in this latter section.
j

The author states that, recognizing the recent acti-
vity in the advance of all the natui'al sciences, he has

j

carefully revised the entire work. We have looked
through its pa^es to see how far this prefatory announce-
ment is justified by the changes and additions made,
and whether "the book in its present form" is, as he
has aimed to render it, "a foithful exponent of the actual
condiiion of [diysiological science."

In the section on proximate principles, the introduc-
tion of Fehling's test for sugar was a needed addition.

In his estimate of the amounts of fibrin and albumen

contained in the blood, the author is not consistent.

Under tiie head of proximate principles in general, he
says, " It is to be kept constantly in view, in the exami-
nation of an animal tissue orlluid, that tlu; object of the

operation is simply tite separation of its ini/rrdicnts from
each othn; and not their decomposition or idlimate

analysis. . . Thus, tlie fibrin of the blood can be sep-

arated only by allowing it to coagulate; and once co-

agulated, it is permanently altered, and can no longer
present its original characters of fluidity, etc., as it ex-

isted beforehand in the blood. In such instances as

this, wo can only make allowance for an unavoidable
difficulty, and be careful that the substance Ruffers no
further alteration." Yet in his estimates ho follows

the "dry process," and gives the amount of fibrin as 2

or o parts per thousand, and that of albumen as about
75 parts j)L'r thousand. The process, of which he makes
no mention, in which they are separated simply by co-

agulation, gives about three times as much librin, and
more than four times as much albumen.
No essential changes have been made in the section

devoted to the subject of digestion, and we take the

liberty of asking atti-ntion to one or two points. With
regard to the action of saliva in converting starch

into dextrin and glucose, the author continues to

maintain the views advocated in the early editions of

his work, although the fallacy of the experiments upon
which some of his statements were based was pointed

out several years since. The action of saliva ni)on the

food is, he says, simply mechanical ; and although, in

experiments made with human saliva upon boiled starch,

the mixture has sometimes shown the presence of glu-

cose at the end of half a minute, yet this property of

the saliva is, he thinks, rather an incidental than an es-

sential one, the food remaining for too brief a period

in the mouth for the transformativm to take place in

any great degree, and the process being at once arrested

by the action of the gastric juice on the anival of the

food in the stomach. Two important facts aie lost

sight of in the experiments cited in support of these

views: first, in carnivora (dogs having been the animals

operated on) the saliva has but a very feeble action on
starchy food ; second, some of the principle? contained
in the gastric juice have the property of interfering with
tests for glucose. Experiments reported by Longet
eleven years ago seem to prove pretty conclusively the

power of saliva to produce this change, in the human
subject, during stomach digestion.

Dr. Dalton diflers from most modern writers in his

description of the tubular glands of the stomach, and
also in his opinion that all the gastric tubules in the

various parts of the stomach combine to produce the

digestive tluid. We think there are few physiologists

wlao do not consider that the fluid which is most active

in stomach digestion is secreted by tubules containing
glandular or spheroidal epithelium, situated most nu-
merously towards the cardiac extremity of the organ;,
the tubules met with in greatest frequency at the py-
loric extremity being lined with columnar epithelium^

and secreting mucus chiefly.

There is a subject of some interest connected witl

the function of digestion which we would have beeni
pleased to see at least nientioned, viz., the ability of the]

large intestine to digest and absorb sufficient nourish-

ment, in some instances, to maintain life.

We are not a little surprised at the views expressed]
with regard to the course taken by the oleaginous]
principles of the food in reaching the circulation.'

"The absorption of the digested fluids is accomplished

|

mainly by the blood-ve?seis. . . . The fatty matters of]

the food," he says, after speaking of albuminoids,

etc., " are also taken up by the blood-ves?els and pass in
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this way into tlie circulation. . . . The oleaginous ma-
teiials, thus prepared, are absorbed by the blood-vessels

of the intestine. . . . The oily matter then pnsses on-
wards, penetrating deeper and deeper into the sub-

stance of the villus, until it is at last received by the

capillary vessels in its interior." The only reference

made in this connection to the function of the lymphat-
ics, is this, something over two pages having been
devotL^d to explaining the modus operandi of the passage
of, fat into the portal system :

" The absorption of fatty

matter is also accomplished by another set of capillary

vessels of the intestine, namely, the ' lacteals.' " We
are atalossto know'on what grounds Professor Dalton
attributes »the function of absorbing tlie greater part

of the chyle to the blood-vessels. We are aware that

in birds this is the case ; but in the human subject, we
had thought it pretty definitely settled by post-mortem
appearances, by the effects of disease of the mesenteric
glands in producing emaciation from obstruction, of the

passage of chyle, and by experiments upon animals
approaching nearest to man in the arrangement of the

digestive apparatus—that, although some of the fatty

matters may be absorbed by the blood-vessels, yet, far

the greatest amount enters the circulaiion through the

lymphatic ."iystem. We question very much if the

author has, in this regard, made his book " a faithful ex-
ponent of the actual condition of physiological science."

Speaking of the modes of origin of the lymphatics he
says they "are to be found everywhere in the integu-
ments of the head, the parietes of the trunk, the upper
and lower extremities, and in the muscular tissues and
mucous membranes throughout the body," omitting two
of the most important tissues, viz.. the connective tissues

and the serous membranes, and therefore any mention
of their frequent origin in lacunar spaces between organs.
Indeed, by many histologists it is now considered as

settled that the serous sacs are integral parts of the lym-
phatic system.

In speaking of the function of the bile, the author,
although at the outset his words would lead the stu-

dent to infer that this fluid contains excrementitious as
well as recrementitious principles, makes no mention
of the excrementitious principles. After giving some
of the reasons why we might, suppose the fluid to be
excrementitious, he proceeds to show that the death of
an animal in which a biliary fistula has been success-
fully established is owing to the fact that the principles
of the bile are not brought in contact with the se-

cretions of the intestinal canal, and with the intestinal
walls; and lie goes on to state that the bile " is a se-

cieiion which has not yet accomplished its function
when it is discharged from (he liver and poured into
the intestine," and that all of the biliary ingredients are
absorbed, and are not to be discovered in the fseces.

Not a v/ord is said of cholesterin, and the student will

probably end the chapter with the idea that his first

impression, that the liver had an excretory function,
was a mistake.

A considerable addition has been made to the chap-
ter on the formation of sugar in the liver, bringing it

quite up to our present knowledge of this function.

And here we must compliment the professor's well-
known powers of description, for, with the aid cf two
wood-cuts and a few lines of text, we have not the least

difficulty in recognizing his "comminuting machine'^ as

the article so familiar to most eyes as a "fluting ma-
chine." To those who have, (or the last five years, been
familiar with the researches of Chrzonszczewsky and
others on the origin of the bile ducts, as verified by Dr.

Stiles of Brooklyn, {Third Annual Report of the Metro-
politan Board of Health, 1868, p. 256-57) the coolness of
the following quotation, from page 245, will be refresh-

ing :
" The exact mode in which these cells arc connected

with the hepatic duct was for a long time the most ob-

scure point in the minute anatomy of the liver. It has

now been ascertained, however, by the researches of

Dr. Leidy, of Philadelphia, and Dr. Beale, of London,
that they are really contained in the interior of secret-

ing tubules, which pass off from the smaller hepatic

ducts, and penetrate everywhere the substance of the

lobules. The cells fifl nearly or completely the whole
cavity of the tubules, and the tubules themselves lie in

close proximity with each other, so as to leave no

space between them except that which is occupied by
the capillary blood-vessels of the lobular plexus."

The student, searching for information as to what is

meant by the amoeboid movements of the white blood

corpuscle, will fail to obtain, from the volume under

consideration, an}'- intimation th;it this body is any-

thing else than "globular in form" under all its normal

conditions. It is also apropos to remaik that the ex-

istence of this same white corpuscle outside the walls

of the blood-vessels is not even hinted at in the shape of

allusions to the existence of lymph, sahvary, or mucous
corpuscles. In writing of the milk, colostrum corpuscles

are mentioned, but nothing is said of the fact that they

are identical with the so-called white corpuscle. No
mention is made of the leucocyte in the article on the

spleen, the minute anatomy of which consumes two
pages, and the effects of its retnoval from the lower

animals another. Not a word is said anywhere about

the minute anatomy of the kidneys or the effects

upon animals or man of their removal, by operation or

disease, save in an aflusion to the effects of suppression

of all of the excretions. On page 355 he says, " The
kidneys, on the contrary, do not secrete anything,

properly speaking, and are not, therefore, glands."

What they are, he does not inform us.

In the preface, the author says: "And accordingly

the discussion of doubtful and theoretical questions has

been avoided, as a general rule, in the present volume,

while new facts, from whatever source, if fully estab-

lished, have been added and incorporated with the

results of previous investigations." It would have been

interesting to students of physiology throughout the

scientific world, if Professor Dalton had made an ex-

ception to his general rule, and told them how he came

by the decision of a question, which has for years been

one of the most difficult problems they have had to

solve, viz., the cause of the coagulation of fibiin, or on

the other hand the cause of its remaining fluid. Robin

and Verdeil abandoned the subject. Avith the assertion

that it is "as vain to seek after the cause of this fact as

to inquire why fibrin exists, why sulphate of copper is

blue," etc. Professor D. has at length solved the prob-

lem. "The answer to this que?tion," he says, " is as

follows :—The fibrin remains fluid during the natural

state of the circulation, because, like the other ingredi-

ents of the blood, it is constantly undergoing clianges

wdiich prevent its arriving at the state necessary for co-

agulation." What the " states " are, to which the other

ingredients of the blood must arrive, in order that then

may coagulate, we all know of course—the chloride of

sodium for example. " We can easily understand how
tills should be the case," he continues, " when avc re-

member, in the first place, the extreme rapidity with

which the blood moves in the vessels of the living

body. . .
'. Secondly, the fibrin of the blood dis-

appears while passing through the liver and the hidneijs.

. . . . By calculating approximatively the quan-

tity of blood contained in the whole body and that

passing daily through the liver and kidneys, it is

easy to estimate that a quantity of fibrin equal

to 'that in the entire blood is destroyed and re-
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produced sevornl times over in the course of a single
day. Thus the fibrin existing in the hlood at any one
timo, is tliat which has been recently foniicd ; and be-
lori' the time arrives at whieli it wouM naturally coag-
ulate, while still in the vessels, it. has already been
decouiposeil by its usu d metamorphosis in the circula-

tion, and has l)eon replaced by a new supply of still

more recent formation." Now not all of the fibrin in

the body is coutaiued in the blood-vessels, but a very
considerable proportion is to be found in the lymph,
which moves in the largo vessels at a speed no greater
tiian an inch in a second, and very much more slowly
the nearer we anproach the periphery. Again, the fluids

wliich we find in the serous and synovial cavities are

known to contain, sometimes, fibrin in considerable

amount; and tliese fluid-', under certain circumstances,
undergo little or no movement, so far as can be demon-
strated : surely they are not passed through the liver

an<l kidneys at short intervals in order to undergo their

"constitutional." IJow, then, is the fact that they do
not coagulate while yet in the body to be accounted for?

We now come to the function of respiration, and
first arises the query how much influence is likely to

be exerted on the diffusion of air in the bronchia by
the movement? of so much of the cilia, (whose whole
length is but 4,,'irii to 7v,VTTof an inch) as projects beyond
the layer of mucus which covers the walls of these

canals.

The statement that the oxygen of the blood is present
in solution in the blood globules, instead of in combina-
tion with some of their elements, can hnrdlv be said to

agree with the results of experiments by Bernard and
others since 1859 ; nearly, if not quite, all of the writers
since that period agreeing that it is in the latter con-
dition. The quotation from Magnus, "'that the blood
holds in solution 2i times as much oxygen as pure
water could dissolve at the same temperature," is all

very well as far as it goes, since this is about the
amount held in solution by the plasma ; but as for the

whole quantity of oxygen the blood is capable of con-
taining, this statement gives only about one-tburth the
amount now accepted.

No mention whatever is made of the researches of
Dr. Hutchinson, of England, with reference to the

amount of air respired by an individual being a test of his

his vital capacity—observations which are of daily use
the examiner for life insurance.

We simply note in conclusion, for we have already,

we fear, transcended the bounds of the reader's for-

bearance by the length of our remarks, that the capil-

laries are spoken of as "simple, homogeneous, nucleated,
tubular membranes." It occurs to us, that a nucleated
membrane can hardly be called homogeneous ; and
we call to mind the photographs and engravings of the
epithelial cells forming these tubes, which, since Cohn-
heim's experiments on the wanderings of the leucocytes,
have become familiar to most of us.

Remarking, lurther, tliat none of the researches of late
years liave been added to the chapter on speciil senses,
we bring our liasry ;iud incomplete review to a close.

That we cannot give our indorsement to " the book,
in its present form," as '• a faithful exponent of the
acturd condition ofnhysiological science," is, we suspect,
pretty evident. We say this with regret, for, if we ex-
cept English work-, there is not in this coimtry, at the
present day, a complete treatise on Human Physiology
available to the student and practitioner of medicine,
not encumbered by a great deal of matter in which
neither of these classes is particularly interested. It is

our belief, that it is only this fact, and the protective
tariff on foreign books, which have permitted the pub-
lication of this fifth and stereotyped edition.

DiAOUAMB OK THE NERVES OF THE HUMAN BODY,
exhibiting their origin, divisions and connections, with
their distril>ution to the various regions of the cu-
taneous surface, and to all the umscles. By WlLLlA.M
IlKMiY Fi-oWKU, F.R.C.S., Assistant Surgeon to, and
Demonstrator of Anatomy at, the Middlesex Hospital.
I'ilited, with addition.s, l)y WiM.AM W. Kkkn, M.D.,
Lecturer on Anatomy and Ojjorativc Surgery in the
Philadelphia School of Anatomy, etc., etc. Phila-

delphia: Turner Hamilton. 1872. 4to, pp. 11, with
full-page lithographic plates in two colors. Price,

$1.50.

We are glad to see these standard diagrams placed

within reach of American students and practitioners, in

a form more convenient for use tlian the English (folio)

edition, and at less than one-fourtii its expense. For
presenting clearly to the eye the salient points of what
is unquestionably to the average student the most diffi-

cult, and so the most neglected, part of de8cri|)tive

anatomy, they leave almost nothing to be desired.

Where improvement on the original seemed possible, it

has been made by Dr. Keen with the same clear, prac-

tical. judgment which we had to thank, a year or two
since, for the remodelling of Heath's Anatomy. That
book, with his additions and modifications, a teacher of

our acquaintance, who has given it two winters' trial

in the dissecting room, pronounces the best working
dissector in the English language.

A Text-Book of Pathological Histology ; an intro-

duction to the study of pathological anatomy. By Dr.

Edwaud RiNDFLEisrn, 0.0., Professor of Pathological
Anatomy in Bonn. Translated from the second German
edition, with permission of the author, by William C.

Kloman, M.D., assisted by F. I. Miles, M.D., Pro-
fessor of Anatomy, University of Maryland. Phila-

delphia: Lindsay it BlakLston. 1872.

Ax Ixtuoductiox to Pathology and Mokbid Ana-
tomy. By T. Henry Green, M.D.. London, Lecturer
upon Pathological and Morbid Anatomy at Charing
Cross Hospital Medical School. Philadelphia: Henry
C. Lea. 1871.

It may, we think, be asserted with truth that in no
department of practical medicine has such materinl prog-

ress been made of late years as in that of pathological

anatomy. This progress has been so thorough that it

has rendered the works published upon the subject ten

or fifteen years ago almost valueless, or, at any rate, has

rendered large portions of them utterly valueless, and
has caused a more or less complete modification of the

balance. It would seem that to Germany belongs the

credit of thoroughly and laboriously studying patho-

logy, and of bringing it to its present standard, and that

the German mind, which works slowly and carefully,

avoids theories and aims for truth, is specially adapted

to the task of studying pathology, which can only be

mastered by patient and long-continued observation.

Previous to the publication of the volumes the title of

which licad this article, pathological anatomy was in a

very complex and unsatisfactory state in this country,

and the same may be said of the state of our knowl-
edge of normal histology. As text-books upon patho-

logical anatomy we made use chiefly of those of Vogel,

Cragie, Jones, Sieveking, Wedl, and Wilks, all of

which were entirely too antiquated. Witli these ex-;

ceptions, and perhaps some portions of works upon the

practice of medicine, treating upon the subject, and the

occasional translation or resume of an article on patho-

logical anatomy in the journals, we were wdiolly desti-

tute of a work embracing the whole subject, and in this

connection we may add, that although Virchow's work
on Cellular Pathology treated of tiie subject, yet as it

was devoted to a theory and did not embrace the whole
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subject, it failed of the purpose of a text-book. The
great cause of tliis want of a text-book upon patholog-

ical anatomy, we think, lies in the fact that as this

subject is not systematically taught in our schools, the

interest which it should exercise was wanting, and
hence the profession paid only slight attention to it. This

absence, in our curriculum ofmedical study, of thorough
means to convey instruction in pathological anatomy,
is one of our moat serious drawbacks. In days gone by
the absence of such instruction was unavoidable, as

there was in reality no one sufficiently accomplished in

ihe branch to constitute instructors in it; but now,
owing to the enormous facilities offered in G-erman
universities, many of our countrymen are fully able,

as evidenced by the publication of their own observa-

tions, to teach students of medicine this very essential

branch thoroughly. It is true that many of the details

of pathological anatomy are taught en courant in the

courses on surgery and on the practice of medicine
;
but

pathological anatomy is a subject which certainly can-

not be imparted by viva voce teaching, and can only be
thoroughly mastered in the laboratory under com-
petent instructors. Of late years the numerous able and
important monographs upon pathological anatomy
which have been published in the German medical
journals, particularly Virchow's Archiv, have greatly

interested the thinking portion of the profession on this

side of the water, and there has existed a real desire

for a lull treatise upon this subject. In looking through
the massive treatise of Rindfleisch, a variety of thoughts
suggest themselves, while we are amazed at the im-
mense wealth of knowledge stored up in it. We pain-

fully appreciate the fact that, owing to their deficient

education, how few practitioners are there who Avill be
able to really ma?ter its contents; whereas, if they had
been carel'uUy instructed in this branch in their rudi-

mentary education, what an amount of knowledge they
could attain. The appearance of this book, with its

diversity of subjects, its minuteness of inquiry, and the
light which it throws upon such a multitude of patho-
logical processes as are treated of in it, shows us really

how little we know, and how as yet the majority of
physicians are not sufficiently educated up to it. We
really hope that ere long pathological and normal
histology will be thoroughly taught in all of our
colleges, and then the value of a treatise like this of
Rindfleisch will be increased fourfold.

Rindfleisch divides his work into two parts ; a gen-
eral part and a special part. The general part contains
a lengthy description of the decomposition and de-
generation of tissues, including necrosis and involution,

and the vnrious forms of infiltration. This chapter
covers a wide range, and treat? fully of amyloid infil-

tration, calcification, pigmentation, and fatty infil-

tration. The second chapter of the general part treats

of that important part of pathological histology, namely,
the pathological new formations. Following a very
succinct review of the various cell-theories entertained

by i^rominent German authors, we find a very instruc-

tive consideration of normal growth as a type of patho-
logical development. This very naturally leads to a

general consideration of inflammation, Avhich also in-

cludes a study into the nature of specific inflammations.

After this follows a short but admirable description of
the morbid processes taking place in the development
of the various tumors, which is amply illustrated by
drawings of sections of the various growths.

In his second part Rindfleisch speaks of the lesions of
each apparatus and organ separately under the geneiic
title of anomalies of tiiem. Thus we have—anomalies
of the blood and the places of its formations, especially

of the spleen and lymph glands
;
anomalies of the cir-

culatory apparatus, of the serous membrane of the skin;

of mucous membranes, of the lungs, of the liver; of the

kidneys; of the ovaries; of the testicles; of the mamma;
of the prostate; of the salivary glands; of the thyroid

glands ; of the supra-renal capsule ; of the osseous

system ; of the nervous system ; of the muscular system
;

and finally the volume concludes with a copious index
and bibliography. To analyze such a work thoroughly

would require much more space than is at our com-
mand, and we shall confine ourselves to briefly pointmg
out some portions of the work whicli we think are of

more than ordinary interest. Thus the chapter upon
the anomalies of the blood includes a fidl review of the

interesting subjects of the dyscrasi;c, chlorosis, leukte-

mia, and melanajmia, and also a fidl description of

thrombosis, which is particularly interesting in a clinical

point of view and is ably written. The anomalies of the

skin are fully naticed, and in that chapter persons in-

terested in dermatology can find much profitable inform-

ation. The forms of catarrhal and croupal inflammation

are clearly described in the section upon anomalies of

the mucous membranes. We know of no work or

monograph to which our readers can refer where they

will find all the recent views upon the various forms of

lesion of the lungs as they will in Rindfleisch's article

upon that subject. We can say the same of the chapter

upon the anomalies of the liver, and must call particular

attention to the admirable chapter upon the anomalies of

the kidneys, a subject which has lilt ely attracted consider-

able attention in this country, and which is here treated

of in a masterly manner. Though all the chapters are of

very great merit, we will still call particular attention

to those upon the anomalies of the osseous and nervous

system as being particularly interesting to physicians

and surgeons. In considering such organs or apparatus,

the author fully treats of it in a condition of inflamma-

tion, so that in the book we have the fidlest account of

that complex process to be found anywhere. The style

of Rindfleisch is terse and clear, but avc must greatly

regret that his work has not been well translated. As
we read the volumes we are struck with the peculiar

construction of the sentences and general lack of smooth-

ness of the diction. In fact it suggests to the reader the

idea that its translators are not thorough German
scholars, and that they frequently have to make use of

the dictionnry. The general appearance of the work is

highly creditable to the publishers, and we are pleased

to see the illustrations so well done.

Dr. Green entiiles his work an Introduction to Patho-

logy and Mcrbid Anatomy, and with great modesty

states in the preface that he has endeavored to supply

a want greatly felt, and that he wishes it to be con-

sidered as a simply elementary work. He goes over

the subject in hand quite clearly, and his work is writ-

ten in a very pleasant manner; but the reader is con-

tinually struck with the fact that it is too brief, and

that the author does not do full justice to the important

subjects treated of If in a future edition the author

amplifies his work, we think, it will be really valuable.

We think he has taken the excellent French mnnual of

Cornil and Ranvier as his model, and that he would do

well if he treated of his subjects as fully as they are

treated of by those authors.

Criminal Adortion.— Tiie detention of criminal

abortion and a study of foeticidal drugs are ably pre-

sented by Ely Van de Waiker, M.D., of Syracuse,

N. Y., in "^a monograph of eighty-eipht pages, being a

reprint from the Gyneecological Society of Boston.
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Ueports 0f Societies.

MKDIOAL SOCIKTY^ OF THE COUNT\' OF
NEW YOKK.

Siaied Meetin>/, February 26, 1872.

Dr. Abkaiiam .lAooni, Pkksidkst, in tl.c Chair.

The following pliysifians, recommended by tlie Comi-
tia Minora, were elected to membersliip : George H.
Humphreys, Kdward C. Woodbury, William M. Bal-
lard, Carlos P. Tucker, Alexander F. Liautard, Chailcs

A. T. Krop, James Mitchels, J. W. S. Arnold, Edwin D.

^^orJTan, Jr., liobert S. Prentiss, Thomas IL Pooley,
Horatio Gomez, and Gilbert II. Swezey.
The Pkksident stated that the followincr work had

been donated to the library by its autlior, and ho was
instructed to make suitable acknowledgment: "Die
Gejchiehte der Psychologic nnd der I'sychiatrik in

Spanien, von Dr. J. B. Ullersperger, Wiirzburg, 1S71."
Dr. p. p. Porter, from the Committee on Intelli-

gence, read an interesting report of recent progress in

Theory and Practice of Medicine.
Dr. II. Ai.TMoF, from the same committee, read a por-

tion of a long report on the progress of Ophthalmology
during the past year. The conchu-ion of his report,

and another report expected from the committee, Avere
postponed to the next meeting.

mkteorology of nine months.

Dr. D. II. Goodwillie, chairman, presented the fol-

lowing report of the Committee on Meteorology :

May 20 to September 3, 1871.

Barometer : mean 29.87 inches ; maximum, May 2d,
30.234 inches; mininuim, June 12th, 29.438 inches.

Thermometer: mean, 71.91'^ Fahr.; maximum, July
10th, Or'

; minimum. May 23d, 54.
Rain fell on 35 of tlie above 105 days, making an aver-

age of rain on every third day. On 22 of the 35 rainy
days tliere were thunder-storms. In July rain fell on 14
days, and on 10 of these was accompanied by thunder
and lightning. Hail July IGth. June 18th, rain to the
amount of 2.98 inches, and at 9.50 p. m. a slight shock
of earthquake. Whole amount of rain during the 105
days, 21.35 inches.

September 3, 1871, to February 4. 1872.

Barometer: mean, 29.65 inches; maximum, Sep-
tember 12th, 30.324 inches; minimum, January 23d.
29.592 inches.

Thermometer
: mean, 43.24** ; maximum, September

9th 68®
; minimum, January 30th and 31st, 10".

Rain on 26 days, .snow on 7. Thunder-storm Sep-
tember 2Gth. Whole amount of rain, 18.00 inches.

dise.\ses of eight weeks.

Dr. Ch.\p.le3 p. Russel, Chairman, read the report
of the Committee on Diseases :

The Committee on Diseases have the honor to pre-
sent the following report upon the prevalent diseases
in this ciiy from January 1st to February 24th of the
present year—embracing a period of eight Aveeks

:

During that time there were reported to the Bureau
of S;mitary Inspection 596 cases of small -pox. 123 of
measles, 613 of scarlatina, 119 of diphtheria, 17 oftvphus
fever, and 54 of typhoid fever.

"

I

The total registered mortality for the eight weeks I

amounted to 4,294, a weekly average of 537. During

the corresponding period of tlie past year there were
registered 3,996 deaths—a weekly average of 500.

Tiic highest wickly average for the conespnnding
period of cither nf the live pr-.-ceding years was 509 in

1870. Thus far, therefore, the mortality of the prc.«ent

year has been much in excess over that of recL-nt

years.

The greatest mortality occasioned by any zymotic
disease has been produced by smnll-piKr, namely, 192
deaths, a Aveekly aA'crage of 24. It has lluctuated be-

tween 15 and 32 deaths weekly, with no appanMit ten-

dency to diminish. Its proportion of mortality, as

deduced from a comparison of the number of ca.se8 re-

ported Avith the number of deaths registered, has been
32 in the 100. This ])ercentage, however, is doubt-

less too large, as many non -fatal cases escape the ob-

servation of the Board of Health. 47 deaths have
been due to measles—about 6 weekly—a .small number.
ScurJalina has carried off 190 persons, somewhat more
than in the coriesponding period of the past year.

Both of tlie two latter diseases .seem now to be slightly

on the incrca.se. 00 deaths have been ascribed to

diphtheria, and 118 to croups about the usual number.
Whoopiuy-congh has continued very prevalent, its fatal

cases having amounted to 165, over 20 per week. Ty-

phus and typh'iid fever have both been marked by a

very small mortality, having caused but 13 and 34
deaths respectively. 30 liave been occasioned by
remittent fever, an excessive mortality lor the season.

15 i deaths have resulted froin diarrhfral diseases against

145 in the corresponding period of 1871 . The number of

deaths from phthisis puhnonalis Avas, until quite latel}',

comparatively small, much below that in the early por-

tion of last year. But, during the past week, this dis-

ease exhibited a most extraordinary f itality, its deaths

reaching 122, the greatest weekly number ever re-

gistered in this city, the next largest having beenil02,
in the week ending March 4, 1871. The deaths from the

local respiratory affections likewise seemed to participate

in the same unfavorable influences, as they occa-ioned

105 deaths during the week, their Aveekly average having
been only 85 since January 1st.

Twenty-five cases of epidemic cerebrospinal menin-
yitis, or spotted fever. haA-e thus far been reported, of

which 12 have proved fatal. These cases have oc-

curred, almost Avithout exception, in houses of the

very worst hygienic character and surroundings, and
generally in tenements particularly defective as regards

drainage and scAverage. Whether such circumstances
are directly concerned in the production of this peculiar

disease is certainly a question of vast interest to the

profession.

CLINICAL THERMOMETRY.

Dr. Lccirs D. Bulkley read a long and elaborate
paper upon this subject, illustrated by numerous raural

diagrams and tal)le.s. The paper was based on the
essay to Avhich ^A-as awarded the Stevens Triennial

Prize two years ago, and its purpose was not to present a
history of clinical tliermometry. or an epitome of what
it had accom[)lished, but rather to contribute neAv data
for the thermomctrical study of disease, in a s5\siema-

tized record of the experience of the New York Hos-
pital for the three j'ears prior to August, 1809, and to

state briefly the conclusions which that experience
tended to establish.

The number of cases in Avhich a record of tempera-
ture was regularly kept amounted to 337, classified as

follows : typhoid fever, 93 ; typhus fever, 23 ;
pneu-

monia, 64; erysipelas, 24; acute rheumatism, 17; re-

mittent fever, 12; intermittent fever, 7; scarlet fever,

7 : phthisis, 19 ; acute meningitis, 9 ; tonsiliiis, 7
;
peri-
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tonitis, G; miscellaneous, 49. Besides the temperature,
the pulse and respiration were always recorded, and the

doctor had tabulated all the cases under each disease

with reference to these three vital signs. Forty or

fifty of those most interesting, either from their typical

eliaracter or from some other circumstance, were given
in detail, with diagrams showing the curves of the

three signs. Each diagram was the record of an actual

case, and faithfully exhibited every failure of observa-
tion ; there were no typical curves made up from the

generalization of many cases, as in AVunderlich's book.
The nature of the paper piecludes any extended ab-

stract, but we hope to see it published as a monograph.
It is quite time that the wealth of experience, so long
carefully hoarded in the case-books of the New York
Hospital, should be brought out for the use of the pro-
fession. We here confine ourselves to the doctor's

concluding summary of the chief points he considers

established

:

" 1. T!ie body heat is maintained in health, under all

conditions, at the uniform standard of 98.4° Fahr.
" 2. Any constant deviation from this constitutes dis-

ease.
" 3. A return to and continuance at this standard

marks the termination of the disease.
" 4. A single high temperature is important.
" 5. The changes of temperature in diseases follow

definite and known courses.
" 6. Variations from these typical ranges of temper-

ature in disease are significant, as indicating a disturb-

ing cau~e.
" 7. An irregular course is more unfavorable than a

uniformly higli range of temperature.
" 8. Different temperatures characterize different dis-

eases, and various days of the same disease.
" 9. Although a high temperature indicates a more

severe attack, no heat under 109° can be considered
surely falal.

' 10. The daily study of the pulse and respiration in

connection with the temperature is of great assist-

ance.
'"11. When the temperature and general symptoms

agree, but the pulse disagrees, the two former are to be
relied on.

" 12. When the pulsa and general symptoms agree
in indicating unfavorably, the temperature cannot be
relied on, if contradictory, unless the improvement in

respect to temperature is marked and persistent.
" 13. When pulse and general symptoms agree in a

favorable indication, a liigh or rising temperature
should arrest attention.

" 14. All other means of investigation should be
used in connection Avith the temperature to obtain the

greatest benefit from the latter.

" 15. The continuous daily record of the three vital

signs here represented, in the way exhibited, affords

much aid in the diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment of
disease, by the presentation to the eye of its history in

these res[)ects.

" IC. The systematic record of these three points

may assist in determining, at some future day, the

vexed cpiestion whether the type of disease is chang-
ing, by preserving pictures which can be easily com-
pared."

THE ALBANY MEETING. '

Dr. E. Eliot, as one of the delegates to the recent
meeting of the State Society, gave a summary of its

proceedings.

The Prksidf.xt wished to direct special attention to

the following lesolution adopted at that meeting, and
hoped each member would do his part toward inducing

every respectable practitioner in the county to join the

County Society :

^'licsolued, As the old laws, requiring every physician

in good standing to become a member of his county
medical society, have not been repealed, it is, and
always has been, the duty of every sucli physician to

obey tne law ; and as the penalty for non-compliance
has been removed by law, it becomes a jxnntof honor
for every regular physician to do so. The presidents

and officers of every county society in the State of

New York are requested to use their best efforts to

have these laws complied with."

With reference to the special meeting of February 3d,

the President said that he had been obliged to call it

in accordance with the by-law providing that such a

call shall be made on the written request of twenty
members. Twenty-four names appeared on tiie re-

quest; t\venl3'-seven members attended the meeting,

and of these only five were signers of the call. A
meeting so attended, after full notification, could hardly

be considered to have been a public necessity^- and it

behooved those members whose politeness would not

allow them to refuse an individual their signatures, to

reflect whether they had not also some duty to the

Society m a matter involving expense and the conve-
nience of a large body of physicians.

Adjourned.

Correspontrencr.

BATHING REDUCED TO A SCIENCE.

To The Editor of the Medical Record.

Sir :—It is always pleasant to couple reminiscences

with prospects, particularly when it permits to do

justice to the men of the past as well as to those who
represent the nearest future. Tlie last pamphlet of

Dr. Wilson Fox offers the opportunity of doing both.

In seventy-eight pages lie gives several monographs
illustrating cases of acute rheumatism exclusively

treated by temperature as a remedi/, and almost exclu-

sively managed by temperature as a means of positive

diafjiiosis.

Acute rheumatisms in which, after a course of variable

severity, the temperature suddenly rises from 103°, 104°

to 107°, 108°, 109° F., have so often proved fatal within

a few hours after reaching the latter degrees, that

Wunderlich legards them as pro-agonistic. The uni-

formity of this termination, whatever plan of treat-

ment had previously been followed, induced Dr. W.
Fox to try to treat it exclusively by low temperature?.

He pubhshed last year in the London Lancet veiy

interesting accounts of his first trials; and now details

his success in two cases which had reached, respec-

tively, 110® and 107.3° F. ;
both being primary attacks

of the disease, Avhich are more commonly fatal. Dr.

W. Fox does not, however, present his treatment by
temperature as a remedy exclusively adapted to rheu-

matism, but as the remedy for hyperpyrexias at large.

Thereupon the question suggests itself, "What Avill be

the next move?..." An essay on the Trentment of
Apyrexia? . . . Then what becomes of the innumeni-

ble diseases of modern ncsographies in a therapeutic

point of view ? . . . Evidently the subject is too broad

for the columns of a periodical.

These monographs of Dr. W. Fox deserve besides

to be studied as presenting the most complete speci-

mens of diseases and recoveries in which the thermom-
eter almost alone has done all the work of clinic and
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therapeutic, and the strongest practical indication of

the revolution clearly expressed in the hook on Medical

Tfinperiitiiie by C. A. Wunderlich and K. Scpnin (page

23S), " Tiu-rmometry will soon rule, not only dingno-
sis, but pathology^and thcrapeutios." To consider a
single fact in this prospective revolution, it is interest-

ing to see how Dr. W. Fox advocates and systematizes

the use of water—not as water or as one of the palhies,

but as a carrier of measurable or dosable temperature,

acting pliysiologically in virtue of physical laws.

To render general this application of wut t, Dr. W.
Fox insists unon the introduction in the wards of hospi-

tals of movable bath-tubs, in wliicli the patient could go,

or be immersed, as near as possible from his own
bed. This liappy sng^'estion recalls to mind a mode of
bathing patients which ought not to have been for-

gotten.
' Les hiiins sans baignoire" was the title of a little

pamphlet handed to me, in the summer of 18.'35 or '3G,

by a gaunt and weatherbeaten Swiss physician during
my introductory visit to him in a meager Iodizing of the

Qnartier Latin. He was wrapped in one of those broad
blue cloaks in wiiich the Old Guard are represented
falling at Waterloo. Under this historical garment he
was taking his bain sans bai'pioire in a double lial)it of
flannel and water-proof lie never took anv other,

enjoying them especially when going on horse-baok to

visit his patients, several miles away; and the three
hundred and oild patients of his hospital used the same
bathing apparel for many years and liked it very much:
indeed, there was not a single bath-tub in the hospital

of Lauzanne.
For mine host was ue of Avhom it has been said:

—

" There are two systems of surgical deligation, the one
handed to us under the name of Hippocrates, the other
Mayor's." He had come down to Paris to have one
of his free liLrhts upon his proposed improvements with
the old fogies of the Academy of Medicine, too nu-
merous to mention : this was Mathias Mayor's yearly
recreation.

Now it seems to me that this forgotten bain sans
baifjnnire would be just the thing which, with slight

modifications, would render easy in hospitals, and pop-
ular among the middle classes the treatment of hyper-
pyrexia by medical temperatures, not only in public
institutions, boarding-schools, naval, military, industrial,

and s:ientific expeditions, etc., but in the homes of the
many who have no bathing facilities. The apparel
would consist of a litrht stand, like the foot-step used
in a library, upon which could be set a covered reser-

voir of a few gallons, having inserted in one of its sides

a rib of glass, showing the level of the liquid, and an
ordinary thermometer to regulate the temperature of
t'le latter. Hence, one pipe or more would let down
the water into the bathing-dress.

This dress—which entirely enrobes the patient, even
if need be his head and some parts of Ids face—is

double, of thick flannel against the skin, and of vulcan-
ized cloth outside. It is also open in the centre, like a
pouch, to permit the insertion of the medical thermom-

|

eter in one of the natural cavities, at various points to
\

admit the water from the reservoir, and at the feet and
j

other declive parts to give issue to the liquid iuto i

covered receivers below.
This bathing-dress could be made as stout or as light I

as desirable; it could be so adjusted as to hardly hold 1

two quarts of Avater, pure or medicated ; mathemat-
j

ically warm or cold as per thermometer; stagnant
]

around the body or streaming along it. It could be
i

worn for hours, or days, in bed by the paralytic and
;

rheumatic patients, or in the room, even in the open !

air by iho.«e who need at the same time bathing and .

exercise. There are many other advantages of this

bathing-dress too obvious to need mentioning.
The •' apparatus for applying heat and cold to the dif-

ferent parts of the human body,"descril)('d liy Dr. Alex-
ander Kol)ertson, of Glasgow, in the TiOiKlon Medical
Times (Did dazetle of January lijth, 187-, sccmiis more
ingenious than the one here juoposed ; but iheir appli-

cation and object differ so entirely, that where the one
would be useful the other one would be u>elc.ss; but
both could certainly find their place in hospitals and
ambnlances, or be easily supplied to private patients.

Such appears to be, prima facie, the advantages of

the adaptation of Mayor's balh to the therapeutics of
the positive school of medicine of which Dr. W. Fox
is, with his kinsman. Long Fox, one of the most noted
exponents.

It seems that it would be doing an act of justice if

we were giving to this bathing npparel the name of
Mathias Mayor, who was never equalled for ingf-nuity

in the mechanical department of surgery ; and yet who
met with so little of reward that, if he had cared a fig

for a tomb-stone, he Avonld have caused to be written
upon his, ' Woe to him who comes too soon."

There may be protests against the positions respec-
tively here assigned to Mathias Mayor and to Dr. W.
Fox. Dr. Richard Neale presents his own titles in the
London Medical 'Times and Gazette, Feb. lU, 1372, as

having applied the water treatment under cover of
plantain leaves, etc., and there may be hundreds of ap-

plicants to such claims as his; for, since Priessnitz and
Fleury, the iiydropathist of the late French court, back
to Antonius Musa, the famed hydrotherapeute of the

emperor Augustus, water was uninterruptedly used as

an empyrical remedij. But none used it prior to these
later days as a positive remedy giving mathematical
results : this is what the school to which Dr. W. Fox
belongs pretends to; and to which the bathing appa-
rel of Mathias Mayor may prove valuable.

RespectfuUv Yours,
E. S.

Xew York, Jtarch 0, 1&T2.

ARMY NEWS.

Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties nf Offi-

cers of the Medical Department, United States Army,
from February 21, 1872, to March 4, 1872, inclu-

sive.

WiRTZ, H. R., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 3, Department of

Arizona, January 15, 1872, assigned to duty at Camp
Hualpai, A. T.

Fraxtz, j. IL, Surgeon.—By S. 0. 40, Departmei^it

of the South, Februar}'^ 24, 1872, assigned to dutv at

Columbia, S. C.

Macicin, Chas., Ass'stant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 40,

Department of the South, February 24, 1872, assigned

to duty at Fort Macon, N. C.

Bartholf, j. II.. Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 40,

Department o! the South, February 24, 1872, assigned

to duty at Chester, S. C.

Lauderdai.-:, J. V., As«is'ant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 4G,

War Depai tnient, A. G. , February 24, 1872, granted
leave ol ab ence fur thirty days, with permission to

apply for sixty days' extension.

PowKLi,, R., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. O. 28, De-
partment of the Gulf, February 20, 1872, a-s'gned to

duty at Jackson, Mis.«., relieving Assistant Surgeon A.
A. Yeomans, U. S. A.
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Kimball, Ja?. P., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 42,

War Department, A. G. 0., February 19, 1872, to pro-

ceed without delay to New Orleans, La., and report to

the Department Commander.

CowLES, Edward, Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 44,

War Department, A. G .0., February 21, 1872, Lis

resignation accepted, to take efFect March 1, 1872.

EDWAi:ns, L. A. Surgeon.—By S. 0. G3, War De-
partment, A. Gr. 0., March 14, 1872, reheved from duty

in Department of Texas, to proceed to Philadelphia,

Pa., and thence repoit to the Surgeon-General.

IIamjcond, John F., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 63, War De-
partment, A. G. 0., March 14, 1872, to report to the

Commanding General, Department of Texas, for duty

as Medical l3irector.

WiRTZ, H. R., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 60, War Depart-

ment, A. G. O., March 11, 1872, upon arrival of Assist-

ant Surgeon Girard, in Depanment of Arizona, to re-

port to the Commanding General, Department of Cali-

fornia, for assignment to duty.

Bache, Dallas, Surgeon.—By S. 0. 57, War Depart-

ment, A. G. 0.. March 7, 1872, relieved from duly in

Department of Texas, and to report in person to the

Surgeon-General.

Ascn, M. J., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 61, War
Department, A. G. 0., March 12, 1872, granted leave

of absence lor six months.

McElderry, H., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 61, War De-
partment, A. G. 0., March 12, 1872, after accompany-
ing the first detachment of recruits sent to the Pacific

Coast from New York, to report in person to tlie Com-
manding General Department of the Columbia, for as-

signment to duty.

Girard, J. B., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 60, War
Department, A. G. 0., March 11, 1872, to report to

the Commanding Officer, Department of Arizona, for

assignment to duty.

Kimball, James P., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 33,

Department of the Gulf, March 4, 1872, assigned to duty
at Little Rock, Arkansas.

Mofj'att, Peter, Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0., GO,

War Department, A. G. O., March 11, 1872, assigned

to temporary duty at Newport B'ks, Ky.

KixG, J. IL T., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 62,

War Department, A. G. 0., March 11, 1872, to report

to the Commanding General, Department of the Piatte,

for assignment to duty.

CoRSox, J. K., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. O. 20,

Middle Division of the Mo., leave of absence extended
thirty davs.

iHctiical Jtcms antr lletus.

University Medical College, N. Y.—Dr. Joseph

W. Howe has been appointed clinical Professor of Sur-

gery ;
Dr. Henry S. Hewit, Professor of Clinical Surgery

;

Dr. Arnold, Professor of Pathological Anatomy
;
and

Dr. Kammerer, Professor of Diseases of Women and

Ohildren, vice Dr. F. D. Lente, resigned.

The Pharmacy Bill has been reported favorably

from the Health Committee of the Assembly. Dr.

Loughran, of Kingston, the Chairman of that Commit-
tee, we are happy to say was one of the principal

means to that end.

Acid Syrup of the llYPOpnospiiiTK of Ltme in Vomit-
ing OF Pregnancy.—Dr. A. F. Paitce, 13oston, sp(;aks

very highly of the use of this syrup in the obstinate

cases of vomiting in pregnancy. The dose ranges

li'om 3j-5^s, given with the Ibod, three or lour times

a day.

The Alumni Association College of Physicians and
Surgeons held its annual meeting at the College of

Physicians and Surgeons, Tuesday, Feb. 27, 1872. The
meeting was called to order by the Vice-President,

Dr. C. R. Agnew. After the reading of the minutes

of the previous meeting by the Secretary, Dr. John
Shrady, the same gentleman read the obituary record.

The Prize Committee through its Chairman, Dr. Gur-
don Buck, announced the award of the Alumni Prize

of four hundred dollars, to Dr. Frank P. Foster. The
election of officers was then held with the following

result. President, Dr. C. R. Agnew, N. Y. ; Vice-

President, Dr. Robert A. Barry, N. Y. ; Secretary, Dr.

John Shrady, Harlem, N. Y.
;

Assistant Secretary,

Dr. A. Norton Brockway, Harlem, N. Y. ; Treasurer,

Dr. J. L. Banks, N. Y.
The President. Dr. E. M. Hunt, of Metucliin, N. J.,

gave a scholarly addiess upon the past and present in

medicine which was full of wholesome reflections and
suggestive thoughts. The address was ordered to be
printed.

A discussion then arose bearing upon the expedi-

ency of increasing the usefulness of the Association by
making the reunions partake more of a sociable charac-

ter. The sentiment of the meeting was in favor of
refreshments, and the whole matter was left to a com-
mittee to whom Avas voted the usual discretionary

power. The meeting then adjourned.

Bellevue Hospital Medical College.—The follow-

ing changes have lately been made in the Faculty :

—

Prof. Stephen Smith has resigned the chair of Descrip-

tive and Comparative Anatomy, and Clinical Surgery.

Prof. B. W. McCready has resigned the chair of Mate-
ria Medica and Therapeutics and Clinical Medicine, and

has been appointed Emeritus Professor of Materia Me-
dica and Therapeutics and Professor of Clinical Medi-
cine. Prof. A. B. Crosby has been appointed Professor

of General, Descriptive, and Surgical Anatomy. Prof.

Wm. A. Hammond has been appointed Professor of

Materia Medica and Therapeutics, Diseases of the Mind
and Nervous System, and Clinical Medicine. Prof.

Hammond will continue his lectures and clinics on Dis-

eases of the Mind and Nervous System as heretofore,

lecturing also upon Materia Medica and Therapeutics.

Dr. E. G. Janeway has been appointed Prof of Patho-

logiS,l and Practical Anatomy. As Prof, ofPathological

Anatomy, he will deliver in the regular session a course

of lectures on that subject. As Prof of Practical Ana-
tomy, he will perform the duties of Demonstrator of

Anatomy. Dr. E. L. Keyes, formerly Lecturer on Der-

matology, has been appointed Prof, of Dermatology.

Prof A. B. Mott has been transft-rred from the chair of

Surgical Anatomy, with Operative and Chnical Sur-

gery, to the chair of Clinical and Operative Surgery.

Prof. Mott will relinquish his didactic lectures on Sur-

gical Anatomy to the Prof, of Anatomy, and will hold

a Surgical Clinic at the college throughout the year.

College of Prysicians and Surgeons.—Beecher's

Address.—The following extracts from our notes of

Kev. Henry Ward Beecher's address to the graduates,

at the Commencement of this college, could not find

sjiace in the last number.
After encouraging the students to work earnestly and

wait patiently for opportunity, recognition and dis-
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ti net ion, sure that finally success would follow desert,

tlie speaker touched upon the motives that should im-

pel ati'l Hiistain them. Tiie desire of pain, personal

ambition, love of seientific truth, synipaihy for indi-

vidual suftVrincr, an 1 tin; broader sentiincMit of pliilan-

thropy, reinforced by religion, were tiie steps liy which
I hey could mount to a plane of high thought and worthy
action.

The spread of cidture among the common people was
rapidly changing the status of the medical profession, as

of every other, eurlailing its lower functions, to extend
and muUi|>ly its higher ones. " Take my own pro-
fession," said the speaker. "There was a time when it

was hardly right for a man to be born without the
priest to sanction it; and all throujih life, at every turn,

he must call in the priestl}- aid and counsel. Now, men
not only are born, but t'.iey marry and die Avithout our
help; tliey have appropriated to themselves a thousand
oftices that were once our sacred and exclusive privilege.

But we have gained far more than we have lost ; have
been deprived of those manifold duties which were
hindrance*, only to give us freedom for broader and
higher growth ; and I rejoice in it. So in medicine.
The intelligent mother is now your rival. The laily

know more than the wisest of you did two or three
centuries ago. Yet the field of your own work is not
narrowed, but marvellously enlarged ; and it is destined
to be extended more and more with the advance of
science and it«s popular recognition. It was thought
that machines would throw the workman out of em-
ploy, but instead they only took slave's toil out of his

hands, and drove him into better service, for which
they created a new and ever-growing demand.
"You are no longer to be simply ministers of healing

to the sick ; a large part of your future duty is to be
toward the well. The community looks to you to

develop and enforce the whole science of private and
public hygiene ; it looks to you, moreover, for instruc-

tion in mental and moral philosoph}'.
" I do not undertake to say that mental philosophy

will ever be established upon the basis of physiology
alone

;
but I do say that without the support of phy-

siology there will never be a stable philosophy. While
I believe there is much more blossoms out in mind
than mere nerve-substance, yet I believe, also, there are

no men in our day so near the secrets to be revealed
as the physiologists, nonC who are so likely to help us
throw light upon the mysteries of intelligence it>elf.

" I said you were to rectify our moral philosophy
as well. Tiie law of God was not all written on !Mount
Sinai ; He has been writing upon every mountain since.

All of truth is not contained in the inspired record.

God has not ceased to think, or to reveal his thougli^ A
part ofthis revelation is in our own physical constitution

;

and in the progress of truth we are to learn what is the

connection between bodily conditions and moral states.

I say, as the result of long observation and experience,

that, very largely, the causes of wrong-doing are mor-
bid conditions of body and unfavorable circumstances.
We need not fear that this doctrine will destroy respon-
sibility. There is enough in the fact that men know
when they are doing wrong to secure that. I aver,

then, that a sick man can hardly be a moral man
; can

hardly conduct himself as a free moral agent, when
every nerve and fibre of his body is crowding tempta-
tion upon him. There is sin enough in one single

organ, the liver, to call it the devil's den. You are to

interpret for us this connection between physical and
moral disease ; to help us clear the way for larger con-
ceptions of life and duty.

" It is impossible that the mass of men can be healthy,

and so moral and successful, without some knowledge

of their structure and of its laws which they must obey
or KufTer. How can a young woman he called educated
who is ignorant of physiology, of iier duties as a mother,
of the divine art of nursing? How numy men know
anything of th(! relations of waste and supply in the

nervous economy? Why, not one man in a hundred
knows even what the stomach is made for, and the

other ninety-nine are constantly transgres.-ing rules

they have never learned. We may take the old para-

ble of the apple in the garden as an illustration of the

way men's stomachs make havoc with their moral sense.

Not one man in a hundred knows or suspects that God
made the air to be breathed. Every part of his house
may be reeking with miasma, the cellar full of all evil,

the partitions clotted with dormant mischief, and he
never dreams of it, but goes on nailing down his win-
dows and listing his doors. If we could only see the

air we have once breathed over! Even the architects

of our public halls and theatres and churches have the

crudest notions of ventilation. I have found .=ad proof
of this in every part of the L'nited States, and you will

agree with me that we have no exception here to-night.

To whom shall we look for the diffusion of knowledge
on these subjects among the people, if not to you?
Every family in which you practice should be made a

medical school.
" From private hygieric, we pa=s to public, which we

have hardly begun, as yet, to understand and apply.

You must take the lead in directing the removal of
those great morbific influences that prey upon the life

of the community. Thousands upon thousands of
cradles are yearly emptied, long streets are turned into

shambles, from causes that should not be suffered to ex-
ist. The great questions of the sewerage of cities, the

draining of morasses, and a hundred others, are pressing

upon us for answer; and of whom have we a right to

demand it, if not of the medical profession?
" It devolves, then, upon the physicians of this age to

make themselves felt as a power in public as well as in

private. In every 'effort to elevate the standard of
personal purity ;

in every discussion of the best means
of preventing crime

; in every attempt to gain a soimder
philosophy of education, and to apply it in the direc-

tion ofpublic institutions, or in the training of individual

children—the physician is to be not only the adviser of
the family, but also the counsellor of the community,
whose word should be heeded as always important and
often decisive."

S.MALL-POX in New York still holds the weekly ave-

rage of seventy-four.

Dii. B. F. MiESSE, of Chillicothe. Ohio, recently sued
for malpractice, has been acquitted. From the evi-

dence given at the trial, it was proved that the case,

which was one of fracture of the thigh, Avas skilfully,

carefuU}', and conscientiously treated. Another case oi

malpractice is in progress in that vicinity, but if the

profession stand by each other as in this case, the re-

sult can be easily anticipated.

United States Marine Hospital Servick.—Jno. M.
Woodworth, Supervising Surgeon U. S. Marine Hos-
pital S^-rvice, Treasury Department, submits a com-
parative statement of the operations of the United
States Marine Hospital Service for the six months end-
ing December 31, 1871, and the six months ending De-
cember 31, 1870, showing the number of days of hos-

pital relief and the amount of expenditures incurred for

the care and treatment of sick and disabled seamen ; also

the amount of hospital tax collected during the same
periods. The reduction ofthe expenditures during the six

months ending December 31, 1871, over the six months
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ending December ."il, 1870, amouiils in the aggregate

to over $40,000, -which saves seventeen per cent, to

the fund. Tlie amount of hospital tax collected during

the last s-ix moullis uf 1871 is ten per cent, greater tlian

the amount collected during the corresponding six

months of 1870 under the opcra'ion of the same law.

Alumni Association Medical Department of tiik

Univeksity of New York.—The annual meeting of this

Association was held at the Chai)el of the Collegiate

Eeformcd Dutch Church, corner Fifth avenue and
Twenty-ninth street, on Thursday evening, March 14th,

1872. Dr. F. D. Lente, President, in the Chair. Tlie

exercises were opened with prayer, by Pi'oC. Benjamin
N. Martin, D.D., L.H.D., followed by appropriate intro-

ductory remarks from Prof. Charles A. Budd, class of

1852. Prof. D. B. St. John Roosa, class of 1860, then

delivered an excellent and impressive address, in which
the followingpoints were dwelt upon. That medical edu-

cation is to be advanced through the medical colleges

;

with three exceptions, the medical works published

during the past year by a well-known publishing house,

were written by professors of medical colleges ;
and of

ten papers read before the Medical Society of the Coun-
ty of New York, during the same peiiod, six were by
medical professors ; the Harvard Medical School, having
raised the standard of medical teaching, should have
the profession of New England at its back ; the Medical
and Surgical Histories, written by Drs. Woodward,
Otis, and others, under the direction of the Surgeon-
General, cannot be suipassed by foreign autliors; the

diseases of our day are of a more refined nature than
those of a hundred years ago, and paralytic diseases, and
those of the eyeball are on the increase—as shown by
statistics; many of the teachers in our medical schools,

who lecture on special topics, are not allowed to parti-

cipate in the examination of students for a degree—ne-
cessitating a radical change in the present system of

medical teaching; in 1841, New York City had only
one hundred medical students; now, in three schools,

there are over one thousand endowments for professo-

rial cliairs; libraries and scholarships are much needed;
men who hold four or five hospital appointments, and
are canditlatcs for more, should give up some of them
to those wlio would be willing to give the profession

the benefit of their experience. The relations of medi-
cal men to the laity were fully discussed in the second
part of the paper

;
and an allusion was made to the un-

wise decision of the governors of the late New York
Hospital, in the removal of that time-honored Institu-

lion from a section of the city where it was so much
needed. He thought if the Medical Board of that hos-

pital had an active part in the management of its affairs,

it would have remained on its old site to this day.
Following the acceptance of the paper and benedic-

tion, !he following business was transacted : Drs. F. D.
Lente, James R. Leaming, and James H. Anderson were
appointed a Committee to investigate the charges made
against the University in an article to appear in the

Medical Record. The officers ibr 1872 are as follows :

President, James R. Leaming, M.D. ; Vice-Presidents,

Henry S. Hewit, M.D., Solomon S. Satehwell, M.D. of
N. C, Charles A. Budd, M.D., Samuel M. Bemiss, M.D.
of La., Wm. Canniff, M.D., of Canada, Theo. R. Varick,

M.D., of N. J. ; Secretary, Charles Inslee Pardee, M.D.

;

Treasurer, D. B. St. John Roosa, M.D.
; Orator, Solo-

mon S. Satehwell, M.D. ; Executive Committee, Drs.

James H. Anderson, Stephen J. Clarke, Francis V.
White, F. Le Roy Satterlee, and Joseph T. Moneli.

The Presbyterian Hospital, Phila.—At a meeting
of the Trustees of this hospital, held Feb. 19th, the fol-

lowing medical oflicers were elected •.— Consulting Sur-

(jeons, Drs. Samuel D. Gross and D. Hays Agnew
; Con-

sulting Physicians, Drs. J. L. Ludlow and Jacob M. Da
Costa; Attending Surgeons, Dns. Thomas B. Reed, Os-
car H. AUis, H. Lenox lloilge, and William G. Poiter;
Attending Pltysicians, Drs. Edward Wallace;, S, Weir
Mitchell, J. Forsyth Meit^s, and D. Flavel Woods

; Ob-
stetricians, Drs. Robert M. Girvin and John S. Parry

;

Ophtlialmic Surgeons, Drs. W. Wallace McCJme and
(jeorge Strawbridge ; Pathologist, Dr. Dc Forest Wil-
lard.

The Dental Profession.—Oliver Wendell Holmes,
M.D., in his address at the Commencement Exercises
of the Dental Department in Harvard University, Feb.
14th, after alluding to the fact that the teeth were par-

ticular objects of attention in the time of the Egyptians,
says that from the time of Galen to the middle of the

seventeenth century, he has not found any other traces

of a special dental profession until he came upon the

following: Lr the Diary of the Rev. John Ward, Vicar
of Stratford-on-Avon, from 1648 to 1679, are the^e

lines: "Upponasigne about Fleet Bridg this is written,
' Here lives Peter de la Roch and George Gollin, both
which, and no other, are sworn opei'ators to the King's
teeth.' " In 1820 there was not more than a hundred
dentists in the United States. In 1858 there were
4,000. Since then they have increased in as rapid a

ratio.

—

Boston Med. and Surg. Journal.

The Medical Department of the University of
Pennsylvania, March 12th, graduated a class of eighty-

three students. Thirty-four students received diplo-

mas, Feb. 15ih, at the Commencement of the Massachu-
setts Medical College. At the Commencement of the

Medical Department of the University of Buffalo, held

Feb. 20th, thirty-four students received the degree of

Doctor in Medicine from the hands of the Chancellor,

Hon. Millard Fillmore. The address to the graduates
was delivered by Prof. James P. White.

The Epidemic of Small-Pox in Chicago.—When the

epidemic of small-pox commenced in Chicago, an order

was passed that, after a certain date, none of those re-

ceiving rations and aid from the Relief Society should

have anymore food, clothing, coal, etc., without present-

ing a certificate of vaccination, or of revaccination. This

legislation, impossible elsewhere, and heretofore, over-

came the objections of the ignorant against vaccination,

and has served to stamp out the epidemic- One thou-

sand persons were vaccinated daily for several Aveeks,

the expense being borne by the Relief and Aid Society.

The highest mortality from this disease in that city,

according to the U. S. Med. and Surg. Journal, in any
one week has been only sixteen.

East River Medical Association, N. Y.—The fol-

lowing officers were recently elected for the ensuing

year : President, Dr. Henry E. Crampton ; First Vice-

President, Dr. Daniel E. McSweeney; Second Vice-Pre-

sident, Dr. Samuel Blume; Secretary, Dr. William J.

Purcell ; Treasurer, Dr. Verannus Morse.

Medical Electricity.—Dr. Roberts Bartholow, of

Cin., contributes to the Clinic of Feb. 24th, with illus-

trations, an instructive article on Medical Electricity

and Medical Electrical Apparatus.

Appointments.—Dr. A. 0. Kellogg, for nine years an

Assistant Physician in the New York State Lunatic

Asylum, has resigned, and accepted a like position in

the Hudson River Hospital for the Insane
;
Dr. J. M.

Cleveland, Superintendent. Subsequently, Dr. Jud-

son B. Andrews, Second Assistant Physician in the

New York State Lunatic A-;ylum, was appointed first
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Aasistant; Dr. Walter Kerapster, third Assistant Phy-

sician, wjis appointed second Assistant, and Dr. Daniel

II. Kitchen, of New York city, was appointed third

As-sistant I'hysician, to All the vacancy.

—

American

Jo nrnal of Insa n itij

.

Medical B.\roxkt3.—Thirty-one physicians and

thirteen surpeons have heen created baronets in Eng-

land since 1<)45. Tlie first medical baronetcy, that of

Sir E. Greaves in U»45, is disputed ;
but of the si-cond,

that of Sir Hans Sloane, practically the founder of the

British >riiseum, there can be no doubt.

Nkw YoitK Mkdico-IIistorical Socikty.—At tlie an-

nual meeting of this flourishing organization, held re-

cently, the following oflicers were elected for the en-

suing year:

—

President, William T. White, M.D. ; Secre-

tary and Treasurer, Zo\\n G. Frazer, M.D. ; Editor, Al-

fred E. M. Purdy, M.D. ; Diarist, Bradford S. Thomp-
son, M.D.

Tiu: WiTtii-M.\NiA OK THK Sevkxtekntii Century.—
Joseph Workman, M.D. {Am. Journ. of InsanHij). states

that it has been calculated that from 1G03 to 1G80 the

total put to death, by regular legal process alone, was
about 70,000 ; and if, in the ten years of exclusion of

the Stuarts from the tlirone, over 35,000 witches were
destroyed, the annual number must have been over

35,000, or nearly ten per day, Sundays not excluded.

St. Vinxext's IIosimtal.—From the annual report of

this Hospital, founded in 1849, it appears that 9G5 pa-

tients Were treated during the past yeai-, of whom 53G

Avere discharged cured, 185 improved, 49 unimproved,

118 died, and 87 remain. In the surgical department,

271 patients were operated on, of whom only 8 died.

ALCOnoLic Spirits Conscmed ix the United States.

—The cost of the clergy of the United States is esti-

mated at $12,000,000 annually
;
while that of criminals

is §40,000,000, and of spirits $000,000,000. The re-

searches of Otis Clapp, of Boston, Mass., in 18G9, give

the loss to the productive power of this country,

through intemperance, at from 10 to 20 per cent. At
10 per cent, only, the loss on the agricultural and manu-
facturing interests reaches the sum of $450,000,000.

The census of 1870 will probably show this sum to be

vastly increased, and perhaps doubled.

Electricity in Diseases of the Skin.—Dr. George
M. Beard, Xew York {American Journal of Syphihgra-
phrj and Dermatology) says that it is yet too early to

lay down special conclusions concerning the prognosis

of different diseases of the skin under electrical treat-

ment; but from what has already been accomplished,

the general proposition seems to be justiliable. For
many cases of psoriasis, eczema, anaesthesia, pityriasis,

and prurigo, that under ordinary treatment are obsti-

nate or incurable, electricity is of such great efficacy,

both temporary and permanent, as to entitle it to a

very high rank among the resources of the dermatolo-

gist.

A New Hospital for Animals has been opened in

Dublin, known as the " Brown Institution." A large sum
of money was bequeathed fur the purpose, in 1852,

to the University of London. On llie Committee of

Directors are Drs. Busk, Carpenter, Gull, Quinn,
Sharpey, Sibson, and Simon. Dr. Burdon Sanderson,

of University College, has been made professor. It is

expected that the institution will add very much to our

facilities for acquiring a knowledge of the action of

remedies and the causes of disease. Although the

laboratory is intended for research rather than instruc-

tion, it will be open to all who wish to engage, on

their own account, in scientific inquiries, providing they

show evidences of previous scientific trainin;.', and pay

their own expenses*

Ai-coiioi.iSM.—Dr. Paluel de Marmon, of Kingsbridge,

N. Y., in a rc^priiit from the Medicil World, discusses

tlie " Medico-Legal Con8ideration.s upon Alioholism, and

the Moral and Criminal Responsibility of Inebriates."

He states that in ninety cases of a hundred, drunke-nnes

is first contracted by imitation and politenes.s; for it is

considered very impolite by some to refu-e to drink

when invited so to do. Anotiier cause rests principal-

ly in this country upon the bar-room system. Febru-

ary 1. 1871, there were 7,0U0 dram-shops or hotels j»ay-

ing license, under the Excise Law, in New York City,

and, on the authority of an officer of the department,

there was an equal number selhng without license,

which would make 14,000 drinking places in New York
alone—one for every Go inhabitants. The report of

Messrs. Otis Clapp, John E. Tyler, and Wm. B. Spoon-
er, made to the Lcgi.slaiure of Massachusetts, esti-

mates that there arc 000,000 persons in the United

States who have lost their power of self-control in the

use of intoxicating liquors, and that in Massachusetts

there are 23, (KM), of whicli number two per cent, die

each year a drunkard's death. Dr. Marmon suggests

the abrogation of the bar-room system as the best

means to cut .short this human plague.

Demonomania and WiTcricRAFT,— The.se subjects are

pleasantly discussed by Joseph Workman, M.D., in a

paper read before the Association of Medical Superin-

tendents of Insane Hospitals, in Toronto, June, 1871,

and published in the October No. of the American
Journal of Inmnity. He says that it is not to be ex-

pected that the foolish doctrine of belief in diabolic

possession, which, less than two centuries ago, perva-

ded the whole of Christendom, and was preachetl from
every pulpit in our own and mother countiie-, and pro-

claimed from every bench of justice, could utterly die

out among the uncultured masses in any very short

lapse of time. He has met with persons, not insane,

who have avowed their belief in its present existence,

and relates the case of a clergyman, who fled from the

room where an insane woman was suffering from hj-

cantliropia, and when he recovered his mental equili-

brium, said "
! Doctor ! that woman is possessed !

"

Customs and Salaries of Physicians before the
Christian Era.—Boerhaave observes that before there

were any professed physicians, it was the cus'.oni

among the ancient Egyptians, when any one was sick,

to inquire of neighbors and passengers if they knew ol'

any proper remedies for the patient. But ever sine.-

the study of physic became a profession, it has been
both honorable and lucrative. The customary yearly
salary which princes paid their physicians, about tht

time of Christs birth, was 250 sestertia, or abov'

2018/. sterling. Stertenius complained that he had
only a salary of 5t)0 sestertia, or 4036Z. Os. 2d. sterling.

"

when Ke had by his private practice GOO sestertia, or

4843/. 15s.

—

TJr. Arbuthnofs Book on Coin, and Mi-.

William Smith's Book of Bemarks on the same Subject.

Uctu publications.

Books Received.

Earth as a Topical Applicatiox ix Surgery. By
Addixell Hewson, M.D., Attending Surgeon, Penn-
sylvania Hospital, Phila. : Lindsay ifc Blackiston. 1873.
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Original Commumcations.

THE MODERN OPERATION FOR STRA-
BISMUS.

Bv E. G. LORING, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

RKAD BEFORE NEW YORK ACADEMY OP MEDICINE, MARCH 7, 1872. I

It is with the hope of presenting to those of you wlio

have not time to search through the various mon-
j

©graphs for more detailed information, a dight sketch

of this important siilject as it stands at present among
ophthiihnoloLtists, tliat I now offer these remarks, and I

witli the hope of pointing out some of the most impor-

tant considerations, both as to cause and effect, on a

subject in regard lo which the general practitioner must
oftentimes be consulted prior, if not in preference, to

the ocul'st.

In regard to the etiology of the complaint, it was
ascertained by the labors of Bonders, and others, that

strabismus occurred in 80 to 85 per cent, in hyperme-
tropic eyes, or e3-e5 which were congenitally deficient

in focalizing power. Without wishing to impugn
this statement in tiie slightest degree, it has, neveithe-

le?p, always struck me that an exaggerated importance

has been given, not only by Bonders himself, but by
all others, in regard to the share which the shortened

antero-posterior axis really plays in the production of

squint; for it must be borne in mind that emmetropia,

or a perfectly normal eye, is a rather poetical condition,

and trifling deviations from the normal standard, though
sufficient to justify a classification of eyes in regard to

refraction, cannot be sufficient to be the active cause of

sirabismns. Thus it is hardly fair to suppose that a

young child who has a strabismus of some 3 or 4 line?,

and whose total deviation from the normal standard

amounts to a convex glass of -'- or Ai, squints, because

it i-5 unable to neutralize this very trifling defect by the

action of the ciliary muscle. This attributing the pro-

duciion of strabismus almost entirely to the existence

of congenital far-sightedness, no matter how trifling it

may be, has led Bonders and others to criticise some-
what sharply, and somewhat unjustly, the statements

made by general practitioners, backed up by those of

nurses and mothers, that tlie squint in a given case

had been caused by an attack of measles, whooping-
cough, SL-arlet fever, or any of the thousand and one
depressing maladies which are incident to childhood.

Blinders has averred that if these cases are critically

examined it will almost invariably be found that hyper-
metropia is at the bottom of the evil ; and less renowned
and less discriminating practitioners, following in his

footsteps, have gravel}'', if not supercilionsl}^, waived
away the convictions of the parent and family phy-
sician, with the calm assurance that the child was
born, if not with the fruits, at least with the seeds of

the malady, and the cause t > which they attributed the

evil had nothing to do with it. Now, I myself have
frequently seen strabismus produced in children imme-
diately after some sickness, when there was no error

in the optical condition, and pass away again as soon a.s

the strength of the patient was restored, from which
1 have been forced to the conclusion, rather a self-evi-

dent one. I admit, that wherever and from whatever
cause the combined force of the ciliary muscle and in-

terni recti is greater than that of the externi, there also

strabismus is apt to occur; and that such a state of af-

fairs will take place more Irecpiently in far-sighted eyes
th in in others, follows as a matter of course.

But the point which I wish to emphasize is, that a

transient reduction in nervous foice, with over-exertion

at su'.'li a time, may produce in emmetropic, or even in

slightly myopic eyes, precisely the same factors favor-

able to the production of strabismus Avhich exist through

congenital structure in a hypermetropic eye. In other

words, that such eyes, under the debilitating influences

of disease, do become, practically speaking, lor the time

being hypermetropic eyes, and are forced, from a reduc-

tion in focalizing power, precisely like hypern.etropic

eyes, to use a dispioportionately large amount of ac-

commodation with moderate degrees of conveigence.

So, too, a slightly hypermetropic eye, which, while

t'lie general health was undisturbed, would never mani-

fest the slightest tendency to turn in, may become, when
reduced in strength, equivalent to one of great degree,

with its accompanying tendency to become ciossed.

And the practical lesson which I would draw from this

is, that the general practitioner should be particularly

on his guard not to permit his young patients, in tlie

earlier days of convalescence, the indiscriminate use of

their eyes, especially when confined to the bed, on

books and toys and other occupations, which are often

carried on with an intensity of purpose and an expendi-

ture of nervous Ibrce, which, if applied in its weakened
condition to any other organ, would end in its utter

overthrow.

The first step in the operation is to pick up the con-

junctival and subjunctival tissue lying over the inser-

tion of the tendon to be divided, which should be done
with enough firmness to insure a not inconsiderable fold

ol' the conjunctiva between the arms of the forceps
;
for

if this is not done, it will be found that Avhen the open-

ing is made the scissors will glide beneath the conjunc-

tiva alone; and th.e subconjunctival tissue, together

with the extension of the capsule of Tenon, will have to

be divided separately, which will necessitate a new hold

with the forceps. Nor must the first incision with the

scissors be, as is often recommended in the books,

immediately at the corneal margin, but removed from
it about a line and one-half, and just in front of the

implantation of the tendon. This leaves a narrow
line or bridge of conjunctival tissue still attached to

the cornea, which is often of great service in the finish-

ing of the operation, and which will be further dwelt

on.

But the principal difficulty, which is experienced by
even those who have performed the operation repeat-

edly, lies in the easy and successful passing of the hook
Ijcneath the muscle so that the insertion shall be

plainly exposed. And this difficulty is occasioned by a

disregard of the anatomical distribution of the capsule

of Tenon. This capsule, as you are aware, starts from

the optic foramen, surrounds the optic nerve, and then,

spreading out over the bulb, forms a cup-like cavity^ for

tlie posterior half of the eye, in which the eye revolves.

Anterior to the equator, however, the capsule is

pierced by the muscles which pass directly through

it, to be afterwards implanted in the sclera. At the

place of perforation of the muscles the capsule of

Tenon sends out reflections, which, joining with the

connective-tissue sheaths, extend not only backwards
towards the origin of the muscle, but also forwards to-

wards the insertion where the capsule becomes mingled

with the conjunctiva. In the anterior part of the eye

adhesions also take place between the capsule and the

sclera by the means of filamentous bands extending

from the former to the latter. The effect of all this is

to form, so far as the anterior part of the eye is con-

cerned, a sort of sheath or sleeve in which the muscle

is enclosed.

Now the common way of making the opening
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into the conjunctiva is to continue with the sciesors

directly back in a lino with the belly of the muscle
till it is juJgi'il that n suflioient openiii;,' is made; the

hook is then inserted, and the operator is often sur-

prised to find that, atU-r one or iwo attempL^, it does
not plide beneath the tendon. Tlieopeninjj in the con-
junctiva is enlarged, wiien a more determined effort is

madt>, and it is Ibund thai this time, allhon<^'h the in-

sirninent did not pass cleatdy as it s-iiould beneath tiic

tendon, the point is covered by some portion of the

niusi'le, which is hastily divided, and the operation

is tinished as it began, in sncce-sivc attcmpt-f to fish up
and divide the remaining attachments of tiie tendon.

t)r it may be in another case that, after a liitle violence,

something is felt to give way, and the hook then
glides with the utmost ease beneath the nmsele, with-
out the operator pausing to think what was tlie cause
of the dilliculty in the first place, or the succc.-s in the
latter. This was evidently due to the fact tliat the

hook, in being rotated to pass behind the muscle, came
in contact with the wall formed by the capsule, and
either could go no farther, or, by carrying the capsule
with it, proceeded far enough to just engage the muscle
so as to hook it up by the centie, as it were, without
fully passing behind it. Now the density of the capsule
vanes in different cases, and sometimes with using a
little force we are able to pusli the hook through it, and
then of course it is plain ijailing. Sometimes, however,
the capsule is so strong that the eye is carried before

the hook and made to rotate in large circles in the or-

bit, and the ditficulty of getting beneath the tendon is

increased.

I think, however, that all these difficulties can be
almost invariably avoided if, after getting through the
conjunctiva, ins;ead of dissecting directly backwards
parallel with the belly of the nmsele, we carry the
point of the scissors in a bold, free manner obliquely
across the insertion of the tendon, almost at right angles
to direction of the muscle, till we get into the loose tis-

sue beyond
;
by this little manoeuvre we make a small

hole directly through the conjunctiva and subconjunc-
tival tissue, and at the same time through the capsule
and the processes which attach the muscle to the sclera.

If then, on withdrawing the scissors, we gently raise the
edge of the wound, the hook passes with the greatest
ease beyond the horizontal edge of the muscle, and falls

at once by the well-known movement of rotation
directly beneath it, so that when the conjunctiva is

gently drawn over the distal end of the hook the ten-
don lies exposed for its entire length. This beinof

the case, it only remains to divide it, and in doing this

it is an essential point never to begin at that part of the
hook which is nearest the shank, but at the distal end,
and to gently raise the point of the hook as it is grad-
ually dissected out, so as to prevent it from disengao^inf
itself from the muscle till the tendon is thoroughly
divided.

It was formerly thought an advantage to make the
opening in the conjunctiva as small as possible, and to
make the section of the tendon as subconjunctival as

'

circumstances would permit. But dividing the muscle
in this way is rather a tonr de force than any practical

'

advantage, even if it could always be done with cer-
'

tainty, which is by no means the case ; and then the
original wound has to be enlarged. It is better to
make a sufficient opening at the start, and to close it at
the end of the operation by bringing the edges of the
wound together in the most delicate manner with the
finest possible silk, the ends of the suture being cut
off as close to the knot as possible. The opening should
not be greater, however, than two or two and a half
lines. 'J'his gentle closure of the wound produces no

inflammatory reaction, and the suture comes away of
itself, on aci'ount of its fineness, after a day or two,
almost unperceived.

We come now to the consideration of the later

improvement.^, which are in themselvi s of a good deal

of iiiifiortanoe, and often form, indeed, the principal

features in the operation. Tlic.>^e are the means which
Wf have in our power of increasing or diminishing the

effect of the tenotomy. This is done by the use of
8uture.«.

We will take first the suture which is employed to

increase the effect of the operation. The most effect-

ual one of which I am aware is that which was first

brought into general notice by Dr. Knapp a f w years
ago, though it had been in use in this country for some
time previous. The manner .ii which it is appied will

be better understood by a diagram, which we will

suppose represents a pair of eyes in which there is a

very pronounced squint of the right eye. say of 5 or
even G lines. We will suppose that the patient habi-

tually squints with this eye, and that tlie excursion
outw ards of this eye, though still good, is somewhat
limited, and can only be obtained to a full extent by
excessive convergence of the other eye. Under these
circumstances we have good reason to believe that the

exlernns, from being constantly on the stretch, has lost

some of its elasticity, and will not, by forcibly re-

tracting, draw the eye outwards after its antagoni.st

lias been cut. We will suppose that the internus hiis

been divided in the usual way, and that the effect from
the causes just mentioned is very small, so small indeed
that there is danger of the tendon reapplying itself at

or very near the seat of its original implantation. It

is manifest that we shall have gained little or nothing

by the operation, and it is under these circumstances

that the suture renders invaluable service.

Dr. Knapp's description of the method is as fol-

lows :—After a thorough tenotomy of the internus, a

small fold of the conjunctiva of one or two lines is picked

up close to the outer edge of the cornea, a curved needle

armed with pearl silk is pushed through it, and the

needle then carried through the external commissure
from within outwards, and the cornea made to ap-

proacli the outer angle of the eye to the required

amount by drawing on the suture, which is then tied

down upon the skin. By this means a fixed position

is obtained for an eye which otherwise would have a

tendency to turn in, during the time that the tendon is

gaining its new attachment, whieh latter, ,is the eye
is forcibly turned out, must lie further back than other-

wise would be the case, and the effect is consequently
much increa.sed.

I generally seek to obtain about a line of diver-

gence of the operated eye, immediately after the

operation. The suture should be left in one or even
two days. It very often comes away of itself on the

second day,

Graefe's method of increasing the effect of a teno-

tomy is as follows :—After the tenotomy of the internus

has been thoroughly performed, a fold of the conjunc-
tiva is lifted off from the episcleral tissue with the

forceps close to the outer canthus. A curved needle is

then run horizontally throuL'h this fold into the

subconjunctival space and made to glide (the forceps

being removed to the upper and inner border of the

cornea) beneath the membrane, till a portion of this

equal to three, four, or five lines lias been included,

when the point is again brought out, its place of exit

varying according to the length of its subconjunctival
passage, its direction being always from the commis-
sure to the upper and inner corneal border, or it may
be even to a point above the vertex of the cornea.
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The suture i-i then tightly drawn and tied. By tliis

maiiceuvfe the eye is rolled outward.-; to the breadtli of

the enclosed tissue, and the limitation in the move-
ment of the eye inwards is much increased. In tliis

way Graefe says one is enabled to obtain, in excessive

degrees of convergent strabisinu-;, any correction de-

sirable. The suture must be left in at least two and a

half days.

Tiie suture is employCLl in preci?ely the same manner
in divergent strabismus, only it starts from the inner

cinthtis near the caruncle. Graefe says that this

method has been of signal service to him in the higher

grades of strabismus, and that since its adoption lie

has been far more reserved in the u^e of the advance-
ment of the muscle. Indeed he asserts that he scarce-

ly ever performs this latter now on account of diver-

gence, but only on account of marked limitation of the

mobility inwards.

Such being tiie means by which the effect of a te-

notomy is increased, those by wiiich the effect is

diminished remain to be spoken of. This is still done
by the use of the suture, and their mode of application

will be made clearer, 1 think, upon the board. We will

suppose that in a case of convergent squint we have
already divided the internus, and that the effect ob-
tained has been excessive, and that there is fear that

the eye will go the other way, or at lenst there Avill be
an insufficiency of converging power which may impair
the use of the eyes for any length of time upon close

object:*. Our object is to lessen the effect of the ori-

ginal tenotomy, and this is done by the suture, the

effect of which is graduated in the following ways

:

If we have reason to believe that the eflfect of the

tenotomy is only a little more than that which we
wished originally to obtain, we simply bring the edges
of the wound together in a vertical direction ; this of
course prevents the muscle from retracting as far as it

otherwise would, and the effect of the operation is

somewhat limited. We can increase this again by
including more or less tissue within the stitch.

If we want to limit it to a greater degree, then, instead
of passing the needles vertically, we run them obliquel3'

;

this of course draws the muscle still more forward, and
the effect can be still further increased by including
more of the conjunctiva and subconjunctiva tissue

between the stitch. Or if, lastly, we wish to reduce
the efifect to a ver}^ considerable decree, we then pass
the needle in a directly horizontal direction, taking up
more or le-s of the tissue, according to circumstances.

It has been asserted with a good deal of force,

especially by Von Graefe, that the controlling influence
of these sutures is such that we can, if the operation
has been skilfully performed, invariably get any effect

whicii we may desire. While admitting to the fullest

extent their great u.sefulneps, and the very important
role they play in enabling us to increase and diminish
in a general way the effect of a tenotomy, candor com-
pels us to say that they have not in our own hands,
nor can we understand from the very nature of things
liow they can possibly act in anybody's with, that
mithematieal precision which the great master has
claimed for them.

I know of no absolute rules which can be laid down
as a guide either as to the immediate or permanent
eff.-ct of a tenotomy ; still there are three things, a
careful study of whicii should never be neglected.
F.rst, the condition of the externi and the extent of
motion outwards. Secondly, the refraction of the eye;
and thirdly, the eSict of the accommodation. If, for

example, the abduction of the eyes is limited, or only
obtained by a vacillating motion as soon a.s. or shortly
after, the squinting eye has passed the median Une, it ,

will be safe to predict that a greater setting back of ihe
muscle will be requited, and the effect of the o|)cration

will have to be increased by dividing both interni,

—

when under ordinary circumstances we should divide
only one,—or, what is better, l)y the use of the suture.
And we may be sure of this even after, the patient
being thoroughly narcotized, we find, before we begin
the operation, a divergence of the eyes. I have been
so olten deceived by this amount of divergence wh< n
patients are under the .influence of an ^anajsthetic,
especially just after tlie muscle has been divided, that I
pay no attention to it when I have once convinced
my.vjelf that there is some weakness of the externi,
but base my calculation entirely on the examinations
made before the anajsthetic had been given—and this

(.specially in regard to the suture.

Again we may put it down as a rule (but as a rule
that has many exceptions), that the greater the amount
of hyperraetropia, the greater amount of opeiating we
may do without the lear of obtaining too great an
effect. And here I Avould again insist upon the neces-
sity of reducing the eye—before resorting to repeated
operation—by the means of glasses, to as near a condi-
tion of a normal eye as possit)le.

Finally, if the eye swings in suddenly under the
influence of the accommodation, so that the squint is

disproportionately larger for the near than for the dis-

tance, we may assume that the energy of the externi is

reduced, and a greater freedom allowed in operating
than when the reverse is the case; that is to say, where
the squint neutralizes itself somewhat rapidly when we
approach an object towards the eye, so that at mode-
rate distances—twelve to sixteen inches—the two
eyi'S seem to be directed to the object. Starting then
with the assumption that in an ordinary ca=e of con-
comitant squint we get from two to three lines as the
efl'ect of an operation, the above rules may be of some
service in some of the commoner deviations from the
general run of cases. But for more than th's I should
not like to be responsible. I would not w-ish by this to

infer that I consider the operation of strabismus a work
of chance, for I sincerely believe that the more fully

w.' understand and the closer -we follow the optical and
dynamical laws which govern the condition under
consideration the more successful we shall be ; still I

cannot yet believe, however hopeful I may be for the
future, in that mathematical exactness which is at

present often claimed for it. The only rule which can
be conscientiously followed is to estimate by Careful

study as closely as we can the probable result, and then
to operate till success is obtained.

Some eight or ten hours after the operation, or when
the narcosis has passed entirely off, the patient should
be seen again, when anotiier examination should be
made, and this should be done as Graefe has shown,
not, as is usually the case, directly in front of the pa-
tient, that is, in the median line, but towards the tem-
poral side of the eye which has been operated on, the
object being at about fifteen feet from the patient and at

about 15° towards tlie temporal side. This, of course,
throws the strain off the divided muscle, and the in-

sufficiency which follows as the immediate effect of the
section is reduced, and a more correct estimate of what
will be the permanent effect is arrived at. Thus, if the
right internus has been divided, the patient should look
to the right.

I prefer, liowever, to make my examination in both
places, that is, directly in front, and then towards the
temporal side. As a rule, wdien, on seeing the patient,

I find that less effect has been obtained than was esti-

mated, I content myself with leaving things as they
are, preferring to operate on the other eye, using the
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experience pained as to the eflect on the first eye as a

fjuiiie to the st-cond operation. But wla'iiever my es-

limatiim ol" the anla<;oiiistic force of tlie exteriii has

been so much out of llie way tliat very Httle or no ef-

Ici't has been produced, and the muscle is in danger of

reattacliinp itself at or very near tlie place of its orijji-

nal implantation, I never iiesitate to interfere
;
and in

tliis ciu<:e I always use the suture described by Dr.

Kuapp, never that by Graefe—the eflect of which va-

ries, as lie himself allows, in every case accordinpf to

liie ditl'erent degrees of tlie elasticity of the coijuiutiva.

If tlie patient is an adult, and posses-sca a moderate
degree of nerve, an anieslhetic may be dispensed wi;h.

The wound can be reopened and the new and yielding

attachment*! reatlily severed with the strabismus hook.

In children it is better to always use an anaesthetic.

If, however, on the first visit after the opt-ration,

there is good reason to fear that too much ellect has

been obtained, the matter is much more serious, and
should be remedied as soon as possible. It is, however,
extremely ditficult to t,-ll, or at least to lay down any
exact rules by which it can be sately judged that too

much ellect has been obtained. Here it is that the

expetienced eye has so great an advantage, for any one
who has seen and studied a large number of cases can

olten tell at a glance that too much has been gained,

while it would puzzle liim to say exactly how he was
aware of it. Still the following method of examination

has been of service to me in a general way, and as

such I now offer it:

—

If I find, twelve hours after the operation, that

there is a line of divergence when the patient looks at

an object, say at filteen feet, I look upon it not only as

no detriment, but a positive advantage for the perma-
nent eflect, provided the following conditions exist

with it : that the object can be gradually approached
towards the patient in the median line without the di-

vergence in the operated eye increasisig to any percep-

tible degree till the object gets inside of 12" or so. If,

on the contrary, the divergence gradually increases, or

even rema ns the same till within 10 or 12'' of the eye,

and then the eye suddenly flies out, or even begins to

waver, we have cause for apprehension, and the farther

that such a condition takes place from the eye, the

greater the dread. Acain, if we have a line or even
more of divergence in the median line for the distance,

and this disappears gradually as we carry the object

towards the temporal side of the eye operated upon,

till the" object lies 15' towards that side, we have Uttle

diead that the eflect is excessive, especially if, as is usu-

ally the case, the object can be carried close up to the

eves without the operated eye yielding.
" Should, however, the conditions of these two tests

not be fulfilled, it would be on the safe side to limit the

effect of the operations by the use of the suture, and
the quantity of the limitation should be graduated by
the degree of the divergence and the distance at which
it takes place. The proper amount, or its approxima-
tion, can, I think, only be learned by experience, to-

gether with a careful consideration as to the efl'eets to

be produced by the existing refraction and accommo-
dation.

The elal)orate rules laid down by Yon Graefe in re-

gard to dynamic squint, or insufficiency, are not, of

course, applicable here, as the requisite sharpness of

binocular vision very rarely if ever exists to make such

tests possible, much less trustworthy. The estimation

must be made by the operator's eye, not by means of

prisms.

The indications for the operation for strabismus are

rapidly becoming better known, so that many more
cas'.s come to operation in early life than formerly.

Still there is n lingering de>ire, especially on the part of

general practitioncr.s, to advi-e the parents to wait and
see if the child will not grow out of it, and to assert

that cross eye often gels well of itself; and if it does

not, it will be time enough to talk of an operation when
the child has reached lU or 12 years of age. Now it is

true that strabismus does sometimes disappear of itself,

but it is an exceedingly rare occurrence ; so rare, indeed,

a.s to be the exception neces.sary to prove the rule that

it does not cure itself; and that in the vast majority ol

eases recourse must be had to an operation. In regard

to this there is no division of opinion. But in regard

to the time of life at which the operation .should be per-

formed there is, I am sorry to say, much less unanimity,

and the general profes-ion have certainly the best of

exeusL's for the Fabian policy which they reconnnend on
the authority of some of the greatest writers on this

subject. Thus Bonders advises the use of " atropine in

young children upon whom it is as yet unadvisable to

operate." And Stellwag deliberately says that " it ia

better to postpone the operation till the beginning of

puberty, if the strabismus be seen in chil ihooJ. By
thus delaying, the conditions are fulfilled under which
periodical straljismus is removed, and the patient may,
as it were, grow out of a squint which has already be-

come permanent."
Notwithstanding the weight of such authority, I am

decidedly of the opinion that the cases in which the

operation should be deferred to a comparatively remote
period are few in proportion to those that should be
operated upon as soon as seen. And the chief points

which .>^hoidd influence our decision, either pro or con,

are as follows :—If the child is very young, say fiom
one to three years, and the squint is concomitant, so

that the excursion of the two eyes is equal, and at the

same time the squint is bilateral, so that the child fixes

sometimes with one eye and sometimes with the other,

it will be safe to postpone the operation almost indefi-

nitely, or so long as the conditions described hold good
;

for under this state of affairs the normal mobility of the

eye and the acuity of vision will be maintained ; and
this rule should be observed ail the more if there is

hypermetropia, for if this be of any considerable degree

the squint will most likely return after the operation, as

the age of the patient will prohibit the correction of the

optical defect by glasses.

But squint of this character is very rare in infants

and young children, as it usually results, not from an
optical defect, since the accommodation is not actively

employed, but from some paresis of the muscle?, so

that tlie squint is confined to one eye, and vision is

either entirely performed by the other, or so seldom by
the jqninting eye that this is practically excluded from
the visual act. If such eyes are left, to themselves, two
things almost invariably occur. 1st. The vision deteri-

orates, so that the ej'e in a short time becomes useless.

2d. The externus, from constantly being put upon the

stretch, loses its vitality, and the mobility of the eye
outwards is so reduced that the eye after a while gets

the appearance of being, if I may so express myself,

broadside on, producing, as the child grows up, a hide-

ous deformity, and one Avhich later in life requires al-

most an endless number of operations to remove. If,

on the other hand, we operate early, when ttie weak-
ened muscle still has a considerable share of its vitality

left, we can do no possible harm, and we stand the

chance of doing infinite good, either by cuiing the de-
formity at once, or at least of turning what was a uni-

lateral squint with exclusive use of one eye, into a

bilateral squint Avith the alternate use of the two
eyes, thus offering a much increased chance for the

preservation of the vision, and a much better prospect
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of success from a future operation, when the muscles

sliall liave more fully recovered their tone. In these

cases it is almost always ncces>:ary to use the suture.

between the ages of 4 and 6 we begin to get the

common concomitant strabismus, dependent on either a

congenital defect, that is, hypermetropia, or, what
amounts lo the same thing, an imitation of this, through

the tempiirary reduction of the accommodative power b}^

some debilitating disease. In this latter condition, tiiat

i-, when the eye is emmetropic, or even slightly hyper-

metropic, I never hesitate to operate, liistly, with the

hope of restoring binocular vision ; and secondly, even
if this fails, of removing the deformity ;

for if this is once

done there is little probability of its returning, since, as

there is very little or no defect in the refraction, there

is no exciting cause to occasion its return. After the

age of 7 or 8 years I alwavs operate, and insist, if the

error of refraction is sufiicient to warrant it, that glasses

must be worn.
Thus it will be seen, if these views are correct, that

the latitude of operative interference is largely in-

creased, at least in regard to the time of opeialing, in

comparison with what is usually held to be sound prac-

tice.

There is one other condition of squint in which the

general oi)inion seems to be adverse to operating, and
that is the strabismus of a paralytic nature occurring in

adults. This disinclination to operate in these cases evi-

dently had its origin in two sound objections. First,

an unwiUingness to subject the patient to the pain and
annoyance of an operation when his strabismus is either

accompanied by, or supposed to be the forerunner of,

grave central trouble. Secondly, from a conviction that

it was useless to operate on a muscle when the antan;-

onist of that muscle was either partially or wholly
paralyzed, as no effect would be gained. In regard to

the first of these objections, it is no doubt true that any
operative interference would be contra-indicated if cen-
tral trouble was shown to exist; but there are very
many cases in wdiich this does not manifest itself in the

slightest degree, either at the time of the attack or

later, or, even if it does in the beginning, fades away in

a short time, while the strabismus, with its annoying di-

plopia, remains. Under these conditions it seems to

me that the indications for an operation are as strong,
if not stronger, than in any other form of strabismus

;

and that they are so, I think will be more foi cibl3^and
more briefly shown by an example which is neither a

rare nor an imaginary one.

A man in the prime of life, after some exposure, or

an unusually hard day's work, or even after the or-

dinary routine of the day, goes to bed, as he thinks,

perfectly well, and is astonished on waking up in the
morning to find that he sees double. He immediately
consults his family physician, who at once sees where
the trouble lies, and, after a careful examination of his

general condition, pronounces it sound, prescribes rest,

absence from excitements and all abuses, whether of the

spirit or the flesh, and gives iodide of potash in increas-

ing doses. This maj^ or may not have some effect;

usually it does not, and then all the changes are run?
on the brom.ides, iodides, tonics, and electricity. Still

the double vision persists, and what at first was a sim-
ple annoyance now becomes an actual suflfering. There
is a constant dragging sensation about that side of the

head, with pain and tension in the forehead. The patient

begins to have a difficulty in getting about, or even at

times staggers or misses his footing. It is an exertion
for him to think, and he begins to fear that he is get-
ting light-headed, or that something is the matter with
his brain ; and it is in vain that his physician or an ex-
pert assures him to the contrary. To his suggestion.

that, as his eye is turned, benefit might be obtained,

from an operation, it is answered that, as his trouble is

of a paralytic nature, it would be worse than useless;

that things must be left to take their own course : and
if this advice is taken, the diplopia generally fades away
in a year or so, but the dragging, wearing, aching sen-

sations in or about the eye usually remain, either as a

constant companion, or to be called forth by the slight-

est over-exertion or excitement.

If, on the other hand, the patient, after a longer or

shorter interval, seeks the advice of the trained ophthal-

mologist, a minute examination is made, and I am
afraid, as the usual thing, precisely the same advice is

given,—exceptions to tiiis rul(>, though I am well

aware they do exist, being few and far between.

Sometimes, however, the oculist consulted, seeing that

very little harm can result, boldly makes up his mind
to run the chance of doing some good, and is often re-

warded for his courage either by the cure or relief of

his patient.

The second objection, that we get no effect from the

operation when the origin is a paralytic one, fades en-

tirely away, since, by the use of the suture or by
advancement of the muscle, we can get any effect we
desire, no matter what the cause of the strabismus is.

The treatment of paralytic strabismus is one of the

most difficult problems that the ophthalmic surgeon has

to deal with, and the dfterential diagnosis as to what
muscles are aftected in a given case, as laid down in the

books, and upon whicli we are made to believe our

opinions should rest, is a thing which may well appal

the boldest. So far as operating is concerned, the prac-

tical considerations necessary to determine our opinion,

at least in the majority of cases, can be reduced to a

comparative few. In the first place, the oblique

muscles, whether involved or not, are excluded, from the

positions of their insertions, from the category, tenoto-

ni}' of these muscles never having been, so far as I am
aware, followed by successful results. Nor am I per-

sonally aware of the attempt ever having been made to

cut these tendons, though I have heard traditionary

reports to that effect. This limits our attention to the

four recti muscles, and in the great majority of the cases

it is either the internus or externus which is chiefly af-

fected, and oftener the former than the latter. When
the superior and inferior are also implicated it is usually

in a secondary degree, and the deviation a trifling one.

When, then, a case of simple paralysis, either of the ex-

ternus or internus, presents itself, I do not hesitate to

operate, provided it is not marked by progressive dis-

ease of central origin, and provided sufficient time has

elapsed to show that therapeutical and hygienic means
wid not remove the trouble.

The only question, then, is, what operation we shall

do ; advancement of the paralyzed muscle with a teno-

tomy of the antagonist, or simply tenotomy of the op-

posing muscle and the use of the suture ? This depends
entirely on the degree of the trouble: if the paralysis

is complete and the motion towards the median fine is

very much limited, then resort must be had to advance-

ment of the paralyzed muscle, as laid down in the books.

But if the attack is slight, and rather a paresis than a

paralysis, or a paralysis improved into paresis, and there

is still some motion towards the median lino, then a

simple tenotomy with the suture will often produce, as

Graefe has pointed out, the most astonishing amount of

effect.

The fact of other muscles of the ocular group being

affected, as for example the superior or inferior rectus,

or even the obliques, used to be of great weight with

me in determining the propriety of an operation, for it

was argued that even if the horizontal double visicm
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was removed the vertical would remain, and the diplo-

pia, tlioiifrh somewhal iliiTerent, would still be just as

annoyiiijr to tlie patient. But cxpei ienc has sliown me
that it is not ihe actual diplojiia whicli i:^ the ehii-f cause
of trouhle and annoyance to tlu-se patients, hut the

want of control they have over the eyes, and tlie subse-
quent dia<jginp and achinpr sensations ; and this is partic-

ularly noticeable when die strabismus is divergent. I

should not, therefore, unless the complications were ex-
tended and of a grave character, hesitate to operate to

remove the lateral strabismus, and let the vertical diplo-

pia take care of itself. I have known 15 or 20 degrees
of this to disappear shortly aft'-r the lateral deviation had
been corrected. But even if this cannot be corrected
by a second operation or by prisms, the double images
are usually sunk in the course of five or six n^onths, and
the patient passes from an improved condition from the

day of the operation, into what is ultimately a very
comfortable one.

As before remarked, very few of these cases come to

operation, and the great mistake which usually lakes
place in those that do, is that they are operated on too
late, when secondary contraction of the antagonist has
taken place and the weakened muscle has lost its vi-

tality
; and then an advancement has to be performed,

and not a tenotomy with the suture.

A short time after the paralytic attack there is gener-
ally an effort on the part of nature to re-establish the
co-ordinating movements of the eyes, provided the cause
is not a central one, and it is during this period that the
operation should be performed; and although cases vary,
and no rule can be laid down, it is usually best not to

wait longer than two months after the original at-

tack.

I would say in conclusion, Mr. President, that I am
rather unpleasantly conscious of the fact that the title

of my paper has proved to be a misnomer, for instead
of being, as I intended, a sketch of the operation for

strabismus, as it stands at present, it is only an outline
of a small part of it. Tliis has been caused by the vast-
ness of my subject, which has compelled me to leave out
mucli that I wished to write, and to discard much that I
had already written. And as itis, I cannot help expressing
the fear that my remarks have been both too extended
and of too simple a nature for the dignity of the rostrum
frdin which they have been delivered ; certainly they
have for the critical acumen of many of my hearers.
Still they are some of the points of practical importance
over which I myself have thought a great deal; and I
have believed that they might be of some use to those
of you whose practice brings you in contact with many
children, in answering the question so often put. Can
>trabismus be cured ?—a question which, though facts
do lend it some show of color, i.s, in the present advanced
state of medical art, neither very comphmentary to the
judgment of the general physician nor to the skill of the
ophthalmologist.

Lead Poisonixg following the use of a " Hair Re-
newer."'—A case of complete paralysis of the e.xtensor
muscles of fingers and hands, with dropping of wrists,
is mentioned by J. M. Crocker, M.D., Proviucetown,
Mass., in the Boston Med. and Suvfj. Journal, produced
by the use of a " hair renewer." the preparation con-
sisted of three teaspoonfuls lac sulphur and two tea-
spoonfuls sugar of lea 1 to a pint of water. With this
he had drenched lii-; hair and sea!p as often as once a
week for 15 years. Under the use of iodide of potas-
siimi and galvanism the patient made a good recovery,
the hair-dressing having been discontinued.

CASES OF cs:rebro-spinal meningitis.

Bv CHARLES W. PACKARD, M.D..

NEW TOBK.

The following ca^es of Cerebro-Spinal Meningitis have
come under my professional care during the past few
weeks.
Annie C, aged .seven weeks, was taken wi'h vomit-

ing, restlessness, and fever at eleven p. m., on Saturday,
February 24th. On the afternoon of the following day
an eruption suddenly appeared, and the mother, beconi-

ing alarmed, brought the patient to my office.

I found the intiant collapsed, with a cool and pallid

surface
;

pulsa slow and somewhat irregular, pupils

moderately dilated; and I learned that there had been
slight diarrhd-a, but no convul.-ions. The eruption was
roseolous in appearance, and ecchymotic. No diagnosis

was arrived at, although it was very evident that some
active blood-poison was at work. Difl'usible stimulants

were at once given, but without avail, the case tern)i-

nating fatally at one a.m. on the followinj; day, 26
hours after the first symptoms of illness were noticed.

Soon after death nearly the whole surface of the body
became discolored, and of a hue varying from i)urple

to dark-red. No autopsy.

On the afternoon of the same day, on returning from
the funeral of the infant, the parents found that their

onh' remaining child, a healthy boy three years of age,

was sick with headache, vomiting, and high lever. Ix.

was hoped that these symptoms might depend on tlic

fact that he had not slept the night before, owing to the

commotion in the room caused by the preparations for

the burial of the infant, and to his having eaten a large

amount of indigestible food during the day. There was
nothing di.scoverable in his physical condition that is

not constantly met with in the ephemeral fever ot

children.

On the following morning, February 27tb, the mother
called to inform me that he had passed a restless and
feverish night (I have since learned that he had three

undoubted convulsions), but that towards morning his

bowels acted freely, when his fever left him and he
slept quietly. On waking he seemed so playful and
well that the further services of a physician were not
considered necessary.

^ 4 P.M., twenty-four hours after the inception of the

disease, the father came in great haste to say, that after

having been lively and apparently well all day, the

child had suddenly met with " a change " and ap-

peared to be dying. I found him collapsed and in.-en-

sible, and apparently near death. The face and fore-

head were pallid and absolutely cold. Temperature in

axilla lul", pulse 84 and irregular, respiration 40 in

the minute. Pupils somewhat dilated and variable.

There were slight general convulsions at intervals of a
few minutes. No abduction of thumbs or toes, nor
rigidity of muscles; no eruption. Free stimulation

was at once resorted to, and in the course of halt

an hour a satisfactory reaction had begun. At this

stage of the case I invited my friend Dr. Samuel Whitall

to assist me in its observation and treatment. We at

once catheterized the patient and obtained a specimen
of urine which was normal in color and quantity and

|

contained no albumen.
An eruption of petechial spots now suddenly ap-

peared on the body and extremities, being most abun-
dant on the neck and loins. The spots were of the

size of flea-bites, though of darker color, and some were
of a hnear shape, with fine radii upon one side, like the

feathers on a quill.

With returning warmth the nervous excitement be-
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came intense. There were frequent shudderings, and
shiirt general convulsions, incoherence, witli occasional

shrill outcrifS that he was fahiug. At times the de-

lirium assumed a pleasant character for an instant, and
the child would smile and utter short sentences, in an
urgent, hurried way, such as "Mikey is a good boy,"

etc. ; there was persistent vomiting, and constant

movement of the trunk and extremities. The expres-

sion of the face indicated the e.vtreme gravity of the

disorder. The brow was corrugated, the eyelids of a

dusky red, looking just ready to become ecchymotic,

the nose was pinched, and the upper lip drawn, and
of a deathly pallor, in strong contrast to the brighter

color of the cheeks. The movements of the body were
unconstrained and natural, except that the head was
slightly thrown back.

In view of the almost maniacal condition of the

patient, it was thought advisable to begin the adminis-

tration of opium, which was given in increasing dose-^,

beginning with one drop of the tincture every hour;

the dose to be increased according to its effects. Hyd.
sub. mnr. gr. x. was placed upon the tongue. The
quieting effect of the opium soon became apparent.

The restlessness subsided, and the convulsions became
less and less frequent, and in two hours entirely ceased.

The pulse became perfectly regular, but rapidly in-

creased in frequency until in a few hours it had reached
160. Respiration 42 in the minute.
There was little change in the general condition of

the patient for the ensuing twenty-four hours, the dose

of tr. opii having been meanwhile gradually increased

to five drops an hour; but at the end of the second day
(forty-eight hours from attack) die violent and noisv ex-
citement returned, and witli it the vomiting. There
was subsultus and floccilation. The pupils were moder-
ately contracted, but sensible to light; slight strabismus.

No return of the convulsions. Xo new spots had ap-

peared, though a part of the eruption was of a darker
color than at first. The bowels had acted twice.

Urine no'w slightly albuminous. The patient became
comatose two hours before death, which took place

sixty-one hours after the attack.

An autopsy was made 30 hours after death, by Dr.

AVhitall and mj^self Cadaveric rigidity well marked.
On inspection the depending portions of the body were
found slightly discolored, and the eruption had assumed
a darker hue. Upon section the scalp was pale, and
no blood followed the knife. Dura mater injected

;

arachnoid intensely injected and dr}^ and underneath
it an abundant effusion of recent lymph of a gelatinous

consistency. This was found most noticeably along the
veins of the vertex, the longitudinal fissure, the fissure

of Sylvius, and there was also a slight deposit about
the optic commissure. Tf.e vessels of the medulla were
intensely injected, but no exudation had taken place.

Cerebral tissue somewhat injected, but of normal consis-

tency. Not more than 5j. of serum was found in the

ventricles. The conditions under which the autopsy
was secured rendered it impossible to extend the ex-
amination to the spinal cord and its membranes.
The following case occurred during my recent .ser-

vice in St. Luke's Ho-pital. I am indebted to the resi-

dent physician, Dr. Greo. D. Bleything, for the subjoined
history and careful record of daily temperatures:

—

Annie Frazier, age 19, Eng., married, admitted
January 27th, 1872.

One week before admission was troubled with sore
throat, pain in the head, and constipation. The day
before admission had a severe chill lasting part of the
r.ight, and followed by fever and vomiting. On enter-
ing the hospital was suffering from .severe cephalalgia,

and great tenderness and pain in the post cervical region.

Some opisthotonos. There are large patches of her-

pes about the mouth and on the left hand. The limbs

are hypcrassthetic, but not swollen, and there is no im-
pairment of motion. No tenderness in abdomen, no
spnts on any part of body. The right eye seems slightly

deflected from a right line, and there is ptosis of right

lid. The tongue is vellow-coated, and the fauces red-

dened. Pulse is full and frequent, and bowels costive.

No abnormal sounds heard on auscultation. Is not at all

emaciated. Temp. 104°. Ordered Sp. Minder., | ss.

;

Sol. Magendie, git. vj. Jan. 28lh.—Slept well last

night, but is suffering greatly this morning. The ce-

phalalgia is increased, and tenderness of the muscles ia

the post-cervical region is very marked. Opisthotonos

more decided. There is some tenderness of muscles of

trunk and limbs, but no paralysis. Water is passed

without difficulty, bowels are costive, face is flushed,

pulse dichrotic. Temp. 105°. Ordered Tr. aconite rad.,

gtt. iij. ; Sp. Minder., ? ss. every three hours; sherry,

beef-tea, broth, and broken ice. Evening : More quiet,

continued treatment, and ordered enema. Jan. 29th,

symptoms continue with unabated force. Patient was
very nois}' and somewhat delirious through the night;

takes a fair amount of nourishment in fluid and semi-

fluid form ; calls constantly for ice. Temp. 104*; pulse,

130 and double. Stopped aconite, continued Sp. Mind,
and stimulants.

Jan. 30th.—Passed a bad night; was noisy and deli-

rious ; applied ice to head, but could not keep it on

;

vomited a green matter last night and this morning.

Tem. 104|°
; ordered Tr. aconite rad., gtt. v. ; and to take

Quin. sulph., gr. v.; Ac. sulph. dil., gtt. x., bis die;

whiskey, § vj. ; sherry stopped
;
beef-tea, chicken, and

oyster broth ; egg beaten with sherry ; milk. Evening:
Temp, 104°

; ordered Sp. terebinth., ? ss. in enema, and
sinapism to back of neck.

Jan. 31.—Mind is clear, and headache somewhat less;

slept part of the night; still complains of the sub-occi-

pital pain, and also of frontal headache. Temp. 103";

took last night Tr. aconite rad., gtt. vij. ; Sp. Mind., ? ss.

every two hours ; stopped this morning and continued

quin., etc. Evening : Temp. 102i° ; ordered Pulv.

ipecac, cc, gr. x.

Feb. 1.—Face is flushed, and complains that whiskey
makes her head worse ; to be diminished to ? iv.

daily; quinine with iron. Temp., a.m., 102.2; p.m., 102.2.

Feb. 2.—Bowels have not moved sines last enema;
tongue is a little broAvn at centre, and white over sur-

face ; no spots or tenderness of abdomen ;
no muscular

tenderness or opisthotonos; has lain on right side al-

most continually until now; this morning is lying on
leftside; there is still drooping of right lid, and heavy

I

expression of face : slight impairment of hearing.

Old. enema, containing ol. ricini, r ss. ; temp. 101°.

I

Evening, not so well ; complains of increased headache

i
and cardialgia ; coughs, and expectorates a bloody and

I catarrhal matter, that apparently comes from posterior

' nares. There is some redness of fauces. Temp., p.m.,

!
104.2. Pulse is full and rapid. Auscultation gives neg-

ative results; stopped quin. and ordered sinapisms to

epigastrium ; to take tr. aconite and sp. Minder, as before.

Feb. 3.—Temp. 201.2. Is much better this morning;

stopped aconite
;
continue stimulants. Evening, increa,se

of fever and headache. Temp. 106.2" ; renew aconite,

enema to move bowels; sinapism to feet; ice to head.

Feb. 4.—Temp., a.m.

Feb. 5

Feb. 6

Feb. 7

Feb. 8
Feb. 9

Feb. 10
Feb. 11

Feb. 12

103°;
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102^"
;
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the effort at reduction by manipulation, the neck of

the fi'inur was IVacturcd near the shnl't. The limb was
easiljr broii<rlit down on alino with the other, and when
left to itself wr.s only shortened from a half to throe

quarters of an inch. Q'he patient was placed in bed, and
tension made for six weeks by means of pulley, weight'*,

and adhesive straps. At the end of this time union

seemed to be suOiciently firm, and all dressings were
removed, and daily motion of tlie joint kept up. After

walking, shortening increased iVom a quarter of an inch

to an incli and a quarter. A year after the patient

could walk quite well without the aid of even a cane.

Nearly all the natural motions of the limb could be
executed external rotation and abduction being most
restricted. Tlie head of the femur remained in about the

position it was before the fracture.

SuLpnuRous Acid in SvPHrLiTic Ulceration.—Dr.

jSIurchison has recently tested this remedy at the Mid-
dlesex Hospital, with a favorable result, in the case of

an old woman, with tertiary syphilitic ulceration of the

pharynx, involving deeply the posterior pillars of the

fauces. Iodide of potassium with chlorate of potash

was employed internally, and the sulphurous acid (one

part to four of water) was used locally in the form of

spray. The ulceration was speedily checked, and con-

tinued to improve so long as the application was kept

up. When the treatment was omitted the ulceration

recommenced.

—

Richmond and Louisville Med. Jourivd.

Chloral Hydrate in Trismus Nascentium.—Dr. F.

Auchentha'er relates a case of trismus nascentium oc-

curring in a patient seven days old, and treated by chlo-

ral hydi-ate in doses of grs. vj. dissolved in mother's
milk. During the convulsions the medicine was carefully

instilled through the nostrils. Immediate benefit was
noticed, and in nine days the disease had entirely disap-

peared. During that time the child had experienced
twenty-seven paroxysms, and had taken twenty-five

grains of chloral. The temperature of the child's body,
duriufy the convulsion^, was seldom increased, and at

one time rose beyond 70^ C.

—

American Jvuriud of
Medical Sciences.

An Astringent in Gleet.—Dr. R. S. Johnson extols,

for cure of gleet, an astringent injection composed
of: IJ. Tr. opii, 3j. ; Tr. citechu, 3ss.; Mist, acacire,

3 ij. ; to be used twice daily. He relates one ca«e in

Nvhich the discharge ceased after the second application,

and did not return.

—

Medical Press and Circular.

On Simple Dislocation of the Os Innominata.—Mr.
C. Holthouse, of Westminster Hospital (The Prarfi-

tioner). reports two cases of this nature, which he has
recently met with in his practice, and gives the notes of
the only other cases, five in all, which had been previ-

ously published by other surgeons, in only three or four

of which had 'the injury been diagnosticated during the
life of the patient. Of the cases narrated, including liis

own, two were cnused by falls from a height, one by
heavy weights falling on the front of the pelvis, two
by pressure.'and tAVO by blows. In most of them the
displacement was upwards and backwards.
The only accidents with which this injury is likely to

be confounded are fractures of the pelvis, and of the cer-

vix femoris. The method of measuring the degree of

shortening from the iliac spine to the lower border of
the patella will exclude the latter

; the true character of

the injury being indicated by the mobility of one side of
the pelvis, and the absence of true bony crepitus. Five
of the cases reported recovered with more or less l.nming.

Mr. Holthouse considers a favorable prognosis warrant-
able, especially in the case of a young subject and when

uncomplicated. There seemed to be no reason why,
with moderate extension, manipulation, and a su'^taining

bandage, these cases might not have rccovcj-ed with
very little deformity.

Iodide of Starch Poultice for Slouohing Ulcers,
ETC.—Take two ounces of starch and mix with six

ounces of boiling water, to form a jelly
; then add, before

cold, half an ounce of tincture of iodine. The poultice

is now ready for use.

Modification of the Ordinary Tests for Biliary
Acids.—M. Strassburg, of Bremen, suggests a modifica-

tion of Pettenkofer's test for the presence of the bihary

acids in urine, which promises to be serviceable clinic-

ally, and, according to his statements, is of extreme
delicacy, enabling a trace not exceeding yin^noTT to be
readily detected. He dips a slip of filtering paper into

tlie urine suspected to contain the biliary acids, and to

which a little cane sugar has been previously added.

The slip is withdrawn and dried; a drop of pure, con-

centrated sulphuric acid is now applied to it by mean.s

of a glass rod. On holding the paper up to a strong

lidit, a beautiful violet color makes its appearance.

—

Fiiiger's Archiv. The Practitioner.

A New Sedative.—Prof. Deneffe, of Ghent, states

that for more than two years he has employed a combi-
nation of camphor and bromine, which he thinks enti-

tled to general attention. The celebrated chemist Lau-
rent showed that bromine will easily unite with cam-
phor at ordinary temperatures, but that the product is

slowly decomposed by exposure to air. Prof. Schwartz,

of Ghent, has shown that this substance, being heated

in a closed vessel, is resolved into hydrobromic acid and
a crystallized compound, differing only from ordinary

camphor by the substitution of an atom of bromine for

an atom of hydrogen. This substance is perfectly crys-

tallizable, fusible at 7G^ C, and boiling at 274". In-

vestigation of the therapeutical properties of the drug
has shown it to be an excellent nervous sedative. Prof.

DenefFe publishes a case of excitement of the nervous
system, which was effectually relieved by it; seventy

grains may be made into thirty pills, of which one is

a dose, and may be repeated every hour, if occasion

requires.

—

Times and Gazette.

ScuRVY.^In the report in the Archives Generales de

Medecine, by Drs. Ch. Las^gue and A. Legroux, of the

epidemic of scurvy which took place in the prisons of

the Seine and the Hupital de la Pitie, in September, 1870

(during the siege), the curious fact is noted that in the

eighty-three cases which fell under their observation,

none of the patients were females, although the condi-

tions of privation were the same in the cases of both

sexes.

The Oxalate of Potash, in the treatment of perito-

nitis, is recommended in the Jour, de Med. et de C'hir.,

small doses in mucilage, repeated every hour, having

produced good results in three cases of puerperal origin.

Quinine and Digitalis in Hemicrania.—The same
journal states that i\IM. Df'bout and Gauchet have ob-

tained good results from this combination of remedies

in the treatment of vugraine, the formula employed
being, sulphate of quinine forty-six grains, powdeied di-

gitalis twenty-two grains, of syrup q. s., to be made into

thirty pills, of which one may be taken every evening.

Attacks connected with the menstrual period .«eem to

be most easily controlled by it.

—

The Practitioner.

Puncturation in the Treatment of Strangulated
Herma is spoken of by Dr. Autun, in the Gazette des

Hopitaux, several cases being mentioned by him in
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which tin' cxtrnct ion of pas and air by the opernlion

rendetvd the rt-diiclion ol the hernia pns^ible. No bad
results occurred.

IlYDRorm.onATK of Amorphia.— The Ediuhnrg Medi-

cal Jourual tukcs from thi' Berliner Kliuisrhe Woclten-

schri/t the following dcsciiption uf a drnj,' about which
but iiltle is generally known. Sitbcrt, Ricgel, and
Bohmo have a.«certainp(i, by numerous experiments on
man and animals, that it is an ell'ectiial and active eme-
tic, aclinj:, aceordiiig to liohnie, in from four tosi.xteen

minutes, leaving behind it no unplea-ant efl'eets, and
possessing tlie important quidily that it can be cflectual-

ly introduced siiboutaneou.'^ly—a niatter of importance
in cliildren, insane, and comatose patient-J. Tlie unplea-

sant eflects have occasion:dly been giddines-!, cerebral

oppression, tendency to yawn, and precordial anxiety
;

and even tliese disappeared with the occurrence ol"

vomiting. No disagreable results on the digestive

organs were ever observed, and suppuration never took

place at tlie point of injection. The pliysiological effects

upon the pulse, temperature, and blood-pressure, were
found by Siebert to be of no practical importance. The
quantity necessary to produce emesis in man, when
u;:ed hypodermicaily, is 0.0925 to O.lOS gr. The mo.st

reliable pie[)aration is said by these observers to be
that of Macfarlau & Co., of Edinburg.

Similarity in the Clinical Appearancf:s of Ovari-
tis AND Typhoid Fever.—A writer in The Lancet of
February 24th .speaks of a case of the former afTection

under the care of Dr. Ramskill, in the London Hospital,

in which, for twenty days, tiiere had been a tempera-
ture ranging between 90.5' and 105'. There had, also,

been considerable dulness of intellect during tliis pe-

riod, together with marked tenderness in the x'v^hi iliac

region and consi-derable diarrhoea, the stools being very
like those characteristic of typhoid fever.

Ligation of the External Iliac Artery, high up in

the rigiit side, has recently been performed by Dr.
Butcher, of Dublin, in a man sixty-eight years old.

Thirty-five days after the operation the ligatures came
away, and b}' a fortnight later the wound was quite
healed, and the temperature and sensibility of tlie limb
restored, the aneurismal tumor having been reduced to

about the size of a billiard-ball, and become quite firm
and hard. The time occupied in the opei ation was nine
minutes, and the necessity for its performance was the
jires..'nce of an inguinal aneui ism, which was so large as

to extend above Poupart's ligament.

LiEBREicn ON Chloral Hydrate.—In the Gazette
Hehdumadaire for Dec. is an article by Prof. Liebreich.
in which the conditions of the use of chloral are laid

down more definitely than they have been heretofore.
All cases of insomnia without fever form the basisof its

application. For the relief of severe pain it cannot be
depended en without the addition of opiates. The
contraindications pointed out by Liebreich are as fol-

lows :

—

\. Extended destruction of the mucous surfaces of the
prima vice. Here the remedy, if used, must be much
diluted with mucilage ; or it maybe thrown into the
rectum.

2. Arthritic conditions are unfavorable, unless the
blood be first rendered alkaline.

3. In tvphns, if given, it should be in small dose?.
4. In aflections of the circulatory apparatus, espe-

cially valvular and other serious troubles of the heart,
small doses should be used.

5. It is contraindicated in hysteria, in which it

often inerea.«e.H and fixes the condition of excitement,
whirh Prof. Liebreich considers inexpliealtle.

(i. Whether or not it is contraindiealed in icterus

remains doubtful, it having been so a.sserted.

The author goes on to say that it hhould never be

given in sulislanoe, nor in solution stronger than twenty
parts to a hundred.

It may be mixed with beer, wine, beef-tea, and mu-
cilage, lie prefers syrup of orange-peel. The so-called

syrups of chloral hydrate are solutions in glycerine with
sugar. Thin gruel may be employed ss a vehicle for an

enema. In certain convulsive attacks it may be applied

hypodermicaily. The cigarettes which have been pro-

posed are inadmissable. The best do.se for an adult is

irom thirty to forty-five grains. Habitual use does not
require increase of dose. "Long-continued use does

not impair the general health. I know persons who
have taken it almost since its introductiim, in the same
dose, and with the same success."

—

The Doctor.

[Dr. Squibb, of Brooklyn, .«ays thats<dutionsof chloral

hydrate with .syrup undergo decompo-it on int >, as yet,

unknown substances which are as likely to be poison-

ous as benign, and advises that if mixed with syrup it

should only be for immediate use. Cases have been
observed in which the loni,'-continued use of the reme-
dy has oicasioncd. it is thought, pains resembling those

of arthritic origin.]

Local Treat.ment of thk L'teru.s.—R, A, QuarlcF,

M.D., of St. Louis, Mo. (St. Louis Med. and Surf/.

Journal), in his Annual Report of the St. Louis Insti-

tute for the Tieatment of Diseases of Women, mentions
tliat tincture of iodine Cgr. 90 to Jj.) has been in almost
constant use in treating hypertrophies, chronic en-

gorgements, ca'arrhs and inflammations of the womb
and its lining membrane. Erosions of the os have
yielded most readily to a strong solution of nitrate of

silver. In almo.st all cases of uterine disease, warm
water vaginal injections were employed, medicated or

not, as the individual case required. For all cases of

vaginitis, whether specific or not, balsamum copaiba;

fnjection proved an unfailing remedy.

Thapsia as a Rubefacient and Revuisive.—The
action of this plant (one of the umbellifene) is very per-

sistent, differing, in this respect, from the ordinary rube-
facients. It may, therefore, be regarded not merely as

an accessory therapeutic agent, but as an independent
remedy to be used with advantage in many affection.':

of the vascular and nervous systems associated with
painful hyperassthesia. which it .«eems to remove in a

very noticeable manner. Dr. Armand has found its use
of preat service in inflammatory disea.ses of the chest

and of the larynx, when, in the latter, there was a con-
siderable amount of piping and whistling in respiration,

and great sensitiveness of the surface; and equally val-

uable in angina faucium. It may be used for children

as well as adult;.

—

AUgem. Wiener Med. Zeitung.

Pei-iosis Rheumatica.—Dr. W. A, Hardway, of St
Louis, Mo. (St. Louis Med. and Surg. Journ.), presents
a case of this quite uncommon affection, occurring in a

lad of 16, which exhibited features in common with
ordinary rheumatism, and might be taken for a case ol

that nature, the eiuption having been regarded as of

incidental occurrence. The fact, however, of the pete-
chias and the rheumatic pains being nearly always
coincident events, the absence of the elevated temper-
ature and more rapid pulse of acute rheumatism, to-

gether with the subsequent course of the disease,

clearly pointed out the distinction. Again, from the

J
general malaise, the eruption, the pain.=;, peliosis rheu-
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matica might be mistaken for an early syphilitic mani-

festation ; but the absoneo, after careful examination,

of any primary lesion, and of a venereal history, -would

settle tlie question satisfactorily.

TriK T'sis OF Pus in the x\nimal Economy.—Dr. A
P. Reid, of Halifax {Canmln Me'l JnnrnaJ), writes, in

regard to the use of jius in the anin:al economy, as fol-

lows :

—

1st. It is the method by which dead exudation cor-

puscles and fluids assume a condition allowing of their

subsequent removal by a channel which is not ne-

cessarily injurious to the system at large, as they

would be if permitted to enter the blood, to be ex-

pelled by the enumctories.

2d. It is the method by whicli the before-mentioned

matters so collected together, when, from tavoring cir-

cumstances, tiiey cease to produce irritation in their

vicinity, are absorbed or removed by the emunctories;

the solid parts 6rst having undergone a fatty trans-

formation, owing to the influence exerted on them
by the free circulation of blood in the walls of the

ab-cess.

3d. It is the method by which dead exudatioh ma-
terial finally becomes incapsulated. The abscess ceas-

ing to produce inflammation in its vicinity, the free cir-

culation of blood in tlie abscess wall exerts such

changes in the composition of the fluid parts of the

pus as permit of their absorption without injury to

the health of the solid part, which cannot be so dealt

with, and which becomes inspissated in the form of in-

nocuous substances, such as f\it, phosphate of Ume, car-

bonate of lime, and other salts, united by an indeter-

minate animal matter.

4th. It is the method by which tissues of all kinds,

when deprived of their vitality, are reduced to a fluid

capable of easy removal ; as the contents of an abscess.

5th. It is the method adopted by Nature to assist

vital absorption in amputating dead tissues, either ex-

ternally or internally.

6th. It is the method which assists ulcerative absorp-

tion, so termed, in bringing an abscess to the surface;

one portion or side of the abscess wall becoming grad-

ually thinner as the abscess points.

Chloride of Zinc with Chloride of Potassium.—Or-
rlinary chloride of zinc is unsatisfactory as an escharotic,

because of its hygroscopic tendency." M. Bruns (phar-

macist) states this defect may be overcome by fusing

two parts of the chloride of zinc with one of the chlo-

ride of potassium, and casting in sticks which are to

be wrapped in tin foil.

Forced Delivery.—T. A. McKinney, M.D. (Leav.

Medical Herald), communicates an interesting case of

puerperal convulsions, with attending pneumonia,
showing the following points of interest: 1st. Forced
delivery is not unfrequently the only remedy for puer-

peral convul>ions. 2d. Delivery may be undertaken
after the seventh month without danger, when the os

is but very little dilated, though there may be no
signs of labor near. 3d. Pneumonia, caused possibly

by a poisoned state of the blood, may be a complication

of puerperal convulsions, though not always a fatal

one.

Treatment of Blennorrhagia.—Eleven cases of

blennorhagia are related by J. C. Van Wyck, M.D., of

Oakland, Cal. ( Western Lancet), in which treatment by
carbolic aciil, in combination with astringents and I

anodynes, was, he states, as near being a specific in

uncomplicated cases as any remedy believed to be
such in the domain of the materia medica. So firmly ,

is he convinced that to it alone are to be attributed the

gratifying results which have marked every case in

which it was employed, that with the next patient who
comes under his care he will use the remedy simply

diluted with distilled water.

The Use of Alcohol in Chronic OtorrhovA.—A. "W.

Calhoun, M.D., now of Berlin, Prussia ( fi^eorr/Za ^[ed.

Comp.), having been sceptical in regard to the benefi-

cial use of puie undiluted alcohol for the cure of un-

complicated chronic purulent otitis, or otorrhoea, as

practised in the clinic of Dr. Weber, one of the editors

of the Monatschrift fur (jlirenheilkunde, writes that he

has been enabled to follow a number of cases, as they

progressed under this treatment, from the date of

their first entrance into the Clinic till their dis-

charge as cured—and is now thoroughly satisfied of

its eflicacy, having seen cases of eight and ten years'

standing, with destruction of membrana tympani, cured

in comparatively short time. The application of undi-

luted alcohol does not produce intense pain ; for a few
moments there is a smarting, slightly burning feeling,

which gives place to a sensation described by patients

as that of an " agreeable warmth." This latter lasts

for a considerable time.

T^NiA Solium and Taenia Lata in a Child Three
Years Old.—A case of this character, occurring in a boy
three years and four months old, is reported by Dr.

Joseph Ganghofer, in the Kansas City Medical Journal.

The child had excessive craving for carrots, of Avhich

he would daily consume large quantities, both cooked
and raw. After persisting in this unnatural appetite

for six weeks, a toenia solium of about eleven feet in

length was passed. The morbid appetite of the patient

still continued, and, on account of the largely distended

abdomen, the carrot treatment was advised. Within
two weeks another worm was passed ; this time a

tccnia lata ten feet long, which came away entire, in-

clusive of the head.

Dr. Ganghofer remarks that the use of carrots as a

domestic anthelmintic in cases of ascarides and lum-

brici is no novelty, but their eiBcacy in dislodging the

diflerent varieties of tape-worm has never before been

established. It would appear that the large amount of

saccharine matter contained in the vegetable must have

sickened the parasite, and thus have caused its detach-

ment from the walls of the intestine.

Treatjient of Cystitis and Irritable Bladder of

Females.—M. Yarnall, M.D., St. Louis, Mo. (The Med.

Archives), calls attention to a treatment for cystitis and

irritable bladder of females, practised by Dr. T. L.

Papin, which has afforded such excellent results. This

treatment, which is original with Dr. Papin, consists

in dilating tlie urethra with a long pair of dressing

forceps to such an extent as to produce temporary in-

continence of urine by rupturing a few of the fibres of

the sphincter of the bladder ; and repeating the operation,

when necessary, at intervals of a week or more, until the

patient is completely relieved. In nearly every in-

stance the relief afforded is almost immediate, but in

the course of a few days the irritabihty of the bladder

ussually returns, M'hen the operation has to be repeated,

and, if necessary, again repeated, until a cure is ac-

complished.

The operation being at first very painful, it will usu-

ally be found necessary, in performing it the first time,

to place the patient under the influence of an anaes-

thetic; but its subsequent performance being much less

severe, as a rule, the anaesthetic will be unnecessary

unless the patient be of a very nervous temperament.

Of the twenty cases thus far treated, eleven have been
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entirely relieveJ, nml eight, still umler Ireatinent, have
been bcnolited, •vvitli a pro-pect of pcriiiftiient relief. In

onlv one case has it failed, a very hysti-rieal individual

addicted to the excessive use of nareotfics, and with

whom the trouble oiipinatcd, piobably, in the over-

wroujijlit mental condition of the patient rather than

the ve.-ical irritation; and even here the patient was
unquestionably benefited.

Rabies.— 'SI. Auzias Turenne endeavors to establish a

parallel between the pheiiomcna of rabiis and those of

syphilis. It will be remembered that Marochetti con-

sidered that the virus, after having btea absorbed by
the wound, enters the circulation and tlun gaiiicrs

under the tongue. From the third to the ninth day,

small vesicles containing tlie virus appear on each side

of the fr«num Iingu;v, and are called ly.^sa*. lie believes

that by cauterizing these vesicles the further progress of

the disease would be prevented. Experience has not

confirmed these views, but M. Turenne, starting from
the phenomena, has attempted to liken rabies to sy-

philid, and the ly?s;c to the infecting chancre.

—

Do-
minion ^fe^Ucal Journal.

CoNSTiPATio.v.—Dr. Henry Field strongly recom-
mends the arsenite of iion in the constipation attending
uterine disease. Oxalate of iron is also recommended.

Bromide of Potassitm in WnoopixG-corcn.—Dr.

Beaufort uses the bromide with syr. of Tolu and an
alcoholic preparation of aconite, combined together, and
by the aid ot these three remedies he has seen the dis-

ease cured in an average of twelve days.

Citric Acid in After-Pains.—Dr. J. B. Chagnon
{CanaiJa }fedical Journal) has used citric acid in jtartu-

rient women with the most happy results. It not only
acts as a nervine (?). but also as the best, prophylactic

a'zainsi inflammations, such a? metritis, peritonitis, etc.

He gives it to relieve after-pains in the doses of five

grains in a wine-glass of water every five hours.

TixcTURE OF Gelsemum IN Tetancs.—In the Balii-

Tiiore Meiliral Journal is recorded a recovery from teta-

nus, for which gelsemium was administered. Tlie disease

1 isted seventeen days, during which time twenty ounces
of the tincture were taken. During the first twelve
days the patient took from half a drachm to two
drachms every hour.

Injury of the Eye.—Dr. II. M. Sogie {Ohio Medical
and Suriiical Reporter) reports the following case, which
occurred in his practice : A man was blown out of a
mill by the explosion of a boiler. He received, along
with other injuries, a wound over the supra-orbital arch.

The iris was seen to be detached at i;s upper border for

about one-fifth of its circumference, and it hung down
near the middle of the lens, which was not detached
from its place. There was but little hemorrhage, and
but slight iritis followed the accident. After the patient
had recovered from the other injuries (fracture of both
limbsj the sight remained unimpaired, except in so far

as it was interfered with by the inal-position of the iris.

On the Growth of the Nails as a Means of Progno-
sis IN Cerebral Paralysis.—Dr. S. W. Mitcliel {Arner-
ican Journal of Medical Sciences) states that he has ob-
served in several cases of paralysis that the nails of the
limbs of the aflected side, on the occurrence of the
accident, ceased to grow. This was proved by staining
the roots of the nails with nitric acid. He was able to
predict, in .seeing after a time a white line of nail mak-
ing its appearance, and before there Avere any other signs

of imjtroveinint, that jiower was about to return to the

limit, and that voluntary motion would s-horlly be

restored.

AiiSENCE OF A Lung.—Dr. W. Dickey communicates
to the Civrinnati Lancet and Observer an extremely in-

teresting history of a ca.se which had been under his

care, and concludes by giving the following accmint of

the autopsy, made twelve h(jurs afier death. Tlie left

lung was found studded with tubercles, and was eome-
what larger than usual, but consisted of two lobts. Un
the right side there was no lung at all, not even a

rudiment nt the bil'urcation. Ko lung had ever existed.

Heart in the mediastinal .space, but in the rifjht side,

corresponding to a natural situation in the left. Its

walls were thickened, and cavities somewhat enlarged.

Manual Force to tue Uterus as an Adjuvant in

Labor.—Dr. J. H. Grant (Xew Orleans Journal nf Medi-
ciue) advocates the application of physical force to the

fundus uteri during laiior, and gives the histories of five

cases, where it was applied with most manifest influence

for good in hastening the birth of the child. His Jtlan

is to bpply both hands over the fundus uteri, and exert

the force in the longitudinal diameter. In some of these

cases the strength of one assistant not being deemed
sufficient, the hands of a second person were spread

over those of the first, and their united cfi'orts produced
the happiest results. Where the pains were insuflficient,

the physical pressure served to increase them, thus "ob-
viating the use of forceps and turning, except in cases

of malposition of the foetus."

Efficacy of Large Draughts of Water in Poison-
ing.— The Xew Orleans Journal of Medicine contains the

history of a case of poisoning by corrosive sublimate.

The patient had taken a large dose of the poison. The
lips and mouih were much swollen; there were violent

pain and burning heat in the stomach, and he was ex-

tremely ill. He Wiis ordered to drink at intervals, but

as speedil}' as possible, twelve pints of warm water,

and that as often as he should vomit he should drink

more. As soon as, by the pains, it w-as perceived the

poison had entered the bow^els, the patient was ordered

large injections of simply tepid water. The first eva-

cuations of the stomach were extremely acrid, on tic-

count of the quantity of the poison which they contain-

ed ; subsequent ones were less and less acrid with each
evacuation, until they became completely free. The
colics which came on were treated by fresh clysters.

These simple means were so successful that in a few
hours the patient was out of danger.

Case of Tetanus Cpred by Excision of a Nerve.-
Dr. George E. Foster {Boston Medical and Surrjical

Journal) communicates a case of tetanus, following a
Avound made by a shoe-nail entering the heel. The
wound healed, leaving no trace of the injury. About
three weeks after, the patient was aAvakened in the night

with chills, stiffness of the limbs, and sliuht tAvilching

of the muscles of the arm. He was given all the suit-

able medicines, but with no effect to mitigate the symp-
toms. It was then decided to cut down and remove a

portion of the internal plantar nerve, which was done
with the effect of entirely relieving the spasms. The
patient afterwards had a complete recovery.

GossYPiuM AS AN Anodyne.—Dr. Robert E. Peyton'
(Richmond a)td LonisviVe Med. Journ.), relates a dis-

tressing case of phthisis pulmonalis, in which, after

giving other remedies unsatisfactorily, teaspoonful doses

of the fluid extract of cotton-root gave the patient''

much relief.
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HOSPITAL APPOINTMENTS.

It has become so much the fashion in making hos-

pital appointments to allow almost every consideration

save professional ability to influence the appointing

power, that the prospect of reform seems an almost

liopeless one. "VVe are so firmly convinced, however,

that there must be some remedy for the evils connect-

ed with the practice, that we are determined to make
every effort to discover it. We are perfectly aware of

the fact that every applicant for a position in the hos-

pital cannot expect to be successful, but, in view of the

large numbtu- of capaljle men who do apply, we have a

right to, complain when the selections are not extiaordi-

narily good ones.

^
i'rom present indications there appears to be no jios-

'^sible excuse for the ordinarj^ and generally accepted

method of filling the professional positions in our large

hospitals save partizansliip, or gross favoritism. Since

our last remarks upon this subject, three liospitals have

sprung into existence in our midst, the positions in all of

which have been duly filled. No one acquainted with

the requisites for oblaining such 'appointments is sur-

prised at the hst of the attending physicians and sur-

geons. The reasons why such and such men hold such

positions are very easily explained. Here, for instance,

is a college which must have nearly every member of

its faculty in a hospital position, and when each mem-
ber of said faculty who desires such an appointment is

satisfied, it so happens that there are no places for any

one else. The appointing power of another hospital is

given to a single medical gentleman, and if he is con-

nected with any pai-ticular school, as he is most sure to

be, so much the better for the school. If he has friends

or relatives whom he wishes to advance, no one seems

to question his right to find positions for them not only

in the hospital, but in the college—in fact, in the interests

of the school he represents, both appointments must go

together. In a hospital in which all the schools have

a right to be represented, there are many tricks ])layed,

and many subterfuges resorted to in order to have a

majority representation, which, if the said manoeuvres

were not made by some of our leading teachers, Ave

should be privileged in calling them unprofessional,

disgraceful, and ungentlemanly.

We are perfectly willing that clinical teachers should

hold hospital positions, in fact it is veiy necessary that

they should ; but we claim that all the clinical teachers

are not in our colleges. We fail to see how any col-

lege, because it chooses to elect any one professor,

can insist that such a gentleman must necessarily be a

clinical teacher, and must, as a matter of course, hold a

hospital appointment. Instead of colleges making

clinical teachers, the clinical teachers should make the

colleges. Many of the best clinical teachers we have

seen, never held any chair in our college faculties, and

we have a good reason for supposing that there are

many more of the same S)rt who could use a hospital

position to equally good advantage, if the colleges

would graciously allow tliem the chance. If the col-

leges would sometimes stop to consider how many

good chnical teachers they might obtain by allowing

an occasional outsider to hold a hospital position, and

prove himself, by his work alone, worthy of a position

as professor, we should have more men created for

places, than places created for men. We are interested

in the prosperity of the colleges, but the colleges

cannot reasonably be expected to mean the profession.

A gentleman who may have quietly devoted himself to

his profession, who may have worked faithfully in a

dispensary, and m;iy have a peculiar fitness for hospi-

tal work and for clinical teaching, and who may be a

thoroughly practical man, may perchance be of as

much service in a public institution as if he Avere

connected with some college. If we are mistaken in

this, and if our colleges contain all the good and capa-

ble medical men, we are forced to the huinihatmg-

confession that by far the largest majority of the so-

called profession are good for nothing. If we allow

the colleges to monopolize all the hospital appoint-

ments, and tacitly acknowledge their right to dictate to

such as are unfortunate enough to be mere practitioners,

we cannot escape the legii;imate conclusion that the pro-

fession have no rights whatever in the matter. This

is in fact quite evident from the appointments recently

made in the hospitals named.

We are emphatically opposed to all party influences

in making these appointments, and believe that every

man who applies for a position should have his claims

impartially considered. We care not whether he be a

professor or a " possessor," or both ; we, in the interests

of the profession at large, call for fair play. When a

hospital staff is to be selected, let the fact be duly ad-

vertised ; let each applicant for the place present his

credentials and his claims, and let these alone be the

bases upon which his position is secured. Why is it
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necessary to keep the fact that appointments are to be

mnde so quiet ? Why is it neccsi:nry to keep every one

who might be imhiced to apply, in ipnorancc until all the

places nri' fillid? Wliy is this done, if not with the

avowed object of nionojiolizing honorable po-itionsand

stifling legitimate endeavor?

On a future occasion we shall present some of the de-

tails by wliicli hospital appointments are secured to the

select few. If any of our readers have any facts to

communicate bearing upon tliis point, we shall use

them in such a way as shall lend to promote the best

interests of the profession, and the greatest good to

our public institutions. Our .^ole aim shall be to venti-

late the subject with a view to reform and to reform

only, entirely independent of every other consideration

but simple justice. We believe that this and a great

many other matters connected with our hospital man-

agement need looking into, and we are ready and will-

ing to discuss them.

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATIO.V.

The ne.\t meeting of the Anr.erican Medical Associa-

tion, to be held in Philadelphia, promises to be unu-

su dly interesting. It is the determination of the Com-

mittee of Arrangements for that city to contribute in

every possible way to the comfort and edification of

the delegates. Tiiere is no doubt that there will be a

very full attendance. New York will, we are assured,

be particularly well represented. It is to be hoped that

the meeting will be a harmonious one, and that those

who attend will be spared the discu.^sion of several of

the vexed and useless questions which have occupied

so much time during the last few sessions. In another

column we publish some details regarding arrange-

ments made with the railroads for excursion tickets,

etc.

Ucuicius aiit) notices of Oooks.

Lectures ox the Clinicat, Uses of Electricity. By
J. Russell Reynolds, M.D. Philadelphia : Lmdsay
& Blakiston. 1872.

Electricity ix its Relations to Practical Medi-
crxE. By Dr. Morttz JIeyer. Secoud revised and
American edition. Translated bv Wm. A. ILv.MMOND,
>LD. New York: 1872. D. Appleton & Co.

Dr. Reyn: lds is one of the ablest and most cultivated
physicians of London. On nearly all subjects of genei al

medicine he writes sensibly and clearly, and to electro-
therapeutics he has given mo-e attention than the
inajority of even the most advanced practitioners.

Tliis little work is perhaps all that it professes to be

—

a clear and suctimt statement, in language to suit
the mind of the beginner, of some of the elementary
princip'es of localized electric'Stn. So far as it goes—which is not very far—it is unusually clear. Its
srrong meris are lucidness and common sense. Its

omissions are, of course, enormous ; it gives but the
alphabet of electro-theraj>eutics : the author is, to say
the least, ten years behi::d the time; and yet very few

writers on general medicine is as well advjtnceil in

electro-tlicraiieuticii as he. He does not filly compre-
hend tlie po.sition of electricity in the maii-ria medica,

but he comes nearer to tiie truth than most writ<T8 on
the subject. He does not mention the majority of the

disea.ses in which it is most succi-ssful. His experience,

though intelligent, is evidently limited and narrow. To
depend on such manuals for our knowledge of electro-

therapeutics would be a most serious mistake.

Elementary lectures of this kind are more needed in

London than almost anywhere else, for it is true, as

Prof Huxley say->, that, excepting in political economy
and geology, English scientists are behindhand in

science. 8ave Altiiaus and a very few others, the

London physicians, as were shown by a recent contro-

versy, in the meiiical journals, between Dr.«. Gull and
Ansiie, are only just beginning to open their eyes to

the subject of electro-therapeutics. In no other great

medical centre would the adverse opinion even of so

high an authority as Dr. Gull have been thought wor-
thy of a moment's consideration from any intelligent

human being.

There are three points in this work of Dr. Reynolds,
that are of themselves worth the price of the book,

especially for those who blindly follow in the wake of

Diichenne and Remak. These points are:

—

1. The differential action of the currents of the pri-

mary and the secondary coil.

2. The difl'erential action of the two currents.

3. The differential action of the ascending and de-

scending currents.

There are now in this country a very large number
of physicians, young and old, who are diligently in-

vestigating the subject of electro-therapeutics, and who
would do well to obtain this little work of Dr. Rey-
nolds, imperfect as it is, and to study it in connection

with other text books of the subject, chiefly as a com-
pliment to its clearness, fairness, and good sense. It

is safe to assert that at the present time there is more
doing in electro-therapeutics in the United States, both
in the way of original research and in the way of popu-
larization than in Great Britain or France or Germany.
Like surgery, it has become an American science. All the

American apparatus for medical and suri.'ical electricity

are equd to, and very often incomparably superior to,

those of European manufacture. If we are to maintain

this advanced position, we should inpartially and care-

fully avail ourselves ofthe best fruits of modern research

in every direction. It is necessary to sow beside all

waters. There is no book on electro-therapeutics so

poor but that it may teach us something of real value, or

at least give us suggestions by means of which we may
be enabled to pursue our investigations w^ith "reater

intelligence and success. Every* publication on the

subj'Ct, therefore, is to be welcomed.
The work of Meyer is now well known, and both its

merits and demerits have been publicly recognized.

Very far inferior to the work of Benedikt in strengtii

and suggestiveness. it is perhaps better adapted to meet
the general want. It gives a fair and truthful rC'Sume

of the state of medical and surgical electricity, so far as

we know, in Europe, at the time of publication. It is

now of necessity considerably behind the times, though
much in advance of Reynolds. Meyer is utterly free

from hobbies, and evidently has no prejudices. His style,

however, is more German than English ; his directions

are oftentimes obscure, and in generalizing power he is

greatly deficient. His want of diagnostic skill impairs

seriously the value of some of the cases reported.

Case 84. reported on page 396, as a case of locomotor
ataxia, is really not locomotor ataxia at all. The
pathological condition was probably a local and tempo-
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rary congestion of the cord— a condition which, when
neglected, ni;iy in perhaps one c;ise out of a hunch-ed or

tliousand, go on to be sclerosis of the posterior columns.

We speak particularly of this case, because it will

mislead those who are trying to cure locomotor ataxia

by electri.nty. After the process of degeneration of the

cord has really set in, galvanization very rarely cures,

though it may relieve.

The editorlias in this edition corrected several of the

typographical errors of the first edition, and has called

attention to the very excellent apparatus of the Galvano-

Faradic Mfi,^ Co.

In closing these brief notices, we may remark that no

one who wants to keep abreast of the times in electro-

therapeutic-? should depend on text-books, even the best

and mo<t recent. The medical journals first herald the

glad tidings of electro-tlnrapeutic experiment and dis-

cover}', and one of the German year-books has a s-epa-

rate department devoted to electro-therapeutic?, in

which every article on the subject of any importance,

published in any language, receives proper credit.

Hcports of Societies.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Slated Meeting, Fehruary 14, 1872.

Dr. a. L. Loomis, President, in the Chair.

ANOMALOUS MALFORMATION OF THE HEART.

Dr. Mary C. Putnam presented a case of congenital

malfurmation of the heart, taken from a child wlio died

anntng the patients of the out-practiee of the N. Y. In-

firmary.

The child was born at term, of perfectly healthy pa-

rents, and for a week appeared to be quite vigorous, it

having never presented tlie slightest trace of cyanosis.

No examination had ever been made of the prtecordium

for heart-nmrmurs, as no cardiac symptom had been
presented, when, on the eighth day after birth, the child

seemed attacked Avith viulent pain in the chest, and
screamed for several hours. It then fell into a semi-

comatose condition, which grailually deepened until

death. This supervened about twelve hours from the

commencement of the attack. It was seen by no phy-
sician during this short illness.

At the autopsy, the immediate cause of death was
found in an extensive congestion of the lungs, which
occupied them entirely, witli the exception of a small

point at each apex. The lungs floated in water.

The brain presented the congestion characteristic of

asphyxia, and the same deep-blue congestion was no-

ticeable in the corunary veins of the heart. The original

lesion existed in this organ. Externally it was round-
ed and quadrangular, resembling the turtle's heart—

a

resemblance that h;is often been noticed in eases where
a communication existed between the two ventricles.

No sucli communication was present, however, in this

case. The left ventricle was immensely hypertrophied
anil dilated, constituting the body of the heart.

Contrary to expectation, as based upon the tnrgid

condition of the coronary veins, this ventricle contained
hardly any blood. The mitral valve was normal; the

aorta opened into the ventricle as usual, and its orifice

was also normal.

The septum between the two ventricles—that in the

large majority of cases of malformation is deviated to

the left—was deviated to the right, and was indicated

on the external surface by a broad fibrous line sloping

oblicpiely from the base of the heart to the right side,

and cutting o(f a small segment at the upper right

angle. This segment represented the right ventii'-le,

whose cavity had been almost entirely obliterated by

concentric hypertrophy of its wall-;, which seemed to

Ibrm part of the septum ventriculorum. A shallow

depression just below the tricuspid valve was all that

remained of the cavity. The tricuspid valve was very

imperfect, constituted by a single membrane, supported

at each extremity by a group of rudimentary cordal

tendinsc.

The pulmonary artery wis placed immediately upon

the septum. It had, therefore, no communication with

either ventricle, but terminaied in a cul-de-sac closed

by muscular fibre. At the extremity of this cul-de-sac

might be discerned two rudimentary lossje that indi-

cated the place of two sigmoid valves, but no trace of

the v.-ilves tliemselves existed.

Above this point the pulmonary artery was perme-

able throughout, although its diameter was about a

third less than that of the aorta. The ductus arteriosus

was quite permeable.

The auricles were both large. The foramen ovale

was open, but the valve well developed. The Eustachian

valve persisted, and it was evident that the blood from

the inferior cava liad never passed into the right ven-

tricle, but had always been thrown immediately into the

left auricle. The potency of the foramen ovale ami of

the ductus arteriosus sufficiently explained the circula-

tion. All the blood passed into the lelt ventricle and

thence into the aorta, and, by means of the ductu'^, the

necessary supply was sent to the lungs, not only for

their nutrition, but, during life, for the function of respi-

ration. The heart, therefore, was really composed of

only three cavities, a ventricle and two auricles, and

this is one of the rarest forms of cardiac monstrosity.

The obUteration of the pulmonary aorta which also ex-

isted was only an epiphenomenon of the general lesion.

Stricture of the pulmonary oiifice is the most common
of all kinds of foetal lesions; this orifice being afiected

in 99 out of 153 cases given by Peacock. As is well

known, Rokitansky first called attention to the frequency

of lesions of the pulmonary artery in foetal life, as com-

pared with the almost equal exclusiveness of aortic

disease after the estabhshment of extra-uterine circula-

tion. The explanation given by Peacock of this fact

is very plausible, that during foetal life the pulmonary

orifice sustains the shock of all the inequalities of pres-

sure in the circulation of the placenta and of the um-

bilical arteries. He suggests that such variations of

piessure may themselves account for the localized endo-

carditis and endoarterilis which Rokitansky poinjed out,

and upon Avhich Meyer (ArcJiiv der Virch. 1857) has

particularly insisted.

In cases of pulmonary stricture from such cause, the

light ventricle is hypertrophied. If, as is generally the

case, the Usion occurs before the closure of the se[)tum

—

that is, before the end of the second month—an orifice

of communication remains betv/een the two ventricles,

as the blood is forced through this opening more easily

than into the artery. Unt in such cases also the septum

is deviated to the left, the aorta to the right, and arises

from the right ventricle, or from both, owing to the

potency of the septum. Heine considers this deviation

of the septum as the primitive lesion. To it is due the

origin of the aorta from the right ventricle, whence, he

says, the blood finds such great facility of escape from

the ventricle, that less passes by the pulmonary artery.

This, therefore, partially atrophies from defective func-

tion.

Atresia of the pulmonary orifice presents quite dif-
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fon'nt concomitant conditions from stricture. The
septum is or is not ileviatcd; the aorta, even by Heine's
atlinission, does not arise from the rif,'ht ventricle, and
tliis latter is atro|phied instead of bein|,' dilated and hy-
pertrophied. These cases of atresia of the oritice are
extremely rare. Peacoek only quotes twelve, and of
cases of atresia iinaceonipanied by obliteration of the
stem of the aorta I only lind fanr recorded. Tiie heart
nnder examination presents precisely an example of
this rare anom;d>'.

The moment at whiL-h the deviation from normal
development took jilaee may be fixed at somewliere
after the bepinnini: of the third month, for tiie septum
ventrieulorum is closed, and before the beginning of
the fifih, for the Eustachian valve persists. It is, in-

deed, so complete, that it seems preserved in the state

of its perfec-tion, at about the beginning of the fourth
month— t!ie probable period, therefore, at which the
hsi"!! in question occurred.

The nature of that lesion w.-xs a matter of great in-

terest. There was certainly no trace of emlocardiiis,

and the hypertrophied n)uscular tissue that filled up
tlie right ventricle did not present any obvious traces

of myocarditis, such has been insisted upon by Stolker
as a cause of pulmonary' stenosis.

Dr. Pit.nwm was inclined to ascribe the hypertrophy
to the existence of some obstacle ;it the pulmonary
orifice, that had necessitated great efibrt on the part of
the riglit ventricle at the very moment that the forma-
tion of the septum was in progress. A double impulse,
therefore, w.ns given to the growth of nmseular tissue,

and under its inlluence this became excessive, blocked
up the pulmonary orifice, and then, when the cavity of
the ventricle became useless, gradually obliterated it as
well.

The pulmonary congestion that immediately caused
death evidently resulted from an overloadin'jr of the
left auricle, charged with blood both from the right
auricle and from the pulmonary veins. The slightest

failure of power of the dilated left ventricle would tell

fatally upon such a morbid condition. The left ven-
tricle was obliged both to send blood to the lungs,
by the aorta, and receive it from tliem by the usual
channels. The circle of circulation was too small, and
finally btcame blocked at both ends. Then the heart
stagirered and succumbed.
The absence of cyanosis in this case, inexplicable on

the theory that cyanosis depends on a mixture of
venous and arterial blood, is easy to understand by
those who ascribe the blue coloration to a stasis of
blood in the venous capillaries, and to its insufficient

aeration by the lungs. Such stnsis had not had time
to take place during the short life of the child, and the
moment that aeration began to be insufficient coincided
with the invasion of the fatal pulmonary congestion.

Dr. J.\cobi inquired if the bronchial arteries had
been examined.

Dr. PrT.\.\M regretted that stich examination had
been forgotten until it was too hite, but observed that
the sufficiency of the ductus arteriosus rendered the
dilatation of the bronchial arteries unnecessary, and
therefore improbable.

Dr. J.\cobi, on examining the heart, observed that
it was indeed a ver}' rare cnse of anomalous formation.
He did not believe in explaining such anomalies b)-^ the
vague term " arrest of development," for that explained
nothing. The real question was, ii-hy had such an
arrest occurred? In the present ca-e it was noticeable
that the pulmonary artery was riding over the septum,
and arrested in its progress towaids the right, while
the ."orta was equally arrested in its march towards
the left. He was inclined to attribute the excessive

development of muscular fibre, which had thiikened
the septum, clo.sed the j)uhnonary artery, and obliter-

ated the right ventricle, to a myocardili-. He suggest-
ed that a microscopic examination, that should reveal

an excess of connective tissue relatively to the mus-
cular fibres in the neighborhood of the pulmonary
orifice, would render this origin almost certain.

Dr. PiTNAM had intended making such examination
for the purpose of settling this very question, but had
reserved it until after presentation of the specimen.

M.\.MMARV TIMOR (FIBRO-S.VCROMATOUS.)

Dr. Post presented a tumor removed by operation

from the lell inaunnary region of a lady aged 06. The
ma.>-s was as large as an ordinary mammary gland, being
the size of tl.e two fists. The patient was not con-
scious of the existence of the tumor until November
last. It had not been the seat of any pain, the general

health continued good, and the integument moved freely

over the growth. Q'here wa.s no attachment to the
pectoral muscle underneath. The general shape of tiie

tumor, as covered by the integument, was very nearly

spherical ; and there were some inequalities of the snr-'

face tiiat suggested the idea that it might be a cystic

growth. There were no enlarged plands in the neigh-

borhood, nor evidence of constitutional contamination
It seemed to be identified with the mnmmary gland
although it was separated at its upper portion. D
Post consequently removed the whole of the gland with
the tumor. He was, however, struck in its removal
with the fact that the tumor was remarkaVily loose ii

its attachments to the surrounding parts, and that then

were no vessels of any considerable size that were divi

ded in the operation. Only five ves.-els required to b«

secured, and the operation was done by acupressurei

On examining the tumor after closing the wound hi

was surprised to find that there was no intimate con

nection between the tumor and the mamniary glan

"

The gland was atrophied, and all attachments to it were

very readil}' overcome by the handle of the scalpel.

The tumor was of hard consistence, and it creaked un
der the knife more than scirrhus. There'were no cavi

ties in its substance containing fluid, in fact there w
nothing like cancer-juice to be detected. The subcu

taneous veins were considerably enlarged. The tumo]

had not yet been examined microscopically.

He presented the following report from Dr. Dela
field of the microscopical appearances of the tumor :

—

Tiie tumor consists of a firm, dense tis.stie, divided u[

in all directions by clefts and fissures. The solid por-

tion consists of connective-tissue fibres, mixed witi

large numbers of oval and fusiform cells. At the edge

of the clefts the tissue is not uniform, but is divided u]

into large tuft.*;. The clefts are lined with cylindricj

epithelium. The tumor belongs to a class which ha

been described under different names by dilTerent a

thors.—proliferous mammary cysts, cysto-sarcoma, et(

The explanation most generally received at present i

that theie is an intra-canaVcular growth of papillar

tumors from the walls of the milk-ducts, at the samd
time the milk-ducts are dilated. From this dilatation

and the filhng up of the dilated ducts with the soli

new growth, result the peculiar appearances seen io

this specimen.

The tumor is, technically speaking, a fibro-sarcom:

inter-canaliculare mammae.
The acu[iressure needles were removed forty-eigh

hours after the operation, and there was a prospect o

the wound heahng almost entirely by first intention

DEATH FROM HEART-DISEASE.

Dr. Finsell exhibited a heait taken from a colored
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woman aged fifty, Avho died suddenly while in the act

of takuio- a cup of coliee at the breakfast table. The
aorta was the only organ that sliowed any lesion, vvhicli

was an extensive calcifieation jllh^t above the aortic

valves.

He also exhibited a heart taken from tlie body of a

man aged 35. lie was returning home on Saturday

evening when he met a prostitute Avho persuaded him
to accompany lier to her lodgings. After retiring to

her room, and fifteen minutes after having had connec-

tion, he was seized with a fainting spell, and before aid

could be summoned he Avas dead. The heart weighed

twenty-four ounces, and there was atheroma of the

aorta, with marked hypertrophy of the left vcntri^.le.

The brain was not examined in this ca=e.

Dr. Loomis was of the opinion thnt very few of the

large number of sudden deaths occurred from heart-

disease, although the heart was found to be diseased at

the time. This statement Avas founded on a careful in-

vestigation of 155 typical cases of heait-disease.

Dr. Post remarked that sudden death might be of-

ten caused by a minute lesion of the medulla oblonga-

ta, which lesion might be very readily overlooked

during an autopsy.

Dr. J. C. Petkrs in tliis connection referred to the

case of a patient fif his, in whom the only cause for

suilden death was fatty degeneration of the heart.

Dr. Loomis stated that, about a year and a half since,

lie exanuned a gentleman, eleven o'clock in the morn-
ing, and gave the opinion that the heart Avas perfecly

sound. The patient Avas in apparently good health at

the time. At one o'clock in the same afternoon he
died suddenly. A fcAV days before, this patient had
had his life insured for twenty-five thousand dollars,

and a gentleman Avho Avas called in after the death had
occurred offered the opinion that tliere had been heart-

disease. After considerable effort Dr. Loomis obtained

an autopsy, and succeeded in satisfying himself that

death Avas due to a large effusion of blood at the base

of the brain. Theie Avas a slight atheromatous condition

of the aorta, and the left ventricle Avas very slightly

hypertrophied, but these lesions were insignificant.

Dr. Putnam suggested that a broad distinction should

be made between aortic and mitral disease in regaid to

the liability of sudden death. Recent statistics had
shown that aortic insufficiency was particularly liable

to be followed by sudden death, and an ingenious ex-

planatiun had been given of its mechanism. When the

aortic valves are sufficient, the blood, suddenly arrested

by their closure, is forced into the coronary arteries

that arise behind them. When they are insufficient,

a li-rge pait of the blood passes back into the ventricle,

and does not pass into the coronaries. At all events,

the jet is not thrown Avith the normal force. The Avails

of the ventricle, therefore, are cmstantly growing
weaker from insufficient nutrition, while the cavity is

dilating from the increase of its contents, and the

brain suffeis from the general antemia so cliaracteristic

of aortic insufficiency. At a given moment, the com-
bination of these influences reaches some special crisis,

the heart staggers under an excessive afflux of blood,

at the A'ery time that it is deprived of its normal
stimulus from ner\'ous influx, and from the blood fresh-

ly circulatirig in its nutritive arteries, with an increas-

ed burden and less power to bear it, the heart comes
to a stand-still, and pauses in diastole.

Dr. Jacobi maintained that it Avas hard to prove or

to disprove this theory, except by tlie facts of clinical

experience. If the idea Avere tenable that the heart

Avill gJA'e out suddenly when not sufficiently nourisherl,

it was impossible to see Avhy a large number of persons,

under severe physical exertion and under great mental

emotion, should not die upon the spot. Tt appeared to

him that inasmuch as a large portion of tlic lieait could

be di.-integrated without causing inmicdiate death, a

sudden arrest of blood in the coronary could hardly 1)0

charged Aviih producing a fatal result.

Dr. Loomis remarked that the clinical hi-tory of

cases of aortic regurgitation militated against the

theoiy of sudden death from arrest of supply through

the coronary artery. Aortic regurgitation lir>t causes

a dilatation of tin; ventricle ; that dilatation is imme-
diately compensated by hypertrophy of th(! ventricular

Avails, The hypertrophy goes on j^u^'i passfi Avith the

dilatation until degenerative hypertrophy commences,
Avhen the dilatation gets the best of the race. Then it

is that the patient is in a condition to invite sudden

death, when the heart may be overtaxed.

Dr. Jacoei had never been able to convince himself

that any of his cases of death from heart-disease

occurred suddenly. lie did not recollect having seen

a case terminate in death in less than tAVO hours. Such
an one he called to mind in the person of a boy,

Avho died in two hours and a half from pulmonary
oedema.

Dr. Peugnet referred to the case of the late Dr.

Canimann, Avho died of degenerative hypertrophy,

caused by aortic ami mitral disease.

PULMONARY APOPLEXY.

Dr. F. exhibited also a case of pulmonary apoplexy

of the right lung, removed fiom tlie body of a German
aged 65. He Avas engaged in a quarrel with one of his

tenants in reference to chopping some Avood. It Avas

claimed that he was struck Avith an axe in the quarrel,

and that he had died in consequence. At the autoj sy,

hoAvever, no marks of the axe Avere to be found. On
removing the calvarium a large effusion of serum,

amounting to eight or ten ounces, w^ns discovered l>y

Di-. Cushman underneath the arachnoid. If there Avas

such a thing as serous apoplexy, Dr. F. Avas inclined to

call this such a case. The brain Avas not congested,

neither were its vessels gorged or distended. On open-

ing the chest the right lung Avas discovered to be the

seat of extensive pulmonary apoplexy. It was clear

that death Avas caused by this latter effusion, combined,

perhaps, Avith the serous apoplexy. The fatal result

occurred about an hour after the fracas.

Dr. Jacobi asked if the convolutions Avere not hard

and flattened, and on being answered in the aftirmative,

expressed the opinion that the supposed serous apoplexy

Avas evidently an old process.

DEATH FROM PYEMIA AFTER THE DIVULSION OF STRICTURE.

Dr. Keyes exhibited a specimen of death from

pyremia after the divulsion of istrieture. A Scotchman,

aged forty, Avas last month sent to hospital fi om the

workhouse. He was a stout, heavily built man, and

complained of stricture Aviih cystitis. A number 11

bougie (French scale) Avas readily passed, and, as the

patient desired to be relieA^^d of his trouble, a Thomp-
son's divulsor Avas introduced, and screAved up to 30.

The patient did not complain of any pain, until a No.

25 sound was passed, Avhen he also had a chill. A sub-

cutaneous injection of morphia Avas made into one of

his arms. Shortly after this he passed into a condition

of fever, Avhich lasted until death. The chill lasted

five minutes. His pulse went up very rapidly, so that

the next day it Avas 130-140. His skin was hot and

dry from one end of the disease to the other. He
drifted into a condition of delirium on the third day,

and his skin becairie yelloAV tAventy hours before he

died.

It Avas discovered that there Avas a little tenderness
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beneath the scrotum, and on the tliinl day n lump
nboiit tlu' size of a marlile was discovered. The pa-
tient diod on tlie nintli day.

At the aiiiop.sy it wa.s di.'^covered that there was ex-
trava-atioii of urine; that there had formed pu.s in the

meshe.s of the scTotuin: that tliore was a small abscess

in the Moor of the urethra, just in front of tlie stricture.

There were also three aljscejses in th" pro.statc. The
bladder was hypertrophiod to a certain extent, and
pave evidences of the existence of clironie cystitis.

An ab<ces> the size of a marble was found in the sum-
mit of the left \uw^ ; the liver and spleen were soft, but
contiiined neither abscesses nor infarctions. There
wai> no trouble with tlie kidney*. The cavities of the

pleurje contained serous effusion, with a few floating

flocculi.

Tne specimen wa.s of interest as showing the results

of divulsion, viz. : tearing through of the mucous mem-
brane and of the stricture tissue, and als) as a case

terminating with pyaemia as the apparent result of the

operation. About five days after the operation the
patient was recognized by two others, who had seen
him in a strait-jacket, with violent mauid a potu, three

days bef ire his admission to the hospital. This fact

explained the reason why the condition of the patient

was such as to invite suppuration so readily. In fact,

this conlition was very manifest in the beliavior of the

hypodermic punctures, which degenerated into diffuse

.suppuration. The chill evidently did not have any-
thing to do with the pyaemia as an initiative.

The heart was enlarged, the lungs cedeniatous, and
the pericardium was adherent to the stomach.

EFFECTS OF HYPODERMIC IXJKCTION OF RESKNOID OF VER.\-

TRCM ALBUM.

Dr. PErGNKT presented the stomach, intestines,

uterus, and bladder of a slut, which were intensely in-

jected ; the coats of the stomach and intestines thick-

ened, and he believed presented evidences of inflam-

matory action. The specimen was un'que. and the only
recorded one having been produced by the hypoder-
mic iniection of j? gr. of the resinoid of veiatrnm album,
that is, its re-in deprived f)f its alkaloids, veiatroida (so-

called verat:ia) and j^rvina. It contains a distinct

organic principle, but not of basic origin. He had made
several experiments on various species of animals, but
had invariably obtained similar results, varving in in-

tensity as to the amount of resinoid administered, and
to the length of time it took to cause a fatal termina-
tion ; whilst he had never seen any similar effect pro-'

duced either by the veratroida or the jervinn, although
variou- observers had attributed this peculaiar action
of veratrun allmm to its veratroida. He con-idered
thv. in this principle resided the marked difference
between veratrum album and viiide. The kidneys and
ureters were normal, the liver dark and c.mgested, the
heart distended, ventricles filled with blood; ri<.'htlung

cingesteil, with ecchymotic spots on its surface, but
readily inflated. Its peculiar effect on the uterus
showed that t!ie cases of hemorrhage alluded to by
Orfili, in his treat-se on toxicology, as well as the case
which had come imder his own observation, was not
due to its mechanical action as a sternutatory when
applied to the nostrils, but to the congestion developed
in the uterus.

It is a c;irdiac poison, causing death by stopping the
heart's action at the diastole, owing to a gradual de-
struction of the excitabihty and conductive power of the
nerves of tiie organism, probably due to a paralysis of
the blood-vessi-ls of the nerve-centres.

Dr. J. C. Pkters alluded to the specific action of
certain medicinal agents on the alimentary canal, and

inquired if there had been any tiiminution of the

temperature in this case.

Dr. Pkuo.vet re[»lied affirmalivel}'.

Dr. Petkrs thought that it was intense hypcrajmia
or congestion, due to a paralysis of the vasa-motor
nerves.

Dr. PEroNET admitted that the hyperaimia or con-

gestion, as suggested by Schroff and confirmed by
(iililer, in reference to veratrum, would be accounted
for by paralysis of the vasa-motor nerves as its primary
action, but that if the animal lived long enough, gas-

tro-enteritis would be developed as a secondary one,

as observed by him in a case of poisoning, where the

patient took half an ounce of the homoeopathic mother
tincture of veratrum album, and was confined to her

bed for eight weeks, presenting all the symptoms of

gastro-enteritis, finally recovering with a contraction

of the colon, which caused an extreme attenuation of

the faeces, and that they only recovered their natural

form and size four months after.

Dr. Jacobi remarked that Dr. Peugnet had been
carrying on extensive experiments with the different

varieties of veratrum, and suggested that he should

make a micrcscopic examiiiation of the specimens.

The Society then went into Executive Se.-sion.

Stated Mediwj, Fehniary 28, 1872.

Dr. a. L. Loomis, President, in the Chair.

FOLLICULAR ULCERATION OF PREPUCE.

Dr. Post presented the inner portion of the lining

membrane of the prepuce removed by excision from a

married man aged forty-eight. The patient had a long

foreskin, which could be retracted only with difliculty.

The disea.se consisted in an extensive granulating ulcir-

ation, and also induration. It presented none of the

physical characters of the initial sore of syphilis, neither

was there any syphilitic history connected with the pa-

tient. None of the glands in the neighborhood were
enlarged. The ulcer was indolent in character, had
exi-ted for a period of three months, and seemed, in the

absence of anv other cause, to be due to a want of

cleanlines-s. The specimen was, on motion, referred to

the Committee on Microscopy.

PERFORATION' OF APPENDIX VERMIFORMIS BT F.ECAL

CONCRETIONS.

Dr. Mason exhibited some faecal concretions re-

moved from the appendi.x vermiformis of a stout, heal-

thy boy aged eleven years. The patient was taken

sick on "Wednesday, December 7, with what appeared

to be a .simple attack of cholera morbus. In the

morning his motlier gave him a dose of oil, which pro-

duced four or five large evacuations. Dr. Mason was
called to the patient on the afternoon of Thursday.

There was then a good deal of pain in the abdomen,
most intense, however, in the neighborhood of the

right iliac region. The nature of the casf was at

once suspected and an Ofduion given accordingly. The
patient was put under the opium treatment, and was
seen again at ten p.m. The pain was somewhat
easier, although it had exfende<l to the left side, where
there w;is also some swelling. There was then decided

tympanitis over tl:e whole abdomen. The opium treat-

ment was continued, when on Friday night the

pain became more intense. Six leeches were applied

to the part, with some benefit. The tympanitis in-

creased very much, and the pain seemed to be more on

the left side than on the right.

The temperature had been 103' F.
;

pulse 130, and
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respiration corresj)on(Ungly rapiil. On Friday these

symptoms improved, the temjierature fell to 98, but the

tympaniiis was still very eonsiderable. In fact, he ap-

peared to be so comfortable that hope was entertained

that there had been a mistake in the diaunosis, and that

the peritonitis was due to other causes than perforation

of tlie appendix verniilbrmis. On Friday night and

Saturday morning, however, all the symptoms became
suddenly worse ; there was intense pain in the region

of the diaphragm, and the pain in the left side also be-

came more considerable. On the Sunday following, he

being no belter, Dr. Flint was called in consultation, and,

despite a very careful examination, no tumor could be

detected. The case was then regarded as one of gen-

eral peritonitis, due to other causes than those which
referred to the appendix. He gradually grew worse,

and sank on Monday morning, lie died just seven

days after he was fust taken sick. During the last

twelve hours of his life opium seemed to have no effect

in allaying pain, notwithstanding over a hundred drops

of the tincture were taken in three hours. In addition

to this, a grain and a half of morphia was injected sub-

cutaueously, but with no marked elTect. As a last

resort, chloroform was administered continuously dur-

ing the last six or eight hours of life.

Autopsy.—On opening the abdominal cavity, there was
not that escape of gas which we usually notice in per-

forations of the appendix, but intense peritonitis was
very evident. The ascending colon was bound down
by a false membrane which surrounded the whole of it

;

and directly behind the colon, commencing a little

above the crest of the iUum, was a large abscess, which
extended along the under surface of the diaphragm. It

was covered by a thick layer of lymph, and so were the

upper and under surfaces of the liver. The intestines

on the left side were also bound together by a large

collection of lymph. The appendix was unusually long,

measuring about five inches; and there were two per-

forations in it, the upper one about an inch and a iialf

from the commencement, and the second about half an
inch below the first. Projecting through the first open-

ing was a concretion about the size and appearance of

a date-seed. The extremity of the appendix was in a

gangrenous condition. During all his sickness there

was no trouble in evacuating the bladder.

The concretion was nothing more than hardened
fecal matter arranged in concentric layers. There
were eight of these rings, and in the centre of the mass
was a wiiite substance which resembled lime.

There was no swelling on the right side, that might
have led to the suspicion that there Avas an abscess in

that situation. Even if there had been a certainty that

an abscess did exist, there would have been no chance of

reaching it by an operation, the collection of pus being
much higher than usual in these cases.

The tvmpanitis was so extensive that the practica-

bility of puncturing the transverse colon was seriously

entertained. In conclusion. Dr. Mason remarked that

Dr. Parker advised, before operating in these cases, to

wait until the fourtli or fifth d;iy, but in the present
instance the peritonitis conunenced from the start.

New York City Lun.\tic Asylum.—Dr. R. L. Par-
sons, Resident Physician of this Institution, in his an-

nual report ibr 1871, states that 780 patients were ad-

mitted during the year 1870. 453 were discharged.

132 died. Of those discharged, 212 recovered; 129
improved; 112 showed no improvement. The irn-

poitance of greater care on the part of physicians who
sign certificates of insanity is forcibly dwelt upon by
th^s writer.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Stated Meeting, March 7, 1871.

Dr. E. R. Peaslee, President, in the Chair.

{Discussion on Dr. Loving's i^aper, vide imge 97)

Dr. Notes.—I agree with the statements made by

Dr. Loring in the rules for peribrming the operation for

strabismus. The certainty which can be secured in the

cosmetic eflect by attention to these rules is in strong

contrast with the variahle and sometimes deploraljlo

lesults which followed the operation in its beginning.

Yet even now a slight divergence wi'l sometimes ensue

after operating for convergence. This is doubtless due

to the extent of incision made in the capsule of Tenon,

and what Dr. Loring said about the variable strength of

this tissue is to be remembered in making the subcon-

junctival incision. I have not been favorably impressed

by the so-called subconjunctival method of operating,

but choose rather a small opening over the insertion of

the muscle and close it up by a fine suture. In only

some rare cases have I employed the suture through

the outer canthus, which Dr. Knapp first suggested
;
I

have found it answers the indications. I have not

been in favor of operating upon very young subjects.

My reason is that, at a very early age, it is impossible

to use those optical appliances which are indispensable

to many cases of strabismus. The problem is IdiIi

optical and mechanical, and I do not find any certainty

in the results unless the optical conditions are fultilled.

Hence for a young child in whom the convergent st a-

bismus has not become decided, I prefer to postpone

the operation until 6 or 8 years of age, and, to avoid

impairment of sight by disuse of one eye, direct the

parents to cover the eye, which is habitually used so

that the child may be compelled to keep up the practi;'e

of using the other. In one class of cases, I am stron<.ly

in favor of not operating at an early age, viz. whei-e

strabismus, as is not infrequent, comes from opacity ot

the cornea. This kind of strabismus is extremely apt

to disappear or to greatly diminish as a child grows.

Probably because, as the opacity fades away and vision

improves, the effort to see makes less demand on the

accommodation, and consequently less on the interni.

For such cases there is hope of a spontaneous cure, and

danger that an early operation may at length bring

about divergence of the eye.

I have seen a statement by some one that he had

obtained binocular vision in from GO to 80 per cent, of

cases operated on. If by this is meant that true binoc-

ular vision, as distinguished from apparently correct po-

sition of both eyes, was secured, I am at a loss to credit

the statement, li is perfectly true that in this propor-

tion of cases the eyes may, so far as their motion and

look is concerned, act like a normal pair, and the person

be supposed to have binocular vision. But in very many
such cases, I have been wholly unable to get evidence

that there was true binocular vision. Tests fur double

images and by the stereoscope and by other means

would show that one eye only was employed in seeing.

and the other followed after in a merely mechanical

way. I do not believe that true binocular vision, the

conscious participation of both eyes, is secured in more

than 25 to 35 per cent, of the cases. The cosmetic re-

sults, however, which are what the public demand, are

far superior to this ;
but the aim of the surgeon is to

restore the physiological unity of the two eyes il' possi-

ble. This subject,' however, is a very large one, and

on this branch of it Dr. Loring has not touched. For

strabismus as a purely surgical proceeding, he has

certainly stated the appropriate rules of treatment.
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Dr. Roosa would like to ask Dr. Loring in regard
to a point made in the bopiniiing of his papi-r as to the
causation of squint. Ilr luulerstooil Dr. Loring to say
thit lie disiigreetl with Dontli-r's statt,'Mi('nt, that there
were scarrely any cases of convergent squint tliat were
not causi! 1 by a shortened condition of the eyeball
(hypennclropia) ; and to state, that there were many that
were dependent upon straining ortheaeconiniodation and
weakness of the externi. While the speaker under-
p'ood and aec -pted this view, lie wished to know if Dr.
Loring meant to teach, also, that the habit of imitation,

«. <"., a child imitating one who squinted, would of itself

cd'ixe strabismus.

Dr. Roosa also asked if Dr. Loring made a literal quo-
tation from Stdlwag in regard to the time for operation.
He liad been under an impression, probably erroneous,
that StelUvag recommended the period at which chil-

dren began to use their eyes upon near objects as the
proper one for operation.

In regard to the first question, Dr. Loring said that
Dr. Roosa must have misunderstood him. as be had not

and adJuctive excursions of the squinting eye were
equal to those of the fixing eye.

Concerning the possibility of determininq the effert ai

an oriihtr ieiiotoini/, Dr. Knapp thought, with Von
Graefe, that this could be done liy a ean-ftil operator,

with an approximation sufBeit-nt to promi.sc a sucfe.^s

in all casf'se.Ki'cpt. perhaj)S, two or three percent., which
also might still be corrected by a subsecpu-nt advance-
ment. The ell'ect of each operation had to be examined
and modified, if necissary, one or several hours after

the tenotomy. There was no need of waiting eight or

twelve hours for making these examinations and cor-

rections, and if Von Graefe recommended so long an

interval, his practice was strangely at variance with hi,-

teaching. lie hardly ever performed an operation be-

fore three or four o'clock in the afternoon ; and it, would
have been rather inconvenient to make the corrections

eight or twelve hours la'er.

In regard to the re-estahliRhrrtenf of stereoscopic visioii.

by the operation for squint, Dr. Knapp confessed him-
self to be the author of the statement Dr. Xoyes had

alluded to the fact that strabismus could be caused by I alluded to, thongh he <lid not now remember the per
imitation. What he intended to say was that often- centage of oases in which stereoscopic vision Ava-; ob-
limes a condition was produced in emmetropic eyes by tained. He had, eight or nine years ago, compiled a
debilitating diseases which gave rise to factors which larger number of .successive squint-operations made by
were precisely similar to those which existed in hyper-

( him, and, if his memory served him, about CG per cent
metropic eyes from congenital malformation. Thus
some temporary reduction in the power of the ciliary

nmscle would Ibree emmetropic eyes to use an increas-
ed amount of accommodative effort with moderate
degrees of convergence, which is the essential cause of
squint.

In regard to the passage in Stellwa'j, Dr. Loring re-

maiked tliat he had copied it from the last edition of
the American Translation.

Dr. Kn.\pp remarked that the snhconjunctivril tenotomy
was neither difficult nor uncertain, but had the advan-
tage of causing less extensive wounds, smaller effects,

and less tendency to sinking of the caruncle and protru-
sion of the e5'eball. If, on examination after the opera-
tion, the effect was found to be too small, it was easier
.|ind surer to increase it to the desired extent by divid-
ing the conjunctival bridge over the previous insertion
of the tendon than to reduce, by means of sutures, too
great effects which followed not infrequently the ordi-
nary tenotomy, as advocated by Dr. Loring.

Dr. Kk.\pp described the mode in which the subcon-

or 75 per cent, of them were followed by binocid.ir

fixation in all available parts of the visual field. Graefe,

who had published statistics less favorable, had later

declared himself in agreement with Dr. Knapp's residts,

since he had operated on children more frequently than

he used to do before.

Dr. Knapp was of opinion that strabismus should h"

operated on us soon as it was manifest. Postponing the

operation, very rare cases of spontaneous recovery ex-

cepted, could only place the patient into less favorable

conditions as to the preservation of good sight in the

.squinting eye, and the restoration of binocular vision,

which was the less apt to take place the longer strabis-

mus was allowed to exist. He had repeatedly and al-

ways successfully operated for congenital squint on
children, three or four months old. The operation, in

the first years of life, was rather difficult, and threw a

great responsibility on the operator, as he had less

factors at his command to calculate tlie desired effect,

but the innate tendency to binocular fixation then was
still in great force, and commonly compensated small

junctival tenotomy should be performed, stating that a
j
inaccuracies of the operation. As a ruleless extensive

neat operation required only four or five strokes with
j

tenotomies should be made in children, and even in

the scissors, two for the division of the conjunctiva and i subconjunctival operations limiting sutures were often
Tenon's capsule, and two or three for the division of | necessary. In no case, whether of an aflult or child,

the tendon.
j

the mobility of the operated eye should be reduced be-
With regard to the application of sufitres to increase yond the natural limit. This was the mechanical and

or diminish the efed, he said that Graefe's plan, of pass- ' most important side of the operation for strabismus
in^: sutures only through the conjunctiva, mostly gave
insnfficient effects, at any rate the obtainable results
could not be calculated wirh any degree of certainty.
Oblique sutures, if they had any effect upon the tendon,
were ii.able to change its physiological direction, caus-
ing secondary d<;viation of the globe, and should
therefore be avoided.
The opjr.ition for squint was mainly a mechanical

problem. In the development of internal squint there
was always a strugtrle between forced convergence and
forced accommodation, or between stereoscopic and
a -ute vision. Which of the two got the ascendency,
seemed to be more or less accidental. A weakness of
the external recti, which Dr. Loring alleged, could not
be regarded as a predisposing cause cJf convergent stra-
liismus, as one of the essential features of concomitant

In convergent squint, experience had taught him that

the effect of a tenotomy was excessive, if, one or two
hours after the operation, the inner margin of the

cornea could not be moved as far as to the caruncleJ

The success of squint operations, in his opinion, de4

pended more on the close observance of these mechanij
cal laws, than on most of the other factors that enterea

into the problem.
Dr. R. H. Dkrby.—I cannot agree with Dr. Knap^

at all in his estimate of the value of Von Graefe'a

suture. In excessive degrees of convergent squint w<
can accomplish by this suture any possible desired cor4

rection. A methodical increase of the effect of the oper-j

ation of any degree may by this means be secured|

Von Graefe found this suture of so much value that bt

latterly almost never practised the operation of .sewing
squint was the maintenance of power both of the inner ! forward the muscle.' The danger that Dr. Knapp
and outer recti, shown by the fact that the abductive

|
alludes to of the obliquity of the suture causing a ver
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tical dovi.ition of the optical axis is, if the suture be

properly apphed, ratlier imaginary than real. Acoord-
ir.g to the breadth of the transfixed bridge of conjunc-

tiva the eye lolls more or less toward the nieiHan line.

If ih(^ amount of convergence was excessive, more than

3-4 hues, I have been in tlie liabit of contenting myself

with a partial correction of the squint and ultimately

making a compensatory^ operation on the fellow-eye.

During the period of my assistantship at Von Graefe's

elinique I had almost daily opportunity of seeing the

value ol' this suture to increase ti'.e effect of a tenotomy,
and 1 have never known it to reduce a vertical squint.

Von Graefe has long since pointed out the impor-
tance of making the conjunctival wound very small in

the operation of tenotomy. Sinking of the caruncle is

by this precaution reduced to a minimum. After an
operation for convergent squint there should remain
two or three weeks after the operation a convergence
of tliree-quarters to five-quarteis of a line. This is not

merely lor the sake of cosmetic eft'ect (that is on ac-

count of the apparent divergent squint of hypermetro-
pic eyes), but because after this period there is always
a gradual increase in the effect of the operation.

Especially important is it, after a squint o]ieration, to

ascertain, by means of a prism with its base downwards,
the dynamical relations of the lateral muscles ; for often

after a tenotomy for convergent squint there is a ten-

dency to divergence. Should we now find a prepon-

derance of muscular action in favor of the external recti

we mu>t see that enough accommodative effort is called

into play to counteract the tendency to divergence.

Of the amblyopia that is fouml in monolateral squint

three stages or rather forms have been distinguished.

In the_/fr.s^ form the acuity of vision is diminished—there

|is simple dulness of the retina. In the second form the

Ipower of fixation is impaired; the patient makes a feel-

ing movement with the macula lutea, and he sees

jobjects better that lie toward the temple than those
that lie toward the nose.* In the third form the inner

half of the retina has better vision than the macula.

This classification is of great importance for the prog-
'nosis. The dulness of the retina described under the

Uirst form is entirely curable and often disappears im-
niediately after the tenotomy. In the second form the

jimprovement comes, but is only partial and gradual.

I

For the third form the chances of improvement are

very small.

I Dr. T. R. Pooley concurred with Dr. Knapp in

ithinking the subconjunctival the best method of oper-
iating. It was not difficult of execution, provided the

l.^onjunctiva was grasped close to the sclei'otic, so as to

iinsure the opening of Tenon's capsule. The method of

ipperatiug proposeil by Dr. Loring, of introducing the

(jiiook from above, and exoosing the whole insertion of
' the muscle, and the too free dissection of the capsule, is

likely to be followed by undue reaction. The vertical

-'Uture could have no diminishing effect. A suture de-

signed to diminish the effect of the tenotomy should be
passed horizontally in a place with the muscle and
leeply enough to embrace part of the tendon in its

grasp. Ho thought it advisable to operate without an
Hannesihetic whenever practicable, in order to control

the elTec's as soon after the operation as possible.

The Endoscope.—Dr. Robert Newman, of New York
Trnns. Med. Soc, X. Y., 1870), gives a practical paper

jon the use of the endoscope in the treatment of dis-

jeases of the female bladder and urethra. It is pro-

fusely illustrated with diagrams. Six cases, selected

from many others treated at the Woman's State Hos-
jpita', under the care of Dr. T. A. Emmet, are detailed.

CotrespoutieiiCie.

Ipita'

THE SELLING OF DIPLOMAS.

To THE Editor op the Medical Record.

Sir : Duty to myself, not favor to persons or colleges,

—for I never knowingly do favors where crime may
possibly be abetted thereby—renders it requisite to say,

that on further investigation, I find that there is no
evidence within my reach, which will justify the fol-

lowing raragraph of my letter published in the pEconn
of the 15th March inst. as regards the College alluded to.

"Besides such outrageous acts, it is credibly stated

that this same college advocates the propriety, and fol-

lows the practice, of selling their diplomas to persons
living in distant parts of the State, on the simple state-

ment of the person seeking it, without any presentation
of certificate or credentials.

"

I had either misapprehended the statements alluded

to, or they incoirectly represented the only written
evidence I have yet seen upon this matter of the prac-
tice of the said college, of giving diplomas without
examination.

So far as the evidence before me goes, the college

offers to examine any graduate of a medical college,

and, if satisfactory, to give him a diploma for ,$35.

It also oflers to receive the diploma by mail, or in-

deed any certificate of graduation, and, excusing the

examination,'issue a diploma for $175, that is, charging

$140 more when they do not examine, than when they
do examine.

Respectfully,

Stephen Rogers.
March 30th, lS7;i.

Hciu 3nsttuntcnt3.

DESCRIPTION OF A

NEW SCARIFICATOR TO FACILITATE
VACCINATION.

By B. F. DAWSON, M.D.,

ATTF.N'DING PHYSICIAN TO THE NEW YORK STATE WOMEN'S HOS-
PITAL, ETC.

The threatened epidemic of small-pox during the pa-t

winter greatly increased the vaccinating duties of phy-
sicians. In the frequent performance of the operation,

in common with many others, I felt the necessity of a

scarificator which would combine the three great re-

quisites of painlessness, rapidity^ of action, and sim-

plicity of mechanism. While thinking over the mat-
ter, the following instrument suggested itsell", and
through the assistance of Mr. Stohlman, of G. Tie-

man & Co., of this city, has been just prit into form.

The accompanying illustration represents the exact

size of the instrument, which admits of its being car-

ried in the vest pocket.

The construction of this instrument is as follows : a

simple tube through which runs a steel rod connecting

with the handle («), 3.nd terminating in six needle

points shown in woodcut; a spiral spring encircles this

rod, being fistened to it at the needle extremity and

connecting with the outer tube at the insertion of the

liandle (a). A rachet catch (e) prevents the recoil of

the spring when wound up, which is done by turning

I, the handle (a) with the right hand, from riijht to left,
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until it winds no further. The regulatin}? i>icce (h) en-

ablrs tlif ile-ired exposure of the lU'cdlcs, which shouhl

projt'ct but sliglitly beyond tlie end of tlie instrument,

'file intitruinent, being wound up, is ready for use. Tlie

operation is performed by taking the scarificator in the

right hand, the thumb being against the rest (</), and
tlie sfcond fini^er lightly resting on the spring lever (c)

;

the fir.<t fingi'r lies over the instrument, and thus com-
pletely conceals it, which is a great advantage in oper-

ating en chi'dren. Pressing the end of the instrument

against the arm, the second finger is instantly pressed

against the Nver beneath it, by which act the spring is

lilieiated and the needled instantaneou.sly revulve and
produce three perfect circular scarifications. By un-
screwing the regulator (/>). the needles can readily be
cleaned by wiping or passing through a piece of soft

paper.

Several of my friends and others have used the in-

strument, and to all it has given the most perfect satis-

faction.

When carrying it in the pocket, the needles can be
well protected by the regulator (b).

(Dbitimrii.

PROF. SAMUEL JACKSON, M.D.,

OF PniLADELPniA.

Dr. Samtel Jackson, Emeritus Professor of the Insti-

tute of Medicine in the University of Pennsylvania,
died, April G. at his residence, in this city, at tlie ripe

old age of eighty-two. He was born in Philadelphia on
the 22d of March, 17S7. He devoted his time with
great energy to the study of his profession, and was
successful in acquiring a high standing in its practice.

In 1835 he was elected professor of the Institute of
Medicine in the University of Pennsylvania, a position

which was filled by him during a period of twenty-
eight years, with great credit both to himself and the
institution. He was one of the cleare-t lecturers and
profoundest scholars, and occupied a jfront rank in the
corps of professors of the university, a body of men
which has long enjo\-ed the highest reputation fir skill

and learning throughout the world. In 1863. in con-
sequence of his advanced age, he abandoned the active
duties of his professorship, and has since held an
Emeritus relation to the university. Prof. Jackson
wrote several works on medical and physiological sub-
jects, the most celebrated of which were a treatise on
the " Principles of Medicine," first published in 1832,
and an "Introduction to Lehman's Chemical Physi-
ology," published in 1856.

—

Philadelphia Liqnirer.

ARMY NEWS.
Official List of Changea of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of (he ^fedica! Department, United States'Army^
from March 19, 1872, to April 4, 1872. inclusive.

Fryer, B. E.. Surgeon.—By S. O. 43, Department of
the Missouri, March 20, 1872, assigned to duty at Fort
L'nion. N. M.

Storrow, S. A., ARsistant Sursreon.—By S. 0. 77,
War D-partnienf, A. G. 0., Ajiril 1, 1872, giaiittd leave

of absence for si.xly day.»».

Breweii, J. W., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 47, C.

S., Department of the Missouri, assigned to duty at

Fort Dodge, Kansas.

Tremai.ne, W. S., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 47,

Department of the Misi^ouri, March 25, 1872, assigned
to duty at Fort Lamed, Kansas.

Monroe, F. Le B., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. O. 74,

War Department. A. G. 0.. March 28, 1872, relieved

from duty in Department of the Platte, to proceed to

Boston, ^^ass., reporting on arrival by letter to the

Surgeon General.

Latderdale, Jxo. v., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0.

77, C. S., War Department, A. G. 0., granted sixty

days' extension of leave of absence.

Wir.soN, A. D., A.ssistant Surgeon.—Bv S. 0. 42,

Department of the Platte. March 21, 1872. granted
leave of absence for 30 days, on Surgeon's Certificate

of Disiibililv.

iHctiicnl 3tcm5 anti llcms.

Prof. Samcel Henry Dicksdn, M.D., LL.D., died

in Philadelphia, March 31, 1872. We shall give an

obituary sketch of the life and services of the deceased

in our next i.-sue.

Dr. Samuel A. Billing, a prxjminent physician of

Columbus, Georgia, died March 19, aged sixty-five.

S-MALL-Pox seems to be on the increase in the city

;

the weekly average being one hundred cases, of which
the average mortality is thirtjj-seven. In Philadelphia

the epidemic is on the decline, although a weekly ave-

rage of eighty deaths is reported. In Boston the epi-

demic is on the increase.

In the Report of Prlr. Wunderliehi Director of Clie

Charite Hospital at Leipsic, on the Small-Pox Epide-
mic in 1871, we find the following statistical statements:

Small-Pox was widespread and verv virulent. Re-
maining in hospital, at the end of 1870, were twenty-
six patients; new cases during 1871, 1,654; TC^hole niim-;

ber treated, 1,680; males, 1,108; females, 572. Re-
maining at the close of 1871, were thirteen patients, all

of whom have since recovered, save one. .Of 141 never
vaccinated, 101 or 71 3-5 per cent, died; of 56 unsatis-

factorily vaccinated, 30 or 53|^ per cent, died ;" of 20 who
had small-pox before, 5 or 25 per cent, dfdd ; of 1,463

vaccinated, but not revaccinated, 118 or 8 per cent,

died. Ninety-five cases of suspected small-pox were
received, in which the disease did not fuUy develop,

all were vaccinated and recovered. The epidemic
was at its height between ^larch and June ; the highest

number of cases was reached on May 21st. Towards
the close of June the cases rapidly diminished, and in

September there were received but ten cases.

Vaccination.—Total vaccinations in New York, from
January 1, to April 1, 1872, by Assistant Health
Inspectors, was 112,181, by PoUce Surgeons' about 8,000
additional.

Ceuebro-Spinal Meningitis is quite prevalent in

this city and vicinity, and threatens to become epide-

mic. In anotlier part of the Record we publish some
cases by Dr. Packard, which, we doubt not, will be read

with interest.

I
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Amkrican Mkdical Association.—The Twenty-third
Annual S.'ssion will be held in Horticultural JIall, Broad
Street above Spruce, on Tues^day. May 7, 1872, at 11

A.M.

The following arrangements have been made with

the diflerent railroads :

—

Union Pacific, return free, if first-class tickets are

bought, and an acknowledgment taken from the agent;

Cumberland Valley, excursion tickets
;
Orange, Alexan-

drii), and Manassas, half fare for reiurn; Pittsburg, Cin-

cinnati, and St. Louis, excursion tickets; Piitsbuig,

Fort Wayne, and Chicago, excursion tickets; Cleve-

land and Pittsburg, excursion tickets ; Central Railroad

of Georgia, return free ; Richmond and Petersburg,

return li\e ; Wilmington and "Weklon, excursion tickets

one fare; Wilmington, Columbia, and Augusta, excur-

sion tickets one fare
;
Kansas Pacific, one and one-fifth

fare for excursion
;
Atlanta and New Orleans Short

Line (A. and W. Pt. Western, Mobile, and M.N.O., M.
and Texas Railroad.s, return free

;
Western and Atlantic,

excursion tickets one fare; Western Alabama, excur-

sion tickets one fare ; Evansville and Crawford»\'ille,

excursion tickets; Lehigh Valley, excursion tickets one

fare; Louisville and Nashville, excursion tickets ;
Mem-

ph'S and Louisville, excursion tickets ; North Pennsyl-

vania, excursion tickets two-thirds fare
;
Pennsylvania

Central, excursion tickets; Philadelphia and Erie,

excin-sion tickets; Philadelphia, Wilmington, and Bal-

timore, excursion tickets ; Philadelphia and Reading,

excursion t ckets at two-thirds; Baltimore and Oido,

excursion tickets; Lake Shore and Michigan Southern,

excursion tickets, if forty are taken.

All who desire to avail themselves of the above
rates must send to the-Secretary, Dr. William B. Atkin-

son, 1,400 Pine Street, Phila., their fall names, and the

names of all the^ailroads over which they must travel

in coming to the session, with stamp for postage.

Camden and Amboy, excursion tickets at $4 from
New York to Philadelphia and return, if fifty tickets

are taken. For this ticket send money to Dr, A. E. M.
Purdy, 123 East Thirt.y-eighth street, New York. From
Montgomery, Ala#,- to Philadelphia, and return (by Ten-

'Viessee), SS'O^SO."*^ Apply through Dr. R. F. Michel,

?tlontgomei\y, Ala. From "Wasliington to Philadelphia

andretuinj $6, if fifty tickets are taken. Central Paci-

fic, half loc^l rates.

'T«E Medical Register of New York.—The tenth

volume "of this important work, to be issued June 1st,

1872, un'der the auspices of the N. Y. Medico-Histo-

rical Sociely, will contain a likeness of Dr. George H.
Tucker, deCeaied, editor of the first Medical Register

published in flifs country ; also a condensed description

of the objects, character, and field of operation of the

Hospitals, Infirmaries, Dispensaries, Asylums, and
Medical and other Scientific Associations of New York
City and its vicinity, and the Charitable Institutions of

New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut, etc. It will,

as usual, also contain inlbrmation resi)ecting the Colleges

of these States, a List of Physicians in good standing,

practising in New York City and adjoining places, their

residences and office hours ; also a List of County Med-
ical Societies of New York, New Jersey, and Connecti-

cut, their officers and members, with post-office ad-

dresses, and short obituaries, as i'ar as can be obtained,

of the physicians of these counties, recently deceased.

Committee of Publication.—Drs. Frederic Elliot, Ells-

worth Eliot, Edward C. Woodbury, William T. VVhite,

President, and Alfred E. M. Purdy, Editor.

New York Academy of Medicine.—At the stated

meeting, held March 21st, 1872, Dr. E. R. Peaslee, in

the Chair, Dr. James L. Brown read an important paper
on " Clim'cal Observations on Pelvic Peritonitis and
Peri-uterine Cellulitis." Drs. Noeggerath, Barkir, Tho-
mas, and the Presidmt entered into t'.ie discussion of
the paper. Dr. Brown's paper will be publishtd in

extenso in the American Journal of Medical Sciences.

At the stated meeting, held April 4th, 1872, Dr. E.

R. Peaslee, in the Chair, an interesting and ex-
haustive piper, with cases, on "The Mechanism of
Spontaneous Active Uterine Inversion, and the Reduc-
tion of a Case of Complete Inversion by the Combined
Rectal and Vaginal Taxi.«," was read by Dr. Isaac E.
Taylor. It was discussed by the President ; W. C.

Roberts, Vice-President, and the Author.
Dr. Henry GrisAvold was elected Resident Fellow.

The Secretary then read the names of the fallowing
gentlemen, who were elected by the Council, Delegates
to the American Medical Association to be held May
7th, 1872, at Philadelphia, Pa.; Drs. Cornelius R.
Agnew, James Anderson, James L. Banks, Gurdon
Buck, James 0. Pond, Alfred C. Post, Samuel S. Puri)le,

Frederick A. Burrall, T. Matlock Cheescman, John C.

Draper, Thomas Addis Emmet, Austin Fhnt, Joel Fos-
ter, Ehsha Harris, John H. Hinton, Edward H. Janes,
E. Lee Jones, Ernst Krackowizer, Ciiarks Carroll Lee,

Stuyvesant F. Morris, Jeremiah C. Morton, Charles W.
Packard, Edmund R. Peaslee, Gouverneur M. Smith,
Bradford S. Thompson, and William T. White.

The President annoimced that he had invited Dr. J
Parigot, formerly of Belgium and late of Brazil, a weli-
known expert in psychology and psychiatry, to read a

paper, April 18th, 1872, on " The Influence of Philoso-
phical Speculations on Medicine : its Practice and Med-
co-Legal Questions of Insanity." The views of Darwin,
Huxley, Maudsley, and others of that school will be
reviewed and combated.

A Valuable Medical Library for Sale.—The val-

uable library of the lat^«frof George C. Blackman,
M.D., of Cincinnati, containing upwards of three thou-
sand volumes of medical works, besides many pam-
phlets, journals, and papers, is now in the hands of Mr.
Robert Clarke, of Cincinnati, for public sale. We agree
with the Editors of American Practitioner, that the

library should be owned by some public institution or

association, similar to the New York Medical Library
and Journal Association.

The University of Louisville.—The degree of doc-

tor in medicine was conferred on eighty-four graduates,

at the Thirty-Ofth Commencement of the Medical De-
partment of the University of Louisville, held March 1st,

1872. The ad eundem degree was conferrt-d on five

practitioners Prof R. 0. Cowling, M.D., delivered the

valedictory address of the Faculty.

Chicago Medical College.—The Commencement
Exercise of the Chicago Medical College—Medical
Department of the Northwestern University—was held

March 12th, 1872. Diplomas were given to thirty-two

graduates. Two received the ad eundem degree.

Jefferson Medical College. Phila.—The Annual
Commencement of this College took jilace at the Aca-
demy of Music, March IGth, 1872. One hundred and
thirteen giaduates received diplomas, of whom fifty-

four were from the State of Pennsylvania. Prof Joseph
Pancoast, M.D., delivered the valedictory address.

University of Nashville, Tenn.—The Twenty-
second Annual Commencement of the Medical Depart-
ment of the University of Nashville was held February
22d, 1872. Diplomas were awarded to eighty-four

srraduates.
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Women'8 Medical College, Philadelphia, Pa.—At
the Twentieth Annual Coininencenient of tliis Institu-

ti in, liild Miiicli 'Jlid, 1S72, thirteen huhi-s rcrcived the

dt'proe ol" Do(.t<ir in Medicine. Prof. Henry Hart-home,
M.D., delivered tlie closing address.

MissKSOT.v State Medical Socikty.—The fuHowing
officers Were elected for the ensuing year : President,

W. W. Mayo, M.I)., Rochester, Minn.; Vice-President,

W. L. Lincohi, M.D., Wabashun, Minn. ; Correspond-
ing Secrcta-y, W. F. Hutchinson, M.D., MiiineapoIi.s,

Minn.; R.-cor.iing Secretary, C. E. Smith. M.D., St
Paul. .Minn.; Tie!U-;,ner, S. P. Shcardoun, M.D., Stock- I

tnn, Minn.

PiiECOi-iors DnvKLorMENT.—Fliigel de.«cribc-; in the
liinjr. iirtzl. Intell.-BUitt. the case of a female child who
(lied of dianluea at the age of five and a half years,

having attained tl:e height of five feet. Tlie incisor

tectli all appeared when she was six months old, and at

nine months she had all the molars. At a year and a
half of age she menstruated, and, es[)cciall3' in her later

years, the periods were tolerably regular. The exter-
nal genirals, excepting the absence of hair, were well-

developed
; the breasts were full, and the pelvis roomy.

The condiiion of the internal genitalia was not ascer-

t lined. As regards her intellect, she did not appear to

be in advance of other children of her age, although
she had begun to speak when six months old.

—

13r.

}[eO. Journ.

Deficiency ok Lime and Piiospiioiuc Acid in the
Boxes. — Dr. Weiske shows in experiments upon the
goat, publ shed in the Zeifschri/t far Biolor/ie, that the

withdrawal of phosphates from the food proves injuri-

ous to that animal, and may, in fact, lead ultimately to

its death ; Init that the bones do not appear to be ren-
dered therebv' more friable, or to undergo any change.

The Jefferson Medical College of Pnii,.\DELpniA

has, during tiie period of its existence as an educational

institution, graduated six thousand and fifty-four medi-
cal students.

Carbolic Acid Pills.—The following is a useful for-

mula : 1> Carbolic acid, 3 drops; Sonp powder, O.GO
gram. ; Lycopodium, 0.06 gram. ; Pulv. tragacanth, 2
scruples. Make six pills.

—

Drug. Circ.

A New San Francisco Medical Journal.— A
monthly medical journal, called The Western Lancet,

was started in Jannary, at Sm Francisco, Cal. The
new enterprise is edited by Eustace Trenor, A.M., M.D,,
and Heman P. Babcock, M.D.

Four Children at a Birth.—A woman, residing at

Noithampton, Mas.s., gave four children at a birth.

The mother and children were doing well at last ad-
vices. She has had seven children within t!ie last thir-

teen months.

De.\dliness of "War-Weapons.—Of 3.453 Germans
wounded before Metz, no fewer than 95.5 per cent,
were struck by Chassepot balls. 2.7 per cent, only were
wounded by projectiles from heavy guns, and there
were only 0.8 jer cent, of wounds from cold steel. No
fewer than 25,000 Frenchmen in all were struck by the I

projectiles of the German artillery. This pives an I

average of one elTective shot in every three fired from
the German batteries, a result which appears hardly
credible.

Unfortunates in this Country.— .A.ccording to the
late census, the class of '• Unfortunates " in the United
States gives a grand total of 98,434. Of blind, 20,320,
of whom 17,043 are native, and 3,277 foreign. Deaf

and dumb, 16,205; native, 14,089; foreign. 1,336.

Insane, 37,382; native, 20,101; foreign. 11,221. Idi-

otic, 24,527 ; native, 22,852; foreign, 1,075.

Baltimore College of Dental Surgery.—Since
this insiitniion was chartered in 1839, 082 students
have received its diploma. For many years the Balti-

more College was the only dental institution in the
world ; now, however, there are nine denUd colleges in

this country.

At the Thirty-.'jecond Annual Commencement, held
Februiiry 29, 1872, the degree of D.D.S. was conferred
upon eighteen graduates.

Death of an Old Physician.—Dr. IJicharu S. Spof-
ford, of Ncwburyport. died recently in that city, at the

age of 83 years and 8 months. He took his medical
degree at Harvard College in 1S15, and began practice

in Newburyport in 1810.

Commencements of Ohio Medical Colleges.—The
Miami Medical College held it5 regular annual exercises

February 29. Diplomas were presented to 07 gradu-
ates.

The Medical College of Ohio held its annual com-
mencement March 1st, and 87 of the graduating class

received diplomas.

Death of a Promise.nt Fkexcu Physician.—Dr.

Barthelemy Roch, President of the Medical As.sociation

of Alais, France, since the year 1854, died lately, aged
94 years.

An Enormous Aerolite.—A specimen weighing 36
tons has been pre.-ented to the Paris Academy of Sci-

ences by the Danish and Swedish Governments.

Secondary Haemorrhages.—In the " Surgical Let-

ters from the Field Hospitals of Weissenburg and Man-
heiin,"' by Dr. Tii. Billroth, of Vienna, translated for the
K'titsfts Citij Medical Journal, from the Berliner Klin.

Wuchenschrift, the subject of secondaiy hemorrhai.'es

is practically discussed. Amongst the 132 wounded
under his immediate charge at Weissenburg there were
10 cases of serious secondary hemorrhage—11.7 per

cent, of all the cases. Of the sixteen, 13 died—81.2

per cent. If those cases seen at Manheim are added,

there would be a total of 27, of whom 22 died—81.4

per cent. In the lO cases noticed at Weissenburg, the

nature of the wounds was as follows: gunshot wound
of the neck, 2

;
gunshot wound of the chest, 2 ;

gunshot
wound of the knee-joint, 1

;
gunshot wound of the foot,

1; gunshot fracture of the thigh, 6; gun.shot fracture

of the leg, 3 ;
amputation o'' the thigh, 1. The hemor-

rhages occurred Irom the fourth to the 27th day after

the injury. In three instances—wonnds of the neck,

leg, and toot—compression and the tampon wore em-
ployed

; in two (wounds of the chest) deep sutures

were used ; all five of them died. In the remaining 11,

ligatures were applied as Ibllows : to the subclavian

artery, once (died) ; to the femoral artery, at the bor-

der of the sartorius, 5 times—2 recovered, 3 died; to

the external iliac, 5 times—one recovered, 4 died. Of
these last 11 cases, only three succumbed as the direct,

result of the ligation
;

the rest were carried ofl' by
pya?mia at a variable period after the application of the

ligature, and without anv hemorrhage having occurred
in the mean time.

Angiom.v Cavernosum.—An important case of angi-

oma cavernosum, situated in the external auditory

canal and attached by a slender ped.cle to the manu-
brium mallei, is the subject of a reprint from Knapp &
Moos' Arrh., II., 1. The paper is accompanied by a

well-defined steel cut illustration of the polypoid angi-

oma cavernosum.
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(Drigiiral Commuu'icatious.

A CONTRIBUTION TO

THE KNOWLEDGE OF THE CHEMISTRY, AND
PHYSIOLOGICAL, THERAPEUTICAL, AND

TOXICAL ACTIONS OF

VERATRUM ALBUM, VERATRUM VIRIDE,

AND THEIR ALKALOIDS.

By EUGENE PEUGNET, M.D.,

(Read before the Medical Society of the County of New York.)

Mr. President and Gentlemen—A remarkable case

of poisoning by veratrum album having come under

my observation, I found, in searching its literature,

also studying its composition ami properties, its physi-

ological, therapeutical, and toxical effects, as well as

thoi^e of veiatrum viride, many facts of interest as to

their relative composition. The effects produced by
them and their alkaloids upon the animal economy,
although possibly not presenting anything absolutely

new or positively origuial, I have endeavored to con-

dense and digest into as small a compass as possible,

hoping that they might be of interest to the mem-
beisof this Society.

Botanical History.—Veratrum album and veratrum
viride belong to the same genus, their order being the

melantheca;; Linnean system, tlie polygamia monsecia.

Both are perennial plants, the first a native of Europe,

found principally in the Pyrenees and Switzerland,

the second a native of this continent, found principal-

ly between the Canadasnnd North Carolina. Although
botanists have failed to detect any essential differences

in their botanical relations, the plants differ essentially

in their composition and properties, as well as in their

therapeutical and toxical effects.

All portions of the plant of veratrum album are

poisonous, but the rhizoma or root is the only portion

used in medicine. It deteriorates by keeping
;
whilst in

veratrum viride. Prof. Procter found the stem entirely

inert, the virtues of the plant residing in the rhizoma.

Chemical History.— Pelletier and Caventon analyzed

veratrum album in 1819, and found in it a salt, the

supergallate of veratria. which they considered identical

with the veratria obtained from the sabadilla seeds.

Simon believed that he had found two other alkaloids

in it, one of which he called jervina, after the Spanisli

poison of that name; the other baratyna, owing to its

being precii^itated from its solutions in acetic and
phosphoric acids by the addition of sulphuric acid or

the sulphates.

Fluckiger of Berne, in 1806, found another active

principle in it besides the veratria, but was unable to

isolate it sufficiently to ascertain its exact nature.

Not having been able to obtain either Simon's or

Fluckiger's processes for extracting the alkaloids, I

made use of the following one :

—

A portion of either the imported powdered root, or

else some of the root which had been coarsely ground

here, was placed in ajar; a sufficient quantity of acetic

acid (spec. grav. 1036j diluted with twenty parts of

water, to cover the root, was added, and allowed to

stand for forty-eight hours; the whole mass Avas then

placed in a percolator, and allowed to percolate
;

fresh

acidulated water added until the root was exhausted.

Having filtered the acidulated water through paper.

a precipitate was thrown down by the addition of a suffi-

cient quantity of carbonate of soda, a small quantity

of alcohol having been previously added to retain the

coloring matter. The carlionate of soda deepened the

color of the solution
;
but any other alkali produces the

same effect. When the [irecipitate had fully separated,

the supernatant fluid was drained off, the precipitate

collected on a filter, tl!Oroui;hly waslied and dried. As
the addition of sulphuric acid or the sulphates had
only thrown down a prec'i)itate of lime from the solu-

tion in acetic acid, the precipitate was redissolved in

water acidulated with sulphuric acid; the only residue

left was a m nute portion of earthy salts and resinous

matter; nothing revealed the existence of baratyna.

A small quantity of alcohol having been added to the

solution, a precipitate was thrown down, by the addi-

tion of ammonia, sufficient to produce a slightly

alkaline reaction. The precipitat'^, collected on a tilter,

when thoroughly washed and dried was siiaken with

successive portions of pure ether (the purity of the

ether is essential, as I failed in several of my experi-

ments, owing to the presence of alcoh<j|), until two or

three drops of ether left no residue on evaporation
;

and a drop or two of sulpliuric acid on the evajjorating

dish or glass failed to pioduce any reaction.

The ethereal solution was then filtered and allowed

to evaporate ; the residue left was of a golden brown
color, and of a semi-crystalline appearance, due to the

presence of some resinous and coloring matter; it was
redissolved in water acidulated with sulphuric acid, the

solution filtered thus separating some undissolved resin-

ous matter; a small portion of alcohol added to tJie

filtrate to retain the coloring matter, then a precipitate

formed by the addition of ammonia; this was collected

on a filter, washed and dried ; it was then redissolved in

alcohol 95°, the solution digested with animal charcoal,

filtered, and a piecipitate formed by the addition of a

sufficient quantity of water, and collected on a filter
; at

first it was a[)parently colorless, but, as it dried, present-

ed a dull brownish-gray color, and was amorphous
;

redissolved in ether and filtered, it was left, on the

evaporation of the ether, in white scales on the dish.

The portion insoluble in ether was tieated with 95"

alcohol until exhausted, leaving a small residue^ con-

sisting of earthy salts and co'oring matter. The alco-

hohc solution having been filtered, a precipitate was
formed by the addition of a sufficient quantity ot water;

the precipitate collected on a filter; when dry it was
white, amorphous, and pulverulent.

A fluid extract having been prepared from the ex-

hausted root, the resin was precipitated by the addition

of a sufficient quantity of water, and collected on a

filter. When dry it was successively treated with por-

tions of water, respectively acidulated with acetic and
muriatic acids ;

however, both failed to extract any-

thing further. As the resin was found to still possess

active properties (Exp. XXXVIII. to XLIV.), a portion

was treated with ether until exhausted, the ethereal solu-

tion filtered, and the ether allowed to evaporate; the

residue left was dark and oily, of the consistence of a

fieshly-prepared extract. A second portion was boiled

with successive portions of diluted ammonia until ex-

hausted, the residue collected on a filter, washed and
dried ; it was of a yellowish color, and pulverulent. A
third portion was boiled in successive portions of diluted

liquor potassa until a soft gelatinous mass remained,

solidifying and adhering to the bottom of the vessel

as the fluid cooled ;
when dry it was of a brownish-

gray color, and pulverulent.

The resin w;;s precipitated from its solutions in liquor

potassa and ammonia by the addition of dilute sul-

phuric acid, washed and c'ried. I only succeeded in
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Rcporntinp by ammonin and pota>-sa the two principles

in ono 8|ircim<M of thv iiiiporicd pnwilfn"! root;

AvhiUl in thf imported root ground Inn-, I Tailed en-

tirely; once or twice th»Te wus a irmr in two pounds
of it. Tliis latt^-'r is pr.ibably due to the eiueless man-
ner in wliieh tiie root is patliered lor export; also to

the lenpth of time it may have been kept.

The first of the prinei[iles extracted by ether is un-
doubtedly the basis t«f ilu* salt obtained by Pelletier and
Caventon, s-ubsequen'iy by Simon ami others; it is

identical witli the vcrati oida of veratnmi viride. Sol-

uble in alcohol ami ehlorofoini, the alkalies and tlieir

carbonates i)rei'ipitate it from its solutions. Ii forms

.sjilLs with the acids; the sulpliate, nitrate, and niiiriale

are but sparingly soluble; the acetate readily "o; but

all of tliein reijuire an excess of acid to make them so.

When treated wi;h concentrated sulphuric acid it

dissolves to a reddish-yellow, ciianping to an ochrey-red,

then to a reddish-brown, thei. to a brown, in a few
hours lo a purp'e, which continues for some days. Dis-

solved ill nitric acid, it gives a rose-tinge. It does not

respond to the sulphuric acid, but does to Trappe's test

for veratria. It ha.s an acrid, pungent taste, a-.d a

powerful sternutatory etfect.

The second principle, the one extracted by alcohol,

is the jervina of Simon ; he found it to be compcsed
of Cso, Hjj, No, Oj. Will's analysi.s varies as lo the

number of t quivalents; at ISO' F. it loses four equiva-

lents of water, melts above that temperature, and fuses

at 300"^ F. ; is white, tasteless, and has no sternutatory

etfect. With acids it forms salts; the sulphate, muri-
ate, and nitrate are but sparingly soluble, wliilst

the acetate is more so. When treated with con-
centrated sulphuric acid, it dissolves to a yellow,

changing slowly to a grass-green, and in a few
hours becoming brown; in nitric acid to a red ro.-e,

then to a brick-fed, and finally to an orange-yellow,

which remains unchanged for some time; in muriatic

acid to a red rose; in boiling turns to a green.

The substance separated from the resin by ammo-
nia is soluble in alcohol, insoluble in ether, chlo-

roform, or acidulated water. AVhen treated with con-
centrated sulphuric acid, it produced a faint pink or rose-

color; with nitric acid, first a light rose, then turning
to a light brown ; with muriatic, a laint pink or rose.

It melts slowly and fuses. The subsfance, separated by
means of liquor potassa, is soluble in alcohol and chlo-

roform, and insoluble in ether, benzole, or acidulated

water. When treated with comentrated sulphuric

acid it dissolves slowl}', producing first a dark-brown
color, wl'.ich finally turns to a reddish-brown; with
nitric acid, first a beautiful blood-red, then lo a light

brown; with muriaiic acid, no reaction whatsoever.
Melts eav<ily and fuses.

In this analysis we find that two alkaloils, the vera-

troida and jervina, have been extracted; and that the
resin ct>ntains a distinct organic principle, not of basic

origin, but existing in a complex form; it is therefore a
resinoiil, and is, properly speaking, the veratrine of vera-
trum album.

Mr. Freye, chemist for Messrs. Caswell, Hazard & Co.,

extracted the alkaloids lor me by the process made use of
by Mr. Charles Bullock in his aulysis of veratrum viride
(Amer. Journ. P/ia/TO., September, 1865, and Mai ch,

1866); that is, by the preparation ofatluidextract, giving
it a decided acid reaction by the addition of dilute acetic
acid, precipitating the resin by the addition of water,
collecting it on a filter; then precipitating the alkaloids
from the filtrate by the addition of carbonate of soda,
finally separating them by means of ether and alcohol.

Veratrum Viride.—In veratrum vir;de, Mr. H. W.
Wtrihington was the first to announce that he had

found an alkaloid which he considered identical with
veratriii. Mr. Joseph li. Uiclniid>on, in IS.'j?, stated

that he had found an alkaloid in it siindar to the one
extracted from veratrum album.

Mr. G. J. Se.iltergoo i, in lS(i"2, demonstrated that the

principle suppo-ed to be veratria, which he extracted
by means of water acidulated with sulphuric acid, was
associated with a resin jMissessing a greater sedative

ac:ion on the circulation than the resin itself.

Dr. S. II. Percy, in his prize essay, published in

1864, which is very exhaustive, con.sidered the alkaloid,

which he extracted by means of muriatic acid, identi-

cal with veratria. He al-o found that the resinoid

po.s.sesse<l au active sedative action.

In 1865, Mr. Chas. liuliock, of Philadelphia, made
an elaboiatc investigation of the composition of the

root, and found two distinct alkaloids in it, one soluble

in ether, the other insoluble, but both soluble in al-

cohol. Neitlier of these alkaloids responded in its

chemical reaitions to veratria; both were amorphous
and white, producing the same chemical reactions

;

viridia ditlVriug from veratroida in its in.solubihty in

ether and its higher fusing point, requiring from 335"

to 310' F., whilst that of the latter is from 270' to

275' F.

Mr. Bullock's process differed essentially from the

others, in that, instead of treating the root with acidu-

lated water, he first prepared a fluid extract, as men-
tioned heretofore.

Mr. G. J. Scattergood and Dr. Percy having demon-
strated by their iuvesligaiions that neither sulphuric nor
muriatic acids fully extracted the virtues of the root,

whilst Mr. Bullock demonstrated by his that acetic

acid does it etrectually, I extracted tlie alkaloids by the

same process made use of in extracting the alkaloids

from veratrum album.
The alkaloid veratroida, taken up by the ether, is

identical in its reactions and properties with the alka-

loid extracted in a similar manner from veratrum album,
and the name given to it in the last edition of the

United States Dispensatory is a very appropriate one

;

for although possessing some of the properties of the

veratria it is entirely distinct from it, as established by
the experiments of Richardson and Bullock, as well as

by the utter failure of either alkaloid to respond to

the sulphuric or to the nitric acid test when I tested

them; for veratria turns yellow with the latter.

The alkaloid viiidia, first obtained by Bullock by
means of its insolubility in ether and solubility in al-

cohol, is tasteless, white, amorphous, pulverulent, au'i

is not a sternutatory. The chemical reactions obtained
were absolutely the same as those of the jervina of
veratrum album

; neither of these alkaloids responded
to tests for veratria or the veratroida.

These reactions vary e>sentially from those obtained

by Bullock, but I think this is due to his having failed

to fully separate the veratroida from the viiidia, as the
purity of the ether is essential, to prevent a portion of
the viridia being taken up by it.

Then, in order to ascertain if the veratroida is fully

separated from the viridia, the evaporating and sulphuric

acid tests, as mentioned heretofore, should be tried.

There is an excess of the veratroida in veratrum al-

bum, and an excess of the viridia or jervina in veratrum
viride.

As to the exact proportions of the alkaloids to a

given quantity of the root, it is impossible to fully de-
termine. Mr. Bullock obtained from thirty-two ounces
of veratrum viride 9.2 grs. of veratroida, and 15.7 of
viridia; f om the same quantity of the root I obtained
about the same p; opoi tion ; from another a large excess

of viridia.
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The same is true of the so-called veratrin of Keith

& Co., and Tilden & Co., in some more of one and lr.s.s

of the other. From one specimen of Norwood's own
tinoture I obtained 1.5 gr. to the ounce of the com-
bined alkaloids, from another 1.9 gr. These variations

are almost entirely due to the manner in whicli tlic

root is gathered. The same is true of veratrum album.

I regret that tliis chemical history is not as thorou!i;h

and complete ^s it should be; but the want of a proper

laboratory, as well as a want of experience, must be

my excuse. I would here tender my thanks to Mr.

Ferd. Spangenberg for his valuable advice and assist-

ance in extracting and preparing the alkaloids.

The resin of veratrum viride was found to be en-

tirely inert.

Having shown that the two varieties of veratrum

possess much in common in their chemical history, but

that there exists in veratrum album a distinct principle

which does not exist in the other, I will pass to the

history of their physiological, therapeutical, and toxi-

cal effect-^.

Veratrum Album.—The first clear and succinct ac-

count of the history and effects of this variety was
published by Schabel, at Thulingen, in 1817, in his

inaugural thesis: he considered it a prompt and sure

emetic, and that in whatever manner administered it

produced nervous prostration and intestinal irritation.

Horn subsequently confirmed his views as to its ac-

tion as an emetic. In the various pharmacopoeias it is

now recommended as a sternutatory, when combined
with some innocuous powder.

It was formerly extensively employed in the treat-

ment of various nervous, gouty, and chronic cutaneous
hffections; but owing, to the uncertainty of its action,

and being powerfully irritant, it has gradually fallen

into disuse. However, in Germany its tincture enjoys

a great, and, I think, deserved reputation in the treat-

ment of pityriasis versicolor. It has a popular reputa-

tion on the continent and in England, in the treatment of

scabies and pediculi. By certain empiricists it is exten-

sively used in the treatment of certain forms of diarrhoea

and dysentery which have lost the'r acute character,

and have become subacute or chronic.

Pereira reports three cases of poisoning where an in-

fusion of the ro )t was taken, in which extreme prostra-

tion, without purging, resulted (Dr. Raynor's, of Stock-
port).

Christison, three cases, in which a quantity of the

powdered root was taken. In the course of an hour
they all experienced a burning sensation in the throat,

oesophagus, and stomach, followed by vertigo, purging
and dysuria, weakness and rigidity of the limbs, ver-

tigo, loss of sight, great faintness, convulsive breathing,

and small pulse. One of them, an elderly woman, who
had partaken of the largest quantity, had an impercep-
tible pulse, stertorous breathing, and total insensibility.

On the following day an eruption appeared on the

body.
He also quotes from Rust's journal, that a family of

eight ate bread in which some of the powdered root

had been mixed by mistake; in all of tlieni symptoms
of gastro-intestina! irritation manifested themselves.

Bias, two cases, one of Avhom, a boy three and a half

years of age, took from six to eight ounces of the de-

coction ; the other, an infant aged eighteen months, took

a smaller quantity ; botli recovered. They presented the

following symptoms : vomiting an acid fluid, containing

half-digested food, with yellow mucus; countenance
pale, head hot, general surface cold

;
pulse small, slight

convulsive twitchings of the limbs; dilated pupils, eyes

staring, with revolving movements of the eyeballs.

Mavel d'Ambert (Jour, de Chimie, 1851) gives an ac-

count of the poisoning of an entire family, who had
partaken of soup made in a utensil in which a decoc-
tion of the root had been prepared the day before, and
which hail not been ihorou^ihly cleansed. They all

presented symptims similar to tiiose of cholera: the
mot'.ier, who suffered the mo-t, ho found in a state of
collapse, with a blue, anxious face, eyes expressionless

a:id loss of sight; pulseless; diminished temper.iture
of the body, and vomiiing incessantly, accompanied
with violent tenesmus. He first administered emetics;
when the vomiting had ceased, gave opium ; applierl dry
friction and mustaid sinapisms to various parts of the

body. In the couise of a few hours reaction set in.

On the fourth day a peculiar eruption broke out on one
of her calves, which could not have been produced by
the mustard.

Nivet and Giraud (Gaz. Ilebdom., vol. viii.. No. 31)
relate that three members of a family suffered frnm
poisoning by veratrum album, two of whom died. The
eldest brother, twenty-five years of age, was suddenly
taken ill, in the latter part of June or early in July,

18G0, with the following symptoms: violent pains in

the epigastrium, intense thirst, severe burning sensation

in the throat and upper portion of the abdomen; these
symptoms soon subsided. Some time afterwards, from
some unknown cause, they recurred with increased

violence.

On the 29th of August, Dr. Chalvignac observed
that his face was thin; expre-sion anxious; a
dark circle surrounding the eyes; sight only affected

whilst and immediately after vomiting; no delirium;

mind clear, temperature of the skin normal; inappe-
tency ; unqueni.hable thirst; burning sensation of the
epigastrium extending to the oesophagus ; acid ruetus;
frequent vomiting, increased by drinking, occasionally

sti eaked with blood ; sanguineous stools, accompanied
with tenesmus ; secretion of urine normal. He died
on the 31st of August.
The younger brother, twenty-two years of age, was

taken ill about the 1st of September, with symptoms
similar to those of his brother, with the exception of

sanguineous stools and tenesmus, and died on the 14tli

of September.
Their mother was taken ill on the 25th of August,

with symptoms similar to those of her sons. On the
29th the doctor observed the following symptoms : a

marked prostration, tinnitus aurium, sight only affected

whilst vomiting; insomnia; pulse seventy -five and
regular, tongue coated and smooth ; inappetency,
thirst not as intense as in the first days of her illness;

uniform redness of the mucous membrane of the throat,

sliuht tumefiictiou of the tonsils. The pain in the
throat, oesophagus, and epigastrium, at first intense,

has in a manner subsided; slight nausea; no purging
since the day before. If she attempted to rise or walk
there was a tremor in her limbs and uncertainty in her
gait. She continued to improve, but had a relapse, and
finally i ecovered on the 22d of September.
At the inquest, it was shown that—1st. A white

powder had been administered to them. 2d. Some of
the root of veratrum albiun was found in a cooking
utensil. 3d. In the [lost-mortem, made October 15th,

that putrefaction was too far advanced to note patho-
logical changes. 4tl). The liver, intestines, pancreas,

lungs, and hearts of the brothers contained an alkaloid

similar to veratria. 5lh. Some of the substance ex-
tracted from the organs of the eldest brother, given to

a chicken, produced all the symptoms of poisoning by
veratria.

In the British Pharmaceutical Journal and Transact

fiouft for February, 1868, the case of a young man who
took a portion of three-penny-worth of the powdered.
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root is reported. The cfTects of the poi«on immediately

manifesteil tiieiiis«-lves, and lie died in a comparatively

short time, in the prealest ag.ny.
Uifilii, in liis lrfuti.-e on iox icolojiy, states that sev-

eral eases of uterine li« morrlmpe had been produced
l»y the u.se of the root a.s a sternutatory.

On the 4th of AugiK-t, 18— , wliilsttm a f)rofessional

visit to a summiT lestirt, I was nque-tid to ete a

vounp mariii'd lady, who was in a ^taU- of collapse.

At about G.3(t r.M.. site h; d taken by mistake, as I

subsequently a.^certaimd, half an ounce of the lK)m(T"o-

pailiic mother tincture of vcratrum album, ((juivalent

to half a draclmi ot the powdered root ; liiis< tinc-

ture wji« prepared iu the llartz Mountains ol tiermany.

from the preen loot. In a subsequent analysis of the

same tincture, I found that each ounce contancd Ig

prain of the active piinciples of the root. She had
consequently taken | prain. Immediately after taking

it she felt soothed and quiet, having been exceedingly
nervous before.

At 10 p. M. her hands and feet became numb, a

sensation which gradually extt nded over ti.e whole
body. She attempted to rise, but had two attacks of

syncope in rapid succession ; was taken immediately
alterwards with violent vomiting.

10.3I.I p. M.—I Ibund her pulseless, heart pulsating

feebly ami irregularly; resp. iwenty-two and regular:

eyes fixed and staring; pupils dilated; a'most total

loss of sight; the body covered with a cold and clammy
perspiration; compleie anae-thesia of the skin; voice

as clear and as strong as in the collapse of cholera;

lips of a bright carmine; mind clear, calm, and col-

lected; thought that she was dying; vomiting and
retching inc< ssantly ; the fluid ejected was viscid,

glairy mucus, of a greenisii hue. As there was no
puroinp, and recognizing the action of some powerful
sedative poi^<)n, I jiave her an enema of brandy and wa-
ter, three ounces of each, and thirty drops of ammonia,
followed in a short time by a second, both of which
were retained; then rubbed her limbs with dry nms-
tard ; applied mustard plasters to the epigastrium

;

then administered a ihiid enema, which was forcibly

retained.

As violent purging accompanied with severe tenes-

mus set in shortly afterward-, recourse was had to the
administration of small quantities of brandy by the
mouth, at short intervals, and the application of ammo-
nia to the nostrils.

Aug. 5th. 1 A.M.—Pulse perceptible for the first time,

38, feeble and intermittent ; anaisthesia of the .--kin con-
tinues

; vomiting not as violent, purging ince>santly,

accompanied with tenesmus; can now see distinctly.

3a.m.— Pulse 44; anaestlie>ia continues; temperaiure
normal; intense thirst. 10 a.m.—PuL-^eSG; vomiting
occasionally

; salivated and bloody stools frequent;
marked pain in left iliac re^don, extending to left hyf)0-
chondrium, increased by pressure.

Aug. Gth, 6 a.m.—Pulse 100; parsed a restless night;
tympanitis, marked tenderness of left, iliac region

;

nausea, vomiting at intervals ; tenesmus, with bloody
stools every hour; pupils normal ; anaesthesia persistent;
thirst intense.

A ug. 8th, 6.30 a.m.—Pulse 105 ; tongue dry, furred,
and brown; gums inflamed and tender, bleedi'i;g freely
at intervals; aphthous idceration of the p:date

; breath
ofifensive

;
ptyalism

[ rofuse ; nau-ea per.Mstent; vomit-
ing occa<;ionally ; stools frequent and bloody ; occa-
sional exarcerbaiion of pain in lefi iliac re-iun and left

hypochondrium, increased by pressure.

Aug. lOth.—Pul-e 105; tongue furred
;
gums ulcer-

ated ; nausea, but no vomiting
;
purging not as frequent

;

stjols no longer bloody; ansesthe^ia of the lower ex-

tremities ; a profuse flow of blood from the uterus

came on duritip the night, alihou<^h ilic menecs were
not due until the 'J2d.

Aug. l\/h.— PuNe 94 ; marked improvement. Prom
this lime forward she continued to pain rapidly. The
treatment, after reaction took y)lare, consisttd ol opium,
bi«nnith, and camphor, to check diarrhoea and allay

pain
;

< flervescinp draughts to allay nausea; the diet of

milk and lime-water, al.so brandy and be^f-tea.

Aug. 14//(.— 1 left her, as I Rnppo.sed, convalescing;

she felt comparatively well, diarrhoea almost checked,

otcat-ional anaestlies a of the upper ai.d lower extremi-

ties. On the lOih sat out of doors ;
on the 17th took a

ride ; on the 18th another ; was tjiken that, night with
violent tenesmus and catiiarsis; stools bloody; also

slij^ht nausea.

Aug. 22(1, 12.15 A.M.—Having been telegraphed for,

I found Iter pulse lU2 ; ton.L-ue furred and brown, edges
red, papilhc raised; tympaniti.«, tenesmu.«, pain in left

iliac re;;ion, e^fiendmgtolcft hypochondrium, increased

by pressure ; frequent bloudy stools ajid nau.sea.

Aug. 2bt/i.— Left her improving, with directions for

her removal to the ci:y on Monday, the 28th, as I

did not deem it prudent for her to remain longer,

owing to tlie marked insalubrity of the place, caused by
miasm and defective drainage

;
as there then were in

tiie same wing of the hotel two cases of dysentery, one
of which was typho malarial. The treatment, as sug-

gested by a veiy intelligent practitioner before 1 was
sent tor. was the occasional administration of Squibbs
liquor opii comp.

Attg. 2'Jth.—Arrived home last night; passed an un-
comfortable night; pnlse 100; recurrence of dianhoea;
evacuations very offensive, black, also some mucus,
streaked with blood

;
nausea, vomited twice, viscid

greenish mucns, streaked with blood; tongue fui red.

Ordered enema ot liquor ferii persulphatis, 20 drops in

= iv. of water every four hours, which weie discontinu-

ed after the third, on account of the pain and violent

hysteria ; .5 drops of the liquor were administered every
four hours instead, also a pill containing argenti nitras

-^i gr. and ext. opii ^^ gr. every alternate 4 hours.

tSrpt. 2d.— Sanguineous stools having ceased, peps'ne

gr. iij. and bismuth trisnitras gr. xv. were given every
two hours; quinije sulphatis gr. ij. every fourth hour;
paregoric whenever nccossiry to allay tenesmus.

iiej't. Sth.—Prof. Alonzo Clark in consultat'on. Pulse

84; tongue smooth and clear; pain in left il.ac region,

exiending upward? ; from fourteen to sixteen stools in

the twenty-four hours, dark and small, accompanied
with tenesmus. Morphise sulphas tV gr. added to

pepsine and bismuth.
Sept. \7th.—Pulse 102 ; tongue furred, dry and brown,

edges red, papillae raised ; no improvement, as the mor-
phine was evidently actingas a nervous irritant ; di-scon-

tinued i', atid substituted salicine gr. v. every foiir

hours, discontinuing all other remedies.

S''pt. 22c/.—Marked improvement ; lying on lounge.

Sept. 2oth.—Evacua'ions very frequent, containing
mucus streaked with blood ; in.-isted npon piving au
enema of Oj. of warm water, with long flexible tube,

which siie had heretofore sirennoush' objected to. Con-
siderable mucus, streaked with blood, came away, also

shreds of mucous membrane, and but a trace of Isecal

matter; the pain from the distention of the intestine

was intense; ordered a suppositoiy of ext. opii aq. and
argenti nitras iUl gr. i every lour hours.

Sepi.2Gth.—Feels more comfortable ; fewer evacua-
tions; administered an enema of warm water Ojss. ; it

was followed by a dischaige of mucns streaked with
blood, shreds of mucous membrane, and but little faecal

matter.

I
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Sept. 27lh.—Improvement continues; another enema
a-lminis^tcred, followed by a discharge of less mucus,
but few shreds of mucous membrane, and partially

formed fajces, but quite attenuated.

Sej^t. 30th.—Steadily plaining; a fourth enema admin-
istered, followed by llie fust well-formed and perfecily

healthy evacuation, with the exception of its extreme
attenuation, evidently caused by a contraction of the

colon.

From this time forward the recovery was rap'd; with
t'le exce[)tion of insomnia, n'TVOusnes-;, tremor of the

limbs, uncertainty of gait when the first attempts to

walk were made, the only nervous symptoms wliirii

manifested themselves during the progress of the ea<e

were the loss of sight, paralysis of the recti muscles ofthe

eye, and the ansesthesia ; this last symptom persisteil un-

til the middle of September, migratory in its character,

recurring principally on the anterior surface of the

forearm, and on the thigh following the course of the

anterior c: ural nerves. The urine was not examined at

first, but in subsequent examinations an abundancf of

amorphous matter with a large amount of the crystals

of oxalate of lime were found.

The only remedy which effectually controlled the

insomnia was the hydrate of ch'oral in ten-grain dos.^s.

I regret that the temperature was not taken note of;

but as I did not expect to require my thermometer, I

had left it at home.
The digestion was so much impaired, that milk,

grurl-, beef-tea, broths, steaks, and confections ef raw
beef had to be successively abandoned

;
game, chicken,

fish, and bread being exclusively relied upon.
i

The emac ation, at first very great, rapidly disapp'^ar-
|

ed. On the 31st of January following her health was
perfect, and the tbecal evacuations had entirely recover-

ed their natural form and size.

There are several points of interest in this case. !

I. That the poison had been taken fully three hours
[

before any decided symptoms manifested themselves,

and therefore absorbed. •

j

II. That the poison taken into the circ ilation acted
\

directly on the vaso-motor nerve<, is seen by the anaes-
|

thesia, the loss of s ght and paralysis of the recti mus-
i

cles, and diminution ofthe temperature.

III. Tliat its powerful sedative action on the circu-
;

lation only manifested itself after its primary action on 1

the nervous system.
IV. That its action on the alimentary canal as an

emetic and cathaitic was due to its special acion on

the pneumogastric nerve, through the circulation, and
not to any action as a local irritant, is shown by the

fact that these were the last symptoms develojied in- i

stead of the first—a'so by the experiments of Prof.
\

Horatio Wood wiih th'i veratroida.

V. That the first pathological change in the alimen-

tary catial, from the gums to the rectum, was probably

one of the intense hyperaemia and congestion, due to
\

a paralysis of the vaso-motor nerves, and that a thick-

ening and contraction ofthe intestines ensued; and
that the gastro-enteritis was a secondary effect, will

be shown by Exp. XXXIII. to XLVIL, inclusive.
\

VI. That the contrai-tion of the colon, causng the

extrem'^ attenuation ofthe faeces, was not due to ulcera-

tion and cicatrization, is shown by its gradual and
perfect restoration; further, that there was not at any

;

time any indication of intestinal obstruction.
|

VII. That the uterine hemorrhage was the result

of an intense uterine congestion will bs shown by Exp.
XXXVIII.

,

In experimenting upon anima's, Schabel observed

that three grains of the powdered root, applied to the

nostrils of a cat, killed it in sixteen hours ; thak a
,

small piece of the root, inserted into the rectum of a

cat, was followed in fifteen minutes by dyspnoea, frothy

vomiting, alvine evacuations; root expelleil ; finally,

inflammation of the rectum with a tendency to prolap-

sus. Three grains of the extract, introduced into the

trachea of a cat, caused gastro-enteritis and death;
poison absorbed by left lung.

Orfila introduced into the thigh of a dog fifteen

grains of the powdered root ; it caused vertigo, vomit-
ing, and purging, then in seven hours <leath The
post-mortem revealed slight inflatumation ofthe mucous
membrane of the stomach, and red patches of this

membrane in the rectum.

Viborg and Scheele injected from twenty-five to

thirty drops of the tincture into the jugular veins of

several horses and cows ; vomiting, purging, and tenes-

mus were the effects produced ; but in half an hour
they had all subsided.

Schroff, of Vienna, says, " that neither veratria nor

veratrum produces gastro-enteritis, but that at the site

of their operation they produce a pa-sing hype: ajmia, re-

sulting, if intense, in the shedding ofthe epithelium of
the stomach and intestines. Nau~ea is a constant re-

sult of the vomiting; but the purgative action ot

the drug is uncertain. Spinal spasms affecting animal

life are wanting; symptoms of reflex paralysis present

themselves.
" There is a great tendency to increase the secretion

of the intestinal canal; it accelerates the evacuation of

the fteces; but when given in poisonous doses

it does not produce diarrhoea. Golden coincides with
Schroff."

Dr. Oulmont, of Paris, in various experiments on
dogs, rabbits, and frogs with the tincture of veratrum
album—administered hypodermically— gives the fol-

lowing as the result of hi-j observations:

—

" The fiist effect was on the circulation
;
a remarkable

falling ofthe pulsa'ions, then a diminution of tlie tem-
perature of fiom one to five decrees; the respiration

becoming slow and irregular; followed by vomiting

and purging. The most prominent symptom was the

extreme prostration, followed by insensibility and total

loss of power; the animal totally insens ble to e'ectric

shocks or anv other irritation; finally, inflammation of

the entire alimenrary canal, followed by death in

from one to three hours."

In briefly reviewing the various cases of po'soning

quoted, as well as the experiments and conclusions of

various observers, I find that whenever the root has

been given, either in sub.stance or its tincture, and in

whatever manner administered, the same symptoms
have invariably manifested themselves in a greater or

less degree, according to the quantity taken, and
which are so concisely and teiscly described by Oul-

mont. However, I doubt whether gastro-enteritis had
had time to develop itself in his experiments, and I

pre'er to indorse the views of Schroff and Golden a.s

to its being intense hyperaemia. In reference to its

modus operandi, I expressed my views in reviewing

my case of poisoning, and will enlarge upon it when
treating of

Veratrum Viride.—You are so familiar wit'i veratrum
viride, that it is almost a work of superfluity to enter

into a detailed history of its virtues
;
however, I will be

as brief as possible.

Although Doctors Tully and Ives were the first to

investigate its therapeutical virtues, the attention of

the profession was not called to it until the publication

of a very able paper by Dr. Charles Osgood, of Provi-

dence, R. I., in 1835 {Am. Jour. Med. Sckncei^, vol. xvi.,

296); but it was only brought into general use after

the publication of the pamphlet of Doctor W. C.
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Norwood, of Cokesb'irj', S. C, jii 1H.')1 ( f'h'irlvMton

J/rt/. lirr., vol. vii., 768). lie ha<l a n-iiinrkable suc-

c«'pswitli it in the ireatiiicnt orpneiiinDiiia and tvplioid

fever; l>y otliers it w;i8 rocommemled in tiu! treatment

of intlaniniatory rlieuniati.^in. puerperal fever, and otlier

iiiflainiiiaiory dise;ises; by Professdr G. B. Wood, in

nduciiif: the pulse in cardiac diseases. Dr. Jarqui-mier

first alluded t<» it in France, in a review of Prof.

Fordyce Barker's essay on its use in puerperal fever

(Gaz. //<•/.</., 18')7).

In 18GG, I)r. Theodore Ko<:licr publislied an e.>;>ay at

Wurizbinp on the tnatment of pneumonia by the

jireparatitins of veiatnim viride; it wa.>* based upon
ti.e treatment of si.vty casos of iincomplicat<-d pmumo-
nia by the exclusive u.se of tiie resin of v. rairum
viride, at tlic C'linique of Berne, by Profe-sorBiermer

;

the mortality was only eipht, 3 per cent, le-s than

followe 1 any other course of treatment. 21 cases out

of 2"), in which the first manifestation of the disease

could be exactly established, recovered in less than six

dav.^.

Dr. Oulmont, in an e>say read before the Acadimy
of Medicine. Paris (Hul. Gen. de Therap., Ixxiv., 145),

in 18G7, warmly advocates its use in inflammatory
afTections.

It is generally aflmini'stered in tincture, or fluid ex-
tract; b}' some the resin is preferred. Dr. S. R.

Percy advises the use of a tincture prepared from the

resin which has been exhausted by water acidulated

with sulphuric acid, but th's does not fully extract tlie

veratroida, and if it did, the tincture would not pos-

sess any sedative action. The most reliable prepara-

tion is Norwood's, but even that cannot ahva^'s be
relied upon, as the root does not always contain the

same proportion of the alkaloid-s.

This, like many of our most valuable remedies, is

falling into disuse on account of the uncertainty of its

action, also owing to the unf>lea.sant nans -a. vomiting,
an! even purging it sometimes occasions; but fortu-

nately cheniisiry and physiology, as proven by the ex-
periments of ScatUTgood, Percy, BuUock, ami Horatio
Wood in our own country, and those of Fluckiuer and
Oulmont in Europe, have revealed '.he existence of
alkaloids to which all i:s therapeutical virtues are due.

We will therefore not be obliged to see it sooner or later

set a«ide, like its more active sister plant, and used
only as a local application in the treatment of pityria-

sis versicolor, scabies, and pediculi, for which it is

ju«t as efficacious.

Uncertain as it is in its effects, I have found but one
recorded f ital case resulting from its u-e, that of a feeble

child, aged one year and six nonihs. to whom its

mother had ndiiiinis'ered, without the advice of a phy-
sician, probabl}' not less than o5 drops of the tincture,

in four or five divided doses, at intervals of half an
hour. There was an attempt to vomit afier the second
dose ; altliough the efforts were made every few
minutes, there was only one successful, when a small
quantity passed by the mouth. Dr. J. C. Harris, of
West Cambridge, saw him seven hours after he had
taken tlie fi:st dose; he found him very pale, appar-
ently unconscious, breathing almo-t ste:toous; pulse

40, extremities cold, and a profuse cold perspiration
over the whole body. He died thirteen hours after

taking the first dose. The treatment consisted of
stimulants and rubefacients, but no opiates.

—

{Am.
Jour. Phanh., September, 1865, 274.)
Yet Dr. Hewson, of Georgia, reports three cases, in

two of which half a teaspoonful doses of the tincture
were reptated in an hour, and in one two doses, of 30
drops each, were taken, to procure abortion— in all

the cases with no bad efl'ect beyond extreme nausea.

' Dr. Talafierro c tea the ca^^e of a physician of Atlanta,

Georgia, who look by mistake an ounce of the tinc-

ture at one time; the disturbance on'y amounted to

extr<Mne nau.sea and vomiting, and some difVn:ulty of
breathing. Dr. Loomis, of Buifalo, a case of a' uie rheu-
matism, where one tea.spoonfnl of the tincture was taken
at one tune : the consequences were extienie vomiting,

I one or two movement-! from the bowels, but nothing
1 like purging; great pr stration, read Iv rallied from;
followed by cure o'' the disea-e. {liuffulo Mulirnl uhd
Siiifjirril Jonnitil, Vol. VI., p. 124.) Dr. Percy, in

his prize essay, cites four ca.ses in a foot-noie. A
Woman took a tumblerful of the stnmg decoc'ion ; it

produced very alarming .symptoms of prostration; by
the ordin.iry stimulating remedie- she recovered in

^

forty-eight hour-. An adult to(>ka tumblerful of .syrup,

1 two quart.s of which had been prepared from two pounds
, ofveratium viride, instead of .American valerian, and, as

it caused vomiting, the do.se was re|ieated. The same
alaiming .symptoms as in the preceding ca.se followed,

but in two days he was alile to be about. A physician

,

took thirty grains of so-calied veiatrin, the alkaloids

and resin combined ; he w as out again on the th rd

day.

A man, rather toi) fond of his neighbor's bottle,

Went into a country store, and fniding a bott'e marked
" Old Rum,' poured out and quickly drank nearly a

tumblerful of the tincture of veratrum viride. Not
wishing the st rekeeper to know of it, he said nothing
about it until it caused vomiiing, and then, becoming
much alarmed, told wiiathe had done. A physician was
sent for, rum was freely given, and the same night

he walked home.
Dr. G. N. Edwards, of St. Bartholomew's Hospital

(Medical Time.^ and Gazette, Jan., 1865, p. 5), cites the

case of a chemist who took a teaspoonful of the fluid

extract, which was fnllowed by the most alarming
: symptoms, but the patient recovered the next day.

I In the eleven cases of poisoning, the only symptoms
at alfsimilar to those of veratrum album were the vomit-
ing and great prostration

;
they differed essentially, in

that there was no purging and no ana?sthesia ; also in

the rapid recovery after reaction had taken place,

i whilst in the majority of the cases of poisoning by vera-

trum album the recovery was tedious ; that is, where
the root was given, either in substance or its tincture.

I

Dr. S. R. Percy admirably describes the general and
1 special eflect-s of veratrum viride on the system, sup-

porting his views by observations and experiments

I

which fully confirm them. "He never found it to act

as a purgative, per se, when administered by the
mouth; but believes that when it does it is due to

I

its sedative action upon an irritated or inflamed condi-

;
tlon of t!ie muscular fibres of the intestines."

This view is indorsed by many
;
per contra, others

entertiiin the opposite; but, from what I have observ-

ed. I am inchned to sustain his view. In small doses
it may even produce vomiting, but is not apt to do so

unless loo frequently repeated.
However, its peculiar and characteristic action is

iis effect on the pulse. It is a reliable and powerful
arterial sedative ; wiih it the force and frequency of
the puUe can be controlled almost at will. It lessens

j
both vascular and nervous action, also relaxing the
muscular system, and renders the respirations .some-

what slower and easier. In medicinal doses it allays,

controls, or deianges nervous influences, but in poison-
ous doses destroys them. It seems to have but little

action on the mind; it produces a languor, disposition

I

to s'eep. unwillingness to be disturbed ; but this is

j

m( st noticeable in large or poisonous doses. By di-

l
mi;;ishing the rapid;ty of the supply of the blood
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to the brain it causes vertigo, especially in movinpr

;

seldom produces lieadaolie. In lull doses it diniinishcs

sensibilit}^, liut he lias never noticed any marked im-
pairment of si_<,dit and hearing when administered to

man; in animals he has noticed both. When under its

full influence, a change of position will produce ver-

tigo, or even syncope. By relieving congestion, iiriia-

bility, and pain, it fr.?quently induces sleep, but not

by any narcotic action.

In moderate doses it produces a muscular relaxation;

in fuller dosis, a feeling of weakness and prostration;

but the eflect soon passes off. In lull doses upon
animals, it paralyzes both the voluntary and non-
striated muscles, and in those ca*es which are fatal,

the result is produced by paralysis of the heart's

action. The muscles lose their contractile power,
and do not act well under the stimulus of galvanism.

It sometimes dilates the pupil, but generally it merely

fixes t!ie pupil, owing to a loss of power of the recti

muscles, thus giving it the appearance of dilatation,

because it is kept in the centre witliout motion.

The influence of veratrum viride on the secerning

organs is very marked ; it augments the sect etion

from the pulmonary mucous membrane, increases the

expectoration
;
but in the stage of prostration there is

no longer power to expectorate. The d 'ctor has not

been able to satisfy himsi'lf that it either diminishes or

increases the quantity of urine excreted. In ca^es of

dropsies from obstructed portal or cardiac circulation,

with a frequent irritai>le pu!se, it produces a copious

discharge of urine, which he thinks is caused by sub-
duing tlie heart's labored action.

It produces a moisture, free diaphoresis, and cold,

clammy sweat, according to the amount taken or

administered. It acts early <ns a sialagogue.

In reference to its modus operandi, he conies to the

conclusion that it act=? upon the system by transmission
with the blood, and that its effects do not take place

until after its absorption into the blood is proved
by-

1st. Its peculiar action on the system when intro-

duced elsevvlieie than into the stomach.
2d. The greater rapidity of its action when intro-

duced directly into an artery or vein.

3d. Its action on the various secerning organs,

either when taken into the stomach, or when intro-

duced into an artery or vein, a serous cavity, or the

cellular structure. The presence of its alkaloid in the

secretions formed out of the blood, also the production
of its physiological action when the saliva, milk, or

urine of an animal 1,0 which it has been administered
is given to another animal.

4th. Its peculiar action on the pneumogastric nerve,

when it reaches that nerve only through the circulation.

5th. Tlie absence of any impression conveyed to a

distant part of the system when it is applied to the

surface, together with tl.'e production of its topical ef-

fects to the nerves of the part to which it is applied,

in proportion to the amount and rapidity of its absorp-

tion.

This point I do not consider well taken. 1st, on ac-

count of the infinitesimal quantity absorbed, even if

one ounce of the concentrated tincture were applied.

2d, that if the alcoholic extract or tlie active princi-

ples of the root are applied, they will sometimes pro-

duce constitutional effects; its action is similar in that

respect to aconite, belladonna, or their active principles,

also verati ia, etc. ; whether it is by absorption into the

circulation, or by an impulse conveyed by the nerves
of the part, I am not prepared to assert, but I beheve
it to be by absorption into the circulation.

6th. The dilatation of the blood-vessels after its

administration, visible by the microscope in the capil-

laries, and sensibly felt in the la-ger vessels by tiie

slower passage and increased volume of the blood, and
by the free diaphoresis produced.

7th. By its e-iTects on the blood-discs, altering and
diminishing their size.

He furtlier believes that its therapeutical eff.cts are

due to its action fin tlie memlirana vasorum communi.s
cndangium, tiirougli the bio id itself, and that it has also

a powerful action on the vaso-motor nervis. These two
last observations fully sustain his Gth projiosition, for

it is conveyed liy the blood into the vasa vasorum, and
through them paialyzes tlie vaso-tnotor nerves, the

blood-vc-sels thus losing their contractile power,
hence the dilatation of the capillaries; al-o by the in-

creased volume and slower passage of the blood, ob-

served in the frog's foot, and the contraction induced
by the alcoholic stimulants, and especi.ally by the tinc-

ture of cantharides
; he attained similar results in his

observations on bats.

It might be suggested that Claude Bernard had ob-
tained simil ir results by dividing the sympathetic nerve,

and that it was due to a special action on that nerve;

this would a fortiori apply more particularly to veiatrum
album, on account of its more marked action on
the alimentary canal, uterus, and bladder; Init as the

filaments of the vaso-inotor nerves are principally deriv-

ed from that nerve, especially in the abdominal viscera,

the suggestion would not destroy the force of thepro-
posit'on, or vice versa.

Ouhnont, in his observations on man and animals,

found that although the general sedative action of vera-

trum viride was the same as that of veratrum album,
it differs essentially from it in the following points :

—

"1st. It does not have as intense an action on the

a'imentaiy canal, never produces inflammation of its

mucous membrane, and the vomiting is not as violent

or as persistent.

"2d. It does not act as rapidly, the animal does not
die as soon, and the poisonous dose is generally double
that of veiatrum album."
He therefore concludes that it possesses a greater

certainty of action and is a safer sedative.

Oulmont, like Percy, found that the resin exhausted
by acidulated water possessed a remarkably sedative

power.
In closely examining the authorities, cases, and ex-

periments quoted, as well as my own observations, I

arrive to the same conclusion as Percy as to the mo-
dus operandi of veratrum viride, with the above noted

exceptions.

To the same conclusion as Oulmont as to the close

similarity of the effects produced by the two varieties;

also as to their two essential and characteri- tic diffei'-

ences.

Further, that neither of them has an}' direct influ-

ence on the brain
;
that although both are spinal motor

depressants, the action of veratrum album is much
more powerful ; that it is in fact a spinal moto-sensatory

depressant ; also that its modus operandi is essentially

the same as that of the viride.

The first inquiry which naturally presents itself i.s,

what is the essential and characteristic difference in these

two plants, which are almost if not quite identical in

their botanical history, possessing in common so many
physiological and therapeutical virtues, yet differing es-

sentially in their toxic d eflects ?

Chemistry, by the experiments of Richardson and
Scattergood, reveals that tiiey possess one alkaloid in

common, the veratroida ; by Simon, the existence in

veratrum album of a second alkaloid, the jervina.

Bullock's experiments establish the difference be-
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tween vcratroida and vt>rntria ; iilso demonstrate the

existence of a second alkaloid, tlie viiidiii in vcratruni

viriiie ; wliilst liy mine it fii'ly confirms t!if identity of

the veratroida in belli, and further reveals that the jer-

vina of Simon and viridia of JJnllock are pio'iably iden-

tic d ; also that the essential difference resides in their

re-^in, and that ihe resin of veratruni idbum contains an

ac'ive principle, not of basic origin, wJiich does not

exist in verairum viride.

Physiolojjy will give tlie fin;d exjilanation or answer
by liie following experiments, and conclusions to be

drawn Ironi them.
The alkaloidi were either madt; use of in the form

of acetate, or else the pun^ alkaloid dissolved in alcohol.

I would here acknowledge my indebtedness to my
friend, Dr. Sylvester Teats, for his valnable advice

and assistance in making these experiments.

EXPERIMENTS WITH THE ALKALOID VERATROIDA, EXTRACT-

ED FROM THE TWO VARIETIK3.

I. I injected into the thigh of a mongrel bitch weigli-

ing twenty-one pounds, gr. -|V of veratroida (album),

P. 130, R.'26, T. 100 ; 20 min. vomiting and natural

evacuation from bowels. 25 min. salivation anddysuria,

35 min. P. 04, salivation profusf, vomiting and dysuria;

I hour 15 min. P. 54, R. 14, T. 98^, salivaiion continues,

vomiting greenish, viscid mucus; 3 hours 35 min.

running about and eats food with relish.

II. Injected into the breast of a yotinsr pigeon gr. ^V
veratroida (album), P. 159, R. 23, T. 106; 20 min.,

P. 136, R. 28, T. 105J ; 25 min., nauseated and purging;

30 min., falls on side, convulsions and deaih.

III. Injected into the brensf of a young pigeon gr.

j\ veratroida (viride), P. 162, R. 48, T. 107^ ; 6 min.,

vomiting and purging; 20 min., P. 180, Resp. very
rapid, loss of power in wings and feet, convulsions, 23
min. dead.

IV. Injected into t'.ie breast of a young pigeon vera-

troida (album) gr. -/qp, 8 min. nauseated and vomiting,

12 min. convulsions and death.

V. Iniected in thigh of a full-grown English rabbit

veratroida (album) gr. i, P. 147, R. 126, T. 101 J; 25
min. P. 126, R. 19, spa?modic and irreg., T. 98 J, quite

unwilling to move; 34 min. R. 99, reg. ; s'ight opis-

thotonos, loss of power in extnmities, anfesthesia. does
not respond when irritated. ElectriL-ity to mouth and
anus either with the induced or direct currents nauses

reflex movements of extremities ; 45 min. P. 116. T.

96^, convulsive movements, falls on side; 61 min. dead.

Autopsy immediate. Meninges of cerebruin, cerebel-

lum, and medulla oblongata shghtly injec'ed; spinal

cord normal; heart distended; lungs normal; cortical

portion of the kidneys intensely congested
; liver con-

gested
;
a marked redness of the mucous membrane of

ihs large curvature of the stomach and intestines.

TI. Injected into the thigh of a large common male
rabbit veratroida (album) gr. i ; P. ItJO,' R. 104. T. 102^

;

10 min. violent expulsion of ui ine ; 18 min. mat ked opis-

ihotonos, fidlowed by complete relaxation of the
ab lominal muscles, pulsation of heart almost impercep-
tible, apparently dying ; administered whi.skey 3 ij. per
rectum, and morphia sulph. gr. -j^j hvpodermicajiy; 7
min. P. 165, R. 27, T. 93^, slight opisthotonos, with
drawing of heal to left side; 32 min. P. 142. R. 17, T.

96.^, complete nmscular rlaxat'on and insensib lity
;
1

hour 45 min. P. 182, R. 17, T. 921-, by mout) whiskey
3 iss., placed near reg'ster; 1 hour 52 min. P. 163 R.
32, T. 9U ; 4 hours 12 min. P. 160, R. 60, T. 93^, easily

roused, but extreme pros:raMon continues; 7 huurs 32
min. P. 150, R. 52, T. 95}, conscious, less muscular
relaxation, has partial control, and endeavors to move
about ; 14 hours, running ab.ut.

VII. Injeeteil in thigh of a large male rabbit vera-

troida (all)Uiii) gr. iV, P- 180, R. 56, T. 103|t; 20
min, violent expulsion of urine, slight opisihotom^s;

30 min. P. 135, R. 51, T. lOU ;
cunvulsions increased by

irritation, lies on side during intervals; 95 min. con-

vu'sions have ceased, and ra|)idly ncuvering.

The urine wa.s evaporated, the residue treated with
ether; the ether filtered, and portions allowed to eva-

po ate on separate dislie--. The one treated with sul-

phuric acid gave a yellow, then red<lisli-brown, and
finally biown reaction ; the one with intric acid, an
evanesc.nt rose tinge; the last, with niuriatii; acid, no
reaction wliaLsoever eitlier before or alter boiling.

Vill. Injected in thigh of a white rabbit veratroida

(viride) gr. -,',;, P. 180, R. 56, T. 98.^; 45 min. P. 11(», R.

42, T. 96^
;

gr. -/^- opposite thigh
; 13 min. slight convul-

sive movements, moans, and nauseated ; 38 min. P. 110,

R. 32, complete loss of power, partial ana-sthesia, lying

on side ; 48 min. P. 108, R. 28; 3 hours 37 min. P. 132,

R. 20, T. below 90, lying on side, loss of power not aa

marked, recovery occurred in the anterior first, nor was
it as marked in them ; 3 hours 48 min. P. 128, R. 33,

T. 92, great prostration, but muscular power restored.

IX. Injected in thigh of a large English rabbit vera-

troida (viride) gr. |; 8 min. intense dyspnoea; 11 min.

marked opisthotonos ;
14 min. dead.

Au:opsy two hours after. A slight injection of the

meninges of the cerebrum, cerebellum, and medulla
oblongata, spinal cord normal, heart distended and filled

with bloud ;
stomach mucous membrane pale, a slight

redness of the mucous membrane of the male intestines,

congestion of liver, intense of the cortical portion of the

kidneys; lungs normal.

X. Injected in ihigh of a young female cat veratroida

(viride) gr. i; 6 min. nauseated, vomiting, viscid

mucus; 10 min. excited; 15 min. resp. hurried and
panting, impossible to count it, tongue protruded; 20
min. moving about, intense nausea; 35 min. coniplete

loss of muscular power, and anaesthesa; but responds

perfecily to direct and induced currents. R. 122 and
reg. ; 50 min. resp. spas, and iireg., nauseated, and
moaning; 55 min. R. 3, moans and endeavors to raise

its head; 1 hour 10 min. R. 6, spasmodic and moaning;
anaesthesia complete, artificial respiiation kept up for 10

min. ; 1 honr 30 min. R. 42, regular and full ; 1 hour 35
min. when raised by tail violent movement of extreii i-

ties ; 1 hour 45 min. anaesthesia marked, but responds

perlectly to induced and direct currents, which increase

the frequency of the respiration ; 3 hours R. 42 and
regular, anaesthesia less marked, when irritated moves
extremities. From this time the res|>iration gradually

decreased ; and it was found dead about ei-ht houis

after.

Autopsy, heart distended, slight ecchymotic spot-s in

left lung; liver and kidneys congested.

"Dr. Percy states that he made 31 experimen's on
dogs witli the veratroi'la (viride); that he found it more
sedative in its effects than the verat:ia (sabadilla) ;

that

it was less irri ant, s.?ldom causing an increase of the

pulse, which the veratria certainly did ; that it produced
vomiting and purging in about an equal degree; that,

when a large d<ise was given, and piostration en-

sued, it was generally accompanied with a dilatation

of the pupils, but this efiect was not produced by
small doses ; that purging was seldom produced
by either when given by the mouth, but nearly
always when given by hypodermic injection; that

doses amounting to 2 grains at a time might be
given, producing alarming prostration, and most pain-

tul and protracted vomiting without causing death, if

brandy, brandy and morphia, or tincture of cantharides

was administered, and that in every instance the
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animal's life might be saved by proper attention.

When death took place it was caused by repeating the

dose, and not by a two-grain dose administered at one
time. Post-morleni examination revealed inflammation
of the mucous membrane of tlie stomach, and in some
cases it extended, more or less, through the whole in-

testinal tract, and was always seen at the rectum
;
the

kidneys were in a state of congestion, and the heart

filled with blood. That in three casrs in which the

veratroida was administered by hypodermic injection,

the results were somewhat, dilferent :—1st case : To a

dog, weighing fifteen pounds, he administered vera-

troida (viride) gr. ^, P. 120 : it was most fri-ely salivated,

purged once in 5 hours 40 min., P. 92. 2d case : To a

dog, weighing twenty-five pounds, he administered

veratroida (viiide) gr. f, P. 116; 40 min. P. 90, very
much dejected, has had a free flow of saliva; injected

gr. 1 on opposite side; 42 min. purged; 55 min. P. 82,

saliva flows freely, very dejected; 60 min. vomiting fre-

quently, respiration labored, prostration very great; 1

hour 40 min. P. 70, pros'ration inciease-; then ad-

ministered 2 oz. of brandy. Avhich checked the vomiting,
which was repeated twice at intervals ; 17 hours 25 min.

P. 170, intermittent, unable to walk steadily
;
lecovered

the next day, 3d case: Injected in a small dog, wei<jh-

ing about six pounds, veratroida (album) gr. i, P. 110;
20 min. P. 170, vomited fieely, purged freely; 35 min.
vomiting continuous, P. ISO

; 37 min. repeated the same
dose on the other side ; 48 min. P. 160, prostration very
great, unable to stand ; 1 hour 3 min. P. 80 and inter-

mittent; 1 hour and 40 min. after the administration of
the first dose he gave the dog strychnia gr. -i\-, which
killed it.

"Both alkaloids produced a sedative action on the

pulse, but the veratria did not to the same extent as

the veratro da from the viride; and neither of them
to the same extent as the pure resinoid, or the

tincture of veratrum viiide. The prostration was more
complete, alarmi;ig, and prolonged, and the vomiting
more painful and continued from the alkaloids than
from the other preparations named."

Prof. Horatio C. Wood of Philadelphia (Am. Jniirn.

3fed. Sciences, Jan., 1870), after a series of experiments
made with the veratroida and viridia, extracted from
veratium by Mr. Chas. Bullock, comes to the following
conclusions: that

—

"Veratroida appears to be physiologically, as well as

chemically, in many respects midway between viridia

and veratria
; locally it is more irritant than the former

and less so than the latter. It possesses somewhat
similar powers to the former on the heart, although to

a less extent, and seems midway between the two
alkaloids in its action on the nervous system and mus-
cles, acting chiefly on the spinal centres, but at the

same time appearing to impair the conducting power
of the nerves and the irritabihty of the muscles.

"Its influence on the animal may be summed up as

follows :

—

" 1st. Locally, it is somewhat irritant.

"2d. It is an irritant emetic, and sometimes cathar-

tic.

" 3d. It exerts no direct influence upon the brain

and pupil.

" 4th. It is a direct spinal motor depressant, pro:lucing

death by asphyxia, and acting at the same time to some
extent upon the conducting nerves and muscles.

" 5th. It depresses the heart's action both in force and
frequency; but the petiod of depression is followed by
one of reaction; its primar\' cardiac action being inde-

pendent of its spinal influence."

Prof. Wood's experiments with the veratroida were

so thorough, that I did not deem it necessary to re-

peat them.

That the veratroida extracted from the two varieties

of veratrum are identical in their physiological (fleets.

I believe to be fully e^tablished by Experiments I. toX,

inclu.«ive, also sustained by Ur. Percy's and Prof.

Wood's experiments
;
but in order to fully satisfy my-

self, I made the following experiments :

—

XI. I took of veratroida (vii ide) in pill gr. ,j\,, P. 80
;

15 min. P. 78 ; 40 min. P. 72, gr. .Jj,
;
20 min. P. 76

;

30 min., P. 72, gr. -h; ; 15 miu. P. 70 ; 30 min. P. 70,

gr. /„; 15 min. P. 76; 30 min. P. 72; 45 min. P. 70;

00 min. P. 68 ; 1 hour 15 min., eat a hearty lunch,

with two glasses of claret ; 2 hours, gr. -,Vj P- 80
J
38

min. P. 92; 1 hour P. 72 ; 1 hour 30 min. P. 80.

XII. I took of veratroida (album) gr. ^,V, P. 70; 30

min. P. 72, gr. /„- ; 14 min. P. 66 ; 30 min. P. 62 ;
40

min. P. 67, gr. -,V ; 20 min. P. 69; 35 min. P. 64; 1

hour P. 62.

These two experiments fully confirm the identity of

the physiological effects of the two alkaloids; in neithiT

of them was there any unpleasant feeling hu'ther than

a slight depression or languor; as they were made two
hours after eating, I made a third experiment four hours

after eating.

XIII. I took gr. /u of veratroida (viride), in an hour

and 20 min. the pulse was not materially affected, then

dined with relish, but about 3 hours alter dining a feel-

ing of depression and weakness came on, accomtianied

with a tingling sensation of the tongue and 1 ps, which

continued for some hours, and was exceedingly un-

pleasant. Amongst its toxical effects described by

Percy is gastro-euteritis; that veratroida has a decided

tendency to produce gastro-intestinal di-turbaace,

tliere is no doubt of; but that it produces more than a

passing redness, I doubt ; there is not a single record-

ed case where veratrum viride has produied gastro-

enteritis, nor a single experiment on animals in which

it has had that effect. In the cases he refers to, I be-

lieve that he must have given the two-grain doses by

the mouth; then it would be due to its local effect as

an irritant, not to any specific action. Tiiat this

effect, characteristic of veratrum album, is not due to

the veratroida, I will cl 'arly prove.

I believe that when given in fatal doses it acts as a

cardiac poison ;
the action of whi(;h Maurice Schiff

(Impartial de Firenze, 1870) describes as follows:

—

" All poisons cahed cardiac end by stopping the

heart at the diastole, not by a specific action, but

they gradually destroy the excitability and conductive

powers of the nerves of the organism."

That it may sometimes produce death by asphyxia,

as suggested by Wood, I admit ; but that is due to the

same cause.

It is a spinal motor depressant, but I do not con-

rider its action direct, but secondary to its action on

the sympathetic through the vaso-motor nerves. That

its action on the heart is through the sympathetic

is shown by the experiments in which Prof Wood di-

vided the pneumooastrics; these experimenis iurther

show that its peculiar action on the alimentary canal is

through the pneumogastric nerves, for there was no

vomiting and purging except in the animals in which

he had not divided the pneumogastrics.

EXPERIMENTS WITH VIRIDIA,

XIV. Injected in thigh of a dog weighing about

twenty pounds gr. i, P. 118, R. 24, T. lOU ; 30 min.

no perceptible change, injected gr. j in opposite thigh

;

35 min. P. 90, R. 26, T. lOOJ, inj. gr. -i; 25 min. P. 114,

R. 28; 40 min. gr. 4 by mouth; 30 min. P. 97, R. 40.

T. lOU; 3 hours, P. '126, R. 28, T. 101^, gr. 1, bj
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mouth; 30 niiii. P. 113. R. 28. T. 101 : r.O min. P. 90,
|

U. 20; no mill. P. 10*2; 1 hour 15 niiii. P. loO; 2 hours
30 min. P. 114.

In nbuiit si.x hour^? 2^ prninB won* aclministcrcd, the

temi>i'ratnro was not ailVrtfd, nn<l tlio juilso and n-spi- I

ration not matorinlly innucnceJ
; the animal did not

|

sct'ni to ffclany di>c. >mfort. I

XVI. Injoctcd into the breast of a younp pipeon,
'

pr. ,i^, P. KU, R. 40, T. 107A ; 45 min.' P. 152. R. 34, i

T. 104}, inj. srr. 4; 7 min. slipht opistliotonos; ,20 min.
\

P. 140, R. 30. T. 104, mows about witli rapid fl »ppinp
j

of winps; GO min. P. 113, R. 30. T. 101!,, quiet, rests
|

on feet, a peneral tremor if disturbed ; 2 hours 45
min. lias eniinly recovered.

XVII. Injected in breast of younp pipeon pr. ^ ; 5
min. peneral tremor: 7 min. vomits coin, 13 min. flap-

pinp of winps and twitcliinp of tail; 17 min. violent

opisthotonos; 53 min. tetinic convulsions have been
almost continuous, lyinp on back ; 1 iiour 5 min. con-
vulsions leas violent, no change in pupil ; 1 hour 10 min.

dead.
XVIII. Injected pr. J in breast of vounp pipeon, P.

164, R. 84, T. 107 ; 10 min. P. 160, violent flappinp of

winps; 25 nlin. tetanic convulsions; I iiour 8 min. P.

160, convulsions continuous, pupil contracted; 1 hour
28 min. lyinp on back, convulsions not as violent; I

hour 53 min. died in h.md.
XIX. Injected in breast of voun? pipeon pr. i, P.

163. R. 120. T. 107s; 2 min. vomitinp; !) min. violent

flappinp of winps; 13 min. P. 156, T. 108.-; 23 min.
violent tetanic convulsions, lies on back; 1 hour 25
min. dead

The autopsies, with the exception of contracted
hearts, revealed nothinp.

XX. Injected in tliipli of a female rabbit in poor con-
dition LT.'i. P. 147. T. 1021 ; 20 min. P. 132, T. 98J;
60 min. P. 138, R. 48. T. 102^. injected <rr. J^ ; 20 min.
P. 13r., R. 37, T. 98?, 50 min. P. 132, R. 43, T. 95; 1

hour 20 min. P. 124, R. 35, T. 95i ; 3 hours, P. 150,
R. 69. T. 97.

XXI. Injected in thicrh of a male rabbit er. i, P. 152,

R. 76, T. lOOi ; 30 min'. P. 157, R. 86, T. 103,' injected

pr. 4; 26 min. P. 130. a peneral tremor followed by a
partial lo-s of power, more maiked in anterior extrem-
ities

;
rapid movement of the ears, witii violent con-

traction of extremities; 41 min. .salivated, prindinp of
teeth; 1 hour 6 min. P. 144, marked opisthotonos; 2
hours 6 min. convulsions have ceased; 2 hours 10 min.
P. 100. R. 41, T. 99.i and runs about. I

XXII. I took pr. i dissolved in acidulated water, at

the end of one hour, no perceptible effect.
I

XXIII. I took pr. 1 in capsule. P. 64 ; 25 min. P.
78 ; 35 min. P. 64 ; 55 min. P. 64 ; 00 min. drank a small
glass of ale; 70 min. P. 04; there was no other effect

perceptible, unless a pleasant muscular exhilaration and
tension.

j

Not one of these experiments responds exactly to the
results obtained by Prof Wood, or to thosi- of tlie ex-
hausted resinoid of Dis. Percy ami Oulmont ; the lat- ,

ter's was prepared by Fluckiper, of Berne.
|

As to its action on the circulation, the results were
j

almost if not entirely imperceptible; it had a slivrht

action on the respiration, but its action was more de-
cided on the temperature; however, none sufficiently

j

pronounced to warrant it* recommendation as a thera- I

peutical agent.

Its action may be summed as follows :

—

I.— It is not locally irritant.
\

II.—It has no decided action on the alimentary
|

canal

III.—It exerts no direct influence on the

brain ; althonph there is occasionally a slight con-
traction of the pujiil.

IV.— It is n<<t a spinal motor depressant, but a
8[iinal motor excitant

; in larpe doses fitoilucing on
animal"* effects similar to small doses of sMychnine.

Owinp to the accidental loss of neatly all my alka-

loids, I was unable to investipate the action of the
jervina of veralrum album as ihoroupiily as I should
have desired to, but as its chemical reaetions are

identical with those of viridia, and the ex]>erimei.t8

made, with three exceptions, pi o<h!ced results similar

to th< se of viridia, I must incline to consider them
identical.

EXPERIMKXTS WITH JERVINA.

XXIV. Inject'^d in breast of a younp pipeon gr. i,

P. 180, R. 80, T. 107i ; 20 min., peneral tremor, vomits
corn ; 55 min. P. 180, R. 70, T. 105^, vomitinp com

;

60 min. P. 178, R. 80, T. lOO, injected cr. i; 30 min.,

P. 150, R. 18, T. 101, pupils contracted; 1 hour 10
min., P. 170, R. 30, T. 98J; found dead 12 houts after.

XXV. Injected in breast of yoniur pipeon gr. ^, P.

154, R. 140, T. 109J; 2 min. vomitinp corn; 12 min.
P. 150, peneral tremor, violent flappinp of wings,
vomitinp corn; 25 min. P. 172, R. 156. T. 109, marked
tetanic convulsions; 45 min. P. 156, R. 176, T. 109, con-
vulsions continuous, lies on back and side during in-

terval ; 1 hour 30 min. P. 100, convulsions continuous.
Died in hand.

XXVI. Injected in bre;«st of a younp pieeon gr. ^;
29 min., no change; injected pr. i; 7 min., vomits
corn, staggers; 9 min. violent flapping of the wings, loss

of power in feet; 12 min. marked tetanic convulsions;

4 h. urs 57 min. died; tetanic convulsions, with occa-
sional remissions, had been continuous.

XXVII.-VIII.-IX. In the breast of three young
piffeoiis I injected cr. ^ each ; there was no ajiparent

eff.'Ct produced. They died at intervals varying from
18 to 24 hours.

In the autopsies of the last three there were clots of
blood at the point of inject'on, oth' rwise the autopsies

of all were as negative as those killed by viridia.

XXX. Injected in thigh of a dog gr. i; there was
no apparent effect.

XXXI. Injected in the same dog jervina, containing

a trace of veratroida, pr. -^\-, P. 120, R. 20, T. lOOJ,

30 min., P. 90. R. 20, T. lOOj. gr. i, 30 min. P. 96.

T. 102;? ; administered gr. i by mouth ; 15 min. P.

134. Vomiting yellow mucus; pupils dilated, eyes
fixed and staring ; he recovered in a short time.

This last expeiiment is of special interest, for it de-

monstrates the impoi tanee of full)' separating the alka-

loids; it also serves to explain the cause of the fallacy

of Prof Wood's conclusions from his experiments with
I3ullock"s viridia.

This investigation would be incomplete, for the ex-
periments on myself fail to demonstrate that the power-
ful sedative action of veratrum resides in the veratroi-

da, were it not that the explanation of it is facile and
conclusive.

Scaitergood, Percy, and Oulmont found tiiat the ex-
hausted le^in of veratrum viride possessed a greater

sedative action than the veratroida. Percy called it

resinoid ; because he thought that it was a complex
body, containing a distinct alkaloid. Wood, also,

found that the viridia of Bullock possessed a similar

power. Bullock h.is demonstrated that another alka-

loid, the viridia. can be extracted from this resinoid by
me ins of acetic acid, for that acid separates the alkaloids

from the combined state in which they naturally exist,

which neither muriatic nor sul|ihuric acids have the

power of doing, and that is the cause of Scattergood's,
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Percy's and Oiilmont's f;\ilure. I do not believe that
|

the viridia fiiniislied to Professor Wood by Mr Bullock

was eniircly free from veratroida. Either the evapo-
ratinc; or sulphuric acid tests slionld be tried whilst

separating tlieni, and if tliey fail to give any response

it is proof positive that the veratroida has all be; n ex-

tracted ; but what is conclusive to my mind is that, Ik;

found that tlie two alkaloids were identical in their

reactions, whilst I have shown them to be distinct.

Therefore I conclude that the experiments of Percy,

Scatterirood, and Oulmont with the so-called resinoid,

and Wood's with Bulhick's viridia, demonstrate the

physiolop;ieal efi'ects of tiie combined alkaloids. Con-
sequently I believe that the foIloAvinij conclusions of

Prof. Wood do not apply to the physiological eflects of

viridia. but to those of the combined alkaloids, for I

have siiown that the viridia is inert as a sedative, and
will prove the accuracy of my assertion by experiments.
Wooil concludes as follows:

—

1st. It appears to be sli<j:litly, if at all, locally irritant.

2d. It has no action whatever on the alimentary
canal, never producing either vomiting or purging.

3d. It exerts no direct influence upon the brain, and
the pupil is not affected by it, except an indirect dila-

tation, just before death.

4th. It is a spinal motor depressant (probably directly

so), producing death by paralysis of the respiratory

nerve centres, and is without influence on the muscles
or nerves.

5th. It is a direct depressant to the circulation, low-
ering the force and rapidity of the blood streams,

slowing the action of the heart, and finally aifecting

the force of the single beat, independent of any action

it may exert.

The following experiments with the combined alka-

loids I consider conclusive.

XXXII. I took of veratroida (album) gr. -g^,^, and of
viridia (viride) gr. |. dissolved in water acidulated

with acetic acid'; P. 80; 10 min. P. 70; 25 min. 68;
40 min. P. 70, took of veratroida (album) gr. -.^^J, of
viridia (viride) gr. ^; 20 min. P. 66; 30 min. P. 6-t

;

40 min. P. 62 ; 50 min. P. 66 ; 60 min. P. 68 ; 1 hour
50 min. P. 80.

XXXIII. A similar experiment was tried with the

veratroida (viride) and the viridia (viride) combined
with similar results.

XXXIV. Injected in the thigh of a biich weighing
22 pounds, of veratroida (viiide) gr. -,^,;, and of viridia

(viride) gr. ^, P. 120, R. 40, T. 100.^; 30 min. P. 92, R.

42, T. 101; 40 min. P. 90, same quantity of each
injected in other thigh ; 7 min. vomiting viscid mucus
and purging; 15 min. resp. panting, and frequent

tongue jifotruded; 30 min. P. 50, R. 14; lying quietly,

no loss of muscular power, moves about when dis-

turbed, no nausea and urinating; 1 hour P. 44, R. 16,

T. 98; 1 hour 15 min., lying quietly, and when dis-

turbed rises ; but the effort induces nausea, and vomits
viscid mucus; 1 hour 45 min. P. 46, R. 16; 2 hours
45 min. P. 42, T. 96 ; 12 hours, the dog was as well as

ever ; she did not have, any time, any loss of power or

anassthesia. The urine she voided was evaporated,

the residue treated with ether, the ether filtered, and
allowed to evaporate; the residue, which was imper-

ceptible to the naked eye, when treated with sulphuric

acid gave a yellow, then a reddish-brown, and, finally,

a brown reaction.

EXPERIMENTS WITH THE RESIXOID OF VERATRUM ALBUM,
ITS RESINOID EXHAUSTED BY ETHER, ITS ETHEREAL EX-

TRACT, AND THE ORGANIC PRINCIPLES SEPARATED BY
AMMONIA AND LIQUOR POTASSA.

Experiment with resinoid V. album :

—

XXXVIII. Injected in the thigh of a large gray

rabbit gr. ,hn, P. HI, R. 154, T. 102)1 ; 30 min. P. 180,

R. 135, T. lOO.L, gr. 25 min. P. 165. R. 130, T.

101 ; 45 mill. inj. gr. -„i,
; 10 min. P. 180, R. 63, T.

99;;, relaxed sphincter, partial loss of power in poste-

rior extremities; 1 hour 15 min. P. 165, R. 54, T. 99?-,

total loss of power in extremities; 2 hours 15 min.

gradual recovery of power in anterior extremities; 4
hours 15 min. entirely recovered.

XXXIX. Same rabbit as last, 48 hours interval;

injected gr. -/,;, P. 1H3, R. 180, T. 102i, 25_ min. sali-

vated and nausea; 50 min. P. 153, R. 75, T. lOOJ,

quiet, but moves when disturbed, refuses food, partial

loss of power in posterior extremities, and dropping of

tail, gr. A-; 20 min. P. 174, R. 159, T. 98^, dropping

of ears, a general tremor, Avhen excited tries to move,

but is unable to do so, dropping on left side posteri-

orly ;
1 hour, P. 157, R. 90, T. 99^, complete loss of

power below neck, sight and hearing unimpaired, no
ana-sthesia, when irritated, reflex movements of pos-

terior extremities, ^v. j>5 ; 1 hour 10 min. P, 168, R.

44, T. 95J, perfectly conscious, almost total lo-ss of

muscular power, contractions respond, but not perma-

nent, or. ts ;
1 hour 25 min. P. 144, R. 48, T. 97^

drops chin on table, Avhen roused raises head; 2 hours,

P. 138, R. 40, T. 96.i, lies on side, when disturbed

endeavors to move, but can only raise its head, respi-

ration spasmodic, gr. -i-r,- 1 hour 5 min. P. 168, R. 35,

complete loss of muscular power, no ana'sthesia, slight

reflex movements; 8 hours 50 min. P. 144, R. 100, T.

100, lies on belly, gradual recovery of muscular power,

more marked in anterior than posterior extremities,

tries to walk, but unable to do so, takes food; 19

hours, apparently as well as ever.

XL. Injected in the thigh of a large black cat gr.i^n;

21 min, nauseated, and vomiting viscid mucus; 40
min. R. 96, vomiting continuous; 1 hour 20 min.

excited, vomiting has ceased ; 1 hour 35 min. great

excitement, followed by prostration, resp. hurried,

210; 2 hours, quiet, inclined to sleep; 3 hours 30

min. still nauseated, partial loss of muscular power

;

9 hours 40 min. moans when disturbed, has had

two evacuations from bowels but no purging, great

prostration, loss of power more marked in posterior

extremities; 20 hours 30 min. very much prostrated,

no nausea or purging, refuses food and drink ; 23

hours 43 min. P. 150, no marked change, gr. ^ ;
37

min. excited and moans, R. 51 to 20; 1 hour, nau-

sea and vomiting, convulsive movements, followed by

apparent narcotism ;
1 hour 20 min. comfdete anaes-

thesia, but responds perfectly to direct and induce<l

currents; if one of the poles is applied to either ear, it

endeavors to remove it with corresponding paw, gr. i^;

27 min. 25 hours and 30 min. after the first injection

I exposed the trachea, introduced the tube of the bel-

lows; opened thoracic and abdominal cavities; mark-^

ed turgescence of mesenteric vessels, intense redness of

intestines, heart pulsating slowly and irregularly ; 35

min. slight convulsive action, heart stopped pulsating

5 min. 12 seconds after the stoppage of the artificial

respiration
;
liver and kidneys normal, thickening and

contraction of the intestines; intense injection and

redness of the gastro-intestinal mucous membrane,

more marked in last six inches of the small intestine,

with clots of extravasated blood on its surface.

XLI. Injected in thigh of a large female cat gr. ^,

6 min. R. 22; 15 min. salivated and moans, intense

nausea, and vomited a partially digested rat, quite

excited; 25 min. R. 210, and panting; lies on side
;
30

min. complete anesthesia, and loss of muscular power;

but responds perfectly to direct and induced currents;

40 min. violent couTulsioas; 43 min. dead. Autopsy
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immcdiaU'; meninges of cerebrum, ccn-'belliim, mul
niL'diilln ol>Ioii;;»ta inji-ctod; heart disteiidcd ; frolliy

mucus in liromhial tubes; eccbyniotio spots on tlie

surfiice of both Innps; hinga reniiily infliitt'd; liviT and
kiilreys normal; marked n-dness and coiigi-stion of
mui'oiis mi'inb ane of tho stomach, of last six inches

of the small intestine, and intense from iieo-ciecal

valve to anus. In this os well as in the preceding
case there was a contraction of the intestines, a re-

markal>!c dryness of the lower portion ; the upper por-

tion was filled with liile.

XLfl. Gr. i injected in the thigh of a young cat,

caused death in 2 hours G min.

XLIII. Gr. i injected in thijjh of a kitten three

m mths old, caused death in 30 minutes. .

XLIV. Gr. ^ in thigh of a rabbit, caused death in 1

liour and 3 minutes.

In these three cases the symptoms produced were
similar to the others, and the congestion of the gastro-

intestinal mucous membrane varied in intensity as

t ) the len_s;th of time it took to cause death.

KXPER1MEST3 WITH TUB RE3IK0ID EXHAUSTED BY ETHER.

XLV. Injected in thigh of a .<;lut weighing 22 pounds
gr. i, P. 120, R. 2'), T. 101; 15 min. gr. i, 45 min.
vomiting fr.nhy mucus, tenes:nus and strangury ; 2

hours 45 min. P. GG, loss of power in posterior extre-
mities: salivated and moans; 3 hours 5 min. P. 86,

tries to walk, but staggers and falls; 4 iiours 35 min.
lies on side, cannot rise, has urinated freely ; 5 hours
35 min. P. 160, great prostration ; 7 iiours 35 min.
slight anajsthesia, cannot walk, but crawls; 9 hours 5
min. P. 14G, R. 32, T. 95, has had two small alvine

evacuat'ons; 18 hours, vomited freely during the
night, great prostration, refuses drink and food, crawls
from oiie spot to another; 42 hours, salivation, mark-
ed prostration, moans incessantly, and vomits frothy
mucus at intervals; 50 hours 40 min. convulsions,
opisthotonos, has vomited blood twice since morning;
50 hours 42 min. muscular rigidity, heart has ceased
pulsating, vomits blooi ; 50 hours 50 min. dead.
Autopsy one hour and 30 minutes after death:

heart distended; right lung congested, and ecihymotic;
both lungs readily inflated; liver congested and dark;
kidneys normal, ureters also

; intense redness and in-

jection of the mucous membrane of the bladder, also

that of the uierus; thickenin? of the stomach and
intestines, also a contraction of the lower portion of
the small intestini', not as marked in lirge ; intense
hypenemia of the gastro-intestinal mucous membrane,
more marked in stomach and large int'Stine; a remark-
able dryness of the lower portion of the small intes-

tines. To the naked eye, the mucus presents the
appearance of gastro-interitis; there are here and
there among the folds spots of ecchymosed blood;
with the aid of a powerful glass, the smallest vessels
appear to be very much enlarged and filled with dark
blood ; by tiie microscope, Prof Alonzo Clark failed to

find any evidences of inflammatory action in the stom-
ach, rectum, uterus, or bladder.

XLVI. Injected in the thigh of a dog, weighing
about eighteen pounds, gr. i, P. 132. T. 102|; 7 min.
resp. panting 12U; 20 min. P. 40, T. lOlJ; great pros-
tration, unwilling to move but conscious ; 40 min. P.

39, T. 96J, salivated
; 45 min. nausea and vomits viscid

3-ellow mucus : 1 hour 5 min. has vomited several times,
slight evacuation from the bowels, great prostration
and moans; 2 hours 15 min. P. 34, t, 92. turns Irom
one side to the other; 2 hours 45 min. P. 56, T. 93,
moan*, prostration not as marked, has not vomited
since last ob-ervation ; 5 hours 25 min. P. 54, T. 96J,
vomiting frothy white mucus; 7 hours 15 min. P. 88,

T. 97if ; 8 hours 50 min. P. 96. T. 99», prostration not
as marked

; 12 hours 'JO min. P. 124, T. 100^, (piifo ac-

tive, eat.s food an I drinks with relish ; 12 hours 45 min.
gr i in opposite thigh ; 9 hourw, P. l.JG, T. 91J, almost
total lo.ss o( i>ower in posterior extremities, vomited
freely durinir the nigiit, great |iiostration, and moans;
13 hours 35 min. P. 100, R. 19, T. below 90, almost
complete ana'Sthesia, extreme j)rostnition, slight reflex

movements when disi\irl)ed, respiration sighing; 14
hours 15 min. R. 2, P. 88^ injected .strychnine gr. ^,, re-

sorted to artificial respiration; 10 min. strychnine gr.

t\; 10 min. P. 100, R. 11. strychnine gr /, ; 10
mill. P. 84, R. 12. strychnine gr. ,', ; 15 min. con-
vulsion, emposthotonus

; 30 min. has had four convul-
sions; .35 min.—25 hours 5 min. since first injection

of resinoid ; 1 hour 5 min. since first injection of
strychnine, died ; respiration ceased belbre heart. Au-
topsv one hour after: both lungs most distended; con-
gested, pccliymotic spots on surface, liver congested

;

intense injection of tho mesent^'ric and gastro-intes-

tinal vessels, also of supra-renal capsules and vesical

vessels. The condition of tlie raucous membrane of
the stomach, intestines, and bladder was ilie same as in

Experiment XLV.; the substance of the kidneys was
intensely congested; in the pelvis of both there were
some dots of blood.

XL VII. Injec'cd in breast of young pigeon gr. /«,
P. 174, R. 72, T. 107; 5 min. unable to flv

; 7 min.

vomiting corn
; 25 min. P. IGO, R. 21. T. 105J, lies on

abdomen; 35 min. P. 154, R. 52, T. lOli; 1 hour 38
min. vomiting corn, lies on side; 2 hours 35 min.

P. 142, R. 8. T. 9G; walking about, but cannot
fly

; 9 hours 55 min. 172, R 40, T. 102, convalescing,

yoiiiited once since last observation; 17 hours, nothing
abnormal, vondted freely during the night.

XLVII I. Gr. -,\i injected in breast of young pigeon
cau.sed death in 10 minutes.

XLIX. Gr. ,\, in the breast of old pigeon caused
vomiting, complete anaesthesia, conscious when head
was disturbed, and died some hours after.

L. Gr -4',,- in bieast of young pigeon caused death

in 42 minutes.

In these three experiments the hyperaemia varied in

intensity according to the length of time it took to

cause death ; and in ail of them the gastro-intestinal

canal was filled with bile.

EXPERIMENTS WITH THE PRINCIPLE SEPARATED BY
AMMONIA.

LI. Injecteil in the thigh of a rabbit gr i, P. 171,

R. 140, T. 1011,; 40 min. P. 150, R. 144, T. 102^ 1

hour 30 min. P. 180, R. 144, T. lOli, gr i; 90 min. P.

153, R. 116, T. 103?. Loss of power in extremities

more marked in posterior, grind ng of teeth, when
aroused t irns from side to horizontal po-ture, nausea,

moaning cry, when irritated violent reflex movements
of posterior extremities, gr |; 5 hours 50 min. P. 189,

R. 24, T. 99^, lies on belly, loss of power more marked
in tlie anterior extremities, if they are pulled, cause

violent reflex movements of (he extensors of the po.s-

terior ones, gr. i ; 7 hours 30 min. P. 130, R. 44, T.

97J ; ly:ng on belly, partial loss of power, vio'ent re-

flex movements wlien irritated; 16 hours 30 min.

convalescing; 40 hours after first injection, apparently

as well as ever.

LII. Injected in breast of young pigeon gr. .tn ;

P. 15fi, R. 64, T 108^ ; 20 min. P. '210, R. 37,

T. lOG, pirtial loss of power in feet and unable to

fly ; nauseated; 1 hour 4 min., P. 188. R. 58, T. 103;
recovering power, pupil contracted, gr. 3^^ ; 58 min.

lying on side, complete anaesthesia, but responds to

direct and induced currents when applied to tongue and
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anus, viscid mucus flowing from mouth ; 2 hours 50
mill. P. 1(J0, R. 37, T. 103jr ; complete loss of powir,
pupil dilated, flow of mucus continues ; 7 hours ^iU

mill. P. 155, R. 20, T. 98ii-; flow of mucus persistent,

sliglit purging, lies on sitle, loss of power not as niaiked
;

6 liours 5u min. I'ound dead.

LI II. Injected in breast of old pigeon gr. /g ;
P.

170, R. 52, T. 108 ; G miu. vomiting corn ;
10 min. com-

plete loss of power, lits on side; 20 min. P. 168, R.

98 ; 24 min. resp. spas, and dies.

LIV. Injected in breast of an old pigeon gr. i ; G

min. attempts to vomit; 7 min. falls dead.

In the autopsy of tiie first and second pigeons, the

same changes were noted as in those in wliiuli death

had been caused by the resinoid.

KXPERIMENTS WlTtl THE PRINCII'LE SEPARATED BY LIQUOR

POTASSA.

LV. Injected in thigh of a large female rabbit gr. -/j-,

P. 180, R. 165, T. 102^; 1 hour P. 159, R. 144, T. 102^,

gr. -,^/; 50 min. P. 178, R. 150, T. l03J, gr. A; 35 min.

P. 154, R. 174, T. 104^:, gr. i; 40 min. P. l5o, R. 120,

T. 104*, gr. i; 2 hours P. 150, R. 120, T. 104^, gr. i;
2 hours 45 min. P. 180, R. 160, T. 106; 13 hours 30
min.P.20l,R. 90, T. 103*^, gr. j. by moutii; 10 min. nau-

seated; 1 hour, P. 160, R. 3l' T. 106
;
2 hours 20 min.

P. 170, R. 61, T. 106s, gr. i dry powder blown into

the throat; a portion probably entered the larynx; 1

hour 25 min. T. 1U5J ; 4 hours 25 min. T. 104*, eats food

with relish
; 8 hours 25 min. T. 105:5- ; 27 hours 25

min. P. 150, R. 48, T. 103^, dyspnoea, resp. wheezing,
abdomen distended, tympanitic; 51 hours, P. 183, R.

36, T. i03k; quite active, dyspnoea more marked; a

wheezing during expiration, apparently from trachea

or larynx, injecteil gr. -pj of resinoid
;
5 min. salivated, 10

min. violent opisthotonos and di-aih. Autopsy imme-
diate ; larynx normal, inflammation of the traciiea and
right bronchus, with exudation of false membrane,
lungs normal, iieait filled witli blood, liver congested,

kidneys normal, mtense redness and injection of the

peritonseum, intestines distended with gas. The opis-

thotonos had been so violent that there was a lupture

of the right psoas.

EXPERIMENTS WITU THE ETHEREAL EXTRACT,

LVI. Injected in breast of young pigeon gr. -jV, P-

174, R. 76, T. 107 ; 7 min. vomiting grain
; 33 min. P.

102, R. 54, T. 105*; 38 min. vomiting; 1 hour 38
min. P. 122, R. 22, T. 102t, complete loss of power of

wings and feet, if placed on back unable to turn, gr. \\-
;

25 min. marked contraction of pupil; brain appaiently

unafifected, P. 148, R. 42, T. 100^ ; 1 hour 50 min. P.

112, R. 18, T. lOO; total loss of power, eyes closed,

but opens them when roused, pupils contracted, com-
plete anaesthesia; 5 hours 22 min. P. 143, R. 25, T.

100, pupils normal, able to stand ; 15 hours, appaiently

well, flies about.

LVII. Injected in breast of young pigeon gr. i,

P. 150, R. 56, T. 105i ; 12 min. P. 152, R. 72, T. 100^,

partial loss of power, lies on side, pupi's contracted
;

34 min. P. 176, R. 64, T. 96j, complete loss of power,
and anaesthesia, purging; 1 hour 29 min. P. 170, R. 64,

T. 96|, eyes closed, but opens them when roused, fluid

oozing from mouth
;
8 hours, P. 144, R. 102, T. 9().^

;

complete ana;--thesia, coiisvious, purging; 9 hours 15

min. P. 150, R. 126, T. 97:5-, can now stand on feet and
run around with but little difliculiy.

These experiments confirm the chemical analysis

of the resinuid (album). Experiments XXXVIII. to

XLIV., inclusive, give the following results: 1st. Vom-
iting, purging, and salivation. 2d. Depression of the

circulation, respiration and temperature. 3d. Loss of

muscular power and complete anaesthesia, without pa-

ralysis. 5th. When given in fatal doses it caused

death either by asthenia, or asph}'xia in the same man-
ner as the veratroida. Gth. Tlie autopsies revealed the

most intense hyperasmiaof the gastro-intestinal mucous
membrane.

Exp. XLV. to LIV., with the resinoid deprived of its

ethereal extract, with the exception of the ana;sthesiii,

gave absolutely the same results ; these also include the

Exp. with the principle separated by anniionia. Exj).

LV., with the organic prii;ei[ile separated by liquor po-
ta.-sa, the re.^u.t varieu essentially in the remarkable
rise of the temperature from I02.i/ to 106

,
its falling

iind rising again to 106^^ when an additional dose was
given

;
the tracheitis and peritonitis could not account

for it, as they developed themselves some time after-

wards.

Exp. LA^I. to LVII., with the ethereal extract of the

resiuoid,demonstrate that it has the jiowerl'ul anaesthetic

and sedative action of the resinoid, without its char-

acteristic action on the gastro-intestinal mucous mem-
brane; hence physiologically as well as chemically the

resin of veratrum album is probably a complex body,
containing a distinct principle not of basic origin

;

the principle separated by liquor j)Otassa is the result

of a chemical change; therefore the resinoid is the

veratrine proper.

Several experiments were made with the resin of
the exhausted root of veratrum viride, also with the

tincture, and the}' more than confirmed Wood's expe-
liments and conclusions as to its complete inertness,

lor in pigeons it did not even prove emetic or ca-

thartic, whether administered by the mouth or hypo-
dermically.

It is therefore in the resinoid or veratrine of veratrum
album that resides the essential and distinct dillerence

between the two varieties of veratrum.

As a result of these researches I conclude that :

—

I. They confirm the views of Richardson and Scat-

tergoodas to the identity of the veratroida in both.

II. They confirm the views of Bullock as to the

veratroida's being distinct from the veratria (saba-

dilla).

III. They confirm tlie existence of Simon's jer-

vina in veratrum album, and of Bullock's viridia in

veratrum viride, and further tend to Cctablish the

chemical and physiological identity of both.

IV. They establish that Simon was probably mis-

taken as to the existence of baratyna in veratrum
album; for in exhausting the root a large amount of

lime is extracted by the acetic or phosphoric acids,

and held in solution in the form of acetate or phosphate,

and the addition of sulphuric acid will precipitate

it in the form of sulphate, which is insuluble ; in case

the sulphates are used to precipitate the lime, the ace-

tates or pliosphates of ammonia, m;ignesia, potassa, or

soda are lormed and held in solution.

V. The VLratroida is the active sedative principle

of veratrum viride, and Bullock and Wood were mis-

taken in asserting that it was the viridia.

VI. That the combination of the two alkaloids as

they exist in their natural state or artificially combin-
ed is the most reliable and decided method of obtain-

ing the therapeutical virtue of either veratrum album
or viride, as shown by the experiments of Scattergood,

Percy, and Oulmont, with the resinoid of verairum
viride ; also Bullock's and Wood's with the combined
alkaloids, confirmed by my own.

VII. The essential and characteristic differences be-

tween the varieties of veratrum reside in the resi-

noid of veratrum album, and the characteristic action

of that plant on the alimentry canal is due to it.
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VIII. In order to obtain the most active root,

great care sliouUl be taken in selioting it ; the time of

jratlieriii^' it is ej-sential in bdth, for in- extracting the

alkaloids from two pounds of powdered veratrum al-

bum, purchased Irom a German importer, I obtained

but two grains of veratroida, not a trace of jervina, an

abundance of earthy salts, and a resin almost inert.

I did not fmd two specimens out of five to yield the

suime result ; tliis accounts for the discrepancy between

the views ot such hi};h authorities as Percira, (Jhristison,

and others and mine, as to the constant effect of vera-

trum album ; for I maintain tliat if it has been collect-

ed at the proper season, and has not deteriorated

by keeping, and is either given in suljstance or

it^ active principles are administered, it will invari-

ably cause vomiting, purging, great prostration, and

gaslro-intesrinal liypenemia; in many ca-es gastro-

enteritis will ensue as a secondary result. These effects

of course vary wiih the amount taken.

In case the tincture of veratrum viride or its fluid

extract is preferred the rootlets should be separated,

as tbey probably contain less of the alkaloids. As the

tincture or fluid extract of veratrum album would con-

tain the veratrine or resinoid, the obnoxious principh*,

it would be necessary to extract the alkaloids and

make use of them.

IX. In cases where alarming symptoms manifest

themselves, t'.ie basis of the treatment should consist of

stimulants, rut>efacients, and opiates. In poisoning

by veratrum album, the gastro-intestinal liypeijeuiia

should be early overcome by the tincture of cantharides.

as suggeste.i by Percy in reference to the dilatation of

tbe capillaries, general and local electriz ilion, and the

early use of Avarm enemas to wash away tlie effused

blood and mucus.
X. The presence of the alkaloids can be detect-

ed in the urine.

THE VALLEY OF SAN RAFAEL,

A CALIFORNIA^ HEALTH RESORT.

Bv H. A. DUBOIS, Ph.B., M.D.

Importance of a Sanitarinm with a similar Climate to that of the
Riviera—Climute of the Latter—Early History of San Rafael—How
reached—Situation—Protection affordeil by Mountiiin llanires— Its
Climate—Rainfall—Wind^^—Temperature—Table of Temperature for
Nine Months—In what Respect the Climate of San Rafael resembles
that of Mentone—Wherein it differs—Scenery of either Place To
what Class of C.ises the Climate is adapted—Phthiws—Bronchitis
Debility—Advantages of the warm, and very cold Climates in these
Diseases—Diseases not stiited to tiie Climate—Society—Accommoda-
tion—Modes of Travel to and from.

There are a large number of persons in all the East-
ern States who are compelled to seek other climaies in
order to prolong their lives, or to regain their accus-
tomed health. To many of these the bouth of France
furnishes the desired climate, while others brave the
more severe season of Minnesota, or yield themselves
to the sof;er air and milder climate ot Florida. If it is

a fact that there are many thousands of invahds scattered
through all our Eastern and manj- of our Western States
who must leave their homes, at least for a time, it be-
comes a matter of importance to the profession, as well
as to this class of invahds, that there should be a suffi-

cient number of"' heaUh- resorts,'' and that deljnite and
accurate information should be attainable as regards
their climates, so that tbe medical attendant may pre-
scribe tiie climate as he would other therapeutic
agencies. When this has been done, and the profession
at large have availed themselves of the information we

shall probably find fewer cases of phthisis in its latter

stages—aciMiniianied wiih heniorrhagi-—sent to the

bracing, and to them fatal, air of Miimesot i. It is prob-

able, also, that wiiile many Ciises will be orden-d a

change ol climate that are now treated at home, many
other patients in the last stagi-s of their disease will be
allowed to die amidst tluur friends, who now have none
but strangers to close their eyes. Could the hotels and
cottages of our health resorts their t;iles unfold, it is to

be feared that they wouM not be to the honor of the

profession, at lea.-st on this point. Tne climate of the

eastern and especially of the western Riviera, as the

co.ist of the Mediterranean from Nice to Lucca is called,

presents perhaps more advantages to the majority of

the ca.ses usually sent from home than most of the other

health resorts on the continent of Europe. Doctor
Henry Bennet some years ago published an interesting

work imder the title of '' Winter in the South of

Europe." In this he gives many facts of interest in re-

ganl to the climate of Mentone, Nice, Cannes, etc., and
furnishes moderately complete tables of temperature

for the first-named place. I propose to make use of

many of his facts in this article, and to compare with
their aid the climate of the valley of San Ralael with
that of the Riviera Portente.

Sa\ Rafael.

Tiie '• Jesuit fathers," in their early settlements on
the Pacific coast, displayed no inconsiderable knowledge
of botany, as well as of other sciences. We find that

the fruits and flowers of their planting are those best

adapted, as a general rule, to the locality chosen. San
Rafael was selected as a mission, I believe, as laie as

1825, and is said to have been used by ihem as a sani-

tarium, to winch they resorted when sick or broken
down in health. It has borne this character for many
years among the native Californians, and from a three

years' residence I believe that in the main it is just. The
vill.ige of San Rafael lies in the valley of the same name,
and owing to the large number of invalids and others

yearly resorting to it, is rapidly growing, and consists

at the present time of perhaps 1,000 inliabitants. It is

some twelve miles from San Fianci.sco, and is reached

by steam to San Quentin every few hours, and thence

by rail ; the time being a little over an hour. This fact,

the beauty of the scenery, and its reputation forheahh-
fulness, have caused many business men, merchants and
others, to make it their permanent home, wiiile they
daily transact their business in the city. This, then,

creates one, often of the most important of the ad-

juncts to climate in the cure of disease, viz., pleasant

society.

If now we examine the situation of this valley, we
will find that it lies in a direction nearly east and west,

and that commencing at San Quentin, four miles to the

south-east, a range of low mountains extends along its

southern side, while from Point San Pedro, some five

miles to the east, another series of foothills bounds its

northern border, and, approaching the first, forms a
puerta hteh, or gate of entrance; a second entrance to

the valley is found on the noith.

The eastern side is open, and covered with a salt sedge
for several miles, to the bay of San Pablo. If we re-

member that tlie ocean lies to the west and the bay of

San Pablo or of San Francisco to the ea.st, and that the

vallev is shut out from tlie former by mountain ranges
of cons deral'le height, with Mount Tamalpais towering
above them some 3,000 feet, we shall see that it is pro-

tected from the prevailing trade- winds. The north-west
wind, coming from the north overland, is dry, and would
reach the vailey in full force, were it not for the most
part broken by mountain ranges, and thus pa-ses
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COMPILED FROM RECORD KEPT AT THE TAMALPAIS HOTEL,

F<yr Nine Months of the Year 1871.
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divided through many small valleys, so that, except for

80IIK' two or ilirce nioiiths in the year, it is I'elt only as

a li^flit and pli'aj>ant bn-i-ze.

If \vi' fxaiitiiie the climate of this v.illey wo find that

tlii-re are few days in wliich an invaliil Citniiot take air

ami exiTci.-e out of doors, from May to Fihruary. During
ihesi' nine months mi this year there were only .54 days
of rain, while at Mentone W are rfported as the yearly

average, but thoufrli ihe rainy days are few in number,
yet the qurtutity of rain tiiat, fell amounted lo some 44

inches. We find only 11 days reported as cloudy and
no rain, ;'> as sultry, owing to there bi-ing Httle air and
the tcmpiMUture upwards of 80° F., 184 days in which
the wind was light, '24 in which it was brisk, and 25 in

which there was a strung wind. There i-; noted on 231

days a nortli-west wind, on 20 a s<iuth-east, on 2 an
east wnid, ;md on 9 a suuth-west wind. I suljuin a

tab!e giving the ten)p.'ra!uros for nine months, from
four observations a day maile at 9 and 12 a.m. and 3

;ind G p.m., ami will only e dl attvnt'on to the fact that

there were 99 days in whicii the day range was be-

tween 55° and 70', and that 21 of these were in No-
vember and 13 in December, while 19 days in the latter

month fell between 45° and 60°. The highest tem-
perature was al 3 p.m. September 14ih, 85° F. ; the

lowest, December 6th, at 9 a.m., 42° F. ; the greatest

ditlerence between tliese extremes for the day time, for

the whole nine months, being thus only 43" F.

I have Sv-*veral times known thin sheets of ice to form
in valleys at night in December and January. There
is a very great difiference between the temperature at

noon and midnight, and it, is a matter of regret that no
observations have been recorded on this point.

Let us now briefly examine in what respect the

climate of San Rafael is like that of the Western Ri-

viera, and especiall}'- of Mentone, and wherein there is

a difference. Mentone lies on the shores of a tideles";

sea—the Mediterianean—on the undercliff of the mari-
t me Alps, and is protected to a great extent on all sides

except the south, by surrounding mountains. The
north-west wind is that prevailing during the winter
season, and is the dry, bracing wind, while the south-
east wind is that which brings rain. In the situation

of San Rafael we notice tlie influence of protecting
mountain ranges in modifying the climate of the val-

ley, and even in it, their influence in producing a
separate climate for different localities. Thus those
within the influence of the currents passing through
tSie several " pxertn suelos" have a lower temperature,
and feel the force of the wind, while more sheltered lo-

calities are almost without even a breeze, and are sur-

romided with a much warmer atrnospheie. We notice
a'so that the noith-west is the dry wind, and prevails

more than any other—that the southern, south-eastern,
and south-wes:ern winds are t!ie occasional and
rain-bringing winds. Thus we see points of re-*em-

blance between Menfone and the valley of San Rafael
in tlieir situation, and in the character of the prevail-
ing winds, while if we examine as to the number of
rainy days, and clou ly days without rain, when an in-

valid would be unable to keep out of doors, we will

find that while Mentone reports some 80 clays on which
rain falls in the year, with an average rainfall of about
25 inches, the same amount of rain descend^ in le.«s than
40 days, while exceptionally the rain fall may rise to 44
inches, or even higher. \Ve also find that though an
occasional fro?t may take place at night in December
and January, that in these months the maximum tem-
perature which at Mentone in the shade is nearly over
5S" F., rises to G5°, and many times to 70". In other
words, the thermometer tells us what many of my pa-
tients have already informed me of, that it is warmer

in the daytime, and that they requ're less protection

against the enM than th'y did in the south of France.

Dr. Hennet gives (i9 days in which the sky was over-

cast and tiie sun ob.scured without rain, ami 80 days of
rain, iis alieaily mentione<l above. I am unalile to

give the exact number of days annually at San Rifael

in which the sky is overcast—not having the register

for an entire year complete—but find only 11 days
marked as clouiiy during the nine month.s. Hazy days
also occur, and occasionally foga on rising in the morn-
ing are found hanging to the to[) and sides of Tamal-
pais, and I have known days in the season when they
have hovered over the valley, and on several occasions

within the three years of my residence they have in-

vaded the valley itself. In this r.spect Mentone has

the advantage over us, for I do not remember to have
seen a fog during my stay (here; but do remember a
nutnber of chilly, windy days, which, without the ordi-

nary conveniences for making fires, were spent wrapt
up in overco;its, and in endeavoring to make a fire that

should remind us of liome, with several baskets of
olive-wood. The sensations produced by our heaviest

fog may perhaps be compared to those that I expe-
rienced on these occasion.s. Fortunately for us we are

abutidantly supplied with vvod, and the hotels and cot-

tages are all or nearly all furnished with open fires. So
that on these rare occasions the invalid can house him-
self very co:iif<irtably ''until the evil day be overpast,"

when he can once again emerge from his retirement

and enjoy the bright sunshine, which has again re-

sumed its sway. Mentone, its walks and drives, are

all in a limestone region—there is a glare and reflection

of the sun which our bright-green vegetation in the

winter and s[)ring, and brown dry herbage of the sum-
mer and fall, prevents.

Again there is a great difference of temperature be-
tween the sun and the shade in the same place. This,

owing lo our soil-covered rocks, is not so marked; on
the other hand, while we love many of the interesting

objects of our walks and drives—while we have no
Monaco or Ventriniglia, no Roccabruna or Bordighona
with their associations both present and past, and have
to content ourselves with groves of large trees, with
fine views of the bay of San Pablo or of Mount Tamal-
pais, and of highly picturesque scenery from mountain
sides and amidst valleys, we yet are among people
who speak the same language, and feel and think to a

greater or less extent as we do. There is thus less of
the feeling of isolation, less home-sickness, in other
words, than one often finds amongst Americans who
have made a winter settlement at any point in the
western Rivier.', and this I judge to be a matter of a
good deal of importance, as the mind reacts power-
fully upon the bod}', especially in the class of cases sent

to eitlier of these places. If such is the climate of San
Rafael, to what class of cases is it adapted? A cool, bra-

cing, moderately equably sunshiny summer, fall, and
winter, and a more or less windy spring, with a rain-

fall of peihaps on an average 25 inches, wi'h few
cloudy or sultry days, and under 40 days (in the

season of nine months) in which rain fa'ls—such may
be considered the principal charaeteiistics of this cli-

mate. If we believe, with Doctor Henry Bennet,
" phthisis to be essential'y a disea.se of debility—that
it principally attacks those who have received organ-
ization deficient in vitality from their parents, or who
have injured the vitality of an oiiginally good consti-

tution by exce-ses of any kind, or in whom such a con-
stitution ha-s been impa red liy overwork or by bafd-
ship and privations independent of their own will.

In such a disease—one essentially of defective vitality —
a bracing, stimulating climate such as 1 have described,
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must be beneficial, and has been most, decidedly so, both
in my own case ami in those of many whom I have at-

tended" (" Winter in the South of Europe"'). " If a
'

consumptive patient can be improved in health, and thus

brought to eat and sleep well, thoroughly digesting

and assimilating food, the battle is hah won; and helping

the physician to attain this end is the principal benelit of

the winter climate of the Riviera," and I may add, of ihe

autuniQ, winter, and summi-r climate of the valle}' of

San Rafael. " Amongst the consumptive patients I have
attended, those who were in the early or even second-

j

ary stages of the diseases, and had vitality and con- 1

stitutional stamina left, have mostly done well. I have
seen in many young persons well-marked crude tuber-

culous deposits disappear, gradually absorbed. In
\

various cases of accidental phthisis in middle-aged over-

worked men, the amelioration has been still more ap-

parent. I have seen well-marked cavities become
partly or entirely cicatrized, and the constitutional

symptoms gradually subside, the general health and ,

stiength steadily improving " {ibid, page 127). " Those
who are in the last stages of the disease, on the

contrary, appear to derive but little benefit from the

change. The malady seems to progress slowly but
steaddy. They suffer from the cold and the wind"

—

but not in San Rafael, at least to the same extent

—

" from the occasional outbursts of wet, cliilly weather."

Such patients in the last stages of " phthisis, emaciated,

unequal to any exertion, evidently arrived at the con-

cluding stage of their earthly prilgrimage, are in my
opinion, better at home or in a warmer climate than
that of Mentone or San Rafael" (ibid, 132). "It is easy

to uadeistand tliat a dry, bracing, cool, invigorating

climate, such as I have described, should have a benefi-

cial influence on tlie respiratory mucous membrane of

persons who have still some of the vital power of youth
or some constitutional stamina left. When we add to

this, all but daily exerc se in the open air throughout
the winter, in the midst of magnificient scenery, re-

moval from the cares, anxieties, and duties of ordinary

life, pleasant social intercourse with fellow-sufferers

and their families .... we certainly have united all

the hygienic influences calculated to renovate the

general health, and thus to arrest the development of

tubercular disease " (ibid. 132). " Indeed I am firmly

convinced that a warmer and milder winter climate,

only to be found in a tropical or sub-tropical region, is

less favorable to the recovery of health in chronic chest

disease .... Heat and moisture debilitate and relax

the economy; wldle moderate cold and a dry atmos-
phere invigorate and strengthen it ; and in the treat-

ment of phthisis, the renovation of the constitutional

health, as repeatedly stated, is of primary importance"
(ibid. 133), and a too-bracing, vigorous cUmate, like that

of Minnesota in the winter season, is in my experience
equally as bad for all except those in the first stages of

the disease, and who possess a good deal of constitu-

tional vigor. In some few of these I have seen rapid

increase in body, weight, and in strength both of body
and mind, and in others a slower but steady improve-
ment, accidents such as pneumonias excepted, while

in those deficient in vitality, or in whom the disease has

advanced to its second stage— in very many of these

have I seen a fatal termination, hastened by a removal
at too late a stage of the disease

;
hemorrhage, or rapid

destruction of the lung substance, being the usual cause

of death. Indeed, the ver}'^ cold and the steady warm
climates are not those adapted, as far as my experience

enables me to judge, to most of the cases of phthisis.

They have their uses, but we should remember that in

the former the patient may be bettered to death—the

action of the heart may be so accelerated as to give rise

to hemorrhage from the rupture of the feeble lung
vessels, and thus fatal bleeding may take place. And
on the other hand we may destroy what little appetite

and energy the invalid may have, by too warm and
moist a climate. The truth lies in the mean, at least

in most cases. The moist, warm climate and the cold

dry climate each are adapted to certain cases, and in

them perhaps will do betti'r than any other, the former
in the last stages; and the latter in the very earlii-st

stage of phthisis, but these are unfortunately the class

of cases that one S'-ldom finds sent to them. Many
cases of asthma do well here, while not a few are not
only not benefited but are rendered worse. There are

those in which the nervous element larg(;ly predomi-

nate. Neuralgias and nervous diseases likewise, as a

general rule, are, I think, rather aggravated. Throat
troubles and some of the forms of chronic bronchitis do
better more towards tlie interior of the continent, and
further away from the sea, while some of the latter

cla-s of cases, especially in the winter season, gain flesh

with great rapidity and lose their cough, and are in fact

cured. Dyspeptic and kidney d seases in their first

stages do well. That large class of cases which pre-

sent themselves with broken-down constitutions

—

heart, stomach and lungs, all acting poorly, while posi-

tive disease cannot be detected in any organ, the re-

sult of over-work, mental or physical, or of indulgence
of improper habits, these do well if their habits are

changed, as a general thing. Cardiac diseases and
rheumatic cases, in my experience, are not greatly

benefited, though the exp<Tience of other physicians

in this respect is different from that which I have ex-
pressed.

In closing this article I would say a few words as to

accommodations, etc., for invalids. Home comforts

being one of the most important things to be consider-

ed by both physician and invalid in selecting a healih

resort, I shall therelbre offer no apology for what
follows. San Rafael has a first-class hotel, the Tamal-
pais, where pleasant and neatly furnished rooms can
be had at prices about the same as would be paid for

rooms, inferior in most respects, at Mentone. A second
hotel is nearly completed, while three or four country
hotels and boarding-houses supply moderate accommo-
dation. Quite a large number of cottages iiave been
built the last season, and more will be ready within a

few months. These are occupied to a great extent by
those escaping from the summer winds of San Fran-
cisco, for p.u t of the year, and for the remainder by the

invalids staying the winter. One word as to the time

of coming and going. The latter part of May is as

early as it is prudent for an invalid to come to this

climate. Ma'ch, April, and May are more or less windy,

and to invalids are the most trying months of the who.e
year—for this reason it is prudent for them to leave in

February though many remain permanent residents

the whole year round. The southern coast of Cali-

fornia, Santa Barbara, Los Angelos, and San Diego,

are readily accessible and present waimer climates,

with peculiarities fitting them for certain case?. East-

ern invalids will do well to c >me overland in June.

The fatigues of the trip are much less than they are

thought, when made with the conveniences that are

now furnished, and many invalids that I have ques-

tioned have told me that they stood the trip well.

Returning, I would strongly urge those who do not
dislike the .*ea to go by steamer by way of the Isth-

mus. In this way Santa Barbara, Los Angelos, and
San Diego, can be vi-ited, and, if desired, Jamaica also,

as alternate steamers stop at that island.

Note.—Most of the remarks of Doctor Bennet on
the climate of Mentone are equally applicable to this
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climate. I therc'bre quoted from him somewhat at

I»>nptli

—

vide "Winter in the South of Europe " by J.

lleiiiy Bennet, M.D., London, John Churchill and
Sons, 1865.

-^^ • ^
OBSERVATIONS CONCERN INC! LOSTOR-

FER'S SYTHlLIS-CORrUSCLE.*

By EDWARD B. BRONSON, M D.,

VIENNA, AD8TBIA.

The circumstancog of Lostorfer's allcped diHCovory of

ft blood- corpU'icle peculiar to syphilis, some months
npo, it may ho prtsumeii nre already familiar to the

j>rofe«8ion in New York. The stir which they at first

excited in Vi Mina has scaroelv abated since. T!ie bold-

iie;!S of an a.s.sortion that syphihtic blood could be diag-

iiosticat'd by the microscopic, the eclat witli which,

after repeated tests, the assniM|ition seemed to be made
good; and finally the association with the affair of

names like llebra and Strieker, well sufficed to ruffle

t!ie composure of the scientific world. The discovery

was, if true, as Prof. Wedl said, of little less importance

than the discovery of a new planet. It is to be re-

gretted tliat after all the discussion and inquiry that

ensued, .<5o little that is satisfactory has been eluci-

dated. The commi-S'on appointed by the Gesellschaft

der Aerzte to investigate and test the truth of Lostor-

fer's claims has dissolveii, the gentlemen declining to

serve, as they re^aided tlie question as one to be solved

onlv by personal investigati in.

While the affair still hovers so in uncertainty, it may
be interesting to those in New York wishing to test

the matter for themselves, to know something of the

appearances of the corpuscles of Lostoifer, and of the

method here pursued in their investigation. (The

terms Sy['hilis or Lostorfer's corpuscle are used here

merely for convenience' sake, and without intention of

either endorsing conclusions that may be immatuie, or

of ignoring claims of precedence that may be properly

due to the investigations made long ago by Prof. Salis-

bury.)

The method of examining the blood for the syphilis-

* [The following note aocompanying Dr. Bronson's article will be of

interest as proving the peculiar advantages of the writer in studying
the subject.

—

Ed.J
Vienna, March 24th, 1ST2.

Dr. Geo. F. Shrady—Dear Sir: At the suggestion of

Prof. Bumstead I have taken tlie liberty of sending you
a few particulars regarding the syphilis blood-corpus-

cles, as named and claimed to have been discovered

by Dr. Lostorfer.

Having occupied myself with the subject with more
or less assiduity for a couple of months or more past.

and, moreover, having had frequent opportunity of

communication with Dr. Lostorfi-r himself, whose po-
liteness in showing me his own specimens and in ex-

amining mine, has given me on espec'al advantage, I

have presumed that some points which I have learned

would be of a-si-tance to those interested in the sub-
ject in New York, and hence that you might regard
the brief notice inclosed, woithy of publication in your
journaL It has also seenied to me interesting to com-
pare the appearances of these corpuscles of Lostorfer
with the appearatices of syphilitic blood as described

by Prof Salisbury, trusting that if there be merit in the
matter, a priority of claim may be speedily established

for an American.
I am, very truly, your ob't servant,

Edward B. Bron'Suk. M.D.
(J. Hditboe i Co., 7 Une Scribe, Paris.)

cotpuscles is simple enough, but the observame of cer-

tain particulars is peculiarly e.-^ential. Often a prepa-

ration exrellent fir
|
urpo-es of ordinary examination

will be found quite unfavorable to tiie observation of

Lostorfer's corpu.sclcs. Wliere, for instance, the blood-

globules lie 11 it, dis;iersed singly, but in near proximity
over the wliole field, search for the sy(ihiiis-eorpuselea

will be at least attended with much difficulty, and usu-

ally Iruilless. In a goid preparation the amount of
bloo<l will be small, not occupymg more than lialf the

area of the glass-cover, and bounded by a narrow bor-

der of dried blood. To this end the amount of blood

pressed from the slight pum ture should be minute, to

which the cover is then Ightly touched and drupped
upon the glass slide. The disposal of the blood-glo-

bules most favoralile to the appearance ol the corpus-

cles of Lostorfer is wliere the former have run togeiher

so as to form a sort of net-woik containing clear mter-
spaces. These will be f )und usually towards the edges
of the preparation. It is in these c ear interspac s that

the appearance of the sy[)hilis-corpusoks is most con-
stantly remarked, as well as here most favorably studied

and acted upon by reagents. The specimens, as soon
as prepared, are brought into a moi-t chamber. The
apparatus here used is a cylindrical glass jar, the cover
fitting with ground-glass edges, containing a little rack
for supporting the slides and a few drops of water at

the bottom. In the microscopic examination the ob-
jective used is the No. 10 immersion of Ilartnack, or

one of cornsponding magnifying power. The corpus-

cles can usually be readily seen with Hartnack's No. 8,

but appear too small for pur[io.-es of study.

At the expiration of from 14 to 24 hours little

granules will apjiear in the above-mentioned inter-

spaces, rapidly in motion. Later in the same situa-

tions larger granules will be observed, and so they
gradually increase with a jiositive appearance of de-

velopment, till from minute indefinitely sha; ed gran-
ules, little bodies with distinct circular outlines appear,

with brght reflection of the light at a higher adjustment,

and dark as the lens is depressed, till at length, usually

at the expiration of about 48 hours, corpuscles have
developed which can with certainty be recognized as

the corpu-cles of Lo-iorfer. It is to be regretted that at

present a de>ciiption of these latter must be limited

almost exclusively to their optical peculiarities. Chemi-
cal reagents have yet aftorde i but trivial astistance. In
size the cotpuscles vary very consideratily. At the end
of the second day they have usually an average diame-
ter of from 0.002 mm. to 0.005 mm., and from this t'me
forward their increase is proportionally much slower.

When kept for a week or so they often attain the size

of the red blood-corpuscles, while their ordinary size is

but from one-twelflh to one-sixth of that. Finally, they
seem to undergo a commencing degeneration, and their

brilliancy fades. They remain u-ually, however, dis-

tinct, till lost by the dryincj-up of the specimen. By
(jood light the appe.'irance of the corpuscle is that of a

delicate little sphere. By higher adjustment of the lens

its reflection of light is stronger than that of the red
blood- corpuscles. Besides its inttnsity, the dififusion of

the br lliancy uniformly over its whole area di.-tingnishts

it markedly from detached bits of red corpuscles, oil

globules, etc. The outhne by this a'ijustment of the

lens is undefined, nor is it by the deeper adjustment so M
sharply defined as that of the red blood-corpuscles. J
The difference is well maiked, and an important point
of distinction from numerous bodies liable to be con-
founded with the corpuscles of Lostorfer. On depress-

ing the lens the corpuscle appears of a unilorin lii:ht

gray, without variation in d»'pth of shading from centre

towards the periphery. On depressing the lens still more
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the body disappears from view, without 'oecoming

darker in hue. Another peculiarity of these corpusch'S,

not usually shared by others rest-mbling them, is the fre-

quent occurrence of little processes jutting out from

their surface. As observed by the writer, these have

never amoimted to more than a greater or less irreuu-

la: ity of the contour at some point. Dr. Lostorfer, how-
ever, asserts that he has seen them sometimes go on to

the development of a little chain, like a micelium. He
also describes the formation of vacuoles within the cor-

puscle, which gradually increase till they come to occupy
the entire body's space. It was from these appearances

that Lostorfer formed the opinion that the corpuicles

were spores.

The peculiar characteristics, then, in the appearance of

the syphilis-coipnscle are (1) its apparent delicacy of

structure; (2) the moderate definition of its contour;

(3) its uniform grayish shade; (4) its reflection of light

stronger than that of the blood-globules ; and (oj fmall}',

the formation of little sprouting projections (Spros^en-

Bildung) upon its surface. Of course m absence of a

good light these appearances will be modified; the

brightness less intense, and instead of the light-grayish

there wdl be a darker shade.

As to chemical reagents, but one has yet been found

of much service as a test. Dr. Lostorfer states that on
the addition of acetic acid to the blood his corpuscles

shrink, and finally become indistinuuisiiable, while bits

of detached proiop'asm swell and are dissolved under its

action. Several other bodies resembling in point of size,

shape, etc., the syphilis-corpuscles re-istmuch longer the

action of the acid, or remain unchanged. The test is

attended witli some difficulty, owing to the liability of

the corpu-cle under oliservation being swept away by
the sudden current. The choice of corpuscles for ex-
periments which lie in the atove-described open inter-

spaces, and thus, to some extent, protected from the

influence of the current, as well as tlie very gradual ad-

dition of the diluted acid, will to some extent obviate

this danger. The corpuscles of Lostorfer wdl be seen,

directly the acid reaches them, to change their form to

a more ccntracted one ; assuming often, as the acid con-

tinues to operate, a stellated form, their brilliancy fades,

and they become more and more indistinguishable, till

in the accumulating dfibris they are finally lost from
view.

Bodies met with in blood which can be mistaken for

the corpuscles of Lostorfer arise certainly in large part

from the disintegration of the blood-corpuscles. The
red globules often detach little corpuscles that assume
about the size and shape of the syphilis-corpuscles, and
have a tolerably strong reflection of light. These cor-

puscles, however, usually retain the greenish or reddish

color of the parent globule, and, what is more marked,
their outline is always sharpli/ defined^ and their reflec-

tion of light less uniform and less intense than that of

the S3'philis-corpusc!es. Their appearance is readily

learned by simply warming a specimen of blood over a

flame, when these little bodies will bi:* detached in large

numbers. Of more importance are the bodies that re-

sult f om the disintegration of the white corpuscles. A
not uncommon opinion of the origin of the corpuscles

of Lostorfer amongst those who have investigated the

subject refers it here to this disintegration. The white

corpuscles commence early to di.Mntegrate. First the

nuclei and granules become distinctly defined, then the
contour ofthe corpuscles appears at some point ruptured,

and numerous bodies will be found issuing from it or

lying in its immediate vicinity, which in size, .«hape, and
perhaps some other respects resemble the syphilis-cor-

puscles. They consist for the most part of nuclei,

spheres of protoplasm and vacuoles, probably contaiaing

gas. They are mostly easily distinguished from Lostor-

fer's corpuscles. They are often ot a reddish tinge ; are

pale bodies, wanting the brilliancy of the synhilis-cor-

puscles, or have sharply defined contours. Finally, in

acetic acid is their reaction, at least general y, not like

that of the corpuscles of L., viz. : they do not slirink up
under its action. There will a'so be frequently found
in blood little bodies possessing the optical properties of
oil-globules. Prof. Wedl, in hi'^ report on the corpuscles

of LostorfT, before the Gesellschaft der Aerzte, pro-

nounced these coipuscles as identical with fat-globules,

or possibly also bits of protoplasm. But the circum-
stance that corpuscles having all the appearances of fat-

globules do often occur in the blood, and that their dis-

similarity to Lostorfer's coipu-cles is strikingly marked,
renders it, at least, doubtful if it was the corpuscles of
Lostorfer which Prof Wedl had observed. Amongst the
numerous ciitics who have subsequently expressed
opinions on the nature of these corpuscles, I think no
one has suppoited the opinion of Wedl. Protl

Strieker has declared his total inability to form an
opinion of the value of the corpu.scles of Lostorfer,

and were they fat-globules one would supp )se he
must have discovered it. Moreover, fat-globules

would be found in the fresh blood, whereas tiie sy-
philis-corpuscles are scarcely recognizable before the

second day, and usually not b -fore the expiration of 48
hours. As to constancy of appearance of these cor-

puscles in syphilitic blood. Dr. Lostorfer asserts that he
has found them in the blood of every syphilitic patient

which he has examined, not, however, in every speci-

men. He has, indeed, sometimes been obliired to take

blood for the third time from the individual before his

search was rewarded. Certainly the frequency with
which these corpuscles occur in sypliil.tic blood can
scarcely but be remarked by any one who Aviil tike the
trouble to examine the blood with care, in the manner
here described ; and it may be also ventured to assert

that the more familiar the distinguishing characters of
these corpuscles become, the less frequently will corpus-

cles resembl ng them in non-syphiiitic blood be re-

garded as identical.

In reference to the occurrence of Lostorfer's cor-

puscles in non-syphilitic blood, opinions here are natu-
rally widely at variance. Nothing, indeed, to this effect

has yet been clearly substantiated, and so Lostorfer re-

mains master of the field. However, at one point he
has been surprised, and the result looks at present very
doubtful. In the blood, namely, of lupus patients, cor-

puscles are found whose nearness of resemblance to the

corpuscl'-s of Losto: fer is, to say the least, very striking.

The results of the investigations which Prof. Siricker

and Dr. Lostorfer are still pursuing remain doubtful.

It is said they react differently under acetic acid. Out
of specimens of blood from six lupus patients, e.xamined

by the writer, that from five ail exhibited corpuscles of
very close resemblance to the corpuscles of Lostorfer.

To three of these acetic acid was successfully added.

The corpuscles did not shrink, their outlines became
rather sharper, and the structure of the body seemed
materially altered, or as though i's contents had theU'

disappeared. By exaetest adjustment of the lens the

contour appeared darkly and strongly defined, and then
by the slightest movement of the lens the body was in-
stantly lost from view.

Before the Gesellschaft der Aerzte it was stated that

Lostorfer's corpuscles had been found in the blood of
variola, but others have not confirmed the observation.

In a number of cases examined, nothing at all closely

reseml)ling the syphilis-corpuscles was found, and Dr.

Lostorfer says that the result of his examinations waa
the same.
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Many observers claim to find, in pirft-cily noinial

blood, corpusclus t•orre^pondi^g in all n-s^pcc-ts to the

corpuscles of Lostorler, 'J'liese coscHaio, however, still

doiibtlul, and I am of the opinion thut Dr. Lostorfer hits

satisfactorily undergone eve;y trst which luvs yet been
given him. On one tKJcasion, in blood from a person

who had never had 8vphili<, corpuscles of sucli suspicious

appearai;ce and niaimt-r of devclopmtnt were found
thai specimens of it, togetlier with syphilitic blood, were
givin as a test to Lostorfer. The first specimens were
declared a.s doubtful, and the reqiie.>.t made for another

supply. Arter ihe secoiul examination, the specimens
were markt-d as "not ^yphiliiic.' Their points of dis-

tinction were lluir s^oinewhat darker appearance, sharp-

er contour, and absence of processes. A late examina-
tion with acetic acid .>-howed great cr resistance to its

action than possessed by syphilis-corpuscle?. Another
peculiarity was tlieir subsequent entire disappe.'rance

irom the person's blood.

An array of questions of a practical nature remain
yet totally unanswerable. Of the period of first ap-

pearance of the corjiuscles, continuance of relation to the

stage, character, or severity of the disease, notiiingde-
tinite has been announced. The nature and origin also

of these little bodies is st.ll as nmch a mystery as the
essential cause of syphilis itself.

THE TREATMENT OF

COMPOUND FRACTURES OF THE LEG,
AT BELLEVUE HOSPITAL.

By THOS. K. cruse, M.D.,

LATE HOUSE SCBGEON.

For sixty years the abiding-place of every form of dis-

ease and injury to which human flesh is heir, Believue
Hospital has reached a period of its existence %vlien, in

the words of Billroth, the building is a mere slaughter-
pen of the wounded. Spite of the most careful and
judicious sanitary arrangemt nts, recovery from an am-
putation of the thigh for injury is without the recollec-

tion of the oldest inhabiumt; and when the surgeon
finds pyaemia follow exsection of the elbow, and in fact

the most trifling operation whereby the medullary
canal of a bone is in any wise invaded, he is sorely
tejnpted t ) refrain from interfering in such cases, not
willing to subject himself to the imputation of hastening
a termination which he knows must be death, whatever
course be followed, A text like this, if properly handled,
might induce tho.se who are ready to pour out monev
for building palaces like the magnificent new ^S'. Tfiomas'
Hospital on the Thames, for the housing of a few hun-
dred paupers, to consi-ler whether less money would not
do more good in putting up temporary buildings, like

the Boston Peace Jubilee Coliseum, for such a purpose.
Medical men take long to learn that plaster, stone, and
mortar hold .seeds of death most pertinaciously. At
Beljevue our street Juggernauts averaged us about two
patients for each male ward—patients with legs more or
less smashed by the wheels—patieuls whom from the
moment of entrance pyaemia marked for her own.
This number seldom failed, and when they died the
railroads supplied new occupants for the emptv beds.
The old bran-box, and such eclectic methods of treat-

ment as were devised for these cases by enthusiastic
internes, went out of use ten months ago. The atmos-
phere of the hospital to-day is as bad as it was ten
months ago; but while last spring ihe.se stree;-car frac-
tures of ihe leg mostly all died, or were am[.utaied and
died, or recovered with stiff joints and a very crooked

limb, to-day the greater portion of these leg-" are straight

and strong after three nioniha' treatment, and the patient

does not even walk lame. The treatment that does
this seems to me one of the greatest of modern surgical

triumph^. To rescue from what wa.s always looked on
as certain death, and to reconstruct a disorganized ex-
tremity, is not a matter of ordinary surgical ability.

To see the applications used in London imd Paris hos-

pital-, on a late visit to those cities, and to read of new
methods for this and that indication in these cases,

makes one indul;;e in a pitying smile— indicating a state

of mind very, very bad to entertain, but which will be
Ibrgiven l)y any one who will investigate its cause.

The treatment is by pla-ter-of-Paiis. First, let me
state that, with the exception of the iron staple used in

putting up Iractures of the tliigh in plaster, the whole
<iet<'iiis of that treatment for each and every fracture

have been the work of the hou.se-staff, and above all of
Dr. Bryant. One of the attending surgeons published
in the New York Medical Joxirnal for June, 1871, some
cases which that gentleman, at a meeting of the " Coun-
ty Medical Society," allowed to be called his ca.ses.

As many of these cases were taken from wards with
which that gentleman had no connection, and as he
never applied the dressing himself, nor superintended
its application, the propriety of speaking of " his" cases

may be questioned.

My recollection of the " attending staff" is that

several of its members were opposed to the treatment,

and it was only when shortenmg, measured by inches,

was compared with thighs as long after as before the

break, that the conviction of its being a good thing

dawned. This piece of justice done, we plunge in mediaa
res to give cases and statistics, and to consider the

many varieties of modifications, for exceptional indica-

tions would require much space. The mode of appli-

cation for a typical case will be given, and I trust that

any gentleman who cares to try the apparatus will

make arrangements to see it applied at the hospital.

Everybody agrees that to keep the broken fragments in

correct apposition is the end of all treatment for frac-

tures. The plaster does neither more nor I ss than
this; hence where success wholly depends on details,

it is obvious that a too minute description cannot be
given, and, as above said, demonstration is best of all.

Suppose that the ambulance has brought to the hos-
pital a young man who has just been run over by a car.

A tourniquet has been applied to the femoral; the
bandage around the leg and the oakum in the fracture-

box are stiff with blood, and the ambulance surgeon
thinks that the anterior tibial has been wounded.

i

You have a bed ready, which, when possible, it is best

to have of spiings for its upper half, but below, a thin

: horse-hair mattress must rest directly on boards. Tlie

I

man wifl have to p:iss many weary weeks on that bed,

so you n.ake your mind easy by horse-hair and
springs above—as a prophylactic against bed-sores,

I

but there must be no inequahties where the extremity
is to rest, so you use boards below. A rubber-cloth

' protecting the sheet where the leg is to lie, the patient,

tracture-box and all, is carefiilly lifted upon this bed.

The man is in good flesh, with firm muscles, uses alco-

hol very exceptionally, and is free from cons'itutional

;

taint. He has bled freely, but the pulse is strong, and
shock of minimum amount. The trousers are cut

away and bandages slit up, discovering a state of
affairs s.ich as to make of amputation or conservatism
an open question. The decision must be mide at once,

for, though you uould not amputate to-night, the

dressing is not to be delayed till morning, h st swelling

defeat the intention. Here is a wound—evidently made
by that jagged projecting end of the lower fragment of
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the tibia—which commenceg at the seat of fracture just

below the knei -joint and extends downwards two inches

or more. Various spHnters of bone may be felt in the

wound, and perhaps a fissure running far down tiie

shaft. Below, one or two inches above the ankle-joint,

where the car-wheel has pas?ed, there is a fracture of

botli bones, compound as to the tibia, of most difficult

management, because of the sagging backwards of boih

the foot and the lower fragments, but presenting the

favorable feature of non-invasion of the ankle-joint. I

consider the fact one of the most signal triumphs of

plaster treatment, that the feature of special odium in

such tVactures, for which so great a multitnde of plans,

both by extension and otherwise, have been suggested

—the backward tendency of foot and lower fragments

—

never occasions a second thought after the gypsum
bandage has been put on. There are the ordinary

ecchymosis and other usual symptoms in the supposed
case. The man is young, does not want to lose his

leg, and we certainly do not want to cut it off. Sup-
pose, then, it is decided that he stands an equal chance
of life whichever procedure is adopted, and the leg is to

be saved if possible. Give chloroform if the man be

timid, loosen the tourniquet, and wait long before you
are certain that every bleeding point has been secured.

Wash the limb, and shave the surface hair in the

vicinity of the wounds. Then draw on the leg a flannel

casing—preferably of closely-fitting thick drawers—and
ovef the flannel where the wounds are, envelop the cir-

cumference of the leg by an annular ring of rather

closely packed oakum wrapped in oil-silk or india-

rubber cloth. These rings exiend an inch or two above
and beliiw the margins of the wounds. Their pnipose
is to prevent the plaster roller from lying immediately
over the wound, for if the contact was direct, or, what
amounts to the same, if the plaster bandage was applied

over the flannel casing only, the cutting a fenestra at

the site of the wound would cause bulging of the tissues

through the opening, resulting in blood stasis and great

pain. By the band of oakum the edges of the fenestra

a'-e kept from appearing to constrict the leg—an ap-

pearance caused by the freedom from the pressure of the

plaster bandage enjoyed by the wound and th it part of

the leg corresponding to the fenestra. Tliis is a very
important poinf, and dispenses with the ofi-reiterated

objection to the treatment, that the tissues swell in the

fenestra. Before applying this oaknm wrapping, which
may be looked on us a mould for the setting of the

plaster, it is well to provide against the soiling of the

flannel wrapping of the limb with blood, by slitting the

material at the wounds, and temporarily dressing the

latter with picked lini: and a few turns of a t'ghtly ap-

plied bandage. The foot having been encased in a

bandage or any convenient material for preventing
direct contact of the plaster and skin, and the leg hav-
ing been brou'jht over the foot of the bed, an assistant

grasps the heel with one hand, holding the foot at right

angles to the leg, and wiih the fingers of the other sur-

rounds the lower point of fracture, thus acting as a tem-
porary splint. Another assistant puts his fist in the

popliteal space, keeping the thi^h elevated and the knee-
joint very slightly bent, whilst the other hand controls

the upper point of fracture. Two other aids attend to

the bandages, and stand ready to relieve the first.

During this time there have been prepared eight or ten

ordinary surgical bandages, or preferably of a lighter

mateiial, into the meshes of which have been sifted

evenly and lightly a quantity of the best modellers' gyp-
sum. One or two of these bandages having been placed

in a bucket of lukewarm salt water, when they cease

to bubble are squeezed dry, and, the extremity in posi-

tion, are applied quickly and evenly in a single layer.

The object of this preliminary bandage is to retain the

fragments in position and coaptation while the rest of

tiie dressing is applied. It is unnece-sary to cany the

first bandage above the knee or below the ankle. A
piece of thin blanket, intimately rubbed with a quantity

of plaster, worked into paste with water, is next folded

into a triple layer, the dimensions, when so folded,

being lony: enough to reach from the toes to the upper
third of the thigh, and the width being equal to about
four inches. This mass is applied posteriorly, com-
mencing at the loot of the toes, continuing down the

plantar surface of the foot, up the back of the leg and
tlii'jh, in the popliteal space, and .stopping at the upper
third of the femur. The fingers of the surgeon mould
this ^^ posterior support" to the inequalities of the sur-

face, and the result is, when set, a plaster hoard fitted

accurately to all irregularities, holding the foot in posi-

tion, retaining the bend at the knee to the comfort of

the patient, and is the king of all splints. When the

plaster in this has partially set, the rest of the bandages
are wound round the leg and posterior support en masse,

three or four layers being required, and the extent as

before from the toes to the upper part of the tliigh.

After fifteen minutes the thing is "set," and the result

of a half-hour's work is seen in an apparatus that, with
its maimed contents, can be rolled from side to side, can
be raised a foot or more from the bid and dropped
again without giving a twinge of pain to a patient who
had previou-ly sufi"ered when any one walked near his

bed. The fenestrae are best cut before the plaster is

dry, and there is scarcely any limit to the size of the

openings that may be made— six inches square if nece.s-

sarv—so firm is the grip of the posterior support. In
such a case as we have supposed an idea may be gained

of how fragments are held by asking the patient to

contract the rectus, when, no matter what the size of

the fenestra, the fragments of the tibia will give no
response to the muscular action. The comfort of the

patient may be enhanced by elastic swinging of the

whole.

Space compels me to forego the pleasant duty of

signalling how the apparatus may be morlified for cer-

tain exigencies, what wonders it is capable of in cases

of knee-joint excision, necrosis operations, etc., and the

details of many cases happily treated by it.

Lister's antiseptic dressing can be most advantage-

ously used in connection with the splint, but, however
the wound be managed, it is important to guard

against the discharges; soaking between the limb and

the bandages creating an atmosphere which would
poison any wound. At each dressing cotton must be

stuffed under the margins of the fenestra before syring-

ing, and fiesh cotton covered with oil-silk after the

same operation. Good drainage must be secured, and

oaknm is by far the best material for absorbing dis-

charges.

Dr. Curtis first devised the posterior support in a

case of fracture of the patella involving the knee-joint.

The same device, made of steel, is fi'jured in an old

number of the Bdinhurfjh Medical and Snrrjical Journal.

Dr. Bryant applied it to the use of a support in com-
pound leg fractures. That gentleman also discovered

with what impunity the largest fenestra might be cut,

and did all the hard work attendant on popularizing

the treatment. Dr. St. John and myself (bund that

when wounds forbade the posterior support, the same
principle could be carried out by irregularly- spiral,

lateral, or even anterior supports.

The quick healing of the wounds and the rarity of

sul sequent necrosis explain why local means are effi-

cacious preventives against constitutional disease like

pytEinia. Under the old treatment movement of the
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fragment? in an open wound kept the open canal of

tliC bone in a constant pus-baih. Now tlie cxtt-rnal

wound lit als quickly, and the bone unites almost as a

eubititaneous rracture.

Last winter then' was admitted to Bellevue a wo-
m;in who f >ur months ago received a compound frac-

tuTf, for whic'n slie was t eated at St. VinctMit's Hospital.

When admitted to Bellevue she was enirely cripphd,

never having sat up since the injury. The ankle-joint

was marly anchylosed, tie foot being extended and in

the same line as ihe leg. Through numerous s nuses,

the tibia was found dead to the extent of the lower

half of the shall, and motion was free at the point of

fracture. Amputation was decided on, but I asked to

be allowed to attempt to save the leg. I removed the

Bcquestrutn, shaved the ends of the fragments of the

tibia, broke up the ankle adhesions, and treated the

ca.se as a recent compound fiactnre. In six weeks she
)

was on crutches; and in two months left the iiospital

with sinuses healed, a straight leg, firm union of the

bone, free ankle movement under the control of her

own muscles, and a barely perceptible limp that re-

quired no crutches.

General Statement—Small-Pox Hospital.

Quarter ending March 31, 1872.

SMALL-POX STATISTICS, 1871.

Bt a. E. MACDONALD, M.D.,

CHIEF OF STAFF, CHARITY HOSPITAL.

"While recently engaged in preparing for presentation

to the Board of Commissioners of Public Charities and

Correction the Yearly R'iport, for 1871, of the Small-

pox Hospital, some points in the statistics particularly

excited my attention. Believing that they will be

found of interest to the members of the profession, and
trusting that their publication may lead to the examina-
tion of the records of other hospitals, and thereby to

the confirmation or refutation of the inferences to

which they would seem to point, I take the present
opportunity of briefly stating them.

The following table, presenting, in a condensed form,

the statistics of the hospital lor the year 1871, will

render my references more intelligible, and at the same
time furnish the basis fur further investigations.

General Statemext—Smat,l-Pox Hospital, 1871.
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ers. In other words, of the natives, 27 out of every

100 died, and of the foreigners l)ut IG. The pre-

ponderiince being upon the side of the foreigners in the

matter of admissions would indicate greater suscepti-

bility to tlie disease or commoner exposure to infection,

and it is doubtless thus explica'ile. Those who are not

admitted from quanrntine or the Emigrant- Refuge,
come to us chiefly from the unheiilthy atmosphere of

the tenement houses, and the majority of them are

Germans, whose antipathy to vaccination is well

known. But upon what grounds is the greater mor-
tality among the natives of this country to be accounted

for? Apparently it would argue upon their part less

inherent vigor of constitution with which to withstand

the ravages of the disense, and supp'^rting, as it seemingly

does, much that has been written of the physical de-

generacy of our race, it would be of more than interest

to learn if the records of other similar hospitals con-

firm the inference.

More males than females were received into the hos-

pital during the year, and the rate of mortality among
those of the former sex was considerably the greater.

Relatively it was, in round numbers. 24 per cent, among
males to but. 18 per cent, among females.

Among the colored patients the rate of mortality was
higher than in any other class, as it reached 37 per

cent.

Such are, in brief, the facts wliich the tabulated

statistics of the sm.ill-pnx hospital for the year 1871

reveal; and, still more in brief, an indication of appa-

rently justifiable deductions therefrom. I trust that

the subject may receive more extended treatment from
abler hands, and that the collation of further statistics

will furnish the material for more reliable inferences

than those of a single hospital can provide.

ON EXTENSION AND COUNTER-EXTEN-
SION A_T THE WRIST AND FOREARM.

By F. a. BURRALL, M.D.,

OF KEW YORK CITY.

Several years ago a patient presented himself at the

Northern Dispensary who had been suflfering much pain

fiom whar he termed a "strumous" inflammation of

the wrist-joint. His rest at night had also been much
disturbed. For the purpose of keeping the surface of

the joint from contact, I devised an apparatus which,

wdth slight modifications, is that, now presented. I have
described it to several physicians, and they were not
familiar with anything similar, so it may be novel; at

all events I think it is useful.

It consists, in its simplest form, of a flat splint, A,
about three inches longer than the distance from the

condyles of the humerus to the tip of the middle finger,

in one end of which is an upright peg, sloping down-
wards and inwards, t'lat the cord or tape to be attached

to it may not slip. In the splint represented in the dia-

gram is a fenestrum for the passage of an adhesive strap.

I have never used such a fenestium, but it seemed to

me that it might in some cases be a needed improve-
ment, as will be understood when the application of the

dressing is referred to. A piece of adhesive plaster (C)
cut from a paper pattern and intended to place upon the

hand, with two strips of the .same material long enough
to extend from above the seat of injury to three or four

inches beyond the olecranon process, and about two
inches wide. A piece of tape and a rubber ring complete

the apparatus. SticJcin(/-p\siStQr is essential. To apply the

dressing, tie the tape and ring to the upright portion of

C, adapt G to the back of the hand, and lap the trans-

verse pieces over the palm with moderate pressure.

Place the counter-extending bands on tiie anterior and
posterior surfaces of the forearm, and, if necessary,

D

apply over them transverse bands or a very loose roller.

Make the first extension and counter-extension with
the hands, and lay the limb upon the splint, and if the

fenestrum be used, pass one of tiie stiaps through it.

The prone position of the limb is most convenient for

application, but the others may be used. Carry the

counter-extending bands around the upper end of the

splint, overlap them, then tie tiie tape to the peg, mak-
ing as much extension as is desirable.

I have found this apparatus very useful in a severe

fracture at the lower end of the radius, where, in conse-

quence of a wound on the anterior surface of the fore-

arm, the usual splints were not advisable. In many in-

stances I think that the counter-extending band on the

dorsal surface of the forearm will be sufficient. If the

plaster is not very good, it may be buttoned over a peg
on the under side of the splint.

In explaining this apparatus to Prof. Frank H. Ham-
ilton, he Called m^y attention to a description in his work
on "Fractures and Dislocations" of the apparatus of Dr.

X. C. Scott, formerly resident surgeon to the Brooklyn

City Hospital, for the treatment of certain fractures of

the forearm in a supine position. It seems to me that

the methr)d now presented has the advantage over the

useful apparatus of Dr. Scott of greater simplicity. By
detaching the tape which surrounds the peg, the hand
and lower part of the forearm are at once set free from

the splint and may be washed or examined. I have

also prepared the counter-extension by adhesive straps

to the rectangular splint and bandage of Dr. Scott, al-

though, in fractures near the bend of the arm, his

counter-extension might be substituted. It, is the ex-

tending band to whi( h I wish cliiefly to call attention.

The diverging bonlers G and // offer an excellent re-

sistance, and the traction is also distributed over the

anterior and posterior surfaces of the hand.

Severe extension in fractures or joint diseases is, I

think, seldom necessary. What is required is a con-

tinued and moderate traction.
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Uc|Jort3 of 3Qospitals.

.MANHATTAN EYE AND EAR HOSPITAL.

CASKS or CATARACT.

Rkported dy DAVID WEBSTER, M.D.,

HOUfUv sunoEON.

TltAUMATIC CATARACT.

Ca«<r I.—Sorvi(>o of Dr. Koosa.—W. S., vet. 20,

lirouE^ht to Dr. R.'.s dinic l>y Dr. D. W, Faugboiier, of
Montana, N. J.. Juno 29, 1871.

One wot'k pieviou.s to hia appearance at the hospital

tln> pitiint liad lioth his eyes injured by an e.xplosion

\vliirh ocoutrotl a.s follows :

—

lie was one of a gang of liborcr^ in an iron mine; a

hole wa'' drilled in the solid rock containing the iron

ore, and fdled with gunpowder to a depth of eighteen
inclies; a fii^e was applied and ignited in the usual

manner, and all retired ti> a safe distance; but the thing

did not "go ofl'," and S. went to see what was the
matter with it. While making his investigations, with
h shead about afoot above the charge, it exploded, and
he was knocked senseless.

His family physi(;iaii, after one week's careful and
judicious treatment, brought him to Dr. R., in order to

Hsoertain whether anything could be done to restore

his eyesight.

When brought to the hospital he seemed to be an
almost hopeless ca«e, and, after a careful examination
and consultation with Dr. Loring, Dr. R. gave a very
grave and doubtful prognosis. Tlie following was the

condition of his eyes :

—

No perception of light could be positively ascertained
in either eye ; the cornene and conjunctivne of both
were filled with particles of iron ore and gunpowder:
there was iritis of both eyes, the pupils diiatimj only
slightly to atropine; in the right eye there was trau-

matic cataract; the left eye was examined with the
ophthalmoscope while the patient was under ether, and
no reflex from the fundus could be S"en, which showed
the extreme probability that a hemorrhage had occurred
into the eye, producing opacity of the vitreous body.
There was intense and constant lachryuiation and pho-
tophobia of both eyes, Avhich shows that, curiou?ly
enough, hght may give pain even where iheie is no
appreciation of its existence.

The patient was at once taken into the hospital, and
as many as possible of the foreign particles were
removed while he was under ether.

Frequent insiillations of a four-grain solution of the
sulphate of atropia were commenced at once, and kept
up while the patient remained in the hospital. Iced
wat'?r applications were used until bedtime.

June 30.—Cupped on each temple and at base of
occiput, and Dr. Agnew's black silk dressing applied.
Til is was removed a day or two after and a shade sub-
stituted.

Ju'y 1.— Dr. R., starting for Europe, left the patient
in eliarge of Dr. Loring. On the supposition that his
sudden loss of percefition of light mijriit have been due
to paralysis of the optic nerves f om shock, he was put
upon strychniae, gr. ^\ ter die, and to be gradually in-
ci eased.

Jnhj 2.—Has distinct perception of light in right
eye.

July 9.—The dose of strychnia has gone up to gr.

/. Patient complains of nausea, and burning heat in
stomach and fauces. He was put to bed, and kept bits

of ice in his mouth, and all unplea^^ant symptoms were
relieved in a couple of hours.

Juhf 11.— Commenced tlie strychnia again in the

same do-^es as before. Pupils widely dilated, .scleral

injection mostly disappeared. Patient says ho can see

the door at his feet.

i/h/// ir>.—Removed a piece of iron ore from left cor-

nea, wliich was so de(?ply embedded that the Graefe'."!

knife enterei] the anterior chamber, and evacuated the
aqueous humor at the .same time witli the removal of

the particle. The right was explored while the pa-

tient remained under ether; but no foreign body was
foun<i.

Jalii 24.—Dr. Loring having gone out of the city

for a few W(;ek-(' recreation, the patient came into

the care of Dr. Agm-w, who at once diagnosticated de-

tachment of reiina of lell eye, and, believing it to be a

source of constant irritation of the other eye, advised

its removal.

An(j. 11.—Enucleation of left eye was performed by
Dr. Agnew, who afterwards demonstrated that a for-

eign body liad entered the eyeball at a point near the

insertion of the rectus int(.'rims. A reddish reflex

could be seen from the whole fundus by ordinary day-
light, both before and after the enucleation. When
this eye was cut 0|ien by Dr. Curti.s, Microseopist to

the Hospital, some weeks later, it was found "filled

with iron ore and gunpowder."
Sept. 18.— Dr. R., having returned from abroad, de-

termined to attack the cataract in the remaining eye by
di.*cission. The needling was repeated more and more
freely at each successive operation, five t:me.<, at the

following dates:—Sept. 18th, Sept. 23d, Sept. 2Slh,

Oct. 7tli, and Nov. 27th. The treatment after each
0[)eration consisted of a shade, and frequent instilla-

tions of atropine. ,Very little inflammatory reaction

followed any of the operations except the last, when
the patient had some iritis, which, however, soon

yielded to leeching and a'ropine.

Before the last opeiation, the patient could see

through a little aperture in the remains of the lens, to

find his own way about.

Dec. 21.—Counts fingers at eight feet.

Dec. 23.—V=-V
Dec. 2G.— V=-Af with + 4.

Jan. 25, 1872.—V=J, and reads Jaecrer, No. 1, at

nine inche«, with + li. Supero-nasal quadrant of

pupil clear ; the rest is mostly filled with opaque cap-

sule.

On stopping the atropia, the pupil returned to its

normal size : was perfectly circular and movable, and
vision undiminished, so that further operative inter-

ference was considered unnecessary.

Jun. 29.—Dismissed with s|iectacles -f- 2\ and -I- 4,

frames reversible, having been under treatment exactly

seven months.
C.ASt: 11.- Service of Dr. Agnew.—E. K., aet.

31, entered hospital December 8, 1870. V= percep-

tion of light.

Dec. 14.—Extraction, through linear wound in

cornea, by grooved director.

Jan. 4, 1871.—Keratonyxis.
Jan. 19.—V = ^ with + ^.

Case III.—Service of Dr. Agnew.—R. M., set. 12,

entered hospital May 6, 1870. Tlie cataract is pro-

bably traumatic, since it followed a fracture of the os

frontis, from a f.dl two years ago.

Jan. 6, 1871.—Keratonyxi.s.

March \.—A second keratonyxi.s. No dressing was
applied aflcr either of those operations, but atropine

was frequently instilled.

Aug. 2.—A third keratonyxis. The rema'ns of the
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lens was stirred up very feoly at this operation, atro-

pine and the flannel retentive bandage were applied,

and the patient was directed to remain in bed until the

next day, but he ran away home, unolxserved, about
two honrs after the operation. He reappeared, how-
ever, three days later, and there had been no inflamma-
tory reaction.

Feb. 9, 1872.—V=.A with + 4 for the distanc(\ A
thin opaque capsule is stretched over the area of the

pupil. This c ipsule has several small openings through
it.

Feb. 14.—A fourth keratony-xis. The needle was
passed through the capsule, ami by pressing it out to-

wards the C'lrnea, loosened it from the upper part of its

peripheral attachment, and tilted it forwards on iiself.

Before applying the bandage the pupil seemed quite

clear.

Feb. 15.—Has had no pain, shght scleral injection,

pupil easily dilated. V=J- + for dist. with + 4.

Feb. 16.— V=:|.
Feb. 18.—V=|. Pupd perfectly circular and mova-

ble.

SOFT CATARACT.

Case IV.—Service of Dr. Loring.—W. S, Eng-
lishman, carpenter, aet. 29, presented himself at Dr. L.'s

clinic at the Brooklyn Eye and Ear Hospit 1, March 7,

1870.

In the right eye there were corneal opac ties suffi-

cient to reduce the vision to |.

There were also slight opacities of the cornea of the

left eye, which, however, had always been his main
dependence until about one year since, when, whi'e
working in a damp cellar, an inflammatitm set in which
gradually reduced his vision, until now he is barely

able to see a picture-frame across the room. Examina-
tion of this eye shows caUiract with extensive synechite

posterior.

The patient had also a slight conjunctivitis which
was cured in a few weeks by touching ihe palpebral

conjunctiva with alum, and by the use of sulphate of

zinc washes, and he was advised to return for treatment
of his cataract in about six months.

Jan. 5, 1871.—The cataract having matured, an
iridectomy upwards was performed in order to obviate

the danger of iritis, from the adhesions of the iris to the

lens capsule. No inflammatory reaction of any impor-
tance followed the operation.

Jan. 30.—Keratonyxis.
Feb. 7.—The patient presents himself with a good

deal of swelling of the lens and pretty severe pain.

The tension of the eye being increased, a paracentesis

was performed, and atropine and a compressive band-

age applied.

Feb. 15.—The inflammatory symptoms soon subsided

after the last operation, and the eye is now perfectly

quiet.

May 9.—Entered as a patient at this hospital, and a

second discission was performed without anaesthetic.

June 1.—A third discission, under ether—the lens

was thoroughly broken up.

Jane 17.—A fourth needling without anaesthetic.

July 8.—A fifth keratonyxis under ether.

Sept. 5.—A sixth needling under ether.

Oct. 12.—A seventh needling under ether, making in

all nine operations upon the eye. After all but three

of these operations the flannel retentive bandage with
charpie was used, and the patient went home &< snon

as he recovered from the effects of the ether. After

the iridectomy, and after two of the needlings. Dr.

Agnew's black silk dressing was used, and he remained

a few days at the hospital. Atropiae Sulph. gr. iv., to

aq. Ij., and colored coquilles, were used throughout
the whole couise of treatment.

Jan. 20, 1872.—Aliout one year after the fir.st need-
ling, the lens is all gone, only some opaque capsule re-

maining.

Vision = f wiih + 4 for the distance, and reads

Snellen No. 2^^ with -t- 2| at six inches.

The patient was dismissed with spectacle s -{- 2\ for

L. E. and opaque glass for R. E., with instructions to

read with L. E. five minutes every day in order to

prevent amblyopia from disuse.

Case V.—Service of Dr. Agnew.—F. B.,aet. 29, en-

tered hospital November 3, 1869, and was operated

upon by keratonyxis the same day. She had been

operated upon by Dr. Agnew seven times previously

elsewhere.

Dec. 11.—Needhng for the ninth time.

May 28, 1870.—V = 1 with m- 4 for distance.

Patient has a perfectly circular and movable pupil.

Dr. Agnew teaches that the ideal to be aimed at in

the removal of cataract, whether hard or soft, is "gcod
vision with a perfectly circular movable pupil." If we
would have the latter we must carefully avoid setting

up an iriiis which, whether it results in adhesions of the

iris to the anterior capsule or not, always impairs the

mobility of the pupil.

The first keratonyxis in a case of soft cataract should

be performed with a minimum amount of violence. A
delicate needle should be used, so sharp that it;

can be introduced into the substmce of the lens with

the least possible force. The pimcture should be made
exactly in the centre of the anterior capsule, so that if

the lens swell from absorption of aqueous it will en-

large symmetrically, thus avoiding undue pressure upon
the iris at any point, the consequence of which would
probably be a troublesome iriti-^.

The needle, having been introduced into the lens,

should be gently rotated a few times on its longer axis,

thus drilling, as it were, the lens through its centre,

but no attempt should be made to " hash up " the lens,

as is recommended in some of the books on surgery,

as this would endanger straining or rupture of the sus-

pensory lii.:ament near the canal of Petit, an accident

which is fraught with evil consequences. It might

also produce so great a swelling of the lens as to jjive

rise to a phakitis and an ophthalmitis which would
eventually destroy the eye.

The second operation should be performed with almost

an equal amount of care. In the third the lens may be

stirred up a little more freely. After several operations

the eye acquires a degree of immunity to violence, so

that the lens may be stirred up more and more boldly

at each succeeding operation.

The interval between any two of the operations

should be, as a rule, from four to six weeks.

CAPSULAR CATARACT.

Case VI.—Service of Dr. Agnew.—J. E. A., aet. 37,

entered hospital December 29, 1871. His right eye

liad been operated upon for soft cataract when he was
15 years of age, probably by needling. V = counts fin-

gers at 8 feet with glass = 4. Pupil very sluggish,

dilating only slightly to atropine, probably because of

an iritis which followed the first needling.

Jan. 3, 1872.—Passed a narrow Graefe's knife into

the anterio'r chamber, about half-way between the cen-

tre and upper margin of the cornea, piercing the

obstructive membrane at one side of the pupillary field

and enlarging the capsular wound in withdrawing the

knife, carefully avoiding, however, an escape of aqueous.

Dr. A. then introduced a sharp hook, and, after displa-

cing the opaque capsule, or membrane, succeeded in
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drawing oil a portion of the sanif, snipping' it off with

the scissors. Atropinj and black silk dres^in^ were
used.

Jiin. 17.—The upper half of the pupil isch-nr; the

capsule in tlie lower half s'lows a tenileiicy to retract

an 1 cu •! on its -IC V + i with = 4 for ih d stance, and,

wi'h + 2'., patient reals Jaeger N«>. 4 at 8 inches.

Cask VII.—Service of Dr. .Apnew.—B. L., tet. 61,

entered hospital April 28, 1871. A catiiract had
lieoii extraced hy corneal fl.ip downwards, by Dr.

ALjnew, at the New York E3'e and Ear Inliimary, II

years previiusly. About one-third of the vincou* was
lost in the operation, the cornea collapsed, and tlie ten-

sion of the <:lol>e wa* greatly retiuced. The eye, how-
ever, wa-s closed with isinglass adhesive plaster, and
left so (or thirtCL-n days, no other dressing being appli-

ed. When opened, the eye wa< found phinip, wound
healed, cornea and pupil clear; and the resulting vision

wa-» 60 good that the patient continued to be able to

rea I until laely, when the formation of a new mem-
brane deprived him of useful vision.

April 28.— Keratonyxis, followed by retentive band-
agL» and atropine ter die.

May 8.—Entered anterior chamber with an iridec-

timy knife, retnovod some of the opaque capsule by
drawing it out with a sharp hook and cutting it olf with
scissors. Some vitreous lost. Retentive bandage.
May 28.—V = ?.

Ucoicius aiitJ notices of OooK;

AN.F.STriESIA, HOSPTTAI.TSM ; TlEnMAPHRODITISM, and a
proposal to stamp out Small-Pox and other contagious
di.sease.s. \\y Siu Jamks Y. Simpson. Bart , M.D., D.
C.L.. late Professor of Midwiferj' in the University of
Edinburgh. Bhted by Siu W. G.'Si.mpson, Bart., B.A.,
Scholir of Granville and Cain's College, Cambridge.
New York : D. Appleton & Co., 1872.

TnE above papers compose the second volume of the
papers of the late Sir James Y. Simpson. Many of
these articles are contained in the Obstetric Memoirs
and Contributions which were edi'ed bv Drs. Pi lastly

and St irer, some years since
; while others are only to

be found in the different foreign journals, chieflv, per-
haps, in the Edinbnrgk MnnthJii Journal of Medical
Science. Nowhere in the whole range of medical lifei'-

ature can the subject of anpesthes'a' be found so fnlly
treated upon as in these papers of the great obstetrician.
The article on llermaphroditisn consists of the well-
known paper on this subject which he contributed to
the f^uchpcedia of Anatomy and Phy.tiolofjy.

With respect to that portion of the work referring fo
the subject of ho.spital*, it ran not only be read with
benefit by thos^ of our profession wlio serve tiie.se in-
stitutions, but it would be well were it studied by the
laity who build and govern our public hospitals, too
many of whom are but rearing those massive structures
within narrow enclosures, against which our author
contends, and with great justice.

This wurk comes to us in a pleasing shape, nnd will,
no doubt, be properly appreciated by the reading por-
tion of the profession.

Spkctrum Axaltsis is the title of a volume—No. 7,
University Series—published by Charles C. Chatfield
& Co. New Haven, containing three popular lectures
on " Spectrum Analvsis." delivered recently at Man-
chester, England, by Professors Roscoe, Wm. Huggi.n.'!,
and J. Norman Lockyer.
The application of the discoveries in spectrum analy-

sis to the earth and sun i.s plainly shown by Professor

Roscoe. Professor Hu'_'gins tells us of his ability to

discover the composition of the stars, nebuhe, and
comets, in his lecture on "Spectrum Analysis, in its

application to the Heavetdy liodies;" how tliese dis-

tant bodies have a community of maiter with the

earth ; that the matter of wliieh they are compc-ed is

of the same order as that of tiie earth ; that it is

subjected to the same force—the force of heat; and
that it emits light in the same way as terrestrial sub-

stances.

In connection with well-defined illustrations of the

sun. Prof. Lockyer explain.s—by literally taking this

body to bits with the aid of the spectro.scope—the

spots filled with burning sodium, the space outside of

the sun (built up of hy'rog-n, and seen in red flames

during an ei-lipsc), and the velocity of various currents.

He believes, with others, not only "that we have
evidence that the sun is rotating like our earth, but
that the atmosphere of the fun is subjected to most
tremendous storms; storms so ti'cmendous, t'lat the

storms on our earth are not for one moment to be com-
pared with them."

These lectures, in a condensed form, give all that is

known on this subject: and the pnVdishers of this

scientific series, in presenting the advanced thought of

the age in a cheap form, are entitled to the thanks of

our countrymen who are interested in the new science

of spectrum analysis.

Animal and Veoetable Parasites of the Hi'Man
Skin and Hair. By B. Joy Jeffries, A.M., M.D.,
Fellow of the Mass. Med. Society ; Member of the
American Ophthalmological Society ; Ophthalmic Sur-
geon to the Mass. Charitable Eye and Ear Infirmary

;

Ophthalmic Surgeon to the Carney Ho.spital ; Lecturer
in Optical Phenomena and the Eye, at Harvard Uni-
versity ; late Lecturer on Diseases of the Skin, at

Berkshire Medical College, pp. 102. Boston: Alex.

Moore.

From a gentleman with so many titles and of such
varied experience, we had a right to expect a solid con-
tribution to the somewhat limited literature of para-^itic

diseases. Instead, we find a popular treatise, which
appears to be an effort, on the part of the writer, to

advertise himself or his specialty. Upon page 73 he
justly remarks, '" that there are enough medical men
who do not advertise, and yet are arrant quacks; but
it is still t'uer that all those who do, in any form, are

sure to be impostors." In contrast to this, he invites

(p. 24) those who suffer from lice to consult " those

who have made diseases of the skin a .special study,"

and agaiu (p. 27). to consult "some physician who
pays special attention to diseases of the skin." Upon
page 5t) he condescendingly remarks, ' that want of
immediate success" in the treatment of itch by general

practitioners " should not tell against them," and on
page 53, kindly informs the public that "those who
make a specialty of cutaneous medicine, fortunately,

nowadays, have a large choice of substances and me-
thods of application " for the treatment of this affection.

Upon p. 49 he announces him.self a "Dermatologist." We
blush for Dermatology if it requires such advocacy. Its

claims as a useful and legitimate specialty should first

be established to the satisfaction of the profes-ion.

When that is done, its public recognition will not be
long delayed

; but we most earnestly deprecate any
direct and urgent appeals to the public in favor of this or

any other special branch, as savoring too strongly of
charlatanism.

Of the scientific merits of the book we regret that we
can say but little. Upon page 44, he speaks of the

"true skin, ot rete mucosum" as synonymous terms,
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which is a us;ig(' pecu'iar to our author. Ufion pai'e

63, he says that "absohite loss of hair from the wluile

surface of the cutaneous envelope may be caused l)y

vegetable parasites," a statement which, we fmey, lie

would find some difTicnlty in proving. On p. 7'.), he

Btates that al^pecid areata is a parasitic affection
;
a view

first promulgated, wc believe, by Bazn, but not eon-

firmed by subsequent observations. The spores of

parasites of this dise&se, our author says, are " infiltrated

through the hair, rendering it so brittle as to break oif

close to the skin." This is the case in tinea tonsiira)/.';,

but not in alo}>ecin areata^ in which the hairs fall out

instead of breaking off. On page 81, he attributes the

production of sycosis to the micro-sporonmentnyroph-

tes. It is rare to discover in this affection any para-

sitic growth, but when found it proves to be the tricho-

phyton fon.sorana of Malms! en, and n<jt the one

previously named, claimed to have been discovered by
Gruby. But enough : the book, on the whnle, does not

afford evidence tiiat the author has sufficiently availed

himself of the recent advances in the pathology of dis-

eases of the skin ; and in the interests of science and

of dermatology we sincerely regret its publication.

A Pr.\cticat. Treatise on the Diseases of Women.
By T. Gaii,i>akd Thomas, M.D., Professor of Obste-

trics and Diseases of Women and Children in the

College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York ; Phy-
sician to the Roosevelt Hospital, New York ; Attend-
ing Surgeon to the New York State Women's Hospital,

etc., etc., etc. Third Edition, Enlarged and thoroughly
Revised, with Two Hundred and Forty-Six Illustra-

tions on Wood. Philadelphia : Henry C. Lea. 1872.

This third edition of Prof. Thomas's work appearing

so soon after its predecessors, argues a high apprecia-

tion of its value on the part of the profession. To this

judgment the authur responds by a very careful revi-

sion, in which he has incorporated the results of his

rapidly increasing cliiucal observation, and an abstract

of whatever contributions have been made by others to

gynaecology within the last two years.

As compared with the first edition, five new chapters

on dysmenorrhoea, peri-uterine fluid tumors, composite

tumors of the ovary, solid tumors of the ovary, and
chloroi^is, have been added. Twenty-seven additional

woodcuts have been introduced, many subjects have

been subdivided, and all have received important inter-

stitial increase. In fact, the book has been practically

rewritten, and greatly increased in value.

The plan of the work is arranged in reference to tiie

uses to which it is destined, as an introductury text-

book fi>r students, and a manual of ready reference for

practitioners. The latter necessity has entailed a cer-

tain amount of rep)etition in the separate monographs,
which somewhat impairs continuity of interest to the

expert, and renders it less elegant than the classic pages

of Gooch and Wright. This is, however, a wise sacri-

fice, for whoever, under the spur of a present occasion,

consults any chapter, will find its subject tiiere, sufli-

ciently spread before him for ready comprehension.

Very full use has been made of all the literature cf the

subject. Greek, Roman, Arabian, British and Conti-

nental, and particularly German authors, have been

thoroughly studied, abundantly quoted, and scrupulous-

ly credited with all obtained from tliem. His Ameri-
can colleagues, Emmet, Peaslee, Hodges, Atlee, Noeg-
gerath, Sims. White, Mettauer, Barker, Elliot. Byrne,
Byford, Bozeman, Taylor, Kammerer, and many
others are treated with generous appreciation and
perfect courtesy.

Very little space, however, is given to the tedious

claims of priority wliich sometimes disfigure medical

literature, and degrade rather than exalt the parties in-

volved. While thu'? careful of the credit and respect-

ful to the authority of others, there is always agraci-ful

and firm respect for his own analysis of testimony, and
the value of his own observations and reasoned convic-

tions. Alike in his oial and written work, Dr. Thomas
discoveis his eminent liine,-s for the position he occu-

pies as a teacher. Ilis method of investigation and elu-

cidation are those of a well-disciplined and naturally

logical mind. In approach ng a subject he first subdi-

vides tlie field, and searches with acute and patitnt

scrutiny for all phenomena in each division. These
he traces to their antecedents and folluws to their con-

sequences. Thus he constructs or sometimes postu-

lates his positions and then verifies them by a careful

review of the facts. Thus he arrives at positive and
symmetrical conclusions, which are as final as the state

of science allows, and can at any rate sustain attack

and resist dogmatic denial.

The method of his book is itself a lesson in general

education. It ignores all brilliant intuitions, and all

distorted or partis;in aspects of truth, and proceeds by
accurate observation and fair induction. In his aim to

be comprehensive he naturally at times becomes trans-

cendental, and in his desire to be historical he some-
times lends his sanction to obsolete methods.

In its morale and good taste the book is excellent.

Of personal display there is nothing which a severe

modesty would condemn. There is a pleasing absence

of bibliographical parade, and no rhetoric or fine writ-

ing. There is neither coarseness nor sentimentalism,

nothing which a good mother would regret to have htr

medical cadet read. Perhaps some of the wood-cuts
of procidentia, etc., might have been spared on this

score, and yet they are not particularly objectionable.

Specially to be commended, under the head of the

morale, are occasional passages in which the author

not only admits, but explains and defines by just

limits, the difficulties and disappointment which await

the practitioner in this field ; from which he claims no
personal exemption, and does not hesitate to detail his

own experience for the guidance and encouragement
of others. For example, we will cite passages from the

section on prognosis, in the 12th cha[)ter, on general

uterine therapeutics.

Speaking of the time within which cure may be
promised, he says:—"The answer to this question,

not in the lesser interest of the practitioner, but in the

greater one of the patient, must (often) be, that no
such time can possibly be determined upon. In some
cases it becomes necessary to state further that not

only is the time, but the certainty of complete cure

doubtful : that local treatment will cause pain, may
result in danger, and may absolutely aggravate the

existing symptoms." Again: "A patient has been

persuaded by her husband, mother, or friends, con-

trary to her own wishes, to submit to treatment. She
utterly repels the course to be adopted, is sure that it

will do her no good, is unwilling to fulfil the directions

left for her daily guidance, but yields under the assur-

ance of her advisers that the treatment will be free

from discomfort, and will surely cute her in a few
weeks. The physician, for the sake of his patient and

himself, should avoid joining in the deception. Stating

the facts fully to her, telling her of the danger which
neglect will involve, and of her duty under the circum-

stances, he should appeal to her reason and decline to

take charge of the case until she really desires his ser-

vices."

It is beyond question that, in the community at

large, the good report of Gynaecology and of its ex-

perts would stand far higher and fairer if this simple

rectitude had not been so often deviated from.
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Of special criticism wc have little to ofTor. but may
note ii few points whicli huve attracted our attention.

The fiirniula for recording case«i f.'iven upon papo GO is

pood in itself, but more valuable in rernindinp the
praotitioruT that if he is «'ver to use his own ex-
perience and observations, he cannot nllord to trust

th<'tn to the tal>ula rasa of profi'«sional memory. In
his chapter on Spwula the author has not included Dr.
I. EL Taylor's modification of Cusco's instrument, which
we have found thoroughly available for all examina-
tions e.xcept tliose of portions of the va:;iiial wall. We
consider it the mo«t simple, coinpaC, c'eaiily, pain-
less, and exneditioua instrumeuL Neither is men-
tion ina-le of Hyrne's ingenious combination of Sims',

Pinkiiam's, Nott's, and Cusco's, or rather of his

original instrument, which appears and is said to

combine the advanlajfes of tho<e several instruments.
Each of these specula allows the practitioner to tlis-

pense with an assistant, and, as nine-tenths of phy-
sicians will treat nine-tenths of their respective pa-
tients thus, the choice of an instrument becomes an
important matter. The author praises the slender
silver wire probe of Sims in comparison with the cop-
per sound of Simpson. In this our personal experience
diflFers. We have found it very apt to engage in the
ruga* of the cervix, and to balk at the valve of the os
internum, while its extreme pliability renders it less

reliable as a measure of the length of the body and
the inequalities of its internal surface. All know
that a No. G sound irritates the urethra more than
No. IG. Of course the wire will follow the contour
of an intruding fibroid better than the larger instru-
ment.

In the remarks upon dila'ation of the cervix by tents,

tlie merits of the sea-tangle, as compared with the
sponge, are more fully recognized than in previous
editions. For digital exploration, one or the other
will remain indispensable ; but for the ordinary pur-
poses of injection and ing-.'Stion, the graduated me-
tallic dilators of Pea-slee or Kammerer are sufficient,

more expeditious, and, we believe, more innocent.
Dr. Thomas indicates how well he appreciates the
dangers of the sponge process by the disasters which
he details, an<l the elaborate scheme of rules for avoid-
ing them. It is certain that, however safe they may
be when guarded by such intelligence and caution,
occasions for their use should not be needlessly mul-
tiplied. To the treatment of vaginitis, specific or gran-
ular, might have been added the ectrotic method, which
seldom fails to cure by a single application, if employed
earlv enough.

The vagina should be cleansed by an injection of
warm water; a cylindrical speculum, as large as can be
usL'd without pain, introduced, and through it a soft fine
sponge, thoroughly soaked in a 30 grain solution of
nitrate of silver, and all the excess pressed out, sliould
be passed to the cervix, and held there while the spec-
ulum is witiid: awn. Then by turning the forceps over
and over the sponge may be removed, describing a
slow spiral movement, and erery portion of the vaunna
is reached by the escharotic. Injection of cool water
and rest should follow. Chapter X. contains a very
complete resume of the early literature of urinary
fistulas, and, as it seems to us, a very impartial adjudi-
cation of honors in the matter. It is made to appear
that the posture, the levator speculum, the metallic
suture and the retained catheter, which Dr. Sims com-
bined in 1852, and by which he attained a success till

then unknown, iial each been previously emploved.
though probably without his knowledge. Cosset of
London is here said to have proposed or employed the
combination of all these features as early as 1834. In

speaking of these as " the esaentiida of success " the
language of Profe-aor Thomas appears too strong, inan-

much a.s eminent success has been attained by operators
who have (ii.soarded each and all of them. Tiius Simon
of Ileiilelberg discards the semi-prone position, prefers

very fine silk sutures to silver, and does not use the
self-retaining catheter. Recent experiments on the

Continent, and the experience of Nocg'/erath and
Byrne in tlrs country, go fir toward e8tabli<hing the

fact that irrigation by healthy urine does not at all in-

terrupt or delay the process of healing by adhesion or

granulation. If the-e vii;ws are accejited they will

obviate the use of the catheter, which is understood to

be the most annoying and disagieeal)le feature of the
after-treatment. These remarks will also apply to

operations lor restoration of the f)erinicinii. Tiie con-
tact of the lochial diseh:irge is probably equally inno-
cent, and the proposition of Prof. Thomas to avoid

this by prone recumbency, while it is lik<ly to be
nugatory, is certain to be too tedious for maintenance.
Tlie operations, now methodized, of Parker and Emmet
for tlie cue of cystitis in ths female, l>y an artificial

fistula maintained for a sufficient period, are bare'y

alluded to, although furnishing occasion for an incorrect

statement, by wav of illustration, about perforation of
the tympanum (Qk. memhrana tympnni), of which it is

said "thiit the closure of openings the result of di.sease

is impossible." We venture to say that scores of such
openings have closed under Dr. Thomas's own observa-

tion.

Chapter XII. has been re-written, is very elaborate

and judicial, and its force is directed toward the sub-

stitution of tlie term areolar hyperplasia for chronic

metritis, diffuse interstitial, parenchymatoi'.s, <tc., &c.
This discussion tends towa-d sharp definitions, and

therefore has a positive though somewhat remote value.

The name proposed is drawn from morbid anatomy
rather than from clinical observation, and yet our
clinical is greatly in advance of our pathological know-,
ledge of the subject.

In the following chapter on acute endometritis, and
often elsewhere, when discussing inflammatory states

of the uterus and appendages, the author seems to lay

much stress upon maintaining a constipated condition

of the bowels. This docti ine seems to us liable to abuse.

Granting that cathartic derivation is needless and
mischievous, it is equally true that an impacted colon

and rectum mechanically displaces and irritates the

organs, conduces to hyperaemia by ob-trncting return

from the hemorrhoidal veins, and tends to keep up a

.shght but continuous peristalsis. We believe that the

lower bowel should be evacuated, in the most gentle

manner, by mechanical means, as often as once in two
or three days. Small enemata of solution of ox-gall to

hquefy, and larger lavements of warm mucilaginous

fluid to bring away the contents of the intestine ; there-

after a suppository of morphine fj to i gr.), will soon
restore tranquillity to all the pelvic viscera, giving them
more space, more rest and less heat. Tiie section upon
uterine injections is a fair illustration of the general

excellence of the work. The value and the danger of

using tliem are sufficiently stated, but no space is

wasted in declamation on these points ; the author
passes at once to the practical question—when and how
they may be safely employed, for which he gives a
complete and sufficient scheme of rules. In the treat-

ment of areolar hyperplasia, Dr. Greenhalgh's formula

for preparing iodizc^d cotton is introduced. We think

this formula is ideal ; drying cotton saturated with
glycerine will be found a difficult process : the cotton

will not dry and the iodine will evaporate. If the

glycerine be replaced by water simply a satisfactory
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preparaiion will be obtained, or the iodine may be

vaporized and the fumes collected in loosely-picked

cotton.

The aj^ency of iodine in securing resolution of hyper-

plasia, whetlier in the cervix or in the body, has been

at times so marked, and again hO inrfficieni, that we
have conjectured, and find a considerable amount of

evidence to show, that it is most useful in iho^e cases

where a syphilitic elem<-nt governs the prolileration.

In the management of displacements Dr. Thomas
represents the settled judgment of the great nuijoiity

of experts in regarding the use of pes^^aries as of prime

value. The key-note of their successful use is struck

in those passages where Dr. Thomas says that the

operator should have at his command many varieties in

size and shape, that they sh^^uld always give relief

rather than pain, and should be closely watched so long

as they are worn. The subject is too full of detail fur

discussion here ; it is very fully elucidated in the text,

and we dismiss it with the remark that the favor of the

profession is, we believe, decidedly turning toward

those instruments wliich do not distend the vagina,

and which do provide external fulcra for internal sup-

port.

The operation for the relief of the consequences of

anteflexion by section of the posterior lip is fully de-

scribed, but not recommended with enthusiasm. It

would be proper to say further that it lias been prac-

tically abandoned by its original promoters, as failing to

maintain permanent advantage, wliiie, as Dr. Thomas
justly says, its performance has been attended by a

ghastly !i~t of casualties. The chapter un Dysmeuorrhoea
is a model in its clear separation and diflerentiation of

iorms and specific adaptation of treatment. The study

of malignant and semi-malignant diseases of the ovaries,

to which the author has made very valuable original

contributions, is very well [iresented. Ovariotomy also,

in which Dr. Thomas is rapidly attaining the first rank

of operators, is fully considered and finely illustrated.

Many other portions of the book are equally worthy of

notice, did the limits of this sketch allow. Of slips and
inadvertencies there are very few. " Sed aliquando

bonus Humerus dormitat" On page 406 the Sage of

Cos is represented as speaking in the Latin vernacular.

We don't believe he did ; but if so, hope that he did

not use such an epicene variety as appears on p. 207.

Briefly, we may say that we know of no book which
so completely and concisely represents the present

state of Gynaecology
;
none so full of well-digested and

reliable teaching; none which bespeaks an author more
apt in researcli and abundant in resources. When, in

the near future, a fourth edition of this now standard

text-book shall be called for, w'e shall hope to find in it

a chapter on puerperal affections of the uterus, and a

resume on uterine electrical therapeutics.

progress of iHcti'ical Science,

The Use of a Hemp-Saw in Excision of Polypi.—
At a recent meeting of the Dublin Obstetrical Society,

Dr. McClintock and others spoke of the use for this

purpose, and also for the decapitation of the child in

ttteio^ of a hemp or silk cord to which a sawing motion
might be imparted after it had been passed around the

neck of a child or pedicle of a tumor. No hemorrhage
had, thus far, resulted from its use in cases of the latter

description, for which it was more easy of application

than the 6craseur. The President, Dr. Kidd, showed
the body of an iniant, for the delivery of which decapi-

tation had been necessary, tlie neck having been severed

by this process in less than a minute and a half.

Treat.ment of Retention of Urine from Stricture.

—Dr. P. A. O'Connel suggests, in The Lancet, a novel

mode, which has succeeded several times in his hands,

of overcoming the impediment of a stricture. The
mode consists in attaching a syringe, or rubber ball, to

the end of a catheter, so that suction can be made, the

end of the catheter, which is passed down to the stric-

ture having an opening at its extremity. He cautions

those who may attempt this measure against the use

of much force, on account of the delicacy of the tissues

composing the urethra.

Re-Implantation of Teeth.—At a recent meeting of

the Odontological Society of England, Mr. Steele called

the Society's attention to this subject, and stated that

he recently had a tooth of his own extracted with great

care. The tooth was in an exquisitely sensitive condi-

tion from exposure of the pulp, and gave pain on the

least change of temperature. It wai taken out under

the influence of nitrous oxide gas ;
the dental canal was

cleansed, and the carious portion of the crown was re-

moved. After being stopped in the usual way, the tooth

was replaced in its socket, the operation hav/ng lasted

about half an hour.

The Pathology of Painting.—Prof Liebreich (now
lecturer on oplithalmology at St. Thomas's Hospital)

recently gave at the Royal Institution a demonstra-

tion before a scientific audience on the eflects of cer-

tain faults of vision on the style of artists, with special

reference to Turner and Mulready. This ophthalmolo-

gist, wlio is himself something of an artist, has, in study-

ing the various periods of Turner's style, ai rived at the

conclusion that the later aberrations which some con-

noisseurs have affected to admire were demonstrably the

result of a physical change in the refraction of the eye,

by which illuminated points were abnormally convened

into luminous lines. Tracing the advance of the dis-

ease by the increasing eccentricities of pictorial effect,

he has been able repeatedly and with accuracy to date

precisely tlie pictures and sketches of the later period

by this means of purely optical, and, so to speak, medi-

cal diagnosis ; and, by producing a similarly aberrant

dispersion of light, has been able to demonstrate to the

I

spectators the conversion of the pictures of the earlier

into those of the later style of the great artist. In the

case of Mulieady, M. Liebreich has determined that

the so-called change in manner which marked his later

i

pictures, and which was characterized by an excessive

' prevalence of purple tints, was due to increasing

yellow degeneration of the crystalline lens of the

1 painter's eye ;
and that, by the use of a corrective yel-

low glass, the color of his latest works may be brought

into strict accordance with that of his earlier paintings.

A subject which he painted twice—once in middle lite,

and again in his later years—will also, by a simple opti-

cal contrivance, afibrd an opportunity of demonstrating

this.

Poisoning by Vanilla Ices.—The German Medical

journals call attention to the circumstance, that several

cases of poisoning by vanilla ices have in late years oc-

curred 'in Paris, Altona, Munich, Vienna, and other

places. Mauver has recently related an instance in

' which, after the use of this ice, a large family suflered

from the symptoms described as having been present in

the other cases ; viz., frequent vomiting and diarrhoea,

assuming, in some of the patients, a cholenform charac-

ter. All of the patients recovered. What the nature
' of the poison is has not yet been ascertained. In two

'. observations on the remaining portions of the poison-
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ou< ices traces of iron, b-ad, and tin wore proHcnt; but

the comliiiinlioii of la<;lic ai iii willi oxide ot tin lias been

asciTlainod not to be poisonous. SchrofT bi-lioves that

tlie p<»is<ni is produced l)y the use of the cashew-nut oil

to iK-'smear liie vanilla-puds.

The Havarian Mktiioo of Usiso Plastkr-of-Pahis

IN TiiK DiitssiNO of Fractcrks js described in the

Medical Times mid (fmette of Feb. 14ih; a yard of the

eheipe-t llannel, a pound or thereabouts ol plaster-of-

Paris a few large pins with their heads biiU at right

angles to the siaft, and a piece of calico or common
roller, be ng all tlie apparatus required in the case of a

fractured leg, for example. The flannel is cut into two
rectaigular pieces, tlie length of the fractured bone,

and broa I en uigh to encircle the limb and leave an over-

lapping margin, one piece being a Utile wider thaji the

other. Plaeing tlie narrow one evenly over the other,

they arc to be >ewn together by longitudinal stitrhiiig

down the mesial line, and now re~eml>le two sheets of

note-paper stirclied together at the foM, tlie outer one

being a little lager t'lan the inner. Raising careluHy

the limh to be dressed, the flannel is to be .spread

smoothly under it, taking care that the line of sewing
corresponds to the [losterior mesial line of the linib.

The two edges of the inner piece are now brought

evenly over th^; limb and fastened together by means
of ihe bent pins, leaving the outer «heet spread on the

surface of the be i or table. Hxact coapialion of the

fr.igments having been secured, the pla-ter, having been
mixed to a proper consistenie with water, is panly
smeared and partly poured on. The two outer sheets

of flannel are rapidly brought over ihe surface of ihe

plaster (which is now cauirlit on both sides between
the inner and outer layers), and are held to.rether at

their margins till the plaster set.s taking care that the

extension an i counterext<nsion of the limb are kept

up stea lily d-iring that period. Tlie pins must now be

taken out (it being for this purpose that their heads were
bent), the edges trimmed, a few turns of the roller

applied, and the operation, wi.ich need not occupy more
than ten minutes, is finished.

A most important advantage connected with this

dressing is the facility witli which it can be removed.
When the bandage is taken off, the two opposite sides

of the splint can be .separated, like the benl covers of
a book, ihe line of stitching, vvhicii prevmits the run-

ning together of the plaster, acting like a hinge.

As ExTKXSivE N.Evus.—Dr. Geo. 11. Hubbard, of
Lansingbuigli. X. Y. (TrauR. Med. Soc, X. Y., 1870),

records an extensive case of naevus in the person of a

Lancashire, Eng., engraver, aged 40 years. The tumor
measured about twelve inches in length and eisht in

breadth, and extended from the second dorsal vertebra
nearly to the crest of the ilium, and appeared to be
about two inches at the most prominent part. Ir, was
ligated successf illy, but, seven months after the opera-
tion, the patient died, exhausted. This naivus is the

largest of which he has obtained a knowledge
; and,

af er a mature consideration of the whole subject, he
has decided that veiy large naevi should be let alone.

Lithotomy and Lithotritt.—These subjects, illus-

trated by 45 cases in the practice of Gun Ion Buck,
of N. Y., are discusse 1 in exten/to in the Tranxactions

of the Med. Sor. of the State of K Y., 1870, which has
just made its appearance.

Of the 45 paiients whose ca«es are herein reported,
41 were males and 4 female.^. The a.'cs of t!ie males
varied from 5 years to 8."); of the females, from 25 to

56 years. Of tho-e subjected to the operation ofli'hot-
rity, the youngest was i7 years old, the oldest 85 years.

The ages of those subjected to lithotomy varied from 5
years to (55. New York City contributed U5 of thc^e

cases. Tlie morta'iiy after lithotrity in the aggregate
cases was 9 in 55, or in the proportion of one in six and
one-ninth cases. The only fatal case aller litliotomy

more properly belonged to the ace<jiiiit of liihoirity,

inasmuch as after several repetitions of lithotrity, the

patient's eon<l.tio;i became such as already to portend

a fatal issue, when the operation <if lithotomy was
resorted to, as a desperate alternative.

TliB conclusions to which the author's own experi-

ence has led him may be stated as follows:—For pa-

tients under 17 years of age, lithotomy is to be preferred.

The only exception admissible to this rule might be a
case not under 10 years of age, in which a stone was
as-'eitained, by mc-asuremcnt with a liihotrite, not to

exceed one-half to three-fourtlis of an inch in diameter;

and wh eh might very probably be gotten rid of by a

single ope ation.

In adults, with a mo'lerate-sized calculus co-existing

with a favorable condition of the urinary organs and
general system, lithotrity is to be employed; also

where a like favorable condition of the local organs and
geneal system co-exists with a calculus of lar^'C size,

but not of hard consistency. Lithotomy should be pre-

ferred if a calculus be found to be very ban), and to

measure one inch or more in diameter. Great difficulty

in passing the neck of ihe bladder witli the lithotrite,

whether from enlargement of the pro.-tate or from a

fixed position of the stone itself, should deter from the

employment of litiiotiity. In a debilitated or reduced
state of tho .-iystem from purulent cystitis and protracted

suffeiing, irrespective of the size of the stone, lithotomy

should be preferred. In a case of stricture of thfe

urethra, its complete cure should be a preliminary step

to the eniployment of lithotrity.

Sl'ccessful AprLiCATioNs OF Spif.r's Ahtery Cow-
strictor.—Dr. Chas. A. Hait, N. Y. (.V. }'. Med. Jour-
nal), relates eleven cases of amputation, aneurism, etc.,

in which applications of Dr. S. Fleet Spier's artery con-
strictor were successful. The practical [oints which
this constrictor presents over the ligature, he say.«, are:

1st. Its greater certainty of permanently controlling

arteries in a healthy condition, as well as in extreme
states of d sease. 2d. The wound being free from any
absorbing or retaining agent like the hgature, in which
discharges can decompose, there is less liability to sep-

taemic pois ning. 3d. The wound being entirely free

from any foreign body, there will be a greater probr-
bility of obtaining primary union, which we can ma-
terially assist by hermetic clo-ure of even as large

wounds as in amputation of the thigh, by covering the

entire stump \\ ith collodion. 4th. Far less liability to

secondary hemorrhage when applied to a ve.^sel in its

course. Should the invagination of the coats or
clois give way, the current of blood will simply flow on
in the old channel, and not ex.sanguinate the patient as

in secondary hemorrhage after the ligature.

Cancer.—At a recent meeting of the Chicago Medi-
cal Society, Dr. N. S. Davis {Chicago Med. Lxaminei-)

alluded to two cases of cancer in w hich he had used
cunuurango with negative results, and said further that,

though it was generally believed tiiat with our present
resources we are incapable of retarding the progress of

the disease, he felt certain that he had .seen several

cas' s in which no progress had been made afler treat-

ment was c unmenoed. Two of these he reported in

detail. In one case, bi-chloride of mercuiy and conium
internally, and stramonium ointment locally, were pre-

scribed. The patit-nt improved steadily, and finally

became able to perform her u5ual labor. In the other
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ca°e, coniiiin and arseniate of soda were ailministered,

and the nioibid growth:? slowly and gradually disap-

peared. Dr. D. withhohls animal food in treating

cancer, and continues medication after removal by o\)-

eration for at least a year.

Acid Nitrate of Mercury.—Drs. Warner and

Storcr, of Boston, Mass. (Journ. Gi/iKCcolofjiral Soc),

advocate this remedy in cases of hypertropiiied ami

e.xcs'odiiigly indurated wombs. The latter gynajcolo-

gist fornurly considered the agent dangerous and unre-

liable, l>ut from experience he has become a fn-m be-

liever ill its use. A lady who had been married for

many years without conceiving consulted them on
account of an hypertrophied uterus. For several

months, while in St. Francis' Hospital, an intra-uterine

application ol' this acid was made, halfway between the

menstrual jieriods; under this treatment tihe womb rap-

idly contracted in size, and its walls became supple and

natural. She is now lar advanced in gestation.

Temperature Observation during Menstruation.—
Dr. liennig (Journ. Gyucecological Soc.) communicates

to the Leipsic Obstetical S )C. his experience in Tem-
perature Observation during Menstruation. For thesi.'

experiments three persons were selected ; two of them
young women, 18 to 20, and a married woman who
had had chil Iren. The subjoined results were obtained :

Four to five days before the catamenia, the heat of the

body rose from 37°.4 to 37°.6 (Gels.) ; then fell from

37^.7 to 37°. At their appearance the temperature rose

from 37°.4 to 37°. 5, fell shortly before cessation to

36°.4 and 36°. 6, and remained at 37° during the cessa-

tion.

The same experiments, with similar results, were
made six months later. The conclusions drawn from

the above are, that a mature woman exhales much less

carbonic acid by the lungs than a man, and only a little

more than a girl before puberty.

Uterine Anomaly.—Dr. Hennig. at a late session of

the Leipsic Ob-tetrical Society [JonrTi. Gyncecological

Soc), reported in brief a case of uterine anomaly in a

girl 14 years old, in which, instead of the uterus, there

was a shallow pocket two centimetres deep.

Eemoval of Non-Syphilitic Condylomata, or Warts.
—Dr. Dubois, Lecturer on Diseases of the Skin, Univ.

of Penn. {New Remedies), advocales " Rochard's Oint-

ment" as a mild caustic to remove non-syphilitic con-

dylomata or warts. IJ Iodine pulv., gr. vij. ; Hydrarg.

chlor. niit., 3j.; Adipis, 3 ij. Misce unguentum.

Irreducible Hernia.—Prof. W. W. Dawson, of the

Good Samaritan Hospital, Cincinnati, Ohio (TVie Clinic),

recently exhibited a patient, aged 64, pedler by occupa-

tion, with an enormous double scrotal hernia,—re-

ducible on the right, irreducible on the left side,—to

impress upon his class tlie importance of an immediate

and permanent reduction and the early application of

the truss in these cases. A wood-cut accompanies the

description of the case. The size of the scrotum was
immense—measuring 13 inches in length and 27 inches

in circumference. Prof Gross reports a case 12 inches

in length and nearly two feet in circumference. In

closing, Dr. Dawson, in speaking of the justifiable usj

of the knife in cases of irreducible hernia before attain-

ing great size, remarked tliat it was justifiable in some
cases.

Treatment of Stricture.—Prof. W. W. Dawson, of

Cincinnati, Ohio (The Clinic), in a lecture on "Stric-

ture," suggests the following rules for the guidance of

the practitioner:—1st. Dilatation, for all uncomplicated

strictures which can be passed by a sound. 2d. Jiite^-nal

Urethrotomy for all strictures complicated with great

irritability of the urethra or obstinate contractile ten-

dency—those cases, in fact, for which Syme recom-
mends perineal section. 3d. External Urethrotomy, or

Perineal Section, for all strictures associated with urinary

fistulas.

Subdivision of OTiTi-i I.n'terna.—Dr. H. Knapp, of

New York (Reprint from Archires of Ophthahnology

and Otology), thus subdivides otitis interna:— 1st. //a;-

morrhagic : sudden and traumatic deafness. 2d. Serovs

e.vudatire, or simple : idiopathic Meniere's di.sease, and
the deafness from syphilis, severe fevers, acute exan-

themata, erysipelas, and other constitutional diseases.

3d. Purulent: a jn-imary disease of traumatic origin,

perhaps also spontaneous and sui generis (VoUolini),

and secondary in simple and cerebro-spinal meningitis,

puerperal fever, and otiier pyiemic disea-es.

Dr. Knapp stales that the treatment of the labyrin-

thine affections is still more in its infancy than is its

nathology. Antiplilogosis and derivation, both locally

and constitutionally, with due regard to the nature of

the general symptoms, are indicated in all recent cases.

Electricity was employed in neatly all his reported

cases, but without a shade of improvement, if the

increase of intra-auricular tension were better known as

a funilamental and detrimental symptom in certain

inflammations of the inner ear, we should endeavor to

get access to the cavity of the labyrinth with proper

instruments, perhaps best by one of the fenestiae, in

order to evacuate a part of the perilymph.

Force and Version in Labor.—Prof. Hugh L.

Hodge, of Philadelphia (Am. Jour. Med. Sciences),

in an article '"On the Synclitism of the Equatorial

Plane of the Foetal Head in Pelvic Deliveries," atfirms

that two results are apparent: First. That simple

tractile force should not be the so'e recourse of the prac-

titioner, but that flexion of the head should be insured

and maintained. Second. That the operation of podalic

version should always be renardc d not as one of choice,

but as one of necessity. It is fraught wiih danger to

the infant and to the mother in all complicated cases;

it demands great skill and experience for its execution;

numerous and often unexpected difficulties are apt to

be interposed, and yet the time allotted is exceedingly

short. The whole process of descent must be accom-

plished in a few minutes, or the child, for whose benefit

these risks are incurred, will perish.

Cauterizing Venereal Sores,—Dr. J. D. Rogers, of

this city, believes the following to be a decided im-

provement on the present method of cauterizing vene-

real sores, as it causes little or no pain, and seems to

give quite as favorable results. First, saturate the sore

with a solution of carholic acid (gr. xx. to. aq. 3 j.), using

a brusl), or atomizer, the latter being preferable ; then

touch the part wiih pure carbolic arid, followed by
pure niiric acid. The above has given him entire satis-

faction for nine or ten months past, and, he doubts not,

will be valued by those who choose to try it.

Insanity.—S. T. Clark, A.M., M.D. (Am. Journ. of
Insanity), pertinently discusses the case of Aratus F.

Pierce, defended on the plea of insanity (mania transi-

toria), and observes that those individuals who are

predispo.sed to insanity are not to be considered in the

class of those Avho commit crimes while laboring under

an &\.is.c\s.o^ mania a potu, for the drunkard is supposed

to be sane when he takes into his sysiem a toxic agent

which he knows will deprive him of his rea-on and

judgment; but the law has always recognized the fact

that ignorance of the eflects of alcohol, opium, and other

drugs affecting the intellect, changed the moral relation
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of the indivitUml to society ; and the insaiicly-prodiH-

p(>8ed nre iiK>re nearly reiatcd to the latter than the

Ibriiur c-la'8.

Every imlividual with the insane predisposition, who
ha>< ever laliored under an attack of mania traiisitoria,

jiliould lie re(iuireil lo avt)i(l all exciiin;; ealI^^K and lo

hedf,'c liiiniielr jibout with all possible |iroteetii)n.4iig.iinst

reeurrin;^ attacks, ami doubtless, in the event of a

second plea of ni.mia Iransiiona in del'enoe of the same
person charged with a capital olVence, the question

would be pu)[)erly raised, whetlur the individual, know-
ing his unlorlunate mental organization, had so avoided

causes likel}' to provoke the in-ane state, and had as

thoroughly deprived himself of the facilities and oppor-

tunities for committing crime as his former warning
Would suggesi, and his circumstances permit.

OpnTnxi.MOLOGiCAL Examination of Sixty Insane
Patients.— Dr. Henry D. Noyes, of N. Y. (Am.
Journ. of Jnsiitiity), by request of Dr. Gray, hiis made
an ophthahnological examniation ol 60 ins.ine patients

taken from the wards of the State A>ylum ol Utica,

N. Y. CM' these, 11 were ca-es of General Paresis;

Dementia, 18 cases; Mania, 26; Melancholia, 5 ca^es.

In the first series, with tiie exception of two, there was
liypera?mia and mfiltration of the nerve and retina,

Tiie uniformity in the aspect of the fundus oculi was
so considerable that he soon Uarned to suspect from
ophthahnological appearances what was the nature of

the patient's malady. lie does not wish to be under-

stood that he can thus diagnosticate general paresis.

In 12 cases of dementia, the optic nerve and retina ex-

hibited hyperiemia or infiltration; in 6 they did not.

In searching for peculiaiities among these ca<cs, while

there wa^ nothing like uniformity in the ophthalmoscopic
appearances, the preponderance of hyperaeinic cases is

noted. The torpid condition of the cerebral nerve sub-

stance would appear to be reflected in the intraocular

circulation. The cases of acute and subacute mania are

considered together; among the 20, 14 exhibited hy-
peraemia of the nerve and retina ; in 6, these tissues

were either normal or anaemic. It is not assumed that

the vasculaiity of the nerve is always an index of the

c rculation in the hemispheres; but he suggests that

the variety found in the appearance ot the optic nerve
accords with the view thai mania is the result of ex-
haustion of nerve-force, as well as of over-excitation.

Of 6 cases of chronic mania, 3 showed signs of inflam-

matory action or hyperaimia in the optic and retina,

and 3 showed no lesions. In the 5 cases of melan-
cholia, only 1 cast! exhibited any evidence of abnormal
condition within the eye.

His conclusions are as follows : The ophthalmoscope
may help us during life to arrive at some knowledge on
this vital subject; but the necessary limitations of its

power of [)enetration mu>t be borne in mind. First,

that it shovvs only one of the prolongations of the
brain, which may not be involved in the brain lesion.

Secondly, the magnilVing power yet obtainable is too
small to show the imimaie texture of the optic nerve
and retina; as in the brain, it is impossible often to see
the true lesions without the higher power of the micro-
scope ; so, for the optic nerve, we need much greater
power than we yet have in the ophtiialmoscope. But,
despite these restraints upon its capacity, it shows these
important fi\cts: Atrophy of the optic nerve not infre-

quently precedes disorders of the brain and spinal cord,

and sclerosis may be the pathological change at the
I'oundation of all the lesions. Again, retinal hem-
orrhage may be the precursor of cerebral hemorrhage.
It is also true that serious lesion may exist in the
optic nerve and retina without any damage to sight.

In the case of the insane, it is important to (piestion

them closely as regards the degree of sight, and make
tjjem fidlil the jiroper test by test lettett, such as those
of Snellen. If practicable, the field of vision t-hould be
determined Sd lus lo di.seover deiV'cis in the perii.heral

part of the retina. The inspection of the optic nerve
by the ophthalino.scope should never be m-gleeted. For
an account of similar eases, Prof. Noyes would refer to

Allbutt's recent woik on the ophthalmoscope in brain

disease.

OzoKKRiT IN Skin Disease.—IT. S. Purdon, M.D.
{ Dublin Qwirterhj Ji>uin(d of Med. Science), recommends
ozokerit, or vegetable wax, in the treatment of chronic
aflections of the skin, eczema of long standing, unac-
companied by much infiltration of the frubiutaiieous

celhdar tissue, tinea, scabies, and psoriasi.'*. He states

that it is as valuable as carbolic acid, oil of cade, or tar,

lis action is legarded as that of a ttimulant to the
skin.

Trkat.\ient of a Dental Irregularity.—Prof. Nor-
man W. Kingsley, N. Y. {Dental Vosmns, Feb.), ilhi.s-

trates, with lour plates, tlie successful treatment of a

case of dental irregularity, when the entire row of
lower teeth shut outside the upper one.s. The patient

was a young lady of fourteen yeais of age. TIjC ex-
ternal features showed: 1st. That the lower jaw was
not too large, being neither too wide nor too long

;

and 2d. The upper alveolar border and row of teeth

were contracted so much as to produce limited external

deformity. The treatment consisted solely in the in-

sertion of wedges between all the teeth, in conjunction

with a retaining plate. The wedges, which were worn
from the outset, being composed of elastic rubber, of
such thickness only as would exert a gentle pressure.

Six days after the first fixture was applied, the inci>or

teeth of the upper jaw were overlapping the lower in-

cisors. Within twenty days from the lime the |)ower

was first applied to the teeth, the entire upper row was
articulating outside of the lower ones. A retaining-

plaie, which was worn for several montlis, was adapted
to the upper jaw. The result is a most marked change
in the profile. The individual fe:itnres being naturally

well form d and symmetrical, the change in their rela-

tions produced a liice of more than usual beauty. There
was no more discomfort to the patient while under-
going this process than is commonly experienced in the

wedging apart of one or two teeth for the purpose of
getting space for filling. There was no favoring diet,

nor Avas there any provision made for mast eating

while the teeth were in transit. The teeth in their

new position and articulation have remained stationary

for a period of three-quarters of a year.

Artesian Wells propagate Disease.—An instruc-

tive paper on this subject, by Dr. W. L. Lip?comb,
Columbus, Miss. {Geo. Med. Companion), shows that

where artesian wells abound, in Alabama, Mississippi,

and other Southern States, there a new and virulent

form of malarial disease, called Yellow-disease, or Uae-
matural Intermittent Fever, and an aggravated form of
algid congestive fever, abound; or, in other words, that

they increase the prevalence and severity of malarial

fever.s, and that they are detrimental to the heaith of
the places on which they are located. If heat, mois-
ture, and vegetable decomposition are the active agents
in the production of malaria, he beheves that artesian

wells are artificial manufactures of all those agents,

being situated right in the houses of the resiilents,

where, day and night, they can breathe, drink, and ab-
sorb the noxious exhalations.
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GRADUATION OF IMPROPER PERSONS.

Some time since we answered one of our London

contemporaries in regard to the selling of diplomas by

our college faculties. We then took occasion emphat-

ically to deny even the grounds for a suspicion on the

part of our English brethren as to any irregular prac-

tices whatsoever. When a letter appeared in the Medi-

cal Record charging one of the leading medical schools

in this country with fraud, connected with the issuing of

diplomas, we were not a little astonished ; but, in justice

to all, we determined either to have the charges refuted

by a responsible, trustworthy, and impartial tribunal,

or to condemn the college in question to a justly-

earned infamy. Although no particular institution

was named, the remarks were so generally affirmed by

the writer of the letter to apply to the Medical

Department of the University of New York, that the

friends of the College set about at once, with the de-

termination to thoroughly sift all the evidence in the

case, not only for their own satisfaction, but for the

satisfaction of the profession at large. A Committee of

the Alumni Association was formed for that purpose,

which Committee, on account of a disagreement as to

the manner in which a report should be prepared, was

replaced by another. The results of their investigations

have developed some facts which are of interest to all

the colleges throughout the country, especially as re-

ferring to the existing safeguards against the graduation

of improper personages.

In order that the bearing of the facts brought out by

the examination of witnesses and documents may be

better appreciated, we will give a short history of the

case in question :

—

A druggist of this city some years ago— that is, in

the early part of 186S, and before commencing the stu-

dy of medicine—concluded to resort, as he freely

admits, to a " little humbug," in order to raise some

money. He accordingly made some pills, each of whicii

he affirms contained two grains of aloes, but no other

active ingredient. Tliese pills were advertised in the

daily papers in the following manner :

—

" Dr. H.'s infallible pills for female obstruction?.

Twenty years' practical experience have encouraged

me to introduce an article long needed. These pills will

surely produce the desired effi;ct, and need no furtlior

recommendation. For sale by druggists generally.

For particular information, apply to the doctor's office,

Avenue. Private office, No. street, from 7 to

9 P.M."

Finding that numbers of females, failing, as they

naturally would, to obtain "relief" from these jiills,

called upon him for some more effectual remedy, and

having as he says conscientious scruples against bring-

ing on abortion, he became alarmed, and determined

to stop the advertisements. This, it appears, he did.

Shortly afterwards he resolved to become a better man,

to renounce all his previous intentions at fraud and

quackery, to study medicine in the legitimate way, and

in due time to become a respectable practitioner. To
this end he entered the Medical Department of the New
York University, pursued his studies, and nothing was

heard against his character until he presented himself

for examination. Then, for the first time, the Faculty,

as is authoritatively declared, heard anything derogatory

to the character of this candidate. The charges then

made were from three different sources. The first was

from a practitioner of this city, claiming, in a letter to

the Faculty, that the candidate not only advertised

abortion pills, but that he had shown that writer some

instruments which were used when the pills failed.

The latter statement is denied by the candidate, and,

as the writer thereof could not be found, that part of

the evidence was in a legal sense worthless. Another

charge was an anonymous one written in three different

hands, and of a character of composition unworthy of

notice. The last was more an objection than a dis-

tinct charge, and was made in conversation, in answer

to a casual inquiry. The latter remarks, coming as they

did from a very responsible source, were of such signifi-

cance in the eyes of the Faculty, that the failure of the

candidate to pass the required examination was re-

garded as a very fortunate circumstance.

This occurred in the early part of 1871, and the can-

didate signifying his intention of presenting himself for

examination at the end of the succeeding year, he was

informed that it must be conditional with his receiving

the endorsement of some medical gentleman of standing

as to his moral character, etc. These the candidate in

question succeeded in obtaining, as shown in the re-

port of the Committee of the Alumni Association (vid.

p. 163), one of the strongest recommendations coming

fiom the same gentleman who had previously objected

to his graduation. The Faculty then took the respon-

sibility, in view of all the circumstances of the case, of
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giving a diploma nflcr the sfcoml exauiiiiaion. These

are the fucs of the case as they refer to tlie charge

of graduatiiiR a professed advertiser, made in the

l.-tter of Dr. Rogers (i'»(/. p. 70.)

The charge of graduating a jirofessed perjurer, as also

made in tlie letter of Dr. Rogers, is, in the language of

tlie committee who liave heard the testimony on hoth

sides, simply founded upon the fact that "Stephen

Rogers and the graduate in question testified to opp' s-

ing statements in a suit in.«tituted by Stephen Rogers

against the graduate in question for the recovery of fees

for medical .services." The controversy was apparently

of a personal character merely, and in a strictly legal

sense the testimony of one could not be allowed more

than that of the other.

The la<t and most serious charge, to the effect that

the University ''advocates tiie propriety and pursues

the practice of selling their d plomas to persons living

in diflferent parts of the State, on tlie simple statement

of persons seeking it, without any presentation of cer-

tificates or credentials," is positively declared by the

Committee to be sustained by no facts whatever. But

as Dr. Rogers has, in accordance with a promise

made to the Committee, virtually retracted his assertion

in regard to this point, which retraction has been pub-

lished in the previous number of the Record {vid. page

117) it is unnecessary to examine into this part of the

subject any further.

The case, as presented to uj; by the Committee of the

Alumni Association, is a peculiar one, and, as we have

remarked, carries with it a moral for every medical

college in the country. All the charges are refuted,

save that the graduate has been at one time an adver-

tising quack. Under the circumstances, the Faculty

have not much reason to be proud of their newly cre-

ated alumnus. It is true that the Faculty were not

aware of the character of the individual in question

until the very eve of his examination, when it was too

late to refuse him the ordinary privileges of the institu-

tion, and that before the second examination the requi-

site credentiids were obtained ; but the fact of Ins hav-

ing advertised '" female pills" stands in a very oflensive

and humiliating relief. The course which the college

ha3 taken in allowing the advertiser to graduate will be

variously interpreted. In a legal point of view, the gra-

duate has never been, according to any evidence that

has been obtained, a criminal abortionist, neither does

it appear thai there has been any interit on his part to

commit the crime of abortion; but when we allow this,

what have we to say for the conscientiousness of any

one who could stoop to obtaining money on false pre-

tences? This latter aspect is the most charitable one in

which the subject can be presented, and makes the

offence on a par with the mcst shameful quackery. It

argues for the offender the possession of a very slim

moral obligation to the community at large; a moral

obliquity which is a treacherous safeguard aga nst the

proper performance of those duties which are so in-

separably connected with a higli-minde 1 and honorable

profession. We admit that every one has a right to be

forgiven, that every sinner has offered to him the

opportunity after forgiveness of pinning no more, that

it is in accordanie wiih tl;e true Chri.siian spirit to allow

this to be done
; but when such a sin is the result of an

acknowledged defect in the moral constitution of the

sinner, the cases of radical reform are not of such fre-

quent occurrence as to tempt earthly tribunals to run

any special risk-!. We are not among those who believe

such reforms to be impossible; we only express our

convictions that thty are exceptional. But, after all,

this is so strictly a question which must be viewed by

each one in accordance with iiis own moral conviction?,

that we leave it where it i.s, hoping that the future con-

duct of the graduate in question may vindicate a cours3

which has been taken with the best of intentions on his

behalf by the College and by the responsible gentlemen

who have aided the measuie by tluir endorsemeni.s.

The College in question has for so long a period en-

joyed such an enviable reputation, and the chairs of its

Faculty have been so long and so ably filled by gentle-

men enJDyiiig unquestioned reputations fur probity, that

no one can question their motives in this case; and if

their expectations in regard to the accused are net

realized, the most that can be said of their action is,

that it was a mistake. We fail to see how, under the

circumstances, the College could refuse an examination;

and we' are at a loss to know how, as a Faculty, they

could ignore the coitificates of good character presented

by the accused. In a technical point of view, all the

objections were answered ; and as regards the matter

of advertising, they had tlie right to use their discre-

tion and to take the responsibility of running a riik

of its repetition. They were in a dilemma, and this

was to them the best way to escape from it under the

peculiar circumstances of the present case ; but

whether their course was far-seeing, the future actions

of the graduate must alone detei mine.

When we allow that it is a very diflBcult thing to

remedy any case when it has progressed as far as the

present one, we naturally become interested in the

means which can be adopted to prevent the recurrence of

similar ones. And here the moral of the story applies :

Colleges cannot be too careful concerning the morrd

character of their matriculants. There is so little atten-

tion paid to this matter, that the furnishing of a trust-

worthy certificate of good moral character is looked

upon in no more serious light than a pleasant httle joke.

We are sorry to say that colleges are more eager to

strain a point as to whom they can admit, than as to

whom they cannot aduiit. This is not peculiar to any

school, but is a practice common to almost all. The

University has exercised the usual care, and one of the

results is seen when it is apparently too late to remedy

it. If this be so with one of our leading schools, what

must it be with those who are not so jealous of their

good name?
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The apparent neglect of a little precaution in allow-

ing a matriculant whose character was not " above sus-

picion," to enter the school, has thrown upon its Faculty

a responsibility, which, considering the abhorrence of the

profes.-ion to advertising quacks, is a very weighty one.

Let the easy prevention of similar cases in future com-

mend itself not only to tlie colUge in question, but to

every other similar institution throughout the land.

It must be conceded tliat with every precaution in

regard to moral qualifications for matriculation, the

best intentioned Faculty may be liable to err. To guard

against this, we would suggest the practicability of

publishing yearly the list of matriculants of each of the

colleges, as soon as such list is completed, say during

the first part of January. If this were done, every

opportunity would be offered to any one interested to

prefer charges against a matriculant before it would

be too late, and the Faculty would not be held respon-

sible for any mistake in admitting any one who, so far

as they knew, was morally qunlified to become a mem-
ber of the profession of medicine.

THE PROPOSED LAW AGAINST QUACKERY.

The proposed act drawn up by the N. Y. Medico-Legal

Society, to regulate the practice ofmedicine in the State,

was published in extenso in a previous number of the

Record, and has been before the Legislature. It will be

recollected that the bill proposes to create a board of

censors, who shall be elected from each county or dis-

trict society in the State, and who shall have the power

to examine all those in their particular districts who
claim a right to practise medicine, and who shall have

the power of granting a license. This license shall

of itself be considered a legal qualification. Although

we have not much faith in legal enactments as a

means of eit,her protecting the rights of the profes-

sion, or of guarding the interests of the public, we

believe this bill has many commendable features.

It cannot be claimed to be perfect, but there is enough

of good in it to recomn::end it to the support of the

profession of the State, and the countenance of the

medical gentlemen of the Legislature. The inten-

tion is, as we understand it, not only to annihilate the

diploma traffic, but to allow no one the title of physi-

cian in any manner, shape, or degree, who does not

possess the requisite qualifications. All the advertising

"doctors" can thus be reached, and, failing to pass an

examination within a specified period, their business

can be stopped by law. Any one possessing a diploma

from a regularly organized medical college is to be prac-

tically exempt from any examination. We cannot see

any provision for the moral character of the applicant,

the presumption being that, if the required examina-

tion is passed, the board of censors have no riglit to

refuse the license. At present there is, however, no

recognized principle in law which would make it possi-

ble to comp>.d any suth 'candidate for examination to

conform with any particular code of ethics. Practically

speaking, however, the examinations, in cases of doubt

as to criminal practices, could be of such a character as

to give any evil-doer a very poor chance of obtaining a

license. We can hardly imagine any quack capable of

passing as rigid an examination as could be insisted

upon by the censors. In an exceptional case, in

which an ill-designing individual could pass, the officers

of the law must alone be responsible for any subsequent

criminal practices. As the profession is competent to

make its own rules for the regulation of the conduct of

its members, no legal enactment can compel it to recog-

nize any unworthy associate. The bill provides that a

Buccessf'ul candidate shall be eligible to membership of

the different county societies, but the societies can elect

them or not, as they deem proper or expedient. There

does not appear to us to be anj"- danger that the respect-

ability of the profession will be damaged by any of the

provisions of this proposed bill, and there is no doubt

in our mind that it is capable of restraining, if not in

the end of eradicating, the shameful practices of impos-

tors. A commendable feature in the bill is, that it does

not aim at too much. Its laudable object appeals to the

common sense of every unprejudiced individual, and

the experiment of such a law is worthy at least of a

trial. We are pleased to see that the bill has, after much
discussion, received the approval of the Health Commit-

tee of the Assembly, the chairman of which, Dr. Lough-

ran, is not calculated to do anything that will damage

the interests ot the medical profession either directly or

indirectly.

lostorfer's syphilis-corpuscles.

In the present number will be found two very valuab e

articles upon the Lostorfer Syphilis-Corpuscles, one

by our esteemed friend Prof. Freeman J. Bumstead, the

other by Dr. Edward B. Bronson. Both of these gen-

tlemen are in Vienna, and are pursuing their investi-

gations under such peculiarly advantageous circum-

stances that their statements are entitled to more than

ordinary consideration. Many of the facts contained in

these articles are entirely new, and will be presented

for the Erst time to the profession on this side of the

Atlantic through the medium of our columns. The ar-

ticle of Prof Bumstead (p. 164), which contains the

latest news from headquarters, was received just as we
were going to press; but we deemed it of such impor-

tance that, at tlie risk of delaying the appearance of the

number, we determined to find room for it. This cir-

cumstance will explain the reason why it has been in-

serted in its present place.

Small-Pox in the Alleghany Valley.—Dr. A. D.

Binkerd, of Parker's Landing, Pa. (J/ec/. and Surg. Re-
porter), writes that this disease has been unusually fatal

during the past winter. In .some localities moie than

fifty per cent, of the cases resulted fatally. In one

ne ghboihood deaths were reported without a single

case of recovery.
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Ucports of Societies.

NEW YORK rATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meetinj, March 13, 1872.

Dr. a. L. Loomis, President, in the Chair.

Dr. Rodoers, on bihalf of the Committee on Micros-

copy, reported tlie .specimen presented by Dr. Post
to be one of local loUiciilitis.

KCRCSTED BLOTTING-PAPER RFSEMDLrXO NECROSIS OF IN-

FEUIOR TURIUNATED IIOXE.

Dr. Knapp exhibited a specimen of blotting-pnper
removed by opi'ration from the nose of a boy aped
12. The patient had sufVercd fom an otTensive dis-

cliarge from the left nostril for many months. On exa-
miiiaiion, what appeared to be a necrosis ot tlie inferior

turbinated bone wa.s di-coverel. The probe grated
against its surface, which was entirely b;ire, and of a
stony hardness. The body was extracted by means of
an oidinary forceps, and instead of being the lower
portion of the inferior turbinated bone, it proved to be
nothing but a ca.st of it, the mucous membrane of the
bone bring iniact, but covered with ulceraiions which
were filk-d with pus. The basis of this incrustation
was, on microscopical examination, found to be blotting-

paper, which at some previous timo had been intro-

duced into the nostril. The specimen was of interest

only in connection with its clinical history.

GANGRE.VE OF FOOT—THROMBOSIS OF TIBIAL ARTERY THE
C0.MPARAT1VE UTILITY OF SYME's AMPUTATION.

Dr. Hewit presented a specimen of gangrene of the
foot removed by am|)utaiion from a young man, aged
32, who had entered the Charity Hospital six weeks
ago, suffering from warty vegetations of the glans penis.
The operation for phimosis was, after a time, performed,
and the warts were removed. He lelt the hospital the
same day and walked a great deal while in the city.

The result wa«, that a good deal of inllammation was
set up, and he was forced to re-enter the hospital with-
in the succeeding tweniy-four hours. This inflamma-
tion was followed by extreme fever characteristic of
pycemia. and the prostration was so great as to threaten
immediate death. The administration of very large
doses of quinine was nttended with a temporary good
effect. Coincident with tl.is improvement was a cessa-
tion of pu'sation in the anterior and posterior tibial

arteries of right side. Shortly succeeding this, gangrene
of the toes developed itsell, and a distinct line of de-
rnarcation was formed at the metatarso-phalangeal arti-

culation. In view of this fact, that the posterior tibial

arteries did not beat, and that a large portion of the
skin had been discolored, and that there was a good
deal of tenderness and puffiness about the ankle-joint,
it was considered prudent, on consultation, to perform
Syme'.*; operation. The latter was accordingly done by
Dr. Fortun, resident surgeon. The case subsequently
did well. The diagnosis was thrombosis of the poste-
rior tibial. The patient had frozen the foot five or six
years ago, a circumstance which lowered very mate-
rialh' the vitality of tiie parts, and tended to invite in
the present condition of the patient a low grade of in-
flammation in the surrounding points. In making a
choice between Chopart's, Lisfranc's, and Syme's ope-
ration.s. Dr. Hewit was always in favor of the latter
under the peculiar circumstances which obtained in the
present case.

Dr. Mason stated that the; experience of the surgical

Stalf of Ciiaiity Hospital favored the perforniaiire of
Syme's nmpuiaiion in preference to eiiher Chopart's or
Lisfranc's. Not unfreqnently patients upon whom the

lattiT operation*" had been perlormed were coinpelled to

return, to have Syme's amputation made.

08TE0MTEI.ITI9.

Dr. Bripdon exhiViiied a specimen of osteo-myelitis,

and gave ihe following history:

I visiied Miss .M. on the 9th day of July, 1871,
and obtained the following history:—She is 19 years
old, of good stock, at least I can elicit no clue to here-

ditary diathesis or predi'^position to disfca.se. She
always enjoyed good health until theoih January, 1869.

On the 2d day of that month siie was out visiting, but
was warmly and cora'ortably clad, and does not think

she took cold ; two days afterwards she was attacked
with pain in right ankle; it soon diffused itself over the

whole limb, and became excruciating in character. The
pain, though diffuse, had its loci of greatest intensity

over the lower end of the femur and in the neighboi-

hood of the tibio-tarsal articulation; it was accom-
panied by great swelling, which extended as high as

the groin. On the 13th of the month an incision was
made by tlie medical attendant on the inner aspect of

the thigh, whicii, however, gave exit to nothing but
blood. C)ii the 20ih, an opening formed spontaneously
on the outside of the thigii. from which there was a

copious discharge of pus. The pain now diminished,

and there was a period of comparative repose, which,
however, was of short duration. From the description

I think there must have been diffuse suppuration of the

limb, as it is stated that a number of openings formed
in both leg and thigh, that they continued discharging

for a long time, and that subsequenily exfoliations of
bone were discharged, a large slough formed over tke

heel, exposing the os calcis, which remained rough and
bare for a time, but eventually cicatrized.

At the time of my visit tlie limb presented the fol-

lowing appearance :—The foot was in the condition of

varilre, firmly ancliylo.sed. At the tibio-tarsal articula-

tion there was an indented cicatrix over the heel ; the

lower half of the integuments of the leg were hard,

brawny, and matted to the parts beneath, and, at some
points adherent to the bone, crimson, glistening and
scaly, were stretched over the convexities, resulting

from incurvation of the foot, at other points of a brown-
ish liue, and in the middle of the peroneal region was
a large ul er.

Motions of the knee-joint were free ; lower fourth of
the femur was .slightly expanded

;
four inches above the

internal condyle was a sinus leading to necrosed bone

;

on the outer side of the thigh, and in the popliteal

space were the openings of other sinuses.

I supposed that I had to do with an ordinary case of
necro.sis. The leg was distorted, withered, and irre-

coverably damaged ; it was condemned at once ; but
before resorting to measures in that direction, I deter-

mined to make an effort to save the lower end of the
femur. The sinuses in the popliteal space were opened
up. and all the necrosed portions of bone were removed.
A subsequent operation was made for another frag-

ment. After these operations the sinuses were dressed
from the bottom, and every attention was directed to

improving the patient's general health. She responded
to treatment, color returned to her pallid cheeks, but
the sinuses refused to heal. In the month of Novem-
ber she had an attack of erysipelas, complicated with a

large d ffuse abscess on the outside of the thigh. This
was opened four inches below the great trochanter,

and after the active processes had subsided, a drainage
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tube was passed from this through tlie sinuses in tlie

popliteal space, and other tubes were passed transverse-

ly througli the same region. These were kept in for a

month, and irrigation was practised with carbolic acid

in weak solution. The sinuses refused to close, and in

the early part of March I convinced myself that a probe
could be passed through a cloacous opening into tlie

cancellous structure of the lower end of the femur. 1

advised amputation through the thigh, and my propo-
sition was acceded to by the patient and her friends.

Operation was done the r2th of March, 1872. 1 se-

lected the procedure by antero-posterior skin-flaps, cir-

cular through tlie muscles, planning so that the latter

incision was made seven inches above the condyles, or

at that point where the expansion of the bone termi-

nated, so that when the muscles were retracted a sec-

tion of the bone was made at least an inch and a half

above the point. Afti^r division of the bone, the me-
dullary substanee was discovered to be in a very un-
promising condition. It was semi-diffluent, almost
dropping out of the canal, of a dark brick-red, mottled
with a material of a grayiyh hue. I then stripped up the

periosteum for an inch and a half, so as to leave a cur-

tain of that membrane to fall over the end of the bone,
as advised by Langenbeck, and made a second section.

At this point the medulla was of normal consistence, but
of a reddish color. The only remaining feature remarked
during the operation was, that the femoral artery was
certainly not larger than the adult radial. It was the

only vessel really requiring a ligatuie. Another was
used, but might have been dispensed with.

I present to the society a number of sequestra or su-

perficial exfoliations of bone that were removed, some
of them from the popliteal space, others from the leg.

The portion of ihe femur removed measures eight

inches in length ; it is moderately expanded above the

condyles, the expansion tapering off and ceasing one
inch below the transverse section ; on the posterior as-

pect, immediately above the condyles, is a fistulous

opening leading into the cancellous structure ; a second
opening may be seen one inch and a half above thi.s, and
three inches and a half above the tubercle of the inter-

nal condyle is a third opening leading into the medullary
canal. On making a longitudinal section of the bone
the saw passed for a distance of two in hes between
the condyles, as if it, were passing through egg-shell

;

for a distance of about four inches above this the divi-

sion was made with difficulty, the remainder with ease.

On examining the section it was ob.servedf that the

two lower fistulous openings passed into the cancellous

Ptruct'ire, in the centre of which was a small cavity con-
tinuous with the opening, which was filled with a semi-
diffluent material, gravish, semi-transparent, resemlding
cold boiled starch. This cavity was not circumscribed

or hned by membrane; it was continuous with the can-

cellated structure around ; the alveoli, immediately ad-

jacent, were filled with degenerate products of a bright

lemon color, which contrasted vividly with the sur-

rounding vascular zme.
Three inches above the condyles, the medullary canal

was almost obliterated by thickening of the wall of the

shaft. This expansion was fusiform, tapering off at either

end. In the centre the walls were half an inch thick,

sclerosed, and itcould be seen that the increase wasboih
eccentric and concentric; the third or superior fistulous

opening led into this contracted portion of the canal

;

this was also filled with the grayish semi-tiansparent

deposit. The remaining portion of the shaft was filled

with medullary matter, in a caseous condition, of a

bright lemon color ; and at the point of transverse

section the walls of the shaft were attenuated, not

more than two lines thick.

In speaking of the morbid changes, Lancereaux says
—There first occurs a disappearance of fat cells of me-
dulla; secondly, a multiplieaiion of the medullary cells,

followed by suppuration of medullary substance termi-

nuting in necrosis; finally, suppuration of periosteum,
and occasionally formation of an invohicrum.
The chief interest in this case is the long continuance

of the disease. Acute osteo-myelitis is well known to
lie a ra|)idly fatal disease, and I can find no record of
chronic cases that have lasted so long. In this femur
nature appears to have made an eflbrt to arrest the up-
ward progress of the disease, by filling the medullary
canal with new osseous tissue; the bones of the lower
extremity are evidently much changed, but the opera-

tion was only made yesterday, and I have only found
time to examine the femur. I will make a careful ex-
amination of remaining bones, and report at the next
meeting of the society.

The more acute disease, osteo-myelitis, is well shown
in the admirable illustrations of diseases of the bones by
Stanley, plate 7, fig. 1, and in pi. 56, fig. 6, Lance-
reaux's Anat. Path. These I exhibit to the members.

Dr. Peugnet remarked that in the majority of cases

of osteo-myelitis the patient's limb as well as life

might be saved by early and judicious treatment, and
cited the case of a sergeant of the N. Y. Volunteers
who received a gunshot wound at the battle of Cold
Harbor, on the 4th of June, 1864.

The ball entered Scarpa's space, midway between
its base and apex, on the inner margin of the sartoriu-s,

glanced on the outer aspect of the femur, and lodged
in the muscles of the posterior femoral region.

On the 14th of June the ball was removed, at

Alexandria, Va., at the original point of entrance, with-
out any counter-opening having been made.
On the 30th of July, having come home on furlough,

he was called in to see him, and found him suffering in-

tensely, and recognizing symptoms of periostitis, and
probably ostitis, he divided the periostium on the outer
aspect of the thigh, three inches below the trochanter,

and told him that this would affird him temporary re-

lief, and that the surgeon in charge at David's Island

would probably make an opening in the bone, on his

return three days after; the wound was, however, al-

lowed to heal.

On the 2oth of May, 1865, having been transferred

to Albany, the surgeon in charge made an incision at

the same point at which he had originally made one,

and trephined the femur.

On the 21st of April, 1866, having been discharged

from the army a short time before, and again come un-

der the doctor's care, he found him sutTeiing with
symptoms of pyaemia ; the entire femur, from the tro-

chanter down to and including the condyles, had be-

come involved, the thigh was very much enlixrged, and
there was considerable tumefaction of the knee

;
two

or three fistulous openings had formed on the anterior

and external surfaces of the thigh, and the p*in was at

times intense.

The question of amputation, or a free incision from
the trochanter downwards, separation of the perios-

teum, and the laying open of the entire medullary canal

down to the cancellated tissue, suggested themselves
;

the latter operation was selected as giving the greatest

chance. With the assistance of Drs. Stone, of West
Farms, and Horsfield, of Fordham, the patient having
been previously placed under tlie influence of chloro-

form, he made an incision on the external surface o

the thigh, from the trochanter downwards, measuring
ten and a half inches in length, then separated the

periosteum on the anterior and posterior surfaces of
the femur, which allowed the escape of a quantity of
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pus; the femur wa<! very miicli eiilari.'«"tl, and several
cUwuir had foriiicd ; he tlieii tn-phicied ii at four or
five point-, and witli a cliisel and mallet lad (ipeii the
entire eanal, from which a large (|U!inliiv of (iflensivo

pus e8caj)ed
;
the patient's general lienlth rapidly im-

proved lit first ; the eidnrgement of the fenmr, about the
condyles, and lumefaction of the knee rapidly sub-
sided; but in the summer of 18G7 he had two atta ks
of h.Tinoptysis, and an altack of dysentery, which re-
duced lum consideralily.

On the Ist of September. 1867, having consented to

Bubmit to an operation withont taking an anccslietic,

with the assistance of Dr. Franci-; M. Pmwy, of New
York, then a student ot meilicine, lie made an incision

along the middle third of the thigh to a point below
it^ junction with the lower third; but a? the involu-
crum prevented the removal of the sequestrum, an
opening was U'ade between the lower imd middle
third of tlie thigh, as the S'^questrum was too long to

admit of its removal entire. The lower end was broken
off and then removed. The long or upper end n ea-

pured six inches, the lower two and a half inches. The
patient fainted, but soon railed. He made a rapid re-

covery
;
walked a mile on the lltli of December, and

resumed his occupation as a carpenter, in January,
1868, and has b^en at work ever since.

Stated Meeting, March 27, 1872.

[ Dr. a. L. Loomis, President, in the Chair.

OSTEO- MYELITIS.

Dr. Briddon remarked: At the \&?.t meeting I pre-
sented eight inches of the lower end of the femur t'lat

had been removed on the previous day by amputation,
the parts presenting the condition recognized as os-

teo-myelitis. It was regarded as of strumous origin,

although in this patient there were no strumous ante-
cedents. The upper two-thirds of the tibia presents
the normal conformation, but the lower third is some-
what expanded. One inch above the tip of the inter-

nal malleolus was a Gstulous opening communicating
with the cancell.ius tissue. On section, the cells of the
tibia were continuous with those of the astragalu?, and
there was no line of demarcation to sliow the exis-

tence of the original separation of the two bones; the
anchylosis was therefore of the true bony character.
This part of the tibia was not vascular. Its color was
pale, and the medullary canal and cancellar tissue were
tilled with cheesy matter. The Gbida was enlarged, its

greatest cir umference being three and a quarter inciies.

There were four fistulous openings leading into the
cancellous tissue of this bone. On stiipi)ing off the
periosteum, the bone was ob.-erved of a darker color
than normal, being of a dull red mottled hue. The
upper hall of the bone presented the same appearance,
on .section. Tne osseous tissue is everywhere rarefied,

especially in the upper half In some ponion* of the
cancellous tissue were found caseous matter, and in

otlier parts the products of inflammation in a less degen-
erate stage. The bones of the tarsus were light and
spongy, easily cut through with the knile, in fact it

was that condition usuady met with in the bony parts
of scrofulous joints.

Dr. B. stated that fourteen days had elapsed since
the amputation, and that the patient was setting up in

a chair; the ligatures and sutures had all come away,
and union by first intention had taken place in a consi-
derable portion of the flaps.

8VMI-ATUET1C SCPPRESSIOS OK UtltNK TIIK RK8U1.T OF
I.NJfUY TO URKTIIUA.

Dii. Htis exhibited a 8pe<imon of bladder and a por-
tion ofthe appendages with ihc; following iiislory :—The
IIou.se Surgeon ol the Strangers' IIosp tal was called

last Tiiursday, alvut noon, to see a man in thi- vicinity

who was said to have retention of urine, lie found a
man, aged tiiir y, sufTerlng from gnat fia'n, which he
seemed to refer to his abdominal region, but the suffer-

ing was so inten-e thai nothing more could he a.-'cer-

tained. Hi- friend told the doctor that he (the |)..tient)

had been suffering from stricture for a long lime, and
that on tlie day previous he had hud a good deal of
difficulty in urinating, and that tlie morning Ibllowiiig

he had failed entirely to make his water. lie went out
for the purpose of endeavoring to do so, when this

friend saw him introduce an in-trumeiit whicii, when,
removed, was covered with blood. This was about nil

the history tliat could be glean(;d by the Uoii<e Sur-
geon

;
an hypodermic inj-jction of ^fagendie's solution

(7 drops) was administered, and I saw the case about
four o'clock that afternoon. He was then in a state bor-

dering on collap-e, and had the general a| pjarance of a
man pretty well narcotized. He was exceeling rest-

less, was throwing his arms about, his face was dusky,
his pupils were contracted, his respiration from twenty-
ei^ht 10 thirty per minute, and at times markedly in-

terrupted. On inquiry, it was state<l that the paiient

had taken a Dover's powder given him that morning
by another physician, which, however, was said to have
been vomited.

On examining the abdomen, there was on percussion

an almost complete flatness; at the same time the ab-

domen itself was markedly sunken. Fluci nation had
been recognized by the house at:endanl«!, and by one
or two gentlemen who were present. Dr. Briddon, who
was also present, recognized those conditions. There
was no other salient point in the patients condition

which I could observe. I was able to confirm the

existence of a feeling like fluctuation, and, to my mind,
there was no question about the fact that there was
dulne«s over the entire abdominal surface. Introduc-
ing my finirer into the rectum, and pressing over the

pubes, nothing that would lead to the suspicion ofthe
existence of a bladder could be found. The suspicion

was, tliat there had been rupture of that organ. The
fact that he was ajiparently narcotized I supposed to be
due to theexistence of a certain amount of uremic poi-

soning. We endeavored to counteract the effect of

the opiate by an injection of one-sixth of a grain of

atropine every fifteen minutes, until (he third dcse was
given. This, together with the administration of strong

coffee and brandy every ten minutes, was all the treat-

ment he had, with the exception of bastinadoing in

order to keep him conscious. He could be aroused
only with difficulty, and then could not give any an-

swers to questions. He would say a sentence or two,

and then relapse into a somnolent condition. After the

third injection of the atropine, I noticed, sitting near
his bi dside, that the pupils, which were almost con-
tracted to a pin's head, dilated so that they were three

or four millimetres in diameter. On the recurrence of

this dil.ilation the patient began to be convul-ed, espe-

cially about the throat. He soon afer pas-ed into a

comatose condition, and died about ten o'clock.

The post-mortem was made on the following day,

and the specimen I have here shows the condition in

which the geniio-urinary apparatus was found. On
opening the abdomen, there was discovered in the peri-

toneal cavi:y a yellowish fluid of urinaceous appearance,

but not of a urinacicus smell ; the quantity found being
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about six ounces. Tliis, on examination, showed the

presence of a certain amount of urea. The kidneys
were examined, and were seen to be entirely normal
both as to sizi* and color, in fact not even en<;:orged.

The ureters were not at all enlarged, and tliere seemed
to be nothing abnormal about tliem. Tlie bladder was
found to be tliiekened and ecchymosed, and there was
found at tlie bnlbo-membranous junction very distinct

evidences of cicatricial deposit, culminating in a stric-

ture of pretty considerable density. No stricture was
found proceedi.ig anteriorly uniil within a couple of

inche-i from the meatus, where a dense ma'^s of tlie

same tissue formed anotiier sti icture which had been
jierlbrated just anterior to the closed point, and a false

passage had been made, running down about four or

five inches along the upper surface of the urethra. The
only conclusion we could arrive at in this case was that

the difficulty was one of a sympathetic character; that

there had been a s ippression of urine, and that this had
been caused by the patient's efforts to get through his

urethra—that the damage to the anterior po' lion of the

uretiira wa^ the whole cause of the occurrence. The
time from his uremic symptoms until death was about

twelve hours ; from the occurrence of the damage
done to death was about sixteen hours.

In the vicinity of this clised stricture were marks of

previous false p issages.

This man's hat contained two instruments! which he

hal evidently used ; one was a number three flexible

bougie, and the other was a flexible English cathetc'-,

about; the same size, with stilctie. With the latter the

damage had been done. There was no evidence of any
injury within the cavity of the abdomen to account for

the condition in which it was found.

There is nothing more C'Ttaiu in my mind than the

presence of dulness and fluctuation which went far to

convince me that there had been rupture of the blad-

der, and yet the amuunt of fluid, as I have already

stated, was not over six ounces. A collapsed condi-

tion of the intestines would seem to account for the

sunken and flattened appearances of the abdominal
walls.

Dr. E. Mason :—If there had been a rupture of the

bladder, and that rupture had been situated posterioily,

I should suppose that an examination per rectum
would have revealed the presence of fluid in the sac

beliind the prostate, and that the doctor says was not

present. If there had been rupture anteriorly, it seems
to me we should have had the evidences of a tumor in

that locality.

Dr. Otis :—There was an entire absence of a tumor.

His bladder was contracted down like the uterus of a

primipara, and contained only three or four drachms
of blood.

Dr. Mason stated, in answer to a question from
Dr. Otie, that in 78 recorded cases by Dr. Stephen
Smith, of rupture of the bladder, only fuur were caused

bj' stricture. Of these one recovered.

Dr. Flint a?ked if the suppression of urine was
frequent as the re-ult of traumatic injuries to the gen-

ito-urinary tract.

Dr. Otis :—I have met with several instances of that

kind. One reason why I ascribed the cause of death in

this case to injury of the urethra, was on account of a

case which occurred three or four years ago. A man
up.)n whom I had operated for stricture by internal

incision was doing very well until on the third day,

when I attempted to pass a sound into his bladder.

This was in the morning, and there was a good deal

of difficulty in passing the instrument. I did not suc-

ceed in passing it entirely into the bladder, and not

caring to persist on account of such difficulty, I de-

sisted. I called to see him at eight o'c'ock in the

evening when his breath was decidedly urinaceous; he
had a dusky skin and was almost in collapse, and
altogether seemed like a man in danger of speedy dis-

solution, lie had not passed any water, and tluMC was
no water in his bladder. By the as-iduous use of cups
over the region of his kidneys, and of [loullices, the

secretion reappeared, and the man began rapidly to

irn|)rove. Almost exactly the same condition of thinj:s

occurred on two subsequent occasions in the same
individual and Irom the same cause, and each time the

chances were that t'le patient would die. Tliere was
albumen in his urine, bull never could detect the ex-
istence of casts. lie was a broken-down man, and had
been making his wati r by drops for several years, and
it was full three weeks before I could get into his

bladder with the finest (iliiform bougie.

Dr. Biuhdon related in that connecticjn the case of

a patient with a dense stricture who had Qome under
liis care last summer. In that instance he introduced
into the bladder a bougie of larger calibre than usual.

Three or four hours afierwards the patient iiad a

distinct rigor followed by fever, the confusion of his

intellectual faculties, and all the other phenomena
usually seen in suppression. He had marked supfires-

sion for forty-eight hours. The symptoms were finally

overcome b}' the use of dry cups to the lumbar region,

elaterium, and the hot-air bath. The first urme voided

contained a considerable amount of albumen ,which con-

tinued to appear for a few days subsequently. He
remarkei thai Sir Henry Thompson mentions several

cases of death as the result of suppression caused by the

mtroduction of bougies of larger calibre than the patient

had been in the habit of using.

Dr. Jacobi remarked that usually in cases of reten-

tion of urine, the phenomeua of ura^mic poisoning could

be explained by the damming up of the urine in the

bladder in the first place, then in the uretus, then in

the uriniferous tubes, the latter becoming so water-

logged, and the blood-vessels so compressed as actually

to prevent the elimination of the urea and other excre-

mentitious substances.

Dr. Otis reminded Dr. Jacobi, that in the case to

which the fppcimen belonged, neither the bladder nor

ureters contained any urine.

THE ANTIDOT.\L PROPERTIES OF PREPARATIONS OF

BELLADONNA.

Dr. Sands believed that in cases similar to the one

presented by Dr. Otis, the occurrence of suppression

was far too sudden to be accounted for by a water-

logged condition of the urinar}^ apparatus. He thought

that the nerves only could be invoked to explain the

phenomena. The administration of the opium and the

.symptoms of the patient previous to death might lead

to the suspicion that the hypodermic injections helped

towards a f;ttal termination. The question of the toler-

ance of opium by different patients, however, was such

an open quest'on that no particular rule could be laid

down. He referred, in passing, to a patient with sup-

pression of urine to whom he was called in the absence

of the attending phys'cian. The latter arrived during

the presence of Dr. Sands, and at once administered a

quarter of a grain of morphine in some water. The
man, far from suffering any i!l effects, passed water

freely at the end of four hours. Dr. S. did not believe

that atropine deserved its reputation as an antidote

for opium poisoning, and related in connection with

the remark the case of an elderly lady to whom he

was called in consultation. Her physician had pre-

viously administered by iiypodermic injection fifteen

minims of Magendie's Solution, in which was a small
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quunti'y of atropine. In thiit case he was convinced

tl'at the atropine, instea<l of' actingns an nntitl«'tal check

to the niorpliine, really added to the effects those of

another poison.

In regard to the question as to cases of rupture from

retention, he referred to one occurring in Ik-llevue

lIo<pital in which the bla Ider gave wny while the

))atie:it was being ellicri/A'd previous to the proposed

operation of perineal section. He died four hours sub-

sequently. Tiie autopsy revealed a rupture on the

posterior aspect of the organ, about 3^ inches in

extent.

Dr. Mason stated that while he was House Surgeon

in Bellevue Hospital it was customary after the opera-

tion for p-rineal section to retain the catheter in the blad-

der for a few days. Ho recollected the case of a colored

man who, having worn liie instrument for three days,

it was removed for the purpose of being cleanseil.

Shortly after it was re-introduced the f)atient was
seized with a chill, and all the other sympt'ims of

urethral fever followed. At the autopsy which took

place shortly alter, the kidneys were found extensively

diseased.

Dr. Otis related the case of a patient of his on board

of one of the Pacific Company's ships which was
of interest in connection with tlie effects of belladonna

and its preparations on opium poisoning. This case

occurred fifieen years ago when the antidotal proper-

ties of the belladonna were first advocated. The pa-

tient was a woman who was profoundly narcotized,

breathing only four or five times a minute, and was in

a very alarming condition. He began with drachm
doses of tincture of belladonna every three hours.

After the fifth dose the pupils began to dilate very
slowly, and after continuing the administration until

over an ounce of the remedy had been taken, the pa-

tient was out of danger and rapidly recovered. The
success of that case had prompted him to employ
the same treatment in quite a number of cases since,

and he had seen no reason to change his original

opinion.

THE USE OF OPIUM IN ACUTE URiEMIA AND CONVULSIONS.

Dr. Loomis, in connection with the use of opium in

ursemia, staled that some three years ago his attention

wiis first directed to its efficacy. He then for the first

time used a hypodermic injection of morphine in a

case of acute uraemia with convulsions, and the effect

was to him astonishing. Since that time it has been
his uniform practice in such cas 's, and thus far lie was
able to say that in every instance it had ihe effect

of not only arresting the convulsions and snbkluing the

i«ma, but of speedily restoring the urinary secre-

tions and of causing profuse perspiration. So far as

he was personally concerned he was convinced that

opium was the best remedy we have for that cl;i3s of

ca-es.

In answer to a quest'on fi-om Dr. Jacobi, he stated

that he had taken occasion to repeat the remedy at

different times upon the same patient, and always with
good result. The usual do-e was ten drops by hvpoder-
m c injection, but he had gone as high as twenty drops
of Magendie's solution. IIis first case was in consultation

with Dr. Metcalfe. The patient had chronic Bright's
disease with cardiac complication, and was exceed-
ingly restless. Dr. M. directe 1 him to administer a
nypodermic injection of morphine, which he did, how-
ever, with " fear and trembling.'' The case, however,
did splendidly, and the injection was repeated on t!ie

average twice in twenty-four hours for >:ix or eiglit

weeks, with the result of keeping the patient in a very

comfortable condition. At the end of that time he
died of the disease.

He also called to mind the case of a physician who,
having acuU; Bright's disease, passed into a state of
coma. In that instance ten drops of Magendie's solution

were administered, and in four hours he passed quite

a quantity of urine and went steadily and rapidly to-

war Is recovery.

Dr. .Iacoiu remarked that it was well known that

certain kinds of iiritation producing convulsions were
not only temporarily, but not unfrequently perma-
nently ndieved l)y o()ium. To this class belonged the

convulsions of urajniia, as well as those which occur in

rachitical children, and children affected with cranio-

tabes. He had no doubt that uraemic convulsions could

be controlled by opium, but in regard to its effect upon
coma ht; had no experience.

Dr. liOOMis.—I take it for granted that urea is the

irritant, whetlier coma or convulsions be present.

Dr. Flint remarked that some writers were directly

opposed to the use of opium in cases of ura;mic poison,

affirming that it was especially dangerous as a poison.

He had met with one case which militated against

such views. The patient was a woman with chronic

suppression, in which an ounce of McMunn's elix. was
taken daily for many months, with no bad effect. She
had never had convulsions or coma.

Dr. Petkrs alluded to the case of Bright's disease in

whicii death was supposed to have been the result of a

hypodermic injection of Magendie's solution.

Dr. Sands did not understand how to explain the

deaths following the administration of opium in cases

of Briuhl's kidney, except in the relatit^n of a cause

and effect. He referred to two or three such cases

tiiat had. come under his observation, one in which an
injection of five minims was sufficient to produce a

fatal result.

In the cases mentioned by Dr. Loomis, where the

irritation of uraemia was alone present, the opium
doubtless had a good effect, but when administered to

patients with chronic Briglii's kidney, where neither ot

the symptoms were present, it was apt to be dangerous.

In such cases it would appear as if uraemia was induced

by opiutn.

Dr. Loomis remarked that the pupils of patients in

uraemic convulsions, or urajinic coma, weie in a large

proportion of casts contracted. In making the state-

ments concerning the use of opium in acute Bright's

kidney, with coma, convulsions, or both, he was aware
that it was at variance with the generally received

opinions, but he nevertheless was convinced that it was
not only harmless, but almost a specific.

Dr. Jacobi stated that the explanation of the bad
effects of opium in chronic cases of Bright's disease

was, in all probabiliiy, the impoverished state of the

blood. Under such circumstances the patient cannot
tolerate opium. The same thing has been noticed in

cases of typhoid fever.

The Society then went into executive session.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE COUNTY OF
NEW YORK.

Stated Meeting, March 25, 1872.

Dr. Abraham Jacobi, Presidknt, in the Chair.

The following phy-iekins, recommended by the Comitia

Minora, were elected to membership: James Cla.k

Thomas, Colin Mackenzie, George M. Schweig, Henry
Raphael, Francis Sim ock, and Peter B. Wyckoff.
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Dr. C. S. Bull, from the Committee on Intelligence,

rend a report on the Profrress of Otology.

Dr. L. D. Bulklky, from the same committee, read

a report on the Progress of Dermatology and Syphilog-

raphy.

Dr. Goopwillie read the report of the Committee
on Meteorology.

Dr. E. Pkugnet read portions of the elaborate experi-

mentiil paper on Veratrum Album, Veratrum Viride,

and their Alkaloids, which we publish in full (page 121).

The exhaustiye character of the pnper gave little

opportunity for discussion. Dr. Perky, to who.~e re-

searches tlie writer had often refcried, expressed his

high admiration of the investigations reported, and

would have remarked further upon a few poin's, hail

he not been suffering from extreme hoarseness. Du.

J. C. Peters exhibited drawings of the different spe-

cies of veratrum, and spoke briefly of some therapeutic

uses of veratria.

Nominations were made for delegates to the Ameri-
can Medical Association, and the President and Secre-

tary were authorized to fill any remaining vacancies in

the delegation.

Adjourned.

Um Jnstrunicnts.

INSTRUMENT FOR AMPUTATION OF
SCROTUM.—FOLDING SAW.
By Z. EDWARDS LEWIS, AID.,

WEST FARMS, N. Y.

The instruments illustrated below Avere made after my
devices by Messrs. Tiemann & Co., in 1867, but have
never before been published. I trust that they will

be their own apology.

The clamp (Figs. I. and 11.) is intended especially for

use in amputation of the scrotum for cirsocele, where
the want of a clamp with the right curve and with

assured parallelism of the blades has long been felt. It

will, I think, prove useful in many other cases on ac

count of its simplicity, and its possession of the three

qualities—curve, parallelism, and power.
It consists of two semicircular bars (a.a. Fig. II.)

with a radius of IJ inches, from each end of one of

Power is obtained by screwing down the upper nuts (d),

while parallelism is secured after the clamp is thus

tightened by forcing up the lower nut, as represented

in Fig. II. The pressure prevents the ti.<sue3 from

slipping, but is made more certain by a diagonal milling

of tlie applied edges.

Against the smooth concave surface the sutures may
be passed, in readiness lor tying as soon as the clamp

is removed, and the equally smooth convex surface

guides the knife and secures a clean section.

The saw (Figs. III. and IV.) was originally intended

to replace theordinary folding metacarpal saw in the

complete pocket-case, but may be made of any length

up to the full size for amputations. A glance at the an-

nexed cuts will obviate the necessity of a lengthened

description.
Fig. III.

which immovably fixed therein, and at right angles to

the plane of the circle, arises a strong screw (b), two
inches long, which passes through a suitable hole in the

corresponding end of the other bar, and tliis end (r.)

is accurately flattened on the si'ies in the plane of the

circle. Upon this screw play two milled-headed nuts

—one on either side of the movable bar—whose faceg

opposed to this bar are broad, flat, and parallel (a. e.

Fig. IV.

Fig. III. shows the instrument folded up and ready

for the case, while in Fig. IV. it is prepared lor use—
the arms having been revolved around the axes until

arrested by the contact of the shoulders, and the

blade having been then inserted into the narrow slits

in the hands and caught by the hooked fingtrs on the

transverse pins fastened in the blade ends. This inser-

tion of the blade can only be accomplished through

the forcible approximation of the arms, which is per-

mitted by the springing of the back, and is upon the

principle of the stringing of a bow. The spring-back

answers perfectly to keep the blade tense, and replaces

satisfactorily all other devices for that purpose.

In using the saw, the want of an ordinary handle is

at first felt (and one may be fitted by a very simple

clamp), but a little practice removes the desire for any

addition which would detract from the simplicity of

the instrument, and in the pocket-case would take up

valuable room. The arm at the heel of the saw is to be

grasped firmly against the palm with three fingers, and

the back steadied between the thumb and forefinger,

while care is exercised not to bear on too heavily.

More advantages may, I think, be fairly claimed for

this saw than for any other with which I am acquainted.^

It is simple, compact, and inexpensive ;
the support; of

the spring-back allows the use of a thin sharp-cutting

blade, which diminishes the danger of necrosis follow-

ing section, and allows all corners and edges to be sawn

smoothly off—thus dispensing with the bone-forceps;

and, finally, it is a satisfactory substitute for the chain-

saw in a large majority of the cases in which that in-

strument is indicated. The mode in which the Wade
is hell in the frame allows of its reversal, and it can

saw upwards as well as downwards. To use it as a

chain-saAv, a thread attached to a proper needle is to

be fastened to the loose blade through the hole g near

its end, the blade then carried beneath the bone, and

inserted into its frame with the teeth turned upwards,

towards the back, and the section made precisely as in

ordinary sawing, except that the pressure must be up-

wards instead of downwards.
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The SAW can al«o be nscil wiih perfect sat'sfaciion in

auto(i8:f6, wlie:e it is somoiiines a matter of ilie lii^'li. st

irnpor ance to know tliat fracture ot tlie tikull has not
bten prodiiceii— as is ct-rtainly sometinii-s done— by
the coMTJ^e instruments gem rally used in bcpara^ing the
calvorium.

A NEW GALVANO-PUNC'TURE NEEDLE.

Bv ALKX. MURRAY, M.D.

NEW YORK.

Thk accompanying \vou<i mprraving shows the several
portions <if the new insuLited needle. Without
entering into a minute verbal description, the d.irk
shaded parts indicate the portions insulated

; the
ligliter sh.ides the free metallic surface, which are tlie

part or pans speeially intended to convey the current
where desired for electrolytic purposes. The advan-
tai:es of the improved arrangement of the insulation
are:

Ist. That the needles will retain whatever po«ition
they are placed in after having transfi.Ked the morbid
gnnyth. The circular white spots on the insulated
portions of the needh^ are intended to indicate the
partv«; of the needle which are to remain in contact with
the t^kin during the opi^ratinn, so as to prevent ulcer-
ation or sloughing. 2d, That they present more
metallic surface for the galvanic current. 3d. That
time is saved and the hands of the operator left Ir^e.
4th. That they can be used in all cases, and in the
snme manner as the ordinary needle now in use bv
simply coating the needle non-insu!ated part with' oil
or white wax.
The needles are strai<j:ht and curved, and from 2 to

G inches in length. These needhs can he had from
the Galvano-fariidic Manufacturing Company, New
York.

Duration of Life of Physichns.—The last issue of
the Proceedings of the Massachu>etts Medical Society 1

gives a list of members who died in 1870 and 1871,
'

thirty-seven in number. The ages of thirty-two are
given, averaging sixty and a half years, the extremes
being twenty-eight and eighty-four. This is a much i

longer tenure of life than common opinion allots to our I

profession.—Pacj/jc Medical and Surgical Juurnal.

Obituanj.

PROF. SAMUEL HENRY DICKSON, M.D., LL.D.,

Plin,ADEL[>niA.

Professou Paml'ei. TIenrv DirKsos, M.D.. T.L.D.. was
boin in Charleston, 8. C, September 20, 1708, and died
in Philadelpiiia. March 31,1872. In 1811 he entered
the Soi)honiore Class at Yale College, and graduated in

1814, at the early age of .'sixteen. He comnuneed the

study of medicine during the .=ame year, in the office

of Dr. P. G. I'riolcau, a distinguished physician of his

native city, remaining with him lor five years. He
attended two courses of medical lectures at the Uni-
versity of Peimsylvania, fiom which he graduated in

1819. His practice began the July following his gra-
duation, and soon became one of the most extensive
and most lucrative in this country, and continued
so until ill-health forced him to retire from its active

duties.

In 1822 he read a course of lectr.res on phy-iology to

a class of young men, and in 1824 took the chair of

Profes-or of Institutes and Practice in the Medical Col-

lege of South Carolina, of which he was one of the

founders. This position he afterwards resigned, but
soon, in conjuncton with other medical gentlemen of

distinction, estab'i^hed anotiicr College in Charleston,

in wliiih he occupitnl a similar chair. Here he remain-
ed until 1847, when he accepted an invitation from the

Univer ity of New York to fill the same position in

that institution. He always referred with pi asure

to this portion of his hfe, as his reception by h's col-

leagues, and his intercom se with them and with the

protesson generally, as well as the literary and soc al

circles of New York City, was most cordial and agreea-

ble. He remained in New York for thr.e winters,

when he was urgrnily invited to return to the position

he had filled in the Charleston College, to ace implish

which Dr. Bellinger, the Professor of Surgery, r<-signed

his chair to Dr. Geldings, who had taken Dr. Dickson's

prol'essorship on the latter's removal to New York.
When Prof. Dickson returned to Charleston, he was
most warmly welcomed, a public dinner having been
given him by his friends in the profession and out of it.

He remained in Charleston untd 1858, when he accept-

ed an invitation to join the faculty of Jefi'erson Medical

College of Philadelphia, the death of his special friend,

Dr. J. K. Miichdl. having left the professor.>^h^p of the
practice of medicine vacant in that institution ; and
here he lectured until death called him from the duties
he loved so well.

From earlylil'e Prof. Dickson had snflfered ill-health
;—from 1825 being ill with phthisis, attended with many

hemorrhages frotn the lungs, and in 1857 being first

attacked with the painful malady of which he eventually
died. He had been invited to the me lical colleges of
Lexington, Ky., Augusta, Ga.. Richmond, Va., and
Nashville, Tenn. His contributions to medical journals
have been absolutely enormous, and the habit of writing
was continued almost to the last days of his l.fe. His
best known and largest work is his Practice of Medicine,

fi st published in two volumes, and afterwards con-
densed into one. It was a masterly production, and at

once commanded attention and respect. In the earlier

editions of this work will be found many physiological
and pathological opinions upon disease, which, at the
preent day, are considered progressive, but which his
acumen delected a score of years in advance of the
regular progress of medical science. His work on
Dengue, his Essays on Life, Sleep, Pain and Death, and
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Ill's Studies in Patholo'iy and Therapeutics have also Ween

very widely read, and great'y appreciated; but besides

these productions, there liavebeen hosts of papers, not

only oil sulijects purely medical, but upon almost every

conceivable topic that could interest a reader and man
of science—papers which it would be impossible to enu-

merate in the limited space at our disposal.

Prof Dickson was one of the most scientific and well-

read men that our piofession could boast of. His fa-

miliarity with the classics, with the elegant literature

of the past century, and the new topics of his own time

was wonderful. He was a lover of the historian and

of the muse, and often brought their records and their

ihyine to bear upon the illustration of the subjects of his

lectures, or top cs of conversation. He loved the good
writers of fiction also ; and Dickens and others were
occasionally mentioned in his lecture-room as having de-

picted some of tlie objective symptoms of certain lin-

gering diseases more minutely and picturesquely than

some of the masters of medical literature.

Prof Dickson, at least during the later years of his

life, did not resort to dia<irams, models, or specimens

in his lectures ; but he strongly encouraged po^st-mortem

investigations, and bed-side observation. His style of

lecturing was somewhat peculiar. He spoke exte npo-

raneously, without note or paper, but occasionally he

would read an extract from a book that had engaged
his attention while preparing for the lecture. He
entered the lecture-room dressed as he came from
the street, hat in hand; and, bowing to his class as

he placed this on the desk and deposited his gloves,

commenced in a colloquial way, which seemed to say

of itself— as well as manners can speak—" I ivas pass-

ing by, gentlemen, and thought 1 1could drop in and talk

to you this morning about—so and so."

Prof Dickson always grasped his suhji'Ct with tlie

mind of a ma-ter; and his manner, though not at all

rhetorical, was eloquent and earnest, especially when
alluding to the subject of preventible diseases, and tlie

proper methods for banisliing them from communities.
In the narration of the course of special affections he
was particularly happy, his extensive experience afford-

ing ample materials for elucidation
;
and the shade that

would pass over his expressive countenance at the

memory of some departed patient whose case Avas in

his mind, showed that the sufferer, though long gone,

had not been forgotten. Prof Dickson never gave an

ideal account of a disease, nor seemed to select any
case in particular as an exponent. He would give the

general characters of disease, and then trace out their

resemblances and their differences. He was careful to

give due credit to other authorities, and gave ample
reasons when he felt compelled to differ from them.

His lectures were always attended by a numlier of

graduates of several years' standing, in many instances

men of active practice, who would snatch many an hour
from their daily duties to listen to the master, and
to learn from his lips the story of disease. Indeed,

towards the latter years of his life it was thoughi that

Prof Dickson adapted his discourse rather too much to

the understandings of tl^e maturer portion of his audi-

ence, and thus oeca-ionally taxed the comprehension of

the under-graduates too severely.

Prof Dickson was very much beloved by his friends,

his patients, and his students. His manner was digni-

fied, but highly courteous, and the respect and attention

thai; his innate politeness accorded to the opinions and

requests of the young men who called upon him fur

academic or professional advice, sometimes rendered

their intercourse somewhat embarrassing on their part.

Coming to a teacher or a counsellor, they found a friend

and well-wisher, and could hardly realize the fraternal

feeling that was made evident without effort or design,

the natund ofTspiing of hi-! innate courtesy.

We regret that the requirements of our columns will

not admit of a lengthened and detailed notice of the sub-

ject of this memoir. His merits are a sweet source of

memory to his bereaved relatives, with the grief of

whom many warm hearts are at present in close sym-
pathy.

Cotresjjonljencf.

GRADUATION OF IMPROPER PERSONS.

To THE Editor of the Medical Recoki).

Dear Sir:—At a special meeting of The Alumni As-

sociation of the Medieal Department of the University

of the City of New York, held April IG, 1872, the fal-

lowing statements were adopted and ordered to be

printed:

—

The Alumni of the Medical Department of the Uni-

versity of the City of New York, resident in New York,

have learned from no less authority than the author

himself, that their Alma Mater was the college meant in

an article entitled "A Fatuous Piofession and Infa-

mous Medical College," and signed by Stephen Rogers,

of New York City.

Inasmuch as the charges therein contained have had

a wide circulation given them by their originator, in

public and private utterance, the Alumni have felt it

incumbent upon them to give them a full investigation,

which has been done at the hands of two committees

:

the first being Drs. Frederick D. Lente, James R. Learn-

ing, and James H. Anderson ; the second, Drs. James

R. Leaming, James H. Anderson, James L. Brown, and

Thomas C. Finnell.

After hearing the reports of these committees, and

after a full discussion of the questions involved, at two

large meetings of the Alumni resident in New York
and suburbs, they beg to state to their brethren in the

profession what they believe to be the facts in regard to

the three charges made against the college by Stephen

Rogers.

I. The evidence to sustain the charge that a per-

jurer was graduated at the college, is contained in the

fact that Stephen Rogers and the graduate in question

testified to opposing statements in a .suit instituted by

Stephen Rogers against the graduate in question, for

the recovery of fees for medical services.

II. The evidence to sustain the charge that the col-

lege had graduated an abortionist is found in the ad-

mitted fact, that the graduate in question, before his

matriculation at the University, a fact unknown to the

faculty until he came up for graduation, did advertise

pills to remove female obstructions in the terms made
known by Stephen Rogers. It does not appear that

since that time the graduate in question has been en-

gaged in any immoral practices. It does appear that

he has exhibited repentance for this action, and that

he presented letters ofrecommendation fromDr. Abram
Jacobi, Professor in the College of Physicians and Sur-

geons, who had been his chief accuser, and on account

of whose statements the candidate had been held in

abeyance for a year, withdrawing his charges and

stating expressly that " I know of no facts in Mr.——
's

life or trails in his character that would induce me, if I

were a member of your faculty, to wiihliold his diplo-

ma from him ;

" from Drs. John L. Campbell and Chas.

Brueninghausen, besides one as to his correct business

habits from Dr. Wiener, which letters seem to have
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persunded the faculty of the intention of the graduate

lo load a correct life.

III. Tiic Alumni find that the charpe of soiling di-

plomns is siistainod by no facts whnlovor; and that

Stopiion Ropers, iit a tncetinp of the first-named com-
mittee, agreed to pubHcly retract it.

James R. Leamiso, President.

Chas. Inslee Pardee, ASecretar)/.

LOSTORFER'S SYPHILIS-CORPUSCLE.

letter from

Prof. FREEMAN J. BUMSTEAD, M.D.

Vienna, April 5, 1872. 3

To THE Editor or the Medical IIecobd. •'

My Dkar Doctor,—Before this reaches von I presume
you will have received and published a letter from my
friend Dr. Bronson, with repard to the so-called "sy-
philitic corpuscles," which Dr. Lostorfer claim.^ to have
discovered in syphilitic blood, and which, as he as-

sert.*, are an unfailing sign of syphilitic infection.

With this letter already before your readers, it is

unnecessary lor me to describe the method of examina-
tion adopted by Dr. Lostorfer, nor to speak of the ex-
citement which ensued upon the announcement of the
discovery in the A'. A". Gesellschaft in IlTeH, nor of the
violent and personal character of the discussion which
has s' nee followed among tiie disputants pro and con.;
but I hear that the subject has excited quite as much,
if not more, interest in America than here, and vour
readers mav like to know the further progress of the
matter in Vienna.

Dr. Lostorfer's investigations were commenced in
Prof Strieker's laboratory, and Prof S., after subject-
ing Dr. L. to the successful test of an examination of a
number of specimens from syphilitic and non-syphilitic
persons, gave his permission to Dr. L. for the publica-
tion of the hitter's paper. In the discussion which en-
sued, the chief opponent of Dr. L.'s views was Prof.
"Wedl, who asserted that the " corpuscles " were only
fat, or particles of protoplasmn, which had accidentally
gained entrance into the blood at the time it was
drawn. Prof. Wodl a'so severely criticised Dr. Lostor-
fer's method ofexamination, and was himself as severely
criticised by Prof. Strieker in return.

Profs. G ruber and Neumann took sides with Prof.
"Wedl ; while Prof. Hebra, and especially Prof. Strieker,
have stood up for Dr. Lostorfer to this extent, that he
was successful in recognizing syphilitic from non-syplii-
litic blood in a certain number of tests to which he was
subjected ; and Prof. Strieker was induced, if not com-
polied, both by the scientific interest of the subject
itself and by the personal manner in which he had
been attacked, to follow out a series of investigations
for himself.

Prof. S. kindly invited me to witness what he was
doing, teUing me at the same time that his object was
not so much to settle the question of the dependence
of the corpuscles exclusively upon syphilitic infection,
as to ascertaining the best method for their examina-
tion, and the manner of their growth, so that others
might be better prepared to carry on the investigation
as to their origin; and I propose chiefly to relate what
he has thus far accomplish! d.

The first time I visited Prof. S.'s laboratory I found
the temperature of the room raised to an uncon fortable
degree of heat, and was told that this was done ex-
pressly in order to hasten the appearance and favor the

growth of " the corpuscles." A few days before, the
fire had been allowed to go out, and the corpuscles
were very slow in making their appearance, and in

their subseciuent dovelwpmont.
Prof. S. has since accomplish'-d the same object by

using the warming apparatus [heitzhdrer OI>jectlrd(/er]

invented hy him, and described in the introduction to

his Hundbnrh dcr viicroscojiisclien Anatmnie, p. 14, or
again by setting the moist chamber, in which (he speci-

mens are kept when not undergoing examination, in

the sun, whch at this season of the year is not too
warm. Of course the former mode is employed
when it is desired to keep the same specimen under the

microscope lor any length of time, and watch it every
few minutes; and the mercury in the thermometer
attached to the apparatus should indicate twenty-nine
degrees of Cel.-ius, when the temperature of the glass

slide is supposed to be about twenty-f )Ur or twenty-
five. A greater degree of heat is injurious

;
for exam-

ple, yesterday the mercury was allowed to rise to

thirty-five degrees of Celsiu-!, when the corpuscles en-
tirely disappeared.

In order to keep the air moist around the specimen,

and prevent the evaporation of the fluid content."?, four

folded pieces of bibulous paper are thoroughly wet and
laid one on each of the four sides of the object glass.

Care iiuist be taken that the water does not flow over
the glass to the specimen, and, on the other hand,
the wads must be moistened as fast as they become
dry.

At the time of collecting the specimen of blood, it is

desirable to lay two exceedingly fine shreds of silk

across it (parallel). These serve a double purpose

;

that of coUectina: a portion of the plasma of the blood,

and that of serving as landmarks by which the position

of any single corpuscle or set of corpuscles can be
fixed in the memory, or by the aid of a drawing, from
one examination to another. The ends of the slide

should also be marked right hand and left.

Prof. Strieker has found one difficulty attending the

preset vation of the slides in the moist chamber, viz.

:

the vapor collects to some extent upon the gla.s3, and a
small, but still an appreciable, amount of water gains

entrance beneath the covering glass, and this, as I

shall presently mention, has an injurious eff'ect upon
the corpuscles when young, causing them, if the

amount of fluid be sufficient, to shrink. Thus far, how-
ever, the moist chamber cannot be dispensed with.

Prof. Strieker is trying to find some way to obviate

the difficulty, and meanwhile recommends that the

slides, after being charged with blood, should be ex-

pos!'d to the air long enough to allow a narrow rim

of the specimen to dry, before they are placed in the

chamber.
With regard to the magnifying power requisite for

the examination, I presume Dr. Bionson's paper in-

formed you. Prof. S. uses, as Dr. Lostorfer did, Hart-
nack's immersion lens No. 10, and occulaire No. 3.

'I he corpuscles first make their appearance towards
the periphery of the specimen, or in the neighbor-

hood of an air-bubble, in other words, towards the

part nearest the external air. Tiiis would show either

that their germs are derived from the air, or, more prob-

ably, that the air is more favorable to their develop-
ment.
The first morning that I witnessed Prof. Strieker's

examinations, some blood was under the microscope,

which had been drawn only twenty minutes before.

Blood from the same patient had previously been
tested and found to be unusually rich in corpuscles.

At my entrance Pruf. S. told me he thought he could

see the commencemeat of corpuscles, but was not
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certain. I looked in and, on moving the fine adjust-

ment, could see a number of exceedingly minute
points, of a dark color, scattered over the field. Whde
I was watching them, one of these points gradually

increased in size, and assumed the liglitbreakiiig ap-

pearance of a corpuscle, with whieh I was already

tamiliar. In the course of half an hour, five or six

were to be seen, and after the lapse of another hour
there were twenty to thirty in the field, and several of

them had attained four or five times the diameter

they had at first. I must repeat, however, that this

degree of rapidity in the time of appearing and in

growth is extremely rare, and, as Prof. S. remarked,

may not be met with again lor a long period. To one
who has carefully studied these bodies it makes but

little difference whether their growth takes place in a

few days or in a few hours ; but such a case as this af-

ford.') an admirable opportunity for demonstrating the

fact to others.

With regard to the sprouting of the corpuscles de-

scribed by Dr. Lostorfer, Professor S. has observed

nothing more than what appeared to be a ripple-like

projection on the side of one of the larger corpuscles

[this too. if I am not mistaken, is all that Dr. Bronson
ever observed], and he is not certain that this is a

sprout, because he has repeatedly seen a small corpus-

cle come in contact with a larger one, and subsequently

in appearance coalesce with it.

The addition of water or of acetic acid causes the

younger corpuscles to shrink and shrivel up, but has

little or no effect upon the older ones.

Iodine also causes them to shrivel, but does not

change their color to blue.

Osmic acid does not turn them black, and hence they

cannot be fat, as Prof Wedl asserts.

Prof. Strieker is not prepared to state positively

what the nature of these bodies is, but he regards

them as, probably, organisms, and judging from the

action of reagents upon them, not of a vegetable char-

acter.

Prof. Strieker has examined the blood from many
cases of healthy persons, from five cases of lupus, from
five cases of variola, from three cases of typhus, and
from one case of typhus abdominalis, and in none of

these was he able to discover the bodies in question,

except in one case of lupus, in which they existed to

perfection ; but here the question comes in, whether
lupus is a form of syphilis or not.

The number of syphilitic persons whose blood he has

thus far examined is twelve; in nine he found these

bodies and in three he did not ; but he is not sure that

their apparent absence in the latter was not due to

defective examination.

I have also had several opportunities of conversing

with Dr. Lostorfer. He has told me, what I had heard

from seveial other sources, that he had been making a

special study of the blood a long time before he hit upon
his supposed discovery. The first time that he happen-
ed to examine the blood of a syphilitic person he re-

cognized these bodies as something which he had never

seen before. Regarding them as doubtless due to sy-

philitic infection, he has now abandoned the study of

healthy blood.

I asked him if there was nothing in healthy bh^od

which could be mistaken for them. He replied, " Yes,

to an inexperienced observer," and that even the most
experienced observer, if allowed only a single exami-
nation, might, in some instances, be in doubt, but that

this doubt would be removed by repeated inspections

of the specimen.

The most liable sources of error are the following:

Sometimes a nucleus of a colorles scorpuscle of healthy

blood will resemble a syphilitic corpuscle. Usually a
fine outline, at least, of its cell-wall may be seen and
will show what it is. But even if it be separated from
its cell and ataiid alone, it does not so sharply break the

light as a syphililic corpuscle, and its outline is broader
and darker.

Fragments of torn red corpuscles may also give rise

to deception, but they show no tendency to increase of
size, and soon disappear.

In this statement, I presume Dr. Lostorfer took it for

granted that no one would mistake an undeveloped red
corpuscle for one of these bodies ; tor this error certainly

might occur to a novice. I would also add that both
Dr. L. and Prof. Strieker evidently attach much import-

ance to a prolonged or repeated examination of the

same specimen, by which the conduct, whether pro-
gressive or retrograde, of suspected bodies can be as-

certained.

I am not aware that the opponents of Dr. Lostorfer

are carrying on any serious investigations to demonstrate
their fallacy, if such exist. They appear to be satisfied

with the assertion that his corpuscles can be found in

any blood, and that tliey are fat or protoplasma, or
something else, but not an evidence of syphilis. The
controversy has unfortunately assumed a personal cha-

racter, and I hear the woids, "unloyal," '"swindel,"
" ass," and (without fear of wounding an American's
feelings), "Barnuin-humbug," oftener than is either

dignified or gentlemanly. I have no idea that the
question is to be settled in a hurry ; and, perhaps, I

shall have a chance to write you of its further progress

during my stay here.

I cannot close without a few words in justice to

Prof. Salisbury, of Cleveland, Ohio, who published his

paper on the ''crypta syphilitica," and "crypta gonor-
rhoica," in 18G8, a copy of which, I am sorry to say, I

have not been able to find in Vienna for reference.

Within a short time of its publication. Prof Salis-

bury was so kind as to send me some blood which he
said contained the .syphilitic crypta upon a slide

;
and

my impression is that the bodies were very similar

to those that I now see in Vienna, but I cannot be
positive, after so long a time, that they had the same
essential characters.

With the aid of the able microscopist. Dr. Ed. Cur i is,

I examined the blood I'rom a number of syphilitic

patients in my wards at Blackwell's Island, and we
found the same bodies as in the specimen sent by Prof.

Salisbury, but we also found what appeared to be the

same in the blood of several healthy persons.

Now the bodies that Dr. Curtis and myself saw
were to be seen in the blood immediately after it was
drawn from the body ; and, if I am not mistaken. Prof.

Salisbury insisted that they should be sought for at

this time ; whereas the corpuscles of Dr. Lostorfer are

rarely to be seen (except in some extraordinary in-

stance as the one I have mentioned, or except when
hastened by heat), until after the lapse of at least

twenty-four hours.

For this and other reasons I do not feel at all sure

that Prof Salisbury's " crypta " and Dr. Lostorfer's cor-

puscles are one and the same thing; but should this

prove to be the case, the honor of priority in the dis-

covery will undoubtedly belong to Prof Salisbury, and
no American will more heartily rejoice at it than

Yours very truly,

F. J. BUMSTE.4D.

New York Academy of Medicine.—Drs. John W.
Robie and Rudolph Tauszky were elected Resident
Fellows of the New York Academy of Medicine.
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ARMY NEWS.

Official List of Changes of Stationg and Duties of Offi-

cers if (lie Medical Department^ United SUttes Armtj^

from April o, 1872, to April IS, 1872. inclusive.

Mills, Mauisoh, Surgeon.—ByS. 0.86, War Depart-
ment, A. G. U., A|)ril 11, 1872, granted Vixty days' ex-
tension ol leave ol absence.

Baily, J. C, Surgeon.—By S. 0. 48, c. 8., Department
of California, relieved from duty at the Presidio of San
Francisco, and tu await further orders there.

McMiLMS, Tno9., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 48,
Department of California, April 2, 1872, assigned to

duty at the Presidio of San Francisco, Cal.

Brewer, J. W., As^sistant Surgeon.—By S. O. 53,

Department of th<- ^Missouri, April 3, 1872, assigned to

duty at Fort Harker, Kansas.

MiDPLETCN, P., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 74,

Department of the South, April 9, 1872, granted leave
of absence for 30 days.

iHctiical 3tcms anti Ueius.

The Small-pox Epidemic is Philadelphia.—Dr.
"William M. Welch, in charge of the Municipal Hos-
pital, has subinitted his report for tlie year 1871 to

the Board of Health. Il appears that there were
1,227 cases of stnall-pox treated at that institution dur--

ing tlie year. The highest number under treatment at
any one time was 312, being 122 more than the ordi-
nary capacity of the building. In order to meet this

demand two of tlie large corridors were enclosed and
hospital tents piovideu, which, wiih board floors and
coal stove*, were made comfortable in the coldest
weather.

During the past year 1,227 patients with variolous
disease, and 22 with other diseases, three being cases
of relapsing lever, were admitted. The admissions of
the variolous patients were as follows :

—

January 5
February 2
^larch 8
April 6
May 5
June 3

July 2
August 13
September 25
October 228
November 437
December 498

The following is a table of the various diseases, di-
vided into variola and varioloid, showing the ad:iiis?ions

each, the number of deaths, and the rate of mortal-
ity :—

Admitted.

Variola 677
Varioloid 550
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A discrcpanc}'' of 38 between the number of admis-

sions need in this talkie and the number noted in other

tables, finds explanation in the fiact that some of the

patients died unexamined.
Dr. Welch classifies as "good cicatrices " all those

with a well-defined margin, slightly excavated, and [jil-

ted or honey-combed, as they are sometimes aptly de-

scribed, wliiL' tho.«e presentnig these characteristics to

a much less degree he classilied " fair," and those as

" poor " wliich are so indistinct as to make it difficult to

recognize tlieni as vaccine scars. The proportion of

deaths among the uiivaccinated is enormous—double the

ordinary death-rate, which has long been regarded as

thiity-thrce per cent. Two reasons are as^signed (or

this large mortality : the first and chief being the viru-

lence of the epidemic; the second, that in many in-

stances only the graver cases are sent to the hospital,

and many of these not until all hope of recovery is

past.

But the table teaches more than the great virulence

of the epilemic. It demonstrates most clearly the pro- ,

tective power of varicination, and more than this, for it
i

also demonstrate?, with equal clearness, that in the ap- <

pearance of the vaccine cic.itriees there is evidence to :

show the degree of protection afforded.

Then follows a very interesting table, which demon- I

strates that among the uuvaccinated natives of the

United States, the death-rate is 65'5G percent. ;
of Ger-

;

many, 47'37 per cent. ; and of other nutiviiies, mcluding i

Engfand, France, Canada, etc., 66"G6 per cent. The
|

death rates among the post-vaccinal ca>es compare us

follows :

—

United States, 16*62 per cent. ; Germany, 10'4 per !

cent.; Ireland, 24 per cent.; other nativities, 17 per
j

cent. ; unknown nativities, 50 per cent. These figures

show a very marked difterence in favor of the vaccina-

tions performed in Germany, Ii eland giving the highest

rate of mortality, wh le the United States stands mid-
'

way between the two. I

In speaking of the marked difference in favor of the '

vaccinations of Germany, Dr. Welch t>ays:
—"It is

almost wholly due to the quality and source of the

virus which they use. Tneir mode of vaccinating is

from arm to arm, with the eight-day lymph, which is

more reliable than the ciust.
" To this fact I am able to bear testimony by my own

personal experience, for when I was one of your vac-

cine physicians I embraced every opportunity to prac-

tise arm to arm vaccination, with the result very larely,

if ever, filling to develop a genuine vaccine vesicle m
one who was susceptible to vaccina. Indeed, I have
succeeded in tliis way where I had repeatedly failed

with the crust. The vesicle which is secured by this

mode must always be genuine, never spurious, provided

that nothing but lymph be u-ed from a ve-icle that has

not parsed beyond its eighth day of development."

Illinois Medical Bill.—Illinois has just passed a

bill lorbiddnig any one practising medicine in that State

without a diploma.

Dr. C. E. Brown-Sequard, who has been on a short

visit to this country, will soon return to France.

He remains abroad until September, when he will re-

turn to deliver his course of lectures at the Harvard
Medical School. He gave a characteristic lecture on
brain diseases before the Medical Library and Jour-

nal Associa ion on the evening of April r2th, to a large

and appreciative audience.

The Medical Diploma Trade.—The Committee of

the Legislature of Pennsylvania, appoiiited to investi-

gate the scl ing of medical diplomas by the Colleges of

Philadelphia, have concluded their labors. It appears

on eviiience that the Piiiladclphia University of Medi-
cine and Surgery, an I the Eclectic Medical CoUe^^e of

the same place, have been found guilty of selling diplo-

mas. The most searching investigation of the regular

medical schools has failed to disclose anything irre-

gular or inconsistent with their high character as insti-

tutions of learnmg. The charters of the Philadelphia

University of Medicine and Surgery, and of the Eclec-

tic Medical College, have been revoked by a unanimous
vote of the Pennsylvania Legislature. This euds the

diploma traffic in Philadelphia.

Harvard University.—Dr. W. C. Tilden, Professor

of Chemistry in Georgetown College, has been elected

Professor ot Chemistry in Harvard University.

The Presbyterian Hospital, N. Y.—The fourth

annual meeting of the Managers of the Sjciety of the

Presbyterian Hospital was held April 10, 1872. The
Executive Committee reported that the hospital build-

ing, now in course of erection, would be completed and
ready for patients about the 1st of October next. The
total receipts lor the year, including last year's balance,

was $221,040.40 ; the expenditures, $168,19L).07.

Reproduction of the Membrana Tympani.—In the

proceedings of the American Otological Society a case

is narrated illustrating the almost complete reproduction

of this membrane after its destruction by disease.

Four Italian Physicians have been chosen to be

senators of the kingdom ; viz.. Professors Stanilaus,

Cannizza-o, and Maggiorani, of Rome, and Porta, of

Padua.

A New Medical Journal makes its appearance in

France, which is to take the place ot the Journal de Mede-
cine de Bordeaux, and the Union Medicate de la Gironde,

which have ceased to exist. The new journal is called

Le Bordeaux Medical. It is issued semi-monthly, and

is edited by MM. A. Demons, C. S. Donard, J. Perrons,

and P. Vergely.

A Bougie A Boule, used by M. F. Guyon, and made

j

by Collin, the successor of Charii^re, and described in

i the Journal de Med. et de Chirurg. of March, consists

of an elastic bougie, which has for its foundation a

;

number of fine wires. The bougie terminates in a screw,

j

to which may be attached different sizes of the olive or

pear-shaped tips resembling those now in use. These

! tip^, when not in use, are for convenience screwed
' into the side of a plate.

Memory.—Haring, the physiologist, asserts that

about the heaviest tax on the memory is that imposed

bv the profession if the pianist. Rubenstein recently

played by heart a piece in which Prof Schmidt counted

no fewer than 62,000 notes.

Inoculating Syphilis by Vaccination.—According

to Dr. Med. A. Walter, Physicist of the Circuit of Hoy-
! erswerda, Gy., with its 3i,160 inhabitants, not one case

;
of this character has occurred during forty-one years'

observation in that district. Such a calamity, he says,

may be avoided by constant attention on the part of

the physician. Many Enj:lish, German, and French

physicians, some of wliom have vaccinated over 40,000

children each, te-tify that they have never known a

case of such communication.

I

India-Rubber.—The supply of India-rubber is said

I

to be inexhaustible. Each tree can be tapped for

j

twenty successive years, and yields on an average

!
three table-spoonfuls a day ; 43,000 of these trees have

I

been counted on a tract of thirty miles long by eight

wide.
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The Effect of tiik CniCAOO Fire.— This fire de-

slrovcil ilu' Miirine. .lewisli. Woman's, Alexian Brotli-

ors' anl tlio Stnall-pox lI<)>j);Uls, and the Eye and Ear

Infirniarv. It consumed iwo lioinfcopathic j)liarma-

ciis (llaisoy's and tlic North-Western), and more than

a hundred whoIe-ale and retail drug stores. Tliree

medical colleges— the Rush, the Woman's, ami the Ben-
nett—were burned. Four medical periodicals— the

Chicago Sfedieal Journal^ the Medical Kxuv\iiier, the

Mfdical Jnvesli(/(itor, and the Medical Times— lost their

oflices, etc. Two hundred phy>icians lost their home<»,

otlices, fi.\tures, libraries, instruments, and fields of

practice; every thmg in a single night

Anesthesia.—Prof. Liebreich, of "chloral-hydrate"

renown, is assiduously devoting himself to the dis-

covery of an anaesthetic which will completely super-

sede chloroform, without any of its dangers.

Occupation in the Catsation of Skin Disease.—
Mr. IJalmanno Squire, of London, an acknowledged
authority on skin disease, affirms that the majority of

the cases are found among bo(ik-l)indcrs, dyer.*, tan-

ners, hatters, weavers, leather-cutters, fur-woikers,

all of whom have much to do with animal products.

M. !N[aret.—This distinguished sphygmograph ob-
server, who is, perhaps, best known by his writings on
the use of tliat instrument, has just been elected into

the Section for Anatomy and Physiology of the Acade-
mic de Medecine.

Professor Hcxlet's health has greatly improved
since his residence in Egypt.

The " Cottage System " for the Insane.—Dr.

Kirkbride, of Philadelpha, in his last report of the

Pennsylvania Hospital for the Insane, states that this

propo:^ed family system, no matter what size is adopt-

ed, takes away the facility of supervision, while the

risks of accidents of various kinds, especially of escapes,

personal injury, and of fire, are greatly and unnecessa-

rily increased. His own experience with cottages and
detached building.s, even at very short distances, long
since led him to the conclusion tliat no building to be
occupied by patients should be so far removed from the

main structure as not to be connected with it by a

covered way, well lighted at all times, and comfortably
warmed in winter.

Impote.nct.—Prof. D. Hayes Agnew, of Philadelphia,

Pa. {Med. and Surg. lieporter), in a clinical lecture on
impotency, after stating that the treatment must be
largely moral, and urging the abandonment of onanism
or exces-ive venery, says that there is no better internal

treatment than phosphorus and strychnia—1-50 giain

of tlie former, and 1-30 of the latter—made into a pill,

and administered three time.T dady.

Corpulence.—In the observation ot thirty-eight per-
son*, whose weight varied from 224 to 504 pounds, the
late Dr. T. K. Chambers came to the following conclu-
sions : the bonj' frame-work is less massive than in

the spare, indicated by the smallness of the hands and
feet. The skin is usually fresh-colored and thin

; the
respiratory functio::s present a universal and well-
marted peculiarity, namely, the volume of air they
are capable of takir:g in and expiring from the chest
is considerably less than the average quantity contained
and expired bv- healthy persons of equal height. The
vital capacity is diminished, aud less carbon is expired.

Dr. J. L. Cleveland, in an instructive paper on this

subject in T/te Clinic, remarks that Dr. Chambers be-
lieved that defective sunlight was an important agent

I

in developing fat Though corpulent men arc generally

I

" i-urfrit Kwe.led," they an; not always eiiln r large or
' gross caters, but they are invariably great water-

;

drinkers—taking large draughts. When corpulence is

j

hereditary, il is then nmcli more obstinate to treat-

j

ment
" Jackson's Cough Syrup."—According to the Cin.

Lancet and Observer, the foiniula lor this j)reparation

j
has not been uinlorm, and tiicrelbre the Cincinnati Col-

I lege of Phaimacy hiis recently presented th<; subjoined

I

one as a unilorm standard: 1^. Fl. Ex. Ipecac, I ss.

I

Fl. Ex. Senegic (3J. Rad. Senegse to fjj; I iij. ; Fl.

Extract Rhei, 3 iv. ; Syr. Simplex, § xxxj. ; Morphia
^uria8, gr. viij. ; 01. Sassafras, gttae. xxxij. M. ft

luistura.

Hereafter, all prescriptions for this mixture will be
prepared in tliat city on the above formula.

Traumatic Tetanus.—Clinton Gushing, M.D., Oak-
land, Cal. {J'acijit: Med. and Surr/. Journ.), has success-

fully treated a case of this malady, under repeated

doses of 1-12 grain of the English extract of the calabar

bean, and 15 grains of the hydrate of chloral.

Ether as a Beverage.—In concluding some observa-

tions on the supposed mixing of chloral with beer, the

Chloralum Review says that the practice of drinking sul-

phuric ether is on the increase in the north of Ireland,

and that one Dublin manufacturer of ether sends the

greater part of his production into the far northern
counties, particularly Antiiin.

For Huxley's Remarks on Special Senses, see Med.
Times and Gazette.

The Kentucky' State Medical Society held its An-
nual Meeting at Louisville, April 3d and 4tli. The fol-

lowing oflieers were elected: President, Dr. Lewis
Rogers, of Louisville; Vice-Presidents, Drs. James W.
Thompson, of Paducah, and Joseph Smith, of Lexing-
ton ; RecordingSecretary , Dr. J. A. Larabee, of Louis-

vUle.

New York State Inebriate Asylum.—Dr. Turner,

the founder of the New York State Inebriate Asylum
at Binghamton, has written to Gov. Hofi'man, saying
thai he will raise by subscription §66,000 to pay the

bonds now due, and will give §5,000, provided Dr. Ray,
Dr. Buler, and Dr. Nichols be appointed as Commis-
sioners to reorganize the institution.

UciD publications.

Injuries of Nerves and Their Consequences. By
S. Weik Mitchell, M.D. Philadelphia: J. B. Lip-

pincott vfc Co. iy73.

The Vienna Hospital Treatment op Yenereal
Diseases. By Dr. M. H. Henry, Ed. Journ. Syphi-
lography and Dermatology. New York : W. Wood &
Co. 1«72.

Pkactical Lessons on the Nature and Tre.-vtment
OF Contagious Disease, etc. By John Morgan,
M.D., F.Jt.C.S. London: Bailliere, Tindall is, Cox.
1872.

flisTORT OP Medicine from the Earliest Ages to
TnECOMMENCE.MP:NT OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.
By RoBLEY DuNGLisoN, 31. D., LL.D., and Edited by
Richard J. Dunglison, M.D. Philadelphia : Lindsay
& Blakiston. 1872.

The Urine .vnd its Derangements, with the Appli-
cation OF Physiological Chemistry, etc. By
GEO. Harley, M.D., F.R.S. Philadelphia : Lindsay
& Blakiston. 1872.
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vlmmcmi iUetiical r-tssociatioit.

TWENTY-THIRD MEETING.

The Twenty-third Annual Meeting of the American

Medical Association was held in Philadelphia from tlie

7th to the 10th of May, inst., inclusive.

First Dai/, Tuesday, 7th May, 1872.

Dr. D. W. Yandell, President, in the Chair.

The Association assembled in the spacious Horticul-

tural Hall, and was called to order at 11| a.m. by the

President, Prof. David W. Yandell, M.D., of Louis-

ville, Ky.
At the Secretary's table sat Dr. Wm. B. Atkinson,

Permanent Secretary, and Dr. D. Murray Cheston,

Asst. Secretary, both of Philadelphia.

Prayer was offered by the Rt. Rev. "Wm. Bacon
Stevens, M.D., D.D., D.C.L.. Bishop of the Protestant

Episcopal Church in Eastern Pennsylvania.

address of welcome.

Prof. R. E. Rogers, M.D., Chairman of the Commit-
tee of Reception, welcomed the delegates, on behalf of

the profession of Philadelphia, in the following address

:

Gentlemen, Delegates to the American Medical
Association : It is with unfeigned pleasure that, as Chair-

man of the Committee of Reception, on behalf of the

medical profession of Philadelphia, I extend to you a sin-

cere and cordial welcome to our midst. Gathered to-day

in tliis hall are representatives of our profession from
every quarter of this vast country, reaching from the

city of the Golden Gate to the capes of the Chesapeake,
from the granite hills of Maine to the Avaters of the Gulf
of Mexico; covering a domain of twenty-four parallels

of latitude and fifty degrees of longitude, and embracing
a population, of whose health its members are the guar-

dians, numbering not less than thirty-eight millions of

men, women, and children.

With these boundaries this area possesses features of

climate, a meteorology and geology, more diversified

and extensive than those of any other single country
on the face of the earth. What may we not hope of

benefit to science and humanity from observations upon
these in their connection with disease and hygiene, by
so many intelligent laborers in the field?

fleeting here on this twenty-fifih anniversary of the

organization of the American Medical Association,

there are brought together men of every type, of high
tone, loyal to their profession, strong men and true,

men of sparkling genius and of varied and solid attain-

ment^, those who have grown gray in their vocation,

laden with the golden harvest of a life's long experience,

and those blessed with youth, energy, and ambition, en-

gaged in laborious research, all ready to lay their indi-

vidual contributions upon the altar of our profession.

In view of the reflections which here arise, what a

spectacle of " moral grandeur" in possible achievement
in the cause of suffering humanity does this assemblage
present I

More than any other department of human knowl-
edge does medicine appropriate the laws of the other

jDositive sciences as parts of its organic whole, modify-

ing and assimilating them, and finding in them suste-

nance, and warmth, and life. It is indeed the highest

application of the truths of the other departments of

knowledge, directed to the beneficent end of preserving

health and assuaging pliysical pain. It may perhaps be

not unaptly compared to some vast sea, receiving the

contributions from a thousand perennial streams (low-

ing fi'om distant and widely separated regions, and then

dispensing the commingled waters on the wings of the

ever-moving winds, to spread their vivifying, renovating

showers over the wide circuit of the globe.

Since the organization of our Association, as by cu-

rious coincidence, a new era has been inaugurated

;

marvellous progress has been made in the developments

of science bearing upon human comfort and the mitiga-

tion of disease. Thus the electric telegraph, the vast

extension of the iron track, the introduction of antes-

ihesia, and the device of various instruments of [ireci-

sion for the exploration and cure of the maladies of our

race. These grand opportunities and great advances

have been within the reach of all. Therefore, as a na-

tural result, our numbers have continued to increase

and the value of our transactions greatly to improve,

thus securing an unabated prosperity to our organiza-

tion.

Whatever qualification may be made as to the

amount of positive knowledge contributed through such

annually recurring gatherings as these, it cannot be

denied that they exercise personally a most wholesome
influence upon the members of the profession. They
serve to strengthen old friendships and form new ones,

to dissipate prejudices, to sustain self-respect, and cul-

tivate a spirit of charity and humility ;
and, tlirough

the interchange of opinions and the abrasion of thought,

to brush away the cobweljs fi'om the dusty corners of

our brains ; to sharpen the battle-axe which has grown
rusty with disuse ; and to lift us out of the monotonous
groove of life in which we have been wont to move

;

leaving pleasant and cheering memories, which, like the

Arctic twilight, lingers in the sky to meet the coming

dawn of the next returning day.

The present is the third occasion of our meeting in

tlie city of Philadelphia, the earliest medical centre of

our country, which has long since become the vigorous

and lusty sire of many a stalwart son. And here let us

congratulate ourselves and the world at large upon the

vindication of those principles which have ever guided

her medical affairs. As the genuine coin is liable to

counterfeit, so have unscrupulous men aimed to specu-

late upon her fair name by spurious imitations. Thanks

to a wise legislation, the atmosphere has been purified,

and the parties engaged in the fraudulent issue of diplo-

mas have been deprived of their charters, and their in-

stitutions abolished.

The first meetings of this Association were marked by

harmony and good-will throughout; so may it be now,

and may the blessing of the " Author of peace and

Lover of concord " rest upon us and guide our deliber-

ations!

Once more, then, my friends, offering you our warm-
est greetings, and a hearty welcome to our hospitahties,

I give plac'e to your further proceedings.

report of committee of arrangements.

Dr. Edward Hartshorne, of Philadelphia, Chairman

of the Committee of Arrangements, added his cordial

s.alutation to the greeting which had just been given,

stating that he believed this the largest body ever assem-

bled on a similar occasion. He then reported fronl the

Com'mittee the programme, as far as arranged.

A mono- the attractions he announced the formation,

for the occasion, of a Museum of instruments and ob-

jects of professional and scientific interest, whicli would

be open daily during the session, in the Hall of the Col-

lege of Physicians.
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In conclusion, ho presonted a list of three hundred
a'ld two delegates already registered, which was read

by t'le Secretary.

rilKSlDKNT's ADDRKSS.

The President, Dr. Yandell, now dclivcroil the An-
nual Address as fo'lows:

Gentlemen : The migratory character of our Asso-

ciation is one of its bcs^t features. If it were stationary,

it^ meetings would no doubt be attended by many, and
it would, while conducted witii wisdom and modera-
tion, exert a good inlluen<e upon the profession all

over the country. But its influence is incalculably en-

hanced by its journeyings from point to point. lu this

way multitudes are brought into sympathy with it who
otherwise wouM never attend one of its meetings or

read a page of its proceedings. Whatever else may be
denied the Association, no one can hesitate to aiimit

that it is grand in its annual migrations. No other

medical body ever in the same time traversed .spaces

so va-t. Last year we met on the western slopes of

the Rocky Mountains, and sat with the sound of the

many-voiced I'acitic in our ears. This year we have
assembled on the eastern side of the Alleglianies, and
our foreheads are bathed in the gales of the Atlantic.

None of us who were privileged to be present at that

meeting in San Francisco can ever forget the circum-

stances attending it. We were introduced to a new
world— trees, birds, quadrupeds of new species—an
empire which, though the growth of but a quarter of

a centurv, excites the wonder and admiration of man-
kind.

reminiscences of PHILADELPHIA.

If the novelty of the scene rendered our meeting in

California one of peculiar interest, the meeting here is

not less so on account of the historical associations of

the city in which we are convened. San Francisco is

the most recently erected of all our great cities. Phil-

a ielphia is the most ancient of all our great medical

centres. It is, in a sense, the cradle of American med-
icine. Here medical teaching was formally inaugurated

on this continent. We seem to hear again this morn-
ing the confident words of Dr. John Morgan, spoken
one hundred and seven years ago, as he pleaded for the

medical independence of the colonies, and proved to

the satisfaction of the citizens of Philadelphia that the

time had come when America should have a medical
school of her own. That first faculty, composed of
Morgan, Kuhn, Sliippen, Bond, and Rush, rises to our
mind as we enter on our duties here to-day. The old-

school, elegant Shippen, sitting not very gracefully on
his three chairs, and essaying to teach anatomy, and
surgery, and midwifery. The rigid, stately Adam
Kuhn, his hands and bosom in ruffles, his exuberant
coarse hair done up by his hairdresser in the style of
an impos'ng wig, presenting, with his gold-headed cane,

a perfect picture of the grave doctor of the preceding
age

;
punctual to the half minute, beginning his lectures

just as the clock pealed its last stroke ; waiting for the
physician who was to meet him in consultation the five

minutes of grace, then stalking out of the sick-room,
perhaps to encounter his tardy brother on the stairway
or the doorsteps, but hardly pausing long enough to

hear the delinquent's excu-e, and never turning back.
II g'dly exact in his prescription*, he has just ordered a

p .tient some weak sage-tea. The kindly nurse meek-
ly suggests, as he walks away, " I suppose, doctor, I

1.1 y give the patient a little toast water or lemonade,
t-o, if she craves it." And we see him turning rouml

with the solemnity of one who seemed to feel that life

hung upon his words, and hear his incisive reply :
'' I

have said .sigi'-tea. (Jood morning, madam." And
how strangely sounds to us that declaration of the old

Professor of IVactice, made near the close of his life :

" If called upon to say with what remedies I have done
most good in my long practice, I should name the vol-

atile alkali and wine whey."
But in that group of professor.s, untried as yet, rises

far above the rest that figure so I'amiliar to us all, with
its meditative face and calm expansive brow, tiie philo-

sophic, active-minded Rush, ile has just returned

from Edinburgh, where he listened to the lectures and
enjoyed the friendship of the great Cullen. In all the

five years of his pupilage, he tells us, he never wasted
a day in amusement. lie has entered into his profes-

sion with his whole soul. At the early age of twenty-
four he is elected professor of chemistry. We pursue
his steps along his brilliant course, as statesman, ])hil-

anthropist,physcian, author—a sifjncr of the Declaration

of Independence; a writer on temperance, on insanity,

on metlical education; author of medical histories so

full and graphic that he is soon styled the American
Sydenham. We see him year after year battling with
the fever that devastated his ciiy, and with his

brethren about blood-letting. We read with absorbing
interest his account of the wasting epidemic, and are

thrilled by a pas-age in his diary, entered at the close

of one of his terrible days, just after adopting a new
mode of practice :

" I have visited one hundred pa-

tients to-day, and, thank God, not one of them has

died." His terse, sagacious remarks, repeated every-

where by his pupils till they became household words
with the peoph*, come back to us as we meet here,

where he was so long the master spirit of the profes-

sion. Consulted by our grandlathers in Charleston, in

Georgia, in the wilds of Kentucky and Tennessee, he
was acknowledged everywhere as head of the pro-

fession in America. Students flocked to him as they
had done before to Cullen, at Edinburgh, and to

Boerhaave, at Leyden. Sitting here in his chair of

Theory and Practice, he gave laws, as nearly as a
physician could ever give laws, to the profession of a

continent ; and he has left behind him a name the
most resounding in our medical annals.

With Rush, after a time, was Caspar Wistar, in

Anatomy, which his eloquence made attractive. No
medical man can hear Philidelphia named and not
think of Wistar, whose woik on Anatomy—the first

work on the subject by an American—was long a text-

book in all our medical schools.

Physick, too, rises up among the great names that

gave renown to the school at a later period. Cold in

manner, unsocial, but grand in the simplicity of his

character, he walked the streets of Philadelphia five

years, he has told us, before he made money enough
to pay for his shoe-leather. And with him is asso-

ciated the name of his nephew, Dorsey, author of the

first American System of Surgery, who, unfortunately
for the profession, was cut off in his early prime.

Prominent among the foremost was one whom many
of you have seen—the first President of our Associa-
tion—the generous, witty, genial, eloquent Chapman,
upon whom fell the mantle of Rush when that great
man left the earth. You who saw him at Baltimore
twenty-four years ago, as he stood up to deliver his

inaugural address, can never forget his form, his face,

his voice, his whole bearing and manner, as that of one
who felt that the dignity of a great profession rested

on him.

In this city, too, lived for a short time, adorning the
prof.s^ion by h!s varied labors, the bri liant Godman,
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at once physician, poet, and philosoplier, but, like

Dorsey, <lyinK yot^i'iR-

The last link tliiit bound the present with tlie past

has just been parted. I allude to Dr. Samuel Jackson.

Wlio that remembers his silvery locks, his sparkHn^:

eyes, and tin; sweet and winninpf smile that overspread

his countenance, as he expounded his tavorile doc-

trines, can wonder how readily tliey were accepted as

true? What he was in the beginning and in his prime

lie continued to the last years of his patriarchial old

age. Keen to perceive, eager to learn, earnest to in-

struct,—a man who-e attaclmient to his profession was
not that alone which springs from habit or from grati-

fied ambition, but an ardent love, which burned

brighter and brighter until it was extinguished by the

hand of dcatli.

With these eminent names are associnted tliose of

Dewees. Hare, Ilartshonie, Ilornor, Meigs, Miitter,

Mitchell, Dunglison, and a long list of others that will

live in history. They crowd upon our memories as we
walk along the streets that once resounded with their

footsteps, through a city rendered illustrious by their

labors. They have left successors worthy of their

great reputation, and who have made the air of Phila-

delphia luminous with tlieir works.

MEDICAL EDUCATION.

If there is a single question upon which Presidents

and Committees of Education have agreed, from the

first convention in New York down to the last utterance

on the subject at San Francisco, it is that the American
system of medical education is radically defective.

The Association, year after year, has been invoked to

remedy abuses and rescue the profession from im-
pending degradation. The Association, indeed, origi-

nated in this widespread feeling of discontent with
the prevalent condition of things in the profession.

Reform was the watchword of the Convention which
met in New York in 1846. Some of the best men
in the profession, being convinced that nothing could

be done without general co-operation, the Convention
was called in the belief that this reform might be
brought about. The members of that Convention came
together with no very definite plans of action, but
with a feehng that sometliing must be done. Tlie

idea of reform has been the idea underlying the whole
movement, and animating its most active members
with a zeal which could hardly have been inspired bj^

a less generous cause. The first meeting of the Con-
vention was an encouraging one, and a second one
was called to meet here. This Association was organ-
ized, and Chapman, then the foremost of the Ameri-
can teachers of medicine, opened his address the next
spring, at Baltimore, with the declaration that " the

profession to which we belong, once venerated on
accoimt of its antiquity, its various and profound
science, its elegant literature, its polite accomplish-
ments, its virtues, has become corrupt and degenerate,

to the forfeiture of its social position, and with it the

homage it formerly received spontaneously and uni-

versally." My old neighbor. Professor Henry Miller,

in his addre-s to the Association, at New Haven, in-

dulged in the same strain. Borrowing the language
of Dr. Drake, he declared that " even at this late

period the profession abounds in students and prac-

titioners who are radically deficient in spelling,

grammar, etymology, descriptive geography, ariih-

metic, and, I might add, book-keeping, but that they
generally apply themselves to the study of this im-
portant branch with a diligence that supplies the want
of early opportunities." And he added :

" A'l candid

men who have had any experience in medical schools

must confess that the examinations of the green-room
annually reveal a sum of ignoiance or of vague and
misty })erceptions of fundamental medical truth, even
in many who are invested with tin; honors of the

doctorate, which is truly amazing. For myself, I can

most solemnly declare that the most mournful and
humiliating passages in my [)rofessional life have been
those annually recurring examinations in whicli such
scanty harvests have been reaped as the reward of a
winter's faithful toil." My distinguished and honored
master, Professor Gross, has more recently expressed
himself to the same effecfc. '' The future," he declares,

"holds out no promise of amendment. We shall go
on from bad to worse, until the people can stand it

no longer, and then we may hope to be able to effect

some reform by our efforts as a great national As o-

ciation. The medical schools are getting worse every
year, lowering the standard of education. The time
is near at hand when honorable men will cease to

take any interest in medical teaching."

Dr. Baldwin, in his address at New Orleans, ex-

pressed his despair of seeing the evils of our system of

education corrected tlirough any of the agencies here-

tofore employed by the Association, and could see no
mode by which it could be accomplished except Fedend
legislation—national medical schools imorporated by
Congress. " Make the salaries of the professors large,"

he says, " and not to depend upon the number of stu-

dents, and let the Federal Government assume a proper
share of the expenses incurred."

It may be that it is because my temperament is more
sanguine, or it may be because I am a younger man,
and less experienced in the profession than most of

those who have written in this way about its present

state and future prospects; but whatever be the ex-

planation, 1 have to confess that I do not share in these

gloomy views and prognostications. Mine is a more
cheeiful creed. The profession does not appear to my
mind " corrupt and degenerate." I do not believe '' it

is going from bad to worse," and that the people will

have to rise in their majesty to stay its downward
progress. I cannot see the thing in this light at all,

and so am not ready to appeal to Federal legi-^lation to

correct our evils, and certainly should not go to Con-
gress to establish national medical schools.

Beyond all controversy, there are grave defects in

the education of many of our students and of our prac-

titioners of medicine. Not a few of them, I am afraid,

have very slight acquaintance with grammar or phy-
sical geography, and too many of them know little

about etymology, and are bad spellers. It is a pity

that this is so, and I should be glad to see a diflerent

state of things. But are things in this respect worse
than they were in the time of our fathers? Has the

case ever been otherwise, do you suppose, in all the

liistory of medicine? At what period was the golden

age when all who professed it were scholars, and all

who aspired to its honors were worthy of them ?

My learned iriend. Dr. Baldwin, was a student in

Transylvania University when that medical institution

was at the height of its fame. When quoting Avith ap-

probation the comment of Professor Drake and Profes-

sor Miller on the spelling and grammar of the students

and physicians of our day, he could hardly have forgot-

ten that two of the professors, at whose feet he sat with
so much profit, were understood to be bad spellers, and
by no means accurate in their grammar. I refer to

t!ie illustrious Dudley and his distinguished colleague,

Dr. Wm. H. Richardson. Dr. Richardson was much
less widely known than his associate, but history will

record of him that, despite his grammatical inaccuracies,
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whicli often rni.-i'd a smile on the countenances of his

impil."*, he maintained himself in the sclioul for Iwenly-

six years, in fact from tiie organization of the first

faculty <K>wn to tiie day of his death, liy the side of

>uch schohir.s as Caldwell, Cooke, Eberle, Niitlian Smith,

and IJarllctt. Nor did I ever hear that his students,

or thu.>.e of h's eminent associate-, complained that

the one cut with less dexterity fi)r stone, or that the

other was less successful as an obstetrician, on account

of their imperfect English education.

And, after all, I would submit most respectfully

wliether it is not possible we have atlaclud loo much
'inportance to this iiumble accomplishment of spelling?

A ludicrous blemish assuredly it is on tiie literary char-

acter of any one not to be able to spell correctly, and
especially in any one belonging to a learned profession,

and it places the indivi«lual at a great disadvantage.

But I confess I am not able to see why it should prove

latal to suc^cess in life.

Complaints similar to tho>e so often repeated here,

in regard to the education of medical students, reacli us

from other countries and from quarters whence we
should least expect to hear them. The proliession of

(rreat Britain, with all that it has achieved, is by no
means satisfied with the state of things in the medical

colleges of that kingdom. " The students who come to

our medical colleges,' says a late English writer, " are,

in a large proportion, deficient in preliminary education,

and wholly untrained in any kind of scientific knowl-
edge or method. They come too young, and too little

instructed."

Education is, indeed, a plant of slow growth. Systems
of education are perfected only by ages of infinite ef-

fort. Railways and telegraphs have wonderfully im-
proved intercommunication between the nations of the

earth, but art has not yet pointed out any royal road to

learning. It takes a boy now as long to read or write

a page, or to commit the multiplication table to mem-
ory, as it did our forefathers when travel was over miry
roads in stage coaches or on horseback. The people

learn slowly, and are hardly yet awake to the value of

education ; and our students of medicine come from the

people. Of education it may be said as of nation.s—it

cannot be created; it grows. No wonder, then, that

students sometimes knock at the doors of our medical

colleges who have not gone far into arithmetic or phy-
sical geography, and are "too little instructed" gen-
erally. But, while awarding censure, let us be just in

its distribution. Let us ask ourselves whether those
'• vague and misty perceptions of fundamental medical
truth." with which teachers complain of meeting occa-

s onally " in the green-room," may not be somewhat
chargeable to the learned ])iofessors themselves. "I
have a strong impression," says Professor Huxley,
•' that the better a discourse is as an oration, the worse
it is as a lecture." Possibly some of our teachers may
have erred in that direction, and failed from excess of
oratory ; but I much fear that many more fail in ex-
citing any interest in their pupils.

But it is objected to our system of medical education
that the schedule in our schools is too meagre, and
Italy is cited as a country which furnishes us with an
example worthy of our imitation, Tliere, we are told,

medical students hear lectures, among many other
things, on geometry, botany, mineralogy, agriculture,

and the principles of design. So many of our students
out in the West and the Suu^h having served a faithful

apprenticeship in the cornfield before coming to our

schools, I hope agriculture may be i.mitt(?d in our
curriculum.

But Germany is appealed to a.s the metlieal Utopia,

where perfection in the system of medical education
has been attained. Let me read you one of the schedules

from that marvellous country, after which, it is pro-
posed, the meilical schools ofAmerica shall model their

course of instruction. It embraces the following: 1.

Philosophy; 2. Logic and Metaphysics ; 3. TEsfheties
;

4. Matiiematics; 5. Encyclopaedia and Methodolngy of
Medical IScienee; G. Botany; 7. Anatomy; 8. Nat.
Philo.sophy ; 'J. Chemistry; 10. Zoology; II. Physi-
ology and Psychology ; 12. Anthropology ; 13. Min-
eralogy in its relations with Geognosy; 14. General
Pathology and Therapeutics; 15. Materia Mediea and
Dietetics; IG. Practical Anatomy ; 17. Special Pathol-

ogy and Therapeutics ; 18. Surgery; 19. ^I en I al Dis-

eases ; 20. Obstetrics ; 21. Pathological Anatomy ; 22.

Comparative Anatomy ; 23. Pharmacy and the Art of
Prescribing ; 24. Epidemiology and Climatology ; 25.

State Medicine ; 26. And in the hospitals : Chnical

Medicine, Clinical Surgery, Clinical Ophthalmology, Ob-
stetrical Clinics, Clinic of Skin Diseases and of Syphi-
lis, and Chemical Physiology and Pathology.
Germany, at this day, aspires to be the leading na-

tion of the earth in thought, in philosophy, in philology,

in science, as well as in arms. In perseverance, in in-

dustry, in love of science for its own sake, in deep
learning—let us admit that no people on earth exceed
them. Medicine is cultivated among them with un-
wearied zeal and assiduity. They have hospitals on
the grandest scale; their laboratories are the most am-
ple and the best furni>^hed ; and all the appliances are

to be found in their universities for imparting to stu-

dents the most thorough knowledge of whatever sci-

ence or profession they would pursue. Subjects for

anatomical study cost a mere trifle. Autopsies by ex-
perts abound in the dead-rooms of their hospitals.

Students are taught aesthetic.'^, metaphysics, the

methodology of medical science, logic, anthropolog}-,

geognosy, and the twenty other branches named in their

curriculum. And Avhat, let me ask in a spirit of perfect

candor, has it all amounted to ? In histology, in patho-
logical anatomy, in microscopy, in animal chemistry,

their superiority is conceded. In surgery and in mid-
wifery, too, we all admit their claims to the highest

rank. But the practice of physic in Germany—is it, at

this time, little more than a meditation on death ? Have
not placebos taken the place of remedies in their hospi-

tals? Standing idly by while disease is running its

course, curiously marking its natural history, looking on
calmly, while death and life-in-death are throwing the

dice, and waiting to see whether nature will lose or win
in this struggle—the physicians seem intent mainly on
tracing its ravages in the cadaver, too well satisfied to

find their diagnosis confirmed by the autopsy. These
vast stores of science treasured up by the Get man mind
through these centuries, in what have they re.'.ulted ?

As to therapeutics, in something hardly better than
nihilism ; as to physiology, in a materialism which not
only abolishes rehgion, but renders any religious belief

impossible. To this ghastly complexion, it may be,

American medicine must come at last, but I am sure no
philanthropist can be impatient to see the day.

Reduced to the last analysis, what is it that the people
demand of us as instructors? To give them physicians

learned in the languages, or physicians who can dis-

charge the duties of their profession efficiently and well ?

Men who can chop logic, or surgeons who can amputate
hmbs, or set them, or reduce them ? Scholars expert
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in metaphysics, or doctors skilled in the practice of

phj'sic ? And are not the schools tnrning out sucii

practitioners? In the main, I believe they are, and of

higher grade every year. But if I could agree to the

Gorman curriculum in all its amplitude, I should

still object to the place assigned in it to clinical teach-

ing. With his course on "' fcsthetics," my student

should begin the study of medical and surgical diseases

at the bedside. Clinical instruction, in the schedule I

would draw up, should be the alpha and omega of the

student ; and wliether he was studying geology or logic,

he should spend a part of every day examining the cases

of sick men, women, and children. After making him-

self master of his art, he might stray as far as he inclined

into the tempting fields of literature and natural history,

provided his patients raised no warning voice against it.

We are continually reminded in annual reports thai

while our schools teach too little, there are quite too

many of them. I think this is true ; but what is to be

done about it ? Who will say how many schools we
shall have, and where ? Who has the power to s-ilence

one of them ? Can we hope to bring our cold, wise

maxims of experience so to bear upon the wing
of young ambition as to repress it, or to quench
the ardor of the youthful spirits who feel that they have

avocation to teach? Time is the only remedy I can

see for this sore evil under the sun. Under the pressure

of an enlightened public opinion, operating in part

through this body for a long series of years, it must
cive way at last. The schools are obliged to gravitate

in time to their places. Those that teach well will be
(sustained; the inferior will go under. Twenty-two
years ago, in a speech Iliad the temerity to make before

this Association at Cincinnati. I ventured to predict

that no school without an ample supply of subjects and
adecjuate means of clinical instruction could long sus-

tain itself. Time is fully justifying my prediction.

And to this test I am satisfied all the medical

schools in the world must finally be brought. It is not

by logic, or the principles of design, or Greek, or Latin,

or French, or German, that medical education is to be
rendered what it ought to be ; but by studying medicine
in the laboratory, under the microscope, at the dissect-

ing table, in the wards of hospitals and in dispensaries,

where patients are seen, examined, and prescribed for,

and where, by attending to what are now so often

styled the refinements of chemistry and physics, stu-

dents learn the diagnosis of disease as well as its treat-

ment.

We labor in vain when we get too far in advance of

the people. If we write, it is in the hope of being read

;

and if we find no readers, our writings, however ad-

mirable, are to no purpose. Bring to our country the

books produced liy the ablest of German authors, and
how many would be read? Is Rokitansky, or Vogel,

or Chelius, or Eindflcisch, or Virchow? By a few, no
doubt, they would be read, but they are "caviar to the

general" It is not in the direction of such research that

the medical mind of America has been running hitherto

or is yet running. In time it may take that direction,

but treatises less elaborate, of less detail, more pointed,

and more practical, are what the profession demands
just now.

[After devoting some time to detailing the labors of

Dr. Drake, and the neglect into which his book liad

fallen, the speaker continued :]

Very similar, I apprehend, would be the appreciation

of the people generally of graduates in medicine edu-
cated up to the standard of this model curriculum. In
a few favored com nunities it; is possible their stores of

metaphysics and aesthetics, of geology and mineralogy,

might be prized at their true value; but to the plain,

common people these stores would seem little belter

than "loads of learned lumber." Nay, worse, for too

many would conclude that a doctor who had dipped
into so many arts and sciences could not have drunk
deep of medicine.

When the world's exposition was in progress at

London, it was affirmed by the critics that the only

thing in which Americans excelled all other people w;is

"rugged utility." It is in the line of "rugged utility"

that medicine with us has advanced with most eminent
success. It is in this respect that it is regarded with
most favor by the people everywhere. But this is not
the only line in which the progress of American medi-
cine has begun to attract the attention of the world.

It is developing in all directions and producing authors

of acknowledged merit, as well as learned teachers, skil-

ful surgeons and physicians. ISTo one who has been
familiar with British medical journals for the ]a>t

twenty-five years can have failed to note their altered

tone in respect to the profession here.

No one of them all would deny that, as a profession,

we are every year preferring claims to higher consider-

ation. This, indeed, is a fact as clear to every obser-

ver as the growth of our population, or as our advance-
ment in the mechanic arts and all the elements of na-

tional power. Nor is this any partial movement, but
an advance all along the line. It has been well com-
pared to those grand geological changes by whicli con-

tinents are slowly elevated above the level of the sea.

The quickening impulse is one which has been felt by
the profession to its remotest extremities. The medi-
cal Schools have acknowledged it, and are generally

improving their processes of instruction. In most of

them the lecture term has been extended, the number
of professorships has been increased, and the teaching

has been rendered more demonstrative. Harvard has
inaugurated a part of the system so strongly urged upon
the schools, and if it is found to work well, it will be

universally adopted. The graduates lenving the

schools, though they may know less of Greek and
mathematics, are far better trained than formerly in

clinical medicine and surgery, and better qualified to

enter upon their duties as practitioners. Almost every
town in every State boasts a surgeon who will attempt

lithotomy, and at every crossroad you will find one
conversant with physical diagnosis, and who can put

up a fractured limb or reduce a dislocation. They are,

moreover, as a class, men who read and know how to

keep pace with the march of medicine. One or more
of our medical journals you will find on every physi-

cian's table, and so it hapnens that whatever is dis-

covered or conjectured in Great Britain, or on the con-
tinent of Europe, in the spring, reaches him at his re-

mote home by the beginning ofsummer. While return-

ing from California a year ago, in company with a

number of friends now present, the train stopped at a

water tank about which had been built by laborers and
miners a few fiamc shanties. A man in the garb of a

miner entered the car, and asked if some physician on
the train would not step over to his house and see a

sick child. I went with him. The patient was a little

boy suflfering from some head-trouble following

measles. He was being calmed during the day by the

bromide of potassium, and soothed to sleep at night by
the hydrate of chloral. In the pine-board hut occupied

as home and oflTice by the doctor of the settlement lay

a medical journal of the current month, from the pages
of which he gathered the latest utterances of the mas-
ters and the newest therapeutic discoveries of th^ day.

There, in those mountain fastnesses, among that rude
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people, a tluiisand mil -s removed from the linunts of

civilization, wluTC in his lonely rides he saw more
antelopes ihan felluw-nien, and heard oltener the shrill

yelp of the coyote than the voice of a friend, this hardy
iiioiieer in our ait rendered to the sick hoy of the un-

lettered miner the same succor that was given by his

more fortunate hrotiier to the greate^^t and richest

denizens of the cities, to the very princes of tlie earth

themselves.

There reni'uns yet much to do in our educational sys-

tem ; nor, quoting the thought from Seneca, will the op-

portunity he wanting to those liorn after a thousand
ages to add soinelhinu: to it. But I think it must strike

yoa all as somewhat unacct)utitable ihat results to satis-

factory as those just adverted to 5-hould flow from a

system so essentially bad as ours is represented to be.

Is it not something wonderful that these learned authors,

these admired teachers, tliese safe, sagacious practi-

tioners should have come from schools so wanting in all

the means of imparting a good medical education ; that,

in a word, sous so sturdy should descend from starveling

parents? For we must not f.iil to remark that these

men, of wlioin our country is proud, were, in very
large proportion, educated at home—they are of domes-
tic manufacture. The education of all but a few ofthem
was commenced and completed in our own institutions.

« TUE WOMAN QUESTION.

Before silting down I must allude briefl}'^ to another
question woman's right to enter the
professions, to become a member of all learned bodies,

to do all that she is fitted to do. ' ..'
• y

"Woman is not, as was ungallantly held by Aristotle,

an imperfect man, an ill-formed, imbecile being ; but
in development is as perfect in her sphere as man is in

li's. Men and women are indeed differentiated beings,

one the complement of the other. Each has mental and
phvsicai peculiarities, and it is as absurd to think of
obliterating the one class as the other by educaiion or

any possib'e system of training As to

equality in physical strength, I believe it. has never
been claimed. The male in all nations, civilized and
barbarous, is the larger and stronger. Anatomy as con-
c usively set'les the question of intellectual equality.

The brain of man is, on an average, larger than that

of woman, and, otlier things being equal, size gives
str< ngth But all male heads are not of
greater size than the female, and it is far from being
true men are universally stronger in intellect than wo-
mer.

"Woman makes a better nurse than our sex. . . .

. . How natural the conclusion, if better nurses, why
not at least as good physicians ? In all candor I must
say I am unable to find a satisfactory reason why wo-
men mi;,dit not succsed in some lines of our profession.

Certain paths there are which for the honor of the sex, I

hope they will not aspire to tread I
t u?t not many will incline to surgery. Yery few in-

deed, I think, would have the nerve to cut for stone in

the bladder, or perform ovariotomy. But in tact, in

grace, in pen denes*, they might presume torival us,

and with these pie isiug qualities would be welcome visi-

tos to many a sick-chamber.

Th J best proof that women may make learned doc-
tors is the fact that in times pa«t, if medical history is

to be credited, they have given to the profession mem-
bers of true erudition. Women taught side by side
with men in the first medical school established "in the
Christian era. Of the names associated with the

School of Salernum, none appeared more respectable
for scientific zeal and attainment than those of three

female profes-ors, Trolula, Rebecca, and Abi-Ua, who
were ready to grapple with the toughest 8ubject.s

in physiology ami medicine. Tr<5lula wrote a d »-

.sertation with whicli many here, I Bup[ioe, are well

acquainted

—

l)e Mulichrihus I'dsnioiiihus ; and so pro-

found was her medical scholarsliip that when a great

disputant, Rudolph Ma!a Corona, went to this seat < f

learning to try conclusions in scientre witli its profestO's,

she alone was deemed by him a worthy antagoidst.

Her sister professor, Abella, was a poet-physician,

and indited a treatise

—

iJe Atrahile et de Xatxra Seml-
nis i]fasciiliiii, in Latin verse. Tlie taste of the learned
Rebeeca inclined her to the same line of investigation,

and the work which has come down to our times from
her pen treats de Urinn et de Uinhryone. These mo-
thers in medicine, however, were not prolific; they left

no successors worthy their of fame, and their example
has not many imitators in the centuries since they
flourished.

I have strong doubts whether female physicians will

ever become very numerous. Tiieir own sex does not
incline very much to them, The movement which is

now startling the world with its din will probaVjly end
in no great results. But it depends on ihe public.

What the people decree in this matter is a law to which
all, we and the women alike, must bow submissively. If

they want women doctors, such will be foimd ready to

meet the demand. If those now pressing forward in their

studies so eagerly find their services are not wanted,
they will take down their signs, get married—if they
can—or turn lecturers, or to some more lucrative

employment. I liope they will never embai-rass us by
a personal application for seats in this Association. I

could not vote for that.

[The address closed by referring to the beneficent

influence of the Association, and expressing the hope
that it might " be perpetual, and more and more a
rall3'ing-point and a tower of strength for the profes-

sion over the Avhole wide continent."]

MEMBERS BY I.WITATION.

On motion, the following gentlemen were admitted to

seats as members by invitation : Morris J. Asch, M.D.,
Sursreon U. S A.; M. W. Junkins, M.D., of Bellaire,

Ohio; andD. D. Mahon, M.D., of Mifliiu Co., Pa.

ADMISSION OF DELEGATES.

A motion was carried that the list of delegates, as far

as presented, be accepted.

Dr. Askew, of Delaware, offered the following :

JiesoJred, That all questions of a personal character,

including complaints and protests, and all questions on
credentials, be referred at once, after the report of the

Committee of Arrangements or other presentation, to

the Commiitee on Ethics, without discussion.

Dr. Mussf.y, of Ohio, wanted questions of a personal
character referred to the Committee on Ethics, and ques-
tions of the eUgibility of societies to representation de-
cided by the Association without such reference. He
offered an amendment to th's effect, which was sec-

onded by Dr. Jacobi. of N. Y.
Dr. Porter, of Delaware, made an earnest appeal in

favor of his colleague's motion, to save the time of the
Association, and give all cases a fairer consideration
than would otherwise be possible.

The Presipent explained that the motion was in ac-

cordance with the custom of the Association for several

years past.

Dr. E. Hartshorne said the Committee of Arrange-
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inents could not see whyovcrj' question on credentials

was not a personal one.

Dr. Mussey only wanted a fair hearing for cverbody.

Dr. IIartsiiorxe explained.

Dr. N. S. Davis, of Chicago, began to state the pur-

pose of the motion, whereat a delegate grew irate and
called to order. Dr. D. continued, showing that the

reference of all these ijuestions was indispensable if the

Association would have any time left for science. All

r'ghts were safe, for the Committee's report must be

passed upon by the Association.

Dr. II. I. BowDiTCii, of Boston, feared the Committee
on Ethics might keep members out of their rightfid seats

for a day or more, while waiting to make up its report.

Dr. a. E. Palmi;r, of Mich., offered a substitute.

Dr. Bro.nsox, of Mass., thought Dr. Bowditch's just

anxiety might be relieved by an amendment to Dr.

Askew's motion, requiring the Committee on Ethics to

report at the earliest practicable moment.
Dr. Hartsiiorne explained again. Finally, to the re-

lief of every one,

Dr. Morris, of Md., moved the previous question,

which was ordered; and Dr. Askew's motion was car-

ried unanimously.

papers presented and referred.

Dr. F. W. HATcn, of Cal., presented a Repoit on the

Ch'matolof/y of California ; referred to the Section of

Mi^teorology and Epidemics.

Dr. W. F. TiioMS, of N. Y., presented a Report on
the Climatology of Nvio York; referred to same.

Dr. E. E. Fiske, of Oregon, reported progress on a

similar report, and was continued.

Dr. Gr. W. Lawrence, of Ark., had, after two years,

prepared an elaborate Report on the Climatologi/ of
Arka7isas, which he presented, but a map was still to

be furnished ; referred to Section as above.

Dr. L. p. I3usH, of Del, presented a Report on the

Climatology of Delaware ; referred to same.

Dr. H. Knapp, of N. York, presented a paner on
Methods of Extraction of Cataract; referred to Section

of Surgery and Anatomy.
Dr. E. a. Hildreth, of West Va., presented a Re-

port on the Climatology of West Virginia; referred to

Section of Meteorology and Epidemics.

Dr. Joseph Jones, of New Orleans, presented a

paper on Yellow Fever ; referred to Section of Prac-
tice of Medicine and Obstetric*.

Dr. S. Fitcii, of Portland, Me., presented a paper
entitled Three. Ovariotomists ; referred to same.

Dr. M. Simmons, of S. C, presented a Report on the

Climatology of South Carolina; referred to Section ot

Meteorology and Epidemics.

committee on ethics.

The President announced his appointment of the

following gentlemen to constitute the Committee on

Ethics:—Dr. H. F. Askew, of Wilmington, Del.
;
Dr.

N. S. Davis, of Chicago, 111.
;

Dr. Calvin Seavey, of

Bangor, Me. ; Dr. J. K. Bartl-tt. of Milwaukee, Wis.
;

and Dr. S. D. Gross, of Philadelphia, Pa.

Adjourned to 10 a.m. Wednesday,

Tuesday Evening.

In the evening a reception was given by the Biolo-

gical and Microscopical Section of the Academy of

Natural Sciences of Philadelphia. The floor of the

main hall Avas cleared for promenade, and the fair

matrons and maidens of Philadelphia made their ap-

pearance on the scene. Music by a fine orchestra, con-

versation, and general good humor, were the order of

the hour.

' In the upper hall there were exhibited under a

hundred microscopes a large number of specimens;

several improved spectroscopes were demonstrating

the beauty and delicacy of their analysis ; and every-

thing was being explained to the curioy.** of both sexes

by the Biological Society's ubiquitous and indefatigable

Committee of Arrangements.

Sicond Day^ Wednesday, 8th May.

In the absence of the President, the meeting w.is

called to order at 10 o'clock, by Dr. Thomas M. Lo-
gan, of California, First Vice-President, who announced
the first business to be the election, by the delegation of

each State and Territory, of one of its nuinber, to

constitute a Committee on Nomination of Officers for

the ensuing year, and to propose the place of meeting.

For this purpose a recess of fifteen miuntes was or-

dered.

The acoustic properties of Horticultural Hall having

proved very poor, the Association re-assembled, after

the recess, in the church of the Rev. Dr. Wylie, about
a block distant, the President, Dr. Yandell, taking the

chair.

The Secretary announced that the members were
invited to visit the Surgical and Orthopoedical gymnasi-
um of Dr. Benjamin Lee. Also that, for the evening,

receptions were tendered to the delegates and their la-

dies by Dr. fHugh L. Hodge ; and Dr. William H. Pan-
coast, his father. Dr. Joseph Pancoast, who had issued

cards of invitation, having been suddenly compelled '.o

leave town.
The names of the Nominating Committee were noAV

read, and its members withdrew to deliberate. It was
constituted as follows: Ark., R. Gr. Jennings; J/"., W.
O. Baldwin; Cal., \V. R. Cluness; Colorado, W. F.

McClellan; Conn., SylvesterW. Turner: Del, I. Jump;
D.C.,S.C. Busey; Ga.,W. F.Westmoreland; III,

W. A. Knox ;
Ind., W. A. Myers ;

Jowa, W. F. Peck
;

Kansas, ; Ey., Lewis Rogers ; Me., S. Fitch ; Md.,

J. Morris; Ma.ss., H. I. Bowditch; Mich., Stockwell;

Minnesota, A. J. Stone : Miss., B. A. Vaughan ; J/o.,

Edward Montgomery ;
Nehrasha, ; Nevada. J. C.

Tucker; N. C, ; A; //., J. H. Wheeler ; N.J.,li\Z.

Thomason ; A". Y., Wm. C. Wey ; 0., C. G. Comegys;
Oregon, T. M. Logan . Pa., Robt. E. Rogers ; 7?. /., F.

II. Peckham
; /?. C, Kimlock ; Tenn., Wm. Finlav

;

Texas, S. Dowell ; T o.. J. B. McCaw ;
Tl, ;

11'.

Va,, R. H. Cumines ;
TI7s.. J. T. Reeve ; U. S. Army,

J. J. Woodward ; U. S. Navy, Geo. Clymer.

members by invitation.

Dr. R. E. Rogers, of Philadelphia, desired to offer

a resolution which became necessary in con.sequencc of

the fact that tlie Faculty of the University of Virginia

had not sent delegates to the Association. Their svs-

tem of education being peculiar, but of very high

standard, they had some hesitation as to the propriety

of sending delegates. His resolution was that Dr. J.

Edgar Chancellor, of the University of Virginia, be
invited to take a seat in the Association. This was
at'reed to after amendment by adding the names of Dr.

H. C. Bickford, Mass. ; G. H. W. Herrick, Mass. ; A. H.
Schaeffer, Ind. ; and E. C. Cro^s, Minn.

amendment to by-laws.

Dr. Bronson, of Mass., offered as an amendment fo

the By-laws, the following:

Resolved, That the Committee on Ethics, to consist

of seven members, be elected by the Nominating Com-
mittee.

The Chair decided the motion lost on viva voce vote,

and a division of the house was ca'led for, pending which
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Dii. Bronson y:iid : I was about to say that, at ihe

organization of tliis As*iOoialioii, the qiiedtions which

came before tlie Committee on Ethics were of very little

interest to a large portion of this convention. Such a

committee was considered of so little importance that it

was nut originally provided for by our constitution or

by-laws. But within the last few years every

gentleman familiar with tlic acts of the Association is

aware that di.^ordant elements have been introduced,

which have consumed the time of the l)0(ly and pro-

duced friction among its members. This has been

owing in part to the fact that the presiding oflicors

of this Association have enjoyed and exercised the

right of appointing the Coiiunittee on Ethics. If the

Presiilent iiad any special predilections on this or that

question, ho would be very apt to appoint a committee
in sympathy with him. With the view, therefore, of

correctiug this evil, it has occurred to me that if each

state and territory liad a voice in the formation of that

comrniitee, the difficulty would be removed ;
that it

would prove a balm and a poultice to this Association.

This was my object in introducing the resolution—not

that I had anything to say against the action of any of

our Presidents; for they have all acted as I wouUl, no
doubt, have done myself.

On division the motion was lost by affirmative 1G7,

negative 187.

A NEW REMEDY.

Dr.Van" Bibber, of Baltimore, a^^ked that the Associa-

tion appoint a special committee to examine the merits

of a remedy which he held in his hand, but the name
of which he did not know. It was a substitute for

quinine.

Tlie rerriedy was referred to the Section of Chemistry
and Materia Medica.

THE MASSACHUSETTS MEDICAL SOCIETY.

Dr. X. S. Davis, of Chicago.—I hold in my hand a

preamble and resolutions which seem to me calculated

10 do gooJ in at least one section of our country, and
I see nothing in them to which any man could object.

I am sure that as the Massachusetts association is carry-

ing the matter now to the civil courts, if we can give
them a word of encouragement, it will be of service.

Whereas, it has been represented tliat the ^lassachu-
setts Medical Society considered that its delegation to

the annual meeting of the American Medical Associa-
tion, in Wasliington, in 1870, was unjustly excluded
by the committee of arrangements, and whereas the
action of the Committee on Ethics, at the same meet-
ing, in refusing to allow the right of the said Commit-
tee of Arrangements to detain the Massachusetts dele-

gation, was unauthorized by a majority of the members
of that committee,

Resolved, therefore, that the Association acknowledge
tlie great and eflective efforts of the Massachusetts
Medical Society to elevate the profession, and suppress
quackery of all sorts, and that the Association encourage
it in its exertions to rid itself of all pretenders.

Resolved, that the Association trusts that hereafter
there will be a united and harmonious action of all the
several bodies of which it may be conjposed.
On motion of Dr. Howard, of Baltimore, the matter

was referred to the Committee on Ethics.

thermometers.

The Secretary asked that Dr. Edouard Seguin, of
New York, be permitted to exhibit his clinical thermo-
meters and describe their use.

Dr. Davis opposed this violation of the rules as esta-
blishing a troublesome precedent.
The President remarked that he was accused the day

before of being di.scoutteous, and he was now di.sposed

to oxerci.se all the courtesy possible.

Dr. Seguin was referred to the Section of Practical

Medicine and Obstetrics.

report ok pcbmcatios.

Dr. Francis Gi-rney Smith, of Philadelphia, Chairman
of the Committee on Publication, proscnte<l its Report.

It set Ibrth that 750 copies of the Transactions of the

Society had been published, at a cost of $1,')49..39. Ot

these 475 volumes were distributed, including 23 to

various medical journals, and 88 copies were si ill due to

members. The work was completed and issued eaily

in November. The report concluded by remintling the

members of a resolution passed in 1870 that all mem-
bers who failed to reply to the committee's circular

within one year forfeited their right to a copy of the

Transactions.

report of treasurer.

Dr. Caspar Wister, of Philadelphia, Treasurer, re-

ported that the Association last year exercised a praise-

worthy discrimination in the selection of the material

furnished for publication, and consequently the volume
of transactions was smaller, cheaper, and more desirable

to the profession than heretofore. The edition was
published at a price which left a balance on hand for

the use of the Association v/hen it may hereafter be-

come forgetful of its prudence, and refer a great mass
of manuscript for publication. Concerning matter so re-

ferred the Publication Committee had no discretionary

power, but w^as compelled to print it all.

He counselled care in the adoption of prize essays,

which annually depleted the treasury of $200 that it

could ill afford.

The balance sheet showed $1,005 on hand, some $300
more than last year.

The President called attention to the great import-

ance of the Treasurer's suggestion regarding the com-
mitment for publication of voluminous and worthless

matter. He hoped some remedy would be found.

REPORT ON medical EDUCATION.

Dr. J. S. Weatherly, of Alabama, Chairman cf the

Committee on Medical Education, presented a Report
signed by himself and Dr. J. M. Toner. It said the

Association was formed for the improvement of the

proft ssion in this country, and if it had effected UttI"

in the way of reform, this was certainly not the fault

of its committees. Tliat our present system of educa-
tion was in a bad way there was no doubt. The dis-

ease was patent and the diagnosis easy enough ; but
the treatment had proved a hard matter : cheap col-

leges, dependent on tuition and diploma-fees, exacting
no preparatory training, no compmlsory attendance
of lectures and but a supeificial final examination were
our ruin

; but how should we help it? The European
schools were better than ours, but their system was
impracticable here; "we were going too fast to have
the brakes of the old world applied to us."

The Committee fell back on the plan of memorializ-
ing the state authorities to grant no charters to

new colleges which should fail to adopt a system to be
hereafter recommended by the Association, and to r^^-

voke the charters of all existing ones which should re-

fuse to conform to it. A national medical college, as rec-

ommended by President Baldwin in 18G9, would doubt-
less have a good effect in slimidating other institutions

to come np to its standard. The army and navy ex-
aminations had already a similar tendency.

In heu of the plan of a National Academy of Medi-
cine, suggested by Dr. Moses, with such qualifications
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for membership as should make it a high honor to gain

admission, the connnit.tee proposed that some badge or

medal be fixed upon by the American Medical Associa-

tion, to be conferred u|)on its own members, in token

of the honor attaching to their fellowship in so distin-

guished a body.
Instead of the annual volume of TraiisacfionSj the

committee would have the Association publish a month-
ly journal, especially devoted to the reform of medical

education, and a high standard of medical literature, the

editors to be elected annually by the Association. It is

confidently believed that not only the profession hut

also the peojde would be favorably influenced by this

means, as the journal would be read by many who
never see the Transactio)is.

The committee recommended that the Association

take decided action to make itself felt as the head of

the profession in the United States, by demanding a

proper standard of membership, and by publishing to

the world that colleges which do not observe certain

rules shall not be entitled to representation. To esta-

blish these rules, the committee urged that a congress

composed of delegates from the medical colleges

assemble to fix upon some uniform and improved plan

of medical instruction, which should be recognized

as the only system of medical instruction in this

country.

A special committee was asked for, to report, at the

present session, upon the suggestions contained in the

report.

The report was referred to the Committee on Publi-

cation.

REPORT OF LIBRARIAN.

*" Dr. F. a. AsnFORD, D.C., Librarian, reported a consid-

erable increase in the library, and submitted a full cata-

logue. He suggested that the volumes of the Transac-

tions now on hand be placed in his hands to be exchang-
ed for books upon other subjects. No money had
been received by him.

The report wa3_ref(;rred to the Committee on Publi-

cation.

EEPORT ON PRIZE ESSAYS.

Dr. Francis C Smith, Philadelphia, of the Commit-
tee on Prize Essays, in the absence of its Chairman, Dr.

Stilie, due to a recent bereavement, reported:

Four essays were submitted to the Committee; of

these one was withdrawn by its author, and the remain-
ing three were carefully examined by the Committee.
Two of them did not fulfil the conditions which are to

determine the disposition of the prize. The third one
did—that is, it presented the condition of original

research. The title of that essay is, ^' What physiologi-

cal value has phosphorus as an organismal element?'^ It

bears a Latin motto—" Ne ientes, aut (sed ?) perfice^^'' and
(opening the corresponding envelope) the name of the

author is Samuel R. Percy, M.D., of New York city.

report on medical literature.

Dr. TnEopniLUS Parvin, Chairman of the Committee
on Medical Literature, in the course of a long and highly

ornate report, said that if it were possible for the Com-
mittee to perform its functions as defined twenty-five

years ago, and prepare a report on the more important
journals and other publications, foreign as well as do-

mestic, of the year, and make reference to " all such

matters as may be deemed advisable for encouraging
and maintaining a national literature of our own," the

reading of such a report would demand a protracted

session and its publication would bankrupt the trea.^ury.

We had now an American medical literature of which

we might justly be proud, and which challenged the

re°pect of the profession abioad. The very city of

Philadelphia had produced Avorks which would make
quite a liljrary of them.selves, and without which no

medical library, however va«t and various its volumes,

would be complete. It would not be deemed invidious

if he made special mention of fiurof its living authors,

George B. ^\'ood, Hugh L. Hodge, Isaac Hayes, and
Sanmel D. Gro.-s.

Our literature was practical in character. Although

we might boast of the grace and beauty with which Dr.

Chapman clothed his thoughts; of the flashing declara-

tions of the late Dr. Meigs; of the calm dignity and

polished periods of Dr. Wood, yet, generally, our Ameri-

can authors gave less heed to language than to ideas.

The American was a man of business, and if an author

wished to catch the car of an American physician, he

must have something useful to say, and must say it

quickly.

The report strongly advocated an international copy-

right law, as conducive to the best interests alike of

authors, publishers, and the profession at large.

It followed up the idea recommended in Dr.

Weatherly's report, and wai-mly demanded that the

Association replace its yearly Transactions, of which

some six hundred copies were issued, and perhaps half

of them read, by a national medical journal, that should

command a larger audience and a stronger influence,

and of necessity draw out better contributions. Such
a journal would be free from prejudice in fiivor of

any publisher, or college, or local clique, a charge to

which too many medical periodicals were liable, though

there were honorable exceptions. Its editors would

have no favors to ask and no fear of giving offence ; and

would keep clear of such papers as too often get into

the Transactions, that nine out often editors would re-

ject. In a style of the highest literary merit, the na-

tional journal should present the best thought in theory,

and the latest improvements in practice; and, rising to

the aesthetic and the moral sphere, it should " train the

physician to a higher life."

The Committee did not endorse the suggestion, made

in 1849 and renewed in 18G3, that the Association pub-

lish works after the plan of the Sydenham Society.

Good books had no difficulty in finding publishers. It

did recommend, however, the appointment of a comi)e-

tent Commission, which should be empowered to ex-

amine manuscripts, and set the seal of the Associa-

tion's approval upon them.

The Report closed with the very practical suggestion

that, instead of offering annuafly two prizes of one

hundred dollars each, the Association should offer a

single prize of six hundred dollars, triennially, for the

best essay presented during the three years.

Referred to the Committee on Publication.

The Prksipent announced that a paper presented for

the prize had been received too late for examination,

and it was deposited with the Secretary for the author.

The Secretary announced certain papers received,

for reference, under the resolution of yesterday, to the

Committee on Etliics.

Dr. Bronson, Mass., asked their titles, that any mem-
bers interested might be at the hearing before the Com-
mittee, and was informed by the Chair that it was the

custom of the Committee to send for persons and pa-

pers.

REPORT OX MEniCAL NECROLOGY.

Dr. J. D. Jackson, Ky., Chairman of the Committee

on American ]Medical Necrology, s\ibmitted its Report,

which was referred, without reading, to the Committee

on Publication,
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PAPEIIS, ETC.. PHESEVTEK AND KKKKItltKU.

The Skcretary announced tlio following by title, and
thoy wore appropriately relcrred :

By Dr. J. G. liiciiARnsos, Philadilpliia, a paper on
Tilt Stnirfiire of the Whiff Ill'iud-Corptiscles : to the

Section of Medical Jurisprudence, Hygiene, and I'hysi-

olopy.

By Dr. FIexry ITartshorne, Philadelpliia, a paper on
V(iiio-.\fotnr P/ii/siiilotfi/ : to the same.

By Dr. J. Pancoast, tlirough Dr. S. B. Merkel,
Philadelpliia, the (\isf of Cieorije T/iovmo, a colored

man, said lo be able to displace his heart, stop its beat-

ing at will, and roll his belly in a wonderful way: to

tlie Section of Suri^ery and Anatomy.
By Dr. \V. F. Peck, Iowa, a paper on Operation at

the /lip-Joint, with details of a ca-se : to the same.

By Dr. IIarrisox Allen, Philadelphia, a paper on
The S >f't Palate in HiaJth ami /disease: to the same.

By Dr. W. II. MrssEY, Cincinnati, a paper on Elec-

trolysis in Cancer : also one on a Case of ]'esical Calcu-
lus and Pohipi of the Prostate : to the same.
By Dr. J. S. Packard, Philadelphia, A Suspensive

Apprtrnfiis for Fracture of Leg, and a Splint for Exci-
sion of Knee : to the same.
By Dr. J. P. Garrish, New York, a paper on The

Use of Instruments in Obstetrics: to the Section of
Practical Medicines and Obstetric?.

By Dr. George M. Bearp, New York, a paper on
lierent fiesearches in Electro- Therapeutics : to the same.
By Dr. C. F. Perkins, Pa., a paper on Intemperance

;

also one on A A'eir Method of Su'iinmin(f : to the same.
By Dr. E. M. Hunt, N. J., Report on the Climatology

and Epidemics of Xew Jersey : to the section of Meteo-
rolojry. Medical Topography, and Epidemic Diseases.

By Dr. P. K. Hoy, Wis., a paper on Four Cases of
Fracture of the Femur : to the Section of Surgery and
Anatomy.
By Dr. P. Pineo, Ma.=;s., Report of the V. S. Marine

Hospital Service: to the Section of Practical Medicine
and Obstetrics.

CONTRACT PRACTICE.

Dr. W.\f. R. FiNDLEY, Pa., presented a resoluiion

whicli declared that as the Association, in 1869, unani-
mously adopted a resolution classing all who practised

medicine on the '"contract system " with "irre<rular

jiractitioners," and as this action had excited consider-
able controversy in many of the county societies,

whose members had misunderstood the meaning of the
resolution, it was therefore important that the Commit-
tee on Ethics define the true significance of the plirase
' contract physicians" as employed in the resolution.

Referred to the Committee on Ethics.

COMPARATIVE PATHOLOGY A NATIONAL MEDICAL LIBR.VRY.

Dr. George Sttton, Ind., Chairman of tlie Special
Committee on Comparative Pathology, and the Effects
which Diseases of Inferior Animals have upon the Hu-
man System, presented his Report speaking of the
diflSculty in gaining access to the requisite material for

preparing a proper report on the subject ; and of the
urgent need of a National Medical Library.

Dr. J. J. Woodward, Surgeon-General's Office, TJ.

S. A., stated that the National Medical Library, which
the last speaker considered so desirable, wa< already
in existence. The library of the Surgeon-General's
oflSce, at Washington, now contained some eighteen
thousand volume*, and probably the most complete
collection of American medical journals and pamphlets
anywhere to be found. Its catalogue of titles, nearly

;

ready, fdled about four hundred double-column impe-
rial octavo pagt s. Congress had been liberal toward
it for the last few years, and there was every prospect

it would continue its favor. Gentlemen interested

might coniinutiicate with Mr. Bilhngs at the Surgeon-*
General's office, who was anxious to complete the stock
of journal.*, monographs, etc.

On information fiom the Secretary, that jiapers re-

ferred to the Publication Committee must be printed

unchaiigeil, the Report was referred back to its aullior

for revision of the portion concerning a National Li-

brary.

CO.M.MnTEE ON EDICATION.

Dr. Pollock, Pa., moved that a special committee of
seven be appointed by the Chair, to consider the sug-

gestions of the Report on Medical Education. Carried.

The Chair sub.*equen'lv named Drs. Pollock. Pa.

:

Westmoreland, Ga. ; Talley, S. C. ; Walker, N. Y.
;

J. I). Jackson, Ky. ; Weutheily, Ala. ; and Hunter
McGuire, Va.

WHO SHALL DECIDE ON THE PCBLICATION OF MANUSCRIPTS?

Dr. Stetler, Pa., offered the fullowing:

Resolved, By the American Medical Association, that

no report or paper which is referred by it to the vari-

ous Sections .shall be referred by the latter to the Com-
mittee of Publication without first having been ex-

amined and approved by two-thirds of the members
present at said Soct'on.

Dr. Gordon, Me., thought the Committee on Publi-

cation should decide on the merits of papers, and that,

to this. end, it should be made large enough, and be
compo.sed of men eminent enough in culture and ex-
perience to command respect for its decisions.

Dr. Keller, Ky., moved as an amendment to Dr.

Stetler's resolution the following substitute:

Resolved, That the Committee on Publication have
discretionary power on all subjects referred to them,
unless instructions to publish accompany the refer-

ence.

Dp. Porter, Del., endorsed the original resolution

except tliat he would require the approval of two-thirds

of all the members of tlie Section, as tliat would prob-

ably secure better attendance. The Sections should

feel the responsibiUty devolving upon them ; and he
was opposed to leaving the discretionary power with
so small a number as the Publication Committee.

Dr. F. G. S-mith thought this resolution conflicted

with the Constitution and should lie over for one
year.

Dr. Williams, of Baltimore, contended that there

was now no question which could come up requiring

a two- thirds vote, and he did not see that it v.-as

necessary in this case. He moved that the resolution

lie on the table. Lost by affirmative, 104; negative,

165.

Dr. a. B. Palmer, Mich., said it would be im-
possible for the Publication Committee to examine
and decide upon all the matters submitted to ihem,

and were it possible, they would be unwilling to take

the responsibility. This should be left with the Asso-
ciation and its Sections, where it had remained for

twenty years, in spite of various schemes to change
it. He moved indefinite postponement.

Dr. BnoNsoN, Mass., seconded the motion, and am-
plified upon the argument, of Dr. Palmer.
The motion was declared carried ; the note doubted,

and a division called for
;
pending which the meeting

adjourned.
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Wednesday Evening.

LECTURES AND ENTKKTATNMKNTS.

At seven o'clock Puof. II. D. Noyks, M.D., of New
York, delivered, at (he Chemical Lecture Room of the

University of Pennsylvania, a highly interesting^ lecture

on Tlie ReJation of iJiseases of tlie Inner Structures of the

Eye to ot/ier Affections of the Jiody. It was profusely

illustrated by magic lantern projections of physio-
logical and morbid ophtlialmoscopic appearances from a

series of slides, exquisitely painted, under the Doctor's

own supervision.

At eight o'clock, Prof. Robert E. Rogers, M.D.,
gave, in the same building, a brilliant lecture, of an
elementary character, on some Optical and Electrical

Phenomena. He explained concisely the wave theory
of light, and that there are not tiiree or seven primary
colors, but as many as there are difl'erent wave-lengths

;

dwelt upon the spectrum analysis with demonstrations
;

showed how to generate " electricity for the million "

by the friction of high-pressure steam escaping through
wood-hned nozzles; and otherwise filled up the hour
to the manifest enjoyment of a crowded audience.

Later, the delegates, with the ladies who accomiianied

them, were hospitably entertained at tlie residences of

Dr. Wm. H. Pancoast and Dr. Hugh L. Hodge.

Third day, Tliursday, 9th May.

Met in the church, and called to order by the Presi-

dent, at 10 a. m.

MEMBERS BY INVITATION.

Upon motion, Drs. E. N. Asch, N. C, W. W. Vin-
nedge, Ind., S. T. Maxwell, Fla., and John Berryman,
of Edinburgli, were invited to seats on the floor as

members of the Association.

SAFE POISON-BOTTLES.

The Secretary read the following, which had been
adopted by the College of Physicians, Philadelphia, May
1, 1872.

Whereafs, cases of accidental poisoning and of tlie

internal administration of medicines intended onlj^ for

external use are so frequent; and
TrAe/-e«s, every possible safeguard should be employed

to prevent such accidents; therefore

Resolved, That it is recommended to all druggists to

place all external remedies in bottles not only colored, so

as to appeal to the eye, but also rough upon one side, so

that by the sense of touch no mistakes shall be possible

even in the dark; and that all bottles containing poisons

should not only be labelled "poison," but also with

another label indicating the most efficient and convenient

antidote.

Upon motion of Dr. Sayre, N. Y., adopted.

DISEASES OF ANIMALS.

Dr. Alexander W. Stein, of New York, presented

the following:

Whereas, it has long been recognized that diseases of

a dangerous and fatal nature are transmissible fiom

animals to man, and that certain zymotic affections,

which are common to both man and animals, do very

frequently manifest themselves, first in the latter and

subsequently in man, thus warning us that to be in-

different to the condition of the infeiior animals is to

introduce and create centres of disease among ourselves

;

therefore,

Resolved, That a committee be appointed to ascertain

what measures can be instituted to pievent the exten-

sion of such diseases to man, and what sanitary measures
can be effected to arrest the progress of such diseases

ia animals, the committee to leport next year.

Adopted. The Chair appointed Drs. Stein, N. Y.

;

Sutton, Ind. ; and Gross, Phila.

alcohol.

Dr. Fkedehick Hornor, Va., proposed the following:

Wliereas, the abuse of ardent spirits in our country
has proved injurious to the heallh of the community,

Resolved, That the members of this Association are

recommended to discourage the use of alcoholic stimuli

in their practice.

Adopted.
Dr. Walker, N. Y., presented a resolution that t-o

much of the report of the Committee on Literature as

relates to the establishment of a national medical

journal be referred to a committee, to report at the

jiresent session.

Agreed to.

REPORT ON NOMENCLATURE OF DISEASES.

Dr. Francis C Smith, Phila., Chairman of the Com-
mittee on Nomenclature of Diseases, reported that in

accordance with instructions given them by the Asso-
ciation in 1870, they had prepared a nomenclature to be
adopted and observed by the practitioners of the United
States. The system presented was based upon that of

the Royal College of Physicians of London, with such
additions and modifications as in the judgment of the

committee were needed. In selecting Latin equiva-

lents they had frequently departed from tlie British

nomenclature, and so far as possible the English rather

than the Latin terms had been employed.
To the Report Avere appended the following:

Resolved, That the Report of the Committee on No-
menclature of Diseases be referred to a special com-
mittee of five members, to be appointed by the Presi-

dent, who shall examine it and report u[;on its final

disposition at the present meeting of the Association.

Resolved, That on the favorable report of said Com-
mittee it shall be referred back to the Committee on
Nomenclature for a preparation of an index.

A minority REPORT.

Dr. Woodward, U. S. A., offered a minority repor"^,

that while the minority of the Committee had the

highest respect for the ability and learning of those

members of it whose residence in Philadelphia had
enabled them to attend to its meetings and aid in the

production of the report just read, they neverthele.'-s

felt it a duty to express their eainest conviction that

the adoption of a nomenclature and a classification by
this Association was a matter of too great importance

to be acted upon hastily, and before any of the mem-
bers of the Association, except a part of the Committee,

had had any opportunity to examine for tlieni.selves the

scheme proposed. The minority of the committee had
not been able to examine the proof-sheets of the work
until the commencement of the present meeting, al-

though this was due to circumstances, and not the fault

of the majority. They proposed, therefore, this reso-

lution :

Resolved, That the nomenclature and classification

just submitted by the Committee be published in the

transactions
;
that one thousand extra copies be printed

in cheap pamphlet form and distributed to the profes-

sion
; and that the question of the adojition of the

nomenclature and classification by this body be post-

poned until the next annual meeting.

These reports were discussed by Drs. F. C. Smith,

Woodward, Hamilton, White, Howard, Gallagher,

Newman, Palmer, J. L. Atlee, and Squibb. Dr. Wood-
ward's resolution was then accepted.
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AN KUUCATIONAL COXGnESil.

Dr. Kkm.kii, Ky., presontod the followinp:

liesnlved. That so iiiucli of I lit- Keport of the Com-
niitti'i' on Ktlucntion as roftTS to tlie rstalilishiin-iit of a

nioiiifal coupross, fonsistiiip of an »'(ju»l minilRT of re-

proseutntivos from each iStato, is of iinnu'iiialt! iinport-

aiioe, and, in order to furtlior the views flms exjiressed,

that a committee of one from enoii State he appointed

at once to Uike the prehniinary 6teps neoessary to or-

ganization, with instructions to report before the ad-

journment of this Association.

Lo>t.

0FFICKR3 NOMISATED AND ELECTEP.

Dr. Wm. O. Baldwin, Ala., Chairman, read a partial

Report from the Committee on Nominations, as follows :

J'resiilent.—Dk. Thomas M. Logan, Cal.

Kirst \'ire- President.—Dk. Cati.is, Conn.
Seronil Vice-I'rf!(iilent.—Dr. McPiieetkrs, Mo.
Third Vice-President.—Dr. Pollock, Pa.

Fourth Vice-President.—Dr. Dric;o.=s, Tcnn.
Treasurer.—Dr. Caspar Wister, Pa.

Librarinn.—Dr. William Lee, D. C.

Committee on Library.—Dr. J. M. Toner, D. C.

Xtxt Place of Meetini/.—St. Louis.

A.tsistant Secrettiri/.—Dr. M. A. Pallen, Mo.
The report, as far as read, was received and adopted,

ami the committee continued.

Dr. Pallen, of St. Louis, in l)ehalf of the Profession
in Ids city and State, thanked the members of the As-
sociation for their selection of the place of meeting, and
promised to entertain them in true Western style.

A NATIOXAL ACAPE.MY.

Dr. Fallen, Mo., now offered a series of resolutions
looking to the establishment of a national medical
ac,\demy, for the purpose of examining physicians, and
giving them certiljcates ofmembership and proficiency

;

and appointing a committee to carry out the scheme,
with it^ originator, Dr. Gratz Moses, of St. Louis, as
Chairman. Not agreed to.

A N.\TIONAL nEALXn COUNCIL.

Dr. T. M. Log.vn, Cal., Chairman of the Special Com-
mittee on a National Health Council, read a long Pic-

port, stating that he had opened communications with
each of the thirty members of the Committee, repre-
senting as many States, and had prepared and circulat-

ed a form of memorial with a view of bringing about a
concerted movement for harmonious action on the part
of the several State Legislatures. Though no definite
results had yet been reached, still a general interest
had been awakened.

" We may safely measure the real rank wliich a
state holds in the scale of civilization by the attention
it bestows on public hygiene No
amount of individual effort or of medical skill can do
"what is wanted in the premises. Earnest comliined
action, not only in, but out of the profession also, is

what is wanted to secure to the great masses of the
people the first conditions of a sound sanitary state;
to arrest the propagation of infectious disorders ; to
prevent over-crowding in dwelling-houses, and over-
tasking in schools and manufactories; to furnish an
adequate supply of fresh air and potable water, and
otherwise to provide against the new dangers to health
and to life -which the progress of population, conse-
quent upon the increase of -wealth, is continually intro-
ducing. Without extrinsic aid, however, it is believed
that we can effect comparatively but little. The in-
fluence and moral power even of medical men are
limited, and it is in fact impossible for those in large

practice, with all the anxieties which such practice

necessarily entails to give to questions of a piildii-

nature the time and consideration their importance
demands. What seeing to be rei|uircd, thercfon', to

meet the neccs-itie.s of the case, is a th(jroughly well

organized department of health, coi)ne(!ted with
government, under the Hurveillanee of this As-soeiation,

and charged with the duty of suiicrintending a sanitary

system, to which our municip.al and State Ijoards of

health .shall be subsidiary, just as our County and State

societies are to this organization.

"Through the instrumentality of such State boards
of health as are now inaugurated in Mas-achuseits,

California, Minnesota, and Virginia, a body of medical

men will be jirovided for, who will thus be enabled to

withdraw from the cngros-ing demands of private

practice, and to devote themselves to the special study
of sanitary questions; and in order to secure a con-

stant .-upply of competent physicians to this end, there

should l>e instituted in our medical schools full and
complete courses of instruction in State Medicine.

' As the phrase 'State Medicine' is perhaps imper-
fectly under>tood by many of the profession, and is

absolutely new to the general public, we would here,

parenthetically, to give an idea of what it is, quote the

list of suljccts which have been suggested as properly

appertaining to it by a committee of the General
Medical Council of Great Britain. They are: Forensic

Medicine, Toxicology, Morbid Anatomy, Psychological

Medicine, Laws of Evidence. Preventive Medicine,
Vital and Sanitary S'atistics, Medical Topography and
certain portions of Engineering Science and Practice.

In short, as a member of the committee well expres.ses

it. State Medicine consists in the application of medical
knowledge and skill to the benefit of communities,
which is obviously a very different thing from their

application to the benefit of individuals in private or

curative medicine.
" The course of lectures to which we have just re-

ferred might be open for the instruction of the public

generally, and particularly school teachers, trained

nurses, and sanitary inspectors."

"Diffuse the discovery of the means of protection

against many diseases, which have been perfected

under the vigilant outlook and investigation of com-
bined chemical and microscopic detectives; extend
what has been successfully applied to circumscribed

communities, to states, and to nations; let facilities for

concerted action be established internationally through
the instrumentality of governments and the people
will no more be decimated by those pandemic waves
which have so often swept with cumulative impetuosity

over the fiice of the earth. Let the operations of the
' Signal Service ' be so extended to both continents as

to report every tiling ofscientific interest to the physician

as well as to the physicist, and the important results

that will follow cannot he conceived in their illimitable

applications. ' Not only Avill storm-currents be indi-

cated hours, if not days, advance of their actual

presence, but all the meteoric and other phenomena
attendant upon the appearance of diseases will be noted
and heralded, so that the progress of the latter may be
combated in their small beginnings, before they gain

a foothold in the land. Thus, while from the con-

comitant observations of an expanded horizon the

origin and advance of epidemics will be made more
apparent than they now are, so will their latent relation-

ship to some great cosmic or telluric laws be probably
discovered.'

" In conclusion, your Committee respectfully ask to

be continued, and constituted a special Section of

'State Medicine and Public Hygiene,' to -which all
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subjects c<^p;nate thereto may be referred. Also, that

the}^ be empowered to take such acliun, in comuction

•with the authorities at Wasliiugtou, as in their judu;-

nient may be ilecmed expedient in carrying out lliu

objecls of the resohitions."
" "Du. J. C. Tucker, Cal, offered, as a substitute for the

suggestions iu the report, a resolution appealing to Con-

gress to establish a national Sanitary Bureau, iu charge

of three Conunissioners, at a salary of $5,(100 each, Lo

be appointed by the United States Treasurer, liom

j)hysicians nominated by this Association. The Bureau

was to have charge of all governmental hospitals, and

was to secure the proper supply of bovine viiu-, besidt

s

performing many other national duties. The plan of

Dr. Tucker was 'very elaborate, and contained an act

bearing upon this subject; to be presented to Congress.

Dr. GALLAtaiER moved tliat the resolution lie on the

table. Agreed to.

Dr. Tyler, of Washington, 'D. C, insisted upon the

members' exercising great care iu submitting questions

to Congress; that all such matters were Hkely to be

controlled by rings for their own advantage.

That portion of the Keport of tlie Committee, which

referred to taking action in connection with the autho-

rities in Washington, was stricken out, and the lleport

was then agreed to.

THOSE POOR MCS. AGAIN.

Dr. Talley, S. C, wished to call up the business cut

off by adjournment yestei-day. At that moment
there was pending a division of the House on the

motion to indefinitely postpone Dr. Stetler's reso-

lution, to which an amendment, in the nature of

a substitute, had been offered by Dr. Keller.

The Chair dt cided that the business could be called up,

and it was so ordered. Dr. Talley then re-opened the

argument, anxious that some plan might be carried

through to make the Transactions respectable, whether

that of the original motion, that of the pending amend-
ment, or something better than either.

Dr. Keller, by request, repeated his amendment in

substance as yesterdaj-, though in form somewhat
modified. At this point the Nominating Committee
made a supplementary report, which was acted on

;

but for the sake of our readers we reserve it a mo-
ment. That disposed of. Dr. Keller, stating his mo-
tion for the fourth time, and reducing it to writing, got

it finally in this shape

:

Resolved^ That all papers referred to the Committee
on Publication by this Association, or by one of its

Sections, may be published at the discretion of that

Committee, provided that no paper shall be referred

by the Section without having been previously read

and approved b}' a two-thirds majority of the Section

present.

Drs. Wister, Keller, N. S. Davis, Sayre, E. L. Howard,
Gross, and Porter followed in animated debate, with
reiteration, reminiscence, and reference to the Con-
stitution. At last a (new) motion to indefinitely post-

pone overwhelmingly prevailed.

NOMINATIONS AND ELECTIONS CONCLUDED,

The Committee on Nominations presented in two
installments the balance of its Report, as follows:

STANDING COM.MITTEES.

Committee of Arrangements : J. B. Johnston, J. T.

Ilodgen, J. P. Moore, Robinson, Kennard, Leete, Bro-
kaw, J. M. Scott, all of St. Louis, Mo.

Committee on Puhliration : Atkinson, Pa., Chairman
;

D. Murray Cheston, Pa. ; William Lee, D. C. ; Caspar
Wister, Pa. ; tl. F. Askew, Del. ; J. Aitken Meigs, Pa.

Committee on Prize Essays: Jno P. Moore, Mo.;
Chairman; E. P. Gregory, Mo.; N. S. Davis, 111.; 'J'.

Parvin, lud. ; C Mendenhall, (J.

Committee on Med. Education : William Carson, 0.,

Chairman; Joseph P. Logan, Ga. ; E. Lloyd Howard,
Md.; H. K. Steele, Cal.

; S. Oakley Vanderpoel, N. Y.
Committee on Med. Literature: Austin Flint, N. Y.,

Chairman; L. P. Yandell, Sr., Ky.; Henderson, Ala.;

S. B. Thrall, Iowa; Seavey, Me.
Committee on American Med. Xecrolorpj. [One mem-

ber from each state and territory ; names omitted from
lack of space.]

Committee on CUmaluIo/jy and Epidemic Diseases.

[Similarly const itiitetl.]

OFEICERS OF SECTIONS.

Chemistry and Materia Medina: R. E. Rogers, Phila,,

Pa., Chairman ; E. Cutter, Woburn, Mass., Secretary.

Practical Med. and Obstetrics: D. A. O'Donnell, Bait.,

Md., Chairman; B. F. Dawson, N. Y. City, Secretary.

iSurr/ery and Anatomy: Warren, Bait., Md., Chair-

man ; W. F. Peek, Davenport, Iowa, Secretary.

Meteorohyy, Medic(d 7'opo/jraphy and Epidemic Dis-

eases : George Sutton, Aurora, Ind., Chairman; Elislui

Harris, N. Y. City, Secretary.

Med. Jurisprudence, Hygiene, and Physiol. : S. C.

Busey, Wasli., D. C, Chairman ; A. B. Arnold, Bait.,

Md., Secretary.

Psychology : Isaac Ray, Phila., Pa., Chaiiman
;

John Curwen, Harrisburg, Pa., Secretary.

SPECIAL COMMITTEES.

On Vaccination : Wise, Ky.
On Diseases of Colorado : Eisner, Col.

On Treatment of Fractures: L. A. Sayre, N. Y.

On "ChuaBibberina" {[)—a substitute for quinia :

Win. Chew Van Bibber, Md.
On Otjncecology : M. A. Pallen, Mo.

The Report was received and, on motion, adopted,

thus completing the election of officeis.

REPORT ON ETHICS.

Dr. Askew, Del, Chairman of the Committee on

Ethics, presented its Report, which was read by Dr. N.

S. Davis. The report, referring to several (iisconnected

matters, was considered by sections as follows :

THE MASSACHUSETTS MEDICAL SOCIETY.

Thf preamble and resolutions offered on Wednesday
by Dr. Davis Avere recommended for unanimous

adoption by the Association. They were again read in

these words (a .slight alteration in Committee having

relieved them of their obscurity of expression on one

point)

:

WItereas, It has been represented that the Massa-

chusetts Medical Society considers that its delegates to

the annual meeting of the American Medical Associa-

tion in Washington, May, 1870, were unjustly excluded

by the Committee of Arrangements; and
Whereas, The action of the Committee on Ethics, at

the same meeting, in refusing the right of said Com-
mittee of Arrangements to exclude the Massachusetts

delegation, is not yet fully understood by that society;

therefore

Resolved, That the Association acknowledge the

great and effective efforts of the Massachusetts Medi-

cal Society to elevate the profession, and to suppress

(piackery of all sorts, and especially assure that society

of encouragement and support in its present exertions

to rid itself of all pretenders.

Adopted unanimously.
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Dr. Bronson, of Mnssachusetts, in behair of the so-

ciety concerneil, thanked the Asaociatioii for its hearty

vote.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OK TIIK DISTRICT OF COLrMIllA.

Ill ro'^'anl to the ofliciiil CDniniiinicntion of tlic Cor-

respondinp Secrrtary of tlic Medical Socioty of the

Distiict of Columbia, oortifyinp that I)rs. Uowcn, Bond,
Williams, Croiisc, Pliillips, and others have forfeited

their membership in that society by reason of not liav-

iii^' paid their dues for three years, and after repeated

notice of tlie fat;t ami its consequences, the Committee
reconmuMul tliat their n;imcs be stricki;n from the roll

of memlieiship; and also tiie same action in regard to

Dr. I). \V. Hliss, who is under sentence of expulsion

from tliat society.

Adopted unanimously.

ALUMNI ASSOCIATIONS.

In repar.l to alumni as-ociations of medical collepes,

the committee reported that it did not consider them
such medical societies as were intended by the consti-

tution to be eligible to membership, and hence they

recommended that no delegates be received from any

of the filumni associations of any of the medical colleges

from any part of the country.

Adopted unanimously.

PATHOLOGICAL SOCIKTY OF BERKS CO., PA.

In regard to the Pathological Society of Berks Co.,

Pa., the registration of whose delegates had been post-

poned on account of the protest alleging the want of

good standing on the part of that Society, the Com-
mittee had postponed action for the want of proijer

evidence, and asked further time.

Granted.

THE EXCLUDED WASHINGTON DELEGATES.

In regard to the Academy of Medicine of Washing-
ton, D. C. ; the Freedman's Hospital, of the District of

Columbia, and the Howard University, of Washington,
D. C, the registration of whose delegates had been post-

poned by the Committee of Arrangements on account

of want of good standing on the part of those institutions,

as indicated by the action of this Association in 1870
and 1871, the Committee report the facts as follows:

Fii-st. That this Association, at its meeting in San
Francisco in 1871, by the emphatic vote of 83 to 26,

refused to so amend the constitution as to admit dele-

gates TVom colleges in which women are taught and gra-

duated in medicine ; and from hospitals, in wliich

women graduates in medicine, attend. Second. That
tliis Association, in 1870, declared, by an almost equally

emphatic vote, that a medical society constituted in part

by members who were not licensed to practice in ac-

cordance with the civil law governing such cases in

certain States, is not entitled to representation in this

Association. Third. That sections 3, 4, and 5 of the

Act of Congress, passed July, 1838, incorporating the

Medical Society of the District of Columbia, and Avhich

has been the law regulating the practice of medicine
in that District up to the present time, requires (m'c) all

persons coming into the District to practice medicine, to

apply for, and within six months obtain, a license to

practice from the Board of Examiners; and to efFect

that [turpose makes it a misdemeanor, accompanied by
a fine of $50. to practice without such license. Fourth.

Q'hat it has been proven by the testimony of several

witnesses, that the medical society of tlie Academy of
Medicine of Washington, now contains in full fellow-

ship at least f >ur or five members who have never ap-
plied for and obtained licenses to practice, and yet are

actually practising medicine, and three of whom are

on the list of delegates Hent by that society to this As-
sociation

; also, that one of them is a member of the
medii-al stall of the Freedman's Hospital; and also,

that several of the Faculty of the Howard iriiiversity

are meml>ers of the same Academy of Medicine, and
one of the teachers is a wonum.

In view of those fa<'t«:, the Committee cannot regard
either of the three institutions named as in good stand-
ing, whether tested by civil law, l)y the former de-

cisions of this As,sociation, or by its Code of Ethics, and
hence tiie Committee recommend that the delegates

from tho.se several institutions be not admitted into^his

body.

Dr. Robert Reyburn, of Wa.shington. D. C. (Prof,

of Surgery in the Medical Department of Howard Uni-
versity, Delegate from that institution. Surgeon to the

Freeilinan's Hospital, Member of the National Academy
of Medicine of Washington, and Permanent Member of

the American Medical Association), obtained the floor,

but granted Dr. Davis permissicm to read the next and
final section of the Report, which referred to the reso-

lution of Dr. Findley, olfered Wednesday, asking a clear

interpretation of what was alieady one of the ordi-

nances of the Association.

CONTRACT DOCTORS.

The Committee ofTered the followmg:
Ilesolred, That members of the profession hired by

the month or year for definite wages, by families, rail-

roads, manufacturing incorporations, or any money-
making institution wliatever, for ordinary surgical or

medical practice, always excepting eleemosynary and
charitable institutions and hospital.s, are to be classed

as irregular practitioners, and, therefore, disqualified

for membership in this Association, or in State or

County .societies.

Dr. J. L Atlee wished to know whether it waa
irregular to attend state prisons and county jails for a
stipulated salary.

Dr. Weatherly moved to refer the question back to

the State societies. Agreed to.

THE WASHINGTON DELEGATES* CASE RESUMED.

The prece ling section of the Report being again be-

fore the house,

Dr. Reyburn said the question was one of the most
important which had ever come before thi-i body, in-

volving, as it did, not only the rights of a few persons,

but principles vital to the welfare of the Association,

perhaps to its very existence. As the licensing system
which had been referred to was peculiar to the District

of Columbia, he woidd devote a word to it. There
was there a medical body whose charter empowered
it to license every phjsician practising in the District,

and to exact a fee of ten dollars for the certificate

of license. The fee went into the private treasury of

the society. Under this charter it had granted licenses

to irregular, homoeopathic practitioners.

Dr. Tyler, of Washington.—To whom ? Name one.

Dr. Reyburn.—It is a matter they admit. I have
my information directly from the Censors themselves,

who say they are compelled to give licenses to every
practitioner, however irregular, who presents the
diploma of a recognized school. If the licensing power
of that Society were any protection to the profession

or the public against quackery, we should be in favor

of it.

He would say further, that the District Society had
never been willing to test the legality of its power to

require a license of practiiioneis by inflicting any fine
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for non-compliance. It was admitted by all lawyers

that this pravision of the charter was illegal. Justice

Carter, in the course of a decision, had stated that Con-
gress had no right to empower any person to take a

license fee such as the Society exacted, or to empower
one person to decide upon the right of another to

practice in the District. To be candid, however, the

speaker must say that this opinion of the Chief Justice

was not judicially given. This point did not come
properly before the court, the case under consideration

being disposed of on other and technical grounds.

. It was with regret that the speaker found this ques-

tion brought up today. He had hoped and thought

the enmity of two years ago was buried, and with

his colleagues he had come here in full faith that there

would be no opposition to their admission. Indeeil,

he had been assured of this by prominent members.
What was the oflfence ? In the case of Howard Uni-

versity, that institution admitted all who applied for

a medical education, without distinction of color or sex.

If the Association, in its wisdom, saw fit to declare that

institutions thus liberally constituted should not be

represented, it had of course the power to do so. But,

before committing themselves on this question, he

hoped the members would think what they were doing.

Tiie Medical Department of Harvard University had
lately graduated a colored student, and Harvard today

received women. He hoped the Association, if it

voted at all would vote understandingly. He Avished

to ask the medical profession of this country, seeing

before him as he did, representatives of the highest

talent and dignity : Would they commit themselves

belbre the world to the idea that we must allow only

a certain class to enter our medical schools ? We might
have an opinion, as individuals, that it is not right for

women or colored men to study medicine, but had we
the right to exclude them ? For himself, he believed

every human being was entitled to do the highest work
of wiiich Grod had made him capable.

With regard to the Academy of Medicine, he would
state in a word why it was founded. It was an asso-

ciation of medical men for the discussion of medical

topics, and was established for the simple reason that

they who had belonged to the old Society of the Dis-

trict had grown tired of a yoke which they had borne
until it galled their very souls. They were tired of

being compelled to associate with a medical aristocrac}',

such as existed nowhere else. Could that society not

only exclude them from its own membership, but pre-

vent their forming other associations? He could not

think that the Associaton would stultify the record of

the profession by endorsing anything of the kind. All

the members of the Academy of Medicine had sub-

scribed to the Code of Ethics of this Association, and
there were no irregular practitioners among them. All

of them, as he believed, were fully entitled to represen-

tation in this body.

For himself he believed every one who knew him
would testify that he had endeavored to live faithfully

by the Code of Ethics, and it would be an unparalleled

proceeding if the Association should confirm the Report

just read, and virtually declare that every medical

practitioner of the District must belong to the Medical

Society of the District of Columbia before he could

practice there, or be admitted here.

With reference to the Howard Hospital, the members
of the staff were all regular graduates of good stand-

ing. Tlie colored physician there was a graduate of the

college in Cleveland, Ohio.

The real question umlerlying all this trouble was the

old, inevitable one, which, like Banquo's ghost, would
not •' down." Eve: y one in the District knew that but

for this color question there would have been no dis-

pute.

Dit. J. J. WooDWAiui, U. S. A., of Washington, D.

C, would ask the Chairman of the Committee on Ethics

to state whether, as he had inferred from its Report,

the ground of exclusion of the delegates from the

Howard University and the Freedman's Hospital

was simply that these institutions admitted women
and colored men, or whether there was some other

reason. (The question was not answered.)

Di5. S. C. BusEY, of Washington, would not have
indulged in any speech on this occasion if Dr. Rcy-
liuru had not assailed the Medical Society to which he

had the honor to belong. The first charge was that tlie

Society licensed irregular practitioners. If the gentle-

men would consult the law of Congress which pre-

scribed that that Society should issue a license to

every man who presented a diploma from a char-

tered institution, or passed successfully the Society's

Board of Examiners, they would discover that it had
no right to withhold its license, though the applicant

were proved irregular. Possibly certificates harj been
granted to homoeopaths, but in that case the diploma of

a regularly chartered school of this country had been
authority for it. Certainly no homoeopath had ever

gained a license from the certificate of the Examining
Board. He would ask Dr. Reyburn whether he

was not himself a member of the Department of Hy-
giene and Physiology in the Institution (?) of Science

and Arts.

Dr. Reyburx explained that he had been elected to

to that Department, but that when he had discovered

the character of its organization he had refused to ac-

cept. He was in hearty accord with the opinions of the

last speaker upon that institution.

Dr. Busey.—I ask if Dr. Palmer was not sent here

as a delegate from that body ?

Dr. Gr. S. Palmer, of Washington, D. C. (Physician to

Freedman's Hospital, and Delegate from the same,

Prof of Physiology and Hygiene Med. Dep't Howard
University; Member of National Academy of Medi-

cine, Permanent Member of the Am. Med. Association).

—I acknowledge that I was. but I would simply state

that tliat is chartered by Congress as a purely scientific

body, and as such it has been decided that it has no
right to representation here. I have presented no
credentials, and I think no one else has presented any
from that body. With that question, therefore, we
have nothing to do. AVilh regard to the Howard Uni-

versity I hope to be heard by and by.

Dr. Bcsey.—The only point I wished to make has

been established by their own confession. I simply

desired to show you that here were two professors in

Howard University,who were members of a society that

almits homoeopaths ; and I brought up the point merely

as an offset to the charge madea gainst my own Society,

which has never admitted a homoeopath.

The second charge is, that my Society exacts a fee

for a license, and devotes the fee to its private purpo-

ses. Now that fee in part goes to pay the expenses of

the Society, but mainly to supply the gentlemen and
others with their certificate or diploma. I venture to

assert that on the Treasurer's books, from the time the

Society was organized in 1819, there is not charged a

single cent applied to any other than legitimate pur-

poses.

The next charge is that the profession in Washington
maintains a sort of aristocracy. I do not know what
test of aristocracy the gentleman would apply—birlh,

wealth, race, or whatever; but I can tell him that his three

colored friends have all been licensed without a single

negative vote. That was the law. They presented.
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iliplonias from regular medical schools. True, we object-

eel to ri'coiviiig tliem ns iiu'iiibers of our Society, and

that wo had a perfect right to do.

A},'!iin, the peiitlemaii maintains that our action is

i>(liiivalenl lo claiming the right to prevent the forma-

tii>n of othi-r medical Socieiicd. Our Society claims no

such right, and prescribes no such thing. It does not

interfere with the formation of other Socielie.>;, but it

does say that no such Society shall come here through

its representatives, unless its members have first

complied with the law of the land. Now what is tlie

condition of the Academy of Medicine? It apjjlies for

admission here when, by th>'ir own confession, some of

its members have not comj)lie<l with the law, and are

not licentiates of the Medical Society of t'.ie District

ofColundiia. The question of constitutionality is not

one for us to pass upon ; it is a question for the Courts.

The principle of ethics this body has already once en-

forced. Will you yield it now ? You decided in 1870

that any society, to be entitled to representation in

this body, must first have complied with the law regu-

lating medical practice in its own locality. This is a

very important question. Many of the men who were
excluded in 1S7U by this decision have since bowed to

it and complied with the law. The National Medical
Society, the organization to which we then objected,

died. But many of its members, together with other

practitioners, organized what is now called the Academy
of Medicine, and this Academy has pursued the same
course with its predecessor, only to a less extent.

The gentleman says that our Society has never main-
tained its right of license before the courts. We prefer

to bring our questions to you, whom we feel to be more
competent to decide them. But the Society has con-
tested the issue before the courts of tlie United States,

and it has as yet triumphed in every instance.

At the conclusion of this address, a great deal of con-
fusion was occasioned by cries of " question," and by
hisses from those who were anxious to vote without
further discussion.

Dr. Bronsox, Mass., moved that when tlic meeting
adjourn it be to an early hour this evening, and that

this matter be made the special order.

Dr. Palmer.—I will endeavor to explain, as briefly

as possible, the position held by Howard University,

and my own position as a professor in that institution.

I have been assailed as not conforming to the regula-

tions of the Medical Society of the district of Columbia.
It is said that I am practising medicine in "Washington
while I am not a licentiate of that Society. It is true

that I am not a licentiate of that Society, and that I

have never applied for a license. But I have never
practised medicine in the District in the ordinary ac-

ceptation of that term. I have never put out my sign

;

have never issued a card ; have never offered to charge
a fee, or anything of the kind. I have gone there
solely for the purpose of performing my duties as Pro-
fessor of Physiology and Hygiene. The only practice I

have engaged in there has been in my own family, and
among some of my friends. Had I intended to practice
medicine in the District, I should, as a good and obedient
citizen, at once have applied for a license to the District

Society. And if I ever make up my mind to practice
there I shall certainly comply with the law. I have been
a practitioner for twenty years, and have always endeav-
ored to sustain the laws of the land, and to abide by
the Code of Etliics.

Now as to Howard University : In 18GG Congress
chartered that institution, endowing it with all the
rights and privileges of the most favored university in

the country. It has organized under its charter a de-

partment of Law, of Theology, of General Science and
Literature, and of Medicine. All the«e are in a flourish-

ing condition. They are graduating legal gentlemen,
admitti'd to the bar all over the country. The Medical
Department, which especially concerns us, was organiz-

ed by electing professors to all s(>ven of the chairs recog-

nized by this A.s.sociation. Two of them were from with-

out the District; the other five practise within the Dis-

trict limits, and are all licentiates of the District Society.

This Faculty has gone on with the Code of Ethics of

this Association before it; and whenever a di.sputed

point has come up, over which it had any control, it has

abided by that code. It is comi)o.sed of gentlemen, all

of high standing, and had any error possibly been com-
mitted, it wonM liave been an error not of intention bnt
of oversight. Hut there has been no error. We have
been scrupulously right, and we wish that understood.

We are charged in this report of your committee with
admitting females as students, and with having a female

teacher in our Faculty. That is not strictly correct

:

the lady referred to is not a member of the Faculty, but

is a special instructor in Opthalmology. She is a

lady distinguished for her ability both as a lecturer and
as an operator, and has gained the highest recognition

from the professors in Vienna, where she has been en-

gaged in study that would do credit to any of us.

The only question which concerns us here is whether
we are to prevent ladies from studying and teaching.

That is a question which underlies this whole matter,

as well as the color question.

I have a personal statement to make. When I pre-

sented myself here as a Permanent Mend^er I was told

by the Secretary that I could not be registered as

such. Now I have been a member of this A.«sociation

for fifteen years, and the rule has always been, that a

permanent meml)cr may register, and be admitted to

the floor, and that if any question comes up with
regard to him he may defend himself. I was not so

admitted. I then saw the Committee of Arrange-
ments, who denied my application and referred me to

the Committee on Ethics. This last Committee said

that they had no charges against me, but still I was
not permitted to register. And only late on the

second day did I receive the permission to do so from
the Chairman of the Committee of Arrangements,
after, as I understood, charges had been preferred

against me. Now I am not aware that I have ever
done anything in conflict with the Code of Ethics of

this Association, unless it be to have accepted a posi-

tion as Professor of Physiology and Hygiene in an
institution which admits colored persons and ladies as

students.

Dr. E. H.\RTsnoRXE.—I wish to set this Association

right with regard to a charge made by Drs. Reybtn-::

and Palmer against the Committee of Arrangement.-.

Dr. Reyburn stated that he came here with no warn-
ing that these cases had been suspended and referred

to the Committee on Ethics. I wiU tell him that he
was warned, and he knows he was warned, and a

gentleman sitting near me knows he was warned.
The Committee of Arrangements, as soon as they had
determined upon the case, proposed that these gentie-

men should be informed of the prospect before them,

and it was at first decided to send them an official

notification ; but it was thought afterwards that such a

course might be deemed officious. As a private in-

dividual, however, I sent a notice to Dr. Picyburn ; he
received my note: and I have in my possession his note

acknowledging its reception.

Dr. Retbcrx explained that he had certainly re-

ceived Dr. Hartshome's letter, but it came' after most
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of the delegates accredited to the Association liad Icfi

tlie city.

The previous question was here moved, and, after no

little confusion, Dr. S. D. Guoss insisted upon its be-

inp put.

Du. Bronson moved an adjournment, which was not

lieard by the Chair.

The motion for the previous question was carried.

Dr. a. 13. Palmkr.—Before tlie previous question is

put

—

The Chair.—The previous question lias been voted.

The question is on the adoption of the Report of the

Committee on Ethics.

Tlie Report was adopted.

Adjourned.

Thursiluy Evening.

LECTURE AND ENTERTAINMENT.

At seven o'clock Prof. J. Solis Coiie.v, M.D., of Phili.,

gave an interesting lecture on Sound at the Jefler-

son Medical College, illustrated by Helmholtz's im-

proved siren, sensitive flames, sensitive water-jets, etc.

Thomas A. Scott, Esq., gave the Association a sump-

tuous entertainment at his residence.

fourth Day, Friday, lOOi May.

The meeting was called to order by the President

at 10 o'clock.

obituary.

Dr. a. B. Palmer, Mich., offered the following

resolutions on the death of Dr. Zena Pitcher.

Wherea.^, It has pleased the great Ruler of the uni-

verse to take from us our former President, Dr. Zena
Pitcher, of Detroit, a man of large attainments, of

unspotted character, of great benevolence, and of unu-

sual devotion to the profession of his choice, therefore

Resolved, That in the death of Dr. Pitcher the pro-

fession has lost one of its purest members, the com-
munity one of its greatest benefactors, and this Asso-
ciation, one of its most dignified and genial members.

Resolved, That we mingle our sympathies with the

family, and the immediate friends of the deceased, and
ihat a copy of these resolutions be transmitted by tlie

President of the Association to the bereaved family.

Adopted.

U. S. marine nOSPITAL SERVICE.

Dr. Peter Pineo, Mass., presented the following,

through Dr. Crampton, Ala.

:

Resolved, That the U. S. Marine Hospital Service be

placed in the same relative position in the American
Medical Association with the Medical Department of the

II. S. Army and Navy. And that in paragraph II. of

Section II. of the Constitution, after the words " Army
and Navy " the words " and the U. S. Marine Hospital

Sv-Tvice " be inserted. Also, that in Section VI. of the

By-Laws, after the words " the Chief of the Bureaus
of the Army and Navy," be inserted the words " and
the Supervising Surgeon of the U. S. Marine Hospital

Service."

Dr. W. F. Peck objected to the consideration of the

resolution at the present time, as it involved an amend-
ment to the constitution, which required a year's notice.

The Chair decided that, as a member objected, it must
lie over for one year,

report on nominations.

The Committee on Nominations made a supplement-
ary report which, for convenience, we have erabodi d

in their Report given yesterday.

CO.VTRACT DOCTORS,

Dr. Stetler, Pa., offered the following

:

Wiiereas, the American Medical Association did

refer tlie whole su'ijeet of "contract physicians," after

the report of the Committee on Ethics, to the various

State Medical Societies, therefore,

Resolved, That everything reUiting to this sulyeot be
rescinded or stricken from the Ordinancesof the Associ-

ation.

Tabled.

PAPERS AND REPORTS REFERRED,

A Report by Dr. C. N. Hewitt, on The Ciimalohf/y of
Minnesota, received too late for reference to the proper

Section, was referred to the Committee on Publication.

The Minutes of the Section of Chemistry and Mate-
ria Medica, recommending one paper for publication,

were received, and referred to the Committee on Pub-
lication,

The Minutes of the Section of Practical Medicine and
Obstetrics, also recommending a single paper- for pub-
lication, were received and similarly disposed of
The two papers by Dr. C. F, Perkins, on Intemper-

ance and on Swimming, were, on recommendation of

the Section, referred to their author.

The paper by Dr. Joseph Jones, on Yellow Fever, was
returned by the Section as too voluminous to be read,

and as having been i-eceived too late for an abstract lo

be prepared. On recommendation, voted that it be
returned to its author with this explanation. This vote
was reconsidered a few minutes later, and

Dr. C. Wister, Philadelphia, moved that the pap^r

be referred to its author with the rec[uesfc that he either

present it again in ample time for consideration next
year, or present an abridgment.

Dr. Davis, Chicago.—The proper disposiiion of this

subject is one of vital importance to us, and I feel that

it lies at the very foundation of the scientific value of

the Association. Hence I am anxious to get the

Sections to understand what seems to me the only feasi-

ble mode of disposing of papers. The true course is to

have them referred to a sub-committee of the Section.

The author of a paper must, in the first place, inform the

Secretary of the Section to which it; belongs, thirty days
Iteforehand, that he is going to offer it; then, when the

Section comes together, it must take the responsibility

ol putting the paper in the hands of a committee that

will examine it and make the necessary recommenda-
tion. If a writer presents a paper large enough for

a book, and if it is meritorious, let the Section return

it to him with the recommendation that he get it

published, with the indorsement of the Association,

If the paper is a very short one, and one that would be
creditable to a national body, then let the Section refer

it back to its author, wuth the recommendation that he
publish it in some medical journal, with the state-

ment that it has been recommended by the Section.

We can thus limit our volume to subjects which are

either new, or else possess special merits, and tlien it

will be readable and salable.

Dr. Wister's resolution was passed.

special committees.

The Report of Dr. Lemuel J. Deal, Pa., Chairman of
the Special Committee on Cultivation of the Cin-
chona Tree, was read by Dr. R. E. Rogers, from the

Minutes of the Section of Chemistry and Materia
Medica. Committee continued.

The Special Committee on the Anatomy and Di -

eases of the Retina, Dr. R, F. Michel, Ala., Chairma,:,

had no Re[)ort.

The Special Committee on Comparative Path lo^y
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etc , Dr. n. Si'TToN, Chairman, wlmso Report luul been

r«'iul tm Wi'iiiusilay, Wiis cuntniU'iJ, with tlif privik-jje

of \vit!i(ha\virijj tlie Ut'|)ort.

TI;o Special Coiimiittce on the Striiuture of the

Wliiie I}loo(l-Corpii.>-elf8. Dr, J. G. KicnAru'SoN, Pa.,

Cdairinnn, had roail its lu-port before llie .Section of

Meilioal Jurispiuilcnoe, etc., and it was referred to the

Comniiltee on PuMication.

Tlie Special Coinniittee on Vaccination, I)r, T. N.

WisK, Ky., Cliairinan, had presented no Rei)urt for two
Vfiir.-:. and was di.scontinued under tl»c rule.

The Special Committee on Skin Tran.>^plant alien had
no Report, its Chairman, Dr. J. F. Tiiumi'son, D. C,
lieing absent in Europe. Continued.

The Special Committee on the Nature nnd Process

of Restoration of Pone, Dr. A. L. McArtiilij. III.,

C airman, iiad no Report.

The Special Committee on Some Di*ca.ses peculiar to

Colorado, Dr. John Ei.s.ver, Col.. Chairman, liad made
no Report for two years, but was continued Ijy request.

The Special Committee on Correspondence with

Slate Medical Societies, Dr. N. S. Davis, 111., Chairman,

Imported that correspondence had been instituted and
was still in progress. Committee continued.

The Special Committee on Contagious Diseases, Dr.

M. H. Hknry, N. Y., Chairman, had no Report.

The Special Committee appointed to consider the

Report of the Committee ou Medical Education, Dr.

I'oi.LocK, Pa., Chairman, was granted leave to report at

the meeting ne.xt year,

A PROPOSED AMENDMENT.

Dr. S. D. Gross. Phila.—I think, Mr. President, that

these Reports on Medical Education might as Avell be
dispensed,with. We have had an everlasting repeti-

tion of the same thing, usque ad 7iauseam. It comes
upon us like an attack of intermittent fever every

spring. That we have signally failed to accomiilish any-
tliing, in spite of our Committees' admirable suggestions,

is notorious. Appeals have been made, from time to

tnie, to the Medical Schools of the United States, until

at length a Congress was formed and met in Cincinnati

in 1867, for the purpose of taking this matter into con-

s deration and reporting at the then approaching meet-
ing of this A-sociation. I had tlie honor to be a

delegate from the Jeflerson Medical College to that

body. That we had at heart the interests of medical

teaching, I need hardly siy on this floor. We con-

sumed three days in deliberating on the subject, and
finally we agreed to present to this Association a Report,

tiirough our Chairman, Dr. Stille. That Report fell still-

born from the hands of the gentlemt-n who had it in

c'.iarge. In 1870 the same convention met at Washing-
ton, and the only result of the meeting was a severe

cold which most of us caught, owing to tlie imperfect

accommodations provided. I consider it idle, therefore,

to attempt to legislate upon a matter over which we
have not the least power ; and I trust we shall hear no
more on the subject of medical education.

And I hope the same remedy may be applied to the

subject of medical literature. Where is the value of a
Report on Literature ? What does the American or the

f ireign press produce that is not known to every intel-

ligent member long before he could gain it from such
a report? Its only u.se is to exhaust our patience and
encumber the Trunsartionx.

I think much the same thing may be said of the Re-
ports on Climatology and Epidemics. Let us have
these reports once in three or in five years if necessary.

But by all means let us have each year something fresh

to interest and instruct us.

I therefore move as .in a-nendment to the By-Laws,

Sect. III., un<ler the head of Stan<ling ComniitteeB, that

in.stead of a Report on Medical Education, on Medical
Literalun-, and on Climatology and Epidemic Disease*,

there shall annually be delivered before the As.«ociation,

at iUs general meetings, an AtMre.ss in Medicine, an Ad-
dress in Surgery, and an Address in Midwifery, or the

Disea.ses of Children—the lecturers to be appointed tiiis

year by the President, and afterwards by the Commit-
tee on Nominations.
The lecturers will have a wide range in the choice of

topics, and, if they can find anything fresh to say upon
them, they may even embrace literature and education

and meteorology.

Dr. N. S. Davis.—I think that special committees
on all these subjects would be far better than standing

ones. But I cannot agree that all this work of the

Association on medical education has fallen .ctill-bom on
the profession. Instead of that, I think it has resulted

in storing up sound educational sentiment all over

the land. The seed we have planted is just beginning

to germinate. Today, in the ea.stern section of our
countr}', there is a medical college established upon the

very foundation we have been so many years in laying.

Dr. Palmer, of Michigan, moved lo lay Dr. Gross'

motion on the table. Agreed to.

BETTER MACHINERY.

Dr. E. Lloyd Howard, Maryland, presented a

resolution appointing a committee of three, to report,

at the ne.xt meeting of the Association, a plan fjr the

better arrangement of the Sections, and for the more
rigid examination of the papers offered for publication.

Agreed to. The President subsequently appointed on
the committee, Dr.«. Howard, Bronson, and R. E. Rogers.

MEDICAL EXPERTS.

A resolution on this subject was read by the Secre-

tary from the Minutes of the Section of Chemistry and
Materia Medica, and was adopted by the Association.

(See "Meetings of Sections.")

MARINE HOSPITAL SERVICE AGAIN.

Dr. W. F. Peck, Iowa, offered the following, to lie

over until next year :

Besob-eil, That Sect. II. of the Constitution be so

amended as to contain the words '' Marine Hospital

Service " after the words " Army and Navy."

SrXDRY MOTIONS.

Dr. C. Percy LaRoche offered the following:

Resolved, That the American Medical Association in-

vite their medical brethren throughout the civilized

world to join them in a Medical Congress to be held in

1876, at such place as may be designated by the Asso-

ciation at its next meeting in St. Louis.

Tabled.

On motion of Dr. Stein, N. T., the Committee on

Renewal of Prescriptions, appointed in 1870, was con-

tinued another year.

Dr. p. De Marmon, N. Y., moved that a committee

be appointed to report upon the expediency of revising

the Code of Ethics.

Tabled.

SALARY FOR THE SECRETARY ?

Dr. H. iM. Skillman, Ky., offered the following:

WJiereas, Dr. Wm. B. Atkinson has served this Asso-

ciation for eight years in the arduous office of Perma-
nent Secretary without any sufficient remuneration;

and whereas, his duties must have become more en-

grossing every year, and their proper performance
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must interfere wilh otlier more profitable employment,
and entail labor upon him well deserving compensation,

be it, therefore,

Resolred, That he receives the thanks of the Associ-

ation for his past services, and that the occupant of the

office of Permanent Secretary shall hereafter be paii a

salary of one thousand dollars per annum, in quarterly

payments.
j

After a long discussion—embracing much hearty '

recognition of the faithful services of the Permanent
Secretary, and much consideration of the state of the

Treasury—on motion of Dr. X. S. Davis, the matter of
j

salary was referred to a Committee of three to report
j

at the next meeting. The Chair appointed, as that Com-
mittee, Drs. N. S. Davis, of Chicago; J. P. White, of

Buffalo, and E. Hartshorne, of Philadelphia.

Dr. Davis, in view of the present financial pro'pe-

rity of the Association, moved that, considering tlie

long and faithful services of Dr. Atkinson, the As-
sociation cordially vote him a donation of five liun-

dred dollars. For this the following resolution, oS'ered

by Dr. Harwood, of New York, was substituted, and
passed unanimously :

Resolved, That we return our grateful thanks to our
Permanent Secretary for his valuable services, and, as a

more permanent tesiimouial to his merit, we present

hi;n the sum of five hundred dollars.

mSCOVERER OF AX^STHESIA ?

Dr. Hexry Hartshorne, Phila., offered the following:

Resolved, That, reafhrming the resolution of 1870, by
this Association, recognizing Horace Wells as the di.s-

coverer of the practical application of anaesthesia to

surgical purposes, we hereby acknowledge the good-
will and sense of justice evinced by Sir James Y. Simp-
son, and others in England, towards an American d;s- I

covery, which led to the originating in England of the
j

" Horace Wells Testimonial Fund ;
" and we cordially

'

recommend a movement in this country having the
j

same object in view.
'

Dr. H. I. BowDiTCH, of Boston, moved that the reso-

lution lie on the table, which was agreed to.

A N'EW ORDINAN'CE.

On motion of Dr. N. S. Bolles, Pa., the resolution

offered by Dr. Askew, of Delaware, and passed by the

Association, to the effect that all questions of a persona]

character, and credentials of delegates, be referred with-

out debate to the Committee on Ethics, was adopted
as a standing ordinance of the Association.

reports of sections.

The Section of Practical Medicine and Obstetrics re-

ported its Minutes, which were referred to the Commit-
tee on Publication.

A similar Report from the Section of Medical Juris-

prudence, Physiology, and Hygiene was similarly re-

ferred.

A QUESTION OF ETHICS.

Dr. Parsons, of N. Y., offered the following:

W/iererrs, Paluel De iMarmon has been permitted to

register as a Delegate from Westchester County Medi-
cal Society, of New York; and

Whereaf!, He was appointed nearly a year ago, and

while he was supposed to be in good standing, but

since that time his name has been stricken from the

Yonkers iMcdical Association, he hns been refused

admission to the New York Academy of Medicine,

and charges will be brought against him for unprofes-
.«ional conduct at the annual meeting of Westchester
County Medical Society, therefore,

Resolved, That the name of Paluel De Marmon be

expunged from the Register, and that the case be refer-

red to the Committee on Medical Ethics, with instruc-

tions to report at the next annual meeting of the Asso-
ciation.

Dr. E. L. Howard, Dul., moved to amend the reso-

lution by striking out the provision that the name be
expunged, thus simply referring the case to the Com-
mittee on Medical Ethics. Amendment adopted and
resolution as amendeil carried.

On motion of Dr. I^aldwin:
Resolved, That a Special Committee on the Relations

between Physicians and Druggists be estaldished, and
that Dr. R. J. O'Sullivan be appointed the Chairman of

that Committee, with a request to report at the next
meeting.

THAT MEDAL AGAIN !

Dr. Toner, Washington, moved that a committee of
three be appointed to consider and report a suitable

design for a medal of membership.
Dr. F. G. S.\riTn, Philadelphia, said that there was

already in the possession of the Associ^ition a pair of
dies from which the proposed medal might be struck

;

and moved that the resolution lie on the table. Carried.

DELEGATES TO BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

The President appointed the following gentlemen as

delegates to the British Medical Association for this

year: Drs. J. D. Jackson, Ky. ; I. R. Bronson, Mass.;
Chas. H. Hart, N. Y.; F. Henderson, Ala.; J. F.

Johnston, Ala.

THE WOMAN QUESTION.

Dr. Reese, Brooklyn, N. Y., offered the following:

Resolved, Tiiat Avhilst we admit the right of Avomen
to acquire a medical education, and to practise medicine
and surgery in all their departments, we deem the

pubhc association of the sexes in our medical schools,

and at the mixed clinics of our hospitals, as impractica-

ble, unnecessary, and derogatory to the instincts of
true modesty in either sex.

The resolution was laid on the table by ayes 144,

noes not counted ; but a few moments later Dr. Busey
and Dr. R. E. Rogers expressed a fear that this vote
might be misunderstood ; it was then reconsidered,

when
Dr. Hartshorne moved that the question be indefi-

nitely postponed. Carried.

careless prescriptions.

Dr. I. N. QuiMBV, N. J., moved the following

:

Whereas, Fatal results do sometimes occur from
physicians neglecting to write on their prescriptions

how the medicines are to be taken, therefore.

Resolved, That the safety of the community requires

that in all cases in which active remedies are prescribed

for external or internal use, the apothecary to whom
the prescription is sent be requested by the prescriber

to write legibly on the vial, or other receptacle contain-

ing the medicine prescribed, the precise manner of

using the same.

On the motion of Dr. Sayre tlie resolution was laid

on the table.

obituary resolutions.

The foUowing resolutions were passed at various times

during the session of today :

On motion of Dr. H. F. Askew—
Whereas, The removal, in the wisdom of Divine Pro-

vidence, by death, of Dr. W. W. Gerhard, marks an
event of more than ordinary importance

;
therefore

Resolved, That the combination of high talent with

the education in careful observation and close analysis
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enjoyed by him before entcrinj» upon the study and

practice of medicine, and pursued witii extniordi-

iiary dilifjencf, under the most favorable advantajre?, in

tlie IIutd-Dicu, in the clinic of that prcal ma.<ter,

Baron Louis—perfected him in dia^^nosi*, especially

that of the disea.ses of the heart and hm^'S, and of ty-

phoid fever. Added to this, his pathological knowl-

edge was so remarkably accurate; and so admirably

and successfully were these accomplishments exhi-

bited in the Blockley Hospital—the lirst field of liis la-

bors after his return lionie—and afterwards in the Penn-

sylvania Hospitiil, that they could not fail to imbue his

classes with the enthusiasm which manifested itself in

his teachings. The profession of that day, without

hesitation, accorded him, although a young man, a po-

sition jirimus inter pares ; and hence his reputation

rapidly spread through the country, and brought to him

from all sections those who desired his wise judgment

on disease.

Resolved, That this Association desires thus to record

is high appreciation of the services and character of

this lamented member of the profession, and that a copy

of these resolutions be transmitted to the family of the

deceased.

Dr. Porter, Del., delivered a glowing eulogy upon

t'.ie subject of the resolutions, and at his suggestion

they wt^re adopted by a standing vote.

On motion of Dr. E. HARTsnoRSE

—

Resolced, That the honor which has been accorded to

the memory of Dr. W. W. Gekuard is eminenily

due, and is hereby offered, to those of the late Prof. S.

Henry Dickson, of Jefferson Medic.nl College, and of the

late Prof. Samuel Jacksok, of the University of Penn.,

both of whom are recently deceased. Their names and

reputations, like that of Dr. Gerhard, are identified

with the history of medicine in America. The Ameri-

can Medical Association owes them a record of grateful

recognition, which would be as much an honor to itself

as to their memory. Further,

Resolved, That copies of this resolution be sent to

their families.

On motion of Dr. Davis, the name of Dr. Zena
Pitcher was added.

On motion of Dr. Hartsoorxe, Dr. Da Costa was
appointed a committee to prepare an appropriate notice

of the Death of Prof. Dickson, to be placed upon the

Minutes and to be conveyed to the family.

On motion of Dr. Chestox—
Resolved, That Dr. Askew be requested to prepare

suitible resolutions relative to the death of Prof. Samuel
Jackson, for entry in the Minutes.

Dr. Porter gave at some length his reminiscences of

Dr. Jackson.

thanks.

By various resolutions, the thanks of the Association

were tendered

—

To the Authorities and Congregation of the First

Reformed Presbyterian Church, for their timely and
generous permission to occupy their building.

To Drs. Wm. H. Pancoast and Hugh L. Hodge,
and to Thomas W. Scott, Esq., for their eritertainments.

To the Members of the Press of Philadelphia, for

their faithful reports of the proceedings of the Asso-

ciation.

To such Railroads as had reduced their rates of fare

to Delegates.

To the Members of the Medical Profession in Phila-

delphia ; to the Faculty of the Jefferson Medical Col-

lege ; to the Faculty of the Medical Department of the

Tniversity of Pennsylvania ; and to the Citizens gener-

ally, for their kind hospitahties.

To the various Public Institution*, ami the Industrial

and other Estublishments, which had extended their

courtesies; and to tlie Oflicers of the United States

Naval Station in Philadelphia.

To the retiring i'resident, Dr. D. W. Yamlell, for the

able and impartial manner in which he had presided

over the dcliherations of the Association.

On motion of Dr. Davis, voted that, aft'-r the fare-

well address of the President, the Association adjourn

to meet one year hence at St. Louis.

FAREWELL ADDRESS.

The PKE.=!mENT, in a brief address, full at once of
humor and of feeling, thanked the members for their

uniform sujiport of the Chair ; expressed a belief that

the session had inspired every one, whether member
or spectator, with a higher respect for the profession

in America; and the hope that the same cordial good
will whicli liad characterized the present session might
animate them at the meeting beyond the Mississippi.

Adjourned.

Friday Afiernoon

Was devoted to an excursion to Fairmount Park, in-

cluding a collation at Belmont Pavilion ; and we no-

ticed that a large proportion of the members remained
to enjoy it.

MEETINGS OF SECTIONS.

SECTION OF CHEMISTRY AND
MEDICA.

MATERIA

Dr. R. E. Rogers, Pa., Chairman ; Dr. E.Cutter, Mass.,

Secretary.

Wednesday, 8th May.

The Section, which held no meeting on the 7th, was
called to order about 4 p.m. In absence of the Chair-

man, Dr. J. S. Crane was elected Chairman pro tem-

pore.

DECIMAL WEICnTS AND MEASURES.

Dr. B. F. [Craig, of Surgeon-General's Office, U. S.

A., made some remarks upon the Introduction into this

Country of the Decimal System of Weights and Measures,

and the following resolution was adopted as expressing

the sense of the Section :

Resolved, That the inclusion of the decigram and of

the cubic centimetre in the list of officinal weights and
measures, is considered as desirable, and as tending to

the advance of medical science.

CULTIVATION OF THE CINCHOXA TREE.

Dr. Lemuel J. Deal, Chairman of the Special Com-
mittee on the Cultivation of the Cinchona Tree, made
a Report showing gratifying progress in this matter

;

the Committee having memorialized Congress with a

favorable prospect of success. A second memorial to

Congress had been prepared, and was submitted to the

Section.

The Report was adopted and referred to the Com-
mittee on Publication. The Committee was continued,

after Dr. Stout, of Cal., had been added to it.

VACCrXE VIRUS.

Dr. Ephraim CuTTER,Woburn, Mass., submitted a man-
uscript of some 150 pp., entitled, A Partial Report on
the Production of the Virus Employed in Vaccination,

in the United States of Xorth America. Owing to
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the late hour and the small attendance, it was voted that

the paper be read the next afternoon, at four o'elock,

and that notice thereof be given to the Association.

Thursday, 9th May.

MEDICAL EXPERTS.

Dii. 1Ii;nry Hartshorne, of Phila., oflfered the ful-

lowing:
Whereas, In all capital criminal trials, involving

questions of medical jurisprudence, there is an obvious

disadvanta^je in the testimony of scientific experts be-

ing made to appear partial and antagonistic, by their

being engaged as witnesses upon one or the other side,

therefoie,

Resolved, That it is the sense of this Association, that

in im[iortant criminal cases requiring the evidence of

medical or chemical experts, the cause of justice will

be promoted by the appointment by the Court, in

every such case, of a commission of experts, empow-
ered to collect all purely scientific testimony bearing on

the case, and report upon it to the Court by whicli

the case is to be tried.

Resolved, That, by the appointment of such scientific

commissions, the present system of summoning chemi-
cal and medical witnesses, in criminal trials, might be

dispensed with to advantage.
Resolved, That the same recommendation applies

also to cases of accusation of surgical or medical mal-
practice.

Resolved, That the State associations be requested to

bring this matter, at an early date, before their respec-

tive legislatures.

Adopted.

MAGNETLC WELLS.

Dr. R. C. Kedzie, Mich., gave an account of the

so-called Magnetic Waters of his State, which had gained

a great reputation for cures that had been produced,

no doubt, by the eflects of cold water, hygiene, and
travelling. There were one hundred and fifty of the

"magnetic wells;" and their water had been sent in

large quantity all over the country.

The savant that reported the presence of magnetism,
had based his statement on the observation that a piece

of soft iron wire, connecting a cup of the water with

the earth, was shown by the magnetoscope to be mag-
netic. Dr. Kedzie had omitted the water in the same
experiment, and found a similar result. He had al-o

tested the tubing of wells that had not reached water
at all, and found it magnetic. The indications were
due to terrestrial magnetism.

Prof. Rogers. Chairman, remarked that there was
hardly a piece of steel or iron that would not give in-

dications of magnetism.

A GOOD SUGGESTION.

Dr. Cutter made a proposition to recommend that,

at the next meeting, there be a Conversation upon
Practical Experiences in Materia Medica. He said there

are numbers of practitioners of large and successful

experience, whose vakudjle items of personal knowl-

edge are buried with them. He thought that three-

minute talks would bring forward such men, and

greatl}^ increase the interest in, and attendance on, the

Section. AdopteJ.
Dr. Cutter then presented his Report on the Pro-

duction of Vaccine Virus, and it was referred to the

Committee on Publication.

Adjourned, and Minutes referred to the Association.

SECTION OF PRACTICAL MEDICINE AND
OBSTETRICS.

Dr. D. a. O'Donnell, Md., Chairman ; Du. B. F.

Dawson, N, Y., Secretary.

Tuesday, 7lh May.

ovariotomy.

Dr. S. FiTcn, of Portland, Me., read a paper entitled

Three Ovariotomisfs, giving, from personal observation,

the peculiarities in the operation of ovariotomy as prac-

tised by Wells, by Keith, and by Atlee.

Dr. J. P. White, of Buffalo, described his own mode
of operation and treatment of the pedicle. He preferred

for the fupport of the abdomen, after the operation,

broad bands of adhesive plaster. He always gave opium,

regarding this as one of the most essential features of

the after-treatment.

Dr. Washingtox L. Atlee, of Philadelphia, described

in minute detail his own method of preparing the pa-

tient, of operating, and of after-treatment. Among the

points brought out were these : For evacuating the

bowels beforehand, he preferred castor oil to any other

means. As an anaisthetic he always employed a mixture

of chloroform and ether, equal parts. During the opera-

tion the patient must be kept warmly covered with
blankets, only the abdomen being exposed. Except
when compelled to, in very rare cases, he never made
the incision more than three inches in length, and he
did not tliink that even extensive adhesions often re-

quired a longer one. In examining for adhesions lie

decidedly preferred using his fingers to sweeping a

sound around the tumor, as advocated by Dr. White.

For the pedicle he had invariably of late years employ-

ed the clamp, and he noted certain advantages in his

own form of this instrument. He had once lost a

patient by strangulation of the intestine from its adhe-

sion to the stump; and, thinking this accident liable to

occur again, he had never since returned the pedicle

into the abdominal cavity. As a compress and support

for the abdomen, he preferred thick layers of cottcjn

covered by a broad band of muslin. This Avas soft, and

warm. His after-treatment was expectant, opium or

chloral-hydrate being given only when indicated, and

by the rectum or hypodermicaily, if not tolerated by
the stomach.

The paper was referred to the Committee on Publica-

tion.

Wednesday, 8th May.

thermometry.

Dr. Edouard Seguin, of New York, exhibited his

Fever and Surface Thermometers, with whicli our readers

are already familiar, and read a paper upon their clini-

cal use. His explanation, and the new tables of tem-

perature presented (an analysis of which is in type !or

our columns) were attentively listened to and favo-

rably criticised.

Paper referred to Committee on Publicat'on.

electro-therapeutics.

Dr. George M. Beard, ofNew York, read a paper

on Recent Researches in Electro-Therapeutics. He spoke

of the great and rapid improvement in apparatus, claim-

ing superiority for America over Europe in this respect

at present ; and exhibited a battery and its attach-

ments made by the Galvano-Faradic Manufacturing Co.

of this city. He demonstrated his methods of " loca'-

ized electrization," "general Faradization," |' electroly-

zation," and " central Galvanization." This last con-

sisted in " placing the negative pole at the pit of the
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Btoinach, and applying the positive over the iuad, sym-
pathctio, an I pncumopnstric in the nock, niiil (Jown

tlie spine, so as tJ l>rinj,' tlu! whole central nervous sys-

tem iintler tlie influence of the current." It had
proved very useful in certain ohstinate skin diseases,

as well as in iiysteria, neuralj^ia, ncuraslhenia, and many
otlier nervous affect ions.

Anmnp the points which he had recently demon-
strated were these :

The nutrition of children was often much improved
liy general Karadizalion. Two pups of a litter of four

were treated l)y the speaker in this manner, and were
found at the end of a month to weigh several ounces
more than their mates.

Children bore electricity better than adults ;«l)Ut some
cou'^litulions could endure it, however administered.

Maliirnant prowths could sometimes be treated with
great advantaLre by a method of " working up the base

electrolytically." The advantngesof electrolysis in the
treatment of these tumors were less hemorrhage, less

shock, less danger of pyjemia. and more rapid heal-

ing. It would almost always relieve the pain of tumors,
but did not prevent constitutional infection.

Dr. a. K Cuosnv, of New York, sjjoke of a case of

chronic eczema of the leg under his care, whieh had
resisted other treatment, but was decidedly improving
under '"central Galvanization," asjust described. Also of

a case of organic stricture of the rectum, Avhere he liad

assisted Dr. Beard in an electrolytic operation after

returning the sphincter.

Dr. a. B. Palmer, of Ann Arbor, moved that those

portions of the paper devoted to recent original re-

search be prepared for the Committee on Publication.

Carried.

Dr. "W. L. Atlf.e read a letter reciting a case of Stric-

ture of the Vagina in a puerperal woman. It, was dis-

cussed by several members.

Tliursday, dt?i May.

In the absence of the Secretary, Dr. J. K. Bartlett
was elected Secretary j^^'o tern.

Voted that the paper on Yellow Fever by Dr. Joseph
Jone?, which had been referred to the Section, be
returned to the Association, as there had been no lime
to examine an essay so voluminous.

Dr. Be.\rd had been unable to revise his paper, ac-
cording to yesterday's vote, and it was returned to him
with the request to publish in a medical journal.

Dr. S.\ger, of Ann Arbor, presented a Deformed Pel-
vis, Avith interesting remarks, and was followed by Drs.
Parry, of Philadelphia, and Pallen, of Sr. Loui.«.

Adjourned, and Minutes referred to the Association.

SECTION OF MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE, HY-
GIENE, AND PHYSIOLOGY.

Dr. S. C. Bcsev, D. C, Chairman ; Dr. E. L. Howard,
Md., Secretary.

Tuesday
J
7th May.

The Section simply met and adjourned.

Wednesday^ 8th May.

TASO-MOTOR rilTSIOLOGT.

Prof. Henry Hartshorne, M.D., of Philadelphia,
read a paper On the Present Condition of Vaso-motor
Physiology. He remarked that, having in 1856, in an
'Essay on Arterial Circulation," published in the
Transactions of the American Medical Association,
advanced views somewhat at variance with the pre-

vailing opinions, he had been led to believe that, re-

cently, the progrc8.s of inquiry had developed facts

which approacli to a <leiuonstration of tlie truth.

Currently it lias been held, as stated in the works of

Virchow, Bernard, Huxley, Marey, B. W. liiehardson

and others, that tiu; whole I'unction of the muscularity

of the smaller arteries (incorrectly confouniled some-
times with the capillaries) is, to limit, by a flood-gate

or stop-cock action, the flow of blood caused by the

impulse of the heart. Against this view, there have
been the opinions and reasonings of John Hunter, Sir

Charles Bell and a few others of the older writers; and
an overwhelmingly strong presumption derived from
general jthysiological analogy. Dr. Hartshnrne wished
to point out the progress made since the publication

of Prof Lister's observations in 1 808, and, more es-

pecially, the recent very important contributions

toward it by Legros and Onimus (Journal de PAnai-
omieetde la Physiolugie, 18f]8-7ti)- It was necessary,

in order to perceive the bearing of the facts thus

brought forward, to review briefly the whole ground
of the inquiry. Attention was therefore called to the

following points :

1. Bowman, Marey and others have abundantly
demonstrated that the universal law of mu.scular fibre,

preeminently obvious in tiie smooth mu.scle of organic

life, is alternating, rhythmic or peristaltic contraction.

Presumably, therefore, we should find this true of the

middle coat of the smaller arteries ; and the burden of
proof rests with those who assert the contrary. And,
if it be alternating, we have every reason to believe

that it is propulsive, not restrictive in its action.

2. Certain facts in comparative physiology are only to

be thus explained; as, the completeness of the round of

the circulation in fishes with only a respiratory heart;

the arterial dilatations taking the place of the heart in

amphioxus ; the distribution of arterialized blood from
the reservoir-like arterial networks of the whale; the

ordinary circulation in most articulates, which have no
heart.

3. Acephalous foetu^ies are &\ways acardiac; the pro-
pulsive power of the arteries is necessary to carry on
their circulation. At a certain stage of development,
every human foetus is likewise acardiac, as truly as an
insect or a myriapod.

4. Erectile tissues have been recently and carefully

studied anew by Legros, who has decided that the

evidence shows that " it is indeed the contractile element

of the arteries which acts to produce erection."

5. Many fomiliar cases of physiological erethism are

(as pointed out in Dr. Hartshorne's Essay of 1856)
manifestly of an active character. Such are: the de-

termination of blood to the maxilbe in dentition ; to

the ovaries in ovulation, the uterus in gesta'tion, the

mammjB in lactation, and the testicles during the heat

of male animals; the vascularity of the newly-growing
antler of the deer, etc. To none of these instances

can the idea of •' paralytic dilatation " of the vessels,

with any show of reason, be made to apply.

6. Further facts are these : in paralyzed limbs the
pulse is often diminished in force and fulness; when
mortification occurs, or a limb is crushed by a railroad

car, or torn by a gunshot wound, little or no hemor-
rhage occurs. Here a truly paralytic state of the arteries

is produced, and the blood ceases to flow. Under some
other circumstances there is, of course, a paralytic

dilatation of the vessels; as when they are exhausted
by fatiguing over-contraction, or when the sympa-
thetic nerve has been divided, as in Bernard's famous
experiment with the rabbit's ear.

In decapitated criminals, Roliin observed that the

bloo'J does not spout from the divided carotid and ver-
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tebral vessels, but goes on through the head. Legios
and Oiiimus I'ound that when the large vessels are tied

in animals, the circulation continues; in cold-blooded

vertebrated animals, for a considerable time. Chau-
veau similarly found that firm compression of an arte-

rial trunk, so as to obstruct its current, does not always
arrest its pulsation ; and Legros and Onimus observed,

in the retina of a man whose arteria centralis had been

obliterated by a clot, distinct waves of pulsation still

continuing in the minute vessels.

7. Dr. S. W. Gross's paper* was cited, showing the

important influence of compression of an arterial

trunk supplying blood to a part in a state of inflamma-

tion ; the active participation of the arteries in that

morbid process being thus made clear.

8. Application of these general facts to pathology

becomes now important; as,'in reference to the nature

of the condition ordinarily cahed fever; the spasmodic
constriction of the bloodvessels in cholera,— unduly
restricted by Dr. George Johnson to those supplying

the lungs ; and the explanation of the hypeitrophied

state of the bloodvessels of the kidneys, often found to

occur in Bright's disease.

Lastly, it is concluded that we have now proof
enough to show positively that there is a true arterial

si/stole, following and carrying on the propulsive move-
ment of blood begun by the heart, instead of the mere
"stop-cock action" accepted still by most writers. In

fiivor of this last, there is really nothing except the some-
what hasty interpretation of one or two galvanic experi-

ments by the Webers, more than twenty years ago
;
nnd

the taking for granted a conclusion from them, in contra-

diction to all general analogy. It may be considered

that the true factors of the pulse are four: 1. The
heart's impulse ; 2. The elastic contractility, especially

of the larger arteries ; 3. The closure of the aortic

valves ; 4. The muscular arterial systole. As this last

occurs after the others, and in an artery so remote as

the radial at the wrist, as late as the second sound, ac-

companying the shutting of the aortic valves, its effect

innsthQ to aid in propelling the blood. It cannot be

?u7, because it empties the arteries after death. It is

not a persistent rigidity or tonic contraction, or else it

could be felt in some arteries in the intervals of the

pulse, as it cannot. On the whole, it would appear

that, on this subject, with a vast deal of laborious ex-

perimentation, some want of care in reasoning has left

the problem unduly long in reaching a final solution.

The paper was referred to the Committee on Publi-

cations.

THE LEUCOCYTE.

Dr. Jos. G. Ricfiardson, of Philadelphia, Cha'rman
of the Committee "0». the Structure of tJie White Blood-

Corpuscles" presented a report on that subject. After

a brief review of our present knowledge in relation to

this important morphological element, he remarked :
j

•' From this abstract it appears that Strieker and

RoUett, who upon this subject occupy the front rank

amon'j; German microscopists and liistologists, whilst i

inclining somewhat to the view that the white blood-
[

corpuscle, at least in certain stages of its development,

possesses a cell wall differentiated in structure from the

cell contents, do not accept as proven the existence of

such a membrane ; that they also consider that the

laws according to which leucocytes take up fluids are

unknown, altliough they deem it probable that difl'u-^ion
,

plavs a part in the process ; and further, they seem
to think that the molecular or ' dancing ' movement
in the salivary corpuscle-, differs from that seen under

* P/tilMl. .Ved. Times Jan, 16, 1871.

certain conditions in colorless blood, pus, and other

corpuscles, insomuch as it ceases on the addition of

from one-half to one per cent, solutions of common
salt, which, they say, slill permits the movements of

fresh pus or lymph corpuscles to continue."

Afier a scries of experiments, performed to further

elucidate these three points left undetermined by Prof.

Strieker, in which lie studied the effects of chloride of

sodium, chloride of iron, and ferrocyanide of potas-ium

solutions of various strengths upon the leucocytes of

blood, pus, mucus and saliva, the writer concluded

that—
" The white blood corpuscle is a cell composed of a

nucleus (or nuclei), which latter possesses the power of

voluntary amoeboid movement, is insoluble in water,

but is capable of slowly imbibing that fluid and increas-

ing to nearly double its normal size. The cell wall of

the corpuscle is a membranous envelope, insoluble in

water, too thin to exhibit a double contour with a

magnifying power of 1200 diameters, but firm enough to

restrict the movement of its contained granules. Its ex-

terior is somewhat adhesive so that surfaces or particles

coming in contact with it are liable to become attach-

ed thereto. Some phenomena observed lend counten-

ance to a theory that this membrane is dotted with minute

pores, which permit delicate threads of the soft proto-

plasm to be extruded, and whose edges, if the projec-

tion still continues, during the amoeboid movement, are

carried outwards as a sheath to all except the extreme

point of the narrow tongue-like process. The material,

occupying the space between the capsule and the

nucleus, denominated the protoplasm of the cell (tlie

fibro-plastin of Prof. Heynsius) is a soft jelly-like mat-

ter, in which the power of amoeboid motion resides. It

appears to be soluble in water, and saline solutions in

all proportions, and when freely diluted loses its amce-

boid power, which however is regained in a majority of

cases when the excess of fluid is withdrawn."

In support of this view of its structure he observed :

" I think the surprising rotary motion noticed after

the action of ferrocyanide of potassium solution, as de-

scribed in exp. 6, is even more conclusive; for it ap-

pears almost incredible that molecules and nuclei could

revolve so quickly unless they floated in a fluid of low

specific gravity, or again, that a cell made up of hquid

so rare as to permit particles to move through it with

such velocity, could either restrict them within its

borders or retain its oval shape, except by the aid of

a cell wall of considerable firmness. To recur to a

simile which I have already used in reference to the

red blood-disc, it seems to me that this hasty rotation

of all the contents within a white blood-corpuscie, fur-

ni.'^hes the same kind of proof in regard to its parietes,

as the swimming of a shoal of little gold-fish aroumi

the inner surface of their vase affords us first—that they

move in liquid and are not embedded in jelly; and sec-

ondly, that they are confined by a boundary wall which

is strong enough not only to prevent them from pas-

sing beyond its limits, but also to preserve it-^ shape in

spite of the pressure of fluid within its cavity."

" The laws by which leucocytes take up and part

with liquids seem to be simply those of the dialysis of

fluids through animal membranes by endosmosis and

exo^mosis, as studied by Graham on a larger scale in

1855; the rapid inward current from the rarer solution

of higher diffusive power, through the cell wall, dis-

tending that membrane, and diluting its contents, until

an equilibrium of the endosmotic and exosmolic flow

is attained, or the capsule is burst by the centrifugal

pressure of the accumulated fluid."

" In regard to the motion of granules within the

salivary and pus corpuscles, my experiments so ful'y
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and uniformly corroborate each otlier, that, reluctant determined to split the edf»cs of the hard palate, inetead

as I am to di.-pute the observations of sucli celebrated

bistolopisfs as Strieker and Pfliljjer, I cannot but think

that no essential diQerence exists in the rffects of salt

sohjtions of various strenptlis upon the Unicocytes of

sa'iva, jnis, and blood ; anil from this circumstance, in

conjunction with the interesting fact discovered in exp.

5, that the salivary globule.-*, when acted upon by the

denser saline liquid, contract to the sizf of the ichiie

blood-corpnscJe ami manifest like amnboitl moremevts, I

conchuie that my theory— that the corpuscles of the

saliva are " migrating " white blood-glol)ules which,

wanilering out into the oral cavity, have sim|)Iy become
distended by the endosniosisof the rarer fluid in which
they float (see Handhoolc ofMedical Microi^copii, p. 1G4)

—

may now be considered as established upon a firm

experimental basis."

The practical deductons drawn were that, " in the

first place, the magnitude of the leucocytes in a neutral

fluid of known composition, such, for example, as the

renal secretion, atlbrds us a useful index to its specific

gravity ; and, in the second place, the prompt rupture

and destruction of white blood-corpuscles when acted

on by water suggests that in all surgical operations a

tliree-fourths of one per cent, salt solution (54.6 grains

to tlie piiit) would have a much less disturbing influence

upon tlie ti.ssiies washed or sponged with it than pure
water. Lastly," he remarked, "I trust that further in-

vestigation of the revolving movements sometimes (not

alwaysj produced \>y solution of ferrocyanide of potas-

sium in the white blood-corpuscle may throw some
light upon tho curious rotary motion of granules in

the cells of plnnts, which has for a long time been
deemed inexplicable, and by a late writer is attributed

to the presence of supposed cilia upon the inner sur-

face of the cell wall."

Paper referred to the Committee on Publication.

There being nothing further to come before the Sec-
tion, it adjourned, referring its Minutes to the Associa-
tion.

SECTION OF

Dk. John T

SURGERY AND ANATOMY.

HoDGEN, Mo., Chairman; Dk
Peck, Iowa, Secretary.

Tuesday, 7th May.

TnE Section met at half-past three o'clock, in the
main hall, and, in the absence of the Chairman, Dr.
GuRDon Buck, of New York, was called to the chair,

which he vacated on the entrance later of Dr. Hodgen.

URANOPLASTY.

Dr. J. SoLTS Cohen, of Philadelphia, exhibited a pa-
tient upon whom he had successfully operated, a few-

months since, for the closure of an enormous cleft in

both hard and soft palate, by a modified method, com-
pleted in a single operation. The patient was a voung
girl, some 16 years of .-ige, in perfect health. The cleft was
Longenital, one and five-eighths inches in length, and
seven-eighths in its broadest diameter, and permitted a
free view of the entire glandular tissue of the vault ofthe
pharynx, and of the whole of the pharyngeal extremities
of the Eustachian tubes. Tlie operation had been per-
formed by the speaker and Dr. Packard, in a sort of
surgical duet, a method which they had found con-
venient and expeditious in a previous operation. At that
time Dr. Cohen had proposed to split the edges of the
pa'ate, instead of paring them, but had been dissuaded
from the attempt by his as.'ociate, in view of the cal-
lousness of the edges. In the present instance he had

of making the u-^ual inci>ion along the cleft, thus rais-

ing the entire flap from the Rurlace of the bone, and
saving a lo-s of one-eighth inch of material. Dr. Pack-
ard immediately |>roposed continuing the slit into the

soft palate al-o, inst^-ad of paring it; and the operation

was perlbrmed in this way, each gentleman operating

on one siile. The patient being etherized, the New
York mouth-gag was introduced, and the operation ex-
peditiously iierlormed in the following manner :—The
edges of the cleft being sjjlit lengthwise by a shallow in-

cision, the flap of mucous membrane and periosteum
was raised from th'j hard palate, according to the

method of Langenbeck, the blunt and angular rasp, used

to detach the periosteum, coming into the cleft through
the slits in its edges. A double-cutting knife was in-

troduced into the soft palate, just below the line of

incision in the hard palate, and the muscles of the pal-

ate divided, after the method of Pollock, by raising and
lowering the handle of the knife, and thus sawing witii

its blade, so as to leave an anterior wound no larg< r

than the blade of the knife. The parts were brought
together by several points of wire suture, Langen-
beck's needle being used in uniting the flaps from the

hard palate, and a semicircular needle, in Schwerdt's for-

ceps, being used for the more movable soft palate. The
fine sutures in the hard and soft palate were clamped
by a shot on either side of the cleft ; the two in the uvu-
la and lowermost portion of the soft palate were
clamped by a single shot respectively.

The operation was a marked success, as exhibited by
the examination of the patient. Hsemorrhage from the
denuded bone took place on the first and second days,

and wa? checked by pledgets of lint, saturated in Mon-
sel's solution. These w'cre removed in a day or two,
and the parts beneath were granulating nicely. The
patient was nourished by feeding her from a spoon.
Two or three sutures were removed on the third day

;

the central .suture cut out on the fourth day, leaving a gap
comprising the space between the adjacent sutures ; and
the others were removed at intervals, the last suture
being removed on the eighth da/. Recovery was
prompt, but there remained an irregular opening in the
centre of the line of junction, the size of the end of a
lead-pencil. This gradually contracted, without inter-

ference, and at present there was no sign of an opening,

and only a depression at that place no larger than the
point of a pin.

The points to which Dr. Cohen called attention were
these : the benefit gained in this instance by splitting

the edges instead of paring them, and thus saving loss

of tissue; and the proof that nature is Sometimes a'le-

quate to close an aperture in the line of unf^n, without
interference from knife or caustic. <^'
The Doctor stated, in conclusion, that he had im-

agined an operation whicii should consist in dividing

the flaps of the soft palate vertically, so as to represent

flaps analogous to those taken fi"om the hard palate;

the anterior flaps being brought together, a raw surface

would be left, posteriorly, while a similar raw surface

would be left anteriorly at the side of these flaps.

These would, he thought, heal nicely, and leave a soft

palate large enough to be applied against the wall of
the pharynx—an indispensable requisite to distinct ar-

ticulation. Muscular fibres would exist in all four flnps

made in this operation, and thus the contraction of
their fibres would effect an occlusion between the up-
per and lower portions of the pharynx. In the case
exhibited articulation had been much improved, but it

could never become perfect, inasmuch as the new palate

was too far removed fiom the pharynx to admit of its

being pressed against it by muscular contraction.
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Dr. ^IcAiixnuR, of 111., was not sure that the closure

of the cleft by newly-formed bone was due to the peri-

osteum in the flaps, but thought it might be duo to the

nreolar tissue, which under irritation would sometimes
develop osteogenetic properties.

Dr. Cohen said there was nothing but the periosteum

to produce the bone on the posterior surface of the

flaps. Experience had shown that in these cases peri-

osteal Haps did produce bone, and those of mucous
membrane alone did not.

Dr. AiiKh (?), of Miss., inquired what was the best

age for performing this operation, and the alHed opera-

tion for hare-lip. In the case of a boy about fourtei.'n

years old, with very wide cleft of the hard palate, upon
which he had seen Dr. Say re operate, the patient was
subjected for a year previous to frequent titillation of

the" throat with a feather. As a consequence he did

not cough during the operation, nor during the whole

time of recovery ; and the result was higlily satisfac-

tory, very good voice and articulation being obtained.

Dr. Cohen could reply only from his reading, as this

was an isolated case in his own experience. He would

himself prefer to wait till the age of ten or eleven

years ;
but Dr. Smith, of England, had operated at eight

or nine months. His gag—a kind of bit—enabled him

to do this very well ; and a similar one had certainly

worked admirably in the present case.

Dr. Gurdon Buck, of New York, had in two cases

within the past year happily applied the method of

splitting the edges of the flaps to the lobe of the ear,

where it had been slit down by the ear-ring. Instead

of paring the edges he split them deeply, and then car-

ried this splitting incision into the angle of the slit, so

as to facilitate the turning out of the divided portions.

He then joined the two surfaces separately by two sets

of sutures, one set for each surface. Thus a broad

surface for adhesion was secured with no loss of sub-

stance, and the result was very good. He proposed to

try the same plan in some cases of hare-lip.

Dr. Cohen was glad to have this testimony, from so

distinguished a source, to the advantages of the method,

Avhich he was not before aware had been previously

em; iloyed. Dr. Packard had already applied it to hare-

lip in some instances. In cleft palate it was certainly

a great point gnined if we could not only avoid the

sacrifice of tissue, but even absolutely increase the

breadth of the flaps by thus drawing a little from

eJtlier side. In reply to a question, he said that he

had used an ordinary scalpel to split the edges, not a

knife with bent shaft, and there was no difficulty about

it.

Dr. KiNLOcir, of S. C, beUeved that the same method
had been employed by Mr. Simon in cases of vesico-

vaginal fistula, where it was often very important to

get a broad adhesive surface. He wished to know
whether the sutures were more or less liable to cut out

on this plan.

Dr. A. C. Post, of Xew York, harl, a number of years

ago, performed an operation upon the same principle in

a case of urinary fistula in front of the scrotum, a part

where the closure is attended with great difficulty on

account of the thinness of the tissues. By securing a

broad raw surfixce in this way, and holding the parts

together by a sole-leather splint, he had obtained an

excellent union.

Dr. Krackowizer, of New York, said that Dr.

Cohen had certainly the advantage of success in his

single case; but he thought there were some theoreti-

cal" objections to it which might be encountered in

many cases, perhaps the majority. The configuration

of the parts would tend to make both flaps collapse

after the incision; and it must be a matter of great

difficulty to introduce the sutures so as to make the

split edges spread out and bring only the bloody

surl'aces in contact, leaving nowhere any n u-

cous surface interposed to prevent union. Although

some little breadth was gained for the now palate by
the operation, still this would be insufficient after all

for the purposes of articulation. It must be admitted

that this operation was more difficult than the old

one, and when it added so little to the function of the

lalate it seemed hardly advisable to run the greater risk

of failure it entailed.

But he doubted if th's operation in any form would

hold its place more than a couple of years longer.

For cosmetic eflect it could not be compared with

other plastic operations, such as that for hare-lip. As
nothing was gained in appearance and so little in func-

tion, what, he would ask, was the real value of the op-

eration ? That the speech was somewhat improved

was admitted on all sides, but it remained far from per-

fect. Artificial palates would improve it far more than

this operation, and every five years saw great advances

made in their construction. Kingsley's soft-rubber ap-

pliance was decidedly superior to anything that preceded

it, and half a decade hence we might look for something

better still. Why then should we resort to an opera-

tion which must preclude its use? We might make an

exhibition of surgical skill, it is true, but our patient

would be worse off than before.

As to the proper age for operating, he was compelltd

once to perform this operation on a child perhaps a fort-

night old, to save it from death by suffocation. The lower

jaw was congenitally so small and receding that the

tongue did not find room, and constantly fell back

against the epiglottis; so that the chi'd's life was a per-

petual struggle to keep from strangling. After the ope-

ration it breathed much easier, but I'.ved only a short

time. The fatal issue was owing partly, no doubt, to

exhaustion from the operation, but partly also to

insufficient nourishment since birth. On post-mortem

examination he found that union had taken place at two

points, but that gangrene had occurred where tw^o of

the sutures were inserted at the junction of the hard

palate with the soft.

Dr. Montrose A. Paixen, St. Louis, said that this

mode of splitting the flaps had been several times ap-

plied by Dr. Hodgen, of St. Louis, Chairman of the

Section, to lacerations of the perin»um.

THE ST. LOUIS OPERATION FOR VESICO-VAGINAL FISTULA.

Dr. Pallen had risen, however, to exhibit the instru-

ments, and describe the method, employed in what had

come to be known as " the St. Louis plan" of operating

in vesico-vaginal fistula. Not every one had the skill

or the opportunities of a Sims, or an Emmet ;
it was de-

sirable, therefore, for the majority of the profession that

the operation should be simplified as far as possible.

The instruments exhibited were these :—1. Scissors,

for paring the edges of the fistula. There are several

pairs of these, some straight, others bent flatwise, near

the pivot, at various angle?, so as to operate with the

greatest convenience upon a wound in any position.

The special peculiarity of these scissors is that they

have but one cutting edge, wdiich is opposed to a square

edge of softer material.
" This is to insure the opposition

of the blades so necessary to trimming smoothly the

often indurated tissues. They are the invention of Mr.

Leslie, an instrument maker of St. Louis. 2. Needles,

which are the finest cambric sewing-needles ground to

trocar points. These are threaded with fine but

strong silk, doubled so as to make a loop without a

knot, through which may be passed the small end of (3.)

the suture ivire. This is made of moderately large silver
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wire, sanil-papLTod to pxtrome thinness at one extrem-
ity, so that itvS small imhI, even wlmn doiihiod throuph
tlic loop of silk, is no thicker than the fine needle used.
Tlie object of this is to allow tlie wire to follow the thread
with perffct ease, while, as it is drawn tliroiigh, its larger
portion plugs up the hole made by the needle so as to

prevent any bleeding. 4. The Jieedle-hohier requires
no special mention. 5. The sitture-;/a'ii/f. From a
handle extends a shaft of Hexible copper, terminating
in a flattened extremity. This flattened portion has a
base, next the shaft, perhaps five-eighths of an inch
broad, while its apex is about one-eighth of an inch. It
does not taper gradually, but by three or four opposed
rectanguhir notches, this gauge, and we believe also

the tapered wire, were invented by Dr. Ilodgen. G.

Forceps^ for seizing and twisting the wire.
In paring tlie edges of the fistula it is often ad-

visable not to take away the rejected tissue piece-
meal, but to remove it as a complete ring, since
thus it can be more easily held. Tlie wire having
been drawn through both flaps nearly to its thick
extremity, it is cut off at the proper length, and
the edges of the wound are approximated to the exact
degree at which it is desired they may be per-
manently retained. The suture-gauge is then placed
flat upon tliem in sucii a manner "that it shall just
touch the wire on either side at its points of entrance
and emergence. The ends of the wire are next seized
by the forceps, and twisted as firmly as possible down
upon the gauge, whicli securely protects the tissues
from injury. The gauge is now removed, and the
relaxation consequent upon this gives sufficient room
for swelling. It may be mentioned that if the same
wire is u-ed for more than one suture, it should be freshly
annealed in a candle flame every time it is passed.

In fissures of the neck of the uterus, so common after
parturition, the fine needles above described were
found to pass with the greatest ease through the hard
tissue of the part; and such was the facility with
which the edges of the fissure might be at any time
approximated by the aid of the suture-gauge, that the
speaker was accustomed to allow his patients to walk
about immediately after the operation.

I INKAH KXTRACTION OF CATABACT.

Dit. II. Knai'p, N .Y., gave a history of the operations

for cataract, describing in detail the various mithods
whicii had iieen successively in Vdgije, and dernnnstraied

the special features of the Liuear Mode of L'xtrucliott, for

wliieh he claimed superior advantages.

Dr. O. D. PoMEKoy, N. Y., preferred the flap molhol
to the linear, because it was attended with le-s difliculty

anil consequL-niiy with less hazard.

The Section then adjourned.

(To be oontiniied.

)

(Driginal Communications.

two cases of erysipelas observed
with the fever and surface

therm<):meters.

Bv E. SEGUIN, M.D.,

NEW YOIIK.

The mode of recording the vital signs by curves

traced on diagrams gives at a glance a bird's view of

their oscillations; but the tracing of these curves is

of itself an art not attainable by every physician.

Besides, to afford a positive knowledge of their cor-

relative value, these curves need yet, after much care

of the pen and expense of burin, to be tabulated in

computalile figures; therefore, we give the preference

to the tables, wiiich. it is true, exact a formal reading

instead .of a glance, but which contain more material

for thoughts, and which anybody can write, print, and
read as book matter. Those tables exactly cost to the

physician ten minutes at each visit, and ten more for

the weekly computations.
The scale used in these tables is the centigrade,

adapted to physiological observation by transferring

the zero fiom the point of melting snow—which has

nothing to do with anthropology—to that of normal

No. 1. Nasie, S- Age 45. Sex F. Disease, Erysipelas.

1S72. February.

Days op Disease.

23

I

24

II

25

III

26

IV

28

VI

29

VII

E M -'— E M -•- E M-^E,M~*-E M-*-E M-^E

Septenary.

No. 1.

2 . r Fever -] 3.3 44 4.24 o5 43.23.13 43 2;
f Total up. 51.7 : 14=3.7

3 .S Zero Health. ... -0 '
' " "

Depression .... J

"5 ~ Daily average .

c ^
O Zi

O -^
1^ Daily difference

3.6

.8

4.1

.3

4.5

1

Local temp. (

( above) I 6 6.5 ' 7
1)\ Ir, !

4.5

1

6.3

3.15

.1

4.2

3.5

1

2.5

1

below

(.Total down

Average of temp., 2.J.S5: 7=3.7

lid. of difference, 5.1 :7= .72

Id. of local temperature, 4.9

Pulse 100 106 104 112 108 118 96 89

Kespiration 128 22 ,20 23

80 82 80 100 77 72 Id. of pulse, 94.5

17 116 16 Id. breathings in -, ^ . ,„„°
( dererveacence 16>J
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human lionlth. That is the of the moiHoal thermom-
etcr, iMiuivalfiit to 37° CiMiligrnck', or to liO.OO IICmu-

miir, or to 98.G* Fahrenheit. (See taliK> of equivalents

in Meilic'tl 'J'liennojnt'tri/ nud Iluiunu 'I'lmpiriitiire. By
A. C. Wiintlerheli and E. Seguin. W. Wood Sc Co.,

I'uhlisliers, New York.)
Witli this— the only scale of human temperature

—

the fever-thermonieter has been applied to the axilla,

nnd two surface-thermometers, one on the seat of the

))hlepma<ia, the other on a surface isothermal witli it in

health.

Thus operating', the fever-thermometer marks the

degrees of fever above zero, and the degrees of de-
pression below

; and the surface-thermometer, which is

superposed to the healthy surface, gives the relative

normal temperature; whilst the other instrument, su-

perposed to the sick spot, marks the deviation of tem-
perature from that norme attributable to the local

aftection. If I am not mistaken, this concurrent use
of the two thermometers offers tlie only possibility of

mathematically measuring the relations of genesis,

reaction, intensity, and persistency of general fevers to

local phlegmasia.

This leaves us on the threshold of the question at

issue in this paper: ]V/icit are the relations of the gen-

eral fever to the local pldeijmasia in erysipelas?

To appreciate the opportuneness of this inquiry, let

the views of the gravest authorities encounter each
other. Erysipelas is, for Sydenham, a fever, an ebulli-

tion of the blood (our own cflervescence) ; for Cullen,

an inllammatory fever; for Rayer, an exantliematous
inllammation; for Velpeau, a superficial inflammation
of the skin ; lor Ilosack, a pure inflammatory disease

of the skin ; for Watson, an eruption preceded by fe-

ver
;

for Niemeyer, an erysipelatous dermatitis ; for

Reynolds, an acute specifjc disease, characterized by a

fever of a low type, and a peculiar inflammation of

the skin
;
Trousseau, more circumspect yet, enumerated

what it is not, but omitted to tell what it is. {C li-

mine de r Hotel Dieu, T. 1, p. 16-i.)

Evidently, to concihate the dermatous theory, con-
tracted by Niemeyer, with the daring generalization
of Sydenham, will demand a great deal of labor.

Happily, where our predecessors could surmise and
conjecture upon the results of their sensorial observa-
tion, we are enabled to calculate the mathematical data
furnished by our instruments of positive diagnosis, and
mainly by the fever and surface thermometers; at

guessing, genii could be misled; at reckoning, ordi-

nary men may attain to wonderful accuracies.

It is in this hope and in fulfilment of this duty
that the accompanying tables have been arranged. The
two observations which tliey record, having been
taken from a private and limited practice, cannot offer

to the mind of the reader suggestions so numerous
nor so forcible as would others selected from hospital
reports. But the latter cannot fail to come en suite,

since the fever and surface-thermometers begin to be
extensively used to test the action of local upon gen-
eral inflammations, and vice versa.

AVith the same object almost exclusively in view, the
accompanying cases will be bereft of the" details which
adorn routine observations

; even their treatment will

be dismissed with the assurance that it has been
supporting, in strict accordance w^ith the indications of
thermometry.
The first case was of a ripe woman of greater phy-

sical expansion than strength, and subject to previous
attacks. In her, the general fever was never as high
in proportion a^i tlie local, though it preceded it ; its

daily differences being as small as one-tenth of a de-
gree, never above one degree, averaging 0.72. In keep-

ing with this remarkable moderation and unifurmiiy
of the general temperature, the pulse never mse above
112, nor fell below 72. Alone, the respiration, by its

initial frequency, averaging 23 during the efferves-

cence, created an apprehension of jineumonia— then

prevalent—but soon settled at lOi in the deferves-

cence. Quite in keeping with the greater height of

local temperature was the formation and oozing out of

purulent matter under tiie right eye, which left a per-

sistent, thick scab. The deft-rvescence, n)0<lerate as

tlie effervescence had been, closed the seventh day at

2, apparently cut short by bilious critical evacuations,

whieli suddenly brought the temperature to zero-

norme, and the patient into convalescence with a rav-

enous appetite.

Tlie second case—that of a primipara not yet com-
pletely recovered—was beset with more perils; still it

ran its course of three scptenaries with a regularity

which gives it the appearance of one of those boauti^

tul types created by the synthetic art of Wunderlich
out of thousands of homologous cases; therefore, let

us mark the mathematics of its evolution.

In the first septenary the effervescence is protracted

to the fifth day; in the second, to the third; in the

third and last it is subdued in forty hours.

In the first septenary the average of general tem-
perature is 3.5; in the second, 2.42 ; in the third, 1.2.

In the first septenary the difference between the

daily maxima and minima averages 2.35: in the sec-

ond, 1.7 ; in the third, 1.2.

In the first septenary the local temperature averages

4.5; in the second, 2 ; in the third, 1.

The pulse, in keeping with the pyretic symptom?,
averages in the first septenary 107 ; in the second, 90

;

in the third, 73 beats.

The respiration remained so near the norme that it

seemed useless to record it.

The convalescence, which is yet in progress (28th of

April), caused a rise of the temperature of 0.5 to 1.5,

and a corresponding acceleration of the pulse.

As for the main question : In what relations of pre-

cedence, causation, duration, and reaction stand the

general and local temperatures in the two cases therein

reported ? , . .

In the first case, the fever preceded the phlegmasia

by fully twenty-four hours, and overlapped it by thirty-

six. In the second case, the initial fever reached at

once its maximum, 7 ; and the phlegmasia its 8, the

second and third days. In the second septenary the

fever reached its maximum, 6.6, the first day, and the

phlegmasia its 5, the second. But in the third

septenary the fever-heat rose only the second and
tiiird day ; whilst that of the phlegmasia rose steadily

from the first to the third day, after which it no more
rose above zero.

Tliese are mathematical facts.

What can be deduced from them?
I will venture to surmise that :—
1. If erysipelas did not show itself typical in its

daily undulations, it proved to be endowed with sep-

tenary fluctuations, which have the appearance of a

type.

2. No less distinct than this septenary cycle was its

division in two periods ; one of effervescence and the

other of defervescencee; though, as the elements of

ustion wore away, the days of combustion became
less, and those of cooling more numerous.

3. One may also surmise, from the march of the

local symptoms at the end of the second and at the

beginning of the third septenary (see Case No. 2), that

a complete resolution of local ti-mperature, even to

zero = health for several days, is no guaranty against
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a relapse; guaranty to be sooner looked for in the

state of the general temperature, and particularly in

the diffvrences between the daily minima and maxima
(see these differences in both cases).

These remarks do not throw a great light on the

subject, to be sure; but we must remember that the

pathological law of a disease is not expected to burst

forth from one or two observations, but from one mil-

lion or more. Ask Wunderlich.

New-Vork, April 28, 1872.

IDroijrcss of illctjicnl Science.

Abortiox or Premature Labor not Produced by
Quinine.—In a paper read before the Elmore County
Medical and Surgical Society, styled, " Will quinine

originate contractions in the gravid uterus sufficient to

produce aliortion or premature labor ? " by James C.

Harris, M.D., Wetumpka, Alabama {Am. Practitioner),

it is asserted, alter au experience of thirty-three years,

that quinine, as ordinarily administered, does not possess

any properties that are in the least calculated to pro-

duce contractions in the gravid uterus ; but, on the

contrary, under certain circumstances, he has always

relied upon it as the very best remedy to destroy the

cause, and break up the concatenation of symptoms,
upon which, in that section of the country where inter-

mittent fevers abound, abortion frequently depends.

Analysis of Urine in a Case of Malarial H-e-

MATURiA.—T. 0. Summers, M.D., of Greensboro, Ala.

{Nashville Journal of Medicine and Surgery), submits

the result of his investigations upon the pathological

condition of the urine in the disease commonly known
as hemorrhagic malarial fever, or cachasmia. The first

specimen of urine presented for analysis was of a deep-

red color, perfectly opaque, and of an alkahne reac-

tion, and of a specific gravity of 10.25. Under a micro-

cope of 500 diameters, only two well-defined blood-

corpuscles to the inch were detected, though the color-

ing matters of the blood appeared to be generally dif-

fused. Leucocytes, or pus- corpuscles, were veiy numer-
ous—about thirty to the inch. The crystals of glyko-

cholate of soda were well defined, surrounded by drops

of the uncrystaUizable tauro-cholate of soda, which lat-

ter were only distinguishable from oil-globules by their

chemical properties. Crystals of triple phosphates were
not so abundant as in normal urine. None of the

other biliary salts were recognizable under the mi-

croscope. Crystals of creatine and creatinine existed

in large proportions. The sediment of the urine was
strongly colored with urosacine. The second specimen
of urine from the same patient, at a more advanced
stage of the disease, presented very much the same
characteristics of the former, with exception of the color,

which was not so deep.

The third specimen presented scarcel)'^ any of the

characteristics of the other tvro ; but, after standing,

became of a bright amber color, and with tlie exception

of the sediment, which was for the most part albumen,
in every respect normal in its appearance and constitu-

ency. Its reaction was acid. The tests usually resort-

ed to, for the detection of bile failed to establish its

presence. Pettenkofer's test was not relied on, though
it was applied.

Detection of Bile.—Dr. T. 0. Summers, M.D., of

Greensboro, Alabama {Nashville Journ. Med. and Surge-

ry), pronounces Pettenkofer's tests for the detection

of bile, though the one usually resorted to by the best

physiologists, and generally relied upon, the most un-

certain and unsatisfactory of all the tests which have
lieen applied for the detection of bile. He has produced
the same results with this test where he knew there

was and could be no bile present. It is claimed for tiiis

test, that the reaction is produced by tlie presence of

either of the biliary substances proper ; but one wishes

to know, not only whether bile is present or not, but

whether, having been present, it has left its impression,

and then undergone decomposition, or Avhether one or

more of its constituents are present, thus rendering its

detection by this test absolutely impossible. He there-

fore relies on the microscope almost exclusively for the

detection of biliary substances proper, as also the color-

ing matters of both bile and urine.

Treatment of Dissecting Wounds.—Dr. John II.

Beach, Coldwater, Mich. {Detroit Review of Medicine

and Pharmacy), having been poisoned by a dissecting

wound, was cured through the influence of about fifteen

grains of concentrated carbolic acid internally, in about

eleven hours of medication. Diluting a solution of car-

bolic acid so that he could swallow it without much ir-

ritation of the fauces, he began taking doses equivalent

to about twenty drops of the saturated solution, every

half hour.

Chloral in Delirium Tremens.—Chas. W. Earle,

;M.D., physician to Washingtonian Home, Chicago {Med.

Examiner), having used chloral in more than fifty cases

of delirium tremens, can recommend it for producing

sleep. It is not as necessary, in the cases treated in

this class of public institutions, to disguise the taste of

tlie drug as in private practice. The sharp, pungent

taste, to one habituated to the use of ordinary whiskey,

is not particularly unpleasant. Fifteen-grain doses re-

peated often, until the required result is obtained, seem
to give a better eflect than to give larger doses. J>lor-

phine combined with chloral, in some cases, give a bet-

ter result than either drug given singly. The following

formula, of which a teaspoonful may be given every

two hours, has given decided benefit : I^ Chloral hy-

drat., 3 ij. ; Moi phiaj acet., gr. ij. ; Syrupi zinziberis,

!ij.-M.

Sterility.—G^-o. M. M'Dowell, M.D., of Barnes-

ville, Ga. {Atlanta Med. and Surg. Jour.), says that ob-

servation leads him to the conclusion, that three-

iburtlis of the cases of sterility occurring among re-

spectable married women in this country are the result

of cervical or corporeal endometritis in persons who,

sooner or later, are subjects of phthisis. Nor can this

sterility be regarded as a misfortune, when it is re-

membered that the effects of rapid child-bearing, in

phthisical females, are almost invariably to hurry them

to the grave.

H.EMORRHAGIC Malarial Fever.—At a recent meet-

ing of the Atlanta Academy of Medicine, Dr. Cooper,

of Americus, Georgia {Atlanta Med. and Surg. Jour.),

called attention to the value of large doses of the tinc-

ture of chloride of iron in the treatment of this variety

of fever. Quinine seemed to be of little use in this

disease.

Supra- Pubic Puncture of the Bladder.—A. W.
Calhoun, M.D., Berlin correspondent of the Atlanta

Med. and Surg. Journal, extols this operation, and

gives the par,i3uiirs of a successful operation by Prof-

fessor Langenbeck, upon a man, aged 68 years, with

absolute retention of urine for 48 hours. Considering

the age of the patient, and the severity of such troubles

and operations upon the general system, he regards the

complete recovery as somewhat surprising. This op-
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cration nfTords at least one more clianco to save the suf-

ferer, wlien all others have failed, and fn-es the medi-
cal attendant from tiie murtification of seeing his pa-
tient die unidleviated.

ExnsioN OF FofR Intjies of Fkmi'r with Dkscen'd-

ixo Ramts.—Joseph W. Thompson, M.D., Paducali,

Ky. {Riclnnoud and L»uixviUe Med. Journ.), relates a

case of gun-shot wonnd of left hip, tlie patient bi-ing a

Confederate soldier, a^od 30, in which four inches of

the femur, all of the ischium, and the descendin-^ ramus
of the puhes, were removed by Surgeon Fisher, of
Philadelphia. The patient fully recovered. The limb
is 4^ inches shorter than its fellow, its motion is free

in all directions, except abduction, in which it is s'ight-

ly restricted. He can walk four or five miles without
crutch or stick, and with very little inconvenience.
The muscles are sliplitly atrophied, but regaining
strength constantly. The deformity is scarcely notice-

able, except the short.-ning of the thigh and the cica-

trix on the outer side. The rectum and urinary organs
now perform their functions perfectly, and the general
health is perfect.

Bromide of Potassipm ix Epilepsy.—Dr. J. B. Cox,
French Village, Mo. {St. Louis ^fed. and Surg. Jour.),

reports eight cases of epilepsy, in which tlie attacks
M-ere cured by the administration of bromide of potas-
sium.

Impalement of Abdomf.s and Thorax.- -Joseph Sar-
gent, M.D., Worcester, Mass., communicates to the
Boston Society for Medical Improvement (Boston Med.
and Sunj. Journal) the results, as shown by autopsy,
upon a woman who, twenty years before, when 37
years of age, had been impaled upon the handle of a
pitchfork, which entered the body through the vagina,

and passed to a distance of 22 inches, into and tlirough

the abdominal cavity, and, perlbrating the diaphragm,
entered the thorax, without marked injury to any of
the viscera lying in its course.

The accident occurred August 7, 1851. The patient
died Dec. 29, 1871 ; and the autopsy was made about
forty-six hours after death. The left side of the thorax
was observed to be considerably more prominent than the
right, and was found to be entirely filled with the proper
contents of the abdomen, consisting of the stomach, the
transverse colon, with a few inches of the descending
colon, and a considerable portion of the small intes-

tines. All of these had passed through an opening in

the diaphragm at the left of the median line. This
opening was irregularly oval, with rounded educes, and
occupied a large part of the left half of the diaphragm,
bfing about four inches in diameter. There were ad-
hesions between t'.ie left costal pleura and the omen-
tum. The transverse colon and a fold of the small

intestine were crowding against the clavicle and the
upper rib. A callus of fracture of this first rib was
quite conspicuous. The heart was crowded to the
right of the sternum. On removing the contents of
the abdomen, a large irretcular cicatrix was quite ob-
vious in the peritonaeum of the left recto-uterine cul-de-

siic. Dr. Sargent says that he bad not seen this patient
for nearly three years before she died. Her death
seems to have been from inflammation of the serous
membranes contained in the left thoracic cavity.

Trephin-ixg IN' Epilepsy.—Dr. James T. Bou telle, of
Boston (Boston Med. and Surj. Journal, February
22) records twelve cases of this operation made at the
Massachusetts General Hospital since its foundation, in

cases of epilepsy following depressed fractures of the
8'<ull. From this table we find that seven cases proved
fatal ; in four the epilepsy was cured, and one case was

relieved, giving a mort^ility of 58.3:1 per cent. In
most of these cases death took place shortly alter the
operation, from acute nif-ningeal and cerebral inflamma-
tion, accompanied by ab.scess of the brain or sloughing
of the membranes. In four cases the operation was
followed in a short time—one hour to two days—by a
rapid succession of convulsions, followed by hemiplega
and coma. He thinks the snlyoined conclusions may
be drawn:— 1st. The operation promi-es a fair chance
of success, and unless contraindicated by an exces-
sively feeble state of the patient, ought always to be
performed. 2(1. It requires dexterity and t!ie greatest
caution on the part of the operator, owing to the fact

that the membranes are frequently closely adherent to

the depressed bone, and the slightest laceration of them
greatly increases the chances of death. There is also

much uncertainty, before making the incision, as to the
extent of depression and the condition of the parts.

3d. The depressions must be entirely removed, as any
projection remaining behind would nullify any benefit

expected from the operation. 4th. The wound should
not be closed, but kept open to allow the freest possi-

ble discharge of pus. 5th. The knowledge of the
possible occurrence of epilepsy in afler-life, in conse-
quence of injury to the cranium, should, in cases of
recent fracture of the skull, make the surgeon especial-

ly careful to elevate every existing depression and re-

move all fragments and spicula.

Abscess of toe Appe.vdix Vermiformis.—Dr. Clark-

son Freeman, Milton, Ont. (Canada Lancet, Feb.), re-

I

ports a case of abscess of the appendix vt-rmiformis,

followed by phlebitis of the left leg,—the patient being
a male, aged 19 years. A free opening was made
with a curved bistoury, about midway over Poupart's
ligament, into the deep-seated abscess which presented
a resemblance to an over-distended bladder in the right

iliac fossa. This gave exit to a quart or more of fetid

pus. It continued to discharge freely until phlebitis

commenced in the left leg, about ten days afser the

opening of the abscess, when the patient su Idenly felt

a severe throbbing pain in the left femoral region,

accompanied with rapid tumefaction of the entire

limb. By constant fomentation with hop.«, it (the

pain ?—Ed.) subsided after a week or ten days, Avhen
the abscess again discharged freely and continued to do
so for months, with an occasional exit of small concre-

tions. He now enjoys good health, with only a slight

enlargement of the left leg. A weak solution of per-

manganate of potash was occasionally injected with
beneficial effect.

The Prevention of Small-Pox.—Dr. A. Armstrong
(ibid.) advises the following means in staying the

ravages of small-pox:—Persons suffering from the

disease should daily anoint their bodies and limbs
throughout with carbolized oil ; and also wash their

bodies thoroughly with soft water, slightly carbolized

;

the anointing to be performed after the whole person
has been washed, and gently dried v.-ith some soft

fabric. This process should be commenced before pa-

tients are allowed to leave their sick-room, and
continued until such time as all the diseased skin has
been removed, and a new and healthy one formed. In
this way the particles of diseased and desquamated
skin are prevented from being set free from persons
who have recently suffered, and contaminating healthy
persons, by being inhaled or deposited on the exposed
skin, or by getting into the water or food, and thus be
a mode of contagion.

Fracture of the Femcr.—Dr. Frederic D. Lente, of

Cold Sprinsr. X. Y. (X. Y. Med. Journal. March), spenl:-

of the different methods of treating this fracture, an i
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jiarticularl}' of the plaster-splint, which he believes

will undoubtedly prove superior to all others, in cer-

tain cases where exercise and fresh air are of special

importance, and where the conveyance of the patient

fiom one locality to another is necessary. The use of

the upright bar, one of the appliances adopted by
Prof. Sands in tlie application of tiie plaster-splint, he

states, can not only be omitted without disadvantage,

but, probably, with a positive gain in the facility and
rapidity of application, and perhaps in the comfort

alibrded by the appaiatns. By discarding the bar, the

second table may also be dispensed with, provided a

single one of sufficient length is employed.
According to Prol". Sands, the ordinary perineal

band is a very iudiiferent substitute for the iron

bar; but on a trial of both. Dr. Lente finds that

the reverse will be found to be the fact. All tlie bar

can do is to make an efficient counter-extension, and
tiiis can as well be done by any inelastic substance

which is sufficiently strong; es{)ecia]ly for the short

time during which it is in action.

Tartrate of Iron and Potassa in Typhoid Fever.—
Dr. Charles H. Gordon, Mokelumne, Cal. {Pacific Med.

& Surg. Journal)^ c;dls attention to the use of tartrate of

iron and potassa in typhoid fever—the ulceration of the

intestines in lyphoid being modified by its employment.
He usually prescribes for an adult five-grain doses in

solution twice a day, increasing the dose in the second
and third week to double that c[uantity.

Chronic Diseases of the Respiratory Organs.—W.
H. Holcombe, M.D., of New Orleans, La. {U. S. Med.
& Surg. Journal), in his review of the work " On
Chronic Diseases of the Respiratory Organs," by John
Meyhoffer, M.D., states that this author is a strong ad-

vocate for the inhalation of specific medicines, including

warm salt water. He approves the inhalation of car-

bonic acid gas diffused in an atmosphere softened by
watery vapor, for ^vhich special pneumatic chambers
have been built at some of the European springs. He
commends it especially in bronchorrlioea with dilata-

tion of the air-tubes and obstruction of the finer bron-
chial divisions with mucus, in the belief that the car-

bonic acid powerfully strengthens and prolongs the ex-
piratory eft'oit.

For syphilitic laryngitis, Meyhoffer commends the

recent practice of injecting minute portions of bichlo-

ride of mercury into the cellular tissue. It is so pain-

ful, however, that morphine should be added to the so-

lution. The same author recommends the use of se-

lienate soda in tubercular laryngitis. He says, further,

that there are two great types of the scrofulous diathe-

sis, the irritahle and the torpid. The first is lean, slen-

der, thin skinned, with great vascular and nervous ex-
citabilit}', and will be improved by use of cod-liver oil.

The torpid class have fatty, puffy, leuco-phlegmatic

forms, and will be made worse I)y the use of an oleagi-

nous remedy.

Tannate and Sulphate of Quinine.—The cpies-

tion of the activity of the former salt has recently

been discussed in the Academy of Medicine of Paris,

Messrs. Chanfard, Briquet, and others thinking that it

is without activity ; and M. Mialhe, the eminent phar-

macologist, believing that it has some, but qualifies his

views by saying that, in spite of some activity, the

tannate of quinine is a detestable salt. M. Mialhe,

speaking of the sulphate of quinine, makes the fullow-

ing observation, Avhich is worthy of attention :

Sulphate of quinine should never be employed as a

basic sulphate, but as an acid salt. In this stae the

sulphate may compete with all other salts the base of
which is ([uinine; for it should be noticed that it is the

quinine itself, and not its saline combinations, which is

active. The acid serves only as a vehicle for the intro-

duction of the quinine into the blood, where it is set

free by means of the alkaline, or earthy bicarbonales
wiiich the blood contains, and then its therapeutic ac-
tion begins. It is a mistake to believe that the sul-

phate of quinine, when this salt is administered, can he
traced in the urine

; the salts traced are the acid phos-
phate of quinine associated with the phosphates of
lime and magnesia.

Importance of Gonorrhcea in Producing Vesical Ca-
tarrh.—Dr. Kraus, of Vienna, in speaking of his recent

cxi)erience in this subject, says that the best prophylactic
against catarrh of the bladder is the employment of a
scientific treatment of gonorrhoea, and he protests

strongly against the introduction of irritating substan-
ces into the male urethra. It is just as difficult, he
says, to cure vesical catarrh, when once established, as

it is easy to cure gonorrhoea. Ricord, also, says that

the great majority of catarrhs of the bladder are con-
tracted from ill-treated gonorrhoea?, the extension of the
inflammation taking place in the acute stage of the lat-

ter affection. The last-mentioned writer affirms that

he has not met with a case in which the vesical com-
plication has taken place in patients whose gonorrhoeas
were treated by his method of treatment from the out-

set; but as many as 80 per cent, of the cases which
came to him after having been in the hands of charla-

tans had suffered the complication mentioned.
In the treatment of acute catarrh of the bladder Dr.

Kraus disapproves the use of diuretics, stimulants, and
all the mineral waters which have been so fashionable,

and directs the patient to drink a quantity of distilled

water. This, although it increases the quantity of
urine, renders it, by dilution, less irritating. The water
should be taken neither hot nor cold, and may, if more
agreeable to the patient, be flavored. Tepid baths are

also of great service.

Laryngoscopy.—Dr. Friber, curator of this section,

and that of electricity in the General Hospital of Vi-
enna, gives, in the All. Wien. Med.-Zeif. of Oct. 31st,

some hints to beginners in laryngoscopy. He says
that the larynx of a dog is most useful for the study of

the organs when the human larynx is not obtainable

fur dissection. To this end Luschka's Avoik is also rec-

ommended, on account of the plates it contains. The
learner should practise much by holding the small mir-

ror over the specimen, so as to know at a glance the
different parts seen in the living subject. Common
gas mixed with oxygen is recommended as the best
fight. Petroleum and oil lamps should be practised

with, as they furnish the light often met with in the
houses of patients. First of all, the beginner should be-
come familiar with the appearance of healthy larynxes,

and for this, those of hysterical women are recom-
mended, as the sensibility of the epiglottis and pharynx
is in them diminished. At first the mobility of the
beginner's hand is apt to cause irritation of the throat

and feelings of choking in the patient, which renders
examination impracticable. When the condition of the
patient's throat is responsible for this impediment, astrin-

gent gargles (tannin) may be useful; or the throat

may be touched with equal parts of chloroform and
tincture opii. In tender throats it is well to make the
patient cry out before the mirror is introduced and
pressure is made upon the uvula, after which a rapid
glance may sometimes be obtained of the interior of tie

larynx during the first moment of tranquillity.
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Tkei'Iiinincs and Rkmoval of a Eci-i-et from the
I

CnASiiM.—Dr. Williiiin A. Hyril, of Ursa, 111. (Am.
Jiturn. Meil. Sriences), n-latos h ca?e of trcpliininp and I

removal of a bullet wliifli had passed llirouj,'h the brain.

Tlii.s case, though somewhat analogous to one related

by Dr. Benj. Howard in the October number of this

journal, is nmrc like the one reported by Baron Larrey.

A .soldier, belonging to the regiment composed of the

1-t and 4tli Alis^ouri Confederate A'olunteers, was
wounded at the battle of Cliampion's Hill, Mississippi,

Mav K), 1S(J3. When the surgeon liavin» charge of the

ward examined the patient he pronounced the wound
of the Ibrehead over the right eye a contusion produced

l>v a fragment ol shell. He wa.s afterwards moved to a

hiispital at Clinton, Mississippi, tliat was in charge of a

Dr. Hunt, of Louisiana, who, while examining the

patient's head, ten days after he received the injury,

tiiscdvered a spot a little to the right of the occipital

protuberance tliat was painful to the touch. This led

l.im to examine more carefully the wound of the fore-

head, when he fonnd that the frontal bone liad received

a fracture of both t.ibles. Passing a probe in at the

wound, he found that it jiassed to the back part of the

head, where it met a hard convex substance. This hav-

ing settled the diagnosis, Dr. Hunt, with the assistance

of the hospital staff, trephined over the supposed site of

the foreign substance, and found a large conical leaden

bullet, nmch roughened by its passage through the

frontal-bone. Dr. Byrd, several times in 186-i, saw the

jiatient doing duty a-< a soldier with his regiment. He
made no complaint of his head bothering him except

when marching under a hot sun, which he said caused

him to become dizzy, with a heavy headache.

Nitrite of Amyl.—A. B. Lyons, M.D., Prof, of

Chemistry in Detroit Medical College (Detroit Review

of Med. and Phannaci/), in speaking of this remedy,

first discovered and described by ^L Balard, in 1844,

remarks that many cases of asthma are reported in

which instantaneous relief of the distressing symptoms
has followed its administration. Dr. Connor, of that

city, reports several instances of this kind in which he

has made trial of the remedy—always with the happiest

effect*. In a case of hemicrania, attended with contrac-

tion of the pupil of the affected side, and probably due,

according to Du Bois-Raymond, to tetanic contraction

of the arterioles and capillaries of the affected part,

the attack?, which had usually lasted through the day,

were cut short, and no unpleasant after-symptoms were
produced. As a remedy in tetanus the nitrite has, la

several instances, appeared to meet the indications, its

use being followed by recovery. It is ordinarily ad-

ministered by inhalation. Five drops, poured upon a

handkerchief and held to the nostrils, will speedily

bring the patient under its influence. The characteris-

tic reddening of the face, or the acceleration of the

pulse, serves to indicate that the drug has produced its

effect, and the handkerchief should be at once with-

drawn. The dose may be repeaed, if necessary, after

a short interval.

Removal of an Inverted Uterus.—Dr. Thomas Hay,
of Philadelphia (Med. and Surfj. Reporter, Dec. 2, 71),
publishes a case in which an inverted uterus with an
intra-mural fibrous tumor of the fundus was successfully

removed by icrasement from a married woman, aged 32
years. The entire mass removed weighed one pound
avoirdupois, less one quarter-ounce troy, and measured
in length 6^^ inches; in circumference, at the thickest

part, 12 inches ; and around the neck 8 J- inches.

Hydrophobia.—Dr. A. J. Murray, of Detroit, Mich.

(Detroit Review of Med. and Pharmacy), in publishing a

case of hytlrophobia occurring in a horse, remarks that

many surg(;on.s recommend excision of the bitten part;

but if a cau-stic is applied iiniuediiilili/ aft<'r thir wound
is inflicted, there i.s prolialdy no more eflectual way of

Kreventing the development of tiie disease. The latj

Ir. Youatt, of London, England, had many oppor-
tunities of observing cases of rabies, and, while thus
engage<l, he was repeatedly bitten by rabid animals; in

such cases he always applied nitiate of silver to his

wounds, and with the constant result of preventing the

develoj)ment of the disease in his own .system. The
recoveries which one frequently hears of in cases of
hydrophobia are either mere inventions, or they are the

result, of an error in diagnosis. He says that it is un-
fortunate that such stories should obtain currency, as

they are apt to make persons who have been bitten by
rabid animals dilatory in applying to a surgeon, when
innnediate treatment is of the utmost importance.

—

[The accuracy of Mr. Youatt's statements regarding the

number of times he had been bitten by truly rahil ani-

mals has been questioned.

—

Ed.]

Pepsin.—Dr. Lionel Beale has recently contributed an
article to the Medical Times (Eng.) on this substance.

He says that much of the loss of reputation of this rem-
edy is owing to the extensive sale of entirely useles-i

preparations. Experiments made and publi.shed by
him several years ago demonstrated that by far the

best form of pepsin is obtained by scraping the mucous
membrane of the pig's stomach after it has first been
lightly cleansed with a sponge and a little water ; the
mixture obtained, of mucus, gastric juice, and epithe-

lium, being dried on ghiss plates at a temperature not
exceeding lUO" Fall. When dry the mucus is to be
separated from the glass, powdered in a mortar, and
carefully sealed in a Avell-stoppered bottle.

Of this powder 8 grains, with ten drops of hydro-
chloric acid, and an ounce oi' distilled water, is sufficient

to dissolve 100 grains of hard-boiled white of e^g in

from twelve to twenty-four hours. This powder re-

tains its activity for an indefinite period, if kept dry,

and a solution of it is nearly tasteless and inodorous.

When administered as a medicine, from two to five

grains may be given at a dose, a little dilute hydro-
chloric acid in Avater being taken at the same time.

The pepsin powder may be mixed with the salt at a

meal.

In 1857, Dr. Pavy found, as a result of careful exam-
ination, that the dried mucus of the pig's stomach
was the most active of all the preparations of pepsin

sold (Med. Times and Gaz., vol. i.. p. 336), and in 1863,

a still more careful examination by Prof. Tuson (Laticef,

Aug. 13th, 1870) demonstrated that this preparation

was twenty-five times stronyer than some others tliat he

obtained for examination.

Hydrochlorate of Narceine for Hypodermic Injec-

tions.—Dr. Petrini, in the Bulletin de 'flierap., advo-

cates this salt as being, for this purpose, superior to

sulphate of atropine or muriate of morphia, its calma-
tive power being manifested by so small a dose as from
five milligr. to one centigr. When all other prepara-

tions of opium have failed as hypnotics, a small dose o:

this salt of narceine has succeeded. Even in the small-

est doses it causes a slight rise in the temperature, and
increased frequency of both pulse and respiration with
diminished arterial tension.

Abortive Treatment of Erysipelas with Silicate

OF Potash.—Dr. Piazza recommends, as a local means
of effecting the cure of erj^sipelas, the application of a

somewhat concentrated solution of silicate of potash,

which should be painted in two or three successive

layers on the part affected.
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THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Tqe recent meeting of the American Medical Asso-

ciation was the largest ever held, the number of regis-

tered members in attendance—upwards of seven hund-

red and twenty—exceeding by more than one hundred

that on any former anniversary. Above thirty states

and territories were represented, and we noticed

strong delegations from the South and the remote

"West. Observing the good feeling that prevailed, we
could not but admit, with the President in his address,

that the Association is eminently useful in cultivating

fraternal sentiment throughout the country, Avhatever

other claims to eminence may be denied it. The mem-
bers had evidently come together with intent to enjoy

the occasion, and the Committee of Arrangements, and

the citizens of Philadelphia generally, had spared no ef-

fort to surpass their anticijjations. Hospitals, museums,

clubs, and private residences were thrown open ;
and

an elegant little manual of the objects of scientific and

artistic interest in and about the city had been special-

ly prepared for their use.

But when we leave the social aspect of the conven-

tion, and consider it as a body claiming to represent the

status of a learned profession in this country, we are

alternatel}' humiliated and amused. That a national

society, a quarter of a century old, should have grown

no more mature than to spend the whole of its general

sessions not in listening to scientific addresses, not in

discussing scientific problems, but in petty squabbles

over its Code of Ethics, and in wild efforts to give its

Transudions an appearance of manly strength and

dignity, when its meetings are devoted to child's play

—is not consoling to us as a member of the medical pro-

fession of America. But when such a body assumes

to dictate a scheme " to be recognized as the only

system of medical instruction in this country," and

to demand that college charters be granted and re-

voked in accordance with it (Report on Education),

tlie notion is so supremely absurd that we are put

in good humor again.

It is strange how the men of real culture and poAver

in such an assembly arc dragged down by the dead

weight of its average ignorance and imbecility. Vox

populi, vox Dei has been a spell to lead even statesmen

to sacrifice their best thought to the supposed wisdom of

majorities. Is it the same potent spell which compels

the President of the American Medical A?sociation,_in

an address whose every sentence proclaims tlie elegant

scholar, to ask of German culture, " What has it all

amounted to ? " to doubt whether we have not, after all,

laid rather too much stress on the "accomplishment of

spelling
;

" to see no other aim than that of " rugged utili-

ty ;
" and to counsel us not to get too far in advance

of the people, lest they fail to appreciate us?

Having disposed of the educational question, the

Association addressed itself to the reform of our

medical literature. We await with curiosity the ap-

pearance of its model journal, under editors elected

annually by a convention so discriminating, and

under a business management doubtless as frequently

changed—for the journal must be free from all trammels

of obligation to a publisher (Report on Literature).

Perhaps it will take at once the place predicted for it,

and eclipsa those journals which have established a

reputation by years of patient effort. At least, a

practical editor Avas forced to take that view, Avhen he

found himselfa mouth-piece of the Association as Chair-

man of its Committee on Medical Literature.

It is well that the Association appreciates its OAvn

merits, and we highly approve its proposition to vote

itself a medal, though the distinguished honor of mem-
bership will never be fully understood, except by
those who know the severe ordeal delegates have to

pass at the time of their election. "We would suggest

a design : On the obverse, a railway train of Young
American doctors rushing toward the log-built station

of " Rugged Utility," Avhile a mild-faced German, in

spectacles, is vainly endeavoring to put on the " brakes
"'

(Report on Education) ;
books, paintings and statues

being flung madly from doors and windows ; inscription

(not over-carefully spelled)
—"AAvay with learned lum-

ber" (President's address). On the reverse, the Editor of

the National ^ledical Journal, standing on the dome
of the National Academy of Medicine, gazing fixedly

into heaven ; inscription
—

" -Esthetics, morals, and

the higher life " (Report on Literature).

On the question of recognizing woman's place in the

profession, the Association manifests the same illiberal

spirit Avhich has characterized it heretofore. The first

ground assigned by its Committee on Ethics for the

exclusion of delegates Palmer and Reyburn, in a Re-

port endorsed by an overwhelming vote, is that they

are connected with a college which admits female st'--

dents and employs a woman teacher. The Association
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refuses to recognize that this question is practically

settled, and continut^s to pass resolutions nml make de-

cisions as if it expected the country to respect them.

Ili'/nores the fact that the rule applied in the case of

tlie Washingrton delegates would equally exclude the

representatives of the Medical Society of the County

of New York, and those of the New York Pathological

Society, both of which have women as mcml>crs ; that

it woulil exclude those of every Medical College of this

city since the College of Physicians and Surgeon", the

Medical Department of the University of New York,

and the Bellevue TTospital Medical College, have each

one or more of its Professors, and one of them its

rresident, on the Examining Board of the Woman's

Medical College of the New York Infirmary; that it

would exclude those of Bellevue Hospital, and of every

other Hospital under the Department of Charities and

Correction, since these all admit women to their

clinic. In view of these facts, it strikes us that the

women will not be sorely disheartened by the action of

the Association. Though not granted a voice in its

counsels, they are still likely to make themselves heard.

We believe the Record was the first medical journal

in which they appeared as contributors. The read-

ers of its earlier numbers will recall the series of

brilliant letters from Paris (signed P. C. M.), which,

they may be interested to know, were by the

same able hand that lately furnished the exhaustive

article on Septicaemia and Pyajmia. Its columns will

always be open to every regular physician, male or fe-

male, who has matter to present coming up to its

standard of merit.

The report of Dr. Logan on a National Health

Council presents some admirable suggestions which we
have no space to enlarge upon today. We must leave

untouched also several other topics that we had hoped to

mention—among them the U. S. Marine Hospital Ser-

vice, whose growing importance we were glad to see

recognized by the proposition to place it, in tlie Asso-

ciation, on a par with the Medical Departments of the

Army and Navy. We notice, in a recent Report, that it

is maintaining an average of about eleven hundred pa-

tients, at a daily cost of something less than one dollar

per head.

XATIOXAL MEDICAL LIBRARY.

TnAT the United States should possess one Medical

Library as complete as can now be formed, and that

such a hbrary can only be collected, cared for, and con-

tinued, as it should be, under G-overnment auspices, are

propositions which need only to be fully understood to

be accepted. Such a library should contain every book,

journal and pamphlet relating to medical and sanitary

science and its history, from the imperial folios of An-

vert and Mascagni to the last hand-bill of the Board of

Health of each city where such an institution exists;

or even to the pamphlet which sets forth the virtue of

Smith's Liver Persuading Pills. It must be able to

show the bad as well an the good ; the folly and

knavery as well as the wisdom aud benevolence of

mankind must be made matters of record. As stated

by Edwards :
* " The trash of one generation becomes

the highly-prized treasure of another. What a Bodley,

at the end of the sixteenth century, calls rifT-raff . . .

which a library keeper should disdain to .seek out . . .

a Bodley's librarian has to buy amidst keen competi-

tion, and almost for its weight in gold, at the beginning

of the nineteenth."

Such a library must be a growth, and not an accre-

tion ; its formation is not a mere question of money,

but an addition of lime, labor, and knowledge.

Tlie formation of such a library for this country has

at last been undertaken, on a plan and under manage-

ment which makes it almost certain that its progress

will be uninterrupted; and every physician in the coun-

try sliould not only know of the existence of such an
^

institution, but should consider it both a duty and a

privilege to contribute to it, for preservation and ref-

erence, any addiiions which he may make to the litera-

ture of his profession.

The library of the Surgeon-General's Office at Wash-

ington is in renlity a part of the National Library of the

United States, but is wisely left under the superintend-

ence of the Medical Department of the Army, as best

fitted by inclination, knowledge, and opportunity, to

make it what it should be.

Mainly the growth of the last eight years, it already

numbers over 16,000 volumes, and it is to be hoped

that that number will soon be doubled. The catalogue

before us is a handsome octavo of 454 pages, 431 of

which are taken up with the titles of books, under the

names of authors, followed by 23 pages of an alphabet-

ical index of subjects.

The titles and description of books are more full than

is usual in such catalogues, the number of pages and

plates, and the name of the publisher being given, in

addition to the usual information of place and date.

It is a matter of course that if a library of this char-

acter could be formed at one of the great centres of

medical education, as New York or Philadelphia, it

would be a preferable location ; but it is equally cer-

tain that this is impossible, and that if this country is

ever to possess a hbrary to correspond with those of

England, Germany, and France, it must be, like those,

a national library, at the seat of G-overnment, supported

by Government appropriations, and managed by its

officers. The Medical Department of our army has

done and is still doing good work for the profession at

large ; and this task of forming a medical library for

the country, which it has undertaken, will in future

years be looked upon as one of the most valuable of its

works. Three years ago the project was started of

forming a library for the American Medical Associa-

tion. We do not know what progress has been made

* Edwards" ilemoii-s of Libraries, vol. II., p. 570.
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in this; but we believe it would be good policy on the

part of the Association to turn over to the Library of

the Suroeon-General's Office whatever collection it

may have made, and to use its influence to add to it

the future publications of its members.

THE PIIARMACV BILL.

The Weismann Pharmacy bill, of which we have

spoken so much, has at length passed both houses of

the State Legislature, and only awaits the signature of

the Governor to become a law. The pharmacists, whom
t'.iis law will affect, are under many obligations to

Senator Weismann, of this city, and Assemblyman

LouGiiRAN, of Ulster, for their eflforts in bringing about

this desirab'e end.

OUR THIRD DOUBLE NUMBER.

The full report of the American Medical Association,

prepared by Dr. Johm Winslow, of our staff, compels

us to make this issue a double number, and accounts

for the slight delay in its appearance.

illetjical Jtems auD llcius.

On the Treatment of Pulmonary Consumption by
Hygiene, Climate, and Medicine, in its Connex-
ion WITH Modern Doctrines. By James Henry
Bennett, M.D. , Member of the Royal College of Sur-

geons, late Obstetric Physician to the Royal Free
.' Hospital, etc. , etc. Second edition. New York : D.

Appleton & Co. 1873. Pp. 190.

This work continues to command the attention and
interest of the profession and of pulmonary invalids.

The peculiar circumstances under which it is written

have much to do with this. The author, in 1858, being

then 42 years of age, in the enjoyment of a large Lon-
don practice, and very favorably known as the author

of a standard book on uterine diseases, developed
phthisis, which in a few months became so aggravated

that marked emaciation, debility, hemorrhage, and
hectic fever seemed to indicate an early close to his

career. Abandoning business, he sought recovery, in

winter, on the shores of the Mediterranean, and in

summer by the mountain lakes of Scotland; changing
his home with the seasons like the birds of passage.

He found what he sought—through the agencies which
he enumerates upon his title-page, in the order of the

value which he assigns to them. His case has been
made by himself and his friends so conspicuous, that

now for a long time, his engagements both in London
and at Mentone, are much more in the way of consulta-

tions in cases of pulmonary than of uterine diseases.

Indeed, much more than any one else, he has con-

tributed toward founding that colony of consumptives
f; ora every land, which every winter peoples the Med-
iterranean shore from Nice to Pisa.

Here he finds the largest opportunity for studying

the disease in all stages and in all types of civilized

humanity. Thus his high professional position, his

well-interpreted personal experience, and laige clinical

observation, unite to command for him an earnest and
respectful attention.

The animus of tliis book is a strong protest against

the German and French views of this disease, which,

l)eginning in the pathology of Virchow and his school,

i.ssues in the therapeutics of Niemeyer and kindred

authors.

He thus sketclies the differences between the Brit-

ish and continental schools, taking Virchow and Ben-
nett of Edinburgh as the exponents of each respec-

tively. Virchow declares that tubercle is a cell-pro-

liferation from the connective ti^^sue, or some tissue

allied to it, having for its exciting cause a formative

irritation (inflammatory), extended to the couneclive

tissue from a bronchial catarrh or an acute pneumonia.

Bennett affirms that tubercle is an exuduHon from the

b!ood-vesselSj incapable of i-esolution by the microscope

into cells; becoming a molecular blastema, and infil-

trating the connective tissue; and that its first condi-

tion is a depraved state of thejDiood itself, resulting

from imperfect assimilation, or any other cause whicli

may depress the vitality of the subject. To the Ger-
man school the disease is local; essentially inflamma-

tory, a chronic pneumonia, or a scrofulous abscess. To
the British it is a caco-plastic dj^scrasia, whose pro-

ducts are prone to suppuration, but in its essence, as

well as by jts morbid products, a factor of decay in

tissues and in vital power. The difleient pathologies

are represented in the differing therapeutics. One
combats local disease by rest, recumbency, depressants,

revulsives, and anodynes ; the other improves general

health by all methods included under the widest mean-
ing of hygiene, and medicinally supplements or cor-

rect? deficient or perverted functions. To the Brit-

ish view the author adheres with the fullest conviction.

He has taken for his motto, *' Medio tutissimus ibis,"

but his own words present him at the extreme of this

idea. On page 118 we find: "Every year's clinical

experience increases my firm conviction that in

treating pulmonary phthisis we have not to deal with

a mere local inflammatory disease, but with a constitu-

tional diathesis, a condition of lowered general oig;:nic

vitality, which manifests itself by a local pathulogical

condition quite foreign to ordinary inflammation, what-
ever be the histology of the minute morbid processes.

To cure pulmonary consumption you must reach the

constitution, vitalize the general organism, improve
the digestive functions, and thereby nutrition. All

local treatment is useless, or worse than useless (sic)
;

all medicines given as a panacea, as an antidote, are

vain, nugatory. No therapeutical measures, directed

to modify the coexisting bronchitis, arrest or amelio-

rate the actual disease; no counter-irritation or local

depletion arrests or ameliorates the chronic pneumonic
conditions existing around the softened lung deposits,

although they may ease pain and delude the patient

and attendant into the belief that good is being done."

This, we think, is one-sided, and, in a certain measure,

conflicts with the general judgment of the profession.

He is more just and happy in other parts of the essay.

From the chapter on prognosis we extract an illustra-

tion which is gi-aphic as a picture, and yet bears truth

in every line :

—

''I often famiharly compare the lungs attacked with
phthisis to a large house on fire. The fire may begin

in the servants' rooms or garret—that is, at the top of

the lung, the most frequent original seat of deposit. If

it can be put out before it has extended to the story

below, but little inconvenience is afterwards experi-

enced by the owner of the house. He can live very

comfortably in it under ordinary circumstances, only

feeling that there is less room than formerly on extra

occasions, such as visits from ftiends. If the story

below, or the two stories below are destro3'ed before
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the fire is put out, he feels more or less inconvenience

in his daily life; but still he can get on. But when all

I he house is destroyed except one room or the collar?,

it becomes quite impossibk' tor him to live in it by any

amount of conlrivaiice. Moreover, it is all but impos-

sible t) f^ave even that one room when the fire has

reached this stage."

—

V. V2S. The book is not written

in the best style of English composition, aiul is open to

the more grave censure of appearing to be addressed

quite ns much to the patient as to his medical adviser.

Thu3 the preface is full of a senile dogmatism, which

does not go so far with the profession as with the laity,

and is boldly furnished willi the business card of the

author :

—

''Grosvenor Street—May ir)th to Oct. loth.

" Mentone—In the Winter."

Still, we believe his opinions coincide in the main

with those of American pliysicians, whom he recog-

nizes by quoting Prof. Flint, Sr., and the late Prof. G.

T. Elliot.

C.

FECtrxDiTY, Fektilitt, Sterility, and Allied Top-
ics. Bv J. Matthews Di-ncan, A.5L, M.D., L.R.C.

S.E., F'R.C.P.E., F.R.S.E., Lecturer on Midwifery in

the School of iledicine. Physician for Diseases of Wo-
men in the Royal Infirmarj-, Phy.sician to the Royal

Maternity Hospital, Consulting Physician to the Royal
Hospital for Sick Children, formerly Examiner in iHd-

wifery to the University of St. Andrews. Corresponding

Member of the Royal Society of Physicians of Vienna,

Honorary Fellow of the Obstetrical Society of London,

of the North of England Society, of the GynEecological

Society of Boston, of the Medical Society of Norway,
of the Uunterian Sledical Society, of the Obstetrical

Society of Louisville, etc., etc., etc. Second edition,

revised and enlarged. New York : William Wood & Co.

1871.

Happily we have in the United States, as well a.? else-

where, a fair and rapidly-increasing proportion of men
whose calibre enables them to appreciate the fact that

one can be a safe and self-respeciing practitioner only

in so far as he makes himself a painstaking and devoted

scientist. For such, the work before us will possess a

unique value. It covers ground hitherto untilled. Gar-
nered in its pages the student will find a rare fruitage

of facts, data, and arguments. Though unpractical and
impertinent in the sight of the mere pill vender, the

Ijook will be welcomed by the scientific physician as a

singularly practical and pertinent addition to his rej^er-

ioire.

During the year 1855 there prevailed throughout
Scotland a system of compulsory registration more
exact and elaborate than any that has been known to

the profession before or since. This resulted in the

aggregation of a mass of statistics of appalling scope,

v.iriet}', and abundance. Here Dr. Duncan found the

principal materials for his book. One hundred and
thirty-one tables that he has constructed and distribu-

t'ed through his work, attest the generalship with which
he has marshalled under the banner of science, a vast

rabble of inchoate data ; while five hundred pages of
vigorous Enslish quite rcconci'e the reader to even
such a formidable array of statistics.

The topics under discussion are ten in number, name-
ly: The variations of the fecundity and fertility of

women according to age ; the weight and length of the

newly-born child; some laws of the production oftwins;
the law of the fertility women ; some laws of the ster-

i ity of women; note on the formulre representing the
L-cundity and fertility of women (by Prof. Tait) ; the

mortality of childbed, its amount as affected by the

number of the labor, the age of the mother, etc. ; the

age of nubility; the doctrine of the duration of labor;

the dination of pregnancy. It is imj»ossil>l(; to give a

satisfactory synopsis of a work which is itself a synopsis

of the canniest sort. Instead, we print a few sugges-

tive excerpts.

"By fertility or productiveness I mean the amount
of births as distinguished from the capability to bear.

Tills quality of fertility or productiveness is interesting

chiefly to the statistician or the political economist.

When a population is the subject of consideration, it

does not even involve the capability of every individual

to conceive or bear, nor even the conditions necessary

for conception. By fecundity I mean the demonstrated

capability to bear children ; it implies the conditions

necessary for conception in the women of whom it.s

variations are predicated. This quality of fecundity is

interesting chiefly to the physiologist and physician. In

short, fertility implies fecundity, and al.so introduces the

idea of number of progeny ; while fecundity simply

indicates the quality, without any superadded notion

of quantity."—p. 3.
^

" Puerperal fever, or metria, is to me a hot-bed of

false and insufiicient hypotheses. I do not believe

there is any such single di?ease. The term includes a

variety of diseases, and a variety of modifications or

terminations of diseases. It is familiarly described as

a zymotic disease. It is described universally as occur-

ring in epidemics, not merely as an endemic. I feel

certain, and believe I can prove, that an epidemic of

puerperal fever never occurred—that no accepted defi-

nition of an epidemic can be made to include metria."

—p. 353.
" Puerperal fever may have its root in an otherwise

insignificant perineal laceration, as well as in a phle-

bitis or tndo-metiitis."—p. 326.
" Xot fewer than 1 in every 120 women delivered

at or near the full time, die within the four weeks of
childbed."—p. 302.

" 1st Proposition. The mortality of women in par-

turition and childbed increases with the increasing du-
ration of labor (in an undetermined ratio).

" 2J Proposition. The duration of labor is only an
inconsiderable item among the many causes (single or

combined) of the mortality of women in parturition

and childbed."—p. 401.
' I cnn find no ground for the awful suspicion that

well-managed hospitals have caused a large, unneces-
sary, or avoidable mortality, or developed diseases pre-
viously unheard of."—p. 362.

'• In depreciation of data derived from private prac-

tice, it is to be remembered that medical men are

n)ortal, and have an indisputable tendency and an in-

alienable right to say nothing of what looks like want
of success. Suspicion naturally attaches to data re-

markable for apparent success. This does not arise

from any doubt as to veracity, but from the probability

that practice, having apparently remarkable success, is

published on that account. If the data of private prac-

tice could be got, they would be the best."—p. 296.
" Much mischief is done by the veil thrown over the

subjects we are treating. Young women of the better

classes know really nothing of the suflering they may
expect in marriage, beyond the fact that some of their

friends die in childbirth. Novels do not, and ougi)t

not, to tell them of the weary months of pregnancy,
with infinite petty, almost degrading ills, nor of the
weary years of ill health passed by thousands who
escape the risk of immediate death. Married women
keep their counsel only too well. Young men are

almost as ignorant as their young wives, who, at a
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moment when tlieir imaginations are fii-ed by all that

romance and youth can promise, when their daily lives

shine with a lifjht darkened by no cloud of evil and
mistrust, from this great happiness often pass to a stale

of bodily and mental degradation, of fretfulness, worry,
and vexation. What wonder if the young woman
fancies she lias awakened from a hajipy dream to face

a harsh reality? What wonder if she resents as a lie

the romance of chivalry so lately told and heard in per-

fect fliith ? What wonder if the husband becomes re-

pulsive, and the word of love a mockery?
" The husband in his turn, bewildered, ignorant,

fears that a veil has fallen from his eyes, and that he
now sees in the peevish, discontented woman before

him the true form of the goddess he had worahippud.

Would it not have been better for that young woman
and man to know what child-bearing meant? Possi-

bly they would never have married. Better so, then.

Better still, if knowing the trials before them, they

met them bravely—she prepared to suffer, and he pre-

pared at the expense of self-denial to spare her sufier-

ing. Some may fear that poetry and purity would
vanish before knowledge; but love is no lie. Know-
ledge of vice may render love impossible ; knowledge
of pain will not render love less pure."— Review, p.

272.
" In a science like medicine, where so little is capa-

ble of absolute demonstration, ancient traditions, espe-

cially if supported by the opinions of the great and wise,

are among the most valuable and trustworthy guides

of practice.''—p. 412.
" Had we more numerous and more carefully col-

lected data, based upon a system of counting from the

beginning of menstruation, I should be ready to give

up the old one and take the new one. Both systems
yield tlie method of calculating on purel}^ empirical, not

on rational, grounds. Authors have committed griev-

ous errors in vainly trying to combine empirical and
rational grounds for this calculation. In the present

state of science this is impossible."—p. 447.
" Authors have yet to prove that residence in well-

arranged towns and hospitals is insalubrious. They
have yet to prove that mere aggregation is, per se, per-

nicious in its influence. If such be the case, then no
measures can avert the evils of town or of hospital resi-

dence. For my part, I believe that even now we know
how to make a town or an hospital as healthy as any
other place, if the condition of over-crowding is pre-

vented."—p. 3G5.

E.VRxn AS A Topical Application in Surgery : Being
a full exposition of its use in all the cases requiring

topical applications admitted in the Men's and Wo-
men's Surgical ^Vards of the Pennsylvania Hospital dur-

ing a period of six months in 1809. By Addinell
Hewson, BI.D. , one of the attending surgeons to the ,

Pennsylvania Hospital. With four Photo-Relief Illus-

trations. Philadelphia : Lindsay it Blakiston. 1872.

Tnis work consists of some ninety-two carefully re-

corded cases, illustrating the various wounds and surgi-

cal accidents which are constantly observed in the

wards of a large hospital, and upon which this mode of

dressing has been carefully carried out ; toeether with
the various theories which may be deduced in explana-

tion of its modus O'peraudi.

No matter how prejudiced one may be at first with
the idea of covering up a mutilated limb with earth, or

filling the cavity of an abscess with this material, and
even the vagina after the operation for a vesico-vaginal

fistula, or tlie removal of uterine polypi, he will have
to admit that our author clearly shows that earth is a

valuable adjuvant in surgical dressings.

In the cases which arc here reported, with but some
f:w exceptions, this dressing appears to prove what Dr.

Ilewson claims for it, viz., that it relieves pain, pro-

motes union of wounds, while it not only lessens sup-

puration, but is also a deodorizer as well as a disinfect-

ant.

That a fair trial has been given it in the wards of the

Pennsylvania Hospital, under Dr. Hewson, is very evi-

dent, and that, too, as wo have been informed, under

some very adverse circumstances, such as great an-

tipathy on the part of patients, and ridicule on the side

of medical coufrercK.

One case cited shows that the earth did not sufifice to

keep the wound free from maggot^, but this the doctor

believes was due to want of proper attention on the

part of attendants; their not keeping the parts suffi-

ciently covered with dry earth. In this case even car-

bolic acid did not prevent the formation of maggots.

In a case of which we are cognizant, where the earth

was applied to a foul ulcerating surface, even with the

closest attention on the part of the attendants, maggots
were found to infest the sore. These, however, were
at once destroyed by the use of carbolic acid, when the

earth then served as a most agreeable dressing to both

patient and surgeon.

This work should be read with care on the part of

those who have much to do with the treatment of

wounds, and a careful trial of the method proposed,

especially by those who are engaged in hospital prac-

tice, should be made.
With reference to the theories that are brought for-

ward to show the modus operandi of this treatment we
have not space to enter upon a discussion.

In conclusion, we warmly recommend this book
to the practising physician as well as surgeon, and be-

lieve that to Dr. Hewson we are under great obliga-

tions, for the agreeable and careful manner in which he

has introduced this treatment to the notice of the pro-

fession. Should the same success follow this mode of

practice in the hands of other surgeons, as it appears

to have done in those of Dr. Hewson, Prof. Lister au'l

carbolic acid will find no small rival in Dr. Hewson and
his earth-dressintr.

Ucports of Societies.

NEW YORK PATHOLOaiCAL SOCIETY.

Staled Meeting, April 10, 1872.

Dr. a. L. Loomis, President, in the Chair.

RUPTURE of bladder.

Dr. Janewat presented, on behalf of Dr. Gouley, a

specimen of rupture of bladder. The following is the

history of the case prepared by Dr. Ranney.
James Kane, a3t. 30, farmer, had been tiken wiih

pains in the abdomen, for which he was sent to New
York for treatment. On admission, was suff"i ring from
intense abdominal cramps, which prevented an erect

posture. S.uil he had been unable to malce water for

two days previous to admission, but had had his urine

drawn from him by a friend. Decubitus was dorsal,

with legs and thiglis flexed. Eight ounces of uiine

were drawn off bj^ a catheter shortly after admission.

Afterwards Dr. Gouley introduced fiist a Thomson's
searcher, by which he only drew off" four ounces. Af-
terwards, bj' |)ressure and the use of a No. G catheter,

two pints of dark-colored, bloody urine were drawn
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off, niul tliu MiuMor still reinaiiud uni'ini)tit(l. A pint

was (liawii oil" every two hours aflorwards, till eleven

j)ints had been obtained.

8ymj)t()ms of peritonitis, more markeil tlinn before,

appeared next day ; vomiting, tenderness, anxious face,

ete. Seven and a half pintd of urine were drawn on
that day. i)n the tiiird day three and a halC were drawn,
and a good deal escaped in the bed. Tiie patient grew
weak, and die»l at a quarter to ten o'clock on the morn-
ing of the tliird day after admis.<ion.

Examination of the urine showed seventy-five per

cent.of alliunien in bulk
;
hyaline ca-ts in largf number

;

pus globules, renal and vesical ;
e])itheliuni and blood-

Lilobuks in great abundance. Tlie details of the his-

tory are from a record taken by Dr. Kauney, house
surgeon. Tlie case was in Dr. Gouley's division, and I

present it at liis request.

Autopsi/.— All tiie organs normal except the perito-

naeum and the genito-urinary organs. The {)eritoneal

sac showed extensive lymph exudation, with aggluti-

nation of intestines ; and in the j elvic cavity a large

quantity of urine. The bladder was contracted, empty,
and a large rent was found slightly to the right of the

median li;ie on fundus and on the posterior aspect.

This was capable of admitting two and a half fingers;

was ragged on its edge and crucial in form. The posterior

surface of the bladder was covered by a thick layer of

exudation. Urethra was normal, prostate was normal,

and no calculus was found in the bladder. The mu-
cous membrane of the bladder presented no marked
evidences of infiammation. Ureters pervious. Con-
gestion of one was marked, and in the other spots

of incipient interstitial nephritis were present.

Dr. J.\new.\y remarked that the bladder might have
been ruptured in consequence of a jump from some
high place while that organ was distended. He had
known of a case of that sort where the rupture was in

that locality. The fact that the patient refused to give

any previous history of his case led to the suspicion

that lie might have been engaged in a burglary which
might have necessitated sucli a supposed leap.

TWO CALCULI, EACH WITH FIVE FACETS.

Dr. Post presented two calculi removed by lithoto-

my from a boy aged seven. The peculiarity of the
specimens was that each one had five polished surfaces,

which mi^ht have led to the suspicion of the presence
of others. One weighed foity-one and a half, and the
other thirty-nine and a half grains. The bladder in

th's case was markedly enlarged.

Dr. Jacobi asked if Dr. Post had any reason to sup-
po-e that a large majority of such cases were of congen-
ital origin.

Dr. Post was unable to answer the question, although
he had mot with a case between three and four mouihs
eld.

renal calculi the cause of screaming-fits in infants.

Dr. Jacobi had operated as early as eleven months,
in one case, and as early as nineteen months in another.
In one of these the symptoms of stone dated from the
earlier months of infancy. The frequency with which
stones were found in the kidneys of new-born infants

would lead to the conclusion that the origin of calculi

was, if not congenital, confined to the earlier weeks of
infancy. In forty post-mortems upon children under
six months, made in succession, there were calculi in the
kidney in six. He remarked that the violent screaming-
fits met with in young infants could often be accounted
for on the supposition of the passage of a renal calculus.

He had met with two such cases ; one he had known
to have had several of such screaming-fits, and in the

{

other the stone was cut out and was found to have a

very large nucleus of uiic acid, pointing mohl unequivo-

cally to its renal origin.

cerebro-spinal meningitis.

Dr. Wmitiiall presented a specimen of cerebro-spinal

meningitis with the following history :

—

N. S., aged 1!J, Ial)orer, native of S. C, negro, wns
admitted to Colored Home Hospital, March '23, 1872.

Previous health and habits good. With the exception

of small-po.x and orilinary diseases of ehildhoo<l, basnet
been contiiieil to his bed by any illness until the present

attack. On Monday, the'lSth, was seized with scveie

pain in rii^ht leg above the knee, which compelled him
to go to bed. This pain continued till Wednesday, the

20th, when the left thigh was similarly affected. Shortly

after this the pain travelled upward and settled in the

back of the neck and the head. On admission, the

patient was slightly delirious, and his statements were
somewhat conflicting and incoherent. It is uncertain

whether he vomited previous to entering the hospital,

though he was positive he had chills once or twice. He
complained of feeling cold, and had a marked rigor; the

sligtest movement gave him intense pain, which he
located on the head and back part of the neck; was ex-

ceedingly restless, intense thirst, slight cough, tongue
coated with moist white fur, pulse 85, resp. 20, temp.
99.5*^, pupils moderately dilated, but responded to light

;

heart and lungs healthy. Urine amber in color, re-

action acid, sp. gr. 1014; no albumen; bowels consti-

pated; no eruption visible
;
patient almost black. Di-

agnosis, cerebro-spinal meningitis.

I'reatment.—U. S. Sol. Morphine I i. every hour until

some effect was produced ; nourishing diet.

24//i. Condition about the same ; blister to nape of

neck and cathartics. Decubitus generally upon the

back, sometime.:; upon the side, head at times very slight-

ly retracted. 2Qth. Chill this morning at 9 o'clock

;

pain continues; general condition unimproved. Bowels
moved by the carthartic. 21th. Has slept some, takes

nourishment well. Treatment continued. 28f//. Slept

some during the night; slightly delirious. 29/A. Deli-

rium increased
; voluntary discharge of urine ; still com-

plains of pain in the back of neck ; tongue heavily coat-

ed; eyes suffused. ZOth. Restless night; got out of bed
and walked up and down the ward, and said he wi?hed
to hang up some hams. Is lethargic, eyes wide open

;

when aroused to answer, says he is free from pain
;

takes his nourishment poorly. Treatment continued.

Z\st. In about the same condition. In the evening,

erysipelas noticed, beginning upon the bridge of the
nose. Ordered sol. plumbi et opii, and tinct. ferri chlor.

and quinias sulph., internally. Morphine continued.
Pulse 108, resp. 32, temp. 102°. April \st. Lethargic.

Erysipelas spreading; morphine discontinued. 2d.

Passed a quiet night; feels better, not so lethargic; no
farther spreading of erysipelas ; resists his food; more
rational. 3(i Erysipelas improving; general condi-

tion as at last note ; ordered milk punch, iih. Condi-
tion improved, some hiccough, vomited early in the
morning, is rational, free from pain, erysipelas disap-
pearing. t)th. Slight delirium, of a low, muttering char-

acter. 6//*. Quite lethargic; passes urine in bed; bowels
have not moved since the carthartic ; ordered an injec-

tion. Pulse 80 ; resp. 26 ; temp. 100^°. Pupils mod-
erately and irregularl}' dilated, the right the largest;

sluggish ; subsultus tendinum, picking" at bed-clothes.

Morphine reduced to "
i every two hours. Ith. Deli-

rious ;
evacuation of bowels from injection, takes a

moderate amount of nourishmnent. Urine amber, acid,

sp. gr. 1024 ; no albumen, p.m. Lethargic, ej^es star-

ing, breathing somewhat stertorous, with collapse of a'se
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nasi during inspiration. Morphine every 4 hours. 8th.

Patient comatose ; breathing reguhir and quiet, eyes
widely open and sntl'used, pupils widely dilated and im-
movable, the left the widest ; now and then low, nnn-
tering delirium; pulse irregular. The body is held

rigidly straight when an attempt is made to elevate

the patient, and his cries give evidence of the great

pain it causes.

9//;, 2 P.M. Comatose, breathing labored and partially

stertorous, pupils irregularly dilated and immovable,
the left tlie largest, occasional groan, pulse 140, verj''

irregular, eyes widely open, slight subsultus. 7 v.m.

Coma deepening. Death at 10 p.m.

Autnpsij^ 17 hours after death ;
marked rigor mortis.

Weights of organs: brain 41 i- oz. ; liver, 34f oz.
; right

lung, 18| oz. ; lelt lung, 12 oz. ; right kidney, 4^ oz.
;

left kidney, 5 oz. ; heart, 9 oz. ; spleen, 3^ oz.

Brain—arachnoid unusually dry
;
pia mater and brain-

substance somewhat injected; a few dots of lymph
noticed on convex portion ; at base of brain an exten-

sive deposit of recent lymph was found upon the ex-

treme upper portion of medulla oblongata, pons Varolii,

and optic commisure. It also extended a short distance

along the Sylvian fissures, between the cerebellum and
brain, and between the former and the spinal cord.

The ventricles were distende<l with transparent serum,

ar.d the surrounding parts slightly softened. The sep-

tiun lucidum, fornix and thalami optici were much
softened, and there was considerable lymph, yellowish

and translucent, extending from the floor of the ventri-

cles into the different cornua. Exudation most abun-
dant on right. The greater portion of the medulla and
the spinal chord were free from inflammatory products.

The pia mater was somewhat congested, and the arach-

noid perhaps a little less moist than normal. Near the

upper end of the cervical region on the left side was a

small patch of lymjih, and on the posterior and lower
portion of the cord were a few small, irregular, translu-

cent whitish patches resembling thin sections of carti-

lage, and of exceedingly firm consistence. The upper
surface of these masses was flat, the lower surface

bulging and irregular. They evidently sprang from the

visceral surface of the arachnoid, but this membrane
was not adherent to the cord

;
nor to the dura mater at

the affected points, nor was there undue thickening or

vascularity around the patches. The falx cerebri con-
tained a small calcareous deposit ; the sinuses were
filled with dark venous blood, slightly coagulated.

The lungs Avere bound to psirietes by shreds of chro-
nic adhesion, and were intensely congested with venous
bluod in their posterior inferior portions. The rii^ht

lung especially was in a condition resembling pulmona-
ry apoplexy of great extent, while the left contained
numerous small hemorrhagic infarctions. Heart,
healthy; blood, dnrk in color, loosely coagulated.

Spleen, healthy. Kidneys, somewhat congested, but
in gioss appearance not markedly diseased. Liver,

healthy.

Microscopical exammafion. The exudation at the base
of the brain and in the ventricles consisted chiefly of

pu*, granular corpuscles, and epithelial cells more or

less fatily degenerated
;
the lymph upon the cervical

portion of the cord consisted chiefly of fine fibres and
oil-globules. The small tnuislucent patches in the lum-
bar region consisted of coarse dense bands of fibrous

tissue, in the meshes of which were embedded nume-
rous mineral masses. Liver Cells, normal. Some of

the kidney tubes were filled with granular and latty

matter ; others were denuded, and others contained cells

niore or less granylar and fatt3\ Many of them were
Lealihy, as also were the Malpighian corpuscles.

Dr. JACom also exhibited a specimen of cerebro-

spinal meningitis; and also one of simple inflammation

of the pia mater, especially of the upper portion. The
latter Sjiecinien was taken from the right hemisphere
of a young man, aged twenty-two, whose history was
a short one. lie landed in this couiitr}^ about a fort-

night before his death. The brother stated that when
a boy the patient had suffered a good deal from head-

ache, and while at school was a very indiflerent scholar.

After his arrival here he complained of one of his usual

headaches, which seemed to bo aggravated by nostal-

pia. About twelve days after he landed, the patient

went out with his brother; and while the latter was
making a call, lie stood on the sidewalk to 'Vvait for

liim. Staying in the house but a very short time, and
coming out to look for his brother, he found that he had
disappeared. Nothing was known of the whereabouts
of the patient until twelve hours afterwards, when he
was brought home by the police in an unconscious con-

dition. It appears that during his wanderings he had
fallen several times, as there were excoriations about
his head and face. He died very soon afterwards.

At the autopsy there were found about two ounces
of liquid surrounding different parts of the brain inside

the arachnoid, and about half an ounce of the same
fluid escaped from the spinal cord. The arachnoid was
much thickened, but was very shghtly injected. Over
the surface were discovered numerous warty excres-

cences which, on microscopic examination, proved to

be made up of a large number of connective-tissue cells

and fibres. The diseased condition which had given

rise to these exudations was evidently of long stand-

ing. The pia mater Avas injected, the injection being

most marked at the base of the brain. It would appear

that the final cause of death was acute, the attack com-
ing on that day, perhaps, while he w^as waiting upon
the sidewalk.

The other specimen was one of cerebro-spinal menin-
gitis taken from a boy, aged twenty, who had been in

the Mount Sinai Hospital for about four weeks before

death, and who had been sick a little more than a wee^
previous to admission. Dr. J. saw him for the first

time April 1. The history was the usual one, running

through a period of several weeks. The patient, when
admitted, had complained of hyperassthesia, especially

of the lower extremities. That had given way to ex-

cessive nervousness, and the upper portion of the spine

became very painful on pressure. He complained a

great deal of headache, had some vomiting, and a good
deal of retraction of the muscles of the neck. He was
unable to swallow as early as the third week of his

sickness. Tiie difficulty of deglutition increased to such

an extent that he had to be fed day after day with a

tube. This method of feeding grew more and more
impossible as the opisthotonos increased, and the man
appeared to die more from inanition than anything

else.

Through the course of the disease the temperature

was oscillating, never more than 105°, and oftentimes

very much lower, a fact noted in cerebro-spinal menin-
gitis; the temperature, as a rule, bearing no comparison

to the gravity of the other symptoms. The pupils were
widely dilated, but equal. Deliiium occurred only a

short period previous to death. There were no symp-
toms of paralysis until the last.

Aniopsy.—The lateral ventricles contained from two
to three ounces of turbid liquid, filled with flocculi of

lymph and pus. The surface of the brain was very

much injected, and the pia mafer was thickened in

a large number of places. The veins, large and small,

were very much injected. Along the line of the blood-

vessels could be seen here and there white s'rt-aks,

which consisted partly of fibrine and partly of white
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coi piieolos. In a number of places there were very firm

mllieMous to the dura mater. Tlic jiriucipnl rhanges,

however, had taken place at tlie base of the l)raiii
;

the

medulla oljlonpata. pons Varolii, and optic eliiasm were
covered with a solid mass of fil)rine, but there was in

proportion much less pus mixed with it than was r-x-

pooted from what had been seen on the upp«r surface

t.'f the organ. From the fact of the deposit being for

the most i)art in the immediate neighborhood of the

blood-vessels. Dr. Jacobi was of the opinion that the

direct migration of the disease, not only through the

capillaries, but through the larger veins, was very prob-

able.

The wliiio substance of the brain was about normal,

except that it was rather bloody.

The spinal cord was normal in consistency, and its

dura mater was nmcli thickened and very nnich con-

gested.

The kidneys and spleen from the same body were
exhibited, and pn-sented in gross a healthy appearance.

A piece of muscle was also presented, and was in a

state of advanced granular degeneration. Dr. Jacobi

had found that this condition was not infrequent in

cases of cerebro-spinal meningitis, and that it was to

be met with in several organs of the body, such, for in-

stanci.', as the heart, kidney, and spleen. He thought

it was worth while to decide whether such a degcnera-

t'on had anything peculiar to cerebro-spinal meningitis,

or was the same as was often seen in severe cases of

typhoid and other fevers, and the general result of

an impoverishment of the blood.

Dr. J.vneway had met. with the same kind of degene-
ration in cerebro-spinal meningitis, and had seen it

make its appearance at the very outset of a case of

tyrdioid fever.

Dr:. PcTNAM had noticed the same conditions in some
cases of small-pox.

INTESTIK.^L OBSTRUCTIOX.

Dn. !Nr.\nY C. Pctkam presented a piece of the small
ir.testine of a woman who had succumbed to intestinal

ob'truction under rather peculiar circumstances.
' I was called to see the patient," she observed, " a

week ago ; she was a woman of 35 j'ears of age, who
for some time had been subject to privations, but whose
illness duly dated from two days. It had commenced
at three o'clock in the afternoon, with a violent pain,

extending from the right hypochondrium across (he

epigastrium into the left hypochondrium, and returning
in paroxysms, between which were complete intermis-

sions. After several hours' duration of this pain, the
patient had begun to vomit, at first rather abundantly
of bile, afterwards merely a small quantity of glairy

mucus. All ingesta, fluid as well as solid, were
immediately rejected from the stomach. Consti-
pation had persisted during the 4S hours that the pain
Iiad lasted, but the invasion of the latter had been
immediately preceded by an evacuation from the bow-
els, in which, the patient asserted, she had passed nine
or ten small black stones.

" At the time of seeing the patient the paroxysmal
pain persisted with the characters above described ; the
vomiting was shght; pulse and temperature normah
Pressure on the right hypochondrium was painful, but
the liver was not enlargeil, nor the gall-bladder per-
ceptible. There was also complete absence ofjaundice.
Nevertheless the seat and character of the pain, the
subordination of the vomiting to it, finally the distinct
affirmation of the patient in regard to the passage of
substances resembling gall-stones, all these circum-
stances together led to the diagnosis of bilary calculus
and hepatic colic. .

" The real cause of the nain, as subsequently revealed

by the autojisy, was oveilooked in eon.sccjuence of the

very n)oderat(; degree of tympanilin, the entire absence

of any visible peristalticwrithingsol the intestine during

the paroxysms, finally the short duration of the consti-

pation.
" An anodyne of oj)ium and ether was administered,

and three comjionnd caliiar'ic pills ordered. These
were retained l)y the stomach, but had no purgative

effect. Under the influence of the anodyne, however,

tlie pain subsided, and the vomiting ceased as well.

The j)atient was seen for the second and Inst time on
the loUowing evening. At this time the paroxysmal
pain was entirely gone, but the patient complained of a

dull pain in the hypogastric region. Examination of

the abdomen showed a slight increase of tympanitis,

and also a considerable development of the superior

portion, while the inferior remained normal. This gave
the entire abdomen something of a heart shape. The
patient, although declaring herself much better and
more comfortable, was much more prostrated than en
the preceding day, and was sweating profusely. She
complained also that the mine was greatly diminished

in quantity ; she had only passed it twice during the last

24 hours, and then a very small amount efich time. A
new purgative was ordered, which had no more effect

than the preceding one. The patient, it appears, grew
weaker during the night; at halfpast seven in the

morning was seized with a new attack of vomiting, and
died in about two hours, before any medical attendance

could be summoned."
The aiitops}^ performed about eight hours after death,

by Dr. Putnam and Dr. James L. Brown, revealed the

following state of things.

Across the upper half of the abdomen lay three folds

of small intestine, distended to the size of the large, and
completely conceahng it. The upper fold, covering the

transverse colon, occupied the region that had been the

seat of the paroxysmal pain during li-le. In the hypo-
gastrium, reposing upon the bladder and uterus, were
three folds of small intestine, entirely collapsed, and
blackened as by gangrene. On carefully separating

these folds, they were found to be formed of about two
feet of the ileum, the lower extremity terminating just

above the ileo-coecal valve. This piece of intestine had
evidently been the seat of the obstruction, which had
occasioned the dilatation of the bowel above, whose
paroxysmal efforts to overcome the obstruction had
been the cause of the pain in the hypochondrium. The
position ofthe gangrenous intestine itself in the hj'pogas-

trium explained the pain that had existed in this region,

on the last day of the patient's life. But the cause of
the gangrene was not so easily explained, for there

was neither obstruction, intussusception, nor twisting at

this or at any otlier portion of the intestine. The enti' e

mesentery, however, corresponding to the gangrenous
segment, was thickened and red, as if from suffused

blood. Along the limit of the insertion of the intestine

upon the mesentery, were a series of tumefactions like a
string of beads.

As the relation between tl.ese different details was not
immediately perceived, the mesentery was subjected to

no further examination, but divided at about an inch

from the intestin.il border, and the necrosed segnutt
removed for microscopical examination.
Examination of the other organs showed the heart,

lungs, spleen, and kidneys perfectly healthy, both ova-

ries in commencing cystic degeneration ; a small fibrous

and subperitoneal tumor on the anterior wall of the ute-

rus ; the liver in rather advanced fatty degeneration •

the gall bladder distended with green bile; with not a

trace of biliary concretions present either in the gall
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bladder or the ducts. Microscopic examination of tlie

intestine sliows tiiat the necrosis was superflcia], and

only affected the peritoneal and mucous coats. The
muscular tunic was intact, but throughout the entire

length of the segment blood was effused between the

muscular and mucous layers, the ecchymoscs extending

more or less into the nuiseular fibre. Section of tlie

tumefactions on the mesenteric border of the intestine^

showed that they were formed by effusions of blood

between the two folds of peritonicum. and just at tlie

point where the superior mesenteric artery gives off a

network of branches to ramify between the coats of

the intestine. There had evidently been a hemorrhage
from the branch of the mesenteric artery, supplying

this particular segment of intestine. The effusion be-

tween the intestinal coats had had the effect, in the

first place, of paralyzing the muscular fibre ; in the

second, of determining a necrosis of the mucous and

peritoneal layers. The paralysis of so large a portion

of the intestine constituted so formidable an obstacle to

the projudsion of the contents of the intestine, as to

determine all the phenomena and symptoms of intes-

tinal obstruction.

But it was the constitutional effect of the internal

gangrene which had hastened dissolution much before

the period at which death would have occurred in cases

of obstruction from ordinary causes.

The cause of the hemorrhage must have been an

embolus or thrombosis in the superior mesenteric

artery, which, unfortunately, had not been carefully

examined. An embolus of this artery was rare. Dr.

Putnam quoted, however, five cases,—three related

by Ponfick, in the Virchow's Arcliiv for 1858; one by
Beckmann, in the same Archiv for 1870; finally a case

related by Virchow himself in 1859. In every one of

these cases there was extensive endocarditis, and it

was therefore easy to trace the origin of the embolus.

In onl}'^ one, moreover, was the necrosis extensive ; in

the others were found only isolated patches of necrosis

on the mucous membrane. In Virchow's case there

were ecchymoses Avithout any necrosis at all. In

none had any intestinal obstruction occurred as a con-

sequence of the hemorrhage.
The present case was rendered remarkable, therefore,

in the first place by the occurrence of such obstruction

of which the hemorrhage constituted such an unusual

cause ; by the absence of any cardiac affection to ex-

plain an embolism that must almost certainly have
been present; by the train of symptoms depending on

such various causes—the initial pain depending, prob-

ablj' on the hemorrhage, the subsequent pain on the peri-

staltic struggle of the distended small intestine ; finahy

the hypogastric pain, rapid prostration, sweating, and
early death, being due neither to the hemorrhage nor

to the obstruction, but to the extensive gangrene.

Dk. Jacobi suggested, in the absence of cardiac

lesions, that the hemorrhage was due to a thrombosis

of the veins, rather than to an affection of the arte-

ries.

Di:. Janeway referred to a case of extensive em-
bolism of the superior mesenteric artery that he had
observed, without hemonhnge or intestinal lesion.

Dr. Putnam remarked that, according to Virchow,
embolism of the larger arteries was much less frequent-

ly followed by hemorrhage than obstructions of the

small branches.

STRICTURE OF THE RECTU.M TREATED BT ELECTEOLYSIS.

Dr. Robert Newmak said : ilr. President, the speci-

men I present is a rectum in which a stricture has

been treated by electrol3^sis. As far as the electric

treatment is concerned, I claim a success. Only once

has the galvanism been applied, and the appearance

now proves tiiat the stricture h: s been improved, and

the patient had a rectum which fulfilled its functions;

she did not die in consequence of the stricture, but

from peritonitis. The history of the case comprises

several years, and is as follows :

—

Mary Varick, set. 25 years, widow, first catamenia

when 14 years old, married at 18, had one child at 19,

is believed to have had an abortion of two months, four

years ago, but it is not certain.

Patient came under observation in 1SG7, and has so

remained until death. In 1869 treated her for chancroids,

and subsequently for condylomata. She might have

had constitutional syphilis, but I am positive of not hav-

ing seen a primary chancre nor any secondary eiup-

tions. She is perfectly willing to give a true history

of her case, but does not recollect to have had any

secondary symptoms. She says she had no other ve-

nereal disease except the one under my treatment.

March, 1871. Appeared with a stricture recti. Be-

gan to treat it with rectal bougie ;
but on the third

time of its introduction she complained that it hurt her

too much, and refused further treatment. Dr. Mason
once kindly as-isted me in the examination.

October, 1871. Appeared again in a deplorable con-

dition. Menstruation has bcpn regular until a year

and a half ago, Avhen she had amenorrhoea for a few

months. Without any treatment menses appeared

again regular for two months, after which amenorrhoea

has persisted until the present time, an eight months'

duration. The stricture will not permit her having a

regular passage from the Ijowels, which are always

constipated, and admit only once in a while of a watery

passage. She has pain in the gastric region, the abdo-

men is swollen, the intestines full of gas. As soon :is

she has taken a meal, she vomits. She has excruciat-

ing pain in rectum and anus, and altogether is much
reduced in flesh and very anaemic, presenting a picture

of distress and agony. On examination I found the

rectal stricture worse than ever. It is situated two

and a half inches from anus, very hard and fibrous ; tie

index finger cannot pass it. By forcibly pushing the

finger, its point enters the stricture, and then is ar-

rested. FiVe anal fistulae wind their way in different

directions, and open in different parts of the gluteal

muscles. Pus runs constantly from these openings,

and sometimes, before breaking externally, sacculates

and increases the pain.

October 3d. Bowels were emptied by an injection

and a purgative. In the evening a dose of Magendie's

solution was given.

October 4th. Operated at my office by electrolys's,

with Dr. "Whitehead assisting. The patient was in

great pain and could not permit any manipulation,

therefore ether was given her. The sphincter ani was
first stretched. A lead ball on the end of an electrode

was introduced to the seat of the stricture. Above the

leaden ball the metal was insulated by a flexible rubber

covering. The end of the wire was attached as the

negative pole to a Stoehrer sixteen-cell battery. The

circuit was completed by a sponge electrode as the

positive pole, held firmly on the gluteal muscles. All

sixteen cells were brought in operation for twelve

minutes, after which the stricture was considerably

dilated, some of the fibrous mass absorbed. However,
the stricture was onlj- improved and not cured ;

it hail

not the normal size, nor the muscular appearance on

touch. A dose of Magendie's solution was given sub-

cutaneously, and the patient went home in a car.

October 5th. Feels nauseated from the ether, and

has pain in rectum. Ordered suppositories of bella-

donna.
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Octolier Gtli. Dilfttaiion with Dr. Wliitchead'a instru-

morjt. Dr. W. K. Whiti'liciul's iiistriiiinMit for clihiting

the ri'ctiiin is dt'scribuil and ilhislriitt-d in Amer-ioin
Jimniitl It/ the Medinil Srieiices, January, 1871, p. 117.

It is a hard ruhhcr tube for the injection ol" water, sur-

mounted by a delicate flexible prube, which acts as a

leader or director for the easier introduetion into the

lectuni. Tliis skeleton is covered with live or six con-
ilonis. After the instrument is firmly iiilrnduced and
lodired in the rectum, a Davidson syrinjre is attached
to the outer end, and warm water is injected for the

dilatation. About five bulbs of water is aa much as

the patient will endure.

October 7th. Feels more cheerful and has no pain.

October 10th. Walks about the house, feels pretty
well, ami has no pain.

Since thai time she felt so well that she refused any
furtlit-r treatment or examination; neither did she use
Dr. Whitehead's dilalcr. I have seen her off and on.

Sometimes she felt worse, but at other times she was
in e.Kcellcnt health. The stricture did not trouble her,

and her l)owels were pretty regular. Yesterday, April

0th, I was called to see her, and found her suffering

from peritonitis. Constant vomiting of greenish, bitter

matter, watery discharges from the bowels, abdomen
swollen and tender, pain and restlessness, were the
symptoms. She grew worse, and died this morning at

five o'clock, April 10th. At noon a post-mortem was
made. Rigor mortis very marked. The whole abdom-
inal cavity was filled witii thick pus of a yellow color.

All the viscera in the abdominal cavity and omentum
were covered with a thin hiyer of freshly eflused

lymph. Parietal peritoneum fiee. The disease was of

so recent a date thai no adhesions had formed. The
posterior wall of the rectum was (irmly adherent to the
sacrum. Condj'lomata in vagina and around anus.

Mucous patches in lower end of rectum. The rectum
and intestines were free from hardened or accumulated
fieces; no scybalaj found. Dr. Terry assisted me kindly
at the post-mortem, and immediately after made a mi-
croscopical examination of the rectum. He reports

that the microscope shows no heterologous tissue, and
notliing strictly neoplastic.

The specimen shows that the stricture has not trou-
bled the patient, and that it has not grown worse since

the operation, seven months ago. The real fibrous tis-

sue has been absorbed, the muscular coat only partly

restored. The calibre of rectum consideraltly en-
croached upon, but by far better than before tlie opera-
tion. There are mucous patclies, condjdomata, and cica-

tricial tissue, looking as if it is of recent growth. Some
small openings or depressions in the mucous lining and
muscular coat are the remains of the rectal fistulas.

AssociATiox OF MKmcAL Editors of rnE United
States.—This Association held its Third xVniiiversary

Meetinir on the morning of May Gth, in Horticultural
Hall, Philadelphia, the president. Dr. B. F. Daw.son,
occupying the chair. A resolution was adopted offer-

ing a prize of $100 for the best essay on some subject,

to be determined at each annual meeting, to be com-
peted for by all medical editors. Drs. Dawsun, Davis,
and Stone were appointed a committee to recommend
a subject for the next essay, and to appoint a commit-
tee to decide upon the best which should be ofiered.

The Association reassembled last evening, when they
were addressed by the President, on the '• Origin of
Medical Science."

After the transaction of some minor business the
meeting adjourned.

CorrcsponticiKc.

T.OSTORFER'S SYPHTLTS-roiirT'SPLE.

SECOND LETTKn FROM

Prok. freeman J. BUMSTEAD, M.D.

\'iK!iXA, April 27, lh72.

To THE KUITOn OF THE llEDICAl. JtEOOllD.

My Dear Doctor,—I wrote you on the seventh of
this month an account of what Prof. Strieker had done
up to that date in his investi;.'a'ions with n-gard to

Lostorfer'a " Syphilis-Corpusi-les." and will now give

you from my note-book the further continuation, and,

I may add, the condunion of his laiiors.

I spoke in my last of the dilliculiy met with by
Prof. S. in preventing the drying of the specimens
of blood and at the same time in preserving them from
the addition of water, the smallest quantity of which
in his opinion vitiates tiie specimen for the purposes of

examination. The method finally hit upon was to

employ a large bell-g'ass with ground edges and stand-

ing upon a glass plate, under which the specimens
were kept together with a smrdl amount of water, the

evaporation from whi"h was not sufficient to condensj
upon the .slides and gain access to the blood.

Prof. Strieker also insisted further upon precautions

to be taken in first drawing the blood, that the speci-

mens should not be too thick, nor, on the other hand,

too thin; that interspaces should exist between the

fields of red blood corpuscles, in Avhich the develop-
ment of Lostorfer's bodies could be watched for ; and,

finally, that the specimen should not be pressed upon
by the Covering glass. To accomplish the last-n;imed

purpose, he first warmed the slide and smeared it

with a thin layer of wax on three sides of a square,

within Avhich the blood was placed and which served

to support the covering gla.ss. He al.so suggestt-d

a cell cut from a thin layer of mica for the same pur-

pose.

1 spoke in my last of the sources of error at-

tending these examinations, and in this connection
will mention the following occurrence, which I wit-

ness(,d. A fiiend of mine who had been working
with the microscope in Prof. Wedl's laboratory and
who had been searching (or the bodies of Dr. Lostor-

fer, brought round to Prof. Strieker a specimen of
blood, without telling him that it came from himself

and that he had never been affected with syphilis.

This specimen was thickly studded with points which
to a less educated eye had every appearance of Lostor-

fer's bodies. Prof. S. looked at it under the micro-

scope and first remarked: "The specimen is not well

prepared. The field is overloaded with red blood

corpuscles. There are no interspaces."' He then
added :

" These are not Lostorfer's bodies. They are

vacuoles. You can recognize them by their color,

which is slightly reddish. If you allow the specimen
to stand for twenty-four hours, you will find they have
dis.-ippeared."

My notes of what occurred in Prof. Strieker's labo-

ratorv from day to day present nothing more worthy
of mention, except that he one day informed me thut

he had in several instances seen two of the bodies uni-

ted by a stem or pedicle, in the form of a dumb-bell

;

that the stem gradually shortened, the bodies approach-

ed each other and apparently coalesced ;
that they did

not remain so permanently
; on the contrary, they

separated from each other again, being still connec'ed,

however, by an intervening pedicle.
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The inothoil and results of his investigations, which
I have thus iar given, have since been made i)ublie by
Prof. Strieker at a meeting of thej Wiener Me(U(;ai

Society, held a weelc ago, April lOtli. But I have now
a more important discovery to report, which was fn-st

announced at the meeting of the same society held last

evening, April 2Gtli, and whicli Prof Strieker regards

as the termination of his labors ujion this subject.

Your readers have not forgotten the patient men-
tioned in my last whose blood contained Lostorfei's

bodies in such large numbers and presenting such early

development; also, as I stated, that tliis man was in an

extremely cacliectic condition, that he had several at-

tacks of hemorrhage from the lungs, and that his life

was at one time des]iaired of.

Prof Strieker had tlms far examined only the blood

of sound persons, of persons affected Avith syphilis, of a

number witli lupus, and of several with acute diseases,

as typhus fever, etc. Among these he had found the

bodies exclusively in the syphilitic cases, with the ex-

ception of two cases of lupus, in which they were un-
questionably present [a second case having been met
with in addition to the one mentioned in my last

letter].

But in considering the case I have above referred to,

the question now occurred to Prof. Strieker how far

the abundance and early development of the bodies was
due to the cachectic condition of the patient, and
Avhether this same condition was not sufficient to pro-

duce them indepenilently of syphiHs. To determine
this point, he took blood from a girl, 17 years old, who
had never had syphilis, and who was now in the last

stages of tuberculosis ; he examined it under the mi-
croscope

; Lostorfers bodies were 2'>i'esent. !

He examined another similar case and with the same
result. Further, he examined tlie blood of three per-

sons dying of carcinoma, and still another exhausted by
Morbus Brightii ; in all he found the " syphiHs-

corpuscles," although the patients had never had
sj'philis

!

Here then were six persons free from syphilitic

taint, but whose nutrition and vital powers were im-

paired by different diseases, and blood from all of them
exhibited the peculiar and (to use the words of Prof
Strieker) " newly discovered " corpuscles of Dr.
Lostorfer

!

The conclusion was evident, viz., that the presence of

the'^e bodies is due to the impairment of nutrition and
the cachectic condition of the individual, and not to the

existence of syphilis or any other one disease exclu-

sively.

The announcement of this result formed the substance

of the remarks of Prof. Strieker before the Society last

evening. It was followed by him with a statement of

t'le different possibilities to account for the origin of

these bodies, but as these were hypotheses, I will not

repeat them. ilTo public discussion of Prof. Strieker's

remarks was held by the Societ}^. After the meeting,

I conversed with several members of the opposite party,

and found them jubilant over the result. They had
repeatedly asserted, and had probably led themselves

to believe that Piof Strieker had commilted himself

to the syphilitic nature of the Lostorfer's corpuscles
;

his "renunciation " of it the}' looked upon as a triumph
for themselves. As I said in my first letter, however.
Prof. Strieker has never thus committed himself, either

in his public remarks before the Societ}'', or in what he

has written, or in the private conversitions which I

have had with him ; and it appears to me that his eon-

duct has been deserving of all praise, and worthy of his

high scientific reputation, in going quietly, seriously,

and earnestly to work to investigate this alleged dis-

cover)'', instead of at the outset rejecting it with a mere
denial and a sneer.

As I have already stated, Prof Strieker regards these

bodies as a new discovery. Whether he is aware of the

statements of Dr. Lionel S. Beale, of London, with
regard to " innate particles of bioplasm," etc., to which
Dr. Otis calls attention, and, if so, what he thinks of

them, I do not know.
Since my first letter. Prof Salisbury, of Cleveland,

lias kindly forwarded several copies of his paper upon
his Syphilitic Fungus or Crypta Syphilitica. In a letter

accompanying the parcel, he writes me: "The reason

Dr. Lostorfer docs not see the syphilitic spores in fresh

blood readily, is that they are mostly held in the color-

less coijiuscleSj whicli cells are the vehicles which carry

them fiom the spleen and mesenteric glands into the

blood stream.

"In old and long standing cases of severe secondary

and tertiary syphilitic disease, especially in broken-

down constitutions, the colorless corpuscles become
rotten, broken, and pus-like to a greater or less extent;

and, in such cases, the spores are found many times

nmnerous, outside the colorless corpu=cles, swimming in

the serum. These are the cases in which tlie filament-

ous development of the vegetation may be noticed.
" Many times the spores are so perfectly transparent,

like the serum in which they swim, that it requires the

best objectives, and an experienced eye and manipula-

tion to detect their presence.

"I can readily appreciate the difficulty of Dr. Lostor-

fer's labors, as several years ago I travelled over the

same ground, and first detected spores in blood that had
been standing several days between the slides of the

microscope."

I presume that no one Avill be inclined to question

Prof. Strieker's skill in the use of the microscope, and,

with regard to the objective, he has commonly employed
No. 10, immersion of Ilartnack ; but also, in many of

his examinations. Hartnack's No. 15, only four of which
are known to be in Europe. Yet with this skill and
with this power in his instrument, Prof Strieker has

found nothing in the blood answering to Prof SaHs-

bury's description of " Crypta syphilitica "
;
moreover,

it is not to be supposed that Prof Salisbury himself will

regard his " crypta " the same as Dr. Lostorfer's " cor-

puscle," now that the latter has been proved to exist

in non-syphilitic blood.

Sinceiely yours,

F. J. BUMSTEAD.

HOSPITAL APPOINTMENTS.
To THE Editor of the Medical Eecoed.

Sir—In your issue of April 15th, you have invited dis-

cussion upon matters connected with our hospital man-
agement, which need ventilation, with a view to reform.

Permit me, in reply, to call your attention to a recent oc-

currence which not only bears the appearance of " sti-

fling legitimate endeavor," but also savors of injustice.

At the last examination of candidates for appoint-

ments on the Medical Stafi' of Charity Hospital, there

appeared, among twelve gentlemen competitors, a re-

cent graduate from the Women's Medical College of

the New York Inllrmary. She passed a satisfiictory

examination, and ranked third of the five successful

candidates. The ^ledieal Board, in a subsequent de-

bate upon the propriety of obeying its own laws, re-

solved to withhold her name from the Commissioners

;

at the same time appointing a committee of three to

explain to her the reasons for such withholding.
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The oxplnnniton involves soveral [)resuinptioiis of n
peculiarly inconsistent nature, by whidi one would infor

tliat wlicii n woman studies anatomy, sur;,'ety, piitlulugy,

ami tliernpi'ulics. she confines herself to carefully pre-
parel wax models represent in;^' only a liinitfd numlier
of orirans, and that in la-r subsequent practi<-e of medi-
cine, she is to be subject to the conventionalities of the
ordinary votary of fashion. At the same time her oath
not only demands of her the unrestricteil [practice of
medicine, but in the examinatlDU preliminary to its

acceptance, she is rigidly held responsiibie for a
practical knowled^'c of natural cadnvera and of all

diseases. F"urthermore, stranpc as may seem the con-
tradiction, the second name on this committee of three
is also appended to the certificate of qualification in

virtue of which the candidate was allowed to take the
oath.

The explanation further maintains that tlie peculiar
character of Charity Hospital makes eminently unfitting
the appointment of a lady physician on its resident
staff, and assumes that had the lady known its character
she would not have sought tlie position. Granting these
to he the honest convictions of tlie gentlemen, which
would have been the more courteous and just proceed-
ing on their part, to state them to the candidate, leaving
it optional with lier to claim or relinquish her right of
appointment (which they did not), or to arrogate the
rigiit of putting in her place a gentleman of inferior
rank, which they did ?

The explanation admits the right of properly quali-
fied lady jiliysicians to appointments in public hospitals,
''Charity " excepted. Xow it happens that the same
candidate attempted to compete forBellevue Hospital,
but wa- unable to secure the requisite endorsement for
her application. Why? Simply because it was an
innovation.

With this brief sketch, allow me, Mr. Editor, to sug-
gest for discussion the two following questions:

Is the bare fact of innovation a sufficient pretext for
refusing the right of competition ?

If the management of Charity Hospital is sucli as to
unfit it for the residence of any duly qualified Doctor
of Medicine, should it not be so amended as to obviate
tills objection ?

Very respectfullv,

Mary J. Studlev, M. D.
New York, April lOtli, 1S72.

AN APPLIA^X'E FOR TRACHEOTOMY.
To THK Edftob of tue Medical Recoiid.

Sir : On looking over the files of the Medical Record
I see an account in the number for September of a
ready method of making a tracheotomy tube, the
device of Dr. Ji. Howard. I am thereby reminded
of a contrivance which did me excellent service two
years since in a case of croup, in which I had opened
the trachea. The patient to whom I refer was a
young boy, very fat and short-necked, the wound in
the trachea, therefore, V)eing very deep. For this rea-
son a tube was inapplicable, and I attempted to use
the usual double blunt hooks, with tapes passing
around the neck, a plan, in my estimation, superior to
the tracheotomy tube, whatever may be its construc-
tion and in all cases. I failed, however, after a
patient, persevering trial, owing chiefly to the patient's
intolerance of the pressure necessarily made by the
tapes in their circuit around the neck. I then at-
tempted to keep the wound open by inserting the tips
of the Trousseau's forceps between the tracheal lips,

and tying the iiandles back with a string. But the in-

strument was too clumpy, and presently fell out by its

own weight. The case was becoming embarrassing,
when, hirkily, my eye fell on a pin cushion. In it was
sticking a large toilet hair-j)iii, each limb perliaps three

inches long. I cau.sed this article to straddle the fe-

male catheter of my pocket-case, and, hohling it firmly,

bent ea<h limb a half inch around the catlieter. Cin

withdrawing the latter I found that I had fjrmed an
elastic ring at the bent part of the hair-pin. The tips

of the pin were then bent at right angles and the
points inclined a little towards one another, and I had
an instrument in principle, at least, like a spring eye
speculum. The points of this improvi.sed speculum I

introduced between the tracheal lips, the .short and
bent part of the limbs looking upwards towards the

larynx. On releasing the instrument from the pres-

sure of my fingers, the tracheal wound was readily

kept open. The instrument maintained its place

partly by its own elasticity and partly by the aid of

the short bent limbs, which prevented its falling out by
its own weight, or, indeed, by any force which could
be a[)plied when the patient stood or sat erect. To re-

move it, it was necessary to carry the ring end upwards
towards the chin (after the manner of withdrawing a

catheter). The contrivance was worn four days. It

did not slip out nor make painful or vmdue pressure,

nor iiiteifi-re at all with the removal of the usual tough
mucus. Had the operation been made for the removal
of a foreign body horn the bronchus, I should have
hoped that if the foreign body had escaped tlie open-
ing in the trachea and gone up towards the larynx,

that it would have been detained there, osving to the

fact that the points of tlie hair-pin s|iecnhim being
sharp and bent a little inwards, although allowing the

body readily to pass upwards, between them, would
prevent its return downwards, the body becoming im-
paled upon points. The case ni.iy be illustrated by
that form of mouse-trap which allows the animal to

squeeze in, but which opposes to its egress a circle of

sharp points. This, however, is but a secondary ad-

vantage, perhaps an imaginary one. I have never
used any contrivance in tracheotomy which has given
me the satisfaction of that above described, and, think-

ing the idea may be useful to some one deprived of a

cutler's aid, I have placed it on record.

I am yours, respccifully,

J. H. Bill, Surgeon U. S. Army.
FouT Vascocver. W. T., April 1st, 1872.

-- m

UNSCRC7PUL0US CRITICISM.

In the April number of the Journal of PsycJiohgiccJ

Medicine, edited by William A. Hammond, M.D.,
appears an article—purporting to be a review of Dr.
Edes' essay on " The Physiology and Pathology of the

Sj'mpathetic Nervous System." to which the O'Reilly

Prize was awarded by the New York Academy of
Medicine—so flippant and ill-natured in tone, and so
unfair in its statements, that we are unpleasantly sur-

prised to find it allowed a place in a journal of such
high pretensions.

Beginning with a page or so of general comments,
discourteous alike to the author of the essay, to the
committee of distinguished gentlemen by whom the

award was made, and to the society in behalf ofwhich
they acted—the severity of which comments would
lead us to anticipate the exposure of most glaring and
unpardonable errors in style and matter—the reviewer
proceeds, as he says, " to adduce sufficient evidence to

show that we have not been reckless in our assertions."

We find first, that he has little more on which to
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base Lis sweepinj:^ charge of " bad English," " inele-

gancies of composition, and "feebleness of utterance,"

than certain instances in which tlie essayist has oniitU'd

deQnitc and indefuiite articles, which, if it be a faidt,

is one which leans iti the right direction—towards

brevity. These instances occupy a large portion of tlie

review. Much of the remaining portion is filled with

instances where, for the sake of brevity, quotations

have been sliortened by the omission of ))arts unessen-

tial to the illustration of the subject under discussion.

If this be not justified by cu-tum, we feel sure that

most readers would regard it as a very venial fault.

The reviewer complains of Dr. Edes for referring to

page 21G, vol. i., of Romberg's work on Nervous
Diseases, a subject that is lound on page 217, when a

few paragraphs before he has himself made a similar

mistake, by referring to page 125 of the essay a para-

graph that is found on page 126.

Having thus devoted most of his space to these

trivial matters, instead of" adducing sufficient evidence

tliat he has not been reckless in his assertions" as

regards statements of fact and theory, he disposes of

nil this part of the subject with a few brief paragraphs,

the general character of which for fairness may be

illustrated by the final one, which we quote.

•'It is stated (p, 8) that the sympathetic ' consists

then of the ganglion-bearing cord, situated on the sides

of the vertebral column from the superior cervical

ganglion to the ganglion impar.' We humbly, with

due regard for Dr. Edes' anatomical knowledge, demur
to this statement. The sympathetic nerve, as any fiist-

course medical student ought to know, extends a con-

siderable distance above the superior cervical ganglion,

and even into the cranium, where it forms several

plexuses, and has several ganglia."

On turning to the page cited, we find that the passage

refeired to reads as follows:—" The system to be con-

sidered, which we call the sympathetic, consists, then,

of the ganglion-bearing cord, situated on the sides of

the vertebral column from the superior cervical ganglion

to the ganglion impar; of four ganglia in the head,

ophtJiahnic, spheno-palatine (ifeekel's), otic, and suh-

maxilhn-y ; and of various large and small ganglia in

the thorax and abdomen, with their connecting cords,

besides the vaso-motor fibres accompanying cerebrospinal

nerves from their origin in the spinal cord^ not having

passed through the gangliay

The reviewer says, " Dr. Edes certainly cannot know
the power of quotation marks." We would suggest

that the reviewer seems hardly aware of the power of

punctuation marks, for he puts a period where theie

was only a semicolon in the original, thus cutting short

a sentence in such a way as to do the greatest injustice

to the sense of the passage. Would it not be a stretch

of charity to regard this even as a piece of the grossest

carelessness, and not a deliberate falsification ?

To those who are acquainted with Dr. Edes, and

know his thorough education, his extensive reading,

his skill as a microscopist, and his habit of original

thought and investigation—qualities which gained for

him the honorable position of professor in Harvard
University—the sneering advice with which the so-

called review concludes will seem peculiarly inap-

plicable.

In conclusion, we would remind the reviewer that

courtesy in manner and fairness of statement are sub-

jects he may well study with advantage to himself and

the public, if he has any idea of again appearing as a

critic, and does not wish to degrade medical literature

by a recklessness of language which would disgrace the

lowest partisan newspaper.
Arthur Mathewson, M.D.

Beookltx, April 20, 1872.

GRADUATION OF IMPKOPER PERSONS.
To THE Editor of the JIedical Record.

Dear Sir,—On page 1G3 of your Journal, under the

head of " Graduation of Improper Persons," I find, in

a report made to the Alumni Association of the Medi-

cal Department of the University of the City of New
York, and signed by James 11. Leaming, President

;

Charles Inslee Pardee, Secretary, the following

words :

—

"He presented letters of recommendation from Dr.

Abram Jacobi, Professor in the College of Physicians

and Surgeons, who had been his chief accuser, and on
account of whose statements the candidate had been

held in abeyance for a year, Avithdrawing his charges,"

etc.

In regard to these statements, I shall simply say to-

day that 1 have inquired from Dr. Chas. Inslee Pardee
on what authority these statements have been made.
As soon as I siiall have received an answer to my letter

I shall probably take the liberty of again addressing

you on the subject.

Yours very respectfully,

A. JACOBt, M.D.

Itfit) Jnsttunifiits.

A NEW ELASTIC ARTERY-COMPRESSOR.

By CHARLES K. BRIDDON, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

1 HAVE often been compelled to resort to ligature in

the treatment of external aneurism where I Avould

gladly have used compression had I been able to sup-

ply myself with a good compressor. It may seem

strange that in a large city like New York such a want
should exist. Or it may be that I was difficult to please.

At all events, I ransacked the stores of the surgical in-

strument-makers and the collections of my protessional

fiiends, with the same result; all I could find were

relics of the past, all had the same objectionable features,

and all were on the same principle—two pads attached

to long arms or levers, united by a hinge woiked with

rack and pinion, or other device for altering relation of

same; all difficult to keep in position, and all exer-

cising that dead pressure or brute-force that is so apt

to contuse and do violence to the parts compressed.

If it were not that the artery eludes such pressure by
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rolling from its grasp, the consequences iiiiglit often be

disastrous. As it is, I tliink the injurious iffects are

most olton limited to the super-imposod tissur*, as the

histories of cases so treated are replete with tlie rela-

tion of siieh accidents as vesications, excoriations, and
even abscesses, glandular or in tlie connei tive tissue.

I can call to mind one case occurring in one of our

liospitals, where compression was followed by end-ar-

teritis, sloughing of tiie sac, and death.

On a late occasion (1871), having to treat a popliteal

aneurism occurring in the person of a member of the

medical profession, I devised an instrument which ex-

ercises the necessary pressure through the medium of

elnsiio bands. Of course I am aware tliat Dr. Cartes'

apparatus acts on the same princifile, and I do not mean
to claim any originality. I could not find one of his

instruments or a description of it, and I was driven by
necessity to model one myself. It was made for me
i>y Mr. Stohlmann, of the tirm of Geo. Ticmann &: Co.,

07 Chatham street; and when I say tliat I used it in

the case above alluded to for five hundred and eighty-

eight hours in (ifiy-six days, without being annoyed
by anything like a vesication or excoriation, and that

it fidfilled all the indications perfectly, I think I assert

sutlicient to induce my professional brethren to buy it.

The elastic Artery Compressor, as depicted in the

accompanying woodcut, is adapted to the treatment of

popliteal aneurism. It consists of two concave plates

sliding upon each other, each plate having two lateral

arms, the curves of which are so arranged as to em-
brace two-thirds of an ordinary-sized thigh without

touching or exerting any injurious pressure. Attached
to the extremities of each arm is a cross-bar, with a

slot in the centre. Tliis slot is one inch deep, and the

inner surface of the bore is smooth and a little larger

than the screw which traverses it. Its office is to pre-

vent lateral movements of the screw. To the ends of

the lateral arms are also attached brass mortises through

which pass a double hand of India-rubber belting one
inch wide, and one-sixth of an inch thick. The middle

of this band is surrounded by a square brass box with
op.'n ends, in the centre of which is a female-screw

which receives the male. The ends or loops of belting

which pass through the mortises are secured in posi-

tion by steel bolts.

The compressor is attached to the screw by a ball

and socket joint. It is made of hard rubber, and fits

into additional compressors of hard wood, covered with
buckskin pads.

The bed-plates are so arranged that the distance be-

tween the compressors can be changed at will, or they

can be taken apart and used separately.

An instrument on this principle could be made to

compress the abdominal aorta, or smaller ones could be

adipted for the upper extremity.

In using compression, it is desirable for the comfort

of the patient to secure as many points for pressure

as possible; and I should deem it judicious to avoid

making pres.sure on that part of the artery which, in

the event of failure, may afterwards become the seat

of an operation. Long-continued pressure causes con-

siderable condensation of connective tissue, sometimes
absorption, and may produce such modifications in the

imtrition of the coats of an artery as to influence pro-

cesses of repair after ligation. In the treatment of a

popliteal aneurism I would suggest three points of pres-

sure ; one at the pubes, another two and a half or at

most three inches below, and a third four inches below
the second.

Compression at the groin will be best made by a

leaden weight of about eight pounds, resemblingr in

form, but slightly diminished in size, the tapper half of

a citrate of magnesia bottle, with a neck a little elon-

gated, to permit manipulation with tlic fingers in placing.

r' /i

««=ii^^

Fig. 2.

COMPKESSOn FOR TIIE GnoDf.

No. 1. — Steel rod one quarter of an inch thick and
twelve inches long, attached to No. 2. Leaden compres-
Bor, six pounds in weight; small end one inch in diame-
ter, convex, as smooth as i)0.ssible, and covered with
several thicknesses of buckskin.

No. ;3. Perforated weights to slide over steel rod, to

be made of lead—two weighing two pounds, and two one
pound each.

No. 4. Wooden cradle to support the compres.sor in

position over the pubes.

it in position. This end must be covered with buck-
skin. Into the base is fixed an iron stem twelve inches

long, and a quarter of an inch in diameter. This stem
is held in position by a cradle or thin board four or

five inches wide, and twenty-one or two inches long.

Si.x inches from either end is a circular aperture three

inches in diameter. The cradle is supported by legs

twelve or fourteen inches high. It will be necessary

to have lour or five perforated leaden disc^s, weighing
one pound each ; and a sufficient number of these may
be run on tlie stem to control the circulation entirely,

and then the reinoval of one disc will permit such a
stream as will best favor the deposition of laminated

fibrine.

At the risk of being considered tedious, I have been
thus minute in furnisliing the details of a mechanical

appliance. But I felt the want of such minutiae my-
self, and this must be my excuse for giving them to

others.

67 West 2.3d Street, N. Y. City.

ARMY NEWS.

Official Lint of Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the Medical Department^ United States Army,
from April 19, 1872, to May 4, ISTl.inclusive.

Campbell, John, Surgeon.—By S. 0. 67, Department
of Dakota, April 18, 1872, granted leave of absence for

twenty days.

LoRiNG, L. Y., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 64,

Department of the Mo., April 19, 1872, to report in

person by the 10th of May to the Commanding Officer,

6th Cavalry, at the Summer Camp of the regiment, near

Fort Hays, Kansas.

Campbell, A. B., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 95,

"War Department, A. G. O., April 23, 1872, reheved

from duty in Department of Dakota, and to report in

person to the Surgeon-General.
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ilUbical Jtcms antr ^'cius.

Woman's Medical College of the New Youk In-

FiRMARV.—The Coiiimeneement exercises of this Collc};'e

were recently held at Association Hall. The history

of the institution was briefly recounled by Mr. Rouekt

Haydock, of the Eoard of Trustees. Degrees were

conferred by the President, Samuel Willets, upon

eioht ladies, viz. : ]\Iiss Emily Anthon, N. Y.
;
Miss

lyiercy N. Paker, 3^raine ; IMiss Elizabeth M. Cu.shier, N.

J. ; Miss Phwbe J. Ferris, Conn. ;
Mrs. Elizabeth S.

Ilorr, Maine; Mrs. Susan P. Mackintosh, N. J. ; Miss

Nancie E. Monelle, N. Y„ and Mrs. Mary J. Studley,

Mass. Prof. Hackley's prize, of a case of aural instru-

ments, for the best report of the chnical instruction in

Ophthalmology and Otology, was awarded to Miss

Emily H. Wells, Pa. ; Prof. Ward's prize, of a sur-

gical pocket-case, for the best report of his Surgical

clinics, to Miss N. E. Monelle
;
and the prize of a case of

obstetrical inscruments (donor's name not made public)

for the best final examination in Physiology, to Mrs. S.

F. Mackintosh.

Prof. Mary C. Putnam, M.D., delivered an addiess

upon the true method in Medical Education. She
brought out yery clearly and forcibly the principle that

the knowledge which is really to be of use to the phy-

sician must be that gained by his own observation, not

that taken on the authority of books or lectures. From
the beginning, therefore, the student should be taught

to observe, to experiment, and to think, for himself.

His chemistry should be learned in the laboratory
;
his

histology and physiology by Avork with the microscope

and experimentation on animals ;
his diagnosis and the-

rapeutics by study in dispensary and hospital of actual

cases, for which, under proper supervision, he is made
responsible. In this way, and in this alone, would his

practical skill keep pace with his theoretical knowledge
;

he would really know his subject, and not simply

know about it. When called to a case of emergency he

Avould be prepared, at once, and with a just self-confi-

dence, to bring all his faculties to bear upon it—would
think with his whole body,, that had been trained for

this very work, and not be driven in despair to his

note-book or his library. Having once learned the true

method of study, he could never become a routinist,

but would hail every new case as a problem for fresh

investigation.

The speaker sketched a plan in which all the medical

charities of our metropolis should be organized in a

grand system for the purposes of instruction. The stu-

dents of the various schools would be divided into

small classes for clinical work, each class under the im-

mediate charge of a clinical clerk, and the whole under

a central directory ; so that wherever a case occurred

of interest to a special class, the notification could im-

mediately be given and the opportunity improved.

Contrasting what ought to be done in this direction

with the mode of instruction at present pursued in our

schools, the Doctor characterized our lecture system as

an enormous anachronism, a legacy of the times of

mediaeval darkness, when original scientific study was
a thicg unknown, and the only fountain of learning was
the wisdom of the ancients; when the business of the

medical teacher was to give epitomes of Hippocrates

and Galen, and that of the student to make and

memorize his abstracts of these epitomes. Now, fully

as we realize the grave deficiencies of our colleges, we
think she has here done them less than justice. Their

professors do not, as a rule, content themselves with

reiterating the theories of past centuries, or even of the

past decade. They keep abreast of the times, and give

the student the latest results of investigation, which

cannot be found in his text-books, but must be sought

in monographs and journals. True, there are excep-

tions, even in our own city ; but we claim that they are

exceptions to the rule. For this purpose, then—to

announce the last revision of scientific theory, as well

as the newest facts of observation, and, moreover, to

present the grand outlines of a subject in the vivid and

impressive way which no book can imitate—we hold

that the accomplished lecturer has still a most im-

portant place to fill. We agree, however, that every

fact must be made the student's own by practical ex-

pei iment where this is possible ; that he must Ije

taught to test every theory in the crucible of his own
reason ; and that tlic lectures are valuable only as they

lead him to do so.

The only reference to the recent change of cnriiculum

in the Medical Department of Harvard University was
the statement that laboratory work, formerly optional,

was now compulsory. We think the stand taken by

this school deserved a more cordial recognition. Its

compulsory laboratory work extends not only to chem-

istry and gross anatomy, but also to microscopy and

physiology. lis clinical instruction really deserves the

name, the senior students being expected to diagnosti-

cate cases, prescribe their treatment, and present

written reports of them, which are discussed beibre a

"conference" of the class, presided over by a professor.

This, and other similar features, we remember as prom-

inent in the course many years ago. Taking the

above in connection with the late gradation of studies

throuo-h the three years, and the required attendance on

recitations during the summer, we think the school goes

far toward fulfilling Dr. Putnam's idea. A prelimi-

nary examination for matriculation, and an extension

of the term of professional study to four years, are still,

however, great desiderata.

AVe have touched upon only a few points of this ad-

dress, which Avas mr.rked not more by its suggestive-

ness than ty its e;:rnestness, sometimes rising to

eloquence.

Joseph H. Choate, Esq., followed, speaking of the

position of woman in ditlcrent periods among the most

cultivated nations. Coming down to our OAvn time and

country, he dwelt upon the great numerical preponder-

ance of women in the Atlantic states, the result of

war and emigration, as one of the strongest practical

aro-uments for their entering new fields of labor and be-

coming self-supporting. One hundred and fifty thou-

sand girls of this generation could never be married,

unless we were to become polygamists ;
and prejudice

must inevitably give way before the figures of the cen-

sus. For the women who should find their natural

sphere, as wives and mothers, a broad and thorough

education was no less necessary, to fit them for tiie

proper training of their children. We think the speaker

might have insisted upon it, with at least equal force,

for their own sakes. Our limited space precludes any

further account of his brilliant discourse.

Dr. F. N. Otis will read a paper at the next meet-

ing of the County Medical Society, May 20th, 1872, on

the Physiology of Syphilitic Infection, as applied to the

successive manifestations of the disaese.

Medical Teaching.—The Valedictory Address of

Professor R. 0. Cowling, M.D., delivered to the graduat-

ing class of the University of Louisville, Ky., March 1,

1872. gives the following particulars: Billroth's Sur-

gical clinic occupies nearly three hours a day, five times

a week, during ten months of the year, and besides

this is the care of his vast wards. In but five of the
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American stat-s is the pursuit of iinatoiny allowed by
law. Ilokitaiisky, the ioundcr of t!u? Austrian Mtdico-
auatoiiiirid School, performed from IS.J 4 to 1844, thirty

thousand di-sectiona. The University of London looks

down u[>on the requirements of Oxford and Cambridge.

A BKQrEST TO A Medical Max.—Dr. Mclntyre, of
( >ilihrun, operated upon a lady about twenty years ago,

for femoral hernia, and cured it. The lady died re-

cently, and hius hit him, as one of her e.xeculors, a

legacy of iJlOt), together with a bequest of X4:,000 "in

testimony of his great kindness and professional skill."

—I'hila. AIc'l. Tillies.

Syracuse University.—A portion of the faculty of

the Geneva Meiiical College, N. Y., have accepted

cliaiis in the new " College of Physicians and Surgeons
of the Syracuse University," which will be formally

opened during this year.

The Eve Infirmary of Glasgow, Scotland.—11. A,
Cleland, M.D., Gla.sgow, Correspondent of tlie Detroit

Review of Medicine^ writes of this Infiimary, the scene

of the labors of the famous ophihalmoiogist, the late

Dr. McKenzie—now presided over by Dr. Thomas
lleid. Over G,000 cases were treated in 1870-1. The
titudent of ophthalmology has a richer field for observa-

tion there, than almost anywhere else. There is a
very peculiar and common type of disease belonging

to a condition of defective nutrition, illustrated in the

Eye Intirmary by corneal ulceration.s, scrofulo-catarrhal

ophthalmias, etc. This characteristic is more marked
in Glasgow, than in any other city in the United
Kingdom. In operations on the eye, chloroform is

seldom given, Dr. Reid affirming that, especially in the

more delicate ones, the patient is usually more manage-
able without thau with it. He considers the fixing

forceps as a refinement of barbarism, and never uses
them.

"White Sulpiior Springs, of Greenbrier, Virginia.
—Prof. J. J. Moorman, M.D., of Washington Uni-
versity, Baltimore, and Physician to the Greenbrier
White Sulphur Spring, Ta. (Atlanta Med. a)id Surg.

Jo'tni.), regards a proper use of the "White Sulphur water
as a decided preventive of that feeling of necessity or
desire ibr the use of strong drink, which drives the

inebriate to use it in despite of his judgment to the
contrary ; in other words, that its proper use allays

or destroys the appetite or nervous craving for ardent
spirits. He has witnessed hundreds of cases fully

justifying this statement. The influence of the waters
depends, jirst, upon the action of the sulphuretted hy-
drogen gas which abounds, and which is an active

nervous stimulant; second, upon the alterative influ-

ence exerted upon the entire organism.

Medical School of Berlin compared with that of
"TiEXNA.—In an interesting article on this subject, by
Dr. D. F. Lincoln, of Boston (Boston Med. and Surg.
Journ.), much information may be gained with reference
to medical teaching in Germany. He regards Berlin
as a superior medical centre to Vienna, for a general
medical education. Vienna is the school for specialties.

Let Skoda, Oppolzer, and Rokitansky stand lor what
the Vienna scbool has been during the last twenty
years, and let Virchow, Von Graefe, and Griesinger
stand for Berlin. He says one is struck with the fact

that the latter trio is composed oi great men, in a sense
in which the expression does not apply to their Vien-
nese colleagues. Virchow stands undoubtedly head
and shoulders above his colleagues in Berlin. His lec-

tures are about two hours and a half long. Prof.
"Westphal, of Berlin, the successor of Griesinger. who

introduced the " non- restraint " system in the wards
under his charge, has a valuable clinic for mental dis-

ease. During the four years superintendence of the

Neue Chariti'-, the strait-jacket lias never been ap-

plied to a ."ingle one of the 150 insane who till the

wards. In electro-therapeutics, the names of Eulen-

berg and Ilitzig are well known, and their private

lectures are better worth attending than those in

Vienna.

Last year there were 2,113 matriculated students in

Berlin, of whom 454 were studying medicine ;
456

were foreigners.

Georgia Lcnatic Asylu.\i.—Drs. James F. Bozeman
and Win. Henry Cumming have been appointed to

examine into and report up«n the management and
condition of the State Lunatic Asylum of Georgia.

Calculi under the Prepuce.—Dr. H. "W. Nelson
(Pacific Med. Journal) recently circumcised a Chinaman,
and removed thirty-eigiit calculi, varying in size from a

No. G shot to a buck-shot. Retention of urine in a sac

formed by the prepuce from phymosis was the cause.

Reproduction of the Tibia.—Dr. Cheever (Richmond
and Louisville Med. Journal) records the removal of the

entire shaft and lower epijjhysis of the tibia, with its

subsequent reproduction, a useful limb resulting. Ex-
tracts from five other similar cases are appended.

An Unusual Case of Strangulated Hernia.—In a

case of strangulated hernia of one hundred and twelve

hours' duration, relief was aflbrded by an operation by
Dr. Geo. Hill (Med. and Surg. Reporter). The patient,

aged seventy-eight, wms about his room at the end of

three weeks, and finally recovered completely.

Cholera in Paris.—The death of a soldier in Paris,

from cholera, is reported as having occurred during the

latter week of March.

The Persian Famine.—In a letter of Dr. "Wills, of

Shiras, the famine in Persia is described to be so severe

that the people eat grass wherever they can find it ; and
at the slaughter-houses, when an animal is to be slain,

there are crowds of starving poor ready to lap up the

blood from the ground.

Professor Huxley has been nominated by the stu-

dents as candidate for the Lord Rectorship of St. An-
drew's University.

Yellow Fever.—The English Vice-Consul at Ciudad
Bolivar, on the Orinoco River, Venezuela, reports

(Xature) that an old woman had applied an efficacious

remedy for yellow fever and black vomit, consisting in

the juice of the vervain plant, obtained by bruising the

leaves. Small doses of this juice are taken three times

daily, and injections of the same are administered every

two hours until the bowels are completely emptied. It

is said that a reduction has taken place in the number of

fatal cases in the practice of physicians who have em-
ployed this remedy.

A New Excipient for Pills.—Mr. Barnes, in a com-
munication to the Pharmaceutical Society (Eng.), has
recently proposed the use of soluble cream of tartar as

a new excipient for making pills of substances not
readily brought into the pill state, .such as subUmated or

precipitated sulphur, hydrate of chloral, Dover's po^yder,
\

chlorate of potash, nitrate of potash, gallic acid, etc.

Soluble cream of tartar consists of a solution of bitar^-

trate of potash in biborate of soda and boracic acid, or

biborate of soda and tartaric acid. This solution, when
evaporated to the consistence of mucilage, is heavy and
tenacious. "With the addition, in some cases, of a small

quantity of gum tragacanth, very fine pills can be

formed out of the above drugs with this excipient.
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©rigiital €ommuiiicati0U2i.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE SURGERY OF
THE MALE URETHRA.
By CHARLES K. BRIDDO^T,

NEW YOEK.

TriE following histories have been selected as illustra-

ting some of the more important surgical afl'ections of

the male urethra. They were not recorded with a

view to publication, but were preserved as facts which
had proved instructive to myself, and which I tliiuk

may be interesting to the practitioner of surgery. I

do not maintain that in all these cases the line of treat-

ment was the best that could be devised; some of

them date back several years, during which time able

and vigorous intellects have been busily at work in

this domain of surgery, and much that wus regarded

as orthodox but a few years ago is frowned upon to-

day. A short time ago it was considered necessary

to have, the bladder distended with fluid during the

operation of Lithotrity; now the best and most ex-

perienced operators regard such distention as un-
p.ecessary, if not unwise. Within the present decade
it was deemed proper to keep a solid catheter in the

bladder after urethrotomy, and such proceilure is no
longer in use. Of late we have heard of no treatment
for stricture but that by rupture or internal urethrotomy.
Syme's operation being set aside for exceptional cases.

I do not mean to insinuate that fashion influences our art,

or that we run now in one groove, anon in another

;

such changes in practice must not be regarded as iimo-

vations, but as improveinents resulting from the studious

observation of cases, and will naturally claim a large

share of the surgical mind; but new doctrines ought
not to ignore the experience of the past, and I would
not have my professional brethren think that I am an
advocate in every instance for the more brilliant treat-

ment of cutting or splitting; I should certainly only
reserve such means for those cases that resist the time-

honored bougie.

STRICTURE, COMPLICATED WITH A BOUGIE BROKEN IN TOE
BLADDER, AND CHRONIC CYSTITIS.

In the year 1867 Duncan, a man of 45 years, was
sent to my ofBce by Prof. Chas. A. Budd. The man Avas

a resident of Williamsburgh, had had a stricture five or

six years, and had been in the habit of passing a bou-
gie fur himself every day ; three days before, he found
greater difficulty than u,sual in introducing tlie instru-

ment, and, on withdrawing it, to his dismay found that

nearly half remained beliind. This, of course, was a

very serious matter to a poor fellow already worn out

with the sufferings incident to chronic inflammation of

the bladder; aid was summoned, and for three days
unavailing efforts were made for his relief; when he

came under my observation he was in a con.sider.ible

state of excitement from the constant desire to mictu-

rate and the vesical tenesmus. He exhibited to me
the portion of an English flexible bougie, size No. 3,

that had come away, and I judged that there remained
behind a piece four or five inches long. A sound intro-

duced came in contact with a foreign body about five

inches distant from the meatus. I tried with one of

Civiale's instruments for removing impacted fragments

of calculus, with long bullet forceps, and with a long

and slender uterine tenaculum; but no effort of mine
could dislodge it from its position, in which it appeared

to be pietty firmly fixed. I then endeavored to push

it into the bladder, hoping tliat I might remove it

thence with a small Lithotrite, but in this also I failed

;

I then ordered a large dose of morphia, and dircicted

him to hold his water as long as possiljle, and, when
he could endure it no longer, to clo.se the anterior por-

tion of the urethra, near the meatus, by firm pressure

with the finger and thuml), at the same time that he

made the effort to expel the contents of the bladder,

hoping that in tliis way the canal would be distended

sullicienlly to float the bougie within reach of instru-

ments ;
but when I saw him next morning I found it

still fixed in the same position, and I removed it through

an incision into the walls of the urethra ; after this I

saw nothing more of the patient until 18G8, when ho
took lodgings in this city to place himself under my
care. The portions of his past history not already

referred to are as follows:—He had gonorrhoea seven-

teen years ago, and in 1861 his stream began to

diminish, and his bladder became so irritable that it

would contain but two or three table-spoonfuls of urine.

It has always been more or less turbid when pa.ssed,

and very frequently bloody. His wife describes his

sufferings as being on some occasions truly fearful, and
on one occasion I myself witnessed his whole frame
quivering in the efforts to expel the last drop of

urine. The vesical tenesmus was of the most distress-

ing character. On this occasion, however, he was in

worse condition than usual, and I contented myself
with prescribing enough McMunn's Elixir to keep him
([uiet, and absolute re.^t. In a few days he was much
better, and I, upon examining him with a full-sized

sound, found a stricture six inches from the meatus.

Through this I could pa.ss a No. 3 steel sound, and I

determined that the speediest way to cure his cystitis

would be to split the obstiuction with the dilator, and
then use the irrigateur. His urine was turbid, alkaline,

deposited one third its volume of the usual ropy material

so characteristic of these cases, and under the micro-

scope presented innumerable pus and blood corpuscles.

On the 7th of October, Dr. R. W. Taylor administere;!

chloroform, and I s[)lit the stricture with the largest of

Holt's dilators; introduced easily a No. 12 catheter, and
removed aciuantity of urine of similar character to that

met with on previous occasions. To prevent urethral

fever, he was ordered two grains of quinine with ten

drops of laudanum every three hours. I saw him on
the following da}^, when he informed me that he had
spent a better night than for many mouths, and in three

days I commenced using the irrigateur. To detail the

further progress of the case would be tedious ; his blad-

der was injected every day with an amount of fluid

varying with the irritability of the viscera; painful dis-

tention was never permitted, and the medication Avas

varied. Commencing with a very dilute infection of

nitric acid, I subsequently used acetate of lead, one
quarter of a grain to the ounce; nitrate of silver, one-

eighth of a grain to the ounce, and internally he first

took Gross's favorite infusion of hops and uva ursi,

pareira brava, and, as the tenesmus subsided, the tere-

binthinates. In a month he was sufficiently recovered

to leave for his home, and I advised him to place him-
self in the hands of Dr. J. C. Hutchison, of Brooklyn,
under whose skilful treatment he continued to improve,
and eventually made a complete recovery.

The man Duncan called at my office, June, 1871,

stating that he never had any relapse, that he could

introduce a full-sized instrument with ease, and that he
felt as well as he ever had in his life.

Note.—It will be noticed that in this case I used the

French irrigateur. At that time I was in the habit of

using that apparatus for injecting the bladder in all

cases of chronic cystitis. With it, it is possible to inject

the bladder so i:radually and painless'y, that I preferred
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it to the old method, but of late I have laid it aside ; and
)iRf the method introduced and recommended hy Sir

II. Thunipson.

TiiArM.vTic STRicxriiE roMrucATED wnn cnno.vic cysti-

tis AND DRIGIIt's IHSKA.>JK—KXTKHNAL UKETIIKUTO.MY.

Wednesday, January 31st, 18G1, I was consulted by
Dr. Jno. Bishop^ in rrl'erenco to the ca.sc of James No-
l;in, livini; at No. 10 State street; patient was an Irisli-

niiin by birth, 30 years old, a 'innp-^horemnn by oocn-

pation, and nmrried. Three years ago he fell witli liis

perinroum coniinp in contact with the chine of a barrel;

the injury was followed by hemorrhage fn>m tlio ure-

thra and trouble in i>a&>ing his water, whiih induced
liim to enter a hospital, where he remained three

months, during which time dilatation was resorted to.

After leaving, housed no precautions against relapse,

and gradually fell into his

I'resenf Condition.— He is of spare habit, looks
worn-out from constant sufiering, has a small, frequent

l)ulse, and a cracked tongue, red at its margins and
tip, and dry behind. He lias an irresistible desire

to evacuate the contents of his bladder every hour
or hour and a half When th.e desire becomes im-
perative, several minutes of laborious effort are neces-
sary bef)rc the stream begins to flow; it is fine,

not larger than a knitting-needle, and is considerably
distorted. The urine is very turbid, resembling thin
pea-sonp, and deposits a large volume of mucD-pns,
which, on subsequent examination under the micro-
scope was found to present in large numbers pus and
blood corpuscles, with epithelia from all portions of the
urinary tract, and a few granular casts ; a dense resist-

ing stricture was met with six inches from the meatus,
wiiich would only admit a No. 2 steel sound.

Dilatation had succeeded only in affurding temporary
relief. The stricture presented in a marked degree the
cliaracteristic features of all such obstructions having
a traumatic origin ; the cystitis was of a very severe
character, and, from the character of the deposits pre-
sented under the microscope, I had reason to beheve
that the kidneys were involved, and that he probably
had pyelitis. The doctor had tried all the usual inter-

nal remedies without avail, and, unless some other more
etfectual means were used, it was plain enough that the
patient must soon succumb to the disease. Well aware
tliat degeneration of the kidney is. with good reason, re-

garded as a contra-indication to any operative proce-
dure of magnitude, I concluded that dilatation was as

dangerous as the simple operation of external urethro-
tomy. Such a simple incision would at once admit of
t'le immediate application of remedial agents, and, as
it was evilent that he must sooner or later die of the
more serious complication, the pressing indication was
to relieve his suffeiings, whicii of course were all refer-

red to his bladder. Aecordingly I proposed the opera-
tion, and it was done, February 7th, in the presence of
my f iends Drs. Godfrey Aignor and Jas. L. Banks. I
should have stated, in referring to this man's present
condition, that he had a fistula situate in the mesial line,

one inch in advance of the anus. It had not discharged
for some time, and its external orifice was now closed.
Ether was administered, and with, some difficulty a No.
2 grooved steel sound was introduced ; an incision two
inches long was made along the raphf, terminating im-
mediately in front of the anus, and was cariied down
to the bulb. Experiencing some dilficulty in the at-
tempt to open the urethra behind, I exposed the
canal immediately in fiont of the stricture, and finished
the operation by passing a tenotomy knife along the
groove in the sound onwards and into the dilated por-
tion behind

;
a large-size catheter was then introduced

and rigged in position, care being taken that only its

eye was lodged within the bladder; on the following

day I found t\n- patient a.s before
;
his desire to evacu-

ate was as frequent and imperalive, and he still had to

make |)0werful efforts of several nunutes duration l>e-

fore the stream Mowed. I removed the catheter, and in

three days introduced it again, and injected the blad-

der with a solution of acetate of lead, one grain to four

ounces, and at a temperature of lOU Fahr. Internally

he was taking buchu, uva ursi, ami henbane at bed-

time as a substitute for opium, which appeare<l to aggra-

vate by prolonging the efforts he had to make before

the stream fltnved. The same effects followed the use

of the drug when introduced into the rectum.
Q'his treatment was continued until the 13th, and

without any amelioration in his symptoms. The peri-

neal wound was nearly cieatrized ; there was no diffi-

culty at all in introducing the catheter; the vesical ten-

esmus about the same, but no improvement in the ex-

pulsive power. The urine was still thick and turbid

when pa'ised, and contained the same microscopic ele-

ments as before, wiih, I think, an increase in the num-
ber of casts. I stopped the acetate of lead injections,

and commenced using nitrate of silver, and ordered
small doses of copaiba three times a day, wiih decoc-

tion of pareira brava.

Patient expressed himRclf much relieved by the in-

jections, and they were continued until the 26th, when
he had an attack of articular rheumatism, which sub-

sided in a few days under the use of aconite, but he was
left in a very low condition, and Ids legs weie beginning

to pit upon pressure; the wound in the perina;um was
now healed, and he could retain his urine about two
hours. I commenced again with the injections, and put
him upon the use of muriated tincture of iron, and
this treatment was persevered with until the close of

the month of April, when he had an attack of uraemic

convulsions, and died comatose.
I have rea.son to believe that simple dilatation is not

without its dangers in the treatment of stricture, com-
plicated with degenerated kidneys; in fact, I have re-

cently .ceon a case in which those organs were sound,

and yet in which the introduction of a sound two sizes

in advance of the one previously used was followed l.y

rigors, urethral fever, and suppression ; and, inasmuch
as the c;ise may be instructive, I will give it m extenso.

STRICTURE OF URETHRA—ALARMING SYMPTOMS FOLLOW-
ING DILATATION.

The patient, Wo'f, was placed in my charge by Prof
Charles A. Budd, in the fall of 1870. He was a man
of about forty years, stout built, and had been a pretty

free liver. He had been troubled with stricture for many
years. On examination I found three contractions

:

one four inches from the meatus, another about an inch
and a half anterior to the bulb, another at the junction

of the bulbous with the membranous portion. The
two latter were old, dense, and resisting ; the one on
the penile portion was, I think, of more recent origin.

The integuments constituting the prepuce and the an-
terior portion of his scrotum were sodden and infil-

trated from constant contact with urine, which leaked
to such an extent that he had to keep the parts covered
with several folds of linen. I was able to introduce a
fine filiform flexible bougie, and continued the dilata-

tion, so that, by the month of April, 1871, he was us ng
No. 13 English boupie, and on the 1st of May I intro-

duced a No. IG, and, as the instrument was passing the

second stricture, I felt an obscure sensation of rending.

I immediately withdrew the instrument, and there was
hemorrhage to an insignificant amount. This occurred
at 10 o'clock A.M. At 4 o'clock p.m. be passed his
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urine, and had a pretty severe rigor. Wlien I saw him
shortly afterwards, he informed me that the same thing

had occurred to him in Austraha, when his hfe was
despaired of. His pulse, on this occasion, was small

and frequent, and he had vomiled several times ; I saw
him again in the evening, the vomiting had not yield-

ed to the means used, and I began to fear that it was
urseinic. I applied cups a!l over the lumbar region, and
put him in the hot-air bath, and on the internal nsi_> of

acetate of potash and spirits of nitric ether. His blad-

der was empty, and remained so for thirty-six hours,

when he passed about two ounces, which was slightly al-

buminous ; it now, however, gradually became free, and
after twenty-lour hours more was secreted in excess,

and was no longer albuminous.

TRAUMATIC STRICTURE CONTRACTION AFTER DIL.iTATION

—EXTERNAL URETHROTOMY.

Feb. 17, 1S59, I was requested to see I. F., a young
boy of only fourteen yeais, who, in an excited attempt
to escape from premises where he had no business, fell

astride a fence, and contused his perinteum so violently

that he had some trouble in reaching his home, distant

only a i'ew blocks. On taking his clothes off his mother
noticed that his shirt was bloody, and that there was a

little blood is-uing from the meatus. He, however,
passed his urine without any great difficulty, and,

though his scrotum and perinseum were considerably

swollen and discolored, in two weeks he was able to

resume his occupation as an errand-boy. Six weeks
after the accident he began to have trouble in passing

his urine, and this trouble gradually increased until, at

last, his mother was compelled to send him to a hospi-

tal, where he remained some months, undergoing treat-

ment by dilatation ; and on leaving the institution he
was provided with an instrument, and instructed to

pass it three times a week. These instructions he com-
plied with but a few weeks, and on again trying to

introduce it he found it impossible, and gradually re-

lapsed into the condition he was in before dilatation

Was commenced.
Present Condition.—Just arriving at the period of

puberty, he is a fine, intelligent lad, of spare habit, and
appears to be in the possession of sound health. He
says that his stream of urine is now very fine, not
larger than a hair-pin, that he cannot throw it any dis-

tance, that it is distorted, and that it dribbles away in

his pantaloons after lie has done. He is not disturbed
at night, and only occasionally is the desire to pass it in

the day time more frequent than formerly. On exter-

nal palpation, I could detect nothing abnormal in the

perinaeum, bat I could pass nothing through an obstruc-

tion situated at the junction of the bulb with the mem-
branous portion of the urethra but the smallest-sized

steel sound, and could only succeed in introducing that

after a long trial, and with the left fore-finger introdu-

ced into the rectum. His urine was normal, and for some
weeks I endeavored to dilate, but only succeeded in

reaching No. 4 of the English scale, and I concluded to

perform the operation of perineal urethrotomy.

March 23. The patient was placed under the influ-

ence of ether, in the position for lithotomy, and a

grooved sound was introduced and held in position by
my friend, the late Dr. Harriot. The boy was so thin

that I could readily feel and trace the s:n.all sound to

the point where it passed through the deep perineal

fascia, and believe that I could have made the opera-

tion a subcutaneous one, and considered the propriety
,

of doing so, but, fearing that a free incision into the
|

urethra with a very limited one on the surface might
be followed by pent-up secretion of either blood ^r i

urine, I performed the usual operation without difficul-

ty, and had no trouble in then introducing a No. 10
silver catheter, which was securely rigged in position,

and left there for a [jeriod of forty-eight hours, after

which it was introduced eveiy other day, then twice,

and subsequently once a week. On one occasion it

was oniitied for two weeks, and I am sure that the
disposition to contract still persisted, for I had some
trouble in introducing the same sized instrument.
However, the boy could now accomplish the introduc-

tion of a sound with all the dexterity that was required,

and he was left to his own resources ; but I lost sight

of him, and whether he remained master of the situa-

tion, or whether he relapsed and passed into other
hands, I cannot say.

STRICTURE—URINARY ABSCESS— RETENTION— ENGORGED
BLADDER—EXTERNAL URETHROTOMY WITUOUT A GUIDE
—RECOVERY.

On the 6th November, 1870, my friend Dr. Steplicn

J. Clark was consulted by a neighboring physician in

regard to a bad case of retention, and in the evening
of the same day I met the gentleman in attendance,
and elicited the following history : The patient had
had a urethral obstruction for at least three years, and
during the last twelve montlis had suffered very severe-
ly in c msaquence, at times only being able to void his

urine in drojis
;

and I was assured that for many
months he had not passed anything like a stream.
About eight days since, after getting wet, his symptoms
becaiue aggravated, and he felt some uneasiness and
swelUng in the perinseum. His efforts to empty his

bladder were unceasing and unavailing until three
days ago, when the urine began to drain away invo-
luntarily, and he had some respite from the torments
of tenesmus. Whether this was occasioned by the re-

lief afforded by the overflow or drainage, Avhether the
expulsive efforts increased the then persistent pain and
tenderness, and compelh'd the man to control them, or

whether true atony of the bladder from over-dis-
tention was the condition, I am not prepared to say,

but am inclined to believe that the overflow was suffi-

cient to account for it. I found the patient, "William

Stephens, a man of 27 years, of spare habit, and with a
careworn face, lying on his back, with his knees drawn
up ; and, on my asking him why he selected that posi-

tion, he replied that it hurt his belly to straighten

them out. His tongue was covered with a 3'ellowish

pasty fur, and his pulse, of moderate volume, beat 110.

On turning down the bedclothes, a strongly urinous
odor was observed, and the bed beneath Avas soaked
with the secretion, which could be seen trickling down
from the meatus. The distended bladder stood out
prominently, filling the hypogastrium well-nigh to the

umbilicus. It was dull on percussion, and reuiarkably

tender ; his scrotum was swollen to the size of the
foetal head at tenn, tense, and on its surface were sever-
al large bulke. On examining the nerina?um, it also

was found distended to the utmost limits of the peri-

nt^al fascia, and was everywhere tense and resisting.

On exploring the urethra, a dense obstruction was
readily detected at six inches from the meatus. The
diagnosis was, organic stricture complicated with acute
urinary abscess, engorged bladder and stillicidium Irom
overflow. The indications were, to make a free exit

lor the abscess in the perineum, which would al>o

afford an outlet for the contents of the bladder, leav-

ing the treatment of the urethral obstruction for after-

consideration. I accordingly made a free incision along
the raphfi, reaching from the root of the scrotum to

the verge of the arras, and then prolonged the incision

upwards into the scrotum. This gave vent to a large

quantity of offensive sero-purulent fluid, and I thought
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tlie size of the hypogastric tumor was somewhat di-

minislifd. The parU were directed to be assiduously

toiiunu-d. and lie was loft for the night. Tlie next
ivt-niiig Dr. Clark ealled at my house, and informed
me tliat the patient's hladdi'r Wiis still full, its fundus
reaching to a level with the umbilicus. I was much
surprised at this infoiniation, for I cjuite expected that

the bladder would relieve itself through the inciMons

made in the perin;euui. However, I appointed a meet-
ing at an early hour on the morning of the Sili, when
I met Drs. Clark, Chas. S. Ward, and McDonongh.
I found the patient's general condition about the same.
The bladder was a? I saw it on the evening of the <iih,

and its contents wore percolating through the urethra,

ami not throu;4h the perinaeum. I liad him brought
into a room where tlu-re was a tolerable light, placed

upon a table of convenient height, and put under tlie

inthience of chloroform. After along and tedious trial

with every conceivable form of guide, bougie, and
catheter, 1 came to the conclusion that the stricture

was impas.«able to instrument.s, at least in my hands,

and I determined to perform the operation of urethro-
tomy without a guide, and had him placed in tlie litho-

tomy position for that purpose. On exploring the

field of operations, T was immediately convinced that

my knowledge of the anatomy of the parts would
serve me but httle ; the region of the perinseum, includ-

ing the lower third of the scrotum, was one large gap-
ing wound, covered with a stinking pultacoous depo.<it.

Alter some careful dissection I opened the bulbous por-
tion of the urethra, secured its walls, held on either

side by mj' assistants.* but could pass no probe through
the obstruction. I then carried on the dissection

through the callous indurated mass that formed the
track, and at last succeeded in introducing a fine direc-

tor, on which I parsed the knife onwards into the ure-

thra behind. In making this last incision I divided an
artery that jetted a stream as large as a knitting-needle,

and which, I suppose, "was the artery of the bulb. I

experienced consMerable difficulty in controlling the
hemorrhage from this source. By forcibly separating
tlie parts, I could easily reach the bleeding orifice Avith

a tenaculum, and over this I could as easily apply a
ligature, but, on tighteninL', it came away, and it, was
only after three or four failures that I at last succeeded
in arresting all bleeding. I now easily passed a No.
12 silver catheter into the bladder, and evacuated a
large quantity of urine. It was rigged in position, and
that was the last I saw of the patient.

The catheter was secured in the bladder in this case
for two reasons : first, I apprehended there might be
h.-morrhage from the vessel opened in the bulb, and that
it might be necessary to pack the wound; andsecond-
Iv, the gentleman who had charge of the case was not
familiar with manipulations about the urethra, and I

feared he miglu be foiled in his attempts to introduce
an instrument. At all events, I thought it prudent to

guard against all accidents.

Four days after the operation I saw Dr. Clark, and
asked him to see the physician in charge of iStephens,
and suggest to him the propriety of substituting one of

* .\ftcr the urethra is opened, the most important step consists in
bringing the stiirtnrc well into view. The field of oix-rations is neces-
s.irily a contracted one, and the finsers of assistants and retractors are
in tjie way. and, no matter how intelligent they may Im?. thev do not
act with that precision and unity of action "that 'is desirable. Mr.
Avery has snirgested a loop of threa»l passed through each margin of
the urethral incision, so as to open the passage without intercepting
the view. I profvose that the operator have in his case half a dozen of
the largest sized musket-bullets each with a hook attached, and that one
or two of these, as may In? necessary, be hooked on to the ends of the
loops, which should be full IS inches long. The loops, with the weights
attached, may then be slung over the patient's groins, or over the
corners of the table, according as it may l>e desirable to elevate or depress
the p;irts at the same time that they are brought forward.

Holt's self-retaining catheters for the metal one, and of

further advising the dady injection of the bladder with
tepid water slightly acidulated with nitric acid. Dr.

Clark was kind enough to introduce the flexible instru-

ment himself, and he saw no more of the patient until

the '27ih (a period of fifteen days). During the inter-

val the m;in was under the care of his oiii^inal adviser,

who neglected to inject the bladder, and wlio bad in

fact seen but little of him. I reeon mended the imme-
diate removal of the catheter, and apprehended that

alter so long a sojourn it would either give way in its

removal, leaving a fragment in the bladder, or that its

point, iiicrusted with urinary salts, would lacerate the

uretiiral walls. Dr. C. removed the instrument him-
self, and had to desist from a first attempt, on account
of pain. His second attempt was whilst the jjatient

was under the influence of chloroform, and he said the

strain the instrument bore was really astoni.shing. It,

however, stood the test well, coming out entire, with
an inch and a half of the extremity thickly incrusted

with urinary salts, but its removal was I'ollowed by a
pretty free hemorrhage, which lasted a short time.

At the time of clo.sing this report, June Isf, I am
informed that the man is entirely well, the perineal

wound long since entirely healed, with no fistulous

openings, and with a urethral canal throui;h which be
readily passes the largest sized sound.

(To be continued.)

REMARKS OX CYSTOTOMY.
By H. K. CLARKE, M.D.,

GENKVA, N. Y.

The annals of Surgical Literature have recorded no
case more remarkable in connection with the subject of
urinary retention than the following which recently

occurred in the practice of Dr. George N. Dox, of Ge-
neva, N. Y., and which, for the plan proposed and car-

ried out to such success, deserves a wide-spread record,

that perchance the operation may be so modified as to

secure better results than have heretofore attended it.

When enlargement of the prostate occurs to such an
extent as to preclude access to the bladder by cathe-

terization, it has been the habit, and has the sanction of
autliority to the procedure, to puncture the bladder

generally above the pubis, in the median line and low
down, leaving the canula in the opening. Such cases,

too, if I possess a correct idea of the operation and its

results, are usually considered of a desperate character,

either as afFectiug the life of the patient, or as dooming
him to a continual voidance of his urine through an
artificial opening.

The results obtained in the following case are of such
a character as to divest the operation of paracentesis

cystitis of its graver features, and exhibits the fact that

puncture of that viscus in retention, when other means
fail, is almost entirely void of danger and can be repeat-

ed ad Jihitnm without any serious consequences ensu-
ing. A. W., a farmer aged seventy-five years, in the
enjoyment of excellent health, was seized with reten-

tion of urine on the morning of March 19; after many
ineflectual efforts to relieve himself, and the bladder

becoming distended, Dr. George N. Dox was sent for,

and made a careful examination of the case. Rectal
exploration revealed the cause of the difliculty; the

prostate was inordinatel}'' enlarged, tumid, and tender;
an hour and a half that morning was spent in unavail-

ing eflbrts to introduce the catheter. He was then left

for about two hours ; when seen again, Dr. H. N. East-

man being in consultation, the patient was chloroform-

ed, and eentle but continuous effort made to introduce
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the catheter for nearly an hour; all eflbrts, however,
failed. The bladder now appeared as a hard, firm tumor,

reaching to the umbilicus ; the suffering was intense.

The symptoms thus being of the most urgent charac-

ter, it was determined to puncture the bladder above
the pubis; this selection was made, as I believe it always
should be in such cases, on account of the danger of

wounding the peritonasum by an operation through Ur'

rectum, and the ditUculty of the procedure when the

prostate is engorged and tender. The operation was
performed in the usual location, low down, but modified

in three ways : in the first as to the selection of the

instrument; in the second as to the manner of its per-

formance
; and in the third, as to the method pursued

after escape of the urine. The instrument selected was
a small-sized trochar, having a diameti.T of one- twelfth

of an inch—nothing more nor less than a good-sized ex-

ploring trochar instead of the larger instruments ordi-

narily used for the purpose. This I consider extremely
essential, for it modifies by its smaller size the whole
result of the operation, as it does the success of each

step. All surgical authorities whom I have had the

privilege of consulting, direct an incision to be made
directly to the muscular coat of the bladder, the trochar

then to be plunged in, and the canula left remaining.

Owing to the size of the instrument used in this case,

no incision was made ; it was simply thrust through the

abdominal walls into the bladder and the urine drawn
off: About two quarts of clear urine escaped ; four or

five minutes being consumed in the withdrawal of it,

within which time the patient fell asleep. The canula

was tlien removed, and with a few powders of morphia
to allay pain—should he still find it impossible to void

his urine—the man was left, to be seen on the mor-
i-ow. During the night of the 19th, the 20th, and the

night of the 20th the urine steadil}^ accumulated without
power of micturition returning. Early on the morning
of the 21st I, being a partner of the Doctor, visited

him, and finding him in much suffering, walking about
the house in his uneasiness, and the bladder tense and
full, punctured again, he sitting upon the edge of the

bed, and drew off about twa quarts of clear urine,

afterwords withdrawing the canula. Before the ope-
lation I looked for the point of previous puncture. It

was so indistinct I could scarcely designate it. The
patient bore the operation well, although it took consi-

derable force to thrust the instrument in, as before no
incision having been made. After the operation he got
up, put on his clothes, and expressing himself as feeling

much better, walked about as usual. His tongue being
rather coated, and no movement of his bowels having
taken place in several days, I gave him three Co. Cath,

pills, and also left poAvders of morphia to allay pain, if

the bladder should again fill without ability to void its

contents. This occurred early on the morning of the

22d. Dr. Dox was sent for to relieve him of his suff'er-

ing. He found him uneasy, but pulse good; bowels had
responded to the pills, but no urine passed since it was
drawn off the morning before. He was dressed and
walking about the house, and notwithstanding his pain,

in good spirits, making jocular allusion to his novel

mode of urinating. His family said his appetite was good.

He ate at the table with them and of what he wanted.
The bladder was found distended, and the trochar

plunged in again, no regard being had to point of previ-

ous entrance ; two quarts of clear urine escaped. On the

evening of the same day, catheterization was again

attempted, but failed of success. On the following

morning it was found necessary to puncture again ; the

same amount of urine was drawn off as at previous

times. During the twent)''-four hours that elapsed

between the last two operations he used no morphine,

yet slept and ate well until over-distcntion renewed his

sulTering. On the morning of the 24th he was i)laced

in a hot bath, and eflbrts made to introduce the cathe-

ter; they again failed; nothing further was done at that

time, there being no uneasiness. Thirty-five hours from

the last operation, on the evening of the 24:th, the tro-

char was again used as before
; two quarts were again

removed, clear and without sediment. I should have

said on the 23d he passed a tablespoonful of urine pei-

urethra, and on the 24th a tcacupful; appetite still

good, and he appears as well as ever. Early on the

morning of the 2(Jth, renewed attempts at catheteriza-

tion failed of success, although there were evidences of

improvement in the condition of the passage. He was

suffering no pain or uneasiness, and had passed off' at

one time in quite a stream about one half-pint, and at

another about a gill of urine; no perceptible distention

of bladder. Quite early on the morning of the 27th,

the doctor wae called, and found considerable accumu-

lation and some pain ; he had now gone sixty hours

without artificial relief. In the early part of the night

he had passed naturally about a quart; he was again

punctured, and two quarts taken from him. This was
the last operation performed on him ; after it nothing

was heard of him till a visit was made on the 31st. He
was found up and around as usual, with excellent appe-

tite, and voiding his urine as he ought, except a little

more frequently than usual; the prostatic irritabihty

not having entirely subsided. He is at the date of this

writing as well as usual.

The frequent puncturing of the bladder in this case

gave rise as you have observed to no evidences of inflam-

mation or urinary infiltration. The questions that sug-

gest themselves then are: First, what causes conspired

in this case to prevent the usual disastrous sequete of

such operations ? and, Second, can we reasonably pred-

icate success in future cases of like character, when a

similar course is pursued? In answer to the first, it can

be said the patient was not debihtated by disease or ex-

cess, but was strong and robust for one of his time of

life, and the operation was performed early, before

the bladder by long-continued over-distention had be-

come paralyzed. The puncture too was made by an ex-

ceedingly small instrument, thus insuring the least possi-

ble wound and the most rapid repair. Cutting through the

intervening tissues to the external coat of the bladder,

as advised by Cooper, Liston, and in fact all the surgi-

cal authorities I have consulted, was, as before stated,

not practised. To these causes combined, and to the

immediate withdrawal of the canula, I consider the suc-

cess in this case attributable. This brings us to the

consideration of the second question:—as to the proba-

bilities of success in the future, a like course being pur-

sued. Certainly it would be chimerical to expect a like

result in every case, simply from the success of the plan

pursued in this ;
numberless causes might conspire to

jirevent; but is this operation of paracentesis cystitis

any more dangerous tiian paracentesis abdominalis or

thoracis, in fact is it as dangerous as we have believed it

to be ? Is it not true that the time and manner of its per-

formance has proved its direct cause of defeat? I can-

not think there is much danger in this operation if per-

formed early, before the bladder has become too dis-

tended, and the operation of the vital forces stifled or at

least impaired by uraemic poisoning. As performed by
Dr. Dox, it is simple, bloodless, expeditious and complete.

Influenced peihaps too readily by this solitary case, I

confess I may be too sanguine of success in the future.

But why should not infiltration have occurred in this

case, if it will in any ? Simply because he was relieved

before the organ lost its power of contractility. If you
wait too long, and cut down as directed, you may
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almost certainly oxpi'ct urinary infiltration and death.

Should a similar case occur in my own practice I should
[lunctiiro without fear or hesitation.
UCNEVA, May, ISTV.

proc\rcG5 of iHftiical Science.

Tb.-'TS for Detecting Strvciinfa —The Popular Sci-

eiK-e Rerifir .states that Dr. Filhol, in a recent paper on
this subject, maintains tiiat strychnia shouM, in ca^es

of p'>i*onin»,', bo ol)tained in the solid state; the nlka-

li'iity of its solution should be a.«eertained as well as its

intensely bitter taste; its behavior with clilorine, ami
its blue coloration under the influi'n<e of sulphuric acid

and oxidizing snltstances, should also be seen; while,

lastly, as a very delicate reaction. Dr. Filhol observes
tliat, with chloride of gold, strychnia (in solution ) yields

immeJiatelv a crystalline precipitate which, although
slowly, is distinctly formeil in solutions containing one-
tenth of a milligramme of the alkaloid. This precipi-

tiite, and that formed with chlorine, are at once d s-

solved by concentrated sulphuric nc'd, and chromic acid

being added, the well-known blue coloration that

strychnia yields with this last reagent is produced. The
presence of alcohol in liquids to be tested for strychnia
should be avoided.

Mode of Rekdering F.\nRiC3 Nox-Inflamvabi.e.—\
short time since we noc'ced the experiments with
tungstate of soda in Germany ; since when the
Aiinaleii der Cliemie contains a review of the sub-
ject by A. Patera, who thinks, that although the tung-
state is an excellent substance for producing the effect

desired its expense is an objection, and recommends for

it a cheaper material, viz., a mixture of four parts of
borax and three parts of sulphate of magnesia. These
sails are mixed together just before being reqiured
—otherwise, insoluble borate of magnesia is formed too
early—and then dissolved in from twenty to thirty parts
of warm water, into which the fabrics are to be im-
mersed, next wrung out, and then dried. A mixture
of sulphate of ammonia and gypsum may be used for

coarse fabrics.

The VTorthlesskess of Beef-Tea.—The experiments
of Gustav Bunge lead him to conclude that the com-
mon 0|)inion that beef-tea and extract of meat are as
valuable articles of diet as tea, coffee, or alcohol is to-

t.iUy unfounded; that the refreshment they give is

only due to their warmth and pleasant taste, and that
their chief value is that they enable a person to take
with appetite a larger amount of dry or tasteless food
than he could otherwise do. The statement of Liebig.
that the addition ofsome meat-extract to vegetable food
increases its nutritive value, and that the extractive mat-
ters of meat, and especially creatine and creatinine, are
the materials tor muscular work, have been disproved by
"\ oit and Meissner ; and the idea that beef-tea and
meat-extract were beneficial on account of the salts

they contain is an unlikely one, as these salt^ are al-

ready present in excess in ordinary food. It has been
said, however, that they do good by acting as stimu-
lants, like coffee, tea, and alcohol ; and this seemed to
be confirmed by the experiments of Kemmerich, who
found that small doses of meat-extract quickened the
pulse, bijt large ones produced paralysis of the heart
and death. Kemmerich attributed this action on the
circulation to the potash salts contained in the extract,
as the asii alone produced the same effects as the quan-
ti y of extract from which it had been got.

As Traube, Gultman, and Podkopaen found that pC-
ash salts slafki-nt'd the pul^e, but never quickened it

;

and as Kemmerich's exi>eriments on man gave an in-

definite result, and the only animals he used were rab-

bits, Bunge investigated anew, in Prof. Sehmiedeberg's
laboratory, the actions of meat-extract and of potash
salts on man. dogs, ca's, and rabbits, and determined
that the (luickening of the pulse depends not upon the

action of the potash salts but upon the distention of

the stomach, this result being present wlu-n simple

water was used, and was more persistent wht-n a solu-

tion of salt or sugar were substituted for simple water.

He a'so found that tln-se salts were quite insuflScient to

produce poisonous symptoms in the human subject.

Tkepiiixing over a Latkraf. Sinus.—Professor Paul
F. Eve r'"ports, in the liic/imond and Louisville Med.
Jour, of May, the following case of this nature : A stout

and healthy man, of 42 years, was struck two years and
ten months ago with a bludgeon, and suffered a fracture

of the skull which rendered him insensible for sixteen

hours. The depression was at a point midway between
the occ'pitd protuberance and the right external audi-

tory meatus, and was about three-quarters of an inch

in depth, and of the circumference of a silver half-dollar.

No symptoms of epilepsy followed, but at the date of

the operation (October 28th, ultimo) the patient was
habitually costive, walked with difficulty, and only for

short distances ; complained of constant weight and
oppression in his head, and of a dull, annoying pain,

radiating at irregular intervals from the point of (he in-

jury ;
had lost his energy, was never cheerful, and was

losing flesh and strength. Nothing could provoke a

smile. He was almost without hope, and said that he
occasionally felt like losing his senses. At the da*e

above-mentioned, a crmial incision being made over
the depressed portion of skull, the insertion of the tra-

pezius and the occipital portion of the occipito-frontalis

was raised—thus getting below the superior curved

line of the os occipitis ; a half-inch Gall's trephine was
applied and a button of bone removed withfUi injury

to the dura mater. Three discs of bone were thus re-

moved from over the right lateral sinus, whicli was
readily recognized by the deep color of its venous
blood; the angles left by the instrument were trimmed
and the flaps replaceil, and secured with silver wn-e.

About five ounces of blood were lost and only one ar-

tery ligated. The patient expressed himself as feeling

better as soon as he recovered from the effects of the

ether. Most rigid after-treatment was pursued. A
slight reaction on the following day was checked with
sulphate of magnesia, and he subsequently experienced

not a serious symptom. The wound was kept open for

a month by the daily introduction of a blunt probe.

The skull, in this ca.<e, was found to be unusually thin.

Artificial Fecuxdation.—Dr. Roubaud, of Paris, a

well-known writer on such subjects, has been making
some experiments on artificial fecundation similar to

those of Dr. Marion Sims and Dr. Courty of Montpellier.

In the Mouvement Medira^, of April 14th, is figured a

syringe which he uses for the purpose. Of the cases in

which resort has been had to tiiis procedure, which
have been narrated of late yea'-s, twelve successes have
been recorded by different experimenters.

Treat.mext of Articular Rheumatism bt Ice.—
During the past winter there were presented at the

Strasbourg ambftlances four cases of acute rheumatism
which were treated by ice alone. In the first there

was great pain in the joints of the feet ; during the day
the affection extended to the knee-joints, where ice was
locally applied. On the next day the upper extremi-
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ties also became painful, and the pulsations of the heart

were weak, the first sound beinj,' accompanied with a

murmur. All the painful articulations were covered
with bladders cont'iiiiing ice. On the fourth day the

pa'n had almost disappeared ; on the fifth the pulsa-

tions of the heart were normal; on the sixth there

were no longer any local symptoms; on the seventh
the fjver had ceased.

Two other cases were similarly followed b}' equally

favorable resuhs in the space of four days. In a fourth

case ice was not used until the fifth day, but in four

daj^s after this the pain liad disappeared with all the

other symptoms. Before the ice was applied the tem-
perature increased gradually, but alter its application

it became lower. The author (Dr. Esmarch) says that

he would not hesitate to u.se ice even in gout ; and as to

the metastasis of rheumatism to the brain, he considers

this to be the effect of the temperature. At Kiel there

was received into the hospital a patient with rheuma-
tic delirium, and with a temperature of 43° C. He was
immersed in water, and a cure took place. The appli-

cation of cold should be continued until all symptoms
disappear, and should be used in the form of ice-bl;ul-

ders and not in cold compresses, as recommended by
Priestnitz,— Gaz.Med. de Strashourg and The Dtictor.

The Pulvis Glycyrrhiz^ ComPositus of the Prus-
sian Pharmacopceia.—The Practitioner of May has an

article by Dr. Page on the u-e of this remedy as a mild

but effective aperient, of convenient form and without
any of the disagreeable concomitants of most prepara-

tions of this class, the want of whieh frequentW con-

fronts the physician when he casts about him for some-
thing with which to treat a case of simple constipation.
'' For the treatment of simple constipation resulting from

atony of the bowel, the compound liquorice powder is

admirably adapted. Whether in simple, uncomplicated

torpor of the intestines, or in constipation accomjjanj'^-

ing temporary gastric disorder, the powder, alone ur

auxiliary to appropriate remetlies, is preferable to other

preparations of its clas-^. In the former our object is

rather to call into play the peristjfltic action of the in-

testine than to deplete by serous transudation from its

walls, and in the latter especially, no prudent practi-

tioner would run the risk of aggravating the disordered

stomach by the exhibiton of purgatives possesSc;d of ir-

ritant or dras:ic properties. The compound liquorice

powder is composed of the following constituents, so

prepared as to form, when incorporated, an almost im-

palpable powder :—Senna leaves, 3 vj. ; Liquorice rout,

3 vj. ; Fennel seeds, 3 iij.; Sulphur, 3 iij.; Refined sugar.

The active ingredients are the sulphur and the senna.

The usual dose is a small teaspoonful at bedtime, in

water, with which it is easily miscible, forming an

agreeable draught. Children take it readily with the

belief that it is a sweetmeat.

The Alcoholic Tre.\tment of Wounds and Atonic

Sores.—Mr. Thomas Cooke, Assistant Surgeon to West-
minster Hospital, contributes to the same number of

The Practitioner some of his experience with the above

dressing, learned by him from Drs. NClaton, Marc See,

and Dolbeau, of Paris. He says: "To state at once

t!ie position I take, I will first transcribe, with merely

a few italicised alierativHs, tiie series of advantages

(claiming t!ie same for my dressing) which Dr. Newman
claims for Mr. Lister's mode of treatment : 1. The dress-

ing is clean, inodorous, and singularly painless, except

Oil the first application. 2. The formation of pus as a

consequence of the injury, surgical or accidental, i-,

with due cure, prevented to a very great extent. 3.

Erysipelas and pyaemia, if not absolutely extinguished,

are very rarely seen. 4. The wounds are free from
irritation; no swelling of incised integument and no
local redness are to be noticed. 5. There is usually no
constitutional disturbance (traumatic fever) after even
severe operation. G. The wounds heal rapidly.

The mode of performing an operation and the making
of the subsequent dre-sing, as contrasted with Mr.

Lister's mode, are detailed as follows :

—

1. The abscess is opened in the usual way ; any clean

knife will do for the purpose;. 2. The wound is to be
washed first with tepid water, then with the spiiit

lotion. 3. A pad of lint or some tow dipped in the

lotion is to be applied to the wound, and if the cavit)'^

of the abscess be large, partly introduced into the same.

4. A piece of gutta-percha tissue or oil-cloth is to be

placed over the lint or tow, and a common bandage is

to be applied. The "spirit lotion " used by Dr. Nelafon
was " alcohol camphrg," which is nearly similar to the spi-

ritus camphoree of the Br. P. ; Dr. See uses pure, undi-

luted alcohol ; Dr. Dolbeau, the same diluted with half

water. My spirit lotion is composed of equal p.arts of

methylated spirits and common water."

Speaking of the results of this mode of dressing, he
says:—I have had under my care large flaps of the

scalp which have adhered in two or three days to the

denuded calvariura, and suppurated only slightly along

their disunited margins. I have had cases, where the

j

walls of an hematic abscess, situated beneath the tendon
of the occipito-frontalis muscle, have adhered in three

I

or four days. I daily see suppuration most rapidly

j

diminish, and cicatrization, almost without any further

suppuration, ensue in consequence of alcoholic dressing

in what Avas, the day before, a large suppurating and
inactive sore.

j

The Action of Large Doses of Quinine.— The Ly-

j

on Medicale for February has an article by Prof Binz,

j

of Bonn, on the accidents which may result from the

use of large doses of quinine. While advocating the

i

use of single large doses, even as high as 15 to 20 grains,
' rather than repeated small doses, he calls attention to

I

the unfavorable effects which may result in exceptional

j

cases.

I

Deranged action of the nervous system and of

the heart. These cases are of tolerably frequent occur-

,

rence. In one instance in which three drachms were
taken by mistake, there followed in the course of an

,
hour pain in the head and stomach, vertigo, prostration,

loss of consciousness, lividity of the lips, and coldness

, of the extremities. The pulse was slow and regular,

and almost imperceptible, the respiration^languid, and
:
pupils widely dilated. Frictions and hot cloths with

! stimulants internally brought about reaction, and b}' the

fifth day the patientwas able to situp. Sight and hear-

ing were greatly impaired for a considerable time.

In animals poisoned with quinine the heart is found
dilated and insensible even to the stimulus of electricity.

Thus it appears that while in small doses the drug acts

as a cardiac stimulant, in large doses it tends directly

to repress the action of the heart. This suggests cau-

tion in the use of large doses when the heart is enfee-

bled, or when additional labor is thrown upon it.

Impairment of hearing. The deafness produced by
quinine generally subsides with the other symptoms
of cinchonism, but in rare instances it persists for a

considerable time, or may even be permanent. A pa-

tient having a congestive chill took 90 grains during the

succeeding intermission. Another chill following, the

same doses were repeated. No other paroxysm oc-

curred, but the patient was left perfectly deaf, and has

remained so up to the time of writing, a period of teu
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yonrs. In aiidtluT ojise, in which tho qiinntity given is

not Ktnti'd, liio ik'ntnesa conliiuii'il tlin-e wt-i-ks.

Jiosd ol'tho powiT ol" sp«>ech is occasionally observed,
but it is usually of sliort duration.

Disturbaiioo of vision. Four cftst>a nre inentioni-d in

wliioli coniplete amaurosis rcsulird from tlio daily use

lor several da^'s of from 4'» to To grnins. In two of

those cases the amaurosis continued only one day. In
one case it persisted for a month.

Graefo gave 45 grains daily for a week, causing
fet-blem-ss of vision in one eye, which coniiriued for

four months, when the patient was lost sight of.

In another case in which about 13 grains were given

daily for a long period, there followed compK-te loss of

sight iu one eye, which was relieved afier six weeks by
local depletion.

In a few cases liemorrhage from mucous surfaces,

and an erythematous or pruriginous eruption on the

skin have been observed to follow the use of laige

doses.

Irritation of the digestive organs so often ob.served,

will, he thinks, be almost always avoided by giving the

(piiiiine in solution.

Albuminuria is occasionally produced when the

kidneys are required to eliminate a large quantity of
quinine. It ceases, however, when the medicine is sus-

]iended. Vesical catarrh has also been observed to fol-

low under similar conditions.

The SrLpniTES and Carbolic Acid in Ixtermittf.xt
Fever.—Dr. 11. C. Wood, Jr., of Phihulelphia {Medical
Times), in a discussion on " Certain Human Parasitic

Fungi and their Relations to Disease," observed that du-
ring the past few years he had enjoyed very extensive
opportunities of observing intermittent fever in the
Philadelphia and Episcopal Hospitals, and had experi-
mented upon a great number of cases with the sulphites

and witii carbolic acid. The conclusions at which he
had arrived were, that the latter of these so-called rem-
edies had no more effect in checking the disease than so

much cold water, and that the former were almost, but
not quite, eqiiall}- inert. He had, however, found arse-

nic to relieve very obstinate cases of ague, with great
certainty.

Management OF Intermittent Fever with "Wahoo.—
Dr. C. Richmond, of Kokomo, Ind. {77ie Indiana Jour-
nal of Medicine), says that his attention Avas early di-

rected to the use of euoni/mus afropnrpuretis in the
treatment of dropsy, and believing that enlargement
of the spleen, in connection with intermittent fever, is

mostly of a dropsical character, he has been more suc-
cessful in removing the enlargement with this remedy
than with any other. The " fluid extract " is not as

reliable as the infusion of tlie fresh bark—two ounces
of the fresh bark of the root to one part of boiling water.
Of this, when cold, from half a pint to one pint should
be given each day. Given warm, and in r ij.-doses

every hour or two, it will generally procure several
large watery alvine evacuations. Taken in half the quan-
tity, or every three or four hours, it will act as a diuretic,

and should be continued for days, if neces-sary. He
generally gives the remedy until it purges at first

;

then as a diuretic and tonic. Quinine can be given at

the same time.

A New Mode of Administering Copaiba.—In chronic
cases of gonorrhcea J. H. Wehner, M.D., German-
town, Pa. {Medicrd and Snrgicrd Reporter), has obtained
the best therapeutical action of copaiba, with the entire
abscence of its nauseating and other disagreeable effects,

from the administration of that drug, combined with
opium, in the form of a rectal suppository. The sub-

joined formula is recommended : Ij Copaiba, f 3 vj. ; Opii

pulv., gr. vj. ; Olei thcubromaj, CeUieei, na ? iss. ; Cerae

alba5, gr. xl to Ix. M. ft. suppositories No. xij. S. One
to be introduced into the bowel morning an<l night.

If constipation occurs it may be readily overcome by
a moderate dose of Rochelle salts.

CArsESOFljAnvsGEAL GROWTHS.—Morcll Mackenzie,

M.I)., London, M.lt.C.P., in \n^ " Essay on Growths
in the Larynx," says that chronic congestion of the

mucous membrane of the larynx is, far above all other

cau.ses, tiie most important etiological feature in the pro-

duction of simjde morbid growths in the larynx. In
some cases the disease appears to originate in an acute

or subacute foim of inflammation, but it is generally only

as the starting-point of chronic hypcra-mia that the

more acute attack indirectly leads to the production of

new formation. The most common cause of hyperae-

mia is probably catarrh, and catarrh must, therefore, be
looked upon as the great predisponent of growths.

The various other influences probably only act through

estal)lishing a condition of hyperaimia. According to

Dr. Tobold, laryngeal growths are most common in

middle life, from the thirtieth to the sixtieth year, and
that laryngeal polypi are least frequently seen in child-

hood. On the other hand. Dr. Causit considers that

they most frequently occur in early infixncy ; he also

believes that the disease is very often congenital.

The Uterine Sound.—In regard to the history and
manner of using the uterine sound, A. Courty, Clinical

Prof. School of ^Medicine of Montpellier, France, in his

work on "Diseases of the Uterus and its Appendices,"
observes that, It is probable that the idea of introdu-

chig a sound into the cavity of the uterus to measure its

depth and to explore its surface is not new. During
the la=t century Levret sounded the uterus with a

whalebone stylet. In 1828 Lair introduced into the

cavity of the cervix Larry's grooved probe or sound,

the extremity of which he curved gently like a female

catheter, and he even recommended that the speculum
should be withdrawn about a third, and that it should

be lowered as mucH as possible to facilitate t!ie pene-
tration of this sound from the cavity of the neck into

that of the body of the uterus.

SrPRA-CONDYLOID AmPCTATION OF TOE TniGH.—In
MeiUco-Chirurijiccd Transactions, London, Vol. LIIL,
William Stokes, Jr., M.D., Surg, to Richmond Surgical

Hospital (paper on Supra-Condyloid Amputation of
Thigh), describes his modification of Gritti's mode of
amputation at the knee as follows: Fiisf. That the
femoral section is made in all cases atleast half an inch

above the antero-supericr edge of the condyloid carti-

lage. Second. In all cases the cartilaginous surface of the
patella is removed. Third. The flap is oval, not rectan-

gular. Fourth. There is a posterior flap fully one-third

of the length of the anterior flap.

Pn-GGiNG THE Rectum.—William Aliingham, F.R.

C.S., Surgeon to St. Mark's Hospital for Fistula, London
(in his work on Fistula, Hemorrhoids, etc.), recommends
the following procedure, if secondary bleeding occurs

after an operation for piles. When called to a case of
hemorrhage, always arm yourself with a full-sized,

bell-siiaped sponge, and plenty of cotton wadding.
Take also some persulphate of iron or powdered alum.
Thread a strong silk ligature through near the apex of

your cone-shaped sponge, and bring it back again, so

that the apex of the sponge is held in a loop of the
thread. Then wet the sponge, squeeze it dry, and
powder it well, filling up the laconaa with the iron or
alum. Pass the forefinger of the left hand into the

bowel, and, upon that as a guide, push up the sponge,
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apex first by means of a metal rod, bougie, penlioUliM-,

or a rounded piece of wooil, if nothing better is at liaiul.

The sponge should be carried up the bowel at least five

inches, the double thread hanging outside the anus.

When this is so placed, fill up the whole of the rectum

below the sponge thoroughly and carefully with cotton-

wool well powdered witli the alum or iron. When the

bowel is completely stuffed, take hold of the silk liga-

ture attached to the sponge, and while with one hand
you pull down the sponge, with the other hand push uji

the wool. This joint action will spread out the bell-

shaprd sponge, like opening an umbrella, and bring the

wool compactly together. The plug should remain in

at least a week, and it may be retained a fortnight or

more.

Action of Light in Skin-diseases.—Dr. S. H. Potter,

Hamilton, Ohio (Chicago Medical Times), says that it

is a matter of extreme regret that in the treatment of

eruptive diseases—^as measles, scarlatina, erysipelas,

urticaria, small-pox, and many others—greater stress

has not been laid upon the importance of the exclusion

of light. If daylight be excluded from the room, in the

early stage of the disease, and a candle or a mild light

b3 substituted, small-pox may be arrested at the pap-

ular or vesicular stage, and never become purulent at

all. In acute cutaneous erysipelas the influence of

light upon the skin, in its exalted sensitive condition,

may cause it to spread to an almost unlimited extent.

In most acute forms of inflammatory affections, and

those from wounds of the skin, with exalted heat and
dryness of surface, light should be excluded from the

patient as sedulously and for the same reason as alcohol

in any form, or any other direct and well-known pow-
erful stimulant.

On the other hand, light, when needed as a stimu-

lant and tonic, is one of the most potent agents—as in

cases of debility or anaemia, any enervated condition

when there is paleness, coldness, sluggish circulation,

and when the skin has lost its proper elasticity, and
needs stimulating and toning.

GoNORRncEA Originated from Other than a Specific

Cause.—Dr. J. C. Whitehill (Medical Archives) reviews

the opinions of Drs. Berkely, Fordyce Barker, Bum-
stead, Ricord, Johnson, Acton, Diday, and others, who
hold that this disease may originate from other than a

specific cause. On the other hand Dr. Milton says,

that while simple purulent vulvitis and vaginitis would
seem at first sight a very likely cause, he has not met
with a single instance of the disease originating from

these afifections. The latter author believes that the

matter by which gonorrhoea is communicated is en-

dowed with qualities as truly specific as the lymph of

the cow-pox vesicle, and that the supply of the infect-

ing material is kept up in the same way—namely, by
propagation from individual to individual.

Dr.'Whitehill has met with a number of cases, so

strikingly confirmatory of the opinion that the affection

does originate from other causes than a specific conta-

gion that he cannot question the fact. At least that

certain non-specific vaginal and uterine discharges may
and do give rise to a purulent urethritis in the male,

differing in no appreciable manner, in symptoms, se-

quence, or therapeutic indications, of known specific

origin, and amenable to the same treatment.

Cancer in Males and Females.—Prof. John Le

Conte, M.D., of the University of California (The

Western Lancet), has an important paper on " Vital

Statistics ; Illustrated by the Laws of Mortality from

Cancer," in which he has compiled many facts concern-

ing the relative frequency and increase of cancer in

the two sexes. In both England and France the an-

nual mortality from cancer among females exceeds

that among males nearly in the proportion of three to

one.

In relation to organs affected M. Tauchou's re-

searches show that tiie uterus is most liable to cancer,

constituting about 32.8 per cent, of the total deaths

from the disease. The stomach comes next, 25.2 per

cent. ; then the mamma, 21.7 per cent. ; and then the

liver, 6.3 per cent. Among females, the mortality

from cancer uteri is about 43 per cent, of the total

deaths from the disease in that sex, and the mamma
28.4 per cent.

Hypodermic Injections of Morphia.—Dr. Robert

M. Otis, of Cambridge, Mass. (Boston Med. and Surq.

Journal), mentions the case of a lady, aged 27, with

hip-joint disease, who from June 14, 1870, to Decem-
ber 31, 1871, ISi months, had injected into her body

six ounces of sulphate of morphia. If eight grains is

taken for the average daily injection, this patient has

used, subcutaneously. in the last four years, at least

twenty-four ounces of sulphate of morphia. At this

time, after consuming such an enormous quantity, she

is in better health than at any other time for the last

four years. She has no desire for opium, would gladly

leave off the use of hypodermic injection, and has

made repeated attempts to do so, but without success.

She shows none of the injurious effects of opium, as

laid down by writers.

On Spurious, Feigned, and Concealed Pregn.anct.

—Dr. Thomas More Madden, of DubUn, sends us a pam-

phlet on the above subject, giving the histories of seve-

ral interesting cases illustrating the above conditions.

Under the first division, or pseudocysis, the doctor

remarks the frequency with which we find most of the

ordinary symptoms of true pregnancy counterfeited,

and draws attention to the fact that the abdomen usu-

ally increases in size more rapidly than in true pregnan-

cy. This enlargement may generally be traced to

dropsical effusion into the peritoneal cavity, to the ten-

dency to a deposit of fat in the omentum about the

period of the change of life, or to accumulation in the

intestines of flatus or faecal matter. In almost every

case he has noticed the patient has asserted that she

could distinctly feel the m ovementsof the foetus ; and

such symptoms as " longings," alteration in tastes, irri-

tability of temper, neuralgic pains, enlargement of

breasts, turgescence and coloration of nipples, and even

secretion of a lactescent fluid are not uncommonly pre-

sent. However closely the symptoms ofpregnancy may
be simulated before the fifth month, the positive signs

cannot be counterfeited after this date. Physical exami-

nation, he thinks, affords but doubtful help in the diag-

nosis, since the absence of sounds of placental scuffle

and foetal heart is no evidence that the womb does not

contain a foetus. He is disposed to place more reliance

on a manual examination of the surface of the abdomen,

the muscles being relaxed ; and digital exploration per

vaginam.
He gives two cases in which the pregnant condition

was obscured by disease ; and under the head of " Con-

cealed Pregnancy" calls attention to the necessity of

ascertaining before any operation upon the uterus is

undertaken, especially before a resort is had to the

uterine sound, that the organ is not gravid
;

it having

come to his notice that women, knowing or suspecting

themselves to be pregnant, have secreted the fact from

the physician with the intention of throwing upon him
the onus of having produced an abortion by the use

of this instrument.
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LACTO-PiiospnATK OF LiMK IM Fetkrs.— Tilt Pructi-

iimer lor Ft'bruftry contains an inferestinjj paper by
Dr. m.'ic'ki', of Paris, on " The Use of Laeto-l'liospliate of
Lime in Aiiyiianiic Fevers and in Convalesccnc.-." Be-
lievinj,' that the j)hosphate played an essential part in

the nutrition, not oidy of the bony structures but of the

tissues generally, ho tried tiie experiment of keeping
a pipeon upon food alniost wholly deprived of phos-
pliates. The jiiijeon lost its liveliness, i;s appetite

failed, and its weight notably decreased ; the muscular
ami fibrous tissues seeming to suffer as well as the

bone?. On adding phosphate of lime to the food, the

bird rapidly regained its normal condition.

Dr. Blaeke explains the want of success that often

attends the use of phospliate of lime, even in cases in

whicii it seems most directly indicated, such a'' rachitis,

osteomalacia, etc., by the fact that it U usually given
in a pulverulent form, in which form lactic acid is the

natural solvent. Now the gastric juice contains only
j

T,iVi7 of lactic acid, a quantity too small to dissolve an
appreciable amount of the phosphate. The remainder
passes ijito the intestines, undissolved, where it creates

irritation, and is therefore worse than useless. He
claims that when given in combination witli lactic

aeid, the results will correspond much more closely

with what we sliould expect theoretically.

He has found the lacto-phosphate of lime a very
valuable analeptic in ad^Miamia occurring in pneumo-
nia and in low forms of fever. During the late siege
of Paris he employed it in a large number of cases of
typhoid. He found that in from 3G to 48 hours the
pulse became less frequent and the temperature de-
creased, while the countenance lost the expression of
stupor so striking in adynamic forms of the disease,

and the patient entered upon a rapid convalescence.
He statics unreservedly that excitement of the ap-

petite and facility of digestion constantly and quickly
results from the ingestion of this drug.

Calab.vr Bean in Epilepsy.—The same number of
The Practitioner contains an arti'.le by Dr. S. W. D.
Williams, Superintendent of the Sussex Insane Asy-
lum, on the use of the Calabar bean in epilepsy. He
selected twelve cases for experiment, giving the bean
in a dose of one grain twice a day. On comparing the
number of fits occurring during six montks of this treat-

ment with the number occurring during tiie previous six

months, he found that in six of the twelve cases there
was an average decrease of about 17 per cent., while
in the other six there was an average increase of about
7 per cent. On the theor}' that the drug diminished
reflex action, he examined carefully the cases which
were benefited, with the hope of finding some eccen-
tric irritation which might induce the attacks, but he
failed to find anything satisfactory. He is therefore
unable to tell, in advance, what cases are likely to be
oenefited by the bean. The peculiar pallor which
sometimes precedes the attacks occurred as often in

those cases which were not benefited as in those that
were.

Increased action of the skin was observed, even
when small doses were given. Calhar?is or nausea,
was not observed, even when eight grains were given
daily.

PnosPHATE OF Lime as a Therapeutical Agfnt.—Dr.
Artus, of Jena, suggests the following method of pre-
paring this substance for administration in cases of
rachitis, mollities ossium, etc.

Bones siiould be calcined, pulverized, and treated
with hydrochloric acid, the fluid filtered, and the fil-

trate, which chiefly contains the phosphatic salts, treat-

ed with carbonate of soda till no precipitate falls, the

precipitate being collected on eilk and washed to re-

move the common salt.

Five or nix times its weight of milk is now poured
over it and it is allDwed to stand for several <lay» at a
terii[»erature o( abunt 70*^ Fall. On the third day some
finely-powdered milk sugar may be added ; as a result

of this a corresponding amount of lactic acid is formed,

which aids in (lis.solving the phosphate of lime. After

8ix or eight days it is diluted with water, fdtered, and
again reihu-ed to a .syrupy consistence by evaporation,

in which form it may be administered.

—

Alfjem. Wiener

Med.-Znt.

LiTHAnoE IN THE Treatment of Burns.—Dr. Audant
contributes to the Bulletin Gni. de T/n'rapeuti'jHe some
observations on the use of this substance in the trea-

ment of burns; such use having for many years been
customary in the country about Dax, where it is known
as the remi'de de Pahnn. He has employed it on sever-

al occasions, and always with success, even when the

burns were extensive and severe. The litharge should

be in fine powder, the sweet oil, with which it is to be
mixed, recent and free from rancidity, and the mixture
of sulhcient consistence to permit it being applied with
a brush or feather.

—

TIte Practitioner.

Use of Phosphorus in Certain Diseases of the
Skin.—Dr. Eames reports a number of cases, in the

Dublin Journal of Medical Science, in which he has
found phosphorus serviceable, the most common form
in wh'cli it was administered being a solution of the

metalloid in oil. Ten prains of pure phosphorus were
dissolved in an ounce of o!ive oil, the dose of this solu-

tion being froin five to ten minims three times a day,

after meals. It may also be dissolved in ether or given
in the form of pil's ; hut the objections which are some-
times made to the disagreeable taste of these prepara-

tions may be entirely obviated by having the oily

solution enclosed in capsules. Dr. Fames has found that

the medicine thus given, in doses of one-tenth, one-
twentieth, or one-thirtielh of a grain, is much less

lialile to produce dyspeptic derangements, and that dis-

agreeable eructations aie less frequent. The cases he
reports include instances of severe acne indurata;

lupus, scrofula-derma, psoriasis, pemphigus, etr-. In
many of the cases arsenic and a variety of other
remedies had been tried in vain. The Doctor observed
that phosphorus produces a coated tongue, not unlike

the silvery tongue which follows the prolonged use of
arsenic. Loss of appetite, mental depression, and
bodily weakness are induced much eailier in some
cases than in others, and are to be watched for when-
ever the drug is given. On the earliest appearance of
dyspeptic symptoms Dr. Fames discontinues the ad-
ministration of the remedy and gives, instead, some
one of the mineral acids. The doctor has not ascer-

tained that any aphrodisiac effect is produced, though
he has frequently inquired alter it. Slight diaphoresis

commonly attends the use of phosphorus. Diarrhoea
was observed in none of the cases. The amount of
urine was sometimes slightly increased, but examina-
tion failed to detect any variation from the healthy
standard.

Subcutaneous Injection of Ergotin in Varix,—
Having observed the records of good results following
the subcutaneous injection of ergotin in cases of aneu-
rism, in the hands of von Langenbeck, Schneider, and
Dutoit, Dr. Paul Vogt, of Greifswald, was led to try

the remedy in varix ofthe lower limb. The first patient

on whom experiment was made was a man aged 60,

who had tor several years suffered from extensive varices

of the leg. A solution of two grammes of ergotin was
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made in 7.5 grammes each of spirits of wine and glyce-

rine; and a quantity containing 12 centif/rammes of

ergotin was injected at the proximal end of a varix,

more than two inches long and as thick as a little linger,

lying over the tibia. The injection was repeated every

second day. In eight days the varix could not be seen

;

and in six weeks no trace was left. During the treat-

ment the patient went about as usual. Another varix,

the size of a hazel-nut, lying on the outer side of the

calf, was treated in a similar manner, with the same
result. At the point where the injection was made
there was some hard, circumscribed infiltration which

gradually disappeared. Several other patients in the

Gieifswald Hospital, some of them with very large

varices, have been similarly treated, with a surprisingly

good effect. Dr. Vogt beheves that the ergotin causes

contraction of the muscular coat of the arteries, so that

the flow of blood into the dilated vessels is hindered

;

that it also produces contraction in the veins ; and that

the local infiltration following the injection may have
some effect by the compression which it exercises.

—

Berliner Klin. Wochenschrift.

Fever and the Sewers.—The Medical Press and Cir-

cular of April 10th, contains the following:—After all

that was said at the time of the Prince of Wales's ill-

ness, the public will be glad to learn, on authority, that

the men employed in the sewers are not only not car-

ried off by fever, but appear singularly free from tlie

ravages of that disease. At the investigation of Dr.

Brewe", the Metropolitan Board of Works ordered a

return on the subject, which has just been issued, and
is quite conclusive.

Out of 5 inspectors employed, from twenty-three

to forty-eight years, there has never been a case of

fever. Out of 6-4 men employed in cleansing and flush-

ing the northern sewers for periods varying up to thirty-

four years, only 2 have had fever, and their cases were
typhus.

Out of 47 men engaged in the sewer work in the

southern sewers for periods varying from one to twenty-
four years, there have only been 2 cases of fever, and
these again typhus, and in one of these cases, it is shown
that the disease was contracted from the man's family.

There are 36 penstock and flap-keepers who have been
emplo3'ed from one to fifty years. Of all these, only

] has had any fever. He has been sixteen years at

work, and had typhoid in 18G2, There are some curi-

ous notes about these men. One of them has been at

this work fifty years, and has not had one day's illness

during the time. One lived twenty-five years in the

sluice-house over the King's Scholars' Pond Sewer, but
never had any fever. Another lived for fourteen years

in Penstock house, over Outfall Sewer at Old Ford.

Another lived thirty-two years in Great St. John's

sluice-house. Another lived for thirty-five years in a

house over DuSield sluice and enjoyed good health.

Out of 51 men employed at the pumping stations there,

has been only one case of fever (typhoid).

At Crossness, out of 54 men engaged during the last

six years, there has not been one case of typhus or

typhoid. There have been 8 cases of ague, but these

are of course due to the low marshy district, and they

seem to have recovered rapidly. Out of 7 men em-
ployed in cleansing ventilators, oiling side entrances,

gauges, etc., no case of fever has occurred though one
man has been at work twenty-three years. Of 10 sur-

veyors and chainmen in the engineer's office, not one
has ever had typhoid fever, although they have been
almost daily engaged in the sewers for periods of from

four to twenty-four years.

These facts are very gratifying, and quite dispose of

the allegation that the men in the sewers are decimated
l)y fever. The statistics show, in fact, that fever is less

prevalent amongst these men than the rest of the town
pojjulation.

GASTRO-nvsTEROTOMY.—This operation has been very
rarely performed in the United States, so much so that

in many of the thirty-seven commonwealihs not one
can be found. New York City, with its transfluvial

neighbors, and Philadelphia, collectively containing

more than 2,000,000 of inhabitants, present but five

eases of the operation, three of which belong to Phila-

delpliia. Of these five, two women and one child

p(;rished. Perhaps the oldest operation of gastro-

hysterotomy in North America was that which was
])erformed in the Island of Jamaica, in 1700, upon her-

self, by a slave woman, with success. Dr. Robt. P.

Harris, of Phila. (Am. Joitrn. Obstetrics), finds that 60

per cent, of the women recovered, or 15 out of 25.

The whole mortality among the children, owing to the

gravity of the delayed cases, amounted to 5G per cent.,

or 14 out of 25.

Iodine in Post-partum Hemorrhage.— Dr. Booth, of

North Carolina, records a case of a woman in her tenth

labor, who had experienced several dangerous attacks

of flooding after her labors. In this, after six hours the

child was born, and the after-birth was delivered natur-

ally, and all went on well for three-quarters of an hour,

at the expiration of which time the uterine tumor be-

came large, soft, and flaccid, with other symptoms of

hemorrhage. Friction was tried, the hand was intro-

duced, the abdomen being pushed with the other, but

without effect. Happening to have some solution of

iodine and iodide of potash in glycerine, double the

strength of the oflflcinal tincture of iodine. Dr. Booth

injected this into the uterus, diluted with about twelve

times its bulk of water. Immediately the flooding

ceased, and the patient did well afterwards. Dr. Booth

thinks that while astringent agents act in great measure

by forming a coagulum, iodme acts directly on the

mouths of the blood-vessels themselves.— Virginia Clin-

ical Record.

Kraus and Hermann, of Vienna, on Syphilis.—Dr.

C. R. Drysdale, writing to the Medical Pi-ess and Cir-

cular of April 3, says :

The Vienna school is at present much occupied in

the discussion of the nature and treatment of syphilis.

Dr. Kraus, editor of the ]Vien. Allgem. Medic.-Zeitung,

in the issue of March 5th, observes that he believes

that a newly-born syphilitic child may infect its own
mother, and that he thinks all such infants should be

brought up by hand, and not given to any nurse.

Great cleanliness is requisite in treating these children.

Local treatment of the syphilides about the mouth,

arms, etc., consists in touching them with a caustic of

some kind. Calomel is, in Dr. Kraus' opinion, un-

doubtedly the best remedy for syphilitic children.

Corrosive sublimate and iodine are bad. Only in very

uncommon cases, when diarrhoea or vomiting exists,

is the use of mercurial ointment of service, 0.30 gramme
is then to be rubbed in in various parts. Calomel

is to be given in doses of one-fifth of a grain four or

five times a day for a fortnight, and then lactate of

iron in small doses.

Dr. Hermann, of the Weiden Hospital, in the same
journal of the 27th of February, says :

" I could fill a

volume with all the ways and means taken by opponents

of my experiments." These gentlemen used every

means in their power to put a stop to his non-mercu-
rial treatment of syphilis in the Weiden Hospital.

That such attempts have not succeeded, he attributes
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to the fact that in the syphilitic swetion of the l)0«pital,

the timp taken for the cure of the diseasp is oiie-third

shorter than in tlio olhor hospitals of Vienna, and that

this division of tlie liospital has piven a losson to all

wlio care fur evidence ugaiiist mercury, hy iis 25,000
cases which have been successfully treated there.

Treatment of Tetanus Amono the Chinese.—This

mode of treat inp tetanus has V)een seen by English

Iiliysicians in China and India to bo successful. The
jiatient smokes in a pipe a mi.xture of from twenty to

twenty-five centi;/rammes of crude opium and tea, or
rose-leaves, which are worked up with a sinidl quantity
of molasses. When smoking he must inspire as deeply as

possible, and continue this operation until a narcotic

influence is noticed. This, then, continues, as a rule,

three to four hours. The smoking is repeated as soon
as the tetanic symptoms reappear. In the mean time
as much nourishment as possible is given. In using
opium thus, it must be remembered that its narcotic

effect is somewhat neutralized by tobacco.— Gazette

Medicate Ital. Lomb.

Colloid Degeneration of the Brain in General
Paralysis.—(^Archiv tier deufscheii Ges. fiir Psi/cliiatrie.

The Journal of Psycholog. Med., April, 1872.) A sum-
mary of the treatise by Dr. Magnan, of Paris, is taken
from the latter journal

:

1. The disease, generally described as diffuse intersti-

tial encephalitis, may be attended by the action, at cir-

cumscribed points, of a very powerful irritation, which
results in an active proliferation of the elements of the

neuroglia and of the vessel walls.

2. These proliferated cells become infiltrated by
masses of colloid matter, instead of being transformed
into connective tissue, as is usually the case. The nuclei

are first attacked by this rapidly-increasing morbid
product, then the cells, and last the tissue proper it-

self

3. The colloid degeneration has certain peculiarities,

by which we are able to distinguish between it and
other degenerations. The colloid mass ap[)ears as a

hyaline substance ; is, however, only slightly trans-

parent, showing at certain points a feeble bluish reflec-

tion. In the smaller deposits it appears in the form of
little regular heaps which present more or less the ap-

pearance of healthy cells, or of masses of broken-
down cells. When the colloid matter is present in

larger quantit}', and when several of the little groups
have coalesced, it appears as an irregular mass marked
by deep furrows.

The colloid matter is insoluble in alcohol, ether, and
chloroform ; in strong acetic acid it becomes pale, and
gradually dissolves. Ammoniated tincture of carmine
with potassa tinges it very rapidly. Tincture of
iodine has no effect upon it, either with or without
s ilphuric acid. No change occurs upon the addition of
hydrochloric acicL The mass is softened, but does not
dissolve, in weak, watery solutions of potassa and
soda. Warm fluids dissolve the mass, their action be-
ing promoted by the addition of potassa and soda.

It is, consequently, not fatty, because it is colored
by canninc, and is insoluble in ether and chloroform.
It is not inorganic, because hydrochloric acid has no
effect upon it. It differs from corpora amylacea, in

that it is unaffected by tincture of iodine, and from
amyloid degeneration, in that it dissolves in strong
acetic acid ; cold solutions of potassa and soda have
no effect upon it, and there is no reaction with iodine
and sulphuric acid, peculiarities which characterize
amyloid degeneration. ( Vide Etudes sur la Degeneres-
cence atni/hide, par Hayem.)

4. From its evolution and course, colloid degenera-
tion might be regarded as a product of diffuse intersti-

tial encephalitis; but its rarity, and its cireiirnRc;ribed

localization upon the one haml, together with its indi-

vidual characteristics when it has attained to its high-

est point of development upon the other, show it to

be on altogether accessory lesion of general paralysis.

Treat.ment of Diarrhcea in Infants.—Dr. K. Wei-
ser object.s to the usual modes of treating diarrluca in

children by means of astringent mixtures, warm poul-

tices on the belly, and injections of mucilaginous fluids

;

he prefers, instead, to envelop the child in a moist
cloth, with a warm covering around this. When free

perspiration has been induced, the skin is to be rubbed
with a moist cloth. He gives a little coffee and milk
with a small quantity of carbonate of soda several

times daily.

If the temperature of the body has been reduced by
these means, cold cloth.s, changed every five or ten

minutes, for some time, are appHed, and he prescribes

five drops of a solution of oxidulated (?) sulphate of
iron four times a day.— Wiener Med. Wochenschrift.

Liquefying Dead Bodies.—A certain M. Donac has
recently laid before the French Academy of Sciences

a project for liquefying dead bodies and transibrming

them into a syrup w'ithout color or smell. According
to his calculation a moderate-sized man could be got

into six bottles. The size of each bottle is not stated,

but the Parifi Journal appears charmed with the idea

and exclaims, " What an opening for the exercise of
filial piety I

"

AtTAcn.MENT of F(etal Remains.—Dr. W. L. Huy-
ette, of Rblla, Mo. {St. Louis Med. and Sure/. Journal)^

recently had a case of midwifery, in which the child

suddenly ceased to advance on account of a fluctuating

tumor at the lumbo-sacial region. The contents was
discharged, after which a perfect child in other respects

was delivered. At the end of a week the moss was ex-
tirpated. Its contents were as follows : Attached to

the body of the child, with a perfect vascular and nerv-

ous connection, a foot, leg. and thigh was discovered.

The foot had three toes with nails perfect, and on the

thigh was a covering of down. The whole member
measured about three and a half inches. Upon the

inner surface of the tumor a body resembling a pla-

centa, and the rudiment of a hand ; also hair one and
a half inches in length, covering a space of one inch by
one and a half inches. In addition to these, three dis-

tinct sacs or tumors, which when opened discharged a

liquid resembling that emitted from the tumor proper,

identical with the liq. amnii.

Management of Croup.—In a late discussion on Dr.

E. Boerck's paper on Croup, by the members of the St.

Louis Medical Society {St. Louis Med. and Surg. Jour-

iial), Dr. Edgar differed with the author as to croup
being a constitutional or blood disease. Dr. Kennard
thought the nebulizer liable to abuse in the hands of

parties disposed to humbug their patients, while it did

good in some cases ; that a large part of the liquid must
be retained in the mouth and fauces, hence tailing to

reach the seat of the disease. He thought calomel, in

two or three grain doses, repeated as indicated, service-

able. He had used cold compresses to the throat with
apparent advantage in some cases occurring in vigor-

ous children.

Dr. Johnston concurred generally with Dr. Kennard
as to the value of old-time treatment; and thought as

many cases of membranous croup were saved thirty

years ago as now.
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THE LATE NEW YORK HOSPITAL.

The report of the state of the New York Hospital

recently made to the Legislature is not only suggestive

of many changes that might be made in hospital man-

agement in general, but of many reforms which the

Society of the said hospital might initiate. We were

among the number who objected to the removal and

the destruction of the old City Hospital, and believed

that the act was, from many points of view, unwise and

unproductive of much of the good which was claimed

by the advocates of the inconoclastic proceeding.

Although free to admit our prejudice for such an old

landmark, and objecting to its demolition as such, we
were ready to endure the verdict of the governors,

provided the objects of the charity Avere furthered

thereby. We foresaw, however, a poor opportunity

for congi'atulating ourselves on any changes for the

better which would of themselves warrant so radical a

course by the hospital authorities. The object did not

appear to be to improve hospital construction, or hos-

pital faciUties, so much as to do away with the institu-

tion entirely. The Board of Governors did not prepare

themselves for anything save the disposal of the build-

ings and the grounds to the best pecuniary advantage.

As evidences of the latter intention, we notice that at

the end of two years after the closure of the institution

nothing whatever has been done towards perfecting a

plan which shall enable the council to carry out the

spirit and intention of their charter.

It is true that the report before us, although exceed-

ingly short, is full of excuses for the course taken by the

hospital authorities, and full of promises for the future

;

but in neither of these elements is it apraisvvorthy or

a remarkable document. It would be strange indeed

if something could not be said bearing upon the expe-

diency of a renewal of the hospital. To such, however,

as are acquainted with the necessities for hospital treat-

ment for accident cases, occurring, as they may, in the

lower part of our city, more populous as to area than

any other portion of the island, none of the reasons for

a removal a[)ply with any particular force.

We are informed that the " policy of the Society," as

expressed by resolutions of the Board of Governors, is

to reestablish the General Hospital on its lands at

Tiloomingdale, when the asylum for the insane now

occupying these grounds shall have been transferred to

White Plains, where an appropriate site for that pur-

pose was purchased some years ago. It is quite appar-

ent that the intention of the Board is and has been

to sacrifice the true interests of the hospital proper

to those of the Insane Asylum. No other explanation

can be offered for the wild scheme of establishing a

charity so far beyond the city limits as the present site

of the Bloomingdale Asylum. The plan is evidently a

pet one with the governors, and has admitted of no

compromise as to a more eligible situation. Many

propositions, "having reference to an earher resumption

of general hospital treatment than the present poUcy

of this Society would permit, have been carefully (?)

considered, but they have been severally rejected as

being inconsistent with those sound (!) principles of

action which had constrained the Board of Governors

to adopt the course above indicated." What the sound

principles of action may indicate save an avowed de-

termination to move the asylum to a better place, and

compel the hospital proper to take what it can get, we
are at a loss to determine. In any event the hopes for

the hospital are to be deferred until such time as the

plans for suitable Asylum buildings on the White

Plains land shall be perfected, and the necessary

amount of money raised for "this important object."

Until all this is accomplished, no proposition for an ear-

lier resumption of general hospital treatment can be en-

tertained. If we are mistaken in such an intention, then

we have failed to appreciate the force of the following,

which we quote from the report: " Any plan for the

resumption of direct hospital work by this Society,

which involves an expenditure for hospital site and

buildings (!), that would necessarily deprive it for a

long period of this application of its annual income from

the ground rents of the old Hospital grounds, is fatally

defective (!)." So much, then, for the policy of the So-

ciety in regard to a hospital site.

No one directly or indirectly interested in the proper

care of the Insane can object to the prosperity of the

Bloomingdale Asylum. It has, during the present ad-

ministration especially, earned for itself an enviable

reputation, and eminently deserves to be encouraged

and supported ; but we see no good reason why, to ac-

complish such an end, the claims of its parent should be

ignored and the best interests of the hospital sacrificed.

There are several reasons mentioned why it was de-

cided to break up the hospital ; but no one can escape

the convictioa that one of the principal ones was the
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opportunity for increasing the usefulness of the Insane

Asylum by directing the energies of tlie Society towards

the erection of the proposed model institution for lu-

natics in While Plains.

It would have been much more to tlie credit of the

managers of the hospital if tlicy had claimed that the

main reason for nnioving the hospital wa« a sanitary

one. Every sanitarian knows that ho.spital.'^, when

in existence a-» such, "become permeated with organic

impurities, and that it is a real sanitary advantage that

they should be pulled down and entirely rebuilt on a

fresh site perio.lieally." The longer a hospital exists,

the greater is its rate of mortality after operations, a

fact which experience has abundantly proved in the

older hospitals of London, Paris, and other large cities.

Although by great precautions the New York Hospital

•was kept in a good sanitary condition, it was liable to

outbreaks of pyaemia, erysipelas, hospital gangrene

and typhoid fever. This was to be expected and was

to be guarded against in every possible way, even to the

destruction of the building itself. But that this was
not the all-powerful reason for its demolition is shown

by t!ie determination of rebuilding it at some future

time, after the a>ylum is cared for.

"We believe in transitory hospitals, and have on

more than one occasion entered our protest against

la-ge and expensive charities. These establishments as

now built involve a useless outlay of money, without

its equivalent of roportionate good to the sick. The

benefits of hospitals constructed upon the pavilion plan

have been unmistakably proven during the lait war.

In a sanitary point of view no objection can be urged

against tlieir universal adoption. The Society of the

New York Hospital has now an opportunity of benefit-

ing by their experience, by erecting an inexpensive

building upon leased ground, to be torn down when
necessary, and removed to some other situation. The
proposed house for the reception and temporary care

of persons suffering from sudden injuries or acute mala-

dies could be built on such a principle in some accesi-

ble portion of the City. This would require a compara-

tively small outlay, and could be so economically man-
aged as to afford relief for the many who might be un-

fortunate enough to need it. If the experiment were

successful, the plan could be amplified and the resusci-

tated New York Hospital be made the exponent of

the advanced views of sanitarians in every portion

of the civilized globe.

Mr. James W. Beekman, one of the governors, in his

admirable centennial address before the Society, deliv-

ered July 24, 1872, has collected many interesting facts

bearing upon this question, which are full of suggestion

for the future of the hospital.

pletcd medical statistics (726 pages) of sicknes-s, mor-

tality, and discharge from servico for disability, during

tlie war, with three hundred and sixty-five pages of

appended documents, consisting of extracts from the

reports of inedieal directors of armies in the field and

other medical reports of historical value and interest;

a chronological talile of all battles and engagements of

the war of which any report or record has been made,

and five hundred pages of surgical matter, comprising

all woimds and injuries of the head, neck, and chest,

with a full discussion of each class. The material and

data remaining on hand, much of which is already clas-

sified and tabulated for the completion of this work,

will, with the utmost possible condensation, form two

more parts similar to this, each containing an equal

amount of medical and surgical matter. The .succeeding

medical portion will describe, discuss, and illustrate by

engravings ami chromo*, the symptoms, pathology, and

treatment of those diseases which were the chief cause

of the sickness and mortality recorded in the first por-

tion, such as camp fever, camp diarrhoea and dysen-

tery, pneumonia, camp measles, small-pox, and the

like, with histories of cases, records of autopsies, and

special report*. The surgical portion will comprise

wounds and injuries of the abdomen and extremities,

surgical operations and their results. The number of

major amputations was thirty thousand; excisions of

large joints, five thousand; ligations of large arte-

ries, eight hundred. With this is a vast amount of

information upon such surgical diseases as pyajmia,

osteo-myelitis, hospital gangrene, tetanus, etc., with

the illustrations which the importance of these subjects

demands. A report upon hospital construction and

administration, modes of transport of the sick and

wounded, and the distribution ofmedical supplies during

the war, will complete the work.

We sincerely hope that the request to complete the

work will be granted by Congress during its present

session, that there may be as little delay as possible in

presenting to the medical profession of this country

and the world a record that cannot fail to prove

unique, exhaustive, and invaluable. No pains have

thus far been spared by Surgeon-G-eneral J. K. Barnes

in causing the necessary materials to be collected, and

rendering the report worthy of its name. The appro-

priation sought is but a trifle compared with the incal-

culable benefit which the publication of the work can

confer on science, and on humanity at large.

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL HISTORY OF THE WAR.

The first part of the Medical and Surgical History of

the War has been sent to Congress with a request for

permission to complete the work. It contains the com-

STREET CLEAMXG.

It is a cause for congratulation that the responsi-

bility for cleaning our streets has been, by a recent Act

of the Legislature, transferred to the Police Commis-

sioners. With all the facilities such a commission may
have in performing the duties of their new office, it is

to be hoped t'le accumulated filth of the past six

months may rapidly disappear, and that our metropolis
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may be saved the possibility of being an easy prey to

tlie usual epidemics of hot weather.

THE MEDICAL BILL.

The Medical Bill, of which we have spoken in pre-

vious numbers, has passed both Houses of the State

Legislatiuv, and up to the time of our going to press

there appears to be a strong probability of its receiving

the signature of His Excellency the Governor. As

we have remarked before, we are willing to see it be-

come a law, and have the experiment of its practical

working fairly tiied. If it prove to be a success we
shall have taken a step in the direction of more radical

reforms in the future.

QUACKERY AND THE RELIGIOUS PRESS.

At the recent General Methodist Conference a propo-

sition was made to prohibit the publication of quack

advertisements in the Church Journal. The matter,

we are pleased to learn, was referred to an appro-

priate committee. We would suggest that not only

the objectionable advertisements be ordered a refusal,

but that every clergyman giving his individual endorse-

ment to patent nostrums be deprived of his ecclesiasti-

cal ricrhts.

Ucports of Societies.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE COUNTY OF
NEW YORK.

Stated Meeting, April 22, 1872.

Dr. Ellswortii Eliot, Vice-President, in the Chair.

NEW members.

The following gentlemen, recommended by the Co-
mitia Minora, were elected to membership: Drs.

Thomas K. Ciu?e, Oscar A. Ruffel, Lewis Tici. Herman
G. Klotz, George C. Stubling, Ludwig T. G. Simpjct,

Allan M. SchafFer, and A. Nelson Beach.

CARBOLIC ACID AS AN AN.ECTIIETIC.

Dr. Andrew H. Smith, from the Committee on In-

telligence, read a Report on Therapeutics, from which
we extract the following:

Dr. Bill, of the U. S. Army, and Dr. Squibb, have
recently called attention to the action of carbolic acid

as a local ana;sthetic. As their papers have had a very

general circulation, I will not give a synopsis of them,

but merely state the results of some experiments that

I have made upon my own person, which agree entirely

with their experience.

In the first experiment I painted a spot on the fore-

arm, about an inch in diameter, with carbolic acid of

about the strength of 85 per cent. For about a minute

there w-as a slight burning sensation, after which the in-

tegument became entirely insensible, the cuticle being

whitened and shriveled, and the spot slightly elevated.

I then, with a scalpel, made an incision about hiilf an

inch in leno-th throuo-h the whole thickness of the in-

tegument. This was done without even feeling the

contact of tlie knife. The capillary circulation seemed
not to be materially inteifered with, as the blood (lowed

as freely as it would from a similar wound under ordi-

nary circumstances. The reparative process was also

not impaired, adhesion taking place immediately. Three

hours after the application of the acid a needle could

be thrust freely into the skin without causing pain.

In the second experiment carbolic acid was applied as

before, and ten minutes after a fly-blister was placed

upon the spot. The blister remained S^ hours without

causing any pain, and without producing vesication.

In two instances I have applied the acid previous to

incising a whitlow. The operation was almost painless,

but as the whitlow was in each case of the superlicial

variety, the test was not entirely conclusive.

Inhaled in the foim of spray I have found the acid

very useful in allaying irritation of the bronchial mu-
cous membrane; coughs which have resisted all ordinary

treatment have been im.mediately relieved and in the

course of two or three days entirely removed.

I would suggest the use of a strong solution of car-

bolic acid as a revulsive in eases in which a continu-

ous impression is desired. While causing but little suf-

fering, it produces an intense hypera^mia of the skin,

which persists for eight or ten days, and is followed by
desquamation of the cuticle.

meteorology of nine weeks.

Dr. D. H. Goodwillie, its Chairman, read the Re-
port of the Committee on Meteorology. We give a

transcript of the last two reports of this Committee.

From February 4:th to March dth, 1872.

Barometer: mean, 29.797 inches; maximum, Feb. Sth,

30.398 inches; minimum, Feb. 13th, 29.514 inches.

Thermometer: mean, 29.50 F., maximum, Feb. 24;th

52", minimum, March 5th, 4".

Rain 'on Feb. 4th, 6th, Uth, 13th, and 25th; snow on
March 2d and 9th.

Fro7n March 10th to April Gth, inclusive.

Barometer : mean, 29.901 inches ; maximum, March
IGth, 30.144 inches; minimum, March 31~t, 29.255

inches.

Thermometer: mean, 36.75°; maximum, March 29th,

and April Gth, 59"; minimum, March 21st, 16' ; Range
for the four weeks : 39.8'.

Rain on March 10th, 15th, and 31st, snow on March
12th, 17th, 23 J, and 26th. Amount of water 3.92 in-

ches. Prevailing wind was from the NW.

diseases of three months.

Dr. Charles P. Russel, Chairman of the Committee
on Diseases, read its Report:

The Committee on Diseases have the honor to report

as follows

:

During the past quarter, comprising January, Febru-

ary, and March, the following conta>jious diseases were
reported to the Bureau of Sanitary Inspection of the

Health Department: Typhus Fever, 32; Tyj)hoid

Fever, 97; Scarlatina, 1,043; Measles, 241; Diphtheria,

181 ; Small Pox, 1,043.

The mortality of the three months was excessive,

amounting to 7,406 deaths—a weekly average of 570;
the weekly average of the corresponding period of

1871 having been 510, and the weekly average of the

whole year having been only 522. During the three

weeks which have elapsed since the end of the quarter,

there have been registered 705, 691, and 677 deaths

respectively. Should a proportionate mortality pre-
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vail for the ifiiiaiiidor of the year, its nfrprcgato, even
in the absenou- of any serious epiileiiiif, will exceeil by
nt least 7,000 thai of any former year, and by 10,000

the animal averajje of the previous ten years.

The prir.eipal zi/molic diseaars of the past quitrtcr

wore as follows : Small-pox oeeasioned 320 (halhs—

a

weekly average of 25 ; its largest (luarterly mortality

in this oily during the present century. lUs refristercd

deaths for the past three weeks have been 3.'{, 3'), and
40 respeetively. It would appear, therefore, to be on
the increase. lOO deatiis were referred to Measles, 301
to Scarlatina, \)'i to Diplithcria, 201 to Menil>ranous

Croup, 247 to Whooping Cough—an unusually large

numlier, and 227 to Diarrlia-al Affections. Typiius

and Typhoid Fevers were not very prevalent, the

former liaving caused 37 and the latter 59 deaths.

Remittent Fever produced 43 deaths, Intermittent 10,

and Typlio-M:ilarial 5. G9 deaths were ascribed to

Cerebro-Spinal Meningitis, which began to manifest a
ili'cided epidemic tendency about the begiiuiing of

February, and lias since, until very recently, been
steadily progressing in fatality. Its registered deaths

for each of the three weeks ending last Saturd.ay were
31, 52, and 27 respectively. Puerperal Diseases were
more than usually fatal, having occasioned 137 deaths,

ofwhioli 39 were due to Puerperal Fever attended
with Septicem'a or Pyaemia. At the same time Ery-
sipelas prevailed extensively, its deaths for the three

months amounting to 64.

The other prominent diseases of the quarter were
Phthisis Pulmonalis, which carried off 1,155 persons

—

a weekly average of 89 ; Pneumonia, to which 772
deaths were attributed, against 642 in the correspond-
ing period of 1871 ; and Pronehitis, which caused 326
deaths, against 283 in the first quarter of 1871.

THE LABTRINXn OF THE EAR.

Dr. n. Knapp delivered a very interesting lecture

upon (he Labyrinth of the Ear, its Structure, Functions^

and Diseases, with blackboard illustrations.

After a brief explanation of the nature of sound, as

produced by the vibration of ponderable bodies; of the
distinction between noises, produced bj' irregular vibra-
tions, and 7nusical tones, produced by rhythmieally re-

curring ones ; and of the three elements of pitch, inten-

sity, and qualitij (timbre), which charact<.'rize every
tone—the first due to the frequency wiih which the
sound-waves fall upon tlie ear ; the second, to the ex-
cursion of the vibrating particles ; and tlie last, to the
combination of the higher harmonics, or " over-tones,"
with the fundamental note, as demonstrated by Helm-
holtz—the speaker came to the description of tho audi-

tory organ as an apparatus adapted to the perception
of sound, and to the discrimination of its several char-
acteristics. Modern research had been so active in this

field, that the mechanical explanation of audition, only
a few years since one of the most difficult and obscure
of physiological problems, might now be considered
among the clearest and best settled.

Assuming the familiarity of his audience with the
anatomy of the external and middle ear, and of the osse-
ous framework of the internal, the Doctor confined
himself to a minute account of the membranous laby-
rinth, referring particularly to the late observations of
"Waldeyer and Gottstein, some of which he had himself
confirmed. As we can mention only a few points of
his crowded discourse, we must further assume that
our readers know so much of the membranous laby-
rinth as may be learned from recent anatomical text-
books, such, for example, as the last English edition of
Quain.

The mode of connection between the utricle (com-

mon sinus) and tliC saccule, lias long been a matter of

doubt. Of late, however, what seems to have been an
old di.'^covery has been made anew, and it is demon-
strated that from eitiier sac there proet-eds a slender

duct, the two uniting in a single one (afler the manner
of tlie cystic and hepatic, in the common choledoch)
which pas-ses througli the aquaiductus vestibuli, to open
into the so-called arachnoid cavity. Thus the endo-

lym[>h is in direct connection with the fluid occupying
the space between the arachnoid and the dura mater.

Furthermore, the loose areolar tis.'sue surrounding the

filaments of the auditory nerve, as they pass through

the cribriform plate at the bottom of the meatus iuter-

nus, permits a tolerably free comniunieation between
the j)etilymph and the .subarachnoid fluid. It is not

surpri-ing, tlierefure, that the auditory nerve, expanded
on a membrane between the endolymph and the peri-

lymph, should so speedily respond to changes of intra-

cranial pressure.

The terminal filaments of the vestilmlar nerve, being
connected with the otoliths of the sacs and the ampul-
lae—bodies apparently ill adapted to rhytlimical vibra-

tion—would seem intended for the perception of noises.

[This is what we should expect from finding the vesti-

bule, with its su.spended otolitii, as the most rudimen-

tary form of the ear, serving probably to warn the ani-

mal of approaching danger by the noise attending it.

The intensity of the sound is no doubt rudely measured
by the degree of commotion into Avhich the otoliths

are thrown, though in the higher animals tiiis is more
perfectly accomplished by the muscles of the tympa-
num, is it not possible that the hair-like processes, ex-

tending beyond the ear-sand into the endolymph, may,
by vibrating as free rods, also give some perception

of pitch, though fir less delicate and extended than

that furnished by the cochlear apparatus?)

Coming to the more complicated cochlea, it will be
remembered that the membrana basilaris, which extends

from the edge of the bony lamina spiralis to the coch-

lear wall, and upon which rests the organ of Corti, is

divided into an inner zonatecta velarcuata, covered by
the arches formed by the rods of Corti, and an outer

zona pectiiiata, characterized by its coarse transverse

stria?. Now these strijo are found to be strings embed-
ded in the substance of the membrane, each being at-

tached at its outer extremity to the spiral ligament,

and at its inner to the foot of one of the club-.shaped

ciliated cells which, in a fourfold series, lean upon
Corti's rods—the very cells to which have been traced

the terminal filaments of the cochlear nerve. As the zona
pectinata increases in breadth from base to apex of the

cochlea, these strings are of regularly varying length
;

they appear also to be of differing thickness; and it

we .suppose, with Todd and Bowman, that theligamen-

tum spirale is really muscular, it is conceivable that

they may vary in tension, being tuned by this " coch-

lear muscle." The strings are doubtless isolated from

each other by anon-elastic "cement," which allows

each to vibrate without affecting its neighbors.

Consider that there are some three thousand of these

strings, each connected with its own cdiated cell and
communicating its slightest tremor to its special nerve-

filament, and we have a resonance-apparatus manifestly

delicate enoucrh to discriminate all the shades of tone

the ear is able to appreciate. In obedience to the fami-

liar law of resonance, a given note will determine a
responsive vibration in that particular string of the

whole three thousand which is tuned in unison witli it,

and so send notice of its exact pitch to the brain. A
chord will throw into vibration several strings, each

sending its separate message to its own brain-cell; and
the combination of these independent sensations wiU
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pive the sense of harmony. This, therefore, requires a

kind of intellectual process for its appreciation. Qiuvlity,

as we liave seen, is but another name for harmony, and
must be appreciated in the same way; the timhre ol'

a tone behig determined by the number and relative

force of the several harmonics that compose it.

However perfectly an organ may appear adapted to

a certain function, still any theory of its function basfd

on structure nuist be considered merely speculative

until verified by experiment. Now the inner ear is

removed, not less by its delicacy than by its inacccs-

sibleness, from the possibility of satisfactory direct

experiment; but here, fortunately, we may take advan-

tage of pathological conditions—nature's experiments

—

which often guide us as surely as any we might con-

trive. Some of the following points have been estab-

lished by post-mortem examinations, but the most of

them still require this confirmation.

We may have a diminution of hearing-power for

noises without a corresponding diminution of the power
to distinguish musical tones, and vice versa. The watch
may be used to determine the one condition, a musical

box to determine the other. It is probable that in the

former case the vestibular and ampullar structures are

chiefly affected; in the latter, the cochlear.

Again, as some persons are blind to certain colors, so

others are deaf to certain notes. These defects in the

range of audition are most frequently found in the

higher notes, sometimes in t!ie lower, and more rarely

in tfic middle of the series. For the defect at either end
of the series, the explanation at once suggests itself that

either the higher or the lower strings are wanting, or

that, as a whole, the apparatus is tuned to a lower or

a higher pitch. For a defect in the middle notes,

we must suppose either an arrest of development
of the corresponding strings, or their subsequent morbid
alteration or destruction. It is clear that a destruction

of the nerve-filament connected with a string, or of the

brain-cell from which it takes origin, would produce
the same effect.

Instead of deafness to certain notes, there may be a

painful hyperaudition of them. Tliis must probably be
referred to a morbid sensibility of the nerve or its origi-

nating cell, unless we suppose the string in question to

have one or more others tuned in unison with it, and
with a like nervous connection, or to have its vibrations

reinforced by the resonance of some other structure.

Perhaps the most curious condition is that in which
a certain note is heard not as a single one, but as a dis-

cord formed by tlie a-sociation of the note with others

immediately above and below it. Here we may im-

agine that the "cement" between the proper respon-

dent string and its neighbors has become hardened,
destroying its isolation, so that it cannot vibrate

without compelling them to do so. And, though the

vibrations of all may possibly be synchronous, yet the

brain will interpret the message from each string as in-

dicating that note to which it was meant to respond.

This affection may be termed diphtkonsis monauralii^,

to distinguish it from another, diphkousis hinuuralia,

in which a given note is heard of differing pitch by

the two ears.

There are some frightful cases where persons in

apparently sound health become totally and hopelessly

deaf in a few minutes. They are seized with apoplec-

tic symptoms, in which giddiness and loss of equilib-

rium are especially prominent ; the attack passes off

speedily; but permanent deafness remains. Tliis is

due to hemorrhage into the labyrinth, known as Me-
niere'si disease. The same elVect may result from frac-

ture through the bony labyrinth—a frequent situation

of fracture by contre-conp, since the petrous bone is

here weakened l)y its numerous chambers, while it

lies in tlie line of transmission of force from the ver-

tex to the base of the skull.

The loss of equilibrium, just mentioned as dependent

on labyrinthic lesions, points to a function of the semi-

circular canals as yet imperfectly understood. We only

l<now that, in some unexplained way, these do seem
to preside over equiUbrium, and that an animal will

turn or fall in one way or another according as one or

anotlier of them is injured.

Deafness may be produced by syphilitic inflammation

of the labyrinth. Many of these cases present all the

symptoms of ]\^eni^re'.s disease; but, if their syfihilitic

origin be estaliHshed, the prognosis, instead of being

hopeless, is quite favorable.

Purulent inflammation of the labyrinth is not infre-

quent, and it is especially apt to occur as secondary to

cerebro-spinal meningitis.

Dr. a. H. S.mith drew attention to the fact that in

the East-River-bridgc caisson, at a depth of one hun-

dred feet below the water level, and therefore under a

[iressure of more than three atmospheres above the

normal, all sounds, instead of being heightened, were
itndered very faint. The men could not hear each

other speak across the chamber, and the report of a pis-

tol was no louder than it was said to be on the top of

Mt. Blanc. This he thought must be due to the ]ires-

sure exerted upon the aural structures, interl'ering in

some way with their free vibration.

Dr. Eoosa related a case of what he supposed to have

been syphilitic periostitis of the labyrinth, simulating

Meniere's disease in the suddenness and completeness

of the loss of hearing, but cured by anti-syphilitic treat-

ment. The loss of equilibrium, so constant in labyrinth-

disease or injury, was by no means uncommon as a con-

sequence of aural catarrh, where the sinking in of the

membrana tympani produced abnormal pressure on the

stapes and the fluid behind it. He gave a recent case

in illustration. It was a prevalent notion, that when
a broken-down person grew gradually deaf, the trouble

was apt to be with the inner ear ; but this was far from

being the case; the true "nervous deafness" occurred,

perhaps, most frequently in robust subjects. That

labyrmth-disease did not oftener result from the very

common middle-ear affections might be in part due 10

the almost complete Avant of connection between the

vascular supplies of the two regions.

The speaker could not take his seat without saying

how much the profession owed to Dr. Knapp for his

work in establishing otology on a proper basis in this

country. There was now an excellent opportunity for

New York surgeons to advance the knowledge of anral

pathology by examinations of the inner ear in fital

cases of cerebro-spinal meningitis. He hoped it would

not pass unimproved.
The Chair announced tlie death of Dr. David A.

Smith, after which the meeting adjourned.

Solid Food in Typhoid Fever.—Dr. Samuel D.

Turner, of Circleville, Ohio {The Clinic), dissents from

the views of Flint, Niemeyer, Reynolds, Murchison,

and others in regard to use of fluid food in typhoid

fever. His experience of eighteen years has taught

him that tlie advantages of solid over fluid food in this

disease are as great as the latter is acknowledged to be

over the older practice of semi-starvation. lie has

yet to see the case in which solid food has aggravated

"in any way a single symptom. Where this has been

properly administered he has never known death frona

perforation of or hemorrhage from the bowels, or

from intractable diarrhoea.
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Correspoiiiicncf.

THE FIRST ANNUAL CONGRESS OF GER-
MAN SURCIEONS.

[Special Correspondence, of Medical Record]

Els Ifltfr wa.« received too late for publicntion in our last luimber.

J

To THE Editor of the Medical Uecord.

Sir :—The First Annual Confrress of German Surgeons
met in the prent liall of ilic Iluiel de Home, in Berlin,

on April lUtli, 1S72. The idea of a Universal Gorman
Surpical Association is new, and owes its origin and
realizatio:! principally to tlie eflorts of Professors von
Langenl'cck (Berlin), Volkmann (Ilalle), and Simon
(Ileidelberjr), the first of whom presided at tlie first

meeting and superintended the election of the officers.

Of the 124 members who have thus far joined the So-
ciety about 100 were present, among whom were visi-

ble almost all the professors of surgery aud chiefs of
surgical clinics in Germany, with a number of assis-

tants ami military surgeons. Consjiicuous were the
elegant and courtly Langeubeck (Berlin), the vener-
able Emeritus Professor of Surgery in Boriin, Jiingken,
the manly and imposing Billroth (Vienna), the nervous
and excitable Bruns (Tiibingen), Bardrleben (Berlin),

B.mm (GiUtingen), Basch (Bonn), Heine (Innsbruck),
Simon (Heidelberg). Dehler and C. Textor (Wiirz-
b irg), Volkmann (Halle), Wernher (Giessen), Dr.
Grimm, Surgeon-General of the Prussian Army, etc.

A large number of guests were likewise present, among
whom I noticed Spiegelberg and Olshau-en, Pi-itfessors

of Obstetrics in Breslau and Halle, and Cohnlieim, Pro-
fessor of Pathological Anutom}' in K el.

Prof, vox Laxokxbeck welcomed the a.=semblage,

and then proceeded to cause the election of the offi-

cers for the ensuing year, which resulted in the choice
of Langenbeck (Berlin) as Presidc-nt, Bruns (Tiibin-

gen) Vice-President, Volkmann (Halle), and Gurls
(Berlin), Secretaries, and Trendelenburg (Berlin),

Treasurer. Profs. Billroth, Bardeleben, Baum, and
Simon were chosen a committee to act with the above-
mentioned officers in the regulation of the statutes
and any chance questions occurring during the year.
The statutes, adopted at the second meeting, declare
the object of the Association to be a union of surgical
capacities (no direct reference being made to national-
ity) for the purpose of facilitating the exchange of
ideas and promoting general scientific libors through
p -rsonal intercourse. The meetings of the Association
are to be held annually at Berlin from the 10th to the
13th of April, are to be occupied by scientific lectures,

demonstrations, and debate?, and are open to all

guest.-^. Every person engaged in Surgery can become
a member under certain minor conditions.

After all preliminaries were settled, Prof. R. Volk-
mann (Halle; read a paper on "Comparative Statistics
of Injuries occurring in time of War and Peace," in
which he described his experience during the wars of
1SG6 and '70, and came to the conclusion that the re-
sults obUiiiU'd by operations are much better, and in
fact the mortality from gunshot wountis is much less
in war than during analogous circum.stances in time of
peace. This statement, which may appear improbable
at first sight, when we consider the great difficulties

attending the treatment and transportat on of the
wounded during war, owes its foundation doubtless to
t!ie healthy and vigorous constitution of the soldiers,
who in Germany are chosen among the strongest and

J

soundest men in the prime of life, whereas a great

part of the operations j>erfurmed in ordinary civil prac-

tice are called for by wasting and deltilitaiing tliseases.

The mortality of com])licated fractures of the leg in

war is 'l'.\ jjcr cent., in civil hospitals, 38; of fractures

of the thigh in war, 44; in peace hospitals, GO to 70
per cent. Under conservative treatment the results

are still wor-e in civil hospital practice, being 32 per

cent., wherea.s, with exclusion of very rapid unf »riu-

nale cases, we have a mortality of only 17 per cent, in

time of war. Attention was also called to the fact

that very exien>^ive comminuti'd fractures, with a^ many
as twenty small fragment.s, occasionally nniteil complete-

ly without necrosis of any portion. The assertion made
by I'rot; v., that the fate of a detached piece of bono,

whether necrosis or union, is generally decided by the

fifth day after the injury, called forth an aniiriated dis-

cus«^ion from Profs. Busch, Langenbeck, Brun', Simon,
and Wernher (Gies-en), and endeil in a qualification of

the oi iginal assertion.

The second paper read was one on a " Form of Lu-
pus similar to Epithelioma occurring on the E.xtremi-

ties," by Prof. Blscii (Bonn). The disease which, mi-

croscopically, cannot be distinguished from epithelioma,

still difi'ers from it in the peculiar manner of its pro-

gression in the fact that the adjacent lymphatic glands

do not become involved, and in the mode of cicatriza-

tion and the contraction of the skin and joints result-

ing therefrom, in which particulars, as well as in its

curability and the absence of danger to life, it strongly

resembles lupus. Several s milar cases have been ob-

served by Profs. Simon and Wernher, in one of which
the amputation of the diseased arm became necessary.

Tiie third paper, on " The minute Appearances in the

Tissues on application of Tincture of Iodine," by Dr.

Schede (assistant in Halle), was a report of a series of

experiments on animals, the result of the iodine being

first hyperseni'a, then swelling, effusion of red corpus-

cles, which are partly taken up by the lymphat'c
spaces, and partly organized into connective corpuscles,

and gradually undergo fatty degetieration, cessation of

circulation, and finally, if tlie application be repeated,

necrosis of the skin and subcutaneous tissues.

The second session was held the next day from 12

to 4 o'clock.

Prof. Roser, of Marburg, being prevented from ap-

peaiing, had a short paper distributed, in which be
wished special attention paid to the investigation of

the micrococcus to Avliich pytemia is supposed to be
owing, and proposed a resolution desiring the govern-
ment anii medical fiiculties, as well as private individu-

als, to ofi'er all facilities for a thorough research into

the subject. The Association did not, however, ap-

pear to be of the opinion that the matter would be
benefited by such rapiil and impul-ive action as Prof.

Ro.ser seemed to wi^h, and took no motion on the

question.

Dr. Trendelexbl"rg (assistant to Langenbeck) report-

ed a case of stricture of the trachea, which made tra-

cheotomy necessiiry. The stricture was divided with
the knife, and during convalesence dilated with bou-

gies, which, the canula still being worn, are now
passed by the patient herself through the mouth. She
has recovered her voice and breathes easily through
the natural orifice, the canula being retained and kept
closed only as a safe-guard in case the stricture should
again become troublesome. Dr. T. then showed an
apparatus (described in Langenbeck's Archiv some
two years airo) contrived by himself for the purpose
of tamponading the trachea in order to prevent the

flowing of blood into the bronchi during opera-

tions about the mouth and jaws, a prophylactic
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tracheotomy having been performed. The apparatus

consists of a small rul)ber balloon, which is attiiched

around the inner portion of the canula, and is inflated

through a rublier tube, which passes externally by the

side of the canula. To this tube a longer tube with a

sponge may be attached and anajsthesia carried on in

this way through the trachwa. Profs. Langenbeck and
Simon have both used this most ingenious contrivance

in several case^ of operations about the tongue and
upper jaw, and consider it of great value, as there is

no doubt that the flowing of blood into the minute
ramifications of the bronchi frequently causes bronchi-

tis and pneumonia. Prof. Heine suggested that a lar-

ger balloon be introduced by the mouth so as to occlude

the pharynx likewise and prevent blood from flowing

into the stomach (tracheotomy having, of course, been
previously performed), as large quantities of blood can

be received by the stomach and the jiatient become
antemic without the knowledge of the surgeon. This

manipulation has moreover been performed in one in-

stance by Prof. Nussbaum, of Munich.
Dr. Stilling (Cassel) read a very interesting paper on

" The Pathogenesis of Strictures aid the minute Anato-
my of the Human Urethra," in which he pronounced
the penis, according to his microscopic examinations,

to be an organic musc'e, and the process of erection

the result of arterial hypertemia, and not of venous
congestion, as is now generally supposed. The corpo-

ra cavernosa are composed entirely of organic muscu-
lar fibres, which surround the arterial ramifications

and divide the sinuses by means of septa; these sin-

uses themselves are nothing moce than the dilatations

of the capillary branches of the arteria dorsalis penis,

and open respectively into capillary branches of the

veins of the penis. The organic muscular fibres pass

into the mucous membrane of the urethra and thus

give contractility to the canal. An inflammation of

the urethra causes a degeneration of these muscular
fib es in a greater or less degree, and thereby the con-
tractility and diameter of the canal become impaired.

The microscopic specimens illustrating these assertions

were demonstrated to the Association. Further ob-
servations will, of course, be necessary in order to de-

ci le this question.

Dr. Metzler (Darmstadt) next related his experience
in resection of the knee-joint. He had performed the

operation in civil practice eleven times with seven per-

fect recoveries; he made a convex flap downwards,
extirpated the patella, as well as all remnants of
synovial membrane, approximated the fresh surfaces of

the bones, and in case of need held the end of the fe-

mur downwards and in apposition with the tibia by
means of Malgaigne's sharp thorn, which he passed
through the flap into the femur, and from which he had
never seen any bad results; the splint he used was the

straight English one of sheet-iron with a footboard
and bilateral openings at the knee.

The third sess'.on was held April 12th, and several

very interesting sul jects were brought forward. After
the appointment of a committee of nine for the pur-
pose of collecting statistics on all subjects relating to

surgery. Dr. Bush (assistant to Langenbeck) leported
six cases of extensive comminuted fracture of the

skull with depression, three of which he presented to

the assembly. The cases were all treated by simple
elevation of the depressed bone, extraction of loose

splinters, and subsequent necrotic portions, in fact,

conservatively; trephining was adopted only twice,

and then intermediarily when svmptoms of paralysis

appeared, but without success. Three patients recov-

ered entirely, one is still in process of recovery, and
two died. He advocates immediate decision as to the

mode of treatment, either conservatively or operative-

ly—that i.s, by means of the trephine; but then strict

adherence to the plan once adopted, no intermc'diary or

secondary trephining, which can rarely be of service

in relieving the already diseased brain, and is then

employed only as a last resort.

Du. Mi'nLVKXzKL, a military surgeon from Vienna, de-

monstrated a very siujple and convenient field-stretch-

er, a hospital and ambulance stretcher of crenelated

sheet-iron, capable of being placed on a double in-

clined plane, and the model of an ambulance, all of

which are now introduced into the Austrian army, a

detailed description of which would, however, occupy

too much space.

Dr. Wegner (as'istant to Virchow) reported his

most interesting and valuable experiments on animals

(rabbits, dogs, chickens, and calves) with phosphorus,

the administration of which drug he found to promote

osseous growth, cause the diploe to become more den.se,

occasionally similar to ebony, and hasten the formation

of callus in cases of fracture. He called attention to

the possible value of a rational administration of pure

phosphorus (in infinitesimal doses to prevent gastric

disorders—of the various salts of phosphorus he had
not found any effect) in osteomalacia, rachitis, and

fractures. His remarks were illustrated and verified

by numerous specimens of bones at different stages of

treatment.

Dr. Bidder (Cassel) reported a series of cases of sim-

p'e fracture of the femur, which were treated mei ely

by extension without compressive splints or bandages,

and which united with either none, or from one to three

centimetres shortening; a strong development of the

muscles or displacement of the fragments would prub-

ably necessitate the application of retentive bandages.

At the fourth and last session, April 1.3th, Dr. "Wolff

(Berhn) demonstrated a number of thin sections of long

bones, to explain his theory on the growth of bones,

which he supposes to grow by dilatation and not by

apposition and external growth as is generally believed.

Dr. Danzel (Hamburg) reported his experiences at

the Marien Krankenhaus at Hamburg, which brought

nothing particularly new; and Prof. Heine (Innsbruck)

read an interesting paper on " Parenchymatous Injec-

tions as a Means of destroying Tumors." He had madi
injections with pepsine, hydrochloric acid, nitrate of

siiver and salt water, iodine, etc., injecting 6-8 subcu-

taneous injection-syringes full every third or fourth

day into the pi-riphery and centre of the tumor
;

in gen-

eral he had obtained only negative results, in one case,

however, which is still under treatment, the injection

of dilute hydrochloric acid during eight months pio-

duced a considerable waste and shriveUing of both can-

cerous mammae, the duration of which good result is

stiU uncertain. He also injected a solution of iodide of

potassium and iodine through the rectum into a hyper-

trophied prostate, which prevented the free discharge of

urine, and thereby caused an abscess and consequent

waste of the gland, and of course the cure of the patient.

Prof.Billroth rose to warn against the indiscriminate

use of such injections into tumors ;
his results, chloride

of gold, argentum nitricum, pepsine, and alcohol having

been employed, had been entirely negative, except in

one case where the injection of pure alcohol into a large

lymphonia of the neck had caused putrefied ion of the

tumor, acute septicasmia and death on the fifth day.

A previous incision into the lymphonia had given exit

to a quantity of foetid brown fluid with a peculiar odor

of acetic acid (from the decomposition of the alcohol)

anil containing numerous bacteria. The body, although

in winter, became decomposed very rapidh'. Billroth

mentioned that he had been engaged in investigations
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on tlie subject of pyffimia for the last four years, and
had not as yet attained any definite result, so tliat he
i-i inclined to refjard all positive observaiions on the
funpoid origin of the diseitse as at best premature.

Dit. Maas (Breslaii) said that Prof Colin of the same
city had discovered liaeteria in pure aleoliol, even after

that same alcohol had been distilled, an<l tliat, contrary
to the opinion entertained heretofore, the fiini,'us found
in yeast occasionally occurs together with bacteria.

Prok. Barpklkben said that according to his experi-
ence the quahty of the fluid injected is immaterial, ifonly
a large quantity be introduced and brought thoroughly
into contact wiili the tissues; thus pure water would
answer the purfiose just as well as acids, etc.

Prof. LAXGK.snECK begged to be excused from reading
his announced paper on '• The desirable Union as to the
principles uf Treatment in Gunshot Wounds of Joints"
on account of the length of the article and the late hour,
and only desired to express the hope that the conserv-
ative treatment of joint-wounds might become more
and more general, and amputation be employed only in

such cases where the primary examination shows such
an extensive destruction of bone and soft tissue as to

preclude all hope of saving the limb.

A silver catheter with a soft rubber tube, designed to
be passed through it and left in the bladder in cases of
stricture, the catheter being withdrawn, invented and
used bv Prof Tliompson, of London, were demonstrated.

Dr. Fcrstenhkim (Berlin) showed a similar article of
his own contrivance, which he occasionally uses.

Dr. Adelma.nx (Berlin) reported two cases of swal-
lowing a fork, in one of which the instrument was re-

moved by gastrotomy, the patient dying some time
after of necrosis of the ribs ; and in the other the fork
was discharged per anum after several weeks.

Dr. Uhde (Braunschweig) gave an account of six
cases of transfusion performed by himself for the relief

of anaemia and marasmus resulting fi-om excessive loss
of blood and suppuration in surgical cases, all of which
were unsuccessful ; in apposition to these he reported
several entirely similar instances, in which the patients
recovered without the aid of transfusion, and proceeded
to draw therefrom the rather unwarrantable conclusion,
that the value of the operation is greatly overrated, that
when successful it is generally not necessary, and when
necessary is employed too late to be of use'

This being the last article announced, Prof, von Lan-
genbeck expressed his satisfaction at the results obtain-
ed during the first meeting, and hoped to see the mem-
bers all again a year hence, and closed the Congress.

During the forenoons of April 12ih and 13th Prof.
Simon, of Heidelberg, lectured in the Surgical Clinic of
Prof. Langenbeck, 1st, on the diflerentiardiagnosis be-
tween hydro-nephrotic and ovarian tumors, anil ex-
hibited a male patient with an artificial renal fistula in
the right lumbar region through which the finger could
be passed into the distended cavity of the kidney

; and
2d, on the artificial dilatation of the rectum, which can
be practised manually, by means of instruments and by
the knife. lie said that in favorable cases the anus and
rectum can be so far dilated as to allow the hand and
forearm to pass the sigmoid flexure and the fingers to
become perceptible through the abdominal walls near
the ensiform process. For instrumental dilatation he
uses two Sims' specula ; and in ddatation by means of
the knife he makes an incision in the raphe towards
the coccyx, prelerring this method to lateral incisions,
or to the perineal flap with posterior basis advocated
by Huster of Greifswald. He employs this incision in
all cases ofoperations where a clear insight into the cavity
ofthe rectum is necessary (as for instance in scraping out
cancerous tumors of the rectum with the sharp-edged

spoon-like curette of S^dillot, a procedure strongly ad-

vocated by him and Prof. V<dkmann for the purpose of

retarding the ultimate fatal end), and in operations for

the cure of recto-vaginal (istulae, old |>erinical ruptures,

wounds of the rectum, where lie gives laxatives and
prefers easy tluid dejections to the constipating method.
He demonstrated two cases of gunshot wounds, one of

rectum and bladder, the other a French soldier, of the

colon ascendens, which he. Simon, had operated by
means of transplantation of li.ips of skin and so far clo.sed

as to leave only a small opening in the right side. He
also showed a bed for woumls of the leg and thigh com-
po.sed of a number of small cuboid cushions covered
with rubber, and so arranged as to be movable at will

without moving or lifiing the patient, thus preventing
decubitus and facilitating the care of the wound.s, espe-

cially those of the posterior portion of the thigh.

Prof. Langenbeck presented an officer upon whom
he had performed resection of the tibio-tarsal articula-

tion, removing two inches of the tibia, the astragalus

cuboid bone and part of the os calcis ; the patient had
recovered almost perfect use of the foot and could walk
without fatigue for an hour or more. The capsule and
ligaments appeared to have become partly ossified.

Tlie social and bodily interests of the members of

the Association were in part cared for by tw-o sumptu-
ous dinners at the Hotel de Rome, at which numerous
toasts were proposed, such as Prof. Bruns on " The Em-
peror;" Langenbeck on " The present Guests and the

absent Members;" Wernher(Giessen) andBusch (Bonn)
on " Langenbeck, the Teacher and Friend ;" Goachen
(Berlin) on " The Ladies ;" Gurlt (Berlin) on " Germany
Politically and Scientifically L^nited, and Berlin its po-

litical and intellectual Capital," &:c. The members, be-

sides, met, as is customary in Germany, in the evening
at the diflerent restaurants and showed their appreci-

ation of the good beer as native Germans should, re-

futing by their own persons and names the slanderous

reports of the stupefying effects of malt liquors.

Called into hfe and supported as the German Sur-

gical Association is. by the first talent and ability in

the land, its future lies bright before it and promises

well for the advancement and cultivation of surgical

knowledge.
Paul Muxde, M.D,

Formerly of Florpnce, Mass., late Assistant to Prof. Scauzoni, at Witrz-

burg, Bavaria.

SMALL-POX STATISTICS.

Bcreau of Records of Vital Statistics,
1

Health Department of the City of Xew York. >

May 4th, I«72. )

To THE Editor of the Mxdical Record.

Sir :—Dr. !Macdonald, who presents in your previ-

ous number the very interesting statistics for 1S71 of

the Xew Yoik Small-pox Hosi)ital, argues therefrom

that because there died 27 out of every 100 natives

against 16 out of every 100 foreigners under treatment,

there is apparently exhibited on the part of the former
" less inherent vigor of constitution with which to

withstand the ravages of the disease," and that his

figures seemingly support " much that has been writ-

ten of the physical degenenicy of our race." Although
the general statistics of Small-pox in this city show an
even greater di.^parity in favor of the foreign bo)-n

population, they by no means establish the proof of Dr.

Macdonald's hypothesis—and for the following reasons

:

Out of 1098 fatal cases of Small-pox occurring in

New York during 1870 and 1S71, the native mortality

amounted to 709 and the foreign to 389. Of the
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total deaths, however. 550, or more than 50 per cent.,

took place among children less than ten years old,

nine-tenths of whom were native born, but the larrte

majority of foreign parentage. Subtracting fi-om the

70y native deaths those of naiive-horn children less tliun

ten years old we have remaining 214 native deaths of
persons ten years old or more, against 344 foreign of the

same afje. It is witliin this period of life tliat com-
parisons should be confined, as the cases occurring at a

previous age are almost exclusively native born, and
the fatality of the disease in early childliood is well

y known to be relatively enormous. We have no figures,

unfortunately, showing the nativity of all cases treated

during the past two years in this city—but although it

is possible that the percentage of mortality in persons
ten years old or more may be greater among natives

than foreigners, the above figures would seem to de-

prive Dr. Macdonald's statistics of any alarming signifi-

cance. I would suggest to the doctor that an examina-
tion and comparison of the ages as well as the nativities

of his cases may lead him to a similar conclusion.

Very respectfully, Chas. P. Russel, M. D.

ARMY NEWS.
Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of tJie Medical Department^ United States Army,
from May 5, 1872, to May 18, 1872. inclusive.

Swift, E., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 104, War Depart-
ment, A. Gr. 0., May 3, 1872, to proceed to Washing-
ton, D. C, for the purpose of settling his accounts, and
upon completion return to his proper station.

Campbell, John, Surgeon.—By S. 0. 107, War De-
partment, A. Gr. 0., May 7, 1872, to report to the
Commanding General Department of the East for as-

signment to duty.

Bailey, J. C, Surgeon.—By S. 0. 65, Department
of California, May 4, 1872, assigned to duty as Post
Surgeon at Camp Halleck, Nevada.

Weeds, J. F., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 93, Department of

the South, May 6, 1872, granted leave of absence for

twenty days.

McElderry, H., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 41, De-
partment of the Columbia, April 22, 1872, assigned to

duty as Post Surgeon at Fort Klamath, Oregon.

Bartholf, John H., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. U. 97,

Department of the South, May 11, 1872, granted leave

of absence for thirty days, with permission to apply to

the Adjutant-General for an extension of thirty days.

KoERPER, E. A., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 87, De-
partment of Texas, May 6, 1872, assigned to duty at

Fort McKavett, Texas.

Rose, George S., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 76,

Military Division of the Pacific, May 8, 1872, on sur-

geon's certificate of disability, granted two months"
leave of absence, with permission to go beyond the

limits of the Military Division of the Pacific.

Wilson William J., Assistant Surgeon.—By G. 0.

72, District of New Mexico, May 6, 1872, assigned to

duty at Fort Bayard, N. M.

Delany, Alrfed, Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 72,

C. S., Head-quarters, District of New Mexico, as-

signed to duty at Fort Selden, N. M.

Weisel, D.. Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 87, C. S.,

Department of Texas, assigned to duty at Fort Richard-

son, Texas.

ilUtiical Jtcms anti Hcius.

PniLADELPniA Hospital.—Dr. James Tyson has been
elected Attending Pliysician to the Philadelphia Hos-
pital, vice Dr. Alfred Stille resigned.

—

Phila. Med.
Times.

Legalized Dissection.—The Chicago Medical Times
says that the States of Michigan and lowa have official-

ly recognized the necessity of dissection, and made am-
ple provision for it by permitting physicians, medical
societies, colleges, etc., to c'aim for this purpose the
bodies of criminals and paupers, unclaimed by friends.

Jefferson Medical College.—Dr. J. M. Da Costa,

the well-known medical writer, has been elected Pro-
fessor of the Theory and Practice of Medicine in the
Jefferson Medical College, in Philadelphia, to fill the
place made vacant by the death of Prof Samuel H.
Dickson.

Medical Society of the County of Kings.—This
Medical Society celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of
its organization by a dinner at the Pierrepont Hou.se,

Brooklyn, on the evening of May 2d. The address of
welcome was delivered by Dr. Alexander Hutchins,
Chairman of the Committee of Arrangements.

The Louisiana State University.—This University
claims to have the largest and most valuable collection

of minerals, fossils, shells, Indian relics, preserved plants
and flowers, and objects of natural history in the South-
ern States.

The New York Hospital.—The following gentle-

men have been elected Governors of the Society of the

New York Hospital for the ensuing year : David
Golden Murray, Robert Lenox Kennedy, Thomas H.ill

Fade, John C. Gieen, Frederick A. Conkling, Nath-
aniel P. Bailey, Otis D. Swan, James W. Beekman,
James B. Johnston, Samuel Willets, James M. Brown,
Sheppard Gandy. Robert J. Livingston, William Den-
nistown, Jackson S. Schultz, George Cabot Ward,
George D. H. Gillespie, William B. Hoffman, Edward
S. JaCfray, Jonathan Thorne, George S. Oliphant, John
E. Williams, William H. Macy, James H. Banker,
Merritt Trimble, and D. Willis James.

New-York Asylum for Lying-in Women.—The
forty-ninth annual meeting of the managers of this in-

stitution, located at 85 Marion Street, was held April

17th, 1872. Rev. John Hall, D.D., presided, and
opened the meeting with prayer. Dr. Charles S.

Ward, resident physician, read the annual report. Sev-
enty-seven women have received the benefits of the

institution within the asylum during the past year, and
259 have received the outdoor treatment. The total

number of beneficiaries since the foundation of the

charity is 16,588, of whom 3,714 were treated in the

asylum.

Death of a PniL.^DELrniA Female Practitioner.—
Ann Preston, M.D., Dean of the Woman's Medical
College in Philadelphia, and for about twenty years

professor of physiology and hygiene in that institu-

tion, died April 18th, 1872.

Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y.—This institution,

on account of the presence of small-pox, has been
closed since April 17th. ^

Army Medical School in Japan.—Tliree medical

officers have left Pru-sia for Japan, to establish an army
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meilical ?oliool on European principles, in that country.

Tlic Japjuusc Govorninent liave pnmiisetl to spare no
I'xpfus.- in foiindinj^ the ostablishment and providing

it with all necessary eijuipineiits
; the oliject being tiiat

tlie Ja])anese surgeons may l)e rendered ecjiial in knowl-
edge and practical attainments to the surgeons of the

Prussian army.

A Mkdical Congress, which is to be opened at Lyons
on the 18th of September, is to be the nieilium of dis-

cussions upon the following sulijects:— 1. Epidemics of

Small-pox. 2. Guri-*hot Wounds. 3. Ambulances in

Time of War. 4. Cattle-Plague and tiie Contagious Ty-
phus of C.ittle. 5. The Causes of the Decrease in the

Population of France, and the Means of arresting It.

G. Tiie Treatment of Syphilis. 7. The Reorganization

of Meiieal and Pharmaceutical Educa'ion in France.

8. The Means of improving the Social Position of Med-
ical men.

The Heaviest "Woman is Paris Dead.—Madame
G>.'noit, a Parisian widow, and a pork butcher, died

hitely, weighing five hundred and fourteen pounds.
She was the largest and heaviest woman in Paris.

The Ophtiialmological Coxores?, which was to have
been held this year at Berlin, i.s, in order that it may be
less partis.in in character, to be held in London instead.

The Royal College of Surgeons is to be placed at the

disposal of the Committee, of which Mr. Critchett has

been elected Chairman, and Mr. Soelberg Well?. Hono-
rary Secretary. The Congress is to be held on the 1st,

2 1, and 3d of August.

The New Jersey Drug Law.—The excellent Drug
Bill drawn up liy the Xevv Jersey Pharmaceutical As-
sociation has failed to become a law. When it was
called up for final action in the Legislature, it was de-

feated by a single vote.

College of PnARM.\CT of the City of Xew York.—
The annual meeting of the College was held March
21st. Tlie election for officers to serve the ensuing
year resulted as follows:

—

President. Wm. Uegeman

;

Vice-Presidents, Wm. Neergaard, J. Coddington, P.

B.dluff; Treasurer, Wm. Wr ght Jr.; Serretai-t/, H. A.
Cassebeer, Jr. ; Trustees, P. W. Bedford. G. C. Close, A.
C. Dung, D. Hay?, E. L. Milhau, M. L. M. Peixotto,

C. Rice, D. C. Robbins, A. W. Wei.-mann
; Delegates to

the American P/iarmaceutical Axsociation, P. BalluCF,

F. Hoffmann, E. L. Milhau, C. Rice, D. C. Robbins.

A German University at Strasbourg.—Since the
conquest of Alsace by the Germans, arrangements have
been made for establishing a university at Strasbourg.
An imperial credit of 200,000 thalers is opened, and re-

ceipts will be added from other sources. There will be
42 ordinary and 20 extraordinary professors in the in-

stitution.

Waldeyer (Anatomy); Hoppe-Seyler (Piiysiological

Chemistry) ; Von Recklinghausen (Pathological Anat-
omy)

; Schmiedeberg (Materia Medica) ; Leyden (Med-
icine)

;
Lucke (Surgery), and Gusserow (^lidwifery),

have accepted positions as ordinary professors.

" Dr. L:storfer's Lesson."—This is the title of a pa-
per in the Cincinnati Lancet and Observer by Z. C.
McElroy, M.D., Zanesville, Ohio, in which the brilliant

results of Prof. Salisbury, of Ohio, in his microscopic
investigations of the blood in syphilitic person?, are
mentioned. Its lesson, it seems to Dr. MoElroy, was
lost in consequence of his technology—that is, in re-

garding the«changed forms of structure which his mi-
croscope revealed as vegetable parasites, a something
totally different from the human body in which they

are found, rather than as materials natural to it, on
their way upward to its natural forms of structure,

modified by a mode of lorce stored up in the so-called

syphililic virus.

He believes that Prof. Sali.sbury made a brilliant

discovery, none the less so on account of its verification

by Dr. Lostorfer. It only remains for the profe-sion to

utilize it l)y comltining it in a synthetical scheme, plan,

or science of lil'e, for which j)urpose there is the most
ample materi.d> already accumulated, waiting only for

the master builders to do their work.

Death fro.m the Presence of a Piece of Needle in

THE Heart.—The Cincinnati Lancet and Observer Btaiea

that at the po^t-mortem examination of Miss Hoag, of
pAanston, ()iiio, it was found tiiat death was caused by
the presence of a piece of needle in the heart. The
needle was driven in by a sudden fall when she was
about seven years old. The portion of needle extracted

was about an inch and one-eighth long and of large size.

Tlie E iitor remarks, " How lil'e could have existed after

it entered the heart, is a mystery even to medical
men."

Transactions of the Soutii Carolina Mkdical
Association.—Tiiis pamphlet contains the proceedings
of the annual session of this association, held in Char-
leston, S. C, April 5th and Gti), 1871—being the third

meeting since reorganization. Drs. F. Pe^'re Porchcr,
Francis L. Parker, F. M. Robertson, J. F. M. Ged-
ings, Geo. E. Trescott, Middleton Michel, of Charles-
ton, S. C, and R. W. Gibbes of Columbia, S. C, con-
tributed interesting and practical papers in medicine
and surgery.

The following officers were elected for 1871 : Presi-

dent, Dr. F. Peyre Porcher, of Cliarleston ;
First Vice-

President, Dr. Robt. W. Gibbes, of Columbia; Second
Vice-President, Dr. A. P. Wylie, of Chester; Third Vice-

President, Dr. D. S. Price, of Marion ;
Recordinrj Secre-

tary, Dr. T. Grange Simons, of Charleston ; Corre-
sponding Secretary, Dr. S. Baruch, of Carnben ; Treasu-
rer, Dr. F. L. Parker, of Charleston.

WiLt.ARD AsYLu.M FOR THE Insane.—According to the
Third Annual Report of this Institution for the year
1871, forty-seven different counties in the State of
New York have patients there. December, 1871, there

were 527 insane patient^. Of these, 406 were females
and 121 males. The whole number received during
the year was 315. Since the opening in October, 1869,
624 insane persons have been cared for. The charge
for maintenance here is uniform, viz., two dollars per
week per patient. On the completion of the buildings,

on December 1, 1872, it is calculated that from 750 to

775 of the pauper insane will be domiciled here. Not-
witiistanding this most gratifying exhibit, it will never-
theless remain a melancholy fact that over five hundred
of the chronic pauper insane of the State of New
York will still remain inmates of the poor-hou.se«,

without proper care and protection. The Resident
Medical Officers are as follows:—John B. Chapin,
M.D., Snjierintendent ; Ch&vV-s L. Wells, M.D., Assistant

Pliijaician ; James C. Carson, M.D., Asftismnt Pliysi-

cian.

Nf,w York State Inebriate Asylcm, Binghamton,
N. Y.—The annual report of the Superintendent and
Physician, for the year 1871, has come to hand. Num-
ber of patients received since the Asylum opened, May
1, 1867, 1,017. Number of patients in Asylum January
1, 1871, 71. Patients admitted since January ], 1871,
244. Patients treated, 315, and 230 discharged. Pres-
ent number of patients, 85. Of the 230 dischaged, 184
were discharged with great hopes of a permanent; re-
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formation. Discharjjed unimproved, 46. Of 244 ad-

mitted durinc;- the past year, 226 us.d tobacco, 149

were married, and 95 were single men. Age of the

oldest patient, 63 ; of the youn,siest, 19 ; awrfige age,

30. Deaths, none. 147 were constant drinkers, and

97 periodical drinkers. 165 drank whi-^key ;
04 indulged

in brandy, gin, and wines; J 5 used opium. New
York City contributed 27 patients; Biooklyn and
other pans of the State 90; Connecticut, 11; New
Jersey, 10; Ohio, 10; Pennsylvania, 18; Canada, 12;

and Massachusetts, 9. Of the occupations, 19 were
b >ok-keepers; 29 were clerks; farmers, 15; lawyer-^,

25; merchants, 45; manufacturers, 14; physicians, 6;
21, no occupation. Daniel G. Dodge, M.D., aliout two
years ago was placed in charge as Superintendent and
i'hysician of the Asylum. He is ab'y assisted by Mr.

Carroll Hyde, Secretary, a i'ormer patient of the Insti-

tution. Dr. Willard Tarlcer is the popular President

;

AVm. C. Wey, M.D., Fird Vice-President ; George
Burr, M.D., Second Vice-President.

A Ple.v for Scientific Rkform.—Rev. Theodore L.

Cuyler, D.D., of Brooklyn, New York, in the New
York Evangelist for December 7, 1871, sharply criticised

the work on "Stimulants and Narcotics," by George
M. Beard, M.D. This author, in a pamphlet of twen-
ty-three pages, replies in the form of a letter, styled " A
Plea f )r Scientific Reform," or the " Attitude of Phy-
sicians and Scientists towards the Temperance Cause."

Advocates of alcoholic drinks and total-abstainers will

be equally interested in perusing the discussion between
these professional gentlemen—one being a distinguish-

ed Presbyterian clergyman and an eloquent advocate

of the temperance cause; the other, a popular writer on
medical topics.

Inebrikty by Inheritance.—Dr. Wm. C. Wey, of

Elmira, New York (Pro. American Association for

the cm-Q of Inebriates), .states that, out of 360 patients

admitted to the New York Slate Inebriate Asylum, 42
confessed themselves to be the offspring of intemperate

patients, representing one in eight. Thirty-six had
intemperate fai:hers, or one in ten. Six had intemper-

ate mothers, or one in sixty. Nine had intemperate

brothers and sisters, or one in forty. Sixty-six had in-

tem[ierate ancestors, exclusive of parents ;
on paternal

side thirty-six, or one in ten; on maternal side thirty,

or one in twelve.

Styptic Cotton.—Dr. Robert Rohland, of this city,

has prepared a Styptic Cotton {Gossypium Stiijriicum)

whieli promises to be a useful addition to the means of

aiTesting passive hemorrhages from extensive surfaces.

It has the advantage of cleanliness and convenience,

and possesses no irritating properties. It is prepared

by boiling the cotton in a solution of alum and gum of

benzom, and, after the cotton is dried and picked, it is

saturated by perchloride of iron. It is put up in boxes
of convenient size.

Frank Wells, M.D., formerly of Boston, Mass., has

cently been appointed Professor of Obstetrics and Dis-

eases of Women and Children in the Cleveland Med-
ical School, in place of the late Dr. Charles A. Terry.

An Aged Operator and a Tough Patient.—Dr.

Joseph Stevens (The Clinic), aged eighty-two years,

recently amputated the thigh of a patient sixty-six years

old, for obstinate and extensive ulceration of the foot

and leg, of foity years' duration. On the second day
the f)alient sat up in bed and shaved himself, and before

the end of a week Avas able to get out of bed without
assistance each morning, to have his bed arranged.

Scarlet Fever.—The Editor of the Indian Medical

Gazette remarks that scarlatina is unknown in India.

An Old Toper argues thus: If water rots the soles of

your boots, what effect must it have on the ciat of the

stomach ?

Insanity in California.—Dr. Henry Gibljons, ff

San Francisco, Cal. {Pacific Med. and Si(.7'(/. Joiirnut),

asseits that the prevalence of insanity in Calilbrnia is

a subject of frequent notice. In the State Asylum at

Stockton there are upwards of 1,000 patients. Every
(lay adds to the number, which increases in a much
greater ratio than the general population. It is re-

markable how large a proportion of the victims come
from the muscular stratum of society—men and women
of coarse nerves, uncultivated and unrefined.

Soothing Syrup.—Dr. W. F. McNult, of San Fran-

cisco, Cal. {Pacific Med. and Surg. Journal)^ alludes to

the baneful effects and the enormous consumption of
" Mrs. VVinslow's Soothing Syrup " in this country.

About one hundred thousand two-ounce bottles of it

aie sold annually in San Francisco, containing about

one hundred and eighty thousand grains of morphia,

which are given every year to the babies of California. It

is fair to presume that there is seventy-five times that

amount used in the whole United States, which would
make 15,000,000 ounces of syrup, or about 14,000,000

giains of morphia. He inquires: "How much of the

physical disease, of the drunkenness, of the degrada-
tion and of the vice, and how many of the weakened
intellects, are due to use of soothing syrup in infancy ?

"

(Give it up I

—

Ed.)

Births and Deaths in London.—In London and
twenty other large towns in the United Kingdom, for

the first week in April, the number of .deaths was
4,091, and of births, 5,199. In London for the same
week there were 1,641 deaths and 2,250 births; and
these are about the regular proportions of births and
deaths from week to week.

The Brompton Cancer Hospital, London.—This
hospital was established in 1851, and is ultimated inten-

ded to accommodate 300 patients. From 1851 up to

1869 it has afforded relief to 8,546 patients.

Vital Importance of a pure Water Supply.—Some
very intere.-ting facts in relation to water consumed in

London, and its effect in spreading cholera when that

contagious malady prevails, have been recently publish-

ed by the Sanitary Board of London. In the epidemic
of Is54 a grtat experiment was performed by two
water companies on the homogeneous population of

South London : one supplied the inhabitants of 40,000
houses with Thames water through which the cholera

fluid was dist'ibuted by the metropolitan sewers; the

other supplied 26,000 houses with less impure Thames
water drawn from the river above Teddingi on Loclc. In
the houses supplied with the impurest water, 2,443 per-

sons died of cholera during 17 weeks; in the houses sup-
plied by the other company only 313 persons died of the

epidemic during the same time. The difference was
found to prevail week by week, street by street, and
the complete subsequent investigation established as an
incontestable fact that the mortality by cholera bore a
definite relation to the quantity of sewage, of cholera

matter in the water supply of London. The same law-

was found to prevail in other cities, and to apply to

individual dwellings; and it was corroborated remark-
ably by the outbreak of 1866 in East London.
iNewYork has a great advantage over almost any other

large city in the world in her Croton water supply, and
if ventilation and cleanliness were rigidly enforced it

would necessarily be a very healthy city.

Physicians' Relief Fund of Chicago, Illinois.—On
the 25th of March, 1872, the Chicago Medical Com-
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inittee, appointed in October, 1871, to roreive and dis-

tributo moneys, etc., to those members of the regular

prolVssion who lia<l l)een placed in need, made their

final r.'port. Dr. N. S. Davis, the Treasurer, received
rvltujjetlier $9,881.08. Of this sum, $.]•_'.oO was used
fur stationery, jjostage, and ex[)res.s charges. The
remaining §!),81S.58 was appropiiated to the rehef
of 1»1 prajtising physicians, and 21 medical students, in

sums varying from $30 to $350. The money was not
distributed all at once, but it w*s given out from time
to lime, as often as a suflScient sum accumulated in the

treasury. The sums were received as follows : from the
phvsicians of New York City, $r),8()0.00

; Brooklyn, N.
Y.i $1,338.00; Philadelphia, $1,115.00; Cincinnati,

$457.00; St. Louis, $100.00; San Francisco, $'J53.08
;

Washington, $200.00; Boston, $157.00; Lowell, Mass.,

$105.00; Rensselaer Co., N. Y., Medical Society, $75.00;
Boyle Co., Ky., Medical Society, $35.00

;
pliysicians

in various parts of the country, in small sums, $24G.OO.

ToUd. $9,8S1.08. Total paid out, $9,807.50. Leaving
a balance of $13.58 now in the hands of the Treasurer,

which will be given to the first physician in good
standing among the sufferers by the great fire, who
may be disabled by sickness, or otherwise jjlaced in

need.

ScfRVY IN THE NoRTH CAROLINA StaTE PENITEN-
TIARY.—In a recent number we noticed the fact, re-

ported in one of the Parisian Journals, that during the
siege of that city, although numerous cases of scurvy oc-

curred among the inmates of the prisons for males, no
ea?es whatever were observed among the female pri-

soners, although the diet had been similar in the two
instances. We have lately received a communication
from Dr. William G. Hill, Physician to the State Peni-
tentiary of North Carolina, in which he remarks that

about the middle of July last, this disease broke out in

the institution named, owing to deficiency in the supply
of vegetable?, and the number of cases rapidly increas-

ing, sixty-three of the three hundred and seventy-two
men were attacked with the disease (or nearly one in

every six), while he does not mention a case as occur-
ring among the women, seventeen in number. It

woidd be of interest, in connection with this subject, to

know if the female*, in consequence of duties about the
kitchens, had facihties, denied to the men, for obtaining
vegetables. The addition of potatoes a;id onions to

the dietary, with, moreover, apples a;id lemons for those
most affected, speedily brought the disease to an end.

A Prize of 500 francs is offered by La Societe protec-

irice de Venfance for the best thesis on The Causes of
Rachitis; the papers (in French) to be addressed, post-

ajre paid, to Dr. Alexander Mayer, 17 Rue Bf-ranger,

Paris, by whom they must be received before Novem-
ber 1st proximo.

Position of the Epiglottis as a Sign of Probable.
Longevity.—Mr. Duncan Gibb has vohmteered the
singular observation that the epiglottis occupies a ver-
tical position in persons who have attained the age of
70 years, and that depression of this cartilage can be
taken as a sign that the person will not attain advanced
age. He claims to hare examined five thousand per-
sons in apparent good health, and in all those who were
between 70 and 95 years the epiglottis was verticid.

Edward H. Rulloff.—A writer in the last number
of the Amer. Jour, of Insaniti/, in a very interesting ar-

ticle on the psychological features ofthis man's case, fin-

ishes with the following:—"He stands forth as one
more, and a conspicuous example of the utter worth-
lessness of high intellectual endowments, severed from
moral culture. Some one has speculated as to how
much evil a man perfectly developed intellectually, and

thoroughly unscrupulous, might accomplish. Rulloff
approaches to the type of such a moral mon.stor; and
not the least of all was the terrible moral ruin his own
blasted character presents. And, most of all lor him-
self, this halelulnesa of his own asjtect he never knew.
In consequence of his own fiults he could have no con-
ception of them. Tlius with .some capabilities which
might have ranked him high in some sphere of useful-

ness. Rullolf followed the base life of a criminal
;
passed

eighter'n out of the lifty-lwo years of his life in prison
as a felon, and finally died ' as the fool diclh.'

"

University of Vienna.—The names of Hoppe-Sey-
ler (lately appointed to the T'niversity of Strasburg),

Kiihne (of lleideiberg), and Liebreich (of Berlin) are
mentioned as candidates lor the chair of Pathological
Chemistry in this University. The establishment of a
chair of Hygiene is also under discussion.

The Toner Lecti'res.—Dr. Joseph M. Toner, of
Washington, has established a lecture course, the first

of its kind in this country. The Trustees are:—The
Secretary of the Smilksonian Institute, the Surgeon-
General of the Army, and of the Navy, and the Presi-

dent of the Medical Society of the District of Colum-
bia. These lectures are not to be confined to any sec-

tion or country, and their object is " the advancement of
science ; that is, a knowledge of the laws of nature in

any part of her domain, and particularly such discove-
ries as contribute to the advancement of medicine."

The Hudson County Hosi'ital of Jersey City,

closed May 1. Cause, want of funds.

S.MALL-Pox.—Cases of Small- Pox in New York for

week ending May 11, one hundred and fifteen.

Changes in the College of Physicians and Sur-
geons, New York.—Dr. James W. McLnne has re-

signed the chair of ilateria Medica and Therapeutics,
and has been appointed adjunct Professor of Obstetrics

and Diseases of Women and Children. Charles F.

Chandler, Ph.D., has been a[)pointed adjunct Professor
of Chemistry. Edward Curtis, M.D., has been ap-
pointed Lecturer on Materia Medica and Therapeutics.

Uciu publications.

Books Received.

A TnE.xTisE ON Diseases op the Bones. Bj Thomas
M. ilARKOE, M.D., Prof, of Surgery in the College of
Phvsicians and Surgeons, etc. New York : D. Apple-
ton it Co. 1872.

Worms. A Series of Lectures on Practical Hel-
minthology, delivered at the IMedical College of the
Middlesex Hospital, London. By T. Spencer Cobold,
M.D., F.R.S. Phila. : Lindsay & Blakiston. 1872.

Sciatica, Lcmbago. and Brachialgia, etc. By
Henry Lawson, M.D., Assistant Physician to St.

Mary's Hospital. London: Robert Hardwicke. 1872.

Urine and its Der.vngements, etc. By Geo. Har-
LEY, M.D., F.R.S. Fellow Royal College of Physi-
cians, etc. Phila. : Lind.say & Blakiston. 1872.

Table I. Mortality of the United States (by
States and Territories), with distinction of sex and
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(Driglnal Commiimcatioits.

BLOOD-CRYSTALS AND THEIR PHYSI-
OLOGICAL IMPORTANCE.

KEAIt RF.FORE THE NEW XOBK MEDICAL JODRNAL ASSOCIATION.

By S. waterman, M.D.,

NEW •XOBK.

The hlooil-corpusclo is the hisfhcst developed organized

Cell known. Its atomic weight and complex compo-
sit'on are the marvel of the analytical chemist. The
discovery that these blood-corpuscles contain acr3'stal-

lizable substance is of recent date. The first observa-

tions were made by Reichert, Kolliker, and Funke, and
still later by Lehman, Avho gave to these crystals the

name of " Blutcrystalle" (blood-crystals). Tiiis physi-

ologist was, however, but partially aware of the great

physical importance and function of this crystallizaijle

alljuminoiil, for in his Ilandbnch der jJ^'l/'^ioIor/ischen

Chemie, he says, " that owing to the entire absence

of knowledge respecting the chemical constitution of

this substance, we are unable to form any opinion re-

garding its genesis."

Even as recently as 1858, Rudolph Yirchow did not

assign to these crystals any special function. He no-

ticed the fact that they behaved in certain respects like

organic substances, inasmuch as they become larger

through the action of certain agencies, and smaller

through that of others, Avithout any change of form.

He was also aware that the form of crystallization was
very different in different classes of animals, and he
adds, " that hitherto it has not been possible to dis-

cover any satisfiictory reason for their existence, or to

obtain any insight into the nature of their substance.

And yet he knew the fact that these crystals were af-

fected by oxygen and carbonic acid precisely as the

blood is ; that tliey become bright red with oxygen, and
dark or bluish red with carbonic acid. In common
with the former erroneous views of writers upon this

subject, the coloring pigment of the blood was described

by him as haematine, yet Lehman had already demon-
strated tliat the insoluble substance so rich in iron is

not found as such in the blood, but that it is in reality

a product of decomposition of the true pigment of the

blood, now known as hieinato-crystalline, hajmoglobin,

or cruorine.

The great practical importance which attaches itself

to the solution of the inquiry regarding the nature and
function of this substance and others, must be my
apology for making it the subject of some general

leniarks.

The spectroscope, which may now be considered as

having fairly entered into the service of medicine, has

thrown a flooil of light upon this and kindred inquiries,

and has revolutionized many theories formerly enter-

tained regarding the mysterious processes within our

economy ; and the results already obtained cannot fail

to exert a definite influence upon our conception and
treatment of disease.

Recent researches, aided by spectroscopic observa-

tions, have demonstrated that the blood- crysta's, the

hsemato-crystalline, are actively at work in the economy
to sustain the processes of respiration, oxidation, and

oxygenation ; that through their instrumentality alone

the oxygen of the air is attracted and bound to the

blood-corpuscles, which by the heart's action is carried

into the intricate recesses of the capillaries
;
there they

give up their oxygen to the oxidizable tissues, witli

which they form energetic combinations; that in return

for its oxygen thus given up, the luemato-crysialline as

energetically combines with carbonic acid, the product

of combustion, which acid it carries back to tlie heart

and lungs for final elimination. It has been fully de-

monstrated by experiments, that so long as the haimato-

crystalline remains the same in quality as well as

quantity, the su|iply of the oxygen to the economy
i.s subject to relatively small oscillations ; and with the

increase and decrease of this substnnce, or with any
change of its integrity, rises or falls the degree of vitali-

ty in an individual's life. That it is beyond any ques-

tion the hajmato-crystalline, and not any otlier substance

of the blood, which enters into and sustains the vital

exchanges between ox v gen and carbonic aciJ, has been
fully proved by spectroscopic observation. U^mato-
crystalline in solution is able to absorb oxygen as wc'l

as carbonic acid with the greatest lacility. It c;in ex-

ist like tlie blood itself in a double state of oxidation,

corresponding to arterial and venous. It can be oxi-

dized and deoxidized at pleasure
;

it presents the same
absorption bands as the blood does, and in tlie exact

part of the spectrum it enters into precisely liie same
combinations with other irrespirable gases; and all and
every optic appearance which blood presents when
acted upon by chemical agents, are also faithfully re-

produced when the same agents act upon a solution of

htemato-crystalline.

As to the absolute quantity of hsemato-crystal'dne,

experiments made show, that in the tot;d volume of the

blood in man 9 to 12 per cent, is contained
; in the moist

corpuscles, freed from serum, it rises to 18 and 20 per

cent.

In reference to the rapidity with which oxygen is

absorbed by this hsemato-crystalline, we refer to

Pflueger's highly instructive experiments upon dogs.

He forced these animals to inhale pure nitrogen gas.

In 30 seconds the highest point of dyspnoea was reached.

At this point some blood was abstracted under great

precaution, and tested for oxygen. It was found that

its quantity of oxygen had been reduced to a minimum,
being 1.0 to 2 per cent., whilst the blood abstracted

from the same animal, immediately before it inhaled

the nitrogen, contained 18 G per cent, of oxygen. As
soon as these animals were permitted to inhale again

pure air, the dyspnwa disappeared, and they seemed to

be as well as ever.

Preyer made the observation that one gramme of

htemato-crystalline had the capacity to bind 1.27 cubic

centimetre of oxygen ; and Hoppe Seyler determined

that the blood of dogs contains, on an average, 13.79

per cent, of oxygen. Pflueger gives the amount of

oxygen contained in the human arterial blood as 16.9

per cent. Blood-serum contains of this gas only 01.

—

02 per cent, of oxygen. The more compict the bluod,

the greater the amount of ha;mato-crystalline, and so

the reverse. In many animals, especially in those that

hibernate, the quantity of ha3maio-cry.stalline diminishes

gradually during the winter's sleep ;
and we find, on

examination, that their blood has lost much of its

density.

According to the analysis of C. Schmidt and Hoppe
Seyler the hsemato-crystalline from dogs has tlie follow-

ing composition :

—

i} 53.G-4, H 7.11, N 1G.19, S 0.66, F. 0.43, O 21.02,

PaOs. 0.91, alkahes 0.04—100.00. These proportions

differ in various animals and man, but not to a very

great extent.

Hsemato-crystalline crystallizes in beautiful rhorabo-

hetric plates, at times also in prisms of a beautiful red

color. They cannot be obtained free from the coloring
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pipment, owing to the extraordinary tenacity with

wiiic-h it cliiips to the ha»mato-cry8ialhiic.

One of tliu mo.-t interesting properties of hirmato-

crystalline is itj* capaeily to eoniliino with destructive

energy with many irrespirahle ga-<es, wlierehy it>^ own
integrity is saciiliecd, and its hfc-sustaining power is

lost forever.

Tliese combinations are unlike those into which it

enters normally with oxygen and carbonic acid, transi-

tory and easily effected ; on the contrary, they are irre-

vocaMy permanent, and any further absorption of oxy-

gen, when thus combined, becomes absolutely impossi-

ble. Tliis fact i« evidenced by various crystalline forms

of pi^culiar consistency and durability. With carbonic

oxide it forms carbonic oxide hsemato-crystalline
;
with

prii?sic acid, cyanite of luemato-cryslalline, and so

forth.

Hiemato-crystalline is the most indestructible sub-

stance known.
No matter how long it has been mixed with fluids

undergoing putrefaction, it retains its cliaracteristic

featuies, especially its optic relations, as evidenced by
the spectrum test. I look upon this stability and in-

destructibility a-s the most important, nay, principal

factor of animal life, and any pathological condition

affecting this stability must also affect the stability of

lite itself.

All these interesting and demonstrable facts have
been ascertained by means of the spectroscope. By its

analytical power we have become acquainted with the

changes these blood-crystals undergo wlien acted

upon by various chemical agencies, and thus obtained

an insight into the processes of life which a decennium
ago we had no hope of ever obtaining.

Some interesting points, however, still await ex-

planation. Under the spectroscope the hjemato-crys-

lalline of animals, and birds, and fishes produces like

optic relations, yet we know they differ to some extent

in their composition and their forms of crystallization.

The spectroscope can throw no further light upon this

inquiry, and we may suppose we have arrived at the

limit of an investigation of a substance so subtle in its

composition as to defy further recognition. Thus the

blood of man and of many carnivorous animals crystal-

lizes in prismatic and rhombic columns and plates. The
blood of the guinea-pig, of the rat, and the mouse in

beautiful tetraheters ; the blood of the squirrel presents

hexagonal plates ; in fishes we have fine prismatic

needles, and so on. They also differ in different ani-

mals in solubility and sinking capacity.

COMEIXATIONS OK U.«M.<TO-CRTSTALLINE WITH IRRESri-

RABLE GASES.

"When carbonic oxide gas is inhaled it is absorbed by
the blood-crystals, and a combination results which is

permanent and inseparable. Carbonic oxide ha?mato-
cystalline is formed. Tiie blood-crvstals permanently
bound to the carbonic oxide have no longer anj' alTinity

for oxygen, and is by them no longer abstracted from
the air, all proce.'sses of life depending upon the pres-

ence of this vital gas ; respiration, oxidation, and oxygen-
ation are suspended, and death ensues from asphyxia.

No amount of oxygen artificially introduced into the

.system will avert the result, if the entire quantity of

hajniato-crystalline of the blood has entered the fatal

partnership. Where a limited quantity only has been
affected, recovery is possible. One fact pointed out
by Strieker is consoling, in view of this fatal affinity.

The absorption of carbi.inic oxide takes place compara-
tively slower than that of oxygen, and therefore it

takes longer to convert the haemato-crystalline into

Carbonic oxide hsemato-crystalline. In this connection

I may mention a fact of great therapeutical inlere.'^t, to

wit: that the addition of a small quantity of any acid

to the blood causes a part of the oxygen to be more
firmly bound in such a mamier that it is no longer po*^-

sible to eliminate from the lilood the entire quantify

of this ga.s. May this not to some extent explain the

efficiency of the mineral acid treatmetit in zymotic and
septic d:sea.se ?

The spectral phenomena presented by blood thus com-
bined with carlionic oxide, difl'er little from blood in

its normal condition, but yet sufficiently so to deter-

mine in forensic cases and others. The blood bands are

in a normal condition changed by any agent capable of

withdrawing the oxygen ; such agents are called reduc-

ing agents. The carbonic oxyde hfemato-crystalline is,

however, not sjiectroscopically affected by the action of

reducing agents, and thus we possess a very efficient

means to determine cases of poisoning with carbonic

oxide gas. Hoppe-Seyler and Preyer have produced
the crystals of tlie carbonic oxide lia^mato-crystalline,

which are even more stable than simple blood-crystals.

Nitric oxide haimafo-crystalline results from the ac-

tion of nitric oxide gas upon blood, or hiemato-crystal-

line previously treated with hydrogen or ammonia.
Under this condition it expels oxygen as well as car-

bonic oxide from their combinations with haemato-

crystalline, and combines with it. The blood thus acted

upon by nitric oxide loses its capacity to be affected

by reducing agents; nitric oxide hajmato-crystalline

crystallizes in rhombic prisms.

Xiiroii.i 0.ride Gas.—H.Tmato-crystalline is undoubt-
edly aff(,'Cted by nitrous gas, but as yet the exact mode
is not known. The efl'ects of this gas upon the blood

does not seem to appear at once, and on this account its

pernicious influence is greatly overlooked. But no in-

telligent observer Avho has ever witnessed the ghastly,

cyanosed appearance of persons who have inhaled this

gas until its anesthetic effect is produced, will deny
that the ensemble of the symptoms—the convulsive ac-

tion of the lungs and heart, the blood.shot eyes ready
to burst from their sockets, the convulsive contraction

of ihe voluntary muscles—that all these together, be-

token a powerful influence upon the blood mass which
endures for hours and days after the inhalation has
ceased. I have seen several cases where nausea and
vomiting and severe headache remained for a length of

time, and I have seen at least one case where the in-

halation of this gas was followed by severe pulmonary
and cardiac disease and death. The profession at large

may yet have to modify its opinion regarding its free-

dom from danger after its application.

Carbuietted, sulphuretted, and phosphuretted hydro-
gen, when acting upon blood for some time and in a

concentrated state, produce a permanent change upon
its hnemato-erystalline, the precise nature of which is

as yet not fully understood. They do not seem to form
any compound with hajmato-crystalline, but they
seem to destroy its capacity for absorbing oxygen. No
treatment is known by means of whicli blood deox-
idized by t'.ie agency of these irrespirable gases can be
again transformed into oxidized blood. Experiments
made by Stokes seem to point out that haemato-crys-
talline is disintegrated by the chemolytic force of these

ga.ses.

Combination xvith Prnssic Acid.—Haemato-crystalline
combines with prussic acid, and forms cyanate of
h8emato-cr3'stalline, which has been produced in crys-

tals of a very stable nature. They can be recrystallized

without losing much, if any, of their prussic acid. The
.spectroscope gives the well-known blood bands, and by
tlie action of deoxidizing agents the spectrum of re-

duced blood is obtained.
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The question in what manner prussic acid destroys

life is still unsettled. The blood-corpnscles, in case of

poisoning with thi^? agent, do not retain any of this

acid, as they do when brought in contact with it

directly. Yet there is no doubt that a most powerful
effect is exerted by prussic acid upon the blood-crystals

;

and if the spectroscope fails to register any very definite

change, it is probably owing to the extreme volatil-

ity of this gas, which in the body is somehow or other

abstracte<l again from the hncMuato-crystalline. The
brief contact, however, is sufiicient to bring about de-

struction of life, by absorbing all the oxygen of the

hfemato-crystalline, and by changing the integrity of

these crystals in a manner, that they are no longer

capable to absorb oxygen from the air.

It is iiistantaneons Death of the Blood-cryi^tals.—
"When blood is acted upon by any acid, alkali, or

alcohol, except prussic acid, the htemato-crystalline is

chemolyzed into albuminous substances, and a colored

matter containing all the iron, but none of the sulphur.

of the original compound. This is htematin. It is

chiefly interesting in being found ready formed in the

system. It possesses the respiratory and life-sustain-

ing power pecuhar to haimato-crystalline, but in an
inferior degree.

Crueline is another interesting derivate from hajma-
tine. Both substances can be crystallized. It also

possesses the breathing power of ihe blood-crystals.

H«;uia!oidine is a crystalline substance, first described

by Virchow. It is a pioduct of retrogressive meta-
morphosis, spontaneously formed within the econom}'
in apoplectic effusions and extravasations.

He assigns the crystals of liEematoidine to the rhombic
system, mostly appearing in columns of a beautiful

yellowish red. He further thinks that " hasmatoidine may
be considered the regular typical ultimate form into

which haimatine is converted in any one part of the

body, where large masses of blood lie extravasated for

any length of time." According to him an apoplectic

effu.-ion of the brain cannot be repaired by any oiher

process than by a large portion of such blood under-
going this form of crystallization, and if we find after-

wards a colored cicatrix at the spot we feel perfectly

sure that the color is dependent upon the presence of

hsematoidine. This proposition thus far is probably
true. We find blood-crystals of the described form in

old extiavasations, differing in some essentials from
hjemato-crystalline, but we have no evidence whatever
to support his view that hoematoidine is changed
hsematine. Neither chemical nor spectroscopic tests

sustains this assertion, and I agree fully with Dr.

Thudicum that the basis of all blood crystallization is

haamato-crystalline, the highest developed crystal

known, with an atomic weight reaching, according to

Hoppe-Seyler and Charles Schmidt, 13.280.

Yirchow further contends, "that when a young
woman menstruates, and the cavity of the Graafian

vesicle from which the ovum h;is been extracted be-

comes filled with coagulated blood, the haematine is

gradually converted into haematoidine, and we after-

wards find in the spot where the ovum had lain the

beautitV.l deep-colored hfematoidine crystals which re-

main as the last memorials of tliis episode. ]n this

manner we can count the number of apoplectic attacks,

or calculate how often a young girl has menstruated.
Every extravasation leaves behind it its little contingent
of hfematoidine crystals, and there, once formed, re-

mains in the interior of the organ in the shape of com-
pact bodies, endowed with the greatest power of resist-

ance."

This view was also entertained by Holm, Staedler,

and others.)

Spectral analysis has swept away this beautiful

theory ;
it has rent the veil that has siirouded this part

of our economy, and shed its full measure of light

upon the chemical and vital processes hitherto but
imperfectly understood.

The peculiar crystals dfscribed by Virchow as

hasmatoidine, and the peculiar pigment found in the
ovaries of woman, as well as of cows and other mam-
nialias, were submitted to a special examination by Dr.

Thudicum, who called the spectroscope to his aid, and
who states, "that during the examination of more
than ],200 diffj rent spec.mens of healthy and morbid
tissues, lie never once met hasmatoidine." He contends
that the pigment described by Virchow, and to be
found in apoplectic extravasations of the ovaries under
the name of hiematoidine, is a subj;tance differing

widely from it in many important particulars. Dr.

Thudicum subjected the corpora lutea of animals to

a scrutinizing chemical and spectroscopical analys's. He
obtained fom them a beautiful orange-colored fluid;

hut he found no extravasated blood in any of the

corpora, even to the smallest extent, or any res'due or

appearance which could have led to the belief that,

there had been at one time effusion into the cavity or
near to the periphery. No crystals of any kind, par-

ticularly no so-called hasmatoidine crystals, were ever
met with. The solution obtained by pounding these

corpora and subjecting them to heat and nitric acid,

failed to give before the spectroscope any of the pecu-
liar and well-known blood-spectra; but insterd, pre-

sented a peculiar absorption band in green, deciiledly

different in many particulars. This peculiar absorp-

tion band is also quite different from that produced by
bihary acids and cerebric acid.

From the solid part of the corpora, by boiling with
alcohol, a deep yellow solution was obtained, which
gave three very peculiar absorption bands in the blue

and violet part of the spectrum. He obtained also

crystals, which solve in chloroform with a yellow, and,

when concentrated, with a fiery orange color ; for ab-

solute ether they give a fine yellow solution ; in sul-

phide of carbon a fiery red color. Nitric acid poured
over the crystals produces a blue color, which im-
mediately passes into a yellow.

Dr. Thudicum then made experiments with the yolk
of the egg, obtaining the same spectral reaction, and
precisely the same chemical results. Viewing these

results, we are forced to confess that this coincidence

is extraordinary, and at once extremely important, be-

cause it shows tlie identity of the coloring pigment in

the ovaries of mammalias and the ovaries of birds.

Dr. Thudicum, in his report to the Pi ivy Council of

1868, says :
" Upon a comparison of all the data and

taking into consideration the chemical reactions above
described, we are justified in assuming that

:

" I. The specti'a of the various extracts from the cor-

pora lutea are identical with those of the extracts from
the hen's egg.

"II. A fortiori, the body producing the spectra in

the corpora is chemically identical with that producing
t'.ie spectra in tlie extiact from the yolk.

" III. This body is a j'^el'ow crystalline substance which
has not been hitherto defined, and to which I attribute

the name " Luteine."

This luteine is a specific physiological product of cer-

tain cell-formations which build up the corpora lutea,

and not hasmatoidine which is an abnormal product of

a retrogressive metamorphosis, derived from blood ex-
travasated. Luteine is deposited'in granules Avithin cells,.

a product of their chemical life ; hjematoidine is de-

posited in crystals in the midst of decomposing blood.

Dr. Thudicum states, that whenever haematoidine is
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found within the corpora luten, it is there in consequence

of local tlist-a^e as a i)atli()lopical, ami not a pliysiolofrical

j)rodiut; anil that in the luuulrfds of ovarii s I'ronifows,

sheep, ami other animals, he only fouml twice effused

blood'in the corpora lutea, ami only once in any other

part of the ovaries than iho arteries and the veins.

Biscliotr also, in his description, says nothing of the

blood-clots referred to hy Virchow.

It is further asserted by Dr. Thudicuni, npon re-

siilts obtained by tlie spectrum test, that huniatoidine

in its" relation l> li<;ht behaves quite differenily from

luteine; that hajmatoidine, when treated with sulphuric

acid, will vield crucntine (compare Mkdical Kkcokd

Dec. 1, 1871, p. 43G), which will present under the

spectroscope all the peculiar absorption bands of this

substance; but luteine behaves entirely diffc-rent.

When acted upon by sulphuric acid, we obtain fust a

blue, and then a preen color, and when a solution of

luteine is submitted to the spectrum test, we obtain an

absorption band so dillerent as to dispel all doubt lliat

we have here quite a distinct and characteristic body

before us.

In ibrmer lectures, as well ns to-day, I have dwelled

upon the indestructibility of hajmato-erystaUme as one

of its most wonderful attributes. Luteine, however,

has no such resisiin-,' force ; it is, on the contrary, e.isily

and permnnently altered by cliemical agents. Nitric

acid tran-forms a'l derivates of h;emato-crystalline with

dithciilty into intense yellow substances. Luteine is

immediately transformed by this >aine acid into a coli r-

less or white product. Nor have the crystals of lutine

any similarity, either in shape, size, or appearance, to

ha-Muatoidine ; their facile solubility in ether, cLkro-

form. or alcohol distinguish them at once from Lsema-

toidine, which is quite insoluble in these agents.

I would not have dwelt with so much minuteness

upon this point, whether the crystals and the pigment

found in the corpora were ha;matoidine or luteine, were

it not that from a correct and chemically true answer

to the question a great practical result would depentl.

If luteine is a distinct physiological formation, secreted

by the cells that make up the corpora lutea (and con-

sequently also the ovaries), it will probably be found

in many of the pathological conditions affecting said

bodies as well as the ovaries. If so, we should be able

to ol)tain luteine fiom ovarian tutnors, and by it be

enabled to veiify the diagnosis of ovarian disease. We
would tins obtain a most valuable accession to our

means to diagnosticate ovarian tumors from other ab-

dominal tumors and ascitis.

I have given this subject my earnest attention, and

made several experiments with a view to obtain lute-

ine from the colorless contents of ovarian cysts. I have

been encouraged in these efforts by Dr. Peaslee, who
has proved to me both a friend and a counsellor. I

believe I have succeeded in these ex|ieriments. I have

been able to obtain a beautilnl orange-colored fluid,

closely resembling luteine, in all instances where the

colorless fluid was known to be ovarian. My proce-

dure was thus: the albuminous matter, so abundant in

ovarian cystic fluid, was precipitated by nitric acid

and submitted in several instances also to the action

of moderate heat. It is the coagulated albuminous

mass that contains the luteine. I acted upon this co-

aguhim with a concentrated solution of caustic pot-

ash, and obtained in most instances a beautiful yellow,

nearly orange-colored fluid. One point was yet neces-

sary to establish, that this beautiful fluid, or pigment
thus obtained, was really luteine. It Avas to be sub-

mitted to the spectrum test, and its revelations ascer-

tained. This test I have as yet not been able to sup-

ply. The absoprtion bands of luteine lay far into the

blue and violet part of the ppectrum, requiring, in thi.s

instance, an instrument of far superior analyzing power,

unforlimately not at my command at the present mo-
ment.

Should, as I do not doubt, the .spectroscopical exami-

nation demonstrate the peculiar luteine spectriun from

ovaiian lluid, then we have obtained also a highly

important auxiliaiy to diagnosticate ovarian dibease.

Dr. Thudicuni meniioned one case in which the tumor
came from a row. The fluid in this instance wa«
yellow, and yielded two absorption bands peculiar to

ovarian luteine. Wo are, however, seldom so fortunate

as to obtain the fluid of surticient coloration to make
the spectral test available without resoriing to the

chemical manipulation aV)Ove described by me.
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product from the action of glaceal acetic acid upon
dried blood. It possesses, however, interest in foren-

sic medicino. Vircliow says: "We may produce the

crystals of ha^niine where the presence olluvniatine was
doubtful." He ranks this reaction amongst the most

certain and relial)le ones with which we are acquainted.

This test he thinks extremely important, because it is

applicable in tiie case of extremely minute quantit cs.

These were Virchow's views some time ago. In the

mean time, the spectroscope entered the arena nnd pre-

sented tests far more delicate and reliable. Hteiuine

gives an absorption band far out into the red part of

the spectrum ; where may be also seen the absorption

bands of chlorophyll in unsurpassed splendor. Thus a

link is established between vegetable and animal hfe

;

the highest developed spectrum of plant Hfe makes its

appearance in astonishing proximity to the spectral

bands derived from the only artificial compound of

blood known to the analytical chemist.

103 W. 49th Street, N. Y.

Kc]Jorts of Societies.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Stated Meeting, May 2, 1S72.

Dr. E. R. Peaslee, President, in tlie Chair.

CEREBRO-SPINAL MENINGITIS.

Dr. Stephen W. Roff Avas elected a Resident Fellow.

Dr. E. H. Janes exhibited a specimen of styptic cot-

ton.

The President stated that the patient from whom
the ovarian tumor was removed by him two weeks
previously was doing well, the incision of sixteen inches

having nicely united.

Dr. Mcke \u Morrts made some remarks on cerebro-

spinal meningitis. The various symptoms noticed in

the present epidemic are ehillines-, acute pain in spine

and limbs, clonic and tonic spasms, opisthotonos, and

sometimes distortion of vision. There is often hyper-
assthesia of skin. Rose-colored spots, not disappear-

ing on pressure, are noticeable in this disease ; these

pass away on the third or fourth day. Herpetic erup-

tions have been noticed. Epidemic meningitis is ncm-

contagious, and the idea of specific contagion will have
to be abandoned. Clinical experience and knowledge
of hygienic laws prove that this disease is caused by
miasmatic poison. Congestion of blood-vessels, with
exudations of fibrin and pus under the meninges of the

brain, are prominent lesions.

Tiie first eases of this disease were reported by gen-

tlemen in this city on the sixth of January ; and the

extraordinary filthiness of the city has caused much
anxiety in medical circles since that date. The first

series of deaths occurred in a family of 8 persons re-

siding in Eleventh avenue, of which G were children

from I to 13 vears of age, under the care of Dr. Sew-
all. Four children died in Eleventh avenue, and one
died after its removal to another house. In the frame
dwelling where the disease originated, the first floor

was divided up as follows: The front i-oom was used

as a tin shop, the rear apartment was the family room,
and between these rooms the father, mother, and some
of the children slept. The potters'-clay sewer pipe

led from the privy vault through the cellar, and was
defective. Foul gases emanated from this conductor,

and were diffused mto a closet where the children

were in the habit of playing. The smell, the parents

sta'ed, was like rotten dead animaks.

Whole number of cases reported to the Health De-
partment to date is 412; deaths, 2Ui. These cases oc-

curred in 3G0 houses. Five cases occurred in children

between 1 and 3 years of age ; 125 between 1 and 5
years; lOG between 5 and 10 j'cars; GG between 10

and 20; 29 between 20 and 30; 17 between 30 and

40 ; and 20 over 40 years of age.

The drainage was faulty in all the dwellings where
cases occurred ; and they were ascribed to faulty drain-

age in the majority of cases. In sections of the city

where tenement-houses predominate, with dense popu-

lations, especially on the eastern side of the town,
there cerebro-spinal meningitis has particularly abound-

ed. These houses have wash-basins without water-

traps and overflow pipes; the cesspools having no con-

nection with the sewers. Cases have broken out as

well in brown-stone houses, in fashionable localities,

with all the Croton water conveniences; in fact, some
of these houses have given the Health Board much
tiouble on account of the imperfect connection with
the sewers, etc.

The speaker made clear drawings on the black-board

of the general waste and water pipes, water-closets,

wash-basins, deficient water-traps, etc., as generally

put in by plumbers in the majority^ of New York
houses. The rain-water leader from the roof generally

empties into the sewer-pipe in the cellar. To prevent

the diffusion of foul gases all over the house, whieh is

a common complaint, the general waste-pipe should be

carried to the tops of houses, and open to the atmos-

phere; in that way the gases could pass off.

A dotted map was shown illustrating the original

water-courses and marshes of the island ; and it was
noted that many cases have broken out in buildings

along the edges of these water-courses. These places,

by capillary attraction, produce disease. This sanitary

fact has been altogether ignored. Basements over

these marshy places are never dry, and their walls are

covered with cryptograms.

In regard to the meteorological condition for the

production of the disease, he stated that this epidemic

broke out in January, with the lowest point of hu-

midity.

Dr. Curdon Buck inquired whether the neighbor-

hood of Canal and Centre streets was productive of the

disease.

Dr. Morris replied that he had alluded to the fre-

quency of the disease in that locality.

Dr. Chas. p. Russell spoke as folloAvs: I beg to

offer a few remaiks, Mr. President, in regard to the

mortality statistics of this disease in New York, and its

classification. Its first death was recorded in 18G1—or,

at least, "spotted fever" was assigned as the cause of

death in a single instance. No similar case was re-

corded up to 1S6G. during which year there were regis-

tered 18 deaths from "cerebro-spinal meningitis." In

1867 there were recorded 32 deaths from the same dis-

ease; in 1863, 34; in 18G9, 42; in 1870, 32; and in

1871, 48. Previous to 1871, the^e deaths had been

included in the zymotic class. We Avere then led to

inquire into the niiture of the deaths so returned, and
found that almost every case was considered by the at-

tending phj'sician as one of simple inflammation, not

due to any zymotic influence, any more than the cere-

bral meningitis which always figures so prominently

in our statistics. Such cases were therefore classified

in 1871 under the head of Affections of the Nervous
System, and the same rule was pursued in the early

part of 1872, until their rapidly increasing nund^er

awaked our attention to the presence of an epidemic.
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Since tlicn they Imve all boon intlii(l«'tl in the category

of zymotic dis-nses, and in coiisoli-iiiting our statistics

at the end of tlie year, it will appear proper to so re-

pard every case llinl has oecuned during tiio year.

Tiiere sceins little doubt thai the epidemic variety is

due (o a specific poison, and is as distinct a disease

from the simple idiopathic inllamniation as epidemic

cholera is from cliolera morbus; but at tiie commence-
ment of an epidernic there is fre(iuently much difficulty

in determining the positive character of an individual

ca«e.

Dr. Ai.oszo Clark remarked that Dr. Morris had
pretty well exhausted the subject, with the exception

of the treatment. Ho had seen cases where the spinal

symptoms were not developed, only the cerebral.

In one case of true spinal meningitis the patient re-

mained for two weeks in a state of opisthotonos, and

fi udly recovered. Severe pains in the limbs remained
for .-on)e time. In other cases the chief pain was in the

liead. the pain in the limbs subsiding. He remembered
one fatal cjise where pneumonia set in ailer the brain-

symptom had subsided.

In none of tlie cases in hospital was there any ec-

ch^'moiic eruption, but a papillary or herpetic variety

was noticed, with a depression in the centre resem-
bling small-pox. The ecchymotic eruption which first

atira«'ted attention, was not seen in these cases.

In regard to the treatment, if there was no coiiges-

t on, he ordered leeches to the spine and a vapor bath

;

but on account of the restlessness of patients, that mode
of tteatment could not be carried out in hospital. Now
the early use of opium is advocated, and is useful. Bro-
mide of potassium is of decided service, but not incon-
rect'on Avith opium. At a temperature of 103", the

application of tne wet pack is of decided benefit in re-

ducing the temperature. Beyond this we had scarcely

advanced.
Dr. Morris' figures gave a mortality of over one-

half One death in four, or possibly one in three, is

what Prof Clark has seen in hospital. He said that at

an early stage it would be advisable to take blood.

In answer to a question of Prof. Post he remarked
that the temperature could be lowered to 101° by the

use of the wet pack.

In reply to Dr. Blumenthal he stated that he had al-

ways found the serous efl'usion under the arachnoid

raembKine. Fibrous or purulent efl'usion had been
noticed more in this disease than in other diseases of

the brain. He has had no case, with the exception of

fatal ones, which had a duration of less thun two
weeks. Stilfness of joints and swellings will remain
after the disease has i^ubsided.

According to Dr. Russell the duration of the disease,

in fatal cases, has never been more than twenty-four
hours. The deaths, in the cases described by Dr.
Morris, took place within twelve hours.

Dr. Buck, in alluding to defective house-drainage,
which allowed foul air to escape into first-class dwell-
ings, thought it prf'per for every member of the
Academy to advocate the plan of extending the waste-
pipe to the house-top. The people should be enlight-

ened in regatd to it, and the plan advised by Dr. Mo-
rea'i Morris even made obligatory.

Dr. Anhersox regarded the subject of diffusion of
foul gases in dwellings as an important one, and one
which had occupied his mind a good deal. He had
thought that if every waste-pipe was open at the top
the gas in escaping would descend and creep into the
hou-e again. If ail the hous s had such pipc-s the city

might not be any better off, as the atmospliere would
be so thoroughly charged with foul gases.

Dr. Ja.ves believed, in case the open jiipes were

carried to the house-lop, that there would be oxygen
enough in the air to dis.«ipate these foul gascH. In
some cases a sewer dtain imder a house where there is

no water-closet will produce suction enough to cause

bad smells. In tenement houses, without water traps,

the waste pipe, which receives all the water from sinks,

is a common .'ource of bad smells. He glanced at the

imperfect manner of laying pavement in this «ity
;

blocks of stone should be laid on a substantial bottom,

and in mortar or cement, so as to preclude percolation.

In Seventh aveime, for instance, where the wooden
pavement has been laid, the cellars are dan)per than

the}' used to be.

Dr. Post a^ked Dr. Morris if the rain-water pipe had
water-traps, and received a negative reply.

Dr. Morris remarked that the subject of drainage,

watei-i)ipes, and water-traps Avould c(msunie an entire

evening. He exhibited models of the "pan," and the

"Hopjier" Avater-closet-:, and showed that the two
traps in the first variety do not prevent odors. The
experience of the Sanitary Inspectors in relation to de-

fective joints in lead water pipes is that, in those houses
built by contract, they arc imperfectly closed with mor-
tar rather than lead, as they should be. Where nine

houses are built together, there are often only four

pil)es, of six inches in diameter, leading to the sewer.

It is a common thing for two houses to have one com-
mon sewer-pipe. Each house should have its own
sewer-pi]ie. The majority of lead pipe, in houses built

by contract, is very thin, an<l will break like a pipe-

stem. A much-used contrivance for relieving the

water-trap in the cellar, when dish-cloths, papers, or

other siib.-tances are thrown into the pipe, he thought
was objectionable, as the cast-iron cap does not fit

tightly enough.
Dr.Willard Parker said that we had aprodigious evil

upoti us, and it seemed to him that medical men should

inquire if it is po.s.^ible to eradicate it. He asked Dr.

Morris if the Board of Health had the power to enforce

the nece-sary regulations.

Dr. Morris replied that it had the power, and
so far as it could be done suits had been instituted.

But he added that there were only fifteen medical in-

spectors, who were overburdened with wfirk and
irregularly piid, consequently could not do everything.

Every medical practitioner has such an intimate rela-

tion with his patients and families under his charge

that these defects could easily be brought to the notice

of the Sanitary Department. He took occasion to

assert that physicians should always be sanitariujis.

Dr. Parker believed that the Board of Health did all

it could in this respect, but something should be done
by the Academy, such as an able report, which might
be made in the course of four or five months. Such a

report would be of great service to the inhabitants of

this city. He mentioned the epidemic of cerebro-spinal

meningitis, which occurred sixty years ago in New
England, in the spring of the year. An epidemic had
prevailed in Carbondale, Pa., and now very bad cases

are occurring in Scranton, in that State. The idea that

it always originated from imperfect sewage he dis-

carded, as it existed in towns where there are no
waste pipes or sewage. He thought the old physi-

cians treated the disease as well as it is now managed.
Dr. Barry suggested that the lowness of water and

low springs might account for the prevalence of the

disease, as it is prevailing in those places vrhere there

was a scarcity of water.

Dr. Harris remarked that this is the first epidemic

which has extensively prevailed in the country. Chil-

dren and even horses have been stricken down when
there were no leroeptible local c::uses. But the local
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conditions should be incjuired into. The case of .1 pa-

tient, lying low witli tlio disease in a fine house situat-

ed on a level with the distributing resiTvoir, was one
in point. The disease is prevailing as far as Worcest-
ter, Mass., and in valle3'S more than hilltops.

He would like to have a system of inquiry instituted

in regard to tlie production of ihe disease in this city.

Dii. IIknuv stated that although the Tomhs was situ-

ated on made ground, were water formerly stood, he

had been credibly informed that not one of the officers

or employes of that institution ever had jail-fever,

which spoke volumes for the attention paid there to

the hxws of hygiene.

Dr. Morris, in answer to a remark of the President,

said that any ilefect in water or drainage [lipes, sewage,

etc., which was detrimental to the public health, would
be attended to if brought to the notice of the Sanitary

Department.
In answer to Dr. Anderson's objection tj the open-

mouthed waste pipe, the President remarked that sul-

phuretted hydrogen was lighter than common air, con-

sequently that difficulty was removed.
The announcement was made that Dr. George ^f.

Beai-d would read. May 16th, a paper on the treatment

of disease by electricity.

The Academy then adjourned.

Cotrcsjjoiiticnce.

A CARD TO THE MEDICAL PROFESSION.
THE DIPLOMA TRAFFIC.

My communication to the Record, under the heading
of "A Fatuous Profession and Infamous Medical Col-

leges," having had the desired effect of arousing the

attention of the medical profession to the fact that

medical colleges may be, and are, corrupters of profes-

sional morality, there would be little occasion for me
to say more about the matter but for the fact, that in

the course of the various and desperate efforts which
have been made to present a plausible excuse for acts

of a corrupting tendency, by a college whoso name I

have not caused to be printed, ad/iesion to the truth lius

not been observed.

First, as respects the report of the Committee of the

Alumni Association, signed by its President—whom we
all greatly respect—it quite misinforms t'le " brethren
in the profession " by stating that the charge of per-

jury made by me against a recent alumnus has no
foundation, except in the fact that said alumnus and
myself " testified to opposing statements in a suit in-

stituted " by rnyself to recover " fees for medical ser-

vices."

The facts are, that this alumnus was a drug-shop
practitioner, and a newspaper and street-car advertiser

of pills, sure to cure "female obstructions," and at the

time, or about the time, of his most active operations
in thi? line, the physician attending his family asked
me to see, in consultation, one of said advertiser's chil-

dren who was then very ill, and subsequently died.

I had then never even heard of the man. I saw his

sign on the door of the drug-shop, and, on inquiry of his

physician, learned the character of the self-styled doe-
tor.

After the death of the child, whom I saw in consul-

tation, said now alumnus sought my advice simdry
times fjr another one of his children. He frequently

manifested a desire that I should treat him as one phy-
sician treats another, and apparently did not abandon
the hope that I would do so, till I sent him my bill.

This was done in the same terms and manner that I

would send a bill to any layman.
Though my charges were the U'^ual ones for consul-

tations, he not only refused to pay, but became very
active in circulating false and scandalous reports about

me, and even went so far as to threaten suit for mal-

practice. As a matter of general professional vindi-

cation against the attacks of this kind of creatures, I

j:ave him an opportunity to ventilate hiuisclf in court,

wiiere the judge, who heard tlie trial of the case before

a jury, declared the history and behavior of this now
alumnus as th^ most infamous h'i had ever known.

That I did not sue this ereaJure for fees, may be seen

from the fact that the judgment, which was for the

original bill, all the costs, interest, and a large allowance

for my counsel's fee, making a sum more than three

times the amount of my bill, still stands recorded

against him, I having instructed my attorney to let it

alone, as I did not sue for the paltry amount of money
involved, but to vindicate professional respectability,

and to publicly expose a most consummate villain.

The perjury I charge, did not consist of "opposing
statements," as the Committee report, for they were
never opposed by me, the falsity and the absurdity of

this now ahimnus' statements being too glaring to re-

quire opposition. For example, an oath that I, as con-

.sulting physician, agreed to cure his child. This is

given as an exatnph; of some of the swearing of this

now alleged reformed frau<l or '• humbug." I am i eady
to produce the evidence before the County Medical

Society, or the New Yoik Academy of Medicine, in

support of the charge, that the college in question has

graduated a perjuier; and if those tribunals decide

against me, I will submit to the declaration that my
charge in this respect is not sustained. I appeal to

those tribunals. As I have never charged the col'ege

in question with graduating an abortionist, the second
reply of the Alumni Coinmittee is of course directed to

a mere inference. It, hoAvever, contains so much spe-

cious pleading, in mitigation of manifest faults of the

college named, that a professional duty compels me to

notice it. It is there stated, and no doubt believed by
the reporter of the Committee, that the Faculty of said

college did not know of the disreputable and criminal

antecedents of the pupil in question, till he came up
for graduation. Upon this statement, the Committee
and the editor of the Record attempted to advance a

plea in defence of the college. Now, as I happen to

know that this statement lacks the essential, truth, the

pleas based upon it must fall. The facts are, that

nearly a year before this pupil first came up for grad-

uation, a note was addressed to the Faculty of this

college and of the Long Island Hospital Medical College,

by a physician of this city, whose name and office

hours were published in the Medical Rerjister, and who
has the respectability and the responsibility attaching

to members of the New York County Medical Society,

and to FelloAvs of the New York Academy of Medicine,

informing tiiose Faculties that it was rumored and be-

lieved that this fellow, now almunus (giving his name),

had matriculated in one of these colleges, and stating

some of the criminal and immoral points in ids histor}'.

That the profession may the bettf^r appreciate the

difference which exists among medical colleges, in the

matter of viewing their obligations to the people and
to the profession, I copy the letter which the Long
Island College promptly sent to the gendeman who
gave them the information above alluded to.

Db.

Long Island College Hospital,
April 22d, 1870.

Dear Sir:—Accept our thanks for your
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kind comniuiiication, whiclj wns duly rcn-ivod. The
|)arty you nifiiiion lia^ not, so fur as we know, made
lis appoarancf lierc. His nanic is not on our books,

and lio ii not attondinp IfCtun-s.

Yours truly,

-^
, Il-gistrar.

The collo;.'0 which recently pave him a diploma,

tliouph rec'eivin«» at the same time, unquestionably,

A duplicate of tlie same communication sent to the

Long Island Coll-pe, deigned no reply, and, as the

sequel shows, paid no attentivn to it. It is clearly not

true that the means by which Faculties of medical

colleges receive information, were not presented to

the secretary, at le;ist of this Facidty, many months he-

fore tliis pupil came up for graduation. I leave the

profession to judge as to the reasons why tlie Long
Island College did promptly respond, and the college in

question d;d not.

As respeeti liie ci^rtificates of character, and the re-

conimendations by letter, which the Facidty lean upon
for support of their act, they must think we are

truly lattioiis, if they suppose the prof ssion will

regard them of the slightest weight. All know how
easy tliese documi-nts are to obtain, and how worthless
they are. There is no villain so notorious, no criminal

.«0 loul, as to be unable to obtain them. Even Rosen-
zweii; and Thomas Lookup could present such certi-

fi.aies.

The very fact that a candidate sliould need such sup-
port ought to be enough to determine any light-mind-
ed Faculty to turn him out of the college. And be-

sides, it is not true, as the Commitfee report, that one
of these certificates of character came from a "chief
accuser." The author of that certificate had, as I have
>ea<on to believe, never preferred cliargcs of criminal or
even immoral nature against the sa d pupil. But I do
know that I placed in the hands of one of the Faculty,

some considerable time before the first cfFort to graduate,

some of the original pill advertisements of their aspir-

ing pupil, and other documentary evidence of his de-
based ciiaracter. The marked disagreement between
the statement of the Committee, that on account of the

accusations of this subsequent cerliiier, the '" candidate
liad been held in abeyance for a year," and that of the
editor of the Record, ihac he did not graduate at the first

effort on account of failure to pass the required ejramina-

iion I have before observed since this subject has come
to the surface.

It is a discrepancy arising, as I have enough reason
to believe, from various sources of information among
persons dodginir the strict line of truth.

One of the Faculty in question insulted me, and dared
professional protest, by stating to me that he was not
then graduated because he failed in the examinations.
Tliat, however, may be regarded a.<5 a personal matter,

but it appears to me my duty to inform the prol'ession

all about the histc-ry of this now notorious affair. They
can then judge fur themselves.

As to the matter of the tiurd point of the report of
the Committee, the profession are referred to my so-

called note of retraction on page 117 of the Record for

Apr:l 15.

The editor has also been led into unfound-d state-

ments. For exam le, on p. 153, Record May 1st, he
states that a practitioner of this city charg d in a

letter to the Faculty. t':i;it thecan(iidate not only adver-
tised abortion pills, but that he had shown that writer
some instruments which were ns 'd when the pil's failed.

It is th-n stated that the Committee could not find the
author of this letter, and a'* the candidate, now alum-
nus, denied the latter pait of tlie stutenient, it was re-

garde<l as worthless. Having myself told the Com-
mittee the street ami number of the re.sidince of the

authi^r whom they are reported as not bi*ing able to

find, this declaration is clearly without foundation.

And as to his declaration's being worthless, even were
he not fouinl, I will leave the jtrofe.ssion to decide, he
being a Fellow of the Academy, ami a member of ihe

County Society, against a confessed fraud and a crimi-

nal advertiser.

It is quite dear to me, that the Committ"e did not care

to find him, any more than the Faculty alluded to cared

for the criminal record of the now alumnus.

I have already .shown how totally witliout foundation

is the statement rej)eated by theeilitor, tliat the Faculty

were not aware of the character of the individual in

question until the very eve of his examination (p. 154).

I will now state fiirlher, that, more than one year be-

fore his grailuation, a member of that Faculty took a

partisan course and made violent partisan remarks in

favor of said candidate, and against those who had,

with the best feelings toward the college, and with the

most commendalde professional motives, communicated
the facts, which Iiave been related, t<) the Faculty. The
plea of ignorance cannot be sustained, nor is there a

particle of evidence, which I believe will be a'lmitte<l

liy the profession, that the " course taken by tlie

Facidty was with the best intentions.'.'

The profess'on are not prepared, as I believe, to ad-

mit that the demand for medical graduates is so ur-

gent that medical colleges are justified in a.'^suming the

functions of criminal reform associations, in order to

supply that demand. The Faculty in question had
more than sufficient reason, nearly two years before

this individual graduated, to induce any light-miiided

college to forbid his attendance. As respects the edi-

torial remark, tiiat the " college in question has for so

long a period enjoj^ed such an envialde reputation," I

have only to sav, that there are large numbers of the

most respectable members of tlie profession in this

city and elsewhere, who well know that this is by no
means the first time that the college has graduated
advertisers of this kind of " moral ohliquify." As an ex-

ample, I refer the f)rofession to II. D. Grindle, who is

well known to have advertised in this style long be-

fore, up to tiie time of, and ever since his graduation.

His diploma fi-om this reformatory institution has not,

worked his reform. The editor is fully sustained in

his doubts if this kind of recognition has ever reclaimed

a constitutional sinner. Under all the aspects of the

subject, I do not believe that the profession will agree

with the editor that tlie college exercised the usual

care, nor that the Faculty were in any way justified in

admitting the candidate to an examination, nor even
allow him to mingle with honorable medic.d studenU;
nor that they had any legal or chartered right to take
the responsibility of creating a morality and respect-

ability for a person whose history and conf. ssions

showed that he had neither. Legally he is now no
better off than he wtis before the receipt of that diploma.

The college, however, is debased by it, and the profes-

sion is scandalized.

I am not willing to believe, after these statements of
the facts, that the professirm will agree wiih the editor

in the declaration, that I have been animated in this

affair by motives of a personal character, nor that the

editor can be sustained in the opinion, that " in a strict-

ly legal .Sense " my credibility is not greater than
that of one who, as he benevolently admits, has been
guilty of the misdemeanor of getting money on fal<e

pretences, of acts of the most shameful quackery, if

not of higher crimes.

While I cannot prevent this Faculty, or any other
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inedioal Faculty, frotn ignoring information 1 may give

them, or from imputing dishonorable and s^ellish mo-
tives to anything I may say or do, or from defaming
me publicly aud privately, and decrying my ciedibiHty,

yet I have an appeal to the profession ; and I take it.

Stephen Kogers.
2'1'J West -lia St.

ON RETENTION OF URINE.
To THE EorroB op the Medicai. Record.

My dear Sir:—My attention was directed through

the lust number of the Record to an article by P. A.

O'Conneli, M.D., '' On the Treatment of Retention of

Urine in Impermeable Stricture of the Urethra" (vide

London Lanccf, March 2, 1872), in which that gentleman
claims originality in the use of an india-rubber tube and
b.ill for the relief of retention—a device which sug-

gested itself to me three years ago (after reading a de-

scription of Mr. Clover's apparatus for removing calcu-

lus fragments from the bladder), and the utility of which
I tested for the first time last summer upon a patient

whom I attended with Dr. E. G. Rawson. He was
nearly eighty years of age, and suffering from extreme
distention of the bladder depending upon stricture and
prostatic enlargement. A delicate catheter was with
difficulty introduced and the bladder partially relieved,

but, owing to tlie atonic condition of the organ, it was
unable to completely .evacuate its contents. Where-
upon I attached my rubber-tube to the catheter, and,

having previously compressed the bulh, allowed it very

sIoK'ly and carefully to expand. In this manner I suc-

ceeded in removing an additional j^int or more of stale

ammoniacal urine, which, in consequence of the feeble

condition of the patient, could not have been expelled

in any other way. I have since had occasion to satisfy

myself that this operation is eminently adapted to cases

where over-distention has existed for some tiine, and
especially in advanced life, or in those affected with en-

larged prostate, in whom a sort of pouch or permanent
reservoir so frequently exists at the "bas-fond." The
advantages derived from thoroughly evacuating tiie

bladder before local treatment is instituted in chronic
cy.stitisare obvious. The only point of originality, there-

fore, to which Dr. O'Conneli can hold any claim is in the
appHcation of the instrument (as the title of his article

indicates) to " impermeable " strictures, by passing a

catheter, peiforated at its extreme end, down to the

stricture raid applying suction.

I would not ask to trespass upon your valuable space,

were it not tj illustrate and make public a more extend-
ed application for this simple contrivance.

Yours very truly,

Alex. W. Steix, M.D.
New York, May 10, 1S72.

THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIA-
TION AND Db. DE MARMON.
To THE EnrroR or the Medicai. Record.

Dear Sir:—I was much surprised in the reported pro-

ceedings of the Amer. Med. Assoc, to find a resolution

(at p. 187j of a Dr. Parsons, of New York, seriously

affecting the i-eputation of Dr. de Marmon, a regularly

accredited representative of the Westchester Co. Med.
Society. At our quaiterly meeting in February, in

consequence of his rejecti(m by the Committee on Ad-
missions of tlie New York Academy of Medicine, the

Dr. appeak'd to the Society to know if there was any-
thing av;ainst him

; there was nothing, as f u" as we

knew. All the Society could do was to offer him a

certificate of perfect good standing, signed by the

President and Secretary. The action of the Commitee
on Admissions of Academy reflects more upon them
than upon him, allowing him, as it does, to be stabbed
in the back without permitting defence, either by hiin-

si'lf or by his friends. The gentlemen who signed his first

application were Drs. James R. Wood, Lewis A. Sayre,

and Austin Flint, Sen. ; his second by Ahmzo Clark,

A. Flint, Sen., and Isaac Taylor, all gentlemen of the
highest position in the profession. With regard to

being stricken from the rolls of the Yonkers Medical
Association, it was the fate of many of us, who did not
think it worth our Avhile to Avaste our time on that
family concern or take any notice of it. A resolution

was passed that any member who did not attend con-
secutively for three months should have his name
stiicken from the rolls. Many of tis concluded to go
out by default, including Drs. de Marmon, Edward G.
Ludlow (the oldest permanent member of our State
}^Ied. Society), myself, Geo. B. Up!) am, one of our
most prominent practitioners, and Dr. Pike, our present
Health Officer. With the exception, therefore, of Dr.
Jenkins, Dr. Pooley, and Dr. Reinfelder, an old member
but only a recent graduate, all the older practitioners

of Yonkers repudiate the Association. The attack
upon Dr. de Marmon after he had left the Society was
as disgraceful as it was unjustifiable on any of the
grounds alleged.

Yours very truly,

Edm'd S. F. Arnold.
ToNKEiis, N. Y., May 2", 1S72.

THE MEDICAL DEPARTMENT OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC, AND

ITS DIPLOMAS.

A LETTER FROM JAPAN.

To the Editor of the Medical Record.

Sir:—I have recently met with an instance show-
ing the laxity of our Pacific medical schools in sending
forth upon the world incompetent physicians with
flaunting diplomas.

I was Summoned by our Consul, Hon. C. 0. Shepard,
at Yokohama, who requested me to examine the papers
of a young English physician, which had been sent
him h-om the English Legation, to ascertain their true

Value, as several physicians had refused to extend to

him the courtesies usual in the medical profession.

On examination, I found a large, well-executed di-

ploma, duly signed and sealed, from the 'Medical De-
partment of the University of the Pacific," with a ma-
triculation ticket, and a certificate, signed by the Dean
of the Faculty, stating that the party had " duly com-
pled with all the regulations of the iristilution." Turn-
ing to these regulations, I found that they were similar

to all other like institutions—requiring attendance on
two full courses of lectures, etc.

On inquiry, I ascertained that, one year before, this

person was a clerk in a drug-store in Yokohama, that
he was absent from Yokohama but a few months, and
returned a full-fledged M.D.I
Two similar instances are within my knowledge

—

one of the parties residing at San Diego and the other
ar, Santa Barbara, California. Is there not a remedy
for this?

Syphilis and its concomitants constilute the princi-

pal part of suflering in Japan. Few cases of deformity,
by rachitis or otherwise, exist. The inhabitants live al-

niost ill the open air, clothe but hghtly, and iheir diet
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is principally fish, Rcnwoocl, vcp^etablcs, nml friiils—

a

pro'julde ciiiise of lliis iiniiniiiity. Vucciiiutioii is be-

coming quite cuninioii aiiioiij.' the Japanese, tlius rcliev-

ini,' them, to a great extent, from llio leiiiljlo scourge
ol siiiall-pox.

Tlie Japanese are establisliinp a number of schools

and hospitals, for the beneOt of their mcdicul stu-

ilenls,—tlioujjh as yet quite primitive,—undtrr ciiarge of
European physieiaiis.

Tiie Osaca School and Hospital is in charge of a Ger-
man physician, who delivers a leciure of two hours on
Mondays, Tuesd i}s, Weilnesdays, and Thuisilays. Tlie

lectures are rendered into Japanese by a native inter-

preter.

Attached to the college is a dissecting-room, dead-
I'.ouse, and all necessary appurtenances, as well as a

hospital, cacii of which are quite creditable, in their

way.
Japanese physicians were not enabled to make dis-

sections until recently. Now the Government permits
them to have the boilies of criminals for tiie dissectmg-
room. Tiie "material" is quite abundant, as they
frequently decapitate for even petty crime-;. Hanging
having recently been adopted, in many cases, renders
the " material " more valuable.

From their mode of life the Japanese can seldom
survive a capital operation—and even succumb Irom
minor ones.

Aborti>)nists are even more abundant in Japan than
in New York, for although "chastity is scarce classed

among the virtues." especially among the lower classes,

an illegitimile offspring is seldom permitted to see

the light.

Tattooing the whole body is not infrequent among
the lower classes in Japan. It is " done in colors,"

and in some instances represents persons, laces,

scenery, and the l;k«, in a very artistic manner—so

much so, that at first siglit one is led to believe that

they are fanias;ically clothed. They surpa-s, perhaps,
any other people in ih s.

The " Inos " or aborigines of the Island of Jesso or

Yesso in many instances have a kmg growth of hair,

extending over a great part of their bodies. In some
instances the growth resembles the hair on a buffalo

robe. They wear long beards and hair. In some in-

stances the beard attains an enormous length. They
are peaceful and virtuous, crime and its attendant
punisimienls being scarce known among them.
Some of these items may be of interest to you, and

so I jot them down.
Respectfully vours,

E. T. Hayes, M.D.
OsACJL, Japan, May, 1672.

THE PHYSICIAN'S BLACK LIST.

To THE EdITOB of THE MEDICAL, RECORD.

Some two years since one B. P. Smith (at the sugges-
tion of myself and two other physicans) assumed the
control of a publication known as the Pfn/.<<icia)i's Pro-
tective List (a list of names of delinquent debtors who
are able, but who refuse to pay their physican). The
duty of the editor of this work (as was well understood
at the time) was simply to keep the names of such
debtors on the list until he was authorized, by the phy-
sician furnishing said names, to remove them. Among
the names furnished by myself was that of a party,
who threatened the editor with a " suit for libel " unless
his name was withdrawn, and an apology rendered.
The editor, Mr. Smith, communicated with me about

the matter, and I in.structed him uiidernorirrnmstuncet

whnterer to remote tlit uante until autliorizfl hi/ me.

In the last issue of the book, and sin. o my instruc-

tions to the contrary given Mr. Smith, I (incl the per-

son's name oiniltcil, and on the last pigi; of the work an
apology made by the editor for having inniMted the

name in several previous editions. />'// thin act, the

editor h.'is utterly ignored the original idea of the work
and reiidi red the book of no value whatever to the pro-
fession, antl I hereby take this occasion to withdraw
all my jirevious endorsements of the said Mr. Smith in

connection with this work.
E. Bradley, M.D.

1 W. 2-lTH Street, New York.

ARMY NEWS.

Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers (f the }fedical Department, United States Army,
from Mai/ 5, 1872, to May 18, 1872. inclusive.

By S. 0., 118, War Dept. A. G. O., May 21, 1872,

the following changes are made:

—

Simpson, J., Surgeon.—Relieved at Fort McHenry,
Md., and assicrned to duty as Attending Surgeon and
Examiner of Recruits at Baltimore, Md.

Simons, Jas., Surgeon.—Assigned to duty as Medical

Director, Dept. of the Gulf.

Page. Cmas., Surgeon.—To repbrt to the Commanding
Geneial, Dept. of the Platte, for assignment to duty, to

take effect June 20th.

The following officers are relieved from duty in the

Depts. wlierein they are now serving, and ordered to

report to the Commanding Generals of the Dept?, to

which they are transferred, for assignment to duty :

—

Hassox, A. B., Surgeon.—From Dept. of the Soutii to

Dept. of the East.

HoRTON, Sam'l. M., Assistant Surgeon ; Whitehead,
Wm. E., Assistant Surgeon ; Buchanan, Wm. F.. Assis-

tant Surgeon.—From Dept. of the East to Dept. of

Texas.

Coces, Elliott, Assistant Susgeon.—From Dept. of

the East to Dept. of Dakota.

Jaquet, G. p.. Assistant Surgeon.—From Dept. of

the Lakes to Dept. of the Platte.

Brown, H. E., Assistant Surgeon.—From Dept. of

the Lakes to Dept. of Dakota.

Jessop, S. S., Assistant Surgeon.—From Dept. of the

Lakes to Dept of the Missouri.

Bartholf, J. H., Assistant Surgeon.—From Dept. of

the South to Dept. of the Lakes.

Wilson, A. D., Assistant Surgeon.—From Dept. of

the Platte to Dept. of the East.

LoRiNG, L. Y., Assistant Surgeon.—From Dept. of

the Missouri to Dept. of the East.

NoTSON. Wm. M., Assistant Surgeon.—From Dept.

of Texas to Dept. of the Lakes.

De Witt, C. Assistant Surgeon.—From Dept. of
California to Dept. of Arizona.

Carvallo, C, Assistant Surgeon.-^From Dept. of

Texas, and to report in person to the Surgeon-General.

Rose, Geo. S., Assistant Surgeon.—From Dept. of

California, and to proceed to Fort Ynrna, Cal., report-

ing thence to the Commanding Officer Dept. of Ari-

zona for assignment to duty.

Gray, C. C, Surgeon.—Granted leave of absence for

four months, with permission to go be} oiid sea.
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Edwards, L. A., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 124, War
Dept., A.G.O., May 29, 1872, granted leave of absence

for 30 days with permission to apply for an extension

of sixty days.

Baily, J. C, Surgeon.—By S. 0. C8, Dept. of Cali-

fornia, May 10, 1872, assigned to duty at Benicia

Barracks, Cal., the order assigning him to duty at

Camp Halleck, Nov., being revoked.

Campbkll, Jno., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 100, Dept. of the

East, May 27, 1872, assigned to duty at Fort Adams,
R. T.

Spencer, Wm. C, Surgeon.—By S. 0. 124, C. S. War
Dept, A. G. 0., assigned to duty as Attending Surgeon

Headquarters Military Division of the Missouri, and Ex-

aminer of Recruits at Chicago, 111.

Bache, D., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 118, War Dept., A.

G. 0. C. S., granted leave of absence for thirty days.

FoRwooD, W. H., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 47,

Dept. of the Lakes, May 29, 1872, granted leave of

absence for 30 days.

WoLVERTON W, D., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 94,

Dept., of Dakota, May 19, 1872, granted leave of ab-

sence for 20 days.

GiBsox, J. R., Assi-tant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 112,

Dept. of the South, May 31, 1872, assigned to duty at

Charleston, S. C, relieving Surgeon Hasten.

Bartholf, J. H., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 121,

War Dept., A. G. 0. May 25, 1872, leave of absence

extended 30 days.

Rose, Geo. S., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 82. Mili-

tary Division of the Pacific, May 15, 1872, to proceed

to Washington City, via Panama and New York, in

charge of applicants for Soldiers' Home and an insane

man, reporting upon arrival to the Adjutant-General.

PowEf.L, R., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 76, C. S.,

Dept of the Gulf, relieved at Jackson, Miss., and to re-

port for duty at Jackson Barracks, La.

King, J. H. T., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 88,

Dept. of the Platte, May 27, 1872, assigned to duty as

Post Surgeon at Fort MePherson, Neb.

Elbray, F. W., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 88, C.

S., Dept. of the Platte, assigned to duty as Post Sur-
geon with troops at Beaver City, Utah.

DiOKSON, J. M., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 79,

Dept. of the Platte, May 15, 1872. to report for duty to

the officer commanding camp on Red Willow.

progress of iHctiical Science.

Chlorate of Potash in Dysentery in the Adult
AND in Inflammatory Diarrhcea of Infancy, etc,

i:tc.—J. B. Amiss, M.D., Shenandoah Iron Works,
Va., writes : " In July, 18G7, I was called in consulta-

ti m to see Mrs. K ,
aet. 31, mother of five children,

whose health previously had been remarkably good. Her
baby, 18 months old, having died a few days ago with

inflammatory diarrhoea, I was requested to see her in

consultation with the attending physician, and found

her very much dispirited—prostrated, her situation

extremely critical, constant nausea, excruciating, or, as

she termed it, "/«//</^," pain on the whole abdominal
surface ; evacuations small, frequent, and bloody; often

superseded by vomiting. On the third day of my
visiting her, a semi-comatose condition supervened,

whereupon I applied a large blister to her abdomen,

and began tlie administration of chlo. pot., according

to the following:

—

R—Chlo. pot., grs. X.

Pulv. op., grs. V.

To be given every three hours. The nausea increas-

ing, the opium was omitted, and the chlo. pot. given

alone in 10-grain doses every three hour.'. Next day

found patient slightly improved. No nausea, no .stu-

por, and to relieve the tenesmus, .sprinkled i grain

sulph. morph. upon the blistered alidomen at the repe-

tition of each dose of potash, which I changed to four

hours. In a few days, the tenesmus relieved entirely,

and the chlo. pot. was continued at longer intervals.

To hasten her recovery, a variety of adjuvants were

employed, but, owing to a peculiarity of our patient,

we were forced to at)andon every medicine or combi-

nation of medicines, as the potash, and the potash

alone, would be tolerated by her stomach. The
medicine was continued for a month, our patient mak-
ing a complete recovery, and, as usual with such intes-

iitial diseases, has enjoyed good health ever since. I

have used chlo. pot. in the treatment of inflanmiatory

diarrhoea—entero-colilis—in fact in all of the dysenteric

diseases of infancy, and regard it the remedy par excel-

lence in such conditions. In typhoid fever, I have for

ten years relied exclusively and implicitly upon chlo.

pot. As an injection, I know of no remedy of such

value in -vaginal leucorrhoea; and to relieve the stran-

gury covered by displacements of the uterus, it sel-

' dom fails when administered in 10 or 15 doses every 4

hours. Although its benefits in suspected fatty degen-

eration of the placenta are less marked and equivocal,

yet in monorrhagia consequent upon delivery, and

"dependent upon subinvolution of the uterus, or want

of contractile power of the organ, its action is prompt

and unmistakable.''

Newly Discovered Organic Matter in Diabetic

Urine.—Professor Gampani (Lo Sperimentale) claims

to have discovered in diabetic urine a distinct organic

matter which is precipitated by the basic acetate of

lead; which has four times the power of glucose to

precipitate copper in Fehling's test; but which has no

influence upon a ray of light w-hen subjected to polari-

metric analysis.

Adulteration of~Aniline Colors with Sugar.—
M. Joly, of the University of Brussels, has ascertained

that red aniline colors, such as fuchsin, rubin, etc., are

l>equently adulterated with great quantities of sugar,

even to the amount of 50 per cent. On treating a

sample of the suspected dyestuff with ab>olute alcohol,

or, still better, with a mixture of alcohol and ether,

the sugar will be undissolved, and the amount of

fraudulent mixture thus shown.

Removal of an Extensine Fatty Tumor.—Dr. H.

F. Biggar, of Cleveland, Ohio {Ohio Med. and Surg.

Reporter), recently removed from the left scapula of a

married woman, aged 58, a fatty tumor 15 inches in

length, and 19 inches in circumference. It weighed

21 pounds.

Psoas Abscess.—A prompt cure of psoas abscess

following a very large dose of iodide of potash is re-

ported by C. du Ha Iway, M.D., Jerseyville, 111., in the

Medical Archivex. The patient, male, German, appar-

ently rebellious to all treatment, was put on the iodide

of potash, a solution, 3 ij. to aqua 3 vj., of which he

was to take a tablespoonful three times daily. Not
understanding the directions the whole one hundred

and twenty grains was taken at one dose, and not

only did it do him no harm, but his appetite, which
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before wns wry poor, was iinriKnliaicly restored, and
in ten days liis iibaccss wna eiilin-ly liriiKd (!>

IIki'i.antixo Teeth.—Out of seven mscs of teeth

iei)laiiiati<in, l>y CJ. Y. N. Reljjer, of Helleville, Can-
ada {Dental Cosmos), four proved perfect successee.

The Fihst iNSKvsrnii.iTY from Ethkr.—John H.
Packard. MIX, Phi'a.lclpliia (.l/r</. 'Jniirs)^ alludes to

tlie fact tliat wluii the vapor of sul[)huric ether is in-

haled there is, as is well known, an early sUif,'e of com-
plete muscular relaxation, in most cav'ses soon succeed-

ed by an excitement, which in turn pives way to the

complete unconsciousness which is so desirable lor pro-

tracted 8ur;,'ical pntcednres. It is not, however, so
generally known that the muscnlir relaxjition is at-

tended with entire anaesthesia. Advanta^'c may be
taken of this I'act to perform many operations which,
although intensely pamful, occupy but a moment of

time—such as tin; opening of wliitloes or other ab-

scesses. Generally the whole affair may be managed
easily as follows: Let the patient lie on a sofa or re-

clining-chair, and take in his own hand a folded hand-
kerchief or towel, with about fjss. of ether poured
over it. He should be instructed to breathe out

stron.Lrly, ami then to a;>ply the inhaler at once firmly

to his face, and to hold it there. He may be told also

to raise u[) his other hand, and his attention repeatedly

directed to keeping it up. As soon as the hand:^ fall,

the surgeon, having everything previously in perfect

readiness, ]iromptly accomplishes his object, and the

patient is at once allowed to " come to."

Combined Action of CnLOROFORM and Morphine.—
M. Gnibert, in a communication to the French Academy
of Sciences, gives the re-^ults of two years of observa-
tion upon the phenomena resulting from the adminis-
tration of these two remedies in combination. Two
well marked stages have been observed, viz:

1. The subject having first undergone a hypodermic
injection of 1 to 2 cenfiijrammes of muiiate of morphia,
the first effect of the inhalation of chloroform by the

usual mode is to produce a state of unaJgesla, with
preservation of iut-liigence, the remaining senses, and
voluntary movement. Tiiis condit on is sufficient to

blunt sensibility, and is all that it is necessary to produce
for ordinary purposes of accouchement and the opera-
tions of minor surgery.

2. When the inhalation of chloroform is prolonged
for a sufficient length of time without interruption,

sleep and muscular relaxation is piodnced, a condition

required in the case of major operations, and termed
by CI. Bernard mixed anffisthaesia.

It is t<3 the state of parturition that this first degree of
in.sensibility is apjjlicable, and in the case of difficult la-

bor it less 'US the distress in a very notable manner,
and may be continued for .several hours without danger
to either mother or child during the operation of tlie

remedies ; and without lessening, in any observable de-
gree, the uterine contractions, or predisposing the moth-
er to post-partum hemorrhage.— Guz. Med. de Paris.

Absorption through the Skin.—Dr. Chrzonszczew-
sky details, in the Wiener Me<l. Wochensrhrifl^ some exper-
iments upon animals immersed in medicated soluliim?,

the anus and urethra liaving first been covered up and,
in the case of thick-haired animals, the skin shaved.
In a two per cent, solution of muriate of morphia, the
animal died in Irora eijrhteen to twenty hours; in one
per cent, of strychnia, in two and a half to four hours;
in one per cent, of nicotine, in one to one and a half

hours; in two per cent, of cyanide of potassium, at 2'

C, in one half to one third of an hour; the rapidity of
death being greater at higher temperatures.

A boy of fifteen years remained six hours in a sil/^

bath (05" C.) of infusion of half a pound of digitalis in

four bu(;kel« of water, the innuence on the heart's ac-

tion being m.mifested in fourteen hours, at which time

the puhse fell from H4 to Cl», gastric and cerebral hiyin[»-

ton.'i oi'cnrreil and lasted two days. In order to test

the nu'ihod of ab.sorption, such experiments as the fol-

lowing were instituted:— Ferro-cyanide of potassium

having Iteen injected into th" veins of a dog, the animal
was p'aeed in a bath containing an iron salt; in three

to live liours the vens and capillaries of the skin were
stained an intense blue, the cellular tissue remaining
colorless.

Strange Course of an Uterink Soinp.—Mr. Law-
son Tait reports in The Lancet two cases in which the

uterine sound enters the peritoneal cavity without pro-

ducing any harm. In one, he is of the o|)inion that a

fistulous opening exists; the other is prohably a ca?e

of unnatural patency of the Fallopian tubes.

Origin of Pus Corpuscles.—Dr. Duval writing in

Mr. Ihown-Sf-quard's Arrl.iv de J'hi/s., coniest", by a

series of experiments, the theories of Waller and Cohn-
heim. In repeating the experiments upon comese he
found that, in inflammation produced by the action of

a point of nitrate of silver, the process did not com-
mence at the periphery and extend tow.u'd the centre,

but the contrary. The corpuscles seen by him were
alwai/s the jiroduct of cell proliferation, the poijit de de-

part being the cornea cells which, instead of remaining
stationary, undergo hypertrophy. The result of exam-
ining, with high powers, inflammatory changes in the

mesentary leads him to affirm that lym[>h sacs are

opened in the very act of withdrawing the membrane
from the abdominal cavity, causing a constant flow of

l3-mph corpuscles which naturally arrange themselves
into long rows occupying the depressions by the sides

of the blood-vessels
; simulating an appearance of hav-

ing escaped from these vessels. He also cites New-
mann to prove that during the state of hybernation,

leucocytes are nearly absetU from the blood, none being
visible after jirolonged scrutiny

;
yet when an inflam-

matory process is once established, plenty of these

bodies are found on the exterior of these vessels, hav-
ing, he thinks, been derived fiom the corpuscles of the

tissues themselves.

Changes in the Spinal Cord Following Division of
Nervi:s.—Mr. Vulpian says, in a paper addr(ssed to the

Academy of Sciences of Paris: "After the amputation
of a limb the dimensions of the moiety of the cord sup-

plying the limb are considerably lessened in all direc-

tions. The posterior coinua and corresponding fasci-

culus sufler most, and are, in fact, the seat of simple

atrophy; but there is no interstitial myelitis nor fatty

degeneration. This may happen at all agi"^, but takes

place more rapidly in the young." By experiments
upon anima's, Mr. Vulpian convinced himself that sim-
ple division of nerves, and not the removal o'a limb, is

the real cause of the medullary atrophy above de-

scribed.— T/iC Lancet.

A Remedy for Sick-Headache.— Grimanlt & Co., of

Paris, make a preparation, called Guarana, fiom the

seeds of a tree native of Brazil and known as PauUnia
sorbilis. This remedy is said by Dr. Wilks, of Guy's
Hospital, London, to 'oe very serviceable in relieving

sick-headache. The active princ pie resembles cafeine

and theine, the seeds themselves being u-ed, some-
times, in Brazil as a substitute for cocoa, being prepared

in a similar manner.
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THE GRADUATION OF IMPROPER
PERSONS.

In another portion of the Record we pubhsh a card

from Dr. Stephen Rogers in reference to his charges

against the Medical Department of the University of

New York. Our readers are aware that his previous

communication upon this point was considered of suf-

ficient importance to attract the attention of the Alum-
ni Association, who appointed committees to investigate

the basis of the charges therein contained. Their re-

port has also been published, and to it Dr. Rogers takes

exception. In justice to one who has chosen to take

upon his own shoulders the responsibility attaching to

the said charges, we now present his appeal to the pro-

fession at large. Evei y one must allow him the right

to his own opinions of the course taken by the Com-
mittee, but whether these opinions are supported by

sound argument remains to be seen.

The ostensible object was to prove that the College

in question had made a great mistake in graduating a

person who, in accordance with the opinion of the ma-
jority of the profession, is unfit to practise physic. In

so far the desired object has been attained. In our re-

marks upon the subject we believe we interpreted the

views of medical men in regard to the action of the

Faculty of that institution, and, after a careful perusal

of the ''card" in question, we are not in the least in-

clined to alter our opinion. Our comments were based

on the evidence presented to us, and on that alone, and

we claim the right to assume that the cliaracter of the

Record for independence has not in any way been

damaged thereby. We are not wedded to any Col-

lege or clique, but take an especial pride in proving, by

our treatment of all questions of an ethical and educa-

tional interest to the profession, that independence

of thought and action is alone the basis of influential

journalism. We permitted the publication of the first

letter of Dr. Rogers because the charges were explicit,

direct, and, as it appeared to us, actuated by a true

spirit of reform. Our sole desire was the truth, and

the inference that we had any other motive is simply

preposterous. But this is by the way.

The various objections made to the report of the

Committee of the Alumni and to our own remarks upon

the subject are either based on a difference of opinion

concerning evidence, or are devoted to side issues only,

in the latter of which the element of " opposing state-

ments " figures in a rather embarrassing light.

To the matter of difference of opinion, the statement

in regard to the question of perjury has a direct refer-

ence. In a strictly legal sense, when the testimony of

both plaintiff and defendant is admitted, the jury

alone can decide as to whose statements are entitled to

credence. If this were not so, presumptions would

take the place of proof, and allegations the place of ar-

gument. It is obviously unfair in a moral point of

view to put the statements of an honorable gentleman

against those of a criminal against the moral law
;

but strict justice allows for every con'ingency, and

leaves no room for any imaginary standard by which

decisions can be rendered. If this were not so, we

must never admit as a fact that a man of previous

good character can ever be under a ftilse impression, or

can ever be in the wrong ; or that one of a previously

bad character can ever do anything which he may be-

lieve to be right. Opposing statements made under

different impressions can not unfrequently be recon-

ciled to a mutual understanding of the truth. The

mere fact of a case being decided against any given

party does not of itself prove a commission of perjury,

either actual or intentional. We must be understood

as referring to the principle involved as regards the

actual testimony of both sides, having no desire to make

any comparison of the characters of the two dispu-

tants. As to the communications sent to the Faculty

concerning the bad character of the student, we have

radically opposing statements from Dr. Rogers and

the Alumni Committee. As the characters of both of

these parties are above suspicion as to veracity, we are

at a loss for an opinion based even on the standai d

oflered by Dr. Rogers. It seems to us that these oppos-

ing statements can be reconciled by accepting the fact

that the note of warning to the Faculty of the Univer-

sity miscarried, and the one to the other College fortu-

nately reached its destination. The profession can

hardly indorse the opinion of Dr. Rogers, that certifi-

cates of character are useless ;
neither are they ready to

believe that any noted aboriionist can obtain recom-

mendations from responsible medical gentlemen.

Neither will it appear convincing to the mass of our

readers, that because any candidate may need such

support he must necessarily be dropped from the

matriculation roll.

In regard to the witness that could not be produced,
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we have some more "opposing statements" which we
are at a loss to explain. It is possibly not so clear to dis-

interested pai ties, however, a* to Dr. Roj,'crs, " that the

Committee did not care to find him (the witness), any

more than tlic Faculty alluded to can-d for the crimi-

nal record of the new alumnus." This is a gratuitous,

uncharitable inlerLnce, which will with the profession

serve not a little to prejudice a decision upon the gene-

ral merits of the case.

There are many other matters in the "card" of Dr.

Rogers upon which we mii^ht in the cause of medical

education remark, but they have been for the most

part noticed already in the previous discussion of the

case in question. Our purpose has been to refer to

principles, not men ; but there are many incidental

matters wliieh come up in such a discussion, especially

as to " opposing statements," wiiich obviously can-

not be settled in the columns of any journal. Tliey in-

volve que>tions of such a purely personal character that

the committees of our medical societies can alone act

understandingly and judiciously in regard to them.

The sympathies of any community are always with

one who is not afraid to attack a power if he believes

it to be in the wrong, and it was for tiie purpose of en-

couraging a manly, outspoken course that we resolved

to give Dr. Rogers a chance to be heard. He has un-

doubtedly accomplished much good in drawing the

attention of the profession to a subject of great impor-

tance to every one interested in the respectabiUty of

our calhng ; and while we congratulate him on his suc-

cess in making a good point, we have equal reason to

congratulate ourselves on behalf of medical education

generally, that with the '• best ofintentions " on liis part

he has not succt?eded in making out a stronger case

against the College in question.

In conclusion, we may add that some of the " oppos-

ing statements " may be very satisfactorily explained

by the Faculty of the University, from whom, no
doubt, the profession would like to hear. If they

choose to speak we shall give them the opportunity

;

otherwise, as all others have been heard, Ave shall close

our columns against any further discussion of the

subject.

^mcricnii iHctiical Association.

DR. JOHN' WIXSLOW'S REPORT OF THE ASSOCIATION
MEETING.

"We present in the present number the completion of

the Report of the Sections of the American Medical

Association. No pains have been spared to make it

accurate, and we cheerfully give it the requisite amount
of space, although in so doing we are compelled to

alter our usual arrangement of matter. We feel ourselves

warranted in saying that this, with the report of the

Association proper, is the fullest one of its kind ever

made of a meeting of medical men in this country, and
we take a special pleasure in giving the sole credit of

its preparation to Dr. John Winslow, a member of

our staflf.

(Iloport conchuloil from \t. IM.)

SECTION OF SURGERY AND ANATOMY.
Du. J. T. I loDGE.v, Mo., Chairman; Dit. W. F, Peck,

Iowa, Secretary.

Second Day, Wednesday, 8th May.

The Section mot to-day in a commodious basement-
room of Horticultural Hall, and was called to order at

three o'clock by the Chairman.

KRACTCRES OF TOE FEMUR.

Dr. p. K. Hov. of Racine, Wis., read a report of

Four Cases of Fracture of the Xecli of the Femur, illu.s-

trated by .specimens. It brought out a general discus-

sion on the treatment of these and other fractures of

the thigh-bone.

Dr. Sayre, of New York, asked whether any one
pre-cnt had seen cases of non-union under the use of

Buck's extension, and was answered by several in the

aflirmative. He thought the treatment by extension

and counter-extension was carried altogether too lar.

Every ounce of force applied beyond that necessary to

bring the fragments into exact adjustment was inju-

rious ; every ounce short of this was insufficient. To
Dr. Swinburne was due the credit of showing that

when the adjustment was perfect, tlie muscles formed
the best splint to hold the bones in position. The text-

books all said that fractured thighs, in adult subjects,

must inevitably be shortened; but even Dr. Hamilton
had noVv recanted, and confessed that union might
sometimes be obtained without shortening.

The best treatment of fracture within the capsule

was that by the triple inclined plane of Dr. Nelson ; the

patient's body resting upon the first plane, both his

thighs upon the second, and both legs upon the third.

This relaxed and quieted the psoas, and made the patient

perfectly comfortable. No bandage, coaptation-splint,

or sand-bag was required. The hole fur the faecal and
urinary discharges must not be too wide—r.otmore than

three or three and one-half inches ; for the weight of

the body must be supported on the tuberosities of the

ischium, which Nature had fitted for that office. Then
there would be no bed-sores. If the apparatus were
strongly made, a pair of stout fellows could take it and
the patient on their shoulders, and carry him out under
the trees without the least disturbance.

Dr. W. II. MussEY, of Cincinnati, had once kept a

fracture of the neck under extension for six weeks
without obtaining union. He then let up the exten-

sion, and put a bandage around the trochanters, and
union speedily followed. Subsequently he had treated

successfully a number of cases by a double inclined

plane made of pillows alone—pillows under the limb,

pillows at the small of the back, a pillow for the foot to

rest on. The only bandage employed was a roller

thrown about the limb and the pillows together, to

keep them in place. As to the credit of first teaching

the treatment of fractures without other splint than

that furnished by the muscles themselves, he believed

Dr. Dudley was entitled to it.

Dr. Sayre.—I am very glad, in that case, to give the

honor to my home—State of Kentucky. An old wo-
man whom I treated in this way reoovtred so perfectly

that her friends insisted that she had never been hurt,

and found no end of fault with me for having kept her

three months away from her work. She died at last,

and I have the specimen. I thought it a splendid
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example of bony union, tind so thought every member
of the N. Y. Piitliolo^-ical Society, where I presented it,

and it was so pubhshed. But Dr. Geo. K. Smith, of Brook-

lyn, who has given so much attention to intra-capsular

fracture, was present, and asked me if I had boik'd the

bone. I did that thing the next morning, and found

the junction ligamentous and capable of wiggling about

to a considerable extent. At the next meeting of tiie

Pathological Society I presented it again, when behold

!

it was as firm as ever. The ligament was so short that

when dry it was just as good as bone.

Dr. Rudolpu (?) of S. C. thought non-union rarely

or never due to the extension employed. If it were
caused by this, the limb should be lengthened, which
was never the case. With adhesive-plaster exteu'^ion,

the skin would be torn off before the muscles would
yield so as to permit lengthening. Non-union was as

frequent under the long sphnt as under the weight and
pulley,—perhaps more so.

Dr. E. M.Moore, of Rochester, said the plan of treat-

ment by extension was as old as Hippocrates, but every

now and then it would die out, to be resuscitated after a

time. He had watched its recent revival with the

greatest interest. It certainly gave better results than

the straight sphnt of Desault; but we had become so

anxious to avoid all shortening that we often put on too

much weight. In a transverse fracture, if the limb

Avas kept at its full length, the fragments, though at first

in contact, would soon become slightly separated by the

absorption of the spicula of bone projecting Irom
their ends ; and non-union would ensue. He agreed

with Dr. Say re that cases of this kind would multiply

under the prevalent treatment. He had once himself

kept a man with broken thigh for five months on his

back with a weight to his leg. At the end of that time

there was no union; and he got him up, rubbed the

ends together and applied short coaptation -splints, and,

in the pressure of other matters, left him for three

weeks with little attention. He got around on chairs,

crutches, etc., and did just as he pleased. No pain or

inflammation was excited, and when told to go to bed
again he exhibited a thigh an inch shorter than its

fellow, and with firm union, which had probably taken
place almost at once, when the muscles were allowed to

press the ends together.

Dr. EuDOLrn thought that, if a patient were kept five

months on his back, there would be time enongh for

union to occur and be broken up again by malnutrition

and absorption. It was doubtless quite as much the

improved general condition consequent upon getting

the man up, as the pressure of the fragments together

by the muscles which caused them at last to unite.

Turning a patient out of doors would often succeed in

producing such a result when everything else had
failed.

Dr. a. C. Post, of New York, replied to Dr. Rudolph
that he had once got a lengthening of one-eighth of an

inch in a boy about four years old, who had broken his

thigh through the shaft and been treated by weight
and pulley. The extension was never sufficient to

cause discomfort; counter extension simply by raising

the foot of the bed. After the patient had walked
about some time the limb was no longer than the other.

He was very sure of his measurements. Examining
and measuring all the compound fractures of the thigh

under treatment in the Washington Hospitals, toward
the close of the war (where he found Buck's extension

giving incomparably the best results), he had discov-

ered one case of slight elongation in an adult. These
two were the only cases he had ever seen. That non-
union might come from persistent extension was illus-

trated by its frequency in fractures of the lower end of

the humerus, where the patient walked about with his

hand in a sling, and the weight of the limb kept the

fragments apart.

bu. Sayrk had seen an instance of the last-mentioned

fracture where union had occurred with lengthening.

Dr. Berryan, of Pa., had, in a case of fractured

thigh in a lad of two years, got one-eighth of an inch

lengthening, by accurate measurement; and this was
persistent a year later.

Dr. Quimby, of Jersey City, asked if the gentlemen

were sure these differences in the length of the limbs

did not exist belbre the fracture. He had a child un-

der observation with one limb one-fourth, or at the

least one-eighth inch shorter than its mate, where he

could get no history of accident.

Dr. McArtiiur, of 111., was skeptical about these

close measurements. He had been one of six experts

called in a case of alleged malpractice, and no two of

the six could agree. The most experienced observer

Avould vary an eighth of an inch in his measurements
of the same Hmb on successive days.

Dr. Gurdon Buck, of New York, gave an extended

history of the treatment of fractures of the thigh in tJje

New York Hospital, since 1827, concluding with a

statement of the results of the method, adopted in 1860,

which bears his name. (This is the plan already referred

to, which became so popular durmg tlie late war, of

extension by adhesive plaster, pulley, and weight, wi'h

or without an elastic strap between the adhesive strips

and the pulley-cord ; counter-extension by raising the

foot of *he bed.) In the first six years of its use the

whole number of cases treated was one hundred and

forty-nine. Sixty of these were under fifteen years of

age, and gave an average shortening, ascertained by
measurement, of something less than one-fourth of an

inch. About one-third of the number showed no short-

ening whatever. In the eighty-nine cases over fifteen

years of age, the average shortening was a fraction less

than half an inch, and eleven of them were not short-

ened at all. The same treatment was continued up to

the closing of the hospital, but the cases since the year

1860 had not been tabulated.

The speaker claimed for this method that it offered

the most efficient means of maintaining uninterrupted

extension without discomfort to the patient. It was
especially adapted to children, of whom he had some-

times at the hospital half a dozen in a row, as happy as

if their thighs were not broken. As to counter-exten-

sion, any thing beyond elevating the foot of the bed

was soon abandoned in the New York Hospital, ex-

cept in rare cases. For these it was effected by bioad

bands of adhesive plaster attached to the trunk and to

the head of the bedstead.

In all his experience with the method he had met
with but one instance of non-union fairly attributable

to over-extension. This was the case of a healthy adult,

in one of the suburbs of New York, under the charge

of a surgeon thoroughly competent and attentive.

After continuous extension for nine or ten weeks the

bone was not united, and the patient was brought to

St. Luke's Hospital. Dr. B. then learned that during

the whole time a weight of more than twenty pounds

had been employed. The case proved obstinate. First,

the adhesions were thoroughly broken up, the ends of

the fragments rubbed together, and the limb replaced

in the extended position with a weight of five or six

pounds attached, just sufficient to steady it. This fjxiled.

Next a drill was introduced through a valvular incision

in the soft parts ; the ends of the bone were perforated

in several places ; and the limb was put up in plaster.

This also failed. At last gimlets were introduced and

allowed to remain for some time, and union, of course
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with slinrtoninp. was t'flecied. The case sujjpested a

riilo wliie'li ho liad f^iiioe followeil, not to niiiiiitnin a

hoiivv wfipht, with the hope of sectiiiiip an unshort-

eiiod hmh, beyond tlic first fortni^^dit. At tlie end of

tliat time, tliouph tlie limh niipht still be short, the

weight should be iiiiide only niodirato.

It innst be borne in mind that in fractures of the

femur we were not (0 expect union wiihuul sliortening

ns an invariable rule. If any 8urf,'eon claimed to obtain

it in every case, lie could onl}' reply tliat it was not his

own experience ; and lie had perhaps bestowed as much
time and pains as any one upon the treatment of this

]>articalar fracture. Tiie amount of siiorteninp might
ij" regarded as in some degree a measure of the violence

of the fracturing force. If it were considerable, that

i'orce must iiave l)ecn sufficient not only to break the

bone, but to displace its ends so much as to leave

the fraguien's at the mercy of the muscles, which
would draw them past each other. In that case a

greater extending power was necessarily required, but
it was not prudent to carry it too far with the expec-
tation of completely overcoming the muscular resist-

ance.

Dr. Savre said that h's preceptor, Dr. David Green,
had taught him tlie u?e of adhesive j)L;ster and rubber
bands for extension in 184G.

Dr. Buck clanned no originality for the idea. His
IIou<e-Surgt'on, Dr. F. D. Lente, had first called his

attention to the plan of employing adhesive plaster, as

dea -ribed in tlie Xew York Journal of that day, where
it was credited to Prof. Crosby. It afforded" him no
Utile sa'isfaction, however, to have done something to

popularize the method, which he had been enabled to

do by his position in a public institution, and by the

hearty co-operation of his colleagues. He felt that it

had been instrumental in preveniing a great amount of
suffering incident to almost every other mode of treat-

ment. Only recently he had been called to a case in the

country where a woman had been enduring torture
for a week, with her limb upon a double inclined plane.

Her deliuht, when the weight and pulley made her per-
fectly comfortable, was something to rejoice in.

Dr. Gregory, of Mo., thought that elongation of the
limb in young subjects, where the fracture was in the
lower t'lird of the femur, might be readily explained by
increased growth of the epiphysis from fluxion to the
pa-t. It was noticeable that in both the cases of length-
ening reported, union had occurred

; and he was doubt-
ful whether non-union was ever justly chargeable to

over-extension. "We were all aware that it might be
due to many other causes, some of them obscure. The
obstinacy of Dr. Buck's case would seem to imply that
there was some other influence at work to prevent
repair than the twenty pounds' extension.

Dr. E. M. Moore said it so happened that the only
case of non-union he had seen was one in which there
was two inches' shortening, and in which the extension
must therefore have been very inadequate. After three
months it finally yielded to Malgaigne's spike. Every
one in amputating the thigli must have noticed that,

after the bone was sawn through, it still hung by the
ligamentous tissue along the linea aspera. In the
majority of ca^es of oblique fracture, this tissue was
probably not broken across; and to make lengthening
possible, it must be either ruptured or stretched. Pos-
sibly a steady strain upon it might do the latter. Some
gentlemen had smiled at the mention of twenty pounds'
extension. He knew a gentleman, vain of his hand-
some legs, who had borne fifty pounds (weighed and
not guessed at), without great discomfort, for three
weeks, at the end of which time the sliortening was
reduced to half an inch. The patient himself called for

''more weight, more weight," a.^ he watched the tape

lengihening day by day.

BUSPESSION-APP.VRATUa.

Dr. J. H. Packaro, of Philadelphia, exhibited a sus-

pension-apparatus for fractures ol the leg. It was sim-

ply a light frame of iron, shaped to receive a fracture-

box, and su>:pende<l at the four corners by two cords,

one fiir eacli end, the centres of these cords being con-

nected by a third one running over a hook wliich was
hung by a rope from a fixed support above. The Doc-
tor remarked that the hook was better than a pulley,

since the slight friction of the cord over it gave the pa-

tient a comfortable feeling of steadiness in the support,

while it did not interfere with his moving the limb at will.

For the fixed point of suspension a staple in the ceiling

was convenient, in the poorer class of houses with low-
ceiled rooms; but a high ceiling would not serve, as it

allowed too much swing. Perfectly free play for the

limb, but within a narrow range, was the thing to be

secured.

The idea was often entertained that, in order to make
use of suspension, we must give up the tried and fa-

miliar splints and dressings, and resort to something
new and complicated. This, however, was quite un-
necessary. For his own part, the speaker was fond of

the fracture-box, and he had contrived the present ap-

paratus to meet the case of a patient who had his leg

in such a box, and yet required free movement in bed.

In connection Avith the fracture-box, he was in that

case employing pasteboard splints and adhesive pla.*-

ter extension. The same mode of suspension would
serve as well, without the fracture box, for pasteboard

splints, or for any form of the "immovable" dressing,

such as starch, plaster, or silicate of potash. For this

puipose it would only be necessary to give the frame
an additional bar or two, and place in it a paper trough.

SPLINT FOR EXCISION OF KNEE.

Dr. Packard also presented a splint for use after ex-

section of the knee-joint, or in cases of compound frac-

tnro of the limb. It consisted of a straight board, .«ome

five inches wide and a little longer than the limb, bev-

eled and curved at one extremity to fit the buttock,

while to its other end an iron hoop was fixed at a slight-

ly obtuse angle, rising high enough to clear the toes, and
serving to protect these from the bed-clothes as well as

for the attachment of bandages. Opposite the wound a

piece of the board, its whole breadth and of the proper
length, was cut out, and either hinged and buttoned to

its place again, or better, made to slide in with tongues
and grooves. The portions ofthe splint above and below
this trap-door were united and held firmly in line by an
iron bar on either side, bent upwards into a hoop so as

to support the bed clothes. With the proper pads and
bandages the splint was complete. The trap-door gave
free access to the wound for dressing, and supported it

at other times.

TWENTY-SEVEN STONES IN THE BLADDER. POLYPI OF THE

PROSTATE.

Dr. W. H. MrssEY, of Cincinnati, read a paper enti-

tled A Case of Vesical CalcvU and Pohjpi of the Pros-
tate, exhibiting the specimens and photographs.
A gentleman, fifty-six j'ears of age, was first seized

with stoppage of urine in 1865. Fond of being his

own surgeon, he resorted to a silver catheter, which he
continued to use, with the occasional advice of a phy-
sician, for four years. In 1869 he had a violent attack

j
of cystitis, and called in a physician, wlio so far reliev-

ed him that for two or three weeks he could pass water

( Avithout the catheter. About this time he began to
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discharge small, white, round calcuH by tlie hundred.

For the next three yeais lie tried every mode of treat-

ment to dissolve the stones, which he could find de-

scribed in the old text-bonks at his command, or in the

medical "light literature" of the day.

Finally he came into the speaker's hands, who oper-

ated upon iiim, by the bilateral method, on the 30th of

March last. Afier making the incision and seizing a

stone, the doctor found some trouble in e.Ktracting it,

and discovered on examination a band stretched across

the prostate, under which he could pass his finger to

the length of the nail. This he ruptm-ed, and the stone

then came away with ease. There had been consider-

able difficulty in first seizing it, however, and its siiape

indicated that it had been firmly impacted in a bed of

calculi. Tliese proved to form a complete pavement
over the posterior part of the fundus of the bladder.

Twenty-seven perfectly formed stones were removed,
besides a considerable amount of debris. The largest

weighed 340 grains, the smallest 4 grains, and the

whole G ounces 2 scruples.

In the course of the examinat'on several prominen-
ces were discovered on the f)rostate, and were removed
by the fingers and the forceps. There were a dozen
or more of these polypi, from the size of a buckshot to

that of a filbert, besides some which were washed away
and lost. Microscopic examination showed them to be
of similar structure with the prostate itself. In all his

father's experience of lithotomy, and his own, which
now embraced nearly as many cases, the Doctor had
never before met with tliis complication.

The patient made an excellent recovery. The wound
was kept open, and suppuration of the mucous mem-
brane of the bladder allowed to go on for some time, to

change its fiulty condition. It was fiequently washed
out with a solution of benzoin, two drachms of the

gum to a pint of water. The catheter was kept in

for a considerable period ; but the patient was now
able to urinate naturally without it.

Dr. Russell, of Ohio, had once, in removing a sfone

by the lateral operation, brought out with the forceps

a spherical fleshy mass, as large as the first joint of the

forefinger, which he supposed to be the prostate gland
itself (!). He thought it mig'.it very possibly have been
seized by tlie forceps, not within the bladder, but in the

cut, wliich was through the prostaie.

Dr. Mussky was sure that the polypi in his case had
not come from the cut. It was doubtless one of these
growths which had first caused the retention of urine.

The band discovered crossing the opening was prob-
abl}^ due to a false passage which the patient had made
with the catheter. Ue confessed that he had once
hurt himself in passing it.

Dr. Moore, of Rochester, thought the band might
possibly have been a morbid growth from the prostate

body, like the tumors removed. The transcendental
anatomists liad shown that this body was liahle, like

the uterus, to the development of fiI)rous tumors.

CANCER CURED BY ELECTROLYSIS.

Dr. Mussey read also a paper on Electrolysis in Can-
cer^ illustrated by photographs and a wax model. He
had been led, by the success of Dr. Xeftel, of New
York, to try the elecirolytic treatment upon several
cases of cancer ; and though he could not claim uni-

j

formly successful results, s ill he had become con-
|

vinced that much could be done with this treatment,
if the cases were judiciously selected, and the agency
employed properly appreciated and carefully applied.

[Scirrhus seemed to yield the most readily, and en-
cephaloid to be the most intractable. As to batteries,

he had found one of Reiuak's, made in Berlin, give

the steadie.st current; but it was inferior in most re-

spects to a Siohrer battery made by Curt W. Meyer,

of New York. Drescher's had proved less steady, and
more troublesome to keep in repair.]

Great patience and perseverance were required in

all these cases, on the part of both operator and patient

;

and most of his patients had given out before he had

effected what he deemed possible for them. One,

however, a woman of infinite pluck and endurance, had

satisfied him that a malignant tumor could be cured

by electrolysis; and others now under treatment con-

firmed this view.

The woman referred to was thirty-six years old, in

good general health. She hud been suffering from a

painful tumor on the back of the hand for about a year

prior to the spring of 1870, when she consulted Dr.

Mussey. The tumor had continued to increase, under

various modes of treatment, and amputation of the

hand had been proposed. On examining the tumor
Dr. Mussey found it 2i inches long by If wide, and

elevated from i to | inch above the surrounding sur-

fice. The whole hand was greatly swollen. The
diagnosis of encephaloid cancer was made, and its

removal at once determined upon.

An incision was made over the centre of the tumor,

in the line of the middle metacarpal bone. The skin

was dissected up, and the extensor tendon of the mid-

dle finger sacrificed, but the other tendons were saved.

On opening the sheath of the tumor it was found high-

ly vascular, and hemorrhage was profuse. A mass of

encephaloid was removed. The middle metacarpal

bone had AvhoUy disappeared, and its adjacent meta-

carpals were involved, so that at lenst half their sub-

stance had to be scraped away. The wound was thor-

oughly cauterized with pure carbolic acid, and packed

with lint. It was dressed afterwards with a carbolic

acid solution, ten grains to the ounce of water.

Soon encephaloid granulations began to spring up
luxuriantly, and the Doctor decided to try electroly-

s's. He at first used three needles attached to the neg-

ative pole of the battery, the positive electrode being

placed in the palm of the hand. The current of six

cups was passed for five minntes, that of eight cups for

two minutes, and that of ten cups for three minutes.

The next day the growth was larger than before, and

he applied a flat lectangular electrode 1
J-
by \ inch,

covered with a single thickness of moist lint, upon the

mass, and passed the current from — cups for fifteen

minutes. This was kept up dai'y for four days, when
the electrode was brightened and used naked, and the

application continued daily for a week longer. Then a

ciicular electrode about f inch in diameter was em-
ployed, being pressed into the mass. Each time the

tumor would shrink a little, but the next day it would
be as large as ever, and alitor a week it had actually

pained in size. The woman was willing to endure any-

thing to save her hand, and the Doctor, in no wise dis-

couraged, now took a smaller electrode, f by iV inch,

and thrust and bored it into the mass as deeply as he

could, and then applied the whole power of sixteen cups

for twenty-five minutes. This produced a great froth-

ing from the evolution of gas, and the tumor began to

shrink more after each operation, so that at the end of a

week it was perceptibly diminished. In a week more
of these daily applications the diminution was so great

that he gave a favorable prognosis. From the first of

May until July the ap[)lications were made every other

day. At the latter date the wound was cicatrized, and

the patient was required to call only twice a week. In

August she was using the hand to sew, and wearing
the thimble upon the middle finger. This fatigued the

arm a good deal, but the fatigue was reheved by elec-
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tricity. Slio ronfiiuitMl to call once or twice a week
until Nov. ISlh, 1870, when the treiitineiit wiisstoppel.

It was now twenty-two months «ince the cicatrizaiion

of the wound, and sixt'-en months since tlie lust appli-

cation of treatment, and the disea-<e showed no sign of
return.

I)i{. Rronsov, ofMas^., wished to know whether the

tumor wa^ examined microscopically, and wa-^ informed
that it had not been. At the time of its removal there

]

was no thought of electrolytic treatment, and it had
\

hccn lost. Dr. MuiJsey, however, hail not the slightest
'

doubt about his diagnosis. Dr. Bronson remarked
that he deemed constitutional treatment of the gre;itest

importance in cancer, and no mention had been made
of it in Dr. Mus.sey's report.

Both of Dr. Mus3'>y'.-< papers were referred to the

Committee on Publication. t

APPAHATl'S FOR FRACTURE OF CLAVICLE.
|

Dr. EnwAun AVarren, of Baltimore, presented a new
splint for fractuie of the clavicle. It was a frame of
wire properly padded, and, though continuous, was de-

scribed in two parts—a "thoracic portion," fitting the
side of the trunk from the crest of the ilium to the :

axillary space, and a " brachial portion," adanted to the 1

inside of the arm as far as the elbow. The vertical

wires of the first portion were bent outwards at the :

axilla to form the second. The cross wires in either

portion were curved in adaptation to the .surface they
embraced. The thoracic portion was fixed by straps

j

about the body, one of which crossed, and pressed upon,
the lower end of the sc.ipula of the affoctod side; the '

Virachial portion was fixed by straps around the arm.
'

Besides those, a strap passed from the front of the ax-
;

iilary bend nearly vertically over the shoulder, across

the back, and under and over tiie sound shoulder, a? in a
" figure-8," to be buckled to a second strap which passed
to meet it from the back of the axillary bend, toward
the top of the sound shoulder. This completed the
apparatus. The frame, while firm enough to resist the

1

ordinary strain upon it, could still be bent by the sur-
|

gson so as to fit different patients, and the axillary

bend could similarly be given such an angle as to main- !

tain the arm in any position desired, from the pendent
|

to the horizontal.

The speaker claimed for this apparatus that it was
simple, readily applied, and not readily disarranged; i

that it kept the fragments perfectly in position, in the I

same line and on the same plane ; and that it was worn
with perfect comfort, and l-ft the patient's forearm free

for writing, feeding himself, etc., during the whole 1

treatment. It was so close-fitting and compact that

under a loose coat its presence would not be noticed.
'

It cost but about six dollars to make, and one would
serve for almost any case. He had tried it in a number
of instances with complete success, and had been able

to demonstrate its cfficac3% by presenting a patient
under treatment, at the last meeting of the Maryland
Sfate Society. Other surgeons had also employed it i

with equal satisfaction.

The apparatus couM be advantageously used also for !

dislocations of the clavicle, and was especially well
adapted to those of its outer end, which there was com-
monly so much difficulty in keeping in place. The
speaker had used it in a dislocation of the sternal end.
It was suited also to fractures of the acromion, of the i

coracoid, of the neck of the scapula, or of the surgical i

neck of the humerus; and it might readily serve for'
the very fracture alluded to this afternoon, in which
non-union was so frequent, that of the humerus just
above the elbow. In humeral fractures it was ne-
cessary to have the forearm supported. For this pur-

pose a sling was exhibited, also made of win-, an<l ca-

pable of bi'ing firmly attached at one end to the bra-

chial portion of the frame above described, by twoloi
pins sliding into socket.s, while the otiier end was huii

i»y the usual strap about the m-ck. The Doctor ha i

u.sed the apparatus with this attachment in a fra<'tui.

of the surgical neck of the humerus with great advan-
tage. It had worked admirably, too, in a ca«e of frac-

ture of the middle third, just below the insertion of the

deltoid and the coraco-brachialis. Here, frotn the tend-

ency of these nm.scles to elevate the upper fragment,

it was necessary to fix the arm horizontally ; and this "*

the apparatus accompli-ihed without faiiguingtiie patient.

Dk. QiiMiiv, of Jersey City, had some years ago, in

a pajuT itefore the N. Y. Academy of Medicini', advo-
cated the treatment of clavicular fracture by adhesive

strap.s. He thought that plan superior to the one just

presented in its greater simplicity and its greater firm-

ness of support. The wire would certainly yield a

little; adhesive plaster, properly a;iplied, would not.

PROFESSOR MOORE's " ELBOW FIGL'RE-8.''

Dr. E. M. Moore, of Rochester, N. Y., was much
pleas 'd with the apparatus exhibited. He had at

first thought it was going to be only another modifi-

cation of the old axillar}' pad and figure-8 bandage
;

but closer inspection had satisfied him that it di.scarded

both these ideas, and, in so doinj, agreed with what he
had long recognized as an essential principle in the

treatment of clavicular fracture. He inclined to think

it would work far better than the Desault or the Fos.

dressing.

.\s tiie result of a good deal of thought and experi-

ment, Dr. M. had, as he believed, discovered wh(;rein

lay tlie radical error of the almost universally adopted
axillary pad and figure-8 bandage. At the same time

he had developed the fundamental principle of treat-

ment, and devised a means of carryini,' it out. This

principle, as lie had said at the meeting of tlie New
York State Society in 1870, was to antagonize those

fibres of the- sterno-cleido-mastoid attached to the

upper border of the inner fragment of the clavicle, by
the fibres of the great pectoral attached to its lower
border. When the bone was broken, as usually, in its

middle third, and the shoulder, in obedience to gravity

and muscular action, fell into the classic position down-
ward, forward and inward, the inner fragment, as

every one knew, would almost invariably ride the

outer. But we might lift the shoulder as high as we
pleased, the inner fragment would still keep uppermost,

owing to the action of the cleido-ma-toid, unless we
were careful to make tense the clavicular portion of the

great pectoral. The axillary pad and thefigurc-8 ban-

dage, each in its own way, prevented this, as would be

seen by a glance at, the mode of insertion of the mu-^cle.

By the twist in its fibres, those taking origin from
the thora.x were inserted high up on the lip of the bi-

cipital groove, while tliose from the clavicle were in-

serted fully an inch and a half lower down. Now the

thick upper edge of the wedge-.-hnped axillary pad
came just opposite the insertion of the clavicular fibres.

When the humerus was used as a lever to throw the o

shoulder outward, on the pad as a fulcrum, the motion
at this point would of course be nil, and the only fibres

of the pectoral put on the stretch would be the thoracic

ones inserted higher up. Ttiese would simply limit tiie

outward motion of the upper end of the humeru*. The
axillary pad. then, even if it could be relied upon to

meet the indication of drawing the acromial fragment
outward, would have no effect to prevent the sternal

one from ovor-ridinfr.

The fipru.e-S bandajje was still worse. As it was
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drawn tightly acro-s the borders of the axilla it would

bend tlieni, and so practically shorten them and pull the

humerus inwards. But ihe anterior border being

formed wholly by the thoracic fibres of the great pec-

toral, these alone woukl be made tense by the bending,

while the clavicular libres, just escaping the pressure of

the bandage, would be absolutely relaxed by the in-

drawing of the bone.

How, then, should all the indications be met—the

three classic ones, to carry the shoulder upwards, out-

wards, and backwards, and the fourth, most important
• of all, to put the clavicular fibres of the pectoral on the

stretch ? The way to do it was so simple that the

wonder was every fool had not thought of it years ago.

Throw the elbow back from the shoulder-joint as a ful-

crum, and the clavicular fibres of the pectoial, inserted

lower and therefore moving through the arc of larger

circle, would, of course, be made tense before the motion

was arrested by tension of the thoracic fibres. This same
movement would tend also to carry the scapula back

upon the chest toward the spine. Eut the scapula, as

it approached the spine, found the ribs more salient

and was pushed backward, taking with it the acromial

fragment of the clavicle and thus drawing it obliquely

backwards and outwards in the direction of its length.

The only remaining indication, to raise the shoulder, was
also thus partially fulfilled, for the scapula, as it was
pushed back, tended also to rise

;
but this might be sup-

plemented by a lift from the elboAv.

It was easy enough to put things in place, but the

rub came when you tried to keep tln'm there. The su-

pine posture would do it, as long known, but that was
simply impracticable. The retentive apparatus should

be something obtainable anywhere and capable of the

readiest application. After many trials the speaker had
finally arrived, as he thought, at the extreme of sim-

plicity. All he wanted was a cravat eight inches wide
and two yards and a half long, Haifa broad sheet, folded

cravat-wise, served the purpose very well. Laying this

by its centre across liis palm, letting the ends hang to

the floor, he with this hand seized the patient's elbow
on the affected side, and carried the end of the cravat

foiling next the patient's body up in fiont of the shoul-

der of the same side, across the back, and under the

sound axilla. The other end was thrown inwards over
the patient's forearm, carried thence across the back,

and over the sound shoulder, to meet and be tied to

the first end. The two extremities of the bandage
thus formed one-half of a figure-8 around the sound
shoulder, while its middle portion formed the other
half of the figure around the forearm and elbow.
Hence he had styled this the elbow Jhjure-S." The bor-

ders of the affected axilla were not pressed upon, and
that side was made perfectly comfortable ; but the pa-

tient would sometimes complain of galling on the sound
side. To complete the dressing, the three or four

inches in width of the cravat left loosely embracing the

back of the elbow should be smoothly pinned over;
and the hand should be .slung up by a strip of bandage
pinned to the inner edge of the cravat on the afi'ected

shoulder, where it overlies the sternal fragment.

y
Dr. "Warren's paper was referred to the Committee

on Publication, and the Section adjourned.

Third day, Thursda;/, 9th May.

The Section was called to order by the Chairman, at

three o'clock.

RESECTION OF HIP-JOINT.

Dr. "W. F. Peck, of Iowa, read the history of a ca.se

of Removal of the Upper Portion of the Left Femur for

Disease of the Hip-Joinl in a boy six years old. It

was illustrated by specimens and drawings. [Our

i'urther notes of this case are unfortunately lost.—J. W.]

The paper was referred to the Connnittee on Publica-

tion.

THE SOFT PALATE.

Du. Harrison Allen, of Philadelphia, read a paper,

illustrated by drawings, on The Soft Palate in Health

and Disease.

Atler some remarks upon the importance of the sub-

ject and the insullicient attention it had received, he

stated that he should discuss it under the following

heads : 1. The soft palate as seen from the oro-pliarynx.

2. The soft palate from the naso-pharynx. 3. The rela-

tion existing between the mechanism of the soft palate

and its blood-vessels. 4. The nomenclature of parts as-

sociated with the soft palate.

He announced the modern views of the mechanism

of the soft palate, and next considered the relations of

the palato-glossal fold to the tonsil, stating that in ton-

sillitis it was widened and appeared as if spread out

over the gland. Immediately to its outer side a whit-

ish tract continuous Avith the pale nuicous membrane
of the floor of the mouth was discernible. The distribu-

tion of the blood-vessels in this groove indicated, it was
thought, nutritive connections with the tongue and floor

of the mouth. The condition of the palato-glossal fold

should always be studied in tonsillitis, more particu-

larly in periadenitic changes. This consequence of in-

flammation of gland tissue had not received, in the

case of the tonsil, the attention it deserved. The
speaker invited notice to the mucous membrane cover-

ing the anterior edge of the coronoid process, as it ap-

pears when the lower jaw is depressed. This tract he

denominated for convenience in description the ^)?-ce-

coronoid space. Its nutritive relations were with the

soft palate rather than with the lowerjaw or the cheek.

Inflammation of the cheek tissues was not apt to extend

upon it, while inflammatory action about the lower

wisdom tooth (as dentists assured us) was readily

transmitted to it, thence to involve the soft palate.

Conversely, ulcerations of the soft palate might tend to

involve the parts about the wisdom tooth of the lower

jaw. Attention was next directed to the importance

of the palato-pharyngeal fold. This fold determined

the site of pharyngeal irritation. Immediately to the

median side of each fold a corrugation of the pharyngeal

mucous membrane was met with in pharyngitis, more

particularly in syphilitic angina. The study of these

folds was important, since they were frequently the

seat of ulceration.

The naso-pharynx was a cavity of less interest than

the oro-pharynx. Direct lesion of the parts was sel-

dom seen in connection with troubles of the soft palate.

Ulcei'ation was rarely found excepting that of syphili-

tic origin which was common. Gunnny tumors were

also rare.

The vessels as they appear upon the soft palate were

next described, and the proposition stated that the po-

sition of some of these vessels being ascertained, the

points of traction during the elevation of the soft palate

could be determined. It was also demonstrated by

cases that ulcerations of the solt palate have their shape

and position assigned by the arrangement of the blood-

vessels.

The Doctor ventured to make some suggestions upon

the terminology of the parts associated with the soft

palate. He would discard entirely the term " arch " as

applied to its inferior tractors, and would use "fold,"

saying palato-;/lossaI and 2}<^dato-pharijngealfold of either

side. The transverse space between the palato-glossal
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foUls was the oro-phni-yngHil orifice (Liisclika) ; that be-
twren the pa'ato-pharynpeal folds the nasuphtirynffml

orifii-f (Il>iil.). The fitnce hctwct'ii ihosf orifict's fol-

lowing the curve of the phnryn;roal wall was the Um-
»iVar gpace. The space between the two tonsils wa-<

the inter-toiisil'iir sptut. The term '' fauces" was re-

jected as bein^' too vapuo.

The paper was referred to the Committee on Publi-

cation.

MODIFICATION OF STARCn-BANDAGE.

Dr. CirARi.ES X. IIkwitt, of Redwinp. Muin., read a
paper entilled Pn'iin'/tle.i iuvolced in tlie T'mtment of
lyarlure^ hy the St'irch-liniKhnje^ with a Mudifiration of
the Dressing.

The array of "principles" was a lonp one. Among
the practical points were these: In any dressing, the
inflfxibjc splint slioidd bt ])laccd upon the extensor,
rather t'lan the fhxor surfai-o of a limb, so as to be
nearer the bone and to avoid pressure in the great
vessels ami nerves. A dressing, to be generally appli-

cable, must be made of materials that can bo found
everywhere and can be manipulated with little skill.

It must be sucli that it can be applied once ibr a'l by
the surgeon; therefore it nmst accommodate itself to
the varying size oftMe limb, with such aid only as may
be rendered by unskilled attendants. It must not con-
fine the patient to his bed or to the house.
The dangers shared by the ordinary starch bandage

wiih the other forms of '' the movable " dressing were
j

memioned, and the speaker then described his own I

modification. It consisted in starching only the over- !

lapping ends of ilie many-tailed bandage employed, the
i

central portion, applied to the flexor surface of the
|

limb being left free from stiffening. The unstarched
j

part of the muslin would stretch if the l:mb swelled;
and when the swelling went down, and tlie bandage
became loose, a roller thrown around would mould it

again to the limb, the unstiffened part falling into
wrinkles or foMs.

In illustration of his method, the Doctor related four
cases which had prospered under it—one of fracture of
both leg-bones ; one ofsevere contusion and fracturejust
above the ankle-joint; one of simple fracture of the
thigh, where the patient was on crutches the eighth
day ; and one of compound fracture close above the
knee.

Dr. Garrish. of New York, had his own method of
using starch. Nothing else could equal it, especially
for children.

A PAPER DRESSING.

Dr. Keller, of Ky., recited a remai kable case which
had come under his care a year ago. A bov eight
years old fell seventy feet, but the faTl was broken by
the railing of a staircase, so that he was not killed out-
right. Tlie Doctor saw him almost immediately, and
found the ri<rht radius and ulna with a multiple fracture
extending from within an inch of the wrist to within
the same distance of the elbow; the riplit humerus
broken near the elbow and again near the shoulder

;

the right femur broken in its lower third ; the right
tibia and fibula badly comminuted, the fracture of the
former involving the ankle-joint; four or five ribs
broken; and (we believe) some other breaks, besides
the bruises.

Of course the first business was to resuscitate the
child and quiet liis pain. He was placed in the most
comfortable position, and kept under anfestheties and
opiates. The limbs were left exposed to tlie air, and
cold-water applications alone were employed for sixty-
five or seventy hours. Then a fixed starcli dressing

was applied, made not of muslin but of paper. First

the liml)s were enveloped in cotton wadding, over
which w;u^ drawn, for the lower extremity, the leg ot

a |iair of knit drawer."?, and for the upper the uleeve ot

an undersliirt. Tiien slips of Manilla |)aper were cut

from half an inch to an inch wide, and long enough t"

encircle the limb and overlap at the ends. Tiiese were
covered with starch on both sides, and applied in the

usual manner over the wadding and knit stuff. Four
or five courses were laid on, lieginning each lime at

the fingers and toes. To keep tlic radius and tilna

apart, the forearm was held scmi-pione and the papir

pres.sed in between the bones, so that when dry it

formed a perfectly moulded splint for the purpose. The
lower limbs, after dressing, were placed on a triple in-

clined plane.

About the end of the fourth week the dressing was
removed, and the boy pre-ented to his pannis as sound
as before he was hurt, with perfect motion of both the

injured limb.s. Thomrh union seemed everywiiere

complete, yet the starched paper was reapplied as a

matter of safety. At the expiration of seven weeks it

was taken off for good. The broken lower extremity

was then found, on repeated trials, to measure one-

fourth inch longer than its fellow. The Doctor had at-

tributed this not to actual elongation of tiie injured

limb, but to wasting of the sound one, from its long

disuse ;
for, owing to the rib-fractures on the left side,

and the pain caused by any movement of that limb, it

had pot less exercise than the one done up in starch.

The .speaker had referred to this case to att< st his

confidence in the immovable starch apparatus, and also

to show the superiority of that form of it here employ-
ed. He thought ])aper purpa.ssed muslin as much as

the common starch bandage did every other kind of

splint. Nothing else, he believed, would have secured

perfect motion in that ankle-joint.

Dr. A. C. Post, of New York, had had considerable

experience with the starch bandage, and thought sur-

ireons were too apt to lo-^e sight ot the dangers attend-

ing its application very soon after the injury. In the

New York Hospital he had seen two broken legs mor-
tify from this cause, necessitating amputation. In one
case under his own charge the circulation was so much
obstructed that he liad to relieve it by slitting down the

bandage. Effects like these had led him to suspend the

application of the immovable dressing until the trauma-

tic inflammation had subsided, and to use, for the first

week or two, carved splints or the fracture-box.

Dr. Quimbt, of Jersey City, had seen it necessary to

remove the bandage to prevent gangrene. Buck's ex-

tension was safiT for the general profession, but this,

like other niceiies. should be left to experts.

Dr. Keller said that with the paper dressing it was
easier than with the cloth to make fit tie trap-door.s,

whether for ventilation or to see what was going on

inside. He would not apply any immovable apparatus

until inflammation had subsided.

Dr. Kinloch. of South Carolina, thouglit th-^ chief ad-

vantage of the immovable dressing was that it could be

applied so speedily as to free the patient at once from

restraint. Only one agent, by its rapid hardening,

met the indie it'ons perlectly, and that was plaster-of-

Paris ; when we had this at hand, it was foolish to wait
thirty-six hours or longer for starch to dry. The dress-

ing was applicable even to limbs considerably shorten-

ed, since they could be brought to their length under
chloroform, an<i held so until the plaster set. The
Doctor then explained in detail the mode of applica-

tion, which has already been laid fully before our
readers. (S^e Record, vo'. vi., p. 313. September 15,

1871).
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Dr. Newman, of New York, -was strongly impressed
with the iiiipoitiinco of the last spt^aker's remaiks. He
thought the dros-iiig was sometimes unjusily blamed
for gangrene ineideiital to tlie injury.

Du. QufMBY reiterated his cautions against a dre'^s-

iiig that would shut the limb from sight. He had seen

bad results Irom the plaster splint in two instances

where it had been well ajiplied by men ol' skill.

Dr. Hewitt's paper was referred to the Committee
on PubUcation.

Gt;01!GE THOMAS—A CURIOUS CASK.

Dr. S. B. ^Ierkel, of Pliiladelphia, introduced to the

section George Thomas, a colorel man who could play

such queer tricks with his heart and his bflly that

Profs. Puncoast and Griiss had found this case worthy
of examination, and the latter liad hinted that he was
probably in league with the Devil. He was born in

Brazil and raised in London ; had spent some time in

Germany and at Paris, where, as at London, he had
attracted scientific attention; and he had now taken
up his abode at Frederick City, Md. He claimed tliat

he could stop his heart, "throw" it into difierent parts

of the abdomen, and " roll" the latter about the navel.

The last peculiarity liad been discovered by liis mother
when he was six months old. He got his living by
exhibiting himself, and seemed anxious for a while
about his pay ; but, satisfied at length that the hat

would not be empty, he lifted the curtain and opened
the show.

First he made the abdominal wall undulate by a pe-
ristaltoid movement of the recti from above downward,
there being about one and a half, or possibly two and
a half, waves visible at once. The motion became very
rapid, and was kejit up for a minute or more. CHe
said he could do it all day.) Then he reversed the

action, sendin2f the undulations from below upward

;

and thus he alternated several times. Next he " threw
his heart " into the belly, and a swelling like a phantom
tumor appeared above the crest of the right or the leit

ilium at will. Finally he ''siop[)ed his heart," until

several obs.-r^-e;s said they could neither hear nor feel

it.

Voted that a committee be appointed to retire and
examine the case, ami leport to the Section before its

adjournment. The Chair appointed Drs. E. M. Moore,
Moses, Allen, Quimby, and McDowell.

DR. UOY'S PAPER TONSILLOTOMES.

The paper on Foiw Cases of Fradures of the Fe-
mur, presented yesterday by Dr. P. R. Hoy, of Wiscon-
sin, having been revised by the author, wais now re-

read by the Secretary for action by the Section. A
vote of thanks was passed.

Dr. Hoy presented a tonsillotome of his own inven-
tion, which he had used for many years. It was a

pair of strong scissors having both blades curved edge-
wise, like curved bistouries or the concave blade of a

costotome.

Dr. McClellan, of Tennessee, showed Dr. S. D.
Gross's ^craseur lor tlie tonsil.

COMPOUND DISLOCATION OF ANKLE-JOINT.

Dr. Brosson, of Ma>s., related a recent casein his

practice, of compound dislocation of the tibia from tlie

astragalu-, together with compound comminuted frac-

ture of the fibula, in a lad Iburteeu years old, thrown from
his horse. The wouml was washed out, a number of
detaclied fragments of the fibula were removed, the dis

location was reduced, and adhesive >traps and cold

water dressincrs were applied. The patient, was suffer

ing severely from shock, and it was several liours be-

fore reaction could be established. The case progress-
ed well, and the boy recovered with perllect motion
of the joint. He was fed well from tiie date of the ac-
cident to the end of treatment, and was stiiimlated for
a numbers of days. The Doctor believed that to this,

more than to anything else, the favorable result was
due. He had known several such ea,ses die in the Ma,s-
sachusetts General Hospital within the last four or five

years; and he believed it conceded that they had erred
in not sustaining the patients sufficiently during the
first fortnight.

NiEVUS—GUNSnOT WOUNDS.

Dr. Garrish, of New York related a case of nacvus
maternus over the anterior fontanelle. It was note-
worthy only from its situation, and was cured by vacci-
nation at the fourth montli, when it had grown from
the size of a pea at first, to that of a walnut.

Dr. Waterman, of Indiana, reported two cases of
shell or sohd shot wound of the thigh. Both were
flesh wounds, and in no wise remarkable.

cancer—the power of arsenic.

Dr. Walker, of 111., related a case of mammary can-
cer. An American lady, forty-one years old, first no-
ticed on the 12th of May, 1871, a small hard nodule in

the left breast. It was then attended with no pain or
inconvenience. A month later she consulted a cancer-
doctor, Avho appl ed some caustic and had charge of the
case until the 1st of December. At that time the pa-
tient came into Dr. Walker's hands, and he found that
a slough had been produced as large as tlie fist. Sur-
lounding this was a fungous growth which the cancer-
doctor had assured the patient consisted of healthv
granulations, but wliich was in reality cancerous.
The speaker amputated the entire breast, after which

progress was favorable and healing rapid, until the
space uncicatrized was no larger than a dime, and even
this might perhaps have healed but for the irritation

of the clothing. Nine weeks after the operation there
appeared two prominences near the left border of the
sternum. They were removed at once, and the wound
healed kindly. Three weeks later a large tumor was
developed in the lower border of the cicatrix of the
first wound, and this was removed. In all, five opera-
tions had been made ; and it Avas noticeable that the
new tumors were developed each time, after an inter-

val a week or ten days shorter than their predeces-
sors had been. The woman had gained thirty-five

pounds, and showed no sign whatever of cachexia, and
no derangement of any of the glands. Tlie Doctor
wished to know whether this rapid recurrence was
common where there was no cachexia.

Dr. Washington L. Atlee, of Philadelphia.—I have
had some experience in the removal of cancerous
breasts, and have been in general quite successful. It

strikes me that, in the case related, as there is no ca-
chexia, and the patient is doing well, the cancer ought
to be got out of the system. There has been no men-
tion made of the general treatment.

Dr. Walker.—The general treatment has been a
tonic one of iron and quinine, and she has taken two
bottles of cundurango (Laughter).

Dr. Atlee.—I think the general treatment a point of
very great importance, and without it I have very little

confidence in the surgical treatment of these cases.

The best ctinduranfjo we can use in the general treat-

ment of any form of cancer is arsenic. My experience
with arsenic is unusually large, and each year has in-

creased my confidence in it. I have now patients in

the city—i.nd if it had occurred to me, I could have
b oujht you four or five—whose breasts have been
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amputated from five to twenty-five year.^, mid who
are examples of the protoctive power of arsenic, and ol

its extinuMUshmeiit of the caneer-eell.

Twenty-five years ago a lady presented herself to me
with a lar^'e breast of soft cancer, whicli we denomi-
nated funj^'us liscmatodes, because the f,'reat mnsliroom
mass, almost black, looked ready to burst and let the

patient bleed to deatli. I iiad no idea that she could

be saved; Imt I put her immediately upon small do-es

of Fowler's solution—the maximum being three drops

three times a day—and when her system was thor-

oughly saturated with it I extirpated the breast. It

healed up readily; and, according to my observation,

the wound fur extirpation of cancer commonly heals

more quickly than a like •woun<l under other circum-

stances. I kept her under the influence of arsenic for

one year after the eieatrization ; and to this day she is

a living example of perfect freedom from cancer.

Perhaps six or seven years ago, a teacher at the

House of Refuge had an enormous brea-t, with an ulcer

the size of my open hand. The case had been submit-

ted to the bjst surgeons of the city, and pronounced
incurable. Professors Gross, Pancoast, and Agnew all

declined to amputate. I put her upon arsenic, and im-

mediately removed the breast; and up to a very late

period there had been no return of the disease. For
the last tew motUhs I have not heard from her. She
continued to use the arsenic fur three months after the

amputation.
Five years ago I removed a scirrhous cancer from a

breast, whieh healed kindly under the constitutional

treatment by arsenic. The woman remained free from
disease about one year. Then it returned under the

arm, and was cut out, and the arsenic treatment con-

tinued. There have been three returns since, the last

operation being about three months ago ; but instead

of becoming more frequent, these recurrences are tak-

ing place at longer and longer intervals. The consti-

tutional condition of the patient is improving; her

cachexia disappearing ; and I think the cauccr-ccU will

be entirely extinguished.

If the gentleman will try the arsenic treatment in

the case he has reported, I believe he Avill find, in the

course of time, that he will extinguish the cancer-cell.

I said my maximum dose is three drops of Fowler's

solution. If this produces any irritation of the stomach,

or any of the specific effects of arsenic, I reduce the

quantity to the point of toleration, and there maintain

its action unceasingly.

Some of the gentlemen present may recall a case,

which I reported a number of years ago, of epithehal

cancer of the lip. where seven operations were per-

formed, the whole face mutilated, and a new mouth
constructed. The experiment distinctly proved the in-

fluence of arsenic. Dr. Pancoast saw the case in con-

sultation wiih me, on the occasion of the first operation,

and said it was of no use to operate ; there wa> already

enlargement of the sublingual gland and of the parotid.

But I removed the growth ; and under the action of
arsenic the man was protected for about six months
from a recurrence. Then the disease returned and was
extirpated; and so for several times afterward. Now,
just in proportion as his system was charged with the

arsenic, just in that proportion did the return of the

disease diminish in frequency. At length, it was de-

layed for eighteen monihs. The patient had taken the

arsenic for one j'ear after his last operation, and six

months after he stopped it the disease reappeared. It

was then reniuved, and once again. The man is still

living, I believe, s;ill taking arsenic, and determined
never again to leave it off; for while he clings to it he
i ; safe from cancer.

Du. PitoNSos, of Miissachuseits, a^ked whether, when
the tumor returned in the cicatrix. Dr. Atke would re-

move it at once, or try to check its growth by tin-

arsenic?

Dr. Ati.ek would certainly not wait, but would cut
it out before it gor bigger than a pea.

Dr. Bkonsox.— f was called two weeks ago to see a

case where cancer had reappeared in the cicatrix after

the whole breast had been removed. There are three

distinct deposits the size of pigeons' eggs, and so deeply
seated bt-tween the ribs that I believe removal is im-
[)o<sible. Tiie ribs themselves are involved, and pro-
balily the pleura. The woman is simply taking ano-
dynes and preparing to die. Now would arsenic be of
any benefit in .'^uch a ca^e?

Dr. Atlek.—In answer to that question, I would state

that the woman would probalily be benefited, not
cured. I do not think arsenic will cure cancer, but I

do believe it Avill protect the patient from ihe cachexia,

and prolong life, and add to its comfort. Another
point. I think that so soon as you place the patient

under the habitual use of anodynes, you lose in some
measure t!ie benefit of the arsenic. In all chronic dis-

eases I think we are apt to make the mistake of a too

free use of anodynes, and that ihey interfere with the

trenlment.

Dr. Mvkrs, of Fort Wayne, a.sked if cancer was ever
especially prevalent in certain districts. It had seeme<l

to him to be so in his own.
Dr. Hortox, of Indiana, asked Dr. Atlee how he had

reached the conchision that arsenic would destroy the

cancer-cell. Was it by the microscope or by clinical

experience?
Dr. Atlee.—I have no theory on this matter. If I

treat a case of cancer with ar.-enic, and see no return

for twenty-five years; and if I find that without this

treatment the disease will invariablv return, I have a

right to conclude that that cancer-cell, which pervaded
the system, has been extinguislied by the use of arsenic.

How it is done I don't pretend to know.
Dr. John L. Atlee, of Lancaster, Pa.—I don't wi-h

to start a family quarrel with my brother; but I con-
fess that the first case he related, of twenty-five years

ago, is one in which I think he may have made an error

of diagnosis. Some six or seven years ago a woman
was brought to me with a disease of the right breast,

which I am bound to believe wa-; chronic mammary tu-

mor, as described by Sir Astley Cooper ; though I am
aware that is a very rare disease. Perhaps it is com-
moner in its slighter development, but it is rare in the
state of advanced progres«, when it assumes the form
of fungus haematodes as closely as any two diseases can

resemble each other. In this case there protruded
from the breast a fui^gous mass as large as a small

cabbage-head, made up of granulations, which wept
from a pint to a quart of serous fluid every twenty-
four hours. It had been seen by several surgeons of

Philadelphia, who declared it incurable. I told the

patient I would not pronounce it malignant, as it might
be the chronic mammary tumor in a condition of ex-
cessive development; and that I would undertake its

extirpation. I did so, and the woman is living and has ^
had no return. Although I gave her arsenic, I have
never to this day been satisfied that she had malignant .

disease. Now, the case first mentioned by my brother

seems very similar to this.

Dr. W. L. Atlee.—You gave arsenic. That settles

the matter, to my mind.
In reply to remarks by Dr. Horton on the pathology

of cancer, Dr. W. L. Atlee said:

I think there is no doubt that cancer is sometimes
a local disease, and not a blood-disease, in its origin,
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and tliat it may become a blood-disease after it has ex-

isted as a local oiu\ But in either event, and whether
or not arsenic will deslroy the canccr-ecU under the

microscope, 1 do not see that the results of its thera-

peutic action are affected. May I ask the gentleman

how that canciT-cell is formed
;
what produces it? Can-

cer is not always a hereditary disease ;
it originates in

the very best constitutions. Tliere must be an action,

therefore, that makes the cell; and if you can alter

tiiat action, then the cell will not be made. And if

you can take away the whole body of cancer-cells in a

tumor while the disease is still local, and then alter

the action of the system so that no moi'e such cells are

deposited, I say tlie cancer-cell is extinguished by the

treatment.

Dr. Horton remarked further upon the patholoj^y.

Dr. Rl'ssell cited a number of cases where tumors,

diagnosticated as malignant, had not recurred since

their removal, from ten to fifteen years ago. They
must therelbre have been examples of local disease.

No special remedy had been used, but nutrition had

been carefully looked after.

GKORGE THOMAS AGAIN.

The Special Committee on the.cnse ofGeorge Thomas
now returned, and its Chairman reported as follows

:

Dr. Moore, of Rochester.—We have made a very

careful examination of this case, but have had no time

to put our leport in writing.

First, we directed out attention to the heart. We
find the heart itself grossly large, and the main arteries

also greatly distended. The mipulse of the abdominal

aorta is very readily and very strongly felt when the

subject is lying upon the table. The arteries of the wrist

are abnormally large.

When the boy undertakes to suspend the action of

the heart, we find tliat action growing less, and less,

and less, until it becomes imperceptible both to the

ear and to the finger, showing certainly a very great

diminution in its force.

With reference to the alleged transposition of the

heart from point to point we observe these facts

:

When the attempt is made to "throw the heart," as he
says, upon the left side of the abdomen, the right side

is seen to become very much indented, and the left

side to become a little extended. But we also note

that there is a suspension of respiration, and a state

of powerful tension of the whole of the muscular sys-

tem. Synchronous with all this we find a very decided
increase of the heart-sound over the tumor, while the

ear of a second observer is kept upon the thorax, and
the sound is still heard over the normal position of the

heart. We observe similar phenomena, simply re-

versed, when he attempts to throw the heart upon the

right side.

These are the facts. Our inferences from them are,

perhaps, of no more value thau would be those of any
one else.

It is possible that, by the drawing downward of the

diaphragm, the pericardium may be so elonga'ed and
narrowed as actually to compress the heart from the

seides. Il may also be supposed that, besides this me-
'chanical action, there is an element of will acting in

some peculiar way upon the heart through the nervous
system.

With regard to the act of " throwing the heart " into

the abdomen, as is claimed, that claim is by no means
admitted. We have stated to you the fact, however,
that there is an increase of the sound over the tumor

;

and this seems to us to be developed as a result of the

extraordinary muscular tension. It is ea-y to under-
stand, I think, that the compression of the abdomen.

under this strain of its muscles, would have the effect

of bringing the abdominal walls, the spleen, and the

heait into very close n^laiion with each other, and of

increasing greatly the facility of transmitting sound.

We are disposed to think this the true explanation,

since the heart is still to be heard at its normal position

at the same time that its sounds are so distinct below.

As to the peculiar action of " rolling the belly," it

seems to me the result of prolonged training, com-
menced in early life. This has enormously developed

the recti muscles, so that when relaxed they feel like a

great mass of dough under the fingers, and has given

them a power of vermicular motion j)recisely like that

of a snake or an eel. Indeed, I am not sure but this

case may throw a little light upon some speculations

of the transcendental anatomists. Om^ of these, as you
know, is that the linero transversae of the recti are the

rudimentary homologues in man of the abdominal ribs

of some lower aninials—all we have left of them. Now
these give an opportunity for each of the short muscles
between them to act by itself; and by bringing tin m
successively into action, the vermicular motion is pro-
duced.

One word more. There is no motion of the chest in

breathing, or scarcely any. You tell the boy to take

a long inspiration, and he immediately expands the ab-

domen into a great tumor, while the thorax remains
perfectly quiet. This shows the wonderful action of his

diaphragm—even more wonderful thim the power of,

and control over, the other muscles of the abdomen.
Dr. IIorton asked whether the sound in the abdo-

men might not be due to the pulsations of the abdom-
inal aorta.

Dr. Moore.—We thought of that, and it is possibly

so.

Dr. Hoy had examined Dr. Grow, the man without

a sternum ; and he could suspend the heart's action for

a short time by his will.

Dr. Moore's report was adopted, and he was re-

quested to reduce its points to writing for the Commit-
tee on Publication.

At seven o'clock the Section adjourned, and referred

its Miimtes to the Association.

SECTION OF METEOROLOGY, MEDICAL TO-
POGRAPHY, AND EPIDEMIC DISEASES.

Dr. George Sutton, Ind., Chairman ; Dr. Elisra
Harris, N. Y., Secretary.

This Section held three meetings, which were occu-

pied chiefly in listening to the various reports refen-ed

to it. The results of its deliberations may be seen in

the following ofiicial report to the Association

:

" The Section of Meteorology, Medical Topography,

and Epidemics, reports that the members of the Com-
mittee in several States have submitted records and re-

ports relating to the subjects designated in the title of

this Section of the Association. All the papers sub-

mitted the Section has carefully examined, and it

hereby begs leave to refer to the Committee on Publi-

cation the following

:

^-1 Report on the Sanitary Topography, [CUmatoIogy,

and Epidemics of West Virginia (being a second report),

by E. A. HiLDRETH, M.D., of Wheeling, W. Va.

A Report on the Climatology and Epidemics of South
Carolina (including a Report upon the Yellow Fever

and the Dengue in Charleston in 1871), by Manning
Simmons, M.D., of Charleston, S. C.

A Report upon the Climatology and Epidemics of
California, by F. W. Hatch, M.D., of Sacramento,
Cal.'
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A Report npim the Climntohfjy and Epidemics of

Dehvnire, by L. P. Btsn, M.D., of Dtlawart'.

*'Th<' Section fiirtiier n-poris tli.it, in onhT to accnrc

instead of the voluminous rc-poris upon the physiral

peoj:rapliy, etc., ol tlie regions, n larpe uinoiint of fresh-

ly observeil epiileniio phenomena, and etiolopicitl

history vf diseases in every portion of the United

States, it lias determined to prt-paie a schedule of

points to be observed, which will bo distributed to its

own members iind to the other members of the As-

sociation, and it is hoped will contriluile to more exact

knowledge upon these points through the labors of the

Association."

The Section of Psychology did not meet.

illctiical 3tfms nnti llnus.

Professor Lkwi-> A. Sayre, M.D., of this city, has

been made a Knight of the Royal Order of the Wasa
by the King of Sweden, in consideration of his services

to surgery in that country.

OpKR.\TioN FOR Stoxe IS Xew York, 1709.
—

"We are

indeiited to our rriemi Dr. Samuel W. Francis, of New-
port, R. I., for the following extract from Holt's Xew
York Journal^ May 11, 1769:

—

" On Thursday la>it a young woman, who for several

years had been afflicted with the stone, had one of the

size of a large hen's egg extracted by Dr. Jones, and
we hear she is in a fair way of being very soon well"

Dr. Benj.^miv How.\rd, of New York, has accepted

the appointment as Prolessor of Principles of Surgery,

wiih Clinical Surgery and Diseases of the Genito-urinary

Organs in the Medical Department of the University of

A'ermont.

THE MEDICAL CORPS OF THE ARMY.

At the annual fe-^tival of the Massachusetts Medical

Society, held at the Mu^^ic Hall, Boston, June 5, 1872,

the Chairman, R. M. Hodges, M.D., proposed the fol-

lowing toast in recognition of the Medical Corps of the

Army and Navy, and called upon Brevet Lieutenant-

Colonel Warren Webster, Surgeon U. S. Army, for a

response ;

—

" A high standard of qualification, proved by examin-
ation, is now the rigid demand of our Medic.il School.

But the Army and Navy long ago learned that this was
the only method to .secure a staff of medical officers equal
to the necessities of a time of peace as well as war. To
follow their illustrious lead is to keep step with progre.ss.

We recognize the influence of their example as cheerfully

as we eulogize their unfaihug self-sacrifice."

SPEECH OF SURGEON WARREN WEBSTER, U.S.A.

Mr. Chairman—It is not often the good fortune of a
medical otlic -r in the Government service to enjoy such
a festival as tliis, or his misfortune to be called upon for

a speech in the presence of a society so learned and vi-

gilant as yours. The routine of life at frontier military
po-ts is not favorable to the cultivation of the studied
contrivances of speech. But despite our isolation and
dispersion, we are proud to remember our association

with you of civil life, in a common profession and a
common mission. Have we not the same early teach-
ers ? are we not strengthened by the same literature ?

and do we not revere the same fathers of medicine?
Our duties in army life differ litle from yours in civil

life. Oiir patients, be they soldiers, their wives and
children, or officers and their families, are not exempt

from ordinary diseases and injurien. Except in war,
I ur distinctive title of surppon is aniisnoimr ; and even
in campaigns the current ailments that claim the atten-

tion ol" the niedie;d ollicer fall more largely to the do-

main of the phy.>-iiian than of ihe surgeon. To that

extent needed j»rof -.ssional knowledgi; is derived from
mt'dical ratiier than Irom snrpieal observation and ex-
jierience. How eomi»lctely, Mr. Cliairman, has the

"tide of things" r«'ver.sed, in military life, the relation

of these two liranclus ol our science. In the dawn of

modem army organization, p'ofessionnl duty was lim-

ited to the arre-t ot' hemorrhage and the dressing of
wounds. The only resource of the siik sohlier was to

drag himself from the line of march or the camp, and
seek sucli precarious shelter and treatment as private

]
or monasiic charity wouM extend. The sovereign based
his action upon an economi;- principle, as false as it wa.s

unchristian, that "il cost more to cure a soldier than to

levy a recruit." Unable to provide for his tieatment
ami in-ure his restoration to dut}', and generally igno-
rant of his place of retrea*^, the army lost him forever.

In this manner at the si'ge of Roehelle the want of ad-
equate medical and hospital provision for the soMiers of
Louis XIII. necessitated in the brief space of a few
months three complete renewals of his army. With
the establislmient of hospitals came military medicine,
and then the victims of disease and miasmatic infec-

tion received co-ordinate care with the suflerers from
wounds. Later the beneficent laws of hygiene revealed
themselves, and physician and philanthropist, within
and without tlie Government employ, joined hands in

the presence of thi- blessing of science. The intelligent

soldier, who so rudely but surely learned during the
late ^var that personal uncleanliness, foid air, dampness,
badly policed camping grounds, inadequate clothing',

bad cooking and intemperance in food or drink, all ant

the precursors of disease, returned to the pursuits of
peace a convert to the truth which sanitary science now
labors to introduce into private life. The treatment of
wounded soldiers under trees nearest where they fell,

and the segregation of the diseased in tents or rude
shelters, where they recovered in greater proportion
than those lodged within ceiled Avails, not only taught
the representatives of our profession in civil life a sig-

iiiticant lesson, but furnished the germ of the American
pavilion ho.spital system, which is winning commenda-
tion and aiiopiion over the civilized world. If I were
permitted to speak of another of the bright links that
are binding in stronger and stronger unity the military

and civic branches of our profession, I might allude to

thoj^e contributions of American medical atid surgical

science which Gen. Barnes, the head of the Army Me-
dical Bureau at Washington, is giving so abundantly to

this eounlry and to Europe.
Mr. Chairman—I liave been a delighted listener to

the eloquence of this festival. In the future roving of
a soldier's life I shall look back to this occasion with
unalloyed pleasure; and especially if you will allow me
to offer the following sentiment :

The members of this Society trho volunteered ns medicfd
officers in the armed i<trvggle for the mairitenance of this

,

ble^cd Union of States! 3Iay an enlightened public
opinion clearly appreciate how much of individual life

and of public treasure they saved to this Commonwealth !

ExTRAORDiNAY Fecundity.—Dr. Edward Masou (Am.
Practiti<iner\j at a recent meeting of the Elmore Medi-
cal and Surgical Society, Wetumpka, Ala., alluded to a
case in which a Lidy bore .seventeen children in nine-
teen years—twice giving birth to twin.?, and once pro-
ducing four children at a birth. The latter died, but
all the other thirteen survived.
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©riaiurtl Commumcations.

CEREBRO-SPINAL MENINGITIS.

WITU A HISTORY OF THE " BROWN " FAMILY.

By J. G. SEWALL, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

Having chanced to ?cs quite a number of crises of

this disease d iriiigtlie [jreseut epideuiic, I have thought

it miglit be useful to tlie profession to record my expe-

riences with it. I b<-gin with the "lirown" family,

wlio were among the very ilnt tj succumb to its latal

influences.

(1st.) Tnesduy, Jan. 30lh, 1872.—Albert Brown, aged

about 7 years, w as kicKe l in t.ie side by a sclioolm .te,

and fell, striking hi> head against an iron railing. At 1

o'clock he went home (No. Ho Eleventh avenue), but

made little complaiuL of his injury until G or 7 p.m. P.dii

in the huad tlieii came on, mcreasing in severity. What
followed is unknown, lie died at 4 a.m. on Wednes-
day, the olst, no physician having seen him. A post-

mortem exam.nauon he.d by Dr. Beach, Deputy Cor-

oner, reveal d a th!n layer of extravasaied blood

covering the surfa^-e of the brain and extending to its

base, wi h bluody serum in the ventricles. There was
a large patch of eceliymosi-s at the seat of the kick, but

no peritouits, or other ai.do.ninal mischief. The doctor

viewed the case as one of brain concussion, associated

with the rup ure ot a small vesstl which slowly dis-

charged its content-:. It is to be noted, however, that

some tiark purpuric spots were found scattered irregu-

larly over the trunk, and wh.ch a:e very significant, in

connection w.th wuat loll'WS, as they indicate, unques-
tionably, it seems to me, the presence of this disease.

(2d.) Sunday, Feb. -ith, 11 p.m.—Maximilan Brown,
set. 4 yeais, having been ailing for 24 hours (although

sporting a httle wiih his father in the early evening),

was seized with spasms and vomiting. The conscious-

ness, hjwever, was not lost, as is asserted. The boy
seemed to be in a tright, ca.ling after his lost brother.

He was seen at midnig.it by a German physician. He
died at G a.m., Monday the 5th. ''Mening.lis " was
given in t.^e certificate as the direct cause of death.

No erui)tion was looked for, and no autopsy was held.

(.3d.) Theresa Brown, aet. 13 years, at 2 a.m. Feb.

Gth (Tuesday), complai.icd of pain in her head, moan-
ing and crying out. I saw her at 9 a.m. She had
been up the most of the night at her brother's wake
(wdiose body was now in the room), and was greatly

aflected at tne su Ide.i deaths in herfami.y. Her intel-

ligence was unimpaired. The pulse was rapid, but of

good character; ihe skin of natural heal and moisture;

urine normal a.id bowels open. Vomiting had occur-
I

red. Having no suspicion at liiis time of blood-poison- I

ing, or ".-^potted lever," 1 viewed the case as one of

nervous shock and exhaustion from excitement and
fatigue, and ordered bromide of potash and apphca-
tions of mustard.

I

Wednesday, Feb. 7th, 10 a.m.—Found her in much
distress, wandering in mind, and complaining of pan in

the head. No retraction of the neck. InteU gence
complete. Pupils ddated. There was great hypeiics-

thesia of the en iie cutaneous surface, more especially

about the large joints, wh ch she called rheumatism, a

disease she once had had. The pulse was 120, of good
volume. Tongue whitish, not dry. Through the

night had a liLtle disturbed shep. She had vomited,
and the bowels were freely moved.

j

^ly attention was now called to a fourth child. Ber-
thold, £et. 11 year-s who lay upon a lounge in amoiibund
state, with a cadaveric countenance of an iciero le hue.

His pulse was veiy rapid and almost imperceptible;

pip Is contracted; skin dry and icveiish. The mind
w is deeply clouded, and he cnuM scarcely be amused.
It a;ipeared that he had been to ids brother's luioral the

p evious artL.'niooii, si.x or seven miles away. On his re-

turn he seemed wel', and ate a hearty suj per. At 8 in

the eveidng he grew ill, with head-pain, jree vonnting,

and movements Irom the bowels. No convulsions

Were present. He died at 2 p.m., 18 hours after the

attack.

The same afternoon (7th) Dr. Biichler met me in

consultation in Theresa's ca-e. The inhalation of

chloroform had procured some rest, yet she Avas now
e.xciled and in pain. Dr. B. pointed out a petechial

eiuption over ihe trunk and tiiighs, not abundant, in

siz • Irom a pin's head to a bird-seed, peisist nt, deep
purple, not blotchy. A similar appeaian e was noticed

cm the bo ly of the d.-ail boy, the spots being more
ab in lant and more distinct. A diagnosis of Spo. ted

Fever or Cerebro-spinal Meningitis was diternaned.

Morphia 1-12 of a sv. evcy second hour, with beef-tea

and milk punch, were ordered.

Thursday !^///, 11 a.m.—Autopsy of Berthold by Dr.

Beach. Riuor mortis stroniily pronuunced. Still

s ime warmth of abdomen. Mucous and serous sur-

fices of the stomach present; the same purpuric spots as

are observab'e on the skin, more abundant on the mu-
cous coat. Sc ittered irregularly over the serous sur-

f ice of both large and small intestines, a similar pe-
tecliial eiuption was noticed. Kidneys, lungs, heart,

a.id liver healthy. The blood was everywiiere very
dark and fluid. A small white clot was in the left ven-
tricle of the heart. The entire brain-surface was in-

tensely congested, the sinuses being tense with blood,

which was unusually fluid, though not alto^e her de-

void of coacrula. On severing the braii;-sul)Stance, Ut-

ile points of blood welled out in all dirt ct ions. The
ventric'e- were nearly dry. Consistency of brain nor-

mal; nothing pa holopical noted at its base, or in or

about tiie medulla; no exudative or puiulcnt material

was discernible.

There.-'a wa- feeble this morning with cool extremities.

Pulse 120, soft; spots as before; complaint of head and
h3'peraesthesiaas yesterday. Four hours' sleep last night;

much delirium and outcrying, but intelligence good,

and attention nadi'y secured. Morphine continued.

In the afternoon she was more composed and her cou-

di ion more favorable.

Friday dlh, 10 a.m.—Night indiJBferent, restless and
wandering; pulse 130, feeble; skin warm; U ngue
whi ifh, not typhoidal ; reports no pain in head or

elsevAhere; eruption as yesterday ; no change in treat-

ment. 7 P.M., pulse 116, fuller, more com|io-ed.

Saturday, Feb. lOth, 9,.\.m.—About midnight the baby
(a?t. 15 inoiith.s), which was nursing at last evening's

visit, and apjieared well, fell ill. She vomited two or

three times and had a few loose stools. Muscul.ir spa-ms
were rema ked, but no decided convulsion. At 9 this

morning she tlijd. Her body abounded in the petechial

eruption, about thighs and chest e.'jpecially. Autopsy
twenty-four hours after death, by Dr. Leo. Body well

nourished; rigor mortis considerable; pupils dilated;

lungs somewdiat congested; ventricles of heart wed
filled; tiie pericardium contained an unu.sual amount
of serum; kidneys and liver healthy; dura mater con-

g' sted. but no effusion of lymph or pus on cr under
pia ina'er or arachnoid ; ventricles normal. The Curd

(examined for some distance) exhibited nothing ab-

normal
; the blood appeared normal.
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Sunday, Feb. Wth, 2 p.m.—Theresa much better;

was uj) liii< njo:iiinj;; 8l<pt soiiiully al ni-ht. Pulse

bd to ^8, si«rt, ri'j^uhir; eruption lu-arly pone; lias some
pain in limb-i only ; ^kin r.4ther cool ; lon-ue c'eaninp;

pu|)i s, will h all along have been dilatc'ii, are now nor-

mal ; tikes milk ami liroth fiee'y. She was removed
to the hospital on the l.'jth, where ^he remiimd about

four weeks, eoiivah sciii-; v»ry slow ly. I saw heron the

17th of Ma c!i, in a lar^e airy apartment, to wliicii her

fatnily had removed a week or ten d.iys previously.

She was well and luippy ; over her arms and body were
a few eruptions of eethyma fast disapprarinp.

To tlie lomi let ion of this sad history there yet re-

m.nins a final chapt-r.

((ith ) Henry Brown, the sixth and only remaining

child, a't. about 5 years, on the IGtli of March was
taken ill with vomitmir, headaehe, and some convulsive

symptoms, in the new rooms of the lamily. On the

eveniuir of the 17th, when I lirst saw him, he was very

restless, complaiiing of pain in the head and somewhat
feverisli. Tlie pulse was rapid, soft and small. Vo-
miting occasionally occurred, and he wiis much pros-

trated. A considerable purpuric eruption was present

over the trunk and thighs. He had no retractiou of

the neck. He continued much in this way till the 20th,

•when he was taken to the hospital, -where he died on

I'.ie 8th of Ap il. Tiuis perished five o it of six children in

one family by thisf arful malady. They are Germans,
the mother a .-tout very heahhy appearing woman, the

father pale ;ind thin and somewhat intemi>erate, yei not

a sii kly man. He is a tinman by trade, and tiiey occu-

pied the hrst floor of an Eleventh avenue tenement, the

front room le ng u-ed as his shop. They livtd {)Oo ly,

were crowded and badly nourished and ventilated. Be-
neath them in the cellar, from a loose elbow in the sewau^e

p'pe, communicating with the privy in the yard, were
continna'ly arising, for no one knows how long, the

foul eftluvia peculiar to this drainage, and which must
have strongly contaminated their blo( d, thus rendering

tlicm an easy pre}' to this active destroyer.

(7tli.) C. V.B., £et. 4i years, a healthy, well nourished

girl, living in a " lirst-class " house, at 2 p.m., Feb.

13th, was attacked with vomiting and pros'ration. At
G P.M., atUT lurther vomiting, she became co il and
pallid as if in a chdi. At 7 p.m., when I saw her, she

had considerable fever witii a fu 1 pulse of 140, and was
diowsy, yet perfectly intelligent. The tongue was
moist, coated, and the brea'h wns offensive. There
were perhaps a half d^zn iniiefinite points of echy-

mosis scattered about the bt dy, not viewed as chavac-

teristio of any affec ion at that time. The ca~e was
thought to be one of gi\stric fiver, or perhaps a marked
scarlatina. At 11 p.m. a convulsion was reported, alter

which she continued quiet through the night and intel-

ligent, Complaining chiefly of thirst.

9 a.m., 14//<. I found her warm, but almost pulseless.

The countenance and body generally were dusky and
livid. The petechias were now abundant and well de-

fined. The intel.igence was good. The bowe's had
been moved by a cathartic, the vomiting had contiimed,

and the prostration was excessive. Stimulants proved
useless. About 12 o'elock convulsions occurred lor

which she inlialed chloroform. At 1 p.m. she died

quietly.

Autopsy 5 P.M. of the 15th. Twenty-five or thirty

well-detined purpuric spots were scattered over the

trunk and extremities. Half a dozen or more were noted
on the serous surface ot the stomach and intestines.

Nothing morbid wi: bin the stomach, which contained
three or four ounces of a dark-brown fluid. The small

intestines were empty. Beyer's patches were every-

where thickened and prominent, and the solitary glands

Well pronounced. The liver was somewhat congested

;

heart, kidneys, spleen, were h' al hy ; lungs, nave for

two or three small cretaeeous dep »sit-', were nortnal;

the blood wa'' everywhere very dark and fluid. The
sinuses and supcrfi i d vein-* ol the bnin were con;je8t-

kI, although not as fully as in the " Brown" cases. A
little turbid seros ty was noed at i s base within the

m shes of the ariichnoid; its substance was softer than

normal. Ventricles were empty. The s<»il pipes in the

cellar of this dwelling were loo.^ely join:ed, and in one
was an open hole, allowing a free outlet to the gas;'8.

No noi.soine odor.s, however, were detected by the in-

mates, wiio are uncommonly neat atid tidy.

(8tli.) Mr.s. 1\, a widow, set. t)3 year.s, a strong and
healthy woman living in tlie tenement No. 517 W.
2f)th street, was taken ill suddenly We-'nesday, March
Glh, in the aftc! noon. Her lamily thouf.ditshe had an at-

tack of intermittent fever. I fi st saw her on Thurs-

day, 7th, at 10 A.M. She was semi-comatose with

dilated pupilt!. In reply lo que-tions an unintelligible

niutte;iiig only was elicited. There was gieat restless-

ness, with exiieme hyperiesthesia everywhere of the

cutaneous nerves. A pmpuiic eiuption, not abundant,

but very well marked over the trunk and thighs, wa.s

present. There was con-iderable stiBTness and retrac-

tion of the nucha. Pulse was very rapid, soft, and
rather small. Bowels were loose after a cathartic, and
vomiting had occurred. The skin w; s of natural

warmth and moisture. A third of a gra n of morphia

by subcutaneous injection caused but l.t le relief to the

uneusines-. Ice was app'ied to the back of ne<k; wet
cups were ordered also, but not resone'i to. Medicine

and food she spat fiom the mouth. The coma gradu-

ally deepened. Stertorous brea hing r>llowed with com-
plete insensibility, and she died. Friday 8th, at 7 p.m.,

55 hours lYom the attack. No auto, sy wa* allowed.

(9th.) McC, boy, set. 12, at 535 W. 39;h St., I saw
several times in consultation wiih Dr. Dumond, of 42d
St. He fell ill on the 23d of March with vomiting, pain

in head, and general distress and restlessness, with
convulsive symptoms. At my first visit (March 29th)

he had very well m.irked opi.^thotonos, the h<ad being

strongly retracted, and the Sjiiiie c nsiderably arched,

and very stiff'. This had been present fiora nearly the

beginning, and for it he had been bli-tered. The head-

pain was pe:sistent, and there was difficultv of degluti-

tion, due to the position of tlie neck. No puipuric

eriiption was visible, but there were two small jiatches

of herpes on the chin and trunk. Hypersestliesia of

the skin and insomnia were prominent sj-mptoms.

For four weeks the opisthotonos continued, although

he took in that time a half drachm of the extract of

Calabar bean, and hirge do,«es of morphine with the

bromide and iodide of potash. He made a good recov-

ery. During hs illness he was well nouiiihed with

an abundance of milk.

(10th.) M.. a girl of S years, at 5G1 W. 2r)th st., upper
floor, was taken ill, Monday night, April 1st, with
vomiting, head-pains, and spasms. I did not see her

till Welnesday at 9 a.m. She was then very letharjiic

and prostrated, saying feebly that^ her " head ached."

The pulse was rapid and weak. The brows were knit,

and there seemed to be an intolerance of light. The
skin was normal, and there was constipation. No
eruption or opisthotonos were pre-ent. She died the

same night, being ill about 48 hou:s, retaining her con-

sciousness to the last.

(11th.) McG., girl, 10 months old, living next door to

last case, fell ill, Friday, April 19: h, with vomiting,

fever, and head symptoms. I first saw Ler on the 23d.

The prominent symptom was a prcfound lethargy.

Unless aroused, she slept continually. There were no
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convulsions and no eruption. Siififnessand sorene^-s of

the neck and spine long pcrs'sted, causing her to cry

out when lilted. Fur a tew days iherc was much high

fever of a remittent type, which yielded to quinine.

The pulse contnued long very nipid, being often IGO,

but not especially weak. Nourishment was well borne,

there being no vomiting since the first visit. For
many days the co:ijunetiva3 secreted an abundant puru-

lent fluid. The pupils were generally dilated, and the

intelligence good. She made a satisfactory although

tedious convalescence. Vesication behind the ears;

tr. iodine to the nu<'ha, and tr. iod. potasii internally were
employed as adjuvants to nature, and seemed useful.

The sewerage of these two last-mentioned and

adjacent tenements is simply al)ominable. At least sixty

to seventy persons occupy them.
(12tii.) Iv., a boy, G years old, of delicate constitution,

eighteen or twcivj months ago lell from the roof of a

four-story bnildnig to the yard, and wasuninjui'ed, as far

as could be determined, either then or since. Saturday,

April 28, was as well as usual. In the evening he
went for his lather's paper and blacked his boots. At
midnight he was seized with vomiting, pain in the

head, and great feeblenes-:. Sunday, 28Lh, 3 p.m.,

I first saw him. He was very pale, and couLI not sit

in bed iiom exhaustion. Pulse 120, sofi, and ver}'

weak. Still vomiting; no spots. No stiffness or sore-

ness of spine or neck. Complains only of pain in the

forehead. Answers que>tioiiS very slowly, but intelli-

gibly. Has had muscular spasms. The vomiting
continued. He became uncon-cious with convulsive

movement-s, and died al 5 p.m., seventeen hours from the

attack. No autopsy.

(13tli.) T/iursdai/, ^fay 2d.—Saw, in consultation with

Dr. McClain, at 134 W. 35th st., a boy, 12 years of

age, who was taken ill yesterday, p.m., with pains in

the head, nausea, vumiiing, and convulsions. Now
(12 M.) unconscious, eyes veiy protuberant, pnpils

dilated, moaning, restless, very pallid, with stiffness

and retraction of neck, very rapid and feeble pulse; no
eruption is visible. The appearances are ihose of one
nearl}'' moiibund. A leecii was applied to either

temple, and suljsequent^y bhsters to the shaven scalp

between the ears. Carb. ammonia, wine, brandy, and
milk were freely given.

Saturday, Ath, 11 a.m.—Found him quietly as'eep,

of good c;jlor
;
pulse 84, soft, and rather feeble. Con-

sc'ousness had returned, and he had been veiy restle-s

and sensitive, with little sleep till now. His improve-
ment thus f.'.r see:ned maivel.ous. On the 6th ot June
his physician informed me that he was very slowly
improving, having been very ill in the meanwhile, and
in a typhoidal comJition.

(14th and 15Lh.) Sundai/, May 5th, 3 p.m.—Saw two
cases in the same room, in consultation with Dr.

Campbell, one a?t. G months, and the second 8 years,

at 425 W. 32d stre^-t. The baby was six days ill, reslle,-s

and moan iig. Skin of normal warmth and moisture,

sensitive to touch, pnpils dilated, and in perfect con-

sciousness. Neck and spine stiff, and retracted some-
what. No spots. Pulse very rapid and soft. Has
had vomiting and spasmo lie movements. Nurses well.

Cidoral in 1-gr. doses did not quiet it. Suggested a

double dose, and a blister 3 by 2 to nape of neck. Two
days sub-equently it died cunvu'sive.

The other patient was an intelligent boy, four days

ill, with p.iin m lorehead, a grfeat deal of nausea and
vomiting, and great cutaneous hyperesthesia every-
where. The head lay heavily upon the spiue, and
lolled in every direction, without support, as a baby's.

The eyes had an unnatural appearance, and at time*,

for a few days, he had double vision, and was delirijus.

The pulse was 96, of good volume, and compressible.
Tlie longne had a white coaf, and the bow( Is were
open. There were no spots. He had a b'i-ter 1 by 4
to nucha, and took ^ gr. of morphia every three or lour

hom-s, P. R. N.
June (it/i.—This boy was making a good but very-

tedious conva'escence. He was unable yet to sit up,
and was much emaciated. Hi-; restlessness and irrita-

bility were extreme, atid had b en all along, so much
so as at t mes to get the better of his reason. Morphia,
from f to I gr. per diem, alone quieted him. Its

influence, furthermore, was decidedly curative. Ergot,
taken for awhile,twas of doubtful eflicacv.

(IGth.) Jane W., jct. 14, of 41'J W. 3oth street. May
10th, sat in the sun—(iherm. 8G° in the shade at 3
P.M.)— in the morning, at noon ate no dinner, and
complained of feeling dull and ill. In evening was
feverish, with headache. At 4 am. Cllth) she vomit-
ed a greenish fluid, and complained greatly of her
head. There were mu-cular spasms, but no convulsion.

At 10 A. M. she became unconscious (the family think-
ing she had a sunstroke), and I so found her at 11
o'clock. The pupils were moderately dilated, and very
sluggish to light. Skin pretty warm, but scarcely

feverish. Pulse 120. soft, feeble. Some r.'traction of
head and stiffness of posterior cervical muscles. No
spots. Tongue, mouth, and teeth dry. Ordered wet
cups to the nape of neck to 3 ozs., to be wrapt in a

double blanket wrung out of hot water, with a dry one
over it, 10 grs. muriat. annnon.- every two hours in

milk, and wine and water, which was immediately
attended to. No consciousness returned, and she died
at 1 P.M. No aufopsv.

(17th.) May 12///.—C, a boy, 6 years old, at 411 W.
26th St., h id been ill three days wi h the usual symp-
toms of the disease—vomiting, cerebial distu bauce,
hyperffistliesia of the surface, etc. 1 found him very
restless and sensiiive, with dil.ited pupil-, sluggish
intelligence, rapid and rather weak pulse, coated tongue,
and warm and moist skin. He was treated with a

blister to nape of neck, carb. ammonia and bromide of
potash. Four or five drops of laudanum in spls. nitrous

ether, given occasionally next to the vesication, was
worth them all. Of course, milk, beef- tea, and stimu-
lants were resorted to liberally. Once an abundant
crop of sudamina appeared for a day or two, but no
petechise. He made steady although slow progress
towards health for three weeks, when a pneumonia
seizing him, he rapidly succumb' 'd.

(18th.) J. M., set. U, at 441 W. 39 h. May 2oth, fell

ill two or three days previously. He had convulsions,

for which he had been leeched. I found him entirely

uncon-cious, with d lated pupils, convulsive twitching,

retracted neck, rapid and leeble pulse, and much fiever.

There were no spots. A blister to nurha was ordered,

with bromide ai.d iodide of potash and a mercurial
purgative. Within 24 hours consciousness returned
gradually, with a development of great restle.«sness,

insomnia, and hypersesthesia. Tr. opii, three to four
drops in sweet spirits of nitre, given as often as needed
for quiet. Milk and strong beef juice brought him up
handsomely, though slowly; and now (Jime 6th) he
seems fairly convalescent. In this case, the only one
where the temperature was observed, it averaged,
during the height of his illness, from 101 to 103.

There was more fever also than I have yet seen.

Two additional cases complete this catalogue. In
one, a boy of 16 years, ill but 30 hours, dea h occurred
from coma, without convulsions, ju>t at my arriv.il.

The second, a young man of 19, in the practice of Dr.
Frazer, seen in consultation, proved fatal in the same
way, after thiee to four days' illness.
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As fur as tho disease lias presented itself here, I

think \vi' may I'mrly inler:

—

1st. That the tcini "spotted fev«'r" is altopether a

misnomer, but a conipaiatively lew coses iiie.^enting

any 'spots," ami tht-so not eharaotfrislic, the same
beinjj oliservid in otlier profound blood-poisons, aa

tvpiuis purpura hpBmorrlia;,'ica, etc.

Ud. Thai the cause is in obi-curity, as much fo as

that of cholera. Defective Bcwerajje may powerfully

aid in its development in certain casis, but does not

account for it. Its wide-prea I prevalence, extending

from Ohio to Mus-aohusctts, under varied clima'es, in

pure as well as vitiated atmospheres, forbids tiis a-su np-

tion. It seems to me that an inquiry, pushed in the

direition of the late continued drougliis, w.th the

imbibit on of tlic products of vepe'able decom| osition

in the low wt;lls and sireams, may throw some light

upon it. I think all must ha\e noticed a peculiar

unpleasant oilor and ta<te in the Crolon water through

the winter and early spring.

3d. Tiiat the disease is not contapious.

4th. Tiiut the epidemic here and in the neighborhood

has exhibited two forms. In one the brunt of the

distemper seems to have invaded the cerebral meninges

chiellv, and in the oilier those of the medulla and spiiie.

The m irtaiity, especially where it occurs sudd-nly,

greatly prevads with the former. All convalescent

cases have proved very tedious; and in soine, I a:n

inlormed, paralysi-, aflectioiis of the special senses, and

other neuroses have occuned.

There are a tew points which seem to determine the

diag!ios;s, and which occur pretty unii'ormly in nearly

all cases. They are the suddenness of tlie attack

—

pain in the head, more or less severe, not referable to

anv part in particular; vomiting, piostralion, dilated

pupi s, cutaneous hyperiesthesia, with restlessness, and

a rather sluggishly acting intelligence. To these may
be added, perliaps, constipation.

I close with a word about treatment. Two or more
leeches to the temples, where the brain-symputms

overshadow all otheis, or wet cups, to a small amount,

over the nucha, I judge are very useful. In all cases a

blister to the nape of the neck is invaluable. Ice to

the head and spine is a good appl cat on. The vapor

bath in many cases is a very tlesirable agent. The
bromide and iodide of potash seem to have been useful

in some cases, and wholly inert in others. The ext. of

calabar bean, from Caswell's, lagely given to a boy
with strongly marked opisthotonos, and long continued,

availed notning whatever. iS'o internal remedy seems

to me so valuable as opium in some form. It has the

best eliecis in relieving the restlessness, insomnia, and

hypersesthcsia, which are largely predominant symp-
toms in very many cases, is- well borne in latge tloses,

and seems, further, to exert a decidedly curative

influence. Nourishment, milk especially, and stimu-

lants, in most cases, are very important.

Ko. 364 W. COth Street, Xew York, June 7th, 1S72.

EIGHT CASES OF CEREBRO-SPINAL MEN-
INGITIS, WITH REMARKS.

By 0. H. SMITH, M.D.,

BROOKLTS, N. T.

I GIVE in a? few words as possible a few cases of cerebro-

spinal raeni le'tis which have lately come under my
care. I feel .Lftit is the duty of eviry practitioner to

add his mite, in the treatment of this formidable disease,

to the general knowledge of the profession, in the hope
that some systematic and reliable course can be de-

cided upon that will promi.se sumo hope of hucccss

even in the treatment of bad cases.

Case 1.— .\sa C, a-t. '2.'}, was laken in the night of

Marcii '1\, after a bard day's work, se ling goons in a

elolliinj; store, witii vomit ng, chi I, and In a lache. He
at once took a <lo-e of catbar;ic pdl-, put Ins feet in hot

water, and np;d e<l cold to the head. He tossed about
the l)ed untd morning, and during the forenoon tho
bowels moved several times, but there was no relief.

He got out of bed in the altemoon, and at 4 o'clock I

(iist saw him. He was pre.-s ng his head with his

hands, and walking the floor in agony. He would sit

down anil then get up, and was co istantly changing
his position. Tongue furred, re-piralion a l.tile huriie<J,

pulse regular and slow, with no unusual heat of head
or .ok in.

Odered him fiut to l)ed, and p'e«crib''d full do?e8
of Dover's powder, combined with liydrarg. c. creta, also

cold applications to the head ami hot, bottles to feet.

Before he took the first powder he became delirious,

and vomited soon after it was given. Wlien I .«aw

him ag.dn at 8 o'llnck he was in convulsion.s, with legs

and aril s in constant motion— t .e wliole excito iiiotory

system being in full play. Respiration (juicker, pul-e slow
and full, pupils dilated and changeable, w th tiie head in-

clined backwards. Ordered mus ard to .spine and nape of

the neck, and gave bromide of [)Otass. twenty grains

every two hours. At midinght pet ing gradually worse,

pulse begins to quicken, and respiration more hurried.

Patient had been comatose from 8 o'clock, with great

difficulty in swallowing, the jaws being immovable.
Next morning was a little more quiet, but still uncon-
scious, pulse smaller and quicker, respiration GO and
labored. During the day there was liite change in

the symptoms, stools involuntary, and he died next
d ly, fify-six hours from my first visit. While the

patient was comatose or semi-comatose, and apparently

unsconcious, a sharp question put to his ear would
arouse him, and he would open his eyes, and answer
by a half nod. The spine was very rigiil, and the

head inclined backwards. Alter several doses of the

bromide tlie patient appeared less convulsed, showing
the bromide had a quieting effect on the nervous sys-

tem, or that the nerve-centres had begun to tolerate

the di.oease.

Case 2.—Albert L., 4 years of age, taken April 4,

with vomiting and great heat in the head. Found him
with wild ex[iression and flushed fac •, pulse quick,

respiiation hunied, and pupils changeable. Ordrred a
mustard foot-bath, cold applicatiois to liead, a blister to

nape of the neck, and gave ten grains bromide of

potash every two hours. Convulsiuns soon followed,

and patient died in twenty-four hours fmm attack.

Case 3.—II. F. aged 9 yeais, a strong boy, had all the

usual ?ynipt<->ms, chill, vomiting, headache, etc. Aprd 12,

fi St saw him the second day after the aitack. Applied
bli-tcr to the spine, from occiput down, and gave full

doses of opinm. Complete vesication took place, and
be qui. t 'd down and slept well under the opium.
There were great cerebral disturbances beginning with
the attack. Convulsions tbllowed, and he died on the
third day.

Case 4.— Mr.^. J., aet. 20, just recovering from a mis-
carriage, was taken, April 24 b, with vomiting, chills,

pain in the head and neck. iShe had a mo~t anxious
expres-ion of the face. Pu'se small, respiration a little

aC'-elerated. Head and nape of the neck showed more
heat than the rest of tlie body. Ordered ice bladders

to spine and occiput and gave full doses of opium.
The ice felt good and relieved somewhat the pain in

the head. She slept under the opium and woul I wake
feeling better. She went on two days under this treat-
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ment wi-h a pjood prospect of recovery. The opium
was now given in smaller do-es. and the ice began to

feel uncoinf irtable and was euspend.-d. On the third

day the head s\mptoms became more seven; in the

evening, and full doses of opium were agai i ordcre i ; nt

11 o'clock she waa relieve 1 of pain and ihet^asi- promised

well again. At 3 o'clock she was doing well, when
her hnsband M\ asleep, and when he awoke at live in

the mornin,' she w.is dead. No antopsies.

Case 5.— Mrs. B., £Bt. 40, taken with the usual svmp-

toms, May 1, vomiting, cliills, pain in the head and

nape of the neck, pulse small and slow, respiration

normal. There was an express^ion of anxiety in the

countenance, with great restlessues-J. Applied can-

tharidal col odion at once to the spine from the occiput

down to the lower an^le of the scapula, and gave two

grains opii combined with 2 grains ext. hyoscyamus

every t^vo hours, a'so cold ar>nl cations to head, and

warmth to the extreuiiiies. Patient slept well under

the opium and waked feeling refieshed. Vesica! ion

was complete in fo r hours, and the blistered surface

dischariicd fiee'y. Next d ly pulse fuller and irregu'ar,

respiration a little h'lrried, and pupils dilated and

changeable. Contiuied opium and hyocy., and ap-

plied pou'tce to blistered surface. Pati. nt slept the

greater part of the day wliile the whole body was
drenched in pers!>iration. Duing the n'ght had invol-

untary starts. Next morning app ared much worse,

and a physic'an near by was sent for. He found her

delirious and partially convulsed, and ordered stimu-

lants. \Vh n I saw ht-r at 11 o'c'ock she was muth
prostrated and ha i a will expression of the face, with

some deliiinm. Continued opium less fiequenily com-
bined with quinin-'. Patient rallied and improved

hourly. A sliiiht diarrhoea set in, lasting a coui)le of

days, with some nausea and vomiting". It is now
twenty seven days sii.ce the attack, and tlie patient is

beginning to sit up. The spine is very weak and the

head m ist rest upoi the back of a high chair. In this

case there has b'l-n a return of pain in the right side of

the neck ext 'uding aound to the throat, and a little

more cantharidal collodion has been apjdied to the

cervical spine. It is believed she will make a good
recovery.

Case 6.—Chi'd 2 years oM, taken. May 6, with

vomiting, great heat in the head, quick pulse, irregular

breathing, ne^ k arched, with partial opisthotonos. Ap-
plied canth iridal collo'ion at once to s;iine, and gave

two grains Dovei-'s powde- with four grains hydrarg. cam
creta every two hours to produce quiet. C'ld to head,

warmth to feet. Ves c it ion was tliorough in th^e hours.

Bowels were moved bv ca-tor oil Next day vomiting

ceased—the bister discharged freelv, and the little

patient recovered in ten d lys from attack.

Cask 7.—Ch Id 9 years o'd, seen May G, pain in

head and back of neck, vomiting, chill, pulse slow and

irregular, restless and irritable. Applied canth. collo-

dion, and Lfave hydrarg. cum creta and opium, to be re-

peated ofti'n enough to produce rest.

Blister dischii-i^ed freely, and the ureent symptoms
passed awav. Couvalescince was gradual and patient

*^ was about the house in a week from attack.

Cask 8.—Mrs. V., set. 25, taken May 7, with

chills, vo;iiit ng, pain in he-id and cervical n^gion, and

a feeling that the head must go backwai-d. Eespiration

irregular, puhe slow, and puiiils changeablo und r uni-

form light. Applie i cauth. collodion immidiati-ly, from

occiput down, an 1 gave two grains opii with two
grains ext. hyo cy. every two or three hours to produce

absolute quiet. She slept well. Vesication complete.

Next day m ived the bowels with oil, and cont nued

opii and hyoscy. Ilead-symptjm reUeved, continue

treatment and convalesc >nce gradual. The third day

there was t'-mporary paralysis of the right limb, which

lasted a few minutes. On the filth day the same oc-

curred again and soon passed away with hand rubbing.

She iTia le a good recovery in ten days from attack, but

with very weak spine and heav}' head.

Rkmakks.—The cases that died showod more
braiu-discase than those that recovered. In fact, the

first four cases had progressed several hours or days

belb-e medical aid was called, and this may help

account for the mortality.

Possibly the other lour cases that recovered, or some
of them at least, would have gone on to a fatal termi-

na'ion, if they had been overlooked by the physician, or

left to them-elves. But tliey were treated promptly

and on the spot. The cantharidal collod on was applied

several times along the spine, from the occiput down,

and thorougli vesication took place in from 3 to 4

hours, and there was a profuse discharge of serum from

the vesicated track, which lasted several days.

If in this disorder there is a blood-poison that is dis-

posed to attack tlie spinal chord or its membranes,

or the cerebrum or its meninges, or both together, and

a compromise can be made, so that the skin and soft

tissues covering the spinal column shall be made to

suffer instead, then a most vital point is gained in the

treatment, and the quick blister performs an important

work. One thing is certain, that the blistTS relieved

the pnin in the head and neck, and the discharge from

th^m was unu^,ually offensive.

Opium, the great antiphlogistic in all serous inflam-

mations, keeps the s iffering patient quiet, equaliz vs the

circulation, relaxes the whole system, and produces

profuse perspiration.

This subdued state of the system wouM really pre-

vent an inflammatory attack upon the brain ori s mem-
branes, and if such inflammation reafly existed, this

plan of treatment would well be calculated to relieve it,

! unless it liad gone far enough to produce efi'is'ons of

\

Ivmph or si^rum, lesions always to be expected if the

(iisease be left uncontrolled. Hence the p:onipt and

heroic treatment can alone save the bnd cases, if we
take this view of the disease. Six of the eight cases

reported above were found within a few blocks of

each other. Several other cases, nine or ten in num-
be", occurred in the same area, and about the same

timf, and were treated by other physicians, three of

which I saw, and all, or nearly all, died.

This number of ca.ses in one locality (and that a

healthy one), would argue that the disease was either

epidemic or contagious. But I have never seen two

cases in one family, nor in one house, and have never

seen anyth'ng in causing the disease that looked like

contagion or infection.

It is proper to say that in the eight cases only two^

or three had any eruption or spots upi n any part of

the body, and these were among the cases that re-

covered. It is unfortunate that this disease has been

called " spotted fever," for the spots are not constant,

only accidental, and leave an erroneous impes>ion upon
the pub'ic that t!ie di-sease is highly contagious.

I have no idea what are the causes of the d scase, but

am quite certain that prompt vesication over the spine,

and full doses of opium saved several well-marked

cases.

These hints are thrown out to the profession very

irnpeifectly and in great baste.

MA'SAC'irsETTS GENERAL ITosriTAL.—The late Quin-

cy Tufts of Boston, leaves by his will ten thousand dol-

lars to this Hospital.
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TREATMENT OF STRICTURES OF THE
riiKTHKA BY LAMINAKIA DIOITATA
AND GALVANISM.

By ROBERT NEWMAN, M.D.,

NEW TOIUC.

(A PAPKR aE.U> DEruRE THE MEDICAL JOCItNAI. ASSOCIATION OT
NEW yoilK. )

It is not my intention to speak of the trpatmi'nt. of

strictun-s in l;i ni-ral. ElalxTa'c works on that subject

are written by many authorities. Med:cal licraiure

abounds with tn-atises on this subjrct. This Si.eicty

his recently ii tened to vahjab'.e papers on Si ricture-'.

Neither is it my purpose to recommend oni' pai tieular

treatment as the best; and to condemn all othir. The
true physician has no direct panacea f )r certain dis-

eases. On the contrary, he always feels the iilv essity

for close and accurate observation upon the phenonnna
developed l-y j)ar icular cases, and adapts ids treatment

to the peculiar needs of each patient. In tii.s way
each case of stri.ture requires examination, and the ap-

plication of its appropiate means of cure.

There aie dillerent kinds of stricture, such as the

spasniod'C. the mtlammatory, the traunmtic, the granu-
lar, the fibnus, the cicatricial, the Cilcareous, etc. It

would be absurd to suppose all of the.^e varieties could

be treated alik"; although in all cass, our treatment

has but one common aim, i.e., to res" ore tlie urethra to

its normal stati", calibre, and power of healthful action.

There are mmy instruments iugeniously devised to se-

cure this end, and each may find proper employ ni-nt

in the pi'culiarities of the diseas , as it devfloi)S itself

in different cases. But theb>st way to accompli-h the

end must be left to the judgment < f the sur;^eon, and
I cannot loo strong'y insist upon the necessity of
the most careful t xamination and perfect under^tand-
ing of the d.ffieul'y before any plan of the treatment
is instituted. Neglect of this first most itiiporiaut step

has frequently resu'ted in very serious complications,

injurious to the pati.nt. When this has been accom-
plished, the surgeon may safely pursue any of the es-

tablished methoJs, or which is better, depend upon his

own ju Igmcnt and expeiience in making choice of the
fitting remedies to effjct a cure.-

The knowledge through examination is gained by

:

1st. Digital touch, committed to t'le fingers by trans-

mission of t!ie exploring instrument. 'Id. By exact
measurement to ascertain the exactlocality, length, and
size of the strictures, and 3d. By ocular ins ecti 'n

through the endo-cpe. The latter will i^ive valuable
information, and is alone capable of reveal,ng the true

condition of the pirts, which decides the c luracterof

the stricture. When the tube of ihe endoscope is

withdrawn from a urethra, which is sensibly indurated,
and especi.dly if there be a slight stricture, the canal
clo-ies behind the end of the insrum nt with a certain
abruptness; a circumstance, which is in striking c. n-
trast with the gradual way in which the healthy ure-
thra closes, when similarly manipulated. If the tube
of the endoscope is arrested by an organic stricture,

the ocular inspection will show the exact form. Of
course we see tliat the calibre is narrowed, the tissues

altered and indurated. The real st ictiired part is con-
tracted in vaiious ways and for.ns: it may be a regu'ar
ring, but more Ih quenily we see irregular .^lis in dif-

ferent directions, o/al, round, square, triangular, serra-
ted, and other irregular shapes. Such str'c ures are
not necessardy in the mi idle, but frequently are seen
on one s de of the focus. If the stricture is so slight,

that a smaller tube will pass it, then it is nece.S5arv to

examine the lower parts uf the urethra, in order to as-
J

certain if other strictures are present. In withdraw-
ing the lube, the fieculiiir alTuptneS't of the stricture

upon the ins'rument can be -een and felt by the guid-

ing hand. Often another condition will be found. The
tube is arrested, at the saim; lime (lie paiimt complainu
of 8or nes.^s. even of [lain. Then the iiispecli >n shows
that the calibre of the untlira is narrowed by granula-

t ons, which in the centre of the focus are elevated,

hanging in small red rotulas, wi'h a peculiar shining

lustre, giving it astrawbery appearance. Below these

grainilations and underneath, the longitmlinal fibres

radi.ite towards the periphery from linle centres, re-

semliling a contracted pu| il. These fibres are less

regular and distinct than in health, and sometimes are

even interrupted and ind stinct. The cure of the gran-

ulations by local applications is the only rational one,

and thereby the stricture will also disappear. In for-

mer times we were taught, that the introdmtion of the

steel .-ound by its weight presses the granulations until

they are cured. Bot such treatment was notoriously

uusucee.-sfu', and the fad try of such tlicory is now
easily understood. Dr. Otis in his valuable pa[ier says:
" We may, then, affirm as a nio-t imf)ortaiit axiom, that

the .sli.jhtest abnormal encroachment upon the calibre

of the urethral canal, at any point in its course, is suf-

ficient to perp.^uate a urethral discharge, or even, un-
der favoring circumstances, to e-slalili-'h it de novo,

without venereal contact." I endorse this most heartily

as an important fact, and may add, th it the discharge

will disappear as soon as the calilire of the urethra is

restored to its normal size. This is very important in

the treitment of gleety discharges and strictures. In-
jections continued for yeais will not cure a gleet, so
long as tlie stricture or the granulations remain.

In speaking of gleet and strict ore, the cause and
consequence may be easily confounded. As a rule, the

first step is an old, uncured, and neglected gonorrhoea.

A stricture is the consequence, wh ch aga n is followed

by gleet: the usual one or two drops every morning
accumulaiuir and emerging from behind the stricture.

In considt ring the tna ment of the Onjanic Stricture,

the majority of surgeons prefer dilat ition. This can be
done by gradual dilaation, or hy rupUne. The dilators

and divuisors of Voillemier, Thompson, Ilolt, Otis,

Reybard, Civiale, etc., etc., have their advocates, and
may be used in appropriate ca-es. But according to

authorities, in most cases a gradual dilatation will be
prefeired.

Speaking of such strictures, in which the best method
of treatment is gradual liilatation, it must certainly be
an impr#'ement, \{such gra iual ddatntioii can be done
with rapidity, as well as sfetv. And this is effected

by the use of lamioaria and galvanism, which we will

consider to-night.

Liiminaria liifjilafa, seatanole, seaweed, is a sea-plant

growing near the coast, beneath the watt r. It is found
in Irel.ind, Scotland, California, ec. For the treatment
of stric'u e these bougies, which I show you here, are

used. They come in six differ ni sizes; No. 6 corre-

spo-.ding to a small No. 5 of Tiemann's gauge, and No. 1

filling! of No. 1 of the sime gauge. In relaing to '

numbers heieafter, the comparism is made according r*8

to Tiemann's gauge. TiiC following exp riments will

show the dilaimg power these bougies [lossess. A
laminaria bougie, No. 3. was i-ubmerged in water, and
was found to dilate as follows :

In 1 hour 5 minutes to No. 6.
'• 2 hours " 7.

" 4 " 15 " " 10.

Other experiments, all made in May, 1867. had similar

results. I present here another specimen, wh ch I

have submerged in water to-day at 12 o'clock. It Las
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remained iheri> seven hours ; it is a No, 6, and is now
dilated to No. 16. Dry air w 11 contract it i\^iVm to its

former size. The p;ra(.le of expan.ssion depends on the

moisture snriouiidinu: the laminaria. Tliis law must
be tak'.n into Ciusilcration, and certain precautions

used. Some pa' ts of the urethra, which have more § -

cretions or more tuoisturc, will dilate such portions of

the bougie to a grea'er degree, and that part within the

bladder, surroumied by urine, will expand to such an
extent, that it is impossible to withdraw tlie bougie

through till' parts of the urethra, nut so much ddated.

Such an accident may be detrimental or even dangerous
to the patient. The fiiilure or success of the operation

Avill depend mucli on the attent'ou and care of the sur-

geon. If the < rdinary jincaiitions .'ire used, success

must follow. The fo.lowing rules must be observed to

insure success;

—

1. The boug'es must be made frbtn nn unblemisherl

piece of the plant, taken out of the middle, made with
care and equal in its whole length and size. If there

is the slightest suspicon of unevenuess it should not

be used.

2. That pnrt of the bougie wh'ch will occupy the

portion of the urehri be'ow the last stricture, and
particularly that part of t!ie bougie which enters the

bladder, must be vani-hed previously. Mastich var-

nish can be used. If the varnish is appli 'd just before

using, the laminaria may dilate a little, but if several

coats are applied and allowed to dry, no expansion can

take place.

3. As any oily subs'ance hinders the expansion, no
oil must be used. The bou'jie before mtroduction must
be placed in cold water, until it gets a soft, velvet-like

touch.

4. The bladder must be emp'ied before the operation,

to avoid uneasiness and overdisteniion.

5. The uiethra ought to be injected with water, to

relax the paits and favor the moisture for rapid dilata-

tion.

6. The measure of the urethra and seat of str'c'nres

must be carefully taken, notes made, and the bougie
prepare 1 nccordinuly.

7. The lioujie, when ready, must be introduced at

once, straight, wi'hout hesitation, twisting, or resting

in its passage ; otherwise it will cause pain, or, as d lata-

tion goes oa immediately, it w.U not reach the desired

depth.

8. After in-ertion, the b'^ugie must be left alone, and
not meddled witli, or tried to move.

9. It must he left inside undisturbed for two to four

hours, ac:-ording to circum^tances, consulting the feel-

ing of t'le patient.

10. The patient durincr this time is left in a recum-
bent position, and attended or observed by the surgeon.

11. In rem )ving the bougie, the surL'eon takes ho'd

of the bougie, and uses firmly and gradually tractions in

the same direc ion.

If some surgeons have fiiled with laminaria, they
either iiave not observed these precautions, or th y
have had imperfect bougie.s, or selected impracticable

ca-es.

Tiiis treat'Tient is most indicated when the stricture

is very sma'l. ahnos' impermeable, and no time can be

lost, as the No. 1. bougie of laminaria can be intro-

duced ea ier than t!ie usual sounds or catheters. In a

few hours the patient is r lieveil, and can micturate

without difficulty. No bad results can follow, nor wid
it interfere with his attention to liusiness. This latter

advantage is a gr.-at consi leration, as the trea'ment
with divalsois or dila'ors almost always cau-es pain,

sufferings and detention in bed and from busines-!. As
soon as the stricture is ddated so far that a steel sound

of a larger ca'ibre can be introduced, the laminaria has

done its duty, and it is better to abandon its further use,

and continue with other mean--. The-e are either steel

sounds or galvanism.

Eledricity in the treatment of strictures is by no
means new, and has been reported as far back as 25

years, or perhaps earlier; but the use of rjulvanifini Ibr

such pmposes is only of rec( nl date, and worked metho-

dically by Mallez and Tripier. Much confu-iou of terms

and i leas arise from want of definite information upon

the subject of electricity, and the vague and undefined

lesidts afforded by partial experiment and analysis of

this imponderable agent in therapeuties. It is not sur-

prising that many false statistical repirts, and the con-

ibunding of scientific terms f20 on record; thus the first

"blistering galvan'c battery" was patented in the

United States about 19 years ago. Now galvanic

batteries, such as we use at present, are only about 12

vears old, and many improvements since that period

iiave been made. So when we read of the use of galvan-

ism of a prior date, we maybe certa'n that it is an incor-

rect statement. I will here mention only one such in-

s ance reported in the Medical Recoro, December 1st,

18G8. The gentleman tillsus that he has cured a stricture

in 1844 wi h the "Pike's galvanic batery," which he

carried wih him in his carriage. Al ttle retlection will

show that a galvanic battery could not be taken in a

ca' riaee over country roads on the daily visits of a

pliysieian. What becomes of the acids in the open

cells? Next, I know that Pike never made galvanic

i)atterics. By accident, I came acro-s the same kind of

bat'erv, at the house of a friend, used in the case repre-

sented above, which fully explains the mistake in the

r. pott. The in-^cription proved that it was an electro-

magnetic macliine, made b}' Benjamin Pike, jr., 294
Broadway, introduced November, 1843. Therefore the

gentleman had not used galvanism, but only the Faradic

current.

Fr^m authorities on this subject, it seems that Mallez

and Tripier deserve the credit for having revived, if

not originated, the treatment of stric'ures by galvanism

methodically, with improved instrument- and appliances.

The success in curing a stricture by the galvanic

battery depends mainly upon the chemical effect of

absorption of the altered tissues Ibrming the stricture.

.Alkalies go to the negative; acids to the positive pole.

Consequently we use the negative pole to produce the

effect of absorption, which will act as a caustic alkali

and not p- odnce any cicatrix.

To regulate the strength of the battery to the strength

of the patient is an important point in electro-therapeu-

tic-:. In all drugs we have an estab'ished dos:", which we
•A'sWm regulate according to circumstai:ces and the in-

dividuality of the patient. Should electrii ity be given at

random ?
" The regular dose in the shape of the strength

of the current ought to be ascertaned, otherwise the

intended remed al effect may be detrimen'al. Now the

question arises, what instrument wi.l best f ilfil our pur-

pose ? In m :>st of my experiments I have used a

Stoehrer's sixleen-eell galvanic battery ; but in the use of

this very convenient apparatus I have met with some
difficulties, which it was impossible to overcome with-

out very complicated auxiliary instruments. This

liatiery permits grades only by two (2) cells, which,

increa-ing or dimiuishincr, is too great a difference, and
the intensity of the galvanic ciuTent, thus altered, is too

sudden, causing in the patient a nervous irritation,

shock, and pain.

The sze of the elements in Stoehrer's battery is far

too large, and the quantity of elect' icity thereby gen-

erated is too powirfid to produce the proper efifect

;

consequently the destruction of tissue is loo great.
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This, ngnin, will cause pain, which p.itient'i refuse to

eiuhire.

A larpo surface of bntteiy will caiitviizi- with more
iiit' n-iily ilim any other known causiic. liy usiii;^ the

ntv-t'ssuiy iinoiint of c'lrcliical ourreiil thu-t j:cin'r.ile(l,

to I'lilargc tlio -phorc ofaction, too much inll.mini.i i m of

tlie aunoindinp iR-aliiiy tissues may supiMveiu!, and
thus iig.ravate the d.sease. No acton .-iiou'd ever
destroy healthy tissiHS, the only elTort to be male is to

restore the niorl id parts to their proper nininal condi-

tion of healili ; therefore tlie eoiiceiitiatioii of the i lec-

tricd ciirr lit should be strictly confined to the diseased

lo. ality only.

To this [MCidiarity of the Sloehrer battery some fail-

ures are due, and I greet wit !i preat saistacion, and
exhil)it Iieie the new palvan'c battery invented and
mainif.ietured l>y Luis Drescher & Co.

It is a very handsome, portable instrument, which
combine-! e'cL'ance with cheapne-s. It contins 20
c -lis, and is s Id at the same price a< Stoehrer's 16 cell-!.

The <rre It oltjec ion to large surfaces is lure ovircome,
anil in the tria's made I Ibund decided advantages in

the two fol owing points:—
I. The intensity of the current can be augmented

gradual y cell by cell, without any int rrnpti«»n of the

Ciirrenf, and tlie patient will hard y perceive the in-

crease of int'-nsity which can be used above the power
of Stot'hrei's liattery.

II. The qiantity of electricity is reduced to a point
iffioient to produce the most intense action on a very
iniited space.

In traing a stricture, I always first a^rertan the
susceiitib lity of the patient to the galvanic current.

Then to the negitive p 'le is attached a metallic < on-
d ictor in"o tlie uiethra down to the st ic ure. The.se

instruments are made from flexible catheters, the end
of whicli is a lead or nickel bulb, about a half an inch

1 'ng, connected wiih the battery by a wire running
throuL^h tlie middle of the catheter. The catheter itelf

acts as an insulator and protector to the other parts of
the urethra.

I here exhibit a full sot of the catheter-electrodes, a
comp'ete assortment of all sizfs made also bv Luis
Drescher & Co. The insulation is perfect, and the egg-
shaped form prt>poriionate!y in length to its diameer.
As soon as tlie catlieter or the negative pole iscopnect-
ed with the battery, the circuit is completed by the
positive sponge elec'rode, either placed over the supra-
pubic region or gra-ped with the palm of the pa'ient's

hand. Then the current is very 'jradually inc:eased
fron one c 11 upward.s, till the patient feels a sliglit

pricking, and can tolerate it without pain.

The galvanic stream must never be so strong as to

cause p lin or burning, otherwise it acts as a galvano-
caiitery, des roys healthy tissues, forms cicatricis, new
strictures, compl'cat s matters, atid the difficulty i-i in-

crease 1. In ending the operation the battery mist be
gradua'ly de(rea.s"d to cell one (1), and then the cur-
TiUt interrup'ed by removing the e!ertri>des. Fa lur-s
may be due also to too prolonged or too frequent appli-
cation-?. Repetition of the application nui>t be male
at intervals of at least two weeks, or sometini's longer.

Tlie foregoing will be illustrated by some cases, which
are clinical fac's.

Cask I.

—

Sh-icture cured hi/ Lnmlnnria Boiiqie.%

]lf<ii/\3th, 18(J7.—A. L. C. of Brooklyn, came to my
office with tiie following history : He ha^i contrai-ted a
gononhoei 2i years ai^o ; discharL'cd f>r some time,
•which W..S f .flowed by a gleet, and in due time a stric-

ture was f rmed
; was treated by an emim-nt surgeon

V ith apparent success, but he soon neglected th^ stric-

uare. Had another gonorrhoea three moatlis ago; the

stricture p-i-w wors:* and troub'eil him mui.-h ; some-
times spasmo<lic. On examination tl ere were found
three di timt strietures. Onlv a pound No. 8 eouM be
u^e I for the introduction which nached stricture No.
1. The oth'T two .strictures were found wirli a HOund
Xo. 4. In the aft' rnoon a cntli' ter No. 3 was intro-

duced, and the water drawn off; then a wax bougie
No. 4 pas.sed nicely.

Contractions ol the bladder were painful and were
controlled by morpliine.

J/'»i/ 14//;. L iminaiii bougie No 2, vnrni.shed Ig inch

at th'-eni, was introduced lour o'clock in the afternoon,

six inches aliove the varni.shed nart Hence the bou-
gie was mti odueed 7g inches. Th • hougie was removed
at 6 o'elo. k. having iieen in.-ide Ihlly 2 hours. Then it

was found dilated to No. 5. Went iiome, feeling better

without any pain or ineonvetiience.

Mtif/lol/i. Passes uiine free'y and since yesterday
has f. It well.

Mai/ Mill. Laminaria bougie No. 4 was loft nearly

three hours. When removed was dilated to No. 8.

^t(VJ VJt/i. Lamin.aria bougie No. '> was left three

liour.s, on removal was not erpudly dilated. The stric-

tures were well marked by constiiclion at the bougie,

varying from G to 9.

IJ Hydrarg. bicldoridi gr. j.

E.\tr. bclladonnse g. vj.

G'ycerine ?j. M.
To apply on conical bou^'ie No. G.

JA/// 'list. Felr, well and in goo 1 .spirts. After this

the strictures were dilated graiiually with steel sound
to No. 12.

Here we have stricture made tolerably easy within
2 hoins. and dilated to its normal size in 7 days.

Case If.

—

Af/f/rarated Stricture in Prnstitir PoTlion.

—Laminarid boxfjie—permaiieut cure.—Mr. J. R., Hotel
keeper, came in great a'jony, sufT'tring from a stricture

vvhicii was so small that it preveiite i him fi om passing

water. The urine dribbled away drop by drop. He
had en'lured the stricture for seve.al years; had treat-

ment off an 1 on.

October l-itli, 18G7. On examination fund stricture

in the pro-static portion, A steel sound No. 11 entered
the meatus and pa-sed on forGi inches, where it was
arrested by the stricture. Vaiious instruments were
tried, none were small enough to p.n.ss the stricture.

Atli>t .Mii.or's instrument was pnshed up lo the stric-

ture, and the enclosed cat-gut passed with great diffi-

culty into the stricture, but not b'-yond.

Oct. I8fh. Dr. Finnell was kind enough to assist me.
All the usual instruments for the passage of the stric-

ture wer- tried in vain ; even the smalli st Laminaria
bougie No. 1 wo ill not enter. After many trials a
No. I zinc sound entered.

Oct. 2l.<!f. Zinc sound Nos. 1 and 2.

Oct. '231. Zine sound No. 2. The No. 3 woidd not
pass. The Laminaria bouge. No. 1, went e.isijy into

the blulder. It was lefl, there for two hours, iju its

removal it was f und dilated fu ly to No. 4.

Xov. '2d. After an absence of nine days, the patient

returned and reported easy. Is very innch improved
and ri lirved by pasing water f>e'y. Catheti r No. 3
was introduced with a little diffieidty. L imina ia bou-
gie, No. 2, was left for three iiours. On removal was
dilated lully to No. 5. Immediately after he passed
water easily.

iVor. llth. Patient afer ench vi.sit left for home,
wliich is 44 mi'es distant from New York. He made
the journey without experiencing any difficulty. Cathe-
ter No. 5 passed readily. Sound No. 6, with some dif-

ficulty, wa-; left ins de for eleven mir.u'es.

Nov. lith. Sound Xo. 6 p.iss^d ea.-ily. Same man-
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nerliiniiiiariji boii ;ie, No. 3. Lefr f >r three hou'S, when
it was dilated (ully to No. 8. This fi.;ure rcpte ents the

urethra at lhisst;ige, drawn froni the appearance of i he
laminaria a ter removal. At « will be seen a little con-

strietion. which si.ows a small .'-trictnrc ; at b hi g'ns

the large stiictnre. fully six and a half inches from the

meatus. T.ie dnct. ejaculat. are at c, seven and a hall'

inches from mea'us.
The penis of this patient is small, the whole uretha

measuring onlv seven ami a h;df inches. As the stric-

ture is six and a half inches from the nn-atus, and one
inch from the duct, ejaculat., it follows that said stric-

ture is in the pro^atic portion. This is a noticealde

fact, as S r II. Thomp-on denies the existence of stric-

tures in sai 1 1 cal.ty. The last laminaria iiougie was
introduceil eight an 1 one-fourth inches, tlierefore three-

fourths inches within the bladdt^r. The lower portion

was, of course, properly varnished.

A^ov. Idth. Some soreness about the stricture
; could

not intro luce sound No. 7.

Nor. 2Gfh. Sounds 7 and 8.

During Decemher, in four visits, dilatation was con-

tinued wiih st'tl sounds.

Jan., 18i)8. Treatment continued. In four visits

sound No 11 passed ea-ilv.

Feb., 186S. Soun 1 No. 12 easily.

March, 1868. Repasses sound'No. 11 himself The
urethra appears normal, and he was therefore cons.der-

ed cured.

August 2^ith, 1871. Just 3| years afterwards the

same patii-nt, appears again with an acute urethri-

tis, contracted 2 weeks ago. For several years he has

not passed any soun I. On exphiring with a large

steel soun 1 Nd. 10, find to my surprise that it slips into

the bladder with great ease, and that no trace of the

former s'ri tm"e is Ifr.

The uiethritis was cured in a few weeks. Have
seen the patient only recently, explored the urethra
again, and found him p;-rfectly healthy.

This c .se is an important clinical fact. It proves be-
yond any douht, that strictures can be cured, and also

the efficacy of the laminaria bougies, etc. Objeitions

may be made to my niod^ of illustrating this fact, for

it is said, strictures within the prostatic portion are

not believed to occur unless it is proven by a post-mor-
tem. To e ther I have to say that if suih a stucture is

cured, the post-mortem demonstration of the fict can-

not be made, and if a post-mortem examination shows
a stricture within the prostatic portion it could not
have been cured.

Still another case of stricUire within the prostatic por-
tion of the urethra has come under my observation le-

cently. The stric;ui e was seven inches from orificr',sound

12 pa-sed casi y, until seat of stricture. A steel sound
No. 7 coul 1 only be pushed through stricture with diffi-

culty. Calvaiiic Battery applied, anil the bougie No.
10 with bulb of lead passed gradually into the blad ler

after five minutes' galvanic current. After this a steel

sound passed easi'y. The case is of too recent obser-

vation, and therefore cannot place it on file as a decid-

ed success.

\^Mny 'iOth. The patient has been kept under treat-

ment, and the stricture cured. To-day sound No. 13

passed ea^il}^ into the bladder.—R. N.]

Dr. G. C. Teriy presented a specimen of stricture of

the urethra in the prostatic portion to the Patholngical
Society in 18G7, which is another proof that stricture

can appear in the prostatic portion
;

in this case it was
demon>tritd by a post-mortem inspection.

Case III.

—

Sfridnre cured by Laminaria and Gal-

vanic Battery.—F. S., after a urethritis had for the last

eight months a sli^iht discharge of a gray and green-

ish color. The di-chaige is very small in quantity,

but constant.

Marcli "ith, 1871. On examinat'on with a glass

tube and mirror found a stric'ure H inch( s from meatus.

Bougie No. 3 passe 1 th'-- str cmre.
March Bt'i. Laminaria bougie No. 4 was parsed with

dillieulty, the size being almost too large to pass the
stric'ure.

During the time of pu-hiug it alone, the Laminaria
began to dilate, in consequence of which it could not
be pushed further than 3j inches from meatus. Was
left there for 3| hours.

Tiie dilatation from meatus « to s'ricture b was
round, and e<iually ex|)ancled to No. 7, the stricture it-

s If was well marked, cons' rict'd and d dated only to

No. 6. The other side beyond strietu'e, the bougie

was flattened, and d.lated to No. 8. He left my office

immediately afterward, very comfortable and without
pain.

March 20//;. Sound No. 7 parsed str'cture easily.

Sanies discharge of serum and a little blood, but ijad

no pain.

March 21s/. Bouirie No. 8 would not pass the stric-

ture. Galvanic battery ajiplied. Po-itive role covered
with sponge in hand. A b'ougie with a lead bulb at

the end attached to the negative pole was introduced

into the urethiaand arrested at the stricture.

A constant stream was then appl ed with 10 cells for

2i minutes, when the bougie passed freely tlu'ough the

strieture, and was arrested by a second stricture at 5^
inches.

April Zd. Bougie No. 9 passed t'ghtly. Galvanic

bat'ery bougie passed through botli strictures, 10
Cells for 5 minutes. Tlie bougie pass'^d the first stric-

ture after 2^ minutes, the s..cond 5 J inches after 4
minutes.

April \()th. Urethra st'll sore but no indurations

felr. Sound No. 10 passed ea ily.

April 18//;. Examination witu g'ass tube and mir-

ror cannot discover any granulations or sores. Sound
No. 11 enteis.

April 21th. Sound 11 and 12 pas=es.

May 8f.h. Examination with endoscope reveals only

healthy tissue. Dismissed as cured.

Jan., 1872, was again seen and found in good health.

Case IV.

—

Stricture cured by Galvanic Battery.— H.
W. B., Merchant, married. Had a gonorrhoea two
years ago. Urethra d scharsed for several months,

after which he had gleety dis barges off and on. Has
now some sanies dir-charge, and sometimes a burning
sensation on micturiiion.

Sept. 14//;, 1871. Endoscopic examination.

Small tube met with souie coustiictions in the ure-

thra, and v/'as arrested at 5 inches.

On inspection t e urethra was fomid a little thick-

ened and red. The stricture could distii.ct'y be seen

as an irregular slit diagonally from rii^ht to 1> ft. Very
slight points of granulation springing up almost below
the stricture.

Sept. 25th. Sountl No. 9 pass'^d with difficu'ty, and
was arrested at 5 inches. G.dvanic batterv 10 cells.

From negative pole, the bongie No. 10, with a nickel

point, was introduced into the urethra, constant stream

lor 2^ minutes, passed the str'cture easily.

Oct. 24:th. Galvanic battery as befue—bougie No.
11, nickel end, after which sound No. 12 was intro-

duced. Patient was ordered to use sound !No. 11

once a week.
Jan. 18th, 1872. Saw the patient again, and found

iiim well. Sound No. 12 passed.

Case V.

—

Stricture.— Cause of the failure of Galvanic
Battery and Laminaria.—A case is added in which the
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pnlvanic l>nttt'ry and laiiiin riadiil not euro tlie stric tiire,

but on the contra y niadu it worse. The cause ol" tlie

failure, howfVer, was exphiined, atid I rehite it with

tlie iiiteiiiioii of .'howiiij; liow inipoi taut it is to make
a Ci>rrect tlia<:nos s. Iiijuiiicious ^eleo'ion of tases for

the operation, and a faL-e diagnosis, will neci-ssarily be

followed hy failure.

11. A. came to my office Inst fall with nn acute

urethritis, whcli was cured by mild injecti'>n within

nhoul three weeks, afier which a steel bou;^ie No.

I'J pa-Sfd I asily into the b'adder.

Two mon'li-i a't rw.-ir !s he appeared, an<l complained

of ihe hrcakinp out of a slijht discharpi- ; on ex imina-
j

tion Ibiind a stricture at 4* inche-. Galv.niic battery

was applied twice at inteivals of two werks. Each
time the nepative-m"tidlic electrode Nos. 10 and 11

pjussed into the bladder. On eacii suicddinp visit,

however, the strictu e was worse. The stricture was
so small that an endos ojiic examinatinn was impos-

silile. Li-ht th own by a mirror through a glass tube

shows onlv healthy li-sue, nuicuus lining had a natural

color, Oiifice and walls norm 1, no disrhaipe to be seen.

Cause of strict ire unaccouniable. Laniinaria bougie

No. 5, varnished at the end for one inch, was intro-

duced 7 inches from meatus at 2:40, p. m., left there for

three hour-, and after removal found to my surprise

bougie diia ed vnJti to No. 7. A large quantity sanies

di.-^charge fo lowed tlie bougie from the urethra, which
was chaiacteiistic of ciiaiicre.

The p.itieiit was immediately put under consti-

tutional t:eatment, and recovered in a fc-w weeks. I

conclude that tln' patient when first seen had only

GoiKtrrhaa, which was cured. Alterwards the sy-

philis develci|>cd, and a chancre appeared within the

urethra, causing the pseudo-striclu e, which was not

recogniz' d at tirst. The case is instructive, and shows
one of the reasons of failure, in the treatatnt of stric-

ture with galvanism and laniinaria.

These cas s I believe will suffice to illustrate the effi-

cacy of galvanism and laniinaria in the cure of strictu; e.

Tiiis mt thod is not sufficiently unde: stood and a 'opted.

From my experience I discovered that t'.ie following

rules ought to be observed in its application.

1. Before the operation, the susctp;ibility to electricity

of the patent should liist be ascertained, and the

strength of tlie batt ry aranged accordingly.

2. The current sho Id never be made so strong as to

cnuse pain, or prolong' d too long, but proportioned to

the strength of the patient.

3. The p >les mu-t be p'aced first, and then the cur-

rent i'lt: oduced. Shocks aud inierruption of current

should be avoided.

4. Repeitions of the operation must be dene at

intervals of at least fourteen days, or better four

Weeks.
5. iMi'd currents, continued and repea'ed, work better

than strong currents, which, if given only thiouLrh the

metal, cause pain, and may destroy tissues, without
curing the stricues.

This electrolytic procedure must not be confounded
with galvano-caustic, wh ch is u<ed for the amputation
of tumors, etc., and the immediate destruction of abnor-

mal growihs.

I cannot fin"sh this pap-r without alluding to the val-

uable article of Dr. E L. Key*, a gentleman wel! fitted

for the investigation of this intricate question. The
doctor has worked with skill and per-everance, and de-

tai'ed his experiment? with a cU'ar preci-ion and evident

honesty of purp >se. He reports in the A'. Y. ifed.

Journal, December, 1871, aming others, ten cases of

stricture treated bv electrolvsis. I perused this rep'>rt

with pleasure, as I beUeve it is the first, if not the only

one p V' n in America, respecting the use of galvanism
in strictures.

The author may possibly be too sanguine in his cx-
pei tat on, or too easily discourajed in consequetice of

thes.' la 'ge expectations U^mpting him to condemn the

niethod alto;jeiher, foipettinp that a clas-? of charity pa-

tients are the poorest Kii d liom whom we can predi-

caU; the result of experimental treatment. Most of

the e are broken down in constitution, and from pov-

ery and other causes incapa' le of aiding the cares and
wishes of the physician. We cannot but observe in

this report some very important conipli(ations that

would have great weight at the lime of treatment in

charaCeriziiig the nature of the resuh obt lined. Fit
exauplc, Ca.sc 2 wa? snffi^ring Irom s< condary syphilis;

C.ise G had swollen testicle; 7, the uretlra feels out-

side like a fibrous cord, and in Ca-e 9. internal urethro-

tomy liad been performed. Certainly a 1 tln-conditiona

were unlavorahle for a pood resilt. Notwi listandng

all this, the resume of the ten cases ought to give satis-

faction :

(mc unsuccessful—Ca*e 9.

Five patients refiised further treatment, and disap-

peared—Cases 1. 4, 6, 7, 8.

Four successful—Cases 2, 3, 5, 10.

Total, 10.

The only really unsuccessful case, 9, may be due to

the lormi r internal urethrotimy. Next, it is unjust to

Condemn the method, because five pa'i'-nts have disap-

peared, and could "not be followed sufficiently long to

make such an observation v..luable." And last, we find

an undoubted success in four cases. In Case 2, notwith-

>taniiing the compli a'ion ol' syphilid, the stricture was
d laieu in one sitiing from 9 to No. 12. In Case 3,

from a G'iform bougie the progress was made to No. 8,

and in Cases 5 and 10, after treatment, sound No. 15

passed. Certainly a good result, and no reason to com-
p'ain.

Considering all circumstances, I must profess myself
well sati.-fied with tiie result obtained by (he use of

galvanism in stric'ures, and hope theprofe-sion will give

niore attention to the subject, and that many interest-

ing reNorts may be given us, which will enable us to

add so confidently important a remed.al agent to our
7-epe)-toire.

Kew Yobk, 145 West Fortj--Seventh Street. ]

CARBOLIC ACID INHALATIONS IN
CHRONIC BRONCHITIS.

'

By JOHN A. LIDELL, M.D.,

^^:w tokk.

Ts a bad case of chronic bronchitis—a case in which
there w'as strongly marked bronchiectasis on both sides,

harassing cough both by day and night, profuse muco-
purulent, secretion that oflentinns was very oflensive

in snuU, and emaciation with other general signs of
bronchial phthis s, the writer has recent'y adminis-

tered carbolic acid by inhalation, and made the patient

com t\)rtable by so doing, when every other palliative

had failed.

At first it was given in the vapor of hot or warm
wat.r : but, after a short trial, the-e inlialations were
discontinued, because they made the patient perspire too

much. Then it wa-s administeiel in the form of spray

with Codman & Sliurtieff s atomizing apparatus No
5, and the result was gratilying i i every rc.-peet. The
preparation which was used most consisted of the crys-

tallized acid di.ss 'Ived in water in the r..tio of one grain

of the former to oae ounce of the latter, that is, 1 part
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of the acid to 480 parts of water. Ti ials were also made
with a sokition as weak iis 1 part to GOO on the one

one Iiand, and as st'ong as 1 p:irt to 300 un the other,

but those having a stiviipth of I part to 450 or 483 an-

swered be-t. The patient was made to breathe or

inhale the spray with deep in-piratioiis, from five to

ten nanutes at a sitlinj^, unless a feeling of drowsiness

were soom-r produced, oncj a d ly, usual'y; twice a

day, however, when the expectoration was very pro-

fuse or ofFL-nsive in smell.

The u<e of thesi; inhalations was continued on and
oflf for about eighteen montbs wiihoui producing any
unpleasant consequences whatever. On the contrary

t!iey always gave t'le patient marked relief. They in-

variably soothe 1 and quieted the cough. They correct-

ed the fetor of the breath and of tlie expectoration.

They lessen 'd the quantity of the expectoration itself

in a decided manner wiiiiout tiglitening the cough or

rendering it d y. And they proved beneficial in other

respects, for under tliair use the pulse became less fre-

quent and irritible, and the tendency to afiernoon fever

was likewise di iiinislied. Notwithstanding, this case

terminated fatally (although the end was long post-

poned), and therelore carbolic acid inhalations must
not be considered as, in any sort of way, a specific for

chronic bronchitis. However, our patient's life was ob-

viously prolonged, and her comfort was greatly promo-
ted by their fre jufnt use. It is, then, as a palliative of

more than ordinary value in the treatment of this dis-

ease that we now confidently recommend the inha-

lation uf carbolic acid.

The only contraindication to its employment in

chronic bronchi is whic'i we observed, was the con-

traction of a ''fr.'sh cold," especially when attended

with fine crepit:ition. Un ler such circumstances we
always judged it expedient to suspend the inhalations

until the acu e symptoms had passed away. Carbolic

acid appears to be too irritating in its nature to be used
in this way with safety in cas'S where there is acute in-

flammation ol' the puhnonary tissue or of the bronchial

mucous memb: ane. But. in cases where those chronic

inflimmatory conditions of the bronchial mucous mem-
brane, which nee 1 a stimulating plan of treatm nt, are

present, this auent may be administered in the way
mentioned above, without risk, and with great benefit

to the patient.

63 East Twelfth Street, New York, 18T2.

progress of illctiical Science.

PuYsic.vL Fkatures OF INSANITY.—At the late meet-
ing of till' Bri'ish Association for the Advancement of

Science, Dr. T. B. Tuke remarked that he was not pre-

pared to designate the indiviilual pait of the brain

specia'lv affected in the different forms of insanity, but

generally the corpora striata are the portions most
frequently found aft\'Ciel, and the cerebellum is the

organ least frequently snlijected to disease. Toe white
matter is much more liab^.e, in comparatively r. cent

cases, to evident strLcturul morbid change than theco-
tical substanre

;
and wh^re the intel ect has been in

abeyance for prolonged periods, the structu'e of tln^

gray mutter of the cerebral convolutions is difficuli of

demonstration, the layers are found inlistinct, as the

cells are few in number, an 1 general! v small in sizi'.

In the fifty-three cases of chi'onic insanity which he has

examined, lie has found distinct structural changes in the

brain of each.

CocoANCT Milk.—The London PhnrmnceuticalJour-
nal states, that in India the milk of the cocoanut is em-
ployed ill debility and incipient ph:hi,sis as a substitute

forced oil, with excellent resuhs. It is also used in-

steail of cow's mi k in tea and coffee. In large doses it

acts as a substitute for castor oil.

Amputation of the Cervix Uteri.— This operation

was first brought into |ironiineijce by L:sfranc, who
operated ninety-nine times.

" ^TiiYLiDENcnLORiDE."—In a translation ofan article

in the Berliner Kliuisrhe Worhensrhrift, Feb. 15, 1872

( lite Clinic), tlie experienct' of Dr. A. Stefl'm, of the Chil-

dren's Eospital at Stet:in, witii se hylidmchloride is

nientioued. He says that its inlialation is effected just

as simply as the inhalation of chloroform. S.nce it has

a pleasanter and milder odor than chloroform, and does

not irritate the skin to the same degree, children resist

it much less; oiler ch Idren almost not at all. To
attain the most rap'd effect, as much as possible must
be inhaled in the beginning. Children are rendered

perfectly unconscious in two, at most, in three minutes.

If the patients are not restless before inhalation, no
aci;eleration of the heart's action is manifeted, and as

little is respiration affected. Paten's present the ap-

pearance of a quiet sleeji. The effect of aethyliden-

chloride is of shorter duration than thit of chloroform.

In operations requiring considerable time the anaes-

thetic must be re-inhaled as soon as s'gns of conscious-

ness are manifested. In childhood, for operati(jns of

short duration, an average of ihree or four grammes (45-

GO grs) is fully sufficient. As soon as the effect of the

agent subsides the pati- nt recovers rapidly without

experiencing any inconvcn'ence whatever. Children,

as a rule, as soon as consciousness is n-stored, call for

their dinner. Vomiting, during or afier inhalation, oc-

curs in cliildren only in exceptional cases.

The Glue Bandage in Fractures.—E. D. Worth-
ington, M.D., of Sherbrooke, Canada (Canada Medical

Jtinr7ia,l), in referring to thearti:le on " The Glue Ban-
dage as a Primary Setting lor Frai tured Limbs," pub-
1 shed in the Drcember number of that journal, by
G o. Ross, M.D., House • Surgeon to the Montreal
General Hospital, states that he has used the glue

bandage frequently andsucces fully since 18G7, in frac-

tuns and in other surgical ca-es. In a ca-e of fracture

of the leg, wi;h a certain amou it of swelling, and where
it is necessa'y to put it up lor a few d lys in the usual

manner, with a roller and in a box-sp'int, or on an
inclined plane, the course he has always adopted in

applying the glue bandage is as follows: dissolve a

certain quantity of No. 1 white English glue to the

consistence of drained honey. Get a small-sized

paint brush, half or three-quarter inch diameter, and a

smooth board two or three feet in length, on which to

give the paper—already cut to the requisite lengths—

a

coating of glue. Now split the roller that is already on
the leg down the midille, open the tnds out, give the

leg a good coating of glue, brushing under both sides

as far as pussible, and readjust tne cut ends of the roller

as you would an ordinary ta led bandage. With a lit-

tle pains the whole leg mny be glu'd, except at the heel

and calf, and even at the latter point only a very nar-

row fine need 1 e left untouched. Then apply in suc-

cession layers of paper previously gleed, aijd as each

layer is completed g ve the whole a hberal covering of

glue. In five or six hours this will have become per-

fectly solid. All this time the leg remains in the

original splint unmo^el. The box-splint of course lias

or ought to have movable slides. At the next visit

lift the leg out of the box-splint, and apply a few thick-
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nesses (T }rlned paper, to cover the ungliu'd line on the

poster or iisprct of the U-g. In tliis way no assUinnt U
nL'fdt'd, nnd tin* wliole thing is dune without llie slight-

est posihil ly of distiirhance tn thi- IriK-iuri-.

When ntcessiiry to sphi ihu handage, an ivi>ry paper
cutter will \>c louud very ust-l'ul, cutting duwn on it

with asliarp knife.

SfTl-RKS DlSCARIIKD IS PkKMOVAL OF TIIK BlIEAST.

According to tiie Cnuada Meilical 7if» »/rn'//, sum roR lire

altogt-tlicr di-cartleil in ihe Brotnpton Cancer Hospital,

London, in rases of removal of tlie hrea>-t, the edijes of

the wound bcini: brought tcn-iher by adlie>iv«; ])laser.

No carbohc arid is used as a dre.-^sing, but a mere
spirit lotion, wliich answers equally cs well.

AMYLOti) DisKASE Prevkxtkd BY Alkalfes.—.Tamcs

Perri;,'o, M.D., London, correspondent of ihe C'unada

Medical Jiiunial, writ s that Dr. Dickinson, of the

Great Ormo:'d street Cliil Iren's Hospital, is a great

believer in the theo y that alka'ies can prevent amy-
loid dis.'ase in long-continued suppuration. This is in

the face of opinions rect-nll}' held, of alkalies long ad-

mini-teied causing anaimia liy les ening the number of

red corpuscles. A cast* was shown on the surgical side,

sulhringfrom a suppurating hip-joint, where the patient

had bi en t:.king litrate of potash for eighteen months,
and no amyloid disease was present.

The Uses of the Uvula.—In an important paper
on this subject, by Sir G. Duncau Gibb, Bart., ^I.D.,

LL.D. (Loudon Lancet), his conclusions are a-; follows:

— Lst. Itait< as a seniin-1 to the fauces in excitingthe
act (>f deglutition when anything has to be swallowed.
2d. It compresses the soft jialate, and hoi Is its posteroir

free border fi:mly against the wall of tlie pharynx in de-

glutition, so il;at noihing can pass upwar !s. 3il. It

modifies sp.-t^ch in the production of loud dec-laniation

and the guttural forms of language, by lessening or
diminishing ihe i>haryngo-n: sal passage, when it acts

as an elevator. 4tli. Its elevatii g power is increased

to the most extreme dei^ree in the hiLihest ranges of

the singing voice, and is very moderately exerted in

the lower ranges. 5th. Therefore, in its uses, degluti-

tion and vocalization are t e functions that are inti-

mately a-sociated with the uvula, and both become im-
paired more or less if it is destroyed, wholly removed,
or seriously injured.

Maxackmext of Persistent Hiccoroi.—Dr. Eino'-y

L. Willard (f'arific Med. and S'lrfj. Journal), relates

three cas s of v olent and persistent hiccough, which
were re ieved by inhalatinn of the sa'ts otAvhi e helle-

bore. The hiecoiigh stopped as soon as the new action

was set up by the remedy.

The Principal Causes of Tvsaxity ix California.
—Dr. Henry Gibbons, of Calif rnia (Pacific Meil. and
Surf]. ,TniirnnT).'\n his researches on "'Insanity and Dis-

ease in Cal foriiia." enumerates the following principal

causes of insanity in that Stite:— 1st, The general
character of a people who have left their homes to

colonize a distant country. Such persons are not an
average f'f the race. Discontented, restless, enter prs-
ing, and a-nbiious, tliey combine the elements of
character prone to mental aberration. 2d. Absence
from home, and the want of domestic and family lie.s,

to give repose and relief to body and mind. 3d. Neglect
of accustom.'d religous observances an 1 failure to cul-

tivate, as ot olil, the religions sentiment which would
serve as b.dii't in the storms of life. 4th. The want of

fixedn ss—the idea that this is but a temporary home,
creating the s nsation of being adrift in the wor'd,
5t,h. Nosto gia—longing for the old home, tlie father-

land, the scenes of childhood and ihe objects of early

attachment. 0th. The eager puisiii' of wealth as the

chief ind of life, and the entire absence of content-

ment, whether foriuno sinih^s or frowns. Men are

miserable uid' ss they are making and hoirding money.
Tth. Hevcr.ses of fortune; alas, how frecpieiitl 8th.

Absence of all moral rcsiraints to wh ch persons have
I Cell amenal)le in the old and said communities where
iheyhave resiled. 9ih. Constant exeitt-meni, keiping

up nnbendiiii II" rvous tension. 10 h. Unbrdled indul-

gence of anim 1 passions. 11th. Si ll'-aimse, incident to

excess of male populiition. 12th. Imaginary di.seases,

fostered liy the adver isements of viUanoiis quarks in

the newspapers. 13th. Practical ignorance of the

value of cold water as a beverage.

Nitrite of Amyl in Epilepsy.—Two cases of epi-

lepsy with distinct aura or other firm of warning
symptom, rclievi d by the inhalation of nitrite of amyl,
ate renorted by S. Weir M.tchell, M.D., in the Phila.

Mfd. Tiine.i.

He states that in another class of rare cases it may
also prove of service. Th'-re are cei tarn epilep.sie8 iu

which the spasms last four hours, one fit following an-

other. In these be commonly employs with success

injections under the skin of brondde of lithium, using

thirty or forty grains in three or four loi'aliiies ; but he
has twice checked the-e attacks at once by inhalations of

the nitrite of amyl. In one of them there was a second
fit, but no more, which was unusual. In the other,

which lasted a'wayssevetal lionrs. the nitrite was used
at ihe clo-e of an hour in the third convulsion. Relax-
ation ii stantly occurred

;
the fit passed off, and no

other followed. Ether has been frequently employed
in tills case, but it merely mitigates the attack, and its

usci has to be kept up for two hours.

Primary Cancer of Bladder.—John Ashhurst, Jr.,

M.D., Phila , Pa. (Phila. Med. Times), relates a ca-^e of

p imary cancer of the bladder; the patient being an
Iris nnan, forty-five years of age, and by occupation an
engineer. Apart from the rarity of c; neer of the blad-

der occurring as a |>rimary affection, the case presented

the subjoined clinical and patholog'cal features of
interest.

l~t. The absence of pain during the latter stages of
the i.jBTection, and the entire freedom fom hajmaturia,

both unusual, were explained by the fa t, revealed at

the post-mot tem examinat on. that there was no ulcera-

tion of the mucous surface of the bladler.

2d. The rapid development and yrcat intensity of

the so-called '• cancerous cachexia," in connection
with the Occurrence of pulmonary disease, which was
not cancerou.s, were of interest—illustrating the fact

that this cachexia depended rather upon the implica-

tion of vital ogans than upcn tlie extern and duration

of cancer as a special Ibrm of new growth; the ''can-

cerous cachexia" is not particularly well marked in

ca«es of uncomplicated cancer of the bladder.

3d. The rapid coutse of the affection, and its early

termination in dea'h before the vesical growth had ad-
vanced to tiie stage of ulceration, were evidently
owing to the condition of the lungs—the fatal issue

being in fact due to pulmonary disea.se, and not to vesi-

cal cancer.

Is Quinine a Uterine Motor Stimulant ?—Dr. T. J.

Eato", Baldwin City, Kan. (ICansa.i C'iti/ Med. Journal),

mentions thne ca.ses confirmatory of this qu ry, which
has been of late much d scus-ed at houie ; nd abroad,

since M. Mon'everdi set forth his views in regard to

the actioa of quinine ou the uterus.
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WHY IS IT THAT THE AMEnCAN MEDICAL
ASSOCIATION SO MISREPRESENTS THE
AMERICAN MEDICAL PROFESSION?

The people at large regard all national bodies as the

mouthpieces of the special interests which tliey pro-

fess to represe it. The utterances of the Methodist Con-

ference, and of the Pi esbyterian Synod ate taken as the

voice of the Metliod'st and Presbyterian denominations

;

and on the same principle the resolaiions of the Ame-
rican Medical Associatioa are tel graphed over the

country as the expressi'in of the views of the phy-

sicians of Ami-rica. They are quoted and deservedly

criticised in the lay papers, to the disg-ace of American

science, and of the science of medicine all over the

world ; and for years our professi 'n has suffered in the

eyes of all intelligent and honorable citizens from the

ignorance, the narrowness, the recklessness, and the

Titanic stupidity that of late years, at least, has pretty

uniformly characterized the public utterances of this

Association. In the eyes of the world, the profession

is, through the acts of this Body, made to appear as a

colossus of old tOL'yism—a vast museum of med cal

antiquities, at which men look and wonder, and then

thank G-od that they live in the nineteenth century.

Every time the Association meets humanity groans,

science bows her head, and the dial of civilization turns

backward on the s'<y.

Instead of abus'ng the Association, we propose here

to give an explanation of the fact that it so fearfully

misrepresents American science and modern civihza-

tion.

The delegates attend the, meetings of the Associ-

ation for the sake of having a delightful social time,

and very few of them give any attentioa to its business

management.

In societies of all kinds—literary and scientific—it is

found very hard to combine t'.ie literary, social, and

bu.siness elements, so that all may move on actively and

harmoniously. This difficulty is cspeciary great when

the oi'ganizations are large, and meet each time in

strange and interesting places, that distract the mind

from the real purposes of the Association.

The majority of the de'egates to the American Medi-

cal Association have too good a time to work on com-

mittees or study over rcsulutions, or even to cast their

vote on any important measure.

This explains a'so the meagreness of the scientific

contributions of the Association. One might as well

stand up to read a paper in the large hall of the Fifth

Avenue Hotel, or at the corner of Fulton Street and

Broadway, or before the passengers jumping on board

of the ferryboats as in the section rooms of the Amer-

ican Medical Assoc'ation.

The Session of the Association is so short that it

is absolutely impossible to settle difficult questions.

The Methodist conference devotes weeks to the

general business maiters of the denomination, and its

decisions, whether wise or unwi e, represent the sen-

fments of the Methodists of the country. At Philadel-

phia three or four mornings only were given to the dis-

cussion of subjects that can only be well investigated by

committees with large leisure and abundant opportuni-

ties. The consequence was that nearly everything was

decided at random, or e'se in accordance with the

wishes of some prominent member. So far as getting

the average views of the profession was concerned, the

President might just a? well have tossed up a penny,

crying " heads or tails," as each resolution or report

was read to the Association. Questions of vast com-

plexity and supreme moment
;
questions that for ages

have tasked the brains of civilization-; questions that are

now convulsing the nations of Europe and America,

and threatening the disruption or renovation of society,

—questions which, if the Association had the slightest

influence with the profession, would, according to the

manner of their decision, exalt us to the skies, or for-

ever condemn us before a Christian community, were

there decided with the rapidity and reck!esness of a

school-boy debating society. An ordinary dice-box

would get the average views of the profession on great

professional issues better by far than the morning ses-

sions of the American Medical Association.

If a resolution to present Queen Victoria with a mil-

lon sterling, or to erect a monument to George Francis

Train, or to burn the city of Philadelphia, or to rule the

Almighty out of the Universe, had been rapidly pro-

posed by a prominent member, it might have been car-

ried by acclamation.

T e business affairs of the Association are almost

entirely controlled by one man— Dr. N. S. Davis, of

Chicago. This is a natural result of the other causes

we have just mentioned. It is always so with large

pubhc assemblies composed of men who have little

ta^te for, or experience in, pohtical management. The
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scientific men in our proA-Psiou do not. ns a body, love

politics or wirc-|uillin{», and they inslinclivcly leave

such matters to those who do like them.

To Dr. Davis, more than to any one man, more in-

doeJ than to any number of men, t'lc Association is in-

dolited for whatever of evil or of good it h;w accom-

p! slu'd. A natural and pract sed speaker, witli a ta'ent

and la<te for business management t!iat is quite rare

among physi ians, he has from the foundation of the

Association been one of its leading spirits, and now
almost entirely contro's it. A lirge proportion of the

delegates are utt«uly ignorant of the rules of the Asso-

ciation, an 1 are utterly indifferent to its biusiness man-

agement; while Dr. Davis is exhaustively familiar with

every lact of tiie Association from its birth until now,

and is thoroughly entlmsiastic for its welfare; has in-

deed made this matter a specialty of his lif-. The

delegates who vote at all find it ea-ier to vote with Dr.

Davis, whom they suppo-e to know more than any other

man about any subject that is presented, than to study

it up for themselves, and hence it happens that we
have the strange spectacle of a thousand men—the

best representatives of the medical profession in

America—yielding to one-man power with the most

absolute s.itisfaction and unconcern. If Dr. Davis had

gone aloiie into the hall at Philadelphia, made iiiniself

chair.nan, s. cretary, and treasurer of the As-ociation ; if

he had proposed and seconded and voted on all the

resolutions, tiie final result would have been just about

as it was with a thousand men around him. It was
on the Frid ly mornng sission that the relation of Dr.

Davis to the Association appeared most con-picuous.

The order of business was tlie disposal of the business on
the secretary's table. The secretary began to read the

resolutions that had" been handed him, and to make mo-
tions concerning tlie publication or non-publication of

papers. Then there followed an exhibition the like of

which eye hath not seen nor ear heard, neitlier hath it

entered into the heart of man to conceive—an exhibi-

tion which probably is without a parallel in the history

of public conventions. Dr. Davis, who had taken a seat

near the pu'pit, eagerly watched every resolution as it

was read, and every motion that was made, and succes-

sively disposed of ih"ra according to his own wish.

Oiher members made motions to table, to reconsider, or

to do this or that, but nothing was finally settl.'d con-

trary' to Davis' wis'ies. Other voices were heard from
near and from far in feeble protest, but all were drowned
in this one voice. Meanwhile from every part of the

church, from the pulp t, and from the vestibule, men
were seen rushing to Davis, and in tones of huinihty

and reverence, sucii a< are supposed to be appropriate for

those who a Idress the Almighty—were craving his per-

mission to make or to modify resolutions, to insert this

or take out that, as though all well knew that it would
be useless to attempt to carry any measure to which
he was opposed. The king received his subj.'cls with
mingled firmness and gentleness, as every good ruler

should ; «om') were favoraldy answererl, o'liers doubt-

fully, and olhrrs were sent empty away, Had and dis-

couragi'd. We give one illustration out of many that

might be given. When Dr. Reese's carefully worded

resolution in regard to woman was brouglit up, a few

prominent memliers ^^eemed to be di'iurbed lest the

Association mignt again di.«grace itself and the country

on this .-ulijfct, ami there a;ipeared to be quite a gen-

eral (ieeling that perhaps it miglit not Ijc impossible to

redeem the bad record of the pa«t qua- ter of a century.

Then arose Dr. Davis, and half jestingly said that he

'•preferred to talk with the ladies in Fairmount Park

than talk about tliem here," and at onoe, in the twink-

ling of an eye, the representatives of forty thousand

educated physicians said Amen

!

In short, Dr. Davis was the Association. It was a

.strange, a sublime, a picturesque sight—this voluntary,

unanimous, imswerving and unconscious yielding of a

thousand wills to one.

If there was any single measure of the Association

at tiie meeting that was at all dispha-i' g to Dr. Davis,

he has only himself to blame ; he had only to breathe a

wish, and it washi.^.

Tliese words are not in censure of Dr. Davis ; they

are rather in his praise. But for his wa'chfulness, care,

and supreme influence, tiie As-ociation might have

passed we know not how many absurd resolutions.

Now it would be very difficult for any one man to

fully represent the views of the leaiing minds of

the profession in this country on all the great questions

that aiise; and Dr. Davis is certainly not the man, for

on the woman question, and on certain matters of

ethics, he no more represents the best physicians of

America, than Dr. Martyn Paine's work on Materialism

represents Modern Science. He has a perfect right to

his views. He has as much right to worship the

eighteenth century as we have to worship the nine-

teenth. If a man takes piide in being a quarter of a

century behind the age, there is no law to interfere

with him. He has a legal, though scarcely a scientific

or moral right to Bourbonize the Ameiican Medical

Association ; and if the members of the Association

allow themselves lo vote fjr wirkeJ and cruel and ini-

quitous measures, that would di-grace tlie lowest order

of politicians, they must bear at least a part of the

blame.

It is not our purpose here to find fault, but to ex-

plain what to many lias been a great mystery, the fail-

ure of the American Medical Association to represent

the Americ.in Medical profession.

"We close with thes;i suggestions. First, let the

meetings of the Association be held with closed doors.

What would be thought if all the petty squabbles of

our county societies were regularly published in the

newspapers, so that the world could know by heart

every blunder that we make ? Why should the vaster,

more important, and annually recurring blunders of the

American M<^dical Association be made the property of
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the laity and advert'sed over the land to our perpetual

shame? Our fri-nd Pie-ident Yandfll, in his closing

address, sail that the session "had inspired the specta-

tors in the gallery with a higher respect for the profi'S-

sion in Ametica." Now we venture to say, that if the

few straggling spectators in the gal!ery had brains

enough to b-.' inspired wi:h anything, it was with a lower

respect for the Medical profi-ssion in America ; and

their feelings must have been shared by all intelligent

readers of newspapers.*

Secontlly, as far as possible re-elect delegates so that

the Associa'ion shall comprise men who know some-

thing of its history, rules, and manngemint.

Thirdly, banish to everlasting darkne^^s that mass of

useless lumber called the Transactions, and all discus-

sions about t'lem, and let the papers that are worth any-

thing be publishe 1, in the same century in which they

were written, and where they will be read by some-

body besides the Permanent Secretary.

Fourthly, Let all the important work of the Associa-

tion be done by large committees fairly chosen.

A body of a thous md men cannot determine com-

plicated questions in a breath
;
there is a need of the

study, and ca' e, and reading, and conference, and time

that only a committee can give.

The charge has been made that the committee on

ethics, that has made so much trouble in the country and

has done ?o much dishonor to our profession and our coun-

try before tiie world, is a packed committee. We have

no evidence of the truth (.f this charge; but hereafter let

the committees be chosen in such away that no similar

charge can be entertained.

Let these suggestions be carried out, and the Ameri-

can Medical Association may become a power instead

of a farce in the profession. Its suggestions will be re-

ceived with respi'ct even when they are not adopted,

and it will elevate instead of degrading the science of

America.

To the laity we would be glad to say, if our voice

could reach them, that when the woman question

is fairly and squarely brought before the American

Medical Assoc'ation it will probably be decided in ac-

cordance with the demands of reason, of common
sense, of modern sci'nee, and of a Christian civilization.

During the session at Philadelphia, and tince, the ques-

tion has been seriously and earnestly raised whether

the demands of science do not call for a new Associa-

tion composed of scientific men, to r^-present the age

in wliich we live. It may yet come to that: but

would it not first be well for those pliysicians who
have made the profession what it is in America, who
by their writings, their discoveries, their learning and

their personal character, have Jjonored their country and

* A few years ago, when the Association met in New Haven, a resi-

dent of that city, a calm, wise, and judicious man, who had no prejudice

against science or our profession, a man in no way cynical, but tho-

roughly genial as well as scholarly, and who had heard and rea<l the

debates in the mornins sessions, made this remark, " The American

Medical Association is the greatest of all humbugs.'"

themselves, and who have been iiithcrto kept aloof from

the Association—would it not be well for these men,

whose names will occur to all of us, to make one calm,

determined, and united effort to ref'ecm the soiled fame

of our profession, and lift thi- present Americm Medical

Association out of the eighteenth century into the

nineteenth?

EcoiciDS anti ttoticcs of CSoolis.

A Treatise on Diseases op the Bones. By Thomas
M. Markoe, M.D. New York: D. Appleton & Co.,

1873.

The work of Dr. Markoe, which has he^n so long

announced, has appear d, and has had, as it merits, a

Very careful perusal. The author dciicates his work
to his colkacrues of the New York IIo~pital, from the

records of Avhich we find that he has taken numerous
cases.

In the author's preface we are informed that private

and public professional engagemmts must be accepted

as au apology for any d' ficiencies in the scientific

stu'lies of the subject. Of couise tie profess'on have

a right to expect from those who prof ss to give

informafon on a subject with which they c'aim to be

conversant, all th« facts relating to it ; and whether

sueh apology can be accpted in reference to the pres-

ent work will depend al ogether upon the taste or in-

dividual want of the reader.

As the work of a prac ical and observant surgeon, it

is replete with information that can only pove instruc-

tive to practitioners. The sourcf s from whence tliat

information has been gleaned have been well selected,

and many of the cases are of such a highly in'eresting

cliaracter that in their perual the reader journeys

through the four hundred p 'ges much more pleasantly

than he usuallv does in works of kindred topics.

Chapter 1., Part I., devotes six paires to hypertrophy

and atrophy. It contains some practi-al s ggostions

regarding the dan'jer of using the lone bones as levers

in reducing old dislocat'ons. From disuse such bones

have undergone or are in a condition of atrophy, and

are easily fractured by lude mani|;ulaiions.

Chapter II. treats of inflamniat on of bone, in eight

pages, and is occupied exclusively with those processes

that result in organization of inflammatory products.

It contains notliing in addi.ion to the original observa-

tions of Barwell and Foilin.

Chapter III.—Suppurat'on of Bone.—First, the

c'rcumscribed form, occurring almost exrlus vely in the

cancellous structure, is illustrated by c ses occurring in

the service of the New York Hospi al; second, a

variety described by the author under the head of

sinuous abscess of bone, in which the products of

inflammation reach the surlaee by a number of more
or less tortuous channels. The treatment which sug-

gests itself consists in laying the c mtral cavity and all

the sinuses freely open, the result depending on the

thoroughness with which it is done.

Diffuse inflammation of bone, or ost-o-myelitis,

contains the observat ons of Dr. Lidell, and remarks

upon the preparatiim from an acute case presented to

the Pathological Society by Professor H. B. Sands.

Rickets, being a disease comparatively raie on this

side the Atlantic, the remarks have been compiled

from the speeial treatises of Jenner, Akx, Shaw, and
Jucobi.
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Tlie sii'jert of tiiberculnr disease is cnuiionaly han-
dlnl. It is weM known tliat He most eniinont patliol >-

pist-< of tlic pri'Sfiit (lay are at viuiuiic- as to its

frcqiiencv in Itoiie tiss u> ; som • tleiiyiiij,' its i-xist-nce

altoLOtluT, Of! (MS admitting; it as a laf aflTection,

occasionally primary, nioru Irctiucntly sccuiidary, to a

pre-cxistii'p ostitis. We think the a ithor wisely

evades an attimp' atsolniioii of the piol)k'rii. Pas-injf,

liowive", from this dehatftl>le pmund, lie enters a
dom.iin wlu-re the practical suipeon is more at home,
and the subject of eari .s is exhaustively treated. In
the treatment of tho-e infl mmat Ty sympioiiis which
]<reeede nvlecidar drath, in tho.se cases in whirh there

i-< a dt'pr. e of hea'thy reacti(m, as eviiU-nccd by a
moderate dt-pree cf pain and tende ness, tlie author is

an advocate fur the a m n strat on of mercurials in

alterative do.^e-^ Som * pood prartiral reniiirks are

ma !e on tlie atrophy, with its nssociated dipcncration,

on tlie evil ri sidts of too prolonped rest, on the early

use of pa-sive motion, and the indications for pcrsist-

enc<' ii its u.se.

Necrosis has evidently been a fivo' ite .«:tndy. Nearly
ono hundred papes are devoted to it exclus vely.

Pndis|>osinp ciuses referred to are— 1. Exposure to

wet and c 11. 2. Injury. S.Mercury. 4. Phosphorus.
5. Syphil s. G. Fever."!.

In a study of the patliolopical cond'tions, reference is

mndo to t'e researches on regencraioii of bone by
OiliiT and Manny, of Lvon^, and Hein, c>f Dantzic;
and in the article on pliosplior-nccrosis contributions
are taken fron Ileyfeld r, von Bbra. and Geist. The
sym[itOMis which characterize the different stipes of
necrosis are studied as— 1. Th*^ period of inflammation
by which the n"cros's is orip'nally produced; 2. Tlie

period of si ques'rat'on, duriiip which the s 'paration is

proceedinp, and the involu'-runi beinp formed; and, 3.

The peii id of retention, durinp which the sequestrum
remains a^ a fore'pn body witliiu the involucrum.
Some verv interesinp cases are reported of that

very formidable diss of accidents that occa^iona'ly
occur ill I he history of necrosis involving the lower
end of the lemur ; we allude to laceration of the
popliteal artery by contact with ragged edges of
em'pratinp exfoliations or sequestra.
The ariicle on tubular sequestra following ampnta-

tions is V( ry complete, and contains the author's
observations as to the-e necrosefs being caused by the
division of the nutrient artery of the bone by the saw
or knife.

Part If. is devoted to tumors of bone. The article

on cartilaginous prowths is concise. It is illustrated
by wondc its from Papet. and, in f ict, the miero-copic
anatomy is principally Irom that author. The cl nical
history is illus ra'ed by some ca-es of tumors p^owing
from the ha- d and foot, and by Van Buren's case of
recurring osteo-c'iondri>ma of the tluuh.

In the c ia;.ter on fibrous tumors we have the histo-y
of a very nmarkable case of j^pinile, called fibroid,

growing from the transverse pro ess of one of the
cervical verti-brje. It returned after two operations,
and in the t'nr I it was traced into the spinal canal.
After its removal a portion of the fibrous investm nt
of the cord w.is left bare and expos d. The patient
made a good recovery, not only from the operation,
but al-o from paralysis, produced by the pressure of
the growth on the cord.

Tumors of the jaws are treated of tngetlier, and the
article is a complete exposition of all that is known on
that in'erest ncr su' je t. It occupies thirty-four pages
treating of d ntigerons cysts, fibrous, fibro-cystic. and
fibro-plas ic or myeloid growths. We think that here,
as eUewhore thiough hii book, Dr. Maikoe has given i

undue promirence to foreign author*. Much as w^
admire the w itings of Paget, Pillro;h, S rnh-y, and
oth Ts, we <lo noL think it jo-t that th • lubi rs of our
own surjeons should I'C entirely i^-nored. Tlie opera-
tions of Dr. Carno' Inn on the lower j w, the subfieri-

ost al res ctions of Dr. Ja«. R. Wood, are not alluded

to. and. we th nk, ought to have had a p'ace in a work
whii'li may be stud ed as an exponent of this depart-
ment of Atiierican suri;ery.

Part III. concludes the vo'ume, devoting about
ei-hty pagis to malignant d seases ol bone. In chapter
II. are j^ome interesting clinical histories of cases of
soft cancer.

In the article on mel noid cancer is reported Dr.

Simrock's remarkable case, where melanotic deposita

were found in all the tissues, hard and sofi alike.

Ucports of Societies.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Slated Meeting, April 24, 1872.

Dr. a. L. Loomis, President, in the Chair.

Dii. BiAKE pre-ented a typ'cal case of compound com-
mitiuted 1 acture of t'le tibia, produced by railroad

injury. Amputation was performed at the knee-joint

by Dr. Hunter.
I)R. RooENSTioiN presented specimens removed from

the body of Cuh'in //. JlnhhfU, native of Ma-^^sachusetts,

forty-five yeais of age, admitted to the Home for Incura-

b'es on the 8 h of July, and died on ti.e 13th of July,

1871. Fourteen years before, he had l>een seriously ill.

The late Dr. Watts dajnosticated Bright's d'sea-e. lie

liad general oedema, convulsions, and coma. Hi- friends

believed him at one t me to have died, and laid him
out in a sl.roud. He revived from apparent death, and
s'owly recovere 1 his health. Since that time, until

Februa'y of last year, he did not recollect that he was
even i.l enough to stay at home for more than one or

two days. He had noticed that his feet swelled occa-

sionally. During the p-eceding winter he fe.t a lump
in the left side ol the abd imen. He lost fle h and be-

came weak. In February he entered St. Luke's Hos-
pital, and stayed there until July.

He came under my observation with the diagnosis

of cancer of the spleen.

There was a dirt}', clavish hue of the skin, not unlike

the cachectic look of chronic malarial disea.se. His
appetite was pood, and he was particular about his

food, and especially about his drinks. He suQered at

the time from diarrhoea.

On examnation a hard mass couM be feU, which ex-
tende 1 to the me ban line, and from the fiee borders of
the ribs down to the crest of the ilium. It felt smooth
and firm, except in the region vvhere a di tinct depres-

sion could be felt. On percus-ion the region of dulness
could be f 'How. d to tlie tliird intercos al >pace. On
the right side there was also cons d rable increase to

the normal dulness over the region of the liver. The
heart sound could be most distinctly heard below and
outside of the right nipple. Ther^ was no pain nor
tenderness on pre-sure anj'where. He did not complain
of dyspnoea; his pulse was 72 per min., and regular; his

respiraton 40; tempera' ure, 994° Fah.
No urine was obtained for examinatim. He insisted

that what urine he pased came thiouph the rectum,

I was anxious to study a case of leuchsemia. and thought

this mi^ht prove such, but the examination of the blood
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furnished negitive re?ul's. There was no history of

mahiria or typhus intoxicat'oi. I did not see suffi-

cient sym;.toni.-! for cancer. Before I arrived at a diag-

nosis my pa'i'mt dieil.

Rigor mortis woll marked ; body extremely ema-
ciated. Th ' scrotum was very much distended, but,

empty an 1 flabby. There was prolapsus ani, and blood

flowing out (if the rectum.

On ()|)eniiig the clie-^t the left pleural cavity was found

filled with fluid, and the lung puslied up and compress-

ed, but no perceptilile patho'ouical changes. Tiie right

pleura! cavity nlso c 'utained fluii ;
it was not measured.

The thora(;ic walls were thickly covered w;th layers of

fal^e membrane; the heart wns on the right of the

median line. The pericaid um contained an ounce of

water ; there were pa dies of pseudo-membrane on the

right ventricl ', and a cli.t in rigiit auri( le. The heart,

weighed thirteen ouices. There were concretions

in the aoitic valves, nnd deposits of probably inflam-

matory material upon the walls of tlie artery.

On openi, g the a!)doinen the intestines were found
strongly adh, rent to tiie abdominal wafls. They coul 1

not be sena"iited without tear ng. To reach the other

viscera, they had to be dis-ected out with the knile.

The spleen was found veiy mic'i enlarged
;
it weighed

two pounds tliirten ounees, :ind was encapsuled by a

thick ma-s of fib inons material, probably of infliimma-

tory origin, which had |>artially undergone ca'cification

or oss'fica'ion ; the vessels were very niueh dilated, and
had also become calcilied. The liver was of normal
size and struC'Ure, except that its serous covering was
very ninc'.i thickened, and contained, on the anterior

aspect of the rightlobe, a bar lened mnss of adventitious

tissue, also converte 1 into stone or bone. The rectum
was imbedd d in a mas-: of false membrane, and behin 1

it was found another calcified ma s; tlie sigmoid flex-

ure was fonnd in t'le median line, nnd the bladder was
drawn to the left side, ai.d occupied the place of the

lower bowel. The pancreas had also been forced from
its position, and t!ie head of the pancreas was found
aggluiinatei to the fourth lum' ar vertebrae.

The kidneys were in their normal position. Theri.uht

weighed live ounees, the left fo ir ounces two drachms.
The capsule was arlhei\ nt. On their convex surface they
presented a series of cysts. On opening the organ it

wa? found in a state ofadvance 1 dejenei ation. The con-
nective tissue was consi ler ibly increased; many of the
tubules a e berefuif epit'it bum and compressed. Many
of the glomeruli have become oblit rated. The cys's,

w^hicli seem co.ifined to t e co: tical substance, appear
to have b.'en fo tiied at the expense of the malpigh'an
capsules. In some sections of the microscope it can
be seen that several of tie malpigh an bodies have coal-

esced to form cysts; these vary in size from miu'ite

microscopic forms to that of a wahmt ; they were fiUeil

in the fr sli st te with a mottled y( Uowish-brown semi-
solid substance, probably of hemoiriiagic origin.

RARE MODE OF DI^ATH l\< INFANTS.

Dr. Janeway exhibited a specimen of some interest

as iUustrating a rather rare mode of death in i;ifants.

The infant die 1 at the age ol two d lys, in Bellevue
Hospital. The mother had a veiy protracted labor, the

first stage being twentv->ix and a half hours. The
child did we! f r the first twenty-four hours, at the end
of which time it grew pale, pas-eJ no water, and in the

course of the day died.

At the auto isy the peritoneal cav'ty contained ei?lit

ounces of thick, black fluid blood, which had its source

in a det.chment of the per.tonenm from the upper
part of the i ight lobe of the liver. The area of detach-

ment was two by two inches. All the other or-ans

weie normfil. The kidneys contained urates in the
tulles as usual.

This was the third specimen of the sort which he had
seen, and as far as he recollec'ed, in bo h the other two
(he labor was protracted. Thi> was, however, the only

one in which the effusion was upon the u^ per surface

of the organ.

FURROWED LIVER.

lie next exhibi'ed a furrowed Tver removed from a
man who died in Bellevue Hospital, of intense conges-
tion and oedema of the Innnrs shortly af er adirission,

he having been taken from the water almost in col-

lapse. The furrow of the organ was discovered to be
the result of obstruclion of the portal ve'n in that im-
media'e vicinity, partly from obstruction of the conti-

guous bile duct, and partly f om inflammatoiy deposits.

The liver tissue involved was found to be subject to

fatty degeneration.

ACUTE PERITONITIS IN A CHILD.

Dr. Lewis Smitu presented the liver of a child cov-

ered with fibrinous exudation, the result of an acute

attack ofper.ton'tis. The infant, aged one month, ap-

peared well until four days before its death, when it

was observed to be in a good deal of pain, attended with
vomiting and const'pation.

The intestines weie covered with the exu^^ation, and
were extensively agglutinated. There seemed to be no
assignable cause for this peritonitis, except the fact of

the existence in the wards of puerperal peritonitis.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Stated Meeting, May IG, 1872.

Dr. E. R. Peaslee, President, in the Chair.

At the request of the President, Dr. Purple, Vice-

sident, gave an interesting account of the proceedings

of the late meeting of the American Medical Associa-

tion in Philadelphia.

Dr. A. C. Post spoke of a case of 1 ip-jo'nt amputa-
tion, which he saw perfo'meil at the Pennsylvania

Hospital, by Dr. Addinell Hewson, in which the hem-
o fhage was entirely controlled by tors'on, with the

exception of one acujiressure needle in the femoral vein.

The operation was perf )rmed with as much delibera-

tion as in operations of the fore-aim orlow( r extremity.

The President read a letter from Dr. Samuel M. Ox-
foni, of Flint, Michigan, repor'ing ihe cure of two eases

of hydrophobia by the use of opiutu and castoreum.

The latter was given in half drachm doses once in three

or four hours.

He also exhibited a s-^ecim'^n of mammary fibroma,

measuring about four inches in length, three in width,

and two in depth, which he had removed f om a

patient a few hours previously.

The Secietary acknowledged the reception of copies

of the Edinliurgh Medical Journ i', and Catalogue of

Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard Univer-

sity, Cambridge. Mass.

Dr. George M. Bkarp then read a valuable paper on
" Recent Researehi sin Electro-Therapeuti-s,'' including

tlie Fiist Annual Rc'iort of the Electro-Therapeutical

Department of Demilt Dispensary, of which the follow-

ing are the chief points:

After al'uding to the establi-hment of an electro-

therapeutical department in the Demilt Di pensary, by
the trustees, with a liberality that cani:Ot be too high-

ly commended, and wi:h an en husiasm for science that

is exceedingly rare among bu.iness men, he said that
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one object in C8ti(blishing it was to afTord opportunity
Tt experitrient.—It was his ilcsiro not only to trout

caiies lor which tleetrii'iiy iiad lu'en proved to be bene-
fii'inl by p u<l experiences, but nil iliscasis iVoni any of
thi' ilej>artmen s liiat nii^'ht l)e sent in, payinp no re-

gard whaever to any merely t leoret cal reasoning on
t!ie subject. Al hon^xli the text on which his discourse

was founded i;« oonained in the report of this institu-

tion, yet he took occa ion lo supplement his remarks
by cxp -rieiice gained in p-ivate practice, as well as in

other pulili • in-litutions of th:! i ity.

J/i/strri<i <iii(l Allifil Affeclionx —One case of neuras-
thenia, with a full pulse of 115, wa- prealy improved
by general fa adization. A case ofhysterical m mia, in

a woman «geti oo, of six montlis' standini', was so much
benclited by general faradization alone, that after the

tenth appli.aton she seemeii to be entirely restored;
but she s >on relap-ed, and treatment by general fara-

diz.ition was again employed. Under this she made
progres- but slo.vly, an I galvan'zation of the brain and
sympathetic brought her up to pretty nearly the
standard of heath. A(l -r that she was lost sight of.

Cases of globus hvstcricus, melam.-holia, and clilorosis

were greatly benefited by far.id zation.

It is a nouwiirthy fact; that while neurasthenia,
neuralgia, chl rosis, and many oLhi>r of tlie affec ions

allied t.i hysteria are more fequi-nt among the higher
orders, h'jsffria itself is, perha'is, quite as common
among the ignorant or servant-girl class, in whom the
emotional na ure reigns pn-tty nea-ly supreme, un-
checked by re:ison, or education, onommon sense.

Cass of hvpochondriac and melancholic insanity
have been t-eated by central gal \aniza' ion, or by single

galvanizati in of the bra n, and sometimes by general
faradization, wi.h results that warrant electricians to

persevcri'.

Xeurali/in.—Tlie statements made by authors of
ability, that t'le faradic current i'^ useh-ss in neuralgia,

is contradicted by tlie experience of tliou-ands of
physicians in this country, who are every day reliev-

ing or c iriiig cas s of true neuralgia, of a central origin,

by fara iization alone.

R/ieumitism.—Of the various methods of application
employed for rlieumatism, general faradization seemed
to accomplish mure than localized galvanization of the
joints, and very much more than central galvanization.
It favorably affects rheunatism in several ways : 1st.

By the r.lief of the local manifestations. 2d. By its

stimulating tonic influenc 's over the whole system.
3ii By mo lid ation of the uinary secretion. Muscu-
lar rheumatis n is the type that gives way most readily
to electrical treatment ; next to that' the subacute
articular variety offers the best chance of benefit.

Dii^pepnia.—Very fevvdiseises yi^ll so surely to any
remedy, as uervom dysp psia yields to electrization.

In SIX cises treated liy gen.-ral faradization, galvaniza-
tion of t!ie sympathetic, pneumogastric, and central
galvanizati )n, five recovt-red and one was impioved.

BronrJtitis.—Xone of the cas'-s were perfectly cured,
and those com "heated with phthisis will probably die.

Yet the elec rical treatment of phthisis was not wholly
a failure wh -n the mild galvani ; current was applied
through the dseased re j ion, with a view to absorption.

Asthma.—Two caes were treated. In one, a recent
case, th- woman wa-; apparenly cured. In the other,
chronic, the mm, a'though whi-n fir.-t seen could not
^yalk half a bbck without causing a feeling of suffoca-
tion, un ler a xeanc-' of five minute~. experienced such
pi^sitive relijfthat he was able to walk home a distance
of one mile.

Intermittent Fever.—Electrization wa<? ordered in
three casjs as a g,iueral stimulating tonic, in order to

improve the nutrition. Under general faradiz ttion and
galvanization of spine and syinpatl etic, one ca<c was
apj)arenily cun-d. Anoth r wa= so mu h inlluenced

by general faradization, that the attacks, which had been
dui'y, cami! on only eveiy fouith day. The other case

wa- abandoned afer the first ap ilicalion.

These cases confirm what Dr. liockwoll and the
au'hor had previously ao-om ili bed in private practice.

Spinal C'(/ni/esliii)i.—Elei tricitv hel|)s spn d conges-

t"on not so mu -h by direc'ly reducing tin; amount of
blood in the chord, as by improving the nutrition of

the part. Of five cases, two were much benefited, two
were relieved, and one was cur -d.

Spiiutl Irritdtiou.—Tiiis affection, p ire and simple, is

not so often seen in public institutions as in the higher
orders of society. There is no diff rence in the thera-

peutical effects of ascending antl discendit)g currents

in treating cases of sninal iriitation or congestion, as

noticed in private and h>>,spita' p actiee.

In tme case of spinal irritation treated in dispensary,

there was much imp ovemcnt under central galvaniza-

tion and coun'er-irritation to the spi'e.

Locomotor Ataxia.—One case was trea'ed with slight

improvement. In regard lo this disease there are two
considerations of great importance. F rs?, that cases

of si ig'e spinal congestion or irritation are fri quently

cxlied locomotor a'axia; and secon<!lv, that wiien the

process of degeneration of th; poster! -r columns of

the card has ac'ually set in, with t e n.-cessary

bod ly symptoms that accompany such degeneration,

perfect recovery is very rare under electric! or other

treattiient.

In Europe, and especially in Germany, t'ne so-called

func ional or milder disonlers of the nervous system
are much less frequent than in this co intry ; and hence

thev are not prepared f r them when t ey see them,

and are apt either to ignore or mistake tin m. In the

re ent German works, and in S)me of the medical

jnurn lis, case- of spina! congestion of anot ver}' severe

form are gravely reported as cu:ed by hydro-' lierapeu-

tics, or electro-therapeutics, or by nitrate of .silver.

Disease of the Eye.—A case of di|>lnpia, resuhing from
pa-alysis of the trochlearis mus' le, according to Dr.

Derby, who sent him to the electro-therapeutical de-

partment, began at once to improve und r localized

galvanization, and after twelve seanres was cnred. A
case of paral3'sis of the motor o -uli, coii<.'eniral, with
only the power to distinguish light from daikness re-

maniing, was so far ben^ filed, that the patient could

distinguish such objects as a knife or watch at a dis-

tance of four feet.

Disease of the Skin.—What has been learned in the

treatment of these diseases, in t' is Dispensary, is itself

a sufficient reward t>r all tlie labor from the beginning

until now. An opportunity ha« been given of testing

the various methods of application in a department
which now promises to be. and is <>ne of the; most at-

tractive and satisfactory of :dl the special branches of

electro-therap.-utics. Irt Demilt D s* ensary eleven

cases were treated; six cas s of chtonic eczema; one
of ps >riasis ; one of erysipelas; one of syphilitic tuber-

cle ; one of favug
;
and one of ulcer. Ail of the cases

of ecz ma that persevered were benefi'ed or entirely

cured, thouijh relap-es occuired in some c ises. The
case of psoriasis did not persevere. The case of favns

was not benefited, and tlie u'cer was eureil.

In central galvanization, the- neg it ve pole is applied

to the epigastrium (the patent holding it by an insu-

lated electrode), while th.e positive i* applied over the

head, al mg the sympa hetic, and down the whole
lengtii of the spine in s ich a way as to biingthe brain,

the pneuuaogastric, the spinal cord, and alsj the prom-
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inent plexuses of the sympatlietio—indeed the whole
central neivous system—under the influence of the j,al-

vanic cnrrent.

It dill'ers from gon(>ral faradization in that it is

designed to aftect only the central ntTvous system,

while in gererul faradization a large part of the

muscular s-urface of the body is acted on. In

general f iradiz ition, the central nervous system is,

of coursi', a'l'ccted, but to a less degree than in cen-

tral galvanization. The practical difference between
the two currents—faradic and galvanic— is mainly a

dififorence of (legi-(!e; the same difference there is be-

tween bromide of potassium and hydiate of chloral

—

the faradic current being the bromide of potassium,

the galvanic the hydrate of chloral. Bromide of

potassium is a safer remedv than hydrate of chloral,

fulfilling a wid r range of indiiations, but then in very

many ca-es ir is power les-:, and (he hydiate of chloral

acts as a specific ; the faradic current being sa'^er than

the galvanic, is theref ire better adapted for general use.

In many ca-es, however, it fails, and the more power-
ful g dvanie is demanded.

It is this supi'riority of degree that makes the effect

of central galvanization so much more positive and
curative than farad zatiim, however administered ; and
in cases of nervous diseases of all kinds

; and especially

ingastralgia, angiua pectoris, neurasthenia, spinal irrita-

tion, etc., it has been used with great effect; but it

is very recently, during the past two or three months,

that he has employed it in diseases of the skin—such

as eczema, prurigo, and lichen.

Tumors.—Ninj cas'S were treated : tu'O cases of

scirrhus of the breast; one of epithelioma of the

lip; two of uterine fibroids; four of goitre, and one of

cystic tumor. The goitres were all reduced in size

more or less bv the use of the needles, but as yet have
not been entirely cured. Goitres do not rapidly dis-

appear under electrolyzatiun ; in many cases like

fibroids and o'her tum )rs, they grow smaller under the

treatment up to a certain point, when they hang tire

and wi.l no;, budge a unit farther. It is possible to

destroy any tumor that is accessible by electrolysis,

provided a sulliciently strong cuirent and a suthcient

time be given to it; but then the question must always
arise whether the disease or tue remedy is most
to be dreaded.

The epiihelioma of the lower lip was destroyed by a

method of elecrolyzat on ihat he has recently em-
ployed, and calls workin;/ tip the base. This method
consists in in-erting tie need'es around the tumor, and
gently into the healt'iy tissue, so as to underm ne it

and cut off all communication between it and the

healthv tissue. This method is followed by complete
slougliing of the growth.

In rega d to the general subject of cancer, the sub-

joined lemarks W( re made:
1st. Electri ity, however employed, is not a specific

for cancer in any sense of the word. 2d. The elei.-trical

treatment, even elec.'trolysis by the method of worJciur/

up the base, as has been described, does not prevent
the constitutional infection, in the later sages at least,

and there is no rooui for believing that in the earlier

stages it is nioreellicaci ms than the knife in preventing
the subsequent infect on of other parts of the loly.

3d. Rapid an! pcminent absorption and atrophy of

cancer a ter electrolssis, without sloughing, is an effect

which is ofise' ved on'y in a small minority of case-.

It does oc ur, however, in some cases, though not as

yet in his own pra. tice.

The advantages of electrolysis in the treatment of

malignant tumors over other methods of treatment are

these

:

1st. It is attended with I't'le or no Ik morrhage. 2d.

It causes less shock. 3d. Dr. A. B. Cro>by, who has

worked out with the wiiter many of thi' operations,

is of the opinion that electrolysis dosi s the lyn;pliatics,

and thus prevents the absorption of pus. Dr. Byrne,

of Brooklyn, who in the special department of uterine

galvano-cautery has labored more successfully than any
num in this or any other country, gives the same ex-

planation. Althou.:h the au hor has operated very

many times in the vagina and rectum, and although

these operations were followi d by pro use s^'ppuration,

yet no such bad result as pyajmia, peritonitis, or cellu-

iit's has yet occurred. 4th. It usually le'ieves the

pain of tumors and other accessory symptoms connect-

ed with tiiein. This relief of the teriific [lains con-

nected with malijiuant tumors is someiimes very strik-

ing. This relief may be temporary or measurably

permanent, and it may be obtained from single

external applications. Tu)no:s may be ireated for this

purpose by electricity. Avhen an operaticm of any kind

is contra- indicated. 5:h. Electrolysis can be employed
tentatively, experimentally, a fttle at a time, without

any risk whatever. With the knife it is usually neces-

sary, if the elegant phrase may be allowed in a scienti-

fic "paper, to " go the whole hog." 6ih. The healing

process after electro'ysis is more rapid and s itisfactory

than after the knife or the ligature. Tliis is a fact of

clinical observation. He has demoustrat d if in tumors

of a most malignant character. Tumors which have,

after various operations, recurred imme Hately over

and over again, have by electrolysis been held in

check and made to heal wholly or in pa't ; and cases of

less mahgnancy seem to heal more kindly than after the

knife.

Dr. Beard illustrated on the blackboard his manner
of introducing the needles, also made drawings of four

cases of malignant growth in which electrolysis had

been employed.
In one case, under the care of Dr. CatHn, an erectile

tumor on the forehead, of the size of an Isabella grape,

was compressible in five minutes afer the application,

and in ten minutes it looked like a shiivelled grape

with the skin fallen in.

A patient about 45 yea'-s old, with a large fibrous

tumor of the neck, was introduced. The tentative

operation by electrolysis had cau-ed the tumor to go

dowm one and a half inches in four or five weeks. The
fither of this patient, who resided at Rhinebeck, N.

Y., also had an enormous fibrous tumor, and d;ed on

the operating table 40 years ago, while Dr. Valentine

Mott was performing the operation. In the present

patient the tumor was first noticed at the age of twelve

years.

Dr. Wm. B. Neftel.—Mr. Piesident : When the

li\ing organism is subjected to the action of an electric

current, a variety of phenomena takes place simulta-

neously. But in order to study them carefully and

with precision, it is necessary to u-e meihods similar to

those of other natural sciences, and examine these phe-

nomena separately. Thus we study the ac ion of the

galvanic current upon the motor nerves isolated and

separated fiom tlie system, and also in connecion with

it. In the same way we examine t'le effect of the cur-

rent on the nervou-! centres, on the blood-vessels, etc.

If we desire, for instance, to study the effect of the

electrolytic treatment on morbid p oductions. it is use-

ful and even neces a'y to invcs'igate the inlluence of

the ce.rrent upon the ti-sues generally, upon tlieir cellu-

lar elements, upon the protoplasm. The word Proto-

plasm was introduced by Remak to designate the cell-

contents. Protoplasm is the hvieg contiactile sub-

stance, consists mostly of myosine (also of protagon
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ami pljcopene), niul oxhil>itj vital mnnif« stntiona of; urine nn «"(|Uiil (iimiitity of (•onc«'rilra'e<l liy<iro<;liloric

sj>>niaiie<>us motion, nutrition, growth and production
I aci<l, and trt atiii},' it witii a few dnmH of a 8a'urati'<l ho-

of similar su'istin'O. The contmcti ily of the proto- lutioii of chloridf of lim". A dark pri'(;i|iiliite is then
]ila-*m is of liio preatest imoortunoe for the whole or
_'ani-m, as upon it depends the ciliary motion, the mo-
tion of tlie 8p Mniaiozoa, the divi-iou of tells and their

mipration. We know fro u the researches of Reckling-

hausen, Cnhnheirn. and others that piotopla.«maiic bo-

dies, by meansofiheirani<cl)oid movemi-n', can produce
locomotion, emiiira'c through the intact walls of tlie

blood-vessel-, and traverse long distances. These vital

phenomena can be observed imder I he m'croscope, if

spivial arrangements arc made (moist chamber, heated
objective, etc.) We can then .';ee that a certain tem-
perature acts favoiably on the protoplasmatic motion,
which may lie considered as a criterion of all the vital

properties, and that a very high or a very low tempera-
ture are incmiipatible with life. Weak sidntions of al-

kalies a-e favoral le to the motion, but stnng ones
abolish it by dissolving tlie protoplasmatic structures.

Acids, even weak solntions, retard t'lis motion, and
concentrated ones mtirely arrest it by shrivelling or
coagulating the cell-contents. Hydrogen and carbonic

acid are pi>iso is for the pr(itop'a-matic bodies, by ar-

resting their motion. A weak induceil cuf rei)t increases

the mot'on, a strong one arrests it; the eel's assuming
a globular shape, wh ch, acCk>rding to Kuhne, corre-
sponds to their tetanus

formed, whieii under t!ie microscope shows blue crystals

of itul can.

The President anno-inced that Dr. E. U. Squibb, on
June (Jth, would speak of the actual m -r't-! of Home of
tlie retiicilies which have been recently introduced.

The Academy then adjourned.

Corrfspoiilicn:r.

CEREBRO-SPINAL FEVER.

BunEAD or IlKronn of Vital Rtatisttcr, 1

Uealtu Department, Ko. .'ifll .Mott Street, V
New York, June lit, 1872.

)

To the Editor of the Medical Record.

Sir :—In your report of the discussion upon Cerebro-
spinal Fever, at the meeting of the Academy on May
2d. i* is stated 'according to Dr. Rn.ssel the duration

of the di-e.ise in fatal cas' s ha= never been 7fiore than
twenty-four hours." What I did sta'e was, in answer
to a question froni Pro'". Claik, that I did not remember
any instance in which the duraion of the disease had
been Jess than twenty-four hours, with the exception of

1
• p 1 1

, the ca-es in Eleventh Avenue referred to bv Dr. Morris.
\\ith reference to the action of the galvanic current

j aferwards. however, di-covered that m/memory had
on the protoplasm, Kuhne gives the following law of, te.-n at f.ult—as up to that time three other such
contraction :

, . , . i cases had been reported, an 1 quite a number of others
Cathodic closmg produces contraction, which in- ^ave since occurred. Yours very respec fullv,

creates to tetanus at the c:ithodic duration; no con- Ch\S P Russel MD
traction a' the cat!:oilic opening. > • •

Anodic cl sing and du atioii pro luce no contract'on,
which, however, is called forth at the anodic opening. AEAIY NEWS
Tliis is analogous to the coutruction-law of the motor-
nerve and muscle.

Rollet has described the changes which the red blood-
corpuscles undergo under the influence of the current.

They first beco iie mulberry-shaped, then globular and
colorless, and in those of the amphibia the nucleus is

driven out. It is eviJent therefore that the electri'j

Official List of ChanffCi of S'nfions and Duties of Offi-

cers of the }fe<ilcal Departme of, Unite I Hites Army,
from June 5, 1872, to June 18, 1872. inclusive.

Storrow, Sam'l a.. Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0*

133. War Depart., A. G. 0., June VK 1872, to report in

~
, ,. ,

. person to the Commanding General Department of the
current exercises a most powerful action on the ti-sues f „i.„^ c „ „oo;„.,.^„r,t .^ A,.--.r

„ T.. . /- 11 ^1 1111 Juakes, tor assignment to uu y.
generally. It may act favo ablv, or on the other hand i

' ° •'

it may completely destroy all the vital manifestations
of the pmt iplas na ic structures. Tlie action of the
current is not limited to the vicinity of the electiodes,

but extends to geit distances, modifying or destroying
the vital properties ol the p'otopla-m.

On these histol 'cical ob-ervations I based the electro-

lytic treatment of malignant tumors, and af\ r several

Brown, II. E., Assstant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 131,

War Department, A. G. 0., June 7, 1872, relieved

from the operation of S. 0. 118. C S., A. G. 0.. and
to report in peison tj the Surgeon-General for s-pecial

instructions.

CorES, Elliott, As^is'ant Su'-geon.—Bv S. 0. 130,

War Department, A. G. O., June 6, 1872, the order

years of patient investi.ira'ion I am now f,jlly convinced ' directing him to report to the Cou'maniling General
Department of Dakota, is suspended for four months.

Lauderdale, J. V.. Assistant Surgeon.—By S. O.

113, Department of f'C Ea-t, Ji;ce 17. 1872, assigned

to temporary duty at Fort Woo 1, N. Y. H.

Pope, B. F., As^isant Surgeon.—By S. O. 115,

Department of the South, June 4, 1872, granted leave

' absence

LoRixG, L. Y., Assistant Surge-^n.—By S. 0. 113,

C. S., Department of the East, assieneil to duty as

Post Surgeon at Plattsburg Bat racAS, N. Y.

Campbkll, a. B., Assstant Surgeon.—I>y S. 0. 128,

of the dsea-e we in varTahly find secondary deposits in ^•'^r Department, A. G. O., June 4, 1872, granted

the hver. kdnevs, or iunes, but very seMomin the or- leave of absence for six months on Surgeon's Certifi-

gans primarily afiec ed. As a criterion of the general-
j

cate of Disability.

ization of the disease m ly be considered the aTection
j

Harvkt, P. F., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 105,
of the liver, whi -h i- always accompanied by a con«id- D partment of Texas, June 7, 1372. grr^nted leave of
erable am >unt of indican in the urine. This coloring absence for 30 days on Surjeou's Certificale of Disa-
maiter is easily detected by adding to a specimen of , bility.

that th"y can be cured by this method. A consiJera
ble number of cases have demonstrated that even the

mo-t malignant tumors are ol a local crigin. This
explains the fact that the orgms primarily affected by
catcinoma are thos-^ subjected to mechanical or chemi-
cal injuries: the lips, the tongue, the oej'ophfigns, the
stomach, the r.ctnm. the testiele, the breas', the uterus,

\
of Absence for 30 days,

etc. Ihe pntnary tumors remain for so ne t me as a
local affection, which only subsequently becomes gene-
ralized throui^h th" lymphati'S and through the gene-
ral circu'a'io 1. Of course the easiest way to cure a
tumor is in its first stag\ In the constitution d sta/e
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illctiical Jtcms autr llcius.

The lats Dr. E. B. Dalton.—Resolutions and re-

marks on the deatli of Dr. E. B. Dalion, offered by
Dr. G-eo. A. I'elers at a meeting of the Aledical and
Surgical Society of New Yorlc, June 8th, 1S72 :

—

Whereas, it hatli pleased the Alhvise to remove from
among men our associate, Dr. E. B. Dalton:

Resolved, Tiiat this Society has received with pro-

found regret the news of ihe death of Dr. Dalion.

Resolved, Thai, in h^s death a bright liglit in our pro-

fession has gone out, and a void is left which it will be
j

hard to hli.
1

Resolved, That we cherish his memor}'- as that of one

who, by a hfe uf selt-sacri(ice and devotion to duty, shtd

lustre upon a noble profession, and left a record which
all who come after may ,^tudy to advantage.

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be pub-
lished in the niedcal journals.

Resolved, That a copy be forwarded to his brothers

and sister as an expression of the sympathy we feel for

them in their afSicLion,

At the last meeting of this Society, held at the house

of Dr. McLiine, I was requ'sted to offer at tlie next
meeting resolutions expressing our sense of the loss

which we had sustained in the death of Dr. E. B. Dal-

ton.

I cannot present these resolutions without saying a

word or two in testimony of tlie rare character and
great worth of their subject.

I have known Dr. Dalton ever since the commence-
ment of his j)rofes-ijiial career, and during a part of

that time we were inliaiaiely associated. 1 can truly

say that no friendship, formed alter tlie lieat and tervor

ol early youth had passed, has so entwmed itself about

my heart.

You will all bear witness to the truth of what I say,

when 1 claim that Dalton was one of those rare charac-

ters whom we seld nii meet.
Guileless as a chill, he was as fearless and true as

any knight of the olden time.

With great sweetness of temper he combined great

firmness ami determination. His executive power was
such that he s emed born to command.

All the>e qual.ties were called into play during the

war of the r.^belhon. Actuated by motives of the pur-

est patrio.ism, he eidis.'ed lieart and soul in the cause.

Commenc.ng as an assistant surgeon in one of our early

volunteer reg.ments, he rose rapidly from rank to rar.k

until during the last, long, memorable campaign, in

charge of all the tick and wounded at the base, he tilled

a position second to none in importance and lesponsi-

bihty.

Never physically stron?, the exposure and hardships

to which he was suljjecied planted in his constitution

the seeds of that disease wliich linally terminated his

hfe.

Many of you will doubtl(\ss well remember his worn
and weary look when he was brought North by kind

^'friendi who went to seek him, and lound him perishing

in the pestilent s.vamps of the Chickahominy.
He remained with us only long enough to recover

partially, and (hen, urged by that sense of duty which
always i.npelled him, he returned to the field of his duty
and labor, never again to leave it until, " the victory

won," he returned to throw aside the trappings of war
and mingle w.th us here in the city of his ado[)tion.

Tlie remaikaljle faculty lor command and "for evolv-

ing order out of chaos," which he had shown in the

army, indicated h'm as the man eminently fitted to or-

ganize the Board of Health, which was to be establish-

ed under the new charter in this city.

He was made Sanitary Superintendent. Most of the

measures which were ailopted for improving the health

of the city and preventing the spreaJ of contagion were
due to his foresight and fearless performanee ol duty.

When the commission came to be a po itical machine
he left it in disgust, to devote himself to pi ivate practice,

in which he was admirably fitted to achieve marked
disiinction.

Now came upon him thnt terrible avalanche of afflic-

tion, which swept f o;u him wife, family, and what re-

mained to him of physical health. His mind and cour-

age it could not crush. He was under it all the same
uncomplaining, sympathetic, gentle natuie. A trip to

Europe benefited him somewhat, but after an attempt

to settle in Boston and practise his profession in the

home of his brothers and early Iriends, he was obliged

to relinquish the effort and seek for health in some
more genial clime.

Last autumn he left us for the Pacific slope, hoping

that in the open-air life of that salubrious region he

might find the healing spring.

A few weeks ago we heard of his death. Just how
he died I have not yet Icarneil, but that he was sur-

rounded by brothers and kind friends I doubt not.

He has gone to join those wln)m he loved so dearly.

He is now beyon I the veil through which for these

years pa-t he has been gnz'ng so intently. He has left

none braver and truer behind him.

\

May we all so live that, when we come to die, we
I

may leave behiml us a memory as green and fragrant

as that of Edward Barry Dalton.

Prof. "Wm. Warren Greene, of the Bowdoin Medical

College, Maine, has accepted the chair of Principles

and Practice of Surgery and Clinical Surgery in the

Long Island College Hospital, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Dr. Julius Nicolaysen, of Ciirisliania, Norway,
has been appointed to the Professorship of Surgery in

the " University of Christiania."

The International Ophtiialmological Congress.—
This Congress will be held this year in Londoi, August
1st, 2d, and 3d, at the Royal College of Phy.-icians,

P.iU Mall. Notices of papers to be read should be
transmitted to the Honorary Secretary, Mr. Wells, 16

SaviUe Row, London, W., without daX&Y-

To Regulate Pharmacy.—In accordance with the

act to reguiate ihe practice of pharmacy aid tlie sale of

poisons, passed by the la~t State Legislature, the Col-

lege of Pharmacy of the City of New York has elected

Dr. Wm. Manlius Smith, Dr. Wm. Neergaard, Dr. F.

H. We smann, Paul BalLiff, and Theodore Frohweinas
a Board of Pharmacy, to serve for the next tliree years.

Medical Library and Journal Associ.xtion of New
York.—The opening «.'f the new rooin«. No. 107 East
Tweniy-eighih street, between Lexington and Fourth
avenues, took [dace on Friday evening, June 7th, 1872,
with an address by Dr. Isaac E. Taylor. Dr. J. W. S.

Arnold also exhibited upon the screen, with the aid of

the lantern, a selection of elegant photo-micrographs.

Mf.dico-Leoal Society of New York,—At the month-
ly meeting of this Society, held June 13, 1872, Dr. Ste-

phen Rogers, President, in the chair. Dr. E;y Van De
W'arker, of Syracuse, N. Y., read a timely paper on
'' The Criminal Use of Proprietary or Advertised
Nostrums."
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Dk. Lewis A. Sayrk.—Tlic docoraiion of tlio Royal i

Order of Wjisii, co.ilered by Carl IV., Kiiii,' of Sweden,
upon our lownsman, Dr. Sa_)re, can-ists of a crown ol

gold 8i't in iMneialds, rub.e-<, etc., etc., fruuj which is

])end)inl a GreoK cross of wliite onyx, siirruunded with

gems, and is woin wiili a gn-en ribbon.
j

Dr. Sayre, when in Europe last summer, was con-

sulted by the Kin^' in ref.Tfn<e to tlie young heir ap- I

parent, who has sincii recovered tlirougli the applica-
!

tion of the principles lai I down by hini. For this great

service, and tli •.>e rendered to medical science in Swe-
den, this honor has b.en c >nferred. We publish below

a translation of tie diploma:

—

j

(7V(/;(.v/«//o// 1. —Charles, by the Grace of God, King
of Sweden, Norway, the G^^lhs and tiie Vandals, makes
known :

Wheveas we are informed of the meritorious attain-
i

ments throu.di which Lewis A. Sayre, Doctor of Medi-
cine, and Trufe-sor of Orthnpei.ic Surgery at the

|

Bellevue Hospital Midi<:d Colle;^e in New York, has

always distiniruislied himself; we do hereby, in recog-
'

nition llu-reol. as a ii;ai;k of Royal grace and est* em,

appoint him, the sail Dr. Lewis A. S.iyre, a Knight of

our Order of the Wasa, of which we are ourselves

Grand Mister. I

In witness whereof, we have caused tlicse Letters to

be made Patent under the si^n iture of our Chancellor

for said Ordt r, and ihe Seal of our Royal Order of the
j

Seraphim.
|

Daied at our Palace in Stockholm, this ISth day of

April, 1872.
j

[Seal.] G. A. Sparre, Chancellor.

Countersigned, R. Wachtmeister.

Large Gai.l-Stone.—Dr. Smi:h, of PittsQeld, Mass.
(^Boston Medical and S'uyical Jouinfir), at the January
meeting ot the Berkshire Disiiict Medical Society, ex-

1

hibited a gall-s'one, weigliing 107^ grains. It com-
pletely fdk'd the gall-bladder, of winch it was an accu- i

rate mould, and sent a stem a shi;rt di-tance into the

duct. The gall-bladder was tightly contract<d about
the calculus, and did nut contain a particle of bile. The
patient was an old l.idy, who for twelve years had
suffered I'rom abdominal pain. There was «lso found
an extensive scirr:ioiis deposit in the omentum, meseu- i

tery, and coats of the large intestine and rectum.

Quarterly Report of the St. Franciscus Hospi-
tal, New York City.—During the quarter beginning '

January 1st, 1872, and ending March 31st, 1872, there

were rec ived intj the hospital 290 patients, of which
number l'J2 were males and 1)8 females. Of the for-

mer the greati-r number we.e yo ing, unmarried me-
chanics without any means ; most of the female patients

were servant ^irl-.

The St. F. ancis us Hospital, belonging to the Sisters

of the Poor of St. Franci^cus, is purely a hospiitl lor

the poor .-iclc.

The physician^ connected with the hospital are :

—

Dr. Ach.lles, Physician in Charge.
Dr. Cail H. Lellmann, Consultmg Physician for In-

ternal diseases.

Dr. Hermann F. Guleke, Consulting and Attending
Surgeon.

Professor Dr. Joseph Kammerer, Consulting and
Attending Physician for Di-seases of Women.

Dr. Kammerer holds a clinic on Monday and Thurs-
day from 11 to 12 a.m., for gynaecological cases.

Of the 290 pati -nts received during tlie quarter there

were discharged cured, 134 ; tran.'^ferred to the public

hospitals as iu' urable, 15; died, 51; remained in the
hospital on March Slot, 1872, 90.

Disrasrs.— Aljscessns feinoris (male), 1, discharged
cured; al.oholismns (3 males, 1 female), 4, 2 died of
general mara-mus, having been r. cei>ed in a dying
condition; apoplexia cer. Iiri (malt), 1. d scharjidl im-
proved; alherosis (male), 1, died of pneumorriiagia

;

bronchitis (11 male, 5 female), IG, d s.h.irged cured

15; carcinoma (female), 3; carcinoma mesenieric post

cxtiipationem niammtc carcinoinatosa*, ili.schaiged in-

curable; carcinoma medullare poi lionis pyloncae ventri-

culi, diifd ; carcmoMia (scirihu.s) hepati-, died ; c.iries 2
;

caries ossis temporahs (female), caiics o.-.sium talis

(male.)

E. S., 28 years old, born in G.rmany, grocery clerk,

of medium size, with well-devclop, d mu-ch-s ami
of healthy appearance. lias had ihe measles in

childhuo I, enjoyed good health otlierwi.se till his 25th
year. At this time he was taken sirk w.tii intermit-

tent fever of the tertian type, and leinaini-d sick ibr 9
months. He emigrated to America at ihe age of 26
years. In the spring of 18/ 1 he siiffend from a

rheumatic attack of tiie joints of the right foot, arm,

and both shoulders, and was in consequence received

into the St. Franciscus IL'spital, where he remained
from April IGih to May 30th, '71. Having by this

time been cured from the rheumatsin, a p.dn remained
in his right foot. He ihen left the ho.spital and worked
at h;s trade during the next four months. The pain in

his fojt, however, increasing, he was again obliged to

enter the ho-pital, November 1st, 1871. Sii.ce Janu-
ary 1st, 1872, /. e., since he came under the charge of

tlie physicians at present connected wiih the hospital, a

swelling was found over the tar.-al bones of the right

foot, whii h did not yield to any nii dical treatment.

Tiie tarsal bones were loo.-e and niuvaMe, ami Dr. H. F.

Guleke diagnos;icat d caiies of ihe tarsal bones. Upon
making an incision on both sides of the foot a quantity

of pus was emptied. On the 4th of March Pirogoff's

operation was performed by Dr.Gul. ke, assised by Drs.

Lellmann, Nanghton, and Rus^ Ten 1 gaures were ap-

plied, the stump treated by simple cold-.vaer dressing.

On cutting into the amputated part the following was
found : Suppuration betweeen t.ie first and second row
of the tarsal bones, and betwien those and the metatar-

sal bones; the scaphoid bone was denude! and sofened
;

also sofiening oi the head ot the astragalus. Fever
setting in soon after the operation, large dose of qui-

nine were administered ; the icmperature did not exceed
37.7° C, nor the pulse 128. Nothing unusual happened,
and the patient gradually re<.'Overed. A glandular

swelling was found toexist, April loth, behind Lheknee-
joi.it over the amputated limb; it di.^appeared, how-
ever, slowly, until at the present time hardly anything
can be seen. The posterior portion of the o.-teopliigtic

flap is lirinly united with the tibia. The leg can be
stretched completely, though the patient is as yet un-
able to rest the weight of his whole body on the
slump. Upon measurement of the two legs there was
no difference in lenL:th of the one as conij ared with the

other j)erceptible.

Chlorosis, 5 (female), discharged cured 3 ; combustio,

1 (female), died, extensive injurie.-, received in a dying
condition; contusio antibrachii, 1 (male), discharged
cured ; c ixitis, 1 (male) ; cys is ovarii, 1, discharged as

incuralde
; diathe-is hemorrhajiica, 1 (male) ; di.-torsio

pedis, 2 (male), discharged cund ;
duodenitis, 1 (male)

;

emphysema pulmonum, 3 (male), dischari^ed as incura-

ble, 2 ; endocarditis, 1 (male), died ;
enteriti- chronica, 1

(male), discharged cured; erysipelas f.ciei, 12 (9 males,

3 females), discharged cured, 9; exarliculado digito-

rum 2, 3 et 4 (m. le), 1, di.schatged cnied; fiactuia

digiii, 1 (ma'e), dischari^ed cure i ; fraciura antibrachii

complicata, 1 (lemale), died of pyaemia, patient was 72
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years old; fractura radii, 1 (male) ;
fractura huineri et

ilii, 1 (male), died of pyicmia, a great many ab^ces^es

formed, loiig-c intinncd isuppiiraiion
;

gastritis catarrh,

acut., 1G(U male, o female), discliarged eured, 15; gas-

tro-enteriti-, U (4 male, 2 female),d.seharged cured li, died

3; hemiple.;ia, 2 (I male, I female); hernia inguiualis,

1 (male), discharged; hypera^mia cerebri, 1 (mal),
discharged cured; hy|ioclioiidria, 1 (male), disehar-eil

;

hysteria. 4 (I'.imxlc), di -charged; icterus catarrlialis, 1

(male); intermiitins, 3 (2 nude, I fjmale), discharged

cured, 2 ; insutlicientia valuke mitralis, 4, discharged

incurable 1, died 3 ;
kypho.sis, 1 (femalej, discharged

improved; leucccm a, 1 (leuiale), died; lupus, 1 (fe-

male); lyuipliangit s, 1 (male), discharged cured; mar-
asmus, 2 (1 mae, 1 female), discharged 1; metritis, 1

(femiUe), discliarged 1 ; morbus Brightii, 9 (5 male, 4

female), discharged cured, died 1, received in a dying
condiiion ; «?dema ii.flammatorium, 2 (male), dis-

charged cure J, 1
;

par.^ly^is agitans, 1 (maU'), dis-

charged incurable
;

i)araplegia, 2 (female), died 1 ;
peri-

metritis
;

peruhines. i (male), discliaiged cured;

pharyng tis, 1 (male), d SL'h irged cured; phleguiasia

alba dolens, 1 (tVmale), discharged cured; |)lilegmona

pedum, I (male)
;
phiegmona brachii, 2 (male), d s-

charged cured; p.ilegmona antibrachii, 1 (male), dis-

chaiged cuie i

;
pleuri;is, (J (male), discharged cured, 3;

pneumonia, 23 (8 m.de, 15 female), viz., pneumo;.ia
catarrhalis chronica, lU

;
pneumonia catarrhalis sub-

acuta, 7
;
pneumo.iia catarrhalis crouposa, 6; discharged

unimproved, 19, died 3—of ihese3 cases of death (iToup-

ous pneumonia), 2 were topers and 1 a man 6U years

old; pneuino-phthisis, 40 (26 male, 14 female), dis-

charged incurable 8, died 19
;
prolapsus uteri, 1, dis-

charged improved
; rheiimaiisnms, 39 (31 male, 8 fe-

male), d sella! ged cured, 23; salivatio mercuiial's. 1

(male), dis3 arjed cured; senectus, 26 (13 male, 13
female), died, 5—among them a man 105 years old,

still alive, anl comparatively healthy ; stenosis val-

vulse mitralis, 3 (female), died 2
;
thrombus vaginas, 1,

discharged cured; tonsillitis, 1 (male), discharged
cured ; lyphus abduminaiis, 1 (female), died; typhus ab-

ortivus, 3 (2 male, 1 lem le), dischaged cured 2, died

1 ; typhus pi'tcchia is, 1 (female), died; ulcus varicosum
cruris, 5 (4 male, 1 f male), in one case successful

transplantation ol skin was made, 4 were discharged
cured; uvu itis, 1 (male), discharged cured; varioluis, 1

(male), turned over t > the Board of Health; variola, 2

(male), turued over to the Buard of Health. 32 deaths
were the result of incurable and necessarily fatal dis-

eases ;
actheioma, 1 ; carcinoma, 2 ; valvular diseases of

the. heart, 5
;
pnjumo-plithisis, 19 ; old age, 5. The

other 19 faal ca es were mostly in already a dying
condition when received, or fatal complication ensued
after reception.

The Hamlet of Edwin Booth PsYcnoLOGicALLv
Considered.—In an iniensting article on "Tlie Hamlet
of Edwin Buoih, a Psychological Study," by A. O.

Kellogg, M.D., of the Hudson lliver Siate Hospital,

published in the Jouni'd of Paijchohgical Medicine^

April. '72, the author shows that the reason why this

remarkable actor has the uneciualled power ol delin< ating

,. this melancholic character was, that the sorrows which
have overshadowed him bore a certain resemblance to

those which came upon Hamlet. Like Hamlet, Edwin
Booth's fiist great sorrow was the deaih of a kindly,

generous, and illustrious father. The next great af-

fliction was the death of a wife, a woman of great
personal charms an J loveliness ofcharacter—resembling
in a measure tliat whdi came upon Hamlet in the es-

strangemeut and dea h of Ophel a. He made his fi'St,

deep and abiding impresoiou upon his countrymen by

enacting Ham'et fjr one hundred consecut ve nights to

crowded houses. Dr. Kellogg inquires: "Who can
say to what extent the sicce-s of the deiineaiion was
dependent upon the recent aflliiUion of the delineator?"

Tune had barely toned doun the preceding sorrow,

when the hand of a yiiun;jer brother ca ried not only

dcnth and desolation, but, calumny and dishonor, into

the family of which Edwin was the acknowledged
head.

Between the chnractor of Hamlet as drawn by
Shakespeare, and that of Edwin Booth, the author

thinks there are certain po nts of resemblance. There
is a strange, silent, thoughtful, melancholic mystery
about both not easily penetrated, or annlyzed fully.

Dr. Kellogg has shown, on a former occasion, that

Hamlet was a melancholic, and melancholy is now re-

garded as a distinct form of mental derangement.

Grxeral Paralysis ok the Insane.—Dr. Edward S.

Duu-ter, N. Y. {Journ. Psycholoi/icjil Medicine), April,

'72, has an elegant translation of the able and extended
" Historical Sketch of the General Pai aly.^is of the In-

sane," by M. le Dr. Arch. Foville, Jr.—originally in-

serted in the Annules Mfdico-Psychohgiques oi Septem-
ber and November, 1870.

Fers in San Francisco.—The following rate of

charges has been adop'ed by the Medical Societies of

San Francisco {Pacific Med. Journal.)

Fur one ordinary visit $2.50 to $5.00
For one night visit (from 10 p.m. to 7 a.m.) 5.00 to 10.00

For first consultation 10.00

For each following consultation 5.00

N.B.—Fees for consuliaiion will be ch rged by the

attend ng, as well as by the consulting physician.

For office advice in onlmaiy cas.s $2.00 to 5.00

For special examinations 3.00 to 10.00

For ordinary obstetric.il cases 25.00 to 50.00

For instrumental and extraordinary cases, not less

than double fees.

For vaccination $2.00 to 5.00

Surgical treatment ace rdmg to custom and agree-

ment.
This fee-bill is not intended to npply to the practice

of specialists, or in cases of extraordinary services.

Libraries in New York City.—The numerous li-

braries in the Empire City are immensely valuable to

the medical, law, and general smdent in h s lesearches.

The number of volumes in tlie suhjo ned libraiies is as

follows: The Astor Library, about 22o.00i) volumes;
Mercantile Library, 125.000; Cooper Union Free Li-

brary, 30,000; Historical Society L br.a-y, 50,000;
Society Library, 65,000; L'bn.ry of the Young Men's
Christian Association, 10,000; N. Y. Hospi al Library,

over 8,000 vilunies; iMelical Library and Joumal As-
sociation of New Y()rk, about 4,000; Mott Memorial
Medical Librar}^, 3,000; hibrary of the N. Y. Academy
of Medicine, between 1,200 and 1,300 volumes; of the

College of Physicians aud Surgeons, 1,200; Bellevue

Ilo-pital Library, about 350 volumes ; and thousands of

volumes in the various law libr.iries.

Brown Windsor Soap, instead of beiig, as formerly,

pinified soap cidored with caramel, is said, by a writer

in Nature, to be composed at. present of unpurified

b ne-grea?e which retains iis color, and has its bad odor
disguised by a perfume. The same writer attributes

to the u.se of tlie latter variety a succession of attacks,

resembling eczema, which supervt ned upon its use as a

sliaving soap, and which persisted, in spite of treatment,

during each continuance of its use.

Typhoid Fkver.—In England alone from 100,000 to

150,000 people have typhoid fever annually.
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Toe Blind.—Of the 500 cis.-s at the Perkins Insti-

tute, Uost u, Allies., tiiL- cuuses ol b iiidii' ss wuie as

follows: Congenital, 37.75 |>ur cent.; disea-e, 47.00

per titnt.; ac idents, l.yi() per ci-nt, 01 1,102
j)ei-son8 aduiiltcd tj this iustiiution 878 S'lrviVi*;

whereas the lil'e tab!e of M.is-a huse ts cdls for 064,
and thit ol Eng and for aliojt 070 survivors, showing
that the pOAer of ilie blind to resi.st destructive in-

lluencea is S.\) pt-r cent iei>s than thai of t.ie popula-

tion of Ala&sacliUSet.S.

Loss OK Life nv LionxNiNO.—In 1804, Boudin pre-

sented to the Frenth Ac .demy a report .showing tniit

in France, during a p rio I of Iwenty-nine years, 2,23d
persons were kil e i by lightning, and G,714 struck
wiih lUl being killed.

From a sini lar table of Poey, it appe.irs that in the
United Sift es. dnrmg a peiiod of twt he years, 262
persons wero killed by iigh.ning, and 430 more or less

injured.

In England, 103 persons were thus kill d within a
space of live years. I.i Prussi i, about 7- imlivilua's,

on an av r,.ge, are killed Ijy iighining every year. In
France the average is a little liiglur.

FVom the invest gallons of Dr. Ball, in reference to

the jirovmce ot MecK.enburg, in the kingdom of Prus-
sia, e.xt^Mid ng througii a period of eleven years, it

appears that one person is killed by lightning out of
every 247,<0U, and oni- stuck out ol every l2l,3u0 of
the ent re pop>.lalio:i. In Saxony, every year, one per-

son out of _UtJ,0'JO lo-es iiii Jile by li-ntniiig.

—

Xew
Yurk O'jservtr.

Tr.\ns.\ctioxs of the Twenty-first Ankiversart
Meeting of the Illinois State Medical Socilty,

bed at Peoria, M .y 16,1), 18/' 1. Chicago, 1872.

Tne report of tins meetng was among the losses by
the great tire, having Oecu destroyed with the publish-

ing iiuuse. ihe piemen L ri-port, ihere;ore, is but a par-

tial one, in consequei.ee ot tiie destruction of the ori-

ginal minus -ript^ and ihe al sence of statistics, etc.,

iiece.^sary for dup ication of the work. The matter re-

published contains ht L- that has not already appL'ared

in type « Iscwhere. Dt. Piince makes a somewhat
lengmy report on the advance of pla^iic and ortliOi>8e-

d.o surr,e.y, wnich is profusely i.lListiaied wiih wood-
cuts, and api>ea s to be mainly comjioscd ol his own
ca?es. The latte.- may be s id of tiie Statistical Report
on Catiiact by Pro.. E. L, Holmes, of Rush Med. Col-

lege. The pa,ier by Dr. Addison Nilcs, of yuincy, on
Criminal Abortion, leads us to inlVr that, even at the

West, society is euis^d with this crime in no small

degree.

Transactions of the Wisconsin State Medical
SociEiY lor 18/1.— fhe style with which this repoit of
107 pa^es is gotten up uoes credit to ihe publisher,

David Ramal y, of St. Paul, Minn., as the eontenis
does to the c>ociety, wh.>, during their three days' s s-

siou, see. 11 either lo ha\e lost sight of the laet that

tiiere is suc.i a ihing iu existence as a "code of ethics,"

or else have nosuppo-ed infringements of it to wra;igle

over. Most of t-.e papers r. ad were ba-ed upon the
indivi lual obscrvaiion of cas.-s, and may be partially

enu.nerated as follows : Cau-e and Treatment ol Puer-
peral Convulsions, and tie Condition of the Puerperal
Woman; A C .se of Aneurism of the letl Internal Iliac

Artery
; A Case of Subju.aneous Naevus Cured by

Injection ot I'ersulphaie of Iron
;
Synopsis of a Case of

Dseasjd Blad ler and Kidney, resulting from EulargeJ
Prostate; Case of Diseased and Adlierent Placenta.
Also two Cases of Placenta Previa ; Excision of the

CIavic!e for Osteo-San-oma ; An Essay on Hysterico-

Nemalgia. or Spinal Iriitaiion, wiili Ri-port of Ca8e.s

;

A Wooden Pessary R,;tained for over Seventeen
Years; A Case of Pan.ceniesii Thoracis; A Ca^^e of

Abs. ess of the Right Ovary ; A Case of R eio-Vaginal

F stiila in a Babe of Eleven Montf; A Ca»e of Ovari-

otomy ; A Case of C <iiip etc Extrovoiou of the Blad-
der through the Urethra, etc., eic.

PitoposED French Law Aoainst Drunkenneps.—

A

bill which has been laid be ore the im miners of the

French National Asseraidy for d scussion, and has been
resL-rved lor discu.-sion, piovides:

1.—Those persons found in a state of manifest

drunkenness in the streets, alehou-es, or other public

places, shall be liable to a fine of fr-jm one to five

liana'!.

2.—Such persons as shall have undergone, in loss

than three years, two co idemnations under the pre-

ceding clause, shall be liable to imp:i<oiiraent for from
six d.iys to a month; and to a penalty of from six to

three hundred lianc-!.

3.—Every person who shall have been condemned
for manifest drunkenness, a cording to the second
clau.-e, shall be detl .re I incapaljle— Isf. Of using the

franchise. 2d. Of being eh cted as membjr. 3d. Of
being nominated for any public a[ p in raent, or exercis-

ing any public olfice. 4th. 0. bearing arms lor the

space of two years from the dateof condeninauon.
4.—All electors or jurymen so appearing shall be

sim.larly punished.

5.—Keepers of cafSs, who aU"W their customers to

drink lo excess, are to be punished.

Sea-Water in London.—A bill is before the Briti-h

House of Parliament to povide for the introduction

into London of sea-water lor batliing' purposes, the

extinguishing of fins, sprink.ing of sireeis, etc., and
has every promise of going mio efi*ect.

ttcii3 publication

Books Eeceived.

Doctor tn Medicine and other Papers on Profes-
sional ScRJiiCTS. By Stepuen Smith, M.D. New-
York: W. Wood & Co. 1872.

Corals and Coual Islands By James D. Dana,
LL.D. . Prof. Geology and Mineralogy in Yale College.

^*ewYork: Dodd oc Mead. 1872.

The Mother's Register: Current Notes of the Health
of Children (Boys) and lor (Girls). From the French of
Prof. J. B. Fonssagrives. New York : John Ross &
Co. 1872.

Autumnal Catarrh (Hay Fever), with three Maps, by
Morrill Wyman, M.D., of Boston. New York :

Hurd ifc Houghton. 1872.

On Food, its Varieties, Chemical Composition.
ETC., ETC. By H. Lethebv, M.B., 3LA., Ph.D.. Lon-
don. 2d Ed. New Ycr.i: W. Wood *.V Co. 1872.

The Correct Prlnciples of Tre.vtment for Angu-
lar ClRVATLRE OF THE SpINE. By BkNJ. LEE,
AM., 31. D. Phi.adelphia : J. B. Lipijincott & Co.

1872.
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©riciiual Commuuicatious.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE SURGERY OF
THE MALE URETHRA.

BY CHARLES K. BRIDDON, M.D.,

NEW YOKK.

Previous to resuming the subject treateil of in tlie

number of the Record for June 1st, 1872, I desire to

make a few remarks pertinent to this department of

surgery, and suggested by an article in the same jour-

nal, entitled " Remarks on Cyototomy, by H. K. Clarke,

M.D., Genev.T, N. Y." The case on whicli these obser-

vations were based was one of retention from hypertro-

phied prostate, occurring in the practice of Dr. George
N. Dox, and in whicli the bladder was relieved, by
puncture above the pubes Avith a trocar one-twelfth

of an inch in diameter. The operation was repeated six

time? in eight days. Tlie case was fully reported and
bears the impress of originality of conception for which
we must certainly give Di\ Dox the credit; but the an-

nals of surgery have atlbrded a precedent, for since

1863 the minds of Parisian surgeons have been actively

engaged on this very subject.

In 1871* Jean Watelet published alittle brochure on
the subject of puncture of the bladder by the capillary

trocar and pneumatic aspirator. These instruments

have been used for some tune iii the hospitals of Paris

for emptying abscesses, ovar-ian and other cysts, pleu-

ritic, pericardial, peritoneal, and articular effusions. In

his essay Watelet refers to six cases of retention re-

lieved by the same means. The causes of engorgement
were stricture and hypertrophied prostate. The punc-
tures were made in the mesial line immediately above
the pubes, and were repeated three or four times a day
without in any case producing tlie slightest local mis-

chief, and the author has arrived at the following con-
clusions: 1. That the capillary puncture is an opera-
tion of perfect innocence. 2. That in everj^ case it ought
to be substituted for the ordinary hypogastric puncture.

3. It can be practised three or four times a day, repla-

cing catheterism where that operation is impossible.

The apparatus used in these cases was either Potain's

or Dieulafoy's.

Potain's consists of three trocars, in diameter one-
third of a millimetre, one millimetre, and one milli-

metre and a half; these have stopcocks immediately be-

low which are lateral tubes that connect with a jar

containing air or water through the medium of elastic

tubes, and the exhans^ion is made by a syringe which
also communicates with the jar.

Dieulafoy's instrument is a glass syringe with a grad-

uated piston and a lateral outlet with stopcock like the

old-fashioned stomach-pump, and it is hiniished with
diflferent-sized trocars. Both of these instruments are

made by Matthieu, the surgical instrument maker of

Paris.

The woodcut represents the instrument of Dieulafoy
as improved by Mr. Stohlmann, of the firm of George
Tieraann & Co. of G7 Chatham St., New York City.

The alteration was suggested by Dr. T. A. Emmett, and
I think may be claimed as a real improvement. The ex-
hausting apparatus is only required in exploring cavi-

ties filled with more or less viscid contents. For reten -

lion nothing would be necessary but the capillary tro-

car.

' * De la ponction de la vessie a Taide du trocart capiilaire et de Tas-
piration pneumatique. Paris, 1872.

Cystotomy, and by that I mean cutting into the blad-

der, was proposed some years ago by Prof. Wdlard
Parker as a remedy for those intractable cases of chron-

ic cystitis that refuse to yield to other means. I am not

aware that it has been done on the male. 1 do not

think the wound could be kept open long enough for

the bladder to recover itself without the assistance of a
canula, which would not be tolerated in an inflamed or-

gan.

The operation has been done through the vagina in

the female by Drs. Emmett and Sims with good suc-

cess, the opening remaining as a vesico-vaginal fistula

which is subsequently closed by the usual operation for

that condition.

It certainly seems a harsh proceeding to inflict a
wound upon the walls of a viscus whose lining mem-
brane is in a condition of chronic disease, and its value
can only be appreciated by those conversant with such
cases, and with the fact that there are a certain number
of them that will not yield to any treatment whatever.
I have at present under my charge two cases of chron-
ic cystitis. In one, injections have been used every day
lor more than tw^o years

;
in the other, for a period of

fifteen months ; and I believe both these men are con-

demned for life to pursue this, the only course that

makes to them life tolerable. I can call to mind an old

Welchman who was under my care five or six years
ago, with the same malady which had troubled him for
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yea'-s. I «plit his obstruction, in the presence of Dr. R.

W. Taylor, with Holt's (.iilator, and it took three or four

months of injections (o f.'et li:s bladder right. i)igliteen

months aj.'0 he again coiijulted me on (he same sulijeet.

lie had neglected to use his sound as directed, iiis stric-

ture had contracted, and he was suffering so severely

from his cystitis that I really had apprehensions as to

the result. On this occasion I liivided the (>l)struciion

with Maisonneuve's un-tlirotome, and it again took

several months to get his bladder in good condition.

In t!ie large majority of these eases the benefit to be

derived from a carefully nguliited local ami gt-neral

treatment is strikin-ly marked, but there will always

remain a small percentage that will not yield to any

remedial means whatever; but I will now resume the

subject of the paper, commencing with case of stricture.

rlptrre of trethra ; extravasation of urine
;

re-

covert ; subseqiknt treatment of obstkiction by

internal iretmroto.mt ;
reconstrfction ;

luinary

abscesses; fistcl.k; second resort to creturoto-

MY.

On the third of February, 1869, Dr. T. B. Stirling

requested me to visit in consultation a gentleman who
had been under h^s, the Doctor's, professional care for

some lime. I was informed that he had suffered from

symptoms of stricture for at least a year; that he had

been treated by dilatation, but that the process had

been protracted and interfered with by his irregular at-

tendance, and that in fact he had absented himself from

his physician for several weeks previous to the 2d of

February, when he felt something give way whilst he
w:us in the act of emptying his bladder. The rending

sensation was immediately followed by a sense of burn-

ing pain in the scrotum and supra-pubic region. In

the absence of Dr. S., he was seen by a neighboring

physician, who mistook the case for one of erys pelas

and prescribed accordingly. Dr. S. saw him on the mor-
ning of the third, and recognized the existence of ex-

t avasation at once.

I found the patient, James B., a young man of

twenty-five years, of short stature and of .^pare habit,

deeply pitted with the cicatrices of variola. In response

to inquiries, he informed me that he had always enjoyed

good health ; that he had contracted a soft chancre once

and gonorrhoea a number of times, and that he had not

been entirely free from more or less discharge for more
than two years. He first noticed a diminution in the

sze of his stream about a year ago ; has never suffered

from retention, nor from irritable bladder. He has an

obstruction four and one-iialf inches from the meatus,

through which little or no urine has passed for the last

eighteen hours. His scrotum is enormously swollen,

and the line of extravasation can be traced over the

pubes and upwards on the right side on a line parallel

with Poupart's Ugament, as high a3 the anterior su-

perior spinous process of the ilium. Even bej'ond this

point there are some patches of discolored swelling

between the crest of the ilium and the ribs. All the

above-mentioned parts were in a condiiion of hard,

brawny eedema, in some spots boggy, and the discol-

oration of a dull brick-red, shading off into the natural

color of the skin. Considering the character of the

local [lesion and the amount of urinary infiltration,

his constitutional symptoms were slight. His skin

was moist, tongue covered with a creamy fur, and
his pulse 110. I did not meddle with the stricture,

beyond noting its position, at k-ast an inch and a half

in advance of the attachment of the bulb to the deep
perineal fascia, regarding liberation of the pent-up urine

as the first indication. 1 supposed, as the patient had had
no retention at any time, that ulceration and perfora-

tion of the un-thral walls imnn-diately behind the

stricture had taken place, and that an instrument pa.«s-

ed through the obstruction would be more likely to

pass through the perforation than to traverse the natu-

ral channel; and in accord nice with tliese views I

made a free incision on either side of the scrotal raphe,

anotiier in a line p.irallel with and an inch above Pou-
part's ligament, reaching from the anterior superior

spmous process of the ihuni to near the spine of the
pubes, and another between the crest of the ilium and
the llo;iting rib.s. The connective tissue exposed by
the-e incisions was in a condition of slough, and a free

exit was given to a disi;liargc having a urinous, fetid

odor. The jiarts were directed to be poulticed, and he
•was put upon the use of quinine and mist, vini gallici.

On the uth I saw him again with Dr. S. His gen-
eral condition was good; pulse below 100, temperature
normal, tongue moist. He complained of no pain, and
took solid tood with liearty relish. I introduced a

drainage tube through the wound over the ilium, and
carried it downwards and inwards and under the soft

parts forming the pubic eminence, and thence through
the opening on the right side of the scrotum. I directed

a stream ot carbolic acid water, a teaspoonful to the pint,

to be carried through this channel every four hours, and
substituted for the poultices a dre.-sing of oakum wet
with the same solution. The drainage tube was main-
tained in situ for about a week, when the openings ap-

peared so free that its use was discontinued. Sloughing
to a very considerable extent took place around all the

incisions, but principally in the groins, where a space
about six inches by three was bared, exposing the

tendon of the ext. oblique. However, in the space of
six weeks cicatrization was complete, and I advised the

Dr. to commence dilatation.

In the middle of May the doctor informed me that he
had not been able to advance beyond No. 2, and I again

saw the patient. With considerable difficulty I engaged
a No. 3 French flexible bougie. It was firmly graspe<i,

and I could advance no further. The patient wa* at once
put under the influence of chloroform, and I endeavor-
ed to introduce Holt's dilator, but I was foiled in the

attempt, and at last succeeded in passing Maisonneuve's
urethrotome, with which I divided the stricture. I

then introduced a large-sized silver catheter. This was
left in thirty-six hours, and subsequently the doctor in-

troduced a sound every other day. The patient was
duly admonished, and informed that the patency of the

canal depended upon the regular occasional introduc-

tion of an instrument, and as Dr. Stirling subsequent-
ly informed me, he was quite able to manipulate for

himself

In October, 1870, 1 was again summoned to visit J.

B. in consultation with Dr. J. W. Wright. He had for

a long time failed to obey the injunctions of his former
physician with regard to the occasional introduction of

a large-sized sound, and a few months ago, noticing a

diminution of the stream, had resorted to it in vain, and
contented himself with a No. 5 silver catheter. He had
now a large acute urinary abscess, situate in the scrotum.
This I freely opened, giving discharge to a large amount
of dark- colored, most offensive fluid, and exposing an
irregular cavity with thin walls, which were covered
with a dark-greenish pultaceous deposit. There was
certainly no extravasation; it was simply an abscess

with limiting walls, but the lining membrane appeared
to be in a condition of gangrene. I advised that it

should be syringed out several times a day with car-

bolic acid water, and that its edges be kept separated

with oakum.
In the beginning of May, 1871, J. B. called upon me

at my office. He says that the scrotal abscess degen-
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erated into a fistula, through which the urine came for

some time, but that none has escaped for the Uist two
months ; and there is now a small swelling, not in the

site of the old abscess, the contiacted walls of which
can be plainly felt and traced up to iheir connection

with the urethra, but alongside of it, and apparently

situate in one of the cicatrices resulting from the in-

cisions made to relieve the extrava-sation which occur-

red in 1SG9. However, the swelling was small, not

larger than a hickory-nut, and as it was on the eve of

opening on the surface, I directed my attention to the
;

stricture. By external manipulation the small abscess,
\

evidently formed in the track of an old listula, appear-

ed to be attached liy a pedicle to the root of the jienis
;

the contracted walls of the other fistula could be traced

up to the same point, and where these two fistula?

converged to join the urethra, the canal itself swelled

out into a hard nodular mass as large as a filbert, fusi-

form in shape ; and the denye walls of the urethra

could be traced in the peril a;uni as far as the point

where it dips to its attachment with the deep perineal

fascia. The meatus was slightly deformed by the cica-

trix of a chancroid. On introducing a bougie, a dense
'

obstruction was detect^ four inches and a half from
the meatus. I could only pass the smallest-sized bougie

a bouJe through this and another contraction situate

half an inch behind; the grasp was of such a persistent

character that I could not examine beyond.
At the next sitting I first introduced a No. 3 French

flexible, and on its removal immediately introduced

one of the finest filiform French, and with this detected

a close stricture at the subpubic curvature. Through
this I could pass no flexible instrument, but succeeded
with the smallest-sized sound and a finger in the rec-

tum. The grasp of the first stricture is such that I

should despair of obtaining a successful issue by any
other means than divulsion or internal division, and ihe

urethra at that point appears to be so bound to the

face of the pubic bones by cicatricial tissue that I should
fear to use a straight instrument such as the dilators of

Holt or Maisonneuve, and shall in preference use the

urethrotome as soon as the local conditions are im-

proved.

I presume that in this case the extravasation took
place anterior to the deep perineal fascia ; hence the

favorable result which followed free and timely inci-

sions. It has been my good fortune only to have met
with two other cases of extravasation in my own prac-
tice. One I saw about twelve years since in the per-
son of an old intemperate man in Whitehall street. In
his case gangrene had occurred to a very considerable ex-
tent before I saw him, and I made the necessary inci-

sions in the presence of Prof. Wm. H. Van Buren.
The other case I saw about ten years ago at Laird's

Hotel. The incisions, which Avere small, were made in

the presence of Dr. Gurdon Buck. Both of these cases
terminated fatally, and, fiom examination of the parts

during life, I had reasons to believe that in both the
extravasation had occurred beneath the deep perineal

fascia, but in neither case was I permitted to verify

such opinion by autopsy.

In looking over these clinical histories, I find anoth-
er case of traumatic stricture, wh'ch yielded satisfac-

torily to continuous dilatation.

RETEXTION OF URINE ; STRICTURE OF THE URETHRA.

February 17th, 1858, I visited William Burnett,
47 years of age, Scotchman, married, and the father of

a grown family. Should judge from his appearance
that he was a man of intemperate habits. He denies
having had gonorrhoea, but states that two months ago
he fell astride the chine of an empty barrel. The acci-

dent was followed by ha;maturia and painful mictuii-

tion, which symptoms, however, gradually subsided,

and he suffered no further inconvenience until the lOtli

of the present month, when he found himself unable to

empty his bladder. After lasting twenty-four hours the

retention yielded to the application of warmth, in con-

junction with some domestic remedies. After this he
found the stream much diminished in volume. On the

15th he had another attack of retention, which did not
yield to the means that were lound useful on the first

occasion, and he was obliged to call for professional as-

sis ance.

Present Condition.—Patient is in a condition of con-

siderable nervous excitement, continually getting out
of bed to urinate, all of which efibrts are unavailing.

His tongue is furred, his pulse accelerated, and his skin

bedewed with j)erspiration. On examining the abdo-

men, I found a tense tumor filling the hypogastrium
and reaching nearly to the umbilicus. It is tt^nder,

and dull upon percussion. A finger introduced into the

rectum detects a globular resisting swelling occupying
the situation of the busfond of the bladdi r, and bimanual
exploration elicits fluctuation. In the ureihra I found

an obstruction at the subpubic curvature. Commencing
with No. 6 silver catheter, and dimini.«hing as trials

with instrutiients of larger calibre failed, I at last, and
then only after long and patient efforts, succeeded in

introducing a No. 1 flexible. Through this I allowed
about half the contents of the bladder to escape, secu-

ring the end of the instrument with a stopper, and di-

recting hiui to let a little escape every time the desire

became urgent. I deemed it best to secure the cathe-

ter, as I feared I might have trouble in introducing it

again. *

On the 18th I found that the patient had spent a very
comfortable night. The presence of the in.strument

lias caused no inconvenience, and his bladder is com-
pletely empty.
On the 19th urine passed as freely by the side of the

instrument as through it. It is quite loose, and I have
replaced it with a No. 3 bougie.

On the 21st patient expresses himself as very com-
fortable. He says that all along the urethra feels slight-

ly sore, and there is a little purulent discharge from the

meatus. I experienced no difficulty at all in introducing

a No. 7, which was tied in. After this date a large

size was introduced every other da}' until I arrived at

No. 14, when their continuous use was discontinued,

and he was directed to have one passed every three or

four days.

I have seen this man several times since, when he
always reported himself as doing well. I last saw him
in 1862, when he informed me that he passed his water
as well as ever he did in his life, and that he had not
passed an instrument for two years. I saw him usually

when visiting one of his friends, and did not have an
opportunity to explore his urethra.

INTERNAL URETHROTOMY COMPLICATED WITH HEMATOMA.

January 27th, 1872, I operated on a gentleman re-

ferred to me by Prof Charles A. Budd. The patient,

aged 45, was a man of intelligence and education, had
been using sounds and bougies for four yeai s and a half,

had become familiar with the treatment, and came pre-

detertnined to have his strictures burst or cut.

I found one obstruction at an inch and a half, a sec-

ond at four inches and a half, and a third at the butt

;

the first was dense, lomr, and contract le, the second

less so, and the third offered a scarcely perceptible re-

sistance. The two occupying the penile portion could

be traced externally as nodular, fusilbrm masses of car-

tilaginous consistence. The patient had never suffered
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from retention, cvstitis. or renal trouble, mnl \vas in ;;11

other respects a healthy man.
Operation was done at his residence at 11 a.m. I

divided the anterior si picture with the b^stouri-cachf,

incising the meatus freely; the obstruction was very

dense, recpiiiing considerable force to draw tlie instru-

ment throuijii it. I then introduced Maisonneuvtr's ure-

throtome, divided the otlier two, and experienced no dif-

ficultv in pas>inp a No. 7 sound into the bladder; the

hemorrhage wa.s more free than usual, and continued

in spite of cold for several hours. Estimated loss ten to

twelve ounces of blood. In the evening I found him

with ft rather formidable liajmatoma; tlie swelling was
situate on the under surlace of the organ, wliich was
distorted so as to be markedly concave on its dorsal

aspect; it was solid, about the size of half alien's egg.

Divided longitudinally, its centre was over the position

of the anterior stricture, the intej;uinenis covering the

swelling, and for some distance around were of a dark

maroon-color, and the prepuce was infiltrated and

oedematous. All hemorrhage had ceased during tlie

afternoon ; at seven he urinated in a free, full stream.

The act was attended with some smarting, and was fol-

lowed by a few minutes' free bleeding. I was appre-

hensive that the clot might obstruct the canal, and that

the urine might infiltrate through the incisions made
in the strictures behind, and I considered the propriety

of introducing and maintaining in situ a catheter in the

bladder; however, he had once urinated freely ; I de-

termined to let him alone, simply ordering the constant

application of cold spirit lotion. On the morning of

the 28th the whole penis was of a deep violet color,

almost black, but there was a marked diminution in

the size of the swelling : there was entire ab.sence of

pain, and he experienced no difficulty whatever in

emptying his bladder. Jan. 30th, swelling still further

diminished, temperature of parts normal, no signs of

urinary infiltration; there is a fcetid discharge from

the raeatup, v\-hich I presume cones from the clot. I

experienced no difficulty in introducing a Xo. 15

sound. ( iered him to wash out the urethra ocoasion-

ally wiili a weak solution of carbolic acid, and peimit-

ted him to go out.

Feb. 1st. Swelling almost entirely gone. The clot ap-

pears to have broken down and escaped per meatum.
I passed No. 16 sound with ease.

Feb. 3d. All trace of etfusion has disappeared for some
time after last note. The axis of the member was slight-

ly distorted by adhesions of the integuments at the site

of the first obstruction, situate one inch and a half from
the meatus, but as thess yielded to time and the trac-

tion of occasional erections, the integrity of the organ
as regards deformity from curvature was restored.

This case has proved a very instru.-tive one to my-
self. In the perusal of a large number of cases I find

no reference to such an accident, and yet I feel assured

that it must occasionally occur. I believe that in inci-

sing the anterior stricture I made a complete perlbra-

tion of the urethral wall, and that blood was extrava-

sated into the loose conjunctival t ssue external to it;

that the rapid disappearance of the tumor was occa-

sioned by the ready escape of the disintegrated clot

through the perforation ; for 1 have noticed on other
occasions, in htematomas ocurring in the same region,

but independent of lesion of the can.d and not commu-
nicating with accidental or natural outlet, that absorp-
tion was a very slow process, occupying many week?.
In this case I was also afi aid that as the blood-clot

escaped urine would gain access, ;ind that my patient
would be subjected to the delay and annoyance of a uri-

nary abcess; fortunately nothing of the kir.d occurred,
and he was only confined to his room lor a few days.

Feb. 22d. I have examined this patient to-day; the

result is all that could be desiied. No. 10 .sound pa.sfie8

wi h <'a.so, and the evidenc" s of mischief could only be

recognizeil by the eye of a critic.

(To Ik> omtlmu'il.

)

CLINICAL rvESEAl{('HP:s IN ELECTRO-
SrUtJEKY.

Bv A. D. ROCKWELL, ^f.D.. and GEO. M.
BE.UJD. M.D.

I.

ELECTRo-.'^urgery is a department of science that has

been so little studied that any contribution to it, how-
ever fragmentary and imperi'ect, becomes of value.

We propose to detail our latest experiments in this

direction, and to present whatever conclusions it may be
justifiable to draw from them. Both electro-therapeu-

tists and surgeons are now at work in this di-parinient,

and many of them desire and n«ed whatever assistance

can be derived from the successes or failures of otheis.

The pathway that leads to truth on this subject is at

best tortuous an<l obscure; but every advance of the

pioneers, every removal of obsi ructions, makes the jour-

ney shorter, clearer, and easier for those who are setting

out upon it. An early publication of experience and
experiments, provided it be candid and thorough, will

secure the aid of many collaborators who may perhaps
be inducfil to carefully study the subject.

Through a variety of laborers theie will be brought
out a variety of results which will leciprocally supple-

ment and correct each other. Therapeutics in all its

branches, and certainly electro-therapeutics, is a subject

so wide and so complex that only by comparing the

studies ofmany observers can we arrive at the full truth.

Although a long time must elapse before some of

the questions that may be rai-ed in connection with
the following clinical cases can be fully answeied, yet

strong and important points are in the way of .settle-

ment. The objection that is often and very properly

brought against the early publication of din cal exreri-

ence, that it is apt to teach eitiier absolute error or but

half-truths, need not apply, provide 1 the repoits are

fairly and impartially made, without any attempt to

conceal or distort or in any w.iy warp the evidence to

sustain a theory, and no inferences are diawn beyond
the requirements of the demonstrated fads. We shall

not attempt to exhaust our experiments, but to fairly

represent ihem in all their aspects. Cases of absolute or

approximate success will be placed side by side with
cases of absolute on approximate failure. Cases where
every opportunity was afi"orded lor treatment, and
cases that failed for lack of opportunity, will be aicoid7

ed equal pominence. Cases in which the ordinary
and aecep:ed methods of treatment would have been
sufl&cient will be mingled with those cr.st s which under
the ordinary and accepted methods would have been
utterly hopeless.

Many inquiries of great importance it will be neces-

sary to leave wholly or partially unanswered ; to other

prob'ems a mei ely provisional .solution will be given,

while in some departments we shall be able to draw
generalizations that will be at once legitimate and
satisfactory.

Those who on the one hand be'ieve that electio-

therapeutics is the one great problem of the futuie, and
those who on the oiher hand su.spect that it is all a de-

lusion, will be equally disappointed. The c;:ses that are
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to follow are taken from belli public and private prac-

tice, and many of them were undertaken in the pres-

ence and with the assistance of able and recognized

surgical authorities.

ERECTILE OR VASCULAR TUMOHS.

Erectile or vascular tumors include both cutaneous

and subcutaneous nxv'i. Tuese latter terms, however,

simply indicate a dilTerence in seat but not iu kind.

Tiiey are often associated together, and the wide-

spread dilatation of cutaneous vessels attended with

little swelling that are common'y called motlier spots,

are evidently similar in character to the subcutaneous

variety to which Bell gave the name of aneuri:>m by
anastomosis.

These cutaneous nnevimaybe treated success.fully by

the needles, but they are so deficient in i)ulk that it is

often impossible to opei ate without producing a decided

scar.

In the treatment of the various forms of subcuta-

neous erectile tumors, both arterial and venous, it is

evident that eleclioly>is must bear an important part

if it does not altogether supersede the knife. Its ad-

van* aees over other methods are various and decided.

1st. There is not the .slightest hemorrhage
;

no!; even

a drop of b!ood need be lost. 2d. No scar is left. By
proper insulation and care in the introduction of the

needles an 1 manao-ement of the current, chemical eiFects

will be confined to the blood alone. 3d. During the

operation the pain is slight, and subsi^quently the paiient

experiences no inconvenience. 4th. The operation is

easil}^ performed, and produces no such disagreeable

reflections to either patients or friends as the knife or

actual cautery. The number of needles to be intro-

duced into the tumor depends very much on its size.

When the enlargement is slight, not exceeding in size

a small filbert, one needle is sufficient, while a njevus

an inch or more in breadth and depth will require three

or four.

SUBCUTAXEOUS ERECTILE TUMOR OF THE RIGHT CHEEK.

—

COMPLETE RECOVERY FOLLOWS ELECTROLYTIC TREAT-

MENT.

Case I.—In April, 1871, Dr. D. F. Revnolds consult-

ed us in regard to the case of a little child aged eight

months, who was afflicted by an erectile tumor in the

right cheek. It appeared shortly after birth, and had
gradually enlarged until the date mentioned, when it

measured one and a-half inches in width and from one

half to three-quarters of an inch in depth. Upon firm

pressure the enlargement would almost entirely disap-

pear. The patient having been placed under the influ-

ence of chloroform, we operated at Bellevue Hospital in

the presence of Dr. Frank Ha nilton and his class, by
introducing into the four quaiters of the tumor four

snail gilded steel needles insulated to Avithin one-quarter

of an inch of the points.

During the passage of a current of very moderate
tension the enlargement giadually grew harder and

more prominent as the blood coagulated, and at the

expiration of eight minutes, when the needles were
withdrawn, the part was quite firm. The child suff'ered

no inconvenience during or after the operation, and

when seen the next morning was as well and playful

as usual. The process of absorption soon becatue

manifest, and in two months three-quarters of the clot

had disappeared.

From this time there was a most marked decrease in

the rapidity of absorption, since but two months more
Avere required before the clot had entirely disappeared.'''

* This case was briefly mentioned in the Xew Ydrk iteclical Jonrn'il
^

before complete absorption had rendered the operation a success.
|

A LARGE AliTERIAL TUMOR IN A WEAK, ILL-NOURISHED

CHILD. THE HKSCLT OF ELECTROLYTIC TREAT.MENT UN-

SATISFAGTOIIV.

Case II.—Annie
, a chiid aged one year, was di-

rected to us by Dr. H. P. Faridiara. On her back over

the upper dorsal vertebnc we found a large fluctuating

arterial tumor, nearly two inches in diameter at its

base.

The child was markedly anaimic, and her general con-

dition was nnich below par.

It was thi'Ught best, however, to operate, and in the

presence of Drs. Farnham, Pinkney, Grant, and others,

the needles Avere used iu the same manner as in the

previous ca>e. Coagulation was readily produced, but

owing to some unpleasant symptoms in the respiration

of the child the needles Avere withdrawn (as the pro-

gress of the case subsequently attested) a little pre-

maturely.

Absorption set in very slowly indeed, and after a

few Aveeks its effects were barely perceptible. After a

couple of months it Avas evident that the circulation in

one portion Avas beginning to be re-established, but the

mother refused to allow anything more to be done for

the little patient. It should be stated that on the night

following the operation, the child was alloAved to lie

upon its back Avith the hard enlargement of coagulated

blood entirely unprotected. Subsequently a soft circu-

lar ring Avas prepared and placed around the tumor,

but the irritation already caused by the pressure was
followed by slight ulceration and discharge.

This, however, healed in the course of two weeks,

but it undoubtedly contributed towards the general

unsatisfactory result. The slowness with which the

absorbing process was carried on is to be attributed

undoubtedly to impaired nutrition, and the re-estabhsh-

ment of the circulation mainly to the unfortunate ne-

cessity of cutting short the operation.

ARTERIAL ERECTILE TJMOR FROM BIRTH IN A CHILD FIF-

TEEN MONTHS OLD. COMPLETE RECOA'ERY UNDER ELEC-

TROLYZATION.

Case III.—In the case of a little child fifteen months
old, upon AA^hose face near the angle of the lower jaw a

small erectile tumor had existed from birth, electrolysis

was completely successful. The patient Avas placed

under the influence of chloroform, and two platinum

needles, insulated to within one-third of an inch of the

points, and connected with the positive pole, Avere in-

troduced into the two lower quarters of the tumor
;

Avhile two steel needles, connected Avith the negative pole

and insulated in a similar manner, were thrust into the

tAvo upper quarters. The current from twelve medium-
sized cells of a zinc-carbon battery was alloAved to pass

for ten minutes, at the end of which time the coagula-

tion Avas complete. Absorption of the clot rapidly be-

came manifest, and in four months it had entirely dis-

appeared, leaving no scar.

In subsequent operations we have not hesitated to

use steel or gilded needles for the positive pole, since

the oxidation Avhich these metals undergo in all proba-

bility tends to accelerate coagulation.

SUBCUTANEOUS ERECTILE TUMOR TREATED BY ELECTRO-

LA'SIS. SUBSEQUENT SLOUGHING.

Case IV.—At the request of Dr. Geo. K. Smith,

we operated, Nov. 22, 1871, on a case of subcutaneous

erectile tumor just over the inner angle of the eye in a

child sixteen months of age. The tumor, Avhich Avas

about the size of a hazel-nut, could easily be compressed.

The child AA'as thoroughly etherized with the assistance

of Dr. F. H. Colton, and three insulated needles were
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inserted into the tumor—two connected with the posi-

tivi', imil one with tlie negative pole.

The current was from sixteen we.ik cells; the aennce

twenty minutes. The color of the tumor cliaiij,'ed dur-

ing the Ojieration and hecame hard tlirouijli tlie coagu-

lation. Sultsequently tlio tumor slouglied at certain

pointi', and the result was not satistactoiy. since a de-

fornjily was lell that may be permanent. The mistake

we made was in usir)g too strong a current and unduly

prolonging the operation. In our desire to avoid re-

peating the operation as had been found necessary in

other cases, we went to the other extreme.

The delicattt skin of the chiM was so affected by tlie

action of the current that sloughing ensued in spite of

the insulation of the needles.

This mistake is one that can be easily avoided.

N-EVl'3 I.V A CaiLD CCRED BT ELECTROLYSIS.

Case V.—April 1, 1872, we were requested by
Dr. E. Bunker, of Brooklyn, to operate on a small

najvus on the neck of a child eight weeks old. The
tumor was situated just below the chin, and was one-

third of an inch in'diameter.

A current from ei.u'ht zinc-carbon cells w;is applied

into the tumor by means of a small needle (uninsulat-

ed) connected with the negative pole, while a sponjxe

electrode attached to the positive was applied to the

surface of the body.
Immc'liately the diseased spot began to decompose

and to change in color, and ultimately disappeared.

The sitting was continued but four minutes. No anaes-

thetic was employed.
Dr. Bunker informs us (June 15) that there are signs

of reappearance of the growth.

BKOSCnOCELE (gOITRE).

In the treatment of goitre etherization is not neces-
sary, provided a needle is used that can be introduced
with ease. The ordinary glover's needle (small size)

of the fancy stores, we find enters the skin easier than
any otiier shape that we have tried. It is not neces-
sary to insulate the needles for goitre ; but hard rubber
can be melted on and allowed to cool, in cases where in-

sulation is required. To introduce the round needles
into the skin of the neck is a matter of great difficulty.

SIMPLE OR ADENOID GOITRE IN A CHILD AGED 14.—STEADY
DECREASE IN SIZE UNDER ELECTROLYTIC TREATMENT.

Case TI.—L. W., a girl aged 14 years, first observ-
ed four years .>;inoe a slight enlargement of the thyroid
gland. It rapidly increased in size, until Dec. 5,

1871 ; when she presented herself for examination it

was 1| inches in depth and 2 inches in width, reaching
to the anterior border of either sterno-cleido mastoi-
deus muscle. The mass was quite movable and did
not in any way cause inconvenience, excepting when
she a' tempted to sing. Iodine, both interna'ly and
externally, had been used without appreciable benefit.

For the first two months localized external galvaniza-
tion repeated twice a week was alone tried, resulting

in no diminution in the size of the swelUng, but in a
very decided alleviation of the distressing sensation of
strangling, which invariably occurred whenever she at-

tempted to sing.

Subsequently the needles were introduced, and to

ths date the tumor has steadily decreased in size, until

it is now. June 1, one-quarter its original size, and
ihe indications are that it will entirely disappear. The
needle (a small glover's needle), has been introduced
some twenty times, but as the pain produced is very
slight no chloroform has at any time been used.

riDROL'S GOITRE OF FOCR TEARS STANDING IN A WOMAN
AOEI» TWENTY-NINE. C0N8IDERAIILE DIMINUTION IN

SIZE UNDKH EXTERNAL GALVANIZATION AND ELECTRO-
LVZATION.

Case VII.—K. M., an unmarried woman, aged 29,
observed some four years ago a slight swelling over the
right side of the pomura Adami. The growth was
nipid and soon involved Ijoih lobes of the thyroid gland.

By accurate measurement the distance fnmi the pos-

terior liorder of one st<'rno-cleido-mnstoid muscle to the

posterior l)order of its fellow was found to be seven
and ono-half inche.s.

Five applications of localized galvanization during
the three weeks following reduced the above measure-
ment one-half an inch. From the date of the Inst ex-
ternal application (Match 18, 1872), a needle was intro-

duced and the cunent allowed to act about fifteen min-
utes. Six similar applications during the following

four weeks reduced the distance fiorn the two given
points to six inches. The patient after this came but
two or three times until June 23, when ether was ad-
ministered, and three needles and eighteen zinc-carbon

cells Were used. The operation was continued fifteen

minutes, when two needles were withdrawn and the

cells increased to twenty-three, and the current allowed
to pass eiv'ht minutes longer. The patient recovered
rapidly from the effects of ether, but, unfortunately,

never returned to report progress.

LARGE CYSTIC TUMOR IN THE RIGHT AXILLA SUCCESS-

FULLY TREATED BY ELECTROLYSIS.

Case YIII.—Mary M., aged 33. noticed tliree years

ago a swelling in the right axilla, which gradually in-

c: eased until Feb. 29. 1871, the date ofher presentation

for treatment, when it was about one-half the size of

her clenched fist. The swelling was hard and movable.
Alternate localized galvanization and faradization (ex-

ternal applications) were essayed for one month, greatly

relieving the pain and slightly reducing the enlarge-

ment.—April 2d. The needles were attempted—one
being used at each seaure. The operation was repeated

eight times until June 26, when the tumor was no larger

than a small chestnut. She returned no more to the

Dispensary, for the reason, doubtless, that absorption

had comf)Ieted its work. Another result of treatment is

worthy of notice. The patient had borne four children,

and while nursing the fiist had suffered from a fissured

nipple on the side where the tumor was seated, and in

consequence was, during the whole period of nursing,

unable to give nourishment to the child from the affect-

ed side. With subsequent children the quantity of
milk secreted by this breast was hardly one-half of that
given by the other.

At the time of our first operations she was nursing a

child twelve months old, and thus gave us an oppor-
tunity to demonstrate the value of electrization in in-

creasing the lacteal secretion. The quantity of milk
secreted rapidly increased until it quite equalled the
amount produced by the healthy side.

CYSTIC TUMOR OF FOREHEAD OF FORTY YEARS' STANDING.

IMMEDIATE AND PERMANENT CURE BY ELECTROLYSIS.

Case IX.—Mrs. H., aged GO, we first saw in consul-

tation with Dr. A. W. TIJatlin, of Brooklyn Nov. 9,

1871.

For forty years she had been afflicted with a tumor
on the forehead, which, in appearance and size, and
in its feel and compressibility at the time we saw it,

exactly resembled a ripe Isabella grape. This appear-
ance had not, however, been constant; its size varied,

and at one time after s'ooping ic had considerably en-

larged, and a vein connected with it and leading to-
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wards the upper part of the nose became swollen and

prominent.
Whether the enlargement was erectile or cystic was

a matter of doubt.—Dr. A. B. Crosby, who Siiw the

case with us, regarded it as cystic. The patient had re-

fused to submit to any operation for the radical cure of

the tumor—partly on account of fear of hemorrhage

—

and consequently, liad worn the unpleasant deformity

the greater portion of her life.

—

Nov. 11, 1871, Aviih

the assistance of Drs. Catlin, Crosby, Cooper, and Wyck-
off. local anaesthesia was u^ed, and two small insulated

needle-^ were inserted into the tumor n^ar the base,

one pole connected with the positive and the other

with the negative pole of ten cells of a portable Gal-

vano-Faralic Co. zinc-carbon battery. Immediately

the color of the tumor began to lighten, through tlie

change of its fluid contents into oxygen and hydrogen
gases, and in five minutes the whole surface was al-

most cc'lorless, and tiie tumor was much distended.

The needle- were now withdrawn; there was no he-

morrhage, but the ga-~es began to escape at the places

where the needles were inserted. Dr. Crosby now
used a little pressure, and the tumor flattened with

more escape of gas. Under repeated pressure still

more gas escaped ; and in ten minutes from the be-

ginning of the operation the tumor was perfectly flat-

tened. Gradually the residuum of tlie tumor disap-

peared, and in a few weeks scarcely a trace of the long-

standing deformity existed.

EPITHELIOMA INVOLVING ONE-H.\LF THE LOWER LIP. RE-

COVERY UNDER ELECTROLYTIC TREATMENT.

Case X.—Mrs. J". C, aged 65. In September, 1871,

a little hard lump, the size of a pea, appeared on the left

side of the under lip. By Jan. 19, 1872, it had extend-

ed from the angle of the mouth along the lip to the

median line. The surface presented a warty appear-

ance, was exceedingly hard, and bled readily. Local-

ized galvanization (external) dissipated almost com-
pletely the excessive pain in the diseased part. On
Jan. 26, five uninsulated needles were introduced into

the lip, around and beneath the tumor, so as to entirely

separate the healthy from the unhealthy tissue, and a

current of considerable tension from eighteen cells was
allowed to pass for twenty-five minutes. Equal parts

of chloroform and ether were administered.

Inflammation and suppuration followed, and in two
days the entire timior had sloughed away.
By Feb. 2 the inflammation had subsided, and the

surface was covered with healthy granulations. Im-
provement continued until Feb. 23, when the sur-

face had entirely healed, and the patient was discharged

as cured, with a well-formed lip.

LARGE UTERINE FIBROID. DISSIPATION OF PAIN AND
SOME DECREASE IN THE SIZE OF THE TUMOR UNDER
INTERNAL FARADIZATION AND ELECTROLYSIS.

Case XI.—Isabella McV. came to the Dispensary for

examination and treatment, March 7th, 1871.

Some eighteen months previous!}' she first noticed a

Slight enhirgement occupying the right iliac region. It

gradually increased in size, and on examination we
found a tumor extending from the fundus to the os

uteri. The menses and secretions were normal, but

the associated pains in the hip and down the right limb

were of the severest character. The woman was
s'eepless, without appetite, and suffered from continual

vnmiting. The faradic current was first used by ap-

plying a Ifirge flat electrode connected with the posi-

tive pole, directly over the upper portion of the tumor,

whiTe the negative electrode, so constructed as to be

readily introduced, was held firmly against the right

side of the cervix uteri. Tlie above treatment in cor-

nection with an occasional general application was re-

peated twice a week for nearly four months, resulting

in great improvement to her general condition and

effectually allayed the acute pain from which she hrd

suffered.

No effect was produced on the size of the growth,

except that further increase seemed to be checked.

In the latter part of June electrolysis was resorted to.

A long needle insulated to within one inch of the

point was thrust into the tumor as it could be felt at

the right side of the cervex uteri. The current from

twenty-five cells was allowed to pass for fifteen min-

utes, and the operation was repeated twice a week.

After a few applications a thick dark-colored dis-

charge appeared, and when this flow was most abund-

ant the patient's health was correspondingly better.

After two months of this treatment the patient was
lost sight of, but the tumor had decreased decidedly in

size and become much softer, while her general health

remained good and her limbs free from pain to the last

visit.

INDOLENT ULCER OF THE ARM.—RECOVERY UNDER LOCAL

GALVANIZATION.

Case XII—Mary H., aged forty, while moving,

May 1, 1871, fell and injured the arm immediately

above the external condyle. The pain was excessive

and continued to distress her for several weeks, when
a small ulcer made its appearance and enlarged until it

was two inches in diameter.

The patient applied for treatment, July 18.

The ulcer was covered with a dark-colored scab three-

fourths of an inch, partly lifted from its resting-place by
exuberant and unhealthy granulations.

The scab was removed, and a wet cloth in connection

with the positive pole was applied to the diseased

part while the negative was placed on an indifferent

l)ut approximate part. The galvanic current was u^c d.

She suffered no more pain after the second seance, and

as the applications were repeated the ulcer rapidly

healed, until August 30, when the part was covered

by sound healthy skin.

SYPHILITIC ULCER. RECOVERY FOLLOWS THREE OPERA-

TIONS BY ELECTROLYSIS.

Case XIII.—Catherine McK., aged forty, suffered

three years since from a number of syphilitic tubercles

and ulcers about her hips, thighs, and vulva. They per-

sisted a long time and gave her much annoyance, but

finally healed with the exception of one on the inside of

the thigh. It was elevated nearly one-half an inch above

the surrounding surface, was excessively painful, and

discharged an offensive secretion. A needle connected

with the positive pole was passed through the base of

the elevation, and a current of moderate tension

allowed to pass for a few moments. This apphcation

dissipated all pain, and after the third seance, given

several weeks after the first, soon healed, and the pa-

tient was discharged from the dispensary.

(To be continued.)

Operation for Cataract.—Wecker, the Paris oph-

thalmologist, from the 1st of July, 1871, to the 1st of

January, 1872, operated ninety-five times for cataract

in his hospital and private practice, faihngin only three

of the cases to restore vision.—Paris Corres. of Xash-
ville Jour. Med. and Surgery.
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progress of illct)ical Science.

LECcocTTn-SMrAOrcrRRiNoiN a Pio is described in the

Archil' fur Tliierheilkuiidi; by Bollingor. Tiie animal

having been killed alter four days of illness, the spleen

and kidneys were fomul lo be hypertroj)hiod, the cor-

tical layer of the latter showinfi numerous hemorrhages.
The liver was nearly twice its natural size, and pale.

The glandular epithelium of both liver and kidneys had
undergone fatty defeneration. Mas-cs of leucocytes

the size of hemp-seeils were found scattered liere and
there in the lungs. The proportion of white to red

corpuscles in the splenic vein was 1:4; in the renal

veins, 1 : 5.

PcTLMOXART CoNsrMPTioN-.— R. B. Maury, M.D., Prof,

in Memphis Meiiioal College (Am. PnidUioner), in ap-

pealing to the clmical history of tubenle, calls atten-

tion to the following facts: 1st. That the commence-
ment of so-called tubercular deposit is invariably marked
by fever, or a rise of the axillary temperature above tiO"

F. 2d. That entire restoration to health in these cases

is not uncommon ; a fact which is well established by
general experience. The cl nical history of chronic
tuberculosis sustains the idea of an inflammatory pro-

cess from beginning to end, but is not intelligible if it

is supposed that its pathology consists in the develop-
ment of a neoplasm. Most of the cases of consumption
met with are the result of neglected colds.

In conclusion he remarks that he has repeatedly
verified the experience of Niemeyer, in regard to the
good efi'ect of absolute rest, counter-irritants to the
chest, the administration of Heim's pill, the avoidance
of stimulants, and the use of such food as is easily di-

gested. Under this treatment the fever subsides, the
cough lessens, and digestion is improved. Stimulants,
nutriment, and exercise, with change from se Jeiitary

to active life, may then very properly be recommended.

Rachitis.—John S. Parry, M.D
, Philadelphia {Am.

Jour, ^fedical Sciences)^ is not prepared to adopt the
view that rickets is hereditary, though this opinion has
been supported by some illustri -us authorities, such as
Herring, Ritter von Rittershain, Hennig, Stewart,
Whitehead, Merei, Aken, Willshire, Niemeyer, Vogel,
and Hillier. Meigs and Pepper believe that there is no
evidence to show that it is ever hereditary. Holmes is

of the same opinion. Bef ire this Gregory had spoken
more positively upon this point, saying that the constitu-

tion of the parents has little to do with the production
of the disease; but the most positive authorities in re-

gard to the matter are Routh, E. Smith, and Sir William
Jenner, all of whom deny that it is even transmitted
from parent to child. Dr. Parry has several times seen
women who presented indubitable evidences of having
suflfered from rachitis in early life, and who had borne
large families, none of whom presented any manifesta-
tions of the disorder. It has been spoken of as a
diathetic disorder, but it is not diathetic as struma,
tubercidosis, and syphilis are. In other words, the
child is not born with a predisposition to rickets, except
so far as it is influenced by age. The most potent and
frequent cau-es of the di-ease is the use of improper food.
Long ago it was not cod that this affection might mani-
fest itself after any acute disease wiiieh prostrated the
child

;
and that rickets is debility modified by age (Gee's

idea) does not seem so far wide of the truth. Accord-
ing to the author's experience, sex has no influence in
causing the disease.

Hectic Fevkr.—Francis D, Condie, M.D., Philadel-

phia ( .1 tn. jDuruiil Med. Srieuccs)^ says that the presence

or absence of hectic fever furnishes no certain evidence
of the prei^enee or absence of pulmonary d sease, and
under no circumstances is it of any value in the estab-

lishment of a coirect diagnosi.s between the tubercular

and what he has denominated the spurious form of pul-

monary phthi-i!<, it being as often present iu the one as

in the other.

A H.KMORRnoiDAL ScpposiTORY.— Dr. Henry M.
Field Newton, Mass. {Journ. Oi/nrrcoloi/irnl Soc), re-

commends this fornmlalbr a suppository in lucmorrhoi-

dal cases : 1^. Acid, tannic, gr. v. ; Ext. belladon., gr.

S8-j. ; Butyr. cacao, q. 8.

New Method of Making Beef-tea.—Dr. H. C.

Wood (Xeiv Remedifs, April, 1872) has invented the

following process for making beef-tea : Take a thin

rump-ste.ik of beef, lay it upon a board, and with a case-

knife pciapc it. In this way a red pulp will be obtained,

which contains pretty much everything in the steak,

except the fibrous tissue.

Mix this red pulp thoroughly with three time its

bulk of cold water, stirring until the pulp is completely
difi'used. Put the whole upon a moderate fire, and
allow it to come slowly to a boil, stirring all the time
to prevent the caking of the pulp. As soon as it has
boiled remove from the fire. Season to taste. In
using this do not allow the patient to strain it, but stir

the settlings thoroughly into the fluid. One to three

fluid ounces of tiiis may be given at a time.

Tic-nouLOLKEUx.—Dr. Bartholow, Cincinnati, Ohio
(The Clinic), reported a case of epileptiform tic doulou-
reux of six years' duration, cured by the hypodermic in-

jection of morphia and the iodide of potassium.

Backward Dislocation of the Wrist.—P. S. Con-
ner, M.D., Cincinnati, Oliio (77(6 Clinic), relates acase of

backward dislocation of the carpal bones, accompanied
with extensive laceration of the ligaments of the wrist-

joint. The patient, aet. 22 years, a brakeman by occu-
pation, fell or was thrown from a freight car, the

brake of which he grasped with his right hand in an
attempt to save himself.

Vaccine Vircs.—J. Henry Carstens, M.D., Detroit,

Mich. {Detroit Revieio of Medicine), advocates this

method of [)reserving vaccine matter : The scab is care-

fully powdered in a glass mortar, and kept in a fifteen-

grain vial tightly corked. When wanted for use a few
grains are moistened with a drop of water, and applied

with a lance to the shghtly denuded skin. The powder
will keep for some months at least. In this way he has

been able to vaccinate from ninety to one hundted per-

sons with one scab. This mode is to be recommended
for the following leasoos: Is'. It is more economical:
more persons can be vaccinated with a scab than by any
other waj'. 2d. The per cent, of lailures is le.ss than by
any other way. 3d. The operator can vaccinate with
more dispatch. 4th. There is little danger of erysipela.*,

sloughing, etc.

Em.menagog0es.—Dr. Parvin {Am. Practitioner), in

answer to a Nebraska correspondent, gives the sub-
joined formulas for emmenagogue pills. In anaemic
ameiiorrhcea, one composed of equal parts of dried

sulphate of iron, white turpentine, and aloes. The
pill may weigh two or three grains, and may be given
twice or thrice daily.

Anoth<r may be made of equal quantities of rue.

savine, and ergoiine, and half as much either of aloes

or of gamboge. The pill may weigh from three to four

grains, and two or three may be given three times a

dav.
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Early Bmstrring in Pneumonia and Pleurisy.—
S. S. Hcrrirk, M.D. (Rich, and Louis. i\kd. Journal)^

has prepared a table of twenty-four cases of pneumonia
and pleuro-pneumonia, witli only three deaths, in which

early blistering was resorted to. Th(> beneficial effects

were attributed chiefly to tlie promotion of absorption

of effused products through osmosis, by increasing the

flow of blood on the stimulated surface and in the ad-

jacent tissues.

HiEMorxYSis.—From the reliable analysis of the one

thousand cases by Dr. Williams, founded upon the
" Bromi)ton Reports," we learn that hismoptysis is

more Ihquent as three to one before softening in pul-

monary tuberculosis than after that process has taken

place :

Stage. No. Cases HiEmoptysis. Moderate. Per Cent.

1 187 20 13.95

2 65 16 24.61

3 31 21 67.74

An Unguent for Multiple Buboe.—R. C. Brandeis,

M.D., Vienna Correspondent of the Richmond and
Louisville Med. Journal, writes that Prof Zeissl. Chief

Physician Second Division lor Syphilitics in the Vienna
General Hospital, has achieved much success in the

treatment of acute and subacute inguinal and femoral

buboes by the application of a solution of acetate of

lead to the glands ; and in tlie case of a multiple buboe
the following ointment of iodide of lead will afford

speedier relief than the sugar of lead compress: I^.

Plumbi iodati, 3j. ; Ext. belladonnas, 3ij. ;
Emplast.

diachyli, =
j. ; Unguent, elemi, q. s. to make a soft plaster.

S. ointment.

Muriate of Ammonia in Bronchitis, Catarrhal
Pneumonia, etc.—In obstinate acute bronchitis, after

the first intense stage
; in catarrhal pneumonia, both of

children and adults; in bronchorrhuea, and also in ordi-

nary chronic bronchitis, Dr. H. C. Wood, Jr., Phila.

(Xew Remedies, April, 1872), has obtained more appar-

ent good from the use of muriate of ammonia than an}'

other remedy. The best formula forgiving the muriate

with which he is acquainted is as follows:— IJ. Am-
monite muriat. 3 ij. ; Ext. glycyrrhiz., 3 j. ; MuciL acacise,

Aqu«, Self 3 iij. M. S. Tablespoonfnl for an adult

every two hours; teaspoonful for a child, a year old,

every three hours.

When patients object to the mixture of sweet and
salt the fbl!owing is to be preferred : IJ. Ammonias
muriat. 3 ij- ; Aqua;, f 3 vj. Dose as before.

When the cough is very annoying t,^ of ^ grain of

sulphate of morphia, or 10 to 15 minims of tincture of

hyoscyaraus, may be added to each dose.

In bronchorrhcea the following may at the same time

be used by inhalaiion tvt'ii-e or thrice daily. Take of

Sat. solution of alum, 3 vj. ; Tr. hyoscyamus, 3 ss. M.

Cholera Remedy.—A^eio Remedies for April, 1872,

contains the following cholera prescription, a favorite

one of Dr. H. Hartshorne, of Philadelphia: I^. Chloro-
form, Tiuct. opium, Spts. camphor, Spts. ammonia
aromatic, aa f 3 iss. ; Creasote, gtt. iij. ; Oilof cinnamon,
gtt. viij. ; Brandy, f 3 ij. Mix. Dilute a teaspoonful

with a wine glass of water, and give two teaspoonfuls

every five minutes, fbllovved by a lump of ice.

Ovarian Cyst in a Child Eight Years Old.—Dr.

C. G. Goodrich, ^finneapolis {Northwestern Medical

and Surgical Journal), reports a case of ovarian cyst in

a child eight years of nge. The child was tapped three

times. His attention was called to the case during con-

valescence from typhoid fever ; the tympanitic disten-

tion of her abdomen did not disappear as in others of

the family who had also been ill with fever. The au-

topsy revealed an ovarian cyst, with extensive adhesions

to the peritonasum and liver.

Hemiplegia in a Syphilitio Patient.—J. Hughlings
Jackson, M.D. (Ty-ajis. Clinical Societij, London), relates

a ca.se of right-sided hemiplegia, wliicli was produced as

follows:—The middle cerebral artery, or some branch
of it, was the subject of a syphilitic growth

;
its chan-

nel became plugged, and as a consequence there was
hemiplegia from softening of the motor tract. In this

cnse there was nearly complete loss of speech, without

much loss of consciousness—the former being caused

from softening of the convolutions.

Treatment of Diphtheritic Croup.—In a paper on
" Diphtheritic Croup and its Ti-eatrnent," read before the

Bufi'alo Medical Association, by F. W. Bartlett, M.D.
(Ihtffcdo Mediccd and Sztri/ical Journal), several cases of

diphtheritic croup are detailed, in which a small bHster

over the nucha, and common salt dried and powdered,
blown by the aid of a tin tube into the fauces, were
of great service to the patients in relieving the crou-

pal distress. It is important not to heal the blister by
any apphcation. Let it heal in its own way. If a

blister is to be applied it should be at the earliest pos-

sible stage of the malady, so as to arrest if practicable

the initiatory morbid changes in the mucous membrane
of the larynx and the trachea. In later stages of the

disease it is far less likely to succeed, and if successful,

the respiration and voice particularly are much more
slowly restored. It is to prevent suffocation that the

trial of the revulsive and eliminating plan is urged.

Treatment of Cerebro-Spinal Meningitis.—Dr. N".

S. Davis, Chicago, 111. (Medical Examiner), uses with
success in this disease the calabar bean, either alone

or in combination with ergot. He believes that

such remedial agents as have the power to diminish

excitabilitij, and at the same time increase the vascular

tonicity, exert the most favorable influence over the

active stages of its progress. Such are the calabar bean,

cannabis indica, gelseminum, ergot, etc. In the active

stage of the disease he has not found either opiates or

quinine to produce any favorable effects.

Cerebral Abscess.—J. F. Weeds, surgeon U. S.

army (Nashville Jour, of Medicine and Surgerij), pub-
lishes a case of the comparatively rare disease—cere-

bral abscess. The patient was a lieutenant in the U. S.

army, who was wounded in the forehead by a ball from
a Colt's navy revolver. Feeling satisfied that his patient

was dying, and that pressure was produced by a cere-

bral abscess, he trephined, and incised the dura mater,

and plunged the knife into tlie cerebral substance.

Half an ounce of dark-green and somewhat fetid pus
flowed from the wound. The wound healed rapidly,

and in two weeks the patient was walking about con-

valescent.

He mentions 214 recorded cases, including his own,
in which there were only four recoveries, and one case

the result of which was doubtful.

Dislocation of the Radius and Ulna Backwards in

A Young Subject.—W. T. Briggs, M.D., Prof, of Sur-

gery in the University of Nashville, Tenn. (Na.iJiville

Journ. of Medicine and Surgery), records a case of dis-

location of the radius and ulna backwards, in a patient

two and a half years old. He regards this instance as

one worthy of report, as Malgaigne says that of 643
dislocations only one occurred under five years of age;

and Hamilton, in his treatise on "Fractures and Dislo-

cations," states that of 56 cases of dislocations of the

radius and ulna, the youngest was five years of age.
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In his case the reduction wns easily effecU'd by

praspiiii; the arm wiih one hand, and the foiearin with

the otlicr, and after sh^ht t-xtension Hexing; tiie fore-

arm ; it slipped to its place witli an audible noise.

Yaocination.—Dr. Henry A. Martin, of Boston High-

lands, Mass. (Journ. of the (}ynarohxjical .SV-r.), states

tliat there have been at least 40(),o6o re-vaccinations

made in this country with cow-pox (Heaugency) virus,

and no case of death, erysipelas, ureases of post-vaccine

variola have been reported among them. lie also

avers that ever since the introduction of vaccination

at the " New York Di-^pensary," in every five hundred

vaccinations made at that institution, and they number

hundreds of thousands, one case of erysipelas will

alwftvs occur.

Since the adoption of cow-pox vaccination (from

stock derived originally from Dr. Martin), by that insti-

tution, there had been, up to September, 1871, about

4,500 vaccinations made, and not one case of erysipelas

reported. Within the sphere of Dr. Martin's own
practice and observation there have been, since his intro-

duction of animal vaccination, no lefs than seven cases

of erysipelas following vaccination, and several cases

where it seemed to be threatened,—and all these, with-

out exception, he says have been from vaccination with

humanized viru>:, and invariably with that of the Eng-

lish Vaccine Institution.

It being difficult always to procure heifers of the

requisite age, six months or thereabouts. Dr. Martin

has made arrangements for a constant supply, a car-

load at a time from Maine, at present a constantly-

changing herd of forty-one selected heifers.

Pruritcs Vulv^.—Dr. McGrath {Canada Lancet),

ecommends the fallowing lotion in pruritus vulvae; it

should be applied by means of a soft sponge after

ablution, morning and evening: IJ.Biborate of soda,

3ij. ; Hydrochloiate of morphia, gr. xx. ; Hydrocyanic

acid, 3j.; Glycerine, 3J.; Distilled rose-water, § viij.

iN-TROOrCTION OF CORROSIVE ScBLIMATE HyPODERMI-

CALLY, IS Syphilis.—Dr. Carl Proegler, ofNaperville, 111.

(Chicago Medical Jour.), thinks, with Prof. Lewin of

Berlin, the subcutaneous injection of corrosive subli-

mate in syphilitic ca=es is decidedly preferable to inter-

nal administration, fumigation, inunction, or introduc-

tion of mercurial suppositories. From statistics given

by Prof Lewin, Surgeon-in-chief of thesyphilitic wards

of the Charity Hospital. Berlin, where upwards of 2,000

patients have been treated by the subcutaneous method
with the mercurial sublimate, it was found that from

1+ to 3 erains of the bichloride is all that was needed

for the average of cases, including the most obstinate

forms of tertiary syphilis. The quantity used daily

depends somewhat on the gravity of the case. Ordi-

narily. do=es Irom ff to i of a grain are administered

subcutaneously once each day. If the prodromes of

salivation occur, a pause of three or four da\-s may
take place, when the treatment may be resumed.

When a patient exhibits a peculiarly sensitive diathesis,

and whenever the sublimate injection is followed with

pain, a small quantity of morphine may be added as a

corrective. In this class of cases he has added the

morphine, or applied externally a chloroform liniment,

and never had any irritation or abscesses resulting.

Prof. Von Siegiiiund {Deri. Klin. IIVA.), in com-
menting on his 200 cases recently treated with subcu-

taneous injecions of sublimate, says that there occurred

but two absces-es in all, which resulted mainly from
unskilful insertion of the liquid. He has seen no
affection of the gums, no disturbances of the respira-

tion or circulation, nor any other mercurial effects of

any moment.
Dr. Proegler treated Inst year, in the German army,

over l')0 cases of .syphilis by this mellio<l with succik,s,

and also, conjointly with Dr. Gale, of Aurora, over

40 cases in private practice.

CoMPOfNit Fractirk of the Skcll.—Thomas R.

Dupuis, M.D. {Canada Lancet), relates the ca<»e of a

bov, age<l 10 years, who received a severe compound
fracture at the middle of the superior portion of the left

parieUd lione, with consideralilc laceration and loss of a

teaspoonful of the brain, and finally recovered. The
chief points of interest in the case were, paralysis on the

same side on which the blow was received, and ana-

sarca. The occurrence of the paralysis on the same
side on which the blow was received, he accounts for

by the supposition of a contre-covp, by which lacera-

tion of some small vessels was produced, and an effu-

sion into the base of the brain on the right side. The
origin of the anasarca during the period of convalescence

he attributes to imperfect action of the left kidney,

caused by defective innovation. It may easily be

supposed that the complete paralysis of one side of the

body would affect the functions of the kidney on that

side sufficiently to produce the anasarcous state ob-

served in this case.

EucALYPTCS.—Dr. David Wooster, San Francisco,

Gal. (Pacific Med. and Surg. Journ.], calls attention to

the following medicinal virtues of the fluid extract of

eucalyptus, which he has extensively used in the U. S.

Marine Hospital. It is a diuretic of rare virtue, and
may be administered when most of the diuretics now
in common use are inadmissible, an aromatic tonic, and

has notable restorative effects in low states of the

system, as in typhoid fever, diarrhoea, and dysen-

tery. In vesical catarrh it alone cures. In spasmodic

stricture, and in all affections of the mucous membranes,

it relieves with great promptness. As an external ap-

plication in chronic ulcifers it has great value.

Ancient Methods of Delivery.—Dr. Wm. Goodell,

Phil., Pa. (Am. Journ. Obstetrics), in order to bridge

over a gap in the history of obstetrical art, gives, with
five woodcuts, the histories of some ancient methods
of delivery which are not known to the profession at

large. The history is noted from the time when "the
King of Egypt spake to the Hebrew midwives," in

Exodus i. 15, 16, down to the days of Hippoc-
rates and Albucasis, when tossing up a wom^n in a

blanket was recommended by the latter, in malpositions.

The whole subject is a very interesiiing one, especially

to the obstetrical historian.

Fungus as a Cause of Whooping Cough—Dr. Letz-

erich (
Quarterly Journ. Microscopical Science), thinks he

has discovered a form of fungoid growth which vege-

tates in the epithelium of tl e air-passages, and by its

irritation causes the convulsive attacks of coughing.

The expectorated mucus in patien's suffering from this

disease is said to contain masses of brownish-red spores,

with occasional threads of mycelium, which, in later

stages of the disease, become very abundant. The
spores are colored blue by iodine and sulphuric acid.

These observations were confirmed first by cultivation

of the spores on pieces of bread soaked in milk, and

further, by introducing masses of the fungous growth
thus obtained into the trachea of rabbits. This was
effected by tracheotomy, but the animals rapidly recov-

ered from the effects of the operation, and in a short

time became affected with a cough of a very violent

and noisy character ; in fact, a genuine whooping-cough.
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The rabbits thus nffected wore killed, and their air-

passages and lunjTs found to contain an enormous quan-

tity of the same fungus as that met with in the sputa

from human whooping-cough ;
and in fiict, the mucus

expectorated by the rabbits showed precisely the same
appearance.

—

Am. Journ. of Obstetrics.

Hydrate of Chloral in Traumatic Tetanus.—
Dr. Joseph R. Beck, of Fort Wayne, Ind. {St. Lotiis

Med. and Surg. Journal), has compiled 35 cases of trau-

matic tetanus, and reports one case of his own, 30 of

which were treated by chloral alone; 2 by chloral

with the continuous current; 1 by belladonna and

bromide of potassium ; 2 by chloral and calabar bean
;

and 1 by chloral, belladonna, and ice to spine. Of
those trea'ed by chloral alone, 16 recovered; the two
cases treated by chloral and continuous current recov-

ered ; one of the cases treated by chloral and calabar

bean recovered; tlie case treated by chloral, belladonna

andpotns. bromid. got well; chloral, in connection with

belladonna and ice to the spine, proved successful in the

one reported case. He does not propose to discuss any
of these conclusions, inasmuch as the statistics at this

time at the command of the profession are too meagre
as to all other remedies than the calabar bean and hy-

drate of chloral, and are too recent to admit of a true

estimate of the latter. As far, however, as the statis-

tics contained in his paper are concerned. Dr. Beck be-

lieves that the remedy discussed makes a very favor-

able exhibit, and is disposed to give it the preference

over any and all other remedies in this disease. Per-

haps, under a peculiar state of circumstances, he would
conjoin other treatment, especially the continuous elec-

tric current, but his chief rehance would be placed upon
chloral. In a future paper he will compare the results

attained by the physostigma venenosum with those

credited to the hydrate of chloral; and thus add a page

of comparative statistics to the general fund.

The Power of Cold in the Treatment of Gonor-
RHCEA.—Dr. G-ustave A. Shane, of Salem, Ohio, late of

U. S. N. {Med. and Surg. Reporter), reports twenty-

three cases of gonorrhoea which were quickly cured by

the aid of cold—ice to the perinaium—and an alkali to

secure its reaction upon the urine. Once he regarded,

with others, gonorrhoea one of the most unsatisfactory

and perplexing diseases to treat; but he now finds, if

seen in the forming stages, no difficulty in subduing it

in from four to ten days wifhout any resulting gleet,

chronic prostatitis, chronic irritabihty of the bladder,

stricture, anel such other sequences as followed the old

cipaibaand ^'squirt-gun" methods of treatment. When
he treated this disease by the use of copaiba, cubebs,

the terebinthinates and caustic injections—in the same
number of cases, the maximum duration of treatment

was one hundred, the minimum nine days, the average

twenty-six, with six cases of the above-mentioned se-

quences.

Mixed Vapors.—Dr. T. D. Davis, of Dayton, Ohio,

{Med. and Surg. Reporter) advocates the anaesthetic mix-

ture recommended by the committee on anaesthetics

of the American Medical Association. Its advantages

being: The small quantity required ; the rapidity of its

action; the shortness of the stage of exitement; the ab-

sence of distressing after-effects, etc. The formula is as

follows: Alcohol, Ipart; chloroform, 2 parts ; and ether,

3 parts.

Management of Cerebro-Spinal Meningitis.—J.

Maclay Armstrong, M.D., Edwardsville, 111. (Med. <X- Surg.

Reporter), writes that a,tter the relief of the brain-symp-

toms, spotted-fever should be treated as any ordinary

case of sub-acute rheumatism. He uses the following

mixtures: IJ. Tinct. xanthoxylum, Tinct. cimicifuga rac,

Tinct. guaiacum, ati ? ij. ; Tinct. colehicum rad., rj.;

Potas. acetas, 3j.; Syr. simplex, Spts. vin. gallici, 35

3 ij. M. Sig. A dessert-spoonful every four hours.

3. Quin. sulpli., gr. xj. ; Tinct. ferri chlor., 3 ij.
;
Syr.

simplex, Aqua; menthe pip., riarj. M. Sig. A dessert-

spoonful three times a day, Avith Dover's powders at

night if necessary.

. ,He has had under his care 32 cases of this disease; 3

proved fatal within forty-eight hours ; the remainder re-

covered. He is also convinced that this disease should

be known as cerebro-spinal rheumatosis.

Sick Headache Treated by Apocynum Cannabinum.

—Dr. John Murray, of London (Lancet), has had under

his care, at Middlesex Hospital, cases of sick headache

of an hereditary character which were much benefited

by ten-minim doses of tincture of Indian hemp three

times daily, between the attacks.

Prolapsus of the Urethra.—Guersant (Med. News
and Library) alludes to this not very uncommon affection

in little girls, which authors mention but little, or have

nothing at all to say. He has seen at least a dozen or

fifteen cases of it, from the age of two to twelve, in

twenty years of hospital and private practice. It is ad-

visable to relieve htlle girls of tliis affection, and by

excision restore them speedily to their normal condition.

There will be a little hemorrhage, which the applica-

tion of cool water may check, and which may be arrest-

ed with the perchlonde of iron diluted with water, or

else by a small tampon of agaric steeped in this mixture,

and applied for several minutes on the wound resulting

from this excision. Washes of coal water, and a few

applications of a pencil of nitrate of silver, suffice to pro-

cure cicatrization of the wound. The httle patients suf-

fer for a few days in urinating, but this does not last.

In one of his cases hemorrhage occurred which could

not be arrested with the per.'hioide, and he had, there-

fore, for twenty-four hours to keep a bladder, filled

with ice, over the hypogastric region, and in front of

the vulva. This last method s-ucceeded perl'ectly. In

this little girl, 10 years of age, the tumor dated from

about the age of four, and was raw before the operation.

Carbolic Acid in Scarlatina.—Dr. Chapin (2/ich.

Univ. Med. Journ.) is very partial to the internal use of

carbolic acid, and has come to consider it almost a spe-

cific in this disease. He is accustomed to use some-

thing like the following formula :

5. Acid, carbohci, Tr. opii, jEtherie chlor., aa3j.

;

Glycerins?, Aquae cinn., aa 3 ij. M. Sig. A teaspoonful

every four hours. He also uses the acid as an applica-

tion to the throat.

The Prevention of Scarlet Fever.—Dr. George

Johnson, of London, in a recent clinical lecture, spoke as

follows in regard to the prevention of scarlet fever : A
sufferer from scarlet fever, for a period of abnut a month

from the commencement of tha disease, is continually

throwing ofiF from his body a material poison, which has

the power of conveying the disease to others. The poi-

son is chiefly contained in the discharges from the throat

and nose, and in the scales which are thrown off from

the skin. It is probable that a portion of the poison

may pass off by the bowels, and another portion by the

kidneys. That the inflammation of the kidneys, which

not unfrequently complicates the disease, is the result

of an effort to eliminate the poison and its products,

can scarcely be doubted ; the epithelial desquamation

within the uriniferous tubes being exactly analogous to

the epidermic desquamation on the surface of the skin.

Now, taking these facts as the basis for our practice,

let us consider what we have to do when a case of scar-
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let fever occurs in a private liouge or in a [uiblic insti-

tution. Our object is twofold: first, to conduct the

patient safely ihroush tlic disease; and, secomi, topre-

vent the extension of the disease to other inmates. One
of the main ohjccts of preventive treatment is to disin-

fect the poisonous emanations from the liudy at the

earliest possil)l(' period after their formation. A liasin

contiiininp Condy's fluid, or carbolic acid, or chloride of

lime, should be kept by the bedside for the p;itient to

spit into. The mouth and throat should be frequently

parpled with dilute Condy's fluid. It is better, as Dr.

"William Budd supi^ests, that, in place of pocket-hand-

kerchiefs, bits of clean rap shouM be used to wipe the

mouth and nose, and thai the.^e when once used should

be burned. The dsoharpes from the bowel and kidney
are to be received on their very exit from the body into

a vessel containinp some disinfectant—carbolic acid,

Condy's fluid, or a solnt'on of sulphate of iron. The
patient's bed and body linen, immediately on its re-

moval, should be immersed in boilinp water, and subse-

quently in water containing carbolic acid.

The main outlet for the scarlet fever poison is through
the skin. The skin-eruption and the subsequent sca-

ling which form an essential part of the process of cure,

are also the chief means by which the disease is con-

veyed to others.

It is essential for the patient's welfare that the erup-

tion should be encouraged and not repressed. A warm
bath once or twice a day, when the patient is not too

ill to bear the fatigue, keeps the rash well out, favors

the exit of the poison, prevents renal complications, and
is usually mo^t soothing and agreeable to the patient.

After the bath, the whole surface of the body, includ-

ing the scalp, in accordance with Dr. W. Budd's direc-

tions, may be anointed with camphorated olive-oil. It

is doubtful whether the camphor has any disinfectant

property; but the oil allays the troublesome itching of

the skin, and it may have the yet greater advantage of

entangling the poisonous particles of epidermis, and so

preventing their ready diffusion into the air.

Frozen Beef Essence.—Dr. H. B. Hard {Phil. Med.
Time.i) says that in a case of scarlet fever in a child,

the patient could not be induced to swallow the beef-

tea which was prescribed. The child being exceeding-

ly fond of ice, the father suggested that if the beef-

tea was frozen he might then be induced to take it in

that form. The idea was carried out, and the child

took the frozen beef- tea readily.

ScLPIIUIi FCMIGATIOXS, ETC., IN SmAI,L-PoX.—F.

Hjaltelin, M.D., Chief Physician of Iceland, Kekjavik,

(Boston Med. and Surg. Journal), treats confluent

small-pox by sulphur fumigations and sulphurous acid

in water internally. The results have been most satis-

factory.

Pl'rulent Ophthalmia of the New-Born.—Dr.

Guersant {Med. Xews and Librari/), at the very outset
of the disease, drops into the eye three or four times
in the twenty-four hours a weak collyrium of nitrate

of silver—a grain and a half of this salt to half an ounce
of water. If the disease has already reached its second
or third stage, the physician may act more energetically

and pass between the lids a small brush steeped in a
somewhat stronger solution of the same salt. lie has
ol\en derived advantage from passing the solid stick of
nitrate of silver rapidly over the inner surface of the

lids, and then causing to trickle into the eye either

water acidulated with several drops of chlorohydric
acid or salt-water. The excess of the nitrate is at once
changed into the insoluble chloride, which becomes de-
tached from the mucous membrane. In tlii-; little

operation the attendant should act rapidly, and especial-

ly take everj' precaution not to touch the cornea, which
is already slightly altered.

Removal of a Loo-e Cartilage from toe Knee-
JoiNT.— Dr. John D. Jack.son, Danville, Ky. (Cin. Lan-
cet and Observer), succe.'vfully removed, i;y a aubcuta-

neous incision, a loose cartilage from the right knee-joint

of an Irishman, 40 years of age.

He has collected, tabulated, and appended thirty cases

of removal of loose cartilages from the knee-joint,

showing two deaths to the thirty cases, which would
scarcely justify Benjamin Bell in his recommendation of

amputation, or Velpeau in his conclusion that one-third

of those operated upon perished. Analyzing further

the collection, with reference to the modes of operation,

we find that there were two deaths, one amputation,

and one anchylosis, to sixteen successes by the direct

method of operation, and that there was one anchy-
losis to ten successes by the method of Goyraud.

Dr. Jackson thinks that a great majority of the pro-

fession much overestimate tlie gravity of wounds of this

locality. In the case of his patient no excessive re-

action followed, and in only every seventh case of

others, which he has compiled, did it occur.

While searciiing for the records of cases of extraction

of loose cartilages from joints, he came across a paper

communicated to the Society of Surgery of Paris, by
M. Larrey (Loud. Lancet, June 15, 1861), containing

statistics relative to the success of the various oper-

ations undertaken for the extraction of false cartilages

in or about the knee-j jint. Out of a total of 170 cases

of extraction, 131 were by direct incision, and 39 by
the indirect or subcutaneous method.

No. of cases. Cured. Failures. Deaths.

131 98 5 28
39 19 15 5

According to M. Larrey, this operation should never

be performed, unless the following conditions be re-

alizeil : 1st. Comple e mobility of the falee cartilage.

2d. Presence of pain, eff'usion in the joint, lamene-s,

and other ill effects resulting from its presence in the

articular cavity. 3d. Failure of palliative means. 4th.

Express desire of the patient to undergo an operation,

after all its dangers and difliculties have been fully ex-

plained.

Iodoform as a Neurotic— Ephraim Cutter, of Bos-
ton (Journ. Gyncerological Soc.), relates cases of uter-

ine diseases, in Avhich the use of iodoform aflbrded re-

lief as a neurotic.

Atropine in Stphilitic Iritis.—Dr. Cha?. R. Drys-

dale, fif London, Eng. (Bi-iti.'ih Med. Journal), writes,

that if it were not considered immodest in one who
does not devote his attention to the important speci-

ahty of ophthalmic medicine to offer an opinion, he
would like to give his experience as entireh* corrobo-

rating the assertion made by Hugli Carmichael, Taylor

of Boston, Hughes Bennett, and the late J. T. Law-
rence, that there is no necessity for using mercury in

specific iritis. In most cases of that affection he has

found the frequent use of the four-grain solution of the

sulphate of atropine topically to the inflamed eye all

that is needed to effect a cure. Doubtless, especially

in aged persons, adhesions sometimes occur and destroy

vision ; but the prognosis is usually very good, if ten-

grain doses of the iodide of potassium are given, with

the frequent use of the atropia-drop. It seemed to him
that Mr. Ernest Hart's experiments are most valuable,

and tend to settle this practical point. He was well

aware that Messrs. Critchelt, Hutchinson, and Couper
were of a different opinion, and thus felt the responsi-

biUtv of giving a hasty judgment.
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THE STREET-CLEANING DEPARTMENT.

Since the business of street-cleaning has been in-

trusted to the PoHce Department we have great reason

to congratulate ourselves on the shifting of responsi-

bility on a bureau that seems to be fully ahve to the

necessities of the present time. If the stupid legislature

at Albany during the past winter has been productive

of nothing else, we are, after all, justified in using such

means to so desirable an end as the creation of this new

Board. We had reason to expect much more when

the flourish of political trumpets and the cry for radi-

car reform ushered the charter of the Committee of

Seventy before the public. There was among sanitari-

ans some hope at first that the Health Department of

our city would be reconstructed, so that it would

more fully meet the requirements of the citizens. But

all the provisions referring to this department were so

muddled, so inconsistent, so irrational, so partisan, that

it hardly needed the element of minority representation

to defeat it. Then the amendment, known as the

Palmer Charter, was concocted, with so little knowledge

of the usual quibbling and trickery of legislation and of

the ordinary provisions in laws, created during that

very session, that its failure was a foregone conclusion.

Last of all, as if by way of an apology for repeated fail-

ures, the present street-cleaning bureau was created, and

thus far it has woiked with such success that we, in

common with others, who have been seeking for gold

among so much dross, are unexpectedly satisfied with

something which we can call judicious; something

which is calculated, without the usual pretentious

boasting of pohtical reformers, to be productive of more

good in promoting the health of the community and in

preventing disease than the two proposad charters

rolled into one.

The Board of Health had its jurisdiction as regards

street-cleaning so hemmed in by restrictions as to leave

it perfectly powerless for the accomplishment of any-

thing save sprinkling disinfectants, and occasionally

proving to the public its disposition to create political

capital by cleaning a few of the filthiest thoroughfares

in the fear of a pestilence. There was, as every ob-

server well understood, none of that power, none of

that centralization of authority, which gave any signifi-

cance to their suggestions, or any tangible result to their

gratuitous labors.

Under the new regime, however, the street-cleaning

is reduced to a system which is as simple as it has

proved itself effeetive. The powers are ample, the

plan of inspection is trustw-orthy and thorough, and

the punishment for violation of ordinances, trusted in

its enforcement to the department of poUce, is prompt

and just.

Recently the Superintendent of Police has given the

public an earnest of the intentions of the department,

in the direction of prevention as well as cure, by

bringing to the notice of the public the existence of

the ordinance concerning the throwing of garbage and

the like in the streets. This law has been in existence

for a considerable period, but for the want of the

requisite authority, and a determination to put it into

force, has failed of the good which all trusting citi-

zens were led to expect fiom it. Now that the re-

putation of the police is enlisted in the enforcement

of all the laws bearing directly or indirectly upon dirty

streets, we have reason to expect a great deal. Time

and experience, however, will, we hope, prove that our

expectations are not without foundation.

doctors' quarrels.

The necessity of having all disputes between medical

men settled in some of their local organization?, rather

tlian bring them before the American Medical Asso-

ciation, becomes more and more evident each year.

Hardly a session of this National Convention is held

without some httle unpleasantness, some inexplicable

animosity is brought up for adjudication. As faithful

recorders of the doings of this body we are compelled

to give its proceedings in full, and as a consequence

some injury is done to some one. Then come the

explanations from both sides, and having been com-

pelled to record the action of the assembly in expelling

amember, Ave are in justice bound to publish the refu-

tations. As often happens, we have no means of

judging who is right or who is wrong, and the only

parties who are satisfied are those who oS"er the explan-

ations. Now we protest against tllis manner of doing

things, and take another occasion to suggest the prac-

ticability, in fact the necessity, for settling all little dis-

putes at home, and not raising family quarrels to the

dignity of national calamities. These remarks seem

to us to be warranted at this time by the comnTunica-

tion from the President of the Yonkers [Medical Asso-
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ciation as an answer to one published in n previous issue

by Dr. Arnold, bearing upon the case of Dr. De Mannon,

of Kingsbridge, N. Y.

Ufuifius anti Uoticcs of OooKs.

The Ihuitaiile Bladdeu, and its Cat'res and
TUKATMKNT : iNri.fDIXO A PUACTirAI. ViEW OK
TuiXAUY Patiioijkjy, Deposits, and CALcrLi. By
F. J. Gaxt. Thinl edition. Philadelphia: Lind-
say & Blakiston, 1872.

The Urine and its Dehanoements, with the Ap-
plication aV PlIYSIOI.OCICAL CIIEMISTUY to THE
Diagnosis and Treatment of Constititionat.
AS wEi.i. as Looai, Diseases. Bv Geouge Harley,
M.D. Philadelphia : Lindsay & Blaki.ston, 1872.

Irritability of the bladder is a symptom of such fre-

quent ocourrence. is due to such a laree number of

causes, and requires sucli a varied treatment, that a

monograph treating fully and clearly of the subject

would certainly be a desideratum. On reading the pre-

face to Mr. Gant's book we find that it has already

reached a third edition, and from that fact it would seem
fair to prtsume that either the book has very decided

merits, or that many persons have desired information
on this symptom, and have purchased the book in

hopes of being edified by it. We must express our
surprise that a single symptom has called forth the pro-

duction of a book a-; large as the present, and a careful

perusal of it convinces us that there is good reason for it.

In his introduction tlie author treats of the constitutional

and social causes of local diseases, and more partic.darly

as causing vesical irritabilitv, and in our judgment it is

hard to find a more unsatisfactory performance, as he
starts on either false or flimsy premises, and carries out
his argument in a pedantic and rambling way. Among
the constitutional causes he includes errors of diet, ne-
glect of ablution, and sedentary influences, and in the

same strain strings together pages of sentenc'\s wholly
devoid of reason and pertinence of subject, and in treat-

ing of the hysterical condition his remarks are abso-
lutely ab?urd, and his cases simply ridiculous. Of the

local cau-f'S which produce irritation of the bladder we
find that Mr. Gant is equally as rambling and unme-
thodical as he is in his consideration of the constitutional

causes, and we read with regret, almost disgust, his

description of the conditions of the urethra, of the
bladder, and of the rectum which can produce this

symptom. In fact we think that, after reading these
vario is .«ections, a person would know even less, than
before he began, of the origin of the symptom, so de-

sultory and confusing is the description given by the
author. Besides these serious errors and shortcomings
in description and method, we find that Mr. Gant has
even omitted the enumeration of numerous important
and frequent conditions which are attended witti this

distressing symptom. Thus of the abnormal conditions
of the urethra he simply mentions organic and spas-

modic stricture, and says nothinir of a low grade of in-

flammation about the bulb which follows clap, and U
often attended with this symptom in its most distress-

ng form, and besides this he says nothing of irritation

iabout the veru montanum as being often a cause.
His description of the conditions of the prostate is

lame and absolutely slip.shod, for while he gives a very
inaccurate and unsatisfactory account of enlarged
prostate, he wholly omits the acute and subacute vari-

eties which so frequently follow on complicated clap, and

he <lo< 8 not of course give, as he should, a table of dif-

ffrential diagnosis between acute cystitis and acute

prostitis. Furthermore, his directions for the relief of

tiiese urt'thral trouljjes are ecpially as unsati>factory as

his description of them, and this is particularly notice-

able in the section on the treatment of stricture.

There is no mention of vascular tumors of the female

urethra as cau-^es of this symptom. The third section

of this work treats of urinary pathology, an<l in it we
find long disciuisitions upon morbid conditions of the

urine and long lists of diseases in which they are found.

But of the symptom which is the pit're de renisfance

of the book we find absolutely no definite description,

and the treatment is not clearly and precisely laid down.
Finally we must confess our conviction tliat this book
can hardly be ofany value to the profes.sion, as it is vague
and unsystematic, and utterly lacking in the practical

features which a monograph on this subject should con-

tain. It is a specimen of the worst form of the mod-
ern Cnrni'thes scrihendi, in which an author, imagining

he ha« something to say, says it very badl}', and in a

frightfully prolix way. It is such books as these which
tend to deter medical men from reading, as they convey
the impre-sion that it is necessary to wade through so

much and in the end to get so little.

Dr. Ilarlev's book is an amplification of a series of

eleven lecture?, originally prepared for and delivered to

a class composed of physicians and advanced students.

From this fact it is readily seen that it is a book of

practical character and not by any means wholly ex-

haustive. The lectures having been delivered during a

series of years, many point? are untouched which oth-

erwise would have been introduced. The first two
lectures treat of the physiology of the urine, and are

clear and practical. These are followed by chapters

devoted to a general consideration of the several ingre-

dients, which are illustrated by cuts, and which are

quite well done. The general directions for analysis

and for determining the amoimt of the ingredients are

quite full, and the pathological states in which they are

found are well described. The chapter upon urinary

pigments is worthy of special mention. Dr. Harley's

observations upon diabetes and albuminuria are already

well known to the profession, and in this book we find

his views quite fully given. The chapter on diabetes

is especiall}- full and practical. Taken all in all. Dr.

Harley's work is a very creditable and trustworthy

hand-bookof urinary pathology, and is perhaps the best

practical hand-book in English upon the urine and its

pathology. The present edition is well printed and the

illustrations are clearly drawn.

Archives de Physiologie Normale et Pathologi-
QCE. Publiee par M5L Brown-Sequard. Charcot,
VULPIAN. No. 2. Mars 1872. Paris : G. Masson.

The March number of this journal, just received, contains

original articles on the following subjects :—I. Research-

es on the Histology and Physiology of the Nerves, by M.
Ranvier. II. On the Nerves of Taste, Observations and
new Experiment"!, by M. Lussana. III. Experimental
Researches upon the Agreement in Origin between pus-

globules and white corpuscles of the blood in inflam-

mation, by M. Duval. TV. The Gases of the Blood:
Physiological Experiments on the Circumstances which
cause a Variation in the Proportion in the arterial

system, by ilM. Mathieu and Urban. Y. Note on the

Means ofProducing the Arrest of Epileptic Attacks and
' convulsions caused by strychnia and hemorrhage, by M.
1
Brown-Sequard. YI. A Case of Sudden Obliteration of

' the central artery of the retina, by M. Sichel (fils).

YII. Note on the Mucous Tissue of the Umbilical

, Cord (Whartonian gelly), by M. J. Renault. YIII. The
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Anatomical Condition of Muscle?, and of the spinal cord

in a case of pseudo-hypcitrophic paralysis, by M.
Charcot. IX, The Sign of the Death-pang, by U. Parrot.

X. Researches Relative to the Influence of Traumatic
Lesions of Nerves upon the physiological properties

and the structure of muscles, by M. Vulpian. Re-
searches upon the Communications of the Retina with
the Brain, by Brown-Sfquard. Note of a Tumor of the

Mitral V^alve, by M. Curtis, etc., etc.

tHeports of Societies.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting, May 23, 1872.

Dr. a. L. Loomis, President, in the Chair.

The President presented a specimen for a candidate,

after which

MORBUS COXARIUS.

Dr. Post exhibited the upper portion of the femur of

a little girl three and a half years of age, who when she

was about two years old had a fall upon the right hip,

and became lame from that time. About eight months
since an abscess formed in the neighborhood of the hip,

and from that time she had been lying in bed in a very
distorted position. Numerous fluctuating swellings

were found in the region of the hip. with sinuses lead-

ing in different directions. Some of these sinuses were
laid open, and afterwards the head of the bone was
cut down upon and exposed. This was found to a

great extent destroyed, and about an inch in length was
sawed off. A number of small fragments were also re-

moved by means of the rongeur, until sound though,

somewhat softened bone was reached. The operation

was performed April 25th. A few days after the oper-
ation adhesive straps and a bandage with a weight of

three pounds were applied, for the purpose of keeping
the parts steady, and of making the requisite exten-
sion. The wound has granulated nicely, and the pros-

pects of recovery at the time of reporting the case were
good.

areolar vascular tumor of labium.

On the same day of the former operation Dr. Post
removed a tumor, large for the size of the patient, from
the left labium of a girl aged eleven months. The
growth at the time of its extirpation was as large as a

hen's egg, and occupied the whole length of the labium.

The mother stated that at the time of birth there was
noticed a livid, purplish spot, about the size of a small

bean, but it was not elevated above the surftice. After
birth it slowly increased in size, became at the same
time prominent, but towards the last it had grown quite

rapidly. Dr. Post had no doubt but that originally the

tumor was vascular in character, but that it had become
hardened by the subsequent incorporation into its sub-

stance of more solid material. Apprehensive of some
trouble from hemorrhage, he secured the base of the

tumor by means of a double ligature. When the mass
was laid open it presented very much the appearance of

an old internal hemorrhoidal tumor. The edges of the

wound were brought together with sutures, but union
did not take place by first intention.

THE OPERATION OF CIRSOCELE,

Dr. Post also presented a large part of the scrotum
removed ten days previously for cirsocele. The pa-

tient was a young man aged twenty-six, who had been

aware of the existence of the disease for the past four

years. It became the source of a good deal of trouble,

affecting, as it almost always does, the left side. The
scrotum was embraced between the handles of a long

forceps, and as lightly as possible drawn down over the

testicle. The porti ju beyond the blades was then re-

moved by a catling. The feature of the operation was
the employment of the torsion forceps of Dr. Addinell

Ilewson, of Philadelphia.

POPLITEAL CYST.

Dr. Post also presented a portion of a cyst taken by

operation from the popliteal region of a man aged

twenty -three, who presented himself the week before at

the clinic. On examination, a tumor was discovered in

the pophteal region, exactly in that position occupied

by popliteal aneurism. It presented distinct fluctuation

without any trace of pulsation. No translurency was
discovered. The physical characters of the tumor were
such as to cause the diagnosis of synovial cysts. The
operation for its removal was performed at the patient's

house. A longitudinal incision was made over the whole

of the tumor, and the integument and fascia covering it

divided, when the surface of the cyst was reached. Be-

fore the enucleation of the cyst was completed it burst,

discharging synovial fluid. Some portion ofthe cyst wall

was left, and wound closed by fines utures, the parts be-

ing dressed with a linen rag moistened with collodion.

Although the patient suffered a drawback after the

operation, the effects of the anaesthetic, he was at the

time of the presentation of the specimen in a fair way
to recovery.

MORBUS COXARIUS.

In connection with the specimen of hip-disease. Dr.

Sands referred to the result of a case of a boy upon

whom he had performed exsection in October, 1870. The

case was one in which the whole of the head and a por-

tion of the neck of the bone were removed, as well as

a considerable portion of the acetabulum. The speci-

men was exhibited to the Society five months after the

operation, and at the time when the chances ofthe boy's

recovery were still very doubtful. There were very large

abscesses at the time of the operation, and these absces-

ses did not close ;
the boy looked as though he might

be a candidate for waxy disease of some of the internal

organs. He remarked that the patient was now well,

although the sinuses remained open up to a period ot

sixteen months after the operation. At the present

time the limb was considerably shortened, having been

dislocated at the time of the operation in consequence

of a carious destruction of the upper part of the acetab-

ulum. There is considerable motion in the joint, and

with the aid of a cane the patient can get along very

comfortably. Dr. S. also stated that at the time of the

operation he was in doubt if all the carious bone had

been removed, which suspicion seemed to be amply

confirmed by the length of time which the sinuses sub-

sequently remained open. That this was not the case

seems to have been proven by the final result. The
history was an interesting one as regards prognosis in

such cases, proving that sometimes the most desperately

appearing cases may sometimes recover.

In answer to a question from Dr. Mason, Dr. Post

remarked that as far as he had been able to follow up

the operations for cirsocele he had found them attended

with great relief. The scrotum after the operation made
a more perfect suspensory bag than could be obtained

by any other means. The cure could not claim to be

a radical one, as there was always some relaxation after-

wards, and occasionally it was necessary to repeat the
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operfttioii. The trouble was the scrotum was generally

nr>t (irawii tijjht eiiouph before the Sfction was made.
For one to see the operation performed properly for the

tirst time it would seem impossible to cover the testicle

afiorwards.

Dr. Newman was afraid of the operation, anticipa-

tiiip tlie possibility of a subsequent enlargement of the

testicle. If tliis condition were to occur, the pain of

the bindinir .scrotum would be intense, and perhaps past

remedy. lie had been lately in the habit of using gal-

vanism in these cases, and with good results.

Dr. Post had never seen a case in which enlarge-

ment of tlie testicle followed the operation, though such

a condition from organic disease of that organ might
possibly occur.

ANEURISM AS A CAUSE OF rUTIUSIS.

Dr. E. G-. Janewat presented a specimen of aneu-
rism with the following history:

—

Artluir Anderson, twenty-two years of acre, single,

was admitted to Bellevue Hospital March 28th, 1872.
His hi.^tory previous to admission was as follows : He
had no known hereditary predisposition. He had a
sore_ on the penis seven years before wiiiiout secondary
symptoms, gonorrh(jea three years before, and lead

colic two years before.

He had been well till three and a half months before
admis-ion. wlien he began to feel dizzy, dimness of vi-

sion, and to cough. Three weeks later lie noticed sharp
and lancinating pains between his shoulders shooting to

the front of his chest and into both lung>. La'er this

pain settled under left shoulder-blade. The cough still

continued without expectoration, accompanied by vomi-
ting. At the same time he began to lose flesh and
strength. A little later expectoration occurred, frothy
and streaked with blood.

When admitted, he compla'ned of lancinating pain in
the left side, cough, frotliy expectoration, and d^'spnoea.

I examined liim carefully on taking the service on
the 1st of May. He then had retraction of the left side
(one inch less than right side), apex bent a little out-
side of nipple, loss of vocal fremitus over lower half of
this side, retained above. Expansion movement lost.

elevation movement retained on left side. Duiness on
percussion over whole left lung, except the sternal bor-
der, where the resonance of the right lung encroached
as far as the left margin of the sternum. Bronchial
breathing and broncophany over upper half left lunf
absence of vocal resonance and of respiratory murmur
over lower half, A few moist rSles and exaggerated
breathing were heard on the right side. The heart-
sounds were normal The temperature taken at one
time was 101° F.

The diagnosis was made of fibrous induration and
cheesy hepatization in this lung, the heart being
pulled to the left by the retraction of the left lung.
May 4th, 1872. it was noted that he had been expec-

torating blood for several days. The temperature
became increased, pulse 120, and was sweating consid-
erably. He continued sinking rapidly till the 9th of
May, when in a fit of coughing a sudden gush of blood
issued from his mouth, and he sank back dead.
The post-mortem examination was made the next

day with the following results :

—

The left lunt: firmly bound to chest wall. The lung-
tissue was the seat of fibrous induration and aggregated
spots of cheesy hepatization. The bronchi well filled

with muco-pus from the main bronchus to the small
ones, and this contained no air. The right lung pre-
sented a small spot of fibrous induration in the upper
lobe. Throughout this lung there were a number of pla-

ces when' the air-cells were filled with blood (drawn in

by insuniati(m).

The heart was normal, but more horizontal and more
to the Ifft than usual. The descending arch [jn-sented

an opening one inch in diameter on its inner wall ; this

communicated with the sac of an aneurifim about the

size of a small orange, filled with laminated fibrin.

Tliis was partly cut in the removal of ih- lung, but still

shows its position pre«sing on the left bronchus. This
bronchus .shows the cartilages laid bare and somewhat
separated, and the muscular coat and mucous mera-
braiif over a part destroyed. This afforded the com-
munication by which the blood, passing probably
between the laminated fibrin and wall of aneurism,

entered bronchus. The liver was normal. The right

kidney was diminished in size, its cortical tissue was
pale, (inn, diminished in thickness, the seat of fibrous

and waxy changes. The calyces and pyramidal spaces

formed cavities filled with putty-like pus. The pelvis

and ureter had thickened wall.s, and contained similar

material.

The opi-ning of this ureter into bladder could not be
found ; though it traced the ureter to the bladder, it

was evidently closed by a firm union of the lips. The
left kidney was nearly twice as large as usual, and
more increased in thickness than in length. It was
normal in appearance (simple compensative hypertro-

phy). The entrance of this ureter into bladder was
easily found. The bladder presented no other abnor-
mality than the one above mentioned.

The points of interest about this case are the absence
of physical signs of aneurism, the presence of one of

the forms of phthisis produced in all probability by it,

the physical signs of the disease of the lung partly

marked by the pressure of the aneurism on the bronchus.

Dk. Jacobi remarked that the explanation for the

pathological changes in the lung could be taken without
exception, if it could be allowed that such changes
never occurred unless there was an aneurism to cause

them. This, however, was not the case. Precisely those

contlitions of lung might be found as the result of

chronic bronchitis and subsequent interstitial deposit.

Dk. Janeway stated tiiat there was no history point-

ing to the existence of a chronic case.

Dr. Loomis remarked that he had presented to the

Society, about three or four months ago, a specimen
almost exactly the foregoing, with the exception that

there was no shrinking of the thorax to any great

extent. That case had a distinct history of acute pneu-
monia, chill, fever, and rise in temperature. He went
through the history of acute pneumonia, and the physi-

cal signs did not change. Finally one day the patient

ruptured his aneurism and died. At the autopsy the

bronchial tubes were filled with pus, showing that there

had been some obstruction to the outward passage of

secretion through the broncliial tubes. If the patient's

life had been spared a little long, r the lung would have
been ready for fibrinous induration.

Dr. Mason asked if it was not unusual for aneurismal
sacs with laminated layers to burst.

Dr. Janeway had seen several, a recent one had
been presented by Dr. Flint.

SYPHILIS AS A CAUSE OF CARDIAC DISEASE.

Dr. Janeway next presented a specimen illustrating,

as he claimed, the influence of syphilis in producing
heart-disease. It was taken from a man forty-four

years of age. He had been sick only four and a-half

months, had never had rheumatism, and in fact had no
other disea.se save syphilis. He had a loud aortic regur-

gitant murmur, forcible pulsation in the arteries, dys-

pnoea, oedema of legs, and some oedema of the lungs.
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On tlie nth of May, while sitting up in bod, he gave a

scream and died wuddenly, aa patients often do with

aortic regurgitant murmur. There was also a mitral

systolic murmur, which being heard only at the apex
was not regurgitant.

At the autopsy numerous hemorrhagic infarctions

exi'=ted in botii lungs. These organs were also cede-

matous and pigmentary. The liver was cirrhosed, and

the kidneys were beginning to undergo decomposiiion.

The right ventricle was dilated, the left ventricle hyper-

trophied. The aortic valves were shortened, thicUened,

ami covered with vegetations. The mitral valves were

perfectly healthy, and did not leak a single drop. The
right side of the heart was a little dilated. There

was no obstruction of the coronary artery. He regard-

ed the cardiac disease, in the absence of any of the

accepted causes, to be due to syphilis.

DEATH FROM SYNCOPE.

He presented a third specimen removed from a

female patient of Bellevue Hospital, aged twenty-four.

She stated that four years before she had an attack of

dysentery, which finally became chronic, and then

lapsed into a stubborn diarrhoea. The latter existed

until death. She was very aniemic, and had a pro-

nounced antemic murmur at the base of the heart. One
day she went to the water-closet, and while sitting on

the seat she fell over in a slight convulsive movement
and died.

At the autopsy all the organs were healthy except

the large intestine, which show^ed the usual lesions.

The only theory upon which sudden death could be

explained was a sudden effort producing a fatal syncope.

Dr. Mason exhibited some fibrous tumors of the

lobes of tlje ear removed by operation from a mulatto

girl. The appearance of xhese growths, three in num-
ber, each the size of a hickory nut, two on right ear and
one on the left, had a growth of four years, and resul-

ted from the wearing of earrings.

THROMBOSIS OF OVARIAN VEINS,

Dr. Mary C. Pctnam presented a portion of the ova-
rian ligament removed from a woman dying shortly after

confinement, as the result of adherent rheumatic peri-

carditis. In assisting at the autopsy there was noticed
a peculiarity in the ovarian vein and in the intero-

varian plexus in the right broad ligament. There was
a dilatation and thrombosis of two veins, which was of

interest as representing one of the numerous conditions
of hematocele. There was nothing to explain this

dilatation; the patient had never had varicose veins,

never any external thrombus of the vulva, and never
any disease of the heart previous to the acute attack of
pericarditis. The morbid appearances were confined
entirely to these two swellings which evidently would
have been quite sufficient to occasion a severe heraoi-
rhage, if anything had occurred to bring about a rupture.

Adjourned,

NEAV YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Stated Meeting, June 6, 1872.

Dr. E. E. Peaslee, President, in the Chair.

Dr. Edw.vrd John Tilt, of London, was elected a Cor-
responding Fellow.

The Pp.KsinENT announced the receipt of Daily Bul-

letin and Weather Maps for May 29th, 1872, from Gen.
Meyer, Chief Signal Office, U. S, A. ; also an obituary

notice of the late Chas. A. Lee, M.D., from Dr. J. M.

Toner, as contributions to the library.

A case of bronchitis, with impending suffocation,

was reported by Dr. A. C. Post, which was relieved

in a few minutes by the application to the chest of

twelve large tumblers as dry cups.

In answer to the query of Dr. Roberts, whether it

was not a proper case of bleeding, Dr. Post stated that

twenty-five years ago he probably would have bled

the patient, but at present he did not as often resort to

venesection as formly.

The President remarked that in such cases the great

object was to draw blood from the lungs for a time.

SYPHILIS TREATED BY SYPHILIZATION.

Dr. J. C. Hutchison, of Brooklyn, then read the

subjoined three cases of '' syphilis treated by syphi-

hzation":

—

When Prof. Boeck, of Norway, visited this country

in 1869, I had under my charge at the Brooklyn City

Hospital several stubborn cases of tertiary syphilis,

wliich he kindly consented to take care of and treat by

syphilization. I was impressed not only by his active

zeal and earnestness, but also with the honesty of his

motives and the sincerity and simplicity of his charac-

ter, and did not hesitate therefore to place my
patients entirely at his disposal. The cases are made
public both in obedience to his request and on account

of the intrinsic importance of the subject.

The progress of the treatment was carefully ob-

served by myself as well as by many other gentlemen

who were interested in the question. The disease

bad resisted all the usual remedies, and as the patients

steadily grew worse, they promptly consented to

have syphilization practised. Their co-operation was
thorough and complete, and they soon manifested the

greatest interest in having the inoculations regularly

performed.

Not having seen the practical effects of syphilization,

I was unwilling to have any patient syphilized who
had a prospect of being relieved by the ordinary

methods of treatment. The cases here recorded

sulijected the treatment by syphilization to the severest

test, and having been repeatedly mercurialized,

they were among the class of cases which Prof.

Boeck regards as the least amenable to this plan ot

treatment. Nevertheless, he was anxious to submit

syphilization to the most rigid ordeal.

Case I.—John S , £ef. 28, native of Ireland, by
occupation a coachman, entered the Brooklyn City

Hospital, Sept. 23, 1869. His general health had been

good before he contracted syphilis. His habits of life

have been very irregular,- and had been addicted to

the use of alcoholic liquors. His experience in venereal

disease had been large and various
;
stated that he had

a sore upon his penis at the age of sixteen, that he had

had several others since that time, also two or three

attacks of gonorrhoea. About three years ago he had

a sore on penis which was soon followed by alopecia.

Took no medicine at this time. At the end of a year

or fourteen months, having contracted no other sore

meanwhile, he had a scaly eruption on his face ; this

remained about two months, and then seemed to yield

to local applications. About five months since a circle

of small sores appeared upon the glans penis, shortly

after an exposure ;
these were slow in healing, persist-

ing over four months. Three months ago began to

have sore throat, which has constantly increased in

severity until the present time. Stated that he had

taken no fhedicine before entering hospital, except

a few, about six '' blue pills."

Examination on admission showed the uvula, ton-
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sils. and soft palate to have been almost wholly de-
strovfd by tlif ulciTfttive |>roceKH; uloeintioii oxttriided

into tlu" pliarynx
;
larynx was probably involved, since

then* was almost coinpk't*' aplioiiia. The ulctTations

in fauces and pliarvnx had an asheii-oolnred tia.se,

and'disrhar^red a tliick nnico-purulent matter. Swal-
lowing; was ditlieult, as well from the tenderness of the
parts concerned as from rcfrurgitation thron<rii the

narea. Small patches of eczem:i were observed on
scalp, face, and neck. Tiie inguinal, post-cervical, and
epiirochlear glands were eidarped and indurated.

There were numerous cicatrices on penis an<l in groin.

Emaciation had been rapid. Had no appetite. Was
conliiied to the bed.

Xov. Ist.—Treatment by means of mercurials and
iodide of pota<;)«ium had been perseveringly tried with-
out benefit ; had had cod-liver oil, ferruginous tonics, and
a supporting regimen in such quantities as he had been
able to appropriate. Ulceration progressed, and it was
imfiossible to open njouth wide enougli to olitain a

satisfactory view of the parts. The following pre-
scription was emjtloyed during the last two or three
weeks.

IJ . Hydrarg. chlor. cores gr. j.

Potassii iodidi 3j.

Sol. ferri pyrophos f 3 8S.

Emuls. ol. morrhuae f 3 vss.

M. Sig. One tablespoonful thrice daily.

Xov. 3(f.—With tlie consentof the patient, pus from a
chancroid was introduced in symmetrical positions on
the chest by three inoculations on each side ; all other
treatment was suspended, except local applications.

Xov. Gth.—The inoculation was only partially success-
ful ; decided pustulation not produced. Inoculated
with matter from a typical inoculation on another
patient.

Xor. 26fh.—Re-inoculation had been practised on
every third day when a pustule resulted, when it did
not, matter was obtained from other sources and daily
introduced as before. Patient said he felt better. The
following was ordered :

—

5 • Spts. eetheris comp fv 3 j.

Tinct. gentian comp ^1 v-

M. Sig. One teaspoonful thrice daily.

Bee. ith.— Inoculations frequently fail to take effect,

and never produce a large pustule. Received this day
fresh virus from Charity Hospital, New York ; as the
chest appeared to be no longer susceptible, introduced
tlie virus into the arras. It is customary with Dr.
Boeck, when the inoculations habitually fail, to give
small dosss of the iodide of potassium for two weeks,
and then recommence inoculations ; the system is

supposed thus to become more susceptible to the virus.

Accordingly the following was ordered :

—

3. Potassii iodidi gij.

Aqute f I iv.

M. Sig. One tablespoonful thrice daily.

Topical applications to fauces of strong solutions of
the nitrate of silver and chromic acid were made. No
marked change was observable.

Der. 18th.—Recent inoculations had been more suc-
cessful. The condition of patient had improved ; had
better appetite and more strength. Throat had im-
proved, but aphonia continued.

Dec. 2(Mh.—Medicine had been discontinued. Daily
inoculations had been made upon chest or arms. They
sometimes took effect, but not very vigorously: occa-
sionally they wholly failed. Condition was unchanged.
Janmiry 8, 1870.—Inoculated thighs with matter

from Charity Hospital. Inoculations wer^ continued
on the chest and arms, but they seldom succeeded.

Jan. \2th.—Debility and pain having increased, the

iodide of potassium was prescribed again. Daily inocu-

lations were continued; those on the thigh" were more
efl'ective than tlio.se in other situations. The ulcerative

process in the throat had made no progress sin<e the

present treatment was instituted; aphonia continued

;

eczfina had nearly disappeared; general condition had
somewhat irnfiroved.

Fth. \st.— Inoculations wen- still practised upon the

arms and thigli.s. They did uniformlv succeed. Extreme
emaciation anil debility contiiuied. Had irritative fever,

and a troublesome laryngeal cough. Opiates were re-

quired at night.

Fe}>. 2Qlh.—Patient was no longer susceptible to any
virus that could be obtained. The iodide of potassium,

to which the tincture of gentian had been added by
Dr. Roeck'.s advice, was again administered.

Feh. 'l^dh.—For the first time in six weel:-» was strong

enough to get out of bed and go about tlic ward; aspect

had greatly improved; had gained rapidly in tlesh and
strength ; did not sweat at night, and cough was much
less troubltsome. The tl roat had entirely healed.

Afm-rfi \2(h.—Several inoculations had been tried,

but without effect. The potassium was discontinued

on the 7th inst.

March 20ih.—Right thigh and knee were painful and
swoll'-n ; relieved by local applications. Ulceration in

mouth and nares had again set in.

^f'nJ 2C>th.—He was unable to leave his bed on account

of the pain in knee. There was no improvement in his

general condition.

Auf/mt S>1.—He died from exhaustion.

Summai-i/.—This case entered the hospital in a de-

plorable condition. He was rigidly subjected to the

most orthodox treatment, medicinal and hygienic,

without the slightest improvement—indeed, he steadily

grew worse until syphilization was begun. The ulcera-

tions in the throat, which were progressing when this

treatment was instituted, did not increase subsequently.

A large proportion of the inoculations failed. Dr. Boeck
says that in those patients who have for a long time

been treated by mercury, it is very difficult to obtain

effective inoculations, and it is not rare that after a short

time the result is negative. At the end of three and a

half months the inoculations with virus, from whatever
source obtained, ceased to produce the sligiitest eff cf.

Five daj's subsequently it is recorded that " for the

first time in six weeks, has been strong enough to get

out of bed and to go about the ward ; aspect greatly

improved; gains rapidly in flesh and strength; sleeps

and eats well; does not sweat at night; cough much
less troublesome ; throat has entirely healed." This

result confirms the statement of Prof. Boeck, that as a
rule the syphilitic symptoms disappear when the virus

ceases to produce appreciable effects. Before the end
of another month the grave symptoms returned, pros-

tration increased, ulceration in the throat and nares

again set in, producing difficulty in swallowing and
regurgitation of fluids through the nares, and he died
from exhaustion August 3d.

The good effects of syphilization in this case were for

a time very marked, and, I must confess, were surprising

to me ; and I do not think that Prof. Boeck himself ex-
pected so great an amelioration of the symptoms as took
place. It seems to me to be a legitimate conclusion

that this patient's life was at least prolonged by this

method of treatment.

Case 2.—James C , jet. 21; sailor; admitted
August 16. 1869. Patient stated that his health had
been good. Five months previou.sly, ten days after

an exposure, a small sore appeared near the meatus
urinarius, followed soon after by other sores upon the

glans. These healed rapidly, to be followed by another
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in April, without fresh exposure; this also healed

speedily. Early in May he began to have sore tliroat,

and cervical glands became enlarged.

June Sih.—An eruption made its appearance on the

forehead, and since that time it has spread to the face,

trunk, an<l limbs.

Examination, on admission, discovered patches of

ulceration in fauces and pharynx; the epitrochlear <ind

inguinal glands were enlarged and indurated. A very
extensive rupial eruption was noticed in various parts

of the body ; was emaciated and very feeble. Treat-

ment by means of mercurials Tinternally and by fumi-

gation), iodide of potassium, sarsaparilla, etc., was insti-

tuted.

Sept. 2d.—No improvement having taken place under
the usual treatment, syphilization was, with the consent

of the patient, inaugurated.

Nov. dOth.—Inoculations with matter from a soft

chancre, on chest, were systematically practised every
third day, and were invariably successful.

Dec. lHh.—No further effect was produced by inocu-

lation on chest, by matter from whatever source. Large
crusts formeil on the sites of inoculations ; they increased

in size and became confluent. Rupial ciusts on face

diminished in size. General condition was somewhat
improved.

Feb. Isf.—Reinoculations had been practised success-

fully on arms and thighs, which were covered with ex-
tensive crusts, while the chest was comparatively free

from them. Large ulcers continued in the throat, and
there was a constant fetid discharge from the nose.

Although the patient appeared to be in better physical

Condition, he was yet too feeble to leave his bed.

Feb. 21st.—Inoculations were seldom effectual ; they
were accorlingly discontinued, and the iodide of po-
tassium, with a vegetable bitter, was prescribed.

March 8fh.—Recommenced inoculations, but the pa-
tient was no longer susceptible to virus taken from any
source.

March 28th.—The general physical condition was
improved ; the patient left his bed for the first time in

five months; ate and slept well. Tlie ulcerations in

throat and pharynx had healed.

May 3(7.—The crusts following inoculations had
nearly all disappeared. The patient weighed one hun-
dred and eighty pounds—more than at any previous
period. Said he was a "well man."

JuJi/ 9, 1870.—Had continued to improve in health

and strength, and was discharged cured.

Snmmary.—This patient was not so feeble as the

first, although he was sufficiently so to keep his bed for

five months after he entered the hospital. He was
subjected to mercuri d treatment for two months before

he came into the hospital, and for two weeks after-

wards, without benefit. Between five and six months
after the inoculations were commenced there was a

decided improvement in his symptoms. The inocula-

tions were quite effective. At tlie end of six months
he became insusi'cptible, and coincidently with this all

his symptoms improved. Nine months after syjjhiliza-

tion was instituted he was discharged cured.

Case III.—John Sullivan, set. 37, a sailor, was ad-

mitted to the Brooklyn City Hospital, August 1, IStj'J.

He had several venereal sores, one of which, contracted
about two years before, was probably a hard chancre.

His eyebrows fell out, but not the hair. There was no
eruption or persistent sore throat. In Sept. 1867, he
entered the hospital at Savannah, to be treated for

severe nocturnal fiains in the shin-bones; and while
there had an attack of malarial fever. Was then treated

by means of quinia, arsenic, and mercurials. The pains

coatinued until the date of admission, at which time he

complained of severe pain in his joints, of a somewhat
fugitive character, and in his shin-bones, aggravated at

night; had severe frontal lieadache. There were nodes
on both tibiie, which were tender to the touch. Many
superficial lymphatic glands were enlarged and indu-

rated. He was emaciated, feeble, and anaemic.

A^ov. 8th.—The usual treatment—mercurials, iodide of
potassium, iron, bark, cod-liver oil, etc.—was tried

without benefit, and abandoned. Syphilization was
then substituted by Prof. Boeck. Matter was taken
from a well-marked pustule on a patient inoculated

with virus from a soft chancre. Had been confined to

his bed during the previous week.
Nov. 20th.—Reinoculations were made every third

day ; distinct pustulation resulted from four out of every
six trials, but the pustules were not large. The pus
used at this date was taken direct from a fresh chancroid.

Dec. 2d.—The inoculations were not very effective
;

accordingly the following was prescribed by Dr. Boeck:

]J. Potassii iodidi ? j.

Spts. aetheris comp f 3 iss.

Tinct. gentian comp f 3 iss.

AqufB, q. s. ad f 3 ^'j-

M, Sig. One tablespoonful thrice daily.

Dec. 11th.—Had been reinoculated on chest every
day since last entry. Inoculation was commenced on
the arms. The pustules were more complete than
formerly. The nocturnal, frontal, and other osteo-

scopic pains were not felt every night, and when
present were less severe than formerly.

Dec. 2]st.—Had been inoculated from pustules on his

own body since Nov. 23 ; on an average seven out of

twelve trials had been successful. The potassium was
discontinued. The patient had perceptibly improved,

and was able to get up and walk about the ward, and
on pleasant days he went out of doors.

Dec. 27th.—The thighs were inoculated for the first

time.

Jan. 25th.—Inoculations did not take well, and the

iodide of potassium was a^ain ordered. Had a recur-

rence of nocturnal pains, but they were not so marked
as before.

Feb. nth, 1870. Dr. Boeck remarked: " The bene-
fit from the treatment in this case, I believe, is very sat-

isfactory; the pains in the bones are gone, the hyper-
sesthesia of the skin is removed, the tibia3 are no longer

sensitive, his health is improved ; his appetite is ex-
cellent and he has gained flesh."

April, 1st.—Discharged cured.

Nov. Bd.—Readmitted to hospital on account of

diarrhoea. Complained of none of the symptoms of

syphilis.

Summary.—This patient had been treated for more
than two years with mercurials, for three months in

the Brooklyn City Hospital, without material benefit.

The inoculations took poorly. Some improvement in

his symptoms was noticed at the end of a month, and
in four and a half months the inoculations ceased to be
effective. He was discharged free from all syphilitic

symptoms. Seven months subsequently he was read-

mitted to the hospital on account of diarrhoea, and
presented no traces of syphilis.

The three cases here reported went from bad to

worse under the various treatments which had been
adopted, and were reg;irded as utterly hopeless when
Prof Boeck began the inoculations. Dr. M. H. Henry,
Editor of the Aviericaji Jonrrud of Syphilography and
Dermatology, who visited the patients with Prof.

Boeck, declared that they were the most unpromising
cases he ever beheld. The experience afforded by three

cases of tertiary syphilis treated by inoculation is

insufiicient to justify us in determining the value of
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sjpliilization as a remedy for syphilid ; a mucli longer
exptTieiicc woulil be necessary for this purpose. It is

putlicient, however, to in'luco inc to (piestion the just-

ness of ihe inexorable rule laid down I'y Messrs. Lane
and Ga<coyne, of the London Lock Ilosfiital. aiul in-

dorsed by one of our higiiest American autliorities,

Prof Uumstead, who observed the dVects of syphilza-

tion in three cases at the New York Hospital (Am,
Jour. .Veil. Sciences), "that syphilization is not a treat-

ment which can be recommended for adoption." In
such chronic cases as are here reported, which fail to

yield to more ordinary treatment, syphilization is surely

a treatment which can be recommended, and I feel

that I would have been justly censurable had I omit-
ted to avail myself of the advice of so experienced and
conscientious an observer a< Prof. Uoeck has provea
himself to be both here and abroad.

It cannot be expected from the limited experience
herein detailed that I sliall endorse all the positions of
the advocates of syphilization, but I feel that I shall be
warranted in profl'crinp this plan of treatment, novel
and unpopular thou;jrh it be, to such patients as shall

pers'stently defv, and prow worse under tlie plans
that are now authorized and accepted ; and that such
cases do occur, I presume no student of syphilis will

deny.

Dr. a. C. Post believed the theory of syphilization,

or the introduction of the syphilitic poison into the pa-
tient until he is no lonper susceptible to it, a false one.
If the theory be correct, the chancroidal inoculation
would be the proper one. It was supposed by some,
that the establishment of a large number oi' pustules in

diflferent parts of the body tended to facilitate the
elimination of the poison from the body and to cure
the disease.

Dr. Isa.^c E. Taylor stated that syphilization had
been tried in Charity Hospital before Dr. Boeck came
to this country, and after his arrival syphilization was
tried on from eighty to ninety cases, but without suc-
cess

;
some of the cases were afterwards cured with

mercurials.

At Bellevue Hospital sypliilizatton was adopted in

the case of a woman, but unsuccessfully; mercurials
were used subsequently with success. No good result

had followed syphihzation in Charity Hospital at the
time Dr. Boeck left this country, and he confesses that
he was not favorably impressed with thi< plan of treat-

ment, consequently he had not resorted to it.

Dr. E. L. Keyes remarked that as relief did oc-
cur in the cases so ably reported by Dr. Hutchison,
after all other methods of treatment had failed, the use
of such treatment in similar ca«es was warranted. In
most cases, the early eruption of syphilis got well under
almost any treatment, while others go on getting worse.
He mentioned a case where the bones of the nose

had become aflected, the shins were swollen and
painful, and purpura developed by 7i-grain doses of
iodide of potassium. A change to the country, cod-
liver oil and small doses of iodide of potassium pro-
duced a great change for the better in a f.-w weeks.
These cases improve much more rapidly in the country
than in hospitals. He believed that the first infecting
chancre protected nearly all. A case was related where
secondary symptoms followed a soft chancre. Infect-
ing and non-infecting, would be better terms. It is

better not to commence constitutional treatment in

every case, but, when in doubt, wait a few months for
an eruption.

Dr. W. C. Roberts thought that soft as well as hard
chancre infect ; had seen secondary symptoms follow
soft chancre.

Dr. Taylor said that Dr. Boeck did not expect to
,

succeed in those cases that had been treated with
mercury.
The Academy then adjourned.

Corrfspontrcnrc.

PESSEMA, A NEW FORM OF SKIN-
DISEASE.

To THE Editor of the Medical Recobo.

Sir :—An article, translated from the Gern)an, with the

above ca])iion, appealed in llie Phyniciav and I'hurmn-
ceutift, vol. iv., No. 3.

An article irom Dr. Julius Levy appears (from the
German) in the Record, December 15, 1871, on
bromide of potash producing boils; and in vol. vi.. No.
24, of the Record I have an article on the same
subject.

I have now to report a case which I have had under
observation for the past eight or ten weeks, wliich very
much resembled the case of "Pessema." Miss E. D.,

set. 30, came to my office some time in December, 1871,
when I prescribed soda and bismuth for a chronic
gastritis. She has been aihng more or less since a
child. Was always weakly and feeble. She has at

present some female trouble, but what I cannot learn,

further than that there is a profuse leucorrhoea. I

could not obtain an examination.
Lecemher 2'J, 1871.—I prescribed elixir cal., iron, and

bismuth for debiUiy, chlorate potash and sulphur zinc
for leucorrhoea. This treatment was continued until

February G, 1872, when, to allay restlessness and ner-
vous excitement, I added bromide of potash, of which
fifteen grains in solution were directed to be taken
two or three times daily. When I next saw my patient

(February 19th) I found her covered with sores, to use
a common expression, from head to foot. This erup-
tion had been about two days in developing after its

first appearance. So much did this resemble variola in

its general appearance, that I iuvolnntar'ly began to
question in my own mind whether I had not in reality

a case of the kind. Bergh says that his case resembled
variola very much. The pulse was normal, appetite

good, digestion painless, bowels regular, or nearly so,

no headache, but very nervor.s and restless nights.

The whole face was somewhat swollen, as were also

the limbs below the knees. The pustules were discrete.

There were about twenty on the face, and a few on the
scalp. The arms and legs were thickly covered. I

counted forty large pustules on one leg between the
knee and ankle. The thighs and body were but little

affected, the most being on the back. These pustules
were elevated from two to five lines above the surface
of the skin, and were from three to six lines across the
base. They were round, and displaceable with the skin,

with a well defined outline, regularly convex, and
somewhat roughened on the surface of the mature
pustule, but smooth on those just forming. They were
cf a brownish-yellow color, hard to the touch. Those
pustules on the fore-arms and legs had a red areola.

At one time the legs were so inflamed (about the base
of the tumors) as to be quite painful when the patient
w'a« standing on her feet.

By firm pressure a small amount of pus could be made
to ooze out from several small openings, but without
reducing the size of the tumor. Its texture was spongy,
and bled freely if pricked or irritated too much. The
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mucous mombranes were free from pustules, and tliere

was no enlargement of the lymphatic )^lan(l>'.

Until or up to the 20Lh of March there was no per-

ceptible change in the condition of the patient, except

on the face, where the tumors look smallei-. They
are apparently being absorbed. At this time I pre-

scribed:

—

I^. Quinia) sulphatis 3 ss.

Acidi phosphorici diluti 3 v.

" nitro-muria'ici gtt. xx.

Tinctune lavaudulai compositse § ss.

Syrupi simplicis. ad 3 iv.

Misce. Sigiia : Dosis cochlea minima ter die.

On March 27th there was a perceptible change in the

looks of the face and arms. There was thin cuticular

desquamation, the most of the tumor being removed
by .-ibsorption. The limbs were looking about the same
as formerI3^ but the inflammation had all subsided.

April ]i')th.—Patient is now quite well, so far as the

skin difficulty is com'erned, but the effects of the

disease are siill apparent. The face and limbs show
num.rous scars, those on the limbs appearing much
like an oLl boil, being blue in color. The duration of

the disease in this patient, from its inception to its

absorption and desquamation, was about eight weeks.

Bergh refers to a case reported by Beigel, which he

(Beigel) calls "papilloma areo-elevatum," and says:

—

•' There is an unmi-takable identity between both

cases in the spungy naure of the texture which caused

the elevations. LJnder the microscope the extirpated

masses present all the appearance of granulating textui'e,

consisting of small round granular cells, with one or

two granular vesicles, resembling blood or pus cells.

These cells were packed closely together in a shapeless,

interstitial subst:mce, the latter yielding mucein on
reaction. The numerous cap.llaries—a distinct net-

work of which could be demonstrated—still increased

the resemblance to an ordinary granulating surface.

As the sections were made on the level of the skin,

none of the papillas of the skin were included, and
nothing but a gi-anular mass was seen under the

microscope. In B.-igel's case the granulations were
less marked, and this induced Beigel to assume that

the mass e-sentially consisted of thj enormously en-

larged papillae."

Bergh does not doubt the enlaigement of the papillae

b ith in his and Beigel's case, but not to that extent

which Geibfl shows in his drawings.

In regard to the symptomatology, a remarkable

aneesthesia of the skin was observed in a case reported

by Gedjel, and also the pemphigoid vesicles were
wanting. It appeared in a feeble, badly nourished

child, that for six weeks prior to the eruption had

suffered from convulsions. In both cases (Beigel's and
Geibel's), as well as in the one which I have now
rcporteii, syphilis must be excluded.

In regard to the nomenclature of the disease,

Bergh objects to the name of papilloma areo-elevatum,

as the enlargement of the papilte is observed in so

many diseases of the skin, and it is therefore improper

thus to define the term.

C. W. Fr.seie, M.D.
Fort Tlain, Montgomery Co., N.Y.

CAN FIGURES LIE?
To THE EDITOK of THE MEDICAL RECORD.

Sir:—A recently printed article, bearing an advertise-

ment of the " Homcc'opathic Mutual Life Insurance

Co.," has been more or less circulated in New York
during the past spring. It endeavors to show how

much more succes-fnl the Tlomn'opathic physicians are

than those ol the Allopathic school, by a reference to

I he register of deaths ki'pt l)y the Metropolitan Board
of Health of New York City, during the years 1870
and 1871.

As this register includes the name of the attending
physician in each case, the author of the article took
the trouble to investigate the numbers of deaths re-

corded, as occurring during those years in the general

private practice of Allopathic and Homceopathic phy-
sicians in acknowledged good standing. lie discovered

that the number of deaths was 32,925,—of which
30,395 occurred under the care of 984 Allopathic piiy-

sicians, and 2,530 occurred under the care of 150 Ho-
moeopathic physicians. The average being 30.89 deaths

to each Allopath, and 10.22 to each Homa'opath prac-

tising in New York City during the past two years.

To a superficial or prejudiced reader these figures

may seem veiy convincing. But to show the imperfec-

tion and unfairness of the statement, it is onl}' necessary
to call attention to the fact that the author makes no
mention of the proportion between the number of cases

TREATED, and the number of cases terminating fat.\lly.

For example: If each school lost one-tenth of the cases

under their care, thfe Allopaths, to have lost 30.395,

must have had 303,950, and the Homoeopaths, to have
lost 2,530, must have had 25,300 cases. If the 984
Allopathic physicians had 303,950 cases and lost 30,395,

they must have benefitted 272,555—an average of

275.97 to each physician. If the 156 Homoeopathic
f)hysicians had 25,300 cases and lost 2,530, they must
have benefited 22,770—an average of 145.32 to each
physician. Thus the tables are turned, showing a dif-

ference of 127.34 in favor of each Allopathic physician.

Of course this result is merely hypothetical. But it

shows how figures can be made to lie, by only show-
ing a portion of the truth.

The author ends his article by saying :
" These sta-

ti-;tics, and the logical inferences therefrom, we leave

to the consideration of the thoughtful public." The
present paper may conclude witli the same statement.

Allan C. Hutton, M.D.
47 East 9th St., New York.

THE YONKERS MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

To THE Editor of the Medical Kecobd.

Sir :—It is Avith extreme reluctance that I for the first

time appear in print as a controversialist, but I feel

compelled to make some reply to Dr. Arnold's uncalled

for and unjustifiable aspersions of the Yonkers Medical

Association, of which I have the honor to be president,

which appeared in your previous issue.

And first let me say that the Association did not
authorize and do not indorse the resolutions oftered

at Philadelphia by Dr. Parson with regard to Dr.

De Marmon ; in fact we knew nothing about them till

we read them in the printed report of the Ti-ansactions

of the American Medical Association.

Dr. Arnold therefore goes out of his way to make a

gratuitous attack upon our Society, in a communication
w Inch contains as much practical untruth, and as much
insult, both to the Society and to individuals, as it con-

veniently could.

He characterizes it as a famdy concern, I presume,

because my father, myself, and my brother all belong

to it. This is a sneer so ungentlemanly and so unmanly
as to be quite unworthy of notice. He goes on to say

that he thought it a waste of his time to attend it, and
with an efi'rontery peculiar to himself assigns the same
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feelinsj and motive to others. The chnraotor of the
j^'eiitlfiiu'ti wlio compost* the Association, ami of its

recorded procfedinps. sliow this statciiiciit to be so
supremely silly and conceited tliat I hope Dr. Arnold
speaks lor himsell alone, ami I know lie dors so Car as
some of those he woidil l>y implication associate with
him are coneerne<l. Dr. Ludlow re^i.l.'•ned liecanse his

a ivanced a^'c (78) rendered it impos-il>Ie for him to

attend eveninu' meetings, as he h.-\s himself freipiently

stated. Dr. Tpham, who has cxi)re.ssed iiimself as

annoyed and ollVnded at Dr, Arnold's unauthorized
u.se of his name, resigned before the resolution referred
to was passed, and, as wo have reason to believe, for

cau.-;es which refernrd to Dr. Arnold himself rather than
to the Society. In referiinp to Dr. Reinfelder as a
recent praduate an impliei misrepresentation is made.
Dr. Reinfelder siipple'iieuteil his German credentials,

it is true, by obtaininp a diploma from an American
Collepe, and Dr. Arnold himself did the very same
thinp, so thit any such relerence to it comes with a
specially bad prace from him. In conclusion, it is a
matter of a-^tonishmeiit tlmt any one, without cause or
provocation, should have written such a tissue of mean,
underhand, insulting falsehoods. I never should think
it worth notice personally, but for^ the sake of those
who can only know one side, if they only hear one, I

feel th.it thi< attack upon a most excellent society, and
upon honorable medical men, ought not to go unan-
swered.

J. II. POOLEY, Jr.
YoxKERS, June 27, 1ST2.

SMALL-POX STATISTICS.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record.

Sir :—The hope expressed in my recent paper under the
above caption—that it might have the eftect of attract-

ing the attention of abler statisticians than myself to
the subject—finds its fukilment in the communication
of Dr. Charles P. Rus-el, published in your last issue.

AV'ith the Doc'or's suggestion, that I should examine
and compare the ages, as well as the nativities, of pa-
tients in the computation of the relative death-rates, I
very gladly comply, and shall hope ere long to lay the
results of my invesripations before your readers.

In the mean time I must disclaim the commission of
myself to the hypothesis of relatively greater consti-
tutional vigor in the foreign-born than in the native
population, which Dr. Russel ascribes to me. I re-

corded tiie results of my examination of the hospital
statistics as curious rather than conclusive, and ex-
pressly spoke of the impropriety of basing absolute in-

ferences upon the figures of a single hospital.

I must also take e.xception to the manner in which
Dr. Russel attempts to explain away the indications of
the hospital recjids. Because, according to Dr. Rus-
sel's calculations, a larger aggregate number of foreign-
ers than natives, over ten years of age, died of small-
pox during the year, he argues that there is no signifi-

cance in the statistics which show for the natives a
relatively greater death-rate. Dr. Russel should take
into consideration the f\ict that a much larger number
of foreign-born than native re4dents of the city con-
tracted the disease. It would be as fair to say that
because the total number of deaths among the whites
was greater than among the colored, therefore the dis-
ease is more fatal to whites, whereas it is decidedly the
reverse. Comparisons, to be of any value, must take
into consideration the number of ca'-es as well as the
number of deaths; and I think that if Dr. Russel will

ascertain the percentage, of deaths to patients in each
class, he will find hi-< results very similar to my own.

Yours respectfully,

A. E. Maciioxai.d, M.D.
Charitt JIOHriTAL, New York.

ARMY NEWS.

Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers (f the Medical Department, United States Army,
from June 19, 1872, to July 3, 1872, inclvsive.

RANitoLPn, Jno. F., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 148, "War
Dei>artmint, A. G. C, June 27, '72, relieved from duty
in tiie Department of the Gulf, to proceed to Washing-
ton, 1). C, and settle his accounts as Acting Medical
Purveyor.

Clements, B. A., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 14.3, War De-
partment, A. G. 0., June 21, 1872, relieved from duty
in Department of the Gulf, and assigned to duty at St
Louis Department, Mo.

Spencer, Wm. C, Surgeon.—By S. 0. o7, Mil. Div.
of the Mo., Chicago, 111., July 1, 1872, assigned to duty
as attending surgeon and examiner of recruits in this

city, to date from 2oth ult.

Bacre, Dallas, Surgeon.—By S. 0., Department of
the East, July 1, 1S72, granted thirty days leave of
absence, and at its expiration to report to the com-
manding officer Fort McHentry, Md., for duty as Post
Surgeon.

Storrow, Samuel B., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0.
55, Department of the Lakes, June 19, 1872, assigned
to duty at Fort Ontario. N. Y.

TiLTON, H. R., Assistant Surtreon.—By .•^. 0. 124, De-
partment of the East, July 2, 1872, to accompany 8th
Int. to Sioux City, Iowa, return to New York City
upon completion of said duty, and report in person at

these Headquarters for further orders.

Jaquett, Geo. P., Assistant Surgeon.—By par. 1, S.

0. 109, Department of the Piatt, June 28, 1872, as-

signed to duty as Post Surgeon at Fort Sanders, Wy.
T., and by [lar. 4, same order, granted leave of absence
for thirty days.

Brown, H. E., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 139,
War Department, A. G. 0., June 17, 1872. detailed to

make the inspections and reports, required under Joint
Resolution of Congress "Pioviding for a more effective

system of quarantine on the southern and gulf coasts ;"

to return to Washington, D. C, on Nov. 1, 1872, and
through the Surgeon-General make h's report to the
Secretary of War.— Station: New Orleans, La.

BrcHANNAN, W. F., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0.
Ill, Dej^artment of Texas, June 24, 1872, assigned to

duty at Fort Concho, Texas.

Monroe, F. Le B., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 148,

C. S., War Department, A. G. 0., granted leave of ab-
sence for ninety days.

i-Hetiical Stents anti Hfius.

At the recent commencement of Franklin College
Ohio, the honorary degree of LL.D. was conferred on
Prof. Samuel G. Armor, of the Long Island College
Hospital, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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The Annual Meeting of the British Medical Asso-
ciation for 1872 will be held at Birmingham on the

6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th days of August next. The com-
mittee on the Annual Museum invite contributions of

the following articles:—
1. New or improved surgical instruments or appa-

ratus.

2. New diugs or pharmaceutical preparations.

3. New articles of diet for invalids.

4. New medical works.
5. Pathological specimens, wet or dry ; and casts,

photograph?:, drawings or diagrams, illustrative of pa-

thological conditions.

6. Preparations, etc., illustrative of diseases of the

organs of circulation; and instruments employed in

their detection and treatment. It is the intention of

the committee to arrange these in a separate depart-

ment of the Museum.
Printed catalogues will be issued.

Mortality Statistics of the Three Learned Pro-
fessions.—Dr. J. M. Toner, Washington, D. C. {Boston

Med. and Sunj. Journal), has compded the following

statements of the number of deaths returned from tne

Census of 1870, as occurring among the tliree learned

professions of our country—theology, medicine, and law
—tor the year ending June 30, 1870. He has been
unable to obtain the number returned as engaged in

each of these piofessions for the year 1870. For the

year 1850 there were returned 28,842 clergymen, 40,-

564 physicians, and 23,939 lawyers. For the year 1860
there were returned 37,529 clergymen, 54,543 physi-

cians, and 33,193 lawyers. It is fair to presume that

each retains about the same proportion to each other

in the census of 1870. The number of deaths reported

among clergymen in all the States and Territories of

the United States for 1870 was 629 ; among physi-

cians, 947 ; and among lawyers, 595.

Causes of death assigned. C. P. L.

Unknown, 10 15 1

General Diseases, 242 344 234
Diseases of the Nervous System, 77 143 234

" " Circulatory System, 54 73 54
" " Respiratory System, 84 130 58
" " Digestive System, 76 105 61
" " Urinary and Genera-

tive Organs, 32 37 19
** " Organs of Locomo-

tion, 3 4
" " Integumentary Sys-

tem, 113
Condition not necessarily associated

with geneial or local diseases, 39 31 19
Poison, 2 18 13

Accidents and injuries, 9 46 43

Affections of the Eve.—At a late ses.=ion of the St.

Louis Medical Society, Dr. H. Z. Gill, of St. Louis, xMo.,

read an important jiaper " On Affections of the Eye
from neuralgia of the filtli pair ot nerves, caused by dis-

eases of the dental organs, presenting specimens.

St. Thomas' Hospital, London.—This new imposing
structure, situated on the right bank of the Thames,
covers nearly an area of twelve acres of ground. Tiie

whole cost of the buildings, with furniture, amounted to

about $2,500,000.

Five Temporart Teeth at Forty.—The Canada
Journal of Dental /Snence reports the case of a lady who
had five teeth removed at the age of forty, which, on
examination, proved to be the temporary teeth, the

peimanent ones coming on after them.

Human Skin for Binding.—A copy of the " Consti-
tution of the French Republic of 1794," bound in human
skin, has been sold in Paris.

Brown University.—The late William S. Rogers, of
Boston, bequeathed $50,000 to found a Professorship
of Chemistry in Brown University, to be known as
" The Newport Rogers Professorship."

Buffalo General Hospital, N. Y.—The will of the
late S. F. Pratt, of Buffalo, contains a bequest of
$10,000 to this hospital, payable Jan. 1, 1880.

Society for the Relief of Ruptured and Crippled,
N. Y.—This society held its annual meeting at the
Hospital, corner of Lexington avenue and Forty-second
street. May 8, 1872. Dr. James Knight, surgeon-in-
charge, reported that 245 crippled children were treat-

ed in the hospital during the past year, of whom 99
were relieved and discharged; 4 were incurable, and
7 died of intercurrent diseases ; 125 remain under treat-

ment. In the dispensary department, 3,178 out-pa-
tients were treated, including mechanical apparatus
and surgical bandages.

Hudson County Pathological Society, N. J.—The
officers of this society are as follows :

—

President^ Dr.
J. B. Burdett; Vice-President, Dr. F. E. Noble; Secre-
tary, Dr. J. Q. Bird ; Treasurer, Dr. W. J. Hadden.

Excision of the Kidney.—On the afternoon of May 1 6,
1872, Dr. George A. Peters removed from a male pa-
tient at St. Luke's Hospital the right kidney, for ab-
scess of that organ.

Herbarium of Columbia College, N. Y.—Dr. John
Torrey's herbarium at Columbia College is to receive a
very large accession, by the addition of the herbarium
of C. F. Meissner, Professor of Botany in the Universi-
ty of Basle. The collection embraces no less than
63,000 species, which, when added to the 40,000 of the
Torrey collection, will form the largest herbarium in

xVmerica.

Globe Pessary retained Seventeen Years.—At a
late meeting of the new Obstetrical Society, Dr. Fordyce
Baiker related the subjoined case: An old lady of 71
years, who ceased menstruating at 52, and had had a
bloody discharge from the vagina for about three years
previously, was examined by him. Much to the sur-
piise of the patient, a globe pessary was found high up,
which was removed. She had been examined but
once before in her life, and then by Dr. Meigs, seven-
teen years ago.

—

American Journal Obstetrics.

Epidemics of Rotheln.—To strengthen the descrip-
tion of Vogel, David Heggie, M.D., Brampton, Out.

(
Canada Lancet), records, with observations, an exten-

sive epidemic of this disease which has recently oc-
curred in his town and neighborhood. As to the treat-

ment in his cases, it was merely confinement within
doors for two or three days—parallel symptoms being
treated on their own merits.

Castor-Oil,—A correspondent of the Virginia Clini-
cal Record suggests that this article may easily be made
palatable by the employment of glycerine as an excipi-
ent:

—

B. Glycerin i (puris) ) .. . ..

01. ricini ^
• • • »» ^ ij-

_^

01. cinnamomi f 3 i.
"*"

M.
^

Malingering Detected by Faradization and Ni-
trous Oxide Gas.—Julius Althaus, M.D. (British Med.
Journal), relates a case of malingering detected by
these agents. The patient, a male, professed to have
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lost the jjsc of his left nrin, in consequonce of an acci-

dent wliich he hft<l tlirec years previously. lie had
nski'il Irom a workiiif^'inen's lienefit society the sum of

LlOO, wliicli is paiil lo nienibcrs who are permanently

incapacitated for work by disease or accident.

Dklawarf. State Medicai- Sociktv.—At the one
hundredth annual meetinp of the Medical Society of

the State of Dehiwnre, held at Lewes, in Sn.ssex ("oun-

ty, June 11th, iSTli, Dr. G. Troupe Maxwell, of Middle-

town, late of Jack.sonville, Florida, read a paper, setting

forth his claim-* to heinp an original inventor of the

larvnposeope, in 18.")9, and to the credit of having been

first on tliis continent to see with tills instrument—that

of his own iivention—the delicate organs wliich are le-

vealed liy that instrument. T'pon motion of Dr. As-
kew, of Wilmington, the anthor W'as requested to put

the jiaper in a more enduring form, by having it pub-

lished in a medical journal.

The next annual meeting of this venerable society

will be held in Middletown, Del., in June, 1873.

CosxECTicrT Statistics.—There were in the State of

Connecticut, last year, 13,114 births, 4,882 marriages,

and 8,116 deaths. Four hundred and nine divorces

were granted.

Lunatic Asylum at "Worcestkr, Mass.—Dr. Merrick

Bern's, the Superintendent of the Lunatic Asylum at

Worcester, Mass., has resigned.

Accocchemext of a Giante-s.— Tlie Meiliral Press and
Circular states that the Nova Scotia Giantess, Mrs.

Bates, ni'e Miss Anna Swan, has been confined of a

stil'.-born girl. It measured from crown to heels twen-
ty-eight inches, weighed eighteen pounds, and had
many of its maternal progenitor's physical peculiarities

and facial lineaments.

Poison Regulations in China.—The Chinese have
some very severe regulations as to the sale of poisons.

The sale of arsenical preparations is strictly prohibited,

without evidence and witnesses as to the propriety of

the sale. According to Dr. Porter Smith, both the

seller and the buyer are decapitated if f.ital results en-

sue; otherwise, they are botli st' angled. If the drug-

gist ignorantly or carelessly sells the poison, he receives

eighty blows.

—

British Med. Journal.

Dengue.—Indian reports announce that dengue or

jungle-fever is very prevalent in Calcutta and the

neighborhood. Almost every houseiiold has been at-

tacked, and the suffering is severe, but it is rarely fatal.

—British Med. Journal.

The Neill Prize.—At a late meeting of the Royal
Society of Edinburg, Prof Turner received the Neiil

prize and gold medal, for the triennial period ending

1871, for his papers on the " Great Finned Whale," and
on the Gravid Uterus and the arrangement of the Foe-

tal Membrane in the Cetacea.

Medical Society of West Virginia.—The sessions

of this society were held at Wheeling, W>st Va., June
5th, 6th, and 7th, 1872, and the following named officfTS

were elected for the ensuing year:

—

President, Dr. R.

H. Cumming. of Wheeling ; \st Vice-President. Dr. Roe-
mer. of Charleston; 'Id Vice-President, Dr. Davis; 3d
Vice-President, Dr. Moore, of Wellsburg; Secretary,

Dr. William Dent ; Treasurer. Dr. J. C, Hupp ; Censors,

Drs. Bates, Young, Allen, Hildreth, Hall, Safford and
Davis ;

Committee'on Publication, Drs. Bates, Hupp, Hil-

dreth andWm. Dent; Committee on Necrology, Drs. Haz-
lett, Berkebile, and Roemer ; Committee on New Reme-

dies, Drs. Jepson and Pipes; Essayists, Drs. Davis and
Berry

I

Coinntittee on Medicil Uotnny, Drs. Ilililreih,

Wietiel, Bronson, Brownfield, Koemer, and Harris;

Comniillee iif Arranyements, l>r. Davis, an<l the mem-
bers of the society in Parkersburg : Cinumittfon CU-
nxiioloyyaiid A'pideniics, Drs. Roeincr, Harris, Hildreth,

Wilson, and Kam.sey.

CvKSAREAN Operation in the United States.—Dr.

Robert Harris, Phil., Pa. (Am. Journal Obsti-lrics), in

a valuable paper on this subject, gives a table ol the

operations in the United States (17 cases), whicii were
performed during or at the close of the first day of la-

bor, sliowing the value of timely surgical interference.

In all of the ca.ses but one, the child was removed
alive. Of these, 8 were white women : D wt re black

women. Five white women recovered; 7 black

women recovered. Children saved, 14. 73^^ per cent,

of women, and 86-,V of children saved by operating

early.

Tiic comparative results of the Cicsarean operation

in the two countries are as follows : Great Bi iUiin and
Irelauil. cases, luC, fatal, 88. Children s^aved, 60.

United States, 6U ; fatal, 28. Children saved, 27.J

I.MPEKFORATE Ancs.—J. IT. Poolcy, M.D., Tonkers,

N. Y. (Am. Jonni. Obstetrics), details 38 ca.ses of im-

perforate anus, the rectum communicating with the

vagina. He remarks in the first place that it is

not immediately or necessarily dangerous to life, for

one of the patients is stated to have lived a hundred
years. Three are stated to have borne children ; two
were in the habit of sexual intercourse, and their mal-

formation wa.s not discovered until they reached adult

life. Others are .'Stated to have reached the ages re-

spectively of twenty, twenty-two, seventeen, and six-

teen years. But in all these cases the unnatural open-
ing must have been of unusual size, and in fact is stated

in .several to have been large enough to ailinit one or

two lingers. These cases are therefore clearly excep-
tional. For though the fistulous communication may
be suflicient to answer the demands of nature and avert

danger during the early months ol" life, yet the danger
is always imminent that, as the f«eces become more
and more abundant and more consistent, a fatal ob-

struction may occur.

The operation, whatever the special condition may
be, consists essentially of two parts : first, to secure

and maintain an opening into the bowel at the natural

site of the anus; second, to close the unnatural open-
ing into the vagina. The first is far easier of attain-

ment than the other.

Urn publications.

Books Received.

A Tear-Book of TnERAPECTics, Pharmacy, i and
Ai-lied Sciences, edited by Horatio C. Wood Jr.,

M.D., Prof. Jled. Botany. University Penn. Isew
York. : W. Wood & Co. 1872.

A System of Surgery. PATnoLOGicAL, Diagnostic,
TnERAPEUTIC, AND OPERATIVE. By SaMUEL D.
Gross. M.D.. LL.D.. D.C.L., Oxon. Prof. Surgery,
Jefferson Medical College. Phila. Fifth edition,|in two
vols. Philadelphia : Henry C. Lea. 1872.
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Original Commuuicatious.

CASES OF

INFLAMMATORY CHANGES AND ATRO-
PHY OF THE OPTIC NERVE AND

RETINA.

CESULTS OF THE TREATMENT BY MERCURY
AND POTASS. lODID. COMPARED WITH
THOSE OBTAINED FROM STRYCHNINE.

By CHARLES S. BULL, M.D.,

ASSISTANT SURGEON TO THE MANHATTAN EYE AND EAR HOSPITAL.
CLINICAL ASSISTANT TO THE NEW YOBK EYE INFUIMAEY.

Since Nagel published his monograph upon the use of

strychnine in cases of amaurosis and amblyopia de-

pendent upon affections of the optic nerve and retina,

the subject has excited a great deal of interest through-

out the ophthalmological Avorld, and ophthalmologists,

spurred on to new experiments with the drug by tlje

marvellous results gained by Nagel, have perliaps had

their expectations raised too high, and have not con-

fined themselves closely enough to his directions as to

what forms of disease this treatment is applicable to,

and hence have used it indiscriminately in all affections

of the optic nerve and retina. As might have been ex-

pected, the results of such a general use of the drug
have been on the whole unfavorable, and it has been
dropped like many another one in past years, and
seems likely soon to meet with unmerited abuse. For
months back it has scarcely been possible to take up a

journal without finding some mention of this method
of treatment, and it is with no intention of attempting
to give any new hints upon its use that the following

cases are published, but simply for the purpose of com-
paring the results obtained by the treatment with
strychnine with those gained in the old way by mer-
cury, antiphlogistics, and iodide of potassium. Some
of the cases were pure inflammation of the sheath and
trabecular tissue of the optic nerve ; some were cases of

ischajmia papilte or choked disk ; and others again
were cases of simple, primary atrophy of the nerve.

They are twelve in number, six of which were treated

by the old method, and six by the hypodermic injec-

tion of strychnine, and after giving the treatment and
results in detail, it will be very ea?y to draw the con-
clusions which naturally follow.

I. Secondary Atrophy of both Optic PapillcE.—C. A.,

30, married, England, roofer and painter, was admitted
to the Manhattan Eye and Ear Hospital in the latter

part of Januar}^, 1871. He stated that he had been a

healthy man up to his 18th year, when he contracted a

chancre, which was followed by enlargement of the in-

guinal glands, sore throat, alopecia, and osteoscopic

pains. His father and mother were both healtliy and
lived to an advanced age. His business obliged him to

boil paint in preparation for roofing, and he attributes

his loss of sight to this occupation. About three months
previous to admission he noticed a cloudy appearance
before his left eye, and this soon occurred in the right

one also. The dimness of vision has steadily increased
until he now has merely perception of light in the left

eye; in the right eye V. == f^. He has never been a

drinker of alcoholics, but admits having used tobacco
to excess. Before his sight commenced to be affected,

he had frequently suffered from severe headaches and
vertigo. His vi;^ion is not improved by any glasses.

and there is no binocular single vision, owing to the

left eye never fixing. The tension is normal in both

eyes. There is complete color-blindness in the inner

and upper quadrants of the visual Held of right eye, and
in the rest of the field he only recognizes blue and
yellow.

Oph thcdm ofcopic Examin a lio Ti.— Left Eye.—Almost
complete white atrophy of the optic disk. The arteries

are very small, and the white lines along the vessels are

not only present upon the papilla, but extend for a

considerable distance over the fundus, showing that the

thickening of the adventitia of the vessels has extended

very far. The disk is surrounded by a dense white

ling, and there are absolutely no small vessels visible

upon the disk. The refraction of the papilla was em-
metropic, that of the central atrophic excavation M 5^4,

and that of the yellow spot M^-m. The layer of hex-

agonal cells, in which the rods and cones are embedded,
was atrophied, and the choroidal vessels showed plain-

ly through.

Right Eye.—The atrophic appearance was confined

to the outer and lower half of the disk, and the arteries

were not so small as in the left eye, but the veins were
much more tortuous and engorged. The white lines

along the vessels, though present, were much less pro-

nounced than in the left eye. The refraction of the

papilla was emmetropic, of the central atrophic excava-

tion M -jiV, and of tlie macula M -/g.

The patient was placed upon mercurial treatment,

a drachm of the ointment being spread upon one arm
from the shoulder to the elbow every night and morn-
ing, until symptoms of ptyalism appeared, and then a

mixture of Potass, iod. gr. x., and Tinct. ferri chloridi

gtt. X. given three times a day.

February 11, 1871. In the right eye vision had sunk
from f to 2V, the field of vision remaining about the

same, and with no perceptible change in the ophthal-

moscopic appearances. His left eye remained the same.

His tobacco was then cut off, and the potash and iron

given in increased doses. The patient remained under
observation about three months, and during this time

the vision steadily grew worse, until at the last exam-
ination it was only -^^j with the right eye ; the left one
remaining unchanged.

II. Neuro-retinitis Descendens.—J. K., aged 24, single,

U. S., carpenter, was admitted to the Manhattan Eye
and Ear Hospital December 7, 1870. He stated that he
had always been health}', with the exception of an at-

tack of typhoid fever eight years previously, from which
he soon entirely recovered. About three months ago
he noticed one morning, on arising, a slight cloud before

the left eye, which steadily increased in extent, and in

about a week the same thing occurred in the right eye.

For some time previously he had been troubled with
headache and dizziness, and some vague rheumatic

pains in the left knee and ankle.

Right eye, V. = S{i
; left eye, V. = o^rrr, and no improve-

ment by any kind of glasses. The field of vision of the

right eye was normal in extent and without any defect,

and the color perception was intact, though somewhat
dulled at the periphery. The visual field of the lejt eye

was defective in the inferior and external quadrant,

and in this same region the color-sense was destroyed.

Ophthalmoscopic Examination.—Refraction of the

right nerve + 36, of the left nerve + 24. The optic pa-
pillaa of both eyes very much inflamed and swollen,

projecting perceptibly into the vitreous humor, the out-

lines indistinguishable Irom the rest of the fundus.

The arteries and veins are both very much enlarged

and distorted, and numerous hemorrhages, some large,

some small, are to be seen scattered all over the fundus
in the course of the veins. The whole retina is very
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ccilematous, so much so in spots as to conceal the
'

ve&rels from view. Tlie region roiiinl the nmcula is I

intensely congested in both eyes, thon^^h tlie BWelline '

is here U'ss. Leeclies were npphed to ihi? temples, and '

tlie mercurial ointment rubbed into the arm from
|

shouhler to elbow every night and morning until
^

symptoms of ptyalism appeared. The mercury was
tlicn discontinued, and Potass, iodid. grs. x. ailminis-

tered three times a day, and carried uj) to toleration,

which amounted in his ca<e to gis. xl., thiee times a

day ; blue glasses were ordered.

'December \dth. liight eye,Y. = 1^,; Wteye,Y. = fh.
January 15, 1871. JUght eye, V. = |S ;

le/l ^V' V. = H.
Jauwiry 19, 1871. JHf/lileye, V. = JS ; M fys, V. = H.

The field of vision is entirely restored in tlie left eye,

but the color-?ense remains somewhat dulled. Much
of the hemorrhage along the vessels has disappeared,

but considerable serous infdtration still remains in the

optic papilhe and retinae.

The patient now remained in statu quo for some
time. There has at no time been any central scoto-

ma. a.

February 7//(.—R. E., V. = 1
;
L. E., V.= tl Signs

of an abundant deposit of pigment in the retina have

made their appearance, particularly in the left eye

around tlie macula, and wherever there had been a

hemorrhage of any considerable size there could be

seen a patch of pigment.

February 22(/.—R. E., V. - 1 ; L. E., V.= JJ with

some dithculty. Pigmentary deposit still increasing.

The serous infiltration has entirely disappeared, and

both nerves begin to assume a suspiciously gray ap-

pearance.

March Sth.—R. E., V. = 1 ; L. E., V. = i^, and ^ Iso TJ.,

A., and C. of XX. The pigment deposit in the region

of the macula of the n'yht eye is increasine in extent.

The outline of the papilla of the left eye is perfectly

distinct and the vessels are less tortuous.

March 22d.—R. E., V. = 1 ; L. E., ¥."= almost 1.

Patient reading at 20 feet all the letters of XX. but E.

and L.

April Y^th.—Vision for the distance in both eyes is

the same as at last date. R. E. reads Jaeger Ko. 8,

L. E. reads Jaeger Xo. 9 at about 12".

June 21sf.—R. E., V. = 1 ; L. E., Y. = almost 1.

Reads Jaeger Xo. 8 with either eye. Masses of pig-

ment very much increased in both eyes, paiticularly

around the nerve and macula. Xot inuch change in

the nerves themselves, except the grayish hue. The
patient has not used the blue glasses for about seven

weeks, and has continued to work regularly at his trade,

and says he can read the larger type of a newspaper.
Case III.

—

Thomas Cooney, 12 years of age, U. S.,

was admitted to the Manhattan Eye and Ear Hospital

February 11th, 1871. For the last five years the

patient has suffered from morbus coxarius of the right

side, and the joint is now anchj-losed and all suppu-
ration has ceased. Three years ago he was suddenly
atta-jked with vomiting, which continued for several

hours, and the next morning vision in both eyes was
obscured by a cloud, which increased in extent and
density until in the evening he was totally blind. This
total blindness lasted ten days, and then the vision

gradually returned, and remained for a short time at

nearly a normal standard, but afterwards gradually and
steadily decreased. He has never suflfered from any
head symptoms nor from pain in tlie eyes, and his gen-
eral appearance is that of a boy in robust health.

Right Eye, V. = dim perception of light; refraction

emmetropic. Left Eye, V. = fingers in 5 leet ; refraction

emmetropic. There is no defect in the lelt visual field,

nor any disturbance of the perception of colors.

Ophthnlmosropie Eraminalion.— Right Eye.—Com-
jdete white di.'^coloration of the optic pnpilla. The
disk is surroun<le<l by an atrophic ring of degenerated

connective tissue of a still more brilliant while. Both
arteries and veins are very small, and the white lines

along the vessels are very distitictly marked.
Jjtjt Eye.—Wiiite discoloration of the inferior and

external J of the papilla, though the whiteness is not

so marked as in the other eye. The arteries are small

and their adventitia degenerated, but the veins aro

distended and tortuous.

Tlie patient was placed upon the use of mercurial in-

unctions night and morning, accompanied by potass,

iodid. grs. v. tcr die, and at the end of a week ihe mer-
cury was discontinued and the potash given in in-

creased doses. The vision in the right eye remained
the saine, but in the left eye it slowly improved, so

that at the end of April V. was equal to \!^ ; but be -

yond this point it never rose, although he has returned

at stated intervals ever since.

Case IV.

—

Xeuro-Retinitis Dcsccndenx.—H. R., 32,

married, U. S., was admitted to the Manhattan Eye
and Ear Hospital July 24th, 1871. Seven months ago
the patient was delivered of her fifth child, and she has
been weak and anaemic ever since. Two or three days
after her confinement she was attacked with dysentery
which lasted six weeks, and at that time she was trou-

bled with dimness of vision and muscse volitantes. She
recovered from this, though severe headaches, coming
on paroxysmally, stdl remained. On July 9th she was
suddenly attacked by severe pain in the eyes, and the

cloudy vision returned, accompanied by severe head-
ache in the occipital region. She has suffered from
uterine trouble for several years back, and has lately

had intermittent fever of the tertian type. July 10th
the cloud before the eyes thickened, and on the eve-

ning of that day she could not distinguish the brightest

li<;ht from darkness. The amaurosis and headache con-

tinued until July 21st, when a leech was applied to

each temple, and the bleeding kept up for an hour af-

terwards. That evening she could distinguish the

stair-rods on the carpet, and thinks that on the date of

admission she could see somewhat better. She cannot
count fingers with either eye, but distinguishes the

movements of the hand at four feet from the eyes.

The pupils are moderately dilated, but react quite slug-

gishly.

OpJithalmoscopic Examination.— Slight haziness of the

vitreous in both eyes. Marked congestion of both
nerves and retinae as well as great oedema, particularly

in the right eye. There are no hemorrhages visible,

nor any exudation save a serous one. The veins are

very tortuous and distended with very dark blood.

Refraction of both disks about H -}i.

Treatment.—Mercurial inunction to the arms contin-

ued for a week, and iron and quinine by the mouth,
with a tepid batli every morning.

August dth.—The gums have been slightly touched,

and the mercury was discontinued, and potass, iodid.

in grs. X. doses, ter in die, prescribed. The iron and
quinine were continued. On the second day after the

treatment was commenced, the vision began to im-
prove rapidly, and at present date (Aug. 9th) it is in

right eye ^p, in the left eye ^f. The exudation has en-

tirely disai)peared from the disks, but the veins are still

swollen and distorted. The haziness of the vitreous is

almost gone, but the outer halves of both papillae are

very white, though the arteries are not diminished in

calibre.

August ISih.—V. = ^^^ in both eyes. The outer

halves of the papillae show signs of progressive white
atrophy. The arteries and veins are both diminished
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in calibre, and there are some inflammatory changes

commencing in the macula of the left eye. The inner

halves of the piipilkx} are still somewhat congested.

September 2'2d.—Vision in the right eye is only |?;

;

in the left eye about the same as at the last visit, per-

haps a trille better. Patient complains of pain in the

riglit eye and temple. The atrophic changes in the

choroid of tlie left eye are somewliat more advanced.

Since this date the patient has not returned.

Case V.

—

Atrophi/ of both Ojdic iVe)-ce.«.—S. S., 4G,

married, U. S., carpenter, was admitted to the Manhat-
tan Eye and Ear Hospital June 7th, 1871. The patient

has always been sickly, and wlu'u young he had an at-

tack of pneumonia. He has always been m.ore or less

subject to malarial fever. In his youth he was a hard

drinker, but now he scarcely ever drinks, and he has

used no tobacco for five years. Five years ago he sud-

denly noticed one evening a cloud before his right eye,

which increased so rapidly in density, and interfered

so much with his vision, that in fifteen minutes lie be-

came entirely blind, and remained so for eleven weeks.

Three months later he was attacked in the same way
in the left eye, but remained blind in this eye for a

much less time. While under a course of mercury and
quinine for an attack of intermittent fever, his sight

commenced to return in both eyes, and continued to

improve up to eighteen months ago, since which time

there has been no change. Headache and vertigo have
occasionally been present.

Examination.—Right eye, V. = fingers in 2 feet; left

eye, V. = fingers in 18 feet—reads Sn. CO. in 8 feet.

No improvement in either eye by glasses. There is no
central scotoma nor any limitation of the field of vision

in either eye. There is, however, a very marked dis-

turbance in the perception of color. With the left eye

he only recognizes blue and orange; he calls green, pink,

and yellow all luhiie ; and he does not recognize the re-

maining colors. All the colors grow darker and more
indistinct towards the periphery. With the right eye

he only recognizes blue.

Oplithalmoscopical Examination.—Both optic disks

are of a dense white color when examined by the in-

verted image, and in the upright image assume a distinct

bluish tint. The arteries are very small and in some
places almost indistinguishable. Both disks are exca-
vated down to the cribriform fascia, and the excavation
extends all round to the margin of the disk. Both optic

papilte are surrounded by a secondary ring of atrophy,

and this again partially by an incomplete ring of pig-

ment. There are also atrophic changes scattered about
all over the choroid, but particularly between the disk

and macida.

The patient was placed upon the use of mercury by
inunction, followed by potass, iodid. in doses of grs.

X. ter in die, pushed to toleration, which in his case
amounted to grs. xxx. three times a day. He also

took a Turkish bath once a week. Under this treat-

ment his vision improved somewhat in the left eye, so

that at the end of two months he could read Sn. C. at

20 feet, but the vision in the right eye remained unim-
proved, and no further change for the better took place

in the left eye. He was discharged from the hospital,

al"ter four months' treatment, much improved in his

general health, but with no further change for the

better in his vision than before stated.

Case VI.

—

Neuro-retinitis Descendens, ending in atro-

phy.—Wm. R., 50, Eng., married, sailor, was admit-
ted to the Manhattan Eye and Ear Hospital April 17,

1871. He stated that he had been a tolerably healthy
man, with the exception of an attack of the yellow
fever fifteen years ago. He denied ever having had any
venereal disorder, but admitted having been a hard

smoker and drinker. Three years ago he had a severe

attack of facial erysipelas. About the preceding Chiist-

nias his eyes commenced to trouble him, and lie com-
plained of flying specks and a blue cloud before his

eyes. For some time this continued to grow worse,

then it remained for a time at a stand-still, and after-

wards grew better up to a month ago, since which time
the vision has remained stationary. He has never had
any pain in the eyes, and but little photophobia. The
field of vision is unimpaired in either eye, and the color

perception nearly normal, there being a slight difliculty

in distinguishing between green and yellow at the

periphery.

Examination.—Right eye, V. = -f^^^j, left eye, V. =:
-/,f^-,

no improvement by glasses.

Ophthalmoi^copic Examination.—Refraction of both
eyes emmetropic. Both disks very much congested
and their external halves infiltrated with a serous fluid.

Veins very much engorged and tortuous, arteries not
much altered in calibre. There are the remains of

some hemorrhages into the retina, and the appearance
of the retina and choroid is hazy and indistinct.

Two leeches were applied to each temple, and the

following day the treatment by mercurial iimnction was
begun. Symptoms of ptyalism appeared at the end of

the fifth day, and the mercury was then discontinued

and potass, iodid. and iron administered three limes a

day. At the end of the third week after admission

another examination was made, and all the signs of in-

flammation had nearly disappeared. TJie veins were
still somewhat enlarged, but the arteries showed a

distinct lessening of their calibre. The retina and disk

had lost their indistinct outlines, and the outer half of

each optic papilla showed a suspiciously gray appear-

ance. Vision had improved in both eyes, so that with
the right eye he could read Sn. C. at twenty feet, and
with the left eye Sn. LXX. at twenty feet. At the end
of another three weeks of the same treatment the vis-

ion had not improved, and the ophthalmoscope showed
marked white atrophy of the outer halves of the two
disks, with progressive diminution in the calibre of the

arteries, and he was therefore discharged from the

hospital, with directions to report at intervals.

Case VII.—Lafayette Decker, 27, U. S., single, ma-
chinist, was admitted to the Manhattan Eye and Ear
Hospital November 10th, 1871. The patient stated

that in August, 1865, while in the army, the sight ofthe

Ift eye suddenly became dim without any premonitory
symptoms, and this was accompanied by great pain in

the eye and left siile of the head. In the space of

three weeks he became entirely blind, that is, he had

merely perception of light in the left eye, and remained

so for a number of weeks ; and then the vision grad-

ually returned until he could count fingers at one foot in

the upper and inner part of the visual field, and he thinks

the sight has remained about the same for the past

three years. During all this time the vision of the

right eye remained perfect, but on the morning of No-
vember 6, four days previous to admission to the hos-

pital, a cloud appeared before the right eye, and vision

diminished very rapidly, so that on the day of admis-

sion he had lost all power of fixation with the right

eye, and had only slight perception of light. There is

no color scotoma demonstrable in either eye. and no
field demonstrable in the right eye.

Examination.— Right eye, no fixation; V, = percep-

tion of light. Left eye, concentric limitation of field

of vision; V. = i%. No color scotoma.

Ophthalmoscopic E.xamiiiation.—Riglit eye, ischsemia

papilte, veins very much engorged, outline of the optic

disk very indistinct, considerable oedematous infiltration

of the papilla and retina, so that the refraction of the
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papilhi is II ^^4 in an oye otlierwiso probably emmetropic,

iudgiii}? I'roiu the feilow-eye. Left r^c, >rray atrophy of

the exiern:il two-thirds of the optic jiapiUa, very small

artorifS with greatly thickened adveiitilin, and oven

some diminution of the venous calilMi'. Tlio white-

ness of the siderotic ring round the di^^k is especially

marked. No elianpe in the choroidal epithelium or

stroma. It was determined in tliis ciise to employ the

hypodermic injection of strychnine, as the two differ-

ent affections of atrophy and isclw-uinia papilte .were

so well marked in his case. Strych. nitratis gr. :,V vvas

injected in the right temple, and in about ten minutes

t!ie patient himself noticed an improvement in the

vision of the ritfld eye, but no examination was made.

Xov. \Mh. il. E., V. = fingers in 6 inches, L. E.,

V. = jj. Strych. nitr. gr, ./,-.

.Vol'. 15//1. R. E., V. = fingers in 12 inches, L. E.,

V. = xt Strych. nitr. gr. vV-

Nov. \Qlh. Dark day, no cxaniination. Strych.

nitr. gr. -/«•

Xov. Vith. R. E., V. = fingers in G feet, recognizes

blue, red, and yellow. L. E., V. = \% reads No. 3

Jaeger at one foot. Strych. nitr. gr. /x.

.Vol', l^th. Dark day, no examination. Strych.

nitr. gr. A.
Nov. 20th. R. E., V. = -/.?„-+ ;

L. E., V. = |a

Strych. gr. iV.

Nov. 22d. R. E., V. = -L-+
; L. E, V. = §a. Strych.

nitr. gr. ^r-

Nov. 21th. R. E., V. = -/,r ; L. E., V. = fingers in

1 foot. Sudden diminution in the visual power of both

eye^, and on examination with the ophthalmoscope

both optic disks were seen to be deeply congested.

Strvch. nitr. gr. v\r-

Nov. 2dth. R. E., V. = -i-; L. E., V. = fingers in

I foot. Strych. nitr. gr. -h.

Dec. Isf. R. E., V. = -»- ; no limitation of visual

field. L. E., Y. = fingers in 2 feet. Strych. nitr.

gr. i^r.

Dec. Gth. R. E., Y. = -\-; L. E., Y. = fingers in 4

I'eet. Strych. nitr. gr. -/,7.

Dec. 8th. R. E., Y. = ?-+
;
L. E.. Y. = fingers in

5 feet. Strych. gr. -.,\j

Dec. nth. R. E., Y. = -5-+
; L. E., Y. = -j-. Strych.

nitr. gr. ^\;.

Dec. im. R. E., Y. = i-; L. E., Y. = -I; the

lefc optic disk shows a very strong tendency to atro-

phic cupping, and in the horizontal meridian of the

fundus are minute white spots of exudation, the results

of a secondary inflammatory process. Strych. nitr.

^^Dec. 15th. R. E., Y. = |8 ;
L. E., Y. = ,o. Strych.

nitr. gr. /,; ; the inner half of the papilla of the right

eye is very indistinct, and the blurred condition en-

croaches upon the rest of the fundu«.

Dec. I8th. R. E., Y. = f« + ; L. E., Y. = t'd. Strych.

nitr. gr. -/i^.

Dec. 22(1. R. E., Y. = fS; L. E., Y. = "^l Strych.

nitr. gr. -/,:.

Dec. 2dth. R. E., Y. = |?, ; L. E, Y. = fS + . Strich.

nitr. gr.
-i\-, ; the field of vision of the right eye is de-

fective upwards, outwards, and downwards; that of

the left eye is detective everywhere.

Jan. 5th. R. E., Y. = fj; L. E., V. = fa. Strych.

nitr. gr. -iV-

Jav. I2th. R. E., Y. = fR ; L. E., Y. r= .vl^r. Strich.

nitr. gr. -,\-
;

peripherical vision of the left eye is not

entirely absent, but is very defective. There is no
color scotoma. There is no limitation of the field

of vision of the right eye. This patient is still

under treatment, and it seems to me that the

same process would have resulted in the right eye

as is now present in the Je/t eye, i. e,, progressive white

atrophy, if tlie case had not been at once taken

in hand and treated carefull}'. Whether we should

have gained equally favorable results from the

use of mercury and potass, iudid. is an open ques-

tion.

Cask YIII.—John K., 33, Ireland, married, black-

smith, was admit ted to the Manhattan Eye and Ear Hos-
pital I)eeend3er4th, 1871. lie stated that he had always

been a perfectly healthy man until last May, when one

evening he caught cold in his riyht eye, and that night

it became very much inllamed, and the next morning
he could not lift his upper eyelid. This condition ot"

things lasted for two months, and then commenced to

get better; but simultaneously with the recovery from

the ptosis his sight commenced to fail and grew rapidly

worse. Early in October the vision of the left eye

conmienced to fail just as it had done in the i-iyht eye.

He has never had any iieal symptoms of any kind, and
his general health has remained good.

Kcamination.—R. E., Y. = fingers at 18 inches;

L. E., Y. = fS. No visual field demonstrable in the

ruiht eye. No limitation of the A'isual field and no
color scotoma in the left eye.

Ophthalmoscopic Examination.—R. E. The whole

disk is grayish-white in color, but the vessels are not

much changed either in their calibre or course. The
white ring round the papilla, the results of a perineu-

ritis, is very marked, and the outer i of the disk is some-
what swollen and reddened. There are patches of

choroidal atrophy in the equatorial region, and a de-

posit of pigment at the external margin of the disk,

the latter probably congenital. Left eye.—Gray atro-

phy confined to the outer half of the disk
;
pigment de-

posit around the external margin of the papilla
;
the

arteries are small, their adventitia hypertrophied, and
the results of a recent perineuritis are marked. Though
we have no history of any head sym[)toms, yet a cere-

bral origin, resulting in a neuritis descendens, may be
suspected. Strych. nitr. gr. -/u was injected hypoder-

mically in the temple.

Dec. 5th. R. E., Y. = fingers at 18 inches ; L. E.,

Y. = fS. Strych. nitr. gr. 4^,7.

Dec. Gth. R. E., Y. = somewhat worse ; L. E.,

Y. = tu- Strych. nitr. gr. aV-

Dec. 8lh. R. E., Y. = lingers in 1 foot; marked
eccentric limitation of visual field, and marked color-

blindness, only recognizing yellow. L. E., Y. = f{}.

The ring of perineuritic atrophy in both eyes is very

irregular in shape and extent. The ring of pigmentary

deposit round the papillte is increasing. There is a

ring of perineural atrophy, then a ring of congested,

oedematous retinal tissue, and then the ring of pigment
deposit most external. In the i-ight eye there is one

large spot of reddish exudation in the macula, and
several similar spots between the latter and the disk.

Strvch. nitr. 2r.
-/o'-

Dec. nth. R. E., Y. - fingers at 1 foot ; L. E., Y.= |i
Patient complains of a soreness and dull pain in both

eyes and has had no sleep for two nights. Strych.

nitr. gr. -./,;.

Dec. Uth. R. E., Y. = fingers at 1 foot; L. E., V. =
\°: Strych. nitr. gr. ^^.

Dec. I5th. R. E., Y. = fingers at 1 foot ; L. E., Y. =
§S + . Strych. nitr. gr. 2^,;. Arteries of the right optic

disk extremely small. Fatty changes in the macula

are increasing in size.

Dec. 18th. R. E., Y. = fingers in 18 inches ; L. E.,

Y. = IR. Strych. nitr. gr, t^j.

Dec. 22c?. R. E., Y. = ^^; L. E., Y. = §g + . Strych.

nitr. gr. -^.j.

Dec. 21th. R. E., Y. = ^^u ; L.E., Y. = §& + . Strych.
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nitr. gr. iV- The field of vision of right eye is widening
downwards and outwards.

Bee. 29fh. R. E., V. = ^Stt with lower and inner

half of retina ; L. E., V. = |S, all but E. and a. Strych.

nitr. gr. -,V. Pupil of the 7-igJit eye for the first time

reacts to slight illumination. Complete color-blindness

of rig/it eye
;
he calls all colors white except yellow.

No disturbance of the color-sense in left eye. Strych.

nitr. gr. -^K;.

Jan. 5th. 1872. R. E., V. = jh', L. E., V. = fj.

Fatty exudations in» the region of the macula of the

right eye are extending downwards ;
vision remains

eccentric, confined to the inner half of the retina.

Case IX.—E. D., 40, Scotland, widow, seamstress

;

applied for assistance at the New York Dispensary
July 26th, 1871. The patient stated that she had never
had an}"- trouble with her eyes till about five years ago,

when the vision of the left eye commenced to fail, and
soon after the trouble appeared in the right eye. The
sight grew gradually but steadily worse, and she de-

scribes the trouble as if a fog were drawn before the

eyes, which increased in density. She has never suf-

fered from flashes of light nor from muscce volitanfes.

Pain has been felt in the eyes at irregular intervals,

and is at times very intense. There have never appeared
any flashes of color before the eyes, but she has had
great difficulty in distinguishing colors, and says that

there were some which she could not distinguish at all.

For some years she has been obliged to use her eyes a

great deal for sewing, particularly late at night. Her
general health has all the time been good. Two
months ago she left off working at night, and has since

taken a great deal of exercise, and she thinks that the

siglit is better, and the diflSculty of distinguishing colors

is less marked.
Mcamiuaiion.—'R. E., V. = ^^+ ; L. E., V. = tS + ,

no improvement by glasses. No limitation of field of

vision in either eye, and the sense of color is only

blunted towards the periphery.

Ophthalmoscopic E.raminalinn.—Refraction about em-
metropic. Some oedema of the centres of both disks.

The outer halves of both disks are of a dirty-white

color, and the retinal arteries show some diminution
of calibre. There is a deposit of pigment along the

outer margin of both disks. The atrophic changes are

somewhat more marked in the right eye. There are

no central scotomata.

Strych. nitr. gr. ^^r "was injected hypodermically
into the temple, and in about six minutes the patient

said that objects seemed clearer than before, and this

clearing up of the visual field continued for some
minutes, alter which there was no further change.

July 29th. R. E., V. = ^H; L. E., V. = §8+ ;
patient

reads No. 8 Jaeger without a glass. The lange of ac-

commodation is considerably hmited. Strych. nitr.

A^ugiist 1st. R. E., Y. = almost f^ ; L. E., V. = f S^
;

reads Jaeger No. 4 without a glass. Strych. nitr.

'August 3d.. R. E., V. = 1 (|&) ; L. E., V. = fS;
reads Jaeger No. 3 without a glass. On examination
with the ophthalmoscope the atrophic process seems to

have been brought to a stand-still ; there is no exten-
sion of the white color to the rest of the disk, and no
further diminution in the calibre of the arteries. The
patient was told to spare her eyes as much as possible

for a time, and to report herself once a week, but she

never appeared again, and it is therefore impossible to

say whether the etiect is permanent.
Case X.—W. S., 28, U. S., single and a butcher,

applied for treatment at the New York Dispensary

August 8th, 1871. The patient stated that he had

always been a healthy man, except about six years

aj,'o, when he had a gonorrhoea. About eighteen

months ago he noticed one morning while reading the

paper that the letters suddenly ran together, and every-

thing seemed covered with a fog. Since that time

both eyes have been affected about in the same degree,

and vision he thinks has remained about the same, with
perhaps a very slight difference in favor of the right

eye. There have been absolutely no head-symptoms.
The patient admits having used tobacco and alcoholic

stimulants to excess for a number of years.

Examination.—Rigid eye, V. = fingers at 10 inches
;

left eye, V. = fingers at 10 inches. The visual field

seems to be normal for the near point, but there is no
fixation with either eye for the distance, and no binoc-

ular single vision. He recognizes colors with the ex-

ception 0^ yellow, which he calls red, and green, which he

calls luhite.

Ophthalmoscopic Examination.—Right eye, refraction,

M /b'- Oray atrophy of the outer and lower quadrant

of the optic papilla, with atrophic changes in the region

of the macula lutea. The veins are distended and tor-

tuous, and the arteries are very much lessened in calibre.

Left eye, refraction, M /j, gray atrophy extending over

the whole of the optic disk, with marked atrophic

changes in the region of the macula. The veins are large

and tortuous, the arteries so small as to appear like

threads, and their adventitia is very much hypertrophied.

Strych. nitr. gr. /j- was injected hypodermically in

the temple, and in ten minutes the patient volunteered

the statement that he could see objects at a distance

much more distinctly.

August 10?//. Right eye, fingers at 3 feet ; left eye, V.

= fingers at 2 feet ; no fixation for the distance with
either eye. Strych. nitr. gr. tAj.

Augvst I5th. Right eye, V. with —36 = fingers at

20 feet ; fixation is now good, and an examination

shows a defect of the visual field downwards and out-

wards. Left eye, Y. with —24 = fingers at 6 feet;

field of vision is not demonstrable. Strych. nitr.

August 17th. Right eye, Y. with —36 =
f,f\,-

;

without the correcting glass, the defect in the visual

field has grown somewhat less. Left eye, with —24
V = fingers at 6 feet

;
periphery of visual field becom-

ing somewhat more distinct. Strych. nitr. gr. ^V
Augiist Idth. Right eye, with -36 V. = fS, but

somewhat eccentric. Field of vision about the same,

but he now recognizes yelloiv, though he is somewhat
doubtful about green. Left eye, with —24 Y. = fin-

gers at 6 feet. Strych. nitr. gr. -/j.

August 22d. Right eye, with -36 V. = %%; defect

in the visual field still remains. Left eye, with —24 V. =
fingers in 10 feet

;
general concentric limitation of the

field of vision. Strych. nitr. gr. ^V.

August 24:th. Right eye, with —36 V. = §& almost;

reads Jaeger No. 8 with some difficulty at 10 inches

from the eye. Left eye, with —24 V. = fingers at 10

feet. Strych. nitr. gr. /j.

August Zlst. Vision in both eyes remains the same
as at last date. Strych. nitr. gr. /„ '"'as injected, and
he was told to report about once in two weeks. He
has been seen a number of times since, the last about

Jan. 1st, 1872, and at that time the vision of the right

eye was J, but that of the left eye had grown worse,

and he could only count fingers at 6 feet.

Case XI.—M. S., 38, married, Germany, applied at

the N. Y. Dispensary for aid September 7th, 1871,

with the complaint that she was totally blind. Up to

six years ago the patient was a perfectly healthy wo-
man, at which time she married and came to this

country. Shortly after her arrival here she was seized
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with a scvore pain in her back, which followed the
course of the ureters, and somolimes seemed to shoot
u|) tiie spinal cord into the head. She became subject

to metrorrhagia, accompanied by great pain. Pain in

the chest and side has also been constant. About
two years ago she developed signs of insanity, as her
husband thinks, thouj:;li she has always been a nervous
and complaining woman .^ince her marriage. She has
never been pregnant, and for the la>t two years has
been a hard drinker. About a year ago she commenced
to complain of severe head.iche^, whicli were at first

intermittent in character, accompanied by frequent at-

tacks of vertigo, and about the same time the sight of
the left eye commenced to fail, and shortly aftt-r that

of ri'iht eye. The failure of vision was gradual, and for

the last six months the patient has not been able to

distinguish light from darkness with either eye. An
examination witli oblique illumination proves conclu-
sively that absolute amaurosis is present.

Ophthalmoscopic Exaviinaliun.—Rifjht eye, refraction

—48. Dense white atrophy of the entire papilla and
of the retina; arteries almost imperceptible; veins
somewhat fuller than normal. Deposit of pigment
along the lower, inner, and upper margin of the disk.

Central atrophic excavation of —20 refraction. Left
eye, refraction —48. Brilliant white atrophy of the

whole disk. Almost exactly the same appearances
here as in the fundus of the other eye. It is the most
marked case of optic-nerve atrophy that I have ever
seen, evidently originating in some brain lesion, and of
course a most unfavorable case to submit to any treat-

ment. Strych. nitr. gr. -},-, was injected hypodermi-
cally every day for a week, and then the dose was in-

creased to gr.
-^'o

every second day, and this was kept up
for two weeks, but there was absolutely no improve-
ment, and after a month's trial the case was given up.

Case XII.—D. M., 50, widow, Ireland, seamstress,
applied for aid at the N. Y. Dispensary October 17th,

1871. About twelve years ago she became annoyed
by the appearance of muscaj volitantes before both
eyes, and shortly afterwards a cloud appeared simulta-
neously before both eyes, which has gradually increased
in extent and opacity. The patient has never had any
head symptoms nor any pain in the eyes. She has al-

ways been myopic, but there is no insufficiency of the
internal recti muscles, and her general health is good.

Examination.—Right eye, Y. = ,2;"„
; left eye, Y. = fin-

gers in 12 feet. No improvement by glasses. The visu-
al field is eccentrically defective in both eyes. Eeads
Jaeger No. 12 with —30 with tlie right eye. No dis-

turbance in the color function of eitlier eye.

Ophthalmoscopic Examination.—Re.'raction of either
eye —16, atrophic degeneration of the optic disks,

retina, and choroid of both eyes, more pronounced in the
left eye. The atrophic process is accompanied by a
peculiar form of excavation of the disk, which is con-
fined to the upper and outer portions of the disk. In
the left eye there are atrophic changes in the region of
the macula, and spots of choroidal atrophy are scatter-
ed all over the fundus of both eyes, each one being
surrounded by a ring of pigment. The refraction of
the excavation of the left optic disk is —7, and of the
right —9. The arteries are very small, and all the ves-
sels are bent in a peculiar manner upon themselves at
the border of the excavation. Strych. nitr. gr, /^ was
injected hypodermicallv in the temple,

October \Wi. R. E., Y. = f g ; L. E., Y. = fingers at 18
feet. Strych. nitr. gr. fg,

Odoher2lst. R. E., Y. = 1% ; L. E., Y. = t.%. Strych.
nitr. gr. 3^,.

October 2Ath. R. E., Y. = f^} ; L. E., Y. = f 0,-. Strych.
nitr. gr. i\.

October 2Gfh. R. E., V. = Jg ; L. E., Y. = S^ Strych.

nitr. gr. A-
October '2Sth. Yision in both eyes remains the same

as at last date. The injections of strychnine were con-
finuc<l three times a week for three weeks longer, but
with no further improvement in the vision, and the
patient was discharged, with orders to report once a
month. On January 2(1, 1S72, the vision remained the

same as on Oct. 2Gth, 1871.

Having thus given the history* of each case .come-

what in detail, we are better able to compare the re-

sults of the two modes of treatment.

The first .six cases were treated by mercurial inunc-
tion and j)otass. iodid. The first case was one of pro-
gressive secondary atrophy of both nerves, with steady
diminution in the power of vision. Here the treat-

ment proved of no avail in arresting the course of the

disease, already far advanced. The second case was
one of neuro-retinitis descendens, a recent inflammatory
process, and here the treatment by mercury caused a
rapid improvement. A curious point in the case Avas

the continuance of serous mfiltration of the retina, after

the absorption of the hemorrhages. Beyond a certain

point there was a long period of non-improvement.
The third case was one of simple atrophy of the

optic disk, with some points in its history giving rise

to the supposition that it might have been due to an
embolus of the central artery. Here there was very
little improvement by the mercurial treatment.

The fourth case was one of neuro-retinitis descendens.
The dimness of vision coming on previously during an
attack of dysentery, as well as tlie secondary acute in-

flammation, was undoubtedly due to anajmia. Here
the mercury produced marked improvement in the
vision, and the cure remained permanent.
The fifth case was one of simple atrophy of the optic

papilla^, and after a fair trial of the mercurial treatment
there was no improvement.
The sixth case was one of neuro-retinitis of long

continuance, in which there was some slow improve-
ment under the mercurial treatment, but the disease

afterward went on to complete atrojihy, probably be-
cause of the treatment not having been commenced
early enough.
The seventh case was one of ischsemia papillae of one

eye and atrophy of the other. After the injection of
the nitrate of strychnia there was a rapid improvement
in the vision, noticed by the patient himself In the
course of the treatment a neuro-retinitis was developed
in both eyes, followed by a slow improvement in the
right eye, and tendency to atrophic cupping in the left,

with steady diminution of vision.

The eighth ca.'e was one of interstitial atrophy of
both disks, complicated with choroidal trouble in the
right eye. Steady improvement under the use of
strychnine in the left eye, and later some improvement
in the vision of the right eye.

The ninth case was one of discoloration of the papil-

lae premonitory of atrophy, with marked diminution of
the range of accommodation. Steady improvement
under the use of strychnine, ending in complete restora-

tion of the vision and of the range of accommodation.
The tenth case was one of interstitial atrophy of

the optic nerve, from abuse of alcoholics and tobacco.
Shght improvement in the vision of the left eye, and
great improvement in that of the right eye, up to nearly
the normal standard, under the use of strychnine.
The eleventh case was one of complete atrophy of

the nervous fibrillse, dependent on some brain-lesion.

No improvement from the use of strychnine after a
month's trial.
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The twelfth case was one of atrophy of the connec-
tive-tissue framework of the nerve and choroid, in

which ttiere was marked improvement from the use of

strychnine. Looking over the cases once more, I

think we may draw the conclusion that in case of re-

cent inflammation, such as neuro-retinitis, the treat-

ment by mercury seems to give the best results ; for

strj'chnine seems to exert but little influence upon a

recent inflammatory process. But in all the other

cases, whether recent or chronic, provided the disease

has not lasted a long time, we gain the most rapid and
permanent improvement from the use of strychnine.

In one case only did it fail, and here there was manifestly

complete atrophy of the nerve-structure. At some
future time I hope to increase the number of cases

which may aid in corroborating the above view.

Ko. 7 West 40th Street.

THE INTRAUTERINE GALVANIC PES-
SARY.

By ALEXANDER MURRAY, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

Having used for the last four years the different forms
of the galvanic pessaries, I can Avith confidence re-

commend them as well fitted for the special object for

which they are employed; that is, to keep up a mild,

steady galvanic current in the uterus. By such gentle

and continued stimulation of the whole uterine system,

the functions of the uterus are thus excited to the

proper perf)rmance of their duty, or recalled when they
have been suspended; while, on the other hand, gal-

vanism in my hands has frequently failed to restore the

menstrual discharge when apphed directly for that

special purpose, and has at times recalled the secretion

even when it has ceased to flow for several years, when
used in the treatment of other diseases remote from the

uterine region. Faradization is a more potent em-
menagogue, and seldom fails to restore the menses when
suspended either from cold or other slight causes. I

have sometimes restored the catamenial flow while the
patient has been in my office. LTsually, after the third or

fourth application, I use the secondary current daily

as strong as can be borne, commencing a few days
before the expected monthly period ; by applying it to

the spine and over the ovaries, or wath my adjustable

intra-uterine and ovarian electrodes.

From the use of Sir James Y. Simpson's pessary I

have derived most satisfactory results; I can say the

same conditionally of Dr. Noeggerath's. That of Dr.

Thomas's, however, has not answered my expectation,

although a very ingenious and apparently a very desira-

ble instrument. The central wire is too thin, allowing it

to bend too easily, and thus rendering it difficult to be in-

serted in the uterus. Any physician who will take a pro-

file view of the pessary will at once see that an instru-

ment so constructed will necessarily make a counterpart
shape of the pessary in the lining membrane of the uter-

ine canal. Practically, he will find also that if worn for a

few weeks it will be very difficult to remove it from the

uterus. An accident happened to me while removing
one ; the central copper wire which held the beads in

position broke when attempting to withdraw it, Avhile

the remaining portion of the pessary, which was in the

body of the uterus, gave me considerable trouble to

extract, owing doubtless to the irregular wavy shape
of the uterine cavity, caused by the use of the instru-

ment. I have improved the pessary by having the

central copper wire insulated, the beads made oblong

in shape, and with truncated ends, so that when the

.series of beads are in po.sition, the stem will present

a comparatively smooth level surface. I have also in-

sulated every pair of beads (copper and zinc), and sub-
stituted for the bulb of hard rubber a disk of copper.

By this arrangement I have formed a neat voltaic pile

of five or six elements, and an instrument of some
degree of intensity.

1. Sir J. Y. Simpson's. 2. Dr. Noeggerath's. 3. Dr. Thomas's.
The artist in this drawing represents a metallic disk instead of a
round bulb of hard rubber similar to No. 2. 4. Dr. Thomas's, im-
proved. 5 and C. Dr. MiuTay's.

My pessary is made of a thick wire of copper No.
IG, insulated with rubber or gutta percha, on one end
of which a fine wire. No. 22, of zinc, is attached (not

soldered). This wire is wound around the outside of

the insulation in a groove about one-twelfth of an inch

apart, and sufficiently deep to allow the wire when
placed in position to be on a level with the insulated

surf ice. The other end of this wire is fastened to a

ring of zinc about oi;e-fburth of an inch of the disk.

The latter is made of copper, cup-shaped, with the

edges well rounded and smooth to accommodate itself

to the form of the neck of the uterus. Although this

pessary answered the purpose intended, yet it was
unreliable owing to the fragile nature of the zinc wire,

which was at any time liable to be broken when wound
around the stem, and thus destroy the continuity of

the galvanic current. To avoid this probable defect,

and to carry out the same principle in a more secure

and permanent manner, the new pessary No. 5 is in-

troduced. It is a simple contrivance, and one that

will be found to answer fully and practically the special

purpose for which it is designed.

MY NEW GALVANIC PESSARY (pROPER).

The stem is made of pure zinc wath a hole running
through its centre longitudinally, in which an insulated

copper wire is inserted, one end of this wire is attached

to a small knob of zinc to form the point of the stem,

the other end passes through a disk of copper, and is

fastened to a small quadrangular-shaped nipple of cop-

per. This is perforated with a small hole to allow a

ring to be suspended from it. This ring is made of fine

copper wire twisted into a cord about three inches in

circumference, for the purpose of removing the instru-

ment when required, and also to present more metallic

surface to be acted xtpon by the normal acid secretion of
the vagina, and thus generate a mild galvanic cm-rent.

The connection between the disk of copper and the

zinc stem is insulated with a thin layer of hard rubber.

The shape of the nipple is such as will allow it to be
grasped by a pair of forceps to aid in introducing the
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pessary, if such a proceeding should be deemed neces-

sary.

THE PIFFERENT FORMS OF PESSARIES.

Sir J. Y. Siiupsoii':^ are of various size* and tliickue?s-

cs; the stem, lower lialf, and bulb are made of copper,

and the romaininplialfof zinc. That of Dr. Nocfrgerath's

is made of the same metals, arranged in two parallel

pieces the whole length of the stem, with tlie end
screwed into a bulb of vulcanite. The pessary of Dr.

Thomas is made of copper and zinc beads of a glol)ular

shape (about the size of No. 4 shot), arranged alternately

to form the stem, and with a copper wire running
throuj;h the centre of each bead, and soldered to a
thick piece of copper wire which ii inserted into a bulb
of hard rubber. In another form of pessary which I

have made and used, but have rejected after a trial in

two cases of dysmenorrhoea, the stem and disk are

made of either zinc or silver. There is an insulated

cord about fourteen inches in length, one end of which
is attached to the disk, and tlie other to a thin oval

plate of copper two by three and one-half inches
wide, .nnd covered with felt or chamois leather, so that

it can be applied either to the spine or over tlie uterus.

My patients disliked to wear this instrument, owing to

the irritation caused by the dangling of the cord be-

tween the vulva, which interferes indirectly with mic-
turition or defecation, and creates excessive moisture
about the external genitals. The instrument was
liable also to be pulled out of the uterus by accidentally

toui-hing the cord through outside pressure of the
clothes against it.

My pessary is now undergoing the crucial test. In
two ca-es I have used it with manifest success. In one
of these cases it had been worn for eleven weeks, and
in the oth»^r seventeen. Both were cases of amenor-
rha?a, with imperfect development of the uterus at

puberty, diflering only in degree. They had previously
Tv^si-Led all ti,e usual modes of general and local treat-

ment except electricity, which had not been employed.
In two cases of dysmenorrhoea with scanty menstrual
discharge, one wore the pessar}' nine weeks, and the
other thirteen. In the third case of dysmenorrhoea with
anteflexion the instrument was worn sixteen weeks;
all of these cases are so far attended with satisfactory

results.

I have used pessaries made with a stem of zinc
and a disk of silver ; but I prefer the instrument al-

ready described, as I beheve that in its construction I
have accomplished all that is practically desirable in

the galvanic pessary. Whenever I wish to excite an
immediate galvanic action when the pessary is in the
uterus, I simply moisten the sponge used to support
the pessary with distilled vinegar diluted with four
parts of water, and allow it to remain in contact
with the disk of the instrument. Sometimes I use a
little cotton batting wet with the dilute acetic acid,

and apply it around the disk. Grenerally I wait for a
few days before I employ any acid, in order to ascer-
tain if the pessary can be worn without causing any
pain or disagreeable sensations.

The new pessary is made of zinc and copper. The
desirableness of this arranrrement is made clear by facts

tested by experiments. We find that when this instru-
ment has been worn in the uterus for a short time, that
the alkalies go to the zinc and the acids to the copper,
or in other words, that the zinc is coated over with
the salts of soda and potash, etc., and the copper some-
times as briuht and clean as if dipped in dilute nitric or
sulphuric acid. A mild electrolytic action is practi-
cally apparent from this result, and a fact cleaily estab-

lished lo guide us in the construction of the galvanic

pessary.

Nature's law.s of working in a healthy condition

must be obeyed, not changed or neutralized. We
know that the secretion of the uterine canal if in its

normal state is aUi-alitie, while tliat of the vagina is aciJ.

To undo tjiese natural conditions would be to inflict

an injury on the whole animal economy.
Our ol)ject is to restore these secretions when defi-

cient or al)normal, rather than substitute others which
are not natural.

I have come to the conclusion after repeated experi-

ments with the diflerent metals, tiiat no metal can

equal the zinc, and that it is the only one that should

be employed in the stem of the intra-uterine galvanic

pessary. The vaginal disk is not of so much importance

as to whether we should use silver or copper, yet I

find that the copper is the most .suitable, as it is an
electro-negative and generating metal towards zinc, and
less liable to the fluctuating power which we occasion-

ally witness in the silver. Zinc and copper work well

together wiien arranged in their proper proportions,

and keep up a steady, gentle, continuous current with
the aid of a very small portion of acid.

Now, suppose we were to use a copper stem in the

uterus with a disk of zinc in the vagina, what results

would we expect from the facts above stated ? We
should find that the normal alkaline secretion of the

uterine canal would be more or less neutralized or

rendered acid, thus reversing the chemical nature of

the natural mucus secretion. The alkalinity of the

uterine secretion is for a wise and special purpose.

The improved pessary is constructed on purely scien-

tific electrical principles, or in other words, on an
electro-chemical basis, and is not a mere mechanical
instrument. The therapeutic use of the instrument is

soon apparent. It excites the nervous power, and calls

into action the suspended uterine functions should

they be in a torpid or diseased slate. What change it

may effect directly in the blood I am not prepared to

say. However it is evident that the alkaline secretion

is not changed if the proper pessary is used, but in-

creased if deficient, and restored to a healthy condition

if in an abnormal state. This change is not so much
through the chemical action exercised by the use of the

pessary, as by its mild galvanic influence, which induces

a healthier state of the parts engaged.

THE LEXGTH OF TOE PESSARY.

The length of the stem should range from one and one-
half to two and one-third inches, and should vary in

thicknes.s, ranging from one-eighth to one-fourth of an
inch, ami of three sizes within the above measurements.
In addition I make two larger sizes to be used in sub-

involution of the uterus. The length of the stem should
not in any case, when introduced into the uterus, touch

the fundus, and should be of sufficient thickness to fill

the canal. It is always desirable to ascertain the length
of the uterine cavity with Simpson's uterine sound; the
thickness of the stem that may be required by means of
Peaslee's uterine bougies previous to the introduction
of any form of uterine galvanic pessary. The stem of
the pessary should be at least one-third of an inch
shorter than the uterine canal, and corresponding in

size to its transverse diameter.

CASES IN AVniCII THE PESSARY CAN' BE BEXEFICIALLY
USED.

1. Imperfect development of the uterus at puberty.]
2. Super and sub-involution of the uterus.

3. Atony of the uterus and ovaries.

4. Amenorrho'a from atrophy of the uterus.
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5. When the menstrual dischart,'e has appeared, but
is not yet fully established in consequence of a torpid

state of the vaso-motor nerves of the ovaries and
uterus.

6. Vicarious hemorrhages, or threatening signs of

phthisis, etc.

7. Amenorrhoea from shocks, colds, or. mental anxi-

ety.

8. Structural diseases of the ovaries.

9. Dysmenorrhcca and flexions of the uterus.

10. Contortion of the uterine canal, dependent on

irregular hypertrophied condition of the uterus.

11. Sterility.

DIRECTIONS FOR INTRODUCING THE PESSARY.

Place the patient on her back (or left side if pre-

ferred), with the knees well drawn up close to the ab-

domen
; then let one or two fingers of the left hand,

well oiled, be introduced into the vagina, until they

come in contact with the os uteri. With the right

hand holding the pessary, glide it along the palmar
surface of the fingers into the vagina until the point of

the pessary enters the orifice of the neck of the uterus
;

then push it upwards into the uterine canal as gently

as possible with the thumb or fingers of the right or

left hand, whichever of them may be found most con-

venient, until the disk is in direct contact with the

cervix. But should the uterus recede out of reach of

the fingers while endeavoring to introduce the pessary,

let it be drawn down, and held fixed by means of a

tenaculum hook inserted into the cervix. And should
any difficulty be experienced in passing the pessary
through the os internum, use one of Peaslee's uterine

bougies, No. 1, 2, or 3 according to the diameter of

the uterine cavity, and allow it to remain in utero for

half an hour or more. Immediately after removing it,

insert the pessary, which will be found to enter the

uterine cavity without causing any pain. Usually there

is no great difficulty experienced in introducing the in-

strument, although occasionally some skill and dexterity

will be required.

It is not advisable to use the intra-uterine galvanic

pessary in the young and unmarried unless symptoms
of a sympathetic or secondary nature, dangerous to the

health of the patient, occurs, and where the obstinacy
of the case has resisted the usual general and local

treatment.

Sir James Y. Simpson recommends the use of a

gutta-percha pessary, such as is used for prolapse of the

uterus, to maintain the intra-uterine galvanic one in situ.

I find that the application of a small piece of soft

sponge or a httle cotton batting, carefully placed in the

vagina, and in contact with the disk of the pessaiy,

will prevent it slipping from the uterus. The sponge
or cotton should be changed every second day for three

or four applications; although usually there is no neces-

sity to use any support if the pessary is sufficiently

large and suited to the size of the uterine canal.

The pessary should be withdrawn in three or four

weeks, in order to cleanse it of any saline crustation

which may be found attached, and whenever the menses
appear to be fully established, or severe lumbar or hypo-
gastric pains occur.

I have never seen any inconvenience or danger
arising from the use of the galvanic pessary, although
it is probable and possible it might cause some form of

metritis, if the instrument is not properly adjusted, or

too long, so as to touch the fundus of the uterus. I am
aware that the ordinary varieties of the intra-uterine

stem pessary, which are usually employed for the dif-

ferent flexions of the uterus, fiequently have been the

cause of endometritis, etc. But the latter instrument

is an inert mechanical body, while the former is a mild

galvanic agent of vitalizing influence.

TEDIOUS LABORS (fROM INERTIA OF THE UTERUS).

On the 25th of March, 1872, I was called to attend

Mrs. C ,
aged twenty-eight years—in labor with her

Iburlh child. She stated that her sickness commenced
sixteen hours i^revious to my visit. Her pains were
at first slow, feeble, and without any perfect uterine

contractions. On examination 1 found the vagina freely

lubricated, the uterus fully dilated, tlie membranes
protruding unruptured, the head of the child small,

presenting in the first (L. O. A.) position in the pelvic

cavity. I ruptured the membranes and allowed the

liquor amnii to drain in order to quicken and strength-

en the pains. After waiting for nearly three hours, I

found no marked advance of the head, nor a likelihood

of a speedy termination of the labor; in fact there ap-

peared no obstacle whatever to the completion of the

case but uterine inertia; all that she required was a

few good expulsive pains. I gave her 3 iv. of Squibb's

fluid extract of ergot, which acted in forty minutes, by
slightly augmenting the frequency of the pains for

more than an hour, yet without altering the position

of the head. For obvious reasons I would at any time
much rather apply the forceps than administer a dose
of ergot ; I had no alternative at the time, how-
ever, but to give her a second dose of ergot ( 3 i. pulv.

secal. cornut.), whicli acted somewhat similar to the

first, and with the same result. I had now been in

attendance on the patient nearly five hours, and ex-
pected to spend as many more hours without labor

being accomplished. As her pains had completely

ceased for some time. I requested the permission to

use the forceps and so terminate her labor, as I had
done in two of her former confinements. She was at

first unwilling to have me apply them until there

was a recurrence of the labor pains. It was obvious
that if uterine contraction could not be somehow in-

duced, and that the ergot had been already tried, the

alternative would eventually be instrumental delivery.

Having procured my electro-magnetic machine, I ap-

plied the primary current in the manner which I shall

presently describe, with the result of a speedy delivery

of the child and placenta in less than forty minutes.

While in attendance on Mrs. C I was summoned
to attend Mrs. H

,
forty years of age, who had been

in labor for twenty hours with her ninth child. I

learned that her three previous confinements had been
considerably protracted from want of pains. She was
a healthy, robust, and well-built woman, but her pains

were feeble, exhausting, and inefl'ectual. A vaginal

examination disclosed that the membranes had ruptured
and the waters had escaped. She had a large well-

formed pelvis. The presentation, ascertained to be the

face in the second position, partially engaged in the

superior strait. I gave her 3 i- of powdered ergot, as

she objected at this time to my using electricity. The
ergot acted briskly in about thirty-five minutes for

nearly an hour, with only a slight advance in the posi-

tion of the presentation. As the pains of labor had
entirely ceased for more than an hour, having my
electro-magnetic apparatus with me, I now applied the

primary current in the same manner as in the former
case. In a short time the effect was apparent ; regu-
lar, strong and frequent expulsive pains came on ; in

about fifty minutes a living female infant and placenta
were expelled.

I will now say a word in regard to faradization and
the mode of its application in cases of labor. The
primary current only should be used, as intensity is not
what is desired so much as a smooth, rapidly-inter-
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ruptod current, applied by means of large, well-moistened,

s|)i)iigi'-ci)V(.Ted ileclrodcs. Tlie negative polo i^hould

be applied to tlie pubis, and the positive should be
p!a eil over thi- fundus of tlie uterus, j^lidin;; it gradu-
ally up and down over the boily and sid« s of the gravid

uteru<. A gentle current only should be employed at

first, and then gradually increased until it excites full

uterine contraction?, with expulsive force. The current

should be employed only one-half a minute at a time,

then there should be a cessation of it lor a minute or

more. Alter this cessation, the electric dose should be
repeated, thus stopping and repeating it at interval
until tiie utcTus acts with strong bearing-down pains,

cither with or without the continued assistance of fara-

dization.

When I Crst commenced the application of electrici-

ty, the infants plunged and kicked furiously in utero

for a few seconds ; subsequently they remained quiet
until their release from imprisonment.

RETAINED rLACESTA.

I was called to see a woman sixty hours after the

birth of her fourth child, with a retained or adherent pla-

centa. She had been attended by a midwife, who in her
attempts to extract the placenta broke the funis close

to the uterus. As she had occasionally irregnlir feeble

uterine pains of an expulsive characttr, I endeavored
to extract the placenta by traction on the broken por-
tion of the cord, and by grasping the fun'lus of the

uterus through the abdominal parietes, but failed in the

attempt. I was not allowed to use the placental for-

ceps. The neck of the uterus was considerably con-
tracted for so short a time after the birth of the infant,

so that I could not with prudence and safety to the
woman introduce my hand into the uterus to remove
the placenta. Faradization was employed, using the
primary current, rapiilly interrupted, of moderate
strength, by means of Ilainmond's cup-shaped uterine
electrode, directly to the cervix uteri with a negative
connection, and the positive pole (labile) to the abdo-
men over the uterus with a lirge, well-mois:ened,
sponge-covered electrode. After twenty minutes' appli-

cation the placenta was expelled with considerable
pain and force ; no hemorrhage or inflammation fol-

lowed. A small portion, about the size of a silver

dollar, of the uterine surface of the placent:i presented
the appearance of recent adhesion to the uterus and of
aa agglutinated fibrous character. Faradization can
be employed with satisfactory results in uterine
hemorrhage, retained placenta from atony of tlie

uterus, tedious labor from inertia of the womb,
polyps, hydatids, etc., etc. It will be found a more
convenient, safer, and a better means of exciting uter-
ine contractions than the administration of ergot.

Furthermore, it will not in any case of labor injure the
infant.

AMEyORRHCEA.

Emma S , aged nineteen years, unmarried, a
professional singer, 13'mphatic temperament, has an
anxious expression of countenance. Her bowels are
generally constipated, and her appetite is poor and
capricious. She has a constant habit of nibbling the
end of her finger-nails, especially when mentally en-
gaged. She is fond of music, singing, dancing, and
riding on horseback.

At the age of seventeen she experienced pains in her
loins, thighs, and mamma;, and also a dull dis.igreeable

sensation of pain in the left ovarian region. The irrup-
tion of the menses, which were always irregular, ap-
pearing at intervals of from three, four, and even six
months, was invariably attended with a feeling of

bearing-down painH in the hypogastric and ulerioe

ngions. The menstrual discharge, which lasted only
for a day or two, wa.s of a pale eolur and scanty in

quantity. She never had any vicarious or leucorrhoeal

di-eharges, the suppression of the catamenia for the

last ten months, so far as she is aware of, has been
without any assignable cause. Hefore she came under
my care, various remeilies have been employed without
any marked effect as regards the restoration of the

monthly flow. Dr. G. Thompson sent her to me for

electrical treatment. Faradization only was emjdoyed,
using the primary current externally over the sacrum,
uterus, and ovaries every third day for one month,
without any manifestation of the menstrual discharge.

On making a vaginal examination, I found the uterus

small, mubile, ami retmllexed. Doubtless the imperfect

development of the uterus was the cause of the tardy,

irregular and painful irrupticTn of her courses. I now
commenced the applications of intra-uterine faradization

by applying directly to the uterus the adjustable me-
tallic electrode with the short cervical steni attached to

the positive pole, and the ovarian electrode over both
the ovaries witli a negative connection. I employed the
seconilary current at each sitting for ten minutes every
second day for two weeks. As I was gaining ground
rather slowly by this method, I substituted the long
intra-uterine stem for the shorter one that I had been
using, in order that the metal might convey the current
directly through the whole length of the uterine cavity.

I continued tiiis mode of treatment daily for three
weeks, using the secondary current only. In all, or

about nine weeks from the time I began to treat the

case by electricity, she received thirty-five applications

(ten external and twenty-five intra-uterine). At the
last (thirty-fifth) seance the catamenia appeared while
applying the electric current; it continued to flow in

a moderate quantity for three days without any of the
distressing symptom? she formerly experienced, except
a few slight fugitive lumbar pains. There is a remark-
able feature in this case which deserves to be noticed

as of some practical importance, that being of a very
constipated habit of body, the bowels always became
freely and agreeably relaxed several times in a few
hours (two to four) after each sCance, and black watery
evacuations took place, which resembled those black
passages that occur after the use of ferruginous pre-

parations or the subnitrate of bismuth. Had I used
the galvanic uterine pessary I have no doubt but that I

would have restored the catamenia in half the time that

was now employed.

AlIENORRnOSA (SCPPRESSIO MEXSIUM).

Mary G , twenty-one years of age, single, san-
guine temperament, and of a high florid complexion,
light hair and blue eyes. During the three years previ-

ous to the present suppression of the catamenia, her
monthly periods have always been very regular. The
present stoppage of her courses occurred about four

months ago, and has doubtless been superinduced by a
cold brought on by wet feet. Chills, vomiting, and
general malaise followed for a few days. For the last

three months, she has had severe headache?, and several

attacks of epistaxis. A copious leucorrhoeal discharge

has appeared at her regular expected monthly periods.

After ascertaining that she was truthful and not preg-
nant, I used the single current adjustable intra-uterine

electrode, with the long stem applied directly to the
uterus, attaching the free end to the positive pole of the
electro-magnetic apparatus, and closing the circuit with
the ovarian electrode over both the ovaries. The
secondary current was then employed as strong as

could be borne, without causing pain, for ten minutes
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every second day. The treatment commenced a week
before the time she expected her courses. At the

fourth appHcation, while using faradization, the men-
strual discharge commenced to flow, and continued to

flow freely in the usual quantity, as siie informed me,
for five days without any interruption, and without pain

or distress.

The different forms of the galvanic pessaries can be
had from the Galvano-Faradic Manufacturing Co., N. Y.

2o9 East Tenth Street.

progress nf iHetiical Science.

Puncture of the Bladder.—A writer in the Dub-
lin Jour, of Med. Sci. quotes the following cases as of

interest in showing that the subcutaneous pneumatic
aspirator of Dieulafoy can be used with safety and ad-

vantage in the treatment of retention of urine. A man
falling from a scaffold a height of six or seven feet, alit

astride of a beam, bruising the perinasum and anterior

part of the abdomen so badly that the day after the ac-

cident a considerable extravasation of blood was found
extending from the spine to the scrotum, the abdomen
being sensitive to the touch and very painful ; skin hot

;

pulse 120. A poultice sprinkled witli laudanum w^as

applied to the abdomen. In spite of frequent efforts,

the patient was unable to pass urine after the accident,

and the distended bladder, reached at length, to within

three fingers' breadth of the umbilicus. Almost imme-
diately after the injury about a spoonful of blood had
flowed from the urethra. Catheterism having been
tried without success, a prolonged warm bath was re-

sorted to, and finally the petinaum was incised, but

with no success. The necessity for relieving the dis-

tended bladder being urgent, it was punctured from
above the pubes with the long No, 1 needle of the as-

pirator. About fourteen ounces of urine were drawn
off, the needle being sunk more deeply as the bladder

emptied itself. The puncture caused no pain beyond
the prick of the skin. The operation was repeated

several times, at intervals, and always successfully.

Unfortunately the patient died of peritonitis caused by
t'.ie fall. At the autopsy the outer surface of the blad-

der presented on its outer part little red ecchymotic
spots, like flea-bites on the skin, corresponding to the

sites of the puncture. On the inner surface of the

bladder it was not possible to find the least trace of the

passage of the needle. The urine in the bladder was
perfectly normal, containing neither blood, clots, nor
pus.

After various attempts during two days to catheterize

an old man of sixty-five years of age, w'ith a very large

prostate and suffering from complete retention (these

cflforts having produced much pnin and the loss of some
blood), a Xo. 2 needle was introduced above the pubes,

and seventeen ounces of urine drawn ofl". The relief

was immediate. Two hours later a full-sized catheter

was readily passed ; all trouble ceased ; it was unneces-
sary to interfere further, and the patient suflfered neither

any pain nor further accident from the operation.

A New Mode op Making Beef-Tea.—New Reme-
dies contains the following method of making beef-tea

as suggested by Dr. H. C. Wood. " In order to meet
the daily-felt w\ant of concentrated fluid meat food, a

want not supplied by beef-essence, as ordinarily made,
I have invented the following process, and found in

practice that it works we'.I. Take a thin rump- steak

of beef, lay it upon a board, and with a case-knife

scrape it. In this way a red pulp will be obtained,

which contains pretty much everything in the steak,

except the fibrous tissue. Mix this red pulp thorough-
ly with three times its bidk of cold water, stirring un-
til the pulp is completely diffused. Put the whole upon
a moderate fire and allow it to come slowly to a boil,

stirring all the time to prevent the caking of the pulp.

As soon as it has boiled remove from the fire, and sea-

son to taste. In using tliis do not allow the patient to

strain it, but stir the settling thoroughly into the fluid.

One to three fluid ounces of this may be given at a
time."

Ether Glue.—An excellent liquid glue is made by
dissolving glue in nitiic ether. The ether will only dis-

solve a certain amount of glue, consequently the solu-

tion cannot be made too thick. The glue thus made is

about the consistency of molasses and is doubly as te-

nacious as that made W'iih hot water. If a few bits of

india-rubber, cut into scraps the size of buck-shot be
added, and the solution be allowed to stand a few days,

being stirred frequently, it will be all the better and
will resist dampness twice as well as glue made with
water.

—

Scientific Am erica n

.

Influence of Trade in Prevention of Cholera.—
The attention of the French Academy has been called

by M. Burcq to the immunity enjoyed by workers in

copper during epidemics of cholera. Among the 800
victims of this disease in Bagdad last year, only one be-

longed to the trade of coppersmith.

[We have been told by the very inteUigent foreman

of a bronze-casting estabhshment in this city, that dur-

ing an epidemic of cholera in Paris, where he was em-
ployed in an extensive bronze foundry, not a single in-

stance came to his knowledge of a workman in bronze

becoming affected with the disease. Their freedom
from the affection was attributed not to the influence

of the metals, but to the mineral acids which are so ex-

tensively used in this trade.

—

Ed.]

Therapeutic Action of the Various Modifications

OF the Galvanic Current.—An article by Dr. Leon Le
Fort has appeared in recent numbers of the Gazette

Jlebdomadaire, recommending the substitution of weak
continuous currents for continued strong or temporary

currents in the treatment of paralysis, muscular con-

tractions, and failures of nutrition; and gives the follow-

ing summary of the relative values of the various modi-

fications of tlie galvanic current as a therapeutic agent,

as at present understood.
" The induced currents, such as are obtained with the

apparatus of Duchcnne (of Boulogne) and all the other

apparatuses used in medicine, appear to be above all use-

ful in exciting artificial movements in muscles over

which the will has no control. They prevent simple .

atrophy, and can also prevent fatty atrophy; placing

the muscles in a state of power to obey, later, the

commands of the will whenever regeneration shall

have taken place in the nervous elements which have

become altered or destroyed. It is by this kind of

fibrillar gymnastics that they influence the muscular

imtrition.

"Perhaps also by the excitation which they produce
they can arouse nervous action.

"But there are cases in which these contractions can-

not be awakened by the induced currents while contin-

uous currents produce them. The anatomical and phy-

siological conditions of these phenomena are still veiled

in much obscurity, but, in brief, it is understood that

these currents have only a mechanical action (muscu-

lar gymnastics), being useful in the same manner as
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induced ourriTits, and should be employed in their stead,

whenever induced current.^ are without action. In
order to obtain tliese contractions, one is obH<;ed to

make use of currents of 8troM}» tension produced by
batteries of numbers of ehnient", such aa tiiose em-
ployed by Reinak, MM. Oiiimus and Legros.

'•Continuous current.s which are powerful liave a
marked action on nutrition; an action which aj>pi.ars to

be direct and which shows iLself in arresting fatty de-
generation by the more rapid reproduction of autitom-
ical elements, and by accelerating the absorption and de-
composition of tissues.

" The .sedative action of continuous currents, so useful

in cases of neuralgia, is even m<ire remarkable in cases

of muscular contractions. Induced currents, on the
other hand, are more harmful than useful. Now in cases
in which it is desired to act upon nutrition— that i.s to

say, upon continuous phenomena, incessant but slow

—

it appears to me that it would perhaps be advantageous
to employ feeblj but permanent currents. Ex-
perience has justified my predictions as regards paraly-
sis and contractions—will it also be as happy in relation

to purely nutritive phenomena ? I think not. I have
undertaken trials of it in cases of opacities of the
crystalline lens, atrophy of the ocular membranes,
and it is evident that in these cases one cannot
employ strong currents.

'' Scientitically, although it may be premature to estab-
lish precise indications in a subject still under study,
I think I can say that in incomplete paralysis, whenever
the induced current can produce muscular contractions,

it is necessary to employ induced or interrupted cur-
rents.

" In incomplete paralysis, above all if it is the com-
mencement of atrophy, and in complete paralysis in

which the current only awakens contractions, it is

necessary to employ continuous currents and to use a
number of cells wiienever it is wished to produce im-
mediate contractions.

" But in all cases of paralysis with simple or fatty

atrophy, above all in cases of atrophic reflex paralysis,

or in those which are consequent upon a contusion ; in

all cases when it is desired to favor nutrition of the
muscle, it is necessary to employ feeble currents Avhich
are permanent or continued for a long time.

" Finally, in all cases of contraction, or paralysis with
contraction, feeble and permanent currents should be
employed."
The simple apparatus recommended by Dr. Le Fort for

the production of a feeble contmuous current, and
known as the Trouvfi battery, consi.sts of a common
drinking-glass, at the bottom of which lies the end of
a spiral of copper wire ; and a wire of zinc twisted into
a knot at its two extremities. One serving for the
element, the other to make connection with the
adjoining cell. The central wire of copper is isolated

from the zinc, and from the column of liquid by a tube
of rubber, or of glass, or simply by an oil-varnish.
This wire supports the washer of copper which receives
the oxide of zinc and prevents its being deposited at
the bottom of the vessel on the copper. The glass is

to be filled with ordinary water to which have been
added several crystals of sulphate of copper, and the
apparatus is in condition to work.

A New Method of Destroying Cilia.—Dr. Hayes
contributes to the Dublin Jour, of Med. Sci. the notes
of two cases in which cilia were removed by injecting
the tincture of perchloride of iron into the tissues at
their roots, causing a slough to form with the separa-
tion of which the follicles of the cilia came away. The
chief points demanding attention in thus injecting the

perchloride, are :—First, that the eyelid should be
iirndy comjjressed between the blades of a suitable

ectro|)ion forceps. Second, that the needle of the hy-
podermic syringe should be pjis.sed, and applied as
closely as possible to the deep ends of the hair follicles,

and lastly, tiiat only a very small quantity of the

tindure should be introduced.

This measure is only applicable to cases of limited

trichiasis or districhiasis.

Transfusion.—An account is given in TIte lancet of
three ca,sesin which transfusion of blood was performed

;

two successfid, and one unsuccessful. In the latter,

the defil)rinated blooil had been drawn the night before

and kept fourteen hours before being u.sed. This does
not seem to have had any influence on the result of
the case, which was one of exhaustion produced by
gastric ulcer. Tiie cases which were successful were
tho.'se of poisoning by phosphorus and by carbonic acid.

In these a quantity of blood was withdrawn, equal to

that injected.

Death after Takikg Cnr.oRAi, Hydrate.—F. Jolly

{Buyer. Aerzll. Intell.-Iilad) states that, in the course
of two years, during which he has employed the hy-
drate of chloral in the treatment of the insane, he had
met with two cases of sudden death following its use.

The dose was in each case below the average, and the
chloral was chemically pure. The patients, during life,

presented no contraindications to the use of the reme-
dy. One had taken the cliloral at night for four even-
ings in succession. On the fifth evening, after taking
it, the respiration and circulation at once ceased. The
necropsy showed anaemia of the brain, acute oedema of
the lungs, hyperemia of the abdominal organs, a perfect-

ly healthy heart and vessels, and dark fluid blood. In
the other case chloral had been given twelve days in

succession, with the efl'ect of producing sleep after a
short stage of excitement. On the thirteenth day the
patient died after some stertorous breathing, a quarter
ofan hour after the dose. There was here found moder-
ate oedema of the lungs; blood was fluid, but normally
distributed

;
the heart was large and flabby, and its

muscular structure was pale, but not friable.

Marvellous Effect from the Use of Electricity
IS Infantile Paralysis.—In The Lancet of April last

Dr. Barswall relates a case of paralysis occurring in an
infant /v!/r months old, which was so far cured by the
use of electricity that at the end of seven months (the

child being according to this, eleven months old) the
little patient was able to " walk and run " with a barely
perci^ptihle limp.

Mounting of Red Blood-Corpuscles.—At a recent
meeting of the Biological and Microscopical Section of
the Academy of Natural Sciences, Pliila., Dr. Jos. G.
Richardson remarked that some specimens of human
red blood-corpuscles, which he had mounted more than
six months ago in a saturated solution of acetate of

potash, were still in a good state of preservation, and
thought this medium, in his experience, was much
more satisfactory than glycerine as a preservative

agent. Dr. Hunt exhibited a convenient lamp attached
to the board upon which his microscope stood, so as

to allow of both being moved or even passed around a
table together, without disturbing the perfection of
illumination obtained for any particular object under
examination.

—

Phil. Med. Time.'?.

Memorial to Harvey.—A movement is on foot in

England to cause the erection of a monumental statue

in bronze to the memory of "William Harvey, at Folke-

stone, his native place.
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THE MEDICAL LESSONS OF THE STOKES
TRIAL.

The importance attached to the medical testimony on

the trial of Stokes for the murder of Fisk has naturally

enough attracted the attention of the profession to such

as have been called upon to represent them upon the

witness-stand. The apparent desperate character of

the attack on the part of Stokes, and the straightforward

evidence against the accused, forced the defence into

a rather extraordinary line of argument. The plea of

Lmoral insanity was hardly sufficient to rebut the evidence

Ifor the prosecution, and the chance of proving that death

'was not caused directly by the wound was as eagerly

seized as would be a straw by a drowning man. The

responsibility of proving the point rested upon the

testimony of medical witnesses. The prosecution took

the ground that death was the result of the shock of

:he injury, while the defence maintained that the fatal

issue was due to the combined effects of a large dose

of morphine and injudicious probing of the abdominal

vound. The examination of the medical witnesses,

p-o and con, proves how easy it may be for lawyers by

CTOSS-questioning, and by the df.'tail of hypothetical

oases, to make each side appear very plausible. Every

advantage is taken of the difference of opinion of medi-

cal witnesses, and every attempt is made to elevate

(hem to the dignity of scientific facts. As far as the

answers of the medical experts were concerned, and as

far as they bore upon questions of science, we have

reason, with one or two exceptions, to congratulate

ourselves in being spared the humiliation of a " con-

fused and self-contradicting doctor on the stand."

The prudence in prescribing a dose of mor[)hine such

as is said to have been given might be questioned on

many grounds and defended on ns many more, but we

are willing to leave the responsibilitj'- of its adminis-

,

tration upon the gentleman having the case in charge,

trusting to his individual judgment, as influenced by

the condition of the patient at the time. Sucli judg-

ment with an experienced practitioner is worthy of more

reliance than any opinion formed upon hypothetical

cases in which questions are purposely framed to bring

out only certain points. It is not, however, our purpose

to discuss the question whether Fisk died of shock, of

an accidental over-dose of opium, or both; or, granting

lit her of the latter, that the wound would not have

caused death in any event, thus making the case one of

murder pure and simple. The responsibility of deciding

these points rested with the "intelligent jury," whose

disagreement was a foregone conclusion.

Leaving this part of the subject for the present, at

least, we pass to the consideration of some of the les-

sons which the trial has afforded to our profession. In

the very commencement of our comments it is of course

unnecessary to assert the fact that well-informed medi-

cal men always appear at an advantage in the court-

room, and by their answers while there reflect credit

upon their calling. The converse of this proposi-

tion was abundantly and satisfactorily proven by the

deplorable exhibition of ignorance on the part of at

least two gentlemen whose names had been so acciden-

tally (?) omitted from the Medical Recjinter. When we

contrast the testimony of these gentlemen with that of

the educated medical men, we cannot fail to express

the satisfaction we feel in having the line drawn so

distinctly by counsel between quackery and scientific

attainments. The legal profession, despite the reputa-

tion they have for puzzling doctors, have a great respect

for medical knowledge and experience, and we are

pleased to record the fact that they were not back-

ward in proclaiming such respect in open court.

It would be strange indeed if our congratulations

concerning the medical aspect of this trial Avere not

mingled with some regrets. The latter are the more

positive, because they could have been so easily made

unnecessary. It is to be expected that attorneys

will use every effort to destroy the force of medical

testimony bearing against their respective sides ; but

the disgraceful remarks which passed between two of

the medical witnesses were not in the programme.

We cannot escape the conviction that it was a very

trivial excuse to vent the worst kind of professional

spleen on the part of one who, by his own previous

acts, has been denied the companionship of the re-

spectable members of our brotherhood. As proofs of

his unworthiness we may mention the impudent impli-

cation made by him, that the medical fraternity do

not aim to cure disease, and also the unprovoked and

inexcusable personal attack made upon a medical wit-

ness for the opposite side,—charging him with the

theft of cases, with incompetency, etc. As a matter

of principle, if not of law, it is to be deplored that

the court allowed such an exhibition of personal ani-

mosity, and compelled itself to listen to a defence not a
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whit less personal and unprofessional. The general re-

sult of this individual tilt has been a pood deal of

comment by the secular press on quarrellinp doctors.

A3 is always the case, our profession is held up to ridi-

cule and its members are stigmatized as jealous, unman-

ly, and wanting in t!ie ordinary rules of courtesy. What
else can we expect when such scenes as those which

have transpired in this memorable trial give such

templing opportunities for criticism ? We were sorry

to see that the party attacked thought it necessary to

reply, and deemed it of importance to his general pro-

fessional character not only to be questioned in open

court concerning the number of pamphlets he had writ-

ten, where he had lectun-d, and what foreign decora-

tions he had received, but to give evidence, by a pure-

ly voluntary insinuation, of a spirit of retaliation so

unbecoming the dignity of a medical gentleman.

In the course of the trial a great deal lias been said of

the evil eflfects of probing gunshot wounds, but in our

opinion not one word has been spoken too strongly

against it. Although it could not be proved that the

probing hastened death in this case, there is no particu-

lar credit due to tliose gentlemen for their cfibrts to

render such a re'ation between cause and effect impos-

sible. We do not doubt tiiat the probe in such cases

is not unfrequently more dangerous than the bullet

itself. Generally speaking, whenever a person has been

shot, the first thing that some surgeons deem of im-

portance is to search for the ball, no matter what part

of the body it may have entered. The probe is thrust

into the track of the wound, no matter how deep, and

the examination is carried on with a disregard for sub-

sequent internal inflammations and internal hemor-

rhages that is truly astonishing. Some of these gen-

tlemen seem determined tliat the patient shall not even

die until the ball is found, and if possible extracted.

If the patient is so unfortunate as to have a number of

surgeons present, so much the worse for him, as each

of the said surgeons is very apt to yield to the tempta-

tion of probing, and what was in the beginning a trivial

case becomes not unfrequently in the end a very criti-

cal if not fatal one. In the vast majority of cases of

gunshot wounds of cavities tlie great mischief is done
when the ball enters, and its extraction under the

most favorable circumstances is rarely if ever unat-

tended with positive danger. With many surgeons the
finding of a ball is taken as an evidence of extraordi-

nary sagacity, and its prompt extraction a proof, to the

public at least, of extraordinary skill. That they are

mistaken in this regard the records of the Stokes trial I

abundantly prove. Let us hope that the lucky escape
,

of those gentlemen who thought their whole business

was to probe until they found the missile, may be a
lasting lesson to others who may be tempted to follow
their practice and make themselves, some time or other,

accessories to a murder.

We believe this trial will give both the medical and
legal professions a practical lesson in medical jurispru-

dence. The results of the examination of Du. Mc-

Crsadt, the manager of the medical line of evidence

for the defence, prove ihe necessity of keejiing such

gentlemen from the witness-stand. There must al-

ways be a liability, as in this case, of a cross-exami-

nation to prove that the medical man in question not

oidy furnishes the line of medical argument, but the

very questions that are to be asked bearing upon the

same. In a scientific point of view this is eminently

proper, but when the facts are brought prominently

belbrc a jury it is not calculated to create a favorable

impression for the particular side he may represent.

WKST POINT MILITAKY ACADKMY BOARO OF VISITORS

RKPORT.

The Board of Visitors to the United States Military

Academy (West Point) for 1872 have made their re-

port to the Secretary of War, and we are plea.sed to

notice the number of timely suggestions for the im-

provement of the physical as well as mental condition

of the cadets it contains. It is recommended that the

time for sleep be increased so that eight continuous

hours be given to it during the nitdit; that breakfast

be called as soon as practicable after rising; that the

ordinary recitations, which occupy an hour and a half,

should not exceed three-quarters of an hour; that the

mess-table be improved by a more skilful cook, a bet-

ter class of waiters, and that there be a liberal addi-

tion of milk, which as an article of diet is recommended

as a partial substitute for coffee. All these proposed

changes are eminently judicious, and are founded upon

the principles of the advanced sanitary science of the

day. It is to be hoped that these and other suggestioni

bearing upon the welfare of the cadets will be seriously

considered by the War Department.

THE CROTON SUPPLY.

From the report of the Commissioner of Public Worlts

we have the assurance that the Croton Aqueduct is

in a good and sound condition, and " that with proper

care it will perform for centuries to come the dutes

for which it was built." As the population of the city

increases, however, there will be developed a need :br

storage reservoirs, sites for which have already been

selected. The waste of water in private dwellings must

of course be a drawback to all calculations for the fu-

ture, and until the Department by persuasion or threats

can prevent it, an abundant supply in cases of drought
can never bo guaranteed.

THE CHOLERA IN TDE EAST.

The spread of cholera in the East is of course ominous,
and gives rise to the usual anxiety as to its appearance

upon our coasts, but as far as we have yet learned

there is no cause for any unnecessary alarm.
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Ecuicius ant) Uoticcs of Ooolis.

Clinical Lectuues on the Diseases op Women. By
Sir James Y. Simpson, Bart., M.D., D.C.L., late

Professor of Slidwifery in the University of Eclinburf,fh.

Edited by Alexander R. Simpson, M.D., Professor

of Medicine and Midwifeiy and Diseases of Children

in the University of Edinburgh. New York : D.

Appleton & Co., 1872.

This is Yol. III. of a new and elegant cdilion of the

complete works of that brilliant and comprehensive
scholar, teacher, and physician, whose death we
mourned little more than a year ago. It is doubtful

whether deatli could have found any more shining

mark in our profession. No other British name in

medicine was more honored or more quoted. More
voluminous than any other author in this department
of the profession, his various works had come to us

from time to time, fresh Avith the glow of i-eceut and
original observations. His style of writing is always
pure, lucid, and continuous. He is read rapidly and
without fatigue, and does not fail to convey to every
reader a clear and harmonious view of the subject pre-

sented. And when his lectures first came to us in the

journals, how full of new ideas well stated thej'' were,

introducmg to us chloroform, bimanual exploration of

the uterus, the use of the metrotome, diagnosis under
ana3sthesi;i, the sponge-tent, etc.

It is safe to say that the profession owe more to him
tlian to any other man of modern times in gyntecolog-

ical studio-. This posthumous monument is due to and
worthy of his living fame. Tlie lectures contained in

the present volume were first published at intervals

from 1S5G to 1866, and some of them wei'e revised by
the author as recently as 1868. We read them with
interest to see how generally the views then enunci-

ated have been fortified, developed, and illustrated in

the progress of science. While there have been im-
portant additions made, very little here set forth has

become antiquated, and in most subjects the luminous
and symmetrical statements here given show practical

doctrines as fairly and fully as most later works.
Notably is this true with regard to the chapters on
Pelvic Peritonitis and Cellulitis, Hajmatocele, and Can-
croid Growths. The chapter on Surgical Fever is of

the highest value, but could now be extended by a

discussion of the value of antiseptics and quinine in

checking disorganization of the corpuscular elements of

the blood.

The chapter on Spurious Pregnancy, if not unique,
is the best of its kind in modern literature. The gen-
eral discussion of cystic disease of the ovary and tubes,

the etiology and diagnosis, is equally good. Little has
been added in this direction as yet, though something
is believed to be prepared for us in the spectroscopic

studies of Dr. Peaslee.

The operation for ovariotomy is not so fully treated

as might be desired in a text-book. But it is not pro-

per to consider this a text-book. These are clinical

lectures, dictated by cases under observation, and no
attempt is made to reach the completeness of a syste-

matic treatise. In the chapter on Puerperal Mania we
miss allusion to the great value of chloral. It was in-

troduced to our notice not long before Dr. Simpson's
death, and, we are told, was received and employed
with great enthusiasm by him. Perhaps the greatest

value as well as charm in these papers comes from the

fact that the author approaches his particular subjects

from the high plane of a complete professional and

general education. Thus his lectures have an abun-
dance of illustration, a weight and a worth to which the

upward-working specialist hardly may attain.

Archives of Ophthalmology and Otology. Vol.

II. No. 2. Edited hy Prof. H. Knapp, M.D., New
York; and S. Moos, M.D., Heidelberg. W. Wood
& Co. 1873.

The second number of the second volume of this hand-
some journal is before us; and it is gratifying to find in

it a goodly amount of solid matter which will endure
as permanent contributions to knowledge in ophthal-

mic and aural science,—a largo proportion of the

articles being the embodiment of observations and ex-

periments on poiiits of physiology and patliology. The
several papers composing the number are as follows

:

(1.) Anomalous Circulation in the Eye. By E. Gr.

Loring, M.D., of New York. The author describes two
cases where the ophthalmoscope showed an apparent

anastomosis between a retinal and a choroidal vein,

and one of similar arterial anastomosis. In all three

cases the anomaly was evidently a result of morbid

processes in the fundus. (2.) Clinical and Anatomical

Observations. By Dr. J. Hirschberg, of Berlin. These

observations embrace descriptions of a case each of

cysticercus intiaocularis, sarcoma of the lower eyelid,

and glioma of the retina in the first stage. In the first

case the diagnosis of cysticercus was made by exclu-

sion before enucleation, although the parasite itself was
completely hidden from view by the opacity of the

shrunken vitreous covering it. The site of the para-

site was in the vitreous cliamber, its nest lying upon
the inner surface of a fold of detached retina. In the

case of sarcoma of the lower eyelid—a most unusual af-

fection—the tumor, of the size of an apple, was removed
tofrether with the eyeball to which it was adherent,

and the patient " discharged cured " nineteen days later.

The growth on micioscopical examination proved to be

a small-celled saicoma. The special interest of the case

of glioma was, that enucleation was done while the

growth was in the first stage, entirely confined to the

retina, and that three years later the patient showed no
signs of a relapse. In other papers (3 and 5), the same
author gives an anatomical description of the appear-

ances in two other eyes affected with the same disease,

retinal glioma, and in another contribution (4) details

a case where engorged' optic papillse were observed in

connection with a solitary tubercle of the cerebellum

as big as an apple. (6.) Living Larvce in the Human
Eur. By Dr. Clarence J. Blake, of Boston. The author

describes the symptoms of the presence of larva) in the

car, and gives an account of the natural history of the

two varieties of larvae found in that locality. (7.) An
Jnvesiigation Concerning ike Mechanism of the Ossicles

<,t Hearing and the Membrane of the Round Window.

By Charles H. Burnett, AI.D., of Philadelphia. This

paper gives the result of experiments made by the

author, at the suggestion and with the aid of Prof.

Helmholtz, on the vibration of the membrane of the

round window as produced by the action of the os-icles

of the ear, and as aflected by variation in the pressure

of the fluid of the labyrinth. Fresh temporal bones

from the human subject were dissected so as to expose

to view the chain of bones and the membrane of the

fenestra rotunda, and the vibratory excur.sions of these

structures under the different circumstances of the ex-

periments were measured under the microscope and
compared. The experiments consisted in conducting

sound waves of different pitch into the external audi-

tory canal, and in artificially varying the pressure of

the labyrinthal fluid. (8.) Dr. Oscar Wolf, of Frank-

fort-on-the-Main, details a case of Gunshot Wound of
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the Face, the ball cntorinf» the rij^ht clieek ami lodging
8) a^ to totiilly occhule the left Eustachian tube. Pro-
fuse liemorrhapi'S occurrini^ from the no.'se, the right

cotnrnon carotid artery was successfully tii'd. Deaf-
ness and subjective sensations of sound in tlie left ear
were temporarily relieved l>v paracentesis of the mem-
brana tympani twice performed. The author alludes

to the absence of any grave symptoms following the
tying of the carotid, and discusses tlie eflecl of varia-

tion in the intra-anral pressure in modifying:: the pitch
of conducted sounds, and in producing subjective sen-
sations of sound. (0.) Dr. Roosa, of New York, gives a
careful analysis of Su-teen Casex of Aural Dismse miised
bi/ the use of the Nasal Douche, with tiie conclusion
that even when the douche is carefully use I, with all

the proper precautions by intelligent patients duly
taught by competent instructors, accidental entrance of
fluid into the middle ear may occur, causing more or
less severe aural disease. He therefore condemns the
use of the apparatus as dangerous. (10.) Contribu-
tions to Ophthatmo-tonometri/. By Dr. E. Plliiger, of
Bern. This elaborate and interesting paper embraces
the results of a great number of observations on intra-

ocular pressure as determined by the tonometer. The
author carefully describes the sources of error in the
use of the instrument, and then proceeds to discuss

the subject of the eifect on intra-ocular pressure of
age, atropine, iridectomy, and various pathological con-
ditions of the eye. (11.) Xutes on Ophthfilmolor/ical

and Otohgical Subjects, made during a Journei/ through
Europe. By H. Kuapp. These notes of travel give
succinctly special modes of practice adopted by many
of the lea ling ophthalmic and aural surgeons of Great
Britain, France, and G-ermany, as observed by the
author, and also a report on the transactions of the
German Ophthalmological Society at the session last

September, from the author's own stenographic notes.

(12.) Dr. Alexander Pagenstecher, of Wiesbaden,
details an interesting case of Tearstone in the Canali-
culus lachrymalis Inferior. The stone was 6 mm. long
by 3 mm. wide, and its presence caused epiphora and
great catarrhal conjunctivitis, with blepharitis. All
the symptoms disappeared upon its removal. (13.)
Dr. L. von Wecker, of Paris, describes his method
of Tattooing the Cornea in cases of leucoma, and states
that this procedure is easily done, nearly painless, and,
besides, the cosmetic effect may often "be used to im-
prove sight by stopping out the diffused light that
enters the ey-e through a semi-transparent leucoma.
(14.) Tlie Galvanic Treatment of Diseases of the Eye and
Etr. By Prof. W. Erb, M.D., of Heidelberg. The gist

of this long paper is not so much the therapeusis of gal-
vanism as a warm controversial discussion of some
physiological questions suggested by phenomena expe-
rienced in the sense of hearing during the employment
of electricity. (15.) Mr. WiUiam Hack, of Heidelberg,
gives an anatomical description of tiie appearances in a
case of Hyperostosis of both Petrous Bones: Bony closure

of the left round window, of the right upper, ami the left

upper and posterior semicirctdar canals. This paper,
by the way, is omitted in the table of content-s. (16.)
Prof Theo. Saemisch, of Bonn, details a very interesting
and unique case of Fibroma of the Sclerotic. The tumor,
10 mm. long, 8 mm. wide, and 5 mm. thick, was upon
the outer surfixce of the sclera, intimately connected
with it; but being situated behind the equator, was
invisible with the globe in situ. The ophthalmoscopic
picture and clinical history were those of ghoma, and
the diagnosis of glioma was made and enucleation per-
formed with that view of the cas?.

Ucports of Societies.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Stated Meeting, June 20, 1872.

Dn. E. R. Pkaslkk, President, in the Chair.

The PuKStPKNT announced tlie receipt of the June
nuinlMT of tiie Edinburgh }[ediral Journal.

Allusion was also made to the good opinion enter-

tained abroad of the Academy ; the favorable notice by
the London Doctor of those members who took part

in the interesting discussion on Diabetes mellitus, being
one of the evidences.

Du. Roberts stated that the " Fasciculus " of the Aca-
demy would be publi.shed within a fortnight.

THE CURRE.NT MATERIA MEDICA.

Dr. E. R. Squibb then made the following remarks
on " The Current Materia Medica" :

—

Materia medica should be thoroughly studied in con-
nection with therapeutic^, and the student .should never
be suffered to graduate without paying particular atten-

tion to this branch of the curriculum. There is a ten-

dency among some to almost ignore the materia medica,

which is all wrong ; it should be studied up to the

times. Take, for instance, hydrate ofchloral, which was
first fully investigated and then applied to practical use.

Persons are apt to use a remedy and extol it in medi-
cal text-books and journals without giving it a fair trial,

thus creating a fashion in medicine. True progress is

entirely different from fa-hion in medicine. In regard

to the subject of anccsthefics and the mortality from
their use, he has not, in the course of his extensive

reading of home and foreign journals, seen a case of

death in this country, and only + o or thre^ abroad

during the )'ear. This is accounted for by the lutleuse

of chloroform, and the predominance of ether; and the

day is coming when the former will be confined on'.y

to the branch to Avhich it belongs—the obstetrical.

Bromide of potassium is more within the control of
the prolesMon than it was, and has taken its proper
place in the materia medica. Many times it is given
in too small doses and no good effect is produced. The
doses should be large enough to get up bromism

; some-
times fifteen or twenty grains will do it, but in his ex-
perience forty, fifty, or sixty grain doses are called for;

as a hypnotic, twenty-five-grain do.ses are essential.

He recollected a remark of Prof Van Buren, that in

order to get iodinism he gave iodide of potassium in

sufficient doses; as high sometimes as one- ounce doses.

The same rule is applicable to the administration of
bromide of potassium.

Alkaloids, or active principle of drugs. No one ex-
pects to get from the salts of morphia that relief as

from pure opium itself—although one grain of morphia
equals si.x grains ofopium. He believes that good opium
will be the standard of the profession after all. The
chemical processes in use for abstracting the alkaloids

deteriorate the anodyne properties, and are destructive

to the anodynes of our fathers. If practitioners were
bett T satisfied to use the pure original anodynes, with-
out being tortured, the results would be more satisfac-

tory. It has been a great fashion to have fine-looking
white alkaloids, whicli are made at the expense of me-
dicinal qualities

; for every time they are bleached by
the chemist a portion of the valuable property is lost.

Another subject of importance is the dietary of the
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sicJc. The various extracts of meat sold at the stores

are of little value ; there is not one of thein, which is

advertised, which will bear out the remark of Dr.

Christison, " they arrest waste, but do not keep up the

supply." His impression i>:, that there is not as much
against the use of solid food or aliment in disease as

has been said against it. The stomach is not a chem-
ical laboratory, or " a kitchen for cooking food," as

Abernethy wisely remarked. Food should not be sub-

jected to the ordeal of chemists, as the fashion is.

Amon:? the articles that have been introduced in the

dietary department, and has taken a Arm stand in the

materia medica, is i^epslne. Generally, however, pa-

tients have been in the habit of taking starch rather

than pepsine. Once get up a reputation concerning a

certain variety of this agent, the manufacturer has a

good start for making money. Some specimens ex-

amined were good and others were bad. The name of

the maker is no guarantee, as it maybe good at one
time and poor at another. While the proprietor is

looking after the money column, the manufacture is en-

trusted to anothei". The fresh supply of pigs' stomachs
must come from the western pork-markets.
The pancreatic emulsions and preparations of bis-

muth and pepsine, so fashionable now, cannot be recom-
mended : bismuth and pepsine cannot exist together.

Those foshionable mixtures of beef and iron—asVinum
cibi, Vinum cibi et ferri cum cinchona, etc.—are

gross frauds ; only money is in them. Hardly any cod-
liver oil will pass muster except it is tasteless ; and his

impression is that many of these preparations are not
cod-liver oil at all, only oil made up for the market.
Good oils should neither be too dark nor too light, but
of a medium color. The dark vaiieties are made of

livers in a state of decomposition. There are good cod-
liver oils in market which come from Norway and
Newfoundland. The reason that the Norwegian oil is

less rancid than others is, because it is never made at a

less temperature than fifty degrees ; consequently de-

composition is avoided. Oil, when in use, shoui 1 be
kept in a cool place, as a refrigerator, and after each
dose is given the glass should be thoroughly washed.
Small pieces of ice put in the doses of disagreeable sub-
stances, like cod-liver oil, renders the agent almost
tasteless. Those physicians who eschew the fashion-

able remedies take to the syrups, such as Aiken's syrup,

etc. The lacto-phosphate of iron is based on fallacies

like the others; but it is very taking, and is advocated
by Hosford and others. Physicians are anxious to get
solutions of phosphorus into the stomach, but before it

gets there it becomes oxidized.

Another popular fallacy of the day is the use of su-

gar-coated pills or medical confectionery. Coroners
have found these pills, after death, in the stomach and
intestines, undissolved. Medicines should be given
in such a shape that they will be quickly dissolved. It

is not an easy matter to get the hard coat off the pills.

Glycerine should be used in compounding pills, to render
them soft. Pills made in this way are easily dissolved

in the stomach. He has been astonished that Blan-
card's pill has been so usefid as has been stated—it

being covered with a metallic coat.

Medicines in capsules are not to be advocated—they
being not easily dissolved.

The use of various forms of divided medicines, par-

ticularly " The Divided Medicine Co.'s " preparation?,

is another fallacv. It is nothing new, but an old way
of preparing medicines. This way of dosing might be
good if the physician would put the medicine up, but
to purchase these j^reparations of companies is danger-
ous piiarmacy.

Rhubarb in squares, covered with powder, is not de-

sirable. Physicians should get the Chinese rhuijarb, in

Solid state, and then they know what it is.

Disinfectants, like chloralum or chloride of alumi-

nium, arc fashionable agents. The sulphate of alumi-

nium is better than the latter, but it is old
; so, to pop-

ularize it. Prof. Gamgee took the chloride. To improve
it in this country we have taken the name of bromo-
chloralum. Wastes of chemical manufactures are to be

the source of disinfectants for health-ljoards. Copperas,

or sulphate of iron, and carbolic acid are all that can be

desired.

Cinchona barks from India will probably give us

all that can be dispensed. Moss planted on the bark

improves the quality—called mossine in that coun-

try.

Chloral received, about a year ago, a decided check
on account of the number of deaths rei)orted from its

use
; it is a potent agent, and has taken a very proper

place in the materia medica.

Cundurango, which received its aid from the State

Department at Washington, D. C, has pretty much
gone out. That department deserves the reprobation

of the physicians of this country. Reports have come
back to the discredit of i(s use.

Nitrite of amyJ, introduced by the foreign physicians,

and first written about by Dr. Richardson, of London,

is a useful remedy. Cases of hemicrania, spasmodic

asthma, etc., have been relieved by its inhalation. It

is supposed to paralyze the nervous system of the arte-

rioles ; from sixty-five to seventy beats may be added

in a few seconds by its use. The circulation resumes

its usual tone in a few minutes, and the effect of the

remedy passes off.

Xylolhas now degenerated into a prevention of small-

pox, and it is very hard to place a value upon it.

An article which has been recently introduced from

Germany

—

Rhamnus franguJa—seems to stand be-

tween rhubarb and senna, and is useful in constipation.

The tincture has been prepared at the instance of Dr.

Gray, of Utica, and is a good preparation ; but it is

better chewed ; a few pieces chewed during the day

will overcome constipation.

Dr. Gouverneur M. Smith remarked as follows up-

on "Lactic acid as a cause of disease when employed

as a remedial agent."

As relevant, Mr. President, to the subject which Dr.

Squibb has so ably presented to the Academy this

evening, I will simply oflfer a few thoughts in relation to

a principle which is interesting to the medical profession,

on account of the various aspects which it exhibits for

our study. Reference is made to the principle known as

lactic acid. The physiologist regards it as being one of

the component parts of several of the normal secre-

tions; the pathologist views it as the materies vwrhi in

a so-called diathesis ;
while the therapeutist receives it

from the hands of the pharmacist to employ either j^er

se, or in the form of a saline in the relief of disease. It

is peculiar in the fact that it is elaborated both in the

animal and in the vegetable kingdoms, and can be

readily artificially produced.

In the animal kingdom, lactic acid is found occurring

as an ingredient of the gastric juice in the proportion

of 4.78 in 1000 parts ; associated with soda, potassa, and

lime, it is detected in the urine in proportions varying

from 1.50 to 2.C0 in 1000, while the same alkaline lac-

tates appear in the sweat in the ratio of about .317 in

1000. Liebigand Robin affirm that the lactates are to

be found and are produced in the muscular tissue. In

the vegetable kingdom, Wittstein has observed lactic

acid in the solanum dulcamara, and in the fre=h sap of

the grape-vine. It is unnecessary to allude to the

methods of artificially preparing this principle. To
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PcluH'li! lia<« bt'cn fttlributed the honor of having first

isol.ittd tills organic acid.

Tlio litisc of lai;tic acid as dirocteJ in the U. S. D. is

from ; j. to 3 iij. periliein, ami, as a remedy, has been rec-

oinnieniied by Ma;;etidie and Ilnndfield Jones in cer-

tain lornis of dyspepsia and in disorders accnmpaiued
l)y phiisphatic deposits in tlie urine. The salts of lac-

tic aeiil, as is wt 11 known, vary in dose aeeording to

the base associated with the acid, and are prescrdx-d at

the present time in maladies of very diverse cliarafter.

In studying the therapeutical properties of medicinal

substances we arc naturally led to inquire if the drugs
in question possess any toxicological qualities. Now
it is with the view of determining whether or not the

exhibition either of lactic acid or of its salts is ever at-

tended with dij^agreealde soijnchr, that these thoughts
are ofletcil to tliis Academy, in the hope of eliciting the

experience of its Fellows upon tin-* subject. It may
not be inappropriate to state the reasons which have
recently more particularly called my attention to this

inquiry. An article appeared in the British Medical
Joiiriinl of Dec. 23d, 1871, from the pen of Balihazer
W. Fo-ter, M.D., Prof of Medicine in Queen's College,

l^irmingliam, etc., entitled " The Synthesis of Acute
Rheumatism." This paper, in the form of a reprint, was
a short time ago sent to me by the author, and a few
of the interesting statements therein contained are

herewith presented as worthy of consideration.

Dr. Fo.*ter states that he '" was engaged in complet-
ing an inquiry into the effects of different drugs on the

sugar excretion in diabetes" and was led to observe the
action of lactic acid. The first patient in whom he
specially noted the behavior of the medicine was a
man aged ;?1 years, who had suffered several months
from nielituria, and who, on admission to the General
Hospital, was passing ISO ounces of urine per diemj con-
taining 49 grains of sugar to the ounce. After ti-eat-

mentfor tv,-o months on a restricted diet, the mine was
diminished in quantity to 116 ounces jje?- diem, contain-
ing but .30 grains of sugar per ounce. The patient was
now placed under the influence of lactic acid, fifteen

minims at a dose, four times a day, the dose being
doubled on the morning of the second day. Before the
expiration of forty-eiglit hours the patient complained
of acute pains in the joints, and the medicine was dis-

continued. As this symptom was resrarded ns a mere
coincidence, the patient, on recovering" from the arthri-

tic diflBeulty, was again placed under tlie influence of
lactic acid. A repetition of the pains was the result,

an increased general temperature, while a number of
joints presented the appearance of typical specimens of
rheumatic arthritis. The medicine was again stopped,
and a subsidence of the inflanunatory condition was
again immediately noticed. During the use of the lactic

acid there appeared to be an improvement in the dia-
betic symptoms, and the patient was placed under a
farther trial of the drug. It soon became manifest that
small doses of the remedy could be tolerated ; but if

these were increased, rheumatic symptoms would im-
mediately be developed.

"While this patient was under treatment, another one
presented himself at the hospital, likewise suffering with
diahete.% who on being placed under the influence of
lactic acid, was on the fourth day attacked with symp-
toms of rheumatism. The acid mixture was discon-
tinued, and in two days the patient was relieved of his
arthritic complication.

Dr. Foster, in his concluding remarks, says: "In the
first case, at least six well-marked arthritic attacks oc-
curred; in the second case, under conditions less favor-
alile for observation as to duration of treatment and
place, one well-marked attack occurred. The pheno-

mena corresponded in all respects to those whi<;h are
chaiacieristie of acute articular rheumatism. They came
on when the acid was taken, and ceased when it was
di.'<(;ontinued. When moderate quantities of the acid
were tolerated, an increiuse in the do.se was succeeded
by the painful inflammation of the joint."*. Coineiiling

with the development of the articular aflection was the

aiipenraiice of perspiration, at first oidy slight, but af-

terward-, in the more severe attacks, copious and acid.

These facts have dispelled the last lingering doubt in

my mind as to the truth of the lactic-acid theory of
rheumatism." Dr. Foster further says: " lu health, no
doubt, nnich larger quantities of lactic acid tiian any
given in my cases would be excreted without produ-
cing any perceptible disturbance in the bodily functions.

Tlie acid would escape by the skin, the kidneys, or after

oxidation, as carbonic acid and water. It cannot be
justly argued that the quantities of acid taken by my
patiints were too small not to have escaped in this

way. The conditions under which the drug was given
must be borne in mind. In diabetes we have a state

of suboxidation very unfavorable to the conversion
by oxidation of new compounds; and in Wright's case
this was aggravated by the seiious pulmonary compli-
cations. Associ.ited with these, there was a dry and
brawny state of the skin, highly unfavorable to the
elimination of the l.ict'c acid by one of the common
channels. Lastly, the well-known persistent acidity

of the urine in diabetes points to a pre-existing hyper-
acidity of the fluids."

These observations of Dr. Foster are exceedingly in-

teresting, as tending to show the correctness of the
theory attributing aitliritis to a lactic- acid diathesis, as

so strongly contended by Fuller a few years since, and
also as tending to exhibit that lactic acid, as artificially

supplied to the system, may induce mischief. No one
who has examined the recent literature on the subject

of rheumatism can have failed to have had his faith

somewhat shaken in the theory to which allu-ion has
just been made. Clinical study of acute articular rheu-

matism in di.spensary, hospital, and private practice has,

however, led me to give a preference to the alkaline

treatment, and an inclination to the belief in an acid

maiet-ies morbi in the disorder in question. While the
different methods of treatment which have of late been
advocated for the relief of rheumatism may be a? effi-

cient as that known as the alkaline method, neverthe-
less such succei^s does not prove that the etiological

views of Fuller and of olhers of like mind are incor-

rect.

For example, in the London Hospital Reports we
read of the treatment of rheumatic fever by free

blistering, as recommended by Herbert Davies, in

which either arm-lets, wrist-lets, thigh-lets, leg-lets,

and finger-lets of blistering plaster were applied "near
to, but not upon every joint inflamed, at the very
height of the inflammatory stage, when the local pains

were the most severe and the constitutional disturb-

ance the f/reatest," or in which strong acetura lytta) was
painted in zones round the joints. Now the chief de-

sign of such treatment was to induce an elimination

of a matcries morbi from the blood through serous dis-

charge.', and was not with the intent of exciting a
mere sanguineous derivation. Furthermore, Dr. Davies
advocates a mild alkaline treatment as a useful adjunct
to the means just alluded to.

In Guy's Hospital Reports G. Owen Rees reports

casas of rheumatic fever successfully treated by lemon
juice. In such instances we can readily suppo.^e that

the alkalies naturally associated with the citric acid

were as efficient in correcting an acid diathesis, as are

the alkalies when administered either in the form of
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Rochfllc salts or •when given in other sahne forms as

artificially prepared.

Again, in Guy's Hospital Reports there arc recorded

a number of cases of acute rheumatism occurring in

the practice of Drs. Gull, Sutton, and Rees, which
made favorable recoveries under a simple mint-water

or an expectant treatment. We learn from such facts

that patients when placed under favorable hygienic

conditions will as readily recuperate from acute rheu-

matism as they will, as is well known, from many-

other disorders, and convalesce more rapidly than if

they had been subjected to meddlesome medication.

These apparently diverse plans of treatment sub-

serve to a certain extent a similar purpose, being, as

has been said, either eliniinative of, or cliemically an-

tagonistic to some inimical principle. As there has

been a pretty general belief tliat the materies morhi of

rheumatism was lactic acid, we have, in the interesting

cases narrated by Dr. Foster, such strong corroborative

facts as to warrant us in confirming our faith in such

supposition.

A question of practical importance here arises, viz.,

to Avhat extent can we employ either lactic acid or its

salts as therapeutical agents without inducing mis-

chief? It is not probable that these articles, if exhibit-

ed in ordinary doses during health, would produce any
very serious disturbance ; Nature is so conservative in

her action that such a chemical disposition of them
Avould be made in the economy as to render their re-

sultants innocuous. ISTor is it probable tliat in every

form of disease they are capable of exciting any more
trouble than they could if administered under normal
circum.=;tances ; in some disorders, indeed, when wisely

administered they appear remedial in their action.

Though this is true, are there not morbid conditions

contraindicating their emplojmient? In some maladies

the processes of vital chemistry are so disturbed that

nearly all the functions are disarranged; now under
such circumstances a small additional quantity of lactic

acid may prove as toxicological as much larger quanti-

ties if taken under normal circumstances.

The salts of lactic acid are now very freely employ-
ed, and in disorders very diverse in their nature. Are
there not morbid conditions which may contraindicate

their exhibition if given either in large doses or in

small quantities frequently repeated and extending
over a considerable space of time? For example, if an
individual has inherited or has acquired a rheumatic
diathesis, is it proper to administer to such a person
the agents in question ? If there is an apparent idio-

.syncrasy, inimical to lactic acid, is it not more desira-

ble, when treating patients possessing such peculiarity,

for any malady whatsoever, to administer remedies not
containing the acid under consideration ? If lactic

acid artificially administered can excite acute inflamma-
tory action in the fibrous structures of the joints, it is

equally liable to induce mischief in the kindred struc-

tures of the heart and pericardium. Arthritic inflam-

mation may subside, leaving no permanent trouble in

the joints; but if inflammation is once excited in tlie

delicate cardiac membranes, persistent disaster may be
the consequence.

There may be other morbid conditions in which the

exhibition of lactic acid is contraindicated, as may oc-

cur in those suffering from embarrassed respiration, or in

those in whom the functions of the kidneys and skin

are seriously impaired. Lactic acid, as the natural pro-

duct of tho system may evtn under such circumstances

be eliminated either per se or as broken into dciiva-

tives; if, however, a sliglit surplus is artificially supplied,

the latter may immediately a<sume the chanicter of a

materies morhi, while in health such addition would be

readily tolerated. Unfavorable symptoms by a super-

ficial observer may be regarded as coincidences, their

true import remaining uninterpreted.

It is foreign to my purpose to convey the impression

that lactic acid, as ordinarily employed, is inimical to the

system ; for Nature is so conservative in her actidn as

to antagonize small quantities of materials decidedly

poisonous in their character ; but the facts noted

by Dr. Foster are worthy of our attention, and have

excited the inquiries which have been thus briefly set

forth.

Du. Van Klkeck inquired of the first speaker if the

rhamnus catharticus, or buckthorn, was the same arti-

cle mentioned by him, viz., rhamnus fraiKjula.

Dr. Squibb replied that it was of the same genus,

but milder in character.

To the following queries of Dr. Van Kleeck

:

Whether chloral was apt to become decomposed when
exhibited in syrup; whether biomide of sodium was
superior to the bromide of potassium as a medicinal

agent ;
and whether the combination of dilute phos-

phoric acid and the hypophnsphites waschemicall)- prop-

er—he having found the latter mixture very useful in

his practice, Dr. Squibb answered that chloral should

be given in a solution of water ; it should not be sus-

pended in syrup, as decomposition was apt to occur.

Ice and water was a good vehicle for giving the sa-

lines.

In regard to the use of bromide of sodium, enough
had not as yet been used to enable one to form an opin-

ion concerning its merits. We have not data enough
to change from bromide of potassium to bromide of

sodium. In those cases where acne was produced by
doses of the former, it would be wise to substitute bro-

mide of sodium.
The phosphoric acid mixture alluded to was not a

bad chemical combination. Delatour, of Wall street,

several years ago, conceiving that a pleasant medicinal

drink would be popular with an enervated class of cus-

tomers, and also beneficial, consulted hin concerning a

formula. The result was the manufaciuie of a phos-

phoric lemonade, which was extremely popular and

useful to the Wall street gamblers, and that class who
were worn out in body and mind. Many times they

came in exhausted, and after partaking of a glass of

this brain restorer were enabled to go on with the busi-

ness of the day with comparative ease. Dr. Gray
has said that a tumbler of phosphoric lemonade was
useful to him.

On motion, the Academy adjourned to Sept. 5th.

THE AMERICAN OTOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

The Fifth Annual Meeting of the Society Avas held at

the Ocean House, Newport, R. I., July 17th, 1872, at

Hi o'clock.

Present : Drs. W. W. Moiland, of Boston ;
Frank W.

Abbott, of Bufl^'alo, N. Y. ; C. J. Blake, of Boston ; 0.

D. Pomeroy, of New York ; Henry L. Shaw, of Bos-

ton, and J. Orne Green, of Boston.

In the absence of the President, Dr. Morland was
chosen Ciiairman.

Drs. Morland, Blake, Pomeroy, Abbott, and Shaw
were appointed a committee on the nomination of new
members, and reported the names of Drs. J. Sohs

Cohen, of Philadelphia; Chas. H. Burnett, of Philadel-

phia, and George Sirawbridge, of Phdadelphia, all of

whom Avere duly elected, and Drs. Cohen and Burnett

took their seats as members.
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The Chair nppoiiitod Drs. Pomeroy, Abbott, and
Shaw as tiie Executive Committee.
The Trensuier's report was read and referred to Dr.

Blake as an Auditing Committee, who reported it cor-
rect, a!ui it was accepted.

Notice wa.s <.Mven of a proposed amendment to the
By-Laws, substituting three instead of five as tlie num-
ber of tiie Committee on Xominations.
The following bulletin of business was submitted by

the Exccuiive Committee, and the papers read in order,
and referred to the Publishing Committee:

—

Report on the Progress of Otology. By C. J,

Blako, ^[.D., of Boston.
Accidental Evulsion of the Membrana Tvmpani and

Ossicles. By Chas. H. Burnett, M.D., of Philadelphia,
Clinical Contributions : Otitis .Media Hemorrhagica.

By D. B. St. J. Roosa, M.D., of New York.
A Peculiar Case of Impacted Cerumen. By D. B.

St. J. Roosa, M.D., of New York.
Examination of 100 Cases of Impacted Cerumen, with

a view of determining its pathological indication. By
O. D. Pomeroy, M.D., of New York.
A Case Presenting a Mastoid Sequestrum. By 0.

D. Pomeroy, M.D., of New York.
A Faucial Eustachian Catheter. By 0. D. Pomeroy,

M.D., of New York.
The Perception of High Musical Notes. By C. J.

Blake, M.D., of Boston.
Case of Caries of the Meatus. By C. J. Blake, M.D.,

of Boston.
A Middle-Ear Mirror. By C. J. Blake, M.D., of

Boston.
Verbal Communicntionfi.—Remarks on a late publica-

tion, in which corpulence is considered a cause of deaf-
ness. By \V. W, Morland, M.D., of Boston.

Cases of injury to the ear from external violence.
Six of injury from explosions. Three of injury from
blows. Two of injury from attempted removal of for-

eign bodies. By J. Orne Green, M.D., of Boston.
A vote of thanks was passed Dr. Blake for thi very

interesting and laborious report presented by him on
the Progress of Otology.

Notice was given of a proposed amendment to the
By-Laws, viz. : to insert at the end of the first para-
graph of the fourth section these words, ' and any
member neglecting to pay the annual assessments for

three years shall be considered to have forfeited his
membership."
At 2J o'clock, after the reading of the ninth paper,

the Society adjourned till 4i o'clock p.m.

SECOND SESSION.

The Chairman called the Society to order at 4^
o'clock, and the minutes of the first session were read
and approved.
The Executive Committee presented the following

list of officers for the ensuing year, all of whom were
elected:—President, Henry D. Noyes, M.D. ; Yice-
Pre-ident, E. L. Holmes M.D. ; Secretary and Treas-
urer. J. Orne Green, M.D. ; Publishing Committee,
R. F. Weir, M.D., Cha?. E. Hackley, M.D. ; Committee
on Progress of Otology, C. H. Burnett, M.D.

Dr. (Joues gave notice of an addition to the By-
Laws, providing that a delegate should be chosen annu-
ally to the American Medical Association. The two
amendments to the By-Laws proposed at the first, ses-
sion were adopted. It was voted that all papers
referred to the Publishing Committee be sent to them
before October 1st, and that proofs of articles be sent to
their authors, returnable within one week from the
date of their receipt, in default of which return, the

paper to be left out of the Transactions at the discretion

of the Coni'iiittee.

It was ahso voted that when the Society adjourn, it

.'.hould meet again at the call of the Secretary, on the

day preceding the annual meeting of the American
Ophthalmological Society.

The minutes of this sea-^ion were read and approved,
and the Society adjourned at GJ p.m.

(Corrcspoiiticiicf.

THE EXTRAORDINARY MORTALITY
NEW YORK.

OF

BuKK.vu OK Records of Vit.\l ST.\TiSTrc8,

)

Health Depabtment, July 23, 1873. f

To THE EorroB of the Medical Recobd.

Sir— The extraordinary mortality of the week end-
ing July Gth, 1872, is worthy of .special notice, and I

beg to present to your readers its most prominent fea-

tures. Its actual mortality reached the enormous figure

of 1,591 ;—229 more deaths than had ever before been
re(/i.stered diir'mg any single week in this city, the next
largest number having been 1,302 in the week ending
July 21st, 18G6, when Asiatic cholera had been pre-

vailing here for some time. Tiie maximum mortality

of the year (that of the present year being most proba-

bly represented by the week in question) had never
before occurred so early in tiie season. It will suffice

to go back as far as 1855 to corroborate this fact.

From that time during ten successive years the great-

est weekly number of deaths was never attained until

the third week in July; in one year (1857) it was de-

layed until September, and in six out of the ten years

until August. Since 1864 (when during four years it

had occurred in August), the point of maximum mor-
tality (so to .speak) has been, as a rule, retrogressive.

In 1865, '66, and '70, it occurred in the third week of
July—in 1867 alone in the fourth week—and in 1868,

'69, and '71 in the second week, while the first week
of July in the present year has doubtle.ss exhibited the

highe.-.t mortality. It is unfortunate that a constant

record of actual daily deaths Avas never kept in this

Bureau prior to Julj^, 1870, as the direct relations be-
tween our mortality and meteorological fluctuations

would have afforded a most interesting necrologieal

study.

Both the mean temperature and humidity of the

week which we are examining were exceptionally high

—the former being 83.97° and the latter 75" (saturation

being represented by 100"), as recorded at the Cooper
Institute. There is no doubt of the deadly effect of a

very high temperature in this city, particularly in con-

junction with an excessive atmospheric humidity; and
their simultaneous occurrence at an unusuall)' early pe-

riod of the season accounts for the extraordinary mor-
tality of the week.
Many deaths which took place during this week, and

which were ascribed to various obvious affections,

were doubtles? mainly due to the operation of meteo-
rological phenomena. Thus throughout the whole
category of diseases there was a very general increase

in which all ages participated, but which was more
manifest among the very young and the very old

;

1,007 children under five years of age and 45 persons

of seventy years and upward, were cut off during the

week. Of these 1,007 infants, 618 fell victims to
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diarrhoea, of whom 499 were babies less than a year

old, and 604 less than two years old. The immunity
from the fatal resuUs of diarrha'a enjoyed by children

older than two years is shown by the fact that but 15

between two and three years of age. but 6 between
three and four years, none between tour and Gve years,

and but 5 between live and ten years of age died from

any diarrhoeal complaint. The total mortality from

diarrhoea amounted to 053—41 per cent, of the deaths

from all causes.

212 persons succumbed to the direct eCfect of solnr

heat (either exhaustion or sunstroke), 132 of which
were cases of true insolation ; 75 of the latter expired

within six hours of the seizure, lOG within twelve

hours, and 185 within twenty-four hours. The greatest

number of deaths from solar heat—68—took place on

July 2, on which day was recorded the maximum
temperature during the week in both the shade and the

sun, viz., 97° and 128' respectively, as well as the

greatest degree of humidity, 84. Forty of the sun-

strokes upon this day proved fatal within eight hours.

The majority of all the sunstrokes affected people be-

tween adolescence and middle age. Children and old

persons were the principal sufferers from exhaustion by
heat. 39 sunstrokes were certified as occurring in

habitual drunkards.

The same day mentioned (July 2) was marked by
the greatest mortahty—351 deaths—140 of which were
caused by diarrhoeal affections and 102 by diseases of

the nervous system.

Very Respectfully,

Cn.\s. P. RussEL, M.D.

ARMY NEWS.

Official List of Changes of Stations and Deities of Offi-

cers of the Medical Department^ United States Army,
from July 4, 1872, to July 18, 1872, inclusive.

Simons, Jnc, Surgeon.—By S. 0. 20, Department of
the G-ulf, July 5, 1872, to relieve Surgeon Randolph as

Medical Director of this Department, the latter to com-
ply with S. 0. 148, C. 0., War Department.

Edwards, L. A., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 155, War De-
partment, A. Gr. 0., July 6, 1872, his present leave of
absence extended sixty days.

Page, Chas., Surgeon.—By S. 0. Ill, Department
of the Platte, July 2, 1872, assigned to duty as Post
Surgeon at Fort D. A. Russell, Wyoming Territory.

VoLLUM, E. C, Surgeon.—By S. 0. 113, Department
of the Platte, July 6, 1872, granted leave of absence
for twenty days.

Whitehead, W. E., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 117,
Department of Texas, July 6. 1872, assigned to duty
at Fort Brown, Texas, as Post Surgeon.

GiRARD, A. C, Assistant Surgeon.—ByS. 0. 117, C.

S., Department of Texas, assigned to duty as Post Sur-
geon at Ringold Banks, Texas.

Dickson, Jno., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 109,
Department of the Platte, June 28, 1872, assigned to

duty as Post Surgeon at Fort Fred Steele, Wyoming
Territory.

iHcDical 3tcms antr lleiDS.

The Stranger's Hospital of this city has ceased to

exi>t as such, in consequence of the lack of funds on
the part of its founder. The Commissinners of
Cljarities and Correction contemplate purchasing it for

an Accident Hospital.

The Ulster County (New York) Medical Society
has voted to hold its meetings every month, instead of
half-yearly as heretofore. If this example were fol-

lowed by some other County Societies throughout this

and other States, it would have the effect of stimulat-

ing the members to a self-improvement very much
needed in some quarters. Very many of these asso-

ciations have only life enough in them to meet once a
year and elect their officers, and send their delegates to

their respective State Societies.

Dr. J. B. MuRDOCK, formerly of Oswego, New-
York, has removed to Pittsburgh, Pa.

Rhode Island Medical Society.—The election of
officers for the ensuing year resulted as follows :

—

Pre-
sident, Dr. Lloyd Morton, cf Pawtucket; First- Vice-

President, Dr. F. II. Peckham, of Providence; Second
Vice-President, Dr. Geo. W. Jenckes, of Woonsocket

;

Recordinr/ Secretary, Dr. Edward M. Harris, of Provi-
dence ; Dr. C. W. Parsons, o? Providence, re-elected

Corresponding Secretary ; Dr. T. K. Newhall, of Provi-
dence, re-elected Treasurer.

Degrees Conferred on Medical Men.—At the an-
nual commencement of the University of the City of
Xew York, held June 20th, 1872, the following degrees
were conferred on New York medical men : LL.D.,
upon Prof. Alfred C. Post, M.D. ; Doctor of Philoso-
phy, upon F. Leroy Satterlee, M.D.

Westchester County Medical Society, N. Y.—The
annual meeting of this Society resulted in the election

of the following officers: President, John J. Linson,
M.D., of Tarrytown; Vice-President, C. W. Haight,
M.D., of Pleasantville; Secretary, Wm. H. Helm, of
Sing Sing ; Treasurer Jared G. Wood, M.D., of Croton
Falls.

Yearly Statistics of the New York Board of .

Health.—Dr. Chas. P. Russel, Chief of Records of
Vital Statistics, in his annual report says : The death-
rate for the year was 28.6 per 1,000 of the population,

a higher rate than can be found in any other city of
importance throughout the States, with ^aw excep-
tions. The total number of deaths caused by zymotic
diseases during the year amounted to 8,364. Small-
pox carried off 805 persons. During 1871, 70 persons,

27 men and 43 women, died at an age exceeding 90
years. Of the total number of deaths, 1,071 were due
to accidents, 112 to burns and scalds, 15 to kerosene
explosions (all women or young girls), 187 to drown-
ing, 395 to fractures, 45 to suffocation, 14 to accidental

poisoning, 82 to the West field disaster, 93 to steam and
street railroad cars, 54 to the July liot—of whom 27
were Irish, 15 Americans, 4 Germans, 3 English, 1

Scotch, 1 Australian, and 1 Canadian.—There were 65
murders during the year, but only one murderer, a col-

ored man, was hanged. There were 114 suicides, of

whom the greater part were Germans.

The Sick of New York in 1871.—During the year
1871 there were 21,532 patients treated at the pub-
lic hospitals, 17,717 at the Bureau for the Outdoor
Sick, and 5,045 at their homes; 5,178 infants and small
children were received at the asylums and nurseries,
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and 1,73S boys had the benefit of daily instruction at

the Nautical and Industrial Schools, and 11") of both

sexes in the Idiot Scliool. The iiumltiT received at

the several charitable institutions of the department
were 27,877. At the Labor Ihireau eniployinent was
obtained for 4;?,or)8 persons. To the City Prison there

were committed 5I,4G0 persons, of whom 21,182 were
transferred to the Workhouse, and 2,308 to tiie Peni-

tentiary. Tiie agL'repate number of persons received

in the several institutions, including patients treated at

their homes by the physicians of the department, and
of the destitut 8 relieved by the Superintendent of

Outdoor Poor, was 195,334.

Amherst Collkge, Mass.—Prof Hitchcock, of this

college, stated on the programme of the exhibition in

the light and heavy gymnastics by the Junior Class,

July \), 1872, as follows concerning the heidtli statistics

gathered during the past eleven years. Of tlie 2,537

names on the annual catalogue for eleven years past,

464, or 14 per cent, or one student in every seven,

have bsen entered on the siek-list, for a consecutive

absence of more than two days from all college exer-

cises. The average annual number of students in col-

lege for eleven years past is 232. During this same
time the average annual number on the sick-list has
been 37, or nearly IG (15.9j per cent. Between one-
fourth and one-fifth of all these cases of sickness have
been of a mild or severe form of colds. There has

been less than one-tenth of all these disabilities in the

form of fevers, and oidy about one-twentieth of them
have been of a lyphoidal character. About one-thir-

tieth of these disabilities have been for injuries incurred

in the Barrett Gymnasium
;

and yet no permanent
evil has ever resulted from a single one of the-e acci-

dents. The amount of time lost to study as averaged
to each disabled man has been about two per cent, of

the college course, or two days, and the lost time
averaged upon all the students has been only one per
cent, of the course.

DEAxn OF Aged Persons.—Sallie Roberts, for many
years chief house servant in the family of President
Madison, died in St. Loui«. July 8, aged 107 years.

Syracuse, N. Y., has lost her oldest inhabitant, who
died at the age of 115. His name was Samuel R. Motts.

His father was a negro and attained the age of 129
years ; his mother was Irish.

Worcester, Mass., Lc.vatic Hospital.—Dr. Ber-
nard D. Eastman, of Washington, D. C, has been ap-
pointed Superintendent of this Asylum in place of Dr.

Bemis, resigned. Dr. Eastman was for some time con-
nected with the New Hampshire State Asylum, and
for the past seven years has been first assistant super-
intendent of the government hospital for the insane at

Washington.

Massacuusetts General Hospital.—The Treasurer
of this Institution received recently the large sura of

$446,000, being the result of the w'ill of the' late John
Redman. The legacy, twenty years ago was only
§50,000 ; but the advance in both real and personal
estate since tliat time has increased the value of the
gift to nearly half a million.

Medical Department Harvard University.—Dr.
R. M. Hodges has resigned his position as Adjunct
Professor of Surgery and Clinical Surgery at this insti-

tution.

An Honorary Degree to Prof. Gross.—The hon-
orary degree of D.C.L. from the University of Oxford,
England, has been lately conferred on Prof. S. D. Gross,
of Philadelphia.

AiTGRicAN Opiitiialmolooical Sociktv.—The niee'-

ing of this Society, whii.-h was to have been held at

Newport, July 18, has been postponed till the third

Thursday in July, 1873, for the reason that many mem-
l)er8 expect to be present at the International Uphlhal-

mological Congress in London, August Ist.

Missouri ^Iedical Association.—This Society con-
vened in the ha'l of the St. Joseph Improvement and
Maimfacturer.s' Aid Society, April 23, 1872. The fol-

lowing gentlemen were then elected ollicers for the

ensuing year: President, E. Montgomery, M.D., St.

Louis. Vice-Preaidenls, Hugh Trevor, M.D., St.

Joseph; S. S. Tudd, M.I)., Kansas City; E. J. Mont-
gomery, M.D., Sedalia; D. II. Shields, M.D., Hannibal

;

J. P. bimmitt, M.D., Clinton. RecortUmj Secretaries,

Dr. K. S. Anderson, of St. Louis; and Dr. Shaufller, of

Kansas City. Correspimdin'j Secretari/, Dr. 11. Z. Gill,

of St. Louis. Treasurer, Dr. E. A. Donelian, of St.

Jo.-epli.

The Association adjourned to meet at Moberly on
the third Tuesday of April, 1873.

Illinois State Medical Society.—At the Annual
Meeting of this Society, tlie following officers were
elected for the ensuing year : President, Dr. D. W.
Young, of Aurora; Vice-Presidents, Drs. T. D. Wash-
burn, of Hillsboro, and F. C. Hofz, of Chicago; Assis-

tant S''cretar)j, Dr. R. D. Bradle}', of Bloomington.

The next annual meeting is to be held in Bloomington,

on the third Tuesday in May, 1873.

Indiana State Medicvl Society,—The twenty-
second annual session of this Society was held in

Indianapolis, May 21st and 22d. The following

officers were elected for the ensuing year: President,

Dr. Joel Pennington, of Milton ;
Vice-President, Dr. R.

E. Haughton. of Richmond ; Secretary, Dr. G. V.
\Voolen, of Indianapolis ;

Assistant Secretary, Dr. W. .7.

Elstun, of Indianapolis; Treasurer, Dr. J. II. Wood-
burn, of Indianapolis; Librarian, Dr. A. W. Davis, of

Indianapolis.

The next meeting will be held on the third Tues-
day of May, 1873.

Effect of Deficient Lime PnospnATE.—Dr. Wieske
has concluded some experiments upon animals, which
go to show that the withdrawal of lime and phos-

phoric acid from the food injures the health and may
destroy the life of the animal, but that the bones in

consequence do not become more friable or suffer

change of chemical decomposition.

—

Mich. Univ. Med-
ical Journal.

An Appointment to toe Peritvian Government.—
Dr. E. L. Bissell, of New Haven, Ct., has gone to

Lima to accept a position as surgeon from the Peruvian
Government, with a salary of five thousand dollars.

A Prize for Chemical Tests.—At the annual meet-
ing of the Massachusetts Medical Society, held in June,

Dr. George C. Shattuck, President, announced that

Dr. Miller, of Sheffield, had oQered, through the Pub-
lication Committee, a prize of one hundred dollars for

the best essay on Chemical Tests in cases of accidental

poisoning, the conditions of the prize being that the
essay should be really meritorious aside from its com-
petitive excellence.

Maine Medical Association.—The closing session of
this Society was held June 14. Dr. W. W. Green, of

Portland, was appointed orator for 1873. The next
meeting is appointed for the second Tuesday in June, at

Portland. Drs. A. Fuller, of Bath, and Jordan, of
Portland, were chosen delegates to the Medical Society

of the State of New York.
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Vienna Medical Students.—At the Vienna school

fourteen hundred and seventy-one medical students are

registered for the summer session. Of these five hun-
dred and six are Hungarians.

Female City Puysician. — The corporation of

Springfield, Mass., has appointed Miss S. J. Williams as

city pliysician.

A Large Stone.—Dr. Buckner, of Cincinnati, Ohio
{The Clinic), exhibited, at the May meeting of the Cin-

cinnati Academv' of Medicine, a large stone which was
i; removed from the descending colon of a horse by Dr.

Bowler, a veterinary surgeon of that city. The stone

weighed eleven pounds and three ounces. The horse

from which it was removed was twelve years old, and
had suffered from frequent attacks of colic, in one of

which he died.

The Discovery of Chloroform.—Baron Von Lie-

big, in the Annalen der Chemie xmd Pharmacie, claims

priority to Soubeiran, the French chemist, in the dis-

covery ofchloroform. The Journal ofApplied Chemisiry,

however, calls attention to the fact that he says noth-

ing about Mr. Gruthrie, of Sackett's Harbor, New York,

who prepared chloroform, under the name of chloric

ether, early in 1831, before either the French or G-er-

man chemists had discovered it. Liebig's communi-
cation shows that three men nearly smiultaneously

discovered chloroform, and the first on the list was
Guthrie.

The Oil of Cloves.— At a late meeting of the

Boston Society of Medical Sciences, Dr. Webber
(Bosto7i Med. and Suj-g. Journal) spoke of the meiits

of oil of cloves in the preparation of microscopical

specimens. It is not so volatile as oil of turpentine,

and preparations may be kept in it for examination for

a day or two. If carbolic acid is used, the preparations

must be washed with chloroform before Canada balsam

is used ; whereas with oil of cloves, Canada balsam can

be used at once and the preparations do not harden as

soon.

Puerper.vl Convulsions.—In a paper on this subject,

publislied in the American Practitioner, by H. K. Pusey,
M.D., of Garnettsville, Ky., the foUowing statistics are

noted. In the 68,435 cases of labor reported by Dr.

Ramsbotham, there occurred 67 cases of convulsions,

less than one in one thousand cases; Mad. Boivin,

in 20,357 cases of labor, had 19 cases of convulsions

;

while Mad. Lachapelle reports 61 cases in 38,000 cases

of labor. The ratio of convulsions to pregnancy and
labor, in the largest number of cases that he has been
able to gather, stand as one to about seven hundred.

A Collection of Pelves.—The Obstetrical Society of
London has appointed a committee to form a collection

of pelves, illustrative of various points in connection
with obstetrics. The lion. Secretaries to the Pelvis

Committee, Alfred Wiltshire, M.D., and Heywood
Smith, M.B., state that they will be willing, if desired,

to make arrangements as to expense of carriage, casts,

models, drawings, photographs, etc., with any society

or gentleman in this country, who may wish to con-
tribute specimens. Their address is at the Society's

Library, 29 Eegent street, W.

Jewisii Mortality.—According Dr. Stallard's work
on " London Pauperism,'' the mortality of Jewish
children under five years of age is much less than
among other children. There is no hereditary syphilis,

and scarcely any scrofula. The mother engages in no
employment that takes her away from her children.

From one year to five the Jews lose only ten per cent.

while the Christians lose fourteen. The average life of

the Christian is 37 years—of the Jew, 4!) years. Beyond
sixty years, only a quarter of a Christinn pofiulation

will be alive, but a quarter of a Jewi.sh population will

exceed 71 years. In Prussia the Christian population

requires 51 years to douifle itself, but the Jewish popu-
lation will double itself in 41 years.

WnoopiNG-Couon.—According to Mr. John Gran-
tham (British Med. Journal), the steam from a mixture
of an ounce of aqua ammonia to a quart of water, inhaled

once a daj'', relieves and even cures attacks of this

affection I

Persistence of the Hymen after Marriage.—At a
recent session of the Gynecological Society of Boston,
Dr. Blake {Journ. of the Gynoicological Soc. of Boston)

related a case of vulval eczema, attended by persist-

ence of the hymen after marriage. He had found the

hymen present, though the woman had been twenty
years married, and so firm as to prevent the lip of the

finger from entering. The husband had always been
satisfied with his wife's condition, and she heiself was
ignorant that it was in any respect an unusual one.

Apparent Death.—Dr. W. H. Lathrop, Prof Diseases

of the Brain and Mind in Detroit Medical College

(Detroit Review of Medicine and Pharmacy), in his

paper on " Apparent Death," reports one of the most
renjarkable and best authenticated cases of trance on
record, that of William (afterwards Rev. Dr.) Tennent.
While studying theology at Princeton, N. J., he had a

fit of catalepsy, being in a very weak state from close

application to books, without proper attention to phy-
sical exercise. Afier a short illness he was regarded as

dead, and the day was fixed for the funeral. His phy-
sician, however, believed him to be alive, and succeeded

in having the funeral postponed from day to day for

three days. The brother of Mr. Tennent then insisted

that it was folly to suppose that he could be alive, and
ordered that at a certam hour the burial service should

occur. When the appointed time arrived, and the com-
pany were assemlilcd, the doctor stood over his patient

and asked for still another hour. At the end of that

time the patient suddenly uttered a groan, and soon
after gave other signs of life. His recovery was slow,

and at first was attended with a loss of memoiy. He
commenced anew the study of Latin with as much dif-

ficulty as if he had had no previous acquaintance with
the language. After a considerable time his memory
suddenly returned. This case is fully authenticated.

The witnesses were educated persons, and all the par-

ticulars have been carefully described. Such cases,

therefore, are possible, though extremely rare.

In conclusion he observes : 1st, That trance is ex-
tremely rare ;

2d, That apparentlife in those really dead
is much more common ;

3d, That in doubtful cases we
should wait for the appearance of decomposition before

allowing the burial to take place.

The First to Suggest the Idea of Dispensaries.

—Dr. Samuel Garth, in 1702, was the fir.-t physician

who suggested the idea of dispensaries where advice

was given gratis to the poor. He may be considered
the lounder of those benevolent institutions. His
poem of " The Dispensary " was a satire on the inter-

ested quacks and apothecaries who opposed the char-

ity.

Organic ^Iatter in the Breath.—Dr. Ransome, in

his investigations into this subject, comes to the follow-

ing conclusion : The total amount of organic matter
passing out of the lungs in the space of twenty-four
hours, the subject being in a state of health, is about
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three grains. In disease the organic matter varies con-

siderably ; in lienlth it is tolenimy constant in quantity.

On the oilier hand tlie quantity of Iree amnmnia in the

breath is very variable, even in hcallliy snhjoctK One
of the most intonsting results, given by Dr. Ivansome,

is thi' fact that a larpu quantity of orpanio nitrogenous

mattor is tlirown ofl" by the lungs in kidney diseases,

especially in ^right's disease. A deficiency of organic

matter wius observetl in cases of catarrh, measles, and
diphtheria.

—

Medical Times and Cfazetle.

Mortality St.\tistic3 of San Francisco, Cal.—
Henry Gibbons. Jr., M.D., San Franei.sco i I'arific Med.

and Surg. Jour.), gives a general exliibit of the features of

tlie mortality record for 1871, and believes that few
cities, of wliatever size, can exceed San Francisco in

healthfulne.<.s, or at least in their freedom from fatal dis-

orders. The census of that city for 1870 makes the

population 150.301 ; assuming it to be correct, the

death-rate was I'J.O per thousand, or one in about fifty

inhabilanis. While the population did not diminish,

there was a diminution of mort.ility of nearly 400 from
that of 1>^70. The mortality from miasmatic disorders

was but IH per cent, of tlie entire mortality. On the

average about two-fifths of all deaths are of children

under 5 years of age, but for 1871 the proportion fell to

32 per cent.

Male and Female Births in the United States.—
According to Dr. Toner, of Wasliington, D. C, a law
of nature almost uniform throughout the world pro-

duces a greater number of male tlian female births.

The proportion of excess ranges in different countries

and at different periods, from 1 to 12 in the 100. The
rate of excess in the United States is about 6 in the

100. Among the colored race this inequality is re-

versed, the female births being an excess. The excess

of males does not remain constant and uniform through
life. There are more females of 20 years than there

are males of tiie same age ; and again between the

ages of SO and 100 there are more females than males
living of the same age. The excess of males in the

United States was in 1790, 58,786; in ISdO, 114,353;
in 1810. 113.138; in 1820. 128,329; in 1830, 184,018;

1840,315,373; 1850,499,736; 1860,328,624. Owing
chiefly to westward emigration, there was in 1860, at

the commencement of the war, the following excess of

females over males in the States named : Nuw-IIamp-
shire, 6,441 ; Massachusetts, 37,040 ; Rhode Island,

6,354; Connecticut, 8,159; New-York, 13.671 ; New-
Jersey, 927; Maryland, 16,690; District of Columbia,

4,082.

American Children.—The foreign element in this

country breeds more than double as many children as

the strictly American. In the New-England States,

formerly every family averaged about eight children.

From the best information of the present day, it seems
that in the families of the native population in those

Stales they do not exceed three.

" Isolating Dressing of Wounds " is the term used
by M. Viennois, in a late number of the Gazette Heh-
domadaire, to indicate a mode of dressing wounds prac-

tised by M. Odier for a couple of years past, which he
believes to be superior in its effects to the water-bath
as employed by Langenbeck. In cases where it is pos-

sible to do so, the part is immersed in a bath of oil,

either by laying it into a trough of zinc, or. in the case

of amputation, enclosing the stump in a pig's bladder
(in the case of larger limbs) which contains a sufficient

quantity of oil to completely cure the wound. The oil,

he thinks, being of less .s. g. than the fluids of the wound,
allows them to gravitate to the bottom ofthe containing

vessel where they are completely separated from con-

tact with the w<iunded Kurface. Wlien this process is

not appliralile, lint or charpie soaked in oil can be ap-

plied, and covered with cotton wadding and a bandage.

50 (?) percent, of phenic alcohol ean be added, if de-

sired, to the oil, which may be so rendered antiseptic.

Union, in small wound.s, sometimes takes place by first

intention.

TiiK Totally Uneducated Deaf and Dumb.—"The
P.syeliieal Status and Criminal Iie.«ponsibilit.y of the

Totally Uneducated Deaf and Dumb," is the title of an
extended article by Isaac Lewis Peet, A.M., Principal

of the N. Y. Institution for the Instruction of the Deaf
and Dumb {Journ. J\<ii/ch. Med.), in which the subjoined

conclusions are pointed out:—
Society owes to itself the duty, not only of providing

for the education of all deaf-mutes, but of making it

imperative upon the parent or guardian, in each case,

to secure to the child laboring under this misfortune

the benefits within his reach. To the deaf-mute, edu-

cation means everything; it means home and hope and
iiappiness. It means also self-control and virtue.

As the law now stands, all oflicers charged with the

care of those who, on account of poverty, are support-

ed at the public expense, are obliged to place the deaf-

mutes under their care at some one of the institutions

for this class which the State has recognized. He would
go further, and make it the duty of certain designated

public ollicers to seek out all uneducated deaf-mutes,

and require that they be educated.

The treatment of criminal cases, in which a deaf-

mute is defendant, should be settled by statute. In
every case that now occurs, the prosecution argues,

from the intelligence the deaf-mute manifests in various

ways, that he has moral and legal responsibility, and
therefore should be brought to trial and punishment.

The defence argues, on the contrary-, that his condition

as an uneducated deaf-mute, if acknowledged, being

prima-facic evidence of insanity within the meaning of

tlie law, he cannot be put on trial, even to ascertain his

mental condition. As it seems to him, both the pro-

secution and the defence are in error ; the farmer as to

the fact that an uneducated deaf-mute can be consider-

ed responsible in any such sense that the law may vis-

it his act with punitive treatment; the other, that he is

to be classed with either the idiot or insane. Mentally

and morally he is much more in the condition of a

child.

An-bsthetic Discovery.—Dr. Robert H. CoUyer, of

Brompton-road, London, S. W., writes as follows to

the Medical Times and Gazette, in regard to ansesthetic

discovery :
" Having in my possession the original

pubhcations of May, 1843, wherein I distinctly state

that the inhalation of narcotic and stimulating vapors

produce an anaesthetic state, prior to which date I

had performed various surgical operations during this

insensible condition, which enabled me to pubhsh the

fact in ifay, 1843, I cannot now understand how
Horace Wells could be named as the originator of

modern anaesthesia, when his first essay with nitrous

oxide only dates from December, 1844. There can be
no objection to raising a subscription for the widow on
this side of the Atlantic, on the part of those who are

unacquainted with the facts as they occurred at the

time. It is, however, most unjust to myself to denomi-
nate Horace Wells the original discoverer."

errata.

On page 292, Dr. Briddon's article, ninth line from
top, substitute No. 17 for 7. Seventeenth line from
top, omit the word divided. On the same column, thir-

teenth line from bottom, conjunctive for conjunctival.
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C^riiVuuil Cccturc^.

THE RELATION OF

DISEASES OF THE EYE WITH OTHER
DISEASES :

A LECTURE, ILLUSTRATED BY TUE MAGIC LANTERN, GIVEN

BEFORE THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, AT

PniLADELPHIA, MAY 8, 1872,

By henry D. NOYES, M.D.,

PROFESSOn OF OPHTHALMOLOGY IN BELLEVUE HOSPITAL MEDICAL
COLLEGE, NEW YOBK.

{Phonograph ically reported for the Ilecoril.)

The ultimate reach of a great invention cannot be

at first realized. The steam engine, the microscope,

are familiar illustrations. In medicine Ave begin to

rightly esteem the teaching of tlje thermometer, while

tlie ophthalmoscope has already vindicated its claim to

be valued in researches which extend I'ar beyond tlie

organ which it inspects.

That the eye becomes affected in various diseases of

the body has long been ku(jwn—as in syphilis, in

rheumatism, in fevers. We are in the habit of exam-
ining the pupils and of observing whether there may
be erratic action of ocular muscles. The ophthalmo-
scope has taught us that a deeper investigation will

reveal more of these symptomatic effects, and to these

I beg leave to ask your attention.

My purpose is not to enter into minute detail, but to

give an outline of various topics, more with the view
of stimulating attention than to give the fullest meas-
ure of information. I desire to convey to the profes-

sion some of that knowlt-dge which from the nature of

the case Ims come at first into possession of workers
in limited fields.

The eye-mirror is a glass which has given insight

into diseases of such tissues of the body as the blood-

vessels, the veins, the blood, the kidneys
; which shows

us effects of such dyscrasite as leucocyth^mia, diabetes,

syphilis, tuberculosis and cancer, and lias information
for us in epilepsy and insanity.

Permit me first to call your attention to the ophthal-

moscopic appearance of the eye in a healthy condition.

The object most conspicuous in the direct view is the

disk of the optic nerve, where it enters at the bottom of
the eyeball. This pale pink circular disk presents like-

wise the point of entrance and emergence of the blood-
vessels which nouiish the retina. The arteries, you
observe, are lighter in color, somewliat smaller, and
straighter than the veins. There are no blood-vessels

in thut part of the retina just external to the optic nerve,
which is known as the "yellow spot."

You must notice now that this normal optic nerve
presents a kind of double outline—the outer one sharp,

which is the margin of the opening through the choroid

;

the inner one shadowy, where it enters through the
hole in the sclerotic. You appreciate this more clearly

as I substitute for one of these pictures another repre-

senting a section through the axis of the nerve. The
shadowy outline is now seen to indicate the thickness
of the sclerotic coat. Please take note of the fact that

the fibres of the nerve, as they come into the eye, have
to pass through an unyielding aperture ; for this gives
rise to certain peculiarities in its morbid phenomena
which will by and by engage our attention.

The ophthalmoscopic appearances are liable to cer»

tain variations within the limits of health, and it is

important to be familiar with these that we may have
a proper point of departure for the diagnosis of patho-
logical changes. You notice that in this typical picture

the fibres of the nerve, the moment they leave the disk

to enter the retina, lose their opacity and become per-

fectly transparent. Now in some of the lower animals
it is the normal condition for these fibres to remain
opaque for a short distance after passing over the edge
of the sclerotic opening ; and in this still healthy human
eye which I now throw upon the screen, you observe
above and below the circular disk a brush of nerve-
tissue, evidently a continuation of the optic-nerve fibres,

which have retained their opaque character. These
brushes enlarge by so much the area of the •' blind spot "

in the visual field. Were you not acquainted with this

appearance as one occasionally met with in health, you
might easily mistake it for a morbid exudation, an
error which has not unfrequently been made.

In another picture you notice a peculiar dotted ap-

pearance of the surface of the nerve, and also that the

blood-vessels of its central, circular portion are less

distinct than those of the rest of the field. This, on
consideration, would be recognized as due to exca-
vation of the disk, which is here present in a very high
degree, but is yet pliysio'.ogical. You may com-
pare it with the normal or more common degree of
excavation exhibited by the slide I now substitute.

Passing from the physiological appearances, and
omitting others of a similar character, I may remark
that the lesions of the eye, observable in the affections

to which I have alluded, consist of changes in the tex-

ture of the optic nerve and retina, changes in the blood-

supply, hemorrhages, certain secondary atrophic

changes, exudations, and various other results of mor-
bid processes.

In examining a case, the question which naturally

conies up first is, whether we are dealing with an an-

{eiiiic or with a hyperasmic nerve. In forming a judg-
ment upon this point there are not a few liabilities to

error; for the biood-supply of the nerve-tissue varies

as widely, within normal limits, as does that of the

skin or of other organs. Moreover, there are many
affections purely functional, which are commonly at-

tended by a transitory hyperjemia of the nerve. On
the other hand, the hypersmic condition may be
an important indication of cerebral disease. It is

essential, therefore, to determine whether an excess

of blood is dependent upon some functional disturbance

or upon a permanent cause ; and for this our most
valuable criterion is the preservation or the loss of

transparency in the head of the nerve.

In epilepsy much stress is often laid upon a iiyper-

remic condition of the optic nerve, as showing that the

epileptic state is due to a hyperajmia of the brain-sub-

stance. This is doubtless true to a great extent, but I

am convinced, from an examination of perhaps one hun-
dred cases, mostly of protracted disease, that deductions

upon this point must be very carefully made. My ob.-

servation has discovered hyperemia of the nerve in

ni-arly all of them, but it is my opinion that only when
this condition is profound can it be taken as an indica-

tion of cerebral hyperasmia.

The sources of the blood-supply to the optic nerve

are worthy of our careful attention. First, there is the

central artery, which comes from the ophthalmic and en-

ters through the nerve to ramify upon the retina. But
these retinal vessels are not those concerned in hyper-

ajnria of the optic nerve itself It is rather branches of

the choroidal vessels, and also another set of minute

branches which were shown, by the researches of Gali-

zowski, to come from the cerebral arteries and pass
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into tlie connective tissue of the nerve neiir its origin.

Tlif nerve-tissue, then, receives a part ol" its blooij-supply

from a source absolutely the same ns that whici* sup-

plies the brain.

In this plate, taken from Soemmering, Df Oculurum
Ilominis, etc.. Commeittulio, Ctccltingen, 1S18 (and I

may allude in passing to the excellence of the dissec-

tions and of the en<.'raving done filty years ago), you
see the central vessel entering t!ie optic nerve on its

way to the retina.

Now -we lind proty freijuenlly apoplexies of the

retina—liemorrliJiges more or less extensive from rup-

ture of its vessels—as a cause of suilden lu.'^s of sight.

These apoplexies may be due to accident— to a 6t of

sneezing for instance, or they may come from sup-

pressed discharges, froni disease of the blood-vessels,

from impoverishment of the blood as in purpura, etc.

But if there be any intra-cranial disease such retinal

apoplexies are ailmoniiory of possible apoplexies in the

brain, as you will readily understand from the close

vascular connection between the optic nerve and the

brain. If a patient comes to you for sudden loss of

sight, an J you discover hemorrhage into the retina,

and learn besides that he has been suffering from bead-

symptom-, such as loS' of his usual mintal activity, a

little drowsiness or a little sleeplessness,—though these

symptoms may have been so slight and va<.'ue as to

seem quite trivial, they rise at once into very serious

importance when accompanied by the retinal hemor-
rhage. Yon are to warn the p;itient that he has been
overt.ixing his brain, and that he may consider himself

fortunate in the admonition his eyes have given him.

I show you here several illustrations of recent apo-

plexies, and also of the successive changes in appear-

ance which result from absorption of the clot.

Another le.sion of the retina, though less frequent, is

no less interesting.

Some twelve years ago a patient was presented at

the clinic of Graefe, in Berlin, with sudden and total

blindne.'^s of one eye. Careful inquiry elicited that he had
had rheumatism and was siiflfering I'rom endocarditis.

The ophthalmoscope diseloicd a condition never before

observed. All the little arteries radiating from the op- !

tic nerve were completely void of blood; the veins
|

contained a small quantity, but the circulation in them
had ceased. The existence of murmurs over the aortic

valves led the shrewd observer at once to his diagnosis,

that the case was one of embolis.n,—that a small frag-

ment of exudation had been torn from the valves and
carried along the current of blood until it entered the

ophthalmic arteiy, and finally the arteria centralis reti-

nae, where it had been arrested and perfectly plugged
the vessel and shut oS" the blood from the retina, and, ;

of course, produced instant and utter loss of function.

A few days afterwards a very large exudation made its

appearance in the region of the yellow spot, as here ex-
hibited on the screen. At a later date another picture '

was taken, and then the optic nerve was atrophied, the i

arteries quite emp'y, and the large white pitch had i

been absorbed, and nothing remained of it except a few
little opaque specks. Four years after his stroke of
blindnes-5 this patient died in the Charity Hospital at

Berlin, and the autopsy fdly verified Graefe's diagno-
sis. Here is a picture of the section made through the

'

optic nerve and the tissues c-f the eyeball. It was a
most fortunate one, for it happened to pass straight

'

through the middle of the arteria centralis retina?, and
through this little nodule, which was all that four years'

^

abso:ptiun had left of the plug that had once filled the
artery. Ophthalmic surgery can now point to no less

'

than thirty or forty cases of loss of sight from embohsm
{

of this artery.

To carry a little further our outline of vascular dis-

orders in the eye, in cases of stenosis of the jjilm inary

artery the vessels of the nerve have been fuund con-

gested, just like the vessels elsewhere subject to obser-

vation. In tho.se cases the venous 8yf-t<Mn of the eye

simply di^ionstrates to our sight a condition which we
know nmsl prevail throughout the body. There are

some other forms of heart-disease evidence ol which
has been found in disturbance of the ocular circulation.

Pulsation of the retinal arteries has been observed

under some of these conditions, but our knowledge of

this subject is very imperfect a'.id we must await fur-

ther investigation. The arterial pulsation is far more
commonly due, however, to a purely ocular disease,

glaucoma. IL re the secretion ol fluid and the conse-

quent intraocular pres-ure become so great that the

blood can no longer How through the arteries in a con-

tinuou.s stream, and is only forced on in pulses by the

ventricular contiaciion.s. Venous pulsation, on the

other hand, ia often found in the eye under certain

physiological conditions, and has no important signi-

ficance.

I mu<t pa.ss rapidly over these matters to enable me
to speak of others in which the disorders of the eye
may give valuable aid to the general practitioner in the

diagnosis of other disea.ses. I come to the involve-

ment of the optic nerve and of tlie retina in diseases of
the nervous system, whether primary or secondary,

to lesion of other organs.

The first condition to which I call your attention is

denominated simple atropJey of the nerve. This presents

itself as a change in tissue of the optic disk, unac-
companied at first by any change in the lartre vessels

which pass through the nerve to the retina, but giving

evidence of decided modifications in the capillary cir-

culation of the nerve itself In the picture yoj see

that the disk has lost its pink hue and i.s pale or bluish.

This simple atrophy may be a merely local trouble, un-
attended by any general disorder of the nervous system,

but not uncommonly it is the forerunner of disease of
the cord or of the brain. It was my fortune to meet
with a case in which, besides the atrophic le?ion of the

nerve, something in the patient's behavior so impres.sed

me that I told him he not only had an incurable dis-

order of sight, but there was no little risk of future

insanity. It turned out in four years more that he did

become insane, and was sent to the Utica Asylum, say-

ing to the superintendent, as I afterwards learned; "I
lost my eyesight about four years ago, and Dr. Noyes
told me I would become insane." The prognosis in

that case, however, was only a happy hit.

Perhaps I shall find no better place to speak of the

value of ophthalmoscopic examination in cases of in-

sanity. I have examined altogether, in various asy-

lums, perhaps one hundeid and fifty patients to ascer-

tain whether any inference could be drawn from the

state of the fundus oculi, and I must say that I have
found the most diverse conditions. For example, I

have seen cases of acute mania with the optic nerve

extremely hypersemic, and other cases in which it

was extremely pale. In most cases of dementia there

was a loss of clearness in the texture of the nerve, in-

dicative, perhaps, of changes of the same kind in the

cerebral tissue as a cause of the sluggishness of the

brain. There is only one class of cases in which I

have found unifjrin results, the class designated by
the term general pnralj/sts, or general paresis of the

insane. Ia these eases, almost uniformly, there was
in the earlier stages a condition of positive and intense

hyperaemia of the disk with moderate infiltration of

the surrounding retina; in the later stages there was
simply the appearance of atrophy. But this whole
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suliject is still under advisL-ment, and I only wish that

the ophthalmoscope might be employid in ihe examin-

ation of ever}'' insane jtaiient.

There are many kinds of brain-disease in which the

optic nerves become involved, and their involvement

may take place in various ways—iit least in two wa3'-s:

tither by the travelling of inllammation from the brain

directly along the nerves by continuity of tissue, or by

tiie production of inlla-mnatory action not throughout

the whole length of the nerve, but only at its ocular

extremiij'. The appearance here shown you, where

the extremity alone of the nerve is the seat of inflam-

mation, has been designated thut of choking of the

nerve, and the term well expresses the etiolo.L'y of

the condition.* You remember that the head of the

nei ve enters the eye through an inelastic opening in the

sclerotic:—now, under peculiar pathological influences,

sweUing takes place in the head of the nerve, its

fibres become opaque, -and they spread out upon the

surrounding retina so as completely to obliterate all

trace of the margin of the disk. The blood-vessels

you see in this picture are contorted like the snakes

on the head of the Gorgon. This is charaete;istic of

the choked disk. Here is another ca?e in which

the choked condition is the result of serous infil-

tration. Here are two diagrams repiesenting an

early and a late stage of the same affection. In the

one you see the exudation at the head of the nerve,

the large tortuous vessels that speak at once of

strangulation. In the other this has all pas-^ed off and

left only the pale and shrunken look of atrophy. The
next diagram shows another of the very vaiied forms

under which this disorder exhibits itsfif, It is taken

from a recent article on the subject by Pagenstecher,

and was drawn from a section through the axis

of the «ye, made at a post-mortem examination.

You see how the nerve, as it has just entered

the eye, rises very much above the surrounding

parts. This truly remarkable affection has been

found to consist not in an exudation of plastic lymph,

but in a change in the minute structure of the

nerve-fibres. These undergo degeneration, their tubules

become enlarged and in a most rem;irkable manner
varicose, and their contents become granular. They
resemble so much the forms of ganglion-cells that they

for a time were so designated, but more careful study

shows them to be produced by metamor[ihosis of the

optic-nerve fibres, as above stated. I must add, for the

sake of completeness, that ordinary inflammatory pro-

ducts are mingled with these nerve-changes, but are

of insubordinate importance.

Another kind of neuritis does not exhibit the same
degree of prominence of the disk, but shows the more
usual signs of hypertemia, exudative infiltration, etc.

Examples of this I have seen in undoubted syphilitic

inflammations of brain-tissues and in cases of apoplexy.

I am warned by the bell that the hour has expired, and
one important matter I have failed to touch upon. It is

of especial interest to all practitioners, and is now pretty

generally remembered, that in someca.ses of albuminuria

the optic nerve and retina become inflamed. I will

simply throw upon the screen two forms of Bright's

disease of the fundus oculi. In the first the retina is the

primary seat of the trouble, in the second the nerve.

These appearances occur in albuminuria, no matter

what its cause, whether Bright's disease, or scarlatina.

or pregnancy, seeming dependent exclusively upon the

inqiaired function of the kidney.

As to the special nature of these nerve and retinal

ch;mges, they do not in essence differ from the patholo-

gical conditions found where the lesion is not due to

kidney disease. But although this is true, I must em-
phasize the statement that the lesions are of a very

pronounced and recognizable character, that they often

are tlie first signs to announce the existence of the

kidney disease ; that to the eye of the skilled observer

tliey often tell a tale as ceitain and as sad as can be

read in the field of the microscope.

I can merely call your attention to these facts, without

dwelling upon them. But it is only nece^^sary for the pro-

fession to {.'ive them its attention, to learn that much in-

formation of practical value is to be gained by the oph-

thalmoscope. The matter belongs especially to hospital

physicians, and is not to be handed over to those who
devote themselves exclusively to eye-diseases. To
impress those of you who have the opportunity of cul-

tivating this field of observation with a sense of its im-

portance, has been my chief object this evening. I thank

your for the kindness and patience with which you
have listened to me.

(Druvnal Communications.

* Albntt in his late work chooses the word " ischaemia " to designate

this condition ; but he seems to be nnaware that this term has for years

been applied to another and well recognized state, viz. : abatement of

the circulation, as ischsemia retinse, etc. See a case by Alfred Graefc,

Archivf. Oiihth. B. viii. 1,143.

MECHANICAL TREATMENT OF PARA-
PLEGIA.

By E. D. HUDSON, M.D.,

NEW YORK CITY.

The views have been recently advanced, by J. Brown-
Scquard and others, that the paralyses associated with

even the most extensive organic changes are often of

an extent quite disproportionate to the existing lesions,

and that consequently we are authorized in nearly all

cases to look hopefully for favorable changes of symp-
toms, and for at least a partial restoration of functions.

Therapeutic apparatus, when specially appointed for

support and exercise, are invaluable to this end, not only

for preventing the atrophy and less of function of tlie

paralyzed parts by disuse, but also in cases susceptible

of restoration, for keeping them developed and exer-

cised until the effects of the disorganizing lesion shall

have lessened or passed away.
William J. Brown, aged thirty, late Private Co. A.

143d Regiment Ohio Vols. ; well organized, healthy, had

never been sick. While he was on duty at Wilson's

Landing, Ya., subject to exposures, he had a sudden

and severe attack of congestion of his liver and spleen,

with enlargement of both organs, attended with jaun-

dice, and subsequent chronic diarrhoea. He was
treated in camp by the surgeon of the regiment. His

attack commenced on July 15, 1864. On the 13th

of September following, he was discharged with his

regiment, and returned to his home at Gavers, Ohio,

with un.tbated and increased violence of his disease,

which was protracted unto September, 1865, at which

time he was seized with chills, and two days after-

wards with complete paralysis of both of his inferior

extremities. During the two immediate successive

years his condition remained unchanged, but in the

past four years his general health has very much im-

proved, and his local affections abated.

The diagnosis of his present condition, Nov., 1871,

assisted by Drs. E. D. Hudson, Jr., and S. R. Childs, re-
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vcnlod penernl emaciation, inferior exttom'ties greatly

atrophied and paralyzed, excepting viry hJliglit llexion

of the right leg nnd extension ol the toes of the left

foot. His rcspira'ion and circnlatiitn were tiorraal,

though somewliat feeble. Tlie stomaeli and its func-
tions somewhat dthiiitated, otherwise healthy. Liver
and its secretions normal, also kidneys. IJowels in

very good condition, also the bladler. The sjdeen
was enlarged, indurated. an<l somewhat tender. Over
nnd about the jiinclioii of tlie bodies of tlu; dorsal and
lumbar vertebnr anteriorly the soft tissues were
thickened, tumefied, and tender. Nothing abnormal,
or of tenderness over the spines of the vertebire pos-
teriorly, existed.

The lesii)n of the spinal meninges, and cmscquent
paralysis, were due to and involved with the disorgan-
ized tissues and periosteal tliickcning over the anterior

parts of the vertebnr, at the junction of the dorsal and
lumbar bodie?. His general health being much im-
proved, the enlargement of the spleen having consider-

Cat ninstrfttang the Appaitttns.

Steel side-braces and levers of p«lvis, thighs, and legs, 1, 0, 12, 27.
Plantar plates, 22.

Leather bands, .3, 3S, 40, 1.5, 29.
Eccentrics or pnlloys. 5. 10, 26, 20, 2:5.

Artificial muscles, "7. 37. 39. 17, 24, 31.
Tendons of muscles. 3, 36, 19. 33.
Insertions of tendons, 2, 13, 28, 20, 35.
StJiy-bolts for immobility, 4. 11.
(Jbtniators to turn out feet and limbs, 2?.

ably abated, and the motor fli-xor nerves of tlie right

leg, and exttiisors of the lo> s of the left foot exiiibiting

symptom.s of recurrent action, the deduction ti priori

was, that the <ii.'<ea.sed tissuis that cau.sed the lesion of

the meninj.'es were slowly recuperating, nnd that a

rea.sonable expectation might be entertained fur a use-

ful if not entire, restoration of his iimljs.

SVitli no present comruaiid of his lower limbs, he was
subji'cied to the humiliating process of sitting and car-

rying hiiiistlf witii Ids hands upon the lloor, ortlieu.se of

an invalid chair on wheels, to get from i)lace to place.

The iiKlicatiimswiTcfirsf^ for extension and support
;

nnd .woiidj passive inductive exerei.-e, to arouse and
excite muscular contractility, and for auxiliary aid.

Those indications were efficiently subserved by ap-

paratus so devi.sed and constituted as to extend and
render the limbs immobile or mobile, or to alternate

their fixable or flexible state at pleasure. For thoFC
purpo.se.s, steel side-braces for both sides of each limb,

their entire lengths, and from above the crests of the

ilium, extending from the lumbar region to the bot-

tom of the feet, and attached to plantar plates, having
artifieial ankle, knee, and hip joints, were used with
strong leather bands to apply the steel supports and
lever.-j, to enclose the legs, thighs, and pelvic parts of
the body, as is illustrated by the cut.

At the thigh and knee-joints levers were appended
to extend beyond those joints with stay-bolts, for ren-

dering the instrument immobile for reliable support at

pleasure, and by loosening for aUernaie flexion and
possiie motion.

For the advantage of such exercise and aid to loco-

motion, very efficient elastic representative muscles,

with strong tendons appended, were affixed to the
levers of the pelvic, thigh, leg, and feet parts, to repre-

sent in force and action the glutei, gemini, and obtu-
rator muscles of the thi::li-qu;idriceps femoris for the

leg, and tibialis amicus for the foot. The simulated
muscles being attached at one end to the relative parts
of the steel braces and levers, their other ends to ten-
dons which were passed over eccentrics or pulleys at

the thigh, knee, and ankle joints, and strongly inserted

to relative parts of tliC braces, acted efficiently to ex-
tend the thighs upon the body, the legs upon the
thighs, and to flex the feet upon the ankle-joints by
their attachments to the plantar plates. The apparatus
very reliably and satisfactorily fulfilled the desiderata,

to enable the subject to stand upon his feet and limbs,

with the aid of crutches or the backs of chairs to assist

him to balance, and to move with an ambling gait, and
by rendering the apparatus of either limb alternately

flexible, to exercis-i the limb quite freely and forcibly

by passivity.

The moral effect upon the subject, to be enabled to

stand erect upon his feet, and to move, not crawl, upon
the floor, and the exercise of his will-power to strive

to move, was one pleasing result.

The exercise of liis limbs by mechanical power, flex-

ing and extending them, thereby inducing muscular
contractility and inductive volition, was another favor-
able result. Blisters over the region of the diseased
parts, with the use of strychnia, Avere recommended.
The patient returned to Ohio feeling greatly en-

couraged, Avhere he is using his apparatus and has
somewhat improved.
With a persistent exercise of his will-force, and use

of the combined immobile and mobile agency, succes-
sion of small blisters and strychnine to their surfaces,

it is reasonable to expect that he will recover mainly, if

uot entirely, the natural use of his limbs.
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BLINDNESS AND DEAFNESS IN CONSE-
QUENCE OF EPIDEMIC CEHEBKO-SPI-
NAL MENINGITIS.

By H. KNAPP, M.D.

During the lait three months and a half there have
come under my care forty-one cases of bhndness or

deafness, the consequence of cerebro-spinal meningitis,

which has for more than six months assumed an epi-

demic character in this part of the country. Among
the forty-one patients thirty-one were deaf on both

sides, eight were bhnd with one eye, mostly the hTt,

one was bhnd with both eye?:, and one w'as deaf on both

sides and bhnd on one. In all cases the diagnosis of

cerebro spinal meningitis could be well established.

Tlie symj)toms were :—mostly a sudden attack of liead-

ache, increase of temperature, vomiting, convulsions

w^ith predominant opisthotonus, unconsciousness, de-

liria, constipation, great debility after the acute symp-
toms, staggering gait with a tendency to fall sideways,

lasting for weeks and months after the recovery.

Among the complications I may mention inflamma-

tions of the joints in some cases.

The afifection of the eye begins usually in the first

weeks of the general disease with the following symp-
toms : circumcorneal injection, discolored iris, ragged
pupil, fundus oculi dull, its dt'tails not recognizable, or

the fundus yielding only a sombre red color, or appears

black. Hypopyon and yellowish exudation plugging
the pupil are not infrequent. The cornea in some
rare cases becomes ulcerous ; in others, the conjunctiva

and lids are ocilematous and very reJ, the eyeball pro-

trudes, and exceptionally bursts, suppurates, and
shrinks. Ordinarily, the injection of the conjunctiva

subsides, the cornea clears up, the hypopyon and ex-

udation in the pupil disappear, and the eyeball assumes
a strikingly pccuhar and characteristic appearance,

which I have only seen in cerebro-spinal meningitis,

puerperal fever, and very seldom in typhoid and typhus
fevers. The iris is dull and bulges forward like a cone,

its peripher}'^, however, is usually drawn backward.
The pu[»il is rather narrow, ragged, and immovable.
Through the transparent lens, Avhich has advanced with
the iris, a dull white surface is visible in the vitreous

chamber. The eveball is commonly softer and smaller

tlian natural. Sight is completely and irrevocably

lost. Later, the crystalline becomes cataractous. The
eyeball will remain smaller and softer, squint outward,
but never give rise to other inflammations, or sympa-
thetic affection of the oilier eye. I supply these facts

from my observations of the epidemic of cerebro-spinal

meningitis which reigned in the upper valley of the

Rhine eight years ago. This eye-affection has been
mistaken for medullary cancer (glioma) of the retina,

but may be distinguished from it by its acute develop-
ment in combination with the general disease, the pecu-
liar prolusion of the centre of the iris and its retraction

at the periphery, the dull white reflex from behind
the pup.l, and the diminution of size and tension of the

glolie.

The nature of the eye-affection is purulent choroiditis,

probably metastatic. There have been other changes
of the eye observed in cerebro-spinal meningitis, prin-

cipally liyperasmia and inflammation in and around the

optic disk ; they are rare and not spccificaUy depend-
ent upon this form of meningitis, but on hyperemia,
exudation, and proliferation in the cranial cavity in

general.

The ear-affection in cerebro-spinal meningitis does

not show symptoms so peculiar as the eye-affection.

In the early stage hyperjemia of the middle ear is com-
[

monly present, the drumheads being dull, yellowish,

the region of tlic handle and upper portion red, and the

light spot faint, smaller, or absent. The pharynx is

generally red. The tympanum is inflatable, with a

rough blowing sound, after which the ai)pearance of

the membrana tympani is not essentially clianged. In
very rare cases only the affection ri<e.s beyond this con-

dition of a mild catarrhal otitis media, developing into

purulent inflammation of the drum, with perforation of

the drumhead and otorrhoea, which ceases in one or

several weeks. These symptoms on the part of the

middle ear are, however, of subordinate i-ignificance

when compared with thosj furnislied by the inner ear.

In some cases patients at first find sounds around them
— for instance, the song of a canary-bird— intolerably

harsh, but very soon the hearing-power will diminish, and
in nearly all cases bi; totally and permanently destroyed.

When the patients retain their consciousness impair-

ment of hearing may be noticed as early as the second

day of the disease, increasing day by day to total deaf-

ness in a week or two. In the majority of cases the

deafness is only discovered when the patient awakes
from his stupor; and may then be total or paitial, in-

creasing, in the latter instance, to total deafness very

soon. I find, however, in my notes some cases in

wdiich hearing was still present some weeks after the

disappearance of the severe symptoms of the acute dis-

ease, and was lost during the recovery. In all cases

the deafness was bilateral, and, with two exceptions of

faint perception of sound, complete. Among the twen-

tv-nine cases of total deafness tliere was only one who
seemed to give some evidence of hearing afterward.

The treatment consisted in leeches behind and belbre

the ear, bhsters, tincture of iodine, ung. tart, stibiat.

behind the ears, and the use of the galvanic current. I

liave seen no good results from this treatment, nor have

I heard of a better one to substitute it.

In conclusion I may say a few worrls concerning the

age of the patients, the mortality of the epidemic, and
the nature of the ear-disease. The majority of the pa-

tients were under 10 years; above that age there w^ere

one of 10, 12, 13, 14, IG years respectively, and two of

18 years. The epidemic does not seem to show a great

rate of mortality : Dr. Ch. F. Rodenstein, of West-

chester, N. Y., states only 10 per cent., while other

epidemics showed a death-rate from 30 to 75 per cent.

The nature of the ear-disease is in all probability a

purulent inflammation of the labyrinth, by which the

membranes of the inner ear are destroyed in a similar

way as the membranes of the eye by the purulent

choroiditis. Heller and Lucae have corroborated this

by three post-mortem examinations. No disease of the

middle ear could annihilate the hearing so completely

that no sounds whatever, not even a tuning-fork vibrat-

ing on the cranial bones, is perceived. The deafness

cannot be tiie consequence of a destruction of the

acoustic nerve within the brain, or of the centre of au-

dition; for it would be unexplainable why the adjacent

facial or other cranial nerves are not, sometimes at

lea.st, found destroyed too. An additional proof is fur-

nished by Dr. Gruening, who electrized the greater

number of these patients according to Brenner's method,

and obtained the normal reaction of the acoustic nerve,

a fact which excludes the destruction of the nerve and

centre of audition.

In communicating these observations to the profes-

sion, may I ask the favor to be invited, if not inconve-

nient, to assist in post-mortem examinations of lethal

cases of cerebro-spinal meningitis ?

New Yobk, 25 W. 24th Street, Jiily 22, '73.
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TANNIN TACKINi; IN rHOl-Al'SlTS

UTEUl, ETC.

liY G. P. IIACHENBERO, M.D,

RCX-IICHTEn, N. Y.

For many yoar« I have trcalod prolapsus ut'ri bj
packing tannin arfmnil the nioutli and neck of the

womb. I was led to adopt this mode of treatment in

the manapcmcnt of the following case :—In 1 S58 a lady

came under my treatment, having lattored under tliis

form of uterine disease for fifteen years. Slie was
mariied. and about filty years of age. Slie had had an

abortion to wiiidi she attributed her dillicnity. Having
ample means and iutelligenee, she consulted some of

the most eminent obstetricians and surgeons of this

country. Slie was not able to tolerate the pessary, or

any other mechanical support, and no treatment, either
;

local or constitutional, reported to in her ease for the

prolapsus, gave her any perinaiieiit relief; the dis-

ea.se only becoming more aggravated, until the 03 lay

low in the vagina, and :it times was even exposed.

^Vhen she came under my treatment I found her health

generally impaired, nervous, and subject to violent

hysterical paroxysms of irritability of the stomach.

There was no disease of the uterus, exci-pt a remarkable

elongation of the cervix, with the os lying close to the

external opening of the vagina. It was evident that

the conical sliape of the cervix, acting as a wedge on

the walls of the vagina, caused the prolapsus.

After giving the patient the necessary constitutional

treatment, and believing that as long as the cervix uteri

was in its present shape and condition no relief could

be given, I proposed to my patient the extirpation flf

the cervix by the aid of the fcraseur. My proposition

was sul)mitted to Professor Sager, of the Michigan
Medical University ; who, after learning the history of

the case, did not fully acquiesee in my view, submitting

however, the ease to my judgment. The patient first

consented to the operation, but afterwards objected to

it, and requested me to try once more the etfects of

local treatment.

Of all local remedies to meet the indication of

vhe case, I could think of none so favorably as of

tannic acid. Taking its therapeutical properties into

consideration as a powerful astringent—that it would
corrugate without irritating the integuments—I con-

ceived the idea of retaining it in its place by a thorough
packing. This I accomplished in the following man-
ner :

—

A glass speculum was introduced into the vagina

so as to push the uterus into its place. Through the

speculum was introduced a metallic tube or syringe,

with the end containing about thirt}' grains of tan-

nin. With a suitable piston the tannin was now pushed
out. of the cylindrical tube against the uterus. The
cylindrical syringe was then withdrawn, and the

packing was neatly and eifectually completed with a
dry probang around the mouth and neck of the womb.
After the packing was completed the probang was
place 1 against the tannin in order to hold it, and the
speculum was partially withdrawn. The packing was
now fully secured. The probang was next withdrawn,
closely followed by the speculum.

The application of tannin held the uterus firmly and
securely in its place, not by dilatation of the walls of the

vagina, as in case of the use of a pessary, but rather

by an opposite condition—by corrugating and contract-

ing the parts. The patient was promptly relieved by
the app'ication, and to her great astonishment was able

to take long walks with comparative comfort.

The happy ofTects of this packing continued ahont

a week, when .symptoms of a relapse began to show
themselves. Another packing wasresoit'tl to, with

the .same pood elf. cts. As we proccided with the

treatment of tiie ciise we f)rolonged the intervals of the

application. At first thev were made weekly, fiinilly

but once or twice a monili. In two years the cure was
c.tmpleted, and I understand that the lady enjoys com-
parative good health since.

The almost constant application of tannin to the ute-

rus not only oven omes the hvpertropiiy and elongation

of the cervix, but I think even induces a slight atrophy

of the p.irts. At no time did the patient suffer liom

this local treatment.

From its good eflfects in this case I was induced sub-

sequently to continue the treatment by tannin packing

in another case.

When Surgeon of the 2Sth 0. V. I., in the War of

the Rebellion, I was requested to treat one of the offi-

cers' wives, who suffered with a painful prolajisus uteri,

complicated with an ulcerative inflammation of the os.

There was an exhaustive leucoirlicea, leaving the sys-

tem in a weak and anaemic condition. She had the

prolapsus a year. I enforced a tonic constitutional

treatment, giving her aperients, strychnine, and iron,

and resorted to the tannin pnckmg at intervals of ten

days. The first few applications created some irrita-

tion ;
but soon the parts tolerated the acid, and in three

months she was entirely relieved.

In 1868, when surgeon in charge of the IT. S. Hospi-
tal at Ft. Randall, D. T., a laundress of the institution was
much trouhled with chronic prolapsus uteri. She had
worn a pessary for m my years. I removed the instru-

ment, and treated her with success by tannin pick-

ing. TJic application usually was made in the morning
of the day, when she was to do a heavy day's washing.

This poor w'oman said, after making an application:
" After you put tliat medicine in I feel well and st: ong,

—I feel as if I had no wonih."

Since that time, while in Rochester, I have treated

with uniform success many lady patients who were
subject to prohipsus uteri. As I have hardly failed to

control tlie most obstinate case of prolapsus by this

treatment. I discard the use of the pessary.

The packing is likewise indicated in some cases of

displacement of the uterus—indeed in all, when com-
plicated with prolap'-us. As a remedy for leucorrhoea,

where the seat of the inflammation is at the mouth of

the womb or within the vagina, it usually gives prompt
relief

A few months ago a lady consulted me for chronic

ulceration of the rectum, located within two inches

from the sphincter. So sensitive were the afi'ected

parts, that almost any local application causetl pain and
unpleasant constitutional effects. For weeks I treated

the case with an injection composed of tannin, glvce-

rine and black wash, with some benefit. Finally I re-

sorted to tannin packing into the rectum once a week.
In a month the discharge of pus and saneous matter
ceased, and the patient rapidly improved.

In afi'eclions of the throat I have made direct appli-

cations of the tannin to the affected parts, with satis-

factory result. I have now a young lady under treat-

ment for an extraordinary hypertrophy of th? tonsils.

Preparatory to the operation of extirpation, I every
other day pencilled the tonsils with a thin paste of iodide

oft;mnin (tannin mixed with the tincture of iodine, un-
til the composition was of the consistency of syrup).

These applications have diminished the hypertrophy so

rapidly, and to such an extent, tnat in all probability a

surgical operation may not be necessary.

I
I have tried no remedy that gives such prompt and
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satHliictory results in certain forms of chronic ophthal-

mia and opacity of the cornea as this. Once u week
place under the eyeUds pure well-triturated tannin.

The apf)li(:ation is not very painful ; and as the tears

soon dissolve the tannin the inconvenience it will oc-

casion will be but for a few minutes. An atjed lady of

Coxsaekie, who had chronic oplitlialmia, was relieved by
one application. Another case of sympathetic ophthal-

mia was benefited by the weekly use of tannin into

his eyes. Miss Lena Carson, of Medora, 111., who was
blind from opacity of the cornea and chronic ophthal-

mia, recovered her sight mainly by the local use of the

powdered tannin.

Hcjjorts of l^'Jspitals.

CHARITY HOSPITAL.

CLINICAL RECORD OF A CASE OF TRISMUS
NASCENTIUM.

By CHARLES A. FORTUN, M.D.,

HOttSE PHYSICIAN.

Edward Fox, set. 7 days, was born on the 22d of

March, weighed eight pounds, and was a healthy-look-

ing infixat. On the morning of the first of April the

mother called my attention to her child, saj'ing that

it refused to take the breast, was fretful, and had been
so since the day previous.

On examining the little patient, I found that its jaws
were clinched, the muscles of the neck ri.u:id, and the

heal slightly thrown backwards; eyes were fixed, the

forehead wrinkled, and the face had a very peculiar

expression. Both thumbs were inverted into the palm
of the hands and tightly clasped by index and ring-

fingers; I tried to open his hand^, but did not succeed
in doing so without using unjustifiable force. His legs

were crossed and rigid. The umbilical cord fell off on
the fifth day, and the umbilicus appeared to be per-

fectly healthy, giving no sign of local irritation or in-

flammatory action. The child had been constipated for

several days. Bowels were moved by the administra-

tion of Mannoe, 3 'j. ; Aqute anethi, ? j. given in drachm-
doses till effect wa? obtained. Patient was seized with
the above-mentioned symjirtoms two days after the

cord came ofi", and in the mean time the little fellow

had spasms twice.

On the 2d of April one grain of bromide of potas-

sium was administered every two hours, but without
any apparent benefit; the child began to sink; whiskey
was given in a teaspoonf il of milk every three or four

hours. This course of treatment was continued up to

the 15th, when I showed the baby to Dr. W. R. Gil-

lette, wiio confirmed t!ie diagnosis of trismus nascen-
tium, and suggested that the bromide of potassium
should be su-pended and hydrated chloral adminis-
tered instead, giving two grains at a dose at intervals

of two hours, and to watch carefully its effect, lest

fatal narcotism should ensue. By mistake six grains

were given in the course of two hours, and th.e child

appeared t) be dying from its effect; a tea-poonful of

whiskey was administered and the patient was rolled

from side to side until the effect had passed off. Child
was weighed and had lost three pounds, weighing only
five.

April IGth. The manner of giving the stimulus was
changed; instead of by the mouth it was administered
per rectum, as at each dose the little patient appeared

to have great difficulty in swallowing, and the tonic

spasms were aggravated.

Ap7'il \7th. The patient had complete opisthotonus

with general muscular rigidity, and we could handle
him like a piece of wood; the chloral was continued.

Dr. Budd advised that I should use the ether spray in

conjunction with the pursued treatment.

April I8fh. The spray was applied along the spinal

column for about two minutes.

April I9t/i. The application was attended with
marked increase of spasm.

April 20th. The child appeared more relaxed, and
the opisthotonus was not so well marked. The chloral

was continued; and the spray used three times a day,

and each ap[)lication for about two minutes.

April 2lst. Patient improved; treatment continued.

Ap7-il 22d. Was surprised to see the little fellow

yawn, and open his hand for the first time during the

whole period of his sickness; the mother appeared de-

hghted when she put the child to her breast to see how
well it nursed. Chloral and spra}'' continued.

April 23c/. Child doing well ; treatment continued.

April 24:tJt. All treatment was suspended.

The patient continued doing well and gaining flesh.

On the 7th of May I had the satisf;iction of discharging

him cured, he weighing eight and a half pounds.

The treatment throughout the disease consisted in

keeping the patient semi-narcotized, and supporting

him at the same time by means of stimulus in the form
of whiskey mixed with milk. The amount of chloral

the patient took during the first twenty-four hours be-

fore the effect was obtained was surprisingly large—two
grains were administered every two hours till he had
taken twenty, and then it took a very small quantity

to keep him under its influence. Sometimes as much
as an ounce of whiskey was consumed by the patient

during twelve hours.

pragrcss of illetiical Science.

Progressive Pernicious Anaemia.—Prof Biemer
contributes an article on this aflection to the Medizi-

nische. Central-Zeitung, and characterizes it as invariably

fiital. Within five years he has seen fifteen cases.

The patients have a hydremic appearance, but are not

emaciated, the appetite fails, anajinic founds are distin-

guishable in the arteries, capillary hemorrhaiics take

place, especially in the retina, disturbance of vision

often takes place, fever is present, and the debility is

progressive. Fatty degeneration of the heart and
other muscles is present after death.

Blue Light as ax Organic Stimulant.—At a re-

cent meeting of the Philadelphia Agricultural Society,

General Pleasant on read an interesting paper on the

effects of punlinht on plants and animals, when trans-

mitted througli blue glass. Geraniums which had
become unhealthy recovered their vigor and became
more deeply colored when covered with blue glass

;

and the branches of the same grape-vine showed a

remarkable difference in their growth of leaves accord-

ing as they were or were not covered with blue glass,

the leaves on the former having a diameter of six to

eight inches, being of a deep-green color and per-

fectly healthy ; while the uncovered branches were only

two inches in diameter, and of a pa'e, sickly yellowish

color, indicating a feeble vitality. The paper also men-
tioned a case of the wife of a Philadelphia physician

who had for some time been suffering from a compUca-
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tion of disonlcrs which lind hnfllcd the skill of her phy-

sicians, and who, on ihc 8iip;r<flioti of fJciifrnl I'leasan-

ton, tried the foUowinp plan : Every oilu-r puno of

glass in one of tlie windows of the patienl's room wa«
rcnioveil and blue pliiss 8tIb^tiluled, and tlie patient re-

quired lo expose her l)ack and spine to tlie ailion of the

combined blue and while lifrhls for thirty minutes each

day, at the s.ime hour. At the commencement of

treatment .she wa-* unable to sleep or ea', was in a mis-

erable condition, and wasting rapid'y. At the end of

ten days the pains in her back were le&«, her hair had

comintnced growing thi<kly, and there was ii miirked

improvement in her general condition. In three weeks
she was almost entirely well.

Treatmest of T'TKniNK-FinnoiRs ny St'nrtTANEOUS

Use of Ergot.—Dr. Ilildebrandt, of Konigsberg, re-

ports nine cases of this alleciion treated by ergot .<;ub-

cutaneously applied. He employs a solution of three

parts of aqueous extract of ergot in 7.5 parts of distilled

water, and the same amount of glycerine. Langen-
beck's solution he has found to produce pain, owing to

the alcohol which it contain*, wliile the solution v/hich

he recommends is free from this objection, and, more-
over, does not cause suppuration. Somewhat tender

indurations are now and then left for some time at the

seat of injection, the lower part of the abdomen being

more sensitive to puncture than the region around the

umbilicu*. In general, the operation is unattended

with unpleasant results. At the time of menstruation,

and for a few days before and after, shght bleeding

may take place from the punctures.

Case I.—A female, aged 31, had a tumor in the

hypo^astrium for three years, which had the appear-

ance of a gravid uteius at the seventh month, and
which was diagnosticated to bean intra-uterine fibroid.

The apex of the tumor was four inches from the sym-
fdiysis pubis, and about tlie same in antero-posterior

diameter. Hemorrhage? were frequent and copious.

It was to rebeve t'.iis s3'mptom that M. Hildebrandt
resorted to the use of ergot, with the motive also of

producing contraction of the uterine wa'ls and the en-

gagement of the tumor in the mouth of the uteru>

where it would be within reach of surgical measures.

The injections of ergotine gave a remarkable result.

Having been injected each day for six weeks witii the

contents of a Pravaz's syringe, the menstruation became
more regular, less abundant, and less painful than be-

fore. On the cessation of the menses the daily injec-

tion was continued, the tumor becoming smaller from

week to week, and at length disappeared after fifteen

weeks of this treatment.

Case II.—Tlie result, without being equal to those

of t!ie preceding. \\ as nevertheless ftivorable, the uterus

being certainly diminisiied in volume by the ab.-oiption

of the intra-uterine timer; menstruation became regu-

lar, and pain and leucorrhcea disappeared.

Case III.—A woman of thirty years had hal men-
strual troubles since the age of sixteen, the courses

sometimes lasting from six to eight months. Anaemia
and emaciation were extreme. The fundus of the

uterus reached nearly midway from the pubis to the

umbilicus. By touch a tumor could be distiuLruished in

the riglit anterior wall of t!;e uterus. Subcutaneous
injections were made daily from January 17tli to March
5th, 1872. When the patient was discharged, the

menstruation lasted only three days and was regular.

The general condition of the patient was improved, and
the uterus notably diminished in .siz?. the vaginal por-

tion havine in great part returned to its normal volume.
Case 1Y.—A woman of foriy-five years presented a

tumor the size of a i infant's head, the uterus filling

the pelvic cavity. The hypertrophicd cervix projected

from thf vulva. In November, 1871, the vaginal jior-

lion of the cervix wa-i amputated, and alter the wouinl

had healid the injections were commeueefl. On the

15ih ol Aj>ril following, afier thirty-six iiij< etions the

uterus was ea«ily movable, and wa.s sufliciently, dimin-

ished in size to admit cf the adjustment of a ring

pes«aiy.

Case V.—A woman of forty-four years, whose uterus

presented the appearance of one seven months preg-

nant. It was irregularly developed, on the right reach-

ing beyond the umbihcus and neaily to the f:.l-e ribs.

The treatment extemied over one hundred and twenty
dava, an equal number of. injections being made. Tlie

general condition of the patient was much improved,

and the top of the tumor extended only So the umbili-

cus.

Case VI.— In a woman forty-five years old, the

uterus reached to the umbilicus and was anteverted. A
large fibrous tumor occupied the anterior uterine wall.

Hemorrhages, and irregular menstruation. The im-

provement was equally well marked, the fundus uteri

desceniling to a point midway between the symphysis

and umbilicus.

Case VII.—A female suffering from profuse, irregu-

lar, and paiiilul menstruation wiiich had caused araeiiiia

and emaoialion. The uterus about the size of one in

the fourth month of pregnancy. After ten injections

and one menstrua! period, a polypus the size of a hen's

egg appeared at the mouth of the womb, which could

not, however, be seized, on account of the narrowness

of the cervix. Twenty-four injections more were
made, by which time the menses became regular, pain-

less, the uterus diminished in volume, and the polypus

smaller and more movable, but still not accessible to the

ecrrtf^eur.

Case Till.—Tha uterus the size of one in the ninth

month of pregnancy. After six injections symptoms
of poisoning by ergot appeared, and the treatment was
.'^uspende 1 for six days, when it was again undertaken.

Alter half a dozen injections the symptoms of ergotism

supervened, and after still a third attempt followed by
like result-, the treatment was discontinued without
any amelioration having taken place in the condition

of the uterus.

Case IX.— In thi; case, a woman of twenty-four

years, with a sub-peritoneal libroma, could not support

the treatment, and but three injections were made.
It is not easy to define in these cases the mode of

action of tlie eigot. It would seem, however, that the

contractions produced by the ergot in the nutritive

vessels of the tumor, and also in consequence of the

compression of the tumor by the contraction of the

uterine walls, the nutrition of the tumor was modified,

and fatty degenerati )n and absorption of its substance

took place. It is y>robable that inira-uterine tumors
would be more easily modified than thesub-periioneal

variety ; and that myomata would be more easily

treated than fibromata.

—

Berliner klin. Woch., June
17th, 1872.

Vital Temper.\tcre.—Dr. Jacobson, of Konigsberg,

reports in Virchow's Archives (vol. li. 2d part) a series

of experiments upon animals relative to the tempera-

tures of certain vLscera, as measured by thermo-elec-

tricity. He has found, contrary to the assertion of CI.

Bernard, that the blood is warmer in the right than in

the left heart; but has verified the assertion of the same
author, that the temperature of the liver is superior to

that of the axilla and the rectum. He has also observed

that the temperature of the skin and muscles, when
exceedingly iriflamed, never attain a temperature equal
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to th;U of the in'erior of the body, or to that of the

upper part of the vagina or rectum. By experiment on
a limals, in wliich pleuritis was caused, tliey verified the

a^s;n-tion of J. Hunter, that "locul inflummation can
never attain a higher temperature than that found at

the sou"Cj of the circulation."'

Bodies focnd i.v Syphilitic Blood.—Dr. Vinccnzo
Brigidi h is seen iu blood taken from the corpse of a

sypliiliii; per^son several peculiar bodies:— 1st. A large

number of s'liuing granulations, wliic'i were round and
moved freely in the serous portion of the b'.ood, or were
adhering to the white corpuscles, the borders being

about, 2,000 to 1,000 of a millimetre iu diameter.

2d. Other bodie-J, resembling a walking-cane in form;

refracting the light strongly ; about 2,0U0 of a millimetre

in lengtli, and from 10,000 to 8,000 of a millimetre

in thickness. Same of these bodies were adherent to

one another in a linear form, to the number of two or

three, showing an articulation at the point of connec-
tion ; but the majority of these bodies were separate.

3d. Some vesicular spherical bodies, about the size of

leucocytes, covered with a very delicate whitish mem-
brane, and containing a clear fluid and a multitude of

small granules.

—

Lo Sperimeniah.

PaopiLAMtNE.—Dr. J. Namias {Journal di Science

Medici, of Venice) claims to have discovered a substance

called propilamine, which may be extracted liy distilla-

tion from certain organic matters, as the pickle of fish,

cod-liver oil, human blood and urine, the ergot of rye,

and from the chenopodium vnlvarium. He says it has

proven to be a valuable remedy in articular rheuma-
tism, iu doses of from two to five grains every two
hours. [Cases of acute articular rheumat'sm are also

reported, which have recovered rapidly when treated

with bread-p lis.

—

Ed.]

Influknce of Rheumatism on Character.—In a

translation of Dr. Faure's article on this subject {Ar-
chives Gcnerales, Sept. 14, 1871), by Dr. S. G. Webber, of

Boston, Mass , in the Journ. Psycliolocjical Medicine^ it

is shown that rheumatism is manifested under sueh

variable forms that one may inquire, on meetinir any-
thing unusual in a patient subject to its attavks, whether
rheumat'sm may not be concerned therein. Why may
it not attack the organs of the cerebral functions on
which character depends, as well as the heart, etc ?

A man who is subject to rheumatism will very often

state that he has moments of despondency without
cause, of inquietude, of forlornness, im-xplieable to him-
self Then he is discouraged without cause, and sees

everything in the shade ; that whii;h ought scarcely to

be the object of a slight care becomes the cause of a

cruel torment ; he is without force, his thoughts can be
fixed on nothing, all intellectual work is impossible

;

if he wishes to solve a problem he soon experiences

fatigue and heaviness of his head, which often turns

into a violent headache ; then his sensations are altered,

his aflections cease, he is indifferent to everything;
that which has the most right or power over his mind,
remembranc..-s which are most dear or most painful,

have no interest for him. His character has changed.
He is conscious of his condition, and can for a few
minutes rouse himself out of it. A crisis may follow,

his head is congested, he feels quite giddy. Finally all

these symptoms disappear, and his mind recovers its

tone and clearness. The attacks vary much with indi-

vidual disposition.

Steatorrhcea Flavescens.—The following addition-

al specimen o( SfeatorrJuxa flavescens^ with history, has

lately been added to the Dermatological Museum of the

Royal College of Surgeons of England : Hair from the i

head of a lady in her 82d year ; the hair has a bright
golden-yellow color, and is stained by a "gummy golden
secretion, sticky between the fingcr.s." which accumu-
lates on the head, and stains (of a yellow color) not
only the hair, but al>o her iiiglit-c.q) and night-dress.

The secretion is mo-t abundant on the occiput at the
roots of the long black hair, and i's large quantity in

that situation may lie perceived in the preparation.

The smell of the secretion is unple.;sant, and thi; color

yiells but little to soap and w.iter. In youth the lady's

hair was of a jet-black col>r, but for many years past
it has been white. Fifteen years ago she silfered from
jaundice; a similar attack was repeated ten years after-

wards, but passed completely away
; and it is since the

last attack that the change in the liair now described
has taken place. Her husband, a med cal man, ob-
serves :

'• It is remarkable that the secretion should be
confined to the scalp, found on the surface, and taken
up by the hair." The lady enjoys good health, but is

somewhat unduly encumbered with adipose tissue.

—

Med. Press and Circular,

Bright's Disease in Children.—According to Drs.

Steiner and Neuritter (AH. vied. Cent.- Z. and La Xuova
Lgiuria Medical)^ Bright's disease is far more Irecpient

than is supposed in children. The difficulty of diagno-
sis resides in the want of examination of the urine. It

is common in children from two to eight years old.

Scarlatina, measles, and variola often cause it. Girls

are more subject to it than boys. Blows, falls on the

loins, or abuse of diuretics may cause the disease. Cold
may cause it. Sciofula and tuberculosis favor the ap-

pearance of the disease, as do morbus coxarius, cholera,

rickets, and chronic pneumonia. Bad and unnutritious

food also favor it. The prognosis is in general more
favorable than in adu'ts

; but t'le prognosis is bad when
the albuminuria is chronic. Convulsions are not so

likely to be a fatal symptom in the beginning as when
the disease has existed for some time.

The authors, for treatment, recommend in the acute

stage, digitalis, or, if this be not well borne, nitre; and
for the pains in the loins, sinapisms. They have not
seen any good effect from tannin. When the symp-
toms of hydrtemia appear, they recommend tonic.«,

quinine, etc. D.uretics are contraindicated, as they
produced an injurious excitation in the kidneys ; but

sudorifics and carthartics are recommended instead.

When nothing contraindicates it, an infusion of senna

repeated occasionally ma}' prove successful. When
uncmic' symptoms arise, mineral acids and quinine are

advocated. Soda water is given for obstinate vomit-

ing, or bismuth and laudanum. In convulsions wet
compresses are used, which are cold and changed fre-

quently.

—

Med. Press and Circular.

Osseous Deposit in Eye.—^Ir. Arthur Bracey, of

Birmingham {British Med. Journal), exhibited at the

Pathological and Clinical Section of the Birmingham
Branch, a specimen of bone found within a disorgan-

ized eye which he had excised. The deposit took the

form of a cup, and occupied the whole of the inner sur-

fice of the choroid. Mr. Bracey stated that authors

described similar formations as true bone.

Origin ofIndican in the Urine.—JafTe (Transl. Cen-
tralblatt. far Med. Wissensch. for British Med. Journal)

finds that, after injection of indol subcutaneously, con-

siderable quantities of indican appeared in the urine.

It is thus apparently proved that at least part of the

indican of the urine arises from the indol produced by
the pancreatic digestion. The indol of the intestinal

canal is chiefly eliminated by the faeces, to which it

communicates their characteristic odor. Part is ab-
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Forbcd and becomes conjiipatcd with snpar lo form in-
[

dioau. If the excretion of iiulid by tin- intestine be
i

prcvonteil. as by ob-truction of ihe inltsiini-, then one
j

would oxprct a largi-r quantity of indican in tlie urine.
|

This Jalla found to be the ease in one iustaneo of

lieu-.

Ukka is Bile.—Tlic Zeihchr. fur Chtm. (2), vii. p. 88,

states that lV>pp di.scovers that urea is a con-^tant con-

stituent of bile. Til.' bile of the ox contains it in less

quantity than that of the pig.

Elimination of Alcohol dy the Kidnkys and
BuKATH.—At a iiuetiup of the Boston Society of Medi-

cal Sciences, Dr. E^les (
/io.tton Med. and Snnj. Journnl)^

read a paper upon the elimination of alcohol by the

kidneys and breath, as determined by the chromic acid

test. He found that the elimination by the breath

was the more cnn-tant and continued lonpest at its

maximum ; but that after large doses, which had a

I)erceptible narcotic efl'ect (40 c. c. of strong alcohol),

Uie iirine, for the first two hours, and more especially

the first liour, excrCted a considerably larger amount.

After five or six hours, the amount already eliminated

is very small (say 15 c. c. when 40 c. c. had been

taken), and the rale has fallen so low tiiat several

weeks would be required to c jmplete the removal from

the system. With smaller doses (20 c. c. and 5 c. c),

the elimination by the kidneys is hardly perceptible,

much less so than tliat by the breath. Lieben (Anna-
len der Chemie und Plianmicie, 7 Suppl. Band 1870) was
able to eolk'Ct from the urine of persons who had taken

22.5 c. c. of alcohol in the form of light wine less than

0.1 c. c. alcohol. It is probable that these results are

much modified by the addition of other ingredients, as

in wino or beer, by dilution, temperature, habit, or idio-

syncrasy.

Paracentesis Thouacis. — Within six months, four

cases have been tapped at St. George's Hospital, in

neither of which was the air excluded, and they did

well. Dr. Fuller considers the dread as to the admis-

sion of air fallacious, and says that the various inge-

nious instruments devised for that purpose only com-
plicate a harmless operation. When the fiuid is serous,

he advises closure of the opeuini!: with carbolic plaster,

as soon as the operation is finished
;
when purulent, the

wound is to be kept open and drainage employed if

necessary, and the patient well fed.— Canada Lancet.

The Bromide of Quinine in Sypdilis.—Dr. David
W. Yandell, of Louisville, Ivy., (Am. Practitionei-) has

had the opportunity of verilying the observation of Dr.

B. W. Richardson, in seven cases of syphilis, as to the

usefulness of bromide of quinine where certain special

and persistent symptoms follow upon this disordt^r. It

was given in the form of a syrup made according to

the formula of Dr. Richardson (Am. Practitioner. Sept.

1871). Since that time Dr. Thotnas E. Jenkins, of

Louisville, ]iharmaccutist, has prepared an elixir of the

same strength, which he thinks possesses some advan-
t«ges over the syrup.

A Novel Treatment of Hernia.— ^f. Dcmarquay
has lately employed with success a novel method of

treatment in a ca-e of strangulated hernia, which re-

sisted the taxis, viz , the evacuation of the contents of

the intestine. The patient was a young man, aged 22,

who came under M. Demarquay's care with a greatly

distended congenital hernia. The taxis having been
tried and proved un.-uccessful, even with the aid of

chloroform, M. Demarquay thrust a fine trocar into

the centre of the swelling', and, by means of Potain's

"Aspirator," removed between four and five ounces

of fluid, besides pa.o. Afler removing the trocar, and
wailing a few miiiuti-s to .see whether the iiittstiiie be-

came refilled, lie aL'ain carefully apf)lied the taxis, and
easily returned the intestine into the abdomen. Small

do>es of opium were afterwards given. No symptoms
supervened, beyond orchitis, in consequence K)i the

pressure to which the testicle had been subjected. The
patient recovered perfectly, and was exhibited liy M,
Demaripiay to the Acailemy of Medicine a fortnight

after the operation. M. Demaiquay propo.ses the em-
ptying of the intestine, in the manner descril;ed, in

the following cla.ss of cases : 1 , in all congenital lierniiE

;

or in recent herni;e, which have become strangulated at

the moment of their formation ; 2, in old herniai that

have been reducible up to a few days before strangula-

tion, and in large umbilical herni;e that have recently

become strangulated. The operation must not be per-

formed except at an early stage, before there is reason

to believe that changes have taken place in the intes-

tine, rendering it incapable of resuming its functions.

—

Br. Med. Journal.

A Case of IIu.man IlEUMArnRoniTisM is reported by
Dr. C. L. Ueppner, of St. Petersburg, in the Archiv

fiir Anat. unci Pliysioh, a translation of which, with
woodcuts, is to be found in the Gaz. Mid. de Paris of

June 15th. The specimen, which is in the Museum of

the Foundling Hospital of St. Petersburg, shows a

penis with prostate and testis; and has also a uterus,

Fallopian tubes, and ovaries.

iNnERiTED Syphilis.—Dr. A. D. Ilall, London Corre-

spondent of the Pliila. Med. Times, in a conversation

with Mr. Jonathan Hutchinson upon the external cha-

racteristics of inherited syphilis, referred to a peculiar

appearanfce of the temples in these cases. It consists

of a furrow or excavation in the space between the

tygomatic arch and the superciliary ridge of the orbit.

It was well borne out by a number of cases seen at the

Royal London Ophthalmic Hospital on that special oc-

casion. He referred to the great frequency with which
syphilis was seen at the hospital.

Extraction of Cataract.—In extraction of cataract

Mr. Streatfield, of the Royal London Ophthalmic Hos-
pital, uses the subjoined method of incision peculiar to

himself: Introducing a Beer's knife almost peipendicu-

larly into the cornea at its sclerotic junction, he skirts

along the edge of the anterior chamber until he has

made a sufficient opening for the escape of the lens.

The afier-steps of the operation do not differ from those

in common use. He prefers the Beer's knife for iiidec-

tomy, or for any operation to open the cornea. He
does not like the keratome ; his objection to it is that

it is essentially a blunt instrument, that has to be forced

into the cornea.—Lond. Corresp. Phila. Med. Times.

Nl'x Vomica in Dyspepsia.—J. E. Nichols, M.D.,
Osage. Iowa (C/jicc/'/rt Medical Journal), states that in

this affection his main reliance is nux vomica in small

tonic doses. If there is little or no trouble beyond the

stomach he gives:— IJ. Fl. ext. nux vom., ~
iij. ; Alco-

hol, Z vj. M. Sig. Five drops in a little water before

each meal.

If there is some irregularity of the bowels, with the
pain of epigastrium around to the right hypochondriura,
he combines the mandrake as follows :— iR. Fl. exr. nux
vom., Fl. ext. mandrake, Alcohol, aa 3 iij. M. Sig. as

the other.

Where there is much complaint of wakefulness at

night, horrid dreams, etc., he gives in addition to the

foregoing: g. Iodide potassium, 3ss. ; Chlorate potas-

sium, Carbonate potassium, aa 3 j. M. Ft. pulv. div. in
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chnrt. XX. Sig. One in half a glass of warm milk each

nijjht at bedtime.

If, as is often the case, a large portion of the day ^Yit-

nessed pain in the head, throbbing in the temples, he
adminisU'is bromide of potassium and syrup for a morn-
ing potion, as soon as the patient awakes. Sometimes
gelseminnm is combined, thus: IJ. Fl. ext. nnx vom.,

Fl. ext. mandrake, Fl. ext. gelseminnm, iTil 3 iij. M.
Sig. as the otheis.

In cases of tronblesome nausea, lieartburn, acrid or

fetid eructations, after eating, he uses })hosphate of lime

rubbed up witli loaf sugar; or, in place of this: 1?.

Sj^r. amauti, 3 vj. ; Arom. siil. acid, 3 ij. M. Sig. Tea-

spoonful an hour after each meal, or whenever the

eructations are troublesome.

Trkatmknt of Goitre.—Th. Sittell, M.D., of Cincin-

nati {Tlie Clinic), recently had a patient with goitre,

which measured when first seen 21 i inches in circum-

ference. The treatment was adopted as recommended
by Lucke, which consists in the injection into the tumor
of the tincture of iodine. Within three months eleven

injections were made into its parencliyma—in from 10

to 25 drop doses—which reduced the tumor four and
one-fifth inches ; and it^ steady and constant decrease

was evidence of the efficacy of treatment, and promised
future perfect success. The digital compression after

removal of the syringe and the closure of the wooand of

penetration by adhesive plaster as recommended by
Liicke were always observed. The suggestion, too, was
adopted of permitting the needle to remain in the tumor
while the body of the syringe was w'ithdrawn to be re-

filled that there might be the least possible danger of

injecting the iodine into a minute vein. The almost
entire absence of local reaction was probably due to the

fact that cold dressings were always applied to the sur-

face after each injection.

The Employment, of Electricity in Labor.—The
Bulletin Gen. de Therap., March 30, 1872, has an able

thesis entitled "De I'^lectricite applique a I'art des ac-

couchements," by Dr. Tachard, Externe de laMaternite,

etc., Paris. He gives the results of the experiments of

M. de Saint Germain Tachard ; then follow the nineteen
observations collected by the author, cases taken from
the inmates of the Maternity indiscriminately. His
deductions were as follows:—1st. In no case were
uterine contractions induced where they had not previ-

ously been manifested spontaneously. 2d. In every in-

stance in which labor had commenced and the pains had
progressed regularly and periodically, whenever the two
poles were applied at the lumbar region in a very short

time the manifestation of a new activity in the contrac-

tions and shorter periods of interval were noticed. 3d.

All the contractions produced or provoked by electri-

city were much longer and much more painful than the

contractions of spontaneous origin. 4th. The dilata-

tion of the OS always seemed to increase with rapidity.

5th. In all the cases hitherto observed the expulsion of

the placenta followed immediately upon expulsion of

the child. 6tli. In no case did the child suffer in any
way from the electric action. The same could be said

for the mother.

Hydrate of CnLORAL.—Dr. Charles W. Parsons, of

Providence, R. I. , in a reprint from " Communications of

Rhode Island Medical Society," gives some interesting

observations concerning the administration of this

remedy which is finding its true status in the advanced
materia medica.

Polypus of the Rectum.—At a recent meeting of the

Journal of the Gi/ncvcolofjical Socidi/ of Boston, Dr.

Martin presented an unusual specimen of the rare affec-

tion, polypus of the rectum, which was removed from
a patient who desired the removal of hicmorrhoids. It

was abiiut one inch and a half in length, and one in

width at its widest portion, and attached above the

sphincter.

FcETAL Hypertrophy on the Western Coast.—Dr.

Storer {Joiirn. Gyncccologicnl Soc.) says that there ex-

ists not only a tendency to hypertiophy in the produc-

tions of the vegetable world, and to precocity in the

development of animal life, but al~o a tendency to foetal

hypertrophy, on the Western coast. As is well known,
the average weight of male infants, at birth, in our own
rej;ion, and in most parts of Europe, is from six and a

half to seven pounds ; while the average of females

was perhaps a pound less. In the eastern section of

our country instances of children weighing from ten to

a dozen pounds at birth are very exceptional. In Cali-

fornia, on the other hand, l^Jastern women, who at

home have born small children, often bring forth enor-

mous ones, which live, and the mothers seem but sel-

dom to suffer materially in consequence. Dr. Favor, of

California, writes as follows to Dr. Storer : "I delivered

a woman, with the forceps, of a living child, which
weighed thirty-six liours 'after birth, lightly clad, fif-

teen and a quarter pounds."

Astigmatism.—X new method of discovering and
correcting astigmatism is detailed by Cyrus 11. Farley,

M.D., of Portland, Maine, in the Boston Medical and
tSurgicalJoiirnal of June 13th.

Popliteal Aneurism Cured by Compression.—

A

case of this character, under the care of Dr. D. Hayes
Agnew, of Phila. (Phila. Med. Times), was cured by
Peliingham's compressor and digital compression with-
in forty-four hours; by the firmer mode twenty-three
hours, and the latter twenty-one. Digital pressure was
made at the point where the artery passes over the

pubes, but not fnmly enough to cut off all blood, a very
small portion being allowed to pass under the fingers.

The patient, an Irishman by birth, a watchman by oc-

cupation, and sixty years of age, was very little— scarce-

ly at all—depressed by its use, notwithstanding the ir-

ritated condition of his thigh, the upper portion of

which necessarily had to be encroached upon in chang-

ing hands. Each assistant of the seventeen was able

to press for half an hour before being relieved.

Xylol in Small-Pox.—Dr. Richard Moffett, of

Phila. {Phila. Med. Times), gave the following prescrip-

tion to a patient with confluent small-pox, with a hap-

|)y effect: 3. 0!ei xylol, gtt. cc. ; Pulv. acaciae, q. s.

;

Syrupi simplic. Aqua?, aa f. 3 j. S. A teaspoonful every
two hours. He has tried this remedy in a number of

cases since, and its use has always been attended with

good results.

The Prevention of Pitting in Variola.—Dr. Alonzo
L. Leach, of Phila. {Pldla. Med. Times), wishes to call

the attention to the carbonate of lead, the ordinary

whitelead of the paint-sliops, which he has used in

several cases of conflutnt variola with great success.

His mode of using it is to add to the paint a sufficient

quantity of linseed-oil to make it of the consistence of

rich cream, and then, by means of a camel's-hair pencil,

apply it to tlie face. This he has done in the vesicular

stage of the eruption, but perhaps it might be well to

use it even earlier—in the papular stage. A few appli-

cations form a complete covering to the face, at once

excluding all possible access of air or light. It is sooth-

ing to tlie part^, allaying irritation, and quieting inflam-

mation, and in those cases where he has used it, it has

been effectual in preventing the pitting. It commends
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it-clf from its easy mode of application, its cheapness,

the readiness with which it is obtaineil, and from the

fact that it d'sposes of the dark room so relipiou-Iy ob-
seived l>y many piactilioiu-rs, and that a few applica-

tii>iis render all future interlerenee unnecessary.
He adds that for the delirium of the disease the bro-

mide ol calcium is of sipmd benefit. All of tlie bro-

mides would be equally yerviceuble, but that of calcium,

contiiuiiig a Inrper per cent, of bromine, is more de-

cided in it^ aciion.

Indigestion and its Management.—Dr. Bradford S.

Thoin|son, N. Y. {Am. PnidtUoner, July, 1872), in his

paper on this subject, alludes to a ca-e under his ob-

servation where everything appeared to tlie patient

doubli- ; in another every object seemed inverted
;

and in another, toial blindness came on which continu-

ed for twenty-one I. ours. The latter patient, a conch-
wonian, of Key West, Florida, a;,'ed 47, was in tlie

habit < f eating prodii;ioiisly of a salad made from
the indigestible conch, which abotnids in that latitude.

In the indigestion of childhood the use of Boudault's
pepsin wine can be highly recommended. This is pre-
pared from pire pepsin, accoiding to the formula of Dr.

Corvi<art, and is very palatable. Each dose possesses

t'ldly the digestive power of fifteen grains of the powder.
This preparation, he states with much confidence, is

superior to all other preparations of jjepsin in use. It

should be given immediately before a meal.
In regulating the diet, the author would impress

upon the patient the necessity of observing the sub-

joined rules : 1st. Enjoin frequent and regular eating

in the majority of cases. It was a remark of Sir

William Temple, " that the stomach is like a school-

boy
;

if idl<', always in mischief." The deduction
drawn from this is to keep the stomach moilerately

employed. 2d. Let the diet be simple, always con-
sisting exclusively of one article. 3d. Drink little or

nothing while eating. 4th. Exercise should not be per-
mitted directly after eating. In many cases a vora-
cious appetite attends this affeciion; but in the ma-
jority of cases there is very Httle inclination to eat;

and under these circumstances it will not be amiss to

attend to the following particulars for the purpose of
exciting the appetite: Do not let the patient know
what he is to eat. The food should always be cold

;

when hot the o ior will often destroy the appetite.

The dishes should always be small; for nothing is more
distressing to a patient with a delicate stomach than a
large dish of meat placed before him. These circum-
stances, though apparently trivial in their character,

are very important, and deserve recollection.

Inaction of Strychnia Administered Hypodermi-
calLy".—Dr. Thomas Kennard, of St. L mis, Mo. {The
Med. Archiies), finds, from much experience, that this

remedy used hypodermically is remarkably inactive,

and he is inclined to believe that it acts very feebly, if

at all, when emplo)'ed in this manner ; nor has it ever
caused, in his cases, any sensation of heat or smaiting
or other loi^al disturbance spoken of by Dr. Bartholow,
in his work" on "Hypodermic Medication." He says
that strychnia must act differently in Cincinnati
from what it does in St. Louis, and that Dr. Bartho-
low's account of its alarming eflfects is not calculated
to make many enthusiasts in its use.

So far he has not witnessed any particular effect

from its hypodermic use, although Echeverria, Hunter,
Courty. Bartholow, Anstie, and others state that it

acts much more powerfully, promptly, and satisfactor-

ily this way than by the stomach.

NocTCRN.xL Enuresis and Spermatic Incontinence.
—Dr. Campbell Black, of Edinburgh, Scotland {liritish

Merlical Journal), claims that camphor, opium, bella-

dotnia, or hyoscyamu.s, with the tincture of the muri-

ate of iron, are if t ii.feiior in their infiueiiee over the

bladder to any preparations in the pharinacoprje.a. But
it is indi^pens.ibli' that the tinelure of si eel be given

much in exee.ss of the usual dose. Ue was consulted

by a mediciil student, nged 17, who was much annoyed
by the very ficfiuent oecurience of seminal emis-'ionp,

and the following was prescribed: If. Pulv. cam-
phoia;, gr. xviij. ; i'ulv. opii, gr. xj. ; Ext. hyoscyami.
gr*. ut fiat nia.<sa, et divide in pilulos xij. One pill

was onlered to l)e taken at bedtime
;
and forty min-

ims of tinciure of steel to be taken thrit e daily in a

wine-glassful of water. Ten days afterwards the pa-

tient called upon him, with the annoyance removed.

Oroanic Dynamics.—Dr. S. P. Breed, of Princeton,

III. {Mill. Exmiiiner), at the meeting of the Illinois

State Medical Soeiety, read a lengthy report on the

subject of '' Organic Dynamics," referring more par-

ticularly to the cerebro-spinal and organic systems of
nerves.

He claimed that all dynamic force originated in the

organic cells ; that the cells of vegetable organization

receive anti correlate the caloric, light, and electricity

into organic force; and that the nerve-cells derive their

force from the vegetable cells. The nerve-cells were
likened to galvanic batteries, and the nervous cords to

the conducting wires. It was stated that every dif-

ference of function impliid a difference in structure,

that no two Cills were alike, or that the cells of the
brain of no two individuals of the same family or spe-

cies were alike ; and, consequently, they could not
think alike.

It was claimed by the writer that cells, while de-
veloping, absorbed force, and gave it out only in the

process of dissolution. Tiie highest type of cell-de-

velopment was the ideational cells of the cerebrum,
which in their dis-solution evolve the phenomena of
mind. The report closed with the detail of some cases

intended by the writer as illustrations of his theories.

Extraction Operations.—The Philfi. }fed. Times'

London Correspondent alludes to Mr. Liebreich's new
extraction operations. In the two operations which
he witnessed the operator used no anajsthetic, no
speculum, no assistant to hold the upper lid, nor any
fixation-f irceps

; and all his instruments for the opera-
tion were contained in one handle. At one end was
the narrow Gratfe knife, at the other the David spoon,
whilst the cystotome, by means of a button, could be
protruded or re:racted at pleasure. His hand is so

tremulous that it is almost painful to see him operate

;

and yet he operates well.

Alterations of the Kidneys in Hydrophobia.—
Prof. Rudnew beheves that in this affeciion there is an
advanced degree of parenchymatous inflammation of
the kidneys with this peculiarity, that the epithelium
of the uriniferous tubules is cast off throughout the
whole extent of the organ, both in the cortical and me-
dullary substance. This les'on is characterized in the later

periods by degeneration and complete disappearance of
the epithelium, which fill the tubules in the form of
fatty, granular matter. The author failed in none of his

autopsies to discover these lesions, and believes that in

the advanced stage di^alh is imminent. Remarking the
similarity which exists between these appearances and
those observed in the human subject w4iich are pro-
ductive of ura:;mia, he suggests that the symptoms ob-
served during the life of the afiected animal may be
ursemic in their origin.

—

Lyon Jledicul.
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THE HYGIENE OF RURALIZING.

There is probably no more important advice which the

physician is called upon to give than that which refers

either to a temporary or permanent change of residence.

We are willing to allow that in the majority of instances

he is ordinarily careful in selecting a suitable climate

;

that he weighs all the chances 2^'''o ^f^^' ^^''^ for the im-

provement of his patient ; but when the case does not

appear (o be to him an important one, he is too apt to

grow careless and lo allow every possible construction

to be put upon the stereotyped recommendation, " Go
to the country," etc. This is especiallyso when itmay

apply to families who desire to combine pleasure with

the chances of gaining rest and invigoration in some of

the many rural retreats. One of the natural consequen-

ces of this is, a general understanding on the part of the

people that a visit to the country during the summer

months is all that is required of them to retain health

on the one hand, or to regain it on the other. So far

as all the indications are followed out, so far as all the

necessary means are used to the end desired, the prac-

tice of ruralizing is beneficial. That the people them-

selves, however, are not the proper judges of their

wants in this particular, becomes more and more evi-

dent. Tlie time has come to look at the strictly h}'-

gienic aspects of the system as at present carried on,

with a view of impressing upon the community their

real wants as iiealth-seekers.

AVe need not refer in this connectiun to the possi-

bility of health, comfort, or pleasure in the so-called

fashionable hotel of the watering-places or mountain

districts. The manner in which these establisliments are

conducted makes even the pretention to being heaUh-

retreats an effrontery to ordinary common sense. Con-

structed for the sole purpose of money-making, every

eflfort is made to pack away transient visitors, or such

as may not wish to spend large sums for better accom-

modations, into small and ill-ventilated apartments;

and generally speaking, the excitement attending the life

in such a place, the fashionable struggle with dress and

other conventional proprieties, the late hours, the noisy

meal, and all the other disagreeable attendants of hotel-

life, are calculated for everything but sanitary require-

ments.

The antipodes of the hotels are the firm-houst s, so

many of which are opened for summer boarders. Very

fi;\v of these, however, serve the purposes for which

they are so enticingly advertised. If a model farm-

house can be obtained, it is no doubt the most desira-

ble place for abstract ruralizing. But that this is e.x-

eeedingly difficult, the experience of the majority of

comfort-seeking country-boarders abundantly proves.

It is very difficult to find quiet accommodations of this

sort, with pleasant surroundings and tlie requisite quali-

ty of food. The model and civilized farmer who for

his own sake lives comfortably, and looks beyond the

the salt meats and other heavy food that suits the di-

gestion of his ploughman, does not usually open his

door to accommodate transient boarders. On the other

hand, the farmer who from lack of thrift, management,

and knowledge of his business cannot live as comforta-

bly as he may desire, is very apt to make some arrange-

ments lor city visitors during the summer. This class

of boarding-house keepers are in such a large maj(jrity,

that they may be looked upon as typical of the whole

class. As such rarely have the means of supplying the

requisite food for their own families, they oltener fail to

appreciate the ordinary wants of others, even allowing

the widest charity of construction for what they choose

to call " plain and substantial food."

A compromise between the two classes of farm

boarding-houses is the ordinary country house kept by

some experienced person—generally "a lady in reduced

circumstances." It is such as make country boarding

a business, and when they do not crowd their houses,

tliey are very apt to give satisfaction ;
and it is to such,

that patients who have ordinary digestions, and ordi-

nary capacity for quiet, should be recommended.

The retirement to the country-seat on the river bank,

the mountain side, or tlie sea-shore is a luxury only

for the wealthy. The real benefits of such a place are

very often counterbalanced, however, by too oft-re-

peated trips by rail or steamboat to town. This prac-

tice is in fact the bane of the whole system of ruralizing,

and in the vast majority of cases the evils attending

the constant travel to and fro, more than counterbalance

the strictly hygienic influence of a residence out of

town. The American people have been often ridiculed

as a nation of restless travellers ; in fact, one statisti-

cian has assumed that four- fifths of our population

spend the greater part of their lives either on our steam-

boats or in our rail-carriages. There is no doubting tha

f ict that such a statement is much exaggerated, but we

must allow that the peculiar temperament of the people,
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influenced as much by our changes in climale as the

sociable element of character tends to make them a mi-

gratory race. This cliaractcristic is especially marked

durinc: the summer montlis, wlien all the ordii)ary rules

of hygiene are put at defiance under tlic delusive hope

that the means justify the end. It m.itters not if the

family are at the fashionable hotel, the farm-house, or

the country-scat, the aim of paterfamilias is to have

such stoppincif-place within an easy reach of his shop

or oflice. The natural result of this i<, that he or-

dinarily makes hi.s arrangements to spend each niglit

with Ills fiiiniiy. To do this he iiotuiifrcqticntly travels

from twenty to forty, and not unfroquently sixty miles

a day, mostly by rail. The peculiarly exhausting effects

of such journeys is well known and well appreciated

by such as have coaxed tliemselves to submit to them.

Tliere are many elements wliic'.i conspire to make
this mode of travel more prevalent,— the establisliment

of new lines in the neighborhood of great cities, the

increase of the number of trains on the old linos, the

enticing improvements in our suburban retreats, the

decrease in expense of a temporary residence out

of town, the conventional under.>tanding that it is

fashionable, and lastly, the great excuse that health is

promoted thereby. The present returns of the railroad

companies, as compared with those of past years, prove

the increase of "commuters" with as much certainty

as figures can, while the comparatively rapid growth of

all the accessible country-places give an equally unmis-

takable evidence of a very wide-spread delusion. The

hygiene of the railcar is a subject of itself which in its

bearings upon our community deserves very thorough

investigation. An occasional ride for a short distance

in these coaches may be looked ujwn as a pleasant exci-

table pastime, giving new sensations to mind and body;

but when it becomes a forced practice, the very opposite

is the rule. The constant jar has perhaps the most dele-

terious effect upon the traveller, causing an indescriba-

ble irritation to the nervous system, culminating either

in headaches of greater or less severity, or in a state

of somnolency the direct result of exhaustion of the

whole nervous system. If we add to this the rumbling

and rattling of the train, we have still another very

potent element of nervous irritation in the beginning,

and nervous exhaustion in the end. It has been re-

peatedly observed that these effects are by no means
transient. Xot unfrequently the exhaustion after an

ordinary ride becomes so great that it requires hours

of perfect quiet to restore the equilibrium of nerve and
temper. Tliis feeling is by no means a strange one to

such as come from the country to business in the morn-
ing, and return to the country' in the evening.

A few years ago the Lancet made a thorough inves-

tigation into the effects of constant railroad travel upon
the health, and arrived at the conclusion that it was in

every way conducive to nervous diseases of every grade

which the peculiar susceptibility of the individual might
invite. Among the graver forms of these diseases, pa-

rfclysis and softening of the brain took a prominent po-

sition. The experience in our own country has borne

out the truth of these statements as far as railroad em-

ployees are concerned, and it would be exceedingly in-

teresting to determine, approximately at least, what

relation the increase of nervous troubles bears to the

rail travel.

We arc, at least, warranted in saying, that fiequent

travelling by rail is deleterious to health, and as such

should be discouraged, especially among those who
would believe that it should be one of the means used

to proniOte health. The steamboat, alihough more

tedious, and in the main less objectionable, must be

accepted as the condition which constant travel must

accept. We may not expect to effectually stem the

tide in regard to ruralizing as at present carried on; but

when tlio question of health is connected with it, we
have the privilegeofexpressingan opinion. It isobvious

that if health and comfort are to be gained by a tem-

porary residence out of town, it is of primary impor-

tance to select a healthy spot where nourishing food

can be obtained with comfortable quarters, and to

avoid too frequent travel, the rack and annoyance of

the latter being especially calculated to frustrate the

best of intentions of physicians and patients.

The IIkalth Board and Nuisances.

TnE war Waged by the Health Board against the fat-

rendering establishments on the west shore of our

city has been virtually unproductive of any good

results. Notwithstanding injunctions, judgments, and

the like, these powerful corporations still carry on

their disgusting trade, and taint the atmosphere of h

wide and populous district with the foulest of odors.

The time must come, however, when these establish-

ments shall either be constructed so as to do away
entirely with all the objectionable features of their

operations, or be compelled to remove to some isolated

spot where the employes alone can enjoy the full

benefits of what they claim to be a perfectly healthy

atmosphere when one "gets used to if." The resi-

dents of the districts in question have become justly

indignant, and are naturally looking to the Board for

explanations. It would appear that there have been

plenty of reports from special committees, but the

people are ver}' properly becoming impatient, if not

distrustful of the department. We are surprised that

the medical and other of the politicians in the Board are

so slow to acknowledge that there is such an ex-

cellent opportunity for vindicating its real utility in

this time of emergency. We have some reason for

congratulation, however, in another direction, viz., the

passage of an ordinance to the effect that after the

first of September next the contents of house-vaults

shall be removed and transported by means of an air-

tight apparatus, thus doing away with the necessity

of having such vaults emptied at night, with all the
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attendant inconveniences and annoyances. This plan

has been adopted throughout Europe, and has worked

to the satisfaction of all parlies concerned. It is to be

hoped that the Board will prove itseh*" equal to the

task of initiating this reform hardly less radical and

beneficial than that of abolishino: cushions from street

UcuiciDS aiit) notices of Oool

Lectures on the Principles and Practice of Phy-
sic. By Thomas Watson, Bart., M D. From the

Fifth revised and enlarged English Ed. Edited, with
additions and numerous illustrations, by Henry
Hartsiiorne, M.D. Philadelphia : H. C. Lea. Ib73.

After the lapse of a number of years since the ap-

pearance uf tiie fourth edition of these admirable lec-

tures, which were published in 1557, the profession was
agreeably surprised at the announcement of a fifth

edition, thoroughly revised by their author. Taking
into consideration his advanced age, and the material

reconstruction which it was thoughl necessary the

book should undergo in order to render it an accept-

able work for the day, it is not surprising that it was
looked for both with interest and curiosity. When we
think of the wonderful advances recently made in pa-

thology, and of the entire revolution in the system of

treatment now adopted from that which was inculcated

in the earlier editions of these lectures, we can leadi-

ly admit that under the circumstances there was rea-

son for this curiosity. Then, again, when we consider

the acknowledged position of the author, of his pains-

taking accuracy and thoroughness, and of the conscien-

tious m:uiner in which he always did his work, we
could hardly think that he would at thi:^ day put fur-

ward a work which would be a discredit to himself and
a disappointment to his large number of readers. Con-
sidering all things, pariicularly the large amount of

work involved in getting out this edition, we must ex-
press our surprise that the author has been able, in his

old age, amid the innumerable duties which devolve
upon him, to bring out an edition which is really of so

much value as the present one. In looking carefully

through the work, and in comparing it with the previ-

ous edition, we notice new pas-ages here, modifications

of old views there, qualifications of previous opinions
there, in fact nearly through the entire book do we
find evidences of the master's hand. We almost un-
consciously find ourselves reading descriptions of dis-

eases which years ago we read with so much pleasure

and profit, and then, almost imperceptibly, we are led

to portions treating of doctrinal and theoretical matters,

and we are here charmed by tiie clearness, calmness,

and terseness of the reasoning. In fact, we can safely

say that the pleasures once experienced in reading
Watson's charming lectures as students are intensified

in reading them in maturer years afier their having
received the finishing touches of their author.

At the very outset we find that revision has begun,
and in that incomparable first lecture, which treats of

the general outline of the study and of the duties of

the physician, we find much amplification. In this

the author di.-tinctly draws the difiference between the

principles and practice of medicine, and shows us how
far he is able to teach us the one, and how necessary

it is for us to practically learn the o'her. Indeed we

have not met with any reading more calculated to in-

duce a heabhy state of the medical mind than is to be

found in the author's advice to those beginning their

studies. Tin; advantages and neecssitiesof hospital train-

in;; are admirably put forward, and the author shows
very clearly how necessary is a thorougli knowl-
edge of anatomy and physiology. The author's re-

marks upon health and disease are so sensible and so

plainly stated, that we advise all to read them attentive-

ly ;
indeed we think that no one can afi'ord to pass over

this inimitable introductory lecture, for by its perusal

we are certainly made wiser and hetter men, so pure

is its tone and so practical is its advice. The second,

third, and fourth lectures are, as before, devoted to the

principles of general pathology ; and although they

have not been materially altered, they are not by any
means noticeable by any shortcomings even in the

light of our advanced ideas.

That excellent lecture Avhicli treats of the various

modes of death, we are pleased to find, has been quite

fully rewritten, especially in the part treating ofapnoea;

and here we find an admirable account of death by
thrombosis and embolism of the pulmonary artery.

The chapter on the causes of disease has not been ma-
terially changed, but still is admirable in itself, while

that one treating of symptoms can always be consult-

ed with profit. We hooked with some curiosity over the

lecture devoted to inflammation, being anxious to find

our author's opinions of recent views, but as we find

he has not adopted them, Ave are led to the conclusion

that he regards them still as sub judice ; this lack, how-
ever, is no detriment to our mind to the merits of the

book. The lectures upon diseases of the eye have been

left out in this edition. Among the lectures which
have been most fully reconstructed are those upon dis-

eases of the nervous system. These may be said to be

in the main fully up to the standard of modern research,

and we are pleased to see that nearly all recent authors

have been consulted. The chapter on aphasia is cer-

tainly one of the most lucid and terse in the book, and
contains all that is known about that curious disease.

The author discusses the various theories as to its pro-

duction with the calmness and clearness peculiar to

him ; we should advise every one to read this incom-

iiarable lecture. The lecture upon apoplexj', with the

few remarks on sunstroke, is somewhat enlarged,

and is admirably cle; r and comprehensive. In treating

of epilepsy—and, by the way, the author's description of

the trouble is one of the most graphic pieces of word-
painting in medical literature—we find that he in this

edition admits that anaemia of the brain is a cause of

the paroxysms, instead of adhering to the old view of

cerebral plethora, and he shows the influence of the

contractility of the muscular coat of the smaller ar-

teries in producing these phenomena. Indeed this con-

tractile power of the arteries is fully dwelt on in the

description of the various diseases in which it is called

in play. W^e have already seen its influence on the

imlmonary arteries in the production of apnoea. and

Sir Thomas, in treating of cholera, graphically shows
what an important part it plays in that disease. The
chapter on chorea has been very materially amplified,

and may be considered fully up to the time ; Dr. Wat-
son's views as to its pathology are certainly clearly

stated and seem cpiite feasible. He thinks that there

is no permanent structural change, but that the pheno-

mena are due to temporary obstmction to the cerebral

circulation, probably caused by musctdar spasm of ar-

teries, and to minute emboli caused by particles of

fibrine. We are somewhat disappointed that locomotor

ataxia is notqnite as fully described as it might be,

and that the influence of and indication for the use of
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palvanism in this anO other nervous diseases is no.t

clivirly Itnuifjlit out.

I>r. Watsons yiews upon the suhjoct of croup will

no iloulit ftltrajt considerable attontiun. lie describes

1st, spasmodic crouji, or laryngismus stridulus; 'Jd, an
inflanuuatory croup, wliieh is merely an acute catarrh

of the larynx ; 3d, diphtheritic croup in wliich false

membrane is found, and whenever t!iat is fiund he
l)n)n()unc>s tlic case one of diplithcria; tinis he con-

siders diphtheria and our membranous croup as the

same afleetion—a view wliieh is at variance with that

of many Continental and American ob?ervcrs.

The general subject of tiioracic diseases, which is

treated of at the commencement of the second volume,
i? in the main well handled and is fully up to the lime.

do from editing a score of books. At best this system
of editing only gives a very specious reputation.

The pre-ent edition of Watj«on is in two volumea,

whic'i are very fairly printed on good paper.

A SVSTKM OK Sl'UOF.nV; PaTIIOI.OOICAI-, DlAfiNOSTir,

TiiKUAPKi'Tic, ANO Otkuativk. IJy Sami'ki, D.

(Juoss, Ml)., LL.l)., D.C.L. (Oxon.), ProfesHor of

Surgery in the .I«fferson Medical College, of I'hila.,

etc., etc. Illustratf'd by upwards of fourteen hundred
cn(»Tavin>^. Fifth Edition. In 2 vol.s. Hvo, pp.
1(198 and 1170. H.C.Lea. Philadelphia, 1872.

Tjik appearance of the fifth edition of any work is in

itself an acknowledgment of the apnrcciition of the

particular public to which it m.iy appeal. Prof Gross's
All the recent vii-ws upon phthisis are clearly and

[

treati-e i.s in this particular no exception to the general
admirably given, and the clinical history remains as

^
rule. It would be unnecessary to go into any extended

before, a model of )iceur..te description. In speaking
;
notice c>f the treatise before as, even if it were po.'^sible,

of the treat:nctit of pleurisy we think that our author ' short of occupying a number of page.s. If we were to~
compare it with the first edition in 1859 it would almost

I
appear as a difFrrent work, so extensive have been the

I

additions, so radical have been the clianges, so modified

;
arc many of the views in regard to .some of t!ie princi-

1 p'cs of the art, and so many f<nd important have been
the additions made. A great deal of spaci? is devoted

I to the subject of inflammaMon and its multifarious de-

!
pendencies; but it is made more than ordinaril}' inter-

' esting by the manner in which it is treated, and by the
I practical turn given to the chapter. The chapter on
' tumors is full of interesting facts, and the divisions

[

of the different growths and the respective dcscrip-

I
tinns are in accordance with the advanced views of the

: German p:ithologists. Syphilis is very extensively

1
treated in chapter ix. The descriptions of the different

I

varieties are strictly clinical and the treatment rational.

I

Believing, with the advanced syphilographers, that

]

when syphilis is once confirmed as secondary or terti-

' ary, a radical cure is at least im[>roI)able, he is no
; advocate of syphilization. Ilis view of th s particular
' plan of treatment is, in our opinion, a very jiroper one,

viz. tliat despite the good effects claimed for it by Boeck
and othrTS, it is too di.^gusting, too repugnant even to

: a syphilitic patient, to warrant its general countenance,

and that the explanation of its good effects is to be

j
found, according to Lee, ofLondon, and Lindwurm, of
Munich, in the depurative action of continuous suppura-

does not do full justice to paracentesis as an efficient

means of relief in many cases.

The lecture on cholera has been very largely aug'
mented and revi-sed, and we are somewhat surprised

that the author has adopted Dr. George Johnson's
elimination theory, and upon it recommends that gen-
tleman's line of treatment. The chapters relating to

continued fevers have been somewhat enlarged, and
we find that Dr. Watson adopts the view of Dr. Budd
as to the specific nature of such fever-poison. This
part of the work is especially worthy of perusal. The
chapters on the exanthemata and upon skin-diseases
are much the same as in earlier editions.

In a short and charmingly written epilogue the author
speaks of the anachronisms which have of necessity
crept into the book, he pays a graceful compliment to
the ability of Dr. George Johnson, and expresses his

regret that his last performance is not better than it

really is. All things considered, we must express our
decided opinion that the Watson of to-day will be
largely read by new readers, and that it w^ill be re-

read by tho^e who have read it before, both with profit

and plea.sure. Before clo>ing we would call attention
to the modified views of Sir Thomas as to the value of
blood-letting, and we think that his calm dear state-

ment of its advantages in some ca=es should be care-
fully weighed l)y t!ie profession, particularly as it is a
procedure which, wdien carefully used, is pr>)ductive of I

tion. Wounds, in all tiieir variety, receive a very care^

much real benefit, and as it has recently fallen into
disuse.

In bringing out tlie American edition of these lec-

ful consideration in chapter x., Avhile railway injuries

forms an article by itself, the author in the main adopt-

ing tlie views so well laid down by Erichsen in regard
tares, the publisher has deemed it expedient to employ to the influences of minor injuries upon the nervous sy-s-

the services of an editor, who has as usual added many
notes. It is a matter of congratidation to the profes-
sion that the notes of the former editor are nearly all

left out, and that those of the present editor are in
general more practical and acceptable ; but in his anno-
tations we think he has given undue prominence to
the observations of Philadelphian physicians, to the ex-
clusion of otlier observers which are equally a=; valua

tem. Naturally fuUowing this, is the chapter on the
effects of injuries upon the nervous system.
The remarks on general diagnosis and on oporat-ive

surgery are, perhap.<, the most practical in either vol-

ume, and ileserve the careful study of the young prac-

titioner. The description of the various instruments
used in surgery is sulhciently full, and quite extei'sively

illustrated. Chapter xiii. takes up the important subject
ble, if not in many cases more so. We think that the of amputations, and all tiie different approved methods
propriety of intercalating many of the illust-ations,

particularly as they are not accompanied by explanato-
ry text, to be at le-ost questionable. We must confess
to an aversion to the growing tendency of American
physicians to edit foreign works, and to deluge them
with voluminous, and in many instances superfluous,
notes. The truth is, that many of these "editors"
merely play the part of proof-readers, and in that capa-
city their efforts will soon meet that want of apprecia-
tion which they justly deserve. They fail to see that
they make more reputation by one well-reported origi-
nal case, or one well worked-out observation, than they

are fully detailed and well illustrated. The excision

of bones and joints follows, and then anaesthetics are

con.sidered. In this chapter a very fair expos6 of the

whole of this interesting subject is given, and the true

relations of the different anaesthetics very distinctly

made.
Part II. comprises special surgery, or diseases and in-

juries of particular organs, textures, and re^^ions. This

extends over a very wide range of subjects, the most
important of which, perhaps, is that of diseases and in-

juries of the arteries, and aneurisms. Our autlior has
evidently taken great pains with this part of the work,
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and has succeeded to our mind in making liis points

clear, and giving the true signilicance and rolalivc

worth of the diftorent methods of operation, not only

in ligation of the special arteries, lut the respective

methods of treating the aneurisms of these various vis-

sels. Following the diseases of the bony structures

comes fractures, general and special, the consideration

of which is, perliaps, full enough lor a work on general

surgery. The descriptions arc clear, and will snllice <';s

a guide for all the ordinary forms of tlies'" accidents

usually met with. The same may be said of the d slo-

cations, tlie remarks upon which open the secor.d vol-

ume.
Chapter ii. of Vol. II. commences with the injur"es

and diseases of the heao', following which we have, in

succession, diseases and injuries of spinal cord, face,

eye (containing some very interesting remarks on re-

fraction and accommodation), ear, nose, air-passages,

neck, chest, mouth, and throat. The description of the

different forms of herniixj are very clear, and the me-
thods of operating are described by one who fully ap-

preciates the dithculties under which the novice m.ay

be placed when called upon by some emergency to

prove the existence of the ditferent layers.

It will not serve our purpose to refer even in a general

way to the ditferent subjects taken up throughout the

second volume. Each uill serve to make up the gene-

ral character of a first-class work on surgery, a work
which, from the time the first edition made its appear-

ance, has maintained for itself a first-class reputation

as an authoritative expose of the science. The volumes
are well printed, and although a great many of the tra-

ditional woodcuts, in the possession of Mr. Lea, the

pubhs'.ier, are plentifully scattered in the text, there

are just enough of new illustrations to give a dis-

tinctive character to this part of the work, and to cause

the reader to wish for more of the same sort. We re-

mark thus, not that we love the old friendly woodcuts
of our boyish days the less, but that we love new cuts

more. i

1

Lectures on Aural Catarrh ; or, Toe Common-
est Forms of Deafness and their Cure. By I

Peter Allen, M.D. , Aural Surgeon to St. Mary's
Hospital, etc. New York: Wm. Wood & Co., 1870.
12mo, pp. XV. and 278. Illustrated.

We are glad to see this admirable little work presented
to us in an American edition. It forms one of the

^

most reliable manuals upon Aural Catarrh that can be
I

placed in the hands of the practitioner. The patholo-
j

g}"- of deafness as a result of catarrhal inflammation of!

the mucous membranes is lucidly explained, and a very
lair estimate made of the capabilities of topi.;al inter-

ference for relief.

Although the volume is hardly such a one as to be
'

of much service to the accomplished aurist, inasnnich

as it contains nothing with which he ought not to be
familiar, it will be of immense service to the general
practitioner, enabling him to treat the most ordinaiy
cases of deafness with confidence, and to prevent the

more serious ones from attaining that condition which
eventually renders them insusceptible of amelioration
even by the most intelligently directed efforts.

The author appears to have made an excellent mod-
,

ification of Politzer's air-douche, by Avhich the stream
of air is made to issue from an elastic nozzle pressed
against the nostril, instead of from a hard tube placed

within the nostril. Many patients find it hard to bear

the pressure of the hard nozzle against the parts when
the nostril is compressed upon it, and hence thie modi- ^

ficatioa will be a welcome one. We recognize no ad-

vanta;^e, however, in applying t'.ie douche to both nos-

trils at a time, and would prefer a single nozzle to the

double one adopted by Dr. Allen. With regard to the

apparatus itself, oin- estimate of its advantageousness,

in cfliciency, ease of application, and so on. is founded
upon satisfictory experience in a number of in-tances.

The volume is written in a pleasant, agreeable, and
confident style. The principles eimnciated are sound,

though not novel ; and the therapeutics such only as

every aural surgeon can commend.
It is a work, then, admirabi}' adapted to the require-

ments of general practice, and one which we especially

ri commend to the student in otology, and to the busy
practitioner.

The style of page, type, and binding, and the char-

acter of the illustrations, reflect great credit on the en-

terprising publishers.

The Medical Register of New York and Vicinity,

for the year commencing June 1, 1872. Published

under the supervision of the Medico-Historical Society.

A. E. M. PURDY, M.D., Editor, Vol. X. New York:
William Wood & Co., 1872. 12mo, pp. 422.

This useful annual again makes its welcome appear-

ance upon our table. We notice, among other improve-

ments over the last volume, an additional registry of

Xew Jersej' and Connecticut, which, as far as we know
to the contrary, is full and accurate. This extension

of district over which the Medico-Histoiical Soc'ety

has assumed control is significant of its fntuie mission

ill regard to other States, and promises, with the exercise

of the same zeal which has characteriz d its previous

endeavors, to become the general regist t of the pro-

fession of America.
It is now the only recognized authority of its class,

and conclusively proves what can be aceomplished

by a small band of sincere and earnest workers. The
street and avenue directory is another valuable ad-

dition to the Avork, as well as the in brmation con-

cerning hack-fares, postal regulations, tahle of distance s,

and the Jike.

The editor. Dr. Purdy, seems specially fitted for the

work, and too much credit cannot be given to him for

an earnest of his inton lions in regard to the present

volume. His forethought in having the register of

the names of physicians of New York and the vicinity

on tinted paper, thus making it entirely distinct from

the rest of the volume, and making it easy of reference

without the necessity of searching through a number
of pages, will certainly be appreciated.

The names and residences are correct in the main

—

Ave might say ahsohitely correct except lor an oversight

in reference to our own address, which is half a mile

out of the Avay. If this is the penalty of accr.racy

throughout the revt of the Avork, Ave gladly submit.

Doctor in Medicine, and otiier Papers on Pro-
fessional Subjects. By Stephen Smith. New
York: W. Wood & Co., 1870. 12mo, pp. 308.

Tuis little book is made up of a series of short

papers on professional subjects, referring mainly to

matters connected Aviih ethics and medical education.

The majority, if not all of the papers, have appeared

as editorial articles in the American Medical Times, of

which our auihor Avas the Senior Editor. They are

well and forcibly Avritten, and are in keeping with the

advanced vieAvs of the day.

The IIkat has been so inierise of late in the North-

Avestern provinces of India that it Avas impossible for

a European to leave the house after nine o'clock in

the inorninjr, Avhile the birds took refuge in the houses.
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Ucports of Societies.

NEW YOKK 1 ATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

^itated Meeting, June 12, 187*2.

Dr. a. L. LooMis, Presidest, in the Cliair.

SOARLATIXOUS NKPHRITIS.

Pr. ruTNAM exhibited the kidneys of a child aijed

live year.*, a patient of the Nursery and Cliilds Hos-
pital, Staien Island. A week ago last Saturday the

little one was attacked with peneral anasarca; but being
in charge of a family out of the village, no particular

attention wa-; p lid to the condition. On the Sunday
following it attended church, and it was not se<'n by
any physician umil the Tuesday following, when the

anasarca was extremely marked and generalized.

There was, moreover, a pulmonary a?dcma, with dul-

ncss on pcrcus-^ion, dyspnoea, respiration forty, with
considerable jinxiety ; rales at the bases of both lungs.

Xo examinition was made for albuminuria until

Thursday, when it was discovered. On Friday all the

symptoms t^o markedly improved, that on Saturday
conval'-scence seemed to have commenced. This fa-

vorable condition lasted only until the day following,

when the anisarca, dyspnoea, and albuminuria again
increased; and death finally occurred on Monday morn-
ing. Dr. P. had not seen the chill during the attack,

and it was impossible, from any account which could
be obtained Irom the attendants, to ascertain if at any
time there had been any scarlatinous eruption.
At the autopsy there was found sero-sar.gninolent

effusion in the pleura and in the pericardium. The
lungs were extremely oedetnatons. The kidneys were
both much dis.-ased; but the noticeable feature in con-
nection with them was the difference in the degree of
the le-i 'n which they both presented in common. In
the right kidney the pyramids were injected moderate-
ly, and the cortical substance was of a yellowish-white
appearance', evidently the fatty degeneration of ca-

tarrhal nephritis. In the left kidney, however, the
cortical substance was very much less altered, while
the pyramids were intensely injected. It seemed to

ker that this point was interesting, as implying that
the disease at first attacked, perhaps exclusively, the
right kidney, and had given rise to the first .=;yiiiptoms

of general anasarca, which were subsiding when the
othor kidney was attacked, giving rise to the fatal

cedema. Blood was not only effused in the pleura
and pericardium, but was seen iu ecchymoses of the
liver.

In view of the symptoms, and the post-mortem
lesion^, it was a matter of interest to ask the quest"on,
how far such ca>es may be considered idiopathic affec-

tions of the kidney (acute nephritis) ; or how far we
are to infer the existence of scarlatina, in the ab.-^ence

of any more positive information than can be ordinarily
obtained under the circumstances of the present ca-^e.

In answer to a question, she stated that there were no
cases of scarl itina in the neighborhood.

Dr. Janewat would not be certain of calling it scar-
latina unless there were some cases of the fever in the
neighborhood. There were, however, orher matters
to be taken into consideration in making the diagnosis,
when the case is seen during life. He referred to one
in point: the child was supposed to have been sun-
struck

; but on discovering that the temperature was
105"*, he ventured the diagnosis of scarlatina. In the

course of twelve hours the child died. Within a month
after, two of the children of tlu* same family wrn- at-

tft<:ked with the fever and gave the characteristic erup-

tion.

Di{. Flint saw a case, some years ago, of acute ne-

phritis, with recovery, in a woman who had iiad scarlet

fever in youth. She had had, however, prior to the

attack of iicjihriti.s, scarlet fever in her family, and was
very iniicii confined to the apartments of the chil-

dren.

Dr. Jankwav referred to a case of a young man who,
having had scarlet fever in youth, suffered from a se-

vere sore throat, attended with albuminuria. In due
course of time the younger members of tiie family had
scarlet fcver, with the characteristic eruption.

Dr. Jacobi should believe, without meaning to be
quite positive, that the kiilneys in question were ex-
amples of scarlatinous nephritis, rather than genuine

nephritis. If there had been time to have made a

clo.ser examination it would have been of importance

to have seen the surface of the uriniferous canals, to

ascertain how much they were denuded; or, if there

had i)een any urine in the bladder, to have examined it

for epithelium. The reasons for such examinations

would be found in that nephritis, after scarlet fever, is

most frequently of a desquamative character, and very
ofien the congestion and general redness are the re-

sults of the obstruction of the uriniferous canals with

masses of this desquamated epithelium. Again, as a

rule, acute nephritis, when it is double, strikes but once

and affects both kidneys alike, -while in scarlatinous

nephritis they are not nnfrequently attacked one after

the other. Acute nephritis will generally show more
positive symptoms of uricmia than has been the casein

question. In this case there were no symptoms be-

longing to the brain imtil the last few hours.

As he had often remarked before, the ecchymoses in

the liver were of little pathological importance, prov-

ing only that tlie hver-tissue had a comparatively small

resisting power to the congestions of the organ in the

last hours of life.

PSAMMONEA.

Dr. Thomson exhibited a part of the cerebellum

taken from a patient, with the loUowing interesting, if

not curious history : The specimen was removed from
a gentleman whose age was fifty-seven, and who had
enjoyed measurably good health, with the e.xcepiion'of

recurrent attacks of gout, one of which, more than

ordinaiilv severe, he had about eight months before

his last illness. In the last week of last December he
began to feel ver}' much dejected, which was quite un-
usual with him, and his wile could not ehcit from him
the cause. On the second of January, as he seemed to

be very much fcast down, she asked him repeatedly

whether he would not tell her the cause, reproaching

him at the same time for his want of confidence in her.

He then informed her that he was ruined in business,

and that the firm with which he Avas connected was in

great pecuniary embarrassment. She endeavored to

cheer him up, and sent for his partners to come and
see him. They advised him to remain quiet for a while,

and assured him that there was no reason for any con-

cern. On t'.ie day following the patient was taken with
a sudden rigor, and I was sent for; that was on Janu-

ary 4. I found him s tting in an arm-chair, with a
suffu«ed countenance ; the eyes .sliglitly injected, the

pupils dilated ; and while talking to him he became
rather rigid, extended his hands and clasped them, and
had a very staring and fixed expression of the eye.

The latter passed off very soon, with a tremor. I

asked him if he had any pain in the head. He said
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"No." Any licadaclie ? "No." He was very t.-ici-

turn, and it was with difliculty that tlie questions

could be answered. His wife then came in and beg<;ed

to tell me more, when he began to shed tears. 8lie

then informed me that he imagined hinipelf ruined in

business;, and that he had committed some dreadful

fraud, and would be constantly urginp: her to guard

well the doors of his dwelling against the sheriff. He
seemed, in fact, to be laboring under an acute attack of

conscience. The members of his firm were greatly an-

noyed at the assertions of their partner, as they h;id

been more than ordinarily successful the previous year.

His disease was evidently a hallucination from the

first. My first suspicion was that it might be a case of

alcoholismus, but my subsequent acquaintance with the

case proved such a suspicion without foundation. He
remained in this state for about two weeks, referring

only to iiis misdeeds; after that he beeame tacitm-n,

but his answers to questions would he direct, and this

would be all that could be obtained from him, except

that he would ask Ibi' things which he needed, lie

was very unwilling to have &uy of his friends come to

see him, and when tliey did was disinclined to hold any
conversation. This condition continued without inter-

ruption until the time of his death, six months after-

wards. He would answer questions very rationally,

choose his words well, answer, however, slowly, and
if the (pieslion referred to anything aside from his bodi-

ly health, .such as religious or family matters, he would
make no reply. As to his temperature, it was never
above a hundred, his pulse never above 112, but, as a

rule, about 80. He always denied having any head-
ache, had no vomiting, and apparently was without
nausea. He took plenty of food, and seemingly with
relish.

I applied leeches to his mastoid processes, although
I never had any reason to suspect acute brain-trouble

from any of the symptoms present. In fact, there was
nothing pointing to disease of that pa* t of his body aside

from the mental phenomena, and a si ght intolerance of

light and no:se ; he preferring to sit in a darkened and
quiet room.

On the tenth day of my attendance he lost power
over liis bladder, and 1 had to use a catheter to relieve

him twice daily, fir a period of five months, when, coin-

cident witli an attack of cystitis, he cummenced to re-

lieve himself

With the beginning of this vesical paresis commenced
a series of symptoms that were exceedingly trying to

his attendants, and on the whole somewhat anomalous.
He would suddenly sit up in bed, bend over, place ids

head between his knees, and in a very peculiar manner
plunge from one side of his bed to the other, as if de-

termined to get up—and he would have succeeded in

throwing himself upon the floor exc^^ptfuran attendant

on each side of him. Another favorite manoeuvre was
for him to attempt to crawl out of his bed head down-
wards, and, if not watched, would, on having reacheil

the floor with iiis hands, remain with his chin upon his

chest for an indefinite period. He was also addicted

to turning somersaults in bed, having previously curled

himself into his favorite posture. These tumblings wer-?

towards the right invariably. Wlien not actually

asleep he was very restless, and would toss incessantly

from one side of his couch to the other. These move-
ments were co-ordinate. He had, however, some tre-

mor of the right arm, and sometimes of the right leg;

and oi^casionally after the tremor, for five or ten mi-

nutes there woidd come shocks in the arm, followed by
shocks in the leg. Also slight twitcliing similar to sub-

sultus ; the arm first, and leg next. There was also a

twitching of the head, a kind of extension and sudden

jerking of the head upwards. When he was exceed-

ingly restless, and in the acme of these attacks, he

Would bi! seized with a rolling of both eyes upwards.

I have seen him for two or three hours at a time in this

Condition, unable to s e. He was troubled very greatly

with ai)htha in the mouth, which condition I aiti d)iited

to a .sensitiveness of the mouth. On attempting to

touch the buck of his tongue he would be .«eized with a

shiver over the <.>reater part of his body. On attempt-

ing to take anything to eat or drink he would bring it

up with j;reat apprehension towards his mouth, and then

suddenly thrust it away at arm's length. When he

swallowed he did so with a gulp, and frequently while

so doing he would be seized with universal tremors. I

have never seen so many symptoms resembling hydro-

phobia, without actually belonging to that disease. He
became free frc'm them for three or four weeks, the

throat improving, and it was after these symptoms dis-

appeared that these tremors became more pronounced.

These spasms subsided altogether two months previous

to the termination of his case.

The other functions were normal up to two weeks
before death, when uncontrollable diarrhoea set in.

Up to three weeks before his death he would walk
into the adjoining room. His locomotion was spread-

ing in character and somewhat jerking. Occasionally

he would come to a full stop, and then start off and go

pietty well. There never was any tendency to turn to

either side, to fall forwards, or step backwards. There

never was any increase of difficulty in closing his eyes.

At times he would seem to be completely paralyzed so

that he could not rise in bed ; then he would have to be

lifted as dead weight, and, strange to say, a few mo-
ments afterwards he Avould go through the gyrations

described. Finally, after he had been five months sick

he began to lose fles'n, and emaciated rather rap'dly to-

wards the end. His mind began to be more sluggish,

his answers were slower, but still remained natural,

and three days before his death rigidity I'f the musiles

of the neck came on; finally, the head turned to the

right side and became fixed. The features became tu-

nnd, and the countenance presented the appearance of

one having erysipelas. He died May 28, after being

twelve hours comatose.

Forty-eipht liours after death my friend Dr. Arnold

performed the autopsy, with the fallowing result:

—

Dura nuiter healthy and without any adhesions

either to the skull or arachnoid. Arachnoid opaque,

but ana3mic: the opacity, indicative of some degree of

chronic meningitis, extended over the surface of both

hemispheres and also over the base of the brain, with a

healthy zone about two inches in widtli on the lateral

aspects of the cerebrum. There Avas no plastic effu-

sion, nor adhesion to the convolutions. In one or two
situations there were .small blister-like elevations filled

with about a drachm of clear fluid. The brain-sub-

stance, when cut into, was firm and bloodless. The
ventrieles were found empty. But on making hori-

zontal sections through the cerebrum, the knife encoun-

teivd numerous gritty particles embedded invariably in

the white substance, some of these being in the form

of minute spinules, others more like granules and a few

even like nodules, one about the size of a small pea

lieing found in a situation closely encroaching on the

floor of the left fourth ventricle. Careful examination

revealed the presence of this sand-like matter in every

part of the white substance of the cerebrum, and in no

case seemed to be derived from or connected with the

membranes. In the cerebellum, however, this deposit

was much more proportionately developed than in the

tissue of the cerebrum, so much so that, on breaking up
sections of the cerebellum between the fingers, it felt
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as if it were complutolv infiltrated with sand, the
(it'posit being mainly in the form of granules and small
ni)diiles.

Tuo only iloscri|ttions I have been able to find of
patliolojjical |)rodiicls like this, are tlie remarks of V'ir-

cliow and Meier on psitmnuniea or sand tumors of the
brain, which, however, they describe as beinp found
mainly in connection with the dura mate:-. One such
deposit was found in tliis case connected with the
dura mater just above the longitudinal sinus, but tiie

peculiarity of this siiccimen is, fir.- 1, the development of
tiie disease in the wliitc substance alone, and, secondly,
it!4 singular extent, no part of the medullary portions
of the brain bein;,' apparently free from if.

Dr. Arno!d reports that the cheuiical constitution of
thi'se particles appears to be carbonate and phosphate
of lime.

MeJulla oblongata presented no change.
Dr. Janeway presented a specimen of

RUPTfRK OF thf: uladdeu,

with the following history :—The patient, female, from
whom this specimen was taken, was admitted at Belle-
vue Ifo-pital on May 20tii. Mary Gallai^dier, ret. 23
years. She liad been accustomed to drink. On the
11th of May she had been kicked in her back and side,

and knocked down by a man. Soon after slie com-
plained of cramps in the abdomen, and was only able to
pass about an ounce of urine of a broAvn color after a
great deal of straining and with severe pain. In a few
days she al-o noticed swelling of tlie abdomen. On the
lOih of May a physician drew off a small quantity of
urine.

I saw her at the time of admission, and her skin was
cool, pulse 100, abdomen distended, dull on percussion,
with distinct fluctuation, except over a small space in

the neighborhood and above the umbilicus. She then
stated that she had had a full nine days before, and had
been unable to urinate since. A catheter was intro-
duce!, and about an ounce of urine, tinged with blood,
was ail that could be obtained even by pressure.

Witli the history, the presence of fluid in the abdo-
men, and the fact that tijis abdominal swelling came on
after the injury, I concluded that there was a rupture
of the bladder, and urine, with perhaps some inflam-
matory products, were present in the peritoneal cavity.
Two methods of treatment suggested themselves.

Ope, the introduction of a trocar and the withdrawal
of a certain amount of the fluid, and if it turned out to
be U'ine, a suflicient incision in the abdomen to remove
all the fluid; the other, retention of a catheter in the
bladder, hoping thus to withdraw some of the fluid.

The latter plan was decided upon ; and a flexilde cath-
eter was so arranged by my house physician, Dr. Cor-
rigan, as to remove the fluid under water, hoping thus
to prevent the introduction of air and the decomposi-
tion of the extravasated urine if the diagnosis were
correct. Whiskey was also ordered.
May 21st. Pulse 97 ; Th. OTj^ F. ; in twelve hours

128 oz. of fluid, having a strong urinous odor, ran off
by drops from the catheter. It contained albumen,
many pus, sjme blood cells, and a great deal of peni-
cillum glaucuno, but no ca.sts. At the same time the
following change took place in physical signs presented
by abdomen : Distention as before, but over the whole
anterior surface, and a good deal of the lateral, tympa-
nitic pei;cuss;on note took the place of dull, which only
existed in the flanks ; the change in physical signs oc-
curring with the escape of such fluid confirmed the di-
agnosis. 3 P.M., Pu'se 9G; R. 20.

22d. Pulse 108; R. 24; Th. 98J. Ninety-six oun-
ces of urinous fluid were withdrawn by the catheter,

whicli, except f <r short periods, was still retainerl. To-
tal (piaiitiiy in '.Hi hours, 22t oz. On this morning she

commenced to complain of pain ami tenderr.cK.s, and in

the afternoon vomited. 7 p.m.. Pulse 112; Th. 99^"
;

R. 20.

2.'M. The pain is worse; Pulse 112; Th. 100 F.

;

R. 19. 4 p.m., Pulse 120; Th. 99* ; R. 20. The ex-
tremities were noticed to be cold a little later; and she

soon pa.«.sed intj a condition of collap.se and di'd, at 3
A.M. of the 24th. The treatment was by morphine and
stimulants.

Autopsy, May 24ih.—The exterior presented a black

ecchynjotic jiatch on arm, and- a few scratch-like look-

ing places on the right side of abilomen. The abdo-
men was markeilly distended. The brain was not
examined. The heart-valves and walls were normal.

The lungs were normal, with exception of some hypos-
tatic congestion and sight pneumonia of a small por-

tion of lower lube of riidit side. The peritoneal cavity

contained a considerable quantity of slightly yellowish-

colored serum, having a faint urinous odor, and some
floceuli of lymph floating in it. In the pelvi.s, how-
ever, the amount of lymph was great, and the fluid had
an iimmoniacal odor. The stomach and the intes-

tines were distended with gas, and their peritoneal

surfaces coated by recent exudation, agglutinated at

point.s. The peritonaeum everywhere presented traces

of inflammation. The liver, as the result of an old

perihepatitis, was firmly bound to the diaphragm.
Its structural change was limited to an increase of fat in

the cells. The kidneys and the ureters were normal

;

the spleen was normal ; the bladder was contracted,

and presented in the median line, on the posterior part

of fimdus, a vertical rupture three-fourths of an inch in

length, extending through all the coats, but having an
extension upwards and forwards of an additional Ij-

inch in the peritoneal coat. The edges of the rupture

were approximated, and partially closed by lymph;
the mucous membrane and the submucous tissue of
bladder presented numerous ecchvmotic spots. The
vagina, the uterus, and appendages were normal; but
the uterus was retroverled and firmly pressed in

Douglas's cul-de-sac. The points of interest in the
case are : the duration of the disease ; the slight symp-
toms of peiitonitis present during its course; which
undoubtedly existed at the time of admission as evinced
by the number of pus-cells in the fluid obtained by the

cat'ielcr
; the drawing off of a considerable quantity of

fluid by a catheter. I do not think that the catheter

entered the peritoneal ctvity, or the fluid would have
run off; but pressing against the wall of the bladder
slightly separated the lips of the wounds, and so al-

lowed some of the urine to escape. I would also state,

as vaginal paracentesis has been suggested, that the
retroversion of the uterus, owing to pressure of fluid,

would in all probability have prevented the escape of

urine, and perhaps have allowed of puncture of the
uterus. Guided by this case, if such treatment should be
adopted in another case, it would be wise to place the
woman on her knees and chest before operating.

PAKCREATIC CALCULI.

He also prcs nted a specimen of pancreatic calculi.

John Oliver, xt. 27; admirted to Bellevue Hospital
May 28, 1872. A drinking man; three years before
had liad sypjiilis. For six weeks he had complained
of diarrha>a, the stotils being thin and watery. The
skin had a dirty earthy hue: Pulse, 112; R. 28; T.

98i= F.

The first sound of the heart was prolonged. The
man was in such a filthy condition that I did not ex-
amine him ; but my house physician, Dr. Katzenbacb,
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pave me his history, and the result of his examination.
A few days later a pneumonia developed in the rij,dit

lung. On the (Jth of June also involved the left, and
on the Sth of June he died.

Autopsy, June 9ih, showed:
Heart: ajrglutinated periear;iial surfaces (old), nor-

mal size; a little tliickening of aoritic valves; more
thickening of mitral, and of its cliordaj lemiinete, with
slight stenosis of orifice ;

admitted 1^ Angers.

Lungs : croupous pneumonia of a great part of v'v^hl
;

and an earlier stage of lower lobe of left.

Liver : fatly ; large
; at the same time some increase

of connective tissue around the lobules.

Spleen: half as large again as usual. The slomaeli

was normal. The small intestines contained consider-

able deep-green semi-fluid matter.

The large intestine had its mucous membrane thick-

ened; cicatrices with pigm -nt in them at points; a

great deal of gra3'is!i mucus coating its surfiice (chronic

catai-rh of large intestine, ami the evidences of bygone
dysentery).

Pancreas: This organ was smaller than usual ; feel-

ing firm, and as if it contained a ntunber of sand and
small pebble-like concretions in it.

A sec; ion showed great atrophy of secreting sub-

stance in liead ; a less degree in body and tail ; increase

of connective tissue, which in some parts took the

j)lace of its usual structural elements ; the ducts were
dila'ed, and contained a number of small whitish irregu-

lar-shaped fragile calculi. These were more numerous
in the head, but present throughout. They are proba-
bly composed of pho-phate and carbonate of lime, their

usual composition.

For an article on the subject, see Kleb's Pathological

Analo.my.

EMPVEM.V PARACENTISIS—NARROW ESCAPE OF LIVER IN

CONSEQUENCE OF PECULIAR ADHESIONS.

Dr. Loomis presented a specimen taken from a sailor,

aged 34, who was admitted into Bellevue on 28th of

February, with chronic diarrhoea of three months'
standing, which he contracted on the coast of Brazil.

At the time of admission he was iiaving from twelve to

fifteen passages per diem, which were characteristic of

chronic dysentery. A physical examination of his

chest was negative; a similar examination of the ab-

dominal cavity revealed a siniple enlargement of the
liver and spleen ; the liver extending a little beyond
the free border of the ribs; the enlargement seemed
principally upwards. He was treate 1 lur his chronic
diarrhoea by the pernitrate of iron ; and by the middle of

April he entirely recovered his passages, not being
more than one or two in the twenty-four hours; and
those were quite natural. During this time he gained
flesh somewhat; but he had a bad look from the first,

presenting the appearance of one who had lived for a

long time in a malarial atmo-phere.
About April 29th the house surgeon called Dr.

Loomis's attention to the case, and asked liira to exam-
ine the chest, as the patient had sud'ered for a few da3's

before with shortness of breath. Dr. L. found the right

pleural cavity half filled with fluid ; also fluid in the

left pleural cavity reaching from the lower border of the

scapula. He found over the precordial space a friction

sound, v>diich was peculiar in hnving a jiurring ch irac-

ter, and which could be heard beyond tbe precordia.

The temperature was not raised, and his only sym|itom
which called for relief was dyspnoea. He was placed

upon diuretics, with rather more nutritious diet, and
quinine in addition to his iron. This treatment was
continued until May 21. It was then found that the

fluid, although it had d'sippeare 1 from the left plcu-al

cavity, had somewhat increased in the right jdi'Uial

cavity. Flatness was distinct as high as the middle of

tlie chest posteriori}'.

Following a rule which he thinks a safe one, never
to allow fluid to remain in the chest cavity longer than
a month, unless it shows a disposition to disappear, the

operation of paracentesis was proposed. May 21 the

operation was performed by the aspirator kindly loaned
liim by Dr. Sands. With this instrument there is no
jiossibiliiy of air entering the chest. The needle, which
is not much larger /han that of an ordinary li3'po-

dermic syringe, was introduced between the eighth and
ninth ribs posteriorly, at the junction with the inferior

scapular and lower axillary regions. After tli(.' intro-

duction of the needle, fluid was seen to pass through the

instrument, and three pints of bloody serum were drawn
oil". The patient expressed himself as very much re-

lieved, and it was proposed in a few days to repeat the

tapping with a view of emptying the cavity entirely.

The evidence of subsidence of the fluid after llie tapj)ing

was pretty well marked, although tlie line of dulness

did not fall as much as he expected. One wet'k from
that day the tupping was repeated. On introihieing

the same needle in the same place, with the same
physical signs ]>resent, no fluid followed its introduc-

tion. The needle was then witl drawn, and introduced

higher up, with a like result. 'I liat niglit the patient

began to complain (>f pain in the side ; in fact, com-
plained of pain before he left the amphitheatre. The
next morning his respiration became hurried, and at 3
P.M. the same day he was seized with a severe chill. The
temperature was then 105°

;
pulse, 140 ; and respira-

tion, 52. His countenance became anxious, and he had
a very bal look. The next day his temperature Avas

105"; his pulse, 1 GO; and respiration, 54. The day
following his temperature fell to 102; his pulse, 124;
and his respiration to between 30 and 40. His counte-
nance assumed a less anxious expression, and he seemed
to be doing quite Avell ; that night, however, he com-
menced ra'dier suddenly to sink, and died before morn-
ing.

On making an autopsy, the ri;.^ht pleural cavity was
found filled to the line already noterl with sero-purulent

fluid. At the upper limits of this fluid the pulmonary
and costal pleura; were firmly adherent throu<;hont cir-

cumference, so that the fluid was in a shut cavity;

above these attachments the lung was more or less

Grmly adherent over its whole surface. The left lung
was found adherent throughout. The pericardium was
firmly agglutinated over its whole surface, with Ij^mph

of not very recent date. Throughout this tissue there

were noticed little fine dots resembling miliary tuber-

cles
; these were also found in the pleuritic ad-

hesions.

They were also found to a limited extent in the

arachnoid.

On examining the right pleural cavity, he found that

he had entered the cavity just an inch above the upper
border of the liver. In the first tapping, undoubt-
edly, the liver was pushed down by the fluid, which
on being withdrawn allowed the liver to ride up,

and in its turn crowd the fluid away from the site

of the first puncture*. The needle had not inflicted any
injury either to the diaphragm, the diaphragmatic pleura,

or the liver; and the c'lange in the symptoms and the

subsequent death dd not seem to be anything more
than a coincidence.

The Society then went into Executive Session.

American P^AR^rACISTS.—There are fourteen thousand
pharmacists in the United States.
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llfiu ^iiotrumrnts.

AN INSTRUMENT FOR HOLDING THE
LARYNGEAL MIRROR IN POSITION.

\W ANDREW II. SMITH, M.D.,

OF NEW YORK.

NoTwiTHsrANDiso all that has b(*ii said as to the in-

utiliiy of in-'truinenis for fixinp ilie laryngeal mirror in

po.-ition so as to release the hand of the operator, there

are ca en in wiiich siicli an appliance will prove use-

ful. We cannot agree witU Mandl, for example, that the

epig'ottic pincette is b -st held by the patient himself.

Very few patients will manage it with the delicacy, and

at the sinic :ime tlie precision required, iloreover, as

the patient must hold the tongue with one hand, if the

larynx, na it enables tlift demonstrator to move his

heal out of the way <>f tliosowho are looking over liis

shouldcM-, without risk of displacing the mirrur. In

operations, ti>o, there is an advantage in having the

mouth kept open, without consiaiit effort on the part

of the patient.

London, July 0, 187'j.

Corrcspouticucc.

other is employed in holding the pincette, while at the

same time both hands of the operator are required, it

follows that four hands are employed at once about the

mouth ; two of which, and precisely the unskilled ones,

are unaided by light. That under these circumstances

there should be no interference of the hands with each

other or with the passage of the light, is a chance upon
which one would not choose to hazard the success of

an operation. The same remark applies to the hook
employed in rhinoscopy for holding forward the velum.

The instrument figured in the annexed cut, and which
was made for me by Tiemann <fc Co., New York, is be-

lieved to possess some advantage? over those heretofore

proposed. It consists essentially of a gag. A, of the kind

employed in staphylorraphy, to an angle of which is

attached a stem of hard rubber, C, with a slit at its

extremity, which serves as a pincette for holuing the

laryngoscope. A swivel joint in this stem admits of a

rotary movement of the pincette, while the whole of

the rubber portion moves upon the pivot at the angle

of the instrument.

The utmost freedom of motion for the mirror is thus

secured, and, at the same time, the stiffness of the joints

is such that they will remain in any position in wiiich

they may be placed.

In using the instrument the gag is first placed in the

mouth, being held only by the incisor teeth. It is

then opened to the required extent, where it is held

by the ratchet, B. The laryngoscope, D, is then intro-

duced and carried back to the uvula, and the stem
engaged in the pincette, C. A slight movement will

then give it the inclination required.

By reversing the instrument the laryngoscope may be
brought into either angle of the mouth.

This instrument is Tery useful in demonstrating the

DR. WHITEHEAD'S GAG.
To THE Editob or the Medicai, Record.

Sir:—Allow me to call attention to a ma'ter that I

fi-el forced to notice. In a work on the Di-eases of

the Larynx, by Dr. J. S lis Cohen, of Philadelphia,

and pulilislied by Messrs. William Wood & Co., of New
York, Dr. Cohen has copird my woodcuts of

my gag to represent what he calls '* Elsbergs
mollification of the gag devised by Smith."
(See page 142, figs. 33 and 34 of Dr. Cohen's
work.) Undi r other circumstances it would
not be a matter of much consequence to me
whether my gag was distinguished by my name
or not. It is, however, through my efforts that

this gag has been made the effective in.strument

tliat my experience with it in the operation

for cleft palate has proved it to be. Messrs.

Stolilmann, Pfarre, and Schmidt, successors of

G. orge Tieminn, and makers of this gag, know
all about it and call it " Whitehead's gag." It

is so designated on their books of January 18,

1872, of two of tiiese instruments sent to Messrs,

Wood & Co., and charged to Dr. Cohen. His
figure 33 represents one of them with the latest im-
provement.s, and which are the changed arrangements
m the tongue depressor, with its hinge-joints, wings,

and ratchet .'spring. Those who know the different

gags in use wouM not think of calling my gag Elsberg's,

Slussey's, or Smith's gag, any more than they would
of calling Emmet's, Thomas', Watts', or Bozeman's
speculum, S.ms' speculum.

The wire frames of my instrument and of Dr. Els-

berg's are somewhat similar to Mussey's gag. The gag
of Mr. T. Smith, of London, is entirely unlike any that

I have seen.

What I wish particularly to call attention to, is the

impropriety of Dr. Cohen taking the drawings of my
instruments to represent Dr. Elsberg's gag.

Yours truly.

Wm. R. WniTEUEAD, M.D.
New YonK, July 2!». lST-\

Medical Ethics.—"The Ethics of the Medical Pro-
fession," are pleasantly discussed by Joseph F. Mont-
gomery, M.D., of San Francisco. Cal., in an essay
originally dehvered before the Sacramento Society for

Medical Improvement.

A New Professiox for Ladies.—A young lady
lately presented herself before the laculty of medicine,

at Munich, for examination for a license to practise as

a dentist. 5eing refused, she went to Erlangen. The
question was here referred to the governmeut, who at

once authorized the examination on the ground that

it was absurd to exclude a person desirous of submit-
ting herself to authorized professional tests of ability,

by reason of her sex. The young lady triumphed, and
"is likely," it is added, ''to find immediate imitators."
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ARMY NEWS.

Official List of Chaufjea of Stations and Ditties of Offi-

cers of the }fedicnl Department, United States Arrnij,

from Jalij 19, 1872, to August 4, 1872. inclusive.

Randolph, J. F., Surgeon,—By S. 0. 17G, War De-
partment, A. G. 0., August 1, 1872, granted leave of

absenci' for three (3) months on Surgeon's Certificate

of disability.

IIasson, a. B., Surgron.—By S. 0. 143, Depart-

ment of the East, August 2, 1872, granted thirty (30)

days' leave cf absence.

Town', F. L., Surgeon.—By S. O. 141, Department
of the East, July 29, 1872, granted 30 days' leave of

absence on furnishing sa'isf;ietory medical attendance

during his absence.

GoDDARD, C. E., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 1G7, War De-
partment, A. G. O., July 22, 1872, relieved from duty

in Department of Dakota, and to report in pi^rson to

the Commanding General, Department of the East, fur

assignment.

Sternberg, G. M., Assistant Siir.Lreon.—By S. 0.

167, War Department, A. G. 0., C. S., reheved from
duty in Department of the Easf. and to report in pei-

son to tlie Commanding Officer, Department of the Gulf,

for assignment.

Skmple, J. E., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 167,

War Department, A. G. 0., C. S , relieved from duty in

Department of the Lakes, and to report in person to

the Commanding Ofl&cer, Department of the Gulf, for

assignment.

Janeway, J. H., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 122.

Department of the Missouri, granted twenty (20) da^-s'

leave of absence, to take effect from the date of his

leaving Fort Hays, Kansas.

HoRTO.v, S. U., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 122,

Department of Texas, July 15, 1872, assigned to duty
at Fort McKavett, Texas.

Williams, J. W., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 167,

War Department, A. G. 0., C. S., reheved from duty in

Department of the East, and to report in person to the

Commanding General, Department of Dakota, for as-

signment.

Bartholf, J. H., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 68,

Department of the Lakes, July 22, 1872, assigned to

duty at Fort Niagara, N. Y.

KoERPER, E. A., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 122,
Department of Te.xas, C. S., assigned to duty at Fort
Griffin, Texas, as Post Surgeon.

O'Reilly, R. M., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. O. 122,
Department of the Platte, July 20, 1872, granted leave
of absence for thirty days.

Caroallo, C, Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 164,
War Department, A. G. 0., July 18, 1872, granted leave

of absence for fifteen days.

iiUtiicai 3tcms auti llctusi.

Health Department of New York.—At a meeting
of the Board of Health, held July 31st. th^ services of

forty-three physicians, forming the auxiliary coips of

Assistant Health In.spectors, were dispensed with, at

the recommendation of the acting City Sanitary In-

spector,—there being no further necessity for their

services, as small-pox has been stamped out (!).

Syria,—Rev. W. W, Eddy writes from Sidon,

Syria (iV. Y. Observer), that the summer heats have
not brouglit with them the dreaded cliolera. The
health of the country has been excellent, even though
tlie small-pnx has been prevalent in the city and
village on every side. Hardly any deaths fiom this

cause have occurred, nor were tiie people compelled to

refrain from their ordinary pursuits while the death
was upon them. All contagious diseas'.^s are lighter

in this land than in America.

The First Pair of Cylindrical Glasses.—Henry D.
Xoyes, M.D., of New Y^rk (Am. Jour. Med. Sciences),

iia.s in his possession the first pair of cylindrical glasses

made in this couniry for a case of astigmatism. The
sul (joined metnor.indum was made by Rev. Mr. Good-
rich, late ChapLiin of the N. Y. State Lunatic Asylum,
to whom the glasses belonged :

'• No. 7 French No.
(number) cylindr. con., got of McAllister, May, 1828.

I wore 14 months, i.e., till July, 1829. Again put into

use, March 11th, 1843
;
they were laid a>ide Dec. lOtli,

1850."

Mr, John McAlHster, of Phil., the well-hnown op-
tician, was the maker. These historical glasses were
probably those referred to in the American edition of
Laivrence on the Eye, page 669 (1854), in a foot note
by Dr. Hays.

St. Mary's Hospital of Philadelphia.—The Fourth
Annual Report, fur the year 1871, of this hospital, un-
der the care of the Sisters of St. Francis, gives the fol-

lowing exhibit: Patients admitted during 1871, 570;
discharged cured, 329; improved, 94; unimproved,
33 ; died, 75 ; remaining, 39 ; remaining over from
1870, 35 ; old people remaining over from 1870, 40,

Consumption carried off 27 patients ; typhoid fever, 7
;

senile gangrene, 7 ; the remaining 34 died from 23
various causes. The percentage of deaths was 12.39,

showing a decrease from 1870 of 2,45 per cent. The
sex and social condition of the patients were as follows :

males, 358 ; females, 212 ; married, 245 ; single, 325,

111 the Dispensary, 4,550 new patients were treated,

who visited this department 10,403 times, James
Cummiskey, M.D., is the physician-in-chief.

TiiF.RMOMr.TUY IN Epileptic Insanity.—W. J. Conk-
lin, M.D., of the Southern Ohio Lunatic Asylum, Day-
ton, Ohio (Trans. Ohio Med. Soc), thus speaks of the

use of the thermometer in this disease. 1st. The tem-
perature of epileptic insanity is high, the evening alti-

tude being in excess of that of the morning. 2d. The
temperature of the same individual varies largely and
bears a relation to her mental condition at the time the

observation is made. The periods of excitement pre-
sent an increase, often amounting to several degrees
over the usual temperature. 3d. A depression of tem-
perature occurs just before a single fit. which is better

marked in the sleep that follows the seizure ; several

hours usually elapse before the inter-paroxysmal range
is reached.

Deterioration of thk American People, and Inter-
marriage OF Relatives.—Following the report on
" Sanitary Science," by Dr. J. R. Black, Newark, Ohio,
made at the Twenty-sixth Annual Meetin2: of tlie Ohio
Stale Medical Socety, Dr. R, R. Mcllvain, of N. Y.,
said there were no proofs that the American people
are degenerating, and cited the statistics of the
States of New i'ork, Ohio, and Virginia, to sub-
stantiate his views. He said that the entire white
population in 1860, of the United States, was 26.690,-
206 (should be 26,973,843). Of this number, one in

every 2,755 and a fraction was over 90 years of age.

Of this population there were 902 over 100 years of
age, making one in every 29,578 and a fraction.
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In ref^ard to the intermarriage of relatives, he claim-

eil that the history of the Jrws aa comaiiied in the

l{ili]»', from tlie time of Abraham until now, sirowed

conchisively that tlie source of all our disasters, social

and [ihysical, cannot be traced to iniiTmarriapes. To-
day they are socially, morally, inU-Uectually. politically,

and pecuniarily stronper than they have at been any
period s-inoc the year 70, when Titus, tiie Itoman Gen-
eral, destroyed their tcnifile and blotted them out as a

nation. He inquired it M'Ses was deaf? or was he
idiotic ? or was his brother Aaron a sullV-rer from men-
tal incomiietency ? or have I lie di scendants of the Jews
to our day been distinguished by those diseases which
are said to bo the residts of intermarriMges? These
were cinpliatically denie I.

The Recrst Trial of Mrs. Elizadeth G. Wharton,
Balt., Md.—John J. Keese, M.l)., Prof of Medical

Jnri.-prudeiice and Toxicology in the University of

renu-^ylvania, publislies in the Ajiril No. of tlic Aineri-

C'tn Juuruid <>/ Midical Scioices an able " Review of the

Recent Trial of Mrs. Elizabeth G. Wiiarton on the

Charge of Poisoning, by Tartar Emetic, General W. S.

Ketc-hum." He shows that the tcstimonv of such men
as Professors R. S. McCulloch. II. C. White, F, A.

Genth, and himself were, in the main, very similar.

They all a.L'rccd that in every case of metall.c poison-

ing, when tlie issues of Ufe and death are involved, it

is absolutely essential to obtain the inetnl in sufficient

quantity, and bring it into coui t, so as to allow the ex-

perts for the defence to operate upon it, and prove the

poison. The absolute necessity of excluding all ex-

traneous matters—such as sulphur and organic matter

—in the precipitate, which is to be weighed for the

purpose of estimating the actual amount of the dis-

covered poison, was insisted upon by these gentlemen.

In this case, as he has shown, this most obvious

point was totally neglec;ed, and the attempt was made
to cover it u;i, by flatly denying the necessity of the

p:ecantion.

Climatology and Epidemics of California.—This is

the title of an interesting paper published in the

Transartiunit of the American Medical Association, 1871,

by F. W. Hatch. M.D. Among the deaths from dis-

ea-ses of the respiratory class at San Francisco and
Sacramento, consumption carried oflf 57-4 persons. This

class of invalids are continually brought there for relief,

thus swelling the death-rate. The author recommends
the elov.Tted mountain ranges of the Sierra Nevada, or

the ea-t side of the Coast Range Mountains for the con-

simptive invalid.

Two Large Biliart Calculi.—At the last meeting of

the South Carolina Medical Association Dr. R.W.Gibbes,
of Columbia, S. C, exhibited two large biliary calcuh

voided per anum. from a male patient, 36 years of age.

The first weighed two hundred and forty grains, and
was 3^ inches in its longest circumference. The other

calculus was passed one year afterwards, and weighed
two hundred and sixty grains ; the circumference was
41 inches. When both were held together with their

flat ba.^es in contact, they measured o^ inches in the

long circumference, and 21 inches in diameter, being
about sufficient to fill an ordinary-sized gall-bladder.

TiiE Cholera.—The progress of cholera in Russia, up
to June la-t. ha> been a* follows:

In the srovernment of Ekaterinos'aw there had been,

on June llith. in t'le town nf E<aterinoslaw, 31G cases,

with 195 recov'iies and 109 deaths. In the govern-
ment of Kiew there h d bee;: in the town of K:ew, on
JniH^ 21st. 2,105 cases with 714 recoveries and 1.001

deaths; and in Oumane on June lOih, 196ca8e8, with
74 recoveries and 43 death-". In Odes.sa, on Juni; "^Sd,

there had been 173 cases with 00 d'-aths; and in Kher-
son there had been on June 21st, 301 cases, with 70
recoveries iiml 00 deaths. In Kamenets (Podolia), on
June lOlh, there had been 319 cases, with 46 deaths.

Cholera had also broken out in Mo.'^cow.

The -\uslrian authorities at Trieste and Fiume have
estabIi.•^h^•d (piarantine on all vessels arriving from any
port in the Black Sea; and the health authorities at

Lisbon have also, l)y general order, made the same
arrangements. A St. Petersburg paper reports tiiat

cholera had appeared in that city, and that two persoi;8

have died from the disease in hospital.

I'sE OF QciNiNE IN SuNSTROKE.—The Luticet of July
13tii says that in India the hypodernuc use of quinine
for the purpose of reducing the high bodily temperature
in this affection has been followed by apparently good
result'.

Uciu publications.

Books Received.

Thk Physiology of M.\n, designed to represent the
existing State of Physiological Science, as applied to
the Functions of the Human Body. By Ai'STix Flint,
Jr., M.D. , Prof, of Physiology and Physiological Anat-
omy, Bellcvue Hosp. iMcd. Coll., Nervous System.
New York : D. Appleton & Co. 1873.

Magnetic and IMineral Spulngs of iMicniGAx, Etc.
By Stiles Kennedy, M.D. Wilmington, Del. :

James & Webb, pubhshers. 1872.

Hysteuology : A Treatise, Descriptive and Clinical, on
the Diseases and Displacements of the Utcru.s. By
Edwin Xesp.it Chapman, M.A., M.D., late Prof, of
Obstetrics, etc., Long Island College Hospital. New
York : W. Wood & Co. 1872.

TnE Ten Laws of Health ; or. How Disease is
Produced .vnd can be Prevented. By J. R.
Black, M.D. Phila. : J. B. Lippincott & Co. 1872.

Thermic Fever, or Sunstroke. By H. C. Wood,
Jr., M.D., Prof. Med. Botany and Clinical Lecturer
Diseases of the Nervous System. Univ. Penn. Bolys-
ton Prize Essay. Phila. : J. B. Lippincott & Co. 1873.

Manual op Qualitative Analysis. By Robert
Galloway. F.C.S., Prof. AppUed Chemistry in Royal
College of Science for Ireland. From Fifth London
Ed. Phila. : H. C. Lea. 1872.

The Lettsomian Lectures. Pathology and Treat-
ment of some Diseases of the Liver. By S. O. Habek-
SUON, M.D. Lmdsay & Blakiston, Phila. 1873.

Cancer : its Varieties, their Histology and Diagnosis.
By Henry Arnott, F.R.C.S. Phila.: Lindsay &
Blakiston. 1872.

On page 333, Dr. C. P. Russels article, re.id 8 instead

of 15 as the number dyinir from diarrhoea between two
and three years of age; 172 instead of 132 as the num-
ber of ca-es of "true insolation;" and 125 instead of
185 as having died within twentv-four hours.
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(Dricjinal Comimmlcatians.

TRAUMATIC HEMORRHAGE OF THE
RECTUM.

By WILLIAM BODEXHAMER, A.M., M.D.,

KEW yOKK.

Pkofuse or nlarniinp^ hcinorrhago of the rectuin,

consequent upon surgical operations on its inferior ex-

tremity, is by no mians a rare occurrence. It is

often a very grave iifFair, recjuiritig sometimes the

most prompt and energetic measures for its arrest; and
if not speedily arrested, leading ultimately to great ex-

haustion, syncope, and even death. Wlien it is ex-

ternal, or nearly so, it is easily managed ; but when it is

entirely internal, owing to the narrowness of the anal

canal, and the considerable d'stance up the same of the

bleeding wound, it is difficult to get at it; the natural

warmth, too, of the intesiine itself favors the bleeding;

and in consequence of the morbid' condition, sometimes,

of the blood-vessels themselves it is often persistent

and difficult to suppress. Surgical hemorrhage of the

rectum, then, is to be dreaded, as wellim account of the

several discouraging circumstances already named as

on account of its being so very insidious, neither the

surgeon nor the patient being for some considerable

time aware of it, no blood escaping externally to indi-

cate it, or to cause alarm.

The source of the bleeding is generally from one of

the heiuorrhoidal arteries, yet it is very often almost

entirely venous. I have seen large quantities lost in a

few- minutes after the division of a heiuorrhoidal vein.

The arteries of the rectum are more numerous and of

larger size than in any other portion of the intestinal

canal, and being chiefly distributed to the posterior

part of the rectum, some of their branches may be

divided in the operation for anal fistula, sometimes
causing serious hemorrhage; indeed operations on

the ano-rectal region are almost always attended with
more thasi ordinary bleeding. There is sometimes an
enlarged and varicose condition of the proper veins of

this I'egion, especially in old i)ersons and in those who
are suliering from diseases of those parts—such as anal

fistula, rectal stricture, hemorrhoids, stone in the

bladder, etc. In such cases there is generally great

induration of the parts, from, inflammatory deposits,

involving mo:e or less the hemorrhoidal vessels them-
selves; and consequently when such vessels are divid-

ed they are, from this cause, unable to retract and con-
tract, and the result is alarming hemorrhage. Several
instimces of this character have fallen under my own
observation.

In rectal hemonhage the blood usually flows into

the inferior and middle portion of this intestine, from
which, however, it may sooner or later be expelled,

either in a semi-fluid or coagulated state; or it may
accumulate in large quant ies in the superior portion,

and in the sigmoid flexure of the colon by regurgitation.

It is surprising with what persistency the bleeding
continues in some of these cases, even when no large

vessels are implicated.

As before observed, this accident often follows the

operation for fistula in ano, especially when a sinus has

been divided high up. It is also very liable to follow

the excision of hemorrhoidal or other tumors of the

anus and rectum by knife or scissors. Serious hemor-
rhage is sometimes the result of dividing a stricture of

the rectum, when high up. It often follows the divi-

sion of the sphinctores ani muscles fur anal fissure, and
the operation for perineal artificial anus.

Many patients have perislied from rectal hemorrhage,

as the records of suigery sIkjw, and many more have
perished from this cause of whom no record exists.

Some of these fatal cases were doubtless lost, either

through ignorance on the part of the operator of the

proper measures to be adopted in such a case, or through

a want of presence of mind and firmness in him, to in-

sist upon, and promptly to execute the appropriate

means. I could here cite numerous examples to prove

how alarming, how dangerous, how injurious, and how
fatal this hemorrhage has been.

Such was the cunstant dread of rectal hemorrhage

that the celebrated Baion Dupuytren, who invariably

removed hemorrhoidal tumors with the scissors, never

neglected the precaution of cither at once applying the

heated iron to the wounded parts, or leaving an assis-

tant with the patient in order to arrest the bleeding by
the same means should it occur. Indeed this distin-

guished surgeon recommended the actual cautery to be
applied to the wounded surfaces in every case immedi-
ately afrer each operation of the kind, as he found its

application absolutely necessary in nearly every patient

upon whom he operated, in order to arrest frightful

hemorrhage ; and for this purpose had special cauteries

constructed.

—

(Lerons Orales de C'linique Cliimrgicale.

Tome i., p. 357. Paris, 1832.) The same dread of

hemorrhage induced Sir Astley Cooper to reject the

use of the knife and scissors altogether in the removal

of hemorrhoids, and to adopt instead the use of the

ligature. This great and good surgeon was candid

enough to admit in his lectures the loss of several of

his patients from hemorrhage, consequent upon exci-

sion of hemorrhoidal tumors.

—

(Smr/ical Lectures. By
Tyrrell; p. 301. Philadelphia, 1839.) The late Sir

Benjamin C. Brodie says he neaily lost three patients

from rectal hemorrhage, following the excision of

hemorrhoidal tumors.—(C^/wi'cnZ Lectures on Surgery,

p. 314. Philadelphia, 1846.) The late able and dis-

tinguished Mr. Syme considered that serious and fatal

hemorrhage was exceedingly liable to follow excision

of hemorrhoids.

—

{On Diseases of the Rectum, p. 77.

Edinburgh, 1854.) Mr. Fergusson, with the same
dread of rectal hemorrhage before him, says :

" I have

an equally strong opinion as to the impropriety of cut-

ting internal piles with the knife or scissors. There

may be such an internal bleeding as to endanger life,

as i have myse'f experienced
;
yet while I admit that

such a practice may be folloAved again and again with-

out mischief I would earnestly caution the young sur-

geon against rashness in this respect. In one instance,

having become etuboldened from using the scissois

with impunity in a variety of cases, I nearly lost a pa-

tient from hemorrhage into the rectum, from a small

portion of a wound in the mucous membrane, which

passed within the sphincter. On cleaning the rectum

from a large collection of blood, and applying ice, the

bleeding stopped ; but probably this was as much the

result of the faintness from loss of blood as from any
such surgical means that were adopted."

—

(A System

of Practical Surgery, p. 549. Philadel|)hin, 1853.)

the late Dr. Bushe says, " that excision of hemorrhoi-

dal tumors is not likely to be at'ended with hemor-
rhage, I deny, for I have performed the operation seve-

ral times, and after it, have had to tie up arteries, plug

the rectum, and in one instance to apply the actual

cautery. Indeed, I so nearly lost two patients, that

when left to my own choice I no longer have recourse

to this operation.'"— (-4 Treatise on the Malformations,

Injuries, and Diseases of the Rectum and Anus, p. 183.

New York, 1837.) the following pertinent remarks
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upon tliis subjpct Jire from the able and distinpnislied

Profi'ssor N. U. Smith, of B.iltimnrc: "Excision of

Lemorrhoids i^ the fxpodient that first prosi-nts itself

But for one circumstaiice-*the danger of hetnorrlingo

—this would be tlie shortest nnd most efTectiml expe-

dient. This has been in times past much practised,

and ofltMi with siirce'^s. But the occurrence of many
fatal cases of bleeding has deterred the modern practi-

tioner. Sir A. Cooper's cases are well known, and

were all surgeons as candid, we should iiave many
more such beacon li^'ht". Were the bleeding part so

located as to be accc'^sible to our remedies, there would

be no risk; but when a hemorrhoidal tumor has been

cut away with the knife, tiie wounded surface retires

•within the sphinctrr and is reached with great difl'icul-

tv,"

—

(JJditimore Medical Journal, vol. 1, p. 9, January,

1S70.)

The same dread of surgical hemorrhage of the rec-

tum led to tlie invention and the adoption of the

ecraseur for the removal of hemorrhoidal tumors. But
ecrascmeiit by no means always insures against alarm-

ing hemorrliage of the r^'Ctuin sooner or later after

such operation, as the records of surgery abundantly

prove.

With regard to tlie incision of hemorrhoidal tumors

by knife or scissors, particularly if they are large and

situated above t!ie sphinctores ani, and a vein has been

freely opened, the operator cannot expect anything but

a free and copious discharge of blood
;
the structure of

the portal veins facilitating such a sequel to the opera-

tion. Attention, however, to the tlifferent conditions

of the affection, and the relations of the tumors to the

anal sphinctores, will always enable the surgeon to be

prepared for the hemorrhage, and to have liis means
always in readiness to arrest it in case it should follow

a properly considered and well-executed operation.

In consequence of inattention to these pathological

conditions and measures, the worst results have fol-

lowed, as well as may again hereafter follow.

Were the measures, however, for arresting surgical

hemorrhage of the rectum as well understood and ap-

preciated as they by all means should be, or as those are

at the present day for suppressing such hemorrhage
generally, few fatal cases, in my opinion, would ever

be likely to occur, whether either knife or scissors

•\vere used.

Sijmptoms.—Besides the characteristics which are

common to all internal hemorrhage, that of the rectum

has peculiarities which enable it to be readily distinguish-

ed from all others. In the largest number of instances

from one to four hours elapse after tlie operation be-

fore the symptoms indicating rectal hemorrhage begin

to manifest themselves. The patient, after having re-

covered from the excitement and fatigue of the opera-

tion, and perhaps after having been comparatively

comfortable for some time, has now a tendency to

drowsiness, or becomes anxious, agitated, and restless;

he has tingling of the ears, swelling, tension, and sensi-

bility of the abdomen, especially in the left iliac fossa;

and is sometimes conscious of a sensation of warmth or

haat extending gradually along the bowel from below
upwards; has perhaps colic pains, with a painful kind

pf tenesmus and frequent desire to evacuate the bowels
with more or less inability to do so ; his pulse is inter-

mittent or irregular. Sooner or later, unless relieved,

other and more marked symptoms supervene. There

is now a tendency to stupor, and a deadly paleness

overspreads the patient's face, which, together with the

whole surface ot the body, is often bathed in cold per-

spiration; his respiration becomes hurried, difficult,

and anxious; his pulse small, frequent, and almost im-
perceptible; he sometimes has nausea and vomiting;

18 seized with rigor.*', spasms of the extremitic.«<, and
vertigo. Such plienomena cannot well be misinter-

preted by the surgeon, inasmuch as they ]>luinly indi-

cate that alarming iiemonhage is going on within the

rectum, nnd that the blood in the mean time i.s accumu-
lating in the colon. The patient may die without even

discharging the contents of the bowels; but in most
instances the tenesmus becomes so gieat that he makes
effort.** to stool, and evacuates a large quantity of

clotted blood, and whilst doing so, often faints, which,

for the time being, opposes a barrier to the further effu-

sion. Mote frequently, however, when the intestine is

relieved of its content."*, especially if this has been
effected in the recumbent or horizontal posture, a

sense of general ease and comfort is the immediate con-

sequence, and the only well-marked remaining symp-
tom is that of great prostration. Should the surgeon

now neglect to avail himself of this precious truce in

arresting the bleeding promptly, the symptoms will be

almost certain to reappear speedily, and if possible more
alarmingly tlian before, and the patient's previous rest-

lessness will often be followed by feelings of despair;

and the depression consequent upon this will some-
times be such that he will even pray that death might
come to his relief.

Suppression of the Ilemorrltdge.—The measures for ar-

resting rectal bleeding differ, and may be comprised

in the following : 1. Ligation; 2. Torsion; 3. Cauteri-

zation ; 4. C'ornpression ; 5. Styptics ; and G. Cold Ap-
plications.

The ligature, twisting, and the actual cautery are the

chief measures, however, upon which to rely in alarm-

ing cases. But as cauterization with the iron is almost

certain to be followed by high inflammation, if not by
sloughing and contraction, it should be employed only

as a dernier resort. Torsion is as efficient and as relia-

ble as ligation, when the vessel is small and sound. It

is especially indicated in cases in which the bleeding is

so deep that the vessel cannot be tied.

Should the operator entertain the slightest suspicion

that internal rectal bleeding is taking place, he should

at once direct the patient to evacuate the bowel if pos-

sible. Should the patient, however, fail in accomplish-

ing this by the natural efforts, an enema of one or two
pints of cold water, or salt and water, should be admin-
istered, and if necessary, repeated every few minutes,

until the rectum becomes so stimulated as to completely

expel its contents, which, if hemorrhage has been going

on, will generaUy be found to consist of a greater or less

quantity of coagulated blood. The patient thus by his

straining efforts might perchance force down the bleed-

ing wound sufficiently low so as to be seen ; should

he fail, however, in this, in consequence of the wound
being too high up, the operator should then endeavor
to pull down the rectum gently, by means of a vulsel-

lum or pronged hook inserted into the submucous tis-

sue, until the bleeding point was fairly brought into

view, and then the vessel either ligated, twisted, or

cauterized, as he might select. This method sometimes
happily succeeds. The great difficulty, however, in

some instances, is to ascertain precisely whence the

bleeding proceeds, especially when from small vessels

and at several points. Nothing but a minute examina-
tion of the interior of the rectum by means of a proper

speculum will enable the operator sometimes to detect

the bleeding point or points, unless the hemorrhage
proceeds from a large vein, or from a considerable arte-

ry, as indicated by the peculiar jet or scarlet color of

the blood.

Failing by the above process, and with the intention

now of employing the speculum, the rectum and blad-

der both having been previously emptied, the patient
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should be placed upon his left side, on the edge of a

bed or table, in front of a strong light ; the back and

hips as near the edge as possible, the pelvis elevated,

the head and shoulders depressed to favor the ac'.ion of

the heart and the return of the blood to the brain, and

the thighs flexed upon the abdomen. A piece of rub-

ber or oil-doth, if at haml, or something els", should be

placed under the hips, so as to protect the bed from

the fluid discharges, and a vessel placcid at the bedside

to receive them. It is also important that a free access

of air should be provided in the room. The patient

being in this position, tlie operator should introduce

into^he rectum the tri-valve trellis speculum (Fig. 1),

Fig. 1.

which I devised a number of years ago especially for

this purpose. This instrument is quite small when
closed, and easy of introduction, and when introduced

admits of extensive expansion by simply revolving the

handle. By it, when the blades are widely expanded,
all the sides of the interior of the rectum are at once

brought into view; and by the aid of a sponge mop
the exact source of the bleeding may be easily disco-

vered. The speculum, thus revealing the true state of

the case, gives the operator great advantage in control-

hng the hemorrhage, by giving him confidence, cour-

age, and hope. He sees whence the effusion comes,

and makes an estimate of the quantity being lost, by
what passes out through the opened anal orifice, as no
internal accumulation can now any longer take place.

If he should thus find that the elFusion is not very
great nor alarming, cold applications in the form of

irrigation might be employed before resorting to liga-

tion. This generally arrests ordinary, and sometimes
even extraordinary bleeding. The iced-water should

be directed through the open speculum upon the bleed-

ing point in a continuous stream from a Davidson sy-

ringe. If the stream is made directly upon the wound,
it has a powerful tendency to promote the contraction

of the bleeding vessel, to allay pain, and to prevent in-

flammatory action. This course, if successful, should

be continued until the hemorrhage entirely ceased,

and then the speculum should be partially closed and
carefully withdrawn. If the hemorrhage, however, is

found to be rapid and alarming, the bleeding vessel

must at once be tied, twisted, or cauterized before re-

sorting to irrigation.

Ligation.—For the purpose of seizing and ligating

a bleeding vessel some considerable distance up the

rectum, I use instead of the common tenaculum the

long and slightly curved spring forceps (Fig. 2.) which
I had constructed especially. It has a sliding attach-

ment, intended chiefly as a porte-ligature, lying flat

upon its upper blade, and nearly of the same length.

This attachment at its distal end has a beak for hold-

ing and carrying the loop of the ligature; near its

centre it is armed with two narrow flanges which par-

tially embrace the lower blade of the forceps; and
near its proximal extremity it has a rough button, by

means of which the slide is projected as far as necessary

for carrying the loop of the ligature, and also retracted
;

by those two movements the blades of the forceps

may be locked and uidocked, as may be desired.

The operator, seeing the bleeding vessel through the

speculum, seizes it with the forceps previously armed
with a suitable silk ligature of sufficient length, and

having the proper noose in the centre of it. He now
projects the slide, by which movement he locks the

blades, and carries the ligature to the seized vessel.

He then places the locked forceps into the hand of

the assistant who holds the speculum, and whilst hold-

ing both ends of the ligature in his left hand, and with

a long probe in his right, disengages the noose from

the beak of the porte-ligatare and
places it upon the base of the seized

vessel, and when properly adjusted,

tightens the knot firmly by means
of Dr. A. L. Carroll's admirable

hiot-tier (Fig. 3). A second knot,

if deemed necessary, may be made
and tightened in like maimer. When
the vessel is secured the rectum

should be well syringed out with

cold water, and if the hemorrhage

has entirely ceased, the speculum

should be carefully withdrawn, leav-

ing the two ends of the ligature

hanging out of the anus. In the

mean time the patient should main-

tain the horizontal posture, take an

opium pill, live on a milk diet, and
avoid a faecal dejection for several

days.

Should Dr. Carroll's instrument

not be at hand the knot may be tied

as tight as necessary by a method
I have practised for many years in

ligating polypoid tumors of the rec-

tum, which is as follows :—The
vessel being seized with the forceps

as above directed, the operator hooks
one end of the ligature in the cleft

extremity of the silver director or

sonde cannelee which he holds in his

right hand, whilst the other end of

the ligature is held in his left, and
pufhcient traction made upon each at

the same time as to tighten the

knot firmly. In this manner a bleed-

ing vessel may be seized with the

forceps and secured with the liga-

ture at a distance of four or five in- pj^ g
dies up the rectum ; or a polypoid or

pile tumor may be ligated almost as easily and as

effectually as if it were at the verge of the anus.

2. Torsion.—If the operator prelers torsion to liga-

tion, it can be efficiently performed by means of the
spring forceps already named, or by Physick's forceps.

3. Cauterization.—If neither ligation nor torsion

can be made available, and the hemorrhage is alarm-

ing and threatening life, the actual cautery should with-
out hesitation be at once employed. The cautery iron

should be heated to a white heat, and applied to tlie bleed-

ing vessel through the opened speculum, being very
careful to seal it completely. The severe smarting
pain, the constipation, and the retention of urine

which follow the application of the actual cautery
should be combated by proper means. To relieve the
severe pain, anodynes and emollient applications
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must from time to lime be employed. Constipation

must be relieved by linseed onemata an<l castor oil;

and isrfiuna and di/suriit by tepid bntlis, foment ilions,

and, if necessary, the eatiieter ; and the tendency to

contraction, by tlie ii?e of tlie bouf,'ie.

The cauterisation may also be thoroughly effected by
the gah'ano-cautert/ of Aliddeldorpff.

Fitr. 3.

4. Compression.—This method of arresting rectal

hemorrhage is valuable, if properly applied and main-
tained in sufficient force. It is especially applicable to

deep-seated bleedine, and in such cases, in which other

methods have failed, it should by all means be at-

tempted. It is, however, in rectal bleeding obnoxious
to several serious objections :

—

1. The parietes of the rectum upon which the com-
pression is made are not firm and resisting enough to

make it as completely efl'ectual as would be desired,

but are, on the contrary, yielding and distensible to an
almost indefinite extent.

2. The pressure, being from the interior to the ex-
terior, is very difficult of accomplishment.

3. The rectum will scarcely ever tolerate in its cav-

ity the presence of any apparatus for making compres-
sion. The incessant involuntary expulsive efforts

which such a foreign body provokes, and which cause

so much inconvenience and suffering to the patient,

unless constantly kept under the influence of extra-

ordinary doses of opium, are almost certain to result

in its forcible expulsion.

4. Even should the compressing apparatus not be
expelled by the involuntary efforts of the patient, it is

I

absolutely necessary for it to be frequently removed,
' to allow of defecation.

fi. In some instances, notwithstanding the presence

of the compressing njjidiance in the rectum, the internal

bleeding may still continue to go on for a considerable

period without being detected, and in this way may,
fur the time being, prove deceptive, and precious time

be lost.

Tiimjmnnement.—Several methods have been devised

for plugging the rectum, witli a view of making com-
pression, and arresting rectal hemorrhage. For this

purpose the tampon, pelote, or f)lug, composed of vari-

ous materials, is generally employed.
A very ingenious method of making compression by

means of a kind of double tamjion, in cases of rectal

hemorrhage, consequent upon the excision of hemor-
rhoids, was first suggested and successrully employed by
M. Petit, a century ago.— ( Traite des Maladies Chirunji-

cak". Tome ii. p. 128. Pari.s, 1790.)

This method of Petit was S'ibsequenlly simplified

and improved by il. Boyer.

—

{Tmite des Maladies Chi-
rin-fjiriiles. Tome vi. p. 550, 5ih E'i. Paris, 1849.)

For tlie same purpose M. Dcsault employed with
success a tampon composed of a square piece of linen,

the centre of which was introduced into the rectum,

and filled with lint ; after which the corners of the same
were strongly pulled against the buttock.s, and secured

by a bandage.

—

(CEuvres Chirurgicules. Tome ii. p. 417.

Paris, 1813.)

A modilication of the methods of MM. Petit, Boyer,
and Desault was made by our own countryman, the

late and lamented Dr. Barton, of Philadelphia. His
method is as follows:—" Take a sufficient number of
pledgets, made from portions of a common roller-band-

age, or other piece of muslin, about two inches in width,
and long enough, when loosely wound, to gain ready
admittance into the rectum. Let each pledget be se-

cured by a ligature, tied round the middle of the roll,

and long enougli to leave several inches of the ligature

freely dependent from the anus. Introduce these

pledi:ets, previously thoroughly oiled, one after another,

into the rectum, until the lower part of that viscus is

distended by the muslin, leaving the free ends of the

ligatures hanging from the anus. This being done,
divide the projecting ends of the ligatures, carrying
one-half their number toward the right hip, and tlie

other half toward the left; then take a large pledget or
small roller, firmly wound, and place it between the
parted ligatures, with its axis in the antero-posterior

direction; lastly, gather the ligatures from the opposite
sides of the anus and tie them across the external
pledget with sufficient firmness to arrest the hemor-
rhage."

—

(American Cycloj)C€dia of Practical Medicine
and Surgery. Art. Anus, vol. ii. p. 115. Philadelphia,

1841.)

I have made and used the following tampon success-

fully on two occasions :—Take a strip of fine cotton
or linen cloth about nine inches long, and about seven
inches wide, sew it up in the form of a bag or purse,

wet it, lubricate it with the white of egg.s, and intro-

duce it into the rectum some distance beyond the bleed-
ing point by means of a slightly forked slender rod, and
then, with the same, stuff the upper portion of the
sack tightly with lint, cotton wool, or tow; afterwards
draw on the perineal portion of it, as if pulling it out,

until sufficient compression is made from above down-
wards, to arrest the hemorrhage. It should now be
maintained firmly in this position by a proper compress
and T-bandage. To remove the tampon, a portion of
its contents must first be taken out, which can be very
easily done by means of the common dressing for-

ceps. The tampon, however, should not be disturbed,
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if possible, for several days, and measures should be
adopted to keep the bowels confined for that period.

Mr. Allingharn of St. Mark's Hospital, Loudon, rec-

ommends the following method in secondary rectal

hemorrhage :—When called to see a case of this kind,

always arm yourself with a full-sized boll-shaped

sponge and plenty of cotton wadding ; take also some
persulphate of iron; or if you have not that, powdered
alum. Thread a strong silk ligature through, near the

apex of your cone-shaped sponge, and bring it back
again, so that the apex of the sponge is held in a loop

of the thread. Then wet the sponge, squeeze it dry,

and powder it well, filling up tlie lacunae with iron or

alum. Pass the forefinger of your left hand into the

bowel, and upon that as a guide, push up the sponge

—

apex first—by means of a metal rod, bougie, pen-holder,

or a rounded piece of wood, if you can get nothing

better. Now this sponge should be carried up the

bowel at least five inches, the double thread hanging
outside the anus. When this is so placed, fill up the

whole of the rectum below the sponge thoroughly and
carefully with cotton wool, well powdered with the

iron or alum. When you have completely stuflfed the

bowel, take hold of the silk ligature attached to the

sponge, and while with one hand you pull down the

sponge, with the other push up the wool. This joint

action will spread out the bell-shaped sponge, like open-
ing- an umbrella, and bring the wool compactly together;

if this is carefully done no bleeding can possibly take

place, either internally or exteinally." — {Fistula,

Hemorrhoids, and other Diseases of ihe Rectum, p. 122.

London, 187 L)
A pig's bladder, softened in warm water and intro-

duced into the rectuin, and filled with charpie, makes a

good tampon ; it was first used with success by M.
Levret, and subsequently recommended and used by
M. Dupuytren {loc. cit.) and others. The bladder may
be filled with either lint, air, or water.

Upon the same principle, the late Dr. Bushe invented
a very ingenious instrument for making compression
in rectal bleeding {op. cit. p. 185).

Digital Compression.— Direct compression by means
of the finger or fingers, introduced into the rectum,

cannot be considered as a methodical proceeding. It

constitutes, at best, but a temporary means until the

operator can have recourse to a more energetic plan.

The operator should introduce the first and second
finger of his right hand into the rectum, and make firm

pressure upon the bleeding wound, and at the same
time urge the patient to make efi'orts to draw up the

anus, or to contract the sphincters as closely as pos-

sible, and thus endeavor by these two forces to com-
press the bleeding vessel or vessels. It is true that digital

pressure, unless it is maintained by a relay of ass'st-

ants, is very inconvenient and fatiguing to the operator.

but as it sometimes succeeds well, it should be resorted

to. If by this proceeding the hemorrhage is arrested,

the fingers, after having remained in the bowel from
one to two hours, may be carefully withdrawn, and
small bags of ice applied to the anus.

5. Styptics.—The considerable depth at which the

bleeding occurs in rectal hemorrhage renders ineffec-

tual, to a great extent, those ha-mostatica to which
recourse is had when the source of the bleeding is

less deeply seated.

When the effusion proceeds from small vessels, and
at numerous points, it may oilen be suppressed by the

insuffiation of a powder composed of equal parts of alum
and tannin, or by powerful astringent injections. Mr.

Curling, Surgeon to the London Hospital, recommends
the following as a valuable injection in obstinate rec-

tal hemorrhage :

—

5 Tannic acid 3 j,

Alcoholis 3 iij.

Aqu;u Ij.

Fiat injectio.

G. Cold Applications.—These, even as adjuvant", are

highly valuable, and cannot be dispensed with whilst

the hemorrhage continues. The cold applied in the

form of irrigations I have already recommended and
described. Small bags of ice should be constantly kept
applied to the anal region as well as to the thighs.

To conclude, the patient during the whole treatment

should be required to maintain strictly the recumbent
or ihe horizontal postiu-e, and to freely use acidulated

drinks. Full doses of opium, or opium combined with

the acetate of lead or gallic acid, should be administered.

These are measures that should never be omitted, inas-

much as they constitute a very important part in the

treatment of all traumatic hemorrhages. In great pros-

tration the treatment must be stimulating. A smell-

ing-bottle must be held to the nose of the patient, and
if he can swallow he must take large quantities of

brandy, either alone or in union with ammonia. These
remedies may be aided, if necessary, by the application

of heat, friction, and sinapisms to the spine as well as

to the precordial region ; measures which will gener-

ally soon restore him. When reaction begins the pa-

tient must be carefully watched, lest over-stimulation

take place, followed by excessive nervous and sanguin-

eous excitement. I would once more observe, before

closing, that some cases of rectal hemorrhage admit of

no delay whatever, being quite alarming from the com-
mencement, by rapidly exliausting the patient. Such
cases require the most prompt and vigorous action, or

all will be lost; hesitation or indecision would be fata!.

The means already pointed out must be put into immedi-
ate force ; the rectum must be thoroughly emptied of the

blood; the anus must be diluted with the speculum,

the bleeding vessel or vessels, if possible, taken up by
ligature ; or, if this is impossible, the actual cautery

must be resorted to, or compression, astringents, and
cold applications must be employed and steadily perse-

vered in until all danger is over.

New Yokk, 29 West 31st Street.

SMALL-POX STATISTICS.

By a. E. MACDONALD, M.D,,

CHIEF OF STAFF, CHABITT HOSPITAL.

In a former paper upon the above subject, published in

the Record of May 1st, 1872, I presented the statistics

of the New York Small-pox Hospital for 1871, and
drew attention to the deductions to which they ap-

peared to point. These were, in brief, that persons of

foreign birth were more liable to contract the disease

than natives, but less apt to die from it; that males

were more subject to it than females, and died from it

in larger proportion ; and that in the case of colored

patients the ratio of mortality exceeded that of any
other class.

Reviewing these deductions, in a communication to

the Record, Dr. Charles P. Russell, of the Metropoli-

tan Board of Health, attributes the preponderance oi

deaths among native over foreign-born patients to the

fact that in the former class a larger number of chil-

dren under ten years of age is included. Pn^dicting

that to exclude them from the computation will be to

deprive my figures of their significance, the Doctor

suggests a re-examination of the subject, and the limit-

ing of comparisons to patients over ten years of age.
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In compliance with tliis sugpcstion I have &;;ain ex-

amined the iuatt<T,—this time in tlie manner proposed

l)V Dr. Russell, and with the following result:

—

I look for the purpose the c.iws of 1,174 patients

•who had parsed throuph the liospiLid during' the first

five months of the present year, and concerning whonj

there were explicit and reliahle dctiiils upon the points

of ape and nativity. Separating these, I found that

there were 1,'J23 over, and '2h\ under ten years of nge.

Leaving the latter out of the question, and again divi-

ding the former, there renuiined 324 natives and 899

foreigners. A third division, separating those who
died from those di.scharged cured, showed that there

were 97 deaths among the natives against. 101 among
the foreigners. Therefore, out of 1524 natives over

ten yeais of age tieated, 97 died, or 29.93 per cent.;

and out of S99 foreigners, 161, or 17.90 per cent.

There remains, accordingly, a difference of twelve per

cent, in favor of tlie patients of foreign birth. Ac-
cording to my first pjiper the difference wns but 11 per

cent., so that the exclusion of children from the com-
putation, so far from diminishing the contrasf, as Dr.

Russell predicted it would, actually makes it the more
conspicuou.*!.

Still unwilling to regard tlie.<!e results as absolute, I

determined to ] roecute my inquiries further. The
statistics of other small-pox hospitals not being; readily

accessible to me, I have continued my researches to

those of the one under my charge, and present in ihe

accompanying tables a condensed statement thereof,

'from the Isl of January, 1850, up to and including

the month of May of the present year. Extending
over a period of more tlian 22 years, and embracing
the details of over 11,000 cases, their indications may
be regarded as fairly accurate.

TABLE A.

ADMISSIONS, 1850-18T2.
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Table "A" shows the number of patients of each

sex and class admitted into tlie iiospital in llie several

years. It is apparent from it that the admissions for

the year 1871 exceed in number those of any forniei-

year, and that the numbers received durinj^ tlie first

five months of the present year promise for 1872 a still

greater excess. In the admissions for the citirc series

of years, as noticed in my former paper concerning

the year 1871, the foreigners preponderate over the na-

tives, and the males over the females. The highest

number received in a single year is 2,498, the lowest 5G.

Table "B" shows the number of deaths each year,

in each cla«s.

Table '' C " gives the percentage of deaths to cases

in each year and class, and also in each class for the

entire period of twenty-two years and five months. It

will be found that the computation extending over this

considerable period, and embracing so large a number
of cases, entirely confirms the deductions made in my
former paper upon the examination of the statistics of

a single year. The death-rate among the native

patients exceeds that among those of foreign birth

by over ten per cent. ; the rate among males again ex-

ceeds that among females, although the difference is

not so considerable ; and again the death-rate among
colored patients exceeds that of any other class.

Upon the point of relative mortality between natives

and foreigners the statistics of the several years cer-

tainly markedly agree. In but a single year—1863

—

is the difference in favor of the natives.

To be sure, in this calculation the element of age is

not considered. The separation of those patients over,

from thcs3 under ten years of age, would occupy more
time tlian I could devote to it; and I think the ex-

periment detailed in the former part of this paper is

sufficient to show that it would make no material

difference in the result.

In my former paper I deprecated the idea of basing

an absolute conclusion upon the statistics of a single

year; and at the time of writing it, was myself un-

willing to accept as indisputable their apparent lesson

:

—that foreigners better than natives could withstand

the ravages of small-pox and kindred diseases. Find-

ing the result confirmed by a second experiment made
especially with reference to the age of patients ; and
again by a third, in which the statistics of twenty-two
years and eleven thousand cases are considered, I must
regard it as tolerably conclusive. To explain it away
something more than conjecture or unsupported asser-

tion will be needed, and I doubt if the figures can be

made to tell any other story.

I am far from making the assertion, or holding the

belief, that what I have shown to be true of a single

disease in a single community is the history also of all

diseases in the country at large. I do hold that of the

population of the city of New York the foreign ele-

ment, more than the native, manifests the vigor of con-

stitution necessary to preserve life through the course

of an exhaustive disease like small-pox.

progress of iEetiical Science.

Treatment of HYrERTROPiiiEO Tonsils with Chro-
mic Acid.—Dr. B. Fra;nkel {Berliner Klin. Woch.)

says that the application of fine needles of chromic

acid to the tonsils is almost without pain or danger,

and causes a notable shrinking of the parts. By fre-

quent application of this remedy we can cause the

hypertrophy to be reduced to one-half its volume.

He also injects iodine into the tonsil in some cases, the

iodine being dissolved in 100 parts of glycerine.

—

The
Doctor.

Theatment of Diabetes.—Dr. Richardson, who was
himself a sufferer from this disease, effected a cure in

his own case, and subsequently in various patients

under his care, by adopting a plan of which tiie fol-

lowing are the essential features: The employment of

regular and steady exercise ; ablution of the skin daily

with soap and water ; twice in the week the use of a

bath containing a tablespoonful of the carbonate of

soda; exposure of the body, as far as is practicable, to

the action of sunlight, and the continuous use of

iron, which he uses in the form of tincture of the per-

chloride in four or five-drop doses, with one or two
drops of tincture of nux vomica, and eight or ten grains

of chlorate of potash, three times daily. He is an advo-

cate of a restricted diet; but when the plan of treatment

he recommends is carried out fully, he finds that a con-

siderable amount of relaxation, as regards food, is not

injurious. He regards the sudden adoption of a very

restricted diet as likely to prove highly prejudicial.

Dr. Richardson's present dietary is sufficiently liberal,

and besides meat, includes brown bread with plenty of

fresh butter, macaroni and rice, potatoes sparingly,

and at times a little dry fruit. Even a few glasses of

champagne occasionally he does not find injurious.

—

The Practitioner, and Dublin Journal of Med. Science

of April, 1872.

Sanh-Baths.— The Practitioner of July has a trans-

lation, from German journals, of an article on the use

of sand-baths, as practised at Dresden, and a few other

places in Europe.
The sand-bath is applied either by allowing the sand

to fall upon the body or by rubbing it into the skin,

or by embedding the body in a mass of it; the sand is

either warmed artificially or by exposure to the sun,

and is either dry or mois'. The amount of sand used

for an adult in the sand-baths at Dresden is from ten

to twelve eimer, and for a chdd, from four to six.

Dry sand contains more heat than an equal volume

of water, and loses no heat by evaporation. The in-

terchange of heat between the sand and the body does

not take place with the same activity as between wa-
ter and the body. According to Flemming, when the

temperature of the sand is raised to 104° or 106" Fah.,

it seems at first cool, and, after a time, warm
;

the

communication of heat obviously taking place but

slowly. The bath is called warm when it is applied

at a temperature of 117" Fan., or rather less; in the

course of a day or two it can be borne three or four de-

grees higher, and ultimately 122' Fah. comes to be re-

garded as normal and pleas .nt.

There are, however, many exceptions to this rult>.

Irritable persons with sensitive skins, can only bear a

lower temperature ;
others, again, with cooler, thicker

and more cedematous skins, can support a temperature

of nearly 130° Fah. ; at least when the bath is applied

to a part only of the body ;
and according to Cordes,

when baths of from 90° to 120° Fah. are felt to be

warm to the body generally, still hotter sand may be

applied to painful limbs, or to parts locally affected.

A peculiarity of the sand-bath is, that different tem-

peratures can be applied with ease to different parts of

the body at the same time.

The sand is thus applied at the Dresden Institute :

—

A layer five inches in thickness is placed at the bottom

of a zinc pan, or basin, and the patient is directed to

lie upon it. If it is wished to give a half-bath only,

the upper part of the body is covered with a linen
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jackL'f. The attctiilaiit then pours over llio extreinilioa

ami pelvic region, nvoiilinj,' raising a dnst, a layer of

saml to tho lieiplit of five or six inflies. Where iht;

whole bath ia laketi, the al>doinen and thorax are also

covered to the depth of a few lines only. Absolute
quiet niust be niaintaineil, or the sand will run olf.

8tnrm applies cold water to the head, whilst the body
is inimersi-d in the sand; an<l subsequently directs an
ordinary hot-batli of 10(V Kali, to be taken. Fleni-

niing ordeis a shower-batli at a temperature of 74'

to be taken ; Corde-, a sliower-bath or doiirhe of .soft

or sea water of a lower temperature. The duration of

the batli varies arcording to cireumstance.*, from twen-
ty-five to fifty minutes ; lialf-l>aths maybe pndonged
to sixty minutes; most, frequenily, iiowever, they are

not employed longer than lialf to three-quarters of an
hou'. According 'o cir -umstanpes, aga n, the patient

is bathed daily, or every other day ; or for two days
togetiier, with an intermission then of one daj'. The
duration of the whole bathing period or sea'^on varies

f.om one to two months.
The physioloi^'ieal effec's are, that after immersion

or embedding in the sand for a period varying from
five minutes to a quarter of an hour, the patient expe-
riences a pleasant sensation of warmtli. After a lapse

of five minutes more, sensible perspiration appears on
the uncovered parts of the body, wliich continues to

increase to the end of the bath. Previous to the ap-
pearance of t!ie sweat, th(- skin of these parts becomes
somewhat reddened On lightly dusting away the
sand from the parts that have been covered, a layer
several Lnes in thickness remains adherent. Tiiese

parts do not feel much warmer, but turgescent. Thirst
is experienced as a consequence of the sweating. At
the end of a sand-bath of ordinary temperature and
duration, repeated measurements have shown that tliere

is an increase iu the temperature of the axilla, amount-
ing, in many instances, to only a few tenths of a de-
gree, but in others to upwards of two or three degrees
Fah. The number of the pulse increases from five to
eight beats per minute. After a bath has lasted from
twenty-five to thirty minutes, arterial pulsation is felt

by many patients in diff'erent parts of tlie body.
Tiie therapeutic employment of the sand-batli is re-

commended in cases where the activity of the skin is

suppressed, as in Bright's disease ; in articular rheu-
matism, sciatica, clironic gout, scrofula, and in rheu-
matic paralysis. It is remarkable and interesting that
tlie Arabs take from twenty to thirty sand-batlis in
cases of syphilis, witli sparing diet of bread and honey.
The patient is buried to his neck in sand, in whicli he
remains exposed to the sun for the whole day, an<l is

allowed, towards evening, to take a little food. This
burying is prolonged sometimes for a month.

Spina Bifida Cured by Rkpeated Tapping and
Pressure.—At the meeting of the Lisbon Society of
Medical Sciences, on Feb. 17th, Dr. Camara Cabal
communicated a case of spina bifida which he had
treated successfully.

The pat ent was a child, aged twenty-five day.s,

which had iu the lumbo-sacral region a swelling forty
centimetres iu circumference, seventeen in vertical,

and ten in transver.-e diameter, and six in depth. It
fluctuated, was transparent like a hydrocele, and ap-
peared to contain not only a fluid, but some sohd body.
Pressure on it produced no convulsions, nor was there
any paralysis or symptoms denoting lesion of the cord.
It was therefore concluded that the tumor consisted
exclusively of a hernia of the meninges, filled with
fluid.

On Nov. 29th it was tapped with a Dieulafoy's

trocar, and 100 i/nirumeji of traiis[)arent yellow fluid,

containing an abundance of albumen, were removed.
Compression was applied l)y means of adhesive phw-
ter. No HymploiiiH followed the oj)eration beyond
some vomiting and lo.ss of appetite. Some days later,

the tumor having enlarged, 250 vrammcs of liquid were
removed; and on Decemljer 14th, 425 </ram him. The
defect, wliieh was found to be in the situation of the

fourth and fifth lumbar vertebra;, was gradually diinin-'

ishing. (^n a fourth and fifth occasion puncture was
performed at intervals of some days, the quantity evac-

uated being resjjectively 175 and 125 gnimtues, the

fluid being more highly all)uminous than before. After

the last two operations there was some meningitis,

which yielded to ordinary remedies. The child made
a good recovery.

Hypertrophy and LExcTiiENrNG of the Femur and
TiDiA IK A Case of Sypmims.—At a late meeting of

the l<ocittt' Mi'diatle dea Jlojtitunx^ AI. Guibout exhib-

ited a ])atitnt from one of the wards of the Ho[iital

Saint Louis, sufit-ring from tertiary .syphilitic ulcera-

tions, whose right lower extremity had undergone
considerable lengthening. Both the femur and tibia

were found to share in this increase, which amounted
to at least two-thirds of an inch. M. Bergeron said

he had seen an analogous hypertrophy of the bones
of the log in the case of a scrofulous patient,

Pepsine.—We liave long been aware that most of

the pepsine of commerce was obtained from the stomach
of the pig, byfscraping tlie mucous membrane of the

fresh stomach with a blunt instrument after it had
been roughly cleaned of its contents, the resulting

mixture of mucus and gastric juice being dried and
pulverizeil ; but we never knew until lately that the

manufacturer takes what might be thought an unfair

advantage of the pig to increase the '" yield " of this

valuable article.

It is said that the pigs are kept for some time with-

out food until their appetites are ravenous, when they
are placed where the most savory meal is steaming
under their snouts, but are prevented by mechanical
obstacles from getting at it. Not only do their

"mouths water," but a secretion of gastric juice, takes
place in consequence of the mental impression, and it

is during this condition that they are killed. The
gastric juice, being free from food, is thus obtained in a
purer state, and, it may be, in larger quantity than if

taken from a stomach containing food.

A New Method of Nourishing Patients per Anum.
—Dr. W. 0. Leube, of Erlangen (Deutsches Archiv far
klin. Mfd.) has made recent investigations on the nourish-
ment of patients /)«;• anum with an injection-mass pre-

pared in the following manner : "With the object of intro-

ducing into the large intestine nutritive material resem-
bling its ordinary contents, and of establishing, as far

as possible, natural conditions in this part of the ali-

mentary canal by artificially produced digestion, he has
endeavored to transfer to the large intestine a part of
the digestive processes which normally take place in

the small intestine.

From 90 to 100 grammes of the pancreas of the pig
or ox are carefully deprived of fat, and finely minced.
Then from 150 to 300 grammes of beef are minced and
grated. Both substances are then rubbed down in a
mortar with some warm water, in order to form a thick
soup, which is taken up into a clyster syringe, furnish-

ed with a wide opening. If it is wished to submit, at

the same time, fat to digestion, from 25 to 50 grammes
of this substance may be added. Starch likewise may
be added. A purgative enema is to be administered one
hour previous t > this nutritive clyster.
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His experience clinically in the use of tliis mode
of feeding is as follows:

—

1. The injected mass, when it consists of nothiiif]^

more than meat and pancreatic substance, never causes

any diarrhoea, but, on the other hand, generally remains

in the large intestine from twelve to thirty-six hours

without giving rise to a stool.

2. The patient experiences no disagreeable sensations

after the injection, but rather a feehng of ease in tlic

abdomen. In every case, he says he made out that the

pulse became fuller, that there was an improvement in

the general condition and spirits of the patient.

3. The clysters are not well borne at first ; the least

digested portion of the injected mass being returned.

4. The above-described injection-mass is superior to

other substances recommended for rectal injections,

through its efficiency, and the readiness with which it

can be made.
Since the publication of the above paper by Dr. Leube

the Centralhlatt' fi'ir Med. Wissens\ft of July 20th con-

tains another article from him on the same subject, in

which he says, that in the warmth of summer the pan-
creas begins very soon to undergo decomposition, and
in consequence loses its digestive power and becomes
irritating to the intestine, producing rapid expulsion of

the material injected. These mishaps may easily be
avoided b}^ making a glycerine extract of the pancreas.

This extract is quite equal in digestive power to the fresh

pancreas, and will remain good for several weeks. Tlie

following is the manner of preparing this extract in

glycerine. Tlie pancreas of a bullock (which is suffi-

cient for three enemata) is finely chopped and rubbed
with 250 grammes of glycerine; and to each third of

this, when about to be used, are added from 120 to 150
grammes of finely divided meat. It is important that

this mass should be injected into the intestine as

soon as it is made; for if it is allowed to stand, the

meat swells and the operation is thereby rendered diffi-

cult.

The Necessity of abstaining from Surgical Pro-
cedures DURING Pregnancy and after Delivery.—
Following the presentation on the 6th of March to the

Societe de Chirurgie of a tumor which M. Turnier had
removed from a labia majora, and in connection with a

discussion which resulted with regard to the influence

of the pregnant state upon the growth of tissues, the
following practical questions were brought to the
notice of the Society.

1. Ought one to touch tumors or vegetations deve-
loped in the neighborhood of the genital organs during
any period of pregnancy ?

With the exception of M. DisprSs, who does not
hesitate to cut away and cauterize vegetations, the
other members, including MM. Depaul, G-uf noit, Ver-
neuil, and Turnier, were opposed to any operative pro-
ceedings and advised obstruction. Except in the case

where the vegetation acquires enormous proportions,

and attains almost the size of the foetal head, a growth
of this kind ought not to be touched, for two reasons.
In the first place, there is a risk of causing abortion

;

a simple cauterization sometimes sufficing to produce
this result.

On the other hnnd, any use of cutting instruments is

extremely prone to be followed by troublesome hemor-
rhage. M. Yerneuil advises still greater reserve, and
thinks that operations should not be performed upon
any part of the body, excepting in cases of extreme
necessity. Even when an abscess exists in a vulvo-va-
ginal gland, he considers it much safer to allow it to

open spontaneously than to resort to the knife.

2. For how long after delivery ought we to defer an

operation upon women either for removal of a tumor
or the cure of a vesico-vaginal fistula?

It is above all things necessary that the tissues

should be restored to their original condition, and that

those which have undergone a kind of hypertrophy in

all their elements should l)ecome supple, firm, and elastic.

One ought to wait for three months, at least, before at-

tempting the slii,'htest operation
;
and the true limit

has been correctly indicated by !M. Guenoit, who waits
for return of the menstrual function, until when, there

is a risk of failure from the sutures coming away pre-

maturely, in consequenc(! of the exces-^ive friability of

the tissues, and a lessened vitality of the tissues act-

ing as an obstacle to cicatrization.— Gaz. Mid. de Paris,

November 13th.

On the Distinction of Edible and Poisonous Mush-
rooms.—A writer, under the initials W. Gr. S., gives

the following concise account of the difference between
the edible mushroom and the poisonous fungi resem-
bling it. First and foremo-t, the true mushroom (Af/a-

rlriis camj^estris) is invariably found among grass in

rich open pastures, and never in or about stumps or in

woods.
Many cases of poisoning have occurred, owing to the

supposed mushrooms being gathered from stumps and
in woods. It is true there is a certain variety found in

woods and woody places (A. salricola)^ but, as far as

amateurs are concerned, it is best left alone. A second
very good point is the peculiar intense purple-brown
color of the spores (which are analogous to seeds) ; the

ripe and fully matured mu-ihroom derives the intense

purple-brown color (almost black) of its pills from the

innumerable presence of these spores. * To see these

spores, and to become acquainted with the peculiar

color, remove the stem from a mushroom, and lay the

upper portion, with the gills lowermost, on a sheet of

writing paper; in a few hours the spores will be depo-
sited in a thick, dark, impalpable powder. Several

dangerous species, at times mistaken for this mush-
room, have these spores umber-brown, or pale umber-
brown in color, and belong to Phnliofa or Xeheloma.
There are innumerable varieties of the true mushroom
(and of the horse-mushroom), but all are equally good
for the table. Sometimes the top is white and soft,

like kid leather; at other times it is dark-brown and
scaly. Sometimes, on being cut or broken, the mush-
room changes color to yellow or even bright red ; at

other times no other change whatever takes place. But
observe, the mushroom always grows in pastures ; al-

ways has dark purple-brown spores ; alwa\ s has a per-

fect encircling clothy color, and always gills which do
not touch the stem, and 9, top with an overlapping
edge.

—

Half- Yearly Abstract, from the World of Science.

Bichloride of Methvline.—Mr. F. Searle, in an ar-

ticle in the Duhlin Jour, of Med. Sri. of February, adds
his testimony in favor of this anaesthetic. In 1870 he
administered it to more than 100 cnses in the West of
England Eye Infirmary, and has since used it in pri-

vate practice. He has given it in all ages, from six

months to seventy years, without a single cause for

alarm, vomiting even being exceptionnl. It is impor-
tant not to allow the patient to escape from its first in-

fluence, otherwise excitement ensues. In Padua bi-

chloride of metliyline has been employed in the surgical

clinic to the exclusion of ether and chloroform, being
obtained from London. Out of 108 operations per-

formed under its influence. Dr. Rossi states that fifty-

two slept tranquilly without any muscular agitation,

within from one to five minutes; thirty-two expe-
rienced slight excitement, and became insensible in from
eight to ten minutes ; four only were violently agitated,
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and sleep wfts not induced until fift<^'cn to twenty

minutes; twenty remained completely free from its

influence even after fifty minutes of inhalation. Vom-
iting occurred in eight instAnces. No other accident

declared iL<:eir, and the vapor excited no couj^h, but

plight lachrymation. The pul?e and respiration were

in« reast'd in fre(juency from the first, but soon return-

ed to the normal state, and even fell below it The
face uiidt-rwent no change of color.

To the three deaths already recorded as happening

under it;; use, must now be added another which oc-

curred in the Radclilfe Infirmary, Oxford. Bichloride

of methyline was administered in a ilannel bag to a

woman aged forty-four, who was about to undergo an

operation for cancer of the breast. After two or three

convulsive gasps the patient died, though the quantity

administered was small.

The Administration of Stimclants.—Dr. Beale, in

his lectures on the principle* of the treatment of fever,

s.ays, if at the outset we have any reason to apprehend

that an attack of fever is going to be severe, it is very

desirable to administer small quantities of alcohol early

in the disease. In this way the stomach may be accus-

tomtd to the remedy ; whereas, if its use is postponed

until the patient is very ill, and alcohol required in very

large doses, the stomach is often in so highly irritable a

stAte as to reject it. The patient's life may be in jeo-

pardy for this circumstance, or fatal exhaustion may alone

destroy him. Regarding the giving of alcohol to young
persons the Doctor's conclusions are, in the main, not

at variance with the opinions of those who advocate

extreme temperance. His own experience leads him
to believe that the majority of young healthy people

would do well without alcohol ; and he believes that

the habitual daily consumption by young people—even
of a moderate quantity—of wine or beer is quite un-

necessary, and mere waste, while in some instances it

is positively injurious to the health. At the same time

there can be no doubt that in certain cases where the

health fails in children, and even in infants great bene-

fits result from giving small quantities of wine daily

for a short time. Haid-working people, students, pro-

fessional men, and people actively engaged, have been
advised to take stimulants, as a general rule—and some,

no doubt, require tht-m ; but Dr. Beale believes many
would t-njoy very good health without any alcohol at

all, while the recommendation that they should take

plenty of claret or other light wine is bad advice for

several reasons. In old age he believes stimulants to

te n ally necessary, and sometimes are even more im-

portant than food itself. He feels sure that the life of

man\' o'd people is prolonged by the judicious use of

alcohol ; and thinks that some who have been very ab-

stemious all tiirough life, take far too little stimulants

when they grow old.

—

Med. Times tt Gaz.

India-Rubber Cloth in Diseases of the Skin.—
Since 18GS, M. Hardy, of Paris, has been employing in-

dia-rubber cloth in place of poultices or local baths, the

cloth being composed of a layer of caoutchouc adherent
to a piece of cotton, and forming an impermeable tis-

s le. This is only applicable to the limbs and head, and
lor the latter region he makes use of vulcanized rubber
caps. After a certain time the part envel>ped becomes
not disagreeably warm, and then an abundant sweating
t^tkes pl;\ce, under the influence of which, the crusts

and scales which cover the skin are loosened, the epi-

dermis spreads over the ulcers, and the skin becomes
softened. The resulLs obtained are similar to those ob-
taint'd by poulticing, but, for many reasons, preferable.

Daily experience in the Hopital Saint Lou s shows a

great rapidity in the modification of the skin j two or

three days of npidication suffice to completely dean the

scalp when covt-rtd abundantly with fii.ales of eczema,

etc. Aflt-r forty-eight hours' application of the rubber

cloth upon hands alTecled with chronic eczema, with

fissures and cracks in all directions, the wounds become
cicatrized and the skin recovers its suppleness. This

treatment is of greatest value in eczema during the sec-

ond stage. Itcliing is rarely removed by this method.

In ecthyma the pustules Often, and the cure proceeds

very quickly. A trial of oiled silk shows that it does

not take the place of the india-rubber cloth. The hmbs
should be completely enveloped, but the cloth ought to

be tied only at the ends, lorming, between the liga-

tures, a large sleeve. It shoidd be kept on for a consid-

erable time, and the patient should be kept in bed.

This method is also of service in psoriasis and chronic

lichen.

—

Jour, de Med. et de Chir. Prat.

LvMrnATic (Edema.—Notwithstanding recent re-

searches of Teichmann, Lebert, Virchow, and Vulpian,

the pathological anatomy of elephantiasis is yet but Ut-

tle understood. For this reason, Dr. J. Renant (In-

terne of the Paris hospitals, etc.) publishes in the Ar-
chives de Physiologie a case which has come under his

observation, hoping to draw attention to an anoma-
lous form of the disease, characterized chiefly by a

primitive alteration of the whole lymphatic system, and

by a sort of chronic inflammation of the subcutaneous

cellulo-adipose tissue. He also considers certain forms

of lymphatic oedema, of which the history of the patho-

geny and pathological anatomy is as yet incomplete.

The patient acknowledged no hereditary disposition to

the disease. He had always had good health until

within six months ; had never been out of France, and
had lived, for the most part, in Paris ;

had never been
in the habit of drinking, and had never had erysipelas.

Six months before his admission to hospital his feet be-

came swollen, the tumefaction extended to the legs and
thighs, and at Inst involved the genital organs. On the

supposition that the enlargement of the scrotum was a

hydrocele, a physician had punctured it and produced
a slight diminution of the a?dema. The diminution

was not permanent, and there soon appeared in the

inguinal region prominent and knotted cords, converg-

ing towards the groin. These cords disappeared and
reappeared several times, but within a month from his

entry to hospital they became permanent. He now
began to suflfer from dyspnoea, and was obliged to stop

work and enter a hospital.

At this time he could walk with difficulty, his face

was commonly congested, his eyes prominent, his

breathing rapid. Mentally he was not very intelligent,

and was exceedingly irascible. Examination .showed

the existence of an enormous ascites, moist and .sibilant

rales in both lungs, heart enlarged and its beats

doubled and regular. The appearance of the skin was
characteristic, and pitted slightly on pressure. Sensi-

bility was not impaired in the hypertrophied skin, and
he occasionally suflfered from pruritus. The patient

became at length delirious, comatose, and died.

The case has several points of interest : the antece-

dents of the patient, the course of the disease, its short

duration, the rapid generalization of the soft hypertro-

phy of the skin, and the localization of the true elephan-

tiasis in the genitalia. These would naturally tend to

separate the disease from exotic elephantiasis—adiseate

having a longer course and characterized by successive

attacks of erysipelas. Sclerema of adults diSers no less,

being an affection of which the principal symptom is a
chronic irritation which is productive of an increase in

the subcutaneous adipose tissue. The sclerema of in-

fants (oedeme dur) perhaps resembles it more closely.
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The general dilatation of the lymphatic canals com-
menced in the coats of the connective tissue, extended
beyond the hypertrophied glands, and showed itself

above by the varicose lymphatics, and permits us to sup-

pose that the absorbent system _\vas very rapidly in-

volved. Tiie ascites was produced by the mechanical

pressure of tlie tumefied mesenteric glands, as was also

the alteration of the liver, Tlie hypertrophy of the

heart appears to be, above all, exaggerated by the influ-

ence of this double obstacle to the circulation which ex-

isted, for there was no valvular lesion or trace of endo-

carditis. (It is probable that the man had primarily an

enlargement of the heart, which might truly be consid-

ered as the determining cause of the future changes.)

It has for a long time been known that obstacles

to the flow of the lymph could produce cedema, and
especially that elephantiasis of a limb could follow in-

duration or suppuration of its glands. Bichat said

long since :
" In all these cases one finds the absorb-

ents very much dilated in the cadaver, and they are,

moreover, filled with fluid. The production of oedema
of lymphatic origin is not so rare a circumstance as

may have been supposed. I have in the last two years

had occasion to observe a great number at the Hopital

Saint Louis, in the service of Dr. Lailler. Following a

very acute eczema of the hands, attended with con-

siderable local tumefaction ; sometimes, also, consecu-

tive to inflammation of subcutaneous serous burste ; also,

very often around vessels thus engorged one finds an

induration which extends like a net, two, three, and

even four centimetres laterally. It seems very prob-

able that this form of lymphangitis {L. valvukv're,

Bazin.—L. en table, Lailler) is due to an extravasation

of coagulated lymph into the perivascular tissue, and
which seems quite analogous to that which we have
called pachydermic elephantiasis.'"

Cephal^matoma.—At a recent meeting of the Rox-
bury Medical Society, Dr. Garceau (Boston Med. and
Surg. Journ., July, 1872) reported a case of two congeni-

tal tumors of the head observed upon a child, being of

the class known as cephalcematoma , tumeur sanguineuse,

or thrombus neonatorum, and situated over each of the

parietal bones. There is a wide difference of opinion as

to the propriety of attempting any surgical interference

with these formations. In the present case the tumors
were laid open with a bistoury ; their contents, when
evacuated, were found to consist of a liquid having the

color and consistency of blood, but which, however, did

not coagulate upon being allowed to stand. The con-

tents having been entirely removed, the precaution

was taken to apply a steady pressure to the seat of the

swellings, inasmuch as they are otherwise apt to re-form

within a few hours. With regard to the frequency of

cephalaematoma. Dr. Garceau said that it was of rare

occurrence, one case being met with in 500 to 1,000

children. He had seen five cases in all. In four cases

he had operated as above; of these, three made a

good recoveiy, while in one instance the parts suppu-

rated, and death ensued at the end of a fortnight. In

the case of one child it was found impossible to obtain

the consent of the parents to an operation ; here con-

vulsions appeared, and death took place on the fifteenth

day after birth.

Collodion tn Herpes Zoster.—Dr. Wesley M. Car-

penter, of Eiieville, Madison Co., writes:

—

" I would call the attention of the profession to the

use of collodion in this disease. It may have been no-

ticed before this, but I have not happened to see it if

such is the case.

" One of the most distressing symptoms in this dis-

ease is the_ intense stinging, burning, superficial pain

which often accompanies the eruption. I have no ref-

erence to the so-called ' characteristic pain,' which may
continue a long time after the disappearance of the

eruption.

"Great relief may be given to this burning pain by
the application of collodion to the surface occupied by
the vesicles. This mny be done with a feather or

camel's-hair brush. The collodion forms a pellicle over

the surface of the vesicles, which protects them from
the air, and renders them less liable to rupture. It

may be applied at any stage of the eruption, and in

most cases acts like a charm in giving relief to this

annoying accompaniment.
*' In general the disease needs no other local treat-

ment."

Local Application in Small-Pox.—Tnthe Small -pox

department of the Boston City Hospital, sulphuret of

lime has been used extensively for local application,

and patients are sponged with it two or thn^e times

daily ; it cools the surface and relieves all itching, and
patients frequently call for it, although the odor is ra-

ther unpleasant. When desquamation has commenced,
the following application is made two or three times

daily:— 5. Acidi carbol. crys. 3 ij. ; Glycerinse, 01.

ohvse, ajl 1 ij. M. This softens and relieves all tension

of the skin, and the crusts are allowed to fall off with-

out any desire on the part of the patient to aid the pro-

cess by scratching. After the crusts have fallen off, the

patients are allowed to bathe their faces frequently

with some alkaline lotion, generally of sodas bicarb.

—

Boston Med. and Surg. Journ., July 18, 1872.

The Relation of Impetigo Contagiosa to Vaccinia.

—Henry G. Piffard, M.D., of New York (K Y. Med.

Journal, July, 1872), confirms his discovery of a purely

vegetable organism, the presence of which afforded a

reasonable explanation of the undi-puted contagious-

ness of this affection, by the examination of crusts from

three additional cases, in all of which bodies identical

with those described were found. The remarkable fact

that impetigo contagiosa does undoubtedly, in a very

large number of instances, develop i'self as a sequela of

vaccination, as exhibited in the recorded experience of

Fox and others, as well as of himself, has led him for

some time to suspect that there existed some closer

connection between the two than mere coincidence.

Upwards of twenty vaccine crusts were examined by
the microscope, and in every instance fungoid bodies,

similar to those observed in impetigo contagiosa, were
found, with the sole difference that in vaccine crusts

the fungus was more abundant and more luxuriant than

in the majority of crusts derived from the other affec-

tion. These bodies do not resemble those observed by
SaUsbury, and termed by him Jos vacciola ; nor any of

the fungi obtained by Hallier in his experimental culti-

vations of vaccine lymph, nor the fungus described by
Kohn, and met with by him in the examination of im-

petigo contagiosa. From the thin, hair-like character

of the filaments and the circumstances of their habitat,

he suggests the name Leptothrix vaccinalis as an appro-

priate designation. In concluding, he observes :—Im-
petigo contagiosa, differing as it does in many import-

ant particulars from the eruptions with which we are

most familiar, has undoubtedly, in many instances oc-

curring after vaccination, been regarded as syphilitic,

to the alarm of the patient, the annoyance of the vac-

cinator, and the chagrin of the physician who endeav-

ors to remove it by internal medication. On tlie other

hand, its general recognition a.s a parasitic affection, its

trivial importance, and its ready curability by approfri-

ate external applications, such as the application of a

mild me<-curial, sulphur, -iodic, or carbolic ointment,
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will tnable us to calm the fears of the patient, to reas-

sure the vaccinator, and to silence one more of the

many objections which have been rai-ed ajjainst the

practice of vaccination by tiie pnjudiced and unthink-
in-.

MoNo-niioMATE OF Cami'iiou IS Demimim Trkmess.
Alien McLanellamillon, M.l)., of New York (AVw York
.!/'•(/. Ji'iini., July, 7-), attests the value of this remedy
in cases of tuuniit li jiotu. In one case tlie pills were
I>repared after this prescription:

—

\\. Camplione moiio-

bromat. 3 j. ; confectio rosa*, q. s. M. ft. mas<a jind di-

vide in pil. No. xij. lie has tried this remedy in chor-
dee, aiul is convinced that it excels any combination of
camphor and opium.

MOVKMENTS OF ROTATION OS REMOVAL OF Tlltv BflAIS.

—The advanced views on the Phenomena and Move-
ments of Rotation consecutive \ipon removal of the

brain, by M. Onimus {Revue des C'oura S'-ienfiJlquex), is

translated by C. N. Hammond, and published, with
illustrations, in the July No. of T/ie Journal of /'sycho-

logieal Medicine. He shows that, in animals deprived
of tlieir cerebral lobes, the integrity of the movements
is perfect ; that it is due to the action of the centres of

locomotion, which, when put in motion, is inevitable,

and always the same after certain excitations ; more-
over, that in these conditions there is a forced and com-
plete responsibility of the movements, and a necessity

for the limbs all to concur to maintain the equilibrium
;

finally, that the movements of rotiition are due to some
disturbance in the equilibrium which exists between
these different centres of locomotion.

Theomasia.—Allen McLane ITamilton, M.D., of New
York (/oMrw. Psycholorjical Medicine, July, '72), relates a
genuine case of this disease which was under his care,

and sliows that clergymen are rarely the victims, as

would naturally be supposed. It is among the minds
of low order, the inhabitants of the country, and the
attendants at '"camp meetings," "love feasts," and
" revivals," that the disease is most frequently seen.

The large cities are comparatively exempt ; there other
subjects craze instead of religion.

Pais.—F. E. Ansiie, M.D., London, in his recent
work on " Neuralgia and the Diseases which Resemble
It," speaks thus of pain :—1st. Pain is not a true hyper-
a^sthesia; on the contrary, it involves a lowering of
true function. 2d. Pain is due to a perturbation of

nerve-force, originating in dynamic disturbance, either

within or without the nervous system. 3d. The sus-
ceptibility to this perturbation is great in proportion to

the physical imperfection of the nervous tissue, until

this imperfection reaches to the extent of cutting off

nervous communications (paralysis).

Is IvsASiTY OS THE IxcREASt?—Geo. Fielding Bland-
ford, M.I)., of St. George's Hospital, London, in a let-

ter to The Joiunal of Psychological Medicine, July,
1872, jpe.iks of Dr. Maudsley's conclusions on this sub-
iect :— 1st. There is no satisfactory evidence of an in-

crease in the proportion of occurring cases of insanity
to the population, and no evidence, therefore, of an in-

creased hability to insanity. 2d. It is not necessary to
assume such an increase in order to account for the un-
doubted great increase in the number of registered in-

sane persons. 3d. The difference between one insane
person in 812 of the population (English) in 18-i4, and
one in 400 in 1870, is mainly if not entirely owing to

the fict that in the former year the returns included
only half the existing insane persons in tbe country,
while in the latter year nearly all of them have been
registered. 4ih. Some part of the difference is owing
to the face that certain patients are registered as luna-

tics now who would never have been thought so in

times past. 5th. A lower rate of mortality and a low-
er percentage of recoveries may account lor a part of

the increase in the total amount of insanity, nth. The
proportion of admissions to the population, which re-

presents approximately the occurring cases of insanity,

does not, when the necessary allowances are made,
yield evidence of any serious increase.

The Ister- DENTAL Splint.—A serious case of fracture

of the lower jaw, successfully treated by the inter-den-

tal splint, IS reported l)y Harrison Allen, M.I)., Surg, to

the Phila. Hospital (Phila. Med. Times, July 15, 72).
The inventor of this variety of splint was Dr. CJunning,

of New York. The inflammation attending exfoliation

in this case, would have prevented the employment of
a chin-cap and bandage. It will be remembered that

Dr. Gunning employed the same method of treatment
in the famous case ofllon. Wm. II. Seward.

Gastric TuniLi.—At the June meeting of the Bio-
logical and ilicrosoopical Section of the Academy of
Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, Dr. Hunt called atten-

tion to a specimen he had arranged beneath one of the
microscopes, exhibiting a transverse section of some of
the gastric lubuli of the pig's stomach, remarking that

it was still a mooted point whether two sets of glands

did exist in ths stomach; and although he had of late

years made numerous investigations for the purpose of
determining this question, he did not as yet feel satis-

fied in regard to it, although so far at least he l;ad been
unable to detect more than one kind of these glandular

organs.

Dr. Tyson stated that the literature of the subject,

which he had recently had occasion to consult, was
very much involved, and that he believed a rich field

was opiMi for research in this direction.— Phila. Med.
Times, July 15, 72.

Coal-Oil as a Derivative in Congestion.— D. T.

Gilliam, M.D., Nelsonville, Ohio (The Clinic, July 20,

72), has for some time been in the habit of using this

article with success, as a counter-irritant and derivative

in many internal congestions and inflammations, and
especialh' in diseases of the throat and air-passages,

and in inflammation of the lungs. Its action consists

in its steady, even, gradual influence over the circula-

tion. It is not uncertain, like poultices, though more
efiBcacious. His method of using it in congestion of
the lump's, is to envelop the thorax in woollen cloths

saturated with coal-oil, and allowing it to remain a suf-

ficient time. In cases of children he sometimes envel-

ops the entire body in the saturated flannel cloths, but
it is more necessary here to watch its effects, as in one
case vesication of a large portion of the surface resulted

from its too long continuance, though the vesicles were
comparatively painless and healed rapidly upon being
sprinkled with flour.

Poisoning by Morphine.—W. W. Grissom, M.D., St.

Louis, Mo. (St. Louis Med. and Surg. Journal), relates

a ca.se of poisoning by morphine, and recovery after six

and a half hours artificial respiration. Tlie patient was
a married woman, aged 31, and weighed 160 pounds.
Within two hours the attendant, by mistake, gave
twelve teaspoonfuls of the following prescription, re-

ceived from her physician, or six grains of morphia:

—

3, Sulphate morphia, gr. viij. ; hyd. chloral, 3 j. ; aqua
camphor, 3 j,; syr, simple, 3 j. 'Si. Take teaspoouful

every hour until sleeping.

The editor remarks that the above case suggests the

importance of persevering with artificial respiration as

long as action of the heart can be perceived; also, it

suggests particular caution to make gentle pressure on
the chest, lest a fatal pneumonia be induced.
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PREVALENCE OF PYiEMIA AND ERY-
SIPELAS IN BELLEVUE HOSPITAL.

At the regular meeting of the Medical Bonrd of

Bellevue Hospital, on the 29th of June, a report was

submitted from a committee appointed to examine into

the relative prevalence of erysipelas, pyaemia, etc., in

Bellevue Hospital during the past year, as compared

with former years, and to suggest the means of prevent-

ing the recurrence of these diseases. This committee

consisted of Drs. Sands, Crane, Janeway, and Grouley,

of theho-pital staff. From this report, which was ac-

capted and submitted to the Board of Commissioners

of Public Charities and Correction, we make the fol-

lowing extracts. The facts reported by said committee

Avere taken from the hospital register and not from

notes of cases, and are therefore but aproximative in

the case of erysipelas, since the tabulated ones are

those only in which the disease was either present on

the patient's admission, or in which it had an unfavor-

able termination. Cases of erysipelas complicating

wounds or other injuries, and terminating in recovery,

would not be found recorded in the register. The

number of cases of erysipelas, therefore, which have

been treated in the hospital during the period mentioned,

must be considerably larger than that which appears

in the report.

In collecting the cases of pyaemia this source of error

was avoided, inasmuch as tliis disease being uniformly

fatal, almost every case must have been entered in the

register as a cause of death. There is reason to suspect,

however, that owing to the imperfect manner in Avhich

pathological inquiries were made in former years, a

certaiu number of cases of pyaemia were overlooked,

having been neither recognized during hfe nor de-

tected on post-mortem examination. Such cases Avould

therefore be recorded under a false name in the hos-

pital register, and would not appear in the table

reported.

Table No. 1 shows the absolute frequency (as

nearly as is attainable) of erysipelas and pyremia from

18G1 to 1871, inclusive, and their relative frequency in

the several years, as compared with one another in the

same year.

Table No. 1.

Yeai-s.
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Pyii'inia is sliown hy the snmo table to hiive prevailed

to the prea'cst cxtfiit durin? April, May, and June,

and to have been lea«t prevalent during August and

NovembtT.
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show how Uable to pyasmia must be the class of patients

admitted into the hospital, whether suffering from se-

vere injuries or submitted to grave surgical operations.

"2d. There remain for consideration only those

measures for the prevention of pyasmia which are con-

nected with hospital hygiene. While it must be ad-

mitted that many cases of pyaemia are due to causes

unconnected with hospital influences, the latter are be-

lieved to be, under certain circumstances, powerful in

causing and disseminating this disease. Although not

contagious, in the common acceptation of the term.

Pyaemia is, doubtless, not infrequently conveyed from

one patient to another through the medium of an at-

mosphere contaminated by emanations from the wounds

of pyoemic patients, and, there is reason to think, some-

times by emanations proceeding from suppurating

wounds occurring in persons who may not be the sub-

jects of this disorder. An atmosphere rendered thus

impure, is capable of exciting those peculiar changes

in the wounds of those persons exposed to it on which

the production of pyaemia essentially depends. It is

sometimes observed, also, that cases of pyaemia occur

in rapid succession, and after operations of a trivial

character; and that the disease diminishes in frequency

immediately after the patients suffering from acciden-

tal wounds, or from those caused by surgical operations,

are separated from one another, and placed in a healtliy

atmosphere."

The lesson taught by these facts is a plain one.

Every outbreak of pytemia should be regarded as a

warning. The patients, when seized with the disease,

should be removed at once, and the ward in which the

disease originated should be emptied and thoroughly

cleansed and disinfected. Indeed, frequent cleansing

of the ward and changing of the bedding would, doubt-

less, often prevent the occurrence of botli pyaimia and

erysipelas. To do this work efficiently, the number of

patients in the hospital would have to be reduced, so

that several of its wards might be kept empty from time

to time, as circumgtances might require it.

In closing their report, the Committee state, that

they have endeavored to give a simple and direct answer

to the questions submitted for their consideration. They

are not unmindful of the fact, that the inmates of the

Bellevue Hospital are chiefly paupers, and that in such

an institution the perfection of arrangements which is

observed in those independently endowed must not be

expected. How far the improvements suggested may
be practicable, is a matter for the Commissioners, and

not the Committee, to determine.

A comparison of the totals exhibited by Tables 1 and

2 will show that there are other sources of error than

the ones indicated by the committee, which would war-

rant a more careful revision of the tables and the data

upon which they were constructed than they appear to

have had from the gentleman who receives the thanks

of the committee for his valuable aid in the prepara-

tion of them.

We fail to perceive what warrant the committee

have for expressing the belief that Bellevue Hospital

" will compare favorably with many other similar in-

stitutions, both at home and abroad, in regard to the

frequency of occurrence of the diseases specified," un-

less it be a general impression founded upon an unre-

corded experience, which can hardly be accepted at the

present day as reliable.

Dr. T. Iv. Cruse, late House Surgeon of the Hospital,

seems to have been more strongly impressed with the

mortality resulting from pyaemia than the committee

;

for in his article on ' The Treatment of Compound
Fractures of the Leg at Bellevue Hospital," which ap-

peared in The Eecord of May 1st ult.^ he states that

"Bellevue Hospital has reached a period in its existence

when, in the words of Billroth, the building is a mere

slaughter-pen of the wounded. Spite of the most care-

ful and judicious sanitary arrangements, recovery from

an amputation of the thigh for injury is without the

recollection of the oldest inhabitant ; and when the

surgeon finds pyaemia follow exsection of the elbow,

and in fact the most trifling operation whereby the

medullary canal of a bone is in any wise invaded, he is

sorely tempted to refrain from interfering in such cases,

not willing to subject himself to the imputation of has-

tening a termination which he knows must be death,

whatsoever course be folloAved."

It appears to us fairly a matter of regret that a hos-

pital capable of furnishing the profession such valuable

statistical tables as Bellevue could do, should be so poor

in histories of the surgical affections treated within its

walls, that the only evidence to be obtained of the

amount of work done by its staff during any specified

time has to be mainly derived from the record of ad-

missions and copies of death certificates.

To the credit of the Commissioners be it said, that

since their attention has been called to this lamentable

condition of affairs, hospital tents have been erected on

the ground between the hospital and the river, and into

tliem have been placed some of the surgical cases most

likely to be benefited by such change.

The Commissioners have also fitted up the barracks

on Hart's Island for the reception of convalescent pa-

tients, thus enabling them to reduce somewhat the

number of inmates in Bellevue. Furthermore, Profes-

sors Chandler, Doremus, and Draper have, at the re-

quest of the Commission, carefully examined and re-

ported upon proper measures for extirpation of animal

and vegetable poisons in the hospitals and other pub-

lic institutions of the Department, which report has

entered quite fully into the questions of ventilation,

warming, etc. Certainly it cannot be said that the

Commissioners show a disinclination to do all that is

within their power to improve the condition of the

inmates of our public hospitals. It remains to be seen

how effectually these efforts will be directed and sus-

tained on the part of the Medical Board.
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AltVERTISINO SPECIAI.rSTS.

Thk Michigan State Medical Socifty h ih :ii|opt d a ro-

soluJoii favoring the insertion of the ailvtTiiscmeiit of

the cards of physicians and specialists in the secular

papers. Although nothin^^ more is allowed than the

inenlion of the name, specially, and office addrcFS, we
fail to SCO how the public can, i i the majority of in-

stances, draw the line between legitimate mcdieine and

quackery. This provision is cvidint'y for the benefit

of tlie spec'alists in the State, and especially for such as

have not proved their competency to their legitimate

judges—tiic profession at large. Physicians as a cl ss

are discriminative enougli to judge whether or not a

specialist, so called, is to be trustol wiih their patients,

and sensible patients a-e very apt to ask tlieir fam'ly

medical advisers before eon-;ulting strangers. It is by
suc'.i recommendations that specialism lia-« tliriven, and

competent practitioners in any particular branch have
never wanted patients when they have proveil them-

selves worthy of them. If a specialist wishes to adver-

tse himself as sueh, let h'm convince the profession of

his quaUfications by suitable contributions to medical

journals, and by original iiivesfgations in his particular

branch. If we step aside from this rule and indorse

such brazen individuals who can advertise themselves

in no other way than by th- insertion of their cards in

the medical journals or sejiilar paper^i, we rob legiti-

mate specialism of its well-des.Mvel liurels, and encou-

rage every misguided and presumptuous pretender who
may desire to trade upon our charity, or upon the pub-

Uc's credulity.

TO IMPROVE THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCfATIOV.

The Boston Me Ural and Snrtjical Journal, in com-
menting upon our recent editorial article on the failure

of the American Medical Association to represent the

American Medical Profession, oflFers some very valua-

ble suggestions which deserve consideration. They
may be embodied in the following : I. That all the le-

gitimate business, scientific and professional, every-

thing in fact in the interests and needs of the profes-

sion throughout the Union, be intrusted to a National

Council, limited in membership and composed of two
elected from each State by a Stata Council ; the term
of these National Councillors being six years. II.

These National Councillors should bo chosen by a State

Council which might be constituted and elected as fol-

lows:—Each State Society to elect one member from
each Congressional District, each to hold office for three

years. Tliis State Council could act as a State Com-
mittee in performing the preparatory work of the Na-
tional Council, and might meet (we pre-ume) immedi-
ately before or after the State Societies, individual

members of the National Council being invited.

" The numbers in the several State Boards would be
sufficiently large and well proportioned. For a nation-

al council seventy or eighty, thus selected, would be
ample

; and the length of the term of service would en-

able them to preserve a continuous and consi-ti-nt plan

of work, while half of their nmiiber, coming n^w every

three years, would prevent any lapsing into indifference

or negligence. The influence of the State Coiincilg, as

indicated, most fully im])res8ing their own wishes and

the wish"S of their im nedia e constituents on individ-

ual National Councillors would, through the National

Board, give a voic j to the profession such as w.is never

before known."

This plan is an original one, ond has very many

features which commend it to t!ie many who are seek-

ing for reform.

nOSPITAL APPOIN'r.MENTS IN PniLADELPlIIA.

OuK esteemed contemporary, the PhilmM/ihia Medical

Times, has expressed itself very strongly in favor of

the appointment of proper persons for Hospital posi-

tions. By this it would appear that very much the

same influences control these appointments as in our

own city. The Editor says:

—

'•And yet, while we will not say that the .skill of

the candidate is entirely overlooked, it cannot be de-
nieil that it has occasionally iiappened that other cir-

cumstances have been allowed to have at least equal

weight with the managers. It would not be diflicult

to prove that political influeiice has been freely used
in some of the canvas-es for medical positions that have
taken place recently in this city, and in ci.ses where
this would- be of no avail, that tlie succes.sful applicant

has resorted to arguments fonntled upon ihe familv, so-

cial, or business connections of the managers. If the

hospital is under the exclusive control of a religious

body, it would appear that sectarian feeling is appealed
to; for it is diflicult to explain in any other way the

fact that the greatest number of the medical officers of

the Ejiiscopa! Hospital are Episcopalians, and that

Presbyterians predominate in the recently appointed
staff of the Presbyterian Hospital.

" We are happy to think that in many cases the

choice of an attending surgeon or physician has been
made solely with reference to his qualifications for the
post; our object in calling the attention of the profes-

sion to this subject is to induce it to exert whatever
influence if. may possess to bring about such a state of
sentiment in the community that it will be male im-
possible for managers ever to elect {)hysicians to posi-

tions of trust or pi olit whose attainments do not clearly

entitle them to such an honor, or cipriciously to dismiss

those who- have served an institution faithfully. And
this, we think, can best be accomplished by the profes-

sion securing for itself representation in the managing
Boards of all institutions in which it is in any way in-

terested."

DR. THOMAS E. SATTEP.TUWAITE AND TIIE IRON CROSS.

The profession of tiiis city will be gratified to learn

that one of their own number. Dr. Thomas E. Satter-

thwaite, has received from the Emperor William, turough

the German Amb.assador, the decoration of the Iron

Cross, in consideration of his services in the field and

in hospitals during the Franco-German war. Dr. S.

entered the German Army as Assistant Surgeon in

August, 1870. In the following October ho was pro-

moted to the position of Ordinirender Arzi, with the
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rank of Captain, and placed in charge of a liospital in

Toul, where he remained until the clo'e of the war.

It is always pleasant to notice such occurrences, reflect-

ing as they do u[)on the honor of the profession and of

the individual; but it is particularly so in the case of Dr.

Satterthwaito, whose peculiar merit has been so sig-

nally rewarded. In the name of the profession of the

city and country we congratulate him.

Ucuicius anil Hoticcs of CJooKs.

A Treatise on the Diseases op Infancy and Cnii.D-

HOOD. Second Edition, Enlarged and thoroughly Re-
vised, by J. Lewis Smith, M.D., Curator to the Nur-
serj' and Child's Hospital, New York ; Physician to the
Infant's Hospital, etc., etc. Philadelphia : Henry C.

Lea, 1873, pp. 741.

After the very flattering notices which the former
edition of tliis work received, not only in onr own, but
also in foreign journals, but little need be said to assure

the student or practitioner that the book will serve

him as a reliable guide in the treatment of the class of

affections which will form such a large proportion of

his practice. The years of experience which Professor

Smith has had in institutions for the care of infants

and children in New York City, and the unusual facili-

ties which he has pos.sessed for becoming familiar with
the pathological appearances of disease ; his methodi-
cal habit of making notes of all that comes within the

range of his observation ; and the characteristic impar-
tiality with whicli he considers his subject, renders him
especially fitted to speak with autliority upon the ques-

tions involved in such a treatise.

The eflbrt has been made to render the book more
complete than before, by treating of nearly twenty
diseases more than were included in the previous edi-

tion. Among these may be mentioned the Dis-

eases incidental to Birth; Rachitis; Tuberculosis;

Scrofula ; Chorea ; the various forms of Paralysis,

and Intermittent, Remittent, and Typhoid Fevers.

Many new formulfB which experience has shown to be
useful, have been introduced

;
portions of the text of a

less practical nature have been condensed, and other
portions, especially those relating to pathological histo-

logy, have been rewritten to correspond to recent dis-

coveries. As it is, the size of the volume has necessa-

rily been augmented by more than one Imndred pages.

Those unfamiliar with the book will be surprised at the

number and completeness with which references to

other authorities are introduced, without, at the same
time, destroying the personal character of the work.

Certain affections, such as Cyanosis, Intussusception,

etc., to which the Professor has given an unusual
amount of study, are treated at somewhat greater

length than will be found to be the case in other trea-

tises of the same size; but this does not appear to have
been done at the expense of other matter. We wish
that all authors were as faithful in the revision of their

work as seems to have been the case in the present in-

stance. It might have been well, if the occasion of a

second edition hud been taken to make certain correc-

tions in style, were it not that, on the other hand, it is

commonly safer, as regards perspicuity, that an author
should feel at liberty to say what he wishes in the way
that seems the most natural to himself.

The CiiuoNif: Diseases of Women : with Special Re-
gard to their Treatment in Creuznach. V>y LouiS
MrcilELS, M.D. , nicnibor of various learned Societies,

Knight, etc' Second iinj)roved edition. Rerlin : 1872.

Triibner & Co., (50 Paternoster Row, London.

This is an English version, made and printed in Ger-

many for an ihigli.-h publisher. The volume is a thin

octavo of seventy-five large-print pages. Manifestly

the space allowed is quite insufficient for a treatise on

the diseases of women, and the attempt should have

been to lay before the reader simply the data for a fair

appreciation of this valuable medicinal water. More
than half of the little volume, however, is given to a

description of the diseases, which are very singularly

arranged. This desciiplion contains nothing new or

particularly valuable, is generally borroAved Irom Scan-

zoni, and is given with the uncertainty and timidity of

a writer who, not professing to be him-elf an expert,

leans upon the diagnosis and pathology of others. On
llie other hand, the proper duty of exploiting a par-

ticular mineral water is very imperfectly done. No
analysis of its chemical constitution is given, no com-
parison with other waters drawn.

The cases cited are not very fully detailed, and in

all of them the ordinary routine of uterine treatment

seems to have been employed in conjunction with the

use of mineral waters, not exclusively those of Creuz-

nach.

The resultant impression fiom this little volume is,

that these waters, in virtue of the iodine, bromine,

iron, and soda which they contain, are valuable adju-

vants to the ordinary hygienic and therapeutic treat-

ment of uterine disase.

The Mother's Register : Current Notes of the Health

of Children. The Mother Records for the Physician to

Interpret. From the French of Prof. T. B. FoNS-
sagrives. New York : John Ross & Co.

These are twin volumes—one for boys and one for

girls; neat little books of about fifty pages, contain-

ing blank schedules, upon which every important lact

ot vital history may be recorded and kept. They are

edited by a layman and designed to pa<s into the hands

of mothers ; but they are thoroughly in tlie interest of

the child, and (which is the same thing) of physiologi-

cal science and its professional exponents.

The great value of such records would be very ap-

parent to any careful physician called to advise a child

in a family previously unknown to him. Here he

would find a conspectus of all the influences which

had shaped and qualified the organism of the patient;

facts of heredity, consanguinity, intra-uterine lile. birth,

nui sing, weaning, constitutional and accidental disea.«e,

temperament, habits, and education. It may be said

that the idea is Utopian, that the records would never

be kept. Doubtless this is true for the very large ma-
jority of mothers. But now and then woukl be found

one who would ddiglit in such a service. Could any
number of such filled records be collected they would
furnish invaluable aid to the students of statistics. Even
if these extremely well devised and elaborated tables

fail of these their primary uses, wherever they go they

will enhance respect for a profession which searches

with so minute a scrutiny so many fields of inquiry,

and will give a larger idea of the complex conditions

and forces which make individual Ufe and development

what it is in any given suliject.

We mean to distribute this book among the best

mothers in our flock, and would urge others to do the
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ArrrsnsAi, Catahrh (Hoy Fever). With three mapa
By Mouil.L WvMAN, M.l)., late IltTrtcy rrofessor Ad-
junct of the Theory nnd Practice of Mwlicine in Hor-
vnnl Vniversity. New York : Hunl <Sc Houghton,
Kiversiile Press, Cambridge. 1872. Pp. 173.

In its mechanical execution this mono^rajth is worthy
of the e-slablislied reputation of the Riverside Prc.«8.

It is not equally creditable to tlie Riverside proof-read-

er, a-s many textual inaccuracies witness: |>apo 116,

paragraph " Pneumonia." Neither can we believe

that the treatise itself will at all enliance, amonf) hia

peerSj the reputation of the Adjunct Professor in Har-
vard University. Indeed we lay down the book with
an indefinite but di.sagrceable impression that it was
not written for the profession at all. In this matter it

has much the same flavor that belongs to Henry Ben-
nett's recent book on Consumption, and the medical
lucubrations of the Autocrat of the Breakfast-table.

It would seem as if the author's eye wandered from
the profession and was filled with the public. The
book is largely made up of the history of cases furnished

by non-professional subjects of the disease. Thus we
have the ponderous jeremiad of the " immortal Daniel

"

Webster, the sprightly persiflage of our clerical humor-
ist Henry Ward Beecher, letters from lawyers and
clergymen, literary men and women, describing with
tedious minuteness the subjective phenomena of the dis-

ease. The personal history of the author appears
with these, and is neither better nor worse than the
rest. There is liule attempt at analysis or classifica-

tion of these cases,— little research or speculation as to

the essential nature of the affection. There is nothing
in the book which is not quite level with the appreci-
ation of the ordinaiy well-educated layman, while the
maps and intineraries, list of hotels, etc., etc., suggest
the idea that w« have here a hand-book for the tra-

velling public. Early in the book we are asked to be-
lieve that we are indebted to Dr. Wyman for the re-

cognition of this quite common disease. Page 2 we
read :

" I had long been a sufferer from this disease,

but have never yet met with a description of it in any
medical work. In 1854 it was described by me in my
lectures in the Medical School of Harvard University,
etc., etc."

The Lectures of Watson (edition of 1845) describe
the Catarrhus ^Estivus, and quote Bostock (1819), and
EUiolson (1836). It is described by earlier authors as

Catarrhus ^stivalis.

The author continues :
" Of the physicians to whom

I applied very few had met with, or ever heard of the
disease, and doubted its existence, except as an ordinary
catarrh." This measure of ignorance and increduUty
must, we think, be predicated of the latitude of Boston.
Our own experience warrants us in asserting, that in

New York the disease was fully and quite generally
recognized among the profession before this date. The
" rose cold," the " hay cold," and the " peach cold " are
household words, of venerable antiquity. Page 6 the
author declares that he proposes " to give the natural
history of this singular disease," and he does it very well,
after the model of Linnaeu?, not Jussieu. He counts
the sneezes and the tears, but shows small interest in
the intimate physiological conditions which produce
them. Five pages are given to the nose-symptoms, four
pages to the eye-symptoms, and four pages to the chest-
symptoms. They read a Uttle like as many pages from
Jahr's Manual. When a classification is attempted it is

on the basis of most exoteric particulars—sex, date, age,
etc.

The chapter on G-eographic and Chorographic Rela-
tions is well done, and the best in the book. It is sin-
gular, however, that so little allusion is made to the

great panitarium of the United States*, the elevated

(0,000 fi.) plati'au, which skirts the eastern base of the

Rocky MounUiina.

In a recent vi.sit to Colorado the writer heard it con-

stantly affirmed, and never contradicted, that all the

form.s of sunmier catarrh were unknown there. This

observation, however, comes from the laity, and must
be so esteemed.

In the chapter on causes we have in a foot-note

brief allusion to Claude Bernard's experiments in sec-

tions of the eympathetio nerve, and the meagre sugges-

tion that it would not be difficult t) run a parallel

between the symptoms resulting from such sections and
the phenomena of this kind of catarrh.

Later, we have a sketch of the germ theory, which
makes the disease to depend upo'i the multiplication of

cryptogamic growth in the various res[)irat'iry pas-

sai:es, wiih allusion to the views of HelmJiol/, Bastian,

and Tymiall. These views are very interesting, nnd it

is difficult to witlihold credence from the statements of

such a man as Helmholz. To our own mind, however,
a single fact militates very broadly au'ainst this view of

cryptogamic origin, v'z. : the extreme abruptness,

almost instantaneous, of the invasion and resolution of
the disease in some cases. Thus of two persons, appa-
rently similarly affected, travelling from a catarrhal

locality to a non-catarrhal, one will lay off all the

symptoms with his travelling coat, and with the other
they will persist indefinitely. The conditions for cryp-
togamic growth must be nearly, if not quite, the same
for both. Moreover, we have not known any notable
advantage to follow the use of the quinine solution, the

carbolic acid solution, and the sulphurous acid solution,

each of which we have prescribed since reading Binz's

researches.

The chapter on the causes of paroxysms is interesting,

particularh^ the observations on the Ambrosia Artemi-
siaefoliaor Roman Wormwood. The chapter on diag-

nosis is elaborated beyond the needs of the practitioner.

From the section on prognosis, the sufferers under this

malady, so pathetic in its appearance, will be comforted
to learn that, on the whole, it does not seem often to

induce other disease?, or of itself to shorten life. And
it will exasperate the sufferers aforesaid, that a Harvard
medical professor, who has contended in personal con-
flict with the disease for forty years, can do no better

than to sum up his treatment in six apothegms, viz.

:

1st. Remain in a non-catarrhal region during the critical

period. 2d. Strengthen the system by food and tonics.

3d. Avoid smoke, dust, night air, and noxious vegeta-
bles. 4th. Dress warmly, with flannel next the skin II

5th. For the cough, mild narcotics. Gth. For the
asthma, smoke stramonium.

Against No. 4 in this category we enter protest. In
several cases we have found that the symptoms were
greatly aggravated by a perspiring condition of the

body. The thinnest possible under-clothing, and the
frequent use of the cold bath, affording more relief than
any other measure employed.
Nothing is said of the value of chloral and nitrite of

amyl, by the aid of each of which the paroxysms have
been, in such cases as have recently come under our
notice, greatly relieved. If the book was indeed writ-

ten for the people rather than the profession, this econo-
my of medical resources is explained, and is very wise.

Briefly we may say, that if we could have written
this book, we would not.

Corals and Cohal Islands. By James D. Dana,
LL.D., Professor of Geology and Mineralogy in Yale
College, etc., pp. 378. New York: Dodd & Mead,
Publishers.

A COMPLETE and popular American work of this char-
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acter has long been needed to give the scholar and
casual reader an insight into the intricate formation,

by the coral-makers, of coral reefs and islands situated

in diftVrent parts of the world. The author has spared

no pains in working up tlie subject, which is not new
to him. During four year.^, from 1838 to 1842, he

was connected with the Wilkes Exploring Expedition

around tlie world, which did so much for the advance-

ment of the science of Geology.

No other work on the subject at all approaches the

researclies of our author, with tlie exception of the

English Report on "Coral Reefs," in 1842, by Mr.

Cliarles Darwin, noted during the years 1831 to 1836,

in tiie voyage of the Beagle, under Captain Fitzroy.

The conclusions arrived at by both authors were in

many respects identical. Prof. Dana remarks: "The
principal points of difference relate to the reason for

the absence of corals from some coasts, and the evi-

dence therefrom as to changes of level, and the distribu-

tion of the oceanic regions of elevation and subsidence

—topics which a wide range of travel over the Pacific

brought directly and constantly to my attention."

One-third of the book is taken up with an instructive

history of the corals and their organizers, with their

subdivisions ; and those who have believed that the

whole subject was attended vvith mystery may especial-

ly thank our author for these succinct paragraphs :

—

" Coral is made by organisms of four very different

kinds. These are :

" First. Polyps, the most important of coral-making

animals, the principal source of the coral reefs of the

world.
" Second. Animals related to the little hydra of fresh

waters, and called hydroids (a division under the Aca-
lephs), which, as Agassiz has shown, form the very

common and often large corals called Millepores.
" Third. The lowest tribe of Mollusks, called Bryo-

zoans, which produce delicate corals, sometimes branch-

ing and moss-like (whence the name from the Greek,

for moss animal), and at other times in broad plates,

thick masses, and thin incrustations. Although of

small importance as reef-makers at the present time, in

a former age of the world—the Palezoic—they so

abounded over the sea-bottom that some beds of lime-

stone are half composed of them.
^^ Fourth. Algas or sea-Aveeds, some kinds of which

would hardly be distinguished from corals, except that

they have no cells or pores."

Chapter 11. is devoted to the notices of various coral

islands and their peculiar structure, such as : Maldive

Archipelago; Great Chagos Bank; Jarvis' Island;

Birnie's and Swain's Islands ; Honden, or Henuake

;

Otuhu, Margaret, Tehu, Washington Island, Ender-

bury's Island ; Metia, etc. ; Taiara, Sydney's, Duke of

York; Fakaafo ; Ahii ; Rarada; Kawehe; Manhii,

Aratica, Nairsa or Dean's. His description of the

Florida Reefs and Keys, Bahamas, Salt Key Bank, and
Bermuda or Somers Islands, with soundings between
Florida Reefs and Cuba, are " household words " to

those who, like us, have been amateur explorers and

residents of this particular section of our country, so

rich in the various coral specimens.

In chapters III., IV., V. and VI. the formation and

geographical distribution of coral reefs and islands,

with causes of their features, and changes of level in

the Pacific Ocean are discussed, with valuable geologi-

cal conclusions.

In taking leave of Professor Dana's elaborate volume,

we cannot but express our thanks to the publishers for

the mechanical ability displayed in its publication It

is elegantly bound, and printed on clear white paper,

in unusually large type, and accompanied with two

hundred and eighty-four fine illustrations and maps

—

more than hall" of which were engraved from the

plates of the author.

Correspantjencf.

CANCER DOCTORS.

To THE Editor of the Medical Recokd.

Sir—The Court, at its recent session in this village, wa3
occupied in the consideration of a case of " irregular

practice"—a case presenting so many salient points

that it seems worthy of a place in the Record.

It appears that in November, 1871, Mrs. Mary Mur-
dock applied to Alexander McDonald, a reputed "can-

cer doctor," for the treatment of what was thought to

be cancer of the breast. After bhstering tlie surface,

McDonald applied a " cancer plaster," an article made
by himself. On the evening after the application, Mrs.

M. was taken with burning pain in the stomach, con-

striction of the throat, vomiting, and other symptoms
of poisoning, the symptoms growing rapidly worse.

On the third day a physician was called, but the pa-

tient sank rapidly, and on the fourth day she died.

The coroner was called, who made a post-mortem

examination in presence of several physicians. The

stomach, part of the breast, and a portion of the " can-

cer plaster " were sent to Prof Porter, of Albany, who
made a careful examination of the same.

He detected arsenic sufficient, in his opinion, to pro-

duce death. The portion of diseased breast examined

bore no evidence of cancerous growth, but was consid-

ered to be but a harmless tumor.

In January last McD. was indicted for manslaughter

in the fourth degree. His trial took place here last

week. On the trial it was admitted, on the part of the

defendant, that he was ignorant of the nature and ap-

pearance of cancer ; that he could not distinguish be-

tween a cancer and a harmless tumor; that he did not

know that arsenic might be absorbed into the system

—

unless applied to cancer—so that a small quantity

might produce death; that he had no knowledge of

medicine; and that in preparing his famous plasters he

guessed at the amount of arsenic he put into them
;
and

yet he sold them to people as ignorant as himself, who
said or thought they were afflicted with cancer.

The cause of the woman's death seems to have been

clearly established ; the defendant's incapacity to prac-

tice the beahng art was fully admitted. The judge in-

structed the jury, that if the defendant assumed to treat

cancers, he nmst possess ordinary medical skill on that

subject ; and that if he did not possess such skill the

jury should find the defendant " guilty
;
" and yet the

enlightened jury brought in a verdict ot^—" not guilty."

In view of all the facts, this verdict was, at the

least, extraordinary. The grounds of it are not appa-

rent. It may be conjectured that the jury meant it as

a warning to the unwise and over-credulous, that if

they employ ignorant quack doctors they must do so at

their own risk.

Perhaps the " twelve good men and true " were

touched with compassion for what counsel termed " an

honest, but ignorant old man." The honesty of at-

tempting to practise medicine while wholly ignorant

of its first principles, dealing out virulent poisons and

thereby endangering health, even life itself, is not evi-

dent to common observers. Ignorance may not be a

crime in private life, and it is not often put forth as a
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qualification by those charlatans whose circulars are

Glleil with wontlerfiil cures of |)fttientii " pivcn up by nil

the ropiilar lioctdrs; '' but it isciiminul when it seeks

honor nml cinohiiiient by assuming the odice of the

learned and the wise.

Bknjamin Edson.
CoopKBSToww, July, 1872.

CONCERNING MEDICAL DIPLOMAS IN
CALIFORNIA.

To THE EDiTnn or tiik Medical Record.

Dkar Sir—In the ^fKDiCAr, Record for June 15 is a let-

ter from ()s.ica, Japan, signed R. T. Hayes, M.D.,
stating that the writer has lately met with an instance
showing " the laxity of the Pacific Meiiical Sciiools in
sending foi th upon tiie world incompetent piiysicians
with flanntini,' diplomas

;

" tlie instance being that of a
young Er.glisii pliy.^ician whose credentials he had been
called upon to examine, and whom he had found in
posjicssion of a diploma from the Medical Department
of the University of the Pacific. ''On inquiry," adds
Dr. llayes, "I ascertained that one year before, this

person was a cilerk in a drug store in Yokoliama, that
he was absent from Yokoliama but a few montiis, and
returned a full fledged M.D."
Having been the Dean of the Medical Department of

the University of the Pacific when the diploma in ques-
tion was issued, you will permit me to explain tiiat the
" young " man mentioned is Dr. James Gye, aged about
thirty-four years, and married

; that he attended a course
of lectures at King's College, London, in 1858 ; that he
went to China in 1859, and served in the dispensaries at
Whampoa, Hongkong, and Shanghai, until May, 1866;
that lie then went to Nagasaki, Japan, where lie prac-
tised medicine in connection with a drug store until
April, 1870, when he was burned out, losing all his
property

; that he then accepted the appointment, for
a voyage, of surgeon of the P. M. S. S. Golden Age;
and that he afterward came to San Francisco and re-
quested to be examined for a degree. Having been
assured of the foregoing facts by his own declaration
under oath, which was confirmed by testimonials from
respectable medical practitioners and by other testi-
mon}-, and having evidence also of his honorable de-
portment and good moral character, the Faculty agreed
to admit him to examination before completing his at-
tendance on a final course of lectures, and to grant him
a diploma, if he were able to pass a rigid examination.
He was subjected to an examination, both oral and
written, each professor devoting to it from one to three
hours, the result proving satisfactory. That he had
served in a drug store, which is the only objection
made to him by Dr. Hayes, the Faculty considered in
the light of a recommendation. We have every reason
to believe that he is fully quahfied to practise medi-
cine, and that the profits of a few years of practice will
give him a respectable position even in the estimation
of his enemies, if such there be.

Dr. Ilayos adds, "Two similar instances are within
my knowledge, one of the parties residing at San
Diego, the other at Santa Barbara." This statement
is also, to s.'iy the least, incautiously made. There is at
neither of these places a graduate of the Medical De-
partment of the University of the Pacific,—the only
school named by Dr. Hayes.

I may add that there is not the least ground for
charging the medical schools of CaUfornia with laxity

in '•Hcnding fortli upon the world incompetent phy-
sicians with flaunting dijdomas." On the contrary, the

greatest eare has been exercised in this respect ; and
the Faculties of the two .schools are proud to point to

their graduates, and to compare them with tho.se of the

Atlantic colleges. In the fourteen years sinct; the first

school was founded, the whole number of C'aliforiiia

graduates has not been over a hundred,— less than one-

third as many as obtain degrees in tlie city of .New
York alone in a single year. At this rate it would re-

quire nearly half a century to send forth from our

schools as many doctors as are turned out in New
York City in a single winter.

It is notorious here that there is more difficulty in

?citing a diploma in California than there is in New
'ork, aii<l that several students who have failed here,

have succeeded elsewhere without adding to their

stock of knowledge.
Yours truly,

Hknuy Gibdoxs, Jr., M.D.

San Francisco, July 2(1, 187'2.

MEDICAL THERMOMETRY.

TO THE Editor of the Medical Hecord.

Sir—If thermometry be of any advantage to the clinical

physician, it is highly important that his instrument
should be as accurate as possible. It is well known
that the thermometers in general use vary not a little

—

indeed it is almost impossible to obtain two instru-

ments that will denote precisely the same temperature
under sitiiilar circumstances.

Some time ago, becoming dissatisfied with the in-

struments I had been using, I purchased of an old and
leading house in this city two theimometers which
were represented as being of their own importation and
of Caselia's manufacture.

Although the thermometers contained no mark desig-

nating the manufacturer, I relied upon the knowledge
and veracity of the gentlemen of whom I purchased
them.

I subsequently showed the instruments to a ther-

mometer-maker, who informed me that they were not
Caselia's make, and he very much doubted whether
they were even imported.
Upon my charging the firm from whom I obtained

them with such misrepresentation, they replied that the
thermometers were genuine Casella instruments.

In order to remove the doubt I wrote to Mr. Ca-ella,

and received a reply in which he states that he would
not make a thermometer that did not bear either his

name or his number, and that said thermometers could
not possibly be his.

I desire to call attention to the fact that a great many
instruments are sold under the name of Casella which
were not made by him. I am informed that this gentle-

man never "'points" his medical thermometers until

they have seasoned six months ; this time being re-

quired to guard against inaccuracies which would other-

wise occur. This tedious process accounts for the high
price of his instruments, but it enhances their value,

and the medical man is sure of a faithful record of tem-
perature.

Every instrument that Casella makes is marked with
his name and number—either one or both ; all others

are counterfeit.

Saml. Wiiitall, M.D.
607 Lexington Ave., June 13, 1872.
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CHRONIC CYSTITIS.—PERINEAL CYSTO-
TOMY.

To THE Editou of the Medical Record.

Sir—In the 15th July number of your Journal, Dr.

Charles K. Eriddon remarks :
—

" Cystotomy, and by that I mean cutting into the

bladder, was proposed some years ago by Prof. Willard

Parker, as a remedy for those intractable cases of chro-

nic cystitis that refuse to 3'ield to other means. I am
' not aware that it has been done on the male. I do not

think the wound could be kept open long enough for

the bladder to recover itself without the assistance of a

canula, which would not be tolerated in an inflamed

organ."

It will be of interest to Dr. Briddon and perhaps to

others to know that this operation was done by me,
precisely as he states it, in May, 18G9, and was briefly

reported to the Georgia Medical Association. The re-

port of the case may be found in the current June num-
ber of the Medical Companion^ Atlanta, Geo. If Dr.

Briddon will furnish me his address, I will with plea-

sure forward him the notes of the case.

In my case the operation being, as I supposed, yet

untried, was reserved for a last resort ; and was done
only when the patient seemed near his end. It was
thought to be fufly justifiable at the time as apafliative

measure to relieve the sufferings of the patient, which
had become continuous and very excruciating.

The relief afforded was immediate and most gratifj''-

ing. Life was prolonged fur eighteen months, and was
for the most part comfortable and enjoyable. For a time

hopes were entertained that the proceeding would
prove curative rather than palliative merely, as had
been previously contemplated.

The inflamed bladder tolerated the " canula " (india-

rubber tubing) admirably; indeed, so great was the

relief afforded by it to the patient, he made little or no
complaint of the presence of the tube or any irritation

from it. The fistula left on its removal gave him an

option either to evacuate the urine per iirethram in the

standing posture, or by the fistula, in a squatting po-
sition, at his pleasure ; and this privilege lie esteemed
so highly that he would not contemplate the closure of

the fistula under any circumstances. By voluntary
muscular power he could control the escape of urine by
the fistula.

So well satisfied am I with tlie experience of the one
case, I sliall not hesitate to do the operation earher
when suitable opportunity oflers, in the expectation

that it may prove curative.

In conclusion, I may remark that I have found no
local wash in these cases at all comparable to solutions

of chlorate potassa.

Robert Battey, M.D.
[ Home, Ga., Aiigiist 6th, 1872.

THE LATEST FROM PARIS.

The following extract from a letter just received from
a student now at work in the Paris hospitals con-
tains some interesting points, which, by the kindness
of the gentleman to whom they were written, are

herewith furnished to the readers of the Eecord :

—

Dear Doctor, etc.— in order to keep you
posted in what is going on here I will devote the rest

of my letter to medical news. Richet has had a Avell-

marked case of the rather unusual affection, hemor-

rhoidal dilatation of the uretliral veins in the female.
He considers the causes of this affection to be, first,

retention of urine, and consequent inflanmiation of the
neck of the bladder and uretlira, which s.-ems to me to
be putting the cart before the horse, for he gives no
cause for the retention

;
and second, pressure of the

uterus upon the neck of the bladder, cither by dis-
placement of the former organ or during pregnancy.
The latter is perhaps the most active of all causes.

A bluish circle around the meatus urinarius, caused
I)y venous congestion, is one of the earliest si2ns of
pregnancy. If this congestion be pushed a step further
the vessels are liable to become varicose, in the same
way as do the veins of the cervix uteii and of its canal
during pregnancy. None of these conditions have any
relation with varicose veins elsewhere, either in the
rectum or on the leg.

The symptoms of hemorrhoids of the urethra are :

spasm of the vesical sphincter, with retention of urine
(partially voluntary on account of pain) ; excessive pain
on attempting to pass a sound, the spasmodic contrac-
tion of the urethral muscles resisting the entrance of
the instrument ; the appearance of blood at the end
of the stream every time that the urine is voided, and
the grasping of the sound by the urethral nmscles both
in introduction and withdrawal The appearances of
the part are, however, characteristic. , The meatus is

situated in a projection instead of a depression, and a
fleshy growth seems to be jutting out from it. This
growth, however, differs from polypus in not being pe-
dunculated, but being continuous all around the urethra
in a sort of a fringed manner, all of which fringe pos-
sesses the purple hue of enlarged veins covered by
mucous membrane.
The consequences of such an affection left untreated

were represented to be dilatation of the bladder and
atony with cystitis.

The treatment is simple and effective. First, dilata-

tion of the urethra, and then excision of the varices at
three segments of the circle of the meatus, taking away
in all about one-half of the mucous membrane of the
orifice of the canal; each portion snipped away com-
prising one-eighth of the whole circumference. The
bleeding is arrested by the pressure of a sound with
cold, and if necessary persulphate of iron, while the
process of repair obliterates the remaining varicose
vessels, and leaves a meatus which is large enough for
all purposes, and does not tend to contract inordinately.

Richet uses this same method in his treatment of
anal hemorrhoids, except that he includes his three
segments containing the offending vessels in a clamp,
and burns them off, contending that the amount of
healthy tissue left prevents any subsequent stricture.

Legros, Robin's "preparateur," is very enthusiastic
over the treatment of rectal hemorrhoids by galvano-
cautery. Ho punctures the hemorrhoids in many
places with the heated needle, and believes that Avhile
the subseiiuent inflammation is less than after the or-
dinary means of disposing of hemorrhoids by operation,
still it is sufficient to shrink up and cause the entire
disappearance of the varicosities.

On the subject of scars Robin differs from the German
authorities, and does not admit that the new skin is

formed by proliferation of the epithelium at the bor-
ders of the wound. He believes that it is impossible for

the cells to grow so rapidly, and thinks that the skin
is formed by the birth of young cells in the exudation
from the granulations, which is, to that extent, a blaste-
ma. In support of his theory he refers to the cicatri-

cial spots wliich often form in the centre of an ulcer,
and also to the re-creation of the epithelium of the
mammary glands, all of which is lost during lactation.
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Hardy is making a CTcat cry about the use of the

canlio^'raph in distinj;uisniiig, in doubtful casus, between
aorlic aneurism and insunicicni-y of the aortic valves.

Although it is not yet plain to me why any difhculty

of diagnosis of such a sort should exist, still Hardy says

that lliL! point is, that in the descending trace of tlie

cardiograph with aortic aneuri<m the natural curve

(with the "plakan") is made, while with aorlic insuf-

ficience the descending link of the trace is almost ab-

solutely straight.

Ill the way of histology Frey now positively asserts

(which has been long suspected) the existence of cylin-

drical epithelium around the blood-vessels of the !Mal-

pighian tuft in the kidney, inside of and distinct from
the pavement epithelium lining the capsule itself.

In a recent monograph on the kidney, by Gro?, of

Strasbourg, it is stated positively that albumen is pour-

ed out into the Malpighian ca|)sule by the blood-vessels

of the tuft and reabsorbed by the capillaries which
surround the uriniferous tubules. No proof is given.

Frey's latest edition says that these capillaries Uike up
part of the water which has been poured out into the

Malpighian capsule.

Yours, &c.,

L. A. Stimson.

ARMY AND NAVY NEWS.

Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the 2fedical Department, United States Army,
from August 5, 1872, to August 19, 1872. iiiclusive.

Edwards, L. A., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 187, War De-
partment, Adjutant-General's Office, August 13. 1872,

leave of absence further extended thirty (30) daj's.

Brooke. John*, Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 84, De-
partment of the Columbia, July 24, 1872, relieved from
duty at Camp San Juan Island, and ordered to Sitka,

Alaska, for duty as Post Surgeon.

Phillips, II. J., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 84,

Department of the Columbia, July 24, 1872, relieved

from duty at Sitka, Alaska, and ordered to report in

person to the Medical Director of the Department.

O'Reillt, R. M., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 71,
Military Division of the Missouri, August 3, 1872, leave
of absence extended thirty (30) days.

Carvallo, Carlos, Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0.
184, Adjutant-General's Office, August 9, 1872, leave of
absence extended fifteen (15) days.

GiRARD, A. C, Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 140,
Headquarters Department of Texas, August 10. 1872,
granted leave of absence for thirty (30) days on Sur-
geon's certificate of disability.

Wilson, A. D., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 151,
Department of the East, August 12, 1872, to report to
the Commanding Officer, Fort Warren, Massachusetts,
for temporary duty.

Official List of Changes of StattoJis arid Duties of Offi-
cers in the Medical Corps of the United States Xavif.

Hugo, Jos., Surgeon.—Ordered to the U. S. R. S.

New Hampshire, Norfolk, Ya.

Bradi.et, Geo. P., Assistant Surgeon.—To the U. S.

S. Cauandaigua.

JoN-ES, M. D., Assistant Surgeon.—To the U. S. S.
Benecia.

CoRwiK, Wm. a.. Assistant Surgeon.—Detached from
the U. S. S. Benecia, and waiting orders.

AcLiOK, H., Assistant Surgeon.—Detached from the

U. S. S. Portsmouth, and waiting orders.

Taueweli,. Wm. G., Assistant Surgeon.—Detached
from the U. S. S. Portsmouth, and waiting order.**.

Martis, II. M., Assistant Surgeon.—To the Naval
Hospital, Washington, D. C.

^ftiical Jtcms anti Ucids.

Difference retweem Male and Fe-vi ale.—What dif-

ference is there between u man and a woman ? Ans.
A vas deferens !

Royal College of Surgeons, London.—At a meeting
of the Council of the College, held July 11th, .Mr. Hen-
ry Hancock, Surgeon to the Charing Cross Hospital,

was elected President, in the vacancy caused by the re-

tirement of Mr. George Busk, F.U.S. ; and Messrs. T.

B. Curling and F. Le Gros Clark were elected Vice-
Presidents. Mr. Holt, of the Westminster Hospital,

the recently-elected Councillor, took his seat. Messrs.

Erasmus Wilson, T. Holmes, and W. H. Flower were
re-elected Professors of Dermatology, Surgery, and
Comparative Anatomy, respectively ; and Dr. Hum-
phry', Lecturer on Anatomy and Physiology. During
the collegiate year 1871-72, 349 new members were
admitted, a'jainst 291 last year, showing an increase of

58.

The Miller Prize.—Dr. J. Leland Miller, of Shef-
field, Mass., offers a prize of one hundred dollars to

the members of the Massachusetts Medical Society for

the best essay on " Accidental Poisoning,'' considered
in its broadest application.

DcGOXG Oil.—Attention has been recalled, by the

contents of the Queensland Annexe at the International

Exhibition, to the medical uses of dugong oil. It has
been declared by more than one medical practitioner,

following Dr. Holt, of Brisbane, to possess all the nu-
tritive properties of cod-liver oil, and to beequallyuse-
ful in all the forms of tuberculous and wasting diseases

which are benefited by the administration of cod-oil

;

it is alleged to possess an actually agreeable flavor, to

be pleasant as an article of food, and to be acceptable

to those whose stomachs reject cod-oiL At a recent
dinner in the Annexe, the pastry was made with
dugong-oil, and was pronounced to be excellent.

—

Br.

Med. Jour.

Directions for Bathing.—The Royal Humane
Society has issued the following instructions : Avoid
bathing within two hours after a meal, when exhausted
by fatigue, or from any other cause ; when t!ie body is

coohng after perspiration ; and altogether in the open
air if, after having been a short time in the water,
there is a sen.se of chilliness with numbness of the hands
and feet. Bathe when the body is warm, provided no
time is lost in getting into the water. Avoid chilling

the body by standing undressed on the banks or in

boats after having been in the water. Avoid remain-
ing too long in the water—leave the water immedi-
ately there is the shghtest feeling of chiUiness. The
Tigorous and strong may bathe early in the morning
on an empty stomach. The young, and those who are

weak, had belter bathe two or three hours after a meal
—the best time for such is from two to three hours
after breakfast. Those who are subject to attacks of
giddiness or faintness, and those who suffer from palpi-

tation and other cense of discomfort at the heart, should
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noc bathe -vvithout first consulting their medical adviser.

—Ihid.

Parisian Hospitals.—The question whether the new
Hotel Dieu is to bo used for hospital purposes or con-

verted into a building for the city government, has been

decided by the municipal council in favor of the former

course ; but instead of the 800 beds which were to have

been the limit of its capacity, only 460 are to be pro-

vided, and certain changes are to be made in the ori-

ginal plan. The Hopital Berck, which was built on the

sea-shore for the accommodation of strumous children,

) has alsv) proven an "elephant," for, besides the very

considerable expense of its construction, the municipal

council have just been obliged to appropriate 25,000

francs to works intended to protect it from invasion by
the sea.

Yellow Fever at tub Narrows.—The Spanish

iron-clad frigate Nnmancia, seven days from Havana,
arrived in the Narrows, entrance to New York Harbor,

xVugust 12th, with eighteen well-developed cases of yel-

low fever on board, which were removed to the Quar-

antine Hospital at West Bank. For one week previous

to August 14th, one death had occurred daily.

Medical Department of tue University of Penn-
sylvania.—The Catalogue and Announcement of this

college for the one hundred and seventh session, 1872-3,

alludes to the unequalled advantages for medical stu-

dents, by its extensive "Wistar and Homer Museum,"
and Cabinets,—the former having been founded nearly

one hundred years ago,—and the University and Hos-
pital Clinics. Over 4,000 patients were treated at the

Medical Dispensary service of the University of Penn-
sylvania during I'STl. At the Surgical Clinic, under
the direction of Prof. D. Hayes Agnew and Dr. Garret-

son, 2,1 15 cases were under observation during the year

past, and over GOO operations were performed within

the last six month?. Those students who have attend-

ed two full courses on subjects which form a scientific

basis for medicine, given during the spring and summer
by the Auxiliary Faculty, and passed a satisfactory ex-

amination upon them, receive the degree of Ph.D.
(Doctor of Philosophy).

Canada Medical and Surgical Journal.—This is the

title of a new monthly journal, the first number of

which appeared in July. It is published at Montreal,

and edited by George E. Fenwick, M.D., formerly the se-

nior editor of the Canada Medical Journal. The late

corresponding editors, Drs. D. McNeill Parker, W. Can-
nilF, and Wm. Bayard, of the Canada Medical Journal,

are associated with Dr. Fenwick in the new enterprise.

The new joui'nal bears also a close resemblance to the

Canada Medical Journal, An instructive paper on
" The Science of Meteorology," by Mr. Thomas D.
King, of Montreal, is published in the August number.

Death of a Canadian Professor.—William Fraser,

M.D., Professor of Institutes of Medicine, McGill Uni-
versity, Montreal, died July 24th, 1872. He was an
attending physician to the Montreal General Hospital

since the year 1847, was appointed a Professor in the

University in 1849, and two years ago was an active
^* agent in resuscitating the Medico-Chirurgical Society.

In Paris 21,958 babies were "farmed" out last year.

Cholera Infantum in Boston, Mass.—Of 220 deaths

in Boston for the week ending July 27th, 95 were from
cholera infantum—being 43^ per cent, of the whole.

American Pharmaceutical Association.—The twen-
tieth annual meeting of this Association will be held in

the city of Cleveland, September 3d, 1872, commencing

at 3 o'clock P.M. It is proposed to have an exhibition

of objects relating to pharinaoy, and all articles for ex-

hibition are to be delivered, free of expense, to the lo-

cal secretary, H. C. Gaylord, 110 Monument Square,

Cleveland, Ohio, on or before September 1st.

New York Board of Pharmacy.—Mr. William

Neergaard was elected President of this now Board,

and Dr. F. II. Weismann, Secretary. The Board meet
at the rooms of the College of Pharmacy on Mondays,

Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays, from 2 to 5 o'clock

P.M., for the purpose of registering those who are
" Graduates or Licentiates in Pharmacy." Up to the

20th of July 250 persons were registered, of whom the

majority were engaged in business on their own ac-

count.

Homoeopathy.—I. T. Talbot, M.D., President of the

American Institute of Homoeopathy, in his annual ad-

dress, at Washington, D.C., May 21st, 1872, stated

that fifteen years ago the whole membership of the In-

stitute was but three hundred and twenty-five. Now
it has upon its roll the names of more than one thou-

sand physicians in active practice. Then, the yearly

transactions were included in a pamphlet of eighty

pages. Now, they annually fill a volume of six or

seven hundred pages. There are at present twenty-one

State societies, and sixty local and county societies. But
while homoeopathy has made progress in Great Britain,

it has, during the past year, met with a sad loss in the

death of its distinguished advocates. Among these is

Professor Henderson, of Edinburgh, who died April

1st, 1872. In closing, the speaker spoke as follows

:

" Homoeopathy is not confined to the most enlightened

countries. It is making its way, steadily and surely, to

the more obscure and darker place.«. Asia, Africa, Aus-
tralia, and the Hawaiian Islands, all welcome the dawn-
ing of the new (?) medical light."

—

The New England
Med. Gazette.

New York College of Pharmacy.—During the

43d annual course of lectures at this College, commen-
cing October 7th, six prizes, of from $50 to $100, will

be offered to the most proficient students.

The International Ophthalmological Congress.- -

The British Medical Journal gives a report of the

Ophthalmological Congress which convened at the

Royal College of Physicians in London, on Thursday,

August 1st. The evening before, a meeting for the ar-

rangement of preliminaries had been held, at which
the attendance was very considerable, the ophthalmo-

logical talent of France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Eng-
land, and other European countries, and America,

being well represented ; the business, besides admit-

ting members and issuing cards, consisting mostly in

the interchange of courtesies, and introductions.

The following gentlemen are named as having been
there present :

—

Drs. Agnew and Roosa, of New York ; Dr. Rider,

of Rochester; Drs. Thomson and Dyer, of Philadel-

phia; Dr. Green, of St. Louis; Dr. H. W. Williams, of

Boston ; Dr. Bullcr, of Canada; Dr. Pagenstccker, of

Wiesbaden ; Dr. Michaeli.s, of Berlin ;
Dr. Hess, of May-

ence ; Dr. Vogelsang, of Hannover ;
Drs. Galezow.skiand

do Wecker, of Paris ; Drs. Drewer and Deloppez, of

Brussels ; Dr. Bribosa, of Namur ; Dr. Woixon, of Mos-
cow ; Dr. Gama Lobos, of Rio de Janeiro ; Dr. Grosse,

of Adelaide
; Dr. Roberts, of Sydney ; Dr. !Mannhart,

of Florence.

The practical difficulty presented itself at the outset

in securing intelligible communication between the

members, many of whom were only acquainted with
their own language ; and it was agreed, as the most fa-
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vorablo compromise, to conduct Uie business, afi Tar as

possible, in the French lai)j,Miaj:e, which phm, on the

wliole, appears to have woikt-d well. Tlie arrange-

ments imluiled, during the first day, a visit to the Oph-
thalmic Hospital, Moorfu'lds, in tlie morning at

o'clock ; tlie nieetmn of the Congress from 11 to 1 p.m.,

and from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Diirinp tlie afternoon the Central London, the .South

London, the lioyal Westminster, and the Western Oph-
thalmic llt'Spitals, as well as the ophthalmic depart

mentd of the General Hospitals, were open to the

members of the Congre?8.

One of the most important features of such a meet-

ing, viz., the social gatherings, seem not to have been

neglected. Mr. Bowman g;ive on Thursday evening a

brilliant amversdzione to a most distinguished assem-

blage of the members of the Congre.>sS, and many leading

metropolitan and provincial medical men and others.

On Friday evening Mr. Critchett extended his hos-

pitality to a like assemblage at a soirie musicnk ; and on
baturday the Congress wound up with a dinner at the

Crystal Palace.

Thursildi/, Auguxt Isf.—The Congress opened at 11

o'clock. Mr. Critchett was voted to the Cliair, and,

speaking in French, said tliat wlun at Heidelberg, last

year, he had proposed that the International Ophthal-
mological Congress should so far depart from arrange-

ments previously made as to hold its next triennial

meeting in London. This proposal he made on behalf

of hiraielf and colleagues in London; it had been en-

thusiastically received ; and he had no doubt that the

meeting new commenced would be successfully carried

through, and would materially contribute both to the

advancement of their science, and to the promotion of

good feeling and fellowshii>. Mr. Critchett then nomi-
nated, amid much applause, Mr. Bonders as President
of tlie Congress; Dr. Williams, of Boston, and Dr.

Warlomont, of Brussels, as Vice-Presidents; and Messrs.

Zehendcr and Soelberg Wells, a^ Secretaries.

Mr. Donders, on taking the Chair, made a few re-

marks, after which he nominated the following honorary
Vice-Presidents: Messrs. White, Cooper, Critchett,

Bowman, Quaglino, Zehendcr, and Cervora.
Several papers were read in English, but the French

language was most generally used.

The following papers were read at the morning sit-

ting : On the Use of Ether in Oplithalmic Surgery, by
Dr. Joy Jeffries, of Boston ; On the Surgical Treatment
of Optic Xeruitis, by Dr. de Wecker, of Paris ; Sym-
pathetic Ophthalmia, by Dr. Warlomont, of Brussels.

The Congress met again at 3 p..m. ; the President in

the Chair. Mr. Bader proceeded to show several cases

—

one of Piiotophobia, treated by sulphate of quinine
;

and two of Conical Cornea, that had been operated
on successfully. The remainder of the sitting was mostly
occupied in reading and discussing papers on the Ex-
traction of Cataract; the p.ipers being contributed by
Messrs. Taylor, Bribosa, Warlomont, and M. Hansen,
of Copenhagen.
Thy f jUowing are some of the papers read at the sit-

tings of Friday and Saturday :

—

Mr. Bowman. 1. On New Methods of Dividing the

Iris. 2. On New Methods of Excising Structures in

the Pupillary Region. 3. On some Xew Instruments
for the Treatment of Lachrymal Obstructions. 4. On
some Uses of Eye Trephines, and on New Forceps for

certain Purpo.ses. 5. On Operations for Conical Cornea.
Mr. Brundenell Carter. Improved Demonstrating

Ophthalmoscope and Perimeter.
Dr. Dudgeon. On Mechanism of Visual Adjustment.
Mr. Jabez Hogg. On Atrophy.
Mr. Hunt (Manchester). On Cerebral Amaurosis.

Dr. Joy JcfTiios (Boston). On Passavant's Operation.
Mr. Power. On Trun8|iliiiitaiion of the Cornea.
Dr. Argyll Robertson (Edinburgh), i'nui- of Unilate-

ral Iridt-rtMuia. Case of Division oi'llie Superior Pi<<.tu8.

Mr. Vernon. Observations on Three Ca!<e.s of Tumor
of the Eyeball.

Mr. I'ridgen Teale (Leeds). Treatment of Symble-
pharoii by Trnnsplantalion.

Mr. Spencer Wat.son. 1. On a Convenient Method
of Applying Cold to the Eye. 2. On Intra-orbital Der-
moid Cj'SlS.

Dr. Wolfe (Glasgow). On Traumatic Cataract.

Mr. Cooper. The (.)plitha!mo8Cope as an Oi)tometer in P
Astigmatism.

OfR Fe.male " Brethren."—At Edinburgh, a few
weeks ago, the Court of Sessions gave judgment in fa-

vor of Miss Jex Blake and other female students wlio

have so long and so pertinaciou-ly knocked at the doors
of the Scotch University. Their action was against

the Scnatus Academicns, and the Court was a-ked to

affirm their right to complete their full curriculum as

medical students, and to be permitted to graduate on
the same conditions as the male students. The Court
having decided in tiieir favor, the female students can
now require as a right what they so long sought in

vain as a favor. The I'all Mall Oozette says: " Tlie de-

cision is rather awkward for the University, or at ail

events for those of its medical professors who have all

along proclaimed that, rather than teach women, they
will resign their professorships. But the Senatus has
itself to thank for the position in which it finds itself,

and we do not fancy it will have much public sympathy.
It was quite open to the University authorities to de-
cline to allow the matriculation of female students."

Mrs. Ciiaplin Ayrton has just passed her second profes-

sional medical examination (Anatomy and Physiology)
in Pari-s, with the note of "(res salisfait" her certifi-

cates from Apothecaries' Hall and the Edinburgh Uni-
versity having been accepted as equivalent to the Bache-
lier-en-Lettres and Bachelier-en-Sciences, and to the

first professional examination. Miss Archer, an Eng-
lish lady, who presented herself before the Medical
Faculty for their first professional examination (Chem-
istry, Ph3'sics, Natural History, and Botany), also pass-

ed with ire.s satis/ait.

Miss Dr. Louisa Atkin?, a recent graduate of the

University of Zurich, has lately obtained the post
of Resident Medical Officer in the Birmingham and
Midland Hospital for Women, in a competitive ex-
amination open ahke to qualified persons of both sexes.

Massachusetts General Hospital.—The Treasurer

of the Massachusetts General Hospital has lately re-

ceived the sum of $446,000, which was paid to him
as a result of a provision of the wdl of Joim Red-
man, wiio died twenty years since. Mr. Redman's
will made the Hospital residuary legatee of his estate

upon the death of his son, who had a life-interest in it.

The advance in real and personal estate since that time
has increased the value of the legacy from $50,000,

which tlie trustees once expected to receive, to the

amount above mentioned.

llciu publications.

Books Recefved.

The Piunciples and Pkactice of Surgery. By
Frank Hastings Hamilton, AM., 3I.D., LL.D.,
Prof, of Pract. of Surgery, etc., Bellevue Hospital
Medical CoUege, &c., «fec. W. Wood & Co. 1872.
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(!Drutinal Conumiiucations.

SOME OF THE OAUSES OF DEATH OC-
CURKING SOON AFTER CHIDDBIKTU,

WITH ILLUSTRATIVE CASES.

By JAMES S. BAILEY, M.D.

A riiper iirpsontcd to the Medical Society of the State of New York,

Sudden death during or soon arter childbirth is cer-

tainl)'' most appalling, and one of the most shocking in-

cidents in the routine of professional life. To see a fe-

male apparently in vigorous health until the period of

ai'conchement, and then suddenly expire from some un-

foreseen accident, and, that too from a c;mse beyond the

control of the attending phy.-ician, is well calculated to

fill the mind with gloomy lorebodings and alarm.

By reference to notes, I find my experience in ob-

stetrics has been somewhat v;iried, and not altogether

free from mishaps and accidents.

Perhaps nij'' practice has been unusually freighted

with unfortunate eases, but I shall endeavor to faith-

fully record them with candor nnd truth. Even if the}'

do not reflect credit upon my skill as an ai^coucheur, they

may serve to caution those who are self-confident, and
boast of superior skill in the treatment of this class of

patients. When physicians are heard boasting, claiming

show records of thousands of eases free from a single

unfortunate case, and that during a long period of prac-

tice in midwifery, I cannot but suspect the honesty of

their assertion, or think that they have been more than
usually favored.

It is impossible for me even now, while attending a

case of confinement, to banish the feeling of uncertain-

ty and dread as to the favorable result of cases which,
seemingly, are terminating favorably.

In referring to some of the causes of death following

parturition, I intend only to mention thosa coming un-
der my personal observation which have resulted in

death, or cases where the patient Avas severely threat-

ened, and, without extraordinary caution, would have
resulted fatally.

Case I. well illustrates the class of cases referred to

as dying immediately after childbirth, and without ap-

parent cause :

—

Mrs. I., set. 43, of spare habit, pregnant with her
eighth child. Taken with labor pains July 21st, which
continued with considerable severity through the day
and night. On the 22d she was better, and did not
think it necessary to call a physician. She remained
quite comfortable until July 28th, when I was sent for,

but, not feeling well, requested them to call my friend,

Dr. E. H. Davis, to take charge of the case, which he
did at 10 P.M. lie found her with slight and iiregular

p-iiiis, which were quite sufficient to prevent her from
sleeping. She had some cough without expectoration,

accouipanied with paroxysms of difficult breathing, ag-

gravated by turning on the left side. She complained
of headache, was thirsty, and her tongue was slightly

coated. Iler bowels were in a relaxed condi'ion, hav-
ing moved several times during the day. Her pidse

was quick, hard, and full, but the temperature of the

suifiice, especially the extremities, was lower than
usual.

Upon digital examination it was difficult to reach the

OS, as it was high up and resting against the sacrum.
It was barely sufficiently dilated to admit the index fin-

ger. Dr. Davis remained awhile, and, as she did not

advance, ho presoiibed an anodyne and left, with in-

structions to call him whenever it became necessary.

The next day the doctor called at 9 a.m. She was
without labor pains, but complained of the headache
and the difficulty in breathing, Avith occasional nausea
and spitting of frothy mucus. A foot-bath was pre-
scribed, also a laxative, which greatly relieved her, and
she remained comfortable dur.ng the d.ay. Upon the

3()th she still complained of a stricture in breathing, a

circumstance which did not alarm her, as .she had thus
been troubled for the last two or three years, and very
much during the last months of pregnancy.
At 5 P.M. the doctor was again sent for. The symp-

toms of dyspnoea had much increased as the pains be-
came more frequent.

The child, a large boy, Avas born about five minutes
before his arrival. The cord had not been severed, and
the placenta remained in position. There Avas no flood-

ing ;
she lay upon her left side, reclining upon her elboAA',

her hand supporting her head. As Dr. Davis enterecl

she give him a look of recognition, and faintly entreated
help. Iler countenance was livid, and she gasped for

breath, witli the appearance of impending suffocation.

Frothy mucus soon began to floAV from the mouth and
nostri's in large quantities; her pulse Avas about 90,

Aveak and jerking. She Avas immediately placed in a
sitting posture, but; she was unconscious, and expired in

about five minutes from the time Dr. Davis entered the

room.
Necropsy.—Sectio cadaveris twenty-four hours after

death. Rigor mortis well marked.
External a2:ipearances.—Body Avell developed, no oede-

ma, emaciation, or discoloration.

Abdomen.—Intestines and appendages normal ; no
peritoneal adhesion or efi'usion ; kidneys both normal;
liver healthy ; spleen also healthy.

Uterus.—Contracted to eight inches in length, the

fundus reaching to about the region of the umbilicus.

Veins of both laroad ligaments fully distended. Inter-

nally: placenta detached, and, with the membranes,
lying in the vagina; seat of placenta, on anterior wall
near the fundus, covered with small, pendent clots. No
evidences of hemorrhage. Bladder empty.

Thorax.—Hypostatic congestion of both lungs. A
considerable muco-purulent effusion from the bronchi
on section.

Heart.—Size normal ; one ounce of serum in the pe-
ricardum

;
pericardial surface smooth ; aortic valves

thickened ; clots in left ventricle.

Encephalon.—Entirely normal.

I am indebted to Dr. F. C. Curtis for assistance in

making the post-mortem ; also for his kindness in mak-
ing notes of the appearances. We were utteHy un-
able to account for death unless from embolus in some
of the pulmonary vessels, which we entirely failed to

find.

RUPTURE OF THE WOMB.

Case II.—In the early part of my professional life,

and Avhile practising in the rural districts of Alabama, I

was summoned in great haste to assist in a delivery

which had puzzled many older and Aviser heads than

mine.

Around the patient sat physicians Avith lieads sih'ered

Avith years of experience, Avhile I, a sophomore in med-
icine, was summoned to make known the sad intelli-

gence that rupture of the Avomb had taken place, and
through it the foetus and placenta had escaped into the

abdominal cavity.

The history of the case is as foUoAvs:—Mrs. D., a

Avoman physically stout, aged 30, in her fifth labor,

which Avere usually proirac'.ed and severe, sent for her
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family physirian, wlio, upon examination, di-^covered

tlif left arm protiiKlui;,' llirou;;li the vaf>iiia. The con-

tr;i(;tioii'» were occuniiij; with j-eareely any intermission.

Kepeated ellbrts were ma'le to turn ami (K-liver, but,

owing lo the Irequeiiey and slien^rth of tlie pains, he

fiiU'il, ami other physicians were .>-ummone(l, but their

ellbrts were ahke unsuecessfiu.

r The patient liail, in (he midst of a terriHc pain, com-

plained of a tearing sensation in the lelt side, when the

])ain suddenly cease I, and an examination revealed that

the neck had rnpiiinil and that the child had receded

into the cavity of the abdomen.
X. S!ie survived the accident liiirteen hours ami expired

in much agony, though perfectly eon-icious to the last.

POST-PAKTUM IIKMORRHAGE.^

? Case III. was a house-servant belonging to a neigh-

boring physician in Texas, who sent for me at night in

the absence of lier master, and complained of colicky

pains in the ab lomen. A few momenis in her presence

c )nvinced me that she was about to become a mother,

which fact she denied, and insisted that she knew, for

siie had borne ten children previously. It did not, require

lonu' to convince her of her error, for, in about an hour,

a large-sized male was born.

Her husband, who happened to be aloiie with her,

started afoot to the n^-arest neighbor, distant about two

miles, to obtain assistance to dress the child. During

his absence I remained witli her in the cabin. She con-

versed cheerfully, and spoke of her mistake, and praised

me for helping her tiirough so speedily. She was a ne-

gress of unusual intell gence.

When we heard tlie voices of lier husband and the

help approaching, she designated my sleeping apart-

ment in her master's house, and requested me to r.tire.

In two hours I was awakened and told she was appa-

rently dying, and, true enougli, I found her dying from

hemorrhage. She had lioodfd frightfully, and had .sat-

urated her mattress, and the blood had pooled upon the

tloor. *I I immediately passed my hand into the womb
in order to stimulate contractions, which had the desired

effect. The hemorrhage ceased, but she sank from ex-

haustion almost immediately.

The hemorrhage occurred full two hours after the

deliveiy of the at\er-birth, and the womb contracted

thoroughly before I left her bedside.

DEATH FROM APOrLEXT.

Case IV.—Shortly after returning to this city I was
called to attend a healthy Irishwoman in her ninth

confinement. She had been out chaning house upon

that day. After a severe labor of five hours slie was
delivered of a large male child. I remained probably

hdf an hour after accouchement, waiting to see the um-
bilicus properly dressed. During this time siie seemed
cheerful and comfortalile. Afer an hour she fell asleep

and rested four hours, when she was observed to

breathe stertoronsly. An unsuccessful effort was made
to awaken her, when I was sent for. Upon arrival I

found her in a deep coma, with a turgid and livid coun-

tenance. She expired in half an hour more.

No post-mortem was allowed.

Tiiere is no doubt that during the severe uterine con-

l actions a blood-ve?sel was ruptured within the crani-

um, which caused an extravasation of blood, wiiieh re-

sulted in death.

Case V. was a case of threatened miscarriage. The
hemorrhage was considerable, without labor pains.

There was excessive nausea and pain in the gaati ic re-

gion.

The patient was aged 30. and had had two living

.lilJren and two miscarriages prior. She seemed in

robu.'^t health. The flay bof >re the attack she had done
a .small wa.shing without Heeming di»eond"»rt. I'pon

tlie second day of the flooding the pa n in the stom;icli

increased, a* di 1 also the uterme contractions. In tiie

afternoon she was delivrred of a small lietus, which b' e

claimed was a seven months' child. In a (|Uurter of an

hour all<r delivery she complained of dimness of vinion,

and attriiipted to rai.se her hea<l, when pIu; sank back

upon the pilhjw atid was in.sensiljle. This was her

Comlition when I arrived. Her pulse was small and
flirkering, skin mottled, pupils contracted, breathing

slow but n<»t stertorous.

Her condition gradually improved until she was par-

tially consc ous. Upon the evening of the second dav
paralysis was developed upon the right sitle. Her
bowels responded to the action of laxatives; her urine

was involuntarily discharged.

Upon the fourtli day she grew worse and on the

evemng of the fifth day .^he expired.

Aii((ij>si/ twenty-one hours alter death: Body well

nourished ; rigor mortis present, and a sangu neous fluid

oozed from the mouth.
J/eail —Skull-cap normal. The dura mater being re-

moved, th(! ves.sels of the araclmoid were much injecb-d

and engorged with blood. A small quantity of serum
was contained in the sub-arachnoidean cavity. Upon
removing the cerebrum with the cerebellum and medul-
la oblongata, a considerable quantity of blood was
found ellused over the anterior surface of the medulla

oblongata, and the fourth ventricle was filled with a

clot of blood, which extended into the third ventricle,

and was continuous with a very larf;e clot which occu-

pied both lateral ventricles, more especially that on the

left side.

The superior portion of the left corpus striatum was
softened and lacerated by the effu-ion of blood. The
remainder of the brain-ti.<sue appeared normal.

Tliornx.—The right lung was ailherent to the ribs by
an old and extensive adhesion. The posterior and in-

ferior portions of both lungs were engorged with blood,

indurated, and easily torn. Portions cut from these

parts did not float, in water. Heart, pericardium, and
valvfs presented nothing abnormal.

Alx.hiinen.—No peritoneal effusion. The visceral and
uterine pet itonieum was red, and the vessels injected.

The uterus measured seven inches in length, four and
one-half inches in breadth, atid two inches in thickness,

and contained a dark, fiiable clot of blood.

The left kidney was pale and mottled upon its sur-

face upon the capsule, and free and extravasated blood
was foiuid on its surface at points corresponding to the

mottled appearance. Tlie right kidney was of normal
size and did not present the mottled look. B )th kid-

neys were in a state of fatty degeneration. The Uver
was normal in size, and of a dark olive color, and solt.

THROMBUS VrLV.E.

Cask VI.—On the 7th of October I was called in

haste to see Mrs. R., a healthy German woman, in

consultation with Dr. Joseph Lewi. We learned tiiat she

was in tiie ninth month of pregnancy, and that two
hours before s!ie midertook to dust the top of a bureau,

to accomplish which she stoid with one foot upon a

chair and the other on an emigrant chest. While du.^t-

ing she lost her balance, and in the effort to regain

herself the chair turned, and she fell astride of its back.

She was inmiediaiely placed in Ijed. Her condition in-

dicated violent distress. At intervals of a few minutes
she appeared to have violent labor pains, between
whic-h she com[ilained of smarting, cutting pains in the

region of the vagina. Upon exposing her we bfheld a

sight which we had, either of us, never before o'oserved^
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In the region of the vagina, between the leg*, there

was u tumor the size of a new-born child's head, per-

fectly round in appearance, and of a dark, livid color.

In tr^'ing to ascertain the extent of the injury, we
found that it was impossible to introduce the linger by
the front under the os pubes, as well as on the side

of the vagina. >So Dr. Lewi, by great exertion, reached
the OS uteri posteriorly, causing much pain to the pa-

tii.'nt, and was astonished to find the os not dilated in

the least. Iler pulse was 70 and normal. It was
thought best not to resort to active treatment, as rec-

ommended by authors. Warm water was applied to

tlie tumor, and anodynes prescribed to procure rest.

The expectant course seemed to have tlic desired eflfect.

The patient was more conitbrtable the next day. The
ha^matocele remidned the same in size and consistency,

but the color Avas le^s dark on tlie left side and centre,

but of a very dark color along the edge, extending from

two to three inches towards the centre. A small quan-
tity of dark fluid oozed from the internal half of the tu-

mor. Pain resembling labor occurred at intervals, with
more or less violence, and had to be controlled by opi-

ates. The urine was parsed during the night, and no
alarming symptoms being manifest, the same treatment
was continued.

On the third day after the accident Dr. Lewi was
sumnloned many times, as the woman each time was
supposed to be near delivery. A careful examination
proved that labor had not begun. The pain was pro-

duced by congestion of the parts. The dark color of

the edge of the left labia was reduced to the width of

an inch. The consistency of the tumor was just as

compact as before, but, on the outside, a little more
elastic. The general symptoms were more favorable,

the pulse more regular, the bowels were evacuated by
means of an enema, and the urine was passed volunta-

rily.

Oa the morning of the 10th, sixty hours after the ac-

cident, the tumor broke on the inside of the vagina,

letting out a large quantity of fluid and coagulated

blood, diminisliing the outside tumor to half its former

size, and leaving, at the place of rupture, a cavity the

size of a hen's ef:g. The patient declared that she

was now, for the first time, without pain. A very of-

fensive odor filled tlie room. A mild solution of car-

bolic acid was used as a wash, continuing the warm ap-

p'ications as before, and a nourishing diet was recom-
mended. The hemorrhage continued up to the 11th.

Tlie size of the tumor was now one-fourtli of its origi-

nal size. The discoloration was reduced to a narrow
strip. The pulse was now almost regular, and the gen-
eral condition of the patient much improved, and she

began to dedre foo;l. Anodynes were no longer ne-

cessary. On the 13th, pieliminary symptoms of labor

commenced. The os uteri could be reached without
difBculiy ;ind without pain to the patient. On the 17t'i,

at noon, Dr. Lewi was called, and, while prepared for

an emergency, he di-covered tiiat the tumor was no
impediment to a successful delivery.

Af er two hours a delivery was effected. The appli-

cation of astringent wasiies was now discontinued.

There was no hemorrhage. No gangrene and no
sloughing followed. The tumor has disappeared, and
the patient now enjoys excellent health.

Tlirombus may occur during any period of gestation.

It may occur during labor or afier it has terminated.

Prof. T. G. Tiiomas only reports two cases as occur-

ring during labor in his extensive experience.

Thrombus occurring subsequent to labor is consid-

ered far less dangerous, and the fatdiiy from it, as re-

corded, is much less.

Deneux published 62 cases in 1S30 as occurring be-

fore, during, and after labor, and nearly one-third of

them resulted fatally, and about the same proportion of
the children perished.

Cazeau has a clear and well-written article upon this

subject. Dr. Fordyce Parker lias also publislied, in the

Aiuencan Obstetrical Jonntd/, Vol. III., page 500, an
excellent lecture upon this subject.

I'LACESTA VKMVIA.

No variety of abnormal labor requires more judgment
and careful consideration at the hands of the obstet-

rician than hemorrhage fVom this cause.

When the placenta is attached so near the os inter-

num, the very process of giving biith causes its detach-

ment, which not, only jeopardizes the life of the mother,

but the child. This complication of labor, fortunatel}',

i-5 not often found. Although it is estimated to occur

in one in 500 cases, many obstetricians practise a lilc-

time without encountering a single case.

It is the cause of exsanguinaied exhaustion occur-

ring during the ninth month, when the os internum di-

lates and contracts with painless contractions, and when
labor commences in good earnest, the profuse flooding

is calculated to startle the experienced physician, as the

dangerous symptoms are developed during the first

stage of labor, often causing death before the os exter-

num is dilated to any considerable size. Surgical inter-

ference often fails to save life if full dilatation of the os

is not attained, but when this is the case, artificial de-

livery will often prove the only means of saving mother
and infant.

Case VII.—The following case has recently occurred

in my practice : Mrs. S., in her twelfth labor, awakened
her husband by contractions of the uterus. While
dressing to go for a physician, another pain occurred

with a great amount of flooding; she immediately
fainted, and her husband hastened to my ofllce, a quar-

ter of a mile distant. With a knowledge of the emer-
gency, it did not take me long to arrive at her bedside.

Since the two first pains she had remained pa-si ve,

without any more uterine contractions. An examina-
tion revealed the partially detached placenta, and the os

was almost fully dilated, with the breech of a large foe-

tus presenting. I sat by her side with my hand intact,

waiting for another contraction, almost trembling for

the safety of my patient. In a quarter of an hour a

violent pain occurred, which forced the child through
the pelvis, followed by the placenta, which gave me in-

expressible relief, as I found the mother cjuite safe and
the child struggling to establish respiration.

A CASE OF MYDRIASIS;

OR, PERMANENT DILATATION OF THE PUPIL.

By M. N. MILLER, M.D.,

NEW YORK CITY.

WaltivR S. J. came to my office with the following

history : On returning home from his work—that of

engraving—three weeks before, and having occasion

to observe the hour from a clock in a neighboring

church-tower, his eyesight, previously good, conipletel}''

failed him. On looking steadily at the face of the

clock for a moment, it appeared blurred and objects

seemed multiplied. This condition lasted for a few
minutes only, and after reasoning that he had, per-

haps, overworked his eyes, gave it no more thouglit.

Two or three days after this he experienced another

attack, similar to the first, lasting somewhat longer but

soon passing away, leaving visi(m unimpaired. From
that time similar d-sturbances occurred, increasing in
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frequcncv nnd diirntion, until, ntthetimo ofliia prospnt-

iiig liiiiiself to iiu' for ticatniciit, ho wiis totally nnnlile to

use hiscyt'.«. Oliit'ttsniiprau'il iiidintinct and multi|iiied

and always surioimdfd l\v a lriii<;o of co'or similar to

tlie (.litoiiiatic alurralion In- had olisorvrd around ob-

jects wluMi vii'wed with the niapnifyini: Ifus used in

Ills prol'ossion. Latterly his perception of distances be-

canie iniperfrct.

C)ri examination I found the pupil of both eyes

preatly enlarged, a condition which he, sinpularly, hod

not himself noticed. Ophthalmoscopic examination de-

tected no abnormal condition with the exception of

slifrht conf^tstion of the vessels of the retina, thoujrh (o

no greater extent than might have been attributed,

reasonably enough, to the stimulus of the almormal

amount of light admitted through the enlarged pupil.

The retina wjis in normal condition as regards its sensi-

tiveness to impressions. The muscles of the orbit were
{M^rfect in function, with no indication of strabismus or

falling of the eyelids.

The disturbance of vision seemed entirely in conse-

quence of the permanent dilatation of the pupil, as all

the symptoms of visual disturbance could be leasona-

My referred to tliis condition. Mydriasis may be
ciiused In' j)aralysi> of the third nerve—whicii supplies

the circular muscular fibres of the iris with contiactile

power—thus enabling the radiating fibres to over-

power the circular ones; but this condition, if not

amaurotic, must nece.-^saril}' be accompanitd with loss

of muscular power in the internal rectus and levator

palpebrffi. Tliat the third neive was not implicated

was shown by the absence of ptosis and strabi:?mi:s in

the patient.

On furnishing him with a blackened cardboard with

ftn aperture the normal size of the pupil and directing

him to look through this, it was found that objects par-

tially assumed their natural appearavce.

In consequence of the nature of his employment the

patient obtained but liitle active exercise in the open
air, and to this cause he no doubt correctly attributed

an obstinate constipation of the bowels which, he in-

formed me, had existed for a number of yeais. For
this condition he had taken tlie various qtiack pills and
compounds without obtaining any permanent benefit.

Indeed, at the time of his visit to me he was using the

last wonderiul discovery (!) of this character in the

Ibrm of aloetic "bitters."

From the above history I came to the conclusion

that the dilatation of the pupd was caused by the

gastric irritation— tlii< irritation having been communi-
cated through the medium of the sympathetic to the

nervous branches of the radiating fibres of the iris.

Why a certain amount of gastric irritation sliould, in

this person, produce mydiia-is and what appears to us

to be a similar irritation or cause in anotlier individual

produce no such result, we are unable to determine.

In the belief that tie above pathological view was
correct I gave the following prescription :

—

5.
Podophvllin gr. ^'•

Rhei Fulv 3ii.

Ext. Ilyoscyaiii,

Ext. Xucis Vom 33 gr. v.

Capsici Pid\ 3ss.

M. f. pil. ^'o. XX.

He was directed to take three of these pills at night,

on retiring, and sulsequently one every morning.

I met the patii-nt in about two weeks alter the above
considtation, when he told me he had used the medi-
cine perseveiingly, and at the end of the third day no
disturbance of vision was manifest. The first dose pro-

duced very active catharsis and his eyes seemed wor^e,

but afti r aciive purgation had cea.m-d visinn Ix-eame

moie jxrfeit, and he had continued the use of the pilla

up to the time of our second meeting. He contended
tiiat his bowels were assuming a natural condition and
signified his intention of having the prescription re-

peated.

iSince treating the above my attention has been
called to a somewhat similar one, in the case of a child,

a j)atient of Dr. C. T. Jewett'.'^, in which the dilatation

of the ])upil resulieil fiom parasitf s in the intestiiui]

canal. The dilatation yieMed readily, a^ the doctor

informs me, to treatment directed toward the removal
of the para'^ites or exciting cause.

With the view that the above may possess some
points of interest to the profession, I have hastily

noted some cf the more prominent facts.

W> W. l^th St.

DUST AS AN EXCITING CAUSE OF DIS-
EASE OF THE AIR-PASSAGES.

By WM. II. BENNETT, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

It is well known that the mortality from pulmonary
di.-=ease among those who^e occupations force them to

iidiale, for many hours daily, an atmosphere loaded
with particles of dust— as stone-cutters, knife-griiidens,

rope-makers, etc.—is exceedingly great. And it can-

not have escaped the notice of the profession at large

that dust from a dififerent source, but in considerable

quantity, viz., the dust of our streets, is being breathed
constantly day and night by all residents of large

cities. But the possibility of there being any connec-
tion between the inhalation of an atmosphere so

highly charged with particles of matter, and diseases

of the air-pa.«sages and lungs, does not seem to have
attracted particular attention.

Believing the injury done the air-passages by this

irritant to be worthy of a more carelul study than it

has yet received, I have presumed to call the attention

of the profession to the subject in this article; confin-

ing my remarks entirely to tliat form of dust which
may be seen and felt. Professor Tyndall ha*, I think,

satisfactorily demonstrated the presence of suspended
matter in every atmosphere; but particles so light as to

readily float in the air, and so minute as to require the

electric or other powerful light for their detection, are

not, per se, of much interest to the physician, for they
can cause no irritation whatever, and need not be
taken into consideration when the coarser particles

abound in such quantities, as surely find access into

the air-passages, and may as readily convey septic

matter.

!My attention was first called to this subject by the
following observations: I noticed that many persons
with chronic nasal catarrh instinctively shunned dusty
localities. And in making rhino«copic and laryngo-
scopic examination?, I several times discovered the su-

perior pharyngeal space and interior of the larynx
covered in places with a coating of dust and mucus,
which, on being removed, exposed to view an irritated

and not unfrequently an ulcerated condition of the
membrane beneath. I found many individuals with
slight catarrhs sufl'ered no inconvenience whatever
while residing out of the city, but on coming to town
they were always made very miserable, except in wet
weather or when the streets were well sprinkled, by
the sensation of burning and dryness which the dust

produced.
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It i> easily understood that the finer and lighter the

particles of matter, the more readily and more deeply
they will penetrate the air-passagjes. In my opinion

it is the fmer dust wliich docs tiie niDSt harm ; for

although upon being depositdl it causes le-s irritation

than the cjarser variety, yet it re:iiains longer upon
the membranes, mixed with tiie secretion, and h;isteiis

decomposition; while particles ol' any magnitude do
not ordinarily get fariher than a short distance int > the

nasal cavities, and they excite suflicient irritation to be

almost immediately throAva off. Undt-r favorable cir-

cumstances the finer matter may remain in the air-pa-^-

sages some time; i. e., when the secretion is scanty

and viscid, or when the epilhelium is wautinir. I have
collected from the laiynx of a living suliject, immedi-
ately after a thirty-six liours' rain, a black deposit

which proved to be composed of minute particles of

dust. This may possiI)ly have been inhale<l in-doors,

but I do not tiiink such an explanation probable.

The time required for the produ_'tion and fatal ter-

mination of that form of ])uluK)iary disease known as

stone-cutters' consumption, knife-grinders' rot, bron-
chial phthisis, etc., depends, ca'Aeris paribus, altogether

upon the composition and na;.ure of the matter inhaled.

Thus, 'knife-grinders who grind on dry slones are

affected and die sooner than stone-cutters, and these

latter succumb sooner than those that work in cotton

factories and rope-wa!ks, Now this is exactly what
we would expect; for the patient in the first instance

i-; exposed to a very fine dust, which penetrates deeply

into the air-passages, and the particles are exceedingly
sharp and angular, irritating to the utmost degree.

While in the two latter cases the atmo-phere breathed,

altliough more heavily laden with particles of matter,

they are softer, coarser, and do not so readily scratch

and penetrate the tissues with which they come in

contact. However, the atmosphere of all large cities,

and of the city of New York in particular, contains

dust of every description and of the foulest and filthii'St

kind. We get the fine sharp particles which are

ground from the pavement, as well as the earthy and
organic matter ; and the scavengers do their part to

make the situation worse by leaving in the gutters a

good share of the ashes and garbage which should go
to the dumping-grounds. Decomposing animal and
vegetable substances, together with the excrements of

the numerous animals which crowd our streets, furnisli

a .share of what is taken in with every breath of air.

There is plenty of food upon which germs may subsist,

and a rich soil for them to multiply in.

The most of the dust inhaled is deposited on the

Schneiderian membrane, in persons who breathe as

they should, through the nose ; but much of it reaches

the pharynx, and some of it gets into the larynx ; of

this we have positive proof. And although we cannot
demonstrate in the living subject that any of the sus-

pended matter reaches the bronchi, we have every
reason to suppose it does. We know it does in those

cases where the atmosphere breathed is excessively

charged, and it must under ordinary circumstances,
only in a less quantify. Now, granting this, does it

not claim our attention in cases of pulmonary con-

sumption? Not only are the paroxysms of coughing
increased in frequency and violence, but, supposing the

irritant to penetrate to the affected parts of the lungs—
as, for instance, where a vomica communicates with a

large bronchial tube—is it not reasonable to suppose
suOScient irritation might thus be produced, by the en-

trance of dust particles, to cause the disease to extend
where otherwise cicatrization would have taken place?

But the parts whicli most s iffer from contact with
ikj dust are the lining membranes of the nares

and pharynx. They filter the air which passes over

them of most of its suspended matter, and conse-

quently are subjected to the greatest amount of irrita-

t on. In many cases of catarrh the nasal [)a3sages are

so narrowed, from swelling of the mucous membrane
wliich lines them, that the patient is obliged to breathe

ill part or altogether through the mouth; and here the

lining mcmljrane of the larynx is equally exposed to

the influence of the dust.

I am not prepared to prove that chronic inflamma-

tion of the above-mentioned parts will ever result, in

a healthy individual, from the inhalation of an atmo-
sphere as ordinarily charged witli the dust of our

streets, per se. The effect upon many may be so in-

significant as to des.^rve no notice. But as the epider-

mis is thinner in some persons than in others, why not

the epithelial covering of the mucous membranes also?

And where any predisposition to chronic catarrh

already exists, or where other influences are brought

to bear, this source of constant irritation must certainly

be a great obstacle with which such persons have to

contend. I do not for a moment underrate the influ-

ence of repeated and protracted acute catarrhs, in the

production of the chronic form, but I think these

acute attacks would oftener end in complete resolution,

chronic cases prove less rebellious to treatment, and
catarrhal ulcers be of less frequent occurrence, were it

not for the presence of a considerable quantity of sus-

pended matter in the air we breathe. For it not only

acts as an irritant, destroying the epithehum and
changing the character of tiie secretion, but it mixes
with the secretion, and in my opinion actually induces

decomposition, owing to the putrescent organic parti-

cles which form a good part of it.

All persons suffering from chronic catarrh of the su-

perior air-passages, are not equally annoyed by the

irritant we are considering. In the moist variety of

catarrh, v.'here the secretion is abundant and is soon

discharged, there is not so much discomfort produced.

But in the dry form, and this is the commoner variety,

the inhalation of dust is very distressing to all. Many
patients will deny at a first interview that they are

affected b}" this element, who, at a second meeting, will

volunteer the information, that since their attention has

been called to the subject, they are sure the dust plays

an important part in making them uncomfortable.

110 E. 30th St., New York.

progress of Ulctiical Science.

Plastic Apparatus ix Surgert.—Samuel B. St,

John, M.D., of New York {Am. Journ. Med. Sciences,

July, 1872), in a valuable paper on "Plastic Apparatus
in Surgery, with especial reference to that variety

made with plaster-of-Paris," gives the statistics of 142

cases of simple fracture, mostly taken from the records

of Bellevue Hospital, which were treated by the gyp-
sum apparatus.

Of these 142 cases there were 51 of the tibia and
fibula (exclusive of Pott's), 27 of the tibia, 12 of the

fibula, 12 of the humerus, 7 of the radius, 5 of the

ulna; 19 Pott's fractures, 1 of the astragalus, 2 of the

03 calcis, 1 of the scapula, and 5 of the patella. The
average time of union of the tibia and fibula was 45

<lays. 41 cases averaged only 36 days. The average

lime of union of the tibia was 42 days, and 22 of these

averaged 38 days. Of the fibula, the average time was
36 days; of the humerus, 37 days; of the radius, 31

days; of the ulna, 31 days; of Pott's fractures, 39
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days; of the ossa calois, 30 days. The wliole 142

Ciisi'8 avrrapt'd 40 davs in iinitiiti,'.

Jn iinalyziiip the 50 cases of Iractiire of t lie femur
treated wiili tiic pypsuni apparatus, lie Gmls tluit tlic

avera,'e shortening iti all Wiis ^ o> «n incli. The aver-

age shorteiiiiip before treatliieiu was Ij ilicli. The
\ise of an anaisthetic does iiol t;eem to have e-smtially

altered the lesult, for .'J8 ca^es wheie ether was iised

pave an averape shorteiiiiip of ^ inch. The averapc

time of union to time of leavinpolT the splint was 44
days. E'phteen c:ises pave no sliorteninp; the average
siiorteninp of these 18, on admis>ion, Avas Ij imh.
Si.xteen cases uiuler 1>^ years of ape pave i inch sliort-

eninp. Tweniy-seven eases over 18 years pave be-

tween i and it inch, and 21 of these averaped less than

i inch. In lii} ca-es the splint was aiiplitd within 24
hours; of these, G were from direct violence, and 2
were ci'iiip iiind. In 14 ea-es the splint wa< applied

between 24 and 48 hours alter the injury ; of these, 2
were from direct violence. In 8 cases the splint was
ap lied between 2 and 7 days alter, and in 3 cases after

7 days had elapsed.
Average On ad-

shortoniiig. mission.

21 Cases had femur broken in middle. . . .^ in. If in.

1') case< had femur broken injunction
of miiidle and lower third i " 1 "

7 i-a-es had fenuir broken injunction
of middle and upper third v^r " 1^ ''

5 eases hud femur broken at cervix... i " 1^ "

1 case had femur broken below
trochanter i

•' 1^ "

In comparing tliese statistics with those of other
modern hospitals, he remarks: Holthouse, in the last

edition of Holmes' Surgery, says that at present, in

London hospitals, shortening occurs after fracture of

the fimur in adults in 90 piT cent, of the cases, and 50
per cent, in children. In the above cases it is 25 per
cent, in adults, and 50 per cent, in children. Holt-
house pives 50 cases with an averape sliorteninp of f
of an iiicli, and recommends the plastic apparatus for

infants, and for adulis after the _/?;•*< six weeks.

A paper by Dr. Gurdon Buck, of New York, in 1861,
gives 20 cases, 17 of which had from no shortening up
to li inch; averape i inch; only 1 adult without
shorteninp. and 3 children. In a number of ca.ses col-

lected by Dr. George F. Shradv from the Records of
the New" York Hospital in 185'j, out of 74 cases 19 had
no shorteninp ; 55 had J inch. Of the 19, 13 were
ovlT 12 years old ; average shortening of the 11 under
12 years of age was 4 inch. In 27 cases reported in

the Xew York JduduiI of Medicine, in 1858, by Mr. J.

Camphi-11, the averape time of union was 45 days.

."Statistics of 2G cases of compound fracture treated

with gypsum splint give 63 days as the averape time of
union. Twenty occurred from direct violence. Twenty-
three were put up at once, or within iwenty-foir hours
after receipt of injur}'.

Aphonia.—Meyer, of Berlin, reports the case of a
young girl wi;h a crowing cough, the sequel of whoop-
inp-cough. which la>ted from two to three minutes,
and was rep -a'ed every quarter or half houij; the
paroxysms terminated in aphonia. The disease in-

creased in spite of the uts'. active treatment. After
two years e'ectri • mKlication was resorted o. Meyer
siimalared tiie nerve of the larynx by placing one of
the electrodes in the direction of the recurrent laryn-
geal nerve, on the internal edge of the s erno-c!ei'd<i-

mastoid, in the groove between it and the tracheal .artery

and oesopiiagus ; the inferior electrode was placed on
the transverse process of one of the cervical vertebrse,
in order to be as near as possible to the origin of the

vagus nerve. After si.xteen B<?ance«, the attacks had
already intermis-ions of from two to three hou:s, and
at the end of twenty other -f-anees iliey ceased entire-

ly, and witli tlieiii the aphonia di.sappeared.

—

Am.
Jouriiul (Jhslclrirs.

Rkmovai. of an Intra-i tkhink FiiiRoin.—(J. II.Gib»'r-

son, .M.I).. Biooklyn, L. I. {Am. Jmnn. (Jhsletrict, May,
1872), relate.H the .successful removal by enucleation of

an intra-uterine fibroid from a married woman, aged
thiny-fonr years. It was the size of a large hen's epg,

irregular in shape, with a tough, fibrous framework
eneiosinp softer tissue.'!, more or less broken down.
The microscope sliowed it to be a true fibroid. The
uterus and vapina were thoroughly syringed every six

hours with a weak, tepid solution of carbolic acid, and
fomen'ations were applied to the hypogastrium. The
washings pave preat comfort, and doubtless served to

allay local irritation, as well as to le=.sen the septi-

caemia.

HYKRornLORsTK OF Ammonia.—Sppuccr Thom'son,

M.D., A.shtoii. Torquay {liritish Mrdiral Jouninl, July

13, 1872). linds the hydrochlorate of ammonia one of

the nifist eflicient of remedies in cases of portal dropsy,

prescrii)ed in scruple or half-drachm doses, jjiven toler-

ably diluted, every six or eidit hours. The recent
accounts of the success attending the employment of
this remedy in hepatic affections in India, he hopes
will lead to its more extensiv e use in England.

Good Effects of Aconitf, in Acute P.veumonia.—
Among other cases of interest which came under the

observation of Dr. Murchison. in the male wards of St.

Thoma^s' Hospital, London, Avas that of a boy aged fif-

teen, who was admitted with acute pleuro-pneumonia
of the riglit side, and herpes labialis, and considerable

increase of temperature. On the administration of

eight minim doses of tincture of aconite, with liquor

ammoniaj acctatis every four hour*, t!ie temperature
at once came down, and the disease did not increase.

—British MedicalJou>mil,3u\y 13, 1872.

Report of Private Obstetrical Practice for Tiiir-

TY-xiNE Years.—At a meeting o*" the Dublin Olistetri-

cal Society, on the 20th of April ult.. Dr. Fleetwood
Churchill presented a summary of his private practice,

ba^ed on lacts entered in his case-books ..t the time
when tiiey came under observation. In the period

from January, 1S32, to December, 1870, iiulusive, he
had attended 2,547 cases of labor, exclusive of abor-

tions and jtremature births before the sevt nth month.
The labors were most frequent in April, and least so

in Febniaiy. In 2,540 cases there were 1,290 male,

and 1,250 female children ; and the deaths numbered
130, or one in 19.54. There were 16 cases of twins,

with 11 deaths; and one ca-e of triplets. In 47 of the

2.547 cases, labor was protracted beyond twenty-four
hours. In 7 cases the second stage exceeded ten

hours in duration. No death occurred in instances

either of prolonged second stage, or of tedious labor.

The thinl stage wa* five minutes in 1,9G5 ; and an hour
in only 8 ca-es out of 2,387. Post-partuvi hemorrhage
occurreil three times, and once ended in death. Dr.

Churchill had never known hemorrhage to occur when
firm piasping was applied to the uterus immediately
after the child was born, causing it to contract rapidly

and to expel the placenta into the vapina. The 1 -npth

of the funis varied from about fifteen to fifty-seven

inches. In 2,5G5 children tlie following presentations

were met with: superior extremities, six times; breech,

forty-nine times; foot or knee, eighteen times; face,

four time<; forehead towards pubis, twenty-one times;

prolapse of funis, eight times; hand or arm with head
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Sfven times ; foot and hand, once in a putrid chi d
;

spontaneous evolution, once. Of complex labor there

were, one case of convidsions; five cases of accidental

hemorrhage (with two deaths among tlu; children and
one among the mother?) ; two of unavoidable hemor-
rhage (two children lost) ; one case of pre-purtuin in-

ternal hemorrhage (fatal to mother) ; one case of rup-

ture of uterus (fatal in twenty minutes) came under

observation, besides a few cases of laceration of the

p^rinfeum, eight cases of prolapsed funis, and three of

puerperal mania.

As regards operations—version was employed on

seven occasions ; the forceps cases numbered forty-

two, or one in sixty and a half, with three deaths; and

craniotomy was performed seven times, the mothers
recoveriiig in four cases. The deaths after the last-

mentioned operation Avere caused by convulsions (for

which the op:Tation was perlbrmed in the hope of

saving the mother), by hemorrhage, and by phlegma-
sia dolens. In the 2,547 cases the maternal deaths

amounted to seventeen, of which puerperal fever caused

eight.

In the discussion which followed, the doctor stated

that for nearly twenty years he had never had occasion

to extract the placenta b}' hand.

—

Brit. Med. Journ.

Supporting the Perin.eum in' Labor.—In working
up tlie literature of this |irocednre, II. Plummer, M.D.,

El Dorado, Kentucky {Am. Practitioner., August, 187-!),

says that this unwarranted practice wa> first recom-
mended by Puzos in 1747. In his work, published in

1759, he directs pressure to be applied to the perinjcum
'•from behind forwaid." In 17G7 John Harvie advo-
cated support as a novelty in his " Practical Directions,

showing a Mi-thod of Preserving the Perinreuni at birth."

Years later Talver showed that this was the practice in

Paris; but it was onlv through the influence of Hamil-
ton in 1775, and of Dease in 1783, that support to the

perinseum became an establislied canon in midw'ifery.

After nine years' experience Hamilton so changed his

views that he s:iys, in an additional work, "sufiport to

the perinjEuni is a doubtful and hazardous expedient."

He remarks that this practice, which for so long a time
passed almost unquestioue<', is evidently beginning to

lose ground. Churcliill, Velpeau, "\V. Tyler Smith,
Swayiie, Denman, Sniellie, Lee. and well-known writers

on obstetrics are mentioned as evidences against it.

Case of Excessive Hypodermic L"se of Morphia.
—Dr. Judson B. Andrew's, Asst. Physician to the New
York State Lunatic Asylum, Utica {Am. Journ. Insan-
ity, July, 1872), mentions the case of a woman, aged
30 years, who hail passed into an acutely maniacal con-
dition, and exiiibited scars and ecchymosed spots.

covering nearly the whole of the body, which could be
reached by lier own hand. When convalescent, she as-

serted that slifihad employed the hypodermic injections

for three and one half years, once, and much of the

time twice a day, making in all about two thousand in-

jections; that during the last few months of its con-
tinuance, she had used a drachm and one-half of inor-

ph'a per week; that she inserted the needle perpendi-
cularly to the surface, and often carried its full len.i;th

into the tissues. About four months before dt-atii, the

patient, in rubbing her hand over the breast, discovered
an elevated point, just under the skin, which on pres-

sure gave a pricking sensation. This was cut down
upon and a broken needle extracted. From this time
from one to twelve needles were removed daily from
various parts of the body

;
from tiie left breast, the aV)-

dominal parietes, the mons Veneris, the labia and vagi-

na, the thighs, from the leg down to the ankle, from
the buttocks, from about the anus, from the back as

hi"h ny> ae between the shouldei-s. Two hundred and

eighty-s x need'es were taken from her body during

life; 11 were found in the 'issues after death ; 3 were
passed from the rectum during siekn 'ss; makinsr a total

of 300 needles and pieces. Of tliis number, 246 weie
whole, and 54 wen; parts of needles. As regards posi-

tion in the liody, they were disiributed about as fol-

lows: in right lireast, 150; left breast, 20; abdomen,

GO; genitals, 20; thi-iis and legs, 30; back, 20.

It was suppi sed that tiicy were introrluced through

the skin, while she was under the influenceof morfliir,

hypodermieally administered, and while suffering from

hysteria. That >ome were found in positions where
they could not have been inserted \>y the patient, ean

be accounted for by their movements in the tissues,

which were observed so often during the life of tlie pa-

tient. Her'niotlier could throAv no light on the suliject,

but recalled tlie circumstance that the patient pun bas-

ed, at one time, ten papers of needles, and could ac-

count for only two of them. They were not obtained

or introduced while in the Asylum.

Food for Youxg Infants.—Dr. Charles P. Putnam,
M.D., of Boston, in a paper on "Artificial Food for

Young Infants " {Boston }fed. and Surgical Journal,

Aug. 1, 1872), read before the last meeting of the

Massachu-etis Medical Society, thus sums up: The
only proper food for a new-born baby is the milk of its

mother ; her place is best supplied by a wet-nurse ; the

great obstacle to the use of cows' milk is not the inso-

lubility, but ihe irritating character of its coagula
;
this

may be avoided to some extent in many ways, among
others, by the addition of a little starch and gelatine, lor

the purpose of efficting a mechanical separation of t'.;e

particles of coagula; and for any other purpose starch

and gelatine are never to be used.

Poisoning by Vanilla.—A pliysician in Worcester

County, Mass. {BoKion Med. and Surgical Journal, Aug.

1, 1872), in speaking of cases of poisoning by vanilla

flavorin<r, stated that in his own family evident

and violent poisoningfrom a similar cause recently took

place. Five members of the family were aflected,

all of whom had partaken of custard flavored with

vanilla, and two who had not eaten escaped. The
symptoms were severe diarrhoea, with violent pain in

the lower abdomen, without much gastric disturbances.

Cheap Collodion.—A cheap way to obtain collodion

is to steep white printing or machine paper in concen-

trated sulphuric acid from five to eight minutes, wash
and dry it: it is now siifll' as parchnjent, and should

be cut small and digested in ether.

—

Drug. Cir. and
Chem. Gazette.

A Xew Method of Treating a Fractcre of thk

Jaw.—W. F. Gnswold, Dentist at Leavenworth, Kan-
sas (J//.s.so?/W Dental Journal. July, 1872), describes a

case of fracture of the right side of the inferior max-
illary (with cuts), occurring in the person of Professor

J. Wherrell, which was skilfully treated by the aid ol'

a

vulcanized rubber plate, and a novel gutta-percha splint,

with two clamps of silver wire. Six days after tiie

accident, in c<imf)any with Dr. Weaver, the jaw was
set, which was done by the patient himself He took

the vulcanized rubber plate, placed it in his mouth,

arranged the fractured parts; and as each tooth had i's

own place in the plate, there was no trouble in getting

the parte in position. Some of the advantages of this me-
thod of setting a fiacturcd jaw are: 1st. The operation

of setting is painless; 2d, The patient has freedom of

thejaw, and sulTers very little inconvenience in eating,

drinking, and speaking ; 3d. A perfect articulation of

the teeth and arrangement of the parts are secured

with an unerring certainty.
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Three (ln_v« after the jaw wns set, the patient heard
one of liis classes in chemistry. On thi; tliirty-sixth

day from the nccidenl the plftt<! was removed, and all

of the parts were found in perfect po.'ition.

Nitrite ok Amtl in XKrnALoiA or the Heart.—
Leartus Connor, M.D., Vc'S. lMiysioIoj,'v in Detroit
Med. College (Dffruit Jievieir 0/ .Wetliciiir^ Au-:. IST'J).

extols this remedy in eases of this character, and men-
tions a Ciise, accompanied by alternalinp attacks of
asthma, in wliich prompt relief was aflbrded afier tlie

patient had inhaled from six to ten drops. In this his-

tory the snbjoiiicd points are of interest: Tlioiijrh no
hereditary cau<e for anjnna could be traced, the life

of the patient had been sucli as to most tiioruuj:hly

exhaust the nervous system. There was no evidence
of any heart-disease or ossification of the arteries.

The attack came on after a course of intermittent fever,

unchecked for two week.s. As it was accompanied by
alternating attacks of a>thma, gastralgia, and ititeicos-

tnl neuralgia, this woidd point to the conclus'on that
these were all due to the same cause—some disease of
the nerves supplying the heart, solar i)lexus, and the
lungs. Tlie advantages of this remedy over any other
anti-spasmodic are its more rapid action, and its free-
dom from any unpleasant sequehe. In ids use of nitrite

of amyl he has never been able to obtain any other
th«rapeutical effects than those following the relax ng
of spasm.

KXTRACTION" OF A PiKCE OF RvE StR^W FROM THE
Coxjt-NCTiVA.—At the May meeting of the Detroit
Academy of Medicine, Dr. Noyes (Detroit Review of
Medicine, Aug.. 1872) presented a piece of rye straw,
one-half an inch long, which he had recently removed
from the reiro-tarsal fold of t!ie conjunctiva of a child
eight months old. The parents stated that two months
since a little pirl, who had been playing with the baby,
told them that tiie infant had stuck a straw in its: eye.
Soon a soft fungoid tumor appeared in the retro-tarsal

conjunctival fold. Breaking part of it down with his

finger-nail. Dr. Xoyes brought away the piece of straw
and tiien the rest of the tumor. The eyeball was not
injured by the growth, and the inconvenience produced
was slight.

The IsDivinrALiTY of the SvMPATnETic Xerve.—
From a tran^^laiion of Professor Schifl"'s paper on " The
Individuality of the Sympaihetic Nerve," by S. L'lien-
thnl. M.D.. New York (Xew Engkind Med. Gazeit", July,
187'J), it is proven that the division of the medulla ob-
longata produces the same manifestations as the divi-

sion of the cervical part of the sympathetic, and that
therefore the medulla oblongata is the original point of
these manifestation*. He also tries to prove by exper-
iments, that the or gin of the vaso-motorio activity
ascribed to the sympathetic, may be continued into the
cereViro-spinal central system. He positively denies
the influence of the sympathetic on the cardiac muscles,
and asserts that the persistaltic motions of the bowels
are modified by the spinal cord, according to the mode
of irritation, when the dorsal portion of it is irritated.

Th s influence ceases after division of the splanchnic
nerve. Schiff considers nutrition a chemical process,
in which the influence of the nerves is indirect, and
limited to the activity of the blood-vessels. Secretion
takes place in many glands under the influence of spinal
nerves ; in other glands secretion is stopped under the
influence of the sympathetic. In such a ca<e the nerve-
fibres producing a contraction of the blood-vessels ema-
nate from the .sympathetic nerve ; those acting in dila-

tation of blood-vessels, from the central nervous appa-
ratus. As both originate in the medulla oblongata, it

may be taken for granted that here also the sympathe-

tic acta only jw a conductor of the function exercis d
by the medulla oblong.ita. After showing that trophi-

cal processes are al.so under the inlluenee of the animal
nervous system, he produces cases where the vegeiative

nerve, the Kympathetic, exercises the functions of the
animal nervous system.

Local Tkeat-Mknt of LEucoRRiia';A.—D. M. Clay,

M.D. {Ainrricun Prarlitiouer, Aug., 187'2), advocates
in this disease the process of irrigating the vagina and
cervix, twice a day at least, with tiie •' fountain" (re-

commended by Scanzoni). or " Davidson's " syringe.

In no c.ise where it is not positively contraindieated

would he suggest less than one gallon of warm water.

He infinitely prefers the warm to the cold, in conse-

quenec of there being no shock or reaction afterward,

two very important considerations in the treatment of
uterine disease. After each inigation is finished, the

parts are in a condition to receive medication, either in

the form of ointment, solution, or solid. He generally

prelers the solution, holding .some of the piepara-

tions of iron, for instance, ferri iodidi, 5j. ; aqua
pura, = viij. ; or ferri sulph, in same proportions. Ar-
gent nitrat,, cupri sulph., potass, iodidi, potass, ch'ora-

ti'^, and the vegetable astringents, are all excellent

remedies lor this purpose. Alter the cervix has been
thoroughly exposed there will frcfinently be observed
a tliick, glairy, tenacious mucus plugging the os, which
will require for its removal some effort on the part of

the operator. This is best accomplished by using small

pieces of cotton, attached either to a sponge-holder or

a long delicate pair of forceps. The parts being in a
condition for the application of remedies, he usually

then uses chromic acid dissolved in water, one part of
the former. to two of the latter. While on the probe or
sound, the cotton is saturated with the chromic acid

solution, and introduced gently into the cervical canal,

fully one and a quarter inches, and allowed to remain
only a few seconds. This application should not be
repeated oftener than every six or eight day.*, and not
then unless positivel}' indicated. When the discharge

proceeds from the cavity of the uterus, either from the
body or fundus, he has found the acid nitrate of mercury
invaluable for its relief, but great care should be taken
to see that the os and cervix are well dilated before

recourse is had to this remedy. His plan is to saturate

a small pledget of lint or cotton with the arid niirate

of mercury, and fasten a delicate string around it, so

that it can ea>ily be withdrawn, and gently introduce
it to the fundus, allowing it to remain for six or eight

hours, and then remove it. Repeat tliis once or twice
weekly for two or three weeks, and the result will be
most satisfactory.

Carbol.—In an extended paper " On Carbolic Acid

:

its Composition, Properties, Uses in Surgery, and as an
Internal Remedy," by J. H. Bill, M.D., Surgeon U. S.

A. {Am. Jo'irn. Med. S<'ie»ce.'>, July. 1872), the word
carbol is preferred instead of carbolic acid. In the

first place, because it is non-committal, involving no
hypothesis. Then it comes very near to the word ori-

ginally proposed by Runge, tlie discoverer, in 1834.

If the word phenol is used (which has been proposed
in lieu of carbolic acid) to designate the cLss. some
other word is needed to specify the individual. Carbol
is a word constructed like the other phenols, as cres-

sol, phlorol, etc. ; it is euphonic, easily written, not ha-
ble, especialh' in prescribing, to be mistaken for anything
else, readily convertible into a verb or adjective, and
not yet appropriated.

When carbol is administered to a man in doses of six

to eight grains, dissolved in a wineglassful of water,

the following phenomena present themselves :—IsL A
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loss of sensibility in the mouth and throat, or a fei4ing

of numbness, as when aconite is applied to ihe lips;

this is lol'owed by a cooling sensation, like tliat pro-

duced by mint.—2d. Slight nausea, especially if ihe

stomach is empty. This is succeeded by an uneasy

feeling in the abdomen, like tliat felt before an attack

of gravel.—3d. Slight vertigo, ringing in the ears, and
pariial deafness, judged by tiie ticking distance of a

watch. Tliis vertigo is so great, if the carbul is taken

just afier rising (and of course on an empty stomach),

as to compel the resumption of the horizontal position.

4tli. Loss of heart-beat; the pul<c, according to his re-

peated observation, and en different individuals, losing

from four to eight beats in a minute, failing also in ful-

ness. The temperature under the tongue undergoes
no notewortliv alteration.—5th. Uiarrlioca. This is not

invariable, and does not appear until several doses have
been taken. If present it usually disappears on the

third or fourth day of the continued aihiiinistration of

the medicine.—Gth. After long-continued use of the

medi'-ine, feebleness of heart-beat, muscular debility,

and loss of flesh occur.

On omitting the medicine after it has been taken for

several days, flatulence usually occurs, accompanied
with a feelinir of depression, like that felt after the

stimulating effects of morphia have ceased. From the

facts laid down, the author thinks that the conclusions

are justifieel—1st. It is not proven that carbol is a

general disinfectant. 2d. It is of the greatest use to

disinfect wounds. 3d. It accomplishes tliis by destroy-

ing pus, etc., by preventing inflammation. 4th. Its

use in wounds moderates pain. 5lh. Its use on the

skin relieves itching, and produces an an?esthesia suffi-

cient for minor cutting operations. Gth. It seems to be
of use internally in certain cases, in scaly skin diseases,

and at least as moderator of pain in cancer. 7th. It

has not proved of decided use in other diseases.

Pklvic Pkritoxitis and Pkri-uterixe Cellulitis.—
Dr. James L. Biown, of New York (Am. Journ. Afed.

S<:iences, July, 1872), says that while these affections are

far more common than has generally been supposed, they
are by no means so frequent as Court}' estimates, who
stated that they constituted about one-third of all

uterine ailments. Of more than four thousand record-
ed cases of uterine disease, he is sure that the relative

proportion of cases of this kind that can be diagnos-
ticated does not exceed one in ten.

The causes of these affections are chiefly these: Partu-
rition or abortion, endometritis or ovaritis, operations,

or injuries, escape of fluid into the peritonajum, expo-
sure to cold, gonorrhoea.

The principal diseases from which they are to be
differentiated are : Haimatocele, fibrous tumors, uter-

ine deviations, displacement and fixation of the ovary,
fiecal infarction.

His records show that out of forty-nine cases of cel-

lulitis, eleven folio v/ed labor or abortion, five were
consequent upon operations, and in the remaining
thirty-three tlie cause was either not known or not as-

certained. Of sixteen cases of peritonitis five were due
to labor or abortion, four to operations, and the otlier I

seven to causes not known or not st;ited. Ten of the *

cases of cellulitis and six of peritonitis occurred in nul-
'

liparous women. In regard to prognosis, so far as

danger to life is concerned, there is, in most cases, no-
i

tiling to be apprehended. Functional derangemems of i

the ovaries, uterus, bladder, and rectum persist for a
j

variable period, which is generally much less in celluli- i

tis than in peritonitis. All evidences of cellulitis may
|

pass away in a few weeks, but the signs of peritonitis,
|

unless removed by pregnancy, generally remain for

years.

PiiARVNGiTis AND KiiiNoscopY.—Harrison Allen, M.D.,

Surgeon to Philadelphia Hospital {/'/iilwle/ji/iid Afedical

Times, August 1, 1872), says that in pharyngitis depen-
dent upon general naso-pharyngiti.s. no instrument can

approach in efficacy the atomizer. The best form of this

instrument with which lie is familiar is that known as the

Sass' sprayer. The peculiarity of this instrument con-

sists in the test-tube receiver, which is held in the left

hand, and a pair of very long barrels, the points of

which, when the receiver is near the mouth, are lodged

within the axis of the pharynx ; the whole being

worked by a bulb and tubing liehi in the right hand.

In specific ulceration of the naso-pharyngeal space, he
has obtained good results from the use of a solution of

sulphurous acid of one drachm to the ounce, .sprayed

upward through the naso-pharyngeal aperture; or the

pure acid may be applied to the affected spot if the

part thus operated upon lie below the palate. Where
there is abundant mueus, as in lingering acute catarrh,

a spray of strong alum water proves oftentimes effica-

cious. It is in this class of cases that insufflations of

alum are of advantage. The best insufllator is a simple

glass tube, bent at convenient angles and fiirnished with
a fenestra at about its middle ; a light piece of India-

rubber tubing attached to one end of the gla.ss tube

completes the instrument. The powder to be u.sed is

inserted in the gla.ss tube through the fenestra, which
is then covered by a sliding cylinder of rubber. The
instrument now being inserted in the pharynx, with
the orifice of the tube pointing upward, the opposite

end of the instrument is held between the lips of the

operator, who quickl}' blows the powder up into the

naso-pharyngeal space.

In closing this " Clinical Lecture," he advocates the

nasal douche as an adjunct to the treatment ; more,
however, as an aid in icashin;/ the parts than to medi-
cate the region. Weak solutions of salt, or carbonate

of soda, used tepid, will meet every indication. The
washing need not be repeated oftener than once a day,

—say at the time of the morning toilet.

OxYTOxic Action of Cinchona.—James Bordley,

M.D., of Centreville, ild. (^l»i. Journ. 2fed. Sciences,

July, 1872), practising in a region greatly infested by
malaria, affirms that the true physiological action of
cinchona, so far from producing any uterine contrac-

tions, tends directly to control such an action, and to

suspend contractions which threaten abortion. Those
threatenings which are the result of malarial disturb-

ance are alluded to more particularly. If it be true, ns

is asserted by some, that cinchona diminishes the pro-

portion of fibiin in the blood and lessens its coagula-

bility, it seems to him a most dangerous remedy to

employ for the purpose, even were we to admit that

it possessed such emmenagogue power when given in

rational quantities.

Pressure upon the Perin.eu.m in Labor.—H. Plura-

mer, M.D., El Dorado, Ky., in a paper read before the

Medical Societv of Mercer County, Ky. (Am. Practi-

tioner, Aug., 1872), confesses that he is not able to see

how pressure upon the perina?um in any way averts the

dangerof its laceration, but can understand how it may
favor such an accident. The parts are already on the

stretch from the descending head of the foetus when the

sirain is increased upon them by pressure from without.
In this way it seems to him probable many lacerations

are brought about. They are said to be unknown
a-nong savage mothers. They are not often encoun-
tered in girls who, desiring to conceal their shame, give

birth to their children alone and unaided. They seldom
occur among the laboring cla.«ses, who for the most
require and receive but little obstetrical assistance. It
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may be doubted whollier any amount of pressure that
can be- safely applied n;,'ain.st the head of the cliild will

retard its descent ; nor is he coiivinceil that any exter-

nal pressure facilitates the process oflahor, except that

it may turn awav the head from the perimciim when
iiipiiipiiii; witli iJanperoiis force apninsi it, and <z\\ii the
clnld the proper direction. It is o!ten very d:saj;ree-

al)le to the woman, and when so, oupht certainly not
to be urfjed upon her. The whole process of partni ition

!« one usually so n;»tural, lh:it in a vast majority of cases

it may well be left U> the eflorts of nature.

If any a'vsi^tanee were m-cessury he would prefer to

nib forward the corrnjrafed .<calp in the absence of
pain, and to intro(hice the fin:zera into the rectum, as-

sist in raising the head, and make it, as far as possible,

hng closely the pubic bones. When the pain subsides,

the head may be pushed back. By this means the
jiains are lengthened and the time prolonged, so that
the parts may become fully dilated.

Ciioi.KRA IxFASTfM.—Jolm O'RciHy, M.D.. of Louis-
ville, Ky. (Ameriron Practitio)ier, Auj,'., 1872), recom-
mends, in the gastric type, where exhaustion soon occurs,

and cerebral symptoms are npt to set in early, calomel
and bromide of potassium, witii tincture of hyoscyamus,
as follows : IJ. Calomel, gr. x.; Pepsine, Subnit. bis-

muth, nil gr. iij. M. Divide into ten parts, ot which
give one ev.ry hour.

5. Bromide potassium. 3 ss. ; Tincture hyoscyamus,
3ij. ; water, rj. M. S. A tea<poonful every three
or four houis. The bromide of potas-ium acts as a
brain sedative, the hyoscyamus exerts a general
sooihing pt)wer, while the calomel, by its peculiar pur-
gative action, relieves gastric congestion.

In cholera infantum of the intestinal form he prescribes
the foliowing: IJ. Acetate of lead, gr. iv. ; Glycerine,

Ij. ; Mint water, 3 ss. ; Tinct. opium, git. iij. ; Distilled

water, 3 iij. M. S. A teaspoonful every two hours,
until the operations are less frequent. Tliis alone fre-

quently relieves the patient ; but where the case is of
.•ny standing, calomel is generally required, and then he
tl nets the following: li. Calomel, gr. iv. ; Bicarb,
potash, gr. iv. ; White sugar, gr. ij. M. Divide into

four parts, and give one morning and evening.

RrPTURE or the Urixary Br.ADDER.—Er.^kine Ma-
.-on, M.I)., Adjunct Prof Surgery in the Univ. Xew
York {Xtw York Med. Jounutl, Aug. 22d), reports in

full the history' of a case of this comparatively rare
though most serious form of injury, with the success-
ful treatment adopted, viz. : The opening of the blad-
der by means of the lateral operation as for stone.

To American surgery belongs the honor of having
given to the profession this mode of treatment ; and to

Dr. William J. Walker, of Boston, belongs the credit
of having first put in practice, and, he believes, also

that of originating, this plan of treatment. It was not,

however, until 18(J3, when Dr. Stephen Smith gave
him a copy of his paper on " Rupture of the Bladder,"
published in the XfW York Journal of Aftdicine, in

]851, that he became acquainted with this plan of
treatment.

That this operation is of equal service, whether the
rupture has taken place either at the anterior or pos-
terior portion of the bladder, both Dr. Walker's case
and his own ful'y testify. Again, in both cases in

which it was tried it was successful, and this is more
than can be said ofany other treatment, especially when
so complicated as each of these was—one from fracture
of the pelvis, the other from general peritonitis, with
extrava.'ation of urine into the pelvic cavity. These
are the only two cases of which he can find any record
of this operation having been done ; and his is the only

one in which luteraiion wn.s evidently in the [osterior
portion of the organ, with exlrava.sation into the pel-
vic cavity, which recovered ihrougli nxans of opera-
tive interf.-renee. To insure a greater chance of suc-
cess from this o|)erati m, it appears needlcs^ to urge an
early resort to it. Still, after some time litis elapsed, it

n>ay jirove successful in saving lile; twenty-f..ur
hours having elap.^ed from the time of injury in the
first ca<e, and sixty-two and a half houis in liis case,

befoic the operation was done.

A Cape of Polyuria Dependent fpo.v as I.ntra-
CRANiAi, Ti-.MOJ{.—The Li/on Mi'diral contains the his-

tory of a ca<e in which a boy of nineteen years parsed
daily twenty-five to twenty-eivht litrea of urine, which
was clear, limpid, almost colorless, and contained
neither sugar nor albumen. His health otherwise ap-
peared pretty good. Alter a time the patient had
convulsions, and still later his thirst decreased. On
his admission to hospital in September, he sufi'i-red

from intense cephalalgia, had impairment of motility,

had an attack of vomiting, his reason became impaiied,
sank into a typhoid condition, became comatose, and
died.

At the autopsy, a tumor about thirty millimetres in

diameter was found in the third ventricle. All the

other organs appeared healthy excepting the kid-
neys, which were much smaller than natural ; con-
gested and hard. Micioscof)ic examination showed
the tumor to be carciiiomatous. The kidneys showed
no pathological changes.

Solid Cancer of toe Ovary.—James L. Brown,
M.D., of New York (Americin Journal of Obstetrics,

May, 1872), reports an unusual case of solid cancer of
the left ovary, the patient being a married woman,
aged .39. When first removed it weighed nineteen
pounds, and was longer than the pregnant uterus at

full term. The right ovary was also diseased and en-
larged to about the size of a turkey's e^g. Dr. Brown
remarks that " true cancer of the ovary of any kind is

infrequent, and a solid ovarian cancer of th's irize is of
such very rare occurrence a« to constitute it a sort of pa-
thological curiosity." The nearest approacli that he has
been able to find to this case, in a ha-ty examination of
the literature of the .suViject, occurs in Lebert's " Patho-
logicd Anatomy," where a description of what is there
called an " enormous cancerous tumor of the ovary " is

given, the tumor weighing eleven pounds. Tiie plate

accompanying that description so closely resembles
the appearjnce presented by this tumor when first laid

open that it might readily pass for a faithful likeness

of it.

Chronic Coxjl-nctivitis.—Dr. J. H. Hollister, of 111.

Qfed. Eraminer), mentions a case of chronic conjunc-
tivitis, which was rapidly cured by the application of
an ointmeat of the biniodide cf mercury to the outside

of the eyelids.

H.F-MATOXYLtN AS A STArNIXG ifATERIAL FCR AxiHAL
Tissues.—J. W. S. Arnold, M. D., of N. Y. {Phila.

Med. Ti'riex), describes a process which does away with
the two objections raised against carmine. The color-

ing matter of logwood (hsematoxylon campechianum)
is one of the most valuable st;iining materials known to

him. It was first used by C. F. Midler, in his investi-

gations on the cornea. The ordinarj' logwood extract

is finely pulverized in a mortar, and about three times

its bulk of alnm (in powder) added. The two ingre-

dients are well rubbed up together and mixed with a
small quantity of distilled water. The comjilete admix-
ture of the alum and htomatoxv'lin is necessary, and this

will require fifteen to twenty minutes' vigorous stirring.
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More water may now be poured on, and the solution,

after filtration, should present a clear, sonunvliat dark

violet-color. If a dirty red is obtained, more alum
mu^t be incorporated, and the mixture again fUtt-red.

By always having an excess of both alum and hieina-

toxyliu in the mortar a saturated solution can be ob-

tained, which, after infiltration, may be combined with
alcohol—one ounce of the logwood fluid with two
diachms of seventy-live per cent, alcohol. lie has

f lund that a much better color can be had by allowing

the mixture, alter thorough trituration, to stand for

several days before filtering and adding the alcohol.

Should a scum form on the surface of the liquid after

it has bix^n some time mad;^, a few drops of alcohol

and careful filtering will be all that is required. "With

a strong solution the coloring is very rapid, requiring

but a few minutes ; whereas if a slower tinting be de-

sired, the fluid may be diluted with a mixture of one
part alcohol and tliree parts water. Whether the tissue

has lieen previously hardened in alcohol or in any of

the chromo compounds, it is colored equally well—the

nucleus of a most brilliant purple, the c^ll-body of a

distinct neutral tint. An ow/'-s/(a"«mf/ causes an almost

perfect blackening of the nucleus, while the protoplasm

becomes purple. As to the stability of the coloring,

he remarks tiiat specimens tinted and mounted in De-
cember, 1809, show as perfectly as when first put up.

He concludes with the subjoined method of treating

patliological new formations (histoid tumors), etc.

The cut is placed for the required time in the htcma-
toxylin fluid, and is then immersed in distilled water
to remove the crystals of alum, which might otherwise
adhere to the surface of the tissue. From wafer the

S'Ction is transferred to seventy-five per cent, alcohol,

when, alter soaking for from ten to fifteen minutes, it is

clarified in light oil of cloves, and may be either mount-
ed immediately in balsam dissolved in chloroform, or

in damar varnish.

Removal of Foreign Bodie's from the Ear.—The
Berliner Klin. Woch. (No. 9, 1872) contains an article

by Dr. Lowenburg, of Paris, on this subject. Three
cases are therein reported to show the injurious results

of the ill-directed attempts at removal which are gene-
rally instantly made when the foreign body is com-
plained of. In fact such attempts may give rise to

inflammatory effusion, which forms a bulging ring

around the foreign substance. Dr. Lowenburg also

shows that foreign bodies may remain in the outer ear

for several weeks without occasioning great discomfort.

Also, that although the foreign body, or the instruments
used to remove it, sometimes perforate the membrana
tympani. this membrane may eventually recover its

integrity; such perforation being proved by the re-

appearance at the mouth or nose of water injected into

the ear, or by forcible expiration when the latter are

closed, causing bubbles of air to form in the water left

in the meatus after injection.

When injections of water, according to the usual

method, fail to bring away the foreign body, the author
resorts to agglutination. To do this a stem delicately

surrounded with lint, the end of which is slightly un-
ravelled, is dipped into carpenters' glue, none of the

glue being allowed to adhere to the sides of the stem.

The instruiuent is then to be passed carefully into the

meatus and the glue brought in contact with the foreign

body and allowed to remain at rest for from fifteen

minutes to an hour, by wliich time the attachment be-

comes so firm that, by careful management, both stem
and the object can be extracted together.

RE.^fovAL OF Naso-Pharynge.xl Tumors.—In order

to gain access to the posterior narcs and pharynx for

the removal of tumors. Dr. Von Bruns, of Tubingen,
operated in the following way :—A horizontal incision

is mad<' along th(i upper lip (of a sullicient height to

avoid Wounding the mucous membrane) from a point

a few millimetres below the right ala nasi to the level

of the first molar tooth ; a second inci-ion is then
made along the na-o-fiontal suture ; and a third is

curved obliquely down on the left side to the end of

the lower incision. The base of the nasal spine is

divided by a saw, and the septum is then cut tlirough

I)y bonc-lorceps, after which the bony parts arc care-

fully sawn and the right nasal bone is raised from its

union with the maxilhiry. The whole nose can then

be turned over on the right cheek, and reidaced afier

the removal of the tumor. Half onl}' of the no>e may
be treated in the same way by making the division be-

tween the nasal bones, and leaving the septum and
the parts on the soimd side uninjured. Dr. Yon Bruns
has employed this method in three cases. In one of

them it was necessary to keep the nose displaced for

three weeks; but at the end of that time, after the

edges had been freshened, union rapidly took place.

He thinks this mode of operating facilitates the removal
of tumors and the arrest of hetnorrhage : that it gives

the surgeon the opportunity of watching the part for

some tiiTje, so as to perform any further operation

that may be necessary
;
and that recovery takes place

soon and without any impairment of function.

—

Ber-

liner Klin. Woch., Nos. 12 and 13, 1870. Br. Med.
Jour.

The PAxnoLOGY of Contracted Kidney.—At a re-

cent meeting of the Royal Med. and Chirurg. So-
ciety, Sir Will'am Gull and Dr. Sutton read an elabo-

rate pnpcr ' On the Pathology of the Morbid State

commonly called Blight's Disease with Contracted

Kidney." The paper, Avhich was illustrated with

numerous drawings, contained an account of their in-

vestigations on the morbid changes in the small arteries,

principally those of the pia mater. They agreed with

Dr. Q-eorge Johnson that there was thickening of the

coats of the arterioles ; but they differed from him in

that they attributed this thickening to a deposit of
'• hyalin-fibroid" material outside the muscular coat,

and not to tlie hypertrophy of the arterial muscular
structure which has been described by Dr. Johnson
as the result of the renal disease. This " hyalin-fibroid

"

deposit they regarded as not originating necessarily in

the kidney, but as a morbid state coincident with senile

decay, affecting the vascular system, in different parts

of which it presents itself; the kidnevs being affected

more frequently on account of their relatively greater

vascularity; the disease being called by them arterio-

capillary fibrosis. According to this view, "Bright's

disease with contracted kidney " is only a manifesta-

tion of a general morbid condition ; and the changes in

the vessels, instead of being, as Dr. Johnson teaches,

consequent on the urinary disorder, are antecedent to it.

Dr. Johnson defended his views in the discussion which
followed, and in a subsequent letter to the British Med.

Jour, explained that the changes presented by the

specimens exhibited by Drs. Gull and Sutton were
more likely due to the action of tlie glycerine in which
they were preserved upon the tunim adreutitia of the

arteries than to the causes mentioned by them. Other
writers support the theory of Drs. Gidl and Sutton, and
there is prospect of further discus-ion.

—

Ihid.

LiTuiASis.— Leonidas Crows, M.D., Valdosta, Gn.

(Atlanta Med. and Surg. J(»irn(d, June, 1872). in lithia-

sis, with frequent micturition, ardor urinae, etc., without

renal or cystic calculi, has repeatedly given bromide of

potassium with tincture of belladonna, and can confi-

dently recommend them.
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IlfMoiMMiAoic Malarial Fever.—B. M. Cromwell,
M.I)., .\ll>any, Gn. (Atlnutu J/ff/. ami Snrff. Journal,

Juno, 1S72), say.s that tlio pt-neral prinriples of treat-

ment are to avoi'l all rcmcdieB that temi by their aetion

to depress tlic prostrateil vital functions; to re.<<irain

vomilinfr, a.*8uape thir.et hy the free u<c of ice; and to

punrd against chill-' by the generous use of quinine. In
ntiditiun to tlii.<!, the most Rucce.«.«fully treated ca-ses

which came under hi>; ol)servation were iho.tse in which
line-jiiioe and iron were freely used; the lime-juice be-

c»u-e it-< beneficial efleets are well known in scurv}', a
kindred disease, and iron jus furnishing a ready means
of converting white into red corpuscle.s. He has seen
miscliief follow the use of morpliia, or the preparations
of opium, in checking the feeble eliminative process
going on at the time. He al.*o remark-, as a peculiarity

of the tlisease, that its rava^^es have been almost exclu-
sively confined to what is regarded as the healthiest

portion of the country—the pine woods.

Vaccination a Proof against Small-Pox.—Jas. F.

Weeds, Surgeon U. S. Army {XashviUe Jouni. Med.
and Siinjery, August, 1S72), in a valuable paper on
'• Vaccination," etc., firndy believes, with the majority
of tiie profes-sion, that vaccination and re- vaccination,

properly performed, renders complete protection against

small-pox, and that wherever the di.^ease exists, it is

in consequence of this operation having been insuffi-

ciently and improperly performed. Tho.se who deny
the protective power of vaccination, witii tlie multitude
of incontrovertible evidences to substantiate it that

have accumulated from all parts of the world, through
a period of three-quarters of a century that has elapsed
since its discovery, would discredit the propositions of
Euclid, and deny the correctness of the multiplication
table.

Epidemics of small-pox find their victims among the
unvaccinaled, and the imperfectly and insufficiently

vaceinated. Wipe out these classes, and at the same
time epidemic small-pox will be wiped out. The fault

is not in the defective power of vaccination, but in
the imperfect and incomplete manner in which it is

used.

Belladonna in Opicm Poisoning.—A ca=e of resus-
citation from opium poisoning by enemas of solution of
belladonna, until ten grains were given, is mentioned
liy Dr. R. D. Bone, of Larissa, Texas {XashviJJe Jouni.
Med. and Surgery^ August, ls72). The patient was a
child, aged seven months, who, through mistake of the
mother, took two grains of morphia solution. When
tirst seen it was in a state of profound coma, complete
anaesthesia, livid and cold surface, pupils contracted to
a mere point, no perceivable circulation in extremities,
breathing stertorous, and from two to four re-nirations
per minute. In two hours afterwards the child cried,
and entire recovery followed. Although the rertainly
of the antidotal efleets of belladonna in opium poison-
ing may be questioned, he is confident, in ihi* ca.se, it

was the medium throiiiih which the effects of the
morphia were displaced, and the hfe of the child saved.
The subsidence of such a profound condition upon

the appearance of tlie therapeutical action of the bella-
doima, would hardly fail to convince the most doubtful
as to its potency in Hke cases, and justify the repetition
of the practice.

Dr. N. G. ^f. Walker, of Texas, relates a case where
tincture of opium was taken for suicidal purpose.*,
in which belladonna thrown into the stomach had the
hapi'est effect.

The Theories of EvoLuxroN.—Rn-. William T. Gib-
son, Editor of the Churrh Journal (A nierican Journal
of Insanity, July, 1872;, in his third article on th s sub-

ject, remarks upon the late pajier of Profe.«sor Iluxley
in the Conleniporary Ilfvietr, styled, '"More Criticisms

on Darwin : and Administrative Nihilism," and express-
es his gratification at finding how little even the ablest

writer among the advciates of Mr. Darwin's theory
has to show by way of real answer to the arguments
of A. K. Wallace and St. George Mivart, F.U.S., in

their jiapers on the " Conlriljiitions to the Theory of
Natural Selection," and "The Genesis of Species."

In the January and April numbers of this Journal,

Mr. Gib.son broutrht together the various arguments
which eonstituted a valid array of objection to Mr.
Darwin's Theory of Evolution by Natural and Sexual
Selection, especially as relied upon to determine the
qtiestion of the origin of man. Those arguments were
derived from the three departments of science, com-
monly understood as zoological, psychological, and
ethical.

The Administration of ANJiisrnETirs.—David Web-
ster, M.D., House-sugeon to the Manhattm Eye and
Ear Hospital, New York (A'ciw York Medical Journal,

August, 1872), having been requested to note down, in

each case, the length of time irom the first inhalation

of ether to the commencemi-nt of the operation, and
the recurrence or absence of vomiting, places the re-

sults of his observations in one hundred ca.ses before

the profession : Average length of time occupied in

producing antesthesia, 5.84 minutes. The shortest

time recorded is one and a half minute, in the case of a
child; t'.ie longest is twenty minutes. Vomiting oc-

curred in 42 per cent, of the ca-es. His impres-ion is,

that the average quantity used was from four to six

ounces. Jn most cases the patient had eaten no din-

ner, the inhalations occurring during the afternoon. In
giving ether in this hospital, a newspaper cone, lined

with rt towel, is always used. Three persons are

gemrally necessary in giving ether to an adult—one to

manage the cone and the patient's head, and an assis-

tant on each side to hold him in case he struggles vio-

lently. This they can best accomplish by placing one
hand on his shoulder, while with the other they seize

the wrist. The vast majority of hospital patients re-

sist more or less violently during the stage of excite-

ment, while the reverse seems to be true of the more
intellicrent and better-trained cases met with in

practice.

He remarks, in giving ether, that the newspaper
cone should be held a little way from the patient's nose
while he takes the first two or three inspirations, so

that the ether may be at first largely diluted with air.

The struggling once commenced, however, more ether
should be poured into the cone, the air more perfectly

excluded, and the patient hurried through this disagree-

able stage as rapidly as pos-ible. His countenance
should be narrowly watched, however, and his breath-
ing assiduously attended to. The moment the face

commences to assume a purple or dusky hue, the ether
should be at once lemoved, and the tongue drawn well
forward by means of a tablespoon-handle, or whatever
else may be convenient. This is usually sufficient to re-

establish a healthy breathing, and due oxygenation of
the blood. But, if it fails, artificial respiration should
be resorted to, and cold water dashed in the face.

In Dr. Agnew's service he has given a mixture con-
sisting of one part of chloroform and four parts of ether
to thirteen patients. The average length of time in

producing comp'ete ana?sthesia was three minutes.
The average quantity of the mixture consumed was
twu ounces. Vomitinir occurred in only three cases

out of the thirteen. Three patients had eaten their

dinners, but in neither of these did vomiting occur.
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The general feeling among the surgeons of this in-

stitution seems to be that chloroform is dangerous, and
tliat its indiscriminate use as an anicsthetic is unjustili-

ible.

PoisoNors Effects of Animalcula.—T. P. Brown,
M.D., Gait, Ontario {Canada Lancet, Aug. 1872), re-

ports eeveral severe cases of poisoning produced by
drinking fresldy clinrneil buttcrniilk, wliieh, on micro-

scopi(>al examination, exhibited large numbers of ani-

malcula. The conclusions which he draws are: 1.

That in addition to the chemical t-.sts used, the long

interval Avliich elapsed between the imbibition of the

niilk and the commencement of the symptoms, would
preclude the possibility of ordinary irritant poisoning.

2. The presence of animalcula would preclude the

same ; as the existence of poisonous matters in the milk
would, in all probability, prove latal to insect life. 3.

That the animalcula Avere the real evil;" and that he is

of the impression that the germs or ovula which pro-

duced them, were in the water drunk by the eow
which produced the milk. The animalcula were from
1-5,000th to 1-7, 000th of an inch in diameter. Re-
membering the immeasurable difference in the size,

Avhich always exists, between the germ or ovum and
the I'uUy developed living being, he thinks it is quite

possible for the germ of the animalcula to be so small

as to p.ass without obstruction through the lacteal and
lactiferous absorbent systems; and that too without
breaking any well-established physiological law.

" Hygromatous Cyst" of Yon Ammon.—Wm R. ^Ic-

!Mahon, M. U., of Pluntingburgh, Ind. {Afed. and Surg.

Reporter^ July 27, 1872), mentions an unusual case of
congenital cyst of the neck, filling the space between
the upper part of the sternum and chin in a child four

days old, which was cured by a seton composed of two
strands of surgeon's silk saturated with tincture of io-

dme. and external pres=?ure, commensurate with the

comfort of the child. The seton wa-; not introduced
until nearly three months after the birth of the child.

Tlie obliteration of the cyst was perfect, and the only
mark left to designate the site of this formidable tumor
was simply a slight redundancy of tissue.

A Large Uterine Tl'mor.—Dr. Wm. B. Atkinson,
of Philadelphia {Med. and Surg. Reporter, July 27,

1372), exhibited, at a recent meeting of the Philadel-

phia County Medical Society, a tumor weigliing about
thirty [lounds, removed from, a woman who died on the

ninth day after delivery. The delivery was natural, no
s;ispii;ioii of such a tumor being pre.-ent. Death resul-

ted from pyaemia, and was very rapid. The diseased
mass occupied the posterior wall of the uterus, and was
much disintegrated.

Cartes OF THE Astragalus.—At the June meeting of
the Central New York Medical Society, held in Roch-
ester, Dr. E. M. Moore {Med. and Surg. Reporter, July
20, 1872) read the history of a patient, a case of
chronic suppuration of the ankle-joint, which proved to

be "caries of the astragalus." This was removed by
crushing the bone and removing the fragments. The
wound not healing perfectly, it was reopeneil, and the
diseased end of the tibia removed. The patient then
exhibited the joint, which was a good one. The de-
ductions made by Dr. Moore were, that in similar cases,

and those of compound dislocation of the ankle-joint,

the removal of the astragalus would be the course
which he would pursue.

The Efficacy of Mud-Batds.—Grace Greenwood,
Ca!. correspondent of The Xew York Times, from expe-

rience, believes in the efficacy of those baths, and extols

the Indian baths at the Geyser Spring-, a California re-

treat, situated 1,G90 feet above the levc.'l of the sea. At
Saint Anuand, in the ujiper part of Fiance, there are

quite a number of renowned mud-liaths wliich are sup-

posed to be salutary for atrophy, rheunuitism, and dis-

eased articulations.

PoisoNrxG RY CANTiiARinES.—L. B. Kline, M.D., of

Catawissa, Pa. {Medical and Surgical Reporter, July 20,

1872), relates a case of poisoning by upwards of fifty

grains of this remedy. When first set'n, the patient,

female, had already been relieved by emesis. With the

object of neutralizmg whatevm* of the canthariiles might
remain in the stomach, he administered charcoal ; and
also ordered the following : I^ . Tr. opii, Tr. camphor, Bu-
chu ext. fl., Spr. jeth. nit., aafsss. M. S. One tea-

spoonful to be taken for a dose.

A few powders of morphia were a'so used in connec-
tion. The symptoms were soon relieved, and in the

course of a ^^w hours she was comparatively recovered.

A noticeable feature in the effects of the cantharides

was its action upon the pulse, causing it to fail to about
fifty per minute.

Treatment of Pelvic Peritonitis and Peri-uterine

Cellulitis.—Dr. James L. Brown, of New York {Am.
Journ. Med. Sciences), observes in regard to the treat-

ment of these affections that the acute stage should be
treated on general principles ; anodynes, local deple-

tion, fomentations, and sedatives are the chief thera-

peutic agents. After this stage has pa'-scd, the most
ethcient means of causing the absorption of the pro-

ducts of inflammation are, for botli affections, succes-

sive fly-blisters over the hypogastrium, and the copious

use of the warm vaginal douche every night and morn-
ing. The best apparatus for this is a keg that will hold

two or three gallons, having an india-rubber tube at-

tached to the stopcock. This keg, being filled wilh wa-
ter as warm as the pa'ient can bear, is placed upon a

shelf ten or twelve feet high
; the patient being suita-

bly arranged on a lounge or chair underneath, the free

end of the tube is introduced high up in the vagina,

and the water allowed to flow in a constant stream

against the pelvic roof and the neck of the uterus. The
rapid improvement that follows the use of these means
in the majority of cases is astonishing even to those

who have had much experience in the use of them.

The whole number of cases of which he has kept a

record is eighty-seven. Of these, however, twenty-

two are so incomplete as to be of very little value. The
remaining sixty-five give the following results :

—

Cellulitis. Peritonitis.

Whole number of cases 4!J 16

Acute cases 9 7

In married women 44 13

In single women 5 3

In nuliiparous women 10 G

Tumor on right side 17 1

Tumor on left side 28 1

Tumor on both sides 4 14

Following labor or abortion 11 5

Following operations 5 4

Cause not ascertained 33 7

Resulting in suppuration 3 1

Nitrite of Amyl in Puerperal Eclampsia.—Wm,
F. Jenks, M.D., Philadelphia {Philadelphia Med. Times,

August 1, 1872), narrates a case of this affection which
was immediately and satisfactorily overcome by the in-

halation of nitrite of amyl.
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THE SANITARY COXDITIOX OF OUR TUBLIC
SCHOOLS.

Considering the large number of cliilJren in the public

schools of New York, any questions connected with

their sanitary condition are of great interest. Rearing

upon such questions we have several useful and practi-

cal suggestions in the first annual report of Dr. R. J.

O'SuUivan, Physician to the Board of Education. The

appointment of this gentleman to this position was a

peculiarly appropriate one, as is now shown by the

thorough manner in which he has discharged his

duties. There was no better opportunity for proving

the efficacy of competent medical supervision of the

sanitary condition of the schools than was afforded by

the recent prevalence of small-pox, and the urgent

necessity of a thorough and systematic vaccination of

every scholar. The requisite amount of authority to

enforce suitable regulations was centralized in a single

individual, just at the critical moment when such

services were most needed. The result has been that

the majority of the pupils were not only vaccinated

without much if any of the usual opposition, but vac-

cination as a preventive of small-pox was popularized.

This latter tffect grew out of the practice of having no

child vaccinated without the consent of its parents-

The procedure was thus robbed of that obnoxiousness

which in the eyes of prejudiced persons is always

associated witli the compulsion of sanitary law.s.

There is now a by-law which requires that principals

of schools should ascertain the evidence of vaccination,

but this as at present framed cannot po.<sibly meet the

necessity. We agree with the author of the report that

the certificate of a medical man should be the only con-

clusive evidence. When such a system is thoroughly

inaugurated it would be quite possible to establi.-h a

rule similar to that in force in the Eastern State.*, which

requires a certificate from every pupil bel'ore admission.

In proof of the efficacy of the school vaccination

Dr. O'Sullivan states that upwards of forty thousand

children were vaccinated during the liwt year, and not

one instance of sma!l-pox has been known. The great

majority of the vaccinations were, however, secondary.

In regard to the subject of ventil ttion, not too much

can be said against the crowded condition of the cla.<J8-

room«. We can easily speak within bounds when we

say that tlierc is hardly a class-room in any of the

Primary Departments which has the requisite degree

of air space. In many instances, as is shown in the re-

poit, the only conmmnicalion with the outside atmos-

phere is by means of alley-ways already tainted by

the close proximity of large tenement-houses or livery

stable.". Couplid with defects in ventilation we notice

that many of the class-rooms are so imperfectly heated

as to be untenable during severe weather. The defec-

tive condition of the water-closets is another matter

which has been proven by in.spection, and for which

the necessary remedies are suggested.

Comparing the present condition of our public schools

with what it was a quarter of a century ago, we have

great reasons for congratulation. Our school buildings

are more commodious, the air space has been relatively

increased one-half, and the accessories in the shape of

improved arrangement in heating, and the disposition

of latrines, etc., are, comparatively speaking, excelU-nt.

But that more is needed in the same direction the de-

tails of the report of Dr. O'Sullivan very satisfactorily

prove. We have every reason to hope that the Board

of Education will not be backward in giving a practi-

cal turn to the suggestions therein contained, and main-

tain the reputation which it has already so well earned.

Sanitarians may make every effort in the way of

having the sanitary regulations of our schools perfect,

the air space may be sufficient, ventilation perfect, the

water-closets inodorous, and the heat may be regulated

by the degrees of the thermometer ; but what will all

this avail so long as the hours for confinement to school

exceed the time actually necessary for study. Very

seldom is this matter viewed in its proper sanitary light.

The pupils of our pubUc schoo's are for the most part

the offspring of the lower and middle classes, and are

generally sent to these inslituiions as much for the pur-

pose of relieving their parents of the care of them

during the greater part of the day, as for purposes of

mental improvement. Generally speaking, the greater

the number of hours that the children remain during

the day, the greater is the satisfaction of their parents

and guardians. Every one of ordinary intelligence

knows that this is all wrong. The supposed benefits

are more than counterbalanced by the evils. In a phy-

sical sense nothing retards the natural development of

children so much as confinement. In a well-regulated

school this latter condition is so essential to what is

called discipline that it is impossible to separate the two.

I

In a word, the hours spent in school represent so many

I
hours during which the cbi'd is under restraint. It
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should be the aim of every well-wisher of the future

generation to rechice this time of daily attendance upon

school to the minimvun consistent with the proper at-

tention to study required at a given age. We are con-

vinced, if the reasonable standard were reached, that the

hours at school would be actually decreased one-tiiird

—to the benefit of both teacher and scho'ar. We are

pleased to see that the visiting physician is fully alive

to this necessity and that he earnestly advises "frequent

recesses and a shortening of school hours in primary

schools." It is gratifying to notice that the Board have

appreciated this necessity, to some extent at least, and

liave acted accordingly, the regulations last year being

that such schools were dismissed at 1 p.m. Bearing

upon the same point, he remarks as follows :

—

" III warm weather, during the noon recess, the

pupils are exposed to the intense heat of the sun at the

hottest hour of the day, and in winter season they are

exposed to the danger of catching colds. I have asked

the opinion of some of the most experienced Principals

in the Primary Departments on this subject, and have

been inva-.iably informed that to dismiss the young

pupils early could not fail to be beneficial to them phy-

sically, while at the same time it could not materially

interfere with their progress in their studies."

Aiiother bane of the public school system is the prac-

tice of sending very young children to the schools.

We have ourselves seen some of these little ones tod-

dling to their classes who could scarcely articulate intel-

ligibly, and 3'^et these babies must take their places

alongside of children of twice their age and be subjected

alike with them to all the necessary rules of restraint

and mental drill. A visit to any of these infant classes

in our primaries is calculated to inspire nothing but piiy

for these little sufferers. We are told that it is the rule

among the laboring classes to send their children to

school as soon as they can walk there ; and not only that,

but it is very frequently noticed that these infants are

taken away before they have even completed a primary

course : this period of attendance upon school being

the only one which is considered necessary for an edu-

cation. For such scholars we cannot advise even a

shortening of school hours with any hope of benefit to

them physically or mentally, nothing short of a total

absence until the proper age is reached. The rule, in

our opinion, should be that no child should be sent to

school under seven years of age. The experience of

educators has proved the fallacy of forcing youthful in-

tellects, and settled the question that no time is lost in

allowing the scholar ample time for bodily development.

If it were a rule that no child under seven years should

be allowed to attend school, it would redound to the

credit and good sense of such as form the present Board

of Public Instruction. We would respectfully call the

attention of the visiting phys'cian of the Board to this

]ioiiit, in the hope that he may officially ga'n the ear of

the autiiorities.

Alumni Associations.

The influence which Alumni Associations exert over

their alma mater is traditional. During the past year

we have had a striking evidence of this in the gradua-

tion of an improper person by the Medical Department

of the University of this city. No sooner was the

charge made than the Alumni of that institution under-

took a thorough investigation, with the results of which

our readers are already familiar. We have no desire to

rehearse an old story, but simply wish to refer in this

connection to the necessity of keeping alive these As-

sociations, and making them, if possible, stronger and

more infiuential. In order to do this eflectually a care-

fully prepared catalogue is very necessary. The Col-

lege of Physicians and Surgeons, and the Bellevuc

Hospital Medical College have done much in this direc-

tion, but the University, in our judgment, has presented

us with a catalogue which is a model in every way, and

which for accuracy, thoroughness of detail, and all

other essential requisites, is the best of its kind we have

seen from any Medical College. This Association with

others of its class has already proved itself a power,

but more remains to be done. They should have a

direct voice in the management of the affairs of their

respective colleges. Why cannot they secure a suit-

able representation in the council ? This is certainly

very desirable from many points of view, and would be

the best means of giving a practical proof of the real

usefulness of these Associations.

The Acquittal of Dr. Schceppe.

TiiK final acquittal of Dr. Paul Schocppe, of Carlisle, Pa.,

of the charge of poisoning a patient, carries with it a

very significant lesson to would-be medical jurists.

Three years ago the charge was made against the doc-

tor on evidence of such a surprisingly unscientific char-

acter as to poison that the only explanation of con-

viction was founded upon the reasonable suspicion

of a blinding prejudice on the part of the jury and

court. Perhaps no really innocent person ever so nar-

rowly escaped the halter. The case for the prosecution

was intrusted to would-be experts, who, perhaps with

the best of intentions, were so lamentably ignorant of

the general principles of medical jurisprudence as to

give them a fourth-rate grade among intelligent prac-

titioners. Happily for Dr. Scha^ppe, in the final trial he

was able to summon to his aid such gentlemen as Prof.

II. C. Wood, Jr. of Phila., and others, who succeeded in

triumphantly disproving every point made by the pros-

ecution.

Wlien we consider how a precious human life might

liave been sacrificed by the former medical bungling in

this case, we cannot as a profession take the lesson too

much to heart, and too strongly insist that in future

all questions of a similar import be left to experts

alone.
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Ucuicius aiii) Uoticcs of iJooks.

DiSEASRS OF TiiK TiiROAT : A Gu'iilo to tlic Diagnosis

and Treat iiu'iit of AlT.'ctions of the Pharynx, (Kso-

phairns, Trai-lien. L:irynx, and Narcs, By J. Sous
Cohen, MD. Ncw'Voik: William Wood S: Co.

1872.

DisKASKS of the throat and of the upper portions of

the respiratory tract arc of such frequent occurrence

and of .such an iiivetcrato character, that their pathol-

ogy ami troatni«nt have of late years called forth

great attention and study. Tlie-«e alfections have long

been an itppmltrium uteilirina-, and many were the per-

sons w!io sulfcred greatly from them in const^quence of

the laclc of knowledge on the part of tlic practitioner

of the r nature ami of the methods of treatment appli-

cable. The general practitioner was generally con-

.sulted. l>iit his treatment wa^ usu;dly of a desultory

character ; con.sequently patients went on suffering

from these very troublesome chronic di.sea=>es. The
result of ihi.s ignorance in treating these affeciiona was,

that many skilful physicians on the continent took up
their stu<ly zealously and have since done much to

spread sound views both as to their pathology and
treatment. So that to-day we find a class of diseases

which ten years ago were shunned, are now treated

with skdl and science, and in fact their treatment is

elevated into a specialty. Among the first to pay
special at'ention to this branch in this country was
Dr. Solis Coiien, of Philadelphia, whose articles upon
the treatment of throat dis^eases have done much to

interest the physicians in their study as well as to

guide them in their treatment. Our aut'ior has also

proved himself equally as learned in the nature

of these diseases, and as skilled in their treatment

as any of our transatlantic brethren. During the

past few years the literature of this subject has gradu-

ally become very extensive, so that there now exist

articles and monographs upon every division of it,

yet a full practical treatise was wanting, and this

want has become recently very apparent and pressing,

for the reason that a person desiring' to familiarize him-
self with the subject was compelled to consult suc!i a

number of articles, many of which were inaccessible,

and besides this disadvantage, there was an entire

absence of system among them, so that if the physi-

cian was not previously somewhat informed on the

siibjent he met obstacles at every stage. To supply
this want Dr. Colicn has written the work under con-

sideration, and he again places the profession at large

under obligation to him. In his preface he tells us

that his researches have been mostly in a clinical direc-

tion, and that the pathological portion of his work
may be somewhat lacking; yet a perusal of the book
shows us tiiat this is really an advantage, as we have
here what is most needed, a strictly practical treatise.

The first six chapters of the work treat of diseases

of the throat, aiid, in the main, cover the ground admi-
rably. The first chapter, devoted to general considera-

tions, is clear and explicit ; while the second, treating of

the methods of examination and of the minute anato-

my, is certainly admirable. The chapter on sore-

throat will be read with much interest. Dr. Cohen
divides this trouble into the common erythematous sore-

throaty the pliJepmonous sore-throat, the nlcerutecl sore-

throat, and the memhrano'is sore-throat, and his clinical

descriptions of them are clearly drawn, and their treat-

ment is concisely but very lucidly laid down. The

chiipters on diphlheiia, the sore-throats of the exantlu-

tiiata, of syphilis, and that from burns ami seaM.s, will

materially assist the practitioner in diagnosis and
treatujeiit. The chapter on alfcctions of the tonsils

contains a brief descri|)lion of the various n)orbid con-

ditions of thesi; organs, jiarticularly of their chronic

hy|)ertrophy, the treatment of which is quite fiilly

enteretl into. We find that Dr. Cohen prefers excision,

but that he also u><es the galvano-cauteiy. The ufTec-

tions of the palate and uvida are treated of in ecventy-

eii:ht pages, and, on ihe whole, the subject is well han-

dled. Dr. Cohen classifies the affections in a simple

manner, and describes thetu very clearly and ti-rsely.

That jiortiou of the subject relating to cleft-palate,

glandular hypertrophy at the vault of the jiharynx,

and naso-jiiiaryngeal tumors, is particularly full and
well done, and the same may be said of the description

of chronic follicular pharyngiti.s. After a very clear

description of the structure of the nasal mucous mem-
brane, we find short but admirable chanters upon
various morbid conditions, the study of which will be

found to be rendered much easier by the simplicity of

arrangement. The various operative procedures for

their relief, and the most approved aj)plication3 are

fully described, as well as the necessary instruments.

We think that this portion of the work is particularly

valuable, as there exists at the present time such a dis-

cordance of views on the subject of douches and ap-

plications, for the reason that we have not had a book
or monograj)h treating fully of the subject, conse-

quently the inquirer was forced to consult numberless

articles, many of which, in point of treatment, were
diametrically opposed to one another. This chaos now
exists no longer, as the whole subject is so well treated

by Dr. Cohen. The various aflections of the larynx

are described at considerable lengtii, and, without par-

ticularizing, we would say that the anatomy, modes of

examination, the various operations, the necessary in-

struments, are all fully described, while the chnical

descriptions are admirably clear and true. In fact,

here within a small compass we have a brief but quite

complete treati-e upon these frequently occurring alfcc-

tions. At the end of the book we find a very volumi-

nous bibUography, which fully attests the author's

familiarity with bis subject. In conclusion, we would
say that Dr. Cohen's book supplies a want long and
urgently felt. Ilis descriptions of diseases are clear

and accurate, while his directions for treatment are

simple and practical. On the whole, we know of no
particular branch of medicine which is more fully sup-

plied by a text-book than that of throat diseases is by
Dr. Cohen's book. The style is clear and terse, while

the general arrangement of the subject is admirable.

The mechanical portion of the work is excellent, as

to [laper, priming, and binding
; and the illustrations, to

the number of one hundred and thirty-three, materially

enliance its value.

The Cokrect Puincipi-es of Treatment for Ax-
GCLAR CURV.VTIRE (»F THE SPINE. liy BeN.JAMIX
Lee, A.iM.. iSI.D. Philadelphia: Lippincott &, Co.

1872. 12mo, pp. 77.

It is the misfortune of Mechanical Medicine that its

promoters have, for the most part, been rather mechan-
icians than scientific men. Lacking the conservative

influence of general education and professional know-
ledge, they have generally become votaries of partial

and limited ideas, and not seldom charlatans.

It is with pleasure, therefore, that we welcome this

modest little book from the pen of so well-trained and
faithful a student as Dr. Lee.
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Tlie labors of such trustworthy gentlemen as Davis,

Taylor, and the author, are of the highest advantage

to those whose opportunities and engagements have not

perniitted them to pursue this important line of

study.

These two lectures upon " Antero-posterior Sup-
port" and "^fodilied Suspension" consider the subject

in the light of its Pathological Anatomy, Physiological

Anatomy, and Mechanics, illustrated by diagrams and
a fi>w well-told and very successful cases.

The author does not, with Rokitansky, believe that

tubercle is commonly the determining cause of the

ulceration, but regards the caries both in the vertebra

and intervertebral cartilage as a sequel of acute inflam-

mation.

It seems tons that this view is supported by what
we know of the etiology of morbus coxarius. We
have not observed that tliis disease is very closely as-

sociated with the tubercular diathesis. "VVeie it so, we
should not see it often relieved, and sometimes in its

early stages cured, by intestinal revulsion. Nor should

w^e expect that so many tuberculous subjects would so

long endure and so often surmount the depressing in-

fluences of protracted confinement and irritative fever.

The mechanical appliances of Dr. Lee could not be ex-

plained in a brief notice. They are not mainly new,
but the careful reasoning which projected, and the dis-

crimination which regulateil their use, evince a thorough

study of all the conditions involved.

Cancer: its Varfeties; their Histology and
Diagnosis. By Henry Arnott, F.R.C.S., Assis-

tant Surgeon to St. Thomas's Hospital, and Joint

Lecturer on Morbid Anatomy in the Medical College.

Illustrated by lithographic and wood engravings, from
drawings by the author from Nature. Philadelphia:

Lmdsay & Blakiston. 1872.

One of the most conspicuous results of medical study

in modern times has been the separation of distinct

morbiil processes formerly grouped together as one
dis.^ase' and the arrangement of them under new head-
ings with appropriate names. It is not necessary to

mention other diseases than phthisis and the continued
fevers as illustrations of this assertion, and it is evident

that this work of elimination is still incomplete.

In i,lic work of Dr. Arnott a similar efi'ort has been
made, and we consider this small volume one of the

most practical and interesting which has recently aji-

peared upoi the subject of cancer.

The substance of this work was originally contri-

buted in several papers to the Medical Times and
Ouzette^ and these remodelled, and, with additions, are

contained in t'.ie volume before us. As Surgical

Pathologist and Registrar at Middlesex Hospital tor

some years, the writer h:id excellent opportunities for

the study of his subject.

It is well known that Lebert's doctrine of a specific

cancer-cell finds at present few, if any adherents.
" Cells which are microscopically indistinguishable from
those of scirrhus may be found in granulations, in cer-

tain sarcomata, in granular growths, and even in

healthy f)arts, as the pelvis or the kidnev and the
' prostate." In our own country and in Europe the

question now is as to the source of these cells. Do they

arise from epithelium, from connective-tissue cor-

puscles, or white blood-cells ? Koester believes them
to originate from the lymphatic endothelium ; but Dr.

A. A. Woodward, in his recent "Report to the Surgeon-
G-eneral of the United States Army on the Minute
Anatomy of two Cases of Cancer," with photographic
illustiations, does not subscribe to Koester's view. He
says: "I am not satisfied, either by my own examina-

tions or by the study of Koester's pajier, that they can

be justly considered the progeny of the lymphatic endo-

thelium. A view which should regard them as trans-

formed white corpuscles aecunuilated in the lymphatic

passages, appears to me, if anything, a more proba'ole

interpretation." He believes, however, that whatever

be the origin of the cells, the "cancer cylinders" are

"conditioned in form and direction by the pre-existing

lym|)liatic passages."

After referring to the vague use of the term "can-

cer," and the defects of a clinical classification, Dr.^

Arnott defines malignancy as "such an energy of

growth as baffles in a greater or less degree the sur-

geon's interference." He also defines three degrees of

malignancy which it is not necessary here to specify.

This word malignant is one which is frequently em-

ployed without a satisfactory idea as to its meaning.

If by the term is intimated destructiveness to life, the

adjective is often more applicable to benign tumors

than to those which bear distinctive marks of cancer,

and which run a course to be numbered by years.

Probably with increased knowledge of minute anatomy

or cell development, this word will be less frequently

used. Dr. Arnott's definition seems, in the main, an

accurate one, and the remarks with regard to the dif-

ferent degrees of malignancy are of much practical in-

terest.

Clear directions are given for making sections of

tumors, and hints as to the value of scrapings for

diagnostic purposes are added; then, after stating that

the cell of scirrhous and medullary cancer is in ail re-

spects identical, he gives to these "most cancerous of

cancers" the distinctive term of carcinoma. Carci-

noma is defined as " a tumor in ichich a more or less

dense fibroid growth forms a sponge-like or cavernous

framework, ivhose alveoli are filled with loose cells of an

epithelial type, grouped together disorderly, bathed in a

clear fluid, and having no visible intercellular matericd.'''

He states that this definition differs from that of MM.
Cornil and Ranvier, in describing the cells as of an

epithehal type, in insisting upon their disorderly ar-

rangement, and upon the absence of visible intercellular

substance. These views are also in harmony with those

of Virchow, Liicke, and Rindfleisch. He then careful-

ly describes the stroma and cells of carcinoma, and il-

lustrates by a diagram the different periods of develop-

ment, maturity, and decay.

The author then considers these varieties of cancer,

such as villous, bematoid, melanotic, and cohoid, whoso

distinguishing features are caused by " degenerative pro-

cesses or other accidental comlitions." He believes

that these characteristics are in many instances a very

insufficient ground for applying special names to the

tumors which exhibit then), while he thinks that col-

loid is often confounded with myxoma, or one of the

tumors of mucous tissue.

Having considered carcinoma, the writer passes to

notice a number of malignant groAvths, " which m their

intimate structure are essentially distinct from carci-

noma, although generally coupled with it by English

surgeons under the com] rehensive title, cancer." The

most important of these are divided into two groups

—

sarcomata and epithelioraata ; and he expresses the

opinion that "by for the greater number of ' soft can-

cers ' and ' firm me^lnllary cancers ' recorded in Engl sh

publications are really sarcomas."

He regards the sarcoma as " a tumor made up of

' embryonic tissue, which may tend towards develop-

ment into a perfect tissue. Hence a sarcoma is almost

entirely a cellular groirth, with more or less of visible in-

tercellular substance, and the cells are usually of a spindle

or fusiform type."
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Tl)'> (liffiTcnt varieties of sarcomata are then farefully

coii'«i<iL'n'(l ami illustratetl. hut there i-« not spaee in this

review for enlaii,'in<; uptm this division. Tiie descrip-

tions are clear, and tlie laii^Miage is not exuheraiit.

KpitheUoma presents the one essential anatomical
fent'ire " ol' piuli/ernlin;/ epidermal cells in abnormal sit-

uations." ('ndt-r the epitlielioniaia he ranges " rodent
ulcer." or " rodent cancer," as Mr. C. II. Moore styled

it,di(rerin;;from Mr. Moore in iiis views as to the position

which tliis di.sease should o<cui)y. He thinks that

altlioujrh it sometimes presents " c inical features which
sufliciently warrant its boinp grouped atnonj^'st the
cancers, yet doc'^ not.«eem to me to p )S."jess any proper-
ties, eitiier clinical or anatomical, whicii justify its being
placed in a distinct c!ass by itself."

In the concluding chapter, the n-lative vahie of some
diagnostic points s ich a-< a;:e, cacliexia, family history,

and pain, are considered
;
and the microscopical investi-

gations contained are sliown to be of prai.tical utility.

With an increased knowledge of iho intimate structure
of tumors, he believes that our elforts for cure will be
more satisfactory; and he makes the hopeful assertion

that it is a " matter of history, that hosts of tumors
liave been permanently arrested in their progress, and
it is also a matter of history that amongst these have
been inehided not a few instances of genuine cancer."

In closing this review we would recommend tho«e
who are interested in malignant tumors to nad this

work. It is not a collection of many words enveloping
few ideas

; little, if any, language is wasted ; and one
rises refreshed from the perusal.

ttnu instruments.

A NEW WIKE SPECULUM FOR VAGINA
AND RECTUM.

ALSO,

A NEW SELF-RETAINING MALE URIN-
ARY CATHETER.

By GREENSVILLE DOWELL, M.D.,

GALVESTON, TEXAS.

The following cut represents A speculum I invented
two years ago to examine a colloid cancer of the rectum.
I had tried all the usual specula, and despite everything
I could do, I failed in obtaininir a satisfactorv view o|

the ulcer. On thinking over some means which might
be adopted to enable me to make applications to "the
part, my eye rested upon a wire upon my office table.

The thou;3ht at once occurred lo me, that I might em-
jdoy this in some shajje to answer my pinpose. Twist-
ing it ill dilTerent forms in the hollow of inv jiarlially

do-ed fist,, I finally settled upon the form dej)iclid in

the i>resent drawing.
To my great satisfaction I introduced it without ai;

.

trouble, and succeeded in l)riiiging the entire ulct-iati d

Hiirface in full view. I was thus enableil to make applica-

tions weekly of chromic acid (with e([nal parts of walerj,

by means of any ordinary camel'.s-hair brush. The pa-
tient AVIS also treated in tUe intervals with diluted

perehloride of iron, with snpjmsitories of acetate of had,
tannin, and morphine. The patient continued to im-
prove until the ulcer wjis completely healed.

rinding it to act so wrdl with anal examinatifm.**, I

had two larger sizes made for the vagina. The.»e, as

was expected, acted equally well in this canal, exposin'/

every portion from the margin of the vulva to the •

uteri.

Tiie uterine sound can be in.serted while the spcfu-

lum is in place, and the whole canal can be likewi-i-

cauterized its entire length and space with thegreate-l

ease. I use the hamlle in the figure as a Sims specu-

lum wiih the body of the instrument, B, C, and 1), lor

the ban lie. The ins:rnment has been already dcscriljcd

t.o the State Society of Texas at its meeting last year.

It has the advantages of being cheap, being constructed
only of steel Avire and nickel plated, and of being ex-

tremely light, handy, and portable.

TnK accompanying cut represents a cathetr-r, the benefits

of which I have proved in a number of instances. There
is always a difficulty in keeping the <;alheter in place, .it

the same time Ave prevent any injury to the bladder.

In these regards the catheter can be said to be entirely

unolijectionable. It is simple in its action and perll'Ct-

ly free from danger. It consists, as will be seen, of a

catheter with arectangular outlet, controlled by a .screw

at the end of the tube. In the angle formed by the

outlet is a ring to Avliich is fastened a string, Avhich in

its turn is passed behind and around the sorotnm.

Wiien tlie bladder contracts, the instrument is pushed

out, and the scrotum is pulled forwards. As the bladder

fills Avith urine, the weight of the ?crotum keeps the

catheter in place. The bladder is easily evacuated Avhen

lull, by unsCTCAA'jng the nm at the end.

If it is desired to inject the bladder for cystit's. t'l*^

nut is entirely remove 1, and the pipe of syringe is

screwjd in beyond the dischargin^-pipe. We can thus

I
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allow the fluid to remain as long as possible, and then

by unscrewing' tiie pipe we can allow it to flow out of

the proper outlet of catheter. The iiie.trument can be
easily used for wa-hing out the bladder, and thus take

the place of any ordinary double catheter. I treat all

cases of stricture of the urethra, after operation, until

the urine runs by its side. I have tliiis cured twenty-
three cases of stricture with one death,—twelve of

internal incision, and eleven of external urethrotomy.
The one that died had hiccough before he was operated

if
upon, ftom gangrene in the scrotum and penis. He
was delirious, and pulled the instrument out during the

night, thus again necessitating the reintroduction of the

urethrotome. I have used in tiiis manner the common
silver catheter, stopping up the end with a cork or pin,

and also tiie ordinary flexible catheter, bending it in

the form of a syphon.
I have been u.-ing this mode of confining the catheter

since 185S, and have never had any trouble, nor heard
any com[)laint of it from any patient. It prevents to a

great extent rigors, the scalding sensation in urinating,

and it also prevents intiltration after divulsion or inci-

sion. I have not; seen any account of its being used in

this way by any other surgeon; Gross confines the

catheter by attachment to penis; Malgaigne writes six

pages on the confinement of catheter to penis and body,
all of which are dangerous and difficult to manaffe.

Corrcspoutiencc.

DOCTOR WHITEHEAD'S GAG.

To THE Editor of the Hedical Kecoed.

My dear Sir—Pardon my reluctant appearance in the
guise of a newspaper squabbler. I had not intended
to notice the letter concerning me in your issue of the
15th inst., and I break silence only by advice of a friend

in whose judgment I have every reason to confide.

On returning from a ivcent summer vacation, I found,
among my accumulated correspondence, an unman-
nerly letter from Dr. Whitehead, the contents of which
I will not offend your colutiins by transcribing. Suf-

fice it to say, ir, charges me with wilfully claiming an
instrument of Dr. Whitehead for my friend Dr. Els-

berg. I replied at once, declining to notice the dis-

courteous language of my correspondent, and stating

that, if I had made a mistake, I was glid to have it cor-

rected, and would make a public acknowledgment of
my error in the Rkcord. Dr. Whitehend's letter, al-

ready in your pages, supersedes any further steps tow-
ants this end on my part.

When I wrote my book on Diseases of the Throat,
I believed, as indeed I still believe, that Dr. Elsberg
devised this gag in all its essential points; save only
the recent "changed arrangements in the tongue-de-
pressor," which I thouerht at that time had been devised
by Mr. Stohlmann, of Tiemann 6c Co., but which, I am

^informed in a recent letter from that firm, were sug-
gested by Dr. Whitehead; and I was lurthprmore un-
der the impression, and still am under the impression,
that Dr. Whitehead actually borrowed from Dr. Elsberg
the very identical gag with which he perfoimed his

earliest operations or operation with an instrument of
this character; and finally, a written inquiry of mine
to the instrument-makers, when composing the article,

as to whether the gag was Elsberg's or Whitehead's,
remamed unanswered. Hence I gave Elsberg the
credit; but inasmuch as the cuts were furnished bv

Messrs. Tiemann <fe Co., fiom a business circular com-
posed for them by Dr. Whitehead, this source is ac-

knowledged in my list of illustrations.

The only cut I required to elucidate my subject was
that showing the gag in position : but tin; additional

cut, wiih the changed arrangements of the tongue-piece,

being al.-o tendered me, I tiioughtlessly, and certainly

most unnecessarily, inserteil it as an additional illustra-

tion. This imjiropriety will not be recommitted should
my work reach a second edition.

I am yours truly,

J. SoLis Cohen.
rHILADELPHI.\, AugUSt 20, 1S72.

"PESSEMA;" THE NEW SKIN DISEASE.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record.

Sir—I have at present under my care a case of skin dis-

ease which appears to be identical with that described
by Dr. Frisbie, in 3'our No. 157.

Bromide of potassium had, however, not been taken,

to the best of my knowledge, and certainly not for

ihiee months.
The patient is a female, aged two years and seven

months ; has a good constitution ; resides in a miasma-
tic locality; was re-vaccinated last winter, had a quite

sore arm in consequence ; and recovered from an
attack of rubeola three months ago. The disease has
now existed ten da3's, and some of the pustules are

drying up; others are making their appearance, and
many of tlie latter are aborting.

The description by Dr. F. applied so well to this case,

that it is needless for me to enter into details. I have
ordered good diet ; tinct. cinchon. comp., gtt. x. ter

die ; ol. olivaj loc dly, and 1 emoval to a healthy coun-
try district untd frost: appears.

Very respectfully,

A. A. HOEHLIVG,
Surgeon U. S. Navy.

v. S. Xaval St.\tiok, League Island, Pa.

ARMY AND NAVY NEWS.

Official List of CJiange^ of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the Medical Department^ United States Armi/,

from August 19, 1872, to September 4, 1872. inclusive.

MooRE, John, Surgeon.—By S. 0. 159, Department
of the East, August 21, 1872, granted leave of absence

lor twenty days.

Aldex, C. a.. Surgeon.—ByS. 0. 71, Department of

the Lakes, August 5, 1872, relieved from duty at Fort

Gratiat, Michigan, and assigned to duty at Fort Por-
ter, N. Y.

NoTsox, Wjf. M., A.ssistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 73,

Department of the Lakes, August 7, 1872, assigned to

duty at Fort Mackinac, Michigan.

Tremaine, "W. S., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 142,

Department of the Missouri, August 29, 1872, granted

leave of absence for fifteen days.

Jessop, S. S., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 133, De-
partment of the Missouri, August 17, 1872, assigned to

duty with 6th U. S. Cavalry in camp near Fort Hays,

Kansas.

Carvallo, C, Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 195,

War Department, A. Gr. 0., August 22, 1872, to report

in person to the Commanding General Department of

the Lakes for assignment to duty.
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By S. O. 201, War Department, A. O. 0., August
29, 1872, tlie following changes are made:

—

Kinsman, J. II., Assistant Siirpeon.—Ilelieveil from
duty ill Department o|' the South, and to report in per-
son to the Commanding General Dei)artment of Dakota
for a>signment to duty.

Yf.omans, a. a.. Assistant Surgeon.— Relieved from
duty in Department of the fiulf, and to report in per-
son to the Commanding General Department of the
East for assignment to duty.

>fATTHKw.'!, W. ; ^rrxx. C. E.; Ewkn, Ci.arknce;
Assistant Surgeons.—Relieved from duty in Depart-
ment of Dakota, to proceed to New York City, and re-

port, upon arrival there, by letter to the Surgeon Gen-
eral.

StMriK, J. E., Assistant Surgeon.—Died during Au-
gust, 1872, while en route to Department of the Gidf.

iHcliical 3tcms anti Ucids.

Dkath from EriiF.R.—A deatli has occurred at

Bellevu.' Hospital, the result of the inhalation of ether.

The case will be reported in full in our next i-sue.

Universitv of Zurich.—Tiie Professors of this Uni-
versity are unanimou-ly opposed to ihe admission of
furtlicr female students, and they intend to apply to

the Federal Government of Switzerland for a bill re-

stricting the rights of studentship to males.

Paris.—This city has a population of 1,794,380, a

loss of 5,600 since the census of 18GG.

Amherst College Professors.—Professors Julius H.
Seelye and Edward Hitchcock, M.D.. of this college,

left in July last for San Francisco, Cal., en route for

their voyage around the world.

Trot Hospital, X. Y.—This new and beautiful hos-
pital on bth street, overlooking the City of Troy, ad-
joining the Roman Catholic Theological Seminary, is

nearly completed. When finished it will accommodate
two hundred patients

; at the pre.aent time there are

about fifty pa;ients within its walls. It is supported
by the R iman Cat'.iolic denomination, and is under the
ciiarge of the Sisters of Charity. The Hospital receives
medical and surgic:il cases, and is open to patients of
both sexe-J. Attending Ph)jdcians.—Drs. "William S.

Cooper, Thomas B. Heimstreet, and James L. Went-
worth

;
Attending Surgeon.—Dr. Leroy McLean; At-

tending Phyxician and Surgeon, Ege and Ear Depart-
ment.—Dr. Charles A. Robertson, of Albany.

Tiie Di.-pensiiry of this Hospital was organized in

1S4"J, for the gratuitous treatment of outdoor sick and
disabled poor.

No city in the United States can surpass Troy in its

care of the sick poor. The corporation pays four dol-
lars for every destitute sick patient treated in hos-
pital.

A McNiFiCEXT Gift.—Mr. Leander J. McCorraick, o^
Chicago, of the firm of C. H. McCormick &; Brother,
of reaping-machine celebrity, will present shortly to the
Washington and Lee College, of Lexington, Va., a
magnificent telescope, which is to be larger than any
other in the world. This instrument was ordered in

July. 1870, of Clark & Son, of Cambridgeport, Mass.,
and will soon be finished. It is to be 26-inch aper-
ture.

Syracuse U.viversity. N. Y.—Alexander Winchelli,

LL.D., late Professor of Geology, Zoology, and Botany
in the L'niversity of Michigiin, h.-is been electe<l I'r .si-

dent of the Syracuse Methodist University by tlie

Board of Tru>^tee.s, in place of Rev. Dr. Peck, recently

elected one of the Bishops of the denomination.

A Female Resioent Piiv.''iriAN.—The re-ident jihvsi-

cian of the lirmingham atul Midland lIo.spital, in Eng-
land, for Women, is now for the first lime a woman.

Cattle Disease in England.—There are 13,000 cases

of fo.)t and mouth diseases among the cattle of on •

county in England.

New York Piivsiciaxs.—.\ccording to the New
York Mediral liegisttr for 1872, tliere are in New York
City, Brooklyn, and vicinity, seventeen hundied and
forty-eight practising ])liysiciims in good standing, lie-

ing a gain of one hundred and ninety-five over the

year 1871.

Examination of Midwives.—In order to rep-ess

some of the dangerous abuses caused l)y want of ex-

amination, and con.sequently of education, among
" monthly nursos," the Obstetrical Society of London
has re-olved to form a jury from its members, and to

deliver certificates to those women who, on examina-
tion, ^hall show themselves to be capable of executing

ceriam obstetrical manipulations, and who shall show
that they have had sufficient elementary instruction.

Fori;ion Appointment.5 and Changes.—Dr. Gerhart,

of Jena, has been appointed to fill the ciiairof Clinical

Medicine in Wuerzburi.', vacated l)y Bamberger, who
has gone to Vienni; and Dr. 0. Liebreieh (discoverer

of the action of chloral) has been appointed Ordinary

Profes-or of Materia Medica in the University of Ber-
lin. Dr. Brown-Sequa-d has resigned the Chair of

,

Comparative and Experimental Pathology in connec-

tion with the Faculty of Medicine of Paris, and M.
Vulpi in has applied for the position. The College of

Professors of the University of Vienna liave determined

on adding a third teacher of Clinical Midwifery to the

two already existing, and have appointed to the new
post Dr. Gustav Braun, Professor of Midwifery in the

Joseph's Academy. Mr. Hancock, for many years

Surgeon to Charing Cross Hospital, has been appointed

to the Presidential Chair of the Royal College of Sur-

geons.

Dr. P. A. Simp.son has been elected Professor of

Medical Jurisprudence in the University of Glasgow.

Physician of Kings Co., L. I.—A.Warner Shcphard,

M.D., of Brooklyn, L. I., has been reappointed County
Physician of Kings County for the terra of three years.

Improper Scbjects for Lunatic Asylums.—Accord-
ing to Dr. R. W'. Parsons (Jonrn. Psgchological Medicine,

July, 1872), since the year 1847 no less than one hun-
dred and twenty-five persons who have been commit-
ted to the New York City Lunatic Asylum as in=ane,

have been discharged as improper subjects. During a

single year forty persons have been discharged from
American asylums as having beenrio^ insane at the time j
of admission.

Spectrum Analysis.—Interesting communications
on this popular subject, by Charles K. Mills, M.D., of

Philaielphia, previously read before the Northern
Medical Association of Philadelphia, are now being pub-
lished in the Medical and Surgical Reporter.

SANDwicfT Islands.—In 1870 and 1871, 7,321 native

Hawaiians died, while the births were only 4,972.

The native islanders are rapidly passing away.
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TiiK "Town Fever" of Sa.v Francisco. Cal.—Dr.

Campbell Shorb, Sail Francisco, Cal. {The Western Lan-
cet, June, 72), alter alhulinQ- to the topograpliical re-

scinbl.ince of Ronic, 'The Eternal City," to San Fran-
cisci>, describes a imn'ailiii;,' malignant remittent fever,

called the "Town Fever," which, in its origin and na-

ture, is identical witli the " Roman Fever" of present

or remote times. He believes this fever would surpass

the latter in violence and malignancy but for the wind
which blows in fnmi the ocean, carrying with it saline

matter in such a subtle state of subtlivision—a species

of dry Solution—whose tendency is to carry away, di-

lute, or pui ify the poisonous exhalations wliich are gen-
erated in many portions of San Francisco. He asks

for the adoption of such public measures as will relieve

the city from the poisonous exhalations which defect-

ive sewerage allows to be generated and carried by the

winds to every portion of the town. Then, and not
till then, "may our thoughts be directed to the embel-
lishment of our city."

Decaying Vegetables.—The Boston City Council

liave passed an ordinance requiring market-men not to

bring into the city any vegetaljles unless divested of un-
necessary portions, such as leaves, etc ,

the intention

being to prevent the accumulation of decaying vegeta-

ble refuse in the neighborhood pt the markets.

Day jSTurseries for the Poor.—Some good ladies of

Hartford have opened a nursery where working people

may deposit their childi'eu and have them properly

cared ibr during working hours. The charge is five

cents per head.

The Archives de Physiologie Xormale et Patho-
LOGiQUE for July, contains tlie first part of a paper by
S. A;l 'ing and Leon Tripier on tlie Physiology of the

Pneumogastric Nerves
;
part second of the article by

Louis Ranvier, on the Histology and Physitjlogy of the
' Nerves ; the second part of the paper by Drs. Mathieu
and Urbain, on the Gases of the Blood

; the continua-

tion of a paper by M. J. Parrot on a Case of Pseudo-
Paralysis caused by Alterations in the Osseous System
of a newly-born Child; Experimental Researches on
the P'ormation of a Clot in the Vessel-, by F. Durante;
rind Oi)servations relating to the History of Elephan-
tiasis and Lymphatic CEdema, by M. J. Renant ; A
Case of Symmetrical Sclerosis of the Lateral Columns
of the Cord and of the Anterior Pyramids—Atrophy of

the Cells of the Anterior Cornuiv—Progressive Muscu-
lar Airophy—Glosso-Laryngeal Paralysis, by M. Gam-
bault, etc.

Astley Cooper Prize.—The author of the best es-

say or treatise on " Injuries and Diseases of the Spinal

Cord" will be awarded the next Triennial Astley

CoojKT Prize of £300. All papers must be sent to

Guy's Hospital before Jan. 1st, 1874.

Fir.Rous TcMOR OF the Base of the Tongue.—A case

of this character, similar to the one reported by Dr. J.

H. Pooley, of Yonkers, in the April, 1872, number of

tlie Avievican Journal of Med. Sciences, is published by
J. F. Fitts, M.D , of Francestown, N. H., in the July

number of the same journal. Dr. Pooley spoke of tlie

1^ tumor in his case as unique, especially as regards

situation.

Cases of Ovariotomy.—Dr. Washington L. Atlee,

of Pliila. {American Journal Med. Sciences, July, 1872),

publishes five more cases of ovariotomy. He has re-

ported altogether 236 cases.

Accidental Irideremia.—Dr. Julian J. Chisolm, of

Baltimore, Md. {American Journal Med. Sciences, July,

1872), records a case of complete removal of the iris by

the finger-nail of an antagonist, without any injury to
the sight.

Guy's Hospital, London.—J. C. Stool, if.D. (Guy's
Ilosjiital Reports, 3d Series, Vol. XVII.), states that
81,771 patienis were treated at this iiospital during the
year 1870; of wliom .'J^123 were in the liosjiital wards,
iind 7G.G48 were out-patients. The daily sick popula-
tion was 480. The death-rate for tlie year was 1,076.
Of the 5,123 patients treated in the wards, 1,073 were
cured

; 2,507 relieved
; 396 unrelieved

;
and 498 died.

Theie were 7,312 cases of death from pviuniia during
seventeen years, from the year 1854 to 1871 inclusive.

Cases ol' pi/cemia after surgical operutio)is, as follows :

—

After amputation of limbs for compound fracture

and laceration 56
'' " of limbs for disease, excluding

injury 37
'' other operations for injury 3
'• operations for disease, excluding amputa-

tions 30

126
Pycemia luithoid surgical operation :

—
Alter compound fracture of limbs 29

" other external injuries 30
Consequent on disease 109
Apparently idiopathic 18

186

Total 312

Obliteration of the Cervix Uteri.—To corrobo-
rate and test the accuracy of the views of Prof. Isaac

E. Taylor, of New York, with reference to the obliter-

ation of the cervix uteri during pregnancy, and the
doctrine that " it remains intact up to the full term of
pregnancy," Dr. Samuel C. Busey, of Washington, D. C.

{Ame7'ican Journal Obstetrics), submits three cases
which came under his observation.

Electricity in the Diseases of Children.—The prize
essay, by Dr. Ullersberger, of Paris, Fnince, on " The
LTse of Electricity in the Treatment of the Diseases of
Cliildren," to which was awarded the prize of §100, in

gold, offered by Dr. B. F. Dawson, is published in the
May number of the American Journal of Obstetrics.

Allen JklcLean Hamilton, M.D., of New York, is the
translator.

TuE Census.—Not enough Girls to go Round.—
It is reported that the complete census returns of the
United States for 1870 give us these sLartUng statistics

of our population :

—

Men and boys. 19,493.005
Women and girls 19,004,800

Surplus of men and boys 428,859

A surplus of 428,859 men and boys is something
really startling, when it is considered that Adam and
Eve, one man and one woman, is the law of the crea-

tion. But as in the chapter of accidents there are

more fatalities among boys than girls, and more wid-
ows than widowers, and more old maids than old

bachelors, our surplus of men and boys is in the in-

fantile, and not in the adult population. "8o time at

last makes all things even."

English Statistics.—During the week ending Au-
gust 1st, 4,755 births and 3,652 deaths were registered

in London and twenty other large cities and towns of
the United Kingdom. The mortality from all causes
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in these towns was at the rate of 26 deaths annually

to ovi'iy 1,000 pfisoiis t'stimatod to be living'. In Kdin-

biir^'li the annual rate of mortality was liO per 1,0;IO

persons living, in Glasgow 27 per 1,000, and in Dub-
lin 23.

Statistics of tiik State or New Yokk.—The total

number of pi-rsons of nil ages in this State siiown by

the census to bo en^raged in gainful occupations is

1,491,018. The total population is 4,^82,709. Of these

1,491,018 there are between the ao;e.s of ten and fifteen

29,()G1 males, and 14,927 females; betwcn sixteen

and (ifiy-nine, l,02<>,8Go males, and 2.'57,2S2 females;

sixty and over, 77,4o'{ males, and 4,8.J0 females. Of
the whole number there were born in t!ie United
States. 9;i5,098 ; Germany. l.">9.r,S:3 ; Ireland, 204,858;

England and Wales, 5.5,168; France, 14,704; British

America, 31.945; China and Japm, 102. Tiiere are

5,G78 clergymen. 9.31 journaiist.s, 6,810 physicians and
surgeons, 20..598 teachers, 5,!tl3 lawyers. There' are

of all a;jes 257,0J9 women and girls engaged in gainful

occupations.

State Liwatic AsYi.rM. Utica, X. Y.—The Twenty-
ninth Annual Report of the Managers of this Institu-

tion, for the year ending November 30, 1871, presents

the following particulart; :

—

Men. Women. Total.

No. of patients at the commence-
ment of the year 313 330 G43

Received during the year 272 244 516

Whole number treated 5S5 574 1,159

Daily average under treatment. . . 605^

Discharged recovered 78 90 168
'• improved 46 39 85
" unimproved lOl 144 245
" not insane 12 5 17

Died 37 24 61

Whole number discharged . . . 274 302 576
Remaining, Nov. 30, 1871... 311 272 583

The admissions were within a fraction of an average

of ten persons each week, and a large number were
chronic cases. Thirty-six were between 60 and 70

years of age ; seven were between 70 and 80, and one
over 80. Of those unimproved, 12 men and 98 women
were transferred to the Willard Asylum. The percent-

age of recoveries during the year was 32.57. The whole
number of patients admitted to the asylum since its

opening for their reception is 10,222, of which 3,893

ri-covcred, and 1..564 were discharged improved ; and
1,274 died; siiowing an average of recovered and im-
proved of more than one-half.

Of 516 admis.sions, 5 had received a collegiate, 35 an

acaiemic, and 390 a common school education
;
12 could

read and write, 30 could read only, 43 had no educa-

tion. Of these 143 men and 126 women were married,

116 men and 96 women were single, and 13 men and
22 women were widowed.

The form of mental disorder in 516 cases was as

follows :

—

Men. Women. Total.

Melancholia 44 72 116
Acute mania 47 58 105
Sub-acute mania 29 13 42
Chronic mania 34 43 77
Periodic mania 3 3 6

Dementia 69 42 111

General paresis 27 4 31

Epilepsy 11 4 15

Not insane 272 244 516

Some of the occupations of those admitted were :

Housekeepers, 1.") ; i'armers, 83 ; laljorens, 4i{ ; house-
work, 42

;
phy.-icians, 2

; lawyers, 2 ; clerg\nien, 1,

Since the date of the last report, tlie Manaijers liav
been infnrmed of the death of Dr. N. D. Benedict, wli'>

ancceeded the late Dr. I{ri;:hatn as .superintendent of

llie Asylum. He died in April, 1871, in Florida, wiien-

he had spent the latter part of his u.seful life.

lifsiilfiit nflirrrs.— John P. Gr.iy, M.D., Sitperiiitfnd-

nit au<l J'/ii/airinn ; Jnd.son 15. Andrews, M.D., First

Assis/iiiit J^/ii/sirinn ; Walter Kempster, M.I)., t^icnid

Assistunt Plnjsiritvi ; Daniel II. Kitchen, M.D., Tliird

Assiitt(tiit Physician; Edw.ird R. Ilun, M.D., Sjxcial

Pfit/iolot/ist.

Tea DncNK in England.— In 1871 England con-
sumed a hundred and twentv-three million pounds of

tea.

Insanity.—Drs. Buoknell and Tuke (Ehm<'i)tii of
Pnychologicdl Mediriiif) found that in 10,000 insane pa-

tients there is a percentage of 23.87 of ministers and
clergymen ; that, in 612 ca.se8 due to moral cau.ses, 65
were deranged by religion. It was also found, as a

moral cause, religious excitement ranked second, do-
mestic difficulties heading tiie list.

The statistics of the Irish census for 1851 advance
the (act that religious excitement made 55 patients in-

sane; and Dr. Webster, in his statistics, reports that in

1.720 cases treated at the Bethlehem Hospital, of theo-

mania 29 were men and 50 women.

—

Journ. Psi/cho-

lo'jical Medicine.

Rare Obstetrical Case.—W. H. Winslow, M.D., of
Phila. ( Pltila. Med. Tiniex, July 15, "72), records a case

of doulile pregnancy, with one sac and the following

abnoinial in-ertion of the lunis of the impcEfectly

formed dead foetus. Within three inches «)f its proxi-

mal end it was divided into three branches or ves.sels,

each surrounded by a gelatinous coat ; and then, entire-

ly distinct, they passed along and pierced the inner

layer of the amnion two and a quarter inches from the

placental edge; dividing into .several branches, wiiich

ramified between the membranous layers and finally

entered the placenta, being distributed to the one-tliird

.segment of the placenta previously mentioned. This,

to his mind, was conclusive in regard to a junction

having taken place between two separate membranes
at a very early stage of gestation. The patient was a

multipara, aged 24 years, and was delivered of a con-

gested, imperfectly shaped fcetus, and another well

formed and healthy in appearance, and, from the di-

mensions and development of both, he judged thein to

have had an intra-uteriue existence of three months or

more.

Changks in the Medical Colleges of Louisiana.—
Professor T. G. Richardson has been transferred from
the Chair of Anatomy in the University cf Louisiana to

that of Surgery in the same institution, made vacant by
the retirement of Professor Stone; the Chair of Anato-
my is filled by Professor Samuel Logan, late of the New
Orleans School of Medicine.

Sequestration of Alleged Lunatics.—R. W. Par-

sons, M.D , Superintendent of the New York City Lu-
natic A.sylum (Journ. Psychological Medicine, July,

1872), in an able paper on "Suggestions Relative to

the Sequestration of Alleged Lunatics," says that in the

legal inve>tigation of ca-^^es of lunacy, the most rational

and effective mode would seem to be the appointment ot

men who have the confidence of the medical and legal

protessions, and of the community at large, and who are

thoroughly informed on the subject of insanity, both in

its medical and its legal aspects, as a court of inquiry in
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all cases of lunacy that are to be submitted to the civil

or eriininal courts, ami that this couitor (.oinniission in

lunacy bo, in its pccuhar province, clothed with all tlic

powers and privilejjes posses?ed by other courts.

Th<; author turther slates: The desi^iU of this paper

was simply to sug'i;esl certain improvements in the

methods of examining alleged lunatics and of placing

them in asylums for the insane, to the end that mis-

takes in diagnosis may be avoided, and al.-o that medi-

cal superintendents of asylums may be prom[)tly ad-

vised of facts that are of great value both in a scientific

point of view and as aids in devising the early and la-

tional treatment of their patients.

Adii'OCkre.—In the lioMon i]fe(lirnl and Surgical

JonnutI, of July, 1872, Dr. Benj. H. Tripp, Bowd., men-
tions a remarUable case of this rare occurrence. As
most commonly found, it is the product of a spontane-

ous conversion of dead animal tissue into a sapona-
' ceous or fat-like substance resembling spermaceti.

Eighty-three years ago Fourcroy, who may be regard-

ed as the scientilic discoverer of tliis peculiar substance,

read the first memoir on the subject before the Royal
Academy of Sciences.

Immigration.—The Thirty-second General Report of

the Emigration Commissioners (English), recently

jiublished, shows that during the past year a total

of 252.435 persons emigrated fiom the shores of the

United Kingdom. As heretofore, by far the largest

part (231,514) came to the United States; 223,111 of

this number being by steamships, the balance in sail-

ing vessels ; the deaths on board the farmer, taking
the voyages at an average of twelve days, being equal

to a mortality of 15.11 per 1,000 per annum. The ex-

cess in males of the proportion of the two sexes which
emigrated is quite marked ; 1,279.240 being of this

sex, and 848,9'J9 females.

The CuLTivATfON of Cinchona in India has proved
a success; 53,353 pounds of the fresh bark having been
supplied by the government plantation at Ootacamund
during the past year.

Connecticut General Hospital for the Insane.—
This Institution, situated at Midd etown, Ct., presents

a f ivorable Report of its workings, and has within its

wall-; 202 patients. At the opening of the year there
were 237 patients. The daily average during the year
was 242.64

;
recovere 1, 17 ; improved, 11 ; unimproved.

24
; died, 15. In the Pathologist's Report, an important

case of general paresis of the insane is detailed. In re-

gard to the " Cottage System," this plan was resorted to

as a temporary measure for 30 poor insane persons un-
til the permanent wings of the Hospital could be erec-

ted. The Superintendent remarks that sufficient time
has elapsed to convince )iim, that under more favorable

circumstances, this "System" can be made to play an
important part in connection with a regularly organized
Hospital. The "System," he believes, can be applied

only to a limited number. A few cottages substantial

v

constructed of brick or stone would be a desirable ad-
dition to his present methods of caring for the insane.

With this arrangement the Superintendent would, from

^ day to day, transfer to the cottages such patients as he
found in condition to require fewer restraints upon their

personal liberty.

Its medical officers are as follows : Superiniendeut
and P/ii/sici'n), Abram Marvin Shew, M.I).

;
Assistant

Phi/sician, Winthrop B. Hallock, M.D. ; Pathologist, E.
C. Seguiu.

TiiE "Work Done by a Hcman Heart.—The total

daily work done by the human heart is equivalent to

124.208 tons lifted one foot. The daily labor of a work-
man, dedueed li'om long continued observations of
various kinds of labor, is found to be equal to 3,540 tons
lilted through one loot during the ten hours. This i.s

less than three times the \Vi>rk done by a single heart,

beating day and night ffir twenty-four hours. In a boat
race, it is Calculated that fifteen foot-pounds of work
are performed by each ounce of muscle during each
n)inute of the rowing. No muscular labor that man
can undertake is more severe than this; and yet this

l.ibor is only three-fourths of that which is exerted day
and night during life l)y each of our hearts. If the heart
should expend its entire force in lifting its own weight
vertically, it could raise that weight 19,754 feet in an
hour. An active pedestrian can climb from Zermatt to

the top of Monte Rosa, 9,000 feet, in an hour; or he
can lift his own body at the rate of 1.000 feet an hour,

which is only one twentieth part the energy of the
lieai t. The heart's energy equals one-third of the total

daly force of the muscles of a strong man ; it exceeds
by one-third the labor of the mu.scles in a boat race,

estimated by equal weights of muscle ; and it is twenty
times the force of all the muscles used in climbing, and
eight times tlie force of the most powerful engine of
the same size yet invented by man.— Boston Jonrnal of
Chdnistry.

The University of Strasbourg, about the organiza-
tion of which there has been so much discussion, has,

at length, had its affairs arranged as follows. An
imperial credit of 200,(100 thalers will be opened for

1872, to which will be added the usual fees and subscrip-
titius. It is intended that there shall be forty-two or-

dinary, and twenty extraordinary professors. Among
the former appear the names of Waldeyer (Anatoinyj,
Hoppe-Syler (Physiological Cheniislry), Von Reck-
linghausen (Pathological Anatomy), Schmicdeberg
(Materia Medica), Leyden (Medicine), Liicke (Surge-
ry), Gusseron (ilidwifery), and otliers who have a

world-wide reputation. It is openly proclaimed that

the professors have accepted their, perhaps, not very
enviable posts, as a patriotic duty.

Intoxication in France.—M. Bergeron recently pre-

sented a lengthy paper to the Academy of Medicine of

Paris on the subject of the terrible increase of intoxica-

tion in France from the use of distilled liquors. A meet-
ing of the Academy, for the purpose of discussing the

paper, was held early in October, and efForis are being
made to secure tlie passage of laws which shall, by the

imposition of fines upon those found intoxicated in

the streets, and by other means, remedy the present
condition of society in tliis regard.

Opium Production in France.—Since fifty^ years
ago, when the first attempt was made to raise ojaium

in Europe, the cultivation of the poppy in France has
increased to the extent thnt now about 50,000 acres, of
the value of four and a half million francs, are devoted
to its culture. The value of the annual crop of
opium is about two million francs.

—

The Pliarmaceuticul

Journal.

The Origin of Enkmata. — Frederigo Kernot, of
Naples, in a newly published Storia della Farmaciu,
describes, according to the Pharmaceutical Journal, the
invention of the enema-apparatus, which he looks upon
as an era in pharmacy as important as the discovery of
America in the history of human civilization. The
glory of the invention of this instrument, so beneficial

to suflering mankind, belongs to an Italian. Gatinaria,

whose name ought to find a modest place together with
Columbus, Galileo, Gioja, and other illustrious and
eminent Italians; he was compatriot with Columbus,
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nnd prorp«8or at Pnvia, where he Hied in 1490, after

linvinp spent several yeiir-* in I he perU-ction of Iiis

instrinnent. Tl>e enema came into u>e soon nlt^'r the

inventii>n of the apparatus iiself. JJnnvard, pliysician

to Louis XIII., ji]>plied two hundred nn(l twenty
cnetnata to this inonareli in tiie course of six montlis;

in the first years of Louis XIV'., it hec;mie tlie fashion

of the day ; ladies took three or four a day to keep a

fresh coiniilexinn, niitl the dandies used as many for a
while skin. The nietlical profession at first liailcd the

invention witli delight, hut soon found the application

itifrn (li;/.. and handed it over to the jiharmaei<t, but
shameful invectives, sarcasms, and epigrams hurled at

those who exen-ised the humble duty of applying the

apparaiu-», made them at la.st resign it to barbers and
hospitals.

—

lir. Med. Journal.

YiESN'.\ OitSTETRicAi. IIcsriT.\L.—lu tlic tliice difTer-

ent department*? of this hospital tliere are aimually

from 8,000 to l»,000 deliveries. In Prof. Ihaun's clinic,

during 7f years, from 1803 to 1871, among 34,8.') 1

biiths. 363 died of puerperal iicrtunitis, including all

ca.se.s operated upon, /. f., 1.04 per cent., or 10 of every

1,000 deli veiies; and 111 died of accidental diseases, i. e.,

3.4 per cent., or 34 in every 1.000. Total mortality in

7j years, 1.3G per cent., or 13.0 in every 1.000.

"Wherea.!!, in tAVO former decade-, from 1830 to 1849,

among 59,098 deliveries. 4.583 woqien died, i. e., 7.75

per cent., or 77.5 in every 1,000. It follows that <53.9

less in every 1,000 die now than in former years.

TALMrmc Gleanings.— In the December number of

Tiie i^cattered Xaiion—a journal devoted to the refor-

mation of the Jewish race—are a number of •' Talmudic
Gleaning?,'' from Avhich the following are extracted.

Their biting character serves to show the priestly race

of yore in strong antagonism to our art:

—

"14. A doctor that heals for nothing, his cure is

worth nothing.

—

Bnva Kama, fol. 85, 1.

" 15. !Most donkey-drivers are wicked, most camel-

drivers are worthy, most sailors are pious, but the best

of doctors are for hell.

—

Kedushin, io\. 82,1.—Note.—

A

doctor, says a certain writer, has the advantage over
the Angel of Death. The latter kills gratis, but the

former is paid for it.

" IG. Seven have no portion in the world to come

—

tlie legal writer, the scribe, the best of doctors, etc.

—

Avotli Drh. Muthau, c. 36.
" 17. When a patient says, I am in need of (certain

food), and the doctor says he is not in need of it, the

patient is rather to be listened to ; for (Prov. xiv. 10)

the heart knoweth its own bitterness.— Yuna^ fol. 83,

a. c. 1.

" 18. If there be no Israclitish doctor in a city, but

there are in it a Samaritan doctor and a Gentile doctor,

the latter may circumcise (a Jewisli child), but not the

former.

—

Avoda Zarah, fol. 26, c. 2."

A Skilful Womax in Medicine in the Olden
Time.—According to Cotton Mather, Roxbury, Mass.,

in the year 1G33, had a competent female practitioner

in the person of Anne, the good wife of Rev. John
Eliot, tlie Apostle of the Red Indians. Says Mather,
the historian :

" His wife was exceedingly skilful in

medicine and in dealing with wounds, no small benefit in

a recent colony scant of doctors, and she gave her aid

freely to all who stood in need of help. A person who
had taken ofifence at something in one of his sermons,
and had abused him passionately, both in speech and
in writing, chanced to wound himself severely, where-
upon he at once sent his wife to act as surgeon ; and
wiien the man, having recovered, came to return
thanks and presents, he would accept nothin?, but

detained him to a friemlly meal," and, states Mather,
" liy this carr;a'.;e he mollifii'd and coiKjui-red the stom-
ach of hi-t reviler."

—

Pioneers and J'onndera.

Smam,-Pox in titk UTKHf.o.—TraccH of variolous
eruption have been di-covcred in foetal lifr at four
month.s, which is the earliest j)eriod on record.

PitEi'AitATioN OF Kou.Mi.'5.«i.—Dr. Towuseud, of Cork,
gives the following formula for tiie preparation of this

drink, which is said to produce such favorable results

in the treatment of phthisis. Take one quart of new
milk, one noggin of good thick milk, or fresh l)uttei-

milk, anil tliiee or four lumps of white sugar. Mix all

together from jug to jug till the sugar is quite dis-

soIvimI. Put it in a warm filace to stand for ten hours,
by which time it will be quite thick. Pour it again
from jug to jug until it is rpiite smooth. Pottle it in

soda-water Lotties, and allow it to remain in a warm
place lor thirty-six hours (twenty-four in i-utnmer).

Use the best, velvet corks; tie them down; shake the
bottle well lor five or six minutes before it is opened.
It will have whey at the bottom when it is fit for use.

It should be made every day and taken in quantities.

Its fermentation is the test of its excellence.

M. Lkgijano DC Saulle, i^hysician at theBicGtre, and
the Depot of the Prefecture of Paris, .says the number
of lunatics brought to the Depot in the summer of
1871 was much below the average. A writer in the
Gazette Medicale explains this by siying, that, during
the Commune, people could hardly diagnosticate a
lunatic from a '"Pied;" and after the collapse of the
revolution the Chassepot proved a most effective,

though a deplorable remedy.

The New Sydenham Society have purchased the
copyright of Dr. Mayne's Dictionary of medico-.scien-

tific terms, which is to be made a basis for a new work
ot this description. A small staff of editors will be
appointed to undertake the task of revision and supple-
nu nt, and the profession at large is invited to co-oper-
ate in furnishing suggestions, emendations, or additions
toward the completion of the woi k.

Manhattan Eye and Ear Hospital, N. Y.—Ac-
cording to the Second Annual Report, 3,675 patients

have been treated since the Hospital was opened in

1S69 ; of whom 2,G69 were suffering from diseases of
the eye, and 870 from diseases of the ear—136 cases not
diagnosticated. During the same period, 723 operations
were perfoi med upon the eye, and 43 upon the ear.

During the last year, 1,442 cases of diseases of the
eye were treated ; and 440 of the ear. Number of
.surgical operations, 472. The medical officers are : Drs.

Agnew, Loiing, Roosa, Pomeroy, Sturgis, Pardee,
Bull, Curtis, and Webster.

UfiD publications.

Books Received.

Orn Lord's Miracles of Healing. Considered in rela-

tion to some Modem Objections and to Medical Science. )
P>y T. W. Belcher, MD., 31. A., ]\Ia.ster in Surgery,
Trinity College, Dublin, etc.. <kc. With preface by the
Most Reverend Richard Cheuevix Trench. D.D., Lord
Archbishop of Dublin. London : James iParker 6c Co.
1872.

Ox THE FrxcTioxAL Diseases of the Renal, Urina-
ry. AND Reproductive Org.ajns, «S:c. By D. Camp-
bell Black, M.D.. L.R.C.S., Edin. Phila. : Lind-
say &, Blaki.ston. 1872.
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(iDruVmal Commumcations.

URETHRAL FEVER FROM CATHETER-
ISM—ITS i^ATURE AND TREATMENT.

By J. W. S. GOULEY, M.D.,

SUltOEON TO BELLEVTJE HOSPITAL, NEW YORK.

When an instrument is introduced into the urethra,

for the jiurpose of exploring the bladder, lor draw-

ing oil" the urine, or for dilating a slrielure more or

less grave, local and' constituLiunal accidents some-

times supervene, and such casualties are most fre-

quently the result of violence : but occasionally cautious,

gentle, and successful catheterism is loUowed by alarm-

ing sym[)toms and even by death.

These constitutional manilestalions are : 1st, Rigors

with i'ebrile reaction, sometimes followed by suppres-

sion of urine, and spoken of under the generic term of

urethral or urinary fever.* 2d, Pyjemia.

It is a -well-established fact that urinary or urethral

fever arising from violence to tlie urethra or bladder is

" due to shock propagated by the sympathetic nervous

system and reacting upon the blood vascular system,"

and that there is some analogy between this ailment

and malarial fever; hence the additional title of inter-

miltent urethral fever. Urinary lever may be ushered

in by a very slight rigor, or even only by a sense

of formication or of horripilation, followed by little

if any febrile reaction, or the attack may be of the

most violent, overwhelming, lulminating character,

similar to congestive remittent fever of the severest

type, and may cause death in an extremely short

space of time. Mr. Banks relates the case of a man
between forty and fifty years of age, apparently much
broken down in health, who was treated at the Liver-

pool Royal Infirmary for urethral stricture. There

was a false passage in the uretlira, and the tirst

catheterism failed, but the second was successful (No.

6 or 7 catheter), and, though dilhcult, " no undue
violence was useU and very little pain was complained

of; there was no bleeding, and notliing to indicate

that there was any lesion of the urethra, except the

pre-existing false passage, but almost innnediatcly

after the entrance of the catheter into the bladder

the man was seized with a severe rigor. The instru-

ment was at once cautiously withdrawn, but the

patient passed into a state of protound syncope, and
in a few minutes died." No autopsy could be ootained,

but the existence of a flabby lieart was strongly

suspected.! Mr. Banks also gives the account of a

typical case of urethral fever, from catheterism,

proving latal in six and a half hours after the pas-

sage of the instrument. In this case, the stric-

ture, which was long and narrow and in the pendu-

lous portion of the uretha, had been gradually dilated

to No. 4. On the first day a small probe only

could be passed, and was left in for half an liour. On

* Urinary fever occurs very frequently in cases ot urethral, pros-

tatic, and vesicxii trouble, wliore no instruments have ever been passed,

and is tlieii an indication of the existence at least of renal congestion.

But in these instances it is—with the excei)tion ot cases of far

advanced disease—of a milder type than when it occurs from instru-

mentation, and is often mistaken for malarial fever. The removal of

the cause of vesical trouble or of urethral obstruction soon cures this

form of "ague."
t •' On certain rapidly Fatal Cases of Urethral Fever after Cathe-

terism.'' By W. Mitchell Banks, F.R.C.S.E., Lecturer on Anatomy in

the Liverpool .School of Medicine. Edinbunjli Jtcdical Journal, June,

ISTl, p. 10T4. Tne read'-r is referred to Mr. Banks" excellent article for

some vei-y important and interesting particulars regarding this sub-

j act.

the third or fourth day, Nos. 1 and 2 metallic bougies

were tried, but failed, and a fine probe-pointed bougie
was passed and lelt in ten minutes, and two minims of

Fleming's tincture of aconite given. The dose of

aconite was administered after each catheterism, which
was practised every lour days. On the next occasion

Nos. \ and I were passed through the siricture, and
alter these a fine catgut bougie, which was left in for

an hour. When removed it was found still tightly

grasped, and on this and each i-ucceeding occasion a

stream of urine followed the withdrawal of the instru-

ment. In this way the urethra was dilated, cliiclly by
catgut bougies, till the fatal day, when No. 4 metallic

bougie was passed through the stricture into the bladder

for the first time. It went quite easily, was removed
in about ten minutes, and was followed, as usual, by a

stream of urine, but no blood came. The customaiy
dose of aconite was given. In about half an hour he
vomited his dinner, and soon had a rigor. In two
hours he had another rigor, still continued to retch, and
had a rapid pulse. Another two-minim tlose of
l*'leming's tincture with brandy and water, but this

was soon vomited, and nothing could be kept down
afterwards. He then began to coujplain of pain in the

region of the bladder and in the loins, the pulse became
quicker and weaker, and in spite of all that could be
done the retching continued, and he died, having
lost consciousness but a moment before, in six and
a half hours alter the last catheterism. The autopsy
revealed a long stricture commencing at about two inches

from the meatus. No injury whatever had been done
to the urethra. The organs were all perfectly healthy.

No congestion of the lungs. In the bladder was about
a tablespoonful of thick, muddy urine. The kidne3's

were examined with great care. They were slightly

congested, and on pressure a thickish, turbid urine

escaped fi-oni the calices, but beyond this no disease

was found.

Similar cases were mentioned by Reybard, Velpeau,
and others, but in most instances death has not been
so sudden as in the foreguing cases of Mr. Banks;
twelve to twenty-four hours, or even more, clasping

between the catheterism and the fatal issue, in cases of
urinary obstruction with renal complication, unless the

precautions to be hereafter indicated be taken, urethral

lever is almost ceriain, at one time or another, to follow

the introduction of the catheter. The instrument may
liave been passed at regular intervals for weeks or
months without any very great amount ot'pain and with-

out giving rise to any discomfort, or it may have been fol-

lowed on one or two occasions by a mild attack of fever,

but finally the same careful catheterism is practised

—

but on the wrong diti/, perhaps, when the patient's func-

tions are temporarily disordered—and in a lew hours
he is suddenly and unexpectedly seized wiih a severe
rigor from the efiects of which he may never rally. Sir

Henry Tliompson reports a case in point at page 9-i of his

treatise on Stricture ofthe Urethra, third edition, London.
He says, "1 have seen one case of old standing and nai row
strictuie, in whicli death was thus caused Aviihin fifty-four

hours of the passing of an instrument, the same that

had been habitually employed on at least a hundred occa-
sions before; no damage whatever having been inflicted

by it upon the urethra, as verified by several careful

observers on close post-mortem examination of the parts.

Rigors and vomiting commenced about an hour after

the catheterism, ami not another ounce of urme was
secreted from that time until death. The kidneys were
congested to an extraordinary degree, and their sub-
stance was so soft and friable as to give way under
gentle pressure. Veiy rapid changes had evidently
taken place in these organs, but no signs whatever of
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iiitla'iiination existed in any other part of the urinary

n]iimnitu<."

Tli<> fjrave type of urinary fever is a niuclidreadeil, but

now liuppily ci.ujpftrulivi'ly nri', accident of the (tju-ra-

tioiis of liiliotripsy, litlioioniy, internal nnd external

urethrotomy aiid divuisiou, jis tlicse operatioiiB iirc not

revolted to, in our ilay, when advanced disease of the

kidneys and of tlie hlatlder is suspected. Jn thirty-one

O[>eiaiioris of external perineul ureihrotoniy, there oc-

curred liut liirce c.iscs of uretiiral fever, the attacks

beinp mild in two, Imt fuhiiinnting in one which ended
fatally in filty-six hours.

BelW'-en these two extreme types—the very mild

an i the very severe—there is a form of urethral fever,

preceded l)V headache, malaise, pain in the back, and, in

iact, all the prom )nitory symptoms of an attack of ague,

in which tiie chill may be deferred four, eight, twelve,

twei;tv-foiir or even lorty-eiglu hours after cathetcrism

or other operation upon the urinary organs. This is,

liowi vcr, amenable to trcaiment, and recovery may be

exp> etod in the greatmajority of ea'^cs. Il has long been

6apposed that tlie cliill is ushered in by the passage of

urine upon a denuded surface, butsucli is not the case,

as the rigor often occurs before the lirstact of micturi-

tion,or when—the patient having been repeatedly re-

lieved by the catheter—not a drop of urine has come in

contact with the urethral canal. If the contact of the

urine with tlie raw surfaces were the sole, or even the

principal cau.se of this trouble, urinary fever would al-

most always ensue from lithotomy, mtcrnal and exter-

nal urethrotomy, and divulsion ; but facts are against

this theory.

iSHj)j»-e.'<ston of urine is a common complication of

urethral fever, but, though frerpiently fatal, is not ne-

cessarily always so. Air. Banks, in speaking of the

rapidly fatal forms of urethral fever with suppression

of urine, says:—" In many cases no urine is secreted

from the moment the instrument has been passed to

the time of death, and this non-secretion has too often

been reported as the primarily fatal cause, without con-

sideration of the fact that it is simply asecondary eflfect

upon the renal organs of the great general shock, and,

although without doubi greatly tentiing to precipitate

the fatal event, should by no means be regarded as a

primary cause, but only as a complication. This is

siiown, 1st, by the fact tliat persons have been known
to die so soon after eatheterism that the mere non-
secretion of urine could have had nothing to do with

the fatal issue 2d, Even when no urine has been
secreted, and time has been given lor the non-eiirnina-

ted urea to act noxiously, ihe symptoms have not

been those of urtemic poisoning."

Among the severe cases that I have observed, seve-

ral showed s^'mptoms of ursemic poisoning : some have

recovered, the majority have died, and the pathological

lesions of the kidneys were, intense congestion in some,

in others infarction, while in others still— that lingered

several days—there was interstitial nephritis in its vari-

ous stages, to supp'i ration.

Supi're.-sion of urine may be partial or complete; the

former is of frequent occurrence, while the latter is

rare. The symptoms are, dull pains in the regions of

the kidneys, no iles're to void urine, some febrile re-

action, thir>t, sometimes vomiiing of green bilious mat-
ter having a disagreeable urinous smell. The alvine de-

jections have the same urinous fetor, and the breath and
the cutaneous perspiration are also offensively urinous.

Purulent infection occasionally follows urethral fever,

al' hough it usually occurs independently of this ailment;

and the irregular chills whiih are caused by urethral

pyaemia, should not be confounded with those of

urethral fever.

Treatment of Urethral Fever.—As the existence of
renal disea.He is a strong predisposing cause of urethral

fever, it is necessary, in case such disease is even sus-

pected, to institute a preparatory course of treatment

for several days before the intendt.-d catheteiism be

attempted ; but I go further than this, and prepare all

patients—wiih the exception, of course, ol emergent
cases— lor live or six days belore they are placed under
mechanical treatment, and consequently now have, in

my own practice, but very few cases of urethral fever

to treat. The preparatory treatment which I usually

resort to is as folhjws :—After free catharsis, rest

should bi; enjoined for a day or two, a hot hip bath

ordered at night, a diluent drink three or four times

daily, ten minims of tincture of chloride of iron three

times a day, and five grains of quinine every night.

Quinine was first given in free doses for urethral

fever by Bricheteau, who, in 1847, reported several

cases successfully treated with doses of ten, twelve, and
fifteen grains.* More recently, Ricord, who was not

at first a believer in the efiicacy of quinine in urinary

fever, 8ai<l, at the .Surgical Society of Paris, that he

had come to the point of never performing any
operation upon the urethra without having previ-

ously administered quiidne, and that ever since

he had adopted this preventive treatment, the num-
ber of cases of urethral fever, so great belore in bis

ho.spital service, had alniost miraculously diminished.

This alkaloid is undoubtedly one of the most cllective

of the remedial agents given to combat urethral fever,

and should be admini-tercd in a dose of at least ten

grains, with half a grain of opium after each eathe-

terism, and, when necessary, should be increased to

fiftei n or twenty grains in the twenty-four hours.

Mr. Long speaks highly of two-minim doses of Flem-
ing's tincture ol' aconite, for preventing rigors in cases

where they had occurred after eatheterism. f This is, I

believe, another excellent remedy, but I would not take

it in exchange for quinine. I have lately, however,
given it in combination with quinine.

In the very mild cases of urethral fever, a hot drink

of any kind, and rest for a few hours, will generally

sufBce.

When that ominous complication, suppression of

urine, occurs, the case should be treated with the great-

est caution; and, let me first say, the medical attendant

should leirare of administering stimulating diuretics.

After the first eatheterism—to positively exclude re-

tention of urine—no insirument of any kind should be
passed into the urethra. The next indication is to

establish at once a vicarious excretion of the elements

of the urine, if Nature in her conservative effort has not

already done so. The skin and the intestinal mucous
membrane should be made to do duty for the kidneys

until the latter are in condition to perform their func-

tion. The liot-air bath is the most rapid mode of effect-

ing diaphoresis, but as it cannot be given more than

once or twice in the twenty-four hours, it is necessary

to administer by mouth quarter of a grain doses of

ipecac every two or three hours, with hot borage tea,

or any other diaphoretic.

Catharsis may be procured and kept up by any of the

hydragogues; but small doses ol sulphate of soda and of

magnesia, in hot water, often repeated, will fulfil the

object very well, without weakening the patient. Hop
fomentations should be constantly applied during the

day to the lumbar and hypogastric regions, and the

loins should be freely dry cupped. Then a teaspoonful

* Des Fiivres Intcrmittontes PemicieuBes chez les viellards.

ices Generaleg de Madeline, 1S47.

(t) Liverpool Medico-Chivurgical Journal, Januaiy, 1858.
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of the infusion of difj;i talis * should be given every hour
|

or two hours, and the ellect on tlie cireukition closely

watclied.

Tlie whole cutaneous surface, which exhales some-
times such an odeiisively urinous odor, should be thor-

oughly dried aud rubbed with a warm towel, at least

thiee or four times in the day. The patient should be
covered in bed, well nourished with concentrated mixed
food, and, if he should become enfeebled by too pro-

fuse diaphoresis, a hot brandy toddy should be adminis-
tered once or ts\ ice a day.

The patient is generally safe, if there be not advanced
renal disease, as long as diaphoresis and catharsis can be
kept up. Completesuppre.ssion uf urine may last several

days, but when the kidneys do not secrete urine in the

course of three or four day?, the chances of recovery are

decidedly lessened.

PAPILLOMA OF THE LARYNX.

By PALUEL DE MARMON, M.D.

David Williams, age five years and six months, had
whooping-cough when four years old. This disease

lasted four or five months, aud was followed with hoarse-

ness, which itself degenerated into aphonia ; so nmch
so that for the last six or eiglit months this child's

voice coidd hardly be heard. A member of the infini-

tesimal school was consulted about four months ago and
said that the patient would outgrow the disease. Such
was the faitii of the parents for the science of tliat

schismaiic practitioner that they never consulted any
one else, and that when the ciiild died, January 18,

1872, the coroner had to hold an inquest, death occur-

ring from asphyxia before they had any time to send
for a physician. I made a post-mortem examination of

the body, and the following illustiation shows the re-

sult of the autopsy. It is that of a disease which, be-

fore 1859, when Czermak published his first case, ob-
served de visa upon the living suly'ect by means of the

laryngoicope, w.is considered as a very scarce one, and
had been so far observed only post-mortem ; but which
now, owing to the certain means of investigation,

proves to be more frequent; although it is seen only
two or three times, according to Krishabei; and only
once or twice {Morel Mudcenzie) in one hundied cases of

exclusively local and chrunic affections of the larynx.

The specim^m exhibits the thyroid cartilage, and is

open so as to show its internal anterior fascia, covered
with a papilliform fibroid or papilloma. It illustrates

one of the varieties of fibromas or librous polypi as

found in the larynx, and is by some authors considered

as one ol the most frequent forms, being as one-half

compared with the other forms. If carefully examined
it may be observed that it is composed of several sessile

masses connected together, and which are more or less

developed. On the left side of the largest tumor may
be seen a little one of a recent formation

; it is about the

sizj of the head iX a large pin, aud has the appearance
of a small wart. It is not [)apilliform as the others, but
round ; it looks like a pediculated fibroma without its

pedicle ; but if examined with a magnilying glass it

proves to be of the same formation as its congeners,

only that it is less developed.

The body of the child was rather emaciated, and the

internal 01 gaus healthy, all but the appearance of the

lungs, as they are found in all cases of pulmonary apo-

* The infusion phouUl be used in preference to the tincture or the
extract of tligitalis, as it is known to be more effective as a diuretic than
either of the latter.

plcxy. There were a half-dozen xvarts iqion the hack of
the hands.

Father and mother both healthy and of sober habits
;

and from inquiries made as to their respective families,

no foundation could be laid as to any hereditary dia-

thesis or taint what(;ver. There are two other children
in the family, .'ind both are also very healihy.

This disease has been so well described in all its forms
by Czermak, Wedl, Tiirk, Causit, Bergeron, Krishaber,
M. Mackenzie, and others, that I need not Od-upy any
tmie in repeat'ng what th(>y have already said.

However, tliere is a feature about the present ca<e
which I think worthy of attention : it is the presence
of warts ui)on the hands of the patient, and the lesem-
blance of these with a [tapiUoma

;
fur if in polypi of the

larynx we have the fibrous', papillary, ghmdular, mu-
cous, or mixed forms, so we have in wans. Now, is

there any connection between the tvvo growths in this

case, or are they simply accidental. We ;ire inclined to

lean towards the first ; although this connection has not
yet been noticed by authors. The only one we find in

which other polypi had been seen on any patient sub-
ji'Cted to polypus of the larynx is reported by Causit
(h'/udes des polypes du larynx chez les enfa)iU^ 1807), in

which a little giil who h id already been operated for

polypi of the nose had afterwards polypi in the larynx.

Some authors have reported the^e growths to the in-

lluence of diathesis, such as phthisis (Trousseau and
Belloc, Ehrmann, Andral, Dufour) ;

scrolula (Walker);
syphilis (Ehrmann and Czermak). Rejearches have
also been made upun the ^>ar/;'r«/«r predispositions to

the formation of vegetation upon the several mucous
membranes of the body, but without any observation

in regard to papilloma.

KiNi.sBRiDOE, N. Y., June, 18T2.

DEATH FROM ETHER.

By W. B. dunning, M.D.,

ACTING HOUSE StrnOEON, BEIXEVUE HOSPITAL,

John Stockandek, a German saddler, unmarried, 68
years old, was a(hniited to Ward 13 of^ Bellevue Hos-
pital on August 2, 1872, suffering from a fracture of
left feiimr, just below the trochanier. The patient was
treated by a Buck's Extension until August 2^\ when
it was decided to apply a plaster of Paris splint. In
order to make sulficient extension, and at the same
time prevent the pain of the operation, ether was or-
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dered to be administered. The ailmiiiistration of the

aiiR'.stlietic was slowly anil carefully iiiikK', and after

p.-rhaps ten minutes the patient was fully under its in-

fluence anil the operation i)e^un. A few turns (»f the

plaster had been made, wlien the patient's breathing

was observed to be ratlier fre(jueiit and pa-^pinjj. The
pulse wa«>, however, full and regular. Tlie thorax was
compn-s-ed two or three times, and the patient's brea-

thing again became normal. As these 8ym()toms not

rarely occur during etherization, they excited no special

alarm. The ether was, however, withheld from the

patient four or five minutes, ids re-piration and pulse

being normal. As he then hegan, however, to move
about and ids nmscl.-g were becoming rigid, the ether

cone was again ajiplied. In a minute or two, my assist-

ant, who was giving the etiier, observed the pupils to be

dilating' rapidly and the breathing to cease. His heart

was si ill beating, however. The etlur cone was of

Course immediately removeii antl artificial respimtion

was again used, and all tlie liattcrits obtainable in the

ho.-pital were put in operation in an eflbrt to resus-

citate the paiient. His muscles occasionally responded

bv a .spasmodic movement, Imt no breathing again oc-

curred. The efforts at resuscitation were continued

about forty minutes, until all response to the action of

the battery had ceased.

Paiient died about four p. m., and the autopsy was
made at seven p. m. that same day, under direction of

Dr. Delafield. Rigor mortis was marked. Blood was
fluid. Braii: and membranes neither anaemic nor con-

gested. Trachea and larynx somewhat pale. Heart
contained a little fluid blood, with a little atheroma at

base of aortic valves. Lungs have old adhesions over

both. Emphysema exists, and thickening of large

bronchi. The lower lobe of right lung is oedematous,

and its lower portion in a state of red hepatization.

Rest, of lung is normal and not congested. Liver is

small and iirm, containing a good deal of fluid blood.

The other organs are normal.

The ether used was that made by Powers and

Weightman. It has been examined by Dr. Squibb, of

Brooklyn. He stales tiiat he " finds nothing in the

character or quality of the ether to account for the death

of the man, or even to aid in accounting lor it." He
adds, that m his '•judgment the death of this patient is

in no way attributable to either the quality of the

ether, the quantity used, or the mode of admini^^tra-

t:on, but that it is one of those accidents which, though

of very rare occurrence under the careful use of ether,

is inseparable from the condition of anivsthesia."

The quantity of ether used was about 3 vi.

THE ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS OF DIS-
EASES OF THE SKIN.

By EDWARD C. MANN, M.D.,

BROOKLYN.

Very little attention has as yet been paid to the treat-

ment of skin diseases by electricity, although, from the

constitutional source and central origin of many of

them, the best results are to be hoped for. The rela-

tion that exists between the sympathetic and vaso-

motor nerves, and many cutaneous lesions, is accepted

by many dermatologists. The numerous experiments

in which electricity and other remedial agents applied

to the central nervous system have been efticacious,

without the application of any local curative agent,

have clearly proved the existence of such a relation.

Neumann gives it as his opinion that " there is no
j

doubt but that a large proportion of cutaneous les^ions

depenil ui>on disorders of the vaso-motor nerves, which
cause certain derangi-meiits of the circulation in the ar-

teries, veins, and cutaneous glands." We fmd that di-J-

eases of certain organs give rise to, or are accom])anied

by, certain cutaneous lesions. Tims in diseases of the

stomach, especially di.sturbances of digestion, we often

see eczema and urticaria. Upon the application of elec-

tricity in .ouch cases, we have invariably found very

markeil tenderness of the solar plexus, and in propor-

tion as the dyspepsia was relieved, the abnormal sensi-

tiveness to the electrical current has diminished, and
the general nutrition has improved, owing to the action

of the electricity on the 8ymi)athetic nerve. In renal

and ut<^'rine disorders we olten see pruritis, eczema, and
urticaria, and the application of both the galvanic and
faraJic currents Ui the sympathetic nerve, ar-ting on
the solar and hypogastric plexuses, has been found in

some ca.ses to relieve the eruption, although in some of

these cases the relief was but tempoi ary, as the cuta-

neous lesion probably depended upon an incurable con-

dition of the kidneys and uterus. In the cutaneous
lesions which are the sequehe of scarlatina, measles,

etc., acting on the vaso-motor nerves, the use of elec-

tricity wiiich shall aflect these nerves is certainly a
mode of treatment from which we may reasonably ex-

pect good results. In the cases that have presented

themselves to our notice, the most prominent symp-
toms relating to the nervous system have been " neu-

rasthenia," or nervous exhaustion, anaemia, hysteria,

neuralgia, and insomnia ; and in proportion as the ner-

vous .symptoms yielded to treatment, the cutaneous

lesions have disappeared. In none of the disea-ses of

the skin do we find a more intimate relation existing

between the nervous system and the cutaneous lesion

than in herpes. Biirensprung thinks the origin of zoster

to be an inflammation of the sympathetic fibre of the

small spinal ganglion, Avhich inflammation is communi-
cated 10 the skin, and explains the neuralgia so fre-

quently accompanying it by the transmission of the

irritation and reflex action from the ganglion upon the

posterior root. It has also been observed in sotne cases

that inliamniation ot the entire nerve tract had existed.

In the treatment of this disease, central galvanization

and Lialvanization of the sympathetic may open to the

profession a means of cure which will perhaps be of

some service. For the benefit of those who are not
acquainted with the practical application of electricity,

we may explain that " central galvanization" signifies

the most direct method of influencing the great ner-

vous centres by the following method. Apply one
pole, generafly the negative, to the superior part of the

epigastric region, so as to afi'ect directly the solar

plexus, and the positive pole to the crown of tiie head,

or cranial centre, which is a very important point for

aflecting the brain ;
and also over the sixth and seventh

cervical vertebrje, or cilio-spinal centre, at which point,

by moving the electrode on either side of the spine,

we aflect the cervical sympathetic nerve, and also the

pneumogastiic, phrenic, and laryngeal nerves, and
brachial plexuses. This point is the most important
region of the body in the application of electricity, as

we can influence more important nerve tracts than at

any other place. In conclusion, the positive electrode

may be passed down the entire length of the spine,

from the first cervical to the second lumbar vertebra, or

Cauda equina, at which latter point the sciatic nerves

and their branches are strongly aff'ected.

In many ca.ses of priirigo we have traced the cause

to the central nervous system, and Cazenave and Rom-
berg both consider it a neurotic disease. In one case

that came under our notice, that was relieved by the
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use of central ^galvanization, there was intense itching,

but no com[ilaint was made of any neuralgic pains,

which was ci)ntrary to the rule laid down by German
authorities, that if the prurigo is neurotic in origin,

neuralgia, and not itching, will be present.

The case referred to followed a severe attack of

scarlatina. In another case, which came on after long-

continued mental excitement, both slight neuralgic

pains, wandering in character, and severe itching ex-

isted. While our knowledge of the therapeutic uses of

central galvanization is still in its infancy, exten-

sive observations have been made, and cases have

been reported by eminent authority upon skin diseases,

in which local galvanization has accomplished the best

results iu many cutaneous lesions. Conspicuous amongst
these is the cure by local galvanization, by Dr. Henry
G. Piffard, of Xew York, of a case of scleroderma,

which is the more interesting and valuable, as there

are but about forty cases of this disease on record,

and but very few other reports of cure. Neumann, in

his "Handbook of Skin Diseases," page 29G, reports an

interesting case of scleroderma in the clinic of Dr. F.

Fieber, which resisted all ordinary local treatment.

This case was treated finally by local galvanization

and cured.

That eczema may be ranked in many cases with the

neuroses, and cured by central galvanization, is, we
think, demonstrated by the following interesting cases.

Case 1, Miss O'C. :—Eczema following intermittent

fever. About eighteen months since, had an attack of

intermittent fever. Has had four succeeding attacks,

which reduced her health very much, leaving her very

weak and anaemic. A short time after the last attack

the legs began to swell, the swelling being accompanied
with erythematous redness and vesicular eruption,

discharging a watery exudation, which formed yellow-

ish crusts. This eruption was accompanied by burning

pain and a great deal of itching. The hands were
swollen. The eruption also appeared upon the head
and back. Four seances of central galvanization

completely cured her, the length of the applica-

tions being about fifteen minutes, and being made
twice a week. Has at the present time a good
appetite, and is gaining flesh. No sign of the erup-

tion.

Case 2. Chronic eczema of four years standing, Mr.
D. Four years ago, the eruption appeared on legs.

Grew steadily worse under local treatment, the erup-

tion extending up the le^s, and to the back and arms.

The use of arsenic caused the eruption to disappear for

tlie period of eight mouths, at the end of which time it

reappeared, and has since been confined to the legs

and ankles, with a little on the hands. Intense itch-

ing was complained of. Three seances of central gal-

vanization caused the itching to stop entirely, and at

the lost application the eruption was nearly all gone.

Case 3. Chronic eczema of two years standing, ^liss

D. E. B., 27 years old. Has been suffering for two
j'ears from a painful eczematous eruption, which was
located on the palms of the hands and ihe soles of the

feet, and on the right elbow. She complained of con-

siderable pain in the left leg and ankle. Had sore

throat some time ago. Her hair fell out in large quan-
tities two years ago. Eeported that she had been
treated for syphilis. Six stances of central galvaniza-

tion resulted in the disappearance of the eruption.

Can now walk any distance.

Marked relief has also followed the use of general

faradization in two cases of skin disease which seemed
to depend upon uterine disorders, which greatly re-

duced the general health, and impaired the digestive

functions. One of these cases occurred in a lady of

about thirty-five years of age. A severe pruritus had
e.visted for some months, associated wiih dyspepsia.

A few applications of general faradization restored the

appetite, and cured the dyspepsia and pruritus. After

some time, however, the dyspepsia reappeared, accom-
panied with a slight degree of pruritus, and it was not

until the uterine trouble, which was prolapsus in the

first degree, was cured, that the pruritus entirely dis-

appeared.

The other case referred to occurred in a young lady

of twenty, who had suffered from amenorrhrea for

some months. She complained of severe recurring at-

tacks of urticaria with dyspepsia and nausea. Three
applications of the induced current locally to the

uterus and hypogastric region resulted in the reappear-

ance of the menstrual flow, and a few applications of

general faradization improved the general health very
much, and the urticaria and dyspepsia disappeared. Up
to the present time, no complaint has been made of a

recurrence of these symptoms. Local applications

were made on two succeeding months, and the ame-
norrlioea yielded very readily to this treatment. In the

application of electricity, we consider the afiparatus and

electrodes made by the Galvano-Faradic Manufacturing
Co. as superior to any others, both for practical utility

and beauty of finish, and cordially recommend them to

the favorable notice of the profe-sion.

POISONED WOUNDS FROM THE BITE OF THE
SNAKE AND TARANTULA AND THE STING
OF THE SCORPION AND CENTIPEDE.

By JAMES S. BAILEY, M.D.,

ALBANT, N. Y.

While perusing "Emergencies, and How to Treat

Them," by Dr. Howe, my attention was directed to

chapter VI., which treats upon poisoned wounds. After

discussing dissection wounds, and hydrophobia, he re-

fers to snake and tarantula bites, also to the sting ofthe

scorpion and centipede.

Physicians commencing the practice of medicine

eagerly adopt remedies recommended by authors :

therefore the necessity of correct teaching, or much
harm may result. From his remarks it is to be sup-

posed that his personal experience in these ''Emergen-

cies " has been limited, and that he has gathered his

ideas from books.

There is great difference between theory and prac-

tice in the treatment of bites of venomous serpents and

insects, and few emergencies require more prompt and

active treatment. By the timely administration of

eflicient remedies the mortality can be much reduced,

and if energetic treatment is not pursued the life of the

victim may be sacrificed.

While living in the extreme South, I frequently had

occasion to treat accidents of this kind, and did not

deem it prudent to experiment, but relied upon reme-

dies known to be efficacious.

My chief reliance was upon suction and alkaline

dressings; soda or ammonia applied externally, with

large drnughts of s[>irituous liquors, whiskey or brandy,

internally
; or full and repeated doses of ohve oil taken

into the stomach. These remedies were found to be

certain and speedy antidotes. I have never known a

person to die from a snake -bite who could be gotten

under the influence of liquor, and the success of the

internal use of olive oil is equally efficacious.
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A domestic remedy was frequently applifd before a

jihysiciiin could be summoned ; whioli was to kill a

eliiekeii, open it throujrh tlie back, and ftp|>ly it warm
with iis enirnils over the wound. Its ollicaey was evi-

dent by tlie parts of the fowl cominfx in contact with
tlic wouml in a few minutes lurnin}^ green by absorb-

ing the poison.

When a fanp of the serpent penetrates a blood- vessel

and the virnp is absorbed directly into the circnlation,

remedies avail but little, and iho per>on usually lives but

a short time
; but if sueli is not the case, the timely ad-

ministration of appropriate remedies affords relief.

Swine are not impressed by snake-liites, because of

the deposit of adi|ti'se next the skin, whicli neutralizes

the poison, and i)e>ide8 it is not abundantly supplied

with blood-vessels. With lean ho<is it is very different.

1 have frecjuenily notieetl a lean hog to avoid a ])oison-

ous reptile, while one in good flesh would attack eagerly

and devour without fear. The instinct of this brute is

such, which seemingly is endowed with but limited

reasoning power.
The scorpion sting is never dangerous, though ex-

ceedingly painful, even more so than the sting of a bee,

but the pain does not last so long. Treatment is un-
neees-ary, though alkalies applied directly relieve.

The tarantula bite is very dangerous and painful.

The treatment suL'ge>ted for snake-bitu is approi>riate, if

resorted to at once. I have never known a fatal case,

though extensive sloughing has sometimes taken place.

Dr. Howe remarks: ''The stories of its ravages are

however not founded upon facts." Could the Dr. have
seen some of my cases he would have thought differ-

ently.

He again remarks :
'• Centipedes are less dangerous

than either of the preceding varieties."

This is not in accordance with my experience ; the

mentioning of a ca-e will ilhisirate.

A gentleman in high social position, while engaged
in supi rintemiing his garden, drew off his coat and
hung it upon a shrub, which by its weight bent it to

the ground; a centipede crawled up one sleeve ; upon
putting on his coat he felt a creeping sensation upon
lii.s arm : he squeezed the part and atteinpteil to brush it

down, when each ptiisoned claw made its impress upon
the arm, and in consequence he was soon in great agony.
The ordinary domestic remedies were immediately

applied before a piiysician arrived, but in spite of treat-

ment a high grade of inflammation was kindled ; sup-
puration and sloughing took place, destroying the sur-

roumling tissues, which left the arteries pulsating

plainly visble and well nigii destroyed the man's litie.

Tliere eventually was much loss of substance of the
affected arm. In the course of three months he was
measurably restored to health.

Poultry greedily devour the smaller specimens of
the t.-.raiitula with impunity, but the virus from its

sting is a deadly poison to the human subject.

Fortimately, woun<ls from the tarantula and centi-

pede seldom occur, but snake-bites are more common
where poi.sonous reptiles abound.

Dr. Tanner remarks, in his " Practice of Medicine,'.'

that, dengue fever is an accompaniment of scarlet

fever. We that have treated dengue fever laugh at this

statement, and the trusting to bilious antidotes* in the
emergencies of snake-bites seems equally absurd to

physicians having much experience in such cases.

yroi[^rcfio of ittctiical ;3cicuc£.

* Potns^a iodide, gr. iv.

H.'dr. bichloridi, gr. ij.

Uromide. 3 iv.

Dose from 10 to 20 minims every hall-hour until relieved.

Treatmknt of Canckum Oris.—C. S. Kittredge,

M.D.. of Oakland, Cal. (The Western Lnuret), late Assist-

ant IMiyaieian ai the Nursery and Child'.s Hospital, Ran-
dall's Islanfl, N. Y., publishes 19 fatal ca.ses of this for-

midable affection—which is a mrdignant form of ulcera-

tive stomatitis—induced in children under five years of

age, predi<|io-ed to tuberculosis. The duration of this

disease is from six to sixteen days, running a most
rapid course when commencing in the cheek or throat,

but somewhat slower in its profirc.ss when conimeneing
in the gums. The disea.se demands prompt and ener-

getic attention. He commences with the chlorate of

potxssa, in fmm five to ten grain doses everj- four to six

hours, and continues it during the whole progress of

the di.sea«e. Tiic mouth must be frequently washed
with a weak solution of liquor sodie chlorinatce, 5 i- to

water 3 xii., and after mortification has commenced, a

pledget of .soft linen, wet in this solution, .should be

constantly kept between the sore and the adjacent

tissue. Tonics and stimidants should be freely given

on account of the great prostration, and iron with bark
or quinine in as heavy doses ;ts the child will l>ear, and
strong beef-tea in place of solid food. Out of G7 cases

of stomatitis treated during the year, there were 19
deaths, or 28 percent. Of the fatal cases, 12 were
males and 7 females. The average age was 2 years
and 11 months. In 16 ca«cs, the primary disease was
rubeola. Fourteen autopsies were made ; and in every
case, tubercles were found in great abundance. In 13
cases the tid)ercles were in the lungs, and in the other,

the mesentery was filled with miliary tubercles. He
remarks in conclusion that cancrum oris has a close

connection with tnbercidosis ; and believes that it can
exist only in children of a tuberculous diathesi.s.

Operation for Internal Strangulated Hernia.—
Prof. G. Marcacci, of Florence, performed gastrotomy
in October last, on a young man for the relief of a
hernia caused by excessive vomiting. The protrusion

occurred in the right iliac region, about three inches

above the crural arch, and eight or ten inches from the

pubes. Ten days following the operation the patient

was able to walk, and was discharged cured at the end
of a month.

—

Lo Sperimentale.

TRAcnEOTOMV.—Dr. P. Landi reports a successful

case of tracheotomy for the extraction of the first molar
tooth, lodged for tAventy-four hours in the left bron-

chus of a child seven years of age ; the tooth having
escaped from the forceps at the moment of extraction.

—Jbut.

Kerosene Oil in Chronic RnEUMAXiSM.—A New Zea-
land physician recommends the internal administration

of this substance, a teaspoonful taken in a wine-glass

full of water everj' other night having been the form
in which it was administered to the case which he re-

ports as cured by it. It is stated that no unpjleasant

symptoms were produced ; no loss of appetite, or effect

upon the functions of the bowel or kidneys.
The unpl 'asant ta.ste has been palliated in some cases

by allowing a pinch of salt to dissolve in the mouth
before taking the remedy. The following is a synopsis

of one of the cases treated:

J. H., aged about 46, a sailor, had suffered from
chronic rheumatism for twenty years. Never had an
acute attack. Used to have agonizing twinges in his

feet and legs, the pain of which he compared to that

produced by forcible pinching and pulling of the skin
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with tweezers. The attacks would come on about every

ten minutes, and often for three or four days and niphts.

He liad been under medical treatment many times,

but had never had more than temporary relief. Six

weeks after commencinpf the use of kerosene the inter-

vals between tlic attacks began to lengthen, and in less;

than tlu-ee months the pains had entirely left, him. After

discontiiuiing the treatment for some time, the pain

slightly returned, but was always promptly arrested by

two or three doses of the remedy.

To Rkmove Tar and Resinous Substances.— Dr.

Briekerd (J/V(/. and Sure/. Reporter) discovered by ac-

cident that a mixture of powdered extract of liquorice

and oil of anise-seed will quickly and effectually remove
tar, Venice turpentine, pitch, etc., from glass, porce-

lain, and the skin, and is entirudy haruilcS'j. For the \

latter purpose the mixture should be about the consis-

tency of tliick cream and should be thoroughly applied;

being followed by soap, warm soft water, and a sponge.

Test for the Purity of Creosote.—It is said that

creosote may be distinguished from carbolic acid

(which is sometimes substituted for it\ by mixing the

suspected sample with puie glycerine
;
pure creosote is

insoluble in this medium, whereas carbolic acid makes
a bright solution, and when present in considerable

quantity it makes creosote also soluble in the mixture.

Extract of Meat.—Prof Artus, of Jena (Wien.

Med. Zeit, No. 3, 72), recommends a new method of

making extract of meat, which possesses the advantage

of that of Liebig, in retaining the albumen, gelatine,

and fat, which are all removed by Liebig's proces-, and
which would seem, from recent experiments, to be the

only really nutritious elements of the meat. For this

purpose an extract of meat is first made with cold

water by means of a very simple apparatus ; this dis-

solves out the soluble salts, the albumen, and part of

the gelatine and creatine. The meat, after having un-

dergone this process, is then boiled for an hour in a

Papin's digester, and the liquid pressed out. The fat

is skimmed off its surface and this extract is mixed
with the cold extract, and the mixture is then evapora-

ted to a proper consistence in a sand-bath, or, better,

in a vacuum apparatus. This certainly seems a much
better way of preparing an extract of meat than any
of the methods which necessitate the throwing away
of the most valuable of its constituents.

—

Br. Med.
Jour.

School Hygiene.—In a report on health, in the Duh-
lin Journal of i\fed. Sci. for May, Dr. Cameron refers to

a valuable treatise by Virchow, on the diseases incident

to schools. Virchow quotes several eminent author-

ities, among others, Guillaume, who found among 731

scholars whom he examined no less than 218 with
distortion. The great majority of cases of scoliosis were
among girls. In 72 cases noticed by Knorr, of Munich,
60 were females. As girls spend less time at school

than boys, and fewer girls attend school, it is urged

that scoliosis is not most frequently induced by bad pos-

tures while studying. To this objection it may be
answered that boys, during their hours of play, coun-

teract, by vigorous exercises involving the play of nearly

all the muscles of the body, the evil influence of the

school-room postures. On the other hand, girls, as a

rule, do not practise any kind of gymnastics. Virchow
attributes a large proportion of the pulmonary con-

sumption of childhood to overcrowding in school-rooms,

to sadden changes of temperature in passing from hot

school-rooms into cold outside air, to the dust of the

school-room, and, lastly, to impaired respiratory move-
ments induced by long sitting.

The SYPniLis-CoRPUSCi.Es or Lostorfer.—The micro-

scopical comniiltec, a])poinled fiom the Boston Society

for Medical Observation (/iuslon Med. and Sm-f/. Jour-

mil), to investigate the subject of syphilis-corpuscles in

the blood, have; reported that tlicir conclusions are neg-

ative; that tlie bodies descril)ed by Lostorfer as pecu-

liar to syphilitic blood were found in ihe blood of syph-

ilitic paiients and of healthy persons as well
;
and that

the so-called corpuscles appear to have their origin in

certain physical or chemical clianges to which the bloo I

globules are sulijected in the course of prolonged micro-

scopic examination.

An Enormous Draught of Hydrate of Ciiloral.—
A correspondent of the lioalon Afedind and S>ir(jkal

Journal writes that one of his patients took by mistake

200 grains of hydrate of chloral. When seen, on iiour

afterward-', the face was of a deathly pallor, and a lead-

en color was about the lips and under the nails, lie

was immediately wrapped in warmed l)laiikets. Heat
was applied to the extremi'ies; a sinapism over the

heart, and an enema of dilute aqua ammonia adminis-

tered. Rallying took place very slowly but steadily.

The only other treatment he received was ice to the

head, and small doses of tartar emetic during the reac-

tionary stage, when the pulse ranged as high as 130.

A Fatal Case of Hysteria.—It is but rarely that an

opportunity is offered for an examination of the pod-
mortem appearances of the organs of persons who have
suffered from this affection, and we therefore transcribe

the notes of a case published in the Brit. Med. Jour, of

July 6th. About three o'clock p.m. of October 11th,

1870, Dr. R. W. Foss, of Siockton-on-Tees, Avas called

to see a young lady, aged 19, who had been having con-

vulsions all day. At the time of the visit she was per-

fectly conscious, throwing her arms and legs about,

laughing and crying alternately, in fact, having hysteri-

cal convulsions. She complained of pain in the right

.side of her head, also of the qlohua hystericus rising up
from her abdomen to the right side of her chest, where
it stopped. Her chest gave negative physical si; ns

;

pulse about 80, and small. She stated that she had
been having leucorrhoea Avith much offensive discharge

for the last fourteen months, and within that time had
had these hysterical attacks. All of this time she had
been under medical care. Her father stated that all the

physicians who bad seen her had said thai she was
simply suffering from hysteria Avith leucorrhoea, and that

in time she would be Avell again. The same opinion

was expressed by Dr. Foss, who believed that it was a

case for moral more than for medical treatment. Within
three hours from Dr. Foss's visit she was dead, and at

the desire of her father a ^as^-nioj-^e/n examination Avas

held, with the folloAving results :

The lungs Avere normal, excepting some hypostatic

congestion at their bases, and the presence of some
frothy mucus in the bronchial tubes. The heart was
pale and rather flabby, the apex of the right ventricle

containing a small clot ; the other cavities Avere empty.

The liver seemed rather larger than normal, but ap-

peared healthy on section. No disease discovered in the

kidneys or supra-renal capsules. The contents of the

cranium appeared iierfectly natural. The base of the

uterus Avas congested, and its Avails were thicker than

usual The mucous membrane lining its interior was
covered with a thick, glassy mucus like Avhite of e^^g,

Avhich was also exuding from the os. The left o\ ary

Avas about the usual size, and, on section, presented a

honeycombed app 'arance, consisting of munerous little

cavities filled Avitli gelatinous matt"r, constituting wh; t

is called "colloid tumor of the ovary." The right ovary

Avas the size of a large walnut, and, on section, Avas
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soon to consist of one lr\rfj<' pnront ryst ountaining

nmny sinallor ont's sprinpinp from its iiitonifti surfiicc.

Thoro ^vft^ iiothinjr here to ncrount for so sudden a

di-alli, and the oidy liypotliesisofl'tTod was, considering

the condition of tiie lieiirt, tluit death was cansL'd by
syncope.

A nearly similar ca^e is rt'pnrttvJ to have occurred in

1S(W at tlie Royal Infn iiiary in Kdinhnr^'h, in tlie jicrson

of a stronjr, well-d('ve'o])cd woman betwec-n "JO and 30
years of a<:o, in whicli, on pnat-mmtem examination,

none of the organs were found to be diseased.

Prfdiction of Skx in Utero.—T. J. ITutton, M.D..

Resident Physician to Loup Island College Ilospital

(A'fic }'('(•/.• .ifediral Journal. July, 1872), in substantia-

ting the assertion advanced by Tyler Smith and others,

that not. only can j)reL.'nancy, in its advanced stages, be
determined by auscultation, but also the presentation,

position, and sex of the foetus m ufcro.—.submiis the fol-

lowing essential [loiiits from the clinical records of seven

cases as a proof of tlie practicability and relialjibty of

th's rule: Fa'tal pulsations, heard below a horizontal

line, dividing the uterus into two equal ])arts, denote ver-

tex pre-^entation ; above it, breech presentation; bidow
it, and to the ripht, second position. When the fcetal

pulsations number 144 per minute, it is a female; 124

per minute, male. As deviations from this rule, or

average, will doubtless be encountered, he ventures

to add that a variation of-sir heats j>e.r minute, from 124

upward or from 144 downward, will not endanger a

diagnosi.s, provided auscultation be practised in the

ninth month of prerin-inry. In his cases this rule was
the sole <.'uide, and without a single failure.

Chloral as a Toimcal Applicatiom in Eczkma.—

A

correspondent of the Boftton Medical (tnd S'in/ind Jour-

nal states that during the past year he has used in sev-

eral cases of chronic eczema, with much satisfaction to

his patients and himself, a solution of the hydrate of

chloral as a topical remedy, in the proportion of one or

two drachms 10 a [nnt of water, applied two or three

times a day.

Excision of the Hip-Joint for Morbus Coxarius.—
T. Curtis, M.D , of Middlepart, Ohio (}fedicaland Sur-
</ical Reporter, August 3, 1872), publishes a ca«e of mor-
bus coxarius in which life was prolonged by this opera-

tion, and believes if the patient had been seen two
months earlier it would have been much better for final

recovery. He warmly advocates exci<ion after other

means have had reasonable time and opportunity to ar-

rest the disease without success, and where there are

no very serious contra-indications.

A Piece of Needle in the Heart.—According to

the Cincinnati L<nicet and 0^>se;'re;\ at the post-mortem
examination of Miss Hoag, of Evanston, Illinois, it was
found that death was caused by the presence of a piece

of needle in the heart. The needle was driven in by a

sudden fall when she was about seven years old. The
portion of needle extracted was about an inch and
one-eighth long and of large size.

Palpation in Obstetrics.—This subject is one which
is almost ignored in American and English text-books,

and is but imperfectly taught in the German treatises.

The Vienna school probably makes more of this

method than any other, but the works of Professors

Carl Braun and Joseph Spaeth are so old. that tlie views
of th3 writers have in many respects changed since

these were published, and the books cannot be regarded
as reliable exponents of the author's opinions at the

pr. sent day.

Jam^s R. Cliadwick, M.D., Boston, iMa=s. (Dnsfon

Medical and Surgical Journal, August 15, 1872), gives

the rosult.s, in a Ir-ngthy and practical paper, claimed

for this method of practice from the verbal teachings of

the various professors, as proved to him from ]>ersonal

observation in the clinics of Vienna and Wiirzburg.

The method of abdonnnal examination, consi-ting of

inHperlion, percussion, auscnJtatlon, and paljialion—the

latter in it» twofold application to diapnosis and treat-

ment —is clearly unfolded. This important subject iato

be concluded in a succeeding number of the Journal.

Effect of Ethkr on Uterine Contractions.—At a

late meeting of the Obstetrical Society of Boston, Dr.

Abbott ( lioston Medical and S'lrr/lcal Joui-val, August
1'), 1872) meniioned a case of labor, in which uterine

contractions c(!n.sed after the full use of ether; although

it has been said that aniesthetics in labor never inter-

fere with the expulsive action of the uterus.

ERYTitEMA Frr.AX For.LowiNo the Use of Chloral.—
[

At a meetinT of the Suffolk District Medical Society,

: Boston, Dr. William Ingalls called attention to a .symp-

;

tom he had observed after the administration of chloral

j

hvdrate. He had prescribed a dose of six grains to be
: given for sleeplessness to a girl of 11 years, ill from

I

general debilitv. After the first (lo.<»e, nothing save

the desired effect was observed. Sleep also followed

the .second exhibition the night following, but on the

next morning sjiots of a red color, deeper in hue than
erythema, appeared successively on the cheeks, around
the mouth, and behind one ear. There were no other
s^'mptoms, and the redness receded after eight hours.

Dr. Damon sucrgested that the appearance alluded to

miplit be clas.sed as erythema ftKjnx, a neurosis of the

skin depending on some .such irritation of the stomach
as chloral would tend to produce.

LiTHOTRiTT in Chfldren.—Dr. Guersant {Med. News
and Library) remarks that his own experience and of

all those who have performed this operation is favor-

able to the employment at all ages, even in children

fifteen or eighteen months old, without regard to sex.

Lithotrity is always applicable to the youngest chil-

dren when

—

First, the calculus is of but small size,

being not more than three-fifths to two-thirds of an
inch in diameter, and the surgeon is enabled to operate

several times—three times at tlie most. Second, when
the general health is good, and the bladder appears to

be in good condition and exempt from purulent ca-

tarrh. Third, when, above all. there are not more than
one or two calculi. Lithotrity is, on the contrary, in-

apphcable

—

First, when the calculus is too large (three-

quarters of an inch or more). Second, when it is ad-

herent. Third, when it is very hard and mulberry-
shaped.

A Mode of Operating for Radical Ccre of Vari-
cocelk.—Dr. H. B. Davison, San Francisco (Pacific

Med. and Sury. Journal), has adopted a new mode of

operating for the radical cure of varicocele, for which
he claims three great advantages over any other

means :

—

First, by perforating only one wall of the scrotum,

less pain, less inflammation, and less risk of adhesion of

the wounded sac and spermatic cord.

Second, by placing the patient in a recumbent pos-

ture when the operation is being performed, so that no
blood may be enclosed in that portion of the vein cut

off from the circulation, the resultant inflammation will

be much less, and the testicle will not swell so much,
and absorption will be accomplished in much less time.

Third, by removing the ligature before it cuts

through the vein, the risk of phlebitis is lessened, and
the patient is enabled to resume his ordinary duties

much sooner.
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Those who have been operated on have no return of

the disease, and it would require a very close examina-
tion of the parts to discover that any operation liad

been performed. In one case the patient had been
wearin<f a suspensory banda<?e for over twenty years,

and the lefi testicle was much atropliied. It is now
about sixteen months since the operation, and the tes-

ticle has reiif?i:ned its normal size, and the patient has

a corresponding increase of sexual power.

Incontinence of Urine in CiiiLnRKN.—Mr. Holmes
Coote recommends for this intractable affection the ad-

ministration of creosote in one-minim doses, three

times daily, combined with assafoetida and rhubarb pill,

of each two grains.

Casks of Dourle Ovariotomy.—Professor T. Gail-

lard Thomas, M.D., New York {A^iiericau Practitioner,

July, 1S72), reports three successful cases of double

ovariotomy, which were performed in the Strangers'

Hospital of this city, after an experience of twenty-
seven operations of ovariotomy—fourteen of which
have already appeared in print. Tiie remaining thir-

teen are being prepared for publication.

Calculus in a Female.—Dr. Gale, of Owen County,
Ky. {American Practitioner, Jwlj") 1872), at a recent

meeting of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of

Louisville, mentioned that he had recently removed, by
rapid dilatation, a calculus of the phosphatic variety

from a female bladder, weighing one ounce, and meas-
uring four inches by three inches and three-eighths.

The patient passed water naturally within thirty-six

hours.

Ligation of the Internal Iliac Artery.—As a con-

tribution to the literature of this operation, it is deemed
advisable, by the friends of the operator, to place on
record the following case, which was performed by
Leroy McLean, M.D., Sursjeon to the Troy Hospital,

N. y., November 19, 1869." The patient, Mary White
Dorr, wife of Wm. Dorr, of South Troy, admitted into

the hospital Nov. IG, received at the hand of her hus-

band a stab in the left buttock, which caused a deeply

seated aneurismal tumor, ten days before the opera-

tion.

In the presence of Drs. Cooper, Marmion, Burton,

Thorn, Hubbard, Whiton, Hubbell, Ward, Wheeler,
Heimstreet, and Gregory, Dr. McLean skilfully ligated

the artery—using the silk ligature. The patient died

from hemorrhage on the thirteenth day after the

operation. Post-mortem examination, under the imme-
diate direction of Dr. H. R. Haskins, then Demonstrator
of Anatomy in the Albany Medical College, revealed

the Ibllowing facts: The aneurismal cavity in the left

buttock had a capacity of eight fluid ounces. The clo-

sure of the artery was seen to have been complete.

The sciatic artery wm severed at the point ofemergence
from beneath the pyriformis muscle.

Excision of the Left Scapula.—Samuel Logan, M.D.,

New Orleans, La. {Richmond and Louisville Medical Jour-

nal, August, 1872), publishes a case of excision of the

left scapular subsequently to resection of the head of

the humerus of the same side. He is agreeably sur-

prised at the degree of usefulness of the extremity after

sueh an extensive removal of bone. The patient, male,

aged 33 years, during convalescence from small-pox re-

ceived severe blows on his shoulders, and shortly after

began to sutler pain in the left scapulo-humeral joint,

followed by caries of the head of the humerus and body
oi the scapula.

Three moutlis after the operation the wound had

almost entirely healed, with the following use of the

limb : He could lift readily any moderately heavy
article; could pull pcrpcndiculai-ly (lilting) 20 pounds,

horizontally, 2()4 pounds; hy simply flexing the forearm

(and not lifting with the liody) he could raise 14 pounds
;

could plac(i his hand on either ear or shoulder, l>ut not

on back of the neck, and pass his hand over the whole
of his forehead and face; he could not carry his hand
behind his l)ack. but could readily bring it so as to

sweep over the whole chest and face. The cavity left

Ity the operation was filled almost to the level of the

surrounding parts wilh a somewhat hard mass of new
deposit.

Tue Sun.—Prof. C. A. Young, Ph.D., of Dartmouth
College, in his pamphlet on " The Sun and the Pheno-
mena of its Atmosphere," gives intiresiing particulars

concerning this important body: Twenty years ago,

the distance from the earth was considered to he about

95,000,000 of miles, but it is really less than 92,000,000.

This is the average distance, but, the sun is -ome 3,000,000

of miles nearer on the first of January than on tlie first of

June. In hopes of adding greatly to the precision of

our knowledge, astronomers are looking forward with

much interest to the coming transits of Venus in the

years 1874 and 1882. The conception is too vast !o be

fairly grasped by the human intellect. If on some inter-

mundane railway between the earth and the celestial

metropohs, the Pilgrim Fathers had stai ted fiom the

sun at the same time when they really left England,

and if they had travelled by special express at ihe laie of

40 miles an hour, without stops, they would not j^et

have arrived, nor would their train be due until 1883

—

363 years upon the road. A cannon bull, nioving

straight on unretarded with its swiftest speed, could not

make the journey to the sun in 9 yeais.

The sun weighs very nearly 325.000 times as much
as the earth. If it were made of solid coal he would

burn entirely out in less than 6,000 years. The prol)i-.-

ble and almost universally accepted theory in regard

to the nature of the solar surface is the foflovving: It is

neither a gaseous nor a liquid surface, but a stratum of

luminous clouds, made up of drops of melted metal

—

of incandescent iron, magnesium, sodium, etc., far more

intensely luminous than the gases from which they

are condensed, driven and carried by the solar winds,

and continually changing their form and apfiearanee.

The doctrine, supported by Carrington, Lockyer, and

others, that the sun-spots are caused hy a doimm'sh

of cooler gases from the upper atmosphere, seems to him
to be the correct one. They are found only on certain

portions of the sun"; while they are rarely seen upon

the sun's equator, they are almost n(!ver found in lati-

tudes higher than 40^, and are most abundant in two
belts lying between the parallels of 15' and 30'. Above
the photuspheie, the lower strata of the solar atmos-

phere for a height of from 500 to 1,000 miles contain

pretty much all the substances whose presence is indi-

cated by the dark lines in the solar spectrum (made up

of metals), and that in the absorption of these lower

strata the lines mainly oiiginate. At a greater elevation

the solar atmosphere consists principally of hydrogen,

with two or thiee substances whose nature is as yet

unknown. The prominences of the sun are extensions

or ofl'-shoots of the stratum of hydogen, to which Dr.

Frankland gave the name of chromo-sphere, >. e. color-

sphere. Besides steamers and jets tliere are other forms

of eruption prominence^, resembling in shajie gigantic

mushrooms, sometimes great pyramids, and sometimes

the smoke of a distant steamer. The author is sometimes

disposed to take refuge in the hypotiiesis as to these solar

eruptions—that they are only apparent, not real ; still the
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eviiU'iKcs of nctunl motion «re so numerous and con- I atiriclc. Jle is gatisfied that tliere waa no sign of poly-

cl.Ksivf, we must be content in hopinp tlint tlio sun will pus on the preceding day.

t.ot take lo boiidmnlin'' ns in some fit of i)ft«8ion. The
I r» . a ^„^^„„ ti „ «11 I » » .« .K„ ..„..,„ „T,A Ulcer or Cousea and Dental AnscEss.—Tliat a

inner corona is real y snlnr, but as to the nature and ,.,,., , ,• . r „i

ro„stitution of th- out.-r corona, the nssemblage of the diseased tooth n:ay be an imme-hat.; cause of a con.c-al

dark rins and brij:l.t rav. wh.ch ..verlie a.ul surround
f^;^'

"', T Tt P^T 1

'^''''i f^V^ ^^
^^^^^

the inner corona, it is less complete F..r a more per-
, ^-}^ '•'K'-t. o Indianapolis,

^f^-'-f''^- ^f^ f" {<

feet know!eds:e of the na-un- of f.e coron., a^trono- i

18^2) would admit.
_
He pubh.shc. the ca.sc of a lady

mcrs wait with patience for the eclipse ol 1878.
set. 40, who had un indolent lonnd ulcer on the comer
of the right eye, and bad been i-ubject to violent

II* I i: . 1-,, .v,,i„t ^r *i,„ molar on ricrht Side, nndintr an abscess at the root
experience »roes, external lateral disiilacemcnt ol the '""'"' ^ , ~ ',

^
^. , ,

•

• - - ~ ' '. . . DQiviA trr.at iiioiif i »t till* ovi» wQQ r'nnimiit^rl Jinil ill

foot is by no means so common as is taujrht in many
text-books. In f 'ur fiactures of this bone in this situa-

tion, under his care in St. Mary's Hospital, and one in

irivate practice, not one presented any displacement.

"NVhcn a patient presents himse'f with this accident.

same treatment of the eye was continued, and in about

three days the e^e was well.

Prematirk Artificial Laiior.—The advantages oi

this mode are discussed by Dr. Adolph Andrei, San

,

Francisco, Cal., in the July number of 7'he Western
and especially if the swelling is great, it is by no means j^„^ft ^.^^ remarks that to England is due the credit
easy to make a differential diagnosis between a fracture of havin" first raised the q.iesti<m of premature artifi-

of ilie lower eml of the fibula and a b».i sprain of the ^-^^ ^g^^^. j^^^j ^,^ ^ave put it into practice. In 1756,
ankle-joint. He desires to recall the attention of the

accorrliiig to the reports of Denman, many celebrated
profession to tl.e following sign of such fractures: In phyginans of London, in consultation, were of common
the normal condition the astragalus is mortised in be- ^eoord that it was advantageous, and was approved by
tween the malleoli so seiurely that no lateral mnve-

; ^j^p -^^.jpjgj, ^P^jj^p^Uj^.
ment of that bone is possil>le. When, however, a frac-

j ^^s a resmyie of all reported cases, he gives : Number
t:ireof the fibula occurs above the malleolus, the ends ^f operations, 475; number of mothers .saved, 459;
of the fragments at the point of fracture approacli the

^ number of mothers died, IG ; number of infants surviv-
tibia, or, ly gr.isping the le'^_at this point, can be made
to approach the tibia, and thus the inter-malleolar

space is widened. The result at once is, that lateral

movement of the astragalus becomes possible. In order

to obtain it best, grasp the leg firmly with the left hand
at the probable site of the fracture

;
gra^p the foot with

the right haml, the palm being applied to the sole,

and the thumb and fingers to the astragalus itself;

then bring the astragalus next the fibular or external

malleolus, and endeavor suddenly to strike it against

ed, 304; number of infants born dead, 171.

According to the statistics of Dr Clazure, son of

d'Angoulcme, the results furnished by symphyseoto-

my and Cfcsarii-n section are as follows : Number of

operations by Symphyseotomy, 157 ; number of moth-

ers saved, 85 ; number of mothers died, 72 ;
number of

infants saved, 5. About half of the women die after

section of the symphysis pubis.

C.KSARiAN Section.—Number of operations, 490;
tlie internal malleolus, which is firm and immobile. If

j

number of mothers saved, 124; mothers dead, 366;
theie be a fracture, the impact of the bones will be infants saved, 76. Though almost two-thirds of the

reaiJily felt in most instances. One caution must be
|

women died, the operation was thought to appear to

iiott-d: the lateral movement of the tarsal bones, es- be indicated. Duges, Velpeau and La Chapelle regard-

pecialiy between the os calcis and the astragalus, and ed these results as much more favorable than ordinari-

tiie OS calcLs and the cuboiii, must not be mistaken for
j
ly follow Caesarian section,

this lateral movement of the astragalus. The astraga-

7".< must be seized and moved laterally, and not the

/>ot itself twisted internally.

The Movement Pla.v in Elbow-Joint Fractures.—
W. F. Peck, M.D.. Davenport, Iowa {Atlanta Medical

and Surgical Juurnal, July, '72), reports three ca^es of

fractures and contusions of the elbow-joint, to illustrate

the benefits of an occasional judicious passive move-
ment for the prevention of anchylosis. In accepting

the views of Cohnheim, Recklinghausen, and Simon
upon inflammation, the value, or rather the explanation

Cvstic Ttmor of the Neck.—TL H. Toland. M.D.,

San Frarcisco, California {WeMern Lancet, July, 1872j,

contributes an interesting paper on this subject, and
relates, with photograplis, a case of removal of an
enormous tumor from the right side of the neck in an

^
.

adult male patient, who had been treated for goitre or ,
made as a cause of the beneficial results of the treat-

bn;nchocele raent recommended, l;e says, is seaa in the pathological

The publication of rare surcical cases, attended with |

operations of the leucocyte, which undeniably possesses

fine photographs, is a prominent feature of this new j

an independent life, and which plays an important

San Francisco journal. I P*^'"^
both in reparative and destructive inflammation.

I

When jiroper movement of the joint is practised, he
Rapid Development OF AN Acral Polypus —Dr. C. E.

,
states with much boldness that stasis, ending in semi-

Wiight, Indianipolis, Ind. (Iml.Jour. Med., July, 1872), organization of matter or suppurative inflammation, is

had an opportunity of exhibiting, in his practice, a ' much less liable to occur,

case of aural polypus which was perfectlj- developed!
in a few hours, the patient, a boy let. 14, was annoyed j

Malarial Hjematcria.—A unique case of this dis-

bv a herpetic eruption in left meatus, having been ease is recorded by Cha.s. P. Gordon, M.D., Dalton, Ga.,

aillictrd with otitis media several vears ago, and after
|

in the July number of the Atlanta Medical and Sur-

careful examination was treated ; "tlie nex: day, on a
\

9^<:a^ Journal. He regards malarial lijematuna as a

s cond examination, he found to his astonishment a :

violent form of congestive fever, with involvement of

medium-sized polypus att ched to the upper wall of ' the renal organs in active congestion and inflammation,

the left meatus, about one-fourth of an inch from the [
attended with all the danger and fatality consequent
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upon an obliteration of their proper function, and tlio

retention in the blood of those elements excreted by tlie

kidneys. As there are in congestive fever the cerebral,

thoracic, and abdominal varieties, he would add
another, the renal variety, in which the congestive
tendency is to the kidneys, with all the pernicious re-

sults following malarial haimaturia.

Ankurism of the Orbit.—At the June meeting of

the Washtenaw County Medical Society, Dr. Gr. E.

Frothingham (Michii/cm University Medical Journal,

August, 1872) spoke of a case of aneurism of the orbit

which was then under his care, and for which he ligat-

ed the common carotid arter}'. The patient had re-

covered from the effects of the operation, but, though
improved, it was still uncertain whether the cure

would be complete. A full report of the case will be
recorded in some future number of this journal.

Sensation in the Mouse's Ear.—Dr. Schobl, of

Prague, has made a distribution of nerves to the ear of the

mouse a subject of special examination, and calls atten-

tion to the fabulous richness of this organ in nerves,

the bat's wing being in comparison but poorly supplied.

The ear of a mouse of ordinary size presents on an

average 6,000 nerve terminations, or for both ears,

12,000. The function of this elaborate development is

probably, as in the case of the bat's wing, to enable the

animal to guide its way through dark narrow passages.

Prevention of Small-Pox.—Dr. Carl Both, of Bos-

ton, Mass, in a monograph on " Small-Pox, the Pi edis-

posing Conditions and their Prevention," states that

vaccination has not proved to be an absolutely reliable

preventive against this disease ; and maintains that

small-pox consists in the escape of superfluous albumi-

nous substances into the tissues of the periphery of the

nervous centres of the body, caused, in the first place,

by the want of salt. That tlie proper use of salt is the

scientific and most certain preventive of small-pox,

both in theory and practice. That the use of organic

acid.s is the best means of freeing the blood from ab-

normal substances which, for the time being, may sub-

stitute the place of salt in the body. That alcohol is an
agent which eliminates the blood-salts, and therefore,

after its use, the salt thus eliminated must be restored.

That sugar can take the place of salt in regard to taste,

much to the injury of the blood of the person substitut-

ing it. That in mental labor, more salt is brought into

requisition, and used up, than in muscular or physical

labor; and, therefore, that more must be used or taken
into the body in the former case than in the lattei'.

That a person who has a properly balanced blood can-

not catch or take small-pox under any circumstances
of exposure. If correct, this theory, he affirms, must
hold good in all cases, without a single exception

; and if

nothing can be found to disprove its correctness, it holds

good that the proper use of salt in the human economy
will eradicate the disease at once and forever. He
would have the use and office of salt more generally

known and taught in all our public schools.

Poisoning by Rumex Acetosa.—A case of death from
poisoning by " sorrel " (Rumex Acetosa) is related by
D. W. Brodnax, M.D., of Cameron, Milam Co., Texas, in

the July number of the Richmond and Louisville Medical

Journal. The patient was a boy aged 6 years, who, in

the language of a playmate, had eaten " a good deal of

sheep sorrel." Although oxalic acid is said by writers on
toxicology to be very speedy in its effects, in this case

it had bi^en twenty-four hours before his parents be-

came sufficiently alarmed to call a phy.sician, although

he had been complaining, and his stomach very irrita-

ble, with frequent vomiting, during that time.

An Uncommon Case of Fatty Degeneration.—C. A
Todd, M.D., of St. Louis, Mo. (<SV. Louix Med. & Sury.
Jiinr., Aug. 1872), relates an interesting case of fatty

degeneration, the patient Icing a female, colored, aged
ol, under the care of Dv. Cooper, in which the results

of the post-mortem were a^ follows : Length of body,
5 ft. 3 in. ; circumference of Ijody over hips, 8 ft.

;
great-

est circumference of one thigh, 4 ft. 2 in.
; of the other,

42 in.; of one arm, 25 in. Cutting through the skin,

in the subcutaneous cellular tissue were found solid

masses and layers of yellow fat three inches tliick over
tlie ensiform cartilage. The tendency to obesity com-
menced about the age of 22. It required seven men,
with the assistance of strap? pa'-sed under the body,
gradually and with much effort to drag the body into

the box placed at the side of tlie bed to receive it.

Casks of Aspergillus.—Three ca«es of a?pergillus in

the external ear are reported by W. W. Seely, M.IX.
of Cincinnati, Ohio, in The Clinic of Aug. 3, 1872.

The use of carbolic acid, grs. v. ad §1., was quite suffi-

cient in these cases as an antipirasitic. The first ca^e

exhibited the immense distin-bance such growths may
induce. The third case showed the long continuance
of the growth, at least three years.

Hydrophobia.—Prof. John C. Dalton, M.D., of New
York {Pacific Med. and Surg. Journ<d), in a lecture de-

livered at the Medical College of the Pacific, gave the

following statistics concerning this rare disease. During
the six years from 1863 to 1867, inclusive, 107 cases

occurred in France. Taking the average population of

that countiy as thirty-six millions, this would give one
case every two years for each ujillion of inhabitants.

In the Department of the Seine, including Paris, the

population averaging one million, there was, for the

twenty years from 1842 to 1862, an average of two and
one-third cases each year. In New York, for the kIx

years from 1866 to 1871, there were 22 cases, an aver-

age of two and two-thirds each year. He judges, from
statistics, that three cases of hydrophobia occur a year
to every million of people.

Heart Disease.—In a paper on "Observations upon
Over-Work and Strain of the Heart." by J. B. Tivad-

well, M.D. (Boston Med. and Surcj. ,^ur., Sept. 5, 1872),

it is noted that during the late civil war 10,636 white
and 161 colored soldiers were discharged on "surgeon's

certificate of disability " for " heart disease." He has

been favored with statistics from Vol. I. of the Medical

History of the War of the Rebellion—not yet issued,

through the kindness of the Surgeon-General U. S. A.
The tables from which these figure- are abstracted show
the cause of discharge of about 200,000 men, or over

two-thirds of the number actually dis;liarged during the

war. Thus out of every 1,000 discharged, 53 were'dis-

charged for disease of the heart.

Oxygen in Suffocation fro.m Coal-Gas.—Dr. J. G.
Blake, of Boston (Boston Med. and Su.ry. Journal, Aug.
29, 1872), publishes three cases of suffocation fron) coal

gas, brought to the City Hospital, in which the inhala-

tion of oxj'gen was followed by an almost instantane-

ous improvement of the patients. This relief was fol-

lowed at first by a relapse whenever the administiation

of the gas was discontinued. Soon, however, the im-

provement became permanent, and the patients were
discharged well.

Palpation in Obstetrics.—James R. Chadwick,
M.D., of Boston (Boston Mpd. and Sur . Journal, Aug.
22, 1872), writing from Vevey, Switzerland, gives the

subjoined chief advantages iif favor of palpation as prac-

tised in Germany : 1. That by it the period of the
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|irfpiiiinfy may be nppnixiuintcly cstinmtofl. 2. That
till- iliftjjiiosis of the lu-tal prisciitntion-* nini positions

may he made diiriiiL' llie later moiith-^ of tlie pre^'nniicy

ami tlif (ii-st staj,'!' of latior, tvIumi iiitmial examination
yields very meafjre results. 3. That twins, extra-
uterine prepnnney, the doatli of iho fictus, the size of
th<' Ax'tal head, ccnipliealiiip tumors, and many other
conditions may, hy it, be reoopnized long before the

vairinal examination woultl reveal tliem. 4. That the

exernal examination may be made many times, and by
many persons, without any risk of doinfj harm. On
thi-s account it reeonnmnds itself especially for purposes
of instruction. /// t/ie inii/ of (rcittineut, version can be
performed by external manipulation with much greater
chance of success than by ihe internal; and with this

train fit thf inot/ier, that the danfjer of inflanimaiion and
rupture of the uterme walls is reduced to a minimum;
tliat in case of hemorrhago or other tlireatoninf,' symp-
tom, turning by external mani|)ulation may be resorted
to. if thought expedient, much earlier than the old
metiiod; and to the chihl, that it thereby escapes the
greater mortality attendant upon breech presentations.

TIyduate of Chloral.—The following are some of
the conclusions of Dr. Lawrence Tnriibull, of Phila.,

P.i. (J/'rf. n»(J Sin-f/. liefxnter, Aug. 24 and Oct. .31,

1872). as drawn from his experiments, observations, etc.,

o;i this sul'ject. 1st. Tiiere are tin-ee degrees of the
operation of chloral on animals and man. The first is

I'eebly soporific, with sligiitly nervous sedative action.

The second is an intense soporific action, with dimi-
nutions of sensibility. At this period there is a deep
.•sleep of var.able duration, witliout apparent trouble of
the principal functions of life. The third degree,
complete an;esthesia, with total loss of general sensi-
bility and muscular power—cataleptic state. Death
almost always follows this degree of iiction, as was
S'e;i in his experiments on animals. 2d. Under the
microsi.'ope the blood was seen moving, with some
blight-red, or dark-red particles. 3d. Death lakes
place last at the heart, which is kept in action long
alter all signs of death in the animal were present, as
shown by removing Ihe sternum, etc. 4th. Sleep,
w-:th diminished heat of the surface one or two degrees
below tiie natural standard. 5tli. In typhoid and
typhus fever one must commence and continue in

small doses; five grains is the average quantity re-
quired. Gth. It increases the flow of the menstrual
fluid. 7th. Seventy grains of the liydrate of chloral
is equal to i grain of morphine employed hypoder-
mically, and is not apt to cause so much disturbance
of tlie stomach. 8lh. Males require a larger dose than
females. 9th. In affections of the eye it requires care
to use it, as it is apt to cause swelling, redness, and
excessive flow of watery secretrons, with obscuration
of vsion. ItHii. In sunstroke or heat toxaemia, it is a
va'uable aid to produce sleep in that restless state
alter reaction produced b}' frictions of ice and ice-
water to the liead and body. 11th. In cases of im-
pending death the means are to support the system
by heat, food, and artificial respiration, with stimula-
tion and small doses of strychnia.

Hydatid Cysts passed per Rectitm.—Dr. C. C.
Sherard, of Mobile, Ala. (^fe(J. and Surg. Rpporier,
Aug. 17, 1872), reports the case of a married woman,
aged 20, in which a large quantity of hydatid cysts
were involuntarily discharged from the rectum during
a perio<l of five days. When called, he .supposed that
the patient had a lateral retroverted womb, with the
fundus in the left iliac f .ssa. Fourteen days after the
last discharge the patient Y)assed a lump from the rec-
tum about ths size of a hen's egg, which reseaibied a

piece of boiled gristle. He wa.s induced to believe it

wa.s the base of the hydatids. There were some
singidiu- features presented : The first liydaiids came
away in bunches, and each cyst appeared to be about
the size of an onlinary marble, perfectly sound, as .seen

by the eye. Smaller cysts were passed, and, under a
low magnifying power, j)re.seuted the appearance of
bunches of grapes. She had been suffering for the last

eight years from a very fetid discharge from both etirs;

as soon as she wjk taken sick the discharge ceased,

and the swollen and ulcerated condition of the meatus
disappeared.

Dry Earth as a SiTRotCAL Dressing.—P. S.

Conner. M.I)., Surgeon to the Good Samaritan Hospital,

Cincinnati, Ohio {The Clinic, Sept. 7, 1872), has been
using the earth dressing, as advocated by Dr. Ad-
dinell Ilewson, of Philadelphia, in 14 surgical cases, at

the Gooil Siunaritan Hospital, and ha^ thus far been
much pleased with the results of this treatment. He
will continue to use it whenever In- finds it practicable

so to do; and from a trial of it, extending over a three
months' i)eriod of time, he heartily recommends it to

the use of those who have not tried it.

Commencements of the Medical Colleges of St.

LoiMS, Mo.—The degree of M.D. was conferred upon
40 graduates at the commencement-exercises of the

Missouri Medical College, held March Gth, 1872. This
is the oldest medical institution in the West. March
13th, the graduating class of the St. Louis Medical Col-

lege, numbering 68, received diplomas. The latter

college has been in existence thirty-one year.s, and its

alumni now number 1218.

Rotunda Lyino-in Hospital, Dublin.—Dr. S. H. Gar-
win writes as follows from Dublin to the Rich, and
Louis. Medical .Journal, in regard to this lying-in hos-

pital, with which Dr. Alfred II. McClintock is con-
nected, founded in 1745, by Dr. Bartholomew Mosse.
It contains 130 beds, and as a school of midwifery, it is

the oldest and largest in the kingdom,—number of de-
liveries up to January 1, 1870, 192,201. Proportion of
males and females born, about 12 males to 1 1 females

;

of cliildren dying in hospital, about 1 to 28; of children

still-born, about 1 to 18; of woriren having twins and
more, about 1 to 62 ; of women dying in child-bed,

about 1 to 80 ; of women having 3 or 4 children, about
1 to 4,500. Among its late ma.sters, are men like Ken-
nedy, Johnston, Skelton, McClintock, and Denham.
The present master is Dr. Johnston.

Minnesota State Medical Society.—At the fourth

annual meeting of this society, held Feb. 6tii and 7th,

at St. Paul, the election of officers for the ensuing j'ear

resulted as follows: President, W. W. Mayo, M.D.,
Rochester; 1st Vice J^res., W. W. Sweney, M.D., Red
Wing; 2d Vice Pres. C. McCrmirk. M. D., Duluth ; 3d
Vice Prex., W. L. Lincoln, M.D., Waba«haw ; Treasurer,

S. B. Sheardown, M.D., Stockton; Recordir.fj Secre-

tary, Chas. E. Smith, M.D., St. Paul; Corresponding
Secretari/, W. F. Hutchinson, M. D., Minneapolis.

New Medical School.—The new College of Physi-
cians and Surgeons at Wilmington, Nortli Carolina,

has been organized—Dr. J. Francis King is Presi-

dent, and Dr. William Walter Lane is Dean.

Heart Disease.—Dr. Quain, of England, states that

in that country during the last twenty years, the total

of deaths of males irom heart disease has increased in

number from o.74(] in 1851, to 12.427 in 1870. The
percentage of deaths from heart disease for 1.000 of
population living, was 755 between the vears 1851 and
1855 ; it has risen to 1,085 from 1866 to 1870.
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THE MEDICAL REGISTER AND THE PRO-
FESSION.

Whenever a work is undertaken for the benefit of a

large number of persons, it is impossible to satisfy all.

No reasonable mortal expects it, so long as the truth of

the old adage, hiimanum est errare^ is admitted to have

such a universal application. But this should not deter

the workers in a good cause from constantly aiming at

perfection, and at reducing their errors to a compara-

tively insignificant number. The fault-finders and

critics are always beneficial, in their way, in humbling

an unjust pride in our own resources and capabilities

;

at the same time they stimulate the right-minded and

the la^idably ambitious to increase their zeal, and

keep them constantly alive to their duties.

These remarks may have an application as general as

the truths up^jn which they are founded are self-evident,

but we hive thought some goodmifrht result by giving

them '. special reference to the labors of such gentlemen

§>» manage the Medical Register of this State. This

annual, commencing with the very interesting, valuable,

and suggestive little work of Dr. Tucker, has grown

into an acknowledged authority as a register for all the

respectable medical practitioners of the State. To such

an extent is its general ar-curacy relied upon, that any

gentleman of good standing, whose name may be acci-

dentally omitted, holds a very questionable position in

the eyes of such as he may claim as his medical breth-

ren. The burden refts with him to prove why he was

left out, and the exjilanations for the omission are by

common consent received cum grano salis. This is the

natural consequence of a reputation which the Registei-

has earned fur itself, for care and accuracy in making

out its lists. There is no doubting the f ict, that the

responsibility of editing such a work is great, and the

possibility of errors should be admitted, in a friendly

spirit, and with becoming grace and resignation-

Sl>eakiiig for the profession, we are willing to do this-

When we have done thi«, however, we have portbrmed

our duty with those who not only are perfectly willing

to encourage such a work, but who are compelled to

acknowledge its necessity. Its general reputation as a

trustworthy record is such, that more than ordinary

care is now requisite to keep it in its present position.

If we for a moment glance at the manner in wliich

the work is conducted, and upon whom the responsi-

bilities of its correctness rest, we shall be better pre-

pared to answer some of the questions which very

many of those who deem themselves unjustly treated

are constantly propoundmg. The Editor of the Regis-

ter is the only genileman who assumes the responsi-

bility of the accuracy of the work. In reality, how-

ever, his responsibility, with the exception of collating

the necessary material, arranging the forms and read-

ing the proof, is no more than belongs to each member

of the Medico-HL-^torical Society, under whose direct

supervision the publication is made. This Society, ever

since it took ch.nrge of the work in question, has volun-

tarily performed the duties of canvassers for the entire

city and vicinity. Each physician in a given district

is visited, the objects of the work explained, and he is

asked to show his credentials for respectability. If he

does not choose so to do, the only penalty is, to be

omitted from a register which claims to contain the

names only of such as are known by the society to be

regular practitioners. It does not pretend to say that

because the name of any gentleman is left out, he is on

that account an irregular practitioner; but, by common

consent with the majority of the profession, the infer-

ence is that something is wrong. The reason for this

opinion is founded upon the fact, that very few find it to

their interest t o stubbornly ostracise themselves. There

are always to be found some in a community who

never have a disposition to go with the respectable ma-

jority, and who will always fall back upon their indi-

vidual independence, and defy the general verdict ;
but

this is now so much the exception that the rule is to

' complain for being neglected. "With some of these there

i are always reasons given extra of those for which they

' themselves are responsible, but with others, which we
' confidently believe are in the minority, the whole blame

I

is placed upon the Editor and his co-laborers.

j

Of a number of communications from gentlemen who
' show apparent good reason for being overlooked and un-

justly treated, we select the following, which speaks for

itself:—

New York, Sept. 7, 1S72.

" My Dear Dr.—In your notice of the Medical Regis-

ter in The Micdicai Record of August 15, you speak

very justly of the importance to the profession of such

a work, and you might have added, while eulogizing its

Editor, the importance also of such a work being care-

fully and correctly edited and pubhshed. It arrogates

to itself the character of being a correct list of all the

medical practitioners in good standing in their profes-
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sion. To deserve or support this ohnrnctor if slioiild be

fi-ff from errors, and could be if its roinpilfttiou and pub-

lii-ation wa'* properly supiTviaed. The Editor, in another

place, spi'aks of tlie arduous nature of such a work. No-
body questions this;—so are r pliy.^ician's duties ardu-

ous and responsible. But, as both voluntarily as.«ume

tlieir labors and responsibilities, the public do not feel

willing to excuse their misUikes on that account.
" The ^fe^lical Register has become a necessity in

the profession. Allow me to ask whether a work of

so much importance should be left entirely to a clique

of younp medical practitioners, by whom complaints of

errors are treated with contemptuous nonc/mfance, feel-

ing that tlioy have no personal responsibility in the

matter? Sliould it not rather be in the hands and
under the supervision of a body of men well known to

the profession, and having their confidence? For in-

stance, the Academy of Medicine, or the New York
County Medical Society, when, if mistakes should oc-

cur, we would be likely to secure a respectful bearing,

and such correction of the error as circumstances would
permit ?

" You complain—I confess with the resignation of a

martyr—of having your ' residence advertised half a

mile from its true location.' Permit me to say that my
7iame, resi'Jence, and ojice hours are left out altogether,

and that too after they had been solicited by one of the

' Societ}',' and the money paid in advance for a copy
of the Register. Whether this is the result of a personal

pique, or a careless mistake, I have no means of

knowing except from a very lame and unsatisfactory

explanation of the Editor, such as :
—

' Name stricken

out by mistake, instead of another Dr. ******—I am
sorry, but it cannot be helped (!)—will send around
a Supplement,' etc., etc.

" Now, Mr. Editor, what satisfaction is there in all this ?

The mischief is done and can't be repaired, and done most
carelessly and inexcusably too.

" Faithfully yours.

This epistle is. on its face, a proof that sometimes very

awkward mistakes are made, and that, with the best of

intentions to do what is right on the part of the Editor

some one is injured. As before intimated, this is no
more than we have a right, on general principles, to ex-

pect. Tn the present instance retribution is promised,

tardy though it may be, in the Supplement, which is to

be corrected accordingly. This, however, does not make
the immediate result of the original blunder the less,

since it denies to the wronged individual the right of

respectability until such time as the said Supplement ap-

pears. A mere accidental stroke of the pencil or pen
through a person's name is an excuse which, under the

circumstances, few could accept without feeling ag-

grieved, and still fewer would be willing to acknow-
ledge such action a proof of the amount of responsibili-

ty felt by the Editor. Upon the absolute accuracy of

the list depends the real reputation of the Register, and

loo much care cannot be taken to keep it free from

every source of error.

The excuse for omitting the name in question, it must

be confessed, is a lame one; and in view of the import-

ance to any respectalde pr.ictitioner uf being in such ft

list, it naturally sugire^ta to the mind of our correspor.-

dent the feasibility of some court of appeals, before

which cases of this sort, as well as others of which rea-

sonable doubts as to respectability might be entertained,

can be judged. The suggestion opens a very important

question, which should be an>!wered irrespective of

party, or of person. The accidental omission of a name
may be remedied, but any one who believes himself to

be respectable, and who is persistently omitted from the

Register, has a right to inquire if his character and his

claims are to be judged only by a .self-constituted tri-

bunal. The Editor of the Register and the Medico-His-

torical Society are above the suspicion of wilful wrong
to any one. They have certainly made the work what it

now is, and really for their unpaid labors deserve more
of the profession than can ever be given them, either in

pelf or praise, but as a matter of justice to any one who
thinks he is not treated rightly they have no right to

be the court beyond whose decision there is no appeal.

But acknowledging all this, how, as a profession, are

we to better ourselves, and to get the surveillance

of our brotherhood more perfect or more impartial ?

The Medico-Historical Society have, iiy the performance

of very arduous duties, won the confidence of the vast

majority, and they certainly deserve its continuance.

The errors committed Avill have as much effect in stimu-

lating them to do better, as they will have upon any

other body of medical men. We are in fact convinced

that far from any good effect which the County Society

or the Academy of Medicine may have as a supervisory

body, they would be positive drawbacks to the useful-

ness of the Register, or the real efficiency of the Medi-

co-Historical Society. Every one can appreciate this

who is acquainted with the manner in which commit-

tees are made in our Societies, their constfint tendency

to change, and the general lack of interest they feel in

outside professional matters. We doubt, even allowing

these objections to be unfounded, that any other society

would undertake the tasks which should belong to a

court of appeal. Every such organization has too much
business of its own to make any proposition looking in

the direction of extra work at all practicable.

Again : How is it possible for any respectable medi-

cal man to have a claim to bring his case before a so-

ciety, unless he be a member of that body ? If he be

a member in good standing which shall entitle him to

the consideration of such a hearing, the Medico-Histori-

cal Society have no right to omit his name- Or, if a

gentleman who is not connected with any society de-

sires to be mentioned in the Register, all he has to do

is to become a member, and the difficulty is settled at

once. If he finds such membership with any of the nu-
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meroiis organizations impossible, he certainly has no

right to be in respectable company.

As we look upon it, tlie Editor of the Ret/ister and

the Medico-Historical Society are only a self-constitn-

led tribunal in the light of being better qualified to

judge of the sliortcomings of the profession than any

other body of men in it. They soUcit information and

suggestion from every quarter, -ind utilize them for the

general good. They have striven to be just, and have

not, in view of their rt'putation, dared to be partial. Wc
cannot expect them to be perfect, but as they have

given us so much reason to confide in their good judg-

ment and efficiency heretofore, we gladly seize the op-

portunity which a criticism afl'urds of stirring them u[)

to greater diligence and to more watchfulness.

Eeuieius aiit) tlotices of i3ook0.

The Principles and Practice op Surgery. By
Frank Hastings Hamilton, A.M., M.D., LL.D.,

Professor of the Practice of Surgery, with Operations,

and of Chuical Surgery, in Belleviie Hospital Medical

College ; Visiting Surgeon to Bellevue Hospital ; Con-
sulting Surgeon to the Bureau of Surgical and Medical

Relief for the Out -door Poor at Bellevue Ho.spital ; to

the Central Dispensary, and to the Hospital for the

Ruptured and Crippled ; Fellow of the New York
Academy of Medicine, etc. IHustrated with 407 en-

gravings on wood. New York : William Wood & Com-
pany. 1872.

Tills work of Dr. Hamilton has evidently been pre-

pared with the greatest care both on the part of the

author and liis publisher ; and as a text-book for the

studi'Ut it leflecis the higliest credit upon its well-known
and gifted writer.

That Dr. Hamilton has, within the compass of a single

volume of moderate size, presented to the reader in-

struction necessary to a good understanding of the sub-

jects that come under the domain of surgery, and that,

too, in a style succinct and agreeable, must be the

0|)inion of all those who will give the work a careful

perusal.

Wliile the familiar terms in general use by both Eng-
lish and American writers are retained, the nomencla-
tu!-e of diseases as adopted by the Royal College of

Physicians and Surgeons of London is also added,

whh'h our author regards "as the most suitable 'uni-

versal' and standard nomenclature hitherto devised."

At the same time the work is well illustrated; we
are pleased to say that the majority of tlie engravings

do not come under the head of the "time-honored
ones," of which we have become heartily sick.

The work, as with similar treatises, is divided into

two portions; viz., General and Rciiional Surgery.

While speaking upon the subject of inflannnation, that

of irritation is also discussed, and set forth in such a

clear and proper light that the student will be impressed

with its great importance.

Aftin- closing the chapter upon ulceration, the subject

of healing of uleers by transplantation is very graphi-

cally trea.ed, and sufficient of the literature added to

thorou'^hly acquaint the general reader of what has

been done in this direction.

Under the head of wounds more space has been given

to those produced by the Indian arrow than wc have

seen in any similar work.

Gimshot wounds are well treated, though we are

afi'aid that from some sentences (especially the third

paragraph on ])age 9S) a student micht be led to

use the probe too freely in the examination of these in-

juries, though we do not wish to be imderstood that

the practice of probing cavities is advocated. We must

take i<sue at once with this sentence on page 110: "If

a ball has entered the liver and lodged, it may be proper

to search for it carefully with a probe." The chapters

on venereal diseases are remarkably well adapted to

present the student with a fuh and correct knowledge

of these affections; and it is needless to add that the

same is to be said upon the subject of fractures and dis-

locations.

While speaking upon the treatment of aneurism we
feel sure that what our author says of compression is

also now the experience of very many surgeons, viz.,

" that it is by no means so certain a remedy as the liga-

ture, and that it is in most cases a much more tedious

and often a very painful process."

We should take up too much space were we to notice

each portion of the work separately; and while we
should have desired to have seen certain subjects a little

more fully treated, yet we must say that we have found

far more to praise than to criticise in the work before

us; and that as a text-book for the student, or one of

reference for the busv practitioner, it undoubtedly is

one of the best and inost modern that has yet appeared.

The Physiology op Man : Designed to represent the

existing State of Physiological Science, as applied to

the Functions of the Human Body. By Austin Flint,

Jr., M.D., Prof, of Physiology and Physiological Anato-

my in the Bellevue Hospital Medical College, N. Y.,

Attending Physician Bellevue Hospital, etc. , etc. (Vol.

IV.) Nervous System. New York. D. Appleton &
Co. 1873. 8vo, pp. 461.

The great importance of the study of diseases of the

nervous system is more and more appreciated as new
facts bearing upon the subject present themselves to

the notice of the practitioner. In order, however, to

lay a substantial foundation for this study, an accurate

and thorough knowledge of the normal actions of the

encephalon, spinal cord, and accessories is absolutely

necessary. The present work is intended to perform

this latter office, and so far as it goes must be admitted

to be a very satisfactory expose of all the main and in-

structive facts at present known upon the subject.

The field is such an extended one, and the theories

based upon the facts brought out by experimental

physiologists are so numerous, and, in many instances,

so conflicting, that more than ordinary caution and dis-

crimination is requisite to reconcile them to the de-

mands of candid scientific investigation. Our author

has faithfully endeavored to perform this part of his

task, and as a result has presented to his professional bro-

thers a work whic-h cannot fail to be both interesting and

instructive. Wisely ignoring tlieories only so far as they

can be proved by the results of careful personal experi-

mentation, the treatise is apt to stand for a considerable

time on such merits. One theory must eventually give

place to another, but. the stubborn facts which are

brought out independently of them must remain as

permanent contributions to physiological science Al-

most all the data are veiified by the author himself,

and not a few original experiments enrich- the results of

his observations. The positive method of study adopt-

ed by the autljor is the only true one to insure a valu-

able contribution to such a rapidly advancing study, and

when we say that he has performed this labor with the

conscientiousness of a careful worker, we can say
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nntliin<r more to recoi^mcnd his Inbors to the student
and prnciitioner.

Till- work is elopanfly printed, nnd the stvlo, althouph
sovi-rely torso, in in keopinp with tlie dosi/n of our
author, to prosont fads to ho nia<tored hv careful study,
ratlier than a verbiage which aims more to amuse than
to odifv.

The Xrw Laws op HRALTrr. or TIow Dineaae is produced
andean bo Prevontod Bv.T. R. Ri.ArK. M. D. Phila-
.'. H. Lippinoott A Co. 1872. l'2mo, pp. .^22.

The now laws, tlie observance of which i.<;, in the opin-
ion of tlio author, necessary to the prevention of dis-
ease, are summed upas follows: 1. The u.se of pure
air: 2. Good food

; 3. Out-door exercise ; 4. The ade-
quate and unconstrained coverinfr for tho bodv ; 5. The
proper exorcise of tho sexu il functions ; 0. Acclimatiza-
tion

; 7. Avoidance of overstraining of the body
; 8.

Personal cleanliness; 9. Tranquillity of mind; an"d,'lO.
The prevention of intermarriasre.
The author has certainly done a jrood service to the

lai'y. for which the book is ovidontlv written, in
brin>rinp to their notice some of tlie fundamental prin-
ciples connected with the observance of hf^alth. Al-
though many of his statements may be received with
some allowance by the hygeist, all the errors of judg-
ment are on the safe side.

MODFRV MFDrCAL ThERAPEUTFCS : A COMPKXDIUM OF
Recknt FoRMrt^.f:. and Spkciftc TnERAPErxrcAL
DrRKCTioNs. By G^korge H. Naphkys, A.M.. M.D.
Third Edition. Revised and improved. Philadel-
phia: S. W. Butler, M.D., 115 South Seventh Street.
1871.

Of the book we can only say that it is excellent of its

kind. Its merits are just such as are posses.sed by the
note-book of an attentive student at lectiire-s—;jottings

down, namely, of the advice of the teacher. Ti)e fault
of all sucl) books is that they assist in makino: the user
more helpless than he was before. To copy the treat-
ment of an able physician may be well if intelligently
done ; but human laziness being what it is, we would
rather have the deliberate opinion of a dull practitioner
than to have his dull selection from other men's pre-
scriptions. Such a book may occasionally prove useful
when the phvsician is in too great a hurry to take
thought, but to postpone proscribing would be better
still. We believe in labor-saving machines, not in
thought- saving books.

The Lettsomian Lectures, delivered at the Medical
Society of Loudon. 1872 : On the Pathology and Treat-
ment of some Diseases of the Liver. Bv S. O. H.\-
BERsnoN, M.D., London. F.R.C.P.. Phy.sician to and
Lecturer at Guy's Hospital, etc. Lindsay and Blakiston.
Philadelphia. 1872. 8vo. pp. 95.

Hkre is a book quite admirable of its kind. The mechan-
ical execution is all that could be desired, and the discus-
sion of the subjectmore than could have been expected
in the narrow limits to which the author restricts himself.
He enters without preamble upon his subject, and, in a
clear and succinct style, places before us a body of ana-
tomical, physiological, and clinical observations, so com-
pact that they can be comprehended and appropriated
only by the most careful reading and re-reading.

Chap. 1, " The Liver and its Nerve-," is the most ori-

ginal and valuable of the three. It recites the anatom-
ical relations of the pneumogastrie, svmpiithetic, and
phrenic nerves to the various'" tissues of the liver, and
explains how morbid innervation of centric origin
modifies, restricts, or exalts their function. The chnical

inference stated and implied is, that a very consider-

able portion of tho functional disea.ses of this organ are

best treated by general hygienic medication.—and that

some of tho serious structural di.seasos are not benefited

by active doses of calomel, bli^^tors, etc., etc.

An example of this sort will occur to a'l those Avho

have seen very aggravated cases of simple jaundice con-

duct 'd to recovery, riVo, tufa, atqne Jvciniile, by heroic

abstention from medicine, release from labor and care,

and a trip to the mountains.

Some cases of that rare and ver)' interesting disease,

acute yellow atrophy—of which yoimg parturiont wo-
men are the special subjects, and of which moral im-
pressions appear to be among the jirominont exciting

cause.*—are given, and may be compared with tho his-

tory given in this journal (Vol. 6, p. 265^ by Dr. W. M.
Chamberlain, of this city.

Chap. 2, " The Liver and its Vessels," after a similar

anatomical proem, discusses the dependence of certain

forms of hepatic congestion upon di.sease of the

right heart and lungs. An inference not suggested l)y

the author occurs to us, that, perhaps, the anndoid and
fattv degeneration of the livor in phthisis which has
ordinarily been attributed to the excessive ingestion

of hydro-carbons, such as cod-liver-oil and whiskey,
may be due to the pulmonary disease. Portal obstruc-
tion, inflammation of the portal vein.", of Gli.s.son's cap-
side, and cirrhosis are well treated. The differential

diagnosis of these affections is clearly and sharply
worked out, and the therapeutic indications fairly

stated.

Chap. 3, '" The Bile and Bile Ducts," spasmodic,
catarrhal, inflammatory and mechanical occlusion, are
well discussed and illustrated ; and cancerous and
hydatid disease more briefly.

This volume will not usurp the larger place of such
works as French's, and Budd, and Murchison. as books
of reference, but will be read with satisfaction by stu-

dents and practitioners.

Thermic Fever, or Sunstroke. By H. C. Wood. Jr.,

M.D. . Profes.sor of Medical Botany, and Clinical Lec-
turer in the University of Pennsylvania. Physician to
the Philadelphia Hospital. &c. Bovlston Prize Es.say.

Philadelphia: Lippincott <fc Co. 1872. 12mo, pp. 128.

The great mortality of the present summer from causes
discussed in this book attests its timeliness and impor-
tance, and the " imprimatur" of the trustees of Boylston
Prize Fund assures us that we have here a valuable

contribution to the literature of the subject.

The book is full of accurate experimentation and care-
ful analysis, the value of which will be appreciated best
by advanced students of physiology.
The author admits three forms of grave disease re-

sulting from heat: 1st. Acute meningitis or phrenitis,

the existence of which he considers doubtful, having
never seen a case. 2d. Hoat-exhaustion, of which he
cites but one ca.?e. and a^sserts that it dues not diiSer

materially from other forms of exhaustion. 3d. Ther-
mic fever, or sunstroke proper. From a considerable
number of clinical histories, and from thirtt/ original

experiments in which heat-stroke—generally fatal—was
induced upon the lower animals (mammals and birds)

by confining them from 15 minutes to two hours in

temperatures ranging from 110 to 180^ F., and from a
careful survey of all tho physiological points involved

—

a survey including much literature seldom read among
us—the author reaches the following theory of the dis-

ease, which we abbreviate from the text :

—

"Excess of temperature is the sole efficient cause of
sunstroke. The amount of moisture in the air, con-
dition of the patient, race, acclimatization, temper-
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ance, health, etc., influence only a? they render

the subject more or less capable of resisting heat by
tlie natural methoil ofself-cooling." {i}fem. It is a wcll-

obseivcd fact, however, that to produce sunstroke a

high tempi-rature and a high dew-point arc both requir-

ed. Thus, (in the arid pliiiis of New Mexico, at a tem-
perature of llOF., a nuin may ride all day in the sun
with comparative impunity, while in our x\.tlantic and
Gulf cities, where the air is surcharged with mois-
ture, sunstroke frequently occurs at a temperature of
90-95^ F.) "The disease has more or less prodromes.

In its full development the symptoms are intense fe-

ver ; great nervous disturbance, unconsc'ousness, con-

vulsions, paralysis, etc. In most cases death results

from asphyxia, or from simultaneous failure of circu-

lation and respiration. Cases of instant fatal syncope
do occur, but only during active exercise. The direct

ravs of the sun are not reqiiired.* The most obvious

lesions determined by post-mortem examination are

—

great rigidity of the heart and a condition of the blood
like that seen in low fevers. Experiments demonstrate
that sunstroke may be produced in animals by natural

or artificial heat, with the symptoms and lesions above
named ;

also general rigidity of the muscles occurring

quickly offer death, dependent upon coagulation of the

myosin or muscle-plasma, which occurs instantaneously

at a blood temperature of 115° F. and at much lower
temperatures when the muscles have been active.

When the brain alone is heated, in mammals, to a^,

temperature of 108° F., insensibility with or without
convulsions follows, and death when 11.3° F. is reached

;

and this effect is not due to induced congestion of the

brain, but to the direct effect of heat upon the cerebrum^

the nerve-trunks sustaining a temperature of 125° F.

without immediate injury to their conducting power.
The life of the blood is not destroyed by any temper-
ature reached in sunstroke; the amoeboid movement
of the white and tlie absorption power of the red cor-

puscles not being impaired ; but the amount of oxygen
in the blood is greatly lessened, from gradual asphyxia
combined with abnoimal consumption of 0. There is

no reason for believing that capillary thrombi are com-
mon in sunstroke. There is no specific poison develop-

ed in the blood ; the deterioration of it is due to rapid

tissue-changes induced by the sun, and the more or less

complete arrest of excretion : this deterioration is sec-

ondary to the nervous symjitoms^ not primary. If the

heat he vUhdraiun before it lias produced permanent in-

jury to the nervous system, blood, or tissues, the con-
vulsions and unconsciousness are relieved, and the ani-

mal recovers."

Upon the basis of these propositions, which are very
carefully argued, the author sets forth this postulate:
" The nature of sunstroke is that of a fever, not de-

pendent upon blood-poisoning but on heat, an epheme-
ral or irritative fever."

To accept this terminology, it is necessary to admit
that all the processes of fever may at times be con-
densed into a few moments; moreover the declaration

italicised above, that the blood changes are con.secutive

to the nervous symptoms, would seem to imply that

some injury of the nature of shock was the prime factor I

in the disease. I

The sequelfc of the disease are declared to be, com-
\

monly, headache, frequent vertigo, dyspeptic symptoms,
and inability to bear exposure to the sun.

These .-ymptoms generally pass away after a few or

many month-, but sometimes persist and are intensi-

fied. As often as they have been seen by the author to

result in death, the atitopsy has shown the lesions of

;

chronic cerebral meningitis. In regard to treatment
)

the author states the indications as now generally ac-
\

I

cepted. To reduce the heat of tlie blood by cold

douches to the whole surface and by ice-rubbing, to ar-

rest convulsions by hypodermic use of morphine and by
chloroform, to supplement failintr natural ])y artificial

resnirntion, to meet indications of meningitis by leeches

and blisters, and later by iodide and bromide of potas-

sium. The book is nicely printed, but the illumination

of the muslin cover is more than we require in a scien-

tific treatise, and a departure from the ordinary good
taste of the publishers.

The Magnetic and Mtnkkal Sprtngs of MicnTOAN,
to which is prefixed an Essay on the Climate of Michi-

gan. Bv Stii.es Kennedy, M.D. Wilmington, Del. :

James & Webb, 1872. pp. 125.

We had a taste of Dr. Kennedy's quality a year or

more since in a remarkable pamphlet on Iodoform. He
appears to maintain his identity in the present issue.

When he is at home he lives at Newark, Del., but last

vear he became Resident Physician to the St. Louis

Springs, Michigan. " This volume may therefore be

looked upon as a medical report of my observations

on the effects of the waters and climate of Michigan
in disease. From the unqualified approval of the pro-

fession of a former attempt flodofortn ?) I have in

this work adopted the clinical plan of demonstrating
my views of therapeutics and practice regarding these

waters, as being most satisfactorv to all concerned."

The author is a man of much reading, as appears from

his many citations. We are not sure that we alwavs
comprehend him, but that may be our fault. E. g.. his

remarks upon the " pliilogistic diathesis," the " acuticity

of rheumatism," and his methods of rendering the
" alimentary canal soluble," and " building up strong

stomachal tissue," by the continued use of alkalies. He
says an adviser must not be "influenced by his loco

personfe," which Ave judge to be sound. He compares
some of these waters to those of Vichey (another spel-

ling is also, we believe, tolerated), and asserts that these

are superior because they contain carbonic acid. In his

paralytic cases. Dr. K. adds to these magnetic waters
the use ofan ascending galvanic current from a consid-

erable number of " Smee cells " (60 in one case ; in an-

other was able " gradually to reduce it to 30 "), with
palpable advantage. They can get away with a good
deal of electricity in Michigan.

There is an ingenious chapter designed to prove that

there is no fever ami ague in Michigan. This may be
so, but we remember that the newspapers last year
told us how Chief Justice Chase, after being cured of
cerebral softening, bad to move on to Bethesda, Wis-
consin, since which, it is said, he takes his quinine at

Narragansett pier.

There is also a vigorous onslaught upon the quacks
who infest these springs, which is admirable.

There are also, in addition to strictly .scientific discus-

sions, several pleasing full-page wood-cuts or litho-

graphs of hotels, architecture, principally renaissance,

some railroad and other maps, and a gazetteer of towns
and industries in Michigan.
We are satisfied that, however much there may be

in the book, there is more in the author, which the un-
qualified approval of the profession would at some time
bring out.

The Professions in New York State.—According to

the Federal census returns, the State ofNew York, with
a population of 4,382.000 in 1870, has 6,000 clergymen,

about 1,000 journalists, 7,000 doctors, and 6,000 lawyers.
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CorrcsponticiKC.

THK AMERICAN M KI >!< 'A L ASSOCIATION.

To Tiir. Knrmn o»- thk Medical Ukcohd.

Sir—An editorial Icnd.T in tlie Julv 1st Number of the

Rkcokd is so ropU'tf witli thouphts that liavo ocoirred
to the mind'? of th<v«o iiioinbiTS of the profession in the

Unitt'd States who justly feci a patriotir pride in the

achievements and plory of American Medicine, that a

furtlier ventilation of the subject may be indulged in

without od'erin;; an apoloiry to the reader.

When the American Medical Association was orpan-

ized. a little more than twenty years aijo. it is fair to I

presume tliat its objects were praisewnrthv, and that
'

the members of the profession of the New Worlds oufrht

in its inauguration to lay broad and deep the founda-

tions on which themselves and future laborers might
with confidence deposit the results of their research,

and to which they might refer or appeal in all matters

relating to the subjects to which their lives were
devoted.

]

Tt was the laudable purpose of its founders to estab-

lish an Association whicii, like many in the Old World,
should be the repository and faithful custodian of our

progress—should truly reflect the condition of medicine,

and should record the improvements and discoveries due
to American genius, talent, labor, and skill. The mem-
bers from their respective States were expected to be
willing and zealous co-workers, and thus, by degrees,

they finally hoped to rear an edifice, which, though
not so venerable for its age, might, by its more modern
sprightliness of development, compare favorably with

those renowned Associations that have indissolubly

linked with them the name and fame of the scientific

magnates of Europe.
That the Association has fallen from these sublime

aims has already become apparent even to the non-
professional observer; and no medical man that has

watched the (shall we say?) deliberations of this body
for the past five years, can help feeling a sense of shame
in the last de^rree humiliating, nor is he able to rid him-
self of a sincere S'^licitude as to the capacity of the

Association for realizing the hopes of its founders.

To be sure, committees are annually appointed to

report on such and such subjects the year following, but
when the reports are called for, the response is like that

of " calling spirits from the vasty deep ;

" and in lieu of

which, private professional wrantrles, that ought to have
been settled by the local societies where they arise, are

thrust before the Association for adjustment, and thus

valuable time is frittered away, and nothing of perma-
nent value to the profession accomplished.

We are speaking in general terms, and perhaps a

little too loosely, for the Recoiid leaves nothing unsaid

respecting the frivolousness of the discussions, and the

general tumult and disorder which prevail at these meet-
ings. It might, however, have added to the serio-comic

aspect of the ca*e, by picturing the grim joke perpetra-

ted upon innocent delegates from remote sections, whose
aspirations are concentrated on the importance of the

occasion—who leave their homes and practice prepared
for grave and weiglity measures, "bearing their blushing

honors thick upon them," and find upon returning to the

wearisome and monotonous routine of daily professional

life, that they have listened to '' empty words signifying

nothing," or, more unfortimately still, have been inveig-

led into a series of gastronomic gj'mnastics that have
upset their digestion for the next six weeks to come.

Now, nil tliis can be improved, and wo, in common
with the liKcoun, appeal to the good sen.si! of the pro-

fession to reclaim the American Medical Assoiiation

from t!ie low estate into which it h;is descended Its

Code of Ethics needs, to suy the least of it, a discreet

revision, ami m:uiy amemlmenls will .suggest them-

selves to Rui'h a body of representative men as cm be

easily found in this country.

A. B. SsELL, M.D.
SHUKVEroiiT, La.

SMALL-POX STATISTICS.

Bureau of Records of Vital Statistics, )

September, 1872. \

To THE Editor op the Medical Record.

Sir—Doubtless most of your readers, in common with
my.self, have been afforded much gratification from an
examination of the very interesting statistics of small-

pox presented by Dr. ^IcDonald, in your issue of Sep-
temlier 1st. But, apart from their intrin-^ic value as

statistics, tliej' fail, if I may be allowed to sav 'o. to

prove so conclusively as the Doctor would infer, that

in our population '" the foreign element, more than the

native, manifests the vigor of constitution nece-aary to

preserve life through the course of an exhau-stive

disease like small-pox."

Dr. McDonald's first communication upon this subject

was founded upon the statistics of 2,520 patients

treated in the Small-Pox Hospital during fheyenr 1871.
According to thoae figures the native mortality exceeded
the foreign by 11 per cent. In commenting upon
those statistics I took the liberty of suggesting that a
re-examination of his figures, taking age into account,

might materially alter the Doctor's conclusions, in view
of the facts that some 50 per cent, of deaths from small-

pox occur among children less than ten years of age;
that a very large proportion of such children are native

born, and that the fatality of the disease in early child-

hood is well known to be relative!}' enormous.
Instead, however, of thus analyzing the 2,526 cases

oftlie year 1871, Dr. McDonald now reviews the
statistics of " 1,474 patients who had passed through
the hospital during the first five months of the pres-

ent year;" and discovering among persons over ten
years old a difl'erence of 12 per cent, mortahty in favor

of those of foreign birth, remarks: "According to my
first paper the diflVrence was but 11 per cent.; so that
the exclusion of children from the computation, so far

from diminishing the contrast, as Dr. Russ.-l predicted
' it would, actually makes it the more conspicuous."
Now I resnectfullj' object to any such infereuce. It is

: a well-established law in statistics that the most reliable

; conclusions are to be derived from the largest aci-umu-
lation of facts ; therefore, the 2,526 of 1871 was a

better figure to deal with than the 1,474 of 1872; and if

treated as was .suggested, could by no possibility iiave

I

furnished any such result as the above.

I

Moreover, the constant fluctuations of contagious

I

diseases from year to year, not only in respect to

peculiarity of type, but also in respect to greater or
less prevalence among different ages and classes of
the population, are too well recognized to requiie

more than mention. If, therefore, there was found dur-

ing the first five months of 1872 a difference of 12 per
cent, in favor of the foreign cases of &mall-p(jx, it by
no means follows that among a much larger number

; in 1871 as great a difference, or even a greater, may not
have existed in favor of the native element.

I
The returns made to this Bureau from the Small-
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Pox Hoppit.-il for the first five months of the present

year, show a mortality from small-pox of 52 per

cent, upon the 251 cases given by Dr. McDonald as

less than ten years old. Six-sevenths of tiiese deaths

were of native-born children. From this it may, I

think, be safely assumed that about six-sevenths of the

251 cases were also native born. This calculation

would pive a proportion of nllosether 539 native and
935 forei,t;;n cases, and a mortality of 39 per cent, native

and 20 per cent, foreign (all ages included)—or a

diflferenoe of 19 per cent. Now, Dr. McDonald has

shown that by excluding children \uider ten, the differ-

ence is reduced to 12 per cent. Woidd it not be reason-

able, therefore, to suppose that the 11 per cent, in favor

of the foreign cases of 1871, would, if similarly treated,

be reduced in a like proportion ; in fact, to so small a

figure as to justify my former language, by "depriving

the Doctor's statistics of any alarming significance?"

Even his statistics, embracing over twenty years,

exhibit an average difference in mortality of but 10 per

cent, between all foreign and all native cises received

into the hospital; which difference Avould most assur-

edly, as I have shown, be very materially diminished,

and perhaps entirely neutralized, were comparisons
confined to the proper class.

I must acknowledge, Mr. Editor, that I have no
other means of substantiating my opinion than by
analogical reasoning, as the figures at my disposal

relate entirely to mortality. But until more substan-

tial arguments than those drawn from five months'
statistics are brought to bear upon this question, I can-

not admit that Dr. McDonald's views have a more pos-

itive value than my own.
Yours, very respectfully,

Chas. p. Russel.

ARMY NEWS.
Official List of Changes of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the Medical Department United States Army,
from September 5, 1872, to September 18, 1872, in-

clusive.

Simmons, Jas., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 137, Department
of the Grulf, September 2, 1872, granted leave of absence
for thirty days.

Hassox, a. B., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 169, Department
of the East, September 6, 1872, as-igned to duty at

Fort Trumbull, Conn.

Sternberg, G-. M., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0.

137, C. S., Department of the G-ulf, assigned to tempo-
rary charge of Medical Director's office during absence
of Medical Director.

WoLVERTON". W. D., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. O.

178, Department of Dakota, September 6, 1872, assign-

ed to duty at Fort Abercrombie, D. T.

Huntington, D. L., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0.

69, C. S., Department of the East, relieved from duty
at Fort Trumbull, Conn., and to report in person at

these Headquarters.

DeGraw, C. S., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. O. 94.

Department of the Lakes, September 13. 1872, granted
leave of absence for fifteen days, and permission to ap-

ply fur five days' extension.

Brooke, Jno., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. O. 105, De-
partment of the Columbia, Augu^t 31, 1872, granted
leave of absence for thirty days, with permission to ap-

ply for an extension of thirty days.

Carvallo, C. Assistant Surgeon.—By S. O. 89, De-
partiueot of the Lakes, September 5, 1872, assigned to

duty at Fort Gratiot, Mich,

Gardner, W. H., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 205,

War Department, A. G. O., Septembers, 1872, reliev-

ed from duty in Department of the East, and to report

in person to the Commanding General, Department of

the Missouri, for assignment.

VicKERV, R. S., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 205,

W;ir Department, A. G. 0.. C. S., relieved from duty
in District of New Mexico, to proceed to New York
City, and upon arrival report by letter to the Surgeon-
General.

MoFFATT, P., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 205, War
Department, A. G. 0., C. S., relieved from duty at

Newport Barracks, Ky., and to report in person to the

Commanding General, Department of the Missouri, for

assignment.

Delany, a. S., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 205,
War Department. A. G. 0., C. S., relieved from duty in

District of New Mexico, to proceed to New York City,

and upon arrival report by letter to the Surgeon-Gen-
eral.

CoWDRAY, S. G., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0.144,
Department of the Missouri, September 3, 1872, granted
leave of absence for thirty days, with permi.ssion to ap-
ply for an extension of twenty days, to take effect dur-

ing October, 1872.

Dickson, J. M., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 154,

Department of the Platte, September 6, 1872, granted
leave of absence for thirty days ; and by S. 0. 86. Mili-

tary Division of the Missouri, September 14, 1872, leave

extended thirty days.

iHetiical Jtems auti HeiDS.

The Climate of Honolulc.—Rev. William R. Bliss,

correspondent of the Xew Tori- Observer (himself an
invalid), writes that invaUds affiicted with a pulmonary
disease, with bronchitis, trachitis. or any defect in the

respiratory organs, especially with a chronic cough,

should never go to Honolulu. The reason for this ia

the trade-wind. This wind is the most conspicuous
feature in the climate. It comes from the northeast,

with a varying force and a steady regularity; having
blown through an average of 298 days yearly during
the past ten years. It commences to blow between
nine and ten o'clock in the morning. It is a cool wind
(much cooler than the trade-wind of the West Indies),

and always brings with it rain upon the highlands. It

is often so cool as to reduce the sensible temperature of
the air much below the tbermometrical temperature.

This wind is connected with sudden meteorological

changes, which are very troublesome to an invalid.

During the eight months commencing with October
and ending with May,—the period in which California

physicians send their bad patients to Honolulu, per-

chance to be sent back by the undertakers,—the lowest
average range of the thermometer in the city is gen-
erally 70°, and the highest 82**, noted at sunrise and at

2 o'clock in the afternoon, near the sea-level. The ex-
treme range is from 60° to 88°.

The average rain-fall in the city is about fifiy

inches, distributed irreeularly through the year. In
1870 it was 59.51 inches. In 1871 it was 40.09

inches. The f)orous lava soil absorbs the rain quickly,

leaving no pools of muddy water standing a long time
in the streets. This granulated soil forms the main,

sewerage system of the city, and does the work well,

except when the wind is from the south, at which time

the invalid may be Ibrcibly reminded of Coleridge's
" two-and-seventy stenches " at Cologne. The south
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winil is ft (lisftjirocaWe wind to an invalid. l>ora<ise it

hrintr;* aii iiu'lasti<\ l.ini;iiitl atniasphcre, wliich Bi't-nis to

be (IcfKient in oxypfn ; causinp a (Ipprt's^in? fcflinir,

relnxinp tin- systom, and didlinyr the appetite. One
must po throupli a process of acclimation to become
indifferent to the influences of tlx-se southerly winds.
In elo-injj, ^[r. ]\\i»* speaks of many splendid days in

t!ie climate of Honolulu; mild sunny days, to be en-
joyed by those who aie in a (jooil /ihifsiral and mmtal
condition ; and the balmy air is what the long-suffer-

ing, discouraged invalid needs.

Death of the Ksolish Mkhical Director-Oene-
RAi..—Sir Andrew Smith, Director-General of the Eng-
lish Army iledical Department, died recentlv. He was
a Scotchman, spent a great portion of his life in South
Africa, and. among books on that colony, his " Illus-

trations of the Zoology of Southern Africa" is well
known.

Deaths from Liohtn'inq.—During the months of
July and Aufrtist, 1872, thirti^-.ii.r persons were killed

by lightning in the Northern and Eastern States of our
country. During the ten days succeeding July 3, no
less than fifteen persons were killed by this means in

these Stjites. A writer in Appleti»is' journal, Septem-
ber 0, 1S72, truthfully remarks that "a succession of
three railroad accidents, in each of which five persons
had been killed, would have horrified the comnmnity;
but these fifteen deaths by lightniner seem to have at-

tracted verv little attention. From the report of Bou-
din. presented to the Academy of Sciences in 1S64,
we learn that in France, during twenty-nine years, an
average of seventy-seven persons lost their lives, and
232 were injured, per annum. In Mecklenburg it was
found that one person was killed out of every 247,200
inhabitnnts. Now. on English railroads, the death-rate
is one for every 1,2.)G,290 passengers ; and in France
the death-rate is one for every 1,955,555 passengers."

Brigham Hall.—The Report of the Resident Phy-
sician of this Hospital for the Insane, for the year 1871,
gives the subjoined exhibit : The number of patients
admitted was 48; of these 12 were recent or acute
cases, while 33 were of a chronic type. There were
discharged improved. 19 ; the number of deaths was 6.

Since the opening of the Hospital in 1855, there have
been 816 patients received ; 252 of whom were dis-

charged recovered
; 172 improved ; 175 unimproved

;

73 were inebriates, and 74 died. The whole number of
those discharged and those who have died is 746

;

leaving 70 patients under care at the beginning of
the year 1872. The medical officers are as follows

:

Re.tident Phi^sician, George Cook, M.D. ; Consnltimj
Phj/xirian. Harvey Jewett, M.D. ; Treasurer, George
Cook, M.D.

Mt. Sixai Hospital. N. T.—This new and commo-
dious Hospital on Lexington Avenue, N. Y.. was for-

mally opened on the 29th of May. Gov. Hoffman pre-
sided and made a short address.

A Temperakce Movement in France.—According
to Le Courrier MedicaJe, a number of persons, moved by
the sad revelations of the increase of the vice of drunk-
enness iu France, have instituted a society under the
name of the Association Fraufaise confre Pubtis des bois-
sons Alcohofiques, the object in view being to oppose the
progressive increase of this vice, to encourage the forma-
tion of societies in the different Departments with the
same object, to establish lectures on the damages of in-
temperance, to encourage the pubhcatiou of pamphlets,
manuals, almanacs, etc., to encourage the substitution,

as beverages, of coffee, tea, ixiturnl wines, cider and
beer in place of spirit.s, to obtain, if pos>>ibIe, increaj^ed

taxation on spirits, and the relief of duties paid upon
the less potent articles, to consider the measures legal-

ized against public drunkenness, and to publish from
time to lime reports of its proceedings.

The Pole- Cat a Centipede (?).—To what species does

the pole-cat belong ? Ans. Centijude?

Chancre.—Why not call a chancre an epith«lial can-

cer ? Vid. " ejiithnliurir."

New York Coroners' Statistics.—The statistics of

the Board nf Coroners of New York for 1871 are ns fol-

lows : Infants found dead in the river^, streets, alleys,

etc., 12G ; accidents of all kinds, including riot, explo-

sion, and heat cases, 851 ; deaths by drowning, 179;
suicide, 108; homicide, 42; infanticide, 5; abor-

tion, 2 ;
judicial hanging, 1.—Total, 1.314. Concern-

ing suicides, the nationalities were a.s follows: Ger-
many. 34 ; United States, 29; Ireland, 19: England,

14; France. 5; Scotland, 2 ; Denmark. 2 ;
Canada, 2 ;

Culja, 1.—Total, 108. Ages as follows : Tmler twenty,
3 ; imder thirty, 29 ; under forty, 34 ;

under fifty. 23
;

under sixty, 13; under seventy, 4 ; under eighty, 1;
under ninety, 1. Means employed: Hanging, 19;
shooting. 22; cutting throat, 18; poisons, 38; drown-
ing, 7; jumping from windows, 4.

The poisons used were : Paris green in 13 eases

;

morphine, 2
; chloroform, 3

;
prus.sic acid, 3 ; opium,

1; ether, 1
; carbolic acid, 2; laudanum, 5; strych-

nine, 1 ; arsenic, 2 ; narcotic poison, 5.—Total, 38.

New York Police Treated in 1871.—The police

surgeons treated from April 1st, 1871, to Apiil Ist,

1872, 2..981 cases of sickness in the force, whicii lost

17,630 days of service—5.083^ days h-ss than the year
before. Number of candidates examined, 768; num-
ber passed, 315; number rejected, 418, and number of
cases treated at station-houses, 4,858.

Qcarantine Establishment of New York.— Com-
missioners of Quarantine for 1872. Richard Schell,

Samuel Barton, A. N, Bell, M.D. ; Secretary of the

Board. Francis E. Howard ; office, 2 Exchange Court.

Health Officer of the Port. S. Oakley Vandeipoel, M.D.
First Dej)uty and Executive Officer, Jacob S. Mosher,
M.D. ; Second Deputy, T. J. Thompson, M.D.

West Virginia State Medical Societv.—At the

annual meeting held at Wheeling, June 6th, 7th, and
8th, the following officers were elected for the ensu-

ing j'-ear : President, Dr. R. II. Cummings ; 1st Vice-

President, Dr. Roemer; 2d Vice-President. Dr. R. P.

Davis ; 3*/ Vice-President, Dr. Moore. Secretary, Dr.

William Dent
;

Treasurer, Dr. J. C. Hupp. Board of
Censors. Drs. Bates, Young, Iliklreth, Allen, Davis, and
Sanford.

Honor to a Medical Man.—The title of LL.D. was
receritly conferred upon Professor Samuel G. Armor,
of Long Island College Hospital, by Franklin College,

Ohio.

Triplets.—Mrs. George Crowell, of Anaka, Minn.,
having given birth to three boys on the 1st of July,

the citizens of tliat place have given her two corner lots

and one hundred dollars. This is enc(mraging for

Mrs. Crowell, who, by the way, has a singularly appro-
priate name. We hope that there are a few more lots

in that vicinity to be given for like services to the com-
monwealth.

BcFFALO State Insane Asylum. N. Y.—The American
Journal of Insanity for July. 1S72, has the history and
description of this new asylum, with a fine lithograph-
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ic cut. The foundation of the centre building, con-

necting corridors, and two of the buildings of one wing
have been laid, and ihe work is being rapidly pushed
forward. Tlie State appropriations thus lar liave been

$3U0,000. The land (two liundrod acres) donated by

tlje city olBulfalo is situated sunie three niiks Ironi

the centre of tlie city, and is bounded on the north by

the Seajaquada Creek, a tribuiary of the Niagara Kiver
;

on the south by Forest Avenue ;
on the east by the

line of Elniwood Avenue, and on the west by the City

Park. Ujiou Forest Avenue it has a frontage of some
three thoujuud leet. The Asylum grounds were laid

out by .Mr. Freil. Law (Jlnisted.

Jamaic.v, W. I.—The new medical bill now before the

Legislature oi)ei!S the island of Jamaica to persons

holding Amer;can diplomas in medicine and surgery.

Appointments, etc—Dr. J. R. Baudrey, Physician

to the St. Vincent Asylum of Si. Louis, lias received

an appointment to the Chair of Psychological Medi-
cine in the Missouri Medical College. Dr. John 11.

Calleiider, Superintendent of the Tennessee Asylum,
is to lecture upon " Insanity ; its Causes and Treatment,"

in the Medical Department of the University of Nasli-

ville. Dr. C. 11. Hughes has resigned the position of

Superintendent ol the Missouri State Asylum. He
will give his special attention to the treatment of

diseases of the nervous system, in St. Louis. Dr. T. A.
Howard is appointed to the SuperintenUency made
vacant by the resignation of Dr. Hughes.

—

American
Journal of Insanity.

Boston University.—Dr. John Ordronaux is ap-

pointed one ol tlie Faculty in the Law School of the

Boston University.

Associ.\tion of Medical Superintendents.—The 27th
Annual Aleeting of the Association ul' Medical Superin-
tendents of American Institutions for tlie Insane will

be held in Baltimore, on the 4th Monday ot May,
1873.

MoDKRN Giants.—The race of giants is not extinct;

and Barnum might make a foriune by bringing over
the Gojhen family from Turkey in Asia, wbo are de-

scendants of the Anakim.s, of Palestine. Colonel Ruth
Goshen, thirty-three years old, one of this family, now
residing in Algonquin, Illinois, born among the hills of

Palestine, and sevcu leet and eight inches in height, re-

cently entered the office of the Scientific Americuu.
He is the fifteenth and last child (the baby) of a fam-
ily ot fifteen—ten sous and five daughters—sired by a

patriarcli now ninety years old, liviug in the valley of

Damascus, and by occupation a cotiee-pianter. This
venerable sire weighs at the present time 520 pounds
avoirdupois, and his wife, aged 67, weighs 560 pounds.
The entire lamiiy are living, and not one of them
weighs less than 500 pounds. The oldest son weighs
630 i»ouiuis, and the youiiyest (the Colonel) outstrip-

ping them all, weighs 670 pounds. Xot one of the fam-
ily IS le>s than seven feet in height. Kuth was a Colo-
nel in tue Austrian army in 185'J, and a colonel Com-
manding in the Mexican army at the battle of Pueblo,
May 5, 1862, in which the Mexicans were victorious.

His lather at one time resided at Leeds, England, but
returned to Turkey in 1845. The Colonel married in

Leipsic, Germany, a woman weighing lUO pounds and
hve leet nine inciies in height; the union has been
blessed with two sons, who give promise of rivalling

their father in stature. He is a finely propurtioutd
man; walks with a firm and elastic step; is as straight

as an arrow, and lias coal-black eyes, hair, and mous-
tache.

Negro Mortality at the South.—The nioi tuary re-

cords of the city of Charleston, S. C, commencing witii

the year 1866, are as follows: The entire population in

1866 may be estimated at from 35,0o0 to 40,000,

and in 1870 the United States census shows a toial of

48,956. The average surplus of " blacks and colored"

over the whites during the six j'ears may be jilaced at

4,000. The total number of deaths in each year is as

follows:

1866. 1867. 1868. 1869. 1870. 1871.

White 607 462 390 458 539 714
Black 1,164 879 818 918 1,075 956

The year 1871 was a yellow-fever, or sickly season, and
as such years are much more fatal to the whites, it can

scarcely be placed on a level with the rest. The rela-

tive proportion of deaths thus far in 1872 is the same
as in the first live years.

Of the entire number of deaths—9,005 in all—7,711

are natives of South Carolina ; 428 are natives of other

States; 866 are natives of foreign countries.

The relative mortality of children under five years

of age :

—

1866. 1867. 1868. 1869. 1870. 1871.

White 212 319 136 181 203 191

Black 392 623 372 461 405 415

The Charleston correspondent of the Nation writes that

of all the great contrasts between the past and the pres-

ent in the South, not one has struck him more forcibly

than the seeming death of negro children. It is not so

noticeable in the cities and towns; but in the country

it might be supposed that some new Herod had inaugu-

rated a slaughter of innocents.

Utah Bismuth.—The discovery of bismuth in Utah,
200 miles south of Salt Lake City, is important. The
mines of Saxony and Bohemia, from whence the supply
now comes, are nearly exhausted.

Japan Tea.—The first Japan tea of any consequence
received in this country was in 1859-60, when 365,300
pounds were imported. The quantity imported in 1871-
2 has already reached 11,482,173 pounds, or about thir-

ty per cent, of all the tea imported.

Croton Water.—The average quantity of water sup-

phed to the citizens of New York City is 65,000,000
gallons daily. Eighty or ninety millions could be sup-
plied were none allowed to flow over the dam. The
total storage capacity of the three reservoirs is 1,058,-

000,000; equivalent to sixteen days' supply. The ag-

gregate capacity of the fifteen leservoirs, which Mr.
Craven,.Chief Engineer of the Croton Department, indi-

cates as practicable, would amount to 67,000,000,000
gallons, or three years' supply to the city of New York.
The area which is drained by tiie Cioton River and its

tributaries, or, in other words, the Croton water-shed,

measures 338.82 square miles, with an elevation of fiom
250 to 600 leet above the sea-level. One of the reser-

voirs planned by Mr. Craven, at Boyd's Corner, in

Putnam County, is nearly completed. The dam is

placed across the west branch of the Croton, 23J miles

from the Croton dam ; it is 650 feet long, and 64 leet

high, and the reservoir, when completed, will cover an
area'of 303 acres. It will hold 3,369,000,000 gallons of
water, a quantity suflicient to supply the city 55 days,

with a population of one million
; or through the long-

est drought which is liable to occur. The present supply
of water is very liberal, amounting to 65 gallons per
head daily. Impeiial Rome received, however, liom
300 to 340 gallons per head daily.

The Opium Trade.—During the twelve months end-
ing June 30, 1871, there were imported into the United
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States 5,011,9:30 ounces of opium, wortli $l,92r,,J>15

ill gold ftti 1 duriiif,' tlie year ending June 3i», 1870,

there were imported 4,073,744 ounces, worih $1,77U,-

UU^i, niakini; an increase of twenty-four per cent, in

quantity and eight per cent, in vahie. According to

the above lignres, opium in 1870 was worth, ut the

Custom-house, about seventy cents a pound, and in

1871 about sixty-one cents a pound, a decrease in price

of thirteen per cent.

Tni; Penis.— In a Reprint from the New York Medical

Journal, June, 187.i, Alex. W. Stein, M.D., presents,

with excelletit dravvinus, a clear .synopsis of the views

at ijresent entertained upon " The Histology and Phy-
siology of tiie Penis."

Mas.«aciiusetts Medical Society. — Twenty-two
members of the Society died during the past year, and
fifly-eight new Fellows were admitteil. Tlie total

lunii ot the organization amounts lo §30,420.17. The
toial membersiup amounts to about twelve hundred.

At the anniversary meeting held in Boston, June 4 and

5, Dr. George C. Shattuck was elected President for

the ensuing year.

Bkown University.—The late William S. Rogers, of

Boston, left the sum of $50,000 to found a Professorship

of Chemistry in Erown University, Providence, R. I.,

to be known as the '' Newport Rogers Professorship."

A New Medical College.—The first session of the

College of Piiysicians and Surgeons (Medical Dtpart-

ment of the Syracuse University), Syracuse, New York,

will commence October 3, 1872. E. B. Stevens, M.D.,

Chief Editor of the Cincinnati Lancet and Observer, is

Professor of Materia Medica, Therapeutics, and Bot-

any.

The Canada Medical Record.—This is the title of a

new monthly journal of medicine and surgery, publish-

ed in Montreal, and edited by Francis W. Campbell,

M.A., M.D, L.R.C.P., formerly connected with the late

Canada Medical Journal. Tlie first (August) number
is creditably gotten up, and in tlie style adopt^id bears a

resemblance somewhat to our own, "being," tlie editor

remarks. " that of the most successful Medical Journals

both in Europe and the United States."

CniCAGo Relief Flnd.—Walter Hay, M.D., Secre-

tary of ilie late iledic.il Relief Committee (^Chicago

Medical Jofimal, August, 1872), acknowledges the re-

ceipt of ,Sl34.5l Irom New York physicians, through

Dr. S. T. Hubbard, Treasurer, and also of §15 from
physicians of Lansingburgh, N. Y., through Dr. Goo. H.
Huubard. The total amount tor warded by the New
York Executive Committee, and received by the Chi-

cago Relief Committee, was §5,934.51.

New York Ophthalmic and Aural Institute.—Dr.

Charles S. Turnbull, son of Dr. Turnbull, of Philadel-

phia, has been appointed Resident As-fistant Surgeon
in this flourisliing institution, lounded by Professor Her-
man Kuapp, M.D.

Vienna.—This city, with its 800,000 inhabitants, has
eight hundred physicians.

Northwestern Medical and Surgical Journal.—
With the first number of the third volume (July, 1872)
of this Minnesota journal, Drs. H. C. Hand, of St. Paul,

and H. H. Kimball, of Minneapolis, as.-;ume the editorial

chairs and the pubhcation of the enterprise, in place of
Alex. J. Stone, M.D., resigned. As this is the only
medical periodical now published in Minnesota, Wis-
consin, or Iowa, the new editors feel " that they have

the ground, the material, and the necossitj' for tlie per-

manent prosperity of a journal at their command."

Litiiotomv and Litiiotrity.—Sir William FerguBson,

in his Address delivered at the ojxming of the S -ction

of Surijery, at the Annual .Met-ting of the British Med-
ical Association, in Birmingham, August, 1872, stated

that he had the honor of laying before the piesent

meeting of this A.ssociation between tliree and four

hundred specimens of stone in the bladder, which had
been dealt with by his own hands. He exhibited the

produce of between three hundred ami thirty and three

hundred and fifty cases of stone personally treated by
himself; about two hundred by lithotomy, the rest by
lithotrity. The aggregate of stones removed amounted
to nearly five hundred in number. Specimens were
shown from a few grains in weight to nine ounces

;

from one solitary stone in tlie bladder to forty-two.

The first was removed in 1832, and the last was ex-

tracted in 1872. A gavage-looking mulberry calculus

dwelt in its vesical home for forty years.

Ovariotomy.—The following words were uttered by
Sir William Fergusson, at the late meeting of the Bri-

tish Medical Association, in Birmingham :
" When

ovariotomy was first propounded, it was little el.se than

a theory—a rash visionary scheme for notoriety ; but,

thanks to the well-directed efl'orts of Clay, Brown,
Wells, Keith, and a host of others, the proceeding is a

well-esiablislied fact, which ranks among the best and
safest efl'orts in surger}' to save human life."

It would have been pleasing to Americans if Sir

William had given merited credit to such names as

McDowell, the first operator ; Atlee, Peaslee, Emmet,
Thomas, Storer, etc.

Freer and Hodgson, of Birmingham, England.—In
the Addresses on Surgery, etc., at the recent meeting
of the British Medical Association, by Oliver Pember-
ton and Alfred Baker, Surgeons to Birmingham Gene-
ral Hospital, tribute was paid to the late George Freer

and Joseph Hodgson, of Birmingham ; the former, the

first to tie successl'uUy the external ihac artery for iem-
oral aneurism, as suggested by Abernethy (October 4,

180G) ; the latter (Treatise on Diseases of Arteries and
Veins, London, 1815), paving the way to a clearer per-

ception of the pathology of arteries and veins than had
existed since the days of Hunter.

TnE Author of " Holloway's Pills," etc—A mid-
dle-class asylum, to cost from §350,000 to §500,000,

will be erected at his own expense, at Virginia Wa'er,
England, by Mr. HoUoway, of pill and ointment noto-

riety.

Death of Dr. Curran.—Henry Curran, L.R.C.P.I.,

of Dublin, died in August, from the eflects of typhoid

fever. Tliis successful teacher was, for many years

previous to his death, connected with the Carmichael

School of Medicine. He was one of the phy^icians to

the Mater Misericordire Hospital, and the Black Hall

Street Disj.ensary.

Removals and Changes among New York Physi-

cians.—Since May 1, 1871, seventy-nine regular physi-

cians have removed from this city, Brooklyn, and the

environs, to unknown residences; to known residences,

forty-three.

—

X. T. Med. Register for 1872.

New York Foundling Asylu.m.—This asylum, tem-
porarily located at No. 3 Washington Square (north),

was opened Nov. 1, 1869. It is in charge of the Sisters

of Charity, and has no endowments but the willing gifts

of the benevolent. Up to Oct. 1, 1871, 2,560 infants

had been left, and of these 1,377 were received between
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Oct. 1, 1870, and Out. 1, 1871. Tlie new hospital will

be located ou a block of ground between Sixty-eighth

and Sixty-ninth streets and Third and Lexnigton
avenues. CohshUdkj J'lii/sician—J. S. Thebaud, M.D.
Attending Phijsician—James B. Reynolds, M.D.

New York City Asylum for the Insane, Ward's Isl-

and.—This new bLiilding, opened for patients Dee. 13,

1871, was erected by the Commissioners oCCIiarities and
Correciion at a co.-t of $8l)0,(»U0, and has accommoda-
tion for about 400 patients. Rtsident Physician—Gon-
zales Echeverria, M.D. House Physicians—Drs. D.

McC. Eddy and J. H. Haydon.

Bellevue Hospital, N. Y.—Provision is made for

1,2U0 beds. The admission of patients, from 10 a.m. to

3 P.M., is readily piocurable upon the reeommfndation
of a physician. Erom five to six hundred births occur

annually in the lying-in wards, of which one-tliird are

illegitimate. Number of patienis in hospital Jan. 1,

1872, 779; admissions durmg the year, 0,359; births

during the year, 370; total number tieaied during year^

7,514; discharged or relieved, 5,753; deaths, 1,102;

remaining Dec. 31, 1871, 659.

House Staff, April 1, 1872.

—

House Physicians—Drs.

A. A. Smith, W. H. Katzenbacli, F. P. Kinnicutt.

Senior Assistants—Drs. M. B. Early, J. F. Corrigan, H.

S. Swan. Junior Assistants—Drs. D. M. McMasteis,

L. Bolton Bangs, J. C. Lindsly. House Surgeons—Drs.

A. L Ranney, J. W. Mitchell, T. A. McBride. Senior

Assistants— Drs. W. B. Dunning. W. F. Fiuhrer, C A.

Van VVagenen. Junior Assistants—Drs. W. T. Bull,

J. D. Griffith, T. H. Burchard

—

Provisional Junior As-
sistants—Drs. M. H. Forrest, J. L, Perry, Leroy T.

Brooks, W. H. Farrington, M. Figueira. Examining
Physician—Dr. P. B. Wyckoff. Assl. Examining Phy-
sician—Dr. C. Ferriberry. Amhulance Surgeons—Drs.

C. H. Greenough, J. M. Delgade.

Presbyterian Hospital, N. Y.—This new institution,

on Madison avenue, between Seven lieth and Seventy-
first streets, Avill be opened early in October. As com-
pleted, it will accommodate about 100 |)atients. When
finished, it will have accommod;itioiis for 300 patients.

Consulting Hoard.— Physicians—Drs. Alonzo Clark,

Oliver White. Surgeons—Drs. Alfred C. Post, Geoige
A. Peters. Visiting Board.—Physicians— Drs. A. Bray-
ton Ball, Alexander Hadden, Geo. G. Wheelock, G. H.
Wynkoop, Edward Seguin, W. De F. Day. Surgeons—
Drs. Guidon Buck, John J. Crane, Samuel B. Ward,
L. De Forest Wuodrufi', Thos. T. Sabine, D. M.Siimsoii.

Pathologist—Dr. Charles S. Bull.

German Hospital, Newark, N. J.—Two hundred
and iour patients were admitttd to this hospital, of 35
beds, durmg 1871; 156 were males, aiid 4« temalt-s;

163 were discharged cuied or improved; 20 died.

Medical and Surgical Naff-—Drs. JuLus Biuck, A. iler-

zog, Fridolin 111., Chas. J. Kipp, Max Kuchler. Cli. ¥.J.

Lehibach, F. Lehmacher, M. Ti.-sot, Clias. Vogler, Anton
Zehuder. House Surgeon—Dr. Charles F. \\'ebner.

New York Dispensaries.—The number of free pa-

tients treated in the sulijoined dispensaries in New Yoik
City during the year 1871 is as tollows:

—

New York Dispensary, cor. White and Centre sts. 35,348
Northern Dispensary, Christopher st. and Wa-

verley pi 18,217

Northwestern Dispensary, cor. 36th st. and
9th av 13,421

German Dispensary, 8 Third st 10,121

Demilt D:spensary, Second av. and E. 23d st. . . 20,054

Eastern Dispensary, 57 Essex st., cor. Grand. . . 25,880

North-Eastern Dispensary, 222 E. 59th st. near

Third av 19,703

Bureau of Surgical and Medical Relief at Belle-

vue Hospital for Out-door Poor 17,700

Harlem Dispensary, Fourth av., bet. 120th and

127th sts 3,632

Central Dispensaiy, 934 Eighth av 5,708

Dis[)ensary Jvnd Inhrnuiry, Church of the Holy
Trinity, Madison av.. cor. 42d st 2,402

Union Dispensary, 240 E. 13th st 0,044

N. Y. Eye and Ear Infirmary, Second av., cor.

13th st 9,287

Ophthalmic and Aural Institute, 46 E. 12th st. . 3, 1 12

Manhattan Eye and Ear Hospital 233 E. 34th st. 1,958

N. Y. Infirmary ior Women and Children, 128

Second av 5,001

Western Disiiensary for Women and Children,

249 Ninth av 1,596

N. Y. Free Dispensary for Sick Children, 406 E.

15th st 1,962

N. Y. Orthopaedic Dispensary, 945 Sixth av. . . 935

N. Y. Tumor Dispensary, lOi E. 3Uth st., cor.

Fourth av 42

Dental Infirmary, cor. 21st st. and B'way 5,128

Total number treated 219,851

Estimating the population at one million of inha-^

bitants (a high estimate), more than one-fifth are

pauper patients, or icould-be ones—or 21.98 per cent.

Besides these, thousands are gratuitously treated in the

various hospitals and at college cliniques.

Dispensaries in Brooklyn, N. Y.—The number of

poor patients treated, in 1871, in the following Dispen-

saries, etc., was as fodows:

—

Brooklyn Central Dispensary, 312 Raymond st. 4,072

Brooklyn D.spensary and Ear Infirmary, 11 Til-

laryst 8,106

Dispensary of the Church Charity Foundation

Out-dooi- Dept. of St. John's HospittJ, 1,702

Fulton av 1,450

Brooklyn Orthopiedic Infirmary, Raymond st.

near De Kalb av. (Brooklyn City Hospital) . . 857
Williamsburg Dispensary, 101 Fourth St., E. D. 7,042

Brooklyn Eye and Ear Hospital, 208 Washing-

ton st 1,937

Tot;il number treated 24,604

Being 6.16 per cent, of the whole population.

Worcester City Hospital, Mass.—By the will of

the late George Jaques, of Worcester, Mass., the sum of

a quarter of a milhou of dollars was bequeathed to the

city of Worcester for the new Free City Hospital.

University of Heidelberg.—An American clergy-

man, writing from Heidelberg to the Christian Jntetli-

gencer, speaks of meeting at the hotel Schreider the eld-

est son of Professor R. 0. Doremus, who is qualifying

himself in chemistry, by spending two years in the la-

boratory of the celei rated Bunsen. Tliere are now at

tliis university about 1,000 students and 150 professors.

In the castle of Hi-idelberg are the famous wine- ves-

sels, the little Tun and the great Tun, the former of

which holds 00,00U, and the latter 280,000 bottles of

wine. It has been filled only three times in the la^-t

century.

The Hassler Expedition.—Prof. Agassiz and party

have gathered 100,000 valuable specimens of mineral-

ogy, botany, and natural history on the cruise of the

steamer Hassler

.
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Medical Staff or tok U. S. Navy.—The following

changes lor llie six nionilis tnuling July 1, l.STli, is

noted in the liiuu Hook, together with sunie thivt h;ive

oceurred tiince tlie publication of tiic register:—Medical
Directors: Jonathiiii M. Foltz and David Harlan have
been placed on the retired list, placing James 0. Palm-
er at the head of tlur list, and creating him Surgeon-
Geneial. Surgeons Marius Duvall and Joseph W iison

have been promoted to Medical Directors. Surgeon
JohnS. riicluT dro[>ped from the register. Passed As

-

eisuint Surgeons Joseph Hogg, Geo. K. Bru.<h, and
E.lnmnd U. Wr Meuleii have been piomoted to Sur-

geons. Passed Assistant Surgeons Edward 13. Bing-

iiani and Lewis S. Pilcher dropped from the register.

A-sistant Surgeon Melaiicthon L. Rutli has been pro-

moted to a Passed Assistant Surgeon. Tlie loUowing
have been added to the Assistant Surgeons : Renms C
Parsons, Benjamin F. Rogers, Thomas H. Streets,

Henry P. Harvey, Manley H. Simmons, Chas. A Seig-

fried, John F. Bransford, and Jos. M. R. Simmons.

Mr. F. C. Skey, C.B.F.R.S., the noted English sur-

geon, died Aug. 15, 1872.

Death of an Aged Maine- ite.—Mr. John Groves
died at Portland, Maine, recently, at the age of one
hundred and thirteen years. He was born m the isl-

and of Martiniiiue, came to Maine while a boy, before

the Revolutionary war.

Death of a Medical Bishop.—Rt. Rev. George Up-
fold, M.D., D.D., LL.D., Bishop of Indiana, died August
2t)iu, 1872. He was born near Guilford, Surrey, Eng-
land, in 1790. came to the United States in 1802, and
graduated at Union College in 1814. In 1817 he re-

ceived his medical diploma from the College of Physi-
cians and Surgeons of the City of New York.

Resections of the Maxillary Bones.—A handsome
reprint of Dr. D. H. Goodwillie's practical paper on
' Resections of the Maxillary Bones without External
Incision'" has come to hand. The substance of the pa-

per was read at the June mectmg of the Medical So-
ciety of New York.

American Medical Association.—The triennial list

of permanent members will be published this year.

Peruianent members who have not paid their assess-

ment wdl please notice :
" Any permanent member who

shall fail to pay his annual dues lor three nucceasive years,

unless absent Irom the country, shall be dropped from
tlie roll of Permanent Members."

(Signed) W.m. B. Atkinson,
Permaueut Secretary.

Medical journals please copy.

Medico-Legal Society, New York.—A. 0. Kellogg,

M.D.,ofthe Hudson River State Hospital, Poughkeepsie,
N.Y.,read a paper at tlie stated meeting of iliis Society

Sept. 12th, 1872, on " Epilepsy and its Relations to In-

sanity and Cases of Doubtful Responsibility before

Judicial Tribunals, with remarks on Expert Testimony."
Nominations for officers for the ensuing year, to be
voted for at the anniversary meeting in October, fol-

lowed.

British Medical Association.—The next meeting
of this Association will be held at Bradford, September,
1873. Belfast is the place chosen for 1874 Dr. James
Prescott Joule is the President elect. The tenth an-
nual meeting of the British Pharmaceutical Conference
will also be held in Bradford next year.

University of Berlin.—Professor Virchow has been
appointed Dean of the Medical Faculty in the Univer-
sity of Berlin.

Death of the Late British Director-General.—
Sir Andrew Smith. M.D., K.C.B., late Direi;tor-Geiieral

tnglish Army Medical Department, died Aug. 11, 1872,
in Bromptt)U, aged lo years. He wns the author of
many scientific papers on the Origin and History of
Buslinien, and a work on " Illustrations of the Zoology
of South Africa."

Agassiz.—Prof Agassiz has been elected one of the

eight Foreign Associate Members of tbe French Acad-
emy of Sciences, to fill the vacancy caused by the
death of Sir Roderick Murchison.

Paris Faculty of Medicine.—Dr. Brown-Sdqunrd
has resigned the chair of " Comparative and Experi-
mental " Pathology in the Paris Faculty of Medicine.

The Art of Swimming.—Chauncey F.Perkins, M.D.,
LL.D., of Erie, Pa. (Med. and ,'Surfj. Repurter, Aug. .il,

1872), contributes an extended and reailable essay on
" The Art of Swimming, Considered as a means of
Safety, Hygiene, and Pleasure," filling twenty-thiee
columns ol that journal.

The University Hospital, Philadelphia.—The land

in West Pliiladelphia, bounded by 34th and 3Gth, and
Spruce and Pine streets, on which the new University
Hospital is to be erected, is now being graded. Two
hundred thousand dollars has been subscribed for the

hospital, besides a grant of$lOU,OUU which was obtained
from the State Legislature.

Philadelphia Small-Pox Statistics.—According to

the Mtdical and Surgical Reporter of Aug. 17, 1872,

the total number of deaths, from the time the small-pox
made its appearance in September, 1871, up to August
1, 1872, was 4,3U3, divided between the sexes as fol-

lows : males, li,4'J8 ; females, 1,895. Since July 1, 1872,

there'has been about only one new case daily.

Professor Parvin.— The American Practitioner of

September, 1872, announces that Prof Theopliilus Par-
vin, M.D., LL.D., has resigned the Chair of Gynaeco-
logy in the University of Louisville, Kentucky.

Death of Dr. John Bell.—This old and eminent
Philadelphia pliysician died August 24, 1872. He was
at one time an editor of a Philadelpiiia journal, Presi-

dent of the American Colonization Society, and for one
Session Professor of the Theory and Practice of Medi-
cine in the Ohio Medical College. He was also one of

the authors of " Stokes and Bell s Practice," a standard

work in its day, and the writer of a prize essay on •" The
Influence of Alcohol on the Production of Tuberculo-

llcru publications.

Books Received.

The Sciexce and Pkactice of Medicine. By Wil-
liam Aitken, M.D. Edinburgh ; Prof. Pathology m the

Army iMedicai School, etc. VVitli Additions by JilEKE-

DITU Clymek, M.D. (Univ. Penn.). In two volumes.

Pbiia. : Lindsay & Blakiston. 1872.

Medical Electkicity: A Manual for Students, etc.

By William White, M.D., Prof, in the IS'ew York
Med. Colle<je for Women. 2sew York : S. It. Wells.

1872.

Epidemic Cerebro-Spinal Meningitis; with an Ap-
pendix on some Points in the Causes of the Disease

as shown by the Historj- of the Present Epidemic. By
Meredith Clymer, M.D. (.Univ. Peuu.j, Fellow of

College of Physicians, PhUa., etc. Phila.: Lindsay &
Blakiston. Ib72.

The Journal of the Gynecological Society of
Boston. Vol. vi. Boston ; James Campbell. 1873.
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(DruVmnl (Eonumtnications.

CASE OF RETENTION OF URINE,
CAUSED BY A

SINGLE DISEASED KIDNEY, SITUATED IN THE
PELVIC CAVITY,

FOn THE IIELIEF OF WHICH RECTAL FUNCTURE WAS
DONE, THE TROCAR PASSING TO THE RIC.HT OF THE

BLADDER AXD ENTERING THE KIDNEY.

DKATJI ON THE FOURTn DAY AFTER THE OPERATION.

AUTOPSY. REMARKS.

By J. W. S. GOULEY, M.D.,

SURGEON TO BEIXEVUE HOSPITAL, NEW YORK.]

Peter McG., a healthy-looking, muscular man, ajred

24,\vas admitted to Bellevue Hospital, Sept. 20,1870.

Three days before, he thought lie was in good health,

but in the evening was seized with pain in the hypo-
gastric region, and a friend, supposing him to be sutler-

ing from, colic, gave him some pin and advised his lying

prone; from these means he obtained relief. On the

following day he went out, but was seized with severe

pain, and soon returned and summoned a medical gen-

tleman, who, finding the palirnt sufiering i'rom leten-

tion of urine, introduced a catheter, but no water flow-

ing, he thought he had failed to enter the bladder.

Several other gentlemeii saw the case and used instru-

ments, but since no urine e.-caped by the catheter, they,

also, thought the bladder had not been reached. In the

evening of the second day—the patient being still un-
relieved—the operation for puncture of the bladder

through the rectum was done. oSTot mucli urine flowed,

and the canulaAvasat once removed. On the afternoon

of the third c!ay he was sent to the Hospital, where I

first saw him. There was a fluctuating hypogastric

tumor, dull under percussion and giving the idea of a

distended bladder. A No. 15 bulbous bougie was passed
into the bladder and met no ob.<truclion in its course

;

a No. 10 silver catheter was then introduced, and eight

cunct^s of urine were drawn off", but the hypogastric
enlargement did not subside. By rotating the catheter

to the left, nothing abnormal was detected, but on the

right it came in contact with a resisting object which
seemed to have pushed that wall of the bladder almost
to the median line.

I expres.-^ed the opinion that the tumor was extra-

vesicai, and liad encroached upon the cavity of the blad-

der to tlie extent of giving i-ise to the urgent symptoms
of retention. An ela.stic catheter was retained, the

distal extremity plugged, and the stopper ordered to be
removed every two hours. The patient though partially

relieved grew worse—peritonitis having set in—and
died on the third day afier admission to the hospital.

Autopsy nine hours after death.

Thoracic viscera normal. Liver slightly enlarged and
fatty. Spleen enlarged.

General peritonitis, most marked in the pelvis where
the 01 gans were glued together. All the intestines but
the rectum having been carefully removed, no kidneys
were found in the lumbar regions, and no renal arteries

could be detected in the usual place. Within the
pelvis, and rising above the brim, between the sacrum
and bladder, more to the right than to the left, was a

tumor the size of a child's head, filled with fluid. This
tumor was accidentally cut into, and, as the fluid (urine)

escaped, it partially collapsed. The dissection necfssary
for its removal revealed that it derived its supply of blood

from the middle sacral artery, Avhich was much enlarg-
ed. There was a single large vein emerging from the
tumor, and emptying into the ascending cava. A healthy
undistended ureter was traced from the hilns of this

single and abnormally placed diseased kidney to tl c
bladder. The tumor, the rectum, and the bladder were
carefully removed in mass, the urethra being severed
under the jmbic arch. The bladder presented no mor-
bid appearance other than a few punctate spots of con-
gestion in its mucous membrane, and ihere was no
evidence of any puncture in its lower fundus or anj'-

w here else. The rectum being laid open I'rom bthind,
its parietes were found greatly thickened. Thiough
its anterior wall, two and a half iiiclus from the anus,
there was a punctured wound which was traced into
tlie substance of the kidney and its distended fielvis;

the trocar having passed to the right of the bladder
Avithont wounding it.

Remarks.—The notes of this case, though incomplete,
do not detract from its great ii.terei^t and from the les-

son it teaches. It is extremely instructive anatomically,
physiologically, and pathologically, but it will here
be considered chiefly in its surgical aspects.* There
was not only retention of urine in the bladder, but also

in the pelvis of the kidney, which latter was caused by
compression of the short ureter, partly by the tumor
itself and partly by tlie distended bladder. "Whenever
the patient clianged his position to the prone, the
tumor would be thrown forward and out of the pelvic
cavit}', relief of the bladiler following, the pressure
upon the.ureter would be removed, the urine would
again gush into the bladder, and, as this fifled up, reten-
tion of urine in the renal pelvis would again occur.

It is the frequent recuirfuce, for months, perhaps
years, of retention of urine in the bladder which pro-
bably gave rise to this extreme disienfion of the pelvis
of the kidney. Had the patient often assumed the prone
position he would doubtless have obtained nioie relief,

and perhaps his kidney would have remained normal,
but its situation in the pelvic excavation was never
suspected. Anatomists have occasionally found one or
both kidneys in this locality, but, so far as I know, this
anomalous po:^ition of the organ has never caused reten-
tion, and the case may, in this respect, be considered
unique. It is not, therefore, to be wondered at tiiat

we all failed to appreciate the true natuie of the case
until the autopsy came in aid.

A gentleman present at the autopsy asked, "What
are the signs by which such a 'mal-position ' of the
kidney can be discovered, especially when, as in the case
in point, there is retention of urine ? " My answer
was,—" Taking the case under consideration fur an
illustration, the signs would be :—1st, pain in the hypo-
gastric and sacral regions, aUo in tlie perina>um and
rectum, with a sense of weight and perhaps tenesmus
even after successful catheteiism of the bladder; 2d
absence of pain in the lumbar regions

; 3d, dulnessin
the hypogastric region ; 4th, absence of renal dulness
in the lumbar regions on careful auscultatory percus-
sion; 5th, no subsidence of the hypogastiic tumor after
successful evacuative catheteiism" of the bladder."
The important lesson learned in this case is, that tie

attempted operation of rectal puncture of the bladdei—
which here gave rise to fatal peritonitis—Avas resorted to
under the impression that the whole trouble was reten-
tion of urine in the bladder from obstruction of the ure-
thra, and this conclusion seems to have been arrived at
without proper exploration of that canal. Had a Lul-

* Tlie actiiiK House Siir^rpnn, Dr. Scliujler, found it impossible to
obtain a conipkte hiHorj' of this case, and was allowed but little time
comparatively, for the autopsy, the friends being desirous of removing
the body at ouee.j _
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hoMs bonpie been passed, as the first step of incclianicnl

exploration, llie canal wouM liave been fonnd pernira-

Me to tlie largest instruments; pnneture of tli»; bladder

would not have been entertained ibr a nionuiit, and

possibly a correct diagnosis wouKl have been male.

Tliere is one nioie point to be coiisidend in this case.

It will be remembered that the hydronephrosis was
quite extensive alter death, as if the relief of the blad-

der had at last failed to remove the obstruction of the

ureter, duo latterly to compression by the kidney which
was becoming more and more distended, and if tiie

patient had not died in consequence of tlie puncture, he

would have surely died from rupture of the renal jjclvis

or from suppression of urine. Let us suppose tliat a

corroct diagnos s be made, what would then be the

treatment in such an instance? If another like case

—

but without previous interference—were to present

itself, and relief could not be obtained by postural treat-

ment, I would endeavor to establish a direct communi-
cation between the distended pelvis of the kidney and

the bladder, by passing into the bladder, per uretliram,

a No. 14 curved metallic catheter, open at its vesical

extremity, turning the point against the bulging wall

of the bladder, holding the instrument firmly in posi-

t on, and thrusting in an articulated trocar of proper

length; after the withdrawal of the trocar and on tlie

appearance of urine, insinuating, as rapidly as possible,

a No. 10 or 11 gum catheter, also open at both ends,

through the metallic instrument, which I would then

remove, secure the soft catheter in position for a week,

and draw oil' some urine at regular intervals. until the

subsidence of the watery tumor. After a week the

gum instrument might be changed every second day,

over a whalebone guide of double length, until the fistu-

lous track should be lined with mucous membrane
derived from the pelvis of the kidney and from the

bladder. Such a device is, I think, worth trying for

the relief of what must certainly end fatally without it.

66 West Thirty-eighth Street, New York, Oct.,lS72.

CLINICAL EESEAECHES IN
SUEGERY.

ELECTRO-

Bv A. D. ROCKWELL, M.D., and

GEO. M. BEARD, M.D.

IL

Recurrent fihroid tumor of years' standing.—Repeated

eleciruhjzations ivithuut elherization and attended ivith

trifliitfi pain.—Arrest of (jroivtli.— Gradual decrease in

the size of the tumor.

Case NIV.—Mrs. P.. a lady of middle age, was direc-

ted to us by Dr. F. Winston, in February, 1871.

On examination, we found under the right ear a large

tumor, soft and movable, and equal in size to the

closed' fist. The enlargement was of the recurring

fibroid character, entirely painless, but most unsightly

in appearance. The patient first observed the growth

some ten years since, when its size Avas barely appreci-

able. It gradually enlarged until it attained the size

of an ordinary hen's egg, and was removed by the late

Dr. Cheesman.
A few months subsequently it made its appearance

a second time, and steadily enlarged, until at the expi-

ration of three years its size was somewhat greater than

when the first operation was performed.

It was again removed by Dr. Willard Parker, but in

course of ti^ne returned. The patient was now unwill-

ing to have the operation by the knife repeated, and

fr seven years the tumor slowly increased to the size

above stated.

To avoid any possibility of exciting an action in tho ^h
tumor that nii>:lit render it truly malignant in character, ^|
we at (ir>t made use only of external galvanization. -^

Alter a dozen applications no change could be per-

ceived in it-< outward conformation; but that the treat-

ment hail not been without some effect was manifested

from the fii^', that the head eoulil now lie turned in any
direction witliont cans ng the disagreeable and some-
times paiiiiul sensations that had Ibrmerly followed

pressure of the deep portion of the growth on the un-
derlying tissues.

We now dei ided to try the ordinary method of elec-

trolysis, and accordingly introduced, an imh into the

tumor, H needle insulated to within half an inch of

its point. This application, alternating with external

palvanization, was repeated some twelve times during

the course of two months, and resulted in a very de-

cided alteration in (he shape, as well as a marked dimi-

nution in the size oftlie growth. After each operation

a large quantity office hydrogen pas escaped through
ilic (iprning made by the needle, followed by a slight

flow of blood.

At this time two needles were used—the second

one of platinum, and connected with the positive pole.

It s-hould be stated that previously only twelve zinc car-

bt)n cells had been used, and the current allowed to pass

but ten minutes. We now increased the cells to

twenty, and permitted the needles to remain some fifteen

minutt s ; but when they were withdrawn, neither gas

nor blood escaped, and jet it was absolutely certain that

the current had been passing every moment, and with

power greater than in previous operations.

In a few hours the tumor and tis-ues surroundin'^

it became greatly swollen, accompanied by very consid-

erable pain.

Tlie pain and swelling were relieved by a pop; y
poultice. bu> a slight discharge continued through the

months of July and August, during which time treat-

ment was intermitted. In September, when the patient

returned to the city, the discharge, which had ceased

two weeks previou.sly, had evidently resulted in a sti 1

further reduction of the timior.

The treatment was resumed, and continued at inter-

vals during the past winter and spring. The eff'ect has

been a sluw but constant decrease in size, until now it

is about one-third its original size.

At one time during an interval in the treatment the

patient observed, in a portion of the tumor to which the

needhs had not been applied, a projection which rapid-

ly enlarged until it was one-third of an inch in diameter,

and extended downward into the healthy tissue for

more than an inch. A single needle was introduced

into this unwelcome addition, and a mild current allow-

ed to pnss for ten minutes. The process of absorption

was excited, and in two weeks this protuberance com-
pletely disappeared. It is interesting to note in this

description, that while the growth was slowly but

steadily enlarging before the use of needles, it has not,

since the treatment by electrolysis was begun, .shown

the slightest disposition to increase in those parts ac-

tually influenced by the current—although at one time

several months elapsed between the operations.

While the above case cannot be cited as a briUiant

result of electrolytic treatment, it is of exceeding inter-

est, and has affoided many useful hints that have been

of value in other cases.

The pain of introducing the needles was trivial ; and the

electrolytic action, even when it was very intense, pro-

duced little or no sensation; consequently it was at no

time necessary to use chloroform, and the treatment was
a-s readily borne as if the applications were merely exter-

nal. The impiession very generally prevailing, that e!ec-
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trolj^zation of morbid growths must be excruciatingly

painful, is not coufirmed by the test of experience. Tlie

above and other cases of like character illustrate that

fibroid tumors may be thus treated with but little pain;

goitre, and some erectile tumors as well, are not acutely

susceptible t > the pain of electrolysis.

Cases of scirrhus seem to be more sensiiire to the

chemical action of the current; and it is frequently ne-

cessary to etherize the i)atient, nli hough in other cases

local anaesthesia is sufficient. In several instances llie

introduction ol' the needles and the action of the cur-

rent were borne with but little more fortitude than it

is necessary to exercise in some external apphcations.

If, in the case related, it is found ni'Cessary to re-

move the tumor at once by the process of undermining,

profound anteithesia will have to be produced ; since,

without it, the consequent disintegration of the under-

Ij'ing sound tissue would cause intense pain.

Cystic tumor of the suhmaxiUary region: three ope-

rations; rapid healing with slight disfigurement. Suc-

cessful result.

C.\SE XV.—Miss , a young lady in her teens,

was sent to us March 25th 1872, by Dr. \Vm. W. Reese.

The patient was of a fragile constitution, and had become
debilitated by confinement in the stifling air of a manu-
factory where she was emj)loyed. For one year she

had been troubled with a tumor on the submaxillary

region of the left side, that was at first supposed to be
simply an enlarged gland. It did not, however, 3Meld to

the usual treatment that various physicians and sur-

geons had given her, and at the time we saw it, it was
about the size of an English walnut, and was apparently

encysted. Lancinating pains of a tolerably severe char-

acter were sometimes felt in and near the growth.
Car^'ful examination made it pretty clear that the en-

largement was cystic ; that sofi substance was in-ide of

it, although the walls were quiie hard.—March 27th,

with the ass'stance of Drs. Reeves and Hyde, we elec-

trolyz3d a portion of the growth, and found that it was
really cystic and contained a dark cheesy substance.

The patient was fully etherized during the operation,

which lasted forty minutes. Large and long needles

were employed and 16 zinc carbon cells.

The operation was followed for two days by the usual

irritative fever, but by no other unpleasant result.

There was considerable sloughing, but the bulk of the

growth remained as a large unsightly nia'-s. April 14th

we again operated, by icorking up the base of the

tumor, undermining it and separating it from the sur-

rounding healthy tissue. Dr. A. B. Cr9sby assisted at the

operation, and enucleated a portion of the mass before

the needles were inserted. The irritative fever was
slighter than after the previous operation. An ulcer 1+
inch in length and half an inch in depth remained—the

surface presenting, as usual after electrolytic operations,

a charred appearance which at first alarmed the patient.

The subsequent healing was, in the judgment of all the

surgeons, surprisingly rapid and satisfactory. Dr. Cros-

by, in proper time, brought the edges together and thus
expedited the reparative process, so that at the end of a

month only a trifling scar remained. At one of these

operations the parenchymatous hemorrhage was excel-

lently controlled by the action of the current, and no
o'.her styptic was required. The patient had now posi-

tively improved in her general healih, and was fee from
any sis;n of the disease. It was hoped by all parties

that she would hear no more from the tumor. It had
been suspected at the close of the operation that a small

portion of the growth remained, but it was not deemed
advisable to protract the operation.

Very soon, pains of quite a severe character began to

be felt just beneath the skin in the reg'on of the sublin-

gual gland : then followed swelling, and in a few weeks
a tumor as large as a horse-chestnut, of the same appear-
ance and feel as the previous growth. We decided to

operate again, this time with absolute thorouglmess; the

same surgeons being present, and also Dr. Mann. Dr.
Crosby made an incision and enucleated the f;rowth,

the operation being comjileted by elecLrolyzation with
large needles as before.

The work was thoroughly done ; the l)ase was thor-

oughly electrolyzed. During the operation, a branch
of the facial artery was severed by the needle

; this

was tied by Dr. Crosby. The wound was trc.'ated as

before and with the same result—rapid and satisfa'-tory

healing, that has been permanent. The scar disfigures

but slightly, while the patient has im))rovcd in her
general health, and at the date of wiiting weighs much
more than at the time of the operation.

Large and jiainful epithelioma (f the upper lip of seve-

ral months^ standing.—Revioval by electrolysis and satis-

factory healing.

Case XVI.—Mi^s
, aged 20, was brought to us

by Dr. Corey, Oct. 23, 1871, to be tieated for an epi-

thelioma of the upper lip that had distressed her lor

several months. At this time the growth extended
from the median line to the le(t corner of the liji, being
about one inch in diameter and one-half an inch in

length. The pain of the growth was at times very
great, especially when exposed to the cold ; the disfig-

urement was annoying, and there vras an evident ten-
dency to quite rajiid increase. At the base, on the
inner surfiice of the lip and especially at the corner,

hard nodules were easily detec'ed by the finger. With
the assistance of Dr. Core}', and in the presence of a
number of physicians, we electrolyzed the upper por-
tion of the growth wiih five small needles, thiee con-
nected with the negative and two with the positive

pole. Full aniesthesia was used, and the operation
lasted twenty minutes. The needles were inserted
directly into the body of the tumor and not around the

base. The method of working up the base, we had
not at that time begun to employ. The soft parts
of the tumor in the vicinity of the negative pole decom-
posed with rapidity. A yellowish loam was developed,
which, forcing its way underneath the scab that cov-
ered the tumor, gradually lifted it up and completely
detached it from the body of the growth.
The parts presented the usual charred appearance

after the operation, but tliere was little or no pain,

either in the tumor or in the vicinity. There was,
however, considerable irritative fever, and tlie face was
somewhat swollen. In the course of a week, the por-
tion of the diseased pait that had been electrolyzed
began to contract, and near the median line healthy
tissue appeared. Tlie lower part, that was little allect-

ed by the needles, remained as before. Nov. 9, we
again operated with four negative and one positive

needles with the same number of cells (16 zinc carbon)
and for about the same time. Dr. Corey admin-
istered the ana?sthetic, and Drs. Armor, Caldwell, and
others were present. This operation was m.ire thor-
oughly performed than the previous one, but the nee-
dles were not inserted into the nodules or the inner
surface, but only into the superficial parts of the
growth. No bad result followed; and by Nov. 27th
the tumor had contracted to one-third of its original

size and was healing rapidly. The healing process
ontinued until scarcely any trace of the disease re-

mained. The healing was almost perfect; there was
an entirely natural skin in the region where the tumor
had formerly existed, and the only eiearix was at the
corner of the mouth. Twitches of pain have been felt

in the vicinity ol' the scar, especially on exposure to^
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cold, giving rise to the suspicion that possibly that

portion of the growth was not tliDroiiphly treated.

It is now one year since tlie patient was treated, and
the recovery may be rcpartleil ns most satislactory.

In reference to tliis case it may be remarked :

—

Isl. If the diseased mass liad been tiioroiifrhly

separated from the surrounding healthy tissues by in-

Beiting large needle*, one operation would have been
sufficient, and the cure would probably have been ab-

solute.

This wa.s the first case of the kind that we had treat-

ed, ami we had not then employed the method of work-
ing up the base and had not devised the long, sharp,

double-edged needle which we now employ in the

electrolyzation of large growths.

2d. There was scarcely any hemorrhage or other

unpleasant symptoms during or after the operation,

excepting the irritative fever of which we have spoken.

3d. The scar was probably less than if t'.ie knife had
been employed.

Scinhtis of the left breant in a woman aged 45.— Com-
plete and instant relieffrom excruciatin;; pain, and in the

course of four days, disappearance of one-ltalf tlie fjroicthj

from one electrolytic operation.

C.^SE XVir. Mrs. , aged about 45, an inmate of

Bellevue Ilospital, was aflccted with cancer of the left

breast.

The main portion of the scirrhns was the size of an
ordinary orange, and extending into the axilla were a

number of cancerous nodules of considerable size.

The surrounding and intervening tissue was as hard
and unyielding as the tumor itself. The process of

suppuration was beginning to manifest itself, and for

several weeks the patient had suUered night and day
the most excruciating pain through the diseased parts.

The first operation was perlbrmed in one of the
wards of the hospital, in the presence of Prof. Frank
Hamilton (who had requested us to operate by the
electrolytic method) and his private class. The patient

having been etherized, we introduced deeply into the

upper portion of the breast three gilded needles, and
with a fourth transfixed the largest of the axillary nod-
ules. The positive pole (a large moist sponge) was
applied to the under portion of the gland. Ko very
decided change was manifest in the appearance of the
mnss during the operation other than some puffing up
of the skin, due to the disengaged hydrogen ; but very
soon after it becran to decrease in size, and in one week
not only had all the hardness of the surrounding tissue

and all the axillary enlargements entirely disappeared,
but the mammary tumor had decreased in size at least

one-half. The most grateful relief the patient experi-

enced, however, was the complete and seemingly per-
manent dissipation of pain. In ten days we again
operated, and by the same method, in the amphitheatre
and before Dr. Hamilton and the regular class of the

College. On the following day the patient felt so com-
fortable that she left the hospital, and in a week's time
presented herself for examination, when it was found
that there had been a still further decrease in the size

of the tumor. She still remained entirely free from
pain, and was delighted with the results of treatment.
Most unfortunately, we now lost sight of the patient.

She never returned, and thus an opportunity of wit-
nessing the final results in this case of scirrhus, in which
the immediate eflects of electrolysis were so remarka-
ble, was forever lost.

The probabilities are that the patient was satisfied

with the result of treatment and did not feel it neces-
sary to continue it.

Scirrhns of two years^ standing involving the whole
ri^ht breast.—Pain relieved by external treatment, but

elertrolzyation with a strong current does not appre-
ciably (tfffrt the groirlh.

CaseXVIII.—.Mrs.D., alady of middle age, ob.served

during the winter of 18G9 a very slight enlargement on
the right breast.

Its giowtli was exceedingly slow until June of the

foUowiiig year, when it rapidly increased in size, and in

two months it had involved the whole breast.

She first consulted in this city Dr. Wm. II. Van
Buren, who pronounced it a case ofscirrhusand referred

her to us for electrolytic treatment.

We (bimd the tumor to be remarkably hard, involv-
ing two of the axillary glands.

The patient had for months suffered very great pain,

while the arm of the afiected side was so lame that it

was impoi^sihle to lilt it more than a little way from
the side. External applications relieved the pain very
decidedly, and improved the condition of the arm so
that she was able to use it quite readily.

On Dec. 4th, 1871, in the presence of Drs. Nott and
Metcalfe, we etherized the patient and operated by in-

troducing into the upper portion of the tumor four

three-cornered needles, insulated to within one inch of
the points. The current was from 36 zinc carbon cells,

and in tension sufficient to deflect the galvanometer some
fifty degrees. The needles remained in position twenty
minutes; and although the current was constantly pass-

ing, the eflect on the substance of the growth where
the needles pierced was barely appreciable, while the
skin covered by the large sponge of the positive pole

was well-nigh blistered.

The needles utterly failed, and we were forced to

content ourselves with the relief afforded by external

applications, not attempting the undermining or de-
structive process.

Scirrhns of the breast, in a married lady, of four
months' standing; very severe pain; very great relief of
pain by external galvanization and electrolyzation by
worliing tip the base.—Death from exhaustion.

Case XIX.—Margaret D., aged 35, was referred to

ns October 10th, 1871, by Drs. Skene and Corey, of the
Female Department of Long Island College Hospital
—She was aflecteil with a tumor of the left breast that

was manifestly scirrhns. The entire mamma was hard,

quite firm, and presented, in spots, a reddish and angry
appearance. It was four months since the attention

of the patient had been called to the growth, and
probablv much longer than that since its first appear-
ance. For several weeks the pain had been terrible

and almost constant, and it was this fact more than any
apprehension of the nature of the malady that had
brought lier to the hospital.

The face of the pat:ent was considerably cachectic,

and her condition in general was one of debility.

We at once began treatment by locahzed faradization

(external). The applications were made with wet
sponges, and the seances continued about ten minutes.
After the second application the pain diminished, and
after further treatments ceased almost entirely.

This relief continued for six Aveeks or more, vary-
ing slightly at intervals. External galvanization, local-

ized in the same manner, was next resorted to, with
apparently even greater effect than the faradization.

The tumor, however, did not perceptibly diminish in

size, and therefore we began to try electrol3'sis, at first

with an insulated needle, connected with the negative
pole, the positive being appUed by a sponge on the
surface of the tumor. The comparatively slight pain
caused by the operation was borne without an anaes-

thetic. We may here remark, that the pain of intro-

ducing a needle is sometimes greater than that of the
subsequent action of the current on the deeper tissues,
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jinil for that reason we have sometimes used local anaes-

thesia by ether spray, and, what is more couve'iient

scill, airholic acid. A mixture first sngj^ested to us by
our assistant, Dr. I. H. Sterlinii;, composed of carl)olic

iicid one part and sulphuric ether two parts, applii-d to

the skin, will cause a circumscribed aniosthesia lasting-

fir perhaps about ten minutes. By this extremely sini[)le

method amcsthesia may be restricted to a spat^e one-

eighth of an inch in diameter. As the skin oilers the

c'lief resistance to the introduction of the needle, and
is more abundantly supplied with nerves than the deeper
tissues, it is easy to understand that by this local and
superficial anresthesia the pain, and what is oftentimes

Avorse, the dread of the introduction of needle, can be
reduced to a minimum. The only efl'ect of the electro-

lyzation several times repeated was to cause a sloughing

near the spot where the needle was inserted. The patient

remained mostly free from pain, but the body of the

growth refused to diminish.

Ju-t before the needle was used, the palient was
brouglit before the Kings Co. Medical Society, and
there examined by a large number of physicians and
surgeons; the opinion was unanimous that the case was
one of seirrhus.

By request of Dr. Geo. K. Smith, of St. Peter's

Hospital, where the patient was staying, we now re-

solved to try more thorough treatment, and on No-
vember 14, 1871, the patient was fully anajsthetized by
Dr. Corey, a-id three negative and three positive needles

were inserted around the base of the upper part of the

growth, in such a way as to suri'ouud that portion of

the tumor and separate it from the healthy tissue.

This was the first time that we employed this me-
thod, which we subsequently denominated

—

working up

the base.

Drs. Armor, Skene, Bunker, and other physi-

cians and surgeons were present. The opeiation last-d

half an liour. It was followed by some iiiitative fever

and by a sloughing of the pnrts
;
the patient rallied,

however, to such an extent that she was able to leave

tiie Hospital of St. Peter's, where she had been confined,

and to walk to her home.
November 27, hemorrhage appeared from some

artery, and the patient lost a number of ounces of blood.

She suftered, however, but little pain, and continued

her housework. Subsequently, we operated by the

same method in the Hospital of St. Peter's. Drs.

Spier, Homisten, Hutton, and others were present,

and assisted in the etherization. The usual sloughing

ibliowed, until the entire body of the growth was re-

moved ; completely detached from the surrounding
jiarts. Tlie base of the part first operated on had healed

up. a'most entirely.

The patient went to her home in the city. She suf-

fereil little or no pain, but was manife-^tly growing fee-

b'e, and, April 22, she died of exhaustion. U[) to the

day of her death she suflered very little pain.

Tiie interesting features in the above case—wliich may
be regarded as one of the worst manifestations of seir-

rhus of the breast—are that it was so quickly rehevftd of

pain by electricity, however administered, and that this

relief was so permanent; that the size of the timior did

not diminish under the treatment; that the working
np of the base was followed by a very satisfactoiy

healing; that this method was, however, adopted too

late to prevent the constitutional infection ; and linall}^,

tiiat the patient, even in her debility, bore without the

trace of a shock severe and protracted opeia ions.

In their relations to electro-therapeutics there would
appear to be two general varieties of tumors of the

breast; one variety in which all or nearly all the mamma
is involved, and is very hard, firm and unyielding, the

skin being tense, glossy, and indicating inflammation and
induration. The case above described would come under
that head. This variety is the more obstinate and unyield-

ing ; the pain may be relieved, as in the case above cited,

but the tumors do not grow smaller under the action of

the current; they can be diminished in size or removed
only by actual destruction of the tissue.

In the otlier variety the tumor involves but, a limited

portion of the breast ; the skin is not tense, but is soft

and yielding, and of the natural color ; the growth is

felt as a nodule beneath the skin, and the pain is not

usually so severe as in the other variety and the growth
is much slower. This variety is the one that is most
disposed to yield to electrical treatment. Not only is

the pain relieved, but the tumors grow softer and small-

er, and in some instances permanently disappear.

In other cases their advance is arrested by the treat-

ment, so tliat they remain stationary fcjr months or years.

Whether what we call, for convenience sake, and
for clinical reasons, only two varieties, are leally but

different stages of one variety
;
whether the latter may

sometimes come under the head of abscess, or of the

atrophying cancer described by Billroth, these ques-

tions may be left to professed surgeons and pathologists.

Epithelial cancer in a lady aged 30, involving Ihe rec-

tum, vagina, and external parts. Eleven electrohjiic oper-

ations remove the groivths, alleviate j^fii't, and modify
very greatly ihe rapidity 'with ivhich the disease subse-

quently reappears.

Case XX.—The wife of a physician, aged about 30,

had for eight years of her married life suffered from
what was supposed to be seirrhus of the rectum,

which had been removed by ligatures at different times

and by dilTerent surgeons.

About three years before we saw her, an epithelial

cancer appeared at the entrance of the vagina ; this

gradually increased in size and protruded, until by Oct.

1871 it appeared to be about half as large as a cauli-

flower, and much resembled one in appearance. The
discharge was very profuse and very offensive ; the

pain terrible and almost constant. The growth was
evidently increasing, and only with diflQculty could the

patient walk about the house.

A more distressing case of disease of any kind we
had never seen. After each removal of the mass by
the ligature, it would spring up almost belore the sight

and become larger than before. There was about it a

rankness, a fierceness, a maignity, quite unusual.

Like rampant weeds in rich soil, the more it Avas cut

off, the fa-ter it grew. Escharotics of all kinds, as well

as condurango, had been tried, the latter remedy seem-
ing to do injury.

The galvano-cautery had been suggested by Dr. E.

R. Peaslee, whom the patient consulted, and Dr. Byrne
had intended to give it a trial, but deferred the opera-

tion in order to experiment with condurango. We
began treatment with external galvanization in order

to relieve the pain. The first treatment accomplished

nothing: the third treatment we coimected an insula-

ted rectal electrode with one pole, while the positive,

by means of a wet cloth, was gently passed over the

very sensitive surface of the tumor.

The patient was relieved of pain for a whole night.

Satisfied with the result, we now resolved to use the

needles.

With the assistance of Dr. Rotton and the husband

of the patient we operated eleven times, with intervals

oftwo or three weeks between the seances. Full etheri-

zation has i)een obtained in each operation.

We used two, three, or four needles, according to

circumstances, and both poles were inserted into the

base of the growth.
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The first operation, Oct. 20, whicli lasted twenty-
five niinut s>. reinovcil one-tliinl of llic frrowtli; nnd by
the end of the tliirl operation, uU tlie fjrowth external

to the orifiie of the vau'ina was removed.
Far n]) in the vapina, ilie diseased portion con'd

reaiiily lie detoetfd, spreading out in all directions like

a wattrmelon vine.

Nov. ir)ili, tliere were some evidences of a rea|>pear-

ance of tlie external frrowtli in those parts tiiat were
not thoroufjiily ehetiized. Nov. 22d, operated again

by electrolysis for lialf an iionr.

D.*c. oth, operated apain by electrolysis in connec-
tion wiih Dr. ]{yrne, who by the aid of his specnliim

applied the palvano-eautery to the portions of the

growth ill the vagina. Jan. 17th, again ojicrated by
thte same method for 30 minute.<!. Tiie external u'cer

caused by the removal of the tumor iiad hitherto been
about four inches lon'_', three inches wide, and one inch

in depth, extending from the middle of thi; labia bej'ond

llie amis on tlie right side.

This ulc -r now began to heal at the edges and to

cont:aPt. Jan. Gth, began the use of nitrate of silver,

applied to the ulcer. Jan. Stli.the discharge which had
come from the vagina was much diiiiinisheJ and the

ulcer liad co:iiraited to half the original size. Jan. 21st,

operated l\v electrolysis in the vagina chiefly.

March 24ih. repeated the operations with long nee-

dle-, in the vagina, on some ragged po;tions of the

growth. We were now able to ascertain by digital

examination that there was a pretty d rect connection
between the growth in the rectum and tiie one in tiie

vagina ; they seemed indeed to be extensions from a

co:nmon centre.

Tiie sep:uni at the ba«e of the tumor in the vagina
was so thin, that we much feared a recto-vaginal fisiula,

and great care was necessary in operating, to j'reserve

this delicate and partially disorganized tissue that sepa-

rated the two canals. April 21, again operated by
electrolysis.

Snbsequ.ntly the actual cautery was once used, in

the hope that perhaps it might cause a more thorough
drying up of the profusely discharging surface in the
vagina; but tlie results of is use were unsatisfactory.

The febrile condition tiiat followed was alarming, and
the local pain was terrific for sever.Vi days after the

operation. Since that time no f -rmal op>ration has
been made on the pa'ien". During the summer local

applications of various kin s liave been exiierimented
with; among others, a iiii>:L;ire of iodine, io lide of po-
tassium, and glycerine, whie .

.\ as employed at the sug-
gestion of Dr. 13yrne, and wi'- good effwt.

During the year ihe patient has ta^en lod-liver oil,

and except by i:iiervals has hid a good appetite.

Twice a severe an! prot ao!e<l attack of sciatica Las
been brought on, apparently by exposure to cold.

At the date of writing the patient is confined to her
bed, and is somewhat hysteri al, but suffers compara-
tively little p lin. During the summer the external part
of the growth has gralna'ly reappeared, but there is

no dilTioulty in urination or defecation ; and hence we
conclu ie tiiat the portion in the rectum has not greatly

enlarged, and at the last examii^ation the condition of
the vagina was not seriously altered. We have all

along feared tliat the disea-e would extend to tlie uterus,

but examinations maile at different times gave no evi-

dence of involvement of that organ.

The operations were p-rlorniel with a zinc-carbon
battery of lb cell.*, freshly charged.

Tlie constringing power of the current was observed
nt b >th pole-, bui most, decidedly at the positive.

After < aoh operaticm the s irface pie-^ented a dark and
omewhat charred appearance, as though it had been

slightly burned. No luge artery was severed during
the operation-, hence it was not necessary to u.«<e either

the ligature or jiersulphate of iron.

We have given the al>ove case in considerable detail,

because olila great interest to surgeons, and especially

becaii.se it illustrates most vividly, at once, the value

nnd the limitations of electrolysis in malignant tumors.

It illustrates :
—

1. The power of eleetrolysis to control hemorrhage.
The growth was so vascular that it bled quite prol'nsely

on tiie slightest touch, and yet, under the various and
pio racted e!ecirol} tic treatments to which it was sub-

jected, the amount of blood lost was but a trifle.

2, The fact that the elcc:rolyiic treat iient does not
cause shock, to the extent that similar destruction of
tissue by other metiiods would l>e likely t j do. Twice,
when chloroform was employed as an anesthetic, the
pul.se acted badly and eoiiq.elled us to suspend the opera-
tion sooner than we desireil ; but under etherization the

needles were us-d for half ;in hour and longer without
causing any sh' ck. Tiie stimulus of the current, with
the occasional in:erruptioiis that are required, seemed,
by refle.K iiiHncnce on the central nervous .sy-lem. to act

as an antidote to shock, as it has appeared to do in other

cases.

o. Better healing, and later reappearance of the
growth tiian after the operations by ligature and caus-

tics. When removed by ligature this growth sprang
up with great rapidity— in the course of a few days;
even before the eyes, as it were, it seemed to enlarge,

and to develop an offensive d scharge ; and the base
never began to heal, even on the edges. After thor-

ough electr zation of the base, this growth not only did

not show signs of recurrence f<jr several weeks. Vmt an
external ulcer of large size entirely healed. With the

internal ulcer on the feebly organized mucous tissues of

the vagina we were not so suicessful.

4, The severe irr.tative fever tliat sometimes follows

electrolysis.

Af.er all the op-rations, tiie patient was confined to

her bed for several day.s, and wtis more or le-s distressed

by inflammation and swelling, not only on the edges
of the ulce-, but at some distance down the nates and
through the labia. The swelling of the labia was so

great that difliculty and pain were experienced in pas.«-

ing water. It should be noted, however, that after the

operations with the galvanic cautery and the actual

cautery, the irritative fever and the surrounding inflam-
mation were much more decided and distressing, and
for that reason we letnrned to electrolysis.

5. The utter inability of even the most thorough
and repeated electrolyzaiions of the base, to yierma-

nently eradicate the growth in those parts where it

was connected with ihe mucous membrane. Althoiigh

the base ivas thorour/h!y ivorked up by inserting

the needles into the l;ealihy tissue surrounding it

so as to completely cut off ad communicition between
the natural and the morbid parts, yet the disease ex-

tended from ihe vafpna—to all appearances travelled

bodily, according to Morgan's tlieory of cancer—until

quite di-tant parts were attacked and became saturate<l

wiih cancerous degeneation. The external port on of
the growth conne-jted with t!ie perin£Bum and nates was
apparently eradicated as thoroughly and as succe-sfully

as the. cases of epithelioma of the lip, previously re-

ported.

Take the case all in all, its long standing and wile
extent, iis excessively rapid growth and still more rapid

reappearance after operation by ligature, the frequenti

repetition of long cleetrolvzations and the great tempor-

ary benefit resulting therefrom, it may probably be re-

garded as Avithout a precedent in electro surgery.
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DISEASE OF THE HEART COMPLECAT-
INU PREGNANCY AND LABOR.

REAf.VRKS BEFORE THE KINGS CO. MEDICAL SOCIETY.

By C. L. MITCHELL, M.D.,

BUOOKLYN, N. Y.

Mrs. , ofPennsylvania, aged 24 years, mnrried about

six mom lis, came for advice because her menses liad

been arre.ste'l, and the means used by her physician to

cause their return had been inelfeclual. Tier general

lieaUli was pooJ, her flesh moderately full and firm,

and her manner and appearance denoted health and
vigor. She had been troubled "with heart disease from

her infancy—hypertrophy with mitral retiurgitation.

Of late she had suffered severely from palpitation and
shortness of breath, making it impossible lor her to go
up stairs, or walk otliLM-wise than ver}' slowly, without
inducing such violent dyspnoea as would compel her to

stand still until the action of the heart was quieted.

A careful examination determined beyond question

that she Avas about three monihs advanced in preg-

nancy.

Serious questions immediately arose as to the influ-

ences of the later stages of piegnanc}'^, and of the haz-

ards of l;d)or thus complicated. The heart disease was
so far advanced that constriction of the chest by dress

or corsets couM not be borne, aid how will she be able

to bear the still greater encroachments upon the capa-

( ity of the chest by an enlarged uterus ? Already every
active effort caused distressing dyspnoea, and what
consequences were to be anticipated from the violent

and uncontrollable throes of labor?

Early writers speak of a fatal syncope occurring in

pregnancy and after labor which they were unable to

explain. Burns, of the University of Glasgow, says

he has more than once found a fiital syncope in preg-

nancy that he apprehended to be due lo di-ease of the

heart, although it presented no pathognomonic symp-
toms. Bedford states that he has seen but one instance

of fatal syncope in pregnancy, and in that case it was
Well ascertained that disease; of the he.irt existed pre-

viously. Hervieux mentions disease of the heart as a

c.iuse of death in puerperal women. Montgomery,
Churchill, Mcius and Tanner do not refer to this com-
plication. Cazeau dwells minutely and at length on
a most every variety of dise;!se that may complicate
pregnancy, but disease of the heart is not named as one
of them. As complicating labor, however, he thinks it

is too often the cause of sudden death not to call for

so:ne special attention during labor, and rela'es a case

in [loint. Dr. Simpson states that in a case of sudden
death after the expulsion of the foetus, in which the

uterus was firmly contracted, the labor nalxn-al and
without hemorrhage or other complication, the

anterior history of the patient showed the probability

of ihe existence of diseased heart. In anoiier case the

patient died suddenly about three hours after deliveiy,

in whicih the symptoms before delivery indicated dis-

ease of the mitral valve. Dr. Elliot, in his "Obstetric
Clinie," mentions the presence of organic disease of the

lieart as increasing the danger of delay, in a question

of Inducing premature labor in a ca=e of deformed pel-

vis. Drs. Melcalle and Barker, in c msnltation in this

case, seem of the same opinion. Flint, Peacock, Bel-

lingham, and others, in their works on di-eases of the

heart, make no reference to the aggravation of their

symptoms by pregnancy, or to their presence augment-
ing the danger of confinement. Stokes enumerates
twelve different maladies in which a knowledge of the

heart's condition is important to their proper mannge-

ment, but among these pregnancy and labor are not

mentioned.

By this references to the Avritings of some of those

who are looked to as authority by the profession, iu

those departments to which the nmtual relations of

heatt disease and child-beaiing l)e!ong, the conditions

with which we are now occupied are, for the most

l)art, barely recognized. Smue do not name tliem.

Others regaid them as dangerous compli9ations, but

dismiss the subject without connnent. A few have

seen in them a serious condition, an<l suggested the

necessity of meeting it by appropriate mi-asures.

The negntive part of this testimony is not without

its value. If the reports of Duges, Boivin, Velpeau,

and others, which have supplied ilie records for obstetric

statisticians for half a century, do not afford cases of

mortality from this complication sufficient to attract

attention, then its occurrence must be exceedingly rare,

or the dang( r from it much less than we might antici-

pate, in the large majority of cases. This is an impor-

tant conclusion, as it enables us, during the distiessinir

and perilous dyfi>na'a of labor, to speak encourajjingly

to the pa'ient. This immunity is no doubt due to the

brief contiimance of the pain, and the frequent recur-

rence of intervals of rest; the pain not continuing long

enough, in many cases, to materially excite the heart's

action.

The positive part of the testimony points to the fact,

that although the large majority of cases may go on to

a favorable termination, yet there are some which are

attended with great danger, and which can be carried

through safely only by the greatest skill and d ligent

watchl'ulne-s.

All the distressing symptoms of heart disease are

aggravated by pregnancy : palpitation, difficult breath-

ing, sleeplessness, loss of appetite, anosmia, and sense

of suffocation and faintness, which are to be met by the

careful management requisite in advanced hypertrophy

of the heart. The digestion and nutrition should be

maintained in as perfect condition as possible, and the

blood enriched by carefully selected food and the ad-

ministration of iron. Whatever excites increased or

turbulent action of the heart should be avoided; as all

quick movements, especially the sudden rising from a

sitting posture, walking rapidly, ascending stairs, wear-

ing closely fitting clothing, and whatever, in the experi-

ence of the patient, is (bund to induce pa'piiation.

When the palpitation is habitual, recourse should be

had to digitalis, cannabis, purgatives, etc. Tiie tendency

to syncope, which is apt to result in a fatal termina-

tion, should be guarded against by the measures for

keeping up the general strength and quieting and reg-

ulating the heart's action already mentioned, and the

use of stimulant-, which should be alwavs at hand
ready for administration. Congestion of the lungs or

of tiie kidneys, nervous irritabdity, and the vaiious

causes of suffering incidental to heart disease, shonid be

sought for frequently without wtdting for their promi-

nent announcement by painful symptoms, and their

fatal tendencies prevented by appro])iiate treatment.

Should these symptoms reach such a degree of ag-

gravation as to endanger life, the que-tion of premature

delivery must be considered and decided. The pro-

priety of resortiuG: to premature delivery in certain

cases of organic disease, with a view to saving life, has

been positiveh'' determined in the afl&rmative. It is

equally proper in the conditions we are considering.

Johnson and Sinclair, in their work on Practical Mid-
wifery, relate a case of pregnancy with suspected car-

diac disease, in which the heart's action was excited

to 150 beats in a niinute, a rapidity that destroyed all

distinction between the two sounds. The face became
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swollen nnd livid, and tlie distress for breath was cxces-
Bive. The f<i'!a! hoart havinpr ceased to heat, tlie child

was extracted with tlie crotchet, and within two hours
the heart returned to its onhiiary beat and healthy
ihythin. In this cnse tlie inotiicr's life was in iinmiiieiil

peril by the coniilic.ilioii, itn<l was to all appearance
saved by proMipt and clhcient interference. If, there-

fore, duiinj: the progress of pregnancy, the lilt' of the
mother is jeopard z^-d by a^rpravated hrart symptom-!,
recoufse to premature labor i? not only jnstitiaiile but
imperative, and shoiiM be tlie subjecr of daily consid-

eration. Advanced heart disease is often the immedi-
ate caii-e of conge>tion of the brain, hni;j.'5. fir kidneys,

wliieli, in pregnancy or labor, may at any time requite

immediate delivery, in order to save the life of the pa-
tient.

If the patient arrive in sa*ety to the period of con-
finement, her leans and appreliensions should be allayed

by assiimnces of a reasonal>le expectation of doing well.

If the aceouelu-ur is himself timid, or if untamiliar with
the methods of effective interference, he had bett<>r

tran.sfer the patient to another. If, in the progress of
the labor, circumstances arise requiring immediate de-
livery, that end must be itumediately effected by the

measures appropriate to the stage of the labor at that
moment. A delay of one or two minutes may make
the difforence of life or death to the patient, and the
practitioner is to be blamed if he is not both prepared
and watchful. "Syncope in labor, with heart compli-
cation, is greatly more urgent than hemorrhage or
convulsions."

If violent palpitation is induced by the voluntary
efforts during uterine pain, we have in anaisthetics the
means of allaying tliis cause of excited action of the
heart.

Several questions arise at th's point needing decision.

Is heart disease a bar to the use of anaesthetics ?

Which is the safer, ether or chloroform, in cardiac
disea-e? Wiiich of the two is preferable, when the
object is to allay the involuntary action of the volun-
tary muscles in the throes of labor?

After enumerating the results of post-mortem exam-
inations in casjs of death from chloroform, Sansom
says:—"In persons affected with valvular di-ease—in

those in whom cardiac mischief is the result of acute
rheumatism, for example— there is no special danger in

the administration of chloroform.". ..." Tlie danger is

in those in whom there is incompetence of the heart's
fibre, and the talile of mortality shows this danger to
be great.". ..." In fatty degeneraiion." he adds, "clilo-
roform should not be admimst red.". . .

." In tlie ad-
ministration of chloroform to nearly 4,000 patit-nts,"

says Dr. Snow, "the only instance o." death was in a
case of a weak and flabby heart." Dr. Hayward, of
Boston, writes: "1 have been in the habit of adminis-
tering ether in cases where disease of the heart or lungs
was jiresent. and have had no cause to regret it." The
testimony of other pracitioners, whose extensive ex-
perience in hospital and private practice entitles them
to confidence, confirms the position of Mr. Sansom,
that ehlornfurm and ether an be used icith a fair degree
of sa/ef)/ in all diseases of the heart, except in the iceak,

fiahhy heart, and in futfi/ degeneration.

Tlie experiments and observations made by the com-
mittee of the Medical and Chirurgical Society' of Lon-
don definitely show that " chloroform, aftera tempo-
rary stimulus, exerts a depressant action upon the heart.

. . . . Witli ether it was found that sometimes, even after

insensibility had been induced, the mercury in the
haemadynamometer stood higher than before the ad-
ministration of the ether. .!. With ether there was
failure of the force of the circulation only when there

was manifest failure of the breathing." Mr. Wakely,
Surgeon to the Koyal Free Hospital, made extensive
serie."? of experiments with ether and chloroform, aided
by Mr. Erasmus Wibon and others, from which he
concludes that "when there exists any disease of t!i«

heart. . . .it wonld be hi;;lily imprudent to recommend
the inhalation of the vapor of chloroform or of ether;

....but should the practitioner determme upon em-
ploying one of the two agents in q'lCRtion, assuredly

the more dangerous of the two would be found in the

vapor of chloroform." To this we may ajipend the

statement of Dr. Hayward, that he had administered
ether in many such cas-.'s, and had never had cause to

regret it. If in connection with this we add the state-

ment of Dr. Snow, that chlirofbrm sometinics paralyzes

the heart, tlun our second question is answered, viz.:

that f« cardiar disease efher is safer than rhioro/orm.

Violent action of the voluntary muscles excites the

action of the heart if repeated in quick succession

;

and the action of the abdominal muscles in exciting

palpitation is demonstrated by the well-known influ-

ence of strong efforts in the act of defecation. Of
peristaltic actions and reflex actions, the latter are

first sulidneil by an anajsthetic. Peri«'taliic actions

continue with unabateil lo ce even after reflex actions

are entirely subdued. It is only a question of degree
of ana?siliesi.i. Hence the uterine action may and does
continue after the reflex action of the abdominal mus-
cles is rendered impossible, and may continue of such
power as of itself to be able to accomplish the expul-

sion of the child. This is aided by the relaxation of
the perineal mu-des under the influence of the .same

drug. Chloroform, being much the more powerful of

the two under discussion, will more rapidly and cer-

tainly bring about the desired inaction of tlie abdomi-
nal muscles; but ir is very possible to obtain the same
result by the u.se of ether. Dr. Curling, in his addre-s

before the Hunterian Society, says that "chloroform
exerts a direct and more powerful influence on the
heart than ether. In those cases, therefore, in which
we desire chiefly to obtain muscular relaxation, and in

persons whose powers are much depressed, it may be
advisable to employ ether." Mr. Lansdowne, Surgeon
to the Britisii General Ho-pital, says, as to the use of
ether in labor, that, "he finds the uterus sending out
the placenta immediately after the expulsion of ti c

child, and tliere has scarcely been any liemorrhage fol-

lowing. But the state of the pcrinseum is a tiling

which Ibrcilily struck me while using ether, that it has
invariably relaxed before the head has come to bear
upon it, thereby not requiring (he pressure of the head
to force it open and to lacerate it, as was frequently the

case when lelt to itself in the old practice. This ad-
vanta::eous quality I have not observed while using
the chloroform, tiie parts under its use continuing un-
affected by it; neither have I ever found the action of

the uterus, when in a sluggish state, induced by the
chloroform as it is by the ether." Hence, as ether
strengthens the heart wliile chloroform depresses if ; a?

the advantage of chloroform over ether in subduing
the action of the abdominal muscles is more than coun-
terbalanced by the ton c action of the latter on the
heart and uterus ; a^ ether relaxes the perinaeum in a
degree not oV>served under the influence of chloroform

;

and as uterine contraction is excited by ether, while
chloroform tends to subdue it, it is fair to infer that

ether sliould he chosen, when an anaesthetic is needed,
in heart disease com[)licatin? labor.

In cases of tay^ping for abdominal dropsy, it ];as oc-

curred, in repeated instances, that the patient has died

from syncope during the operation. The death, under
such circumstances, is due to the sudden removal of
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the pressure to which the internal organs had become
habituated. Tliis tondency to a fat.il syncope may be
avoided by keeping up a constant pressure on the ab-

domen as the fluid is withdrawn. Patients with lieart

di.-:ease are, as has been shown, pecuharly iialilo to

dangerous syncope during pregnancy and immethately

afier labor. Cazeau states that a patient of his, who
had been lor tln-ee or four years sutiering from severe

heart symptoms, passed through an easy and rapid

labor, appi^ared not at all fat'gued after its termination,

and inquired the sex of her child. Whilst the ac-

coucheur was tying the cord, he observed a few con-

vulsive movements, but hardly had time to run to her

before she was dead. Therefore, during the passage of

the cliil;], and subsequently, during and after tlie ex-

trusion of the placenta, the abdomen should be firmly,

constantly, and permanently supported. It is one of

those minor attentions which, by circumstances, be-

come raised to the rank of essentials.

When the labor is safely ended, the patient is not yet

out of danger. A diseased heart is a feeble heart, and

the loss of blood attending the expulsion of the child

and placenta may cause a sudden and fatal cessation of

its action. This sudden failure of the vital powers may
take place without a symptom of warning, and the

patient's condition ilemands the most active foresight

and constant watchfulness on the part of the physician.

The labor should, if possible, be terminated with the

mother so placed as to require no change after the

birth of the child. Her position should be on the side

or the back, as the one or the other interferes the less

with her breathing. Tlie raising of the head or turning

of the body at this perilous moment might be fatal.

She should be warned and instructed beforehand, and
the necessity of absolute quietness enforced at the time.

To diminish the loss of blood, a full dose of ergot (com-

bined with a carminative to prevent nausea) might
be administered just before the child's head escapes

from the vulva. The pulse should be constantly

watched, and the first indication of failure in its strength

be instantly met by a stimulant previously selected and
prepared wiih reference to the taste and idiosyncrasy

of the patient. Generally, nothing is better than good
old brandy. A solution of carbonate of ammonia
should be at hand and ready for use. Under the most
favorable condition, the accoucheur should not leave the

patient within two hours, and not then unless reaction

and quiet of mind and body are established. For a

week at least, and longer if the heart's action is more
feeble than before, the patient should be kept recumbent
and quiet, all movements, even such as raising the hips

upon a bed-pan, necessary for the calls of nature, being

performed by the aid of others. Merriam mentions a

ease in which a young woman, the third day after

delivery, while in the act of relieving herself at stool,

fell back and expired. The sense of well-being which
a patient may enjoy should not lead to a relaxation of

carefulness, but the recumbency and absolute quietness

should be maintained for at least a week, unless the

heart-beat is calm and the pulse presents satisfactory

strengtii and volume. The diet should be nutritious

and diges'ible, and such as previous experience has

shown to be most acceptable to the stomach.
These considerations aid us in deciding another very

important point, viz., whether or not a young woman
with disease of the heart should be prohibited from
marrying ? The lady, whose case is given as the intio-

duclion of these remarks, had organic disease of the

heart. She was engaged to be married, and consulted

me as to the safety and propriety of her assuming the

risks incident to maternity.

If, in her case, the condition were that of a feeble,

flabby heart, with degenerate tissue, the patient cer-

tainl}'' ought not to marry. But can this condition be
recognized diu'ing life, with suflicient clearness to

justify a positive answer? If there be long-continued
anaemia; more or less emaciation; nervous debility;

a small, feel)le, shnv pulse ; and a feeble impulse of the

lieart, with gieat dysj)n(jca on taking exercise, the
disease can be so far recognized as to enable us to decide
that marriage should not bo risked. If to these

symptoms are added syncope from slight causes, show-
ing that the heart fails to steadily convey the blood to

the brain, child-bearing would, in all probability, be
fatal. If, on the other hand, the patient be young,
well nourished, and vigorous, even with consideraVjle

hypertrophy of the heart and cardiac murmurs both
direct and regurgitant, and su tiering dyspnoea from
active efforts ; in choosing between evils, we might
well decide that marriage is the less, and might there-

fore be permitted. As this was the condition of my
patient I advised the marriage, and it was soon after

consummated.
In due time the patient became pregnant, and was

delivered at full term. She w.is then residing in Cen-
tral New York, and was attended by Dr. M. 0. West,
who brought to her case all the skill and intelligence

necessary to conduct it to a favorable result. His letter

is a fitting close to these observations, and is as follows :

" Mrs. was confined on the 1st instant, after a

labor of nineteen hours' duration. At twelve o'clock

at night she was awakened by pain and flowing of

waters. I was summoned immediately. Pains con-

tinued somewhat regularly, but dilatation did not take

place to any extent until about eight in the morning,

and was not complete until afternoon,

"Up to this time the dyspnoea, coughing, and vomit-

ing made the case a distressing and alarming one.

The head, however, now began to descend, and
progressed as steadily and rapidly as could be ex-
pected with short pains, until it was well engaged
within the pelvis, which it filled almost to impaction.

"Just then, her strength, which before had been re-

markably firm, began to fail very perceptildy, and I ap-

plied the forceps and extracted the head through the

pelvis, when she seemed to revive somewliat. A de-

coction of ergot and full dose of brandy were exhibited.

The pains became vigorous, and I removed the forceps,

trusting the dilatation of the soft parts and completion

of the labor to the eftbrts of nature.

"At the expiration of about fifteen minutes she was
delivered of a still boy, which, however, was readily

resuscitated.

"From the time the descent of the head began, the

rapid and almost complete subsidence of the chest

s3'mptoms was most noticeable.

"IBoth mother and son (9 lbs.) are doing as promis-

ingly as is common in uncomplicated cases.

" April 7th, 1870."

|3ro0rcss of ittctJical 0ciencc.

Rkmoval of ^[['ltilocular Ovat?ian Tcmor WEicn-
ixG SiXTV-TWo Pounds.—Dr. R. C. M. Pa-je, of this

city, adds another to the number of successful cases of

ovariotomy. The patient was an Englishwoman,
married, a^t. 45, the mother of four children, and a resi-

dent of Paterson, N. J. Abdomen began to enlarge

eight years ago, more particularly on right side. No
inconvenience was experienced from the presence of

the tumor until three years ago, when she began to
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enlnrpe quite rapidly. Dr. Pft^'C saw her for the first

tiino in July, nnii diapnostioatod ovarian tumor. Dr.
Ripley, who nl.so saw the case, confirmed the opitiion.

The patient had never been tajijtcd. The operation of
iivariotomy was perfornie I July 25, 1872, hy Dr. I'n},'e,

a=s sted by Drs>. Rijtley and (iraham. Tliere were a

few unimportant adhesions. The sac c )ntained fony-
eipht pounds of a thick chocolate-colored fluid. The
pedicle was .short, six inches broad, and was returned
into the cavity. Ko clamp was used. The jiatient re-

covered.

Sir "William FERorsoN on Stone.—In the course
of this surgeon's remarks before the British Mediral
Asxocitition, he siid :

'' A feelinp seems to prevail that

there is no interest in a stone broken into fragments
by the litholrile, but if it has been cut, into two l)y a

saw, after its removal from tlie bladder, the cut surface

is eaizerly looked at. No doubt the interest here has
reference to the chemical composition of stone, and,

possibly, to the nucleus, althougli the section does not iii-

varialily make thai clear. In my opinion tlie fragments
ol litliotrity possess an interest equal, if not greater, in

every respect, to the cut or entire specimens. The
chemical composition of a stone can be as readily made
out from fragments as Irom sections; so, also, as regirds

the nucleus; and indeed from these fragments we can
often acquire a knowledge of a patient's constituiion,

as regards the tendency to the formation of stone,

whicii we cannot in any other way. We can see how,
in some, fragments will lie in the bladder, without
change of surface, much longer than in others. In one
case we can recognize for days, even weeks, the frag-

ments of an uric acid stone with ihe edges defined and
surface the .same as when first bioken

; in another we
fierceive how readily and rapidly new stone-deposit
occurs — generally jih sphatie. Then, too, we can
speedily appreciate the danger of neg'ect or careless-

ness after lithotiity is once begun, lor, in place of pro-
bably only one stone being present there may. indeed
tliere will, soon be many stones, for each fragment
becomes a nucleus fur fnsh deposit, and this hastens
on with greatly inerea.sed rapidity. Even the nucleus,

always a centre of interest, may be as appreciable in

the Iragraents of lithotrity as when displayed by the
saw I put as much faith as any man does in

the chemical treatment, if I may so call it, of the dia-

thesis of stone ; but when oisce a stone has formed (and
ill most instances it is so without premonitory warn-
ing), the 'fact' of stone is established, and there may
be room for doubt whether chemical treatment does
not then make matters worse; for, wliatever the
quality of urine, the ch;:nci'S are that a nucleus being
pnsent, deposition of stone will go on with increased
r'pidity, equivalent to the inciea-e of size of the stone.

That there may be exceptions to this rule. I acmit; and
tliere are two stones in my collection from one bladder,

which are so .smoothly polished by attrition that the

formation of more stone had probably ceased for many
months, if not years, before they were removed
Stone in the bladder is essentially a surgical disease

;

it can be treated eflectually only by the surgeon; and
to him the size, or I may call it the circumference of

the substance to be removed, possesses the most en-
grosring interest, whether he looks lo his own mechan-
ical work, or the safety of his patit-nt : for I hold it as

a maxim, paiticularly in lithotomy, that the bigger the

passage required for egress, the more diflScult and the
more dangerous is the operation."

C.\L.\p.AR Beaxs for CoNSTiPATioy,—Calabar beans
have, until lately, been but little used except for con-
truciing the pupil of the eye, acd by Dr. Ogle, iu

cholera. Dr. Victor Subbotin, in the Deiitach. Arrhiv.
Klin. Jffd., propose.** them as a remedy for atony of the
bowel, oli.^i-rving that it has been found by IJaucr, and
confirmed by l{e.-old and others, that this drug produces
a crnmp-hke condition in organs that are supplied with
involuntary nmscidar filtres.

He u.ses the following formula:

—

IJ. Ext. setn. physost'g. veu., grs. iv.

;

Glycerin, pur
, 3 i.).

Solve. Sig. four drops f lur times daily.

He first administered this .solution to a female who
was much constipated fom atony of the bowel. After
the patient had u.sed it twice, a swelling of the ab-
domen, cau-ed by fiecal matter, disappeared per-
manently. Aloes and rhubaiii had previou.sly given
temporary relief The doctor has since treated success-

fully another ca.se of the same nature, and one of
chronic bronchial catarrh.

Erysitelap.—Profes-or Broca has lately recom-
mended a liesh plan of tieatment, which, according to

L'Abeil'e M^dinile, he has often successfully employed
at the commencement of the disea.ee. This plan is to

apply a layerofcollo lion upon the .skin above the partat-

tacked. The layer oi collodion, which is to be on sound
skin, sliould be from six to eight centimetres wide, and
form a complete circle, separating the healthy skin from
that attacked. A slight circular compression is thus
produced, ai.d it is lare for the disease to cioss this

barrier, behind which it speedily fades. The part
siiould be examined once or twice a day, in ord^r at

once to repair any fissures, and the collodion should be
quite pure, without any oil, which is sometimes adi^ed

to it.

—

I'/ie. Doctor.

CnoLERA Infantum.— Dr. S. T. B shop, in a commu-
nication to the Fulton County Medical Society, Ohio
{The Clii'ir, Sept. 21, 1S72), stated that hehad treated a
large number of cases of cholera infmtum during the

summer, wi:h but four deatiis. His treatment consist<-d

mainl)' in the use of bismuth, pepsin, ferri persulphatis

pulvis and the vegetable astringents.

Tic DocLErREUX.—James T. "Whittaker, M. D., of

Cinn. {ThfClinic^ Sept. 14, 1S72), re-alludes to a case of

Fothergili's neuralgia cured by galvani.«m. This, l.e

says, adds another to the swelling list of confirmatory
cases.

Spasmodic Asthma.—The English journals refer to

this aflection as often following the use of lins<ed-meal

poultices. Ipecacuanha, it is said, has also the power
of causing artificial spasmodic asthma and catarih.

Calcareous Infiltration of the Heart.—The Olas-

gow Medial! Journal of August contains the report of

two cases of this nature. In the first, the lime salts

were deposited in the muscular fibres in the form of
minute round granules, the appearance produced con-

siderably resembling, both to the naked eye and mi-
croscopically, that of fatty degeneration. The salt

deposited in this case was not the catbonate, but
probably, entirely, the piiosphate of lime. This oc-

curred in a ca~e of chronic bionchi:is and emphysema,
with a possible syphilitic taint. In tl.e second ease the

lime salt, which consisted in great part of the carbonate
(effervescing wiih an acid), was deposited more
homogeneously, converting the fibres into rigid cylin-

ders, having a considerably crystalline texture. This

occurred in a patient who died of pytemia.

ALBCMINrRTA AND DISEASES OF THE TJrINARY OrGANS
DL'RING THE PERIOD Of FekTILITV IN Wo.MAN.—Dr. R.
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Kaltenbach draws the following conclusions from his

long experience in the diseases of women. Albnminn-
ria docs not exist as a physiolop;ical symptom either in

pregnancy or in the puerperal state. During preg-

nancy albuminuria may oi-cur: 1. In consequence of

vesic;U catarrh. 2. In consequence of general c.itarrh

of the urinary pas=:agcs, with marked pyelitis. 3. In

consequence of stasis in the renal vessels. 4. In con-

sequence of ))arenchymatous discuses of the kidneys.

In the puerperal state it occurs: 1. In vesical catarrh,

which may be called forth {a) by chemical or me(;liani-

cal irritation, as by the use of the catheter; (h) by ex-

tension of inflammatory processes from the sexual

organs to the bladder
;

(c) by sjvere labor. 2. In gene-

ral catarrh of the bladder, with pyelitis. This oiigin-

ates (a) in consequence of simple extension of primary

vesical catarrh; (/*) from contiguity of neighboring parts

in a state of inflammation, especially the inner surface of

the urinary organs or the outer side of the parametrium.

Pyelitis sometimes occurs ss a perfectly indepen-

dent idiopathic disease. 3. In stases occurring in

the renal vessels in consequence of uncompensated
valvular disease, or in consequence of a large strumous

swelling. In tissue diseases of the kidney, («) as a

primary aflection (nephritis parenchymatosa)
;

(b) as a

secondary atfection, (1st) as an extension of inflanuna-

tory processes from the bladder into the uiinary pas-

sages and urinary tubuli; (2d) mechanically, by stop-

page of the urine owing to compression of the ureters

in the parametiium
;

(c) as metastatic inflammation in

pyaemia. It is obvious that several of these causes

may exist at one time.

FcETAL Femur EwBEDnKD im Utertts.—At the recent

meeting of the liritish Me'licd' Assorlation, Dr. Evory
Kenneily, late Master of the Dublin Lying-in Hospital,

reported several singular cases, among which was the

following:—
A lady was brought from the country, anfemic,

wasted, and with a countenance expressive of pain and
suflfering. She had a constant letid vaginal discliarge.

which was purulent and occas'on.illy sanious. She was
said tohaA'e miscarried a 3a'ar before. She complained
of pelvic distress, with lumbar pains and frequent
micturition. On vaginal examinaion, the uterus was
found about double its natural size ; the os slightly

patulous, and a solid resistance presented to the intro-

duction of the finger. After dilatation of the os by
means of a two-bladed dilator, a bony substance was
found traversing the neck of the uterus at its junction
with the body of the organ. It was first necessary to

break the bone across with bone-forceps, before it could
be detached from the uterine walls, and on being ex-
tracted it proved to be the femur of a foetus of about
four months' development which hail, by its presence,
led to the formation of an abscess in the uterine walls,

j

The health of the woman became very much better,

but was never entirely restored, although she again
bare children after a number of years.

PoRTioK OF Placenta Thrown Off in Pregnancy.
—Dr. Kennedy reports the case of a lady who,
in the seventh month of her fifth pregnancy, was
seized with hemorrhage, a-cribed to over-exersion.
There were no labor pains. On examination, a portion
of the p'acenta was found protruding from the os

uteri. The heniorrhige continued for several days,
but to no serious extent, and still there was no labor.

At length o;:currcd a fetid grumous dischiirge, mixed
with a little blood, and attended with a sense of down-
ward pressure. The portion of placenta at length came
away and the hemorrhage and discharge ceased. Tlie pa-

tient took no precaution other than keeping the horizon-

tal posture for six weeks lurllier, when she was delivered

of a living boy, apparently at full term. The edge of

the placi.Mita which had come away had not included

that portion covered by the membranes. There was
no discharge of lit^jiior amnii until labor set in.

Syrup of the Lacto-piiospuate of Lime.—Those
pracfitioners who desire to prepare their own syrup of

the laeto-phosphate of lime, in preference to many un-
relial)Ie so-ca'led preparations, may note the following

formula: Take concentrated lactic acid, § ij., dilute

with 3 ij. of ])ure water, add of the magma of freshly

preeipitateil plnjsphate of lime, enough to saturate
; of

orange-flower water, 3 i.<!S. Filter. Then add pure

water to make up an 5 ^'ij- mixture, and 3 xi. of while

sugar. No heat is to be employed. Each drachm
contains from two to three grains of the dry phosphate

of lime. Dose: For an adult, one to two table-

spoonfuls three or four times a day.

PosT-PARTUM Hemorrhage.— Dr. John G. Miller, of

Pleasant Hill, Mo. {Kansas City Med. Journaf, Aug.,

1872), publishes two severe cases of pcst-partum
hemorrhage controlled by compression of the abdominal
aorta, in which copious injections were employed.
He does not claim any originality in the treatment,

but, as it is adopted by very few, these cases are

recorded to draw attention thereto, and to encourage
others to its use, feeling a'^sured that some paiients

might be saved in this way which otherwise would be
lost.

Acid Reaction of Cow's Milk.—W. C. Evan.s, M.D.,

of Kansas City, Mo. (Kansas City Med. Journal., -Aug..

1872), in an art cle on the "Treatment of the Diarrhoea

of Infancy and Childhood," states that experiments
have incl ned him to the opinion that the greater part

of the milk of cows, in this vicinity, gives an acid re-

action at the time it is milked.

E. W. Schaulfler, M.D., editor, struck by this state-

ment, immediately commenced testing, with test-paper,

the milk of many cows in his neighborhood, and tiie

result so far has been an invariably acid reaction given

by the milk at the time of milking. He does not con-

sider the experiments sufficiently extended, as yet, to

be of much positive value, but it may very readily be
that Dr. Evans' discoveiy accounts for the fact

that man}' bottle-fed children, who do well further East,

relapse into di-turbances of digestion the moment they
are brought back to that section of country. He earn-

estly invites observation and reports on this subject

I'rom medical men East and West.

Asthma.—Dr. Hale, of Kentucky (C/iirago Medicrd

Times, Sept. 1872), uses the foUowing prescription with
much success, in asthmatical cases: ^I^. Ether sulph.

? iss. ; Tinct. lobelia, ? i. ; Tinct. strarnonii, Tincf. opi',

ail 3 iv. M.S. Teispoonful every hour or two until

relief is obtained.
*

An Unique Case of Inversion of the Uterus.—
Prof. James P. White, M.D., of Buffido, X. Y. (Bxfuh
Med, and Sura. Journal, Aug., 1872), records a re-

markable case of reduction of the uterus, after twenty-
two years' duration. The patient, 46 years of age,

gave birth to a female child, July 15. 1850 ; since that

date until the day of operation, June 23, 1872, she suf-

fered a continual loss of blood, which, twice a month,
amounted to " flooding." The author says: ' The re-

duction of an inverted uterus, except immediately
after the accident, is one of the most recent results of
Obstetr'c Surgerv. Not merely the propriety, but
even the possibility, of its accomplishment has been
generalh' denied by authors up to the present time."

Prof. White claims that ho originated this operation as

long ago as 1856, when he reduced a case of eight
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(lays' duration. This, with nine cases previously re-

p<.)"rte 1, makes ton cases operated upon l)y him.

Dr. O. C. Strong, of ('olden, N. Y., writes that

''.since the operation nolhinjr lias transpired to mar tlic

heauty of tlie residt. The j)atient ij now about upon
her feet some portion of her time, and everytiiing

points to a rapid and, I tliiiik, perfect cure. She has

had no sanguineous discharges since the operation."

Tre.vtmknt of IIkm()RRM.\oe in Tvrnoii) Fkver.—S.

Weed, M.l)., of Clyde, N. Y. ( Ihiff.tlo ^M. and Surg.

Jiiiirual, Aug., 1S7U), records live cases of grave

hemorrhage Irom the bowels in typhoid fever, success-

fully treated by oil of tuipeniine. in from 2U to GO-drop

do-es. He is well aware that this remedy has been

much used of late in the ordinary dose in certain

stages, or to cond>at certain symptoms of typhoid fever,

but not in the hemorrhage occurring during their prog-

rc.~.s.

Local AprurATioN of Carbolic Acid ix S.mali.-Pox.

— L. C. Churchill, M.D., Res't Phy.s. to San Francisco

Alm<-Hou«e and re.<t-IIou.*;e ( Wei^tern Lancet, Aug.,

1S7'2). recommends, from extended experience, the

local application of carbolic acid in small-pox. In his

ca.scs, Irom the 7th to the 12th day of the well-marked
eruption, lie added a few drops of water to the carbolic

acid, rendering it of a thick .^iyrupy consistence, and
witli a camel's-hair pencil applied a sin<;le drop to the

pomt of each phstule on the face. In one case every
one of these pustules was siirivelled up, nearly black,

and on the third day from the application they fell off,

leaving no pit ; at the lapse of two weeks, no pock-
mark on the patient's face could be discerned. In an-

other case of variola conflueiis, at about the twelfth day
of the eruption, the carbolic acid, prepared as before,

was applied as a varnish freely to the whole face and
ear-. The results were most unmistakable. On the
face, the eruption dried up with promptness and full

off in large scales; in fact, the cuticle of the whole face

ca-ne off, leaving the surface smooth and healed up,

and would require close inspection to discover whether
he had ever had the small-pox. He is in the habit of
givin^r, for about on3 week, sulphite of soda, internally,

in twelve-grain doses, every three hours—to shorten
the disease.

PROLArsrs OF the Gravid Uteris.—Dr. H. M.
Piggs, of Santa Barbara, Cal. ( Western Lancet, Aug.,
1872), relates the case of an unmarried female, aged 20
yeans, five months pregnant, who, wishing to conceal
her .-hame, produced complete prolapsus of the gravid
uterus by almost starvation and incessantly smoking
cigarettes for three days, with pulling on to her belly

a ' metate," a slat of stone used bj- the native Cali-

fornians for the purpose of grinding corn, weighing
a'iQpt irom 30 to 40 pounds. When she called, the uterus,

round and hard, about six inches in diameter, extended
tD within about four inche.« of her knee.s. By using
steady pressure applied by the hands smeared with oil

during about an hour, it popped in its place with an al-

most audible " flop." Soon afterwards, while giving
an account of her sad troubles, slight labor-pains came
on and she was delivered of a four or five months'
foetus. The patient made a good recover}', and in ten
days was attending to her usual avocations. She has
since been married, and had healthy children.

Catarrh of the Mrcors Membranes of the Ear.—
Ail interesting and practical paper on this subject, by
Wm. F. Smith, M.D., of San Francisco, Cal. {Western
Lahcet, Aug., 1872), gives, in detail, the more modern
modes of treatment of catarrh of the Eustachian tube
and middle ear, and mentions the Avell-kuown fact,

that strictures often found in the Eustachian tube in

chronic inllammfitions may be dilated mechanically,

but cautiously, Ity experienceil operator's, with whale-
bone probes, or even liy liougies made of larninurui

(li</itatii, as reeoimnended i)y Schwartze.

To counteraci the popular idea, shared by a certain

proportion of the profession, that deafness is a natural

accompaniment, of old age, he slates that there i> no
analogous rea.soii why age should be accompanied liy

ditlicully ol'hciiring. 01)servation proves that deafness

in one or both ears is much more common than is gen-

erally suppo.^ed, even in young persons. The wriiir,

while a medical student, examined the CJirs of nearly

all the young men of the class of which he was a
member. Of 150 student.s, or 300 organs of hearing,

120 were found imperfect in hearing power, viz., four

individual organs in every ten NO per cent.). Son e

Seemed to lie actually unaware of the diffieulty, and
comparatively few had thought it of sufHcient im-
portance to consult a medical adviser.

An Extempore Vaccinator.—Dr. U. A. Dubois, of

San Rafael, Cal. (Western L^anret, AuiS., 1872), reports

an exlenijiore vaccinator devised by himself as a substi-

tute for Dr. Carroll's instrument, for w hich he sought
in vain at the stores. A piece of gutta-percha was
taken, of these dimensions: length 2", breadth J",
thickness ^t" ; 'his he softened in hot water, and placed

four cambric needles, at intervals of one line apart, on
the softened end, moulding it with the fingers until

cool. The points projected about i". This simple in-

strument can be made in a few minutes, at a cost of as

many cents.

Over-WORK and Strain of the Heart.—In contin-

ued papers on " Ob.servations upon Over-work and
Strain of the Heart," by J. B. Treadwell, M. D. (Bo.s-

ton Med. and Sun/. Journal, Sept. 5 and 12), the opin-

ion is expressed, irom observation of cases during the

past eight and ten years, that in persons with naturally

weak hearts, dilated from excessive bodily exertion,

with mitral incompetence as a sequence, the age of the

patient is generally less than twenty-five years, in

whom the muscular tissues have not attained perfect

maturity of vigor; and this accounts for the exceeding
frequency of this class of alleetions among amateur oars-

men, nearly all of whom, after having had hard practice

for a season or two, as far as he has had opportunity to

observe, have suffered to some extent in this way.
In regard to other morbid valvular manifestations, he

believes, after they have reached a certain stage, these

affections progress but slowly, providing that the con-
ditions under which the person is placed be of a favor-

able character, with ofcour.se a total removal of those

cau.ses which in the first instance were productive of

the trouble. A few, with naturally stronger hearts,

may partially recover, providing they be placed under
favorable conditions, and that the lesions have not be-

come very severe.

Management of Obstinate Pruritus.—Mr-^. J. G'
Brown, Resident Physician 111. Woman's Hospital?

{Med. Eratn., Aug. 15. lS72j, speaks highly of the sul-

plio-carbolate of zinc in cases of obstinate pruritus of

the vulva. In one particular case, the vulva, after being
thoroughly bathed with tepid water, was washed twic;
daily with a solution of the sulpho-carbolate of zinc con-
taining half a drachm to the ounce of distilled water,

the parts being allowed to dry without wiping. She
was much improved at the end of a week. During the
second week the application was made once daily, < n
retiring at night. At the end of the third week the
pruritus was wholly relieved.
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THE MEDICAL REGISTER AND THE
PROFESSIOK

The subject of trustworthy medical registration is

one in which the profession are growing more and more

deeply interested. Our comments upon the system in-

augurated by the Medico-Historical have called forth

responses from different quarters and have enabled us to

present the views of well-known and careful observers

upon questions of much importance. "We are willing

on our part to do everything which may be calculated

to make the medical registration of the City and State

everything which the most captious would desire it to

be. \x\ order to meet this end, we are willing that every

aspect of the question should be presented, and evei y
feasible measure bearing upon it candidly and impar-

tially discussed. We have committed ourselves in favor

of the present method, not because we deem it beyond
the possibihty of vast improvement, but because we are

willing to admit that it is the best we can expect under

present circumstances. All the necessary commemia-
tion of the present management of the Register has

been already given on our part, and it would not be

necessary to remark furtlier under that head, except

for the purpose of explaining some points referred to

by one or two of our correspondents and seeking infor-

mation in regard to others.

The positive assertions of one of these gentlemen in

regard to the omission of the names of some who should

have appeared are worthy of such consideration only

a? is due a mere individual opinion, and nothing more-

He does not trouble himself with any other part of the

argument save the conclusion. In reference to gen-

eral inaccuracies in the work the necessity for his re-

marks is to be deplored, but the slurring of the efforts

and labors of " young medical men " is unwarrantable

and altogether out of jjlace. Our correspondent will

forgive us for radically differing Avith him on this

question. The very fact of the genllemcn being young

guarantees a painstaking enthusiasm which older ones

would despise. As far as tender years are concerned

we consider his oljjections the best of recommendations

The greater part of the really hard work in every de-

partment of our profession is performed by youngbrains

and if we say that the greater number of adtlitions to

our knowledge have been made by the young men we
state a fact, now universally admitted. The reason why
the Register dues not come up to the ideal ofourccrre.

spondent is ni;t because its management is intrusted

to young men
; on the contrary, if it were left to older

heads, because they were older, the very abuses which

are complained of would be increased tenfold.

In the matter of medical gentlemen being proprietcrs

of drug-shops, it would appear from the repre-^entatior.s

of this correspondent that gross injustice is done.

Taking a superficial view this would be the conviction

of every one. We do not pretend to speak for the So-

ciety on this question, but can offer a reasonable con-

jecture which mny serve as an answer to these so-called

outrages.

Whatever the intention of the Executive Committee

may have be^n, it is certainly apparent that they have

done much good by the radical step which they have

taken. A few must suffer in any good cause ; they must

feed the saciificial fires which must light the pathway

of the great multitude of sinners towards rectitude. The

altar of expediency must be kept warm so long as prog-

ress leads to reform. While we pity the few who may
have suffered, we rejoice in the end attained. That end

has been the drawing of a very distinct line between

legitimate practitioners and the abettors of quackerj'.

By the latter assertion we mean to be understood as

saying that few if any could possibly keep a drug-shop

and make it profitable without selling patent medicin( s

or without being tempted to cheapen medical advice by

charging only for the medicines dispensed. A few

doubtless may have been above such trickery, but they

were too few to avert the just and general doom of their

crafr.

All must admit that the non-proprietorship of a

drug-shop is a very reasonable standard of merit. In

regard to other standards of merit we are not so certain,

especially afier the assertions made by another of cur

correspondents in regard to the omission of the names

of gentlemen who are members of recognized societies.

We had until the present believed that the fact of the

admission to the Academy of Medicine, for instance, was

a sufficient guarantee of respectability. As we are, from

facts shown us, mistaken in this, we are at a loss to

answer a very pertinent question. One of three things

must be admitted: either the Academy of Medicine is

not careful enough in the admission of members, or

is afraid to discipline them when admitted, or the Medico-

Ilistorical Society dares to create for itself a higher

standard of merit in regard to some points not generally

appreciated by the profession at large. The latter con-
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struction will bi* plarfd on tlieir notion by ihc ninjority

of till' proli'ssion, wlio may not be able lo soe why the

Anu'rican Metlicai Association (a body now virtually

defunct) and the County Society of New York should

be the only ones to wlii(;h cn-d t should be given for

V gilance in the select'oii of nicmliers, or agaiiust whose

Codes of ethics no i-xcepiion can l)i' taken. The fact is,

all the Societies—Academy of Mod cine. New York

PathoIo;;ical, and others—claim to be governed by the

si'If-same code adopted by the aforementioned associa-

tions, but why they are not considered equally autliorita-

tive in vouching for respectability we are at a Ions to

conjecture. We are forced to admit that there is a dis-

crepancy here which needs some explanation. No one

objects to higher standards of respectability, and every

one in the interest of reform and progress is wilhng to

uphold them provided it be known what they are. In

this particular at h'asf, " in rising to explain " we confess

that liie thread of our argument is not intact, and we
look to the Medico-Historical to help us out. We do

t'.iis not with any desire to vindicate any unwarrantable

assumptions on the part of the said society, or to en-

deavor to cover up any of its mistakes, but solely

for the purpose of gt-tting at the true foundation upon

which a thorouglily trustworthy and impartial registra-

tion i^hould rest. If the Medico-Historical and the profes-

sion of the S'ate are to work together, it is very necessary

that they should thoroughly understand each other.

Hcuieius autj Uoticcs of Oaoks.

Hysterolooy: a Tkkatise. Dp:sciuptive and Cmxi-
CAL, ON THE Diseases .\>;d the Displacements of
THE Uteuvs. By Edwin Nesijit Chapman, M.A.,
M. D.. late Professor of Obstetrics, Diseases of
AVomcD and Children, and Clinical 3Ii<l\viferv iu the
Long Island College Hospital. New York : W. Wood
ic Co. 1872. 8vo, pp. 504.

This is a handsome volume, and a credit to the taste

and the resources of the publishers.

The author has for many years enjoyed a luLdi local

reputation as a canful observer and an independent
tinnker.

As a lecturer he has been remarked for hi-j disposi-

tion to develop principles rather tha'i details, and to

smiplify the subjects treated.

A similar tendency appears in the volume before us.

The preface opens thu-:

—

"Being called upon some twelve years since to fill

the chair of Clinical Midwifery in addition to that of
Materia Medica and Therapeutic-, I accepted the
position with great reluctance and many nnsgivings.
My reluctance arose from the fact tliat, bot'i in dis-

pensary and private practice, each and every plan of
treatment then in vogue had in my hands proven un-
reliable."

We think this statement certainly indiscreet and
probably incorrect, inasmuch as throughout the
b'ok we fail to di-ci)ver any new methods or views
advanced by the author. The merit of the book, such
as it is, consists in the clear and full development of one
leadi;)g pathological idea, as old as Hippocrates at least,

and the persiBtence and nddre-s with which its thera-

peutic iuflications have been pursued liy the author.

At the out-et wo are greeted with a new title,

" Ily^terology," a correct and well-formed word, em-
ploved by the author to indicate that his studCa relate

only to that branch of Gynacology which treats of dis-

eases of the womb. Hi; has excluded the study of the

ovarie.s, the jielvic and abdominal perit<Mi;eum, the

ligami-nt-J, and all the viscera of the pelvis. 01 this we
may not complain if he chooses to wriic of '' Hystero-

logy " alone. Jhit when we add that helms equally

ignored all forms of heterologous growth—has nothing

to say of uterine fibroma, whicii alone, ac ording t >

our experienc.', is the I la-is of fully one-fourth of all

cases of uterine disease; that carcinoma uteri and all

the varieties of cancroid are hardly mentioned, we may
understand how far the volume fails to be a complete

rf'sumf- of morbid condit'ons of tlie uterus—as its ti»le

assumes. We wll ventui-e, therefore, to re-name the

book in such a way as shall properly describe it, as fol-

lows: " Va-scular Congestion in its relation to Uterine
Diseases and their Treatment."

For the fairne-s of the above title we refer to p. 87,

where, under the caption "Synopsis of the Author's

Pathology and Etiology," we find the following apho-
risms :

—
" 1. That the female sexual organs are under speci.l

physiological laws from the 'ime of the advent to the

decline of the menses, a period within which uterine

disease is limiteil."

[Mem.—This statement is correct only if we assume
that polypi, fibroids, carcinoma, and ^cancroids are

not uterine diseases.]
" 2. That menstruation, sexual congress and utero-

gestation occa.sion a marked congestion of the internal

genitalia—a congestion unknown to other organs, but

in these physiological and in harmony with health."

"4. That as disease, wherever arising, consi-

simply in a perversion of natural laws, the genital organs

are especially prone to liave this physiological conges-
tion convened into a pathological.

"5. That in womb-disease the internal genitalia are

the ceitre of a continuous nervous and vascular afflux,

preclsrJi/ as though the monthly excitement were pro-

longed through the wMiole intermenstrual interval.
'• G. That this congestion affects the ovaries, the

vagina, and the body, neck, and cavity of the uterus,

stimulating their nerves, enlarging their blood-vessels,

and exalting their vital status."
" 7. That an increased nerve and blood-force develops

the embrj'onic germ-cells of the uterus—whence hj'per-

irophy, simulat.ng that of pregnancy, follows as a neces-

sary result.

" The existence of congestion and non-existence of

inflammation is shown :

—

" 1. By the absence of the sj-mptoms, products, and
lesions of inflammation.

" 2. By a stasis of blood, as that due to the suppres-

sion of the menses, to non-involution after abortion or j

labor, or to obstruction from prolapsus, procidentia, or |

other displacement, being usually the cause of uterine ,

disease."

Xote.—Here the author deserts his principles and pro-

claims that the displacement may cause the disease,

while elsewhere he asserts that the displacement is i

always the result of the congestion. I

"3. By the rapid cure effected in recent cases by
the loss of blood, spontaneous or artificial."

[Xofe.—This is equivalent to saying that metrorrhagia
resulting from an atonic condition of the uterii e vessels

tends to cure the atony, which is not in accordance

with common opinion on that point.]
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"4. Bv the siidilen production of enlargement of the more guarded and moderate terms the doctiine which
uterus, of appareiit induration of the cervix, of ex- Chapman thus jnislies to extremes,

pansion and elongation of the hibia uteri, and of a coj)i- The three hundred and filty-seven cases which Dr.

ous leiicorrlucal discharge, from a temporary obstruc- C. ]u-ints, eitiier in detail or abstract, although as a

tion to return of blood from the uterus, and by the i ^vhole entitled to nmch weight, form a very laige and
prompt disappearence of these conditions on the re- verv faulty i-aii of the book,

moval of the obstruction." No such numl)er was needed to support his general

"o. By the so-called inflammatory ulceration lack- principle, aid it is quite amusing to see how very many
ing all the characteristics of an ordinary ulcer, and of them fail to do so. What possible value is there for

rfsisting direct applications, but yielding to depletion of .mch a " ca.se " as " No. 2G," which we give just as print-

the uterine vessels."

'•G. By true ulceration from sponge tents, pessarii^s,

or other extraneous cause, cicatrizing s])ontaneously

ed by the author.

"Mrs. D—, ajt. 23, married, nullipara. Diagnosis

—

Conuestion of inner cervix. Examination : none.

on the removal of the source of the irritation, a singular ' Symptoms : complaining since marriage
;
leucorrhoia

;

result were the cervix inflamed and indurated." usual symptoms of debility. Duration: three years.

"7. By the so-called hypertrophy, ulceration, and Cause: sterility. Treatment : 7KJHe. Result: made one

induration of the neck, being common in the multipa

rous uteru-, which promptly responds to treatment;

but rare in the nuUiparous uterus, which, scarcely

ahered in appearance, presents a disease so intractable

that a cure is with diflieulty obtained."
'"8. By the existence in the multiparous uterus of

a real hypertrophj'', development of muscular tissue,

mucous membrane proper, and utricular glands, in imi-

tation of a like process taking place normally in preg-

nancy."
[Xute.—The author here gives us assertions without

researches which support them. The cpiestion is far from

being settled and the extreme rarity of death during the

continuance of the disease renders the collection of his-

tological studies a very slow matter. Thus neither

Strieker nor Rindtleisch, otherwise so full, have any
observations upon this point. Scanzoni and Klob
assert that hyp^'ricmia is followed by proliferation of

connective tissue principally. Finn of St. Petersbuig

asserts that the connective tissue is slightly increased

a:d the muscular largely, not by the introduction of

new elements but the increase of size in the normal
fibres. Nof'ggerath and Kammerer do not admit the

existence of a concentric hypertrophy of the body of

visit." This is bad enough, but on examining this

series of cases, 71 m number, und(>r the head of " re-

sult," we find :
" Made one visit " 27 times; '• ^lade two

visits," 8 times; "Ma^le three visits," 7 times; "Not
recorded," 3 times; "Cured," 10 times; "Partial cure,"

12 times; "Unchanged." 4 times.

Occasionally a detailed case is very well told and
fa'rly supports both pathology and treatment, but, as a

body, they are meagre and inconclusive, and monot-

onous beyond anything we have ever seen in print.

So preoccupied with his one idea is the author, that he

restates it from every conceivable aspect, and forees

everything into conformity with it. Thus, page 457,

he says: "Of the many instruments for retroversion

and anteversion little need be said. They not only sel-

dom confer any lasting benefit, but almost invariably

inflict irreparable injury. Wherefore, siiouM either of

these displacements dely all ellbrts directed on the

piinciples just advocated (anticongestive), it would

be the lesser evil to let patient endure the pains

Nature inflicts rather than, by the attempt to do

more, incur the hazard of adding others of greater inten-

sity, and thus increasing her misery," which strikes

us as a quiet way of disposing of the experience <f

the uterus except as a consequence of the puerperal Hodges, Barnes, Zwank, etc., etc. Perhaps it has" - • - •
....

. ,

g^|^^gj;[)jjjg ^Q jj,-, T,y[{[^ the reason why so many of Pr.

C.'s cases " Made one visit." The only pessary which

Chapman recommends is the old " globe," wliich we le-

gard as quite on a par with his exclusive use of Fergu-

son's and Sogala's specula.

Furthermore, so rapt does he get in his one idea tl at

he rises into the loftiest rhetoric, worthy of camp-meet-

ing tones and inflections; e. g. the following Irom pp.

346-7, which we copy partly for its truth, and parily

for its—bathos: "The congfstion, thus sudden in its

accession, induces a profound local perturbation, th-t

reacts on the brain and spinal marrow imnjediately and

vio'ently. Nature, ever beneficent, and ever sti iving to

bring harmony out of di.scord, is abruptly thrown inm
her equilibrium, swerved from her accustomed channels,

and robbed of her supremacy. The concordance and

correlation of the nerve-forces is rudely interrupted,

and discord and anarchy prevail. Besides, from this

neuralgic state of the uterus, ovaries, and vagina, con-

tinuing without abatement, there is no relief to the irri-

tation and ten-ion of the nervous system, that constant-

ly vibrates and thrills with agonizing irradiations

(sic) ; whence the nerve-prostration assumes a fixed

character, and undergoes no change except from worse to

wors.^; the nerve-aiierration is widely erratic (sic) and

wholely untiammelled by physiological laws, and the

nerve-sensibility is whetted to the keenest edge, and
never for a moment blunted. , . . Not only this, btit

as tlie disease culminates the supremacy of mind is

.shaken, reason becoming unreason; thought, thought-

lessness; will, wilfulness; purpose, perversity; and

state. Thus if this hj-pertrophy is simply suspended
involution its elements must be those of the pregnant

uterus, in which muscle, nerve-fibre and vessels are

relatively in excess, although mucous and connec-
tive tissues are largely increased. It is admitted, we
believe, on all hands, that the cervix is frequently the

seat of a lion-inflammatory proliferation in which con-

nective tissue only prcdoniinates and the vasi-ular

, elements are positively at:ophied. To this condition

Dr. C.'s depletory practice is manifestly not applicable.]

"9. By the cervical glands alwa)'s secreting albu-

men and never pus, and by the infrequency of suppu-
ration in the cellular meshes in which these glands are

embedded, as would not be the case were the neck in-

flamed and indurated."

We regard many of these points as very well taken,

part'cularly those of the last series. It has always been

a diflicult matter to harmonize the clinical pathology of

chronic metritis with tlie necroscopy of the disease.

Every uterine .specialist knows the, at least, approxi-

mate truth of the 4th, G h, and 9th paragraphs of tlie

second series.

The large number of cas'^s (unsatisfactory as tlu-ir

history is) in which Dr. Chapman has punsued this one
idea, in treating aU forms ot utorine disease, with good
success, shows that he errs only in assuming as the

constant and sole constituent, that which others are

content to admit as a prime factor in the.se ca.se.s.

Whoever will read recent iliscussions in the New-
York Academy of Medicine and elsewhere, will see

that Peaslee, Thomas, and Kammerer have slated in
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every oilier attribute of n tnie character supplanted by
its oppo.oitt*; ami then, alas! the pain-strickon, woe-
begone, hopc-lwreft patient, a iniTe nervous wreck, i*,

month after moiitii, yi*a I year after year, driven hither

and thither on a tnmnltiions s'a of unrest, a prey to

every ill liint can ass:iil licr, bodily or mentally, tlirou;,di

a pro-^tratel. perverted, ovt-r-stiinulatel nervous «ystein.

What makes the ea-^e still worsi>, is tlie fact that the

hickless victim of fliesi? barbel shafts of an ill-starred

destiny is ndibc'l of the power to tlirow off the iiifubu'»,

a-id lies perforce in a nightmare, breathes Stygian airs,

and has a murky, noisome world around, and a lower-

ing, wratliful heaven above ! Now, of a verity, the uter-

ine nervous system wreaks its wild frenzy uncontrolled,

and liir>is it over all without check or hindrance. The
head is br.iu;.'ht under the lawless sway of a member,
and the pitiful patient, given over to tlie illusions and
promptings of an ill-balanced and perverted mind, be-
comes tlie subject of a species o^furor ulcrinns." That's
what's the matter.

It is not to be wondered at that, with sudi terrific

command of language, we should get some peculiar

Latin, as for instance, repeatedly, nidu^ (a nest), where
pl.iin?r people would use nisus (an effort), and that the

old adage, "Causjl sublafa, tollitur effectus," should re-

appear as ''tollit causam, effectus cessit." While
there is thus abundant room for criticism, the book
deserves to be read, cum ucervo salis. It will interest

and profit neophyte and expert, and the latter quite as

much as the former.

Ucports of Societies. I

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE COUNTY OF !

NEW YORK.
!

Slated Meeting, September 23, 1872. I

Dr. Abraham Jacjbi, President, in the Chair. i

XEW ilEMBEUS.
j

The following gentlemen, recommended by the Co-
|

mitia Minora, were granted certificates of membership.
A. E. REGEXsnrnr.ER. G6 W. 36th Str., a graduate in

Medicine at the College of Phys. and Surg, in 1872

;

Gexdv KiN-G, 248 W. 25di Str., a graduate in Medicine
at the Medical Department of the University of the !

City of New York in 1871; Heber Smith, G W.
127th Str., a graduate in Medicine at the College of
Phys. and Surg, in 1861; Isaac Apler, 10 W. 34th'
S;r., a graluate in Medicine at the Universitv of Hei-

;

delberg, Germany, in 1871; George Thompson, a srra-
'

duate in Medicine at the University ot Vermont" in
\

1864. '

I

The President also announced the death of the
'

following members:

—

Galev Hl-ster, a graduate in

Medioine from Dartmouth College, and member of this

Society si;ice July 9th, 1841 ; diel in tliis city, August
Gth, 1872, agoil 72 years. Charles Henschel, a gra-

;

duate in Medicine at the University of WuerzburgjBa-
:

varia, and a member of this Society since March 9th,
1833; died at Zurich, Switzerland. Sept. 18th, 1872, in
the 64t!i y.ar of h's age. Gflbekt T. Tottes, a gra-
daate in Medicine at the College of Phys. and Surg.,
and a member of this Society since Febriiarv 1st. 1SG4

;

died at Chetaltenaugo, Guatemala, May 29'th, 1872, of
typhoid fever.

No motion to the contrary being made, the President,
later in the evening, appointed the following committees
to draft suitable resolutions.

In ihe ra«e of Dr. Ili-nschel ; Drs. E. Krackowizi-r, E.
Eliot and J. T. M.'t<- dfe. For Dr. Hunter; Drs. ]{!.ike-

man and Hubbard. For Dr. Totlen; Drs. Wm. T. White
and A. E. M. Purdy.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE OS DISEASES.

Dr. Chas. P. Ilus-el, Chairman of the Committee on
Dis"ases, then read the following report :

—

The Committee on Diseases has the honor to present

the following Meport, eml)racing the second or spring

quarter of tlie year—ending June 30th—and the suc-

ceeiling eleven weeks up to Se[»tember 14tli.

During the quarter nameil, the following number of
contagious di.seases were reported to the Uureau of

Sanitary Inspection of the Health Department: Sniall-

Pox, 10.33—a weekly average of 79;—Measles, 70.J—

a

weekly average of 54 : —Scarlatina, 1106—a weekly
average of H.">;—Typhus Fever, 43—a weekly average
of 3;—and Tyjthnid Fever, 103—a weekly average of 8.

During the sub.scquent eleven weeks the average weekly
number of small-pox cases has diminished from 79 to

10—that of measles from 54 to 21—and that of scar-

latina fiom 85 to 23. That of typhus fever has re-

mained at 4, while that of typhoid fever has increased

from 8 to 13.

The total mortality of the spring quarter amounted
to 8737—an increase of 1331 upon the previous quarter,

and an excess of 211G over the corresponding period of

1871. Zymotic affections produced 3209 deaths;—con-

stitutional. 1687 ;—local, 3014 ;—developmental, 471 ;

—

and violent cau.ses 356. The most prominent epidemics

were small-pox and cerebro-spinal fever, which caused
respectively 459 and 492 deaths—a weekly average of

35 and 38. During the summer both of these diseases

have experienced a constant decline, and can now no
longer be regarded as having any epidemic tendency.

In the eleven weeks past, ending September 14th, the

fatal cas^^s of small-pox amounted to only 59, and
have recently averagc'd but 1 weekly. In the same
period tiie deaths from cerebro-spinal fever were
115 and are now reduced to an average of 4 weekl}'.

•Scarla'ina was also very prevalent and fatal in the

spring quarter, having cured off 367 persons, of whom
339 were less than ten years of age. 187 deaths were
referred to measles—175 of which were of children un-
der five;—200 to diphtheria ^nd croup; and 100 to

whooping-cough, over three-fifths of which were of fe-

males— a peculiarity always characteristic of this aflfec-

tion. Both of the last mentioned diseases were parti-

cularly fatal, but their prevalence, as well as that of

scarlet fever, diminished materially during the summer
months, and their mortality is now inconsiderable. Ty-
phus fever caused 17 deaths during the quarter, and ty-

phoid fever 62, the former being about the .same number
as in the spring quarter of 1871, but the latter showing
an excess of 23 deaths, and a .slight increase over the

winter quarter of the present year. Tlie latrer

disease has since continued to increase, its mortality

during the past eleven weeks averaging 10 weekly.
Remjttent and intermittent fevers were both very wide-
spread and fatal during the spring quarter, having sever-

ally occasioned 32 and 33 deaths. Up to September
14th, the former caused 50 additional deaths and the

latter 26. While typhoid fever has been scattered over

the whole city, remittent and intermittent fevers have
been mainly confined to the 12th and 22d wards, where
their excit ng influences are almost universal. Diarrhceal

diseases produced during the same quarter 867 deaths
—121 more than in the corresponding period of 1871.

This class of affections has rarely been so fatal a- during
the past summer. In the four weeks ending July 27tli,

they occasioned 1886 deaths, 653 of which occmred in
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the memorable week ending July Gth. Of these 1880

dccaths 94: per cent, occurrt-d aiiionp; children under '>

years oM. 2 deaths fio-n rclapsinu: fever were rogistL-rcd

during ihe quarter. Ilydroiiliohia caused 2 deaths and
2 others have since been reported. 1048 deaths during

the quarter were due to phthisis puhnonalis, of which 37i>

took pLace among natives and <!7S among foreigners.

Pneumonia caused 02 1 an 1 bronchiti-^ 287. All of these

diseases were very much more fatal than in the previous

year; pneumonia maintaini'g tlie apparent epidemic
character which had marked it in the winter months,
lis fatality, however, has recently declined to its aver-

age. Cancer was credited with 107 dciiths, onlv 24 of

which were among natives. Thi< eno'mous dilTerence

between native and loreign deaths from cancer is a

curious fiict running back through many years. 200
deaths were attributed to Briglit's disease and 1.32 to

puerperal afleclions. ^iOl dea- lis were the result of acci-

dent or negligence;—21 were referred to homicide and
34 to suicide. 91 persons were either drowned acci-

dentally or found drowned—an unusually large number.
310 persons have thus fa- this year succumbed to

the direct efl'ects of solar hear, a greater number than

ever before recorded ibr any one year in this city. Dur-
ing the week ending July Gth, there were 212 such
deaths. The greatest number on any one day—viz. 08
—occurred on July 2d, on which day was recorded the

maximum temperature for the week—viz. 97° in the

shade and 128" in the sun—as well as the highest degree
of humidity—84; fort v of the sunstrokes upon that day
proved l;\tal within eight hours of the seizure.

The same week was signalized by the greatest mor-
tality ever known in New York in the satne space of

time. 1591 persons died within that period ofseven da3's,

351 of whom were carried off in a single day—July 2d.

The maximum mortality of the year had never before

occurred so early in the s:'ason. Between 1855 and 1805
it was never attained before the 3d week of July— in

1857 it was delayed until September, and in G out of

the 10 years until August. Since 1SG4, when during-

the four 3'ears previous it had occurred in August, it

has been retrogressive—in 1SG7 alone coming in the 4tli

week of July;—in 'G5, 'G6, and '70 in the .id week of
July—in '67, '69, and '71 in the 2d week of July—and in

the 1st week in July of the present year.

NOMIXATIOX OF OFFICERS.

The Society then proceeded to the nomination of offi-

cers for the ensuin'.r year, as follows:

—

For President—Drs. Elswjrth Eliot, Austin Fiint, Sr.,

Fordyco Barker.
For Vice-President—Drs. II. B. Sands, II. D. Xoyes,

and C. P. Russel,

For Recording Serretari/—Dr. A. E. M. Purdv.
j

For Corresponding Secretary—Drs. B. S. Thompson,
^

and F. A. Castle.

For Treasurer—Dr. Joseph E. Janvrin.
\

For Censors (five to l)e elected)—Drs. A. Jacobi, H.
T. Hank.s, J. C. Peters, C. A. Leale, B. St. John Roosa,
T. C. Fimiell M. II. Henry. John J. Crane, James Ross.

\

William B. Eager, A. lladden, E. Mason, C. M. Ailing

Francis Delafield, C. C. Lee.
j

For Delegates to Slate }fed. Soc, to serve two years,

in place of Dr. Bozeman, elected permanent member

—

Drs. Wooster Beach, C. A. Leale, C. W. Packard, E.
Krackowizer, and M. II. Henry.

At 8.30 o'clock. Professor E. G. Janeway read the
|

paper of the evening.
j

Dit. Fi.vNKLL th(mght that Prof Janeway's statement
'

regarding the infrequencv of idiopathic peritonitis
|

merited further remark, and believed that those who
|

suppose they have cases of this nature are very common-
ly mistaken. In twenty-live years of experience in mak-
ing autopsies for coroners, he has never seen a case that

could not be traced to some assignable cause. Other
conditions, to which the paper referred, viz., perilu pati-

lis and perisplenitis, were commonly, in post-m(»item

examinations, ovei looked entirely. He also remarked
that in very many cases of sudden deatii the h sion wa3
to be found in the brain, and that their discovery de-

manded an exerci-se of the care which was evi-

dent in the ca<es related by Profes-or Janeway,
whose attention to details was worthy ol most favor.ible

comment. This attention to details was especially

needed in coroners' cases, in which, too often, they had
likely been satisfied with a diseased cardiac valve, when
the brain was the organ at fault.

Dr. Woosticr Beach was called on by the Prksidicnt,

and said that he was not piepared to say anything in

addition to what had already been said, but would re-

mark, in response to Dr. Finnell, tliat all coroner.s' cases

were not made in the manner indicated by Di'. F.

;

that some of the examinations mentioned this evening

by Dr. Janeway had l)een made for the coroners.

Dr. FiNNEi.L inquired if Doctor Janeway could say

whether any of the cases of hemorrhagic meningitis were
spontaneous? To which Dr. Janeway answered that ho

' was unable to say, as many of the cases came to his

notice without any previous history.

Dr. Finnell had been impressed with the belef that

it was always traumatic.

Dr. Russell said that peritonitis was very c^immonly
given as a cause of death, and the Board of Health had
frecpiently returned certificates in order that they m'ght,

if possible, get at the actual cause. The certificates

would generally come back with the statement tliattlie

peritonitis was sirhple or idiopatliic, but in these cases

no post-mortem examination had been made.
Dr. Putnam remembered a case which had come to

her notice, in the service of a Parisian hospital, in which
a boy of 16 years was admitted with what was sup-

posed to be typhoid fever. Later the case assumed
the appearance of acute peritonitis, and at t\\.i autopsy

the causeof death was found to be peritonitis produced
by the lodgment of a cherry-stone in the vermilbrm
appendix, and the inflanunation consequent tliereupon.

Dr. Notes said that in the course of his expei ieiice he

had noticed many references to cases which were pro-

nounced to be tumors of the brain, and he would like

to inquire of Professor Janeway if in his post-tnortem

examinations he met with many such cases, to which
Dr. Janeway replied that they were met with but very
larely.

The President said that it had been stated by a

French writer that tumors of the brain were more com-
mon in children under fourteen or fifteen years of age

tlian in older persons ; and asked if Dr. Janeway's ex-

perience had not been mostly among adults. To which
Dr. Janeway answered affirmatively, and called atten-

tion to the not unfrequent instances in which the pres-

ence of such tumors is the cause of idiocy in children.

Dr. Henry referred to a case published by him last

January, in which the symptoms indicated the pres-

ence of a cerebral tumor, and a gummy tumor was
found at the post-mortem. In this case a fatal result

was precipitated by the excesses of the patient. He
inquired if Dr. Janeway could say what propoition of

the patients he had examined had had syphilis.

Dr. Janeway said for the reason he had above given,

viz. the lack of previous histories, he was not able to

do so.

Dr. Knapp, in response to a call from the President,

said that he had Uttle to say that would be worthy of
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attention. Perhaps he might mention that the symp-
toms wiiicli were commonly ascrihed to tumors in tlie

brain, especinlly tlios;; maiiilostcd in tlie eye, as m-uriiis

optica, neuro-retiniti'', and |)ori-tieiirilis, arc, in tiie

mnjiirity of ca^;e', piO(iuc(>(l \>y oilier moriiid process's

in tht; cranial cavity than tumors. He renu-mhered a

cast; in which all the symptoms of ccrebr.d liimor were
pronounc.'d, ami in which theautop.sy .showed a tumor-
like swellinfr in one hemisphere, but wliidi in reality was
marke 1 .sdcr^i.sis of the corpus striatum and thalannis

opticj.s. More or les-s acute exudative proce-.s s of a pnr-

ulent or serous cliarnctT prcSc-nt the sa:nc sympt jnis.

Not lon;jr ajjo he had also made an autopsy in the

ca^e of an old pentleman, who, besides tlie ordinary

sympto:ns of irritation ami compression of the brain,

showed well-marked ncnro-retinilis in bo'h eyes. The
lesion was a large hem )rrh;igic infarction, and the

changes dependent upon it. In the majaiity of case*

tumors are only to be distinguished by the presence of

intense and nearly constant headache.

Still more interesting to him were those not very rare

eases in whicli ne;iro-reiiniti.<? wascombinel with markeil

symptoms of cerebral irritation, which might have been
referred to the existence of a tumor, but afterwards
disappeared together with the neuro-retinitis. What
the exact nature of such c:ises is. maybe difficult to de-

termine, but they show that we sliould not be too

hasty in the diagiiosis of a morbid growth in t'le brain
;

and teacii us emphatically how neces-;ary it is to study
carelully th? patlulogy of the varied intr.i-cranial pro-

cessts which clinically produce approximately the same
complexity of symptoms.

Dr. Xoyes, in coniinnition of the cases related by
Dr. Janeway, mentioned the case of an old gentleman
of sixty year-, who, after suffering for several days from
febrile synip'oms, head.icht>, and disturbance of his

mental functions, was attacked with g'aueoma, whicli

was subdued b}* proper operative procedures, but with-
out cor: esponliig improvement of his vision. The case

was seen in consultation with him by two prominent
physicians, one of whom pronounced it remittent fever.

The patient passed from under his care, and subse-
quently died. Aft.^r considerable efifort an autopsy was
obtained, and it w.is discovered that there was extensive
atheromato IS degmeration of the arteries at the base
of the ijrain, and that the central brain tissues were, in

Con-:eque'!ce, very much softened.

Da. J. L. Brown said there was one practical view
of liif quest on whic'i had not been noticed tluis far in

the discuss on, nameh', that while everybody was will-

ing to acAnowledge thenece?sit\' for just sui;li thorou'.'h

examinations as had been de'ailed in the paper, he
knew o! pe haps only half a d >zen jiersons present wlio
were competent to make th.-m. He was quite .sure

that he was not, and he hal known of cases in which
a p">sr-moitem examination had fiiiled to discover any
sufficient cans? for death. The truth is, that this sub-
ject of tlie mode of making pos -;iio:tem examinations
is nit taught as it should be to medical students, and
he wo d I be gla 1 to see it receive m )re attentio i.

Referring to the remarks which had been made on
the sibje^t of periton tis, in view of its traumatic origin

it had b-en proposed to treat it liy gastro:omy ; by
which me IS ire the cause could be reache 1. It w.is
well known t!iat in some cases whic'.i ha 1 demanded
this operation, su^has tumors of the ovary, pre-exist-
ing perito itis had disappeared with the racovery from
the operation.

A systematic method of post-mortem exam'nation
would do much to clear up our knowledge rr-irarding

the frefiu -ucy of many diseases, carciuo na of the ova-y
being mentioned as an example.

Although it h commonly supposed to be by no means
a rare allcction, a promim-nt ovariotoiiii.st of tliis city

had seen but nine or ton examples in all, and another,

equally noted, had seen only two. Spcudr Wells in

his experience, which embraced liundrL-ds of eases, had
seen but tliree or four of this nature.

To illu>trale the value of care and attention to de-

tails, he would mention a ease whiih was not very
much to his own credit, which he regrelteil, but was
of considerable credit to one of the female members of
the Society.

He hid been a.sked, aliout the middle of the day, to

as8i>t at a [tost-moriem, in which it was found that the

cause of death ha 1 been gangrene of six or eight inches

of the small intestine. OrdiiiAry care in the examina-
tion of the vi.scus developed no cause for tliis condi-

tion. There w.is ne ther hiTu-a, intussusception, nor

imiiaction of foreign matter, and he came to no decision

as regards tiie canst* of the lesion. It was easy enough
to decide upon what cau-eil tin; death of the fiatient;

but what was it caused the deatli of the bowel? The
physician referred to, howeve", carefully rmoved the

specimen, and by ca-eful examin.ation fouml the branch
ofthe mesenteric artery, whicli supjdied this part, closed

by an embolus.

He thought the true value of Dr. Janeway's paper
was that it sliowe 1 not only that post-mortem exami-
nations .should be made, but that they sliould be made
well and thoroughly.

De. PfTN.wi thought this moial might a'.sobe drawn :

that we should not be too ha-ty jn arriving at a diag-

nosis in obscure ca-e.s, and related as an illus' ration a case

in which a well-known gynaecologist diagnosticated the

presence of a bifid uterus in a patient tliirtei n years of

age, who, however, appeared to be only eleven. A
large tumor was pres -nt in the hypogastrinm, which
was supposed to be fluid retained in one of the horns
of the uterus, to evacuate which ajmucture v/as made;
and the patient, previously in good lieait'.i, died in

three days of metastatic absce-ses in the lung.s, and at

the autopsy the tumor was found to be osteo--arcoma
of the right pubi*; bone.

MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS.

Dk. J. X. Merrill wished the opinion of the Society
on some questions of ethics He had i>een called to

atten 1 a wom.an upon whom an abortion hid been pro-

duced two weeks before, and who suftered such conse-

quences that it became necessary to call in medical aid.

fc^everal pli^'sicians had been called on, but hud decidedly

refused to have anything to do with the caS'% although
the woman was in a most critical condition. He
wished ti know if it is the duty of a physician to at-

tend when called to a c ise of aboi tiou ; and. further,

if it is his duty to take the initia'ive in legal proceed-
ings against the person guilty of producing it. Some
remarks were made by Dr. liarwood, who had been
called in a case of similar nature, and the President
expressed the opinion that the nature of the Service

does not, in such cases, excuse a physician from his

general duty to relieve sulFering. He may, however,
take any measures that may be needed to protect him-
self from false accusation.

As regards the second question, the President thought
decisio.i would have to be left very much to thejudgment
of the pliysician himself. In many ca<es a ly attempt on
the part of the physician to institute legal proceedings
would be productive of harm to his patient, and that

would at once decide the question in tie negative.

Dr. F. V. White, referring to a co' respondence which
lately appeared in Tue Medical Record, asked the

privilege of inquiring of D/. Russel what authority the
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homoeopatlis had fur a*sc'rtin<;' that they have a less per-

centage of inorlality in their practice than the reguhir

profession.

Dr. KrssEi.L said tlie pent'.enian had used the privi-

lepje, Avhicli is open to all, of examininp; the books of

his office, and Ind, moreover, employed the services of a

ccnple of clerks lor two months. Nevertheless, in the

statements he li;id made at the meetinf;^ of some lionid'-

opathic society, he had distorted facts, and admhiis-

tered untruths in other than hoinocopathie do^es. As
an illustration of the way he had conducted his exam-
ination, Dr. Kiissell mentioned that he had commenced
by placing homneopathic physicians in good standing in

one list, and in the other embiaced ourselves, with all the

quacks, abortionists, and irregukir practitioners.

Dr. J.\cobi nmaiked that since the statement re-

ferred to did not makd any estimate of the comparative
numbers of patients treated by the two classes of physi-

cians mentioned, the statement of comparative mor-
tality was of no value whatever. The whole alTair

reminded him of something which occurred not long

ago ; when a physician h;.d S'lid that Dr. Jacobi killed

a great many more babies tl;an he did— e'//", be was
the better doctor of the two. He (Dr. Jacobi) had
been unconrtoous enough to remark that pt rh:ips Dr.

Jacobi "killed" more babies than this physician re-

ferred to treated altogether.

Again, no account appeared to be made of tl;e fact

that the great multitude of pauper patients which are

found in our nnmerous public hospitals and dispensaries

are under the care of regular practitioners, whereas the

homoeopaths have not a single hospital containing pa-

ents of this class.

I
. Dr. Eussell explained that the person wlio made this

estimate had professed to exclude from his list all

hospital and dispensary physicians, but as very many
of our best physicians hold hospital and dispensaiy

appointments, and as it is a matter of impossibility to

say what patients are treated in tl:e pubic, and what
in the private practice of tliese gentlemen, the valuele-s

character of the estimate is apparent. Furthermore,
the author of the homoeopathic circular estimates an

average of 30.89 deaths to each regular physician,

whereas he doubted very much if there is a single

regular phy-ieian in the city, who had as many as thirty

deaths in his private prac ice during a year ; the num-
ber, even among some of our eminent men, being much
below tjiat number.
One of thi,' oldt.'r members of the Society, in relating

" what he knew about signing death certificates," said

that he had foimd that in his neighborhood the homoeo-
paths were in the habit of gettmg rid of cases which
vrere likely to terminate fatally, and of shifting the le-

sponsilulil}' of signing a death certificate upon the shoul-

ders ofsome regular physician. During the yeai s in which
he had practised in the country, he had accumulated on
his books over three han<lred cases of this sort, which
had been turned over to him by the homccopathio prac-

titioners arouml him.

On motion the Society adjouined.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Jifeetiny, Septemhei- 11, 1872.

Dr. Ekskixe M.\son, Vice-President, in the Chair.

Sl'DDEN DEATH THE RESULT OF DRINKIXG A LARGE QUANTI-
TY OF WHISKEY.

Dr. Finxef.l presented a stomach removed from a male,

aged 19, who up to the day of his death had been in ex-

cellent health. Returning from his work one evening

with some companions, and being eluded Ijy them for

not drinking, he finally became so much annoyed that

he wagered to take more liquor than any of them. He
accordingly entered a Fourth Ward drinking sal ion, and

drank at a single draught a large goltlet ol the strong-

est Fourth Ward Whiskey. A second glass cf the same
liquor was shcrtly after drunk, ten minutes alter which
he reeled and fell upon the floor, and connnenceil vom-
iting blood. Half an hour afterwards he was a cor| se.

The case was looked upon at first as one of poisoning,

but as other of his companions had panaken of ihe same
whiskey without any extraordinary effi ct, the idea was
abandoned. An investi.L'ation was however ordered l^y

the coroner, the result of which proved tiiat death was
the direct consequence of shock produced by the inges-

tion of such a large c^uantity of spirits upon an empty
stomach.

[

At the autopsy all the other organs of the body, as

far as examined, were healthy, save the stomach— the

I

mucous membrane of the gieat cul de sac of which pre-

sented an intensely it jected app( aranee.

I

In the course of the discussion Avhich followed, Dr.

Fiimell rernaiked that the fatal result in this case was

!
due to the fact that the deceased had not been in the

I

habit of drinking. If it were otherwi-e, as in the case

I

of some of his compnnions whose stomachs were thick-

ened by habitual intemperance, it would have had no

I

other effect than to induce gross intoxication. lie re-

I

marked that he had at the time under tieaiment for car-

I

buncle on the buck of the neck a German who daily

drank thirty-two glas^e3 of lager-bier, and a large weiss

I bier glass full of Rhein wine twice a day besides. At
' the time of reporting the case his patient was still alive.

In regard to the4^)articular kind of whi.-key drunk in

the low drinking saloons, he stated that it was ailulte-

rated invariably. For the most part it was manufac-

tured from alcohol flavored wiihoil of juniper, to which
dilute sulphuric ac^d was often added to give it the

j

" tang " so much relished by old topers.

riTRPURA n.EMORRIIAGICA.

I

Dr. Lewis Smith presented a specimen of a kidney

taken from the body of an infant, that died S.'[>tember

4th, at the as^e of twelve days. It was the twelfth

child of the family, most of the other children now
:
living, and having good health, never having exhiliited

i symjitoms of con.stitutional disease. The parents have

oidinarily had robust health, but during the last year

the mothei-'s appetite has been iioor, and she now pre-
' sents a pallid and cachectic appearance. To her ca-

I

chexia the disease of the infant was apparently referable.

I

The birth of the baby, on August 'i3d, was normal and

easy: it seemed w^ell developed and of good color, and

had the usual evacuations. On the third day, August

!

2r)th, it began to be feverish and fretful, scarcely sleep-

' ing. and the bowels were constipated. On this day the

1 diaper was observed to be stained with blood, which,

as was ascertained by examination, had escaped from

the urethra. On the 2r)th the quantity of blood in-

I

creased, so that no ui ine was passed that was not deeply

stained with it, and some of the diapers contained nearly

pure blood slightly clotted.

The records, August 27th, state: The ha?maturia con-

tinues and is evidently weakening the baby; the surface

is losing its reddi.'^h hue. and is presenting a more pallid,

and slightly icteric appearaiice. To-day tetanoid

spa.sms occur of the muscles of ah the extremities, but

the jaws are not fixed as in tetanus infantum; it refuses

or is unable to nurse; pulse 124 wdien quiet, over 160

Avhen crying. Compresses of cold water are applied
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over tlio hliidiliT, and a fow drops of noiiibon whiskey
are pivcn at sliort inli-rvals in the lirt'iist-inili\-.

Aug. 2')tli. Tlie s(uu<tns and h;i'niuturia continue,

but the (|iiantity of blood is less; respiration 'J4, pulse

120, tenipi'ratuie {>DJ ;
there is evidently considi-rable

decline in strenptli; is veiy restless, sleeping but little,

takes the breast-milk imd whiskey from a spoon. Give
hydrate of chloral, gr. I, according to the restlessness

and spa-ms,
Sept. 1st. Has taken the chloral hourly or less fre-

quently, with the relief of the spasms, and pnjcure-

ruent of considerable sleep; jiulse 124, respiruiioii ^4,

tcinpi-rature 102'. On Si'pteml)er 2d, there had been

no more lueniaturia or spasms
; tlie baby was quiet, and

slept siiHieieiitly, but was evidently sinking. Death
occurred September 31. During its sickness a large

purpin-ic .spot appeared on the right arm, another le.ss

distinct on the left arm, and two of less size on the

trunk; the cord separated at the usual time, and tliere

was no hemorrhage or appearance of disease at the
|

umbilicus.

J'/^7<.sy. — Permission was given to examine the ab- i

domiiial cavity only, but tlie lungs, inspected throu<;h

the diaphragm, were found nearly collapsed. The
bladder presented the normal appearance, not even ex-
hibiting blood-st:iiiiing. The left kidney was removed
for inspection, and when subsixjuently examined was
found to present in its interior, at one extremity, a dark
ecchymosed appearance, which extended perhaps over
one-filth of the organ, and this part was somewhat sof-

tened. The hemorrhage had no doubt occurred from
this part. The remaining organs of the abdomen, cur-

sorily examined, seemed healthy, but the right kidney
was not properly inspected.

lienutrks.—Poor health of the motJ|er during gestation

ia one of the admitted causes of purpura haemorrhagica
in the new-born. The dyscrasia to which purpura oc-

curring iti the first weeks of life is due, is in a large

proportion ot cases .syphilitic. In this case, however, it

is Certain that there was no syphilis; but the mother's
health had been impaired by hard work, frequent child-

bearing, and tlie anti-iiygienic conditions in which the
family lived. Hemorrhage in purpura of the new-born
is apt to occur from the umbilicus, at the time of the
separation of the cord, since from the feeble coagulability

of the blood ihe umbilical vessels are apt to remain open,

or but partially plugged. That it did not thus occur in

this case, was probably due to the fact that the renal

hemorrhage began so early, that when the cord had
eepaiated there was less fulness of the vessels and a
feebler circulation.

It is not improbable that the tonic spasms Avere due
to extravasation of blood in the spinal canal. For the

cause of the purptnic extravasations and lieinorrhages

there must evidently be an altered state of the blood or

blood-vessels. MM. Andral and Gavarret, in two ana-
lyses of purpuric blood, found a diminution in the fibrin,

and the fibrin that is present appears les? coagulable
than in healtliy blood, so that the clots which form when
the blood is stagnant are small and soft and slowly pro-
duced. In a few examinations with the microscope
Avhich I have made of purpuric blood, certain of the

blood coipuseles seemed to me somewhat shrivelled and
irregular, when there had been no evaporation of serum,
but in other specimens this appearance was not ob-
served.

Have the walls of the blood-vessels in purpuric pa-
tients undergone any molecular change by which they
have become more brittle, and therefore more easily

ruptured? This is a point to which too little attention

has been ,t:iven. and little is therefore known in refer-

ence to it. Although blood corpuscles may transude

through the walls of the mimite ves.sel.s, a free hemor-
rhage like that in the case detailed above wmdd not be
likely to occur except from a rupture, llillier, com-
menting on a case of purpuric hemorrhage which he
treated, and in which there had been long-continued

suppurative inflannnation of th<! bones, snggeM s that the

walls of the vessels may have been weakened by waxy
degenerati<m, but lie did not have an op ortunity of

nseertai ing the correctness of his opinion, as the patient

improved.
Pinpiira, as I have observed it. has ofcurred most

frequently under the age of two year.*, and as a conse-

quence of .some exhausting disease, or of niaiiitest anti-

hygienic conditions It is not rate in the .'"aujilies of the

city poor, and is most frequently met in foundling hos-
pitals. It occurs especially after protri^cted entero-

colitis, and certain of the eruptive fevers. Tims I have
at present luider ob.servation a mirsing infant of eight

months, pallid, but not great y emaciated, who has pur-
puric blotches upon the iorehead, trunk, and all the limbs,

there being in certain of them so much exiiavasated

blood that tlie skin is distinctly elevated, and pressure

with the finger gives the sensation of no<lules. The
apparent cause of the purpura is a sub-acute entero-

colitis of three or more weeks' duration.

It is seen from the thermonietric examinations in the

above case, that the temjieraiure was unifoimly elevated

above that of health. Febrile action lias been repeat-

edly observed in cases of puqiurahaemorrhauMca, but it

does not appear to be always present, in this disease.

It is probably of an irritative character. The nearly

collapsed state of the lungs was, no doubt, rel'erable to

the feebleness. In feeble infants there is seldom full

inflation of the lungs, and if death occur from exhaus-

tion in those only a few days old, collapse ofthese organs,

more or less complete, will be found at the autopsy.

I have sometimes observed collapse under these circum-

stances, when I had reason to think that the limgs had
previously been inflated. Purnura ha3morrhajic;i in the

infant, though a grave disease, is by no means iiecessru-ily

fatal. Patients not unfi eqnently recover tlirouL'h an im-
provement in their hygienic conditions, and the inter-

nal use of small doses of turpentine and iron.

CASES OF GANGRENE OF TUE MOUTU.

Dr. Smith also exhibited specimens of gangrene of

the mouth, Vvith the following histories:

—

Cask I.—Male. 3 years old. The eruption oj measles

appeared June 12, and in the last ofJune pertussis com-
menced. Became emaciated. OfTensiveness of the

breath was first noticed July 28, and death occurred

August 3.

Autopsy.—Body wasted. Both sides of pharynx gan-

grenous; also velum palati ; the gangrene involved the

gum around the molars on the left side, also the posterior

half of left cheek. It extended down the pharynx half

an inch below the level of the epiglottis
;
gangrene also

at base of tongue, but epiglott s not involved ; larynx

and trachea healthy; bronchial tubes sightly injected

and containing muco-pus. The lungs are free from in-

flammation, but the right middle lolie, margin of the

right lower and tongue-like proeess of the left upper

lobe are collapsed. Both lungs readily inflate. The
highest temperature during the measles was 102°, du-

ring the gangrene 104°
; most fiequent pulse during

the measles 140, during the gangrene 104. There was
considerable dyspnoea in the last two or three days from

the tumefaction around the larynx. Hence the pulmo-
nary collap.se.

Case II.—Male, one year and two months old. Erup-

tion olniea-sles appeared June 1st ; recovered^in the usual

time, but had diarrhoea constantly afterwards. The
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pums around the incisors, above and below, began to

ulcerate about Aup[iist 15, and within a week gan-
grene commenced. Died August 30.

Antopsy.—Both cheeks of a purple gangrenous color

from the chin to the eyes. The swelling lias consider-

ably subsided since death. On the right cornea is a

gray circular u!cer two linos in diameter, and the whole
cornea is cloudy. This was observed some days before

death
;
pupil of this eye contracted, of other eye dilated.

All the incisors of the upper jaw, and the incisors and
one bicuspid of the lower jaw have fallen out, and the

corresponding portions of the maxillary bones arc de-

nuded of periosteum and jagged. Tiie periosteum is

also destroyed to a considerable distance beyond. The
cheeks are infdi rated and osdematous. Trachea and
bronchial tubes of normal appearance, Init con!aii:ing mu-
cus. Numerous minute transparent tubercles dissem-

inated through both lungs; part of right middle lobe

collapsed
;
posterior superior and posterior inferior por-

tions of left lower lobe in astate of cheesy pneumonitis,

"with intervening healthy parenchyma; part of the

cheesy substance had softened.

These cases present certain points of interest. Mea-
sles is regarded as one of the most frequent causes ofgan-
grene of the mouth, but it hns seemed to me that gan-
grene occurring as a sequel of this disease is often more
due to complications or sequelas to which measles is

especially lia!)le than to the primary disease itself. In
the two eases now presented, we see potential causes
of the debility which predisposes to gangrene, apart

from the measles, namely, protracted diarrhoea, pertus-

sis and cheesy pneumonitis. The cheesy disease of the

lung in the second case, no doubt, dated back to the

measles, and according to the doctrine of the production
of tubeieles now held by pathologists, the minute tuber-
cles in the lui g-;, which were evidently very recent,

originated Ironi detached particles of this softened sub-
stance. There were no tubercles in other organs.

Corrfspontrencc.

A CAUSE OF ENURESIS, DYSURIA, AND
MASTURBATION IN BOYS.

Mr D^Aii Sir :—About two years since, a gentle-

man, who was present during my attendance in the

Department of Diseases of Children, at the Bureau of

Medical and Surgical Relief for the Out-Door Poor, at

Bellevue Hospital, directed my attention to adhesions
which existed between the ghms penis and the inner sur-

face of the pi'epuce of a boy whose mother complained
that he " wet the bed." Since that time nearly every
month has brought me, at the above dispensary, a case

of nocturnal incontinence of urine, or of dysuria, and
I have in nearly every instance, thus fiir, found ad-

hesions, greater or less in amount, existing between
these two surfaces. When these adhesions have been
small in extent, they occurred most commonly on the

sides of the glans, but I have seen several cases in

which the whole inner surface of the prepuce, excepting
the deepest portion of the fold, or that covering the

corona glandis, has been adherent. In the latter class,

when the adhesion has existed for some time, col-

lections of smegma, to an extent sufficient to form
masses the size of small beans, are to be found in the

folds of the mucous membrane, and by a little manipu-
lation may be slid about under the free portion of the

prepuce from one point to another. In many cases

this adhesion extends quite to the preputial orifice, and
a superficial examination would lead one to suppose
that the inability to retract the prc])uce depended upon
constriction of this orifice, or phymosis

;
while a little

more care would make the adhesion of the two surfaces
apparent.

I had inferred the cause to be want of attention to

cleanliness. Foreign matter being allowed to accumu-
late at tiiis point, abrasion or ulceration of the mucous
surfaces taking place, and adhesion following; but in ex-
amining the prepuce and glans in the cases of still-born

children, I have found these epitheliar adhesions pres-

ent, and am led to presume that the real cause is the

persistence of the foetal state of these parts.

I have found this condition existing in boys at the
breast, in tliose of nine; or ten years, and at intermedi-

ate ages. In one child, just old enough to walk, the
constant irritation of the retained smegma kept the
penis in a state of almost constant erection, and made
miclniition frequent and painful. His inclination 1o

pull at the organ led his mother to believe that he
had been taught " bad practices " by other children.

These cases have been very readdy cured by simply
rupturing the adhesions, clearing out the retained

smegma, and preventing readhesion, by the use of
some kind of cerate or ointment. It has also been ad-
visable, in some cases, to give a tonic to aid in tho

restoration of the child's health, which has generally

suffered, either from the effect of this irritation upon
his nervous system, or from the dosing he has under-
gone " to kill the worms," from his treatment with bella-

donna, iodine, bromide of potassium, or chloral, etc.
;

from being deprived of water, and wakened during
the night to empty his bladder ; as well as from the
numerous scoldings and whippings by which he has
a^so suffered.

It has sometimes been convenient to use the fenestra-

ted end of a probe to assist in rupturing the band of ad-

hesion, either by slipping it behind, when an opening
could be discovered, or by scratching through the
junction while the prepuce was strongly retracted. I

have rarel}'' found it necessary to perform ciicumcision

to enable me to completely uncover the glans, when
these adhesions were once torn through.
To whom the credit belongs of first noticing this

cause of enuresis, dysuria, and masturbation, I do not

knoAV. The gentleman who pointed it out to me had
learned it of a physician who, like myself, had a dis-

pensary service in this city. I find no mention made
of it in such works on <reneral medicine or surgery or

diseases of children as I have consulted ; some of the

writers on the subject declaring that nocturnal incon-

tinence of urine is, in many cases, almost incurable

until after pubert}'', which is easily comprehended when
we suppose the above cause to have been the one in

existence.

Yours very truly, F. A. Castle.

est Lexington Avenue, New York Citj-.

-^m—•—^
THE MEDICAL REGISTER AND THE MEDI-

CAL PROFESSION.

To The Editor of The Medical Record.

Sir :—Your remarks on the subject of the " Medical F.erj-

istei- and the Profession " have called to my mind many
grievances connected with the plan followed out by this

self-constituted tribunal of a few of the young medical

men of this city. I am pleased to say, in the beginning,

that I have not been either accidentally or purposely

omitted from the list of "respectables," and for myself I

have nothing to complain of. But with others with ^

X
P)J /D

i^/^'Z/*-^,
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whos^ cases I Imve become nfquainted, t'lc matter
Btandfl ill a diflVTuiit li},'lif. Tliere art' some wlio I

am c.»iivi!ic.Ml xhouM lu' in the list who arc purposely

and d.di:iiilly It^ft out liy vole of a clique ofyouiig men,
will) J) liist Ity their actions lh:it lliey can do anything
tliey please.

Your correspondent is ono of those who Ix^liuve in

an authoritative 1 st of practitioners, and who believe

tliat sucii a list cannot be made under sanction of law,

as ill other civilized countries. Tiie professional man
shrinks fnun extra-professional labors, and we cannot

expect oihcrs than younir men to do cleric.d work ; but

is it ripht to trust entirely to the dis retion of our

juniors in matters of such importance as leL-i-tiafi'in ?

Must we accept all the-'o decsions of such gentle-

man without question ? We virtually do s > by
a;cepting the R'lji^ter as an auhoitaiive expose of

the respectability of tlie profession. We cannot expect

perfection, but I claim that we should have that

a;>proach to an intention which should injure on the

part of one si-ekiiig redress s.jiiicthin,' akin to civility.

The real object of this R-'i/ister is to be a guide for the

profos-;i(m. Tliat is what every one wans, but is it

such a guide? I know of not a few gentleni n of this

city will) will not consult wiih another practiiioner

wiio is not in the list. In the main, this is proper, but

when we find that tliis name and that name is omitted

by the niL-rest accident, who can tell how much harm
might be done to such a suflerer? But allow me to

come to particulars. By a vote of the Medi'-o-IIistori-

cal Society, it was agreed that no one should !)e in the

list of respectables who kept diug-sho;is. Why this

particular rule was pissed does not itppear, exeept tliat

the Society wished to show how fir it could go in is
dictatorial, uncompromising, and [>resumpiuou-; spirit.

Wliat was the result ? Very many names di-ap[)eaied,

and quite a number said that only a few wouhl consult

with them. One case came to my notice of a young
practitioner whose praciice in the beginning was not

sufficient to support him, and he kept an apothec uies'

8'iop. It was, if you please, a " matter of bread and
butter" wit'i him. I will go further by saying that

this gentleman was only a silent proprietor, and yet

because he did not give up his shop lie wa.s not con-

sidered r:'spectable. Tliis is certainly like "cutting off

the head to cun.' squinting," an original operation pro-

posed by Sam Wellr.
You are ple:ised to say that the M dico-IIistorical

Society shmid be en'Onraged. No one objects to tnis.

But let it show a disposition to take suggesions. For
one, I .should iike to know Avhat its standard of merit

is. One year a name is inserted, and tlie next year it

is lefto:it. We may call these the oscillators, whi may
not be able to please the members of the Society two
years in succession. iMay be, however, the standards of

respectability voted by the Society vary f om tiiiie to

t me, and to be con-istent with their inconsistency

they must act accordingly. How can we reconcile this

behavorwith an expressed intention to be accurate,

irapartiil? Does it not show that the self-constituted

autlioriiies of this Society have a little too much to look

after, and tliat the Editor and the Puldi.oation Commit-
tee are betrinning to prove that they are out of their

de[)th ? Would it not be a good idea for the profession

generally to know the exact standard to be reached to

insure a place, and then we c:m all know how to behave
ourselves ? Who knows that some of those who, from a

culpable ignorance of the exact ideal of a perfect man
entertained by the Executive Committee of this Soci-

ety, may not he left out in the cold next year " with-

out friends and without influence ?"

In conclusion, I cannot escape a conviction, torced

j

upon me by an observation extending from the very

I
inception of the movement of regiBliation, that the

. profe-sion generally are leaving in (he hands of a

diipie a dangerous power. I s ly all this with no rea-

son to complain on my own acconnl lor having been

j

misu.sed, or treated in any but a courteous manner by
the editors or their committees.

Respectfully, your obedient s. rvanf, P.
New Yohk. <Jit. (i. 1874

To Thk KDiTon of Tiie .MKDirAi, IlEcoitn.

Sir: — I read the letter of * * * *, upon wh'ch you
have based your last ediiorial, with not a little surprise.

It is a matter which interested the correspondent more
than any one else, an I although I confess \y: was mis-

use i, but as it was not intentional, the Editor and the

Society cannot lose confidence with the profession.

It would certainly be at)surd to suppose that snch mis-

takes conld always be avoided. In your own case

is an example of such. I think we should all be will-

ing to be charitable to gentlemen who strive to

do us so much good. Their efl'orts in this direction are,

as far as I have oixserved them in the di.^tiict in which
I reside, very p ai.seworihy. I know of one gentleman,

who acted as canvasser for the Society in a sparsely set-

tled district, calling upon one medical gentleman six

times within a fortni;;ht before he could find him in, it

being a rule with said gentleman fas with other."?, I

believe) to see the credentials iiimself, and satisfy him-
self that everything was right. I take the He/ister as

my anihority, and altliough I am wiling to allow for

all mistakes, it is hard to convince me that they were
not male purposely, the assertions of the " Omit eJ
One " to the contrary, notwithstanding.

Yours truly, Brooklv.v.
Oct. 10, ISTU.

To The Editob of The Medical Uecord.

My Dear Dr. :—I am with you, ami all other well-wish-

ers for the welfare of our profession, in favor of medical
registration as a very laudable and justifiable means to

an end. But everj'' one kn>iws that when we go a little

firther than wishing, and commence to do, the real

difficuUii-s stare us in the face. Tiiis seems to be the

case with the Medical Register. We must all confess

that there are a great many shortcomings and misad-
ventures in an enterpri.se calculated to meet the wants
of every cavi ler for propriety, and every stickler for

ind.vidual rights. The surprise is tl.at the Register, by
dint of perseverance in this vety line, in striving to

please, in endeavoring to do everyihing which it believes

to be right and straiglitf jrward, has succeeded so well.

So much for the book as a book. In the interests of
the cause it represent-, all must have concern enough to

aid it in every w:iy in his power. I for one am anxious
,

to do this, but in order that, I may act intelligibly, I must
first be ai?sured that the raember.-hip to a medical soci-

ety is all that is required to find admission to the Medi-
cal R/'f/isfer. Without attempting to dispute your
authority on the poin', I beg to enclose the following
memorandum, which bears upon the lemedy which you
have proposed :— *

Here are the names of gentlemen who are entirely

ignored in the list of physicians, and who are yet mem-
bers of the most respectable medical societies in New
York. One of these is a member of no less than three

of the recognized associations, and we look in vain for

[* The names of the fjentlomen are omitted, fnr obvions reasons. We
can, however, vouch for their genuineness.

—

Ed.]
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his name anywliore el^e. I can assure you that this

has been no dveisipht of the Society, no slip of the pen-

cil of the Editor—in (act nothing for which any apolop^y

is attempted. My authority for this statement is a mem-
ber of the Me(lico-lIi--^torical Society, who is proverbi-

ally careful of what lie says. It would appear that this

single and wiU'ul departure from a rule wliieh would he

considered .-^afe by most every one, destroys a principle.

Yours, etc., John Playi-air, M.D.

Kew York, Oct. Ifu'i.

ARMY NEWS.
Official List of Clianfjea of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers of the Medical Department United states Army,
from September 19, 1872, to October 4, 1872, inclu-

sive.

Edwards. L. A., Surgeon.—By S. 0. 227, War Dept.

A. G. 0., Sept 25, 1872, to report in person on Oct. 2

next, to the Commanding General, Department of the

Lake?, for assignment to duty.

GoDDARD, C. E.. Surgeon.—By S."0. 184, Dept. of

Dakota, Sept. IG, 1872, relicYed from duty at Fort Rice,

D. T., upon arrival of Assistant Surgeon Williams, and to

comply with S. 0. 167, C. S., War Department.

Williams, J. W., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 184,

C. S., Department of Dakota, assigned to duty at Fort

Rice, D. T.

NoTSox, Wm. M., Ass'stant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 101,

Department of the Lakes, Sept. 2(J, 1872, granted leave

of absence for thirty days.

Waters, Wm. E., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 218,

"War Department, A. G. 0., Sept. 18, 1872, reheved from
duty in Depart ment of the East, and to report in per-

son to the Commanding General, Department of the

Missouri, for assignment.

Brewer, J. W., Assistant Surgeon—By S. 0.151,
Department of the Mo., Sept. 18, 1872, nlieved from
duty at Fort Harker, and assigned to duty at Camp
Supply, Ind. T.

Gardner, W. H., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 155,

Department of the Mo., Sept. 2G. 1872, a'^signed to duty
with troops consiituting garrison of Fort Rilev, Kansas,
to proceed to CanipGihCav'y, near Fort ILiys, Kansas,
to report to the Commanding officer for duty.

Jessop,S. S., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 155, C. S.,

Department of the Mo., relieved from duty with Gih
Cav'y, and assigned to duty at Fort Selden, N. M,

VicKERY', R. S., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 158,

Department of the Mo., Sept. 30, 1872, when relieved

by Assistant Surgeon De Hanne, to comply with S. 0.

205, C. S., War Department.

De Hanne, J. V., Assistant Surgeon —By S. 0. 158,
Department of the Mo., Sept. 30, 1872, relieved from
duty as attending Surgeon at these Headquarters, and
assigned to duty as Post Surgeon, Fort Wingate, N.
M.
Brown, H. E., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 224,

War Department, A. G. 0., Sept. 23, 1872, directed to

leave New Orleans, La., on October 10 next, and to

proceed to Washington via New York City.

Delany, a., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 155, C. S.,

Department of the Mo., when relieved by Assistant
Surgeon Jessop to comply with S. 0. 205, C. S., War
Department.

CowDREY, S. G., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 151,

C. S., Department of the Mo., relieved from duty at

Camp Supply, Ind. Ty., and assigned to duty at Fort
Larned, Kansas.

REYNOi.rs, F., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 113, De-
partment of the Cohnnliia, Sept. 11, 1S72, to rcixirt in

person to the Attending Surgeon, Portland, Oregon, for

medical treatment.

Ascn, M. J., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 224, War
Department, A. G. O., Sept. 23, 1872, granted extension
of leave of absence until March 31, 1873, and his resig-

nation accepted by the President, to take effect Mai ch

31, 1873.

iHetiical Jtcms anti ttnus.

Clinical Lectures on Venereal. Genito-uhinary,
AND Skin Diseases at the New Yohk Dispensary.—
A com se of clinical lectures will be delivered on Vene-
real, Genito-urinary, and Skin Diseases, by Dr. ^I. H.
Henry, at the New York Dispensary, during the com-
ing winter months. The large number of patients con-
stantly under treatment at this Institution affords an
excellent opportunity for observation and special in-

struction in this important branch of surgery.

American Public Healtii Association.—The first

object of this new organization is to secure reasonable

and practicable methods ofsanitary administration, and
to bring the best results of study and experience into

the common stock of the Body, which invitt s the eon-
trbution of such results from every competent sourct%

The second object is to promote the diffusion and prac-

tical uses of sanitary knowledge. The following aie

the officers of the Association :

—

President, Stephen Smith, M.D., of New Yoik.
First Vice- President, Edwin M. Snow, M.D. , of Provi-

dence.

Second Vice-President, C. B. White, M.D., of New
Orleans.

Treasurer, John H. Roach, M.D., of Chicago.

Secretary, E. Harris, M.D., of New York.
The following named gentlemen, wiih the officers,

constitute the Executive Committee:—Dr. Francis Bacon,
of New Haven; Dr. Wm. Clendenin, of Cincinnati;

Dr. C. C. Cox, of Washington, D.C. ; Dr. Henry Harts-

horne, of Philadelphia ; Dr. Moreau Morris, of New
York; Dr. John M. Woodward, Washington, D.C.

The next meeting of the Association will be at

AVashington, D.C, during the last week in February,

1873, Avhen the chairmen of twenty-three committees
are expected to report.

College of Physicians, PiiiLADELPniA.—The report

on the "Annual Mu.seum for the Exhibition of the

American Medical Association in Philadelphia, and the

Contributions from California," read by Thomas IM. Lo-
gan, M.D., President of the American Medical Associa-

tion, before the Sacramento Society for Medical Im-
provement, gives the following particulars: The appro-

priate building belonging to the College of Physicians,

where the museum was held during the late session of

the American Medical Association, contains the valuable

library and museum of the college, the former greatly

enhanced by the donations of Samuel Lewis, and liy a

bequest of the collection of the books of the late Mr.
George Ord, consisting of about 15,500 volumes ; the lat-

ter contains as its nucleus the museum of the late Dr. T.

D. Mutter, who bequeathed a sum of money for the

endowment of an annual course of lectures on subjects

relating to surgical pathology. The officers of the col-

lege for 1872 are:

—

President, Geo. B. Wood, M.D.

;

Vice-President
J
Geo. W. Norri.«, M.D. ; Secretary, Joim
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H.- Pm-knnl, >[.D. ;
Itfronhr, J. Ewinj? Moars, M.D.

;

Trrii.Hirer, J. Kodinan Taiil, M.D. ;
/.ilmirian^ Robert

Brid^re-i, M D. ; Censors, Drs, Isaac Hoyrs, Jos. Carson,
Lewis Hodman, Kilwanl Haitsliorne; Cmnicillora, Drs.

S. Siitell. Alfred Siillf-, W. S. W. Rtischeiiberger, C.

Morris, K. Wallace, .Ia.<. H. Ilutcliinson.

The following Societies meet in tlie CoIlej.'o Imildinfr:

The raiholoj,'ical So i.-ty, of Pliiladelph'a ; Tiie ( )bstet-

ncal Society, of riiila'lelphia ; The ()|>hthaliiiologieal

Society, of lMiiladeIj)hia ; The Pliiladelphia County
Moiiiral Suciety.

The Journal Association consists of Fellows of ilie

College w ho have subscribed for American and foreign

me.lica! journals, for the beiielit of the library of the

Institution.

CaLIKORMA CoSTRIBL'TIONS to toe AnNUAT- MfSEU.M.
Dr. Thomas M. Logan, in his report to the Sacramento
Society for Medical Improvement, alluiles, with cut.'^,

especially to the following practical contributions, by
Californians, to the Museum in connection with the

late meeting of the American Medical Association, held

in Phil.idflphia. Dr. II. W. XeI;>oirs splint, and its novel

adjustment for fracture of the pelvic bones. The tra-

cheotome of Dr. A. B. Stout, oi San Francisco, with its

accessories. The neat and ingenious instrument for

the treatment of fracture of the inferior maxillary bone,

contributed by Dr. li. W. Murphy, of Saf-ramento.

The p:iihologcal specimen, from Dr. L. McGuire, of
Folsom, of fibroid infiltration of the pylorus, or the

plastic liviiis of Urinton.

Opii'm-sellikg IX SAXDWicn Islands.—Recently, in

these islands, the privilege of selling opium for one
year was bid ofif at auction for the sum of twenty-one
thousand dollars.

AroTHECARiES.—Tlio first apothecaries lived at Na-
ples. By the edict of Frederick II.. it was required
" that the confectionerii should take an oath to keep by
them fresh and suflScient drugs, and to make up meiii-

cines exactly according to the prescriptions of the

physicians.' The Iirst mention made of an English
apothecary occurs in the reign of Edward III., who, it

is said, bestowed, in the year 1345, a pension of six-

pence a dii}' on Coursus de Gangeland, an apothecary
of London, Ibr taking care of and attending his Majesty
during his illness in Scotland. They were established
in France and Germany about the time they were in-

troduced in England. There was no apothecary's shop
iu Halle till the year 1493.

FEL'KRBArn.—Louis Marie Feuerbach, the great Ger-
man r»hilosopher. died September 17, 1872, at Hanau,
Uessi Cassel, aged 69.

BrFFALO Insane Asylum, N. T.—The corner-stone

of this new asylum was laid with appropriate ceremo-
nies. Sept. 18, 1872. M. W. Christopher G. Fox, tlie

Grand Master of Masons of this State, officiated. Ad-
dresses were made by Gov. Hoffman and Hon. James
0, Putnam.

Small-pox in South America.—The Department of

Stale, at latest advices, is in receipt of information that

the small-pox was prevailing to an alarming extent in

the Republics of Peru and Chili, the deaths being 200
weekly at Santiago, out of a population of 250,000.

and 3u0 weekly at Valparaiso, out of a population of

loO,Oi»0. It is also reported that the disease is very

severe at Iquique, Peru, and that it has reached Callao.

Cholera in Persia.—A despatch from Teheran re-

ports that the cholera is raging with violence in

Bokhara. It is estimated tlialjl,000 persons are dying
daily from tlie scourge.

BousQUKT.— Dr. Bou-quet, one of the sreatesi advo-
cates of the Jeniierian doctrines in France, died recently,
aged 70,

(J ROSS.— Dr. Gross, of Philadelj)hia, the justly cele-

brated surgeon, was once tlaiigcrou.My ill. Shortly
after his recovery he met one of Ids lady patients, who
remarked to him, '' Oli, doctor! I rejoice to see that
you are out again; had we lost you, our good people
would have died by the doz< n."

—'"Thank you, madam,"
replied the affable doctor, "but now I R-ar they will

die by the Gross! "

Louis.—This distinguished French physician died
recently, in the 8G1I1 yeiir of hi.s age.

Snake-bite in India.—In the Punjab, during the

monili of May, G2 deaths occurred from snake- bites

and wild animals. The ])opulalion of this country is

about 95,(100,000.

Simon.—The University of Munich, on its four hun-
dredth anniver.sary, confi-rred the honorary diploma of

Doctor in Medicine on Mr. Simon, F.U S., D.C.L.

Cholera and Dengue are very prevalent in India.

There were 1,072 deaths from cholera in the Punjab, in

the month of May.

Royal College of PnvsiciANS, London.—The Coun-
cil E.xaminers of this institution for the ensuing year
are: Midwifery, John Braxton Hicks, M.D., F.R.S.,

and Win. S. Playfair, M.D. ; Surgical Anatomy and
the Principles ami Practice of Surgery, Campbell De
Morgan, F.R.S., and Geo. W. Callender, F.R.S. ; Anat-
omy and Physiology, Frederick W. Pavy, M.D., and
John Burdon Sanderson, M.D., F.R.S. ; Chemist'

Materia Medica, and Practical Pharmacy, Alfred
Taylor, M.D., F.R.S., and Wm. li. Dickinson, M.D
Medical Anatomy and the Principles and Practice > :

Medicine, Herbert Davies, M.D., and George Johnson,
M.D., F.R.S.;

Death of a London Surgeon.—Alfred Polai^l.

F.R.C.S., Surgeon to Guy's Hospital, died lately.

Many valuable articles in "Holmes'.-; System of Sur-

gery " were contributed by him. He was for qaite a

time the editor of '' Guy's Hospital Reports."

Destruction of the Northern Ohio Lun.\tic Asy-
lum.—This institution, located at Newburg, seven miles

from Cleveland, Ohio, was nearly destroyed by Ore Sep-
tember 2o, 1872. There were about GOO inmates. Sev-
eral were badly burned, and lour citizens were buried .

in the debris. The loss will probably amount to about

$300,000, on which, it is said, there is no insurance.

The Oldest Wo.man in Philadelphia.—"Aunt Mar-
garet," a colored woman who had reached the advanced
age of 115 years, died September 18, 1872, in Piiiladel-

pliia. She had lived in tlie third story of a house for

about fifieea years, and was not known to have left her
room during that time.

The Prevention of Sea-Sickness.—Mr. Henry Bc=.-

semer, whose name is so intimately associated with th •

manufiicture of steel, has devised a scheme for doing
away with the horrors of the Chaimel passage between' 4

England and France— the chief terror in a voyage to

Europe to those who cannot help being sea-sick It is

the suspension, on the steamer, of a large circular sa-

loon on axles, with machinery designed to overcome
all movements in either direction from oscillation, from
the waves or from other causes, so that the floor shall

be kept horizontal in all conditions. It is stated that

eminent engineers, who have examined the details of

the invention and seen the model at work, have ex-
pressed their full belief in the practicability of the

plan.

—

X. Y. Observer.



€)ri!,vnaL Conummications.

RUrTUKE OF THE BLADDER FROM
RETENTION OF URINE
DUE TO STRICTURE OF THE URETHRA.

WITH CASES AND KEMAUKS.

By J. W. S. GOULEY, M.D.,

BUnOEON TO BELLEVUE HOSriTAL, NEW YORK.

Rupture of the bladder, thougli an extremely rare

accident in eonsequence of retention of urine from

urethral ohstruetioi), will here form the topic of a few
remarks and suggestions, based principally upon the

observation of two cases of this lesion which came to

my notice at Eellevue Hospital within five months of

each other.*

Case I.—John S , aged sixty, was admitted to

Bellevue Hospital June 13th, 1870. This man was
muscular and uf large frame. He denied having ever

contracted venereal disease, and asserted tliat he had
received no injury of the genitals. Twelve years be-

fore, however, he had a retention of urine of thirty-six

hours' duiation, of which he was relieved spontaneous-

ly, catheterism being unsucce.~si'ul.

When he entered the hos[)ital, he walked up to his

ward without assistance, and stated that he had passed

no urine lor three days. Examination of the parts re-

vealed extravasation of urine in the scrotum, penis, and
periuiEum, which were nmcli swollen and of a dusky
red color, the extravasation having taken place twelve

hours after the beginning of retention. On the glans

penis there was a well-marked indurated cicatrix.

Though the bladder had risen to the level of the um-
bilicus, the patient complained of no pain, his counte-

nance bore no marks of snlTering or of anxiety, and
his pulse was ninety-four and full. A short time after

Jiis admission, a No. 8 flexible catheter was passed

Tlown the urethra to a point seven inches from the ex-

ternal oritice, where it was arrested; No. 2 bulbous
boqgjje stopped at six and three-quarter inches ; No. 4

enSbuntt-red an obstruction at seven inches, overcame
it and went three-quarters of an inch beyond. A fili-

form bougie could not be introduced past the latter

point. Two hours after this examination, ether was
administered with the view of making another trial at

catheterism. The patient became greatly excited, and
during one of his struggles the abdominal tumor sud-

denly di.<appeaied, and the former area of dulness be-

came tympanitic. Catheterism again failed. There
were no symptoms of collapse; the pulse remained as be-

fore. Four hours later ibe integuments of the penis

and scrotum were freely incised, a poultice applied, and
an opiate given. . Pulse 104 and feeble. From this

time the patient made no motion nor any sound to at-

tract the attention of his nurse, anil Avas found dead a

few hours after the incisions had been made. I did
- not see him during life, but had the good fortune of

witnessing the autopsy, which proved extremely inter-

esting. There were in the abdominal cavity five pints

of bloody urine, and a very slight glutinous exudation
on the visceral peritonajum. The bladder was large, its

walls were of normal thickness, and its cavity contain-

ed a little urine. At the upper fundus, posteriori}',

there was a laceration half an inch in length, involving
" the peritonixium—there being no signs of ulceration.

* Both these cases were publishetl by Dr. Thomas H. Cmse, in a
paper on '• Rupture o£ the Bludder tlependent on Stricture of the Ure-
thra as a i>rijuary Cause." See ilEDICAL RECOaD, Vol. 6, No. 11, p. i-ll,

Aug., IfcTl.

The penis, scrotum, and the tissues in and around the

pcrinieum were infiltrated with bloidy urine. Near
the bulbo-mernbranous junction tlieie was a slight.con-

striction of the methral canal, and just behind this

point the urethra was torn completely across. The
kidneys were fatty and granular.

Jienutrks.—The first question that arises, in the con-
sideration of" this case, is whether the retention of urine

was the result of the stricture which was permeable to

a No. 8 instiument, or whether it was not cau.sed by
the laceration and consequent retraction of the severed
urethra. There is no doubt in my mind that the lat-

ter is the more proliable solution of the mystery, espe-

cially if it be noted how little dependence can be placed
upon the testimony of a man wlio, having the remains
of a chancre upon his penis, denies that he has ever
contracted venereal disease or has ever had a sore upon
his privates. Tiiere is every evidence that this man
had received a severe contusion of the perinicum, and
that he probably had a motive in concealing the fact.

He might have sustained an injury from the hand of
some person whom he did not wish known, or possibly

had been hurt during a drunken brawl, and had no
recollection of it. However this may be, the autopsy
proved beyond a doubt that there was a complete lacer-

ation of the urethra at the bulbo-membranous junction.

In his case, this could only have occurred from contu-
sion of the perinjeum ; and it is well known that such an
accident soon leads to retention and extravasation of
urine. The laceration of the urethra explains the dis-

crepancy in the measurements, and also the failure of
catheterism. The No. 8 gum catheter reached a greater

depth than No. 2, simply because, being more resisting,

it forced its way farther out of the canal into the neigh-
boring connective tissue. None of the bougies passed
ever entered the retracted vesical end of the urethra.

The second question relates to the vesical rupture.

Judging from the duration of the retention (three days)

and from the degree of distention, the bladder must
already have become atonied. A good evidence of the

correctness of this view is, that the man suffered no pain
at the time of his admission, and was able to walk up
stairs. Consequently the rupture of the bladder was
not the result of straining in micturition, but was caus-

ed by violent contraction of the abdominal muscles
during the patient's struggles while undergoing ether-

ization. I think that any other anaesthetic agent would
probably have had the sarue effect. The first wrong
was to give any anesthetic at all, the second was to

delay treatment. The indications for immediate surgi-

cal interference were clear. There was a man whose
bladder was distended to the umbilicus, who had not
made water for three days, and Avho for two days had
all the signs of extravasation of urine in the perinajum
and scrotum. Should there have been a question about
the propriety of making free incisions to relieve tension ?

The duty of the young prartitioner, in such circum-
stances, is to meet the immediate demands of the case,

i. e., to relieve tension and to provide for the escape of
urine, if he does not wish to take the entire responsi-

bility of managing the case to its end. The patient

should at once be firmly held in the lithotomy position

—but should take no aniesthetic—and, with a sharp
scalpel, a clean incision should be made in exactly the
median line of the perinieum, extending from the scro-

tum to within an inch of the margin of the anus, and
involving all the tissues down tothe urethra. This
would give free egress to tlie urine, and leave the pa-
tient in the best cotulition for any operative process

that might lie decided upon af er con-u tation. If such
a plan had been pursu/d in the case under discussion,

tliere would have b en no rupture of ihe bladder.
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Case II.—CIimIcsD ,npod 30, ndmitttd to Bellc-

vue Hospital, October 31, 1870. Had two attacks of

tiroihritis ; tlic first, ten years, and llio last, two and a

half years before admission, but otlierwi.se bad enjoyed

pood liealtb, and was teni|ierale. For two years jirior

to his entry into hospital he suffered from dysury and

from other .symptoms of advancinp stricture. On the

29tb of Octobei, at tJ t)'clock a. m., he urinated with-

out help, and at 10 a. .m.. while stiaininir, felt "some-
tiiinp pive way within him,' and experienced severe

pain in tiie whole abdomen. There were no other

symptoms, and he was able to walk and call upon a

medical man, who introtluced a catheter and drew from

him six ounces of urine. The patient received no
further treatment until hi'^ admission to Bellevne Hos-

pital, when it was ascertained that he had not made
water for forty-two hours. He then lay upon his back

with the knees drawn up. The abdomen was tympa-
nitic, tender, and painful

;
pulse 72.

Exploration of the urethra : Bulbous bougie No.
13 was arrested at two and a half inches from the

meatus ; No. 10, at three and a half; and Nos. 3 and 2,

at six inches. A capillary whalebone bougie was in-

troduced, and over it a tunnelled catheter, and six

ounces of clear urine drawn oft", but without affording

much relief. Ordered a turpentine stupe, and one-

quarter of a grain of sulphate of morphia every two
hours.

My term of service expiring, I turned the patient

over to my successor for the ensuing two months, Dr.

Stephen Smith, through whose courtesy I was enabled

to see the man every two or three days to the termina-

tion of tiie case.

November 1.—The patient passed a sleepless night,

but in the morning was found in good general condi-

tion. Tongue moist; pulse 108; tympanitis undimin-

ished. Tenderness most marked in the inguinal re-

gions. Filil'orm bougie and No. 7 gum catiieter; six

ounces of limpid urine drawn, and the instrument re-

tained in position. Catlieteri-m was difficult on ac-

count of an existing false route on the left side of the

upper urethral wall. General symptoms the same.

Pulse 104 and full. Morphia continued. On the next

day there was, in addition to tiie great distention of

the abdomen, an appreciable redness, with extreme
tenderness, in the right ihac fossa

;
pulse 108 and weak.

No urine parsed through the caiheter for seven hours.

The instrument having been taken out to be cleansed,

a No. 6 wa:? substituted. Eight ounces of urine were
drawn, and the catheter retained as before. The mor-
phia was continued, and milk punch ordered. To re-

lieve tension, several small incisions through the skin

and superficial fascia were made in the hypogastric

and inguinal regions, and a poultice applied.

On tiie fourth day, his general condition was good,

and he was free from pain. Pulse lOS ; lespiration 20.

More incisions were made at points where there was
tension. The retained catheter, though withdrawn and
washed daily, had already given rise to much urethral

and vesical irritation.

On the sixth day, his pulse was 96, his respiration

18, and he passed tlirougn the catheter sixteen ounces
of clear alkaline urine.

On the seventh day he was very hopeful, and ap-

parently in good condition. Tliere was a notable dim-
inution in the size of the abdomen. In the morning
the pulse was 84, and the respiration 24. In the even-

ing, pulse 108, full and soft. No. 9 gum catheter re-

tained. Morphia continued.

On the eleventh day the instrument wa swithdrawn
on account of troublesome cystitis and urethritis, and,

by advice of Dr. Smith, a catiieter was introduced

every two hours. In the evening, during cathetorism,

the patient experienced a Budden jiain in the blailder,

followed by a few dnjps of blood. On the occurrence

of this accident, the catheter was retained as before.

Morphia suspended.

On the twelfih day, though he had a free stool, the

tympanitis becan again to increase. Pulse 90. Urine
passed freely throujili the catheter. In the lower part

of the hypogasiric region there was an indurated and
|;ainlul mass—the beginning of an abscess. Slight di-

arrha'n.

On the thirteenth day he had a chill, followed by
fever and sweating. The catheter being clogged, was
withdrawn, clean-ed, and replaced. Ordered quinine

and tincture of the chloride of iron.

On the fourteenth day he felt easy. Catheter with-

drawn and passed every two hours. Urine ammonia-
cal and glairy.

On tlie eighteenth day he was allowed to micturate

without assistance. Urine flowed in a good stream
and without pain.

Nineteenth day. Micturition, accompanied by a

slight pain in the bladder. Sweating profusely. Tu-
mor of abdomen softening. During the night, micturi-

tion painful and very frecjuent. On the next morning
the catheter Avas introduced and retained. The pa-

tient thought he experienced relief from the presence

of the catheter.

Twenty-fifth day. On the previous night the pa-

tient removed the catheter, which was clogged. There
was then some straining in micturition, and pain re-

ferred to the right iliac region. Epididymitis on the

left side.

Twenty-ninth day. The abscess, which was point-

ing a little above the situation of the right abdominal
ring, was freely opened, and discharged a quantity of

fetid pus mixed witii urine. Urine dribbled constantly

through the opening, none escaping by the meatus uri-

uarius. Catheter again retained.

The urine continued to flow from the mouth of the

abscess, the lij^s of which were ragged and indurated.

The caiheter was finally removed. The patient w;:

tortured with constant vesical tenesmus, nausea, hie-

cough, and delusions. He then failed rapidly, and died

on December 13, the Ibrty-fourth day after admis-
sion and the Ibrty-sixth afier the accident.

Antopsij.—Lungs, liver, spleen, and heart normal.
Peritoneal cavity: Firm bands of adhesion between
the anterior abdominal wall and the cai-cum and sig-

moid flexure of the colon. Kidneys: There was
marked ana?mia of the capillaries, both in the cortex
and in the pyramids. "Well-defined spots of interstiticl

nephritis. Intense pyelitis and uretheritis. Bladder;
This viscus was contracted to the size of a small orange.

Its walls were half an inch in thickness, the hypertio-
phy being especially marked in the muscular coat. lis

mucous membrane was throw n into numerous columnar
folds. The cavity of the organ was half filled with
thick, chocolate-colored and intensely ammoniacal urine.

The rupture was in the anterior wall, about the middle
of the vertical diameter of the bladder, and a little to

the right of the med-an line. The opening in the mu-
cous coat was somewhat rounded, and large enough to

admit the index finger. The muscular and fibrous

coats showed a vertical laceration an inch in length.

A probe passed through the laceration could be moved
freely in all directions; and, on cutting down upon the
instrument, through the abdominal wall, a cavit}' was
seen which, commencing in front and to the right of
the bladder, extended around to the left, beneath the
peritor.jeum, and between the bladder and rectum. The
wal's of the caviij- were ten^e, and it contained some
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f'aHid urine such as that found in the bladder. A prolx',

parsed through the external hypogastric opening, en-

tered the bladder through the laceration.

Remarks.—Tiiis patient succumbed from the effects

of pyelitis and nephritis, caused by extension of in-

flanunation from the bladder through the ureters. Was
not this the result of the prolonged retention of the

catheter ? Would not the cliances of recovery have
been greater under a different plan of treatment? I

was partly responsible for this ca,se, and now regret

that I did" not operate wi;hin a few hours after his

admission.

When the rupture occurs anteriorly, or at the lower

part of the bladder, beneath the peritonioum, the late-

ral section of litliotomy should be made as recom-
mended by Dr. Walker, of Boston; and, if there be a

tigiit stricture, it should be included in the cut; but

even the free perineal outlet is, I think, insufficient.

A supra-pubic incision, as that for epicystotomy, should

also be made, with a view of giving exit above as well

as below to the extravasated urine. In the case of

Charles D ,
there was great need of an early su-

pra-pubic incision, for nature finally almo-t cstablislied

it.

Rupture of the bladder, in consequence ofretention of

urine due to stricture of the urethra, is of such uncom-
mon occurrence, that out of seventy-eight cases of

vesical rupture—sixty-seven of which were males

—

collected from various sources by Dr. Stephen Smith,*

only four are reported as being " caused by stricture.''

Dr. Cruise gives the history of an additional case (ftital)

of Sir Everard Home's, not incorporated in Dr. Smith's

table. Dr. A. Y. Williams reports a successfully

treated case of rupture of the bladder from stricture.!

TheSc', together with the two cases that occurred at

Bellevue Hospital, make a .total of only eight—five hav-

ing terminated fatally—which can be fairly attributed

to stricture. In the majority of Dr. Smith's tabulated

case=, the rupture was caused by external violence ap-

plie 1 to the hypogastric region while tlie bladder was
full.

The following analytical summary of seventy-eight

cases of rupture of the bladder, borrowed from Dr.

Smith's paper, will show at a glance the important

features of this lesion from all cause-.

Se:r.—Males, 67 ; females, 11; making about six of

the former to one of the latter.

Ar/e.—Under ten, 3 ;
ten to twenty, 3 ; twenty to

thirty, 19; thirty to forty. 26; f.-rty to fifiy, 7; fifty

to sixty, 4; above sixty, none; a lults, 16, a^e ni-.t

given.

Condition.—Bladder distended, 30, of which 10 were
intoxicated; 5 from stricture, t intoxicated; condition

not given, 14; parturition, 4; in good health, 4; doubt-

ful, 2 ; no note of 24.

CctJi-'es.—Direct violence, 48; concussion, 15; internal

causes, 9 : ofwhich 4 were parturition
; 4, results ofstric-

ture ; 1, retroversio uteri ; no note of 6.

Primary Sijmptoms.—Severe, 59 : of which 43 were
ruptured mto the peritoneal cavity; 2, not involving

tiie peritonieum ; 10, into cellular tissue ; 3, not given.

Slight, 9 : of which 7 were into the peritoneal cavity
;

1, indefinite; no note of 7. Inability to urinate. 28:

of whicli 22 were into the peritoneal cavity; 1, not in-

volving tiie peritonaeum; 5, into the cellular tissue.

Power to void urine, 3: 2, into the peritoneal caviiy

;

* A C'^ntribnlion to the Statistics of Rupture of the Uriiiarj- BlailiVr,

with a Table of Seventy-eiglit Cases. By Stoplien Smith, li.l)., Asst.

Surgeon to Bellevue Hospital, lleprint from the A". 1'. Jutiriial of
Medkine, March. 1S51.

+ yew York iledual Timen. January, 1855.

X One case being doubtful, is rejected.

1, not involving the peritonaMim. Power of locomotion,

7; all through the peritonieum. Felt a sensation as of
the bladder bursting. 7.

Progress of Cast's.—Severe .symptoms continued in

48: of which 39 ruptun-d into the peritoneal cavity;

7, into cellular tissue
; 2, peritonoeum not involved. Se-

vere symptoms set in, 10: in 1, three hours after the
accident ; 0, two days

; 2, four days ; 1, three days—all

ruptured into peritonaeinn exc'jit last. In 1, powtr
to urinate continued, the rupture beinjr into cavity of
abdomen. In 14, it came on: in VI of these, on the
second day; 9 be'ng into the peritonaeum; 2, not in-

volving peritonaeum; 1, into cellular ti.ssue ; in 1 on
third day; in 1 on thtj fourtli day. Locomotion
continued in 2, both ruptur.'d into peritonnsum. Bloody
urine drawn in 2."): clear, in 4. Symptoms were mild
in 2; both ruptured into cellular ti.^^sue.

Result.—Died, 73 : within five days, 39; 26 being
ruptures into the peritonjeum

; 9, into the cellular tis-

sue
; 3. not given. Between five and ten days, 22

;

17, into the peritoneal cavity; 3, into cellular tissue;

2, not involving peritonaeum. Bt-tween ten and fifteen

days, 2; both into cellular tissue. Between fifteen

and twenty days, 3 ; 1 into the peritoneal cavity
; 2

into cellular tissue. Above twenty days, 2 ; both into
cellular tissue ; of which 1 lived forty-two days.

Recovered, 5: 3 into cellular. tis.sue; 1, into perito-
neal cavity; 1, partial.

Post-mortem Appearances of Viscera.—External marks
of injury in 2, boih ruptured into peiiioneal cavity.

No external marks of injm-y in 8: 7 ruptured into
cavity of peritonLieum

; 1 nut involving peritonieum.
Fracture and injury of pelvis in 15: 11 ruptured into
cellular tissue; 3 imo pi-ritonajurn

; 1 not given.
Marks of inflammation in abdomen in 34: 27 being into

the peritoneal cavity : 5 into the cellular tiissue ; 2
not involving the peritonaeum. No marks of inflamma-
tion in cavity of abdomen, 7: 4 beng rupiuied into
cellular tissue; 3 into cavity of abdomen.

Post-mortem Appearances of Bladder.—Rupture into
cavity of peritonasum, 50

; 39, the n-su't of diiect vio-

leiK-e; 6, comnst-ion or indirect violence; 4 from
parturiion; 2, stric;ure ; ], retroversio uteri. Rupture
lu the anterior wall of the bladder, 9; 5 being from di-

rect violence; 3, concussion; 1, stricture. Jtupture
at neck, 6 ; 5 from direct violence ; 1, not given

; no
bladder found, 2

;
bladder firmly contracted in 17.

I shall not discuss the question of pathology, rs it

has been so fully treated of by Drs. Smith and Cruise,

except to say that I agree with the latter regarding
"ulceration," which. I think, very ra'ely, if ever, pre-
cedes rupture

;
the last-named lesion being ahno.>-t al-

ways a real laceration, unconnected with any previous
ulceration. In regard to the pji'ognosis, I should not,

in the face of Dr. Smith's statistics, be willing to go so
far as Sir Henry Thompson, who says that •' a recovery
has never been Known to happen, and can scarcely be
regarded as possible."*

Case 39, in Dr. Smith's table, which is also the fifth

case cited by Dr. Cruise, is a fair illustration of re-

covery from rupture of the Hadder due to strictuie.

The patient had retention three days while at sea; he
was suddenly seized with severe pain in the region of
the bladder, followed by great prostration. In four
days the cellular tis.sue surrounoing the rectum came
away in sloughs. He was then received into the Sea-
men's Retreat (Staten Island, N. Y.), where he was
seen by Dr. Ward, who refiorts that the hand could be
passed up to the sacrum and surround the rectum ; and

* The PatholofT}' and Treatment of Stricture of the Urethra, etc.

3d edition, London, page 206i.
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that two niid ft half iiiclii'8 rt'tov<; the anus ihtTe was a

large opening in the anterior pnrt of tlie rectum, tlirDiigli

wliieh all the urine was passeiJ. The patient nia le a

rapiil and comnlete recovery.

Dr. A. V. Williams' ca.sc, of which the following is

nn abstract, is another instimoe of recovery from rup-

ture of the bladder, due to stricture of the urethra:—
Cuse of Sjionlnneoitit Rupture of tlie B/wIiler.—Kxlnira-

sation of urine into the cellular tissue betireen the hhtd-

iler and ivalla of uhdvmen— Operation— liecoveri/*

William M , aged thirty-two, of spare habit of

body, but of great endurance, had for several years

labored under stricture of t!ie urethra, with frecpient de-

sreto urinate, from irritability of the bladdi-r. lie

stated that on several occasions he had been unable to

pass any water for several hours. On the Dth of June,

1854, Dr. Williams was called to see him, and learned

that the patient had not pa-sed any uiine lor two days;

that on tlie morning of the 9th, when making a violent

eflbrt to relieve his bladder, he " felt a snap," as if

something had given way in his belly ; from which
lime he had no desire to urinate, but was troubled with
'• very great pain over the belly."' The doctor tried

to pa>s a catheter, but failed.—Bath; warm poultice;

anodyne. Diagnosis, rupture of the bladder.

Dr. W'illard Parker was summoned in consultation,

and it was agreed to make an incision above the pubes,

cut into the bladder and pass a catheter, if possible,

from within outward, through tlie penis, and re-estab-

lish a passage in that way. It was decided not to cut

through the perina;um, " as the extravasation was
above the pelvic fascia."

The urine flowed out abundantly from the wound.
There was hut little hemorrhage. The bladder was
deep, and firmly contracted behind the pubes, and so

aUered in appearance that it could not be recognized as

t'lat organ. The doctor pushed up the periton.x-um with
one finger, and, with a bistoury, punctured the bladder,

which Dr. Pai'ker had drawn up with a hook ; on di-

lating this opening with the finger, the internal surface

was found conugated and thickened. The urethro-

vesical orifice could not be felt, so that the original de-
sign of forcing a passage from within outward could
not be carried out. Whilst the finger was retained in

the bladder, Doctor Parker passed a grooved sound into

the urethra down to the strictured part, and Ibrced it

onward until the point was felt by the finger through
the thickened coats of the bladder. A cut was then
made through the bladder, upon the end of the sound,
with a probe-pointed bistoury passed along the finger.

The lips of the wound made in the abdomen were
brought together by a single suture ; a catheter intro-

duced, through the fa'se passage made, into the blad-

der, an anodyne given, and the patient sent to bed.

Urine flowed freely through the wound and through
the catheter. With the exception of some local peri-

tonitis, which was readily controlled, the case progres-
sed to a favorable termination without any other
serious complication. On the twenty-seventh day the

wound had entirely closed, and the urine was p:>ssed

through the urethra in a fuller stream than it had done
ifor years.

I do not urge here, as aJdit'onal evidence, Mr. Kiel's

case,t of recovery from this accident, because the
rent did not extend entirely through the bladder. The
termination of the case will depend much upon the seat

* New York ifedical Tinier. Jannary, 1855, p. 11, et seq. This case
is quoteU by Professor Paul F. Eve in his collection of remarkable cases
in surgery, page 407 ; and also by Professor Willanl Parker in a jMijier

which he read before the New York State lleJical Society in 1S(5~, on
" Cystitis and Rupture of the Bladder treated by Cystotomy."
t'Casa 29 in Ur. Smith's table.

of rupture. When it invidvee the i>eritonii'uni, a rr.pidly

fatal is-iue m iv usually be expecle<l, but when the rent

is in the inferior and anterior part of the body or near

the neck of the bladder, the patients generally survive

some week-", and, under proper treatment, sometimes
get well.

The enrhi nijmptoms of rupture of the bladder are

similar to tho.se of rui)ture of the urethra, j.e., a sensation

of <^omethiiig giving way within, and a sudden relief

from the extreme disiention, are experienced, though no
urine is voided in the natural way ; but there is no
swelling of the scrotum, and the sinking of the vital

powers is moie pronounced, and death may take place

in consequence within a few hours; although, aa

Dr. Smith says, the .symptoms may be slight or even
absent. Smxeeding the collapse there is " inten.se pain

in the hypogastric region, a great desire, but incapacity

to expel ur.ne, rapid and feeble pulse, hot skin, thirst."

Later tiiere may be .*yniptoms of peritonitis, of pelvic

cellulitis, or of bo;h. It is not possible, at first, to as-

certain whether ll e distended bladder has poured its

contents into the per.toneal cavity, or among the

meshes of the pi Ivic connective tissue.

Tlie degree of collapse may be an indication, but th s

should not be too much relied upon. If the rent be
large, as in John .S , the urine suddenly and in

great abundance, gushes into the peritoneal cavity and
produces fatal collapse ; if there be but a small aperture,

only a part of the retained urine is forced out, and that

gradually too, as is sometimes the case in rupture at

the anteiior part or near the neck of the bladder.

Treatment.—The therapeutic indications in vesical

rupture are: first, to prevent accumulation of urine in

the bladder, and conserpiently further escape of the

fluid into the surrounding areolar tissue, or into the

peritoneal cavity ; secondly, to remove the urine from
the peritoneal cavity, or to provide for its escape from
the meshes of the pelvic connective tissue ; thirdly, to

support the vital powers ; fourthly, to relieve pain—by
free doses of opium—and to control inflammation. In
case of rupture into the peritoneal cavity, Dr. Blundell

recommended ''the niakinsr of an opening above the

symphysis piibis so as to withdiaw the urine, and the
thorough ablution of the c.ivi:y and its contents by
means of the free injection of di-tilled water at ninety-
eight degrees F." Then "to close the laceration wiih
a ligature, and drawing up the bladder to the abdomi-
nal opening, etc." This operation has never been per-

formed, ami is as unpromising and unsurgical as j^ara-

Centesis abdominis under the same circumstances.
Dr. Harrison proposed the operation of paracentesis

through the recto-vesical cul-de-sac, where the urine is

apt to gravitate, but it does not appear that the method
has ever been carried out.

In a case of vesical rupture from injury, with extra-
vasation into the pelvic connective tissue. Dr. Walker
of Boston has been successful in using the lateral opera-
tion, as for stone, * which he performed with the
double object of favoring the e'^cape of the extravasatcd
urine and of keeping the bladder empty, f

Dr. Thorp mentions a case of rupture of the blalder
by a fall from a horse, where he succeeded in pa&sing
a catheter through the laceration—after the instrument,
had traversed the whole length of the urethral canal

—

and drawing off the eflused fluid and injecting warm

* The Xew York ifedirra Journal for Aucrust 1872, contains an in-
teresting artiile. by Professor Erskine itason, on rupture of the blad
der from viokiuc. with an illustrative case successfully treated accord-
ing to Dr. Walker's plan. The operation nas jwrfoniK-d by Ur. Mason
about forty hours after the injury, anfl the patient dLscharged from
hospital perfeitly well on the thirty-ninth day.
+ Observations on R>iptur*> of the Urinary Bladder, by Henry Thorp,

M.D. Dublin (Quarterly, Utte, page 30(5.
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water through the catheter to wash the peritoneal

cavity. His patient recovered*

The best manner, in my opinion, of dealing: with a

case of ruptured bladder from stricture is to divide tlie

stricture, and, at the same time, to combine the methods

of Dr. Walker and Dr. Thorp ;
that is, to make an exter-

nal perineal division of tlie stricture, entering the ure-

tlira laterally, and carrying the incision to the neck of

the bladder' as in lithotomy, and then introducing a

catlieter through the wound to explore the whole ca-

vity of the visc'us until the rent is found, when the point

of the catheter is to be insinuated through it. If lu-iiie

escapes freely and in abundance, the inference is that it

comes from the peritoneal cavity; otherwise it may be

concluded that the extravasation has taken place in tlie

pelvic areolar tissue. In either case the operation is not

only justiliable, but, I think, offers better chances than

any other plan proposed. Its advantages are, that it

disposes of the stricture, provides for the thorough

drainage of the bladder, forms an outlet for the extrava-

sated fluid from the conneclive tissue and for the es-

cape of matter, and is the best means of arriving at a

correct diagnosis. It is certainly easier to find the rent

with a catheter passed through a wound in the peri-

na3um than with the same instrument introduced

through the whole length of the urethra.

In cases such as Chas. D , a supra-pubic incision

below the peritoneal reflection wfll be needed as an

additional outlet for pus and urine.

There is nothing to be gained from puncture of the

bladder; and if the stricture should be dilated or

divulsed as in Clias. D , the retention of a

catheter for the purpose of drainage does not seem
to fulfil the indication, and there can be no better in-

stance, to prove its injurious effect upon the urethra,

bladder, and kidneys than the case of Charles D .

THE IMPROVED GALVANO-PUKCTURE
NEEDLES.

THEIR CONSTRUCTION, USE, AND MODE OF APPLICA-

TION, ETC.

By ALEX. MURRAY, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

The galvano-puncture needle I have nominally divi-

ded into thee parts—namely, the point, the free

metallic surface or condu(!lor, and the insulated portion.

The point of the needle should be made sulhcient'y

sharp to cut its way gradually through whatever tissues

desired without laeerating them. The lance or spear-

shaped point should increase in width and thickness

gradually, from the extreme point to the shoulder.

The latter should always be wider transversely than
the stem. The bayonet point should have its three

cutting edges sharp and tapering, and, where it joins

the stem proper, the same diameter. The round point

is not suii.able for large needles—for small ones it

answers veiy well. This form of point always forces

an entrance by displacement, or by circular compression
rather than by an ample clean iuc'sion. The free

metallic portion of the luedle sliould bi; cither cylindi i-

c-d ur flat in shape, and sufficiently large to convey
electricity wherever desired. The insulated portion of

the instiument should be well covered with a good
insulating material, so that the electric current cannot
es(,'ape except where directed.

In manufacturing needles for electrolytic purpose?,

the jiart specially intended to be insulated should I e

smaller cylindrically than the adjoining portion of the

stem, so that when the insulation is properly applied

the instrument will present a smooth level surface with

the corresponding part of the needle. The stem proper

of the needle, when complete and ready for use, should

have a unifuriii diameter throughout its whole length.

The l)est material to use for insulating needles is hard
rubber ai)plied sc-amdum artem. No other simple sul-

stance, or any combination of mat>rials yet discovered,

can supply the place of rubber for duiability or pei-

fectioii of insulation.

The galvano-puncture needles present a different ar-

rangement of the insulation fiom any that are now in

use. The point of the needle is free from insulation

from one-quarter to one inch. The succeeding one-

half or three-quarters of an inch is insulated. The next
portion of the needle is the most important, and the

part which I have selected to be used as a subcutane-

ous conductor, by leaving the metallic surface exposed
from one-cpiarter to one or two inches, or even more
according to the length of the instrument, and the re-

maining part insulated to the e^'e.

The insulated portions of the needle are the parts

which are intended to remain in contact with the skin

during the operation, so as to prevent ulceration or

sloughing.

The peculiar method of arranging the insulation of

the needles I regard as a valuable improvement, and

one suited for almost all cases where their use may be

required. Every day's experience convinces me more
and more of their utility, and that they are in every

way better adapted for the resolution o^ morbid grotuthf',

hydrocele, hursce, ncevi. henwrrhoids, varicose veinSj

etc., etc.

They can be inlroduced into a tumor or vein as easily

as the ordinary needle in use, and have this apecial ad-

vantage of retainini] ivhatever position they may he plac-

ed in tvithout slipping out, or loosening their hold under

the action of the gidvanic current with a negative attach-

ment, while they present more metallic surface to be acted

upon by the current, and cause less iiain to the pmtient.

They can be used in the same manner as the needles

now in use, by simply coating the middle metallic por-

tion with white wax, coUodion, or adhesive plaster.

In using needles to discuss tumors or na^vi, etc., by
electrolysis, there are several practical points to be
observed in order to obtain satisfactory results. The
needles should be made of f;old, platina, well-tempered
steel annealed, plain, gilt, or platinized. An alloy of

platinum, and iridium or steel, with a small portion of

platinum, about 3 parts to the 100. This alloy of steel

is frequently used in fine cutlery, and has this advan-
tage, that it removes to a certain extent from steel its

brittleness and tendency to oxidation.

The needles should be smooth and well polished,

thoroughly insulated, and with a round, spear, or bayo-

net point. It is esseniial that a limited portion of the
metal should be free from any insulation, so as to allow
sufficient surface to deliver the action of the current
where directed. The needles should be introduced from
the circumference laterallv, or in any direction desired,

into the middle or base of the morbid growth, from one
side to the opposite.

In this way they will transfix it so completely as to

leave a portion of the insulation in direct contact with
the soun 1 skin, at the entrance and emergence of the

needle. It is always best to insert the needles singly^
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and in pamllelisin ; a slight obliquity, however, will not mild nnd pradually increased to the required 8tr».'ngth,

in;iko Minch liifl'eienco. ' and should never he eniiiloyed until all the appliances

The (listame of one nee<lle from the other may vary of the needlfs are properly arranj,'ed, and st-i-ured

fiom on«' hair to one iufh more or less according (o the
^
directly to the hattcry, or by some portable arrangement

size of the morl'id giowth, and tlieir action then would 1 for holding the needles. My '' serves fines" will be
li(> sutlh'iently electrolytic without being too localized.

|
found a convenient instrument for holding one or more

."-^hoidd one pole, the negative, only be used, a number
,
needles that may be required, connected by an inter-

of needles Irom one-quarter to ono-lhird of an inch
|

rupting handle to conduct or break the current when
desired. If the battery has been recently tilled, from

16 to 20 cells will be amply sufficient to employ ; but if

in use some time, 24 to 30 cells.

The conductors should be made of strands of very

! fine copper wire, about l.'i or IG pieces of No. 35 twisted

into cords, and covered either wMn silk or cotton of two
colors— red for the positive, and greeu for the negative

pole.

[
Lev f/th nf seance.

I

The <luratiou of the sf-ance for adults may range

,
from 10 to 40 minutes, according to the nature and size

! of the disiasfd prowih. For children, from 3 to 10 mi-

nutes will suffice, except the operation is performed
on the head or neck, when 2 to 5 minutes will be amply
sufficient.

1 . The best method of operating on j/re/'j by electrolysis

]
is to insert the needles in the form of a triangle, as rep-

resented in the annexed wood-cut.

apart is probably the very best anangeinent for imme-
diate localized action.

The needles are straight and curved, aiid from two
to six inches in length.

DIHECTIO.NS FOR fSINO TlIK NKEDI.KS.

Tlif first thinij necest^ttry in using the Jieedles

:

First select the needle or needles suitable to the size of

the morbid growth on which we are about to operate,

and then iihice the nnn-in.tuhited miihUe portion of the nee-

dk or needles on the diseased part where the insertion

is to be made. This portion should extend over three-

quarters of the diameter of the turn >r, etc., or should at

least allow sufficient of the insul,it<d paits of the

instrument when inseited to be in contact with the

skin.

Position of the oiiernfor and patient during the insert-

ing or manipulation of the needles.

The physician, before he begins the operation of in-

serting the needles, should choose that f osition both
for hiuLself and the patient in whici he can work to the

be>t advantage. He should either stand or sit opposite
to the part of the disease on wliich he is going to ope-
rate ; or on one side, should he deem such a position the

most suitable. Should the case in hand require that his

position should be in front, or the left side, my rule is,

to insert the most distant needle the first, and proceed
from above downwards, or from below \ipwards, seria-

tim, until all the needles are in their proper position.

^fode of insertion and caution to be taken.

The operator should commence the operation by com-
^ > •,

pressing the tumor between the thumb and fingers of The engravmg shows at a glance the way m which

the left hand, should the excrescence be large ; but if it
|

tlie needles should be arranged. This method possesses

should be a small one, or with a sessile base, he should ]

» decided superiority over the usual mode adopted m
either stretch or pinch up the skin with the forefingers ,

t^e arrangement of the needles around and through the

and thumb, so a* to render it tense and steady, and then i

base of the circumference of the vascidar mass,

with the right hand insert the needle into the skin, I

The same prmciple is here shown of insulating or

keeping the^oint close to the thumb. After this is done, |

strangulating the excrescence by cutting oflf nutrition

he should pass it fearlessly and deliberately through the
i

^'"li ^^'^ needles, as would be done by the hgature

middle or base out to the opposite sde, so as completely subcutaneously. If the nsevus is a large one, four

needles may be inserted in a quadrangular form

—

thus

:

to transfix it, lettii>g the point emerge near the forefinger,

After each needle is placd in its proper position, he
ought to cover the exposed point immediately with a
small piece ofcork-wood to prevent injury to the patient

or medical attendant, in case either of them should
accidentally touch it.

The best mode of operation in cases of large morbid
growth.

As a general rule, the best treatment of large morbid
growths is, to use both poles of tiie battery in the body
of the diseased part, and allow the distance between
the needles to vary from a half to one inch. By this

means we can get the full influence of the current di- or they may form as many sides as the number of nee-
rected where it is desired, and so effi.'Ct a speedy reso- dies employed. When operating with needles on na;vi.

lution of the disease by electrolysis. Should the nega-
j

they should be inserted through the base of the tumor
tive pole only lie used in the body of the tumor, the only, allowing the entrance and exit of the needles to
positive should be ajiplied with a suitable well raoi.sten-

I
appear in the sound skin. A sufficient number sliould

ed sponge or chamois-covered electrode on the suiface
j

be employed at the same time. And never, if I may
directly over the needle or needles, or " vice versa."

j

so speak, should the growth be tickled with small in-

General application of th egalcunic current ; the best - efficient needles.

way ofproceeding in electrolysis. The object we have in view, when operating wih
For tlie electrolytic treatment of tumors, etc., the needles, is to destroy, or at least arrest the circulation

application of the galvanic current either with or without of the blood in tlie vessels which supply nutrition to

general or local etherization, should always at first be the excrescence. The latter undergoes, after the elec-
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trolytic action of the needles, the process of consolidca-

tion from disintegration or coagulation of the blood;

wasting, and drying up of the different (issues com-
posing the vascular growth occur, leaving tlie debris^

generally in the foi-m of a dry crust, to fall off in one or

more weeks.
The electrolytic treatment of n:x)vi possesses its chief

advantage in being safe, practical, and easily performed.

Better results will generally be found to follow this

mode of operating than the methods usually employed.

Besides, there is no danger from hemorrhage, inflam-

mation, suppuration, or iiyasniia, nor sloughing when
due care is ob:<erved.

As a rule, I would forbid the use of steel or gilded

steel needles attached to the positive pole of the bat-

ter}^, on najvi situated on any ])art of the face. The
nascent protoxide of iron eliminated by the electrolytic

action of the positive pole on steel needles ^viil occa-

sionally leave a permanent blue stain in the dermoid
tissues alter the di-^appearance of the ntevi. I noticed

that this discoloration occurred in two cases after my
first operations with steel needles. The oxides of the

iron per se may act mechanically in arresting the flow

of blood (?), but they do not possess any haemostatic

properties whatever, unless condjined with a mineral

acitl to form a proto or per salt of the mineral.

I also make it a rule not to meddle wiih ntevi situa-

ted on the anterior fontanel in infants under two years

of age, except the local application of the tincture of

iodine occasionally, in order to prevent the further

growth of the excrescence.

We fmd that as soon as the osseous structures begin

lo close the opening, and frequently long before the

closure of the fontanel occurs, the nasvus disappears

spontaneously. The reason is obvious : as the frontal

and jKirietal bones progress in their growth towards
closing the diamond-shaped opening of the head, the

blood-vessels which supply the excrescence are grad-

ually compressed by the slow progressive growth of

the bones, and ultimately obUterated. The vitality of

the growth of the vascular ma-s is thus impoverished
from want of blood, and the mass itself gradually wastes
away, until it finally disappears without leaving any
trace to indicate where it had existed.

I have noticed the spontaneous disappearance of

naevi occur in four cases—in one of them it took place

in less than three weeks.

nYDROCELE.

Before we operate for hydrocele with needles, one
or two things must be observed, if the accumulation of

liquid is large. I would recommend that a portion,

at least one-half, of the contents of the sac be with-

drawn before the needles are employed. We shall find

that, by adopting this mode of proceeding, we lessen

the quantity of the fluid to be acted upon by electrolysis,

and allow room for distention and the collection of the

nascent gas as it arises from the catalytic action of the

needles in the liciuid, and that the proce^^s of absorption

will be more rapid. This latter process should always
be allowed to take place spontaneously after electro-

lyzation. It may be aided, if deemed necessary, by
the daily applications of the continuous current to the

scrotum externally, in a labile manner, by means of

well-moistened sponge-covered electrodes. The latter

should never be allowed to remain more than a minute
0:1 any one part. We may use three or four needles in

the interior of the sac, and attach every second needle

to the positive pole and the remaining needles to the

negative. This arrangement works better than to have
two negatives and two positives together, a proceeding
which renders the action of the latter too localized.

Should we employ three needlc-s only, with both

poles in the sac, the outside needles should be con-

nected with the negative pole, while a large needle of

platinum in the middle with the positive.

Having operated with my needles in eleven cases of

hydrocele by electrolysis, 1 can recommend with con-

lidcnice the methods above suggested.

Physicians oceasionally meet with disappointment

when using needles in the treatment of hydrocele by
means of the galvanic current. There are times and
conditions of individual cases when all modes of treat-

ment will occasionally fail. The most apparent cause

of failure in electrolysis arises from the fact, that we
employ needles which are too small and liable to fall

out of the sac during their use when connected with
the negative pole. The free metallic surface of the

needles that should be employed in the interior of the

sac, should at least be from 1^ to 2 inches in length.

There should never be less than two or three needles em-
ployed at any one operation. I allude particularly to

my own needles; as they present a larger surface, fewer
needles will be required than are now usually employed.
Although my needles make two punctures—entrance

and exit—yet, when properly inserted, this is a practical

advantage rather tlian a disadvantage in most if not

in all cases requiring their use for electrolysis. A
needle too many, or too large, at any time, is prefer-

able to small inefficient needles, or an insufficient

number, in electrolys's.

Their advantage in hydrocele is aj-yparent, where
there is a large quantity of liquid in the sac to undergo
an electrolytic chemical change. By employing a suffi-

cient immber of needles in the inteiior of the sac, we
change the causation of 'the morbid action, and restore

the balance between secretion and absorption.

The electrolytic treatment of hydrocele with the

use of the needles, is attended without any danger or

inconvenience, and recommends itself from its great

simplicity, and api^arent freedom from pain, and the

success attending it is likely to supersede the trocar and
canular with or without injections, setons, incisions

into the sac, acupuncture, etc., as hitherto practised,

and not always successful.

The needles should be inserted through the upper
part of the sci'otum and carried down close along its

anteiior and inner sur.'ace to the opposite point or

bottom of the sac, and again thrust through the scrotum
wherever desired. By passing the needles downwards
(vertically), rather than from below upwards, laterally, or

obliquely, we can avoid doing any injury to the testicle.

This mode of proceeding will be found not only the

most convenient, but the safest and best to adopt in

almost all cases of hydrocele.

T/te mode of operating in hydrocele.

Local anaesthesia is seldom required before commenc-
ing the o])eration with needles for hydrocele.

The patient should stand against a door or wall, with
his legs far enough apart so as not to interfere with the

hands ot the operator. The physician should sit oppo-
site, a little to his right, and grasp the scrotum behind
with his left hand, so as to render it tense, steady, and
prominent anteriorly. He should also ascertain that

the testicle is not in the way, so that it can be injured

by the needles. The latter shouLl be of a size suitable

to the hydrocele on which he is about to operate. The
needle should be held perpendicular to the scrotum,

between the thumb and forefinger of the right hand.

The operator should then engage the attention of the

patient, and ask him when he touches the scrotum (the

part selected for the insertion of the needle) with the

point of the needle if it gives him any pain, and before

a reply can be made, let him push the instrument
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tlirou^h the scrotum downwa-ds into the unc, and out
I

tlinMij,'li the lower part of tlie scrotum, so as to coin-
'

plelely transfix it, witli a quick, senii-rotaty motion.

After the fir-l needle is in position, Ik.' will find that
'

tl"e patient will not object to the introdu' ti(Mi of the I

remaining needles, as the pnin is comparatively trivial.

When all the needles are in an arran;:ed position, and
i

nttached to tlie serves fi it rs^ with an interrupting handle

connected to the negative pole of the battery, the pal- i

vanie lurient may then he allowed to flow for 15 or 20
niinnt -s. At first it should be milil, but afterward:^

g ndiiaily iiicrea.sed to such strength a.s the patient can I

c nifi>rtably bear. The positive pole .shouhl be app'ied

by means of a sponge-covered disk to the scroiura
'

di ectiy over the needles.

The scrotum should be s'aken or kneaded frequently '

during the sfance, so as to insure the f.11 iiilluence
;

an I general distribution of the galvanic current ihrongh
every portion of the fluid coiitiiined in the .scrotal sac,

and thus avoid immediate localized electrolyz:ition. A
>-light a?.lema and inflammation of the scrotum ooca-

-ionally follow the use of the needles. The application

of a cold lotion containing hydrochlorate or acetate of
a:nnionia to the part affected for a day or two is all

the local treatment required. At the same time it is

essential, after the needles are withdrawn, that the

patient should wear a suspensory bandage for some
time afterwards to sustain tlie weight of the scrotum,
and in the event of an}' hardness or enlargement re-

maining after the absorption of the fluid.

Our success in operating by electroly.sis depends
chiefly on having a good galvanic battery, and good in-

sulated needles. The elements of the battery should
be of a medium size, neither too large nor too small, so

as to allow at least 9 or 10 square inches of surface of
each element to be exposed to the action of the gene-
rating battery fluid, especially when an acid solution is

employed. A larger amount of surface is required when
we use a mineral salt dissolved in water as an exciting

liquid.

What is most desirable in the battery we employ,
especially for electrolysis, is an instrument possessing a

large quantity of electricit}-, with considerable intensity

to overcome resistance, and to render the electrolytic

process possible. All modiCcations of Daniels' battery
are the most reliable and constant yet devised, but their

great weight and bulk or want of portability, confines

their use to hospital or oflice practice. The modifications

of Bunsens are more portable, as Stohrer's^ and which
i-i still further improved by the Galvano-Faradic Co.,

J. Kidder, and Curt Myer. The portable batteries

manufactured by the above firms are reliable, and
posse-s all the qualities necessary for electrolysis.

In order to have a regular and reliable current, the
battery should be charged with fresh, well-mixed bat-

tery fluid the day we peiform any important operation.

There should be the same quantity, accurately meas-
ured, of liquid in each cell, and the elements should be
immersed in the cells to the same depth. I allude to

the portable batteries. The interior of the binding
screws, the ends of the conducting wires, and the
various metallic connections, should be perfectly free

Irom metaUic oxides or dirt, and all the necessary
connections should be properly secured to the battery.

The latter, also, should be set in operation a few min-
utes before we require its use, as by this procedure we
can avoid the fluctuating current generated when the
elements are first immersed in the battery fluid.

A strict attention to these minor details will prevent
disappointment and insure the proper action of the
battery, and success wiU attend our operations. Ham-
mond's permanent hospital battery is the most reliable

and constant battery in the United States. Brenner's

Galvano- Kara lie machine, as modified and improved
by the Galvano-Faradic Company, is an aiiiiiirable

instrument. The physician who is the happy jjosses-sor

of a Brenner l.a.s a tr«a.suie, and lecjuires no other

apparatu-i for elcctro-therapeiiti< s during a lifetime.

Tiie i-ize and weight of the cells, tind the permanent
fixtures, confine their use to hospital or oflice practice.

Curt Myers' new portable galvanic battery, a modifi-

cation of Iiechaiiclif''s, is a very neat, ingenious, and
well-made ins'ruinent. The small .size of the elements

that are used in the construction of this ai>paratus are

not sufficient to give a large quantity of electricity

with intensity suitable for electrolysis. Not having
tested the merits of this instrument, I cannot speak

decidedly as to its practical utility in electro- therapeu-

tics. The galvano-cauteiy battery is a special instru-

ment, and employed principally for the purposes its

name implies.

Dreslier's galvanic battery, wiih the U-^^n^P'-d cells,

has not in my hands answered my expectations, although

I regard it as a neat and portable apparatus. The ele-

ments are too small ibr the battery fluid employed, and
the value of the battery is sacrificed for portability.

I The instrument will be found suitable for operationsou

I

such delicate organs as the eye, ear, or urethra ; but for

I the electrolytic treatment of diseases with the u.se of

the needles, it will be found to lack sufficient quantity of

electricity. In order to obtain the same result conditionally
I with this instrument as with any of the thirty or thirty-

j

two cell batteries inanufactured by the names already

I

mentioned, between seventy and eighty cells would have

I to be employed, to be equivalent in quantity or to obtain

i any satisfactory electrolytic results, and then, practically
' speaking, the intensity would be considerably in excess

for electrolysis. In a word, this instrument gives a

minimum portion only, instead of a moderate or pro-

j

portionate share of quantity of electricity for the number
and size of the elements employed.
The following case of naevus shows the result of the

action of two different batteries.

Dr. G. Thompson wished me to operate on a child

I

eleven months old, who had a subcutaneous erectile

i tumor, about the size of a walnut, situated on the left

side of the vulva. The na;vus, a few days previous to

my visit to the patient, had been ruptured. This having

occurred some time during the night, a considerable
' quantity of blood was lost before the accident was dis-

!
covered. I used general anaesthesia, and inserted three

! of my needles, in the form represented in the wood-cut.

I attached each needle to the negative pole of the bat-

]

tery. closing the circuit directly over tlie tumor w ith a

small platina disk, and then employed a current of

I

twelve cells of Dresher's battery, charged with fresh

, battery fluid that day, and increased gradually to

I twenty, the full amount of the battery. The seance
' lasted twenty minutes, without any marked result.

Seven days after the operation, the blood-vessel which
had been previously luptureda gain gave way, and hem-
orrhage occuired to a considerable extent before it

j

could be arrested. I felt somewhat disappointed at
' the result of this operation with the needles. But I

' found that the fault was in using a battery current

deficient in quantity, and not in the needles.

I

As the child was weak from loss of blood, I went
prepared to strangulate the n^vus with the ligature

' subcutaneously. Dr. T was anxious that I should

[

test the needles by the use of another battery. After

local anesthesia, I inserted three needles in the same
manner as in the former gperation, and employed a

j
current of ten cells of the zinc-carbon battery manu-

I

factured by the Galvano-Faradic Co. The current was
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employed for ten minutes. In a few moments a

marked change was visible. The purpHsh red color of

the najvus soon changed to a pale leaden hue, as if the

part had been suddenly frozen, and also presented a

hard shrivelled appearance. In less than three weeks

a brown dry crust fell off, leaving a small cicatrix to

show where it had existed.

I have operated in a considerable number (17) of cases

of nrevi with my needles, and have obtained satisfactory

results. In five of the cases, especially in large mixed

n;\3vi, I have had to make two, and in one of the cases

three applications of the needles before I could arrest

the vitality of the excrescence. I must say that this

occurred before my present improved method of ar-

ranging the needles. With the present arrangement a

second application will not often be required.

I look upon the galvano-puncture needle, when cm-

ployed in a tumor, and attached to the negative pole of a

galvanic battery in operation, as similar in its eflects to a

mitrailleuse or aG-atling gun on a small scale, but com-

paratively more powerful and destructive, especiaUy

wlien discharging its miniature homh-sheVs of nasce)tt

hydrogen into the camp of the enemy, causing disinte-

gration of the diflerent tissnes directly engaged, both

by their mechanical and chemical action, (separately or

combined.
Z)9 East Tenth Street.

BAPTISIA TINCTORIA IN TYPHOID
FEVER.

By EDWARD DUFFIELD, M.D.,

HANNIBAL, MO.

For many j^ears a disposition has been manifested,

an over-eagerness, if the expre.ssion may be allowed,

on the part of enthusiasts in the medical profession, to

multiply the forces of the materia medica, by additions

of remedies entirely new, or by chemical recombinations

of others which have been long in use, resulting some-
times in merely varying, and slightly, things infi;rior

to what we have long piossessed. Out of this spirit,

laudable if under proper restrictions, has grown a habit

of hobby-riding of certain articles to a reprehensible

degree, or of promising more for their favorite remedies

than judicious trials, earetully watched in numerous
cases, have been able to realize, and thus disgusting

thoughtful minds, and even leading them to view with

suspicion, if not positive distrust, the suggestion of

remedies which possess real merit in certain forms of

disease. Having this in mind, we feel some hesitancy

in inviting the profession to investigate the claims

which Raptisia Tinctoria, or Wild Indigo, has estab-

lished in our own, and the minds of others, as an agent

of decided value in Typhoid Fever. It is not presented

as a new and original remed}', for the simple reason

that it has been used for a few years past occasionally

b}' the Eclectics, in this and other diseases, with reason-

able success; and we desire thut its merits should be

more fully known than heretotore by the regulars, and
ibis can be on\y done completely by fliir trial. An
a:;count of the Baptisia may be found in "King's Ame-
rican Dispensatory," in " Grover Coe's Concentrated

Remedies,'' and in " Tilden's Supplement to the Materia

Medica," Whilst we possessed some slight knowledge
of it for years, j'^et we had not used it until our atten-

tion vF^as aroused to its real value, by reading last spring

a pamphlet by William Baycs, M,D., and issued by
Bailli^re &Co., of London, which assigned it high rank

as a curative in Typhoid Fever ; and this was corro-

borated by the " Lancet." In the first two cases in

which we gave it, we were induced to it by the failure

of the acids, nitric and sulphurou.^, with quinine and

extract of belladonna, and the turpimtine emulsion,

to relieve, or even make any decided impression on the

disease. The patients—one a very stout, robust young

man ordinarily, and the other a frail and almost efl'emi-

nate man—presented from the inception of the disease

a very unfavorable train of symptoms, in their rapid

and wiry pulse, with dry, harsh skin, and temperature

varying from 104" to 1UG°, with tongues dry and

fissured—tips sharpened, and very red and glazed on

the edges, whilst the centres were a dark brown.

Almndant sordes on the teeth and lips, breathing very

offensive, and body odor the same
;

features pinched

and almost sardonic ; much disturbance of tlie ganglionic

system ; constant, low muttering delirium ;
not possess-

ing, after the first few hours from seizure, the slightest

gleam of intelligence ; with utter unconsciousness of the

evacuation of the bowels or bladders; diarrhoea se-

vere, and discharges very offensive ; much tympa-

nites, picking at flocks in the air, and continuous sub-

sultus temlinum, and the patient at times almost

maniacal with excitement and difficult to keep in bed.

Here summed up symptoms of a very grave, and indeed

desperate character, and physician and friends were

alike in despair. Patient had been sponged with

alcohol and cold water and alkalies; had supporting

treatment in diet; plenty of fresh air, quiet and good

nursing. And tlie acids, etc., had, as indicated, failed to

impress the disease in the slightest, as far as we could

discern. Something yet must be done, and what ?

At this trying conjuncture, when death seemed as

though it would certainly claim them, and the desire to

save was sorely pressing, the pamphlet of Dr. Bayes

on the Baptisia Tintoria, and its endorsement by the
" Lancet," occurred to our mind, and we summoned
up our '• forlorn hope" in this, for our last assault upon

the enemy.
We gave the concentrated tincture, in thr^e-drop

doses, every two hours, continuing the acid and bella-

donna; and with what torturing anxiety we waited

and watched (with one or two other physicians invited

to witness the trial) for hours to discover any effect it

might have, can be divined only by those under hke

circumstances. Finding it borne well, after six or

eight doses had been tried, it was increased to five

drops with same intervals of administration ;
and at the

expiration of twenty-four hours we could discern a

reduction of a degree or more in the temperature, with

softer pulse and skin, and so far I'elt encouraged to

persevere. And at the expiration of forty-eight hours

there was less delirium, and less subsultus and pricking

in the air, etc. In seventy-two liours from the com-
mencement of it, there was some gleam of intelligence,

tongue softening, and sordes diminishing; and at the

expiration of another twenty-four hours there was a

return of consciousness sufiicient to recognize the calls

of nature by the patients, and the direction of the

nurse's attention to them. Diarrhoea very much dimin-

ished, and their beef-tea, etc., taken readily. The treat-

ment was continued until, at the end of a week, conva-

lescence had established itself, greatly to our gratifica-

tion and the unspeakable happiness of their friends.

The effect of the Baptisia was so manifest in these

two cases as to induce us to try it in some eight other

cases of Typhoid Fever, the last one of which is now
just convalescing; he having been sick for some three

or four weeks, and under the care of another physician

preceding our call, and judiciously treated with acids

without any apparent relief; but, as in preceding

cases, the introduction of the concentrated Tincture

seemed to produce an almost immediate impression. It

might be urged that a favorable change might have
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occurred by perseverance with acids, etc. It is possible

;

but till" evidence in favor of it is not BiinTicient to con-
vince our minds; the wtigiit lies ftpninst it.

Whilst we do not des'P^' lo be over-sanguine, and are

frank to ntiniit that iiH trial in ten or eleven cai<es is

not siillicieut toestablisliits full value, yet it is.sutiJcient

to assure us of its power tiius far, and to ask that the

niedioal profes-^ion would ^'ive it a full and (air trial for

themselves, whieii alone can prove wliat place it de-

serves in our medioal arniamentaiium. We do nc^t \>y

any moans wish to Oe coii>idered as urging it, to tlie

displacement of the acids, cpuuine and extract bella-

donna and turpentine, our heretofore sheet-anchors in

Typhoid Fever, but only as an additional remedy for

its control and relief. Whilst here, we desire to ex-

press our general jirefi-rence for Suljihurou-t, over any
other acids in this fever, for reasons which we have
neither time nor space lo elaborate. It has been our
practice to administer the solid or fluid extract of bel-

ladonna in quantities sufficient to produce its effect in

dilating tlie pupil; endeavoring to maintain this, and
increasmg or diminishing it, as may be required. The
acids liave been given in my cases, and the tincture of
the Baptisia in the intervals, if possible.

Tlie books teach us that the Baptisia Tinctoria, an
indigenous plant, is a decided antiseptic and alterative,

with special power of control over the nervous system.
Also a valuable emmenagogi;e, etc. Now if the Eclectics

possess in it a valuable remedy, as they claim, and we
believe, for Typhoid Fever, we do not know of any
reason why its use should be confined to them or the

Homoeopaths who have used it ; and we shall rejoice if

the proving by our professional bietliren shall have
discovered to them, as it has to our own mind, an ad-

ditional remedy for the cure of Typhoid Fever.

proiircss of iHctiical Science.

Treatmext of Scarlet Fevei^.—The late Prof. Geo.
T. Elliot, in a lecture on this disease, gave the following
method of treatment : To bring the eruption out, if it

has not already presented itself, order hot baths and
blankets. Give nothing to eat at first in the eruptive
stage, and only allow the simplest nourishment the first

day. Patients experience great relief from baths,

and the application of cold cream, or mutton tallow,

over the wiiole body. Visit the patient twice a day.

By pouring a pitcherful of cold water over the back of
the neck, especially when the glands are enlarged, great
comfort is experienced. As a gargle, make use of chlo-

rate of potash or soda. Pieces of ice are good, in the
mouth. Sprays, thrown in with Richardson's instru-

ment, of lime water, solutions of alum and sulphate of

zinc, are beneficial. As a palliative to the throat, the
vapor from slaked hme can be recommended. Strong
beef tea, with opium, may be thrown up the bowel
Begin to feed the patient from the second day of the
eruption with animal essences. If the tonsils are en-
larging and the pharynx exhibits m'lch redness, with
diphtheritic exudation, the physician has a right to say
that things look bad. If the throat symp;orns do not
mitigate on the fourth or fifth day, the voice being af-

fected, then one feels'that there is a good deal of dan-
ger. When the kidneys show hyperajmia, desquama-
tion, or transitory albuminuria, then there is a twofold
danger. Always examine the urine. When the pa-
tient has kidney disease, the treatment should be
directed to the skin and bowe's ; when the latter are
loaded and constipated, give powerful sahnc cathartics.

Get Ronochctti's apparatus, to produce perspiration.

To convalescing patients the u.«!e of iron is beneficial.

The bisulphites have been recommend<:d, but, from ex-

perience, tlu'V cannot be advocated. Belladonna is not

always a prophylai.'tic, although, on account of iu inno-

cence, and a feeling of satisfaction to tiie practitioner

and laniily, it is well to administer it.

Ciii.oiiAi. IIvdkate in PcKitTERAL Convi.i,8Ions.—Ed-
Ward Montgomery, M.D. of St. Louis, Mo. (St. Louis

Medical tiiitl Sitri/iail Journal, Sept. 1872), after em-
ploying vene-ecl ion, and administering brisk purgatives,

in casts of epileptiform or apoplectic puerperal convul-

sions, then greatly prefers the chloral hydrate to the

chloroform, or the ether and chloroform treatment. He
thinks the chloral is much safer, administered in lo or

20 grain doses, and it can be given safely and elliciently

by any seiisii)le and experienced nur.se. In adminis-

tering this remedy he gives it in a dilute solution, and
never repeats the doses at too short intevaK He gin-

erally orders, every two or three hours, two drachn;s

in four ounces of spearmint or cinnamon water; a

tablespoonful of this solution in a tablespoonful of

syrup lor a dose.

CerebroSpi.val Meningitis.—Robert F. Smith, M.
D. (Kansas City Meil. Journal, August, 1872), having
been familiar with the management of this disease in

the various hospitals of New York City, gives some
sensible remarks on the causes, pathology, and treat-

ment of it. In regard to the unexplainable general

hyperajthcsia attending it, he remarks that if the vascu-

lar membrane dipped into tlie posterior fissure, in the

vicinity of which the sensory roots are supposed to

originate, it could easily be accounted for; but may it

not be explained by the fact that some of the sensory

roots do arise from, or at least have been traced into,

the anterior columns, as mentioned by Gray and
taught by Prof. Austin Flint. Jr. ? The sixth nerve

must be considerably irritated early in the disease, bui

the muscle it supplies has not sufiicient force to over-

come those supplied by the third nerve, though, becom-
ing paralyzed later on, the adducentes act without

antagonism, and the convergent variety of squint fo'-

lows. In concluding, the subjoined treatment, by Pn^f.

Loomis, is submitted : Sol. saturat. potassii biomidi,

minims xl., every two or three hours; qninice sulph..

grs. iii. to v., every three hours ; ice to the head and
spine ; blisters to the nape of the neck ; bleeding when
the constitution of the patient will admit of it, and
tonics during convalescence.

Mephitis Occidentalis — At the August meeting of

the Alameda County Medical Association, held at Oak-
land, Cal. (Western Lancet), Dr. Gibbons presented a

dissection of the excretory glands of the Mephitis Occi-

dentalis, or California Skunk. The dissection proved
that the animal cannot emit its odor unless its tail I'es

flat on the back, as ttiat, movement produces tension of

the muscles which press on the excretory glands.

These glands are contained in two sacs situated one on
either side, containing coll-ctively about a half ounce
of oil. The Doctor expe imented on this oil to re-

move its odor, and found that while readily dissolving

in ether, it did not suffice; it was necessary to fir.-

1

saponify it with caustic potash, then a solution of car-

boUc acid readily deodorized it.

Treatment of Fracture of the Inferior Maxillarv
Bone.—Dr. R. W. Murphy, of Sacramento, Cal. (Dr.

Logan's Report) has devised a new, practical instru-

ment for the treatment of fracture of the inferior max-
illary bone. The practical advantages of this splint are

;

1. It is not difficult to apply, and when applied it re-
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mains in position. 2. It allows of the free use of the

jaw and the taking of nourishment, even meats and

solid food ; and also the use of tobacco, both chewing

and smoking. 3. In comminuted fractures perfect ar-

ticulation of the teeth is easily secured, which is a point

nuich to be desired, both by the pliysician and the

patient.

The splint presented to the riiiladelphia Museum is

made of steel, and nickel-plated, to prevent it from cor-

roding in the mouth. The underplate is hard rubber
;

the whole splint may be made of hard rubber, which he

thinks would be cheaper and answer every purpose.

LUXATIOX OF THE ITuMERUS FROM MuSCULAR CONTRAC-

TION.—Dr. A. H. Salislinry, of Mazinnanie, Wis, {Med.

Examiner, August 15, 1S7'2), speaks of a man, aged 40,

weighing over 200 pounds, subject to epileptic convul-

sions, who, after a severe attack, complained of contin-

ued pain in the shoulder ; upon examination, a back-

ward dislocation of the humerus was disclosed, the head

resting on the dorsum scapulae. Slight extension and

a little manipulation cause! the head to slip into its

place with a snap, giving the patient instant relief.

PnvsiOLOGiCAL Action of Alcohol.—W. E. Bessey,

il.D. {Canada Med. Record, Sept., 1872), in an important

paper on " Therapeutic Value of Alcohol," speaks thus of

its physiological action :
" Its effects are to irritate and

inflame the stomacii, to vitiate the secretions of the ali-

mentary canal, and thereby produce dyspepsia, diar-

rhoea, and dysentery. Its action on the blood is to im-

poverish that fluid and to cause a retention of fatty

matters therein ; upon the brain, congestion at first of

its meningeal coverings. Congestion of the brain sub-

stance follows, producing disordered action and finally

inducing abnormal changes of structure ; impairing,

weakening, or destroying the harmony of the intellec-

tual operations. It induc(!S a semi-apoplectic condition

of the lungs when taken in large quantities, and always
favors a determination of blood to this organ, which
eventually produces diseased structure. It congests the

liver (especially when taken in the form of brandy or

spirituous liquors), and by its oft-repeated action on that

organ weakens its structure, impairs its function, and
eventually produces a diseased condition of the organ.

Upon the kidneys its action is no less detrimental; by
its repeated congestions favoring granular degeneration,

or Bright's disease ; and greatly aggravating diabetes,

if not directly causing it, by its property of exalting tlie

function of the Uver to produce sugar, and by exagger-

ating the glycogenesis of health, causing an excessive

excretion (of sugar) by the kidneys. It may also ag-

gravate diabetes by its action upon the nervous system,

producing that altered condition which is favorable to

the collection and discharge of sugar from the body.
'' It being well known that injury to the sympathetic

nerve rapidly induces a stronijly diabetic state, as also

dees the inhalation of anaesthetics as chloroform and
etiier, so that alcohol, being an anaesthetic to the ner-

vous system, may act in tliat way to aggravate diabetic

symptoms."

Phenomena of Vaccination.—In a clinical lecture on
this subject, by the late I'rof. G-eo. T. Elliot, the sub-

joined remarks were made : The matter must be taken
in the form of lymph, or scab. The point of insertion

is on the left arm, at the insertion of the deltoid muscle
;

vaccination should be made in more than one place

—

two points are enough, and they do not occasion more
inflammation than one. It must not be done in child-

hood, ordinarily, earlier than three months old. Visit

the patient on the seventh day after the virus has been
applied. On the fifth day a little vesicle or elevation

will begin to be discerned. On the ninth and tenth

days a brownish or l)lackish .scab connnences to 'form,

which falls off from the twentieth to the twenty-fifth

day. Vaccine lymph must be taken on the seventh or

eighth day, as it is then clear and good. Sf/pJiiUs, from

iinpure matter, can be transmitted through families.

The only way to secure the lym|ih, so as to keep it for

any length of time, is to make use of the glass cypillary

tubes. Then it can be kept for several weeks. The

other way of taking lymph— viz., charging the convex

surfiice of the qmll— is very convenient, but it wiU not

keep Ion?. The whole should be kept in a cool place,

and in corked, dark bottles. When the scab is used, it,

should be preserved in a piece of wax covered wilh tin-

foil. Dr. Jonas P. Loincs, of the Eastern Dispensary,

has always excellent vaccine virus. On the fifth day,

when one observes that the vaccine virus has taken,

attended with some inflammation, order some lead

wash, to be applied not on the sore itself, but all around

it. Revaccinate every five years. If a [)regnant wo-

man has been exposeii to the small-pox, vaccinate her

as often as possible until it has taken. In spile of the

great care in the selection of lymph, vesicles Avill be

observed, which is a secondary complication. In con-

cluding, Prof. Elhot said that, if he saw that the child

had eruptions, he would postpone the vaccination, if

he could.

Parturition not Necessarily a Painful Process.—
In a paper on this subject, read before the Georgia

Medical Association by Jno. Stainback Wilson, M.D.,

Atlanta, G-a. (Atlanta Med. and Surg. Jour., Aug.,

1872), he attempts to demonstrate "the position-

first, physiologically ;
second, practically or experimen-

tally ; and finally," he " concludes with a notice of the

Biblical or theological objections, founded," as he con-

ceives, on an erroneous inteprelation of the "curse"

inflicted on woman. His first argument is, that the

nerves of the uterus are derived almost entirely from

the organic or sympathetic system, and, therefore, that

there is nothing in the nervous structure of the organ

to render it highly sensitive whon in a normal condi-

tion. The cause of the excessive pains of labor may
be summed in these words—viz., morbid irritability of

the nervous system in general, and of the uterine

nerves in particular, with deficiency or absencfe of vital

expansibility, either as a cause or etl'ect of this nervous

irritability. To fulfil the great and all-important indi-

cation of removing that morbid irritability and that

excessive rigidity which are the great causes of the

pains of labor, everything should be brought into re-

quisition that will equalize the circulation, promote the

secretions and excretions, relieve oppression, hasten the

vital, eliminative, and nutritive functions, and allay

nervous irritability. The principal means are: Good,

digestible, laxative diet, in moderate quantities
;
cool-

ing, bland, unstimulating drinks; avoidance of stoop-

ing or doubled po.'^itions ;
loose, comfortable clothing;

pure air by day and night ; abundant sleep
;
equanim-

ity of mind ;
sunlight ; and last, though not least, gen-

eral and local batljs, followed by friction of the skin.

He concludes with the following principle, which should

govern and guide obstetricians in the management of

pregnancy: Pregnancy, though a natural physiological

condition, is one of increased excitement, attended with

extraordinary demands on the whole organism. Six

cases are recorded, in which the several labors were
short and almost painless.

Extra-uterine Pregnancy.—W. A.Matthews, M.D.,

of Fort VaUey, G-a. (Atlanta Med. and Surg. Jour.,

Aug., 1872), reports a case of Fallopian pregnancy, the

ftetus weighing about 8^ or 9 pounds, having been
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lisohnrfjed into the cavity of the nblonien by tlio Incc-

i;ition of the tube diiriiif,' the protracted jiain, caiisiiif,'

l)eritoiiiti9, wliich terminated the |)alieiit'a hfe. The
patient was a colored woman, a;;cd liO, the mother of
two cliildren, the yonnpesi aix years oM. Tlie empty
uterus was ai)oul as largo as the liead of a small fietus,

iiiid presented a raliier peculiar, shapeless appearance,
(if a dull, whitish color.

ExKHCiSE or THE TFETri Conducive to Hkaltfiy
NiTKiTioN.—K. D. Swain, M.D., Chicago, III. {Miss,

ftfiit. Jour., Aug., 1872), has an abstract of a paper
proving that the proper exercise of the teeth is condu-
cive to healthy nutrition. He believes tliat most of

our food is too much prepared ; and is in fact already in

a condition to be sent into the stomach, requiring no
force by the teeth to prepare it for that organ. lie ha.s

observed that the teeth of foreigners coming among us
from those countries where the food is less prepared,

liave, as a rule, better teeth, and are less decayed, with
larger and better developed jaws.

Dislocation of the RAi>io-CARPAf, Articilation.—
J. W. liroek, M.D., Leavenworth, Kan. (Med. JJerahl,

Sept., 1872), records a case of this rare accident, in the
person of a colored boy, aged 13, who fell fiom a tree

in such manner as to bring the left arm underneath in

the fall, and the whole weight of his body being re-

ceived upon the back of the hand and wrist, violently

Hexing the hand on the forearm. The case was seen
about thirty minutes after the accident. The luxation
was reduced by making steady extensi(m and counter-
extension in a straight line, when suddenly, and with
a very perceptible click, the bones resumed their natu-
ral position?. He was assisted by Dr. Houston, and
Mr. C. C. Goddard, bis office-student.

Fractl're of an Incisor Tooth.—At the late meet-
ing of Southern Dental Assocn., Dr. "\V. Leigh Burton,
of Richmond, Ya. (Ain. Jour. Dent. Science, Sept., 1S72),

presented for examination a deciduous superior left-cen-

tral incisor tooth, which bad been fractured at the neck
by mechanical violence at the age of two years, and l)ad

subsequently united with the crown at a right angle with
the root. This specimen has been presented to the

Museum of the Baltimore College of Dental Surgery.

Normal Distortion of the Pelvis.—In a paper
read before the Norfolk (Mass.) District Medical So-
ciety, Dr. Edw. T. Williams (Boston Med. and Surg.
Jour., Sept. 12, 1872). from actual measurements of 41
pelves—21 male and 20 female—endeavors to show
reasons for questioning the truth of this assumption :

that the two sides of the human pelvis are equal and
symmetrical; or, if varying slightly from perfect sym-
metry, that such distortion is merely accidental. He
remarks, in concluding, that the figures given are far

too few to establish satisftxctorily the truth of the views
suggested, but thinks they go far enough to show the
probable existence of left distortion in a majority of
cases as a definite anatomical feature. As to the sup-
posed influence of the deformity in causing the vertex
to present by preference on the left side of the pel-

vi.«, it i? offered simply as a thcor\'.

The following figures give the amount of deviation
towards the left in fractions of an inch

:

Symphysis Acetab- Ohllipie Ant. Sup Sp.
pubis. vlum. DiumeUr. uf Ilium.

Averapc of male pelves 1-7 1-fi 1-7 1-16
Avera^ of female jielves. . 1-8 1-8 1-12 1-lS

General average 1-7 1-7 l-'J 1-11

Teratru.\i Viride as a Hemostatic—J. W. Collins,

M.D., of Jackson, Tenn. (Am. Practitioner, Sept.,

1872), after an extensive use of this drug in diffeient

forms of hemorrhage, is thoroughly satisfied that it

fossesses thi.s property in a very remarkable degree.

le esteems it the proiiiplest aa well as the mo.st

reliaVjle of all the means for controlling both active

and passive hemorrhage. In epistaxis, periodical hem-
orrhages of plafcnta pisevia, mtnoihagia, in secondary
hemorrhage following amputation of tiie cervix uteri,

and in hemorrhage in two cases of uterine carcinoma,

it has been uniformly successful.

Prof. .1. T. Gilinore, of Mobile, Ala., has used the

veratruin with entire succt s.s, after other means had
failed, in a .secondary hemorrhage following ampuUition
of the thigh ;

also in a case of epistaxis, which wa.^ so

obstinate as to threaten life, lie further slates that

the remedy, given in doses of 15 droi)8, is regardi-d by
the profes.^ion in Mobile as being the most efficient

remedy in certain ca.ses of puerperal eclampsia. He
has seen the best results follow its use in the periodi al

hemorrhages which occurred in two ca-ses of placenta

prsDvia.

It should be given in doses of from 3 to 15 drops,

repeated every one, two, or three hours, according to

the urgency ot the case, always carefully watching its

effects.

Gonorrhct:al Injection.—Dr. Reynolds, cf Louisville,

Ky. (Am. Prartitioner, Sept., 1872), mentions that he
baa used the following injection with almost uniform
success in a number of cases of gonorrhoea:— IJ. Bal-

sam copaiba, Z x. ; Cryst. carb. soda, Z xx. ; Water,

3 xxx. M. To one part of this emuUion add three

parts of water, and inject through a catheter carried into

the urethra four or five inches, as often as twice or thrice

a day. In chronic co^es he uses equal parts of water
and the emulsion.

Pustclation with Tartar-Emetic as a sub-stitcte

FOR Vaccination.—Dr. B. S. Woodworth, of Foit
Wayne, one of the oldest and mo<t eminent physicians

in Indiana (Am. Practitioner, Sept. 1872), writes that

his theory—which he has held for thirty- four years— is.

that pustulation by tartar-emetic is as good a prevent-

ive of small-pox as perfect vaccination. He was leil

to this theory from a series of papers, in 1 838-9, pub-
lished in the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, in

which the almost exact resemblance of tartar-emetic

pustules and vaccinia was mentioned. This fact, he
adds, is latniliar to every physician. Not only is the

simibirity of the two perfect at their full development,

but the successive stages are also alike. He asks

:

Why may not this artificial pu?tulation be just as good
a preventive as vaccination, since the same process has

been gone througii with, and the same molecular

changes? And certainly there can be nothing more
mysterious in the one case than in the other. Some five

or six jears after he had fii^st entertained this view an
article in the London lancet, by a German author,

advanced the same theory, and, he believes, verified bv
ca=es. Dr. Woodworth suggests that experiments be
made in hospitals, to prove this theory ; and closes his

communication with these words :
" I almost regret

that I was ever vaccinated, for I would be willing to

run the risk in proving that which 1 believe true."

Case of Beriberi.—An interesting case of beriberi,

j

the symptoms of which at one time strongly resembled
those of aortic aneurism, is detailed in the Madras
Monthly Journal of Medical Science, by G. Williamson,

I

yi.D., Assistant-Surgeon of the I9th M. N. I. At'la.-t
' advices, the patient, private, aged 33 years, was on sick

leave to his native village, and doing well. The for-

mula most beneficial to him was the following ; R. Potas.

acet., gr. x. ; Tinct. Scillaj, ^x. ; Spir. nitric sether, TI|,

XX. ; Liq. ammon. acet., 3 ij. ; Camph. mixt., 3 i. To be
taken every three hours.

_
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OUR RELATIONS TO OUR FEMALE PA-

TIENTS.

Of late years the fema'e orjrans of generation have re-

ceived from the m.'dioal profession a very large sh.ire

of attention. Tiie uterine element in practice lias

grown, in fact, un<il it overshadows every other

specialty, a speculum being now a pocket instrument

which is used with as much frequency as was the lan-

cet in days gone by. With many young and aspiring

practitioners, not to invent a speculum or some other

instrument for vaginal examinations or operations, is

equivalent to a want of ordinary common-sense. This

is due, no doubt, to the fact that the sjiecialty of gy-

naecology is believed to be the best in the whole cate-

gory. If any one seeks for a practice that has the prom-

ise of a rich patronage, and a large pecuniary reward,

the uterus above all other organs invites tiie ambitions.

By a tacit understanding on the part of the majority

of practitioners, uterine diseases are capable of explain-

ing every conceivable trouble to which sickly and

nervous females are subject. Tlie females themselves

have been educated into that belief, and any p.racti-

tioner wlio cannot convince them that they have abra-

sion of the OS, endo-mietritis, or some displacenienf,

is altogether behind the requirements of the age. As
one of the consequences of faith in the unseen, a vagi-

nal examination is submitted to as the sine quti non of

any successful plan of treatment.

All this is well enough when it is absolutely neces-

sary, and when the practitioner is well enough versed

in uterine pathology or therapeutics to know what to

look for ; but in the majority of instances the speculum

is introduced only because it is a fashionable instrument.

The natural tendency of such an indiscriminate prac-

tice of examining females is certainly demoralizing, not

only to them but to ourselves. It develops in the

tender sex a looseness of morals which is, in the main,

frightful to contemplate, and develops in t'.ie minds or

not a few medical men a contempt for tiiose attributes

of female character which it is their duty to cultivate

and to respect.

Already has this manifested itself in some of the pa-

pers published in medical journals, and in not a few

monographs issued from some of our first-class publish-

ing houses. The basis of the success of these docu-

ments is their sensational character, the real spiciness

of which is centred in allusions which are far from sci-

entific in character, and which are only calculated, by the

detail of disgusting practices, to inform the uninitiated-

And yet this is the character of literature that is fed

l)y some of the first gyn;ecologists of the country, who
conceive that for the purpose of ministering to a de-

praved ta>te, they are licensed in parading the most

demoralizing instances of a devotion to passion.

Tlie profession complain of the prevalence of abor-

tions, of small families, and the practices which bring

about these results ; and yet there are not a few who
take eveiy pains to give in an indirect way the very

information that swells the tide of a dangerous know-

ledge. We will not say that this is done purposely,

but thoughtlessly, and that it is the offspring of a de-

praved taste, Avhich has centred so much atttntion and

thought upon the genera'.ive apparatus.

It is related that a noted infidel writer once consult-

ed Benjamin Franklin upon the practicability of pub-

lishing an argument against the Deity, when the sage

replied with characteristic significance :
" My dear sir,

as you value the moral welfare of your countrymen,

do not unchain the tiger." We beheve that some of

us have been liberating the tiger in a somewhat differ-

ent shape, but one which is capable of doing almost as

much injury.

But not satisfied with this, a few of the progressive

ones are going still further in their studies of the sex-

ual functions, and are selecting women for the baser

purposes of demoralizing and degrading experiment.

The following is a case in point :—An article appears

in the St. Louis Medical and Surgical Journal, in answer

to the query. How do the spermatozoa enter the cavity

of the uterus ? After reviewing the scanty literature

of the subject, the writer tieats the medical public

with the details of a personal observation. The

result of this observation is a conclusion that " the

act of coition arouses some special nervous action in

the uterus which causes the os uteri to open with

successive gasps ; that when the ' crisis ' arrives, the

external os is drawn into the cervix each time pow-

erfully, and at the same time becomes quite soft to the

touch." After the orgasm passes away the os closes

and the cervix hardens, as before. He likens the per-

formance to the motion of the mouth of the species of

fish known as the " Sucker." This is a homely illustration,

he is aware, but he knows of no other in nature which

answers .so well. He does not believe that the opera-

tion is either purely physical or simply mechanical, but
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feels sure tlint tho great nerve-centres have more or less

the control of llic mutter, nlthouf,'!), pcrlinps, this is not

now ih'inonstrabU'. Tho obstTvntioti, noted nl)Ove, was

made thus: Having a female patient, hlonde, aged 32,

of a very amorous nature, with prolapse of the ute-

rus in the secoml staple (the os uteri bi-iuf,' just insi'Ie

the vulva), he nttempted to adjust the uterine supporter,

and an examinixtiou by the toucli wa-imadc. Upon in-

troducing his fingir between the pubiearcli and the an-

terior lip of the prolapsed cervix, he was requested by iiis

patient to be very careful in manipulating those parts,

as slie was very prone to have the sfxual orgasm pro-

duced by very slight contact of the finger! Here,

he acknowledges, was an opportunity never before

afforded any one to his knowledge, and one not to be

lost upon any consideration 1 1 Carefully separating

the vulva with his left hand, so that the os uteri was
brought clearly into view in a strong light, he swept ihe

right forefinger across the cervix twice or three times,

when almost immediately the orgasm occurred, and

what has been described was presenteil to liis view ! ! I

However important it may be to demonstrate whe-
ther or not the os uteri opens or shuts during coition,

we contend th.it in tliis case, even on scientific grounds,

the end does not justify the means. It may be al-

lowable to make experiments of this soit upon the

lower animals, but ordinary propiiety forbids it in a

human female, between whom and iier physician the

sfWne respectful relations should be maintained as be-

tween daughter and parent. The function of procre-

ation has been thus far very satisfactorily and thor-

oughly studied upon the cold and warm-blooded ani-

mals
; the development of the foetus hns been traced

from the first segmentation of the vitellus, up to the

aware of the general acceptubility of the saw, that "to

the pure all things are pure; "but there are some

things, such as this, whieh <'ven science cannot divest

of its immoral aspects.

In our relations to our leniale patients, too much
care cannot hn taken to ])re>erve professional self-re-

spect and sexual nonentity; but we question whether

cither can be maintained under the circumstances of

such a case as we are considering. At lejist our fe-

male patients are not so much interested in furthering

scientific researcii as to be ready to palpitate in the

convulsive throes of an orgasm, merely to i)rove whe-

ther the OS uteri opens or not. In view of all thi?, the

question comes up, Are we not presuming a little too

ranch for science, and are we not drifting into an

indifference to ordinary decency, which, as a learned

and dignified profession, we should take every pains

to prevent?

Ucuicius aiiti notices of Ooo \b.

A Year-Book ok TiiEn.vPEUTics and Piiaumacy, and
Allied Sciences. Edited by H. C. Wood, Ju., M.D.
New York : "\Vm. Wood & Co. 1872.

Many of the numerous articles upon therapeutics,

which appear from time to time in the various medical
Journals, are of so much benefit to the profession, that

it has been deemed expedient to devote departments in

many journals, which shall give in a concise manner a

synopsis of them. Besides this, so great is the interest

now being taken in therapeutics, that special journals

are devoted to their consideration, and even s\:cii ency-
clopaedic works as Year Books have been found neces-

period of birth; but to obtain i-uch information, it i

sary to keep pace with the progress. In order to sup-

, x u *i ui. . 1 xi 1
' P'v a want very much felt in this country, Dr. H. C.

uas not been tliought necessary to compel the Imman wixi i^i i- i .L- u- ^

.
=> <= J ^ ijy., ^ ^ liiijc Wood, Jr., has started a special journal on this subject,

female to submit to any indecent, nay loathsome ex

pcriment. On tlie contrary, we have been content to

draw our deductions from analogy, or to trust to the

confirmation of theories by pathological developments.

The author speaks of his opportunity as being a rare

one ; may we hope that it will be the only one that

shall occur either to himself or any other experiment-

er. The objections to such a method of establishing

scientific points are so obvious, that they hardly de-

serve mentioning. In this case in particular, it was
more than ordinarily objectionable, the deluded pa-

tient being either a professed ma^turbator or a nympho-
maniac. In either event, in a physical point of view,

it was very reprehensible. If the first supposition

were well founded, there was an encouragement on
the part of her attendant of a very bad habit; and if

{

the latter mental condition existed, the patient was
far from being alleviated by the manipulation.

But what shall we say for it in a strictly moral and

professional point of view? We may give our inves-

tigator the credit of good intentions, but further we

which is called the A'eir Remedies, in which he gives

quarterly a resumd of the subject. In order to render
the work further acceptable, he culls the most practical

parts and forms a volume, which it is his intention to

issue yearly, with tlie title prefixed to this notice.

That such a work Avill be acceptable, and even urgenily
wanted liy the busy practitioner, the sight of the many
unread journals which accumulate upon his table will

fully attest. The book is divided into four parts: one
upon therapeutic?, a second upon materia medicn. and
the third and fourth upon prescriptions and formulas
and general receipts. Q'he therapeutic section is par-

ticularly rich and valuable, embracinjr articles upon
every disease, medical and surgical. The resumes are

clearly and concisely written, and are, we are glad to

see, generally taken from the original ariicles, not. as is

so often done, mere reprints of the abstracts made by
others. In this we think Dr. Wood is wise, for we
have often noticed abstracts, originally badly made,
which had been copied into more than one journal.

Another feature of the abstract? in this work is, that

they are drawn from such a variety of sources, foreign

as well as domestic ; this is especially commendable, as

the majority of journals present abstracts mainly of ar-

ticles written in the English language. The remaining
, , . , ^ . , . , ,,. chapters are equally as valuable as that upon therapeu-
have nothing else to oflfer la h:s favor. ^^ e are well i tics.
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In conclu^sion, we must express our approval of the

work, as a comprehensive and practical compendium of

current therapeutics.

HlSTOllY OV SIlODICINE, FROM TIIK EARLIEST AOE TO
TiiK Com.mi:ncement of the Nineteenth Cen-
tury. By llORLEY DdngmsoN, M.D. Ai-raufj^cd and
Edited by Uiciiard J. Dungmson, M.D. Pbiladel-

l)hia : J. B. Lippiucott & Co. 1872.

The echtor of this work, who was the son of tlie au-

thor, tells U3 that it is the embodiment of a course of

lectures delivered by his father, when Professor in tlie

Universiiy of Virginia. Having been originally pre-

pared for lectures, the work, of course, lacks that com-
pleteness which we observe in some of the French and
Grerman works upon the same subject

;
yet a careful pe-

rusal of it shoAvs that it gives a tolerably fair view of the

subject, though there are branches of it which we think

might have been elaborated to a greater extent, and
thereby insured tlie value of the work. The work is

certainly clearly and concisely written, and its facts are

put in a veiy readaV)le manner. The author traces the

origin of medicine in the various ancient countries, and
.shows us that it was first cultivated by the Egyptians,

and liis description of the process of embalming is very
interesting. The brief life of Hippocrates is very pleas-

antly written, and the influence of the Greek physician

is clearly shown. "We are somewhat surprised that the

Arabian school and its history is not so fully brought
out as its importance deserves. The life of Galen is

quite fully given by the author, in a chapter which
is very well written. We are sorry to find that the

history of the origin of syphilis, and of the mediajval

scourges, is not at all alluded to, and that Harvey's
position in medicine has been neglected. In fact,

the work can be only looked upon as one of a very
limited field, and one which in many instances does
not do even bare justice to the subject, which certainly

is one of great interest.

Worms : A Series of Lectures on Practical Hel-
mintiiology, delivered at the Medical College of the
Middlesex Hospital. By T. Spencer Cobbold, M.D.
Philadelphia. 18T2.

The subject of Parasitism is one which has been
stu;lied by Dr. Cobbold for very many years, and his

large work, devoted to a consideration of the natural

history of animal parasites, occupies now the position

of a classic. In the present work, tlie author endea-
vors, in the course of twenty lectures, to give us a

general description of the parasites, their mode of oi'i-

gin and transplantation, tlieir development, and tlie

symptom? produced by them when they infest man.
In speaking in a general way of the natural history of

these minute creatures, Dr. Cobbold gives us a very
clear and accurate picture ; and as he siiows in what
way man becomes infected, his remarks have pi'actical

value in the matter of prophjdaxis. Every prac-

titioner is aw^ire of the anomalous nature, and of the

obscurity of the symptoms of worms, and we think that

the author has materially enhanced the value of his

work by the introduction of illustrative cases. The
chapters upon tape-worms are certainly excellent, and
the same may be said of that upon trichiniasis. All

things considered, we think that this work will supply

a want long felt, as this subject is not well brought out

in text-books, and is almost ignored in the courses of

medical lectures.

The Men and the Acts op the Insurrection of
Paris seen by the Light op Morbid Physiology.
By J. V. Laborde, M.D. Paris : G. Bailliere, 1872.

Physicians have contributed quite extensively to the

literature of the war of 1871. This little book is such

a contribution. Our author begins by citing the mo-
mentous warning of Guislain to our would-be civiliza-

tion, that the condition of modern society keeps up a

cerebral excitation which can be likened to drunken-
ness; that it is wide apart from the normal conditions

of mankind, and must predispose to intellectual trou-

bles ; thence turning Ids regard more especially towards
his own country. Dr. Laborde, siiys: "The French
society is sick in mind and body, it belongs to tlie phy-
sician and moralist more than to the historian ;" and
quoting again, he says: "A wind of insanity has been
blowing over it ( 6'm vent de folie a passe par Ja)."

These generalities promised Avell, and we expected

to see the physio-jiathological problem—which is

burning in France, hot in England and Germany, and
fermenting in the United States—treated by an acute

and impartial mind ; but our author hardly enunciates

his proposition when he begins to beg the question by
ihis remark: "Since half a century, the popular and
working classes of society have been laboring under an
uneasiness which instinctivily carries them to the re-

search of a better fate. From, tliis irresistible movement
are born all our perturbations, and the political and social

commotions which have taken p'ace in our time. And
why these commotions ? " This wIdj should have been
the object of the study of the position assumed by the

classes whose interest conflicts with that of the

working-men and women. But the Dr. does not seem
to have given it a moment of thought; and with the

(aplomb) assurance of an alienist he assigns as the cause

of popular discontent, the hereditary predisposition of

some individuals to insanity.

The mental disease under which France bends her

noble head, the real object of the study of a psyches-

pathologist, lost sight of by Dr. Laborde, is this:

Shortly afier the declaration of American Inde-

pendence, the French Nation, in council assembled,

declared the classes abolished, and the Nation

a Unit, under the rule of Equality. The people

believed in this Declaration of Rights, the ci-devant

classes only submiited to it. From this discrepancy of

the minds composing a great empire, has been produced

the mental disease whose symptoms are the revolu-

tions and the reaction of the last eighty 3^ears.

The old classes, badly off for a time, fortified them-

selves by the accession of the Tiers-Etat, who showed
where money was, and how to get at it. Thence, the

coalition, not content Avith the best lands, houses, church

and state appointments, thought of turning into their

pockets every new source of modern industry and

wealth. To that end they possessed themselves of the

legislative power to create new titles of property over

human labor, and by these fraudulently legal instruments

deeded to themselves the new industries, railroads,

steam navigation, telegraphs, &c., to buy off and pay
the forces—soldiers and priests—that keep the people

working in the lowest conditions of intelligence and
vitality.

To do this the nation must be disarmed and the bul-

lets kept in the hands of pietorians—which was done.

Children were taught submission—not knowledge

;

the executive power was entrusted to one who would
kill whoever he could not buy. But woe to the

aspirant who could not fulfil these conditions. When
the spokesman of the conservative party of 1848,

Granier de Cassngnac, had said, Jl rious faut une

saignee de 60,000 hoinmcs, whi(;h means, we offer

the power to the one who will kill 60,000 workmen,
he, Cavaignac, bid for it, and ignominiously lost it by
killing only 20,000 in July. Napoleon could kill more

in December, and ruled. This policy—we might as
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well say monomnnia—of the riiliii}? clasfes of France
is so sot, that even to-diiv M. Thii-rs couM not roinnin

President of tlie Frenrli Rrf iiMiuif la" was not kcfpiiip

the Pare mix CVrtus of tho citnacrvnlives well supplied
with the wild gan)o raii^ht in Paris duriiif,' the

Conununo. Not thattho little Cartliatriiiianis j)articular-

1y fond of blood
;

personally he prefers a joke ; but he
could not remain in power a week if lie wa-< not serviuf;;

to the lords of the cliurch, of the land, and ol' the stock-

cxchanpe, a communist on the tray (plateau) do Satorry
ns an appetizer before breakfast.

Thu.-i are the ruling classes dett^nnined to rule and
cat, and have the workiujr classes work and submit.

To this the working classes demur; and with the
Derlarntum of the liiijhts r;/"1789 on their banner, they
protest, conspire, figlit, execrate, and eventually become
insane, as other people do when their ideal is broken.
But pcnerally they eniigraU.', like their forefathers, after

the slaughter of St. Bartliolemew and the Revocation of
the Edict of Nante*. Q'liu?, when the yoke of the pov-
erniug class of Italy became unbearable, her skilful

women and men miirratcd to France, and began to

master the arts which made her glorious. Ry the
insanity of her ruling classes, France, in her turn, will

lose .her artists and artisans, and l)e farmed and fam-
ished, like Spain and Mexico, by noble brutes, lecherous
priests, and vile peons; and Guizot will be enabled to

repeat for the third time what he said with his most
cadaverous voice of Warsaw and Lyons: " Gentlemen,
order reigns in France."

Dr. Laborde disregards these fundamental ele-

ments of the French psychological problem, and
looks for its solution to the existence of insanity among
the Conmiunists only. But even in this narrow view
of his, he fails to see that the French army—who
avenged so unmercifully its defeat by the Prussians
upon the doomed Communists—contains itself more
insane than any other equal number of men. See De la

folie chez Jes ^filifau•es, iti A nnaks Medico-psychologiques^
July, 1872. And again, crossing the Seine, he should
have observed, in the Asylum of Charenton, that not
only insanity is rife, but is on the increase among the
supporters of order and sociefi/. By taking a retro-

spective glance, the Doctor could have remembered
that in all great national calamities, and jDarticu-

larly in great besieged cities, in Jerusalem, Rome,
Saragossa, Paris under Henry IV., as in 1871, tlie

insane made themselves notorious, though being only
accessories, in the events which have provoked, if not
caused, their disease.

We wish we could plead narrow-mindedness, too, for

the view taken of the heroism of Flonrens in this book.
His place is with Curtius, Fabius, Henri de la Tour
Dauvergne, St. Just, and Lebas.

Ueports of Societies.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting, September 25, 1872.

Dk. a. L. Loomis, Presidext, in the Chair.

EPILEPSY PRODUCED BY INJURY TO SCIATIC NERVE.

Dr. Bfiowx-SfiQUARD exhibited by invitation several
Guinea-pigs for the purpose of illustrating the epileptic

phenomena attendintr injuries to the spinal cord and to

the sciatic nerve. The fits in all the animals were in-

stantly produced by a slight pinching of the integument
on the 8:d(; of the neck between the ear and shoul-

der.

The fust pig was one which had KulTered an injury to

the cord by an operation performed Uy Mr. Dupuy.
Precisely what portion of cord had been touched could

not be ftsciTtaineil.Jbut the epileptic phenomena were as

easily produced in this one as in any of the other*. He
believed the fits to be ej)ileptic for the reason that they
were characterized by the three prominent features

always associated with such attacks, viz.: 1. Clonic con-
vulsions; 2. Th(! loss of consciousness during the seiz-

ures; and 3. The disturbance of the mind after the

attack.

In two or three of the animals one or more toes were
missing, due to the circumstance that during an attack

the members not unfrecpietitly found their way into the

mouth and were bitten off. This was, by the way, a
very satisfactory and practical way of proving an error

in nutrition. A curious circumstance in ref(;rence to

the absence of toes has been noticed in the offspring of
such animals as have this deficiency as the indirect re-

sult of an injury either to the spinal cord or the sciatic

nerve: viz., that the deformity is not only inherited

but the epileptic seizures also. Another fact of
curious interest, is the falling off of the hair of the part

the irritation of which produces the attacks, which dis-

position is coincident with commencing recovery from
the seizures. Recovery never takes place after injury

to the cord, but the oppcsite is the rule when the sciatic

nerve is sul^jected to operation. Whenever one partic-

ular side of the cord or the sciatic nerve of one side is

injured, the power of producing fits resides only in the

skin of the shoulder of" the same side.

In these cases it is not very rare to find an efi"usion

of blood between the integument and cartilage of tlie

ear the same as has been frequently noted among the
insane, and due, as has fiequcntl}' been proven, to some
trouble in the brain. He had discovered that this con-
dition was almost invariably the result either of an
injury to the medulla oblongata or to the corpus res-

tiforme. This hemorrhage generally under these c'r-

cumstances shows itself wiihin a day or two. In an
animal experimented upon by Mr. Dupuy, nearly the
whole enr was involved during the short period of one
night. This condition, as has been often noticed, was
quickly followed by gangrene and a falling off of the
hair of the integument of that organ. He had some-
times met with the same thing as the result of an injury

to the sciatic nerve.

TI.e subject was brought to the notice of members of
the society ; those who may have the desire and tlie

opportuniiies to follow this study might continue
observations in the same direction, with the result,

doubtless of adding much to our positive knowledge of
nervous diseases.

TUBULAR ANEURISM.

Dr. Briddon presented a specimen of aneurism with
the following hi>tory:

—

The man from whom this specimen was removed pre-
sented himself at my office in the year 1868, complaining
of pain in the right side of the chest; he was a remark-
ably fine-louking man, of forty-five years, weighing two
hundred and ten pounds, and mea.^uring six feet two
inches; he was free from syphilitic taint, and had a
good family history

; on examining his chest I found
the ph)"sical signs of aneurism of the arch, advised him
of the fact, and put him on large doses of iodide of po-
tass ; after this 1 saw him only occasionally, when con-
fined to his house by unusually severe attacks of pain,

and in the intervals he would float off into other hands;
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and I believe has presented himself in the consultiiip

room of every professional celebrity in the city. Two
years ago he became gradually aplionic, from paralysis

of recurrent laryngeal, for which he was treated by a

specialist with atomized solution of nitrate of silver.

Subse(iucnt to this, he began to suffer from bronciior-

rhoca, which persisted up to the time of his death.

August 3d of the present year (1872) he had a se-

vere 1 igor, and lancinating pain in the left side. In my
absence he was seen by Dr. Robt. W. Taylor, who di-

agnosed pleurisy with effusion. When I saw him on tlie

6th, the left pleural sac was full of fluid, he still suf-

fered from pain, his breathing was accelerated, but he

did not appear to suffer from dyspurea, and his temper-

ature was above the normal. Hypodermic injections

of morj)hia were used to allay pain ; he was put upon
iodide of potassium and tinct. digitalis; and a large fly

blister was applied to the side.

For several days after this he appeared to improve

;

his breathing still remained frequent, but it at no time
amounted to dyspnoea. On the 16th of August, and
four following days, he had irregular but severe rigors;

his temperature averaged Idl", pulse 120, respiration

between thirty and forty; he could lie on his back
with comparative ease, but was much annoj'ed by
cough and purulent expectoration.

On the 21st I went prepared to perform thoracente-

sis, intending to use the capillary trocar, but he was
shaking with a chill at the time of my visit, and I

postponed exploration for the following day ; in f\\ct I

did not think there was urgent call for interference;

the dyspna>a was not at all pronounced, there was no
bulging of the intercostal spaces, and no displacement
of the heart, and I suspected that he was suftVring from
septicosmic infection. He died on the following day
half an hour before my visit.

Autopsy was made five hours after death. Rigor mor-
tis was well marked, left half of chest contained about
a gallon of very fetid sero-purulent fluid; the left lung,

carnified, was prevented from being crowded towards
its root by several very strong pillars of old adhesions.

One of these, of the thickness of three or four fingers,

bound it to the diaphragm; others equally thick bound
it to the lower, lateral, and posterior walls of the cavity

;

there were no adhesions of recent formation.

The mucous membrane of the bronchi and trachea

was of a dark maroon or chocolate color, and con-

tained more or less fetid pus; there were no vomica.

The heart in its normal position was much enlarged.

The increased growth involved principally its ventri-

cles, the walls of the left being estimated at one inch

and a half, those of the right three-quarters of an inch;

cavities of both were diminished; enlargement of aorta

commenced immediately above the sinuses, occupied

the three divisions of the arch, but Avas most marked
in the transverse portion, which would contain the

closed fist; perched upon the top of the arch was a

dilatation of the innominate which would have con-
tained a large hickory-nut.

The aneurism was of the tubular variety, but at sev-

eral points there were prominences, indicating the ten-

dency to sacculation ; there was but scant deposit of

laminated fibrine, and that was principally confined to

tlie inferior wall.

Rannrks.—The autopsy in this case revealed a con-
dition that made me regret that I did not resoi t to tap-

ping. 1 think such an opening as would have ensured

a free escape for the fetid contents of the chest, and the

use of local disinfectants, would have prolonged the

man's life for a short time at least. For some time pre-

vious to his last sickness he had had profuse and occa-

sionally fetid expectoration. I was impressed Avith

the idea that abscess, situated either in the adventitious

tissue outside the aneurism, or in the mediastinal space,

had opened into the bronchi. The expectoration, sudden

and profuse in its beginning, ap[)eared to justify the

suspicion, though unsustained by jthysical signs. When
he began to have the irregular chills four days Vjelbre

death, the expectoration almost ceased and became
diflicult, and I concluded that he Avas suflering from

systemic infection, and this suspicion was my chief

reason for not performing Thoracentesis.

My experience has not been large in such cases. I

have tapped the chest on five different occasions; three

times for empyema, once in a case where the pleura

Avas lined by solid exudation one inch, and in some
places one inch and a half thick, enclosing fluid Avhich

was not purulent; and once in a case of pyo-pneumo-

thorax ; in the last case the pleura Avas perforated by
the extension of a vomica; the chest Avas distended to

its utmost by decomposed pus and air, and the dysp-

noea was urgent, an opening large enough to admit

the finger Avas made, and the cavity was washed out

with a pailof Avater every day—the water being slightly

impregnated Avith a disinfectant.

A child of four or five years was placed under my
care, some years ago, in the New York Disjjensary;

it Avas the subject of pyothorax. I emptied the con-

tents of the chest, and experiencing difficulty in keep-

ing the opening patent, I made a second opening in the

same intercostal space, at a distance of two and a half

inches from the first, and through these I introduced a

seton. I saw no more of this patient for many months.

When passing through one of the tenement-houses of

the first Avard, my attention Avas diawn to it, as an old

patient. The seton Avas still in position, but the chest

Avas retracted, and the empyema cured. I removed the

seton, and that v>'as the last of it.

Other cases have not been equally fortunate. Two
years ago I Avas requested by a medical friend to see

a poor man Avho was suffering extremely from dy>p-

noea, occasioned by pleurisy Avith effusion. I express-

ed a most decided opinion that nothing but lajiping

could afford him any nlief. My fiiend was unwilling

to share the responsibility of such a proceeding, and I

saAv no more of the patient for three days, Avhen he

Avas almost in "articulo mortis." I tapped him in the

presence of his physician and Dr. John Corson. The
patient died Avhilst the pus Avas flowing through the

canula.

About a year ago I visited a man, fir the first time,

who Avas dying from the dyspnoea of effusion. His

heart was displaced to the right of the sternum, and

his labored breathing was fearful to behold. I sent the

nurse for a trocar, and a medical friend who lived in

the neighborliood, but before his return the patient

turned over on his side, became convulsed, and died.

In the last case referred to, I am convinced that

paracentesis would have saved life, and I believe that

such cases are fir from uncommon. Over-distention

of the pleura, with simple serous exudation, may kill

by interference Avith the circulation, through displace-

ment of the heart. It may do so by asphyxia, or it

may do so indirectly by compression of the lung, favor-

ing subsequent degenerative changes in that organ.

After the failure of the host of therapeutic agents in

use in such cases, lessening the tension of the sac, by
so simple and sale a measure as capillary trocarization,

even if only a portion of the contents be discharged, is

generally folloAved by rapid absorption of the remain-

der. Probably I ought to say that the u-e of the

aspirator should take precedence, or be used in con-

junction Avith the other means.

I exhibit to the Society the pneumatic aspirator,
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nin'le by Aubry of Pari>^; the instrnnipnt resembles
thi- old irripaU'ur ; it contains aJioiit eight ounces; it

i-< very ellieioiit, simple in contrivance, and not e i.-ily

dcrnngcd. The iinport<'d instrument is expensive on
ac "ouni of the duty. Mr. Stohlmann, of tlie firm of

Tiemnnn & Co.. is making some precisely similar, on
very moderate terms.

I>i!. LooMK* n';ua;k»'il that ]\<^ had us -d an instrument

similar to th • one exhil)ite;l by Dr. Briddon, in four

ca.<?es. In nil of tln'se it was for tlie removal of flniil

in the peritoneal caviry. It seeme 1 to him that as far

as tlie etlicieiicy of the instrument was concerned there

was notiiinc,' more to be desired. The withdrawal of

the fl'iiil was so pradual that there was ample time for

the expansion of the chest, and no danger of air enter-

ing the pleural cavity. The only way in which this

latter acciilent was passible was in coiiseqnence of an
imperfect fitting of the glass tube in the e.xit pipe. As
this tube was only inserted in the rubber tuhing for

the purpose of ascertaining the character of the lluid

flowing through, he thought it might be dispensed
with.

Dr. Van Gkison asked if the danger of air entering the

chest in such cases wa.s not exaggerated. Ilis own
experience in the operation of jiaracentesis thoracis

was limited, but he had not seen any bad results from
the so-called ncMdenf.

T>R. Briddox remarked that Albach has related acase
in whic'.i the lung had been wounded by a trocar in

this operation, but witliout evil consequences.
Dr. Loomis stated that there was no doubt that air

might enter the pleural cavity without destroying life,

but he was convinced that the chances for the recovery
would be much better when care was taken to guard
airainst the complication. Recovery is much more
likely to occur in children after air has entered the pleu-

ral cavity thin i:i adults ; the former, as a rule, bear-
ing the operation much better. He had frequenth'
evacuated the pleural fluid with an ordinary trocar just

suflScient to relieve the urgent symptoms, when the
'

whole elTusion would from that time commence to be
absorbed.

J

Dr. Yax Geison referred to the case.lately reported
by Dr. Markoe, of a child upin whom that gentleman

|

had made a free incision into the chest cavity for
j

pleural effusion. In that case the patient, aged only
six weeks, made a good recovery.

KEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Stated Meeting, September 19, 1872.

Dr. Samcel S. Purple, Vice-President, in the Chair.

YELLOW FEVER IS IT CONTAGIOUS?

Toe Secretary read a letter from Dr. Edward J. Tilt,

of London, acknowledging his election as Corresponding
Fellow. '

= -
i °

Dr. W.\i. C. Roberts, First Vice-President, an-
nounced the deaths of two Fellows—Drs. Everett H.
Kimball, and Charles Henschel ; and then made the
following remarks on " Yellow Fever.—Is it Contagi-
ous ?

"

This question, in spite of all that has been said and
written about it, is not yet a settled one, "adhuc sub-
judice lis est." It is really a difficult one, and seems
as if it must rest as much upon theory as on fact. Yet

it is an important one, for upon its nolution muBt rest

the propriety of or nect-s^ity lor quarantine regulations,

to exclude it or prevent is spread.

It presents the curious f(>ature that a large body of

men, who from personal oliservation had warmly es-

poused the doctrine and belief of its importation and
contagiousness, or its contagious character when be-

lieved to have originated spontaneously, have sub-c-

quently abandoned this creed in favor of an opposite

one, which they have professeil with equal enthusiasm.

Of a still greater number, I acknowledge, and of late

more particularly, who di.sbeliove in one or the other,

and oppose quarantine regulations in regard to it ac-

cordingly. Of men who, having been once anti-con-

tagionists, have become contagionists. Of more who
believe in the specific nature and origin of yellow fever,

and of others who look upon it as non-specific, and as

differing but little, if at all, from bilious fevers of a lii^rh
'

grade. Of some, again, who believe that originally

non-specific and non-contagious, it may liecome both

under certain circumstances, m(jre particularly of im-
purity of air, etc. Wlio believe that a vessel, starting

from an infected port, and tilled with an atmosphere
simply infectious, may have that air so changed in the

course of her voyage, by filth in her hold, or sickness

among her crew and passengers, or on her arrival be

exposed to certain influences which may impart to that

air, originally simply infectious, a contagious property.

Each of these views are maintained by men of ability,

and by seemingly convincing proofs and arguments.

The contagionists and importationists rely upon the

fact tliat the disease has not existed in a port, or pre-

vailed in it before or until the arrival of an inft;cted ves-

sel, and is derived from contact with her and at certain

distances from her; and they adduce instances of direct

personal contagion with the sick, which, if correct,

would suffice to establish the contagiousness of any
other disease acknowledged to be such.

The non-contagionists deny its importation, and point

to immense numbers of instances in the histories of

yellow fever epidemics in which, under the most favor-

ing circumstances and fairest opportunities, neither has

the disease been propagated from the sick to the well,

nor even become epidemic. Thus it appears that there

exists a wide diversity of sentiment upon the subject,

and that much admits of being said upon either side of

the question.

If the cause of the disease be specific, and the disease

itself one of specific character, it seems to me that the

exhalations and excretions from the sick must contain

a specific contagion when operative, which it is not
always, any more than any other specific contagion

;

not perliaps oftenest, as respects yellow fever, which is

very fortunate ; but yet, when it does infect by tliis

medium, infecting by contagion, the disease being ab
oriijine and in nature specifically contagious ; and once

so, always so. Can we believe or admit that a disease

originating in one and always the same specific cause,

can so lay aside or change its nature so that it shall be

at one time contagious and not so at another ? Would
any one assert thus of small-pox? Or must we believe

that there exists a yellow fever which is, and one
which is not, contagious ?

Infection, according to my idea of it, is the reception

of disease caused by the influence of some of certain

causes, some paludal, or of vegeto-animal putrid origin

(the decomposition of vegetable and animal substan-

ces, the former chiefly) as intermittent, bilious, and
perhaps yellow fever, and typhoid as well; others, again,

of meteorateous origin, as whooping-cough and influ-

enza ; while others, again, as all the exanthemata, ty-

phoid and typhus, and cholera, possessed the property,
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whatever may liuve been their origin, of not only infect-

ing, but of containing within themselves, seeds of dis-

ease which, entering into, and capable of a multiple in-

crease and zymosis, or fermentation, in the bodies of

the sick, capaUle of exhalation from them by the vari-

ous eulunctories of the systt'in, and of further extension

by zymosis and multiplication in, and by the medium
of tlie atmo.'^pliere, constitute tlie infectio-contagious

diseases usually cliisseil as zymotic; and the medium
of contraction is by personal contact, tlirough an im-

pure and infected atmo-phere.
This is contagion ; and such diseases are clashed as

contagious. The infectious element existing in the at-

mospliere, dormant at times and active at others, or

that recently i-eproduced in and exhaled from the bodies

of the sick, and absorbed by the lungs or stomach into

the blood, produces in the recipient always the same
disease as that which furnislied the germ

;
the germ is

specific, and so is the disease and its contagion. All

specific contagions reproduce their like, with little or no
hybridity ; small-pox, a'.ways small-pox; measles,

always measles, and so on.

It may be contended that all poisons are specific

which produce any particular disease, as that which
produces intermittent. But that is not so, for some-
times the cause pro luces inteimittent, sometimes bili-

ous lever, and sometimes bilious fevers change their

type and become intermittent. This is not true of spe-

cific contagions, which, although they may put on a ty-

phoid aspect, are always in nature, and originally the

same ; and thus it is which gives to them their specific

and contagious character. Some diseases, whether or

not their cause may be deemed Sfiecilic, are certainly

not contagious ; as intermittent and bilious fevers, and
influenza. Something more, then, is needed to render

them contagious than mere specificity of cause; some-
thing in tb.e nature of that cause which renders them
both specific and contagious; which makes one kind of

high grade bilious or yellow fever, simply infectious,

and another contagious, as well as infectious
;
and in

what this difference consists is probably unknown.
"Why is epidt'mic influenza non-contagious (although

some incline to think it may be), and whooping cough
contagious? There must be a difference of course.

Some, of these are, and some are not, communicable
by means of fbmites. If, in the case of say yellow

fever, these fomites are impregnated with nothing but
the intec'ed air contained in the hold of the vessel

brought from the infected port, or absorbed in it, which
is commonest in yellow fever and cholera, or typhoid,

the disease is simply communicated by infection
;
but

it may be infection of a specific contagion, or not, as it

happens.
It has been supposed that blankets folded up in places

infected with intermittent malaria might have produced
intermittents v/hen opened at a dstance; but the in-

fection was not contagious, although it would be

specific. But if these fomites contained in or upon
them, and Avere soiled and impregnated with the

sj^eciQc emanations from the bodies of persons laboring

under specific and contagious diseases, they would con-

vey contagion, or infect by contagion of the specific

germs ol the disease. I beheve it can be shown that

this is true of typhoid fever, cholera and yellow fever,

which I deem, therefore, to be contagious diseases. I

am not sure that it is not true of whooping-cough as

well. The germ in the one case has not, and in the

other it has, the contagious and zymotic property ;
this

is the <lifl'erence between infectious and contagious dis-

eases, all diseases capable of reproducing in the body
the specific germ and exhaling it, are contagious dis-

ea.ses. They are, then, all zymotic, and all zymotic

diseases are contagious necessarily, in greater or less

degree. The germ was originally zymotic, however
first engendered; and thus the diseases they produced

originally never existed and ever since extended through

their seeds wherever they have entered or existed;

always leaving behind a stock of contagion wherever
domiciliated, to remain dormant at intervals; to

awaken at times, under certain predispositions of

person or atmosphere, and to become sporadi>-, endemic,

or epidemic. Some we have always with us. Some
come only at intervals, by atmospheric or per.sonal por-

tability; but in the habitat and locality of their origin

they are never extinct. At what time, therefore, they

may come, cannot be told; but they are ever imminent

and to be expected, and too much care cannot be take-i

to oppose their first entrance, for fiom a small spark

great fires may be kindled, and a little leaven leaveneth

the whole lump.

Epidemicity, at most, necessarily implies contagious-

ness. The causes of diseases, although similar, are not

identical. Those of intermittents and bilious re-

mittents, and yellow fever are not, nor are the two
latter identical diseases. Yellow fever is hot a remit-

tent fever, nor is it cured by bark which is specific in

the other two. It is a continued fever, and it is fair to

suppose that it arises from a different specific cause.

All endemic and epidemic disea'^es arise fi om specific

causes, but however much they may seem to resemble

each other, are not identical.

As regards the property of diffusing its own specific

germs, inter-corporeally multiplying, zymotically repro-

ducing, and atmospherically diffusing, in yellow fever,

while I admit that the wei;:rlit of authority is against

me, all analogy and probability seem to be upon my
side ;

and there are not wanting many able writers and

observers Avho claim for it an action, or at least a con-

tingent or ciualified contagiousness, governed very

much by the actually existing predisposition of the re-

cipient, etc.

The question is one of practical value, because, if

yellow fever can be shown to be contagious, however
little so, the same precautions with regard to it should

be adopted towards the sick, nearly or quite as much
as in those laboring under typhus, or small-pox, or

cholera; and strict isolation, as far as possible, and dis-

infection would be as prudent or indispensable in the

one case as in the other. I have been lately favored

with a sight of an old volume, entitled, " A Collection

of Papers on the subject of Bilious Fevers prevalent

in the United States for a few Years Past," compiled by

Noah Webster, Jr., New York. 1796. It contains,

among others, an " Account of the Epidemic Yellow

Fever of New York in 1795, by Valentine Seaman,

M.D. ;
" an " Account of the same, by Elisha H. Smith,

M.D. ;
" and an "Account of the Fever in New Haven,

in 1794, by Drs. Eneas Munson and his Son." The
quaint simphcity, but elegant perspicuity of the style

of these essays, the candor and honesty of purpose

they display, the accuracy of observation, practical

sagacity and discrimination which they evince on

every page, renders it impossible to read them without

entertaining feeHngs of the most respectful admiration

of their worthy and benevolent authors. The eager-

ness to do good to suflering humanity, Avithout regard

to personal or professional rei)Utation, or notoriety, or

partisanship; the close adhesion to facts, and care taken

to deduce conclusions only from them, without re-

dundance of words, or pretentious displays of learn-

ing, renders them models of composition which might

advantageously be studied at the present day.

This fever in New York swept off 700 persons in

its partial operations ; among the rest, Dr. Malachia
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Trent, Hcftlth-Officer of the Port. It occorred more
particiiliii ly among tlie poor unci in tlie filthiir poi lions

of the city. Dr. Seaman is n non-coiitagioiiisl, and
a.»«ifrns many cogt-nt reasons for his o|>iiiion. lie " has

not heard or ktiown of a i^iiigle case, well authenticated,

of a person tiiking the comphiint from another that

was allVcted Ijy it." I judge lliat he deemed it to arise

here spontaneously, fro:n sources of putrefaction ; and
wliere infeoiiori was general, clear proof of contaj,'ion

iniglit be difficult. Dr. Smith a^rrees with Dr. Seamaii
»•» to the .source and non-conlagiousne-is of the fever.

He disbeheved in its importation, no direct, no clear

evide.ice of which, he s.iys, ever has been or can be
produced. " We ou<:ht," lie says, " to look at home
for thi- som-ccs of this fever." It was endemic, non-
coniiigious. and a hi!.'lier grade of that which prevails

here, in the same season, everv year, lileeding was
his ^heet-aichor, and hark prove<l injurious.

It would, however, but little serve my present olject

were I to content myself with simply relating tiie opin-

ions of these noii-importationi>ts and non-contagion-
ists. Fortunately fir me. the same volume contains

facts in rebuttal, which I procceil to biinj,' forward in

aid of tho.<e 1 had already cited in snpporL of the oppo-
site si<le of the question.

In the letter of Dr. E. Munson, Jr., we find that early

in Juno, 1794, a ves-el arrived in New Haven, from
Martinico, having on board a chest of clothes—whether
soiled or n )r I cannot siy—belonging lo a sailor who
died of yellow fever in Maninico. The vessel lay in

front of Isaac Gorham's store. This chest was opened
in the store of Mr. A., in preS' nee of C.ipt. T., Mr. A.,

H. H., and Polly Goham. tlu last three of whom si<.k-

ened and shoitly dieJ f om the ex osuie to the contents
of the trunk. So f.ir t!iis was infection only. Isaac

Gorham's wife, hving on tht; wharf died of the disease

—infection again. A child who had stayed a week in

Mrs. I. G.'s died, and sever.al others who had vis ted

the house. So far, perhaps, .nil still infection only. But
now for the contairious part of the .story. Mrs. T., who
had nursed in Mrs. I. G.'s family, sickened, and had
moved half a mile from Mrs. G.'s, and Father Fitch
caught the disease from her^ and communicated it to his

s€rva)it-maid. If these are not instances of personal
contagion, from an infectio-contagious poison—suppos-
ing tliein to be reliable, and why should they not be?
—I am unable to conceive that the idea of non-conta-
gion from personal contact with the sick should, by any
sane mind, be any longer entertained.

"I could trace tie disea^^e," says the doctor, '"thiouuh
the town. Xo person had it but those u-ho attended the

sicl; or were exposed by nurses, infected houses, cloth-

ing, or furniture."

In 1795 Capt. J. Smith contracted the di.=e.ise in

New York, and died of it in New Haven, Aug. 20th,
comniunicating it to one of his negro servants.

Several persons died of yillow fever at Mdl River,
in Fairfiel I County, and at New London, in Aug. and
Sept., 1795. It was introduced and propagated there
by infected persons from New Tork. No case of yel-
low fever had bt-en known before these in New Haven,
except ihaf, \n 174.j, a transient man from the West
Indies died there ar the inn of Mr. Brown, taken sick

in the night; and Mr^. B. sickened in a short time and
died of the same disease, which was supposed to be
yellow fever. The tot-d number of deaths in New
Haven from Jime to November wa< 64. '• The dis-

ease," says Dr. M., "was attended with s;)ecitic conta-
gion in every instance." It i,-- curious that whi'e Dr.
Munson asserts this, he should say 'hat scirlet fever
and measles prevailed extensivel}*, and were evi<lently

epidemiea', while yellow fe icr was propagated only by

contagion
; ns if.scarlet fever and measles were not also

Dr. Jkl. believes yellow fever always to be an irnjporieil

diaeiuse, never originating here ; that it was propa'jated
in no other way tlian hy conta;:ion

; and that tiiis is a
"specific contagion, and no more diversified than that

of small-pox or measles in its operation on the human
system." He says the di.sease was milder in the ca.se.s

where it was derived immetliately from the bodies of
the sick, than wlien from fomites. He wonders that

Hunter and Mosi-by should deny its contagiousness,

whereas, he say.s, the contrary was demonstrated with
us by the mo.^t obvious facts. After quoting Jenner,
to show that animal putridity, bad smelhs, and cada-
veric inspection do not ean.se pestilential disorders, in

which views I have already expressed my coinei<lence

with him (see X. Y. Me<l. Jour., 1870), he concludes
that the contagion of yellow fever is a specific one,

and in this country propagated by animal poison, in a

gaseous form (?;, proceeding from a living human body
diseased; views which, I think, stamp him as a man
of unusual sagacity and penetration. The elder Mun-
son coincides in this opinion.

The editor of this "collection of papers" infer*, I

think very justly, that yellow fever may be generated
in some places and imported into others; is not always,

or everj'where, or ordinarily, attended with specific

contagion, hut may be rendered such by peculiar cir-

cumstances which conspire to increase its malignity.

He says it seems to be proved that in New Haven it

was introduced, and infectious; i.e., contagious; in

Philadelphia ii was admitted to have been to a consid-

erable degree contagious; in Baltimore, not "infec-

tious :" in New York (?) and in Not folk, not introduced,

and not propagated by infection, using this term as a

synonym lor contagion.

Following the recapitulation of Aitken's views (Am.
edition, p. 477), the speaker remarked : In the " Letters

on Yellow Fever, Cholera, and Quarantine," etc., by the

late Alex. F. Vache, M.D., are scattered here and there

proofs of the personal contagiousness of yellow fever.

On page 19 (" Letters of Jos. Bayley, M.D.", Health Ofli-

cer in 1821, to the Mayor") are related the cases of yel-

low fever in the Sinclair family. The mother washed
some foul and filthy clothing of persons who had died

of yellow fever, and died in five days. The daughter
Jane, who assiduous'y attended her mother, and also

the father, died, and a sister sickened, but recovered.

Dr. Bayley infers that the mother caught the disease

from the foul clothing, and the other three from her,

by personal contact. Dr. H. M. Vandyke, a-^sistant

physician to the hospital, al.'^o recovered from an attack

of the fever, which, as he had not been on board of any
infected ve.s.sels, he could only have contracted by at-

tendance on the sick, clothing, or cargoes in the ])ublic

stores. Dr. Yache, however, who furnishes these state-

ments, did not believe in contagion from personal con-
tact; but he did believe in danger from clothing in-

fected and soiled from the bodies of the sick. Now,
if these contain the specific germs of the disea.se thence
emanating, animal and zymotic, and to infect they
mu>t, they are as much in.st^'tnces of infectio-conti'igion

as if ihcy had been steeped in the purulent secretions

of small-pox.

The views of the lat • Prof S. H. Dickson, M.D.,

were quoted by the speaker to confirm its contogiou-^-

nes-! ; and he further remarked, that the opinion so

strongly expressed and maintained by the late Dr. Ho-
.sank. thai yellow fever is only contagious through the

medium of impure air, so justly ojiposed by Dr. Chis-

lolin of England, is abo contradicted by the letter to

Dr. H. from the Rev. Richard Channing Moore, M.D.,

afterwi.rds Ri. Rev. P. E. Bishop of Virginia (then of
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Staten Island), entitled " Facts relative to the Contagi-

ousness of Yellow Fever in the purer Air of the Coun-
try." (See Am. and Phil. Register, 1812, vol. ii., p. 122.)

In this connection, I will cite proofs of the contat;;!-

ousness of )'ellow fever, to be fouml on p. 143 of

Strobel's " Essay relating to the Epidemic of Yellow
Fever at St. Augustine," 1821.

The convictions of Drs. Edward Miller (reproduced

in the Appendix to his edition of Thomas's Practice,

1811), Rush, Ilosack, and Laroche were alluded to.

He then said : Now, whoever, after a review of tlu;

foregoing considerations, shall deny that tliere is a spe-

cific and distinct yellow fever, arising spontaneously in

certain localities, at certain seasons, and from certain

favoring specific causes; specific in this, that, like all

others, they are capable of engendering the one only

disease; that the atmosphere containing the germs
of this disease is capable of being conveyed or trans-

ported from infected places, in the holds of ships and

in fomites, to others ; that, being dilFused from them
to a certain distance beyond, and from the infected fo-

mites, intensified, perhaps, by the filthiness of the ves-

sel's hold, personal uncleanliness or privation, impure

air, bad food, sickness among the passengers and crew,

thus not only are individual cases of sickness induced,

but epidemics are engendered even in large cities, as

has frequently happened, when the disease has been

introduced, until which period it had never prevailed

before, and even then at only long intervals. Who-
ever, I say, denies this, denies what the history of

many epidemic prevalences of yellow fever, in various

parts of the world, abundantly demonstrates, and is

almnst universally conceded. Furthermore, it seems to

me to have been abundantly shown that yellow fever

possesses a qualified, contingent contagiousness, from

personal contact with the sick, which in many instances

has been as clearly sliown as that belonging to any
other specific poison ; and that, reasoning from analogy,

it is, and must necessarily be, although not always de-

monstrably so, of its very nature personally contagi-

ous, because it results from exhalation of specific germs
from the sick, with excretions and dejecta, similar to

those which induced it. Everywhere the train of phe-

nomena resulting from the introduction of the poison

and the outbreak of the disease has been in varying

degrees of severity the same. The history of one epi-

demic has been the history of all.

pepsin with ten drops of hydrochloric acid and one

ounce of water were added to one hundred grains of

hard-boiled white of egg. The three vessels were ke])t

for twenty-four hours at, as nearly as possilde, lUO'

Fall. Tlie result was, the entire dissolution of the al-

Itumen in the preparation, according to iJr. Beale, while

of the other two, sixteen grains of the foreign, and
twenty grains of the domestic manufacture, remained
undissolved.

The practical lesson to be learned by this experiment

is, that ev(!ry pharmacist should prepare pepsin at his

own establishment, jusL as he does his tinctures, syrups,

and other preparations. Pigs' stomachs to any amount
can bo easily obtained at the hog-slaughtering estab-

lishments, while the mode of preparing is so simjde as

to insure uniform results.

Very truly yours,

Wm. C. Hunter.
255 Sixth avenue.

Corrcspontrence.

CONCERNING PEPSIN.
To THE EnrroB of the Medical Record.

Dear Sir:—If the experiments detailed below have
not been anticipated by other and more reliable observ-
ers,orif the communication is of sufiicient value to pub-
lish, do so.

My attention wna at'racted by an article in the

Medical Eecord, Vol. vii. p. 200, to a simple, and, as it

has proved, reliable mode of procuring pepsin. Dr.

Lionel Beale, who is the authority for the procedure,
declares "that very much of the pepsin sold is entirely

valueless."

At my request, a competent pharmacist of this city

recently prepared some pepsin, according to the foriTiul.i

detailed in the article above referred to, and subjected
the pepsin, together with two prominent preparations,
one of foreign, the other of domestic manuficure, to

precisely similar conditions ; namely, eight grains of

STRICTURE OF THE URETHRA,
WITH COMPLETE RETENTION OF URINE, SUCCESSFULLY

TREATED BY PUNCTURE ABOVE THE PUBES.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record.

Sir:—The following case, occurring in the practice of

Dr. Snyder, of Shelburiie, Nova Scotia, affords, as it

seems to me, a valuable contribution to surgery. I

give it in nearly his own words :

"J. E., 8it. 72, had retention of urine from stric-

ture. A doctor, who was sent for, a.^ter many tria's,

failed to introduce a catheter. I was called from a dis-

tance of twenty-one miles. On my arrival—complete

retention having ex'sted for over thirty-six hours—

I

found him suffering intensely. Having placed him in a

hot-water bath, I tried to pass an instrument, but could

not, as there were so many false passages. This efibrt

caused so much pain, he begged me to desist and let

him die in peace. I told him I could reheve him by an
operation, and explained its nature. He at once con-

sented to anything which would afford ease. I then

punctured the bladder above the pubes, and took away
about three pints of dark muddy looking urine, with
immediate relief. Through tiie canula I passed a gum
catheter, and left it for four days, when I removed it,

and introduced a silver tube about three inches long

—

made from a female catheter—with a smooth shilhng

soldered at three-eighths of an inch from its end. This

was kept in place with a long strip of sticking-plaster.

After wearing this fur ten weeks, at which time the

urine was discharged through its natural channel, I re-

moved it. The edges of the puncture were touched

with nitrate of silver, and in three days it healed. For
eight months he was bettei', and passed his urine with
more ease t'lan he had done for nine years. Eight

months subsequcntl}^, after wet feet, he took a severe

cold, and his former condition returned. After trying

to introduce a catheter himself, and making tliinps Avorse

than before, he again sent for me. After fruitle.-s ef-

forts to pass an instrument, he begged me to operate a

second time. I did so as before, and removed nearly

three pints of healthy urine. The tube was again in-

troduced. In tln-ee or four weeks it was removed,
when he reported himself well, and at work as usual.

I saw him but twice after the last operation, and learned

that the wound healed as rapidly as before."

The Doetur adds, "that the above cnse is one, the

like of which he never saw or heard of before.'

J. G. Sewai.l, M.D.
No. CSJ West Ctth St., New Ytik, Sipt. EO, UIS.
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ARMY NEWS.
Ojficiol List of Chdngm of Stations and Duties of Offi-

cers 0/ the Mediral Department, United States Anny,
from October 5, 1872, to October 18, 1872, inchisire.

Ei.WAiiDS, L. A., Sur-r.-on.—l?y S. 0. 100, Dfpnrt-

mont of the Lnkos, Oi-ioIht 12, 1872, a^sij,nii;(i to duly

at Mndi>^on IJnrracks, Now York, as Po>t Surgeon.

WiRTZ, H. II., S>irpeon.—By S. O. 132, Dep.irtment

of Caliloinin, Sepienilior 'M\ 1S72, n.s.-iigiiod to duty at

San Kranrisoo, California.

At.EXANDKit, R. II., Siirpoon.—Dv S. 0. 240, War
D«'parttn»'nt, A. G. O., October 4, 1872, relieved from

duty in Department of the East, and to report in per>on

to the Coniinandin}; General Department of the Cnknn-

bia, for as.-<ignment to duty.

FoKWoon, W. H., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 2^0.

C. S. W.tr Department, A. G. O., relieved Irom duly in

Department of the Lakes, and to report to the Com-
manding General Department of Texa.s for assignment

to duty.—Hy 8. O. 106, Department of tiie Lake.", Oc-

tober 12, 1872, relieved from duty at Fort Bordy, Mich.,

and ordered to comply with above order.

Watkrs, W. E., Assistnnt Surgeon.—By S. 0. 1G4,

Department of the Mo., October 11, 1872, assigned to

duly in charge of Post Hospital, Fort Leavenvrorth,

Kansas.

HcxTiNGTON. D. L., Assistnnt Surgeon.—By S. 0.

248, War Department, A. G. 0., October 10. 1872,

relieved from duly in Department of the East, and to

report in person to the Commanding General Depart-

ment of the Columbia, for assignment to duty.

De Graw, C. S., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 210,

C. S., War De|iartment, A. G. 0., relieved from duty in

Department of the L:ike?, and to report in person to

the Connnanding General Department of Texas, for

assignment to duty.

CocES, Elliot, Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 198,

Department of Dakota. October 19, 1872, assigned to

duty as Post Surgeon at Fort Randall, D. T.

Phillips, H. J.. Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 124,

Department of tiie Columbia, September 27, 1872, to

report to the attending Surgeon, Portland, Oregon, for

medical treatment.

LiPPiNCOTT, IT., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 244,

War Department, A. G. 0., October 7. 1872, granted
leave of absence for six months, with permission to go
bej'ond the sea.

Monroe, F. La B., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 240,

C. S., War Department, A. G. O., to report in person to

the Commanding General Department of the South, for

assignment to duty.

GiRARD, A. C. Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 240,

C. S , War Department, A. G. 0., relieved from duty in

Department of Texas, to proceed to New YoikCity,
and report by letter, on arrival there, to the Snrgeou-
General.

Yeomans, a. a., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 194,

Department of the East, October 7, 1872, assigned to

duty as Post Surgeon at Fort Sullivan, Me.

MoFKATT, P.. Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 1G2, De-
partment of the Mo.. October 5, 1872, assigned to duty
at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.

Styer, Chas., Assistant Surgeon.—By S. 0. 340. C. S.,

War Department, A. G. 0., relieved from duty in the

Di'piirtmeiit of the Missouri, to proceed to Philadelphia,

Pn., and, on ai rival, report by letter to the Surgeon-
General.

C0U80S, J. K., A.ssistant Surgeon.—By S, 0. 240,
C. S., War Department. A. G. O., reliijved from duty in

Department ol the Platte, to proceed to Philadelphia,

Pa., and, on arrival there, report by letter to the Sur-
geon-Geneial.

Weisel, D., Assi.stant Surgeon.—By S. O. 240. C.S..

War Department, A. G. 0., relieved from dntv in De-
partment of Texas, to proceed to Baltimore, Md., an I.

on arrival, report by letter to tlie Surgeon-General.

Reynolds, Frank, A.ssistant Surgeon.—Bv S. 0. 238.

War Department, A. G. 0., October 3, 1872, relieved

from duty in the Department of the Columbia, to pro-

ceed to New York City, and, on arrival there, report

by letter to the Surgeon-General.

iHctiical Jtcnis anti Ucius.

Tde Epidemic of Influenza among Horses.—The
New York- Tribune contains a letter, dated the 2 1st

inst., from a corre.'^pondent in Rochester, giving an ac-

count of the epidemic which is now raging with great

fervor among all the stables in Western New York.
It is a form of influenza, and is classed by veterinary

authorities under three heads—viz., the catarrhal,

rheumatic, and the pastro-erysipelatous forms. Tin;

disease, which has made such havoc in the stables of
Buffalo, and Niagara, is of a catarrhal character, its first

noticeal)le symptoms being a flow of tears from the

eyes, si watery itischarge from the nose, general languor,

followed by a cough.

In the early stages of the disease the membianes of
the nose are pale, of a leaden color, while the eyes pre-

sent a reddish appearance. The veterinaries also re-

port .<orae cases which, wherever they afipear, prove
i'iital, as commencing with a chill, succeeded by a
general feverish condition, manifested by heat of the
mouth, membranes of the eyes and nose reddened,
pulse j'requent, tliougii soft and easily compressed, res-

piration quickened and sometimes laborious. At this

stage the bowels may be sluggish, urinary organs inac-

tive, and the discharge from the nose often assuming
a yellowish or greenish appearance. The disease,

whieh has frequently appeared among horses in Eu-
rope, usually runs its course within ten days. Tiiere

has been great devastation among the hor.ses in Roches-
ter and in Buffalo. Owing to improper treatment and
an impenl'Ct knowledge of the disease, over three hun-
dred cases have proved fatal in the past twenty-four
hours in this city and vicinity.

All tlie horses owned by the street railwa}- companies
are afllicted. O'Brien's Circus Conjpany have 200 •

hor.-es under treatment. It is safe to estimate that
over ihree-foiirths of the horses in Roehester are af-

fected with it, both in the public and private stables.

At the date of the lettiT it was impossible to hire a

horse of any kind.

A steam bath has been put in operation, and it is

claimed Aviih gnod effect. Curiously enough canal

horses are not suffering, at least there are no cases in

the barns.

The di.sease first made it appearance on this side of
the river on Friday, Oct. 11, at Niagara Falls.

The Rochester Democrat contains the following letter

of 19th inst. from a veterinary surgeon :

—
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"The Canadian horse disease first showed itself here
to any extent on Friday last. It soon attacked nearly

every animal in the livery and horse-car stables, and
yesterday we were assured that over five hundied ani-

mals were sulli'ring from it. One veterinary surgeon
alone is treating seventy cases.

"The disease has prevailed in the Dominion for some
time past. According to the IkilTalo papers it was
brought across the Niagara River by the horses of a

gentleman who drove over to Queenstown to attend a

reception given by the Governor-General. Soon after

his return one of liis horses was attacked by the epi-

demic, which in a day or two aflected his whole stud.

The disease has spread so generally since, that from
one-third to one-half of all the horses in Buflalo have
sufFered from it. We see, from the Lockport Jourmd^
that the disease has within a day or two become preva-
lent there.

"I think it cannot be properly regarded as a new
disease. It is clearly a form of influenza that has oc-

curred frequently in the United States, as it often has
in different portions ofEui-ope. Three forms of influenza

are spoken of by veterinary authors : the catarrhal,

rheumatic, and the gastio-eiysipelatous form.

"The paiient should be excused from all labor and al-

lowed complete rest. The stables should be cleanly,

and well ventilated. Disinfectants may be useful and
in some stables necessary. Any of the following will

answer :—Carbolic acid, sulphate of iron, or bromo-
chloralum. The patient should be properly groomed,
and the nose and eyes frequently sponged Aviih water,

and the limbs, if cold, bandaged. The drink should
have the chill slightly removed, but not enough to

make it warm and unpalatable. The diet should be
light and of a laxitive nature ; say spout feed or

bran, whetted or scalded, with 'a liitle salt added. Hay
in limited quantities may be allowed.

" In regard to remedies I wish to say that heroic treat-

ment should not be tolerated. Blood-letting, cathartic

nauseants, and arterial sedatives are all of them either

injurious or uncalled for. Next, W'hatever medicines
are administered should not be given in the form of
draughts or drenches, as the animal is sure to be thrown
into a paroxysm of coughing the moment a drench is

attempted, and some of the medicine will, in such
event, be almost sure to find its way into the windpipe
and bronchial tubes, thus inducing fatal bronchitis or

pneumonia. Balls should not be given, as they will be
coughed back or out, and the irritability of the throat
will be increased in attempting to pass them over with
the hand or fingers. Powders are well-nigh useless,

as when mixed with the food the patient will usually

refuse both (ood and powders. Electuaries, sirups, or

partes are the only Ibrms in which medicines may be
safely and successlully administered in cases where the

throat is tender and irritable, and coughing easily in-

duced.
" Saline medicines I regard as the most useful in this

disease. Any of the following will answer :—Chlorate
j

of potash, muriate of ammonia, or hyposulphate of
I

soda. As an anodyne to relieve the cough, fluid ex-
I

tract of belladonna may be added. The proper dose of I

either of these medicines may be rubbed up with two
or three ounces of honey or molasses, and these poured
in the moutli from a small bottle or placed on the

tongue with a spoon. Given in this way the medicines
will be readily lapped up and easily swallowed. But
little trouble is required to give it, and no danger of

getting any medicine in the trachea will be incurred
by this method. About the throat and over the wind-
pipe, a sliarp stimulating liniment should be well rubbed
in. In cases that prove severe, or are complicated

with other and more serious diseases, a competent
veterinarian should be employed.

Nkw York Medico-Legal Societv.—This Society
held its fifth anniversary meeting, October 10, 1872,
and the following ollicers were elected for the ensuing
year: President, Clark ]5ell, Esq.; First Vice-President,

John C. Peters, M.D. ; Second Vice-President, Arthur J.

Delaney, Esq. ; Recording] tS'ecretari/, James Ross, M.D.

;

Assistant Recording Secretanj, William B. Wallace, Esq.

;

Corresponding Secretary, Jean F. Cliauveau, AI.D.
;

Chemist, Augustus Wohlfarth, M.D. ; Treasurer, Thomas
S. Bahan, M.D. ; Librarian, William Shrady, Esq.; Pa-
tltologist and Curator, Philip E. Donlin. M.D. ; Trusters

(). C. Warfield, Esq., T. C. Finnell, M.D., J. F. Miller,

Esq., H. L. Richardson, M.D., Stephen Rogers, M.D.

Medical Eegisteus.—The system of medical regis-

tration, first adopted ten years ago in New York City,

is becoming popular in this country. "Medical Regis-
ters and Directories" are to be issued in the cities of
Boston and Chicago.

Sasoumi Satoo.—a young Japanese, Sasoumi Satoo,
son of the chief physician of the Mikado, arrived in

Berlin, in November, 18G9, to study medicine
; he did

not kno\r a word of German at the time, but he learned
it in five months, and Latin in six. He recently passed
in a brilliant manner his third examination for the
doctor's degree.

Opening of the Medical Colleges.—The winter
course of lectures of the Medical Department of the
University of the City of New York was opened Sep-
tember 30th, 1872, by an introductory lecture by Prof.

Henry Draper, M.D.; Subject, "Medical Delusions,
Charms, Exorcism, Astrology, and Mesmerism."
The opening exercises of the College of Physicians

and Surgeons were held October 1st, 1872, in the Col-
lege Hall. Prof. Charles F. Chandler, Ph.D., delivered

the introductory address.

Professor Stober, of Strasburg, an expert oculist, is

dead.

American Medical Association.—The Philadelphia

Medical Times, of September 2d and 16th, 1872, has
timely editorials on the " Reorganization of the Ame-
rican Medical Association," based on the remarks made
in the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, of July-

25th, and the suggestions of our OAvn journal. It is to

be hoped that the ball will be kept moving, until an
overturn is made in its management.

Russian Quarantine.—From the report of M. De
Valcourt, the quarantine of inward-bound ships in tlie

port of Odessa, where cholera has lately prevailed, is

practically abandoned, it being found essentially use-

less. While there are, on the average, but thirty pas-

sengers who disembark at that port, subject, if need be,

to the rules of quarantine, at least four hundred arrive

by rail, free to enter the city without any hindrance.

He remarks, in conclusion, " that the rapidity of inter-

communication and the large number of travellers

render the isolation of centres of infection in Europe
impossible. The quarantine system has seen its day;
and it is now only urgent to insist, but that with re-

doubled vigilance, upon the adoption of hygienic meas-
ures in all centres of population,"

The Mother of Twenty-two Children.—Mrs. Peter
Charron, of Ware, Mass. (Boston Med. and Surg. Jour.,

Sept. 2G, 1872), died recently, after twenty-six years of
married life, during which time she had twenty two
children, all at single births.
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Alhanv Hospitau—By the will of the late William

11. DoWitt, llie Albany llosi'ilal receives ten tliousand

dollnis.

WoiuESTKii City IIosriTAL, Mass.—Tliis no\v IIos-

jiital will have a front cf '-"••G feet, arran^'ed willi a cen-

tre buildinj; (50 l»y (J- f<"<'t, with a tower fourteen feet

hifjii, ami wings (](» by 1")2 feet, with towers eighty feet

high, the wliole costiiip ."j;;]U0,O00.

New York Mkimcal Liiikary and Joi-rnal Af.^ociA-

Tiox.—The Friday evening reui)i(msof this organiziUiun

have commenced, in tlie new room No. 107 East Twen-
ty-eighth street. Dr. R. W. Taylor read a paper, Octol)er

4, on tbe "Prophylaxis and Treatinint of Chancroidal

rhymosi.<!." October lltli, Dr. E. llolden made some
remarks on the " Spliygmograph, with Demon.siratinns."

Dr. J. Marion Sims remarked on '"Ovariotomy," Octo-

ber IStli. Oct>ber 25th, Dr. W. B. Neftel disoii.s.-,ed

" Some of the Recent Di coveries in Pathology, with

Demonstration?."

Tysoai-l.—The Englsh scientin, Prof. Tyndall, wiih

two .issistaiiti!, arrivi.'d in this country in the steam-hip

liussia, October yih. He will deliver a series of lec-

tures before the various lyceimis during the coming
winter. Four prominent English lectnrers-^Fronde,

Geo. MacDonald, Edmund Yates, and Prof. Tyndall

—

are in our midst.

UsiVKRsiTY OF Pesxsylvania.—The new building of

the University of Pennsylvania, in ^Vest Philadelphia,

was lori.ialy opened October 11th.

Presbyteijian Hospital, New York.—The dedicatory

services on the openini,' of this beautiful Hospital were
held October 10th, in the Hospital cliapt-l, on Seventieth

street and Malison avenue. Rev. J. N. McLeod, D.D.,

opened the exercises with readin_r of the Scriptures and

praver. James Lenox, Esq., President, announced that

the institution would be open October 11th, for the re-

ception of patients of every country, every creed, and
every tongue. Rev. W. M. Paxton, D.D., paid a glow-

ing tribute to the principal originator and great bene-

factor of the Hospital—James Lenox, Esq. ; also to the

numerous and generous frit-nds and contributors; and
congratulated the general public that another .such im-

portant Hospital had been erected in their midst. Wil-

lard Parker, M.D., followed with a lengthy address.

RiV. William Adams, D.D.. made the closing remarks,

and referred to the fact that an endowment of $250,000
was needed to c irry on the Hospital, and suggested

that generous donations would be timt-ly. in addition

t") the $50,000 already subscribed. While closing, a

slip of paper was handed him aimouncing that Mr.

Lenox would give $125,000 towards the endowment
fund, provided an equal amount was raised by others.

After the benediction, the large audience then surveyed

the wards and numerous rooms connected with the

e5tablishment, which are furnished with the latest ap-

pliances and improvements.

UsivEr.stTY OF Mt:.Nicn.—Dr. Fiancis Dowling -writes

from Munich, to the Clinic, that the four hundredth
anniversary of this University was celebrated with

pomp recently. Delegations were present from all the

Universities in Germany and Austria, also from Oxford,

England. The corps of medical Professors will com-
pare favorably with any in Germany. Profs. Petten-

kofer, Siebold, Bischofl', Nussbaum and Liebig lecture

there. The hospital is old and badly ventilated, in con-

sequence of which about one-sixth of the ca~es oper-

ated upon in the in<t tution die of pyemia. The clin-

ics are poorly arranged, alhough there is plenty of

material.

A New Parl-ian Medical Journal.—M. Prol. Ver-
rier is the editor of a new obstetrical journal, issued in

Pari.s, called La (fazette Ohsklricule de Paris.

Medical College or Ohio, Cixcinsati.—The Col-

lege mu.seum has just received a valuable acquisition in

the shape of the artistically jirepared skeleton of " Old
Man Dead," the College Resurrectionist for the past

forty years. The .skeleton is seated on a tombstone,

with spade in hand and pipe in mouth, in perfect self-

complacency, ajipareJitly over a recent successful "job."

ViRGiN'iA State Board of Health.—The following

Professors are the medical ofrieer-< of this new State

Board of Health: J. L. Cab.ll, M.D., Presitient; and
L. S. Joyne.s, M.D., J'ermnnent Secretary.

Mii.K.—It was stated at the recent meeting of the

Farmers' Pure Milk Association, held at Christian As-
sociation Hall, that out of 500 samples examined by
Professor Chandler, 470 were adulterat<.*d.

Dartmoptu Coli egk.—The late Benjamin D. Emer-
.son, of Jama c I Plain, ^Ia.s.s., one of the authors of

"Emerson's Arithmetic," lelt one hundred thou.sand

dollars to his Alma Mater—Dartmouth College, N. H.

College of Physicians and Sl'rgeons, N. Y.—To
correct a satement circulating in the medical journals,

that Prof T. G. Thomas has resigned his chair of Ob-
stetrics, etc., in this colege, the Secretary of the Fac-
ulty writes that Dr. Thomas lectures both "didactically

and clinically in the college." The false report probably
grew out of the fact that Prof James W. McLane, who
was Professor of Materia M' dica and Therapeutics, was
recently elected Adjunct Professor of Obstetrics and the

Diseases of Women and Children.

Xkw York Academy of Medicine.—The Transactions

of tiie Academy, New Set ies, Vol. I., Part IL, is now out.

It cotitains tlie " Report of 01)steiric Section," papers

on "Solar Spectroscopy as Applied to Medicine,'' and
" Vital Statistic^," l>y Drs. S. Waterman, Albert H.
Gallatin, and Chas. P. Russel.

The Comic Law ok Intemperance.—This is the ti:le

of a contribution to the Scientific Study of the Tem-
perance Question, by George M. Beard, M.D., in which
he holds that the following methods should be employ-
ed in attacking the evil of intemperance: 1st. Educa-
tion, literary, technical, scientific, raor<il, and religious.

2 1. Difiusion of material comfortcs. 3d. Popularization

of pure wines and mild beers. 4th. Restriction of the

sale of strong and adnlterat^'d liquors. He considers

ihe first mentioned as not only more importaiit than

all the others, but really worth more thanal! the others

combined.

Wistar.—Dr. Mifflin Wistar. son of the late Prof s-

sor Wistar, died in Philadelpliia, Pa., August IStii,

1872, aged 62 years.

UciD publications.

EvoLCTioN OF Life. By Henry C. Chapman, M D^
Member of Academy Natural Sciences, Philadelphia.

Philadelphia: Lippincott & Ca, lb72.

Transactions of the American Medical Association,
Instituted 1S47, Vol. XXIIL Philadelphia: 1872.

Hand-Book of Compound ^Medicines ; or the Pre-
scRiBERs' and Dispensers' Vade-meccm. By Arnold
J. CooLEY, Author of Cyclop.bdia of Receipts, etc,

Philadelphia : J. B. Lippincott <t Co., 1872.
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(Druviial (Connmiuifations.

ON FOUNDLINiiS AND FOUNDLING IN-

STITUTIONS.

A REl'ORT HEAD BEFORE THE MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE
STATE OF NEW YORK, FEB. 7th, ISTi.*

By ABRAHAM JACOBr, M.D.,

CHAIRMAN OF THE COMMIXrEE.

The Me.lioal Society of the State of New York, hav-

ing piissed ill its meeting of Feb. 6th, 1871, the I'jI-

lowing preamble and resokitions:

V/hereus, Ilamanity acknowledges the claims of

every human behtg to life and to some degree of pros-

perity, and recognizes in every civilized country I he

right of every new-born to be protected and sup-

ported ; and
]Vherea.'i, Political economy requires the saving of a

being which has given rise to outlay until and aft.-r it

can become useful and repay the expenses incurred in

its fr.U development; and
Whereas, The moral constitution of society requires

that every member of society should obtain a suf-

ficient training of its intellectual and moral powers ; and
W/tereas, The mortaliiy of infants, being large from

natural causes, is three times larger in public institu-

tions destined for the maintaining of infants than in tlie

genf^ral inlimt population ; and
Whereu.f, The Board of Commissioners of Charities

and Correction, always willing to be guided by com-
petent advice, and desirous of doing their best, have
already had a report prepared for t!iera suggesting

changes and improvcmeuti in the raising of their in-

fants :

Therefore, Be it resolved by the S'ate Medical

Society to appoint a Committee to investigate and re-

port, in the meeting of 1872, upon the following sub-

jects:

1. The causes of the fearful mortality of abandoned
infttni-s in general, and those in large public institutions

in particular.

2. T:ie reasons for the giving up of large institutrons,

and the success of the dispersing system for abandoned
infants, in every country of Europe, where the

pie-ervation of lives was an object.

3. The causes of the unusually large inHmt mortality

in the institution-; in chirge of either pul)lic or self-coii-

£titut'"(l authorities in New York Cii}' and State.

4. The plans and means for improvintr the condition

of foundlings and abandoned children in New York
City and State—

•

a. During their infmcy, when they are most subject

to disease and death.

h. During childhood and adolescence, when they re-

quire an education sufficient to make them use-

ful members, and prevent them from becoming
enemies of and dangerous to society.

The President, Dr. S. Oakley Vanderpoel, ap-

pointed Dr. Jaoobi, New York ; Dr. Whit<', Buffalo
;

Dr. Dean, Rochester; Dr. Thomas Ilun, Albany ;
and

Dr. Hutchison, Brooklyn, a Committee to investigate

and report on tiie above-mentioned subjects.

* A larire i>ortion of the statements and figures contained in this re-

]X)rt have been coined from liepiirt on the liaUiing a/ul Eilnatli'm
iif Ahanitoned Chilitreii in Enrofj/: with SlriliMtics and General lie-

))uirkt, by A. Jacobi, II. I).. It^TO, and " Iiuiugural AiUlresK, containing
a Paper on Infant Asylams,"' X. y. Med. Jounui!, Jan., 1S72, by the

.saiae author. The former was printed in but a few copies, and is

thjreforj not extensively knjwu.

REPORT.

The greatest improvement of public morals in

modern times consists in the acknowledgment of the

principle of mutual solidarity
;
the principle that all

beings are endowed with certain inalienable rights, and
that amongst these aie life, liberty, and happiness ; and
tiie further principle, that protection is due to the leeble.

Thus it is that modern history has conmienced to solve

the serious questions of the rights of color, sexi s, and
ages. If there is any tight belonging to the new-born
and feeble infant, it is that of security of life and
health. Under ordinary circumstances the care of the

new-born infant belongs to tiie parents or their fami-

lies
;
but there are a large nund^er of infants wiio lack

the necessary care and protection derived from their

belonging to a laniily circle. A large numijcr belong
to parents sick in hospiials or confined in prisons, or to

sucli as have died witliout leaving any means of sus-

tenance for their offspring ; a large number of infants

belong to parents or mothers who are not capable of

providing for their entire necessities; another number
have been abandoned iiy their legitimate or illegitimate

parents or mothers. All of these categories, especially

the latter, have a claim on the aid of the community.
Provision for their wants ought to be made in the in-

terest, first, of the children who have aright to live;

second, of the community who have the natural
duties of humanity to perform and its own economical
necessities and moral requirements to fulfill. In order
to better understand this assert'.on, we refer to the fol-

lowing facts and considerations :

Of the whole population of the countries of
Europe, according to Wappaeus, 33.66 per cent, are
below fifteen years of age. Thus one-third of the hv-
ing are consumers only, while they produce nothing at

all. Between fifteen and twenty years, when most in-

dividuals are still unproductive, very many still pre-
paring for their vocation or trade, are 9.72 per cen".

But 48.88 per cent, are between twenty and sixty
years, the period of activity and work. Between
sixty and seventy years, a period of life which is al-

most unproductive, are 4.92 per cent., and beyond
that age, where unproduct veness is the rule, there are
2.81 per cent, of the whole population. At all events,
nearly one-half of the population are consumers onlv,
before they are able to repay society for the sacrilices

the community has to bring in order to raise them and
render them productive. Thus a sound political

economy requires the continual ion of life until and
beyond the period of full and unbiassed productivity.
Whatever life is thrown away before, is just as much
capital thrown away. Therefore both social, moral,
and political economy insist upon the protection of the
lives of the newly-born and young infant. Humanity
requires it, and common prudence commands the savino-

of a product afier it has been called into existence, and
has given rise to a waste of working power. Political

economy need not be told that a mother who carries
a child does less work than in normal circumstances.
To waste the product after it hasgivenrise to expense
whicli is equal to non-production, is a direct injury to
national wealth and power. Every new inveni ion in

medicine and surgery, the forceps, vaccination, ch ore-
form, have been so many means of increasing the
national wealth by saving life.

But this is not the oniy consideration of importance.
The lost life is a dead loss, but the raising of un-
healthy children, or vicious ones, amounts to a con-
stant injury to society, a perpetual malignant disease,

eating the marrow of the land. If, therefore, any
moans are resorted to for saving the 1 ves of, and provM-
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inp ui) education for, tlio nhamioued ororplinii cliiMit'ti,

tlu-y oti^^ht to he sulliciciit, mid aiiiply so. It" this

duty is noglecU'd, the puniBhtnent falhiip upon a coiii-

niuniiy in j)artic"d;ir, society in pent r.d, is hut just.

Neplect of either phys cal welfiire or UiOrai ami ineiitiil

edueation is equally dan^'erous.

Insutlicient phy>icul development, deptndinp upon
incompetent nursinp, scanty or injuilieious li-edmp, re-

sults in the ruiainp of a claa<of persoiis wiioso presenrx*

in society is a dead wei},'lit and an eat inp cancer.

Feclile men, crippled •women, rai.sed hy in-ulliciont

measures for the brinpinp \ip of chiluren, will require

renewed effori.s lor their support on I he |)art oC^ociety

as Ion;,' as they live. Thus capital is wasted on their

beinp born, nursed, and supported. If tliey had never
been conceived and born, it would have been better

for society. As they exist, they have a claim on
humanity. When tlu-y iiave facilities to work, society

has a claim on them and will thrive throuph them; not

otherwise. Thus raisinp the poor into hcaHliy and
robust persons is a direct pain.

If the moral and nuntal education of the same class

of intlividuals is neplected, there is more than a mere
probability of demoralization beinp the result. Public

order is destroyed by such a population, and public

means squandered. Means that were saved in the

raisinp and educatinp of the babies will bo required

tenfold to sustain houses of correction and State prisons.

In 1853 there were, in the bagnios of France, 5,758
persons. Of these 391 had been illepitimate children,

and 14G foundlings. In the State prisons, of 18.205 in-

mates. 880 were illepitimate and 301 foundlings. And the

same proportion holds gooil for all houses of correction.

Of 1,300 Frenchmen, one was the subject of legal pun-
ishment, and amonp former foundlinps one of 158.

Thus, of the foimdhngs of France, eight times as many
get punished by law as the average population.

Thus it appears that the most economical policy con-

sists in raising and educating infants and chiliireu into

physically and mentally healthy men and Avomin.
Money spent on them is ea?ily saved in hospitals and
prison.s. There is but one excuse for a conunuiiity for

neglecting the obvious duties toward the children and
itself, viz., extreme poverty. Therefore, where a

spec al' comumnity has but deficient means, the whole
people, society in gener.d, ought to hold themselves
responsible. Society in general is either benefited by
or suffering from their constituent part*, and therefore

the care of the individual is a mater of common con-
cern. If there is any meaning in the principle of gene-
ral solidarity, it includes the right of every individual

to a healthy body and a sound education. The equality

preached by early Christianity and the doctrines of
moilern social science agree perfectly on that point,

and the shrewdness of political economists has arrived

at the same conclusion.

There c.in be no question about the fad, tlmt as a
rule the life and happiness of little childien is better

protected at the breasts of their mothers, and in the
circle of their families, when th.-re is a mother alive and
a family to which they belong; ther fore it would not
be safe for the community to take charge of an infant

in every case where the means of either mother or
family appear to render the sat'ety of an infant but little

doubtful. It is better to aid such mothers or families in

the attempt of raising their infants, than to relieve them
of the entire responsibility in regard to them, for the
dangers attending the removal of an infant from the
breast of its own mother are the more considerable

the younger the infants. They suffer from being de-
prived of their normal food; the procuring of a wet-
nurse is frequently difficult or impossible ; when one is

found, she may not be satisfactory; artificial fo.'ding

wil not be always carefully attoiuled to, and will cer-

tainly not always be ada|)ted to every indiviilual case,

especially when they are entrusted to atlendaiita

amongst the poorer classes; th(«c is le.«8 protection

from the heat of summer or cold of winter; there is the

danger of transportation from one place to another, of
individual egot.sui resultinp in insufliciency of care,

dressing, and feeding; of the crowiling of institutions

takirjg cliarg<; of them ; and not unfrefjuenily the iu-

compeicncy of pecuniary means in l>oth large jndjlie

institutions and i)rivatc home-". The ej;oti>ni of privati-

individuals has the same unfortunate result exhil)it<d
by undue i)ai.>-iinony in large institutions destined for

the reception of the children itmong>t nations wiio
spend a great deal of their means for other purposes.

—military displays, comidicated custom-house adminis-

tration, jiurchases of barren provinces, or the luxury
of royal courts The fact of the occurrence of a large

number of illegitimate births in every community, and
especially iu large citi a, cannot be denied; nor is it

po.ssible to conceal the other faC, that a number of chil-

dren are destroyed bef uc the norn;al commencement
of ih( ir independent lives. The provision made for the

sustenance uf the poor has never proved siifTicient to

relieve the care and sorrow and annoyance depending
upon the very existence of an illegitimate child, or of

children born in wedlock to parents in very strait-

ened circumstances. Thus it is that abortion, or pre-

meditated il( siruction of the burn child, or rapid or slow
destruction by hunger and exposure, have interfered

with the increase of population. Nor is it po.ssible to

expect that the mothers of illegitimate children should
be either egotistic or resigned enough to call for the
necessary support for themselves or their ofT-prinps, or
that they sliould wish to be questioned about a num-
ber of ]Kirticulars they are unwilling to divulge ; or that

they should willingly undergo want, and hardship, lor

the only pu:pose of saving the lives of their children.

As this is so, provision must be made for the sustenance

of those who have been born ; or tho.>e whose lives

ought not to be destroyed before they are capable of
continuing an independent existence. B}' so providing
for the means to save and protect the new-born, the
fallen, or helpless, the community will obtain two
ends: first, to save lives

; second, to prevent the de-

moralization of those who wdl, under certain circum-
stances, resort to abortion or infanticitle. It is true that

in former times in most countries, the facilities of getting

rid of the responsibihty incurred ofgiving birth to a new
being, have been too great. The very fact of the new-
born bcingreceived without questions and investigation,

has frequently been the cause of the reception of thou-

sands of children born in wedlock, thereby facilitating

hasty matrimonial connections, demoralizing the public

by the case with which they could rid themselves of

their obligations, and spending improperly the means
of the tax-paying community. Stid, the very fact that

the lives of the children, when not taken care of by the

community, had been of sufiicient importance to induce
every civl zeit country to make provision for the poor,

or uncared for, or abandoned infant or child, no matter
whether legiiiiuate or illegitima'e, shows an increase of
human feeling and moral development.
The iiistiiutions by which this end is obtained are of

two dilTcrent kinds: the children have either been en-

trusted to private parties, who are expected to take ti.e

place of the unknown or incompetf-nt parents; or they
are given in large numbers in charge of institutions

established for the purpose of taking care of hundreds,
or even thousands, at one and the same time.

In Eu ope, t.vo methods of caring for the young
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liave been amply triefl. Some of the largo common-
"wealths have adopied the principle that soiieiy is

re-poii.sible for every individual's life and person. They
ta'<e charge ot'Lhose who cannot take care of themselves,

coiisoqneiitly they do not in([uire after the f:imily or

mother or I'aiher of those entrusted to their care. In
France the iuqtiiry afier paternity is forbidden bylaw.
In a decree of the French National Assembly of Jinie

2Sth, 1793, we read :

'' The nation binds itself to take

care of the physical and moial education of the

abandoned children. These children are given the

name of orphans. Ever}' oiher designatioii is prohib't-

< d. Every girl that umlertakes to nurse her own child

has a claim on national subsidy. Every citizen has a

claim on the snp|.ort, liy the na'ion, of his children, in

or ourside of an institution." ^lost of these principles

are still valid in Fiance, Span, Portugal, Italy, Austria
and also in Russia; but the loose manner in which the

babies were formerly admitted is pariially abrogated.
It is a peculiar fact tliat ni' st of these countries, in fact

all except Russia, are prominently Catholic. They are

abo those in which t'.ie necessity of taking care of tlie

abandoned cidldren was fi;st urged, and principally by
c'orgymen. The humanizing influence of th^; Catholic

n 1 gion during mediteval periods is proved by nothing
better than by such measures as weie taken in favur of

the helpless and abandoned inf uits.

The other method of caring lor this class of the

population has been called the Germanic or the
i'lOtesiant. Societ}', or the State, lost thj connecting
ideal link of the Church. No common tie, no mutual
re-ponsibility. In fact, the G-erman princes fir.-t

embracing Protestantism, did so for the ptu'pose of

making themselves independent of the Emperor and
enriching themsilves by secularizing c >nvents. Thus,
Avhile the Catholic princes had usually availed

themselves of their secular powsr in the interest of the

Church, the Protestant ones used the Church or religion

in the interest of their worldly aggrandizement. They
succeeded, and henceforth in the Protestant countries

the resources of the community wee exhausted in

the inteiest of the ma>ter, who bound himself to nothing
but the execution of his will, was cons'rained by no
Church, and had by no means a feeling of responsibil ty

for the abandoned infants. The statt*, that is, its

proprietor;' by the grace of God,'' refused to take charge
of a baby ; the mother was declared responsible, also

the father, when known in the village or town;
and frequent disputes would arise as to where the infant

belonged, and only when the responsibility could not
be localized, the commonwealth at large lelt the least

obligation. Even when, in modern times, absolutism

W!is broken, the measures for the relief of infants

remained almost the same. The claims of every human
being to be raised and educated in a humane manner
is acknowled<:ed and recognized in sncli commonwealths
only iu which the importance of the individual is

sufficiently understood, and the policy of the community
is that of justice, equality, and liberty. Thus a re-

publican .society only, uubias-ed by the self-willed

egotism of one individual sovereign, will feel bound to

SHve and rear the new-born, the feeble, the dependent,

to his or her utmo.-t capability. Whatever was obtaimd
by the Chutch in Catholic countries, said Church being
desirous to do all they could for the eternal kingdom, the

glory of God, and its own power, this, and much more,

is done by a republican community, in its own interests,

an 1 on the bidding of its own consc'ence. Thu^ we find

even the community of Ilauibur;!:, although strongly

Prote-t mt and under the influence of the North German
governments, more liberal towards the poor nexA-born

than any of the neighboring communities. The example

of Switzerland appears ontradictory. Althoa;;h a con-

federation of republics, it si ill adheres to the narrow-
minded principle not to relieve the illeLdtimaie infants,

for (he alleged purposi- ofdiscouraging illicit iiitci course.

The rea.son is to be found in the f u.t that Switzerland
is not a republic, in the best .sense of the term, but a

congregate of 22 little connnunities with partially re-

publican insiitutions, said comnmnitics living in alnr st

constant jealousy and envy, hindering each other as

nnicli as possible, hating each others' institutions, usages,

and religion. It is not nmch longer than twenty years

that the sepai ate dwarf republics were fighting each

other on account of religious di.sorepancies.

We are in possession of official lists and tables

concerning the poor children of Hamburg, which we
owe, as they have not been printed, to the kindness of

Senator Peterson and Dr. M<yer. They will show the

method followed out in the care and disiribuLion of

infants an! children left in puldic charge, either

foundlings or orphans, or illegitimate . inl'ants whose
mothers are not able to support their offspring, or

children of criminals, &e., or of such infants as are

given up to the city authorities by their mothers. For
every mother has a claim on the city to have her child

taken care of These statistics show that the care

of the foundlings does not form aspecial department, but
part of the general provisions in the interest of the poor.

Illegitimate children especially are not recognized as

facts. It is a peculiarity of the Proteslant Northern
Germany, that the fact of illegitimate births is

hardly recognized. In Prussia th s tendency to

sell-congratulation is so strong, that no public houses

of prostitution are allowed to exist, not even in the

largest cities and under the supervision of the police.

How this little fact is able to improve public morals and
official honesty is sufficiently proved by the 1 s;s of public

gills kept under a sort of superintendence by the police,

in the hands of the local authorities. I have been
permitted to see them, being told at the same time that

they were not official, not authorized, inasmuch as an

illustiious elderly lady, connected with tlie royal family,

was probably averse to admits ting the existence of

illicit intercourse in Prussia. It is but just to concede

to the Catholic countries the praise of greater honesty
and more practical statesmanship.

The number of farmed-out cliiLlren of Hamburg
under six months was :

—

ISfil .

.
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woman, and usually to tlic (oiintry. Tlie resnllH tire,

in tliis pari of Xhv t(>untry, for tlii' few infaiil.s conciTU-

c»l, almost Jis ra\oriil)Ie ns lor tliosu born in wedlock anil

niisrti liy tlu-ir parenis. Ihit those nnIio are in tliaige

of tlieir niotiiers, and are fiiriiied out l>y them to be

brought up by hand. land very badl}'. Tlie 8an;e

industry of killing,' inlant'^ systrmaticaily, is jilsn known
to exist. The p«.lice, as our oflieial inturniaul lo'd Jis,

lind taken paiiis to aMcrlain llie jilaecs in \\li:<h a

larire numl>er of such infants perislied.

At Berlin, rru-sia, the nuniLier of new-born infants

abandoned and found is very small, seldom exceeding

ten a year. In consequence of tiie strict law compelling

mother, father, villafre, town, or district to take charge

of their own legitimate or illegitimate infuiil.'', but veiy

lew ill proportion, a'c under tliecaie of I lie community at

lage. Thu3 it is, that the mortality of the illegitimate

iniants Uft under the care of their mothers is reported

a< frightful. There is a sort of superintendence, or

lather an attempt at knowing the result of such care;

but very little is otlicially known concerning the exact

conditions and moriality of th< se '" HalteUinder," as

those infants who are given out by their own mothers
are called. Those who are in charge of the ciiy fare

better; especially since the rearing of the infants in

institutions has been given up. The " orphan asylum "

in StraJjlau street is used at present, as a oepot. in which
rarely more th;in a few dozen itdants and children cim

be found simult<ineously. The infants are iarnud out

in the city (1,500). or in the country (500), at some
distance, some a hinidred miles from tiie city. Alter

they have passeJ the time in which the mortality is

i:ecessarily Inrge, they are admitted into the ''orphan

asylum"' at Rummelsburg, one of the suburbs, where
about 500 chddren are kept until they are 14 or 15
year-i old. At that age the toys are apprenticed out,

the girls remain another year in the institution and are

taught housework Leiore tliey are provided Avith places

in private families. A ceriain superintendence is still

kept up. Especia ly the girls appe.ir to have been well

watehed. It is known tliat of l'I gi:ls discharged from
Rnmmelsburg from iJrCO to 1863, three beciime
pro-litutes in alter years, 5.8 per cent.; and of 136
oi>cliarged from 186i to 1867, (>. viz., 4.40 per cent.

There are, be-ides, privaie institutions containing a

larger total of chilun n (800, not infants) than Rummels-
burg, with tie same object and similar results. A
pecu iar feature of the raising of the Beilin infants is

the combination of official ;ind piivaie superintendence.
A large number of benevolent persons about the cit\',

mostly of the best and most educated chisses, have
placed themselves at the disposal of the authorities for

the purpose of watching the faimed-out inlants. The
whole city is divided into anumber of" orphan districts,"

each containing a number of names of superintendents.
Every person is entrusted with the superint' ndence of
a few, usually not more than tiiree "orphans." Tiiese

private persons are tiiusclad with a sort of official autho-
rity, and the whole plan is said to w.ork admirably. The
attempt recently made by Mrs. Morgenstern, one of the

best known and mo^t active ladies of the city of Berhn,
at raising infants in an institution, appears to work badly.
We have seen her institution in the Belle Alhance Str.

During its first three months in 1869 it had admitted
'2'J infants. Nine had died, and a few more were almost
moi ibund at the date of our visit. They were all bottle-

fed in a heaUhy part of the city, in a large garden. It

Avas summer, and the infants were out of doors a great
deal. "What the mortality must nee -ssarily be in winter-
time can easily be concluded. Still, the results of this

irisiitution, if still in operation, are not known to our
Committee.

The following are the inHtructions to the mothers of

such < hildren as are fit objects to receive "tht; ailvan-

tagcB of the London Foiindliiig J/oitj>itul." The coni-

miitce of (iov«'rnora meet every .Sat unlay morning at

10 o'clock, at the loundling hospital, to receive and de-

liberate on petitions praying for the adnii.>-Kion of chil-

dren. Cliildren can only be received upon per.-onal ap-

plication of the nioihers. Petitions must setl'orththe

true state of the mother's ca.se, for if any <leception is -

used the jtetition will be rejected, and tin- child will not |
be^received into the hospiial. No applicat.on can be

received previous to the biiths nor after ti e child i-

twelve months old. No child can be admitted un!e.>-.-

the committee is satisfied, after due inquiry, of the pre-

ri««v f/oo'/ character and present nece8.-ity of the mo-
ther, and that the father of the child has deserted it

and the mother; and also, that the reception of lie

child Avill, in all [uobability, be the means of replacing

the mother in the course of virtue, and the paths of an

honest livelihood. Persons who present petitions to

the committee, must not apply to any governor, or to

any officer or .«ervant belonging to the hospital on the

subject on any pretence whatever ; but they themselves

must attend at 9 o'clock on Saturday morning at the hos-

pital Avith their jietiiions. All of which will be considered

in rotation Avhilst the pet tioners are expecied to le-

inain in attendance. No money is received for the

admission of children, nor j.ny ie.or perrjuisite alloAved

to be taken by any officer of the ho.'^piial, on pain of

dismissal ; : n<l imieed, any person avLo shall be known
to offer the s;.me Avill subject her petition to rejection

—the officers and seiA'^nts of the hospital haviig be( n
instructed to acquaint the committee Avhenever .such

offer is made. The children of mariied women aid
Avidows are not admi>sible into this hospital. The pe-

tition is to be written out on the following plan: 1.

Name of i)etiiiontr. 2. Place of residence, 3. Peti-

tioner's a'^e. 4 and 5. Day and month on Avhich the

child Avas born. 0. Male or fema'e. 7. Father's name.
8. His trade or occupation. 9. Place of rtsidence win n
first acquainted with petitioner. 10 and 11. "When tin'

mother last saw l.im (day and month). 12. "What is

become of him.
A feAv da)'s after their admission, the infants are st nt

to the country, where they remain until their fifth ye:>r.

The wet-nurses receive an txtra grai:fication when i! e

cliild, after a year, is in good heahli. 'J he death-rate in

the first year is said to be 1:0 per c< nt. Having at-

taned their fifth year, they areieturned to the institu-

tion in Guildford street. Avheie they are taucht reading,

Aviiting, arithmetic and the Engli>h high Church cate-

chism. The girls are placed out, at the age of fifteen

or thereabouts, as doniesiic servants. They are ap-

prenticed to the parties taking them until they are

twenty years of a^e. An outfit of clothes, of the es i-

mated va'ue of five pounds is given with them,but after-

wards they are provided with everything, in sickness

and in health, by the per.-^onsto whom they are appren-
ticed. These parties must be of the Protestant religion,

and housekeepers, keep two servants (indudirg the ap-

prentice), and not let lodgings, and give two references

as to lesponsibility. All applications must be made to

the matron, at the hospital, on Tuesdays and Thursdays,
betAveen the hours often and tAvo o'clock; and in case

th.e parties a;e married, they must both attend to see

the girl before the formal ajtplication is made to the com-
mittee. The gills are not placed witn persons living a

considerable distance from London, nor with single gen-

tlemen. Indentures can only be cancelled I y tlie mu-
tual consent of both parties

; but, from whatever cause

the apprenticeship may terminate, clothing to the above
value mrst be reiurr.e 1 with the girl. The boys are
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placed out, at the age offourieen, gem ra'ly as mechan-
ics. They are npprent cd to the part e- taUiiig thcin

until they' are Iwenty-oiie years oil. A preniiuni of

ten pounds, one-liaU' payable on the execution of the

indenture, and the other at the end of the first year,

and an outfit of clothes, of the e-timated value of five

pounds, are given with them. Dur ng their jippren-

tice.ship they are to be provided with everything, in

siclvtiess and in health, by t!ie persons to whom they are

apprenticed. Tliese parties must be of the Protestant

religion, and housi'Ueepers, and give two references as

to their responsibility. All applicatiDns to be made to

Mr. Tsviddy, at the hospital, on '' Thursdays and Fri-

days, between the hours of thee and five o'clock."

The whole doings of the " Foundling Hospital" of

Guildford street is sunmied up, for one year, in the fol-

io wing figures:

ChiMren remaining 31st Dec, 1867 46'.'>

" received in 18(L^ 03

526
Imbecile, deformed, or invalid adults, etc., supported

by the hospital, 31st Dec, 1807 15

Under training at the Home and Colonial Schoul

Society 1

54-2

Children apprenticed oi- placed out in 1868 30
•' restored to their parents 2
" died in the country 14
'' remaining in the hospital on D. c. 3l.-t,

1868 295
" at nurse in the country 185

526

Imbecile, deformed, or invalid adults mai'.itaine i b}'

the hospital, on Dec 31st. 1868 12

At the Training College at Brighton 1

Removed from the list of invalids, and supporied

out of the Benevolent Fund 3

542

At the termination of the apprenticeship the institu-

tion considersits mission as ended. If the children have

gone through it with credit, they are to receive a pre-

mium of five pounds, a prayer-book, and the order of

once a year to say a prayer of thanks in the chapel of

the institution. Sickly and feeble ones, who are unfit

to learn a trade or business, are supported by t'le ho.s-

pital funds, and are employed as servants in the hos-

pital.

Reclamations are but very rarely allowed. As soon

as the infant is admitted, and befo e it is sent to the

c 'nntry, it receives, at being baptized, a name different,

from that on which it was received. Henceforih the

mothers are permii ted to inquire after their offspring

every Monday, but they do not know the names tliey

Iiuve in the institution ; only their number being known.
The children are rarely returned to their relatives. The
cases in which inmates of the institution, or former in-

mates, are made acquainted with their true names, are

but few indeed.

Such is the institution as it exists and is at present

managed, in Guildford street. It is meant to exclude

the infants, not to receive and raise them, Xoble Cap-

tain Thomas Coram would not recognize ids own insti-

tutii>n. if he came to life again. The fact that after

Parliament hatl, in 1751. donated a yearly sum of ten

thousand pounds, and admitted every child offered, all

at once, in four years, fifteen thousand little ones were
dtiiivered, and ten thousand died, a fact which is ea-ily

explain! d by the im oniplete arrangements for tlie sud-

drn increase in nr.mbers, has been the cause why Brit-

ish conscience prefers, up to this day, to let them die

out of sight. As long as the grounds of the "Found-
ling Hospital " in Guildfoi d street look well kept, as long

as the Sunday service in the large Hall of the house is

crowded by a self-complacent audience of the well-

dicssed belter class and aristocracy of London, and the

silver plates of the door-keepers are filled to their ut-

most capacity with the contribmions every visiter is

expected and urged to give, it appears to be fully satis-

fied. The crowds of ladies and ^cnllemen thronijing

around lables at which a few hundred English children

are taking their fiublic Sunday dinner, appear to go

there for tiiC purpose of complimeniiiig themselves and
each other at the bountiful manner in which Old Eng-
land takes c;ire of her indigent and young. The num-
l crle-s who are not admitted, or kept out by hard an<l

inhuman rules, are not taken into consideration. More-
over, even those who are sustained in the institution,

do not fare very well. The ph 1mthropic visitor who
goes on Sunday to fee the institution, attend the ser-

vice, and watch the [lublic f eding, like the proceedings

in a Zoological Garden, involuntarily comes to the con-

clusion that the children are retained there for nothing

but the show of philanthropy, for no other education

but Sunday choir-singing and—-withering. The girls

are never, until their final discharge, permitted to leave

the walls and grounds of the instimtion. The bojs

twice a year. Thus it is that, according to the carelul

report of a special commissioner, Mr. \Vrottesley, but

very few attain a medium height.

The cruelty and hypocrisy of a legislation like this

of London on the admission or raising of infants is be-t

shown by their results. Mothers know that if they

"drop" children, they are harshly punished, without

the chance of benefiting their offspring. Thus "child-

dr)pping" of living cliildren is but. rare in London.
Tiie records of the Metropoiitan Police Di-trict of Lon-
don, wh'ch have been kindlv placed at my service by
the authorities, exhibit the following small numbers for

tiie larger portion of the millions called London: la

1864, 23 lining children were f .und abandoned ;
in

186'), 22; in 186G, 30; in 1867, 39; in 1868, 35; in

1869. (Jan. ^farch) 9.

The explanation lor these small numbers is exhibited

by the following fi:(ur:s. There were found dead

(iMurrlered) infants in ihe streets of the same district

:

225 in 18(14; 169 in 1865; 237 in 1866; 173 in 1867;

170 in 1808; 26 in 1869 (Jan.—March). These fig-

ures do noti prove a preat success in encouraging

morality amongst English society, which is the outspo-

ken object of the laws in reference to the rearing of the

p>or young. Great Britain appears to have more in-

fants than they mean to he embarrassed by; and Guild-

ford Street F'ouiidling Hospital is the proof of their

anxiety for the indigent young and their own respecta-

bility.

Fortunately a correct appreciation of the necessities

of infancy and childhood are understood better in a

large portion of Great Britain than in the metropolis.

A large number of reports on the "boarding-out sys-

tem" yield a convincing evidence of its appropriateness

and success. We take a pleasure in crediting much, or

most, of our knowledge on the real'zation of the

boardingout system, as far as Great Britain is con-

cerned, to Florence Hill, Children of the. Stat/', The

Trainiuq of Juvenile Paupers—London: Macmillan &;

Co. 1868; and William Anderson, CV/iWroi Besnied

from Pauperism ; or, The Boardiufj-out Sijstem in Seoi-

land—Edinburgh : John Menzies & Co. 1871.

Ill 1828 —according to Florence Hill, p. 118—was
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orifriniitad in Dublin, by three Protostuits of very

hnniblo position, nn orplinnnjje for the falliorloss ot

tliiir own tailli. Until tli^it peiioil siicli iH-n-iivi'd litili-

oni's liad friMpuMitly louml a rolnjri' in tlie nnnii-roiis

in-itiiutionsesialilislicil \>\ lienovolcnt R unan CatKolica;

bnt in tliese, not nnnaiurally, convcr-inn lo tlic creed

of their benefactoi-s became, if not jibsohiiely n condi-

tioM, penernlly a con-e(jnence of the children's admit-

taice ; and to provide for their education in the reli-

pion of their i)8rents. the Proitstant Orplian Society

was founded. A i>enni/-(i->rrek siil'Seription was set on

foot by the suppesleis of the scheme (in Ireland a

common, an<l, as it jijipears to us, a tonchiiip mode of

raisinp lunds lor chaiiiiil)ie purposes, iiKhidintr, !is it

does the olfcrinfrs of the lowhes!), atid witii tlie hum-
ble sum of threepence they cimmenord in Noveml'Pr, I

1828, tht ir operations. Ddliculties, at fii>t appearing

almost insuperable, were by t ncrpy and ptr-ewranre
surniomitrd ; money llowcd in ap;ici', finii the Arch-'
bi-iiop of I>ubl n became the Patron of the Soiii ty,

!

wh'le the Provost of Trinity Cnl'ege ai\d the Dean of i

St. Patrick's accepted the olVue of vice-presidents.

Twentv-lour de-titute orphans were selected as the i

fir-t recipients of i's bounty, and a plan was adopted

tor trainini^ its wards, wlii>,h has ever since been pur-

sued. No Viist and impo-ing building was elected,

swallowing np the funds of the insiitiitinn, and ag-

plonieratirig the children in unnatural ma.sscs; but the

opha is were sent into tlie country to board in the

f .milies of respectable Protestants, usually lal)0;ers or

small farmers, the moral or religious character of the

foster-mothers being duly a-ceriaincd.

The children were also taken under the vclunt iry

SMpervision of the Protestant cleriiymen of the district

in which they are located, with whom the Co'iimiltee

ot" the Society constantly correspond concerning their

wellare, and thronfrh whom all pavments to nurses are

made; and to these ihree safeguards—the rcspectfibility

o' the foster-parents, the uncertain visits of in-peitors,

and the constant friendly surveillance of a resident

clergyman—were soon added yearly, and, if occasion

n-quired, still more frequent visits by three members
of the Committee.
The sums paid by the Society to the nurses were

oriu'inally £i per annum for children under two years

old, and £3 10s. for all above that age. These w. re to

cover the expense of food, lodging, washing, and edu-

cation,—the Society providing clothinor. Snbseqnent'y
these amounts were raised to £5 for cliillren under
one year old, and £4 for all above ; the society paying
5s. per annum to a neighboring school for each child

able to attend.

A considerable number of the subscribers had de-

sired, when the association was formed, that a house
s'lould be t.iken as a dwelling for the orphans ; and
consequently a very careful investigation was made
iito the relative merits of the two schemes. The in-

quiry reifulied in the conviction that the cost of the

rhililren mahi'ained in a house apart inonJd he three

times that of their support in families ; while the moral
advantage of replacing tiiem as nearly as possible in

the circumstances appointed by nature—where, in the

circle of an industrious f miily, they would be trained

by example as well as precept in habits of activity and
labor—wa« believed to afford an equally strong motive

. for adopting the boarding-out system.

There appears to bi' a growing feeling agdnst Or-
phanages at home and abro id. ' Une grande que-tion

a ^te mise il'ordredu jourd'une imnoitunte assemblfie,

qui doit se tenir da'is le courant de cette annCe en
HoUande, ' Le peu de succ^s qu' obtiennent hs orphe-
linat*,' ''—writes Monsieur John Best in his last An-

nual Report of his mirvellous institu'ion at La Force

in France, where orphans firm one of the many dashes

of tli«' luTcaved and the alllieied whom he takes un<h r

his iunevoli nt care, and teaches lo be mutually help-

ful.* He argues, however, that unless eveiy or[>liaii

can find a home in a family—orphana^icB are " uve di-

plorahle necessitt;" bnt he urges in eloqnenl and touch-

ing language the importance of lendeiing life in ^ucll

institutions as little disiintt as pos.siiile liom that of the

outer world, and ^hows how this is accom[)lishcd at

Laforce.

A burial-place + for tli'se of the orphans who may
die in Dublin wa-< granted, unsolicited, by the incum-
l)ent of St. Catherine's. The .«pot he gave is close to

that where, having ju-t laid the body of a friend in ii.<

last restiiij^-plaef, and deeply moved by the destitutt;

condition of his children, three humble tradesmen
devised the Protestant Orphan Society. A suilalil

insc ip ion on the lombs'.one | hiced in memory of tl.''

orphans first buried there, recrds t';ie oriirin of the Ak-
sociatioii. It has imleed become a mi;;hty tree from

so small a seed I The provineial branches, as we leai ii

from the annual report is>ued in March, 18GG, have

increa.sed to thirty; they have 2,208 or[dians under
their care, and have placed out in the world 5,.'370.

1,^17 ori)hai,s have shared the bounty of the parent

society, of whom 453 children are now nn<ler its

charge; 831 have been apprenticed; and 428 have
been returned to friends win se circumstanci-s had su -

ficieiitly impiMved to authorize the rotoration.

'ihe mortality of the Dublin orphans, caleulated u

1802 upon several preceding years, is, accoroing to the

eminent statician Dr. Neilson Hancock, slightly ui der

1 per cent, per annum, the average national rate for

their age being about H per cent. J Let us contra t

this with the deaths for the same period througlioii*

Ireland in workhouses, which, lor clii dren under six-

teen, was about three times the national rate, while iw

Cork Wori<house this was multiplied ten tiiins; and
in North Dublin Uiii n the mortality of (hldren under

two years amounted to 116 per cent. "In oth< r

words, children under two years of age were U't

likely to live more than ten months in the house." ,

No wonder the jiuardians of that Union urged tin

non-admission of such children, '• as it would be nearly

certain death to receive them."J
About nine years ago^T a similar orphanage, calh d

St. Brigids, was established by a Roman Catholic lady

in Dublin, with the warm approval of the Roman
Catholic Archbishop, for children of that faith. Placed

t ) board in respectable country families, they are con-

stantly visited by the conductors of the Orphanage.

and watched over by the priest of the parish in whicii

they dwell ; and at a snitable age they are apprenticed

to trades or service. "Within seven years of the com-
mencement oOi) children had been taken in charge, of

whom only three or four had turned out ill, while 2;:"

were "ahead}' working for tliemselves at trade?,;

service, or growing up in the families and as the so;

or daught rs of the fo t-r parents."

The systematic at emps at ri al'zlng the boarding-

out system maile in England are but few. The results,

however, of those trials which have been made by
Mrs. Archer, of Swindon (Florence Hill. p. ITGj, Mr.
Armistead, of Cheshire (p. 184), Miss Boucherett, of

Lincolnshire (p. I'JO), by the Guardians of Leominster

* Ze* Q^nrrf'X <le iMfuree. Xx>ndon : Xisbet & Co. 1867.

+ Florence HilU p. 131.

X The Mortality of Children in Workhouses in Ireland. By \S'. ivtil-

80n Hancock, Esq.. LL.D. Dublin. 1«62.

S Ibid. 1 Ilad.
« lb5"J. Florence HUl, p 125.
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Union, and by the Guardians of Eton Union (p. 2(lGj,

are very encouraging indeod.

Tiie very best and most exclusive resnlt<, however,
have been obtaineil in Scotland.

In 18GI, the Wo7-khou.se Msiiiiir/ JonrnnJ printed an

abstract of answers to questions submitted by it to Mr.

Grreig, clerk to the Edinburgh Parochial Board, upon
the system adopted l)y that body in respect lo the

orphan childien under their care; and the document
has been since reprinted in various publications. We
are enabled,* by his courtesj^, lo give the following

fuller information, brougiit down to the end of 18GG :

—

" Report 1)1/ Geor(je Greir/j Inspector of Poor for the City

J'lirish of Edinburgh, as to the mode of dealing with

Orphan Children in that Parish. 186G.

" The pauper cliildren of tliis parish were formerly

maintained in an institution called the Or])han Hospital,

apart from the jioorhous;^, but so dissatisfied was tbis

Board with the iesult«, that, about eighteen years ago
they resolved to board the children with fixniiiies in tlie

ciuntry, where the}' might have the physical advantage
of the country air, as well as the moral one of being
separated from bail associates, and brought into con-

tact with people of good charact^n-. Tliis plan has since

been fol'owed by all the larger parishes in Scotland
;

the number ?entout at present liy the pari-hcs of Edin-
burgh and Leilh being upwarils of 700, by Grlasgow
somewhat more, and by Dumlee, Aberdeen, and oJier
towns, in proportion to their population.

" With the view of .'securing pioper supervision, in

carrying out the famdy system, this B^ard appointed
an assistant to the inspector, whose ?o'e duty it is to

superintend the children boarded out, both boys and
girls, atid to find out good nurses for them.
"They are boarded with cottngers, fu-m serv^nts, or

tradespeople, and not with persons whj make the care

of them their only tiisk.

"Preference is given to people of character who
have a steady income apart from the allowance for the

board of the childn-n, and who will receive" and treat

them exactly a? members of their own family ; and it

is found that when the cliildren are sent out young,
they learn to call the parties to whom they are sent

father and mother.
'' They acquire toward them the feelings of c'lildren,

and the result generally is that the nurses acquire for

them a parental aflection.

"In selecting nurses for the children the assistant in-

spector visits the parties who agree to take theni (and
there are generally plenty of applicants), and makes
inquiry in the neighborhood as to their character; in-

spect.'^ the house as to its accommodation, drynes.-j, and
ventilation ; ascertains if there is a well-taught school

in the neighborhood; and it is only after being satisfied

on all these points, that children are sent.
" He afterwards visits the nurse as well as the school

ai: lea^t eight times in the year; satisfies liimse'f that

the children are healthy, sufficiently fed, cleanly kept,

and their education attended to; and, in addition, the

Inspector ami Members of the Board, in rotation, visit

the whole children boarded out once a year.
•' Peojde of excellent moral character are generally

got to take charge of the children
;

but, should inferior

persons be, perchance, selected, the close superinten-

dence prevents them from doing injust'ce. Shoidd
neglect occur in any case, however, the children are at

once removed; but although there are about 300 chil-

dren boarded out, and, some years ago, there Avere 400,

* Florence HiU, p. 159.

I have only had occasion to remove children, in consc-

qmnce of neglect on the part of their nur.ses, on three

or four occasions during a period of five years.

"The localities selected are generally small villages

at a distance often, fifteen, or twenty miles from Edin-
burgh, and of convenient access by railway; and never
more than four children are sent lo one family.

" In consecpience of our requiring the regular attend-

ance of the children at school, the teacher has to fill up
a schedide—showing their progress, and each d.'iy's ab-

sence, with the rea.sons given—which forms a check on
the nurse. Our children are, conscquentl}', the most
regular in their attendance; are generally the l>est

scholar-", carrying ofl'a Large share of the school prizes

;

and when sent to service, prove as good servants as tlie

children of the cottagers or workpeojjle not dependent
on the rates usually do ; certtunly not inferior, and
many of them rise to positions of trust. It is a rare

thing for either a boy or a girl, who his been brought
up by the Parochial Board in this way, to become
chargeable to the parish in after life, which was not
the case as to the children Avho"were brought up in the

hospital in town.
" In a Report by Mr. Adamson, the able inspector of

Glasgow, issued in August 18G4, reference is made to

result.e, equally satisfactory, in the case of the children

who had been boarded out and brought up in the same
way by this Board.*

' The Board pays to the nuise, for each child sent to

board, two shilings anil sixpence a week, which covers
board, lodging, washing and mending. The Board, in

addition, provides clothing, which is sent from the
poorhouse, of a good cjuality, and not uniform in color
or kind

;
and also pays the fees to the .schoolmaster, the*

same as paid I)y the children of the district. In cases
of sickness, which is rare, the nurse obtains the services

of a medical man in the district, for which the Board
pays. The total amount of all the^e charges for each
chil I, for the past year, including the salary of tl;e as-

sistant inpeetor and all expenses connected with the
children, was £8 10s lOd.

"It is the nurse's duty to take the children with lier

to the church which she attends, to see they attend the
Sabbath school, and study their lessons, and, in short,

to deal with them in every waj' as if they were her
own; and, with the view of extending the benefits of
the domestic influence on the children beyond the
period when the Board has charge of them, we get tl;e

nurses to find apprenticeships for the boys, and service

for the girls, as much as possible, with employers in

their own neighborho.id, so that the children may have
an opportunity of visiting tlieir nurses on the Siduiday
afternoons, or at other times when they get liberty

;

and, in these cases, the nurse continues her care over
them, and washes and mends their clothes when neces-
sary, for which they remunerate her.

' On such visits the children are received with friendly

welcome, as if it were their home, and they thus con-
tract the habit of returning to it at intervals, assured of
meeting with advice in difiicuhies, sympathy in dis-

tres.s, and heart-felt congratulations on success.
" In the event of a boy or girl having to leave their

service, through sickness or otherwise, ihey return to

their nurse's house, and ai e often supported there for

months, witliout any remuneration ever being asked
from the Board. Should the nursp, however, not be
in a position to do this, or wish assistance, the Board
readily grants it, but this is seldom asked.
"Many cases have come to my knowledge v,'here

* The boanlinor-oiit sj-stem has been pursued in Glasgow for upward s

of an hundred years.
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tlic cliild iios in after lifu coalributcd towards tiio sup-

port of iho nurse.
" Tlio cliildroii are sent to board at nil ages, but the

t/otnii/rr f/iey tire sent so 7itiich the heller.

^^ If sent when at the hreitst, the nurse cannot help

havinij II stron;/ affrctinn fur them. In those cas'is where
ihe cliiidreii are ten or eleven years of ape, before they

liave eonie on the parisli, and wliosf? j)revious traininp

has been vicious, the same pood re-uU e;iiniol be looked

lor; still it is found tl;at a relipious education, kind-

ness, and the moral influence of iheir new friends artd

associate.-?, do much for tliem.

" Casfs have occurred where suc'i have acted well

St) long iis under tiiese influences, but on return to tjwn,

and meeting old friend?, have fallen back into their old

habits; hence this class are sent to the mo't distant

localities, ami situati<ms found for them, in the district

if possible, so that lliey may not be again brought into

contact wiih ihcir old a.s>;ociates.

" The children thus brought up are not only well

educated, but understand and can discharge the various

duties of a household, which children brought up in a

school or hos|)ital know nothing of; hence our chil-

dren are pref-.-rred as servants and apprentices, to the

children brought uj) in the various hospitals in this city,

at a cost of as much as £50 a 3'ear each.
•' We are still compelled to have a number of chil-

dren in the poorhouso, when their luuvnts are in gaol,

or in sickness, and therefore tiie cliargeabihty merely
casual; and amongst them we daily sej the evil effects

of having a larger number of such children congregated
together, as not only do they encourage each other in

present evil, but the fact of being inmates of such a
place has a debasing influence on their after-life.

" The evils attending the rearing of children in work-
houses are well described in an article in the Journal

of the Wurkhnnse Visitiiif/ Society for September 18G1.

It states,
—

' The main objections to workhouse schools

are, 1st, tlie keeping up a condition of pnuperi^m in the

children bv the associations of the workhouse; 2d, the

impossibility of teaching useful knowledge 10 fit the

children for practical life, without the contamination of
the adulr. Communication with the adults, and the

influence of the low tone of morali'y of pauperism, are

inevitable. The mere learning in school is insulTicient to

overcome it, and the teachers Strive against it in vain.'
'• The danger here adverted to, of keeping alive the

spirit of pauperism, is one which this Bo.ird has had
particularly in view, and against which it has felt too

many precautions could not be taken. In a large ad-

joining pari.-hin Edinburgh, the managers or guardians
some j'ear-; ago arranged a plan by which they person-
ally visited the children, after they had been sent to

service, and endeavo:ed to exercise a care over them;
but it was found that the personal intercourse thus
miintained by these parochial gentlemen, had the
eftect ofkeeping up in the children a feeling of their con-
nection with the parish, and a depressing consciousness
of dependence which was quite opposed to individual

eGfo' t, and con-sequently to success in life.

" In fact, the blight of |)auperis:n e.\lended over, and
deprived of beneficial influence, all these friendly com-
munications—often well meant and attended with no
S'nall trouble on the part of the gentlemen who engag-
ed in it—and the plan had consequently to be relinquish-

ed. Tiie cause of this want of success it is easy to dis-

cover. It was that these gentlemen, in a higher station,

having no connection with the children except that

they were mi-mbers of the the parish Board, instead of
forming a link between the child and the kindly influ-

ences of home which tlie nurse can do, kept up a con-
nectio 1 between the child and its former condition of

Caujjerlsm, clegradng it m Us own eyes, and, when
nown to its fellowp, subjecting it to their scorn.
" When a child is Bent young to the country, or has

been there lor some time, and is taught to l(;ok on its

nurse as its |iarent— I say parent, as we transact with
the wife as the party having immediate charge, but the

husband takes an equal interest in the child, an<l is

eciually regarded by it—and when the nurses an/

themselves quite independent of the parish, the child

regards itself as a mendier of the family, its connection
with the parish is neither felt nor understood ; an<l I

have often found that the only idea it had, was a vague
one that tlie as-istant inspector, who called so fi equent-
ly, had somehow some cliarge over it, but it had no
idea that it was a pau|ier; and would treat with the

.same horror ami contempt, as is entertained by the

respectable working people, a proposal to remove it to

the workhouse.
"This removal of tlie consciousness of a state of

dcpemleiice on the parish, and tlie engt ndeiing of a

spirit of self-reliance which is cherisheil by the class

with whom the children are brought into contact, is

a sure means of preventing them liom lapsing into a

state of hereditary pauperi-m
; a result which can be

obtained by no method tluit I am aware of but the

family system adopted by this Board.
" In adopting this system, in restoring, as it were,

the lost link, and giving these poor children new parents

and homes, with their sacred influences and endearing
ties and associations, this Board is persuaded that they
are acting in accordance with a law ordained by II im
who has framed the moral government of the world

;

and the results obtained in the moral elevation and ex-

cellent education of the children, in adapting them lor

the duiies they will be called on to discharge, in the

position of life they are likely to occupy, have been
such as might have been expected from a plan thus
solemnly sanctioned."

'' Confirmation of this favorable report by Mr. Grreig

—

so far as she ha-; had opportunities of observing—is com-
municated^ to us by a Iad\', who for many veara has
been led by her philanthro|)ic labors among the work-
ing people of Edinburgh and the adjacent counties."

The favorable statements of Mr. Greig are fully cor-

roborated by Mr. Anderson. According to him:

—

" If the problem, how to deal with juvenile pauperism

is ever to be solved, an efl'ort must be made to strike

at the root of the evil in a way Avhich has not yet

been done. What is nquired is a system which will

purify the stream at its fountain-head, instead of

meiely attempting to do so half way on its course.

The ragged and industrial schools have done, and are

doing, a great wor-k ; but that work would be more
efl'eclually accomplished—if, indeed, it would then be

necessary at all—were a system adopted by which the

cliildren could -be reserved till they reach the age at

which they now en'er the ragged and industrial

schools, ami befoi-e they are found guilty of crime.

Powers ought certaudy to be obtaitied for the protec-

tion of children who are growing up, not only in ig-

norance, but under a system of slavery, both of body
and mind, which it is deplorable to contemplate. Many
of them are groaning under an iron heel of despotism

—crushed to the ground by those who have, but do not

deserve, the name of parents—subjected to hunger,

cold, diseas'", and privations of every kind; and conse-

quently their moral faculties vitiated, and their physi-

cal powers degenerated and depraved.

One great advantage of the boarding-out system is,

that the children are lifted above the atmosphere of

pauperism, t'.icir ideas are gradually dissociated from
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those pauperizing teiK^encies which would otherwise

chnti: to them, and in the school tliey are put on a:i

equal footing with the children of the other classes in

the village. It is a remarkable fact, that out of the

entire number of childn'U bioiight up in this way dur-

ing the last thirty years, the percentage who have
turned out bad is almost niJ. If the boar(hng-out sys-

tem lias a weak point, it is this, tiiat the parochial au-

thorities have no power to refuse to give up a child if

claimed by its father or mother, let them be ever so

worthless—and that, too, when it is perfectly well

known that the child is being drawn down asinn into

the gulf from which it had been taken. It would
surely. be a desirable thing to allow the Board to have
the power to refuse to give up children to hithers and
mothers who are habit and repute criminals or drunk-
ards, and to devise means to compel such parents to

contriljute to the support of their oflspring.

The number of children boarded (.)iit* is about 320,

of whom ll-i are orphans, 57 deserted by their parents,

and 14U separated from their parents.

The "nurses" to whom they are entrusted are house-

holdeis belonging to the class of respectable working
people. The peiiod during which childi'en may be
boarded out is from their birtli until they are thirteen

years of age. In adverting to some of the principal

Jeaturcs of the scheme, I would first draw attention to

the healthy condition of the children as compared with

the same class living in the wynds and closes of Edin-
burgh. At a low estimate, the death-rate of children

under thirteen years of age living in the Old Town of

Edinburgh is about 35 per 1,000 per annum; and in

one district, according to Dr. Littlejohn's report, it is

152 per 1,000 under live years. Now the death-rate

of the "ciiy children" boarded in the country has,

during the la-t tliree j'ears, been only 3 per 1,000 per

annum !—a very striking faet, which ought not to be
lost sight of. In the course of my visits I tbund it

almost invariably the case that children who had been
resident in the country for a year or two were strong

and healthy, but that when they were at first sent out

they could take scarcely any Ibod, and were suffering

much from the neglect as well as from the viciousness

of their parents. The answer generally given by the

"nurses" to my inquiiies as to the health of the

children was—''Aye, they were weak, puir things,

when they cam' oot here, but they're as strung noo as

onv o' the rest."

One tiling which was impressed upon me more than

almost anytiiing else by my visits, was the importance
of rescuing the children at as early an age as possible.

The rules adopted by the Edinburgh City Parochial

Board are of a very simple description; and it is per-

haps to their simplicity that much of the success of the

plan is due. In selecting good ''nurses" the Board
inquires very minutely into the character, habits, and
circumstances of applicants. There are always a num-
ber of applicants who have no steady income of their

own. This class of people is avoided, and the Boaid
prefers those who are not dependent on the children's

allowance. The former class, rather than answ'er some
of the inquries put to them, sometimes withdraw their

applications. Certificates of character from respectable

persons in the district must invariably be produced
by the applicants. The questions put to them vary,

but generally they are as Ibllows :—Name, age, occu-

pation, locality and address. If married, name of hus-

band, and income. If they have children, number and
ages, distinguishing males and females. Religion, and
what church the\' attend. Xumber of apartments in

* Anderson, page 21.
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house, and its sanitary condition. Number of beds. If

the ai)nlicants keep lodgers. Distance from school. If

the teacher and school are well spoken of in the

locality. If the girls are taught knitting and needle-

work. If there is a Saljliath sciiooi in the district, an<l

who superintends it. If the applicant is a widow, she

is asked if she has brought up a family of her own; if

so, where they are, and what they are doing. If they

give her any assistance. What is her present means of

living, and if she gets relief from the parish. When
the Board are .';atished that they have obtained a suit-

able applicant in a convenient localitj^, the inspector

visits the house, sees whether it is dry and well-venti-

lated ; examines the state of the bedding and accomo-

dation, arianges as to the separation of the sexes; and
makes special inquiries in the district in regard to the

api)licant's character. The oldest boys and girls are

sent to crofters, by wdiom they are employed on their

little farms. All the children, before leaving the poor-

house to be bo.arded out, are examined by the medical

oifioer, and certified as being in a fit state to be sent to

the country. The average cost of 347 children boarded

out during the year ending 14th May, 1870, was as

follows :

—

For board .....
For education ....
For clothing .....
For travelling expenses and super-

intendence ....
For medical attendance . .

£9 5J-

The parish of St. Cuthbert's commenced the system

of boarding out children in 1843, and have had, for the'

la-t twenty years, an average of about 300 a year so

boarded out.

The results, as corroborated by twenty-six teachers,

to whom Mr. Anderson refers, are also, with high eulo-

gies, confirmed by a number of prominent gentlemen,

the nai'nes of whom are given on p. 103. It is with

pleasure, therefore, that our author refers to the favor

the boarding-out system is meeting with in Bnghind
lately. The objections which have been urged against

the system by its opponents in England, are completely

answered b}' the success wliich has attended it in Scot-

land. In fact, the Poor Law Board of England liave

recently issued an order, giving power to " Unions " to

send children beyond their own bounds. As to this

order, Mr. Anderson expresses his conviction that it

would have been better without the restriction that no

child under two yeai's shall be boarded out. The Edin-

burgh Board have found that the sooner children arc

sent to the country the better. There are many cases

in which children, w'hen only a few days old, have been
entrusted to foster-mothers— " a plan which has hitii-

erto worked admirabl\\"
" In conclusion," ?ays Mr. Anderson, " I would ex-

press a hope that I h.-we in some degree, at least, shown
that one of the most promising questions connected
with social refoim in the present day is that relating to

the boarding out of pauper children. It may be said

to lie at the foundation of all real efforts for the diminu-

tion of pauperism and crime, in respect that it lays tlie

axe to the loot of these evils ; and I accordingly hail

with much yatisfiiction the gradual extension of the

system in England. It has been practised in Scotland

for many years, in a quiet and unostentatious manner;
and now that pul)lic attention is being dra^wn to it, we
may look for still greater results than have hitherto

been produced. In some districts reforms may with

advantage be introduced ; but the principle on which
the plan is based is natural and true, and I have no
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diubt that any defects attaching to it will soon disnp-

l>(>ar. The b<>ardin;,'-otit system takes under its control

oliildren wlio nre, to jill appfarance, bouml to }»ro\v up
oriniiiuils if left to tliriusi-lves, p'act'3 tht-ni in di-cciit

lamilit's, providi's tlioni witli iviuoation. obtains situa-

tions for them, nnd watches over tlicir iiitere-its witli

a tender eare until tliey arc able to take the r part in

lif •, iind luKill tlieir duties as respectable members of

society."— I. e., p. 114.

In the same favo able manner Florence Hill ex-

prcs.ses hers«'lf in the closinsr chapter of her book. She
-ays, p. '2'A'.i: "The board'nn;-ont .system has been
ptirsuetl long enougli, and u'lder sufficiently varied cir-

cumstances to reveal its e.xcellencios ; and for ns to

estimate how far the defects disclosed an* c;ipable of

removal or amendment. In Tre'and, as a purely volun-

tary enterprise, it ha- attained marked success and won
general approval ; wliile in iS Gotland i' has be^.'n widely

adopted, and entirely alministered by the parociiial

authorities. Of liu-ir safi>fiction with it, uii Icr both

amoral and pecuniary asp -c, we ae informe'l; and
we have seen tiiat it his obtained also the qnalifi -d ap-

jirobation of disinterested but p -cul arly comp;*tent

ol)servers, who are of opinion tint an ."idniixtnre of

voluntary agency, including som; adlitional supervi-

sion by ladies, would render it still more eflicieiit.

" We could not con-c entious'y advocate the boardinjr-

out system unless it be accompanied with constant and
aciive supervision. This, t'le au'liorities a-snre u', is

amply exercised by officials in tliose districts where
the plan has originated with Boards of Guarlians. But,

z .'alous and kind-h'-arted as tlie officers appointed to tliis

important duty may be, it mu?t be performed by them
to a greater or less degree as a matter of routine ; the

time of their visits of insp.^ction may generally be cal-

culated, and these cannot be sufficiently frt-quent to

prevent, at any rate, {\\e poa^ibiUti/ of ill-usage. More-
over, a man, however tlioughtful for t!ie children's wel-

fare, does not possess the knowledge of their wants
and difficulties which comes to a woman almost intui-

tively; and to .sx/jp/emf?*/, therefore, official authority

by the friendhj watchfulness which a woman of supe-

rior social position, residing within easji reach of the

orphan's home, can exercise, appears to us the keystone
of the system, ensuring to it public confidence and per-

manent success.
" An objection to the boarding-out system to which

we have already referred, namely, the insufficiency of
gooil country home«, is, we ourselves believe, from in-

quiry and obser\'^i ion, ill-grounded ; and the experi-

ence of those benevolent persons who have in'roduced

the plan in various paits of England, strengthens that

conviction. All who are intimitely acquainted with
our humbler brethren (whose generosity in giviiig far

exi-eeds that of t'.ie wealthy classes) are aware it is no
uimsual circumstance for a child who loses its parents

to be spontaneously received into another family.

Again, it mu~t h', remembered that where Mrs. Arch-
er's scheme* i> adopted, the very presence of the or-

phan will tend to improve the cottage in whicli it is

placed, by laying it open to the insp^'Ction of a person

whose good opiruon the cottager wdl be anxious to

preserve ; while the orphan will in som° respects en-

joy even an a Ivantage over the offspring of the cot-

ta.rer, namely, in its regular attendance at school, and
still more in the fact that it is an object of interest to

a neighbor of superior position who is responsible for

its welfare, and able to remove it if the circumstances
of its home are unfavorable."

As we intend to draw our own conclusions towards the

end of thi? report, we take the liberty of here in-erting

the closing jiagc of the mcrltorion'* book from which we
have be u so largely quo ing (F.'o:e ice lill, [». 27.!)

:

" Tlie ' f im ly system,' in any lorm, is, we are aware,

at pri'sent unrei-ogni/.ed by the regulations of our Poor-

law,* ami may be unknown even by name at tlie Cen-

tral Boaril. iMost respectfully, but most earni-stly, do

we ask for it their coiisidera' ion. To it is attributed

by M. Demetz a large measure of that success in re-

c'aiming the young which has made his noble institu-

tion an exemi>Iar to the whole world. Shall we be
satisfied to aihieve le&s (or pauper ehddren in England
than is accomplished f)r criminal children in France?
Mettray has converted to useful citizens 94.47 percent,

of the youths she has restored to liberty. Let us strive

to show no less fair a return for all we expend in

money, time, and care on our c.hihlren of the State I

"We conclude with a summary of the priiiciples

proved, we submit, in the foregoing pages.
" 1st. Our poor-law im[)lies a right to aid from the

State in all ineapaWe of supporting themselves.
"2 1. The State, in granting such aid, obtains a cor-

relative rontiol over the ncipieuts.
" .jd. The vast pow.r she thus lakes to herself Jur-

nishes her with means for the reduction of pauperism
which her own interests, apart from higher motives,

rcTuler it imp rative on her to employ.

"4th. The-e means lie, a^ regards the young, in so

training them as to impart the d'sire and the capacity

for self-support.

"5th. One condition essential to this end is their

complete separation from adults of their own class,

—

such separation being impo sible where the school

forms part of the same building with the workhouse.
" 6th. That must be the best method of training

children which is appointed by Nature,—namely, under
family intluences; and when artificial methods are em-
ployed, they should be made to approach the model as

closely as iiossible.

"7th. The method practised in our Pauper Schools

is contrary to that established by Nature; and fnils

signally in producing good results.

"Sth. The ' family .system,' as pursued in Industrial

Homes, and as still more precisely f)nowed in •board-

ing-out,' while it secures separation from adult pau-

pers, conforms, as nearly as pracical obstacles permit,

to the course pres:;iibeil l\v Nature herself.

'•9th. Its success has been proved by long and varied

experience.

The general rules for the care of abandoned children

in France are, in their majority, those laid dowu in the

decree of the Emperor Napoleon, of Jan. 19, 1811.

This important law is as follows :

—

1. The class of children whoss education is obliga-

tory for publi • charity, c unprises foundlings, abandoned
children, and orphans.

2. Foundlin-s are those whose parents are not known,
and who are jd ked up at any place, and are carried to

such institutions a-; are provided for tiieir reception.

3. Tiiese instititions must be provided wiih a turn-

ing box for their reception.

4. Every district (
" arrondissement " ) is to contain

at least one institution of that kind. The apparent age

of tlie new comers, peculiar marks and clothes, must
be recorded.

5. Abandoned chil Iren are those whose parents are

known, or who have been supported by strangers, and
finally abandonded.

* Enforcing superintendence and schoo'ing

* Has been rec<>snized since, as stated above, iii oar extracts from
Xl. William Anderson's bjok.
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C. Or[)lians are such as have neither father nor
mother, and no support wliatsoever.

7. New-born loundhngs are to have a country wet
nuise at once; until this can be done, they are to be
fed on the bottle, or nursed by a wet nurse in tlie in-

stitution.

8. The infants receive the necessary clothing-, and
reniaiu wilh the nurse until the termination of the sixth

year.

9. After the ^ixth year, they are apprenticed witli

agriculturists or mechanics. The price of boarding will

le leduced with every successive year until the twelftli,

when they will be at the disposal of tlie ^linister of

Naval aff;iirs.

10. Sickly and crippled children, who cannot be
boarded out, will be retained in tiie in.<titution, and em-
ployed with work to which their age enables them.

1 1. The iiospitals destined lor the reception of found-

lings are to find the expense of their clothes, food and
education, and of the general administration.

12. Four milhons of francs yearly are st-t a'ide for

that )un-pose. .Any deficit Avill be covered by the

gncral hospital and municipal fund?.

13. Wages cannot be paid except on the presenta-

tion of a certificate, as to the life of the nursling, of the

miyor of the community the infant is boarding in.

14. Twice a year an inspection is to be held by a

special commission, a physician, or the vaccinating sur-

geon.

15. FoundIing-5 and abandoned children are subject

to the supervison of the administration of the found-
1 ng hospitals.

16. The children being received and educated at the

expense of the comuKmwealth, are at the disposal of

the Empire. After the min'ster of Naval Affairs has
taken charge of them, the authority of the administra-
tion of the foundling hospitals terminates.

17. Afier thiir twelfth year, unless the Empire has

d'sposed of them, they are to be apprenticed somc-
whcre—the boys with mechanics or artists, the girls

with housekeepers, seamstresses, in shops or factories.

18. The apprentice agreements require money
neiiher for master nor apprentice. The master has a

chum on gratuitous service until the twenty-fifth year
of the apprentice

; the apprentice on board, lodging
clothes.

19. The agreement becomes null and void in conse-
quence of conscription into militaiy service.

2U. Such children as cannot be apprenticed because
of their state of health, nor find any place outside, are

retained inside the institution. For tliem S'-parate

shops are required.

21. The c'lildren cannot be reclaimed by their pa-
rents and returned to them, unless, if able, they refund
all the expenses incurred for the foundling. Such ob-
1 gations as the government has agreed to previously

c mnot be annulled by the f ict of reclamation.

22, 23. Pc'-sons who habitually abandon children,

and carry them to the foundling hospitals, are subject

to legal punisliment.

Still tlie special rules of admission of the foundlings

of Paris (our France) have been greatly changed from
what they were at the time of tlie indiscriminate receiv-

ing by means of the wheel (" tour"). A great many
qicstions are asked concerning the abandoned infant,

its parents, and the person presenting it, by a commis-
saiy of police.

1. Conccrrning the abandoned child: Name and sur-

name, place and date of biith, police bureau wiicre it has
been inscribed. Has it been baptized? At what church?
Legitimate or illegitimate? If the latter, is it acknow-
ledged by father and mother? If it is unknown, describe

clothes and particular marks; particular ciicumstances

connected with the abandoment.
2. Concerning the parents: Name, age, occupation,

place of birth, and present rcsiden(;e of the mother. Is

she married anl living with her husband? The latter's

name, age, occupation, place of birth and present resi-

dence? Jf .she is not married, does she give the name of

the father? If she does, wiiat are his name, ape, residence,

occupation, earnings or property? Is she abandoned or

supported by him? Does she live with him? Precise

time, reason, circumstances and purpose of the mother's

ai'rival at Paris. Where has she resided, and what has

she been engaged in for at least the last year? Papers,

letters, certificates to sustain her declaration. Has she

hei- own fuiniiure or not? Amount of the rent she pays?

What does she live on an<l wliat does she earn ? Has si;e

parents living? Their names, occupation, and residence?

Are they able and willing to support her? Has she chil-

dren besides the one she means to abandon ? What has

become of them? Is tliis the first she abandons? Has
she been advised not to abandon her infant, and has she

been given to understand that she may receive sup-

port for the purpose of rais'ng her child? H:!S jhe been
directed to the Central Office to obtain such support?

What answer lias she given ? Has she been told that she

Avill never know where her child will be, and that .she

will hear of it but once in three months? Has she been
told of ihe legal punishment offa'se declarations?

3. Concerning the person presenting the child: name
and surname, occupation and residence, circumsfanet s

inducing him (her) to present the child at the insti-

tution.

Unmarried mothers who express their willingness to

nuise their own infants, have a claim upon aid fi om the

public funds. Thus many nurs'ings have been retained

by them. This proceeding is l>y no means a new one,

inasmuch as, early as in the eighth century, Aichbishcp

Darthseus established tlie above rule in the newly
established foundling hospital at Milan. The Naiioral

Convention passed, on Ju'y 28th, 1793, a law to t':e

effect that every mother wno promises to care for her

own infant has a right to be aided by the community.
Th'S law was suspended by an act of December 17th,

1797, constituting general fmndling establishments,

and by the law of January 19th, 1811, directing tlie in-

stitution of fonndling hospitals with turning boxes

C tours"), and concealment of materni'y. Still, the rule

was again ^ubverted in favor of tiie mothers Avilling to

nurse their babies, and in consequence of the public

institutions becoming crowded. The plan has acted suc-

cessfully. In 1818, fifiy-two out of the eighty-s x
Departmen's of France, aAvarded the gratifications to

mothers. Thirty-four refused it. In these fifty-two, with

a population of 18,806,030, and with 44,970 motheis

aided in the above manner, there was one found-

ling to 420 inhabitants, and one abandonment to forty-

nine births. In the thirty-four, with a population of

15,328,845, and no aid to the mothers, there was one

foundling to 296 inhabitants, and one abandonment to

32 bii ths. The aid granted is by no means of the same
nature in all the cases. Some mothers are supported

until they can resume their occupation. Some are aided

with money for two years, the amount being half of

the legal boarding money of the foundlings. Some
are supplied wilh wet nurses, on the promise of refiuid-

ing the expense in installments. A great many moth( rs

who cannot keep their infants with them, and
still do not wish to give them up entirely, avail them-
selves of this facility.

Duties of nurses and keepers to the infants and the

administration :—The nur.ee is obliged, if she takes

charge of the infant before weaning, to wetnurse it, to
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provide a Pcpanito bed, nit to wean it liofore bfin>^

a.itliorizcd todosoby t'.ie pr.tpei mcclic il oIlicT, to have
it vacciiiati'd, it' vac •iiiatloii has iuitl»erii pi-i runnel lic-

fori.', witiiiii throe tnoiitlH, but not, witliin the (i^^!t tliri'c

weck^ after receivin'; tlir infant; to notify the imdieal

officer in ease siie falls sick or get'* pre;»nant, a:id, in

casi the infant is taken Iroin her within the first montli,

for any reason whatsoever, to be responsible for the

corrcs'iondin},' amount of her wat^'-s. she having been
prepaid for the inoiit'.i when the infant le!t the hospital

for the country.

Duties of nurses and kcepeis, from w.'aning to the

fourteenth year:—To providi; a aejiarate be 1; lo send to

cotninon soliool after tlie sixth year; to provide instruc-

tion in the first principles of religion ; to send to church
on Sundays and holidays; to notily tlie authorities with-
in twenty-four iiours, if elope i.

Duties of the same at every age:—Treat him (hei) with
mildness; notify the physician of any s'ckncss within
twenty-lour hours; on no condition leave lii.ii in charge
of another person without permission; ta'vc charge of

no otiier child without permi-sion ; look for a!l t!ie

neee-sitiesof thechild,a:ul for its clothes, etc.; theclothes
and linen given by the institution must be reserved for

his own use exclusively
; if the child is remanded by the

institution, deliver him and his property at the local

office ; notify the proper oflicer three months in advance
of any intention of returning the child; notify of death
within twenty-four hours, and return neck band and
property witiiin a week

;
present cliild and property any

time any of the authorities may require it; in case the
child's parents turn up, never correspond with them, and
inform the autlioritics; teach him a trade or agriculture;
never send him away without due notice to the autho-
rities; inform them of bad conduct; in case of elope-
mant afend to the necessary steps and inform the
authorities.

Duties of the administration towards the nurses and
keepers :—Regular payment, at their place of re^idence,
and within two tnonths alter the quarter lia=; elapsed,
of wages, gratilications, ami indemnities; dehvery of tlie

necessary clotlics in conformity with the law
;
gratuitous

m-^dical treatment and medicine for the child in case of
sickness; payment of an indemnity for tlie years in

which schooliijg is obligatory.

Extra remunerations are paid with every new lot

of clotlies delivered by the administration, lor keeping
the child regularly at school, for rciiular religious in-
s ruction, tov keeping him to his twelftli year, for
teaching him afterwards a trade or a:,Miculture.

The recognition of the infants sent to the country is

rendered possible by their wearing a neck band of a
certain description. It must be worn to iho sixth
year, when it is cut oflFand returned to the instit'ition.

Siokness may neoessita'e its removal, but iimler the
supervision of the me lical or other authority only.
In case of death, it has to remain until the olhcial in-
spection has taken place. No j)ayment is made when
the neck band is removed without authority. After
the sixtli year the descriptive list of the child is deemed
sufficient lor its recognition.

Reclamations are not very frequent In all France
it takes place once in 100 ca^es. But one out of ten
reclaimed children is legitimate. The majority of these
are boys. The number of reclamations amounted to
3,322 in 1851 ; 3,737 in 1852 ; 4,390 in 1853.

The institution " Dei Trovatelliall Anunnziata," at
Niplos, was founded in the thirteenth cenrury.

It is connected with an educa'ional establishment,
and costs annually 400,000 lire. The average number
of foundlings admitted yearly, by means of^he wheel

or turning-box, amounts to l,fiOO. The contrivanees

by which the motii'-rs or other depositors enabh; them-
selves lo reeogn ze the inlants at ^(m\r Itiiiire period,

are simple enough, and very miicli like those re-iorii d

to in Iion<l<)ii in those times when the old method of

receiving fiiundliigs was not yet abolished ; Iho moiies

of future recognition consist of broken coin-o, ver.si s

written on paper, et<,\ Every fiundling is given a

number, which is fastened to h'a ne.-k by a baml. At
Rome l.e has the sign of the cio.ss indehijly marked o:i

his log. The infant gets baptized within twenty-four
hours. Two are given in charge of one wet nurse,

who has tlie privilege of nursing but one after the

third month. Before 18G2, when the institution was
controlltd by the clergy, more rejard was paid to

baptizin.r than to feeding; three or four infant.s being

in charge of a single nurse. Sick infants get trans-

ferred to separate wards. A jiretty large number of

healthy inranis is retained in the inst tution besi<les; in

18G5 there were from 220 to 2:50. They get nursed 15

or 18 months, and aie entrusted to nuns in an ad-

joining Imildit)'.; for fuitiier care. There a:e many
women in Nipl 's who are very desirous of receiving

fouiidlings for wet nursing gratuitously, altliough they

arelimitel tothisoiienu:-sliug, and, moreover, controlled

and superintended by tlu; institution. Undoiibteilly

they mean to prevent prignancy by protracted nursing.

Thirty-si'Ven per cent of the nurslings are cared for in

this manner, 19 percent, are paid for (in the first year
about one and a half d-Uar, in gold, per month), aiid

140 per cent, are taken charge of by the jiarents.

Only about 12 per cent are reiurne I to the institution,

the rest are retained by those having them in charge.

Boys in particular are retained, as thev can be made
available after their sevenih year. Such children as

remain in, or are returned to ihe institution are trans-

ferred, when seven years old, into the orpiian a-yluin

(grau .staliilimento dei poveri). There they are

schooled and taught a trade. The girls have a right to

remain through life-time ; may leave, however, when
of ag^, resigning their claims upon the institution.

After their .seventh year they learn the elements and
handiwork, work in common in large rooms, especially

on sewing—two-thirds of their eainings belong to the
institution. But few of these girls get married. In
the foundling institution of Florence every healthy
infant is farmed out. Ewry nursling pays ten francs a
montii ; those who raise a boy to his eighteentii, or a
girl to her twenty-fif.h year, are remunerated with an
extra gratiilcation of 58 francs. The girls are given
2:55 francs when they get married ; there were li-om

1855 to 1"^G5, 1,403 who obtained t'lis sum. In the

same period 22,S04 infants we;e transferred to the in-

stitution. Mortahty was as follows:

Halen, _ Females,
per cc. per ct.

In the first year of life 31.03 2S.(58

In the second year of life 17.03 18.79

In the third year of life l.OS 0.91

There were in the kingdom of Italy (1867), 83
foundling institutions, beside a number of small insti-

tutions in smal towns, viz., rooms in which a wet
nur.ee is waiting for and on the newcomers, who are

transferred at once into the charge of proper officials.

Where funds are insufficient for the purpose the town
is responsible. The average number of foundlings left

in charge of the institutions, from 1863 to 18(j6,

amounted to 33.222, viz.. 3.85 per cent of the whole
number of births. Of illegitimate births there were
but 1.23 per cent besides. Thus the number of illegiti-

mate births is greatly les than in Germany or France.
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Nor onglit it to be overlooked that jiait of these

33,222 loumllings are legitimate children.
|

At Konie the rouiidling institution is connected witii
!

the large institution for the sick and poor, "Lauto
Spiritu." The mode ol" admission is as easy as at

Naples.
Very lew babies are retained in the institution, usually

but Go or 70, antl these are sick ones. When fai nied out,

the infant under a year pays one scudo (one dollar),

iVom tlie second to the tenth year three-quarters of a

scudo. With people wlio mean to retain the children

beyond that time, special agreements aie made; girls

\vho do not find proper employment are at liberty to

return. From 1830 to lS4(t, the average number of

foundlings was S34-, from 1800 to 18G5 it amounted
to 1,116. A large portion of those given in charge of

the institution are born in wedlock. Dr. Erhard, a

practitioner at Rome, told me that the delivery of

their oll'spring to the foundling institution by their

parents was quite common. As a rule, the mother, or

more frequently the father, would carry the baby
fowards the capital from any part of the territory in a

basket, on top of the head. In certain way stations a

woman is appointed to nurse the baby, and every

oflBcial and most women of the neighborhood are able

and willing to direct the carrier and his living freight.

The annual reports of the foundling institutions ot St.

Petersburg for lb57 and 1865, yield some very interest-

ing facts. The foundling institutions consist of the

following establishments :

—

I. The department of the nursery, with offices, re-

sidences of officers, and attendants, etc.

II. Twelve country districts to which the children

are sent in behalf of their education.

III. An hos})ital in city for the crippled and incurable.

IV. A country place being the summer residence

of legitimate chiidren. Infants are aduutted any hour
by day or night, with the exception of such as suffer

from smallpox or have passed the first year. Of chil-

dren older than a year, only such are admitted as are

found iu the streets or presented by the police. The
inspector in wa ting takes the necessary notes con-
cerning the age of the infant, and religion, but on noth-

ing else. Within six weeks it may be reclaimed, but
alter this time it belongs to the institution. The num-
ber of tlie foundlings in 1864, r;mounted to 6.181 ; the

legitimate children, 422. Of the children, 3,276 males,

3,327 females, 1,329 died, viz., 21.1 per cent. Of
those 5,971 entering the mstitution within the year,

the mortality Wiis, 22.1 per cent. A large majority of
the infants admitted were in their first week. 55 were
admitted in moiibund condition.

The foundling hospital of Moscow admitted from
1862-1864,35,387 infants (male 17,446; female 17,941).

In the same time the immber of deaths amounted
to 10,008 (male 5,278, female 4.730). Many were
moribund when admitted, thus 521 died iu the very
first hour. The average mortalitv was, in 1862, 30.78

;

1863, 27.38; 1804, 2(J.G0 ; total average, 28.28 per
cent. The largest number which can be accommodated
ill the institution is, or ought to be, 650. The smallest

number ever present in these three years was 708, the

largest 1,386. The wet nurses are selected IVom tliose

offering their services. Of 57,206 applications, 34,209
Avere found available. Thus there were 1,088 wet
nurses less than infonts. This disproportion, though
by no means anything like what we are in the habit of
seeing in our country, is t he result of the system through
which they are obtained. Tiie twenty thousaml wo-
men confined in the Vienna and Prague lying-in hospi-

tals are admit; ed on the promise of serv;ng four months

in the foundling hospital when required. Thus there

are always a sufficient number of nurses in readiness

for the newborn and foundlings until tlu-y are trans-

ferred to private parties iu the country.

The rules and regulations, mo;^t'y old, to a .Mnaller

portion pro])osed in the course of last si.nnner, of the

foundling institute of Lower Austria (at Vienna), are

the following:

—

QMie object of the foundling hosjjital is to procure to

those illegitimate children who are admitted, an equiva-

lent of maternal care, without regard to religious per-

suasion, and to preserve the reputation of the mothers
as nmch as possible. As far as the interest of the insti-

tution will permit, it has to supply the medical profes-

sion with vaccine virus, to instruct young
| hysicians

in vaccinating, and to supply the public with reliable

wet nurses.

Requirements for admission are the declaration of

the community to which the infant or mother belongs,

of the religion, and the proof of the ini'ant being ille-

gitimate in case permanent admission is wanted. Ad-
mission is either permanent or temporaiy

,
gratuitous

or not. Admission is free for those infants who have
been born in the lying-in asylims, but had to be
transferred to a hospital because of sickness; excep-
tionally also for those whose mothers intended to ai-k

for admission in the said lying-in asylums, but were
confined before they expected to be so. In very rare

cases, illegitimate children of those mothers are re-

ceived who have been confined outside the clinical

lying-in asylums. The other parts of the empire are

liable to refund the expenses for those children whose
mothers do not belong to Lower Austria, or to take

charge of the infants if or when they are fit to be
transported.

Admission, non- gratuitous, is granted to all illegiti-

mate children born outside the asylums, or in the pa}'-

ing departments of the same. Temporary non-gratui-

tous admission is granted, when the mothers were
received in the lying-in asylum alter their confinement.

Payment is required from the relatives or townships of

the mothers, or when the mothers of legitimate or

illegitimate children have fallen sick or died.

Maternity is kept secret, the name of the mother be-

ing known to the authorities only, with the exception

of those cases in which the other provinces are liable

to pay the expense incured by the admission and rear-

ing of the infant, or where the child has to be trans-

ferred to its own province after the normal term of ten

years
; or where the child wants imformation con-

cerning its family, after the eighteenth year of life, or

in case of courts of justice inquiring for information.

On no other condition, except on presenting the cer-

tifica e of admission in the hands of the mother, is any
information given. The institution takes charge of tl.e

child until the tenth year. The individual villages and
towns are responsible after this period.

The children are kept and raised cither inside the

institution or outside. Inside the institution the in'ant,

is to have a wet nurse. Therefore, every AAoman
obtaining free admission to the lying-in asylum, is

bound to serve as wet nurse during a period of four

months or less, if her child dies. During that time, as

a rule, the nurse has her own child ; in case of particu-

lar fitness, she will have to nurse two infants, never
more. The women, moreover, are obliged to work on
the premises.

Children with contagiou'5 eruptions are transferred to

an hospital. Such muses as take particular pains with
an additional child, l)es:de their own, have a claim upon
an extra gratification. Outside the premises of the
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institution, care ought to be tftken t!iat, if possiblf,

luollier anil cliild bo not separated. For tliin reason,

the ch 111 is to be Inislcil either to its own mother, or

to sujli reliiliv.'s or friemls a^ ar^; »lo-i}?iiafetl l)y iier, or

to stranj^er^ s-lected by her. I'ndfr etiual circutnstau-

ces, breast-milk is preferred to artificial ffedin^'; in

CJist' tlie former is declared an absolute necessity by tiie

physician, or if the party live in Vienna, or at some
other pl.ice equally unfavoralile, jiarties with breast-

mdk oidy aro acci'jitcd. Wlu-n the mollier his no
rei.'ouiun-ndation to nuik'^ concerning the future abode
of her child, it is selected by the physi>ian or director of

the institution. 8tranf,'ers expectinj,' to take cliarge

of an inf.uil have t) present certificates on their gene-

ral cliaracti^-r, their circumstance^, etc. ; mothers retain-

in,' their children have to prove tlieir domicile and give

information of any moving'. Such parties as are kno« n
tj be particularly trustwoitliy ami att<'ntive, may be
pjrmilted to take charge of several cliildrcn ; but these

must be of different ages and t^exes, to prevent mistakis

a? to identity. The determination of the time when the

infant is to leave the institution depends on the physi-

cian or director. Board is 54 Austrian florins |)cryear.

iJL'sidea, there is a quarterly premium of three florins for

t le lirst two years. SupenntendcncH of the infant is

enirusted to the mother and relative-, in Vienna, and
ih J other large cities an authorized physician; in the

country, the authorities and benevolent ass )ciations.

Tiie foundling is removed from under the care of a

party when the said party, promising; to raise an infant

0:1 the breast, resorts to artificial feeding; wlicn the

p ircies are known to treat and feed the chil 1 badly, or

when they live in injuiious places; and furt'.;er, wlien

the ch Idrcn are found in the charge of other persons

t'laii those to whom tiicy have been given in charge.

In this latter case the courts of justice may inquire into

the reasons for such transfer. Every motlier has a

eiaim upon her child any time she means to do without
tie help of the institution ; as long as the child is in the

cliarge of the institution, the proper authorities are its

legal patrons. Wet nurses cannot be p.-rmitied to

a.-cept a private place unless they have served two
months in the institution. A wet nurse can be
exchanged but once, and within a week only.

A Imissions in the foundling ho-pital, Vienna:

—

.6,278 died before the end of 10th year.1«10,
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According to Farr, of 392,224 cliildren born in En<^-

land in 1S()7, there died before the end of their lirst year
G5,4G4, viz., 1G.69 per cent. According to the reU-
piously con.^cicntions Trof. Ritter, of Prague, the mor-
tidity during the first year, of legiliruate and illegitimate

children, horn ahve in 1S55-GI was 25.30 per cent, in

the Austrian empire. In Hungary alone, in 18G2-()r),

24.95 per cent. In Berlin, according to Chammisso,
the mortality of all the infants bom alive from ISIG to

1841, was 22.7 percent, up to the end of the first year,

33.5 of the third, 3G.9 of the fifth. The rate waslower
in 18J2-1SG0, but in 18G1-GG it was 28.4 per cent, up
to the end of the fiist yrar. In the following years it

did not increase, and was even le-s in the fourth and
fifth.

According to the Thirty-first Annual Report of the

Registrar- General of Births, Deaths, and Alarri.-igcs in

EnJ^land, abstracts of I8G8. London,—1870 :

The death-rate amongst 100 infants boin alive in

England was in 18G8:

—

M. F. Total.

Within the first twelve montlis.... 1(5.8 14.7 15.5

At l-:i years 5.2 5.1 5.19

From 0-5 years 27.5 24.7 25.

G

The percentages of deaths within the first year of

life, in projicrtion to the number of total deaths, have
been, according to Wappseus, in

Ireland 1 845-1854. £8. 80
Bavaria 1835-1850. 3G.31
Saxouy 1834-1849. 3G.20
Austria 1849. 27.39
Rus.sia 181G. 1825, 1834, 1849. 2G.31
Sardiuia 1828-1837. 20.22
Tuscany 1 852-54. 25 . 7

1

Netherlands 1848-53. 23.90
England 1850-54. 23.49
England 1834-44. 22. OG
Sweden 1841-50. 23.14
Denmark 1845-54. 21.55
Holstein 1 845-54. 19. GO
Norway 1 84G-55. 1 9. 05
Belgium 1841-50. 18.77
France 1853 17.70
Hanover 1853-55. 17.61
Sleswig. 1845-54. 1G.90

In all the above countries, there were in the periods
mentioned, altogether 15,204,185 deaths. Of these
there were 3,887,094 deaths of children born alive who
did not reach the end of their first year. Thus the
proportion of the infant mortality under a year to the

total mortality is 25.57 to 300. Besides, there are 4.75
per cent, of still-born; thus a total mortality, still-born

included, under a year of 30.32 per cent.

Ill the above countries and peiiods, 20,046,144 chil-

dren were born alive. Thus of .-ill the children born
alive, 18.83 per cent, did not reach the end of their first

.year.

The mortality of the second up to the fifth year is

much less. The deaih-rate I'i.i proportion to the totiil

deaths) is 15.03 per cent. Thus, of all the deaths in

t!ie above cuun tries and periods the rate up to the fifth

year amounts (including still-born) to 45 per cent.

A comparative table, taken from Oesterlen, exhibit.^

the foUowmg figures relating to the mortality of the

fiist five years.

Of 100 children born alive, died, in

0-1 year, still-born 1-5 year. 0-.5 years.

Iniluded.

Bavaria, 1835-51 32.81 7.71 40.52

Sardinia 22, G8 13.86 3G.54
Prussia 22.07 11.86 33.93
Netherlands 23.10 10.44 33.54

0-1 year, still-born

iiii-ludcd.

Belgium 19.44

France, 1853-54 20. 13

England 19.29
Holstein 17.91

Denmark 18.60

Sweden 18.43

Norway 14.91

Average i;0.85

1-5 year. 0-5 years.

12.80
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In Brcslau:

—

IMS
M. K. Tot.

i-<tr....."ii7 2.!« n.'ii

i:U'i:...4.-ii 2.4:j «.I7

In Vienna:

—

M.
n.m
•i.tiii

1H6ff

Y. Tot. M.
H.75

1807
K. Tot.
a.fii s.v>i

5.51! 4.KS

lllci;-

is<;9.

M.
•I.lill

J.Sl

F.

3.M-2

4.32

Tot il

•1.21

4.IU)

Beside?, the preater niortaiiiy amongst illegitimate

•hihlrcn horn alive is an esiablislied fact. The same
au=es act botli upon the fa'tu< and the born children.

'l"hore dieil in Of 100 loptirantc. Of 100 illcgitimnte.

30.:]

2:5. G

30.2
36.8
33.9
24.8
42.2
38.3
33.8
35.1
28.9
32.5

A very careful ta'ile is the following, prepared by
Trof. Kilter, of Praoue.

Deaths at Piague, 18G8, of 100 born alive :—

Lpjitimate. Illegitimate. Tota'.
yinU: 1 ciiinle. Tottl. Mule. Female. Total. Male. Female. Total.

Franee, . . .
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The average mortality of infants under a year is 16 in

80 of the de,iartmeiits of Norniaiidy, and 75 amongst
all France.

The mortality of all the new-born in France is 16
per cent, up to the end of the first year, according to

the oOicial investigations of I leuschling. Compare w^ith

this per ci-ntage tlie following table containing the mor-
tality of childi't-n less than a year old in four districts of

the department d'Enre et Loire.

1851. 18.5.5. 1550. 1857. 1858. 1859. Average.
Chartres 30.32 25.33 3;i.S6 23.88 23.43 29.31 25.()3

Chatenuclun.. .36.-16 30.59 39.-16 30.38 28.49 36.40 30.38
Drenx 3;118 2~.32 23.1T 31.95 24.90 35.21 2T.62
Nog. le Rotron 51.67 56.53 47.30 59.(6 50 42 43.00 5133

And further, remember the fact that the mortality of

the intants born in these districts is much less than this

average, tiius rendering the average mortality of the

little Parisians sent in charge there much more fearfiil.

We can easily understand, then, the following results of

official investigations.

Of the infants sent out by the "general direction of

nursed children," and completely watclied, the mortal-

ity under a year is 17 per cent., but 1 per cent, more
than the above average mortality.

Those sent out on the same conditions, by private

ofiBces, and not watched, exhibit a mortality of 42.

The '' assisted " infants of Paris, sent out by the

above " general direction," on the same conditions, but

always in poor health, the mortality is 55.

Amongst the foundlings of the department " Eure et

Loire," which are bottle-fed, and frequently many by
one woman, the mortality is from 60 to 75.

Thus, the difference in the care taken of and the food

given the little ones, gives rise to a difference of from
17 to 75 per cent, in their mortahty. As absolute ne-

cessities, Mr. Husson urges the shortening of the stay

of the infants at the general hospital, and their transfer

to the country, by means of doing away with many ad-

mini-^trative formalities. Further, to omit vaccination at

such early period of life, and just before starting, and
to increase their comfort while traveling. He urges it

the more, as the foundlings form more than one half of

the assisted children, altogether 2.03 per mille of the

whole inhabitants of France.

Mortality at Bordeaux in 1,000 children born alive:

—

Age.
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children was by no means small, it being 48 in IS'iO.

It still contiiiiKHl risiiij:, bein>; i'A in LS(»3, iifler Prof.

Loeschner, a celrbrateil physician anil hmnanitarinn,

insisted npon roniovinj,' ihe inlant-s to the country.

His error consisted in looking lor the cau.-ic of licallis

in the crowded condition ol tlie house only. Thus, a

smaller number remained, but tin- proportion of the

wet n\uses remained tlie same—and eonseqiieiitly the

mortality aUo. The infanus sent away were in iheir

majority puny, feeble, almost moribund, and swi lied

the avenipe rate of mortality. It reijuired some y ears

belbre the ellects of the former mismanagement could

be extinguished.

Lnst in order, not least, is the question where found-

lings ought to be raised—in institutions, or private

famihes ?

Places inhabited by many cau never yield an atmos-

phere as fu for breathing,' as well-kept jirivate residences.

Moreover, yoimg infants, in eonsequencc of tlieir deli-

cate constitution, and their not producing vital warmth
by physical exercise, are conlined to the house and

room during the greater part of tlie year and day.

Besides, oflonsive admixtures to the atmosphere of

rooms in which many children are living cannot be

avoided. Even the institutions in which adults are

kept, suffer from the same influences, to such an extent

that not unfrcquently the very entrance into such a

place is a guarantee of imminent disease, and portions

of hospitals have sometimes to be closed. Alvine dis-

charges and urine contaminate the air of infants'

wards to a considerable degree. From th'S som-ce

originate the numerous cases of poor sanguification,

and of constitutional diseases, such as rickets, scrofula,

etc., even typhoid fever and scurvy ; from this source

comes part of the really immense mortality of foundling

hosjdials. Whenever the attempt is made to correct

this cause of disease and.death, you will find that this

attempt is punished at once. Ventilation is never

complete except by opening windows. To relieve the

wards of their unbearable stench—I advise you to

visit a large, fine-looking, wh.tewashed, clean ward in

a foundiiug hospital, in a nursery and child's hospital,

at 6 A.M.—you open the window, and in come the

enemies of mucous membranes—intestinal catarrh,

entero-colitis, bronchial catarrh, pneumonia. Of 88

deatiis in the Nursery and Chil i's Hospital, New York,

more than 40 are due exclusively, or pariially, to pneu-

monia. These facts have been the causes of the

universal changes in the rearing of the infants left

on the hands of society in all Europe. At present, the

former ibundling institutions are nothing but depots

for tempoiary admission, and speedy distribution about

the ct)untry.

There may be drawbacks, also, as far as private

boarding is concerned. But where, in such an indi-

vidual case, or a number of individual cases, changes

are required, they are easier to make than in institu-

tions, which, as a rule, are more than comlbrtably filled.

Even if tlie feeding is the same in private boarding

and public institutions, the results are more favorable

in the former category. That a baby should live and

thrive on artificial food, in a private family, is by no
means a rare uccurrence. Every attentive person,

every medical man, has ample op[)ortunilie8 for such

observations. That, however, bottled-fed babies in a

public instiiution should survive, is a rare exception.

In the wards of infants' hospitals everywhere tlie

receiving of a bal y in the purely bottle-fed depart-

ment is acknowledged by all as amounting to a sentence

of slow death. Moreover, the only article of food

without which a baby could not be kept alive, viz.,

milk, can be more regularly procured by the poorest

country woman than by the richest and most eircum-
specl iuHtitntion.

Be.Mides, the niirsei of institutions having charge of

a nund>er of infants at once, by day and by night, are

very apt to, and surely will, lo-e the self-sacrificing

patience and the everlasting attetiiion wiiich are abso-

lute requisites for the sustenance of a young human
being.

A task that requires all the holy instincts, the self-

imiiielating, reslK-ss care of maternal love, is left some-
limes in the hands ofcorrupt, lazy,wh.ms;cal,or malicious

women, who make it their business to neglect their

business, and are womanly and moiherly only as far

as they are so anatomically. It is much moie probable

tiiat the poorest country woman who takes charge of a
society's child, under the superintendence of the

|>roper authority, under the eyes of her neij^hbons, and
witli motherly feelings developed in the poorest one
bound in marriage and family ties, will succeed in

saving a nur-ling from certain death.

A further reason why infimts .should be raised in the

country, even uinler equal circumstances, is the statis-

tical fact that they will thrive better. Of lOU children

born alive, there died before the fifth year:

—

In cities. In country. DifTcrence.

France.... 18."5:V.')4 35.09 2HM 7.13

Hollimd...lsj0-'.-»4 30.25 28. UO 7.35

Sweden l«51-55 38.80 24.50 14.30

Denmark.. 1850-54 21). 00 22.08 0.98

Sleswick ..184.5-'54 27.42 23.42 4.(J0

Hol.stem...lM5-'54 29.92 25.29 4.03

Saxony ...1.^47-' 49 39. «8 30.22 3.00

Hanover. ..18o4-'55 28.70 20.47 2.23

Prussia...-.1849 30.02 29.47 0.55

Average 33.00 27.28 0.32

Of 100 deaths, of all ages, in England, there were

—

Up to the end Uji l« the end
of second year. of u-nth year.

In all England 31.58 44.91

Cities with 100,000 inhabitants

or more 35.12 51.39

Cities with less than 20,000 31.49 4(5.79

Manufaeturiuy couutrj' districts. 35.30 4-5.90

Agricultural districts 24.33 35.40

Mr. Husson urges even the shortening of the pre-

liminary stay of the foundlings at the cential depot,

although a number of wet nurses are kept there, and
wan'-S them transferred to the country insianily.

If any further proof was required, it might be
found in the contribution of one of the members of

the undersigned committee, who reports as follows :

—

" He has, during several years past, assigned a fiew

ladies, having comfortable and eligible homes in the

outer parts of—and some of them completely out of

—

the city ot Rochester, in caring tor children that ordi-

narily would have been placed in charge of a wet
nurse, could .such have been found. Tlie difliculty in

securing good and rehable nurses has induced many
mothers and fathers in moderate circumstances to

place their infants as boarders with these matron
women, some of whom will care for from four to six

children. He has thus provided for many motherless
young children, with such results as to justify him in

continuing this course. There is no foundling hospital

in that district. Five or six years ago one was attached

to the St. Maiy's Hospital of that city, but was soon
abandoned. In the 'Kochester City Hospital,' with
which he has been long connected, repeated efForts
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have been made to have such a dcpartmL'ut instiLuted.

He has always oppo-ed it."

THE FOUNDLING ASYLUM OF TUE SISTKRS OF CHARITY IN

THE CITY OF NEW YOKlv.

Of the Foundling As3dnm of tlie Sisters of Chanty in

the city of New York we can give but fu\v statistics,

inasmuch as uothing is known concerning that Institu-

tion, except what lias been published in a report of its

doings, from its opening, Oct. 11, 1S()9, to Oct. 1, 1871.

The tables given on pages 10 and 11 of that Report
being very incomplete, your Committee has tried to

obtain some more detailed statistics from the officers or

the books of the institution, in order to lay the results

of their examination before the State Medical Society.

One of your Comtiiittee applied, for this purpose, to one
of the lady superintendents, and was told " that there

were no records, except those kept by the physic'an of

the Institution, who had a part of his books at the

Asylum, and a part at his own house." Requested to

reconunend thai these books be laid open to examina-
tion, the lady referred j'our applicant to a reverend
gentleman known as the superior of the Institution.

lie, in turn, stated that he had " personally " not the

slightest objection to such an examination of the books,

but that before deciding whether or not to permit it, he
must think the matter over. Your Committee then
applied to the attending physician of the Asylum, in

the following terms

:

" Dr. Reynolds, 29 West Fourteenth street, N. Y. :

" Dear Sir :—As I am about reporting to the State
Medical Society on Foundling-, Foundhng Hospitals,

etc., for which purpose I have also availed myself of the

statements and llgures contained in the Report of tiie

Catholic Foundling Asylum, as lately published, I take

the liberty of hereby requesting you to permit me to

look over your official records.
" Sister Irene has stated to me that the only complete

records are kept by the Physician of the lustiiution,

and Father Starrs says he has no objection to my so

doing; still he has not given any direct permission,

evidently reserving his final decision for further consid-

eration or your consent.
" By informing me it^ when and where you will con-

sent to my inspection of the records of the Catholic

Foundling Asylum, you will greatly oblige,
" Yours, most respectfully,

" Dr. Jacobl
" 110 West Thirtv-fourth street.

Jan. 29, 1872.''

The answer we received, after a little delay, was the
folloAving

:

" 29 West Fourteenth Street.
" Dr. a. Jacobl

" Sir :—The official records of the Foundling Asylum
of th» Sisters of Charity are in the possession of the
authoritii s of the Asylum. I refer you to them.

" Respectfully yours,
" J. B. Reynolds."

After receiving this letter, Ave called on the Superin-
tendent and Treasurer, Sister Irene, referring her to the

above letter, and roquestiiig her to permit us to exam-
ine the books, repeating to her, at the same time, the

meaning and object of our request. She said she could
not do so without first conferring with the other officTS

of the Institution, and that she would send an answer
speedily. That answer read as follows :

.

"New York Foundling Asylum.
" Dr. Jacobi :

'' Dear Sir :—After consulting with tlie Directors of

our Institution, we see no reason to depart from our

rule in your case. The publi.shed Report contains an

accurate statement of all matters on which you are

interested.
" Yours, very respectfully,

"Feb. 3, 1872." "Sister Irene, Treasurer.

We must confess that we were not awaie that our

inteiest in Foun.lling Institutions, and in tliiy Fnundling

Asylum of the Sisters of Charity in particular, had been

exhaustively satislied by what the Report of 1871 was
willing to publish. And for that very reason, and for

the information of the State Medical Society, we thought

it of importance to look over the records of the Insti-

tution, in order to anive at the correct and complete

statistics which the tables on pp. 10 and 11 of the

Report do not yield, hoping tliat the same liberality

would be extended as it always has been by the Com-
missioners of Charities. The fact is, that the physician

who write-; the Report, himself states that the records

of the first year had been but indifferently kept

;

probably because, as he says on page 7,
" when the task

was undertaken, neither the Sisters nor the physicians

had any idea of its magnitude," and because ' the cares

and responsibilities incident to the rearing of infants

were new to the Sisters."'

The report, which is herewith submitted, informs us

Cp. 11) that "up to Oct. 1, 1871, 2,560 infants had been

left at the Institution; and of this number 1,:!77 were
received between Oct. 1, 1870. and Oct. 1, 1871." A
pretty careful report, as it appears, is given of the con-

dition upon entrance of these 1,377. But the principal

qu siion wliich arises in our mind is: How many of

those 2,560 infants left since Oct. 11, 1869, are alive

this very day? And the further question: Hnw
man v of the 1,377 children left between Oct. 1, 1870,

and Oct. 1, 1871, have lived any length of time after

the latter date ? and, " Hovv many Avill have lived to

see the end of tlieir first year ?
"

From the table (p. 11) we learn that 40 per cent, of

the 1,377 infants left, during the second year were alive

at its close, Oct. 1, 1871 ; 4 per cent, being reported

discharged, and 56 per cent, as dead. At all events,

as we have no statistics of the previous year, we have

no right to assume that such of tlie 1,377 admitted

during the year as were surviving at its close, will

every one live, and not go to swell t'.ie percentage of

yearly mor'alitv. It is safe to as^um^e that a large

number of those admitted during the year, especially of

those admitted at very early age, and living Oct. 1,

1871, have died since that date, or will die before

reacliing the end of their first year. If the records of

the last two years had been carefully kept, it would be

found, and if the records of the next year or two will

be correct, it will be found—that, following up every

single infant or child from its admis.'iiun to its discharge

or death, the rate of mortality given, 56 per cent., is

far below the truth. A slight mistake in the Recount

is also the following, if our way of cnmparing the living

with the dead is the correct one: Of the 1,377 there

are 51 discharged, which ought not be counted at all. Of
the remaining 1,326, 554 are alive, 41.7 per cent., and
the rest, 5"^.3 per cent., died according to the figures

of the report. As it is, and it Avould seem against

their wish, the manage "s of the Foundling Asylum of

the Sisters of Charity have been obliged to vv'ithdraw a

number of children from tiie bid influences of hospital

wards. They say they have been compelled to boaid

many babies out, "as the Asylum is too small to ac-
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As your Committee labors under peculiar difliculties

in having- nothing to lead thcni but one report, we again

direct your attention to some figures contained therein.

You will find tliat in the last yt-ar recorded there are

said to iiave been 1,377 admissions, and that there are

554 living. We may admit the latter, inasmuch as the

financial report slates (p. 16) that the City Compti-uller

paid to the Institution, as per capita allowance, $39,0S4.

67 from Oct. 1, 1870, to Oct. 1, 1871. The amount paid

by the city to this private charily being $8 monthly
for every child they take care of, that siun covers 4,885.

5 montiil}', or 407.67 annual boards. Thus, when we
take into account that thtreare a great many more
boards to pay in the last months for those who have

not yet had time to die, than in the former months of

tiie year, the figure is herewith assumed to be correct.

The low figure of $9,815, wliich has been paid by the

Comptroller from October, 1869 to 1870, when 1,173 in-

fants or children were received, proves one of two
things—either that the Comptroller did not pay through

all that time, or that but few babies lived loi.'g enough
to swell the expenditure on the part of the ciiy. How
many of the 1,173 received in the first year have sur-

vived, we do not learn ;
the books, as the report says,

have not been well kept ; but we do know, from the

report, that 2,560 hai-e been received in tiro years, and
554 are reported as surviving. Percentuf/e, it aj/pears,

according to
''

official'^ accounts, 21.64 (dice, and 78.36

dead.

If there should be a mistake, Avhich does not appear

to be probable, it is the fault of the report and the im-

possibility on the f)art of your Committee to obtain

further details.

There is one feature in the management of the Insti-

tution wiiich is favoralile—as it would seem, however,

(p. 5) against the wishes of the managers. Those in-

fants or children who have no room in the house are

boarded out. Thus, many are under the same or nearly

the same circumstances in which the offspring of the

poor die or thrive. The few ladies of the Institution

cannot possildy superintend those who are boarded out

except on those days when their nurses come with them
to get paid. Close supervision being an absolute ne-

cessity, although an impossibility under tltese circum-

stances, the many cases of poor, puny, ragged babies

seen in the public Dispensaries of the city by the at-

tending physicians, and supplied with certificates of

death by them, and with coffins and transportation by
the commissi. mers of charities, are easily explained. It

may also be, that the impossibility of a clo.se superin-

tendence, h"om want of help, has been the cause of the

boarding out of the infants in tlie city rather than in

the country. Very few indeed, are sent to country

homes.

The mortality rates of the Infants' Hospital at Ran-
dall's Island do not look promising; on the contrary,

they are bad in proportion to the poor condition m
which the infants are received, and the numerous and
well-known drawbacks, principally consisting in the

diflSculty of obtaining proper help, that, institution is

suffering from. The admissions in 1809 amounted to

1.278, al an average of age 4 months and 14 days. Thus

the earliest period of life has but few representatives.

Of the -606 admiited in the first half of 18G9, but 17 re-

mained in the house in Feb. 1870. Their average age,

when admitted, was 6 months and 19 days. Their

average time in the hospital was 7 months 25 days. Their

average ages at that time was 1 year 2 months and 14

days. Of the rest, 227 were discharged at an average

age of 12 months 21 days. They had been admitted

at an average age of 10 months 23 days, and remained

in the hospital but 1 month 28 days. 362 deatlis took
place. The average ages, when admitted, were 3

months 2 days; at death 4 mouths 11 days; and their

average stay in hospital but 1 monih 9 days.

Recapitulation for that period : Total, 606. Deaths,

362; discharges, 227; remaining, 17.

But let us look over a number of years to obtain

more elaborate statistics. In the Infant lIosi)itul,

W;ird's Island and Randall's Island, since the suuuner
of 1869, there were total admi-sions of infants, either

with or without thviir mothers, and including always
those who remained from previous years:
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Tliesc figures lenve a balance of 240 living children

in four yeais. a-* iibove, anil yield ihe lowest rate of
mortiility, thai of last year, (li'^cliart/e.t not counted^ as

ainMuntiiig to S.'j.S per cent., the percentage; of tho=e

remaining alive to 14.2.

This low percentage i.« parliciilarly due to the fact, that

a certain number of the inmates of the Institution were
fouiuliings, in the rea! meaning of the term, and had to

be raised on nitificial fo >d. We have before ns thn

names, etc., of tliese iiifant-s, as admittol in 18G8, 1SG9,

and 1870. Tiieir number amounts to 231. Of tt'e.«e,

as many as 17 were returned to their mothers after a

short period; 19 weit- adopted and 195 died, proving
the absoUite fatality of their condition.

The Comm'ssioners of Charitii-s. under who.'^e super-

intendence the institution on Randall's Island is admin-
istered, deserve the credit of never attcn)pting to conceal
tlie fact*—their own reports .spi-ak volumes—and of try-

ing their be^t eQbrts. They iiave employed as many
wct-nnises as they could obtain, have in)proved tlieir

buildin?, tried to provide elfective midioal and other
help, and have finally succeedv'd in reducing the death-

rate, and, as the fi.nires of the reports will .sliow, to

pro'ong life. Still, they are aware tiiat their be.-^t ef-

forts in fhi' old methods have been greatl}'^ unavailing,

and h.ive frequently followed the advice of their medi-
cal board and house pliysii-ian.

The printed minutes of the Commissioners of Public
Charities an<l Correction, of last year, contain a propo-
sition to make preparations for boarding out babies,

Stibniited by tlse >Iedical Board of the Infant Hospital,

Randall's I*Iand. The Commissioners have, we believe,

deferred further action only in cons quence of the ne-
cessity of keeping up all tlieir numerous charities, and
from their fear ol'not beingcapable ofmeeting a momen-
tary increase of expenses. But lately a paper was pre-

pared,which was intended to be circulated over the signa-

tures of the Commissioners, containing simdar propo-
sitions. It is but right to say, that they considered the

publication impracticable at that moment, but approved
of and endorsed all iis contents. One of your Committee
has requested ami obtained permission to publish it, and
has done so in an Address to the Medical Society of the

County of New York, which has appeared in the Janu-
ary number of the New York Medical Journal. It is

wrifen in the form of a letter, which was to be dis-

triliuted among such persons as are mentioned in it,

and, wit'i its remarks and suggestions will explain it-

self. It reads as follows

:

''Dear Sir: Your special attention is herewith di-

rected to the claims of a class of destitutes who, as they
are helpless, are the moe deserving of tiie sympathy of
the just and benevo'ent. In their behalf the Com-
mis,sioiiei8 of Charities and Correction have tried to
improve the methods of supportin::', raising, and educat-
ing, have built costly edifice^, and gladly availed them-
!-elves of any advice their medical boards could afi'ord

them. Sii 1, the resulrs of their efforts are far from be-
ing satis'actory, and, after careful cm^ideration of the
d.fficulties to be overcome, and the aims to be reached,
the undersigned request you to give your attention to
the following remarks, and to lend your valuable aid in

furthering their endeavors.
" The class of destitutes in question are the foundlings

and abandoned infants, amounting to the number of
about three thousand a year in the city of New York.
Their claims have been so well acknowledged of late,

and the pubUc at large have become so conversant with
the humane and political aspects of their case, that a
number of associations have been formed for the pur-
pose of either raising them or educating those who
survive.

"From a report laid before them by the medical
board of their Infant Hospital, which admits vearly

about 1,200 or 1.40i» of these (h>titute.s, we gather the

fearfiil and enil)arias-ing fact, that infants collected in

large institution-:, of the best nygrnic designs, with the

most careful dietetic and medical rare, will die in large

numbers. This immense mortality is particularly great

in earliest infancy. Of 47 death.s in New York city

under five years, 39 occur under two years, and as

many as 30 under one year; the mortality of aban-
doned children under the charge of public or private

authorities is still larger. The very acenmulation of
infants under one roof, the scarcity of breast-milk ob-
tained, the difiicultv of securing competent nursing for

a large number of infants, the ravages of contagious
diseases, the poisoning by deleterious exhalations and
excretions, etc., are just as many obstacles to the health

and life of the yoimtr inmates of our public institutions.

The difficulties of raising infants in our institutions, and
of gathering a sufficient amount of breast-milk in them,
induce the undersigned to try a change with a part of
their inmates. A number of tlicm are to be given in

charge of responsible parties in the country surrounding
New York. The not unfavorable results of farming
out even in cities, when compared with the mortality

of institutions, encourage us lo hope that infants farmed
out in the country have a much greater certainty of hfe,

and a healthy future. And with regard to this plan,

we have herewith taken the liberty of sending you this

communication.
"We propose to farm a numberof babies out until they

hav3 reached the end of the third year. In particular J
cases, special arrangements may be made beyond that 'M

age.
" Babies who have no teeth are expected to be fed on

breast-milk exclusively. Such as have from two to

four teeth, on mixed tbod. Afterward they are to be
weaned according to such rules, concerning tiie feeding

of the children, as shall be laid down by the under-
signed or their medical board.

"A sinide party is to be intrusted with but one nurs-

ling. A medical examination only can decide whether,
in exceptional cases, a woman is fit to nurse two in-

fants. She may, however, obtain an older cliild in ad-

dition to tiie nursling.
'• She must either be married or a widow, or very well

recommended. She must have plenty of bieast-milk

for the nursling in charge, no matter whether she has
lost her own baby, or has sufficient nouri-^hment for

two (her own and the stranger). She mustbehedthy,
not destitute, not intemperate, and known to be indus-
trious, and not entirely dependent on the board paid
fi>r the nursling. She has to present a certificate from
responsible parties—physicians, clergymen, postmas-
ters, town authorities, or well-known citizens, eoncein-
ing the a'ove requirements, stating also how many
children she ha«, and how many s!ie has lost.

" The applications ofwomen who off'er to lake charge
of infants are made at the office of the Commissioners
of Charities and Correction. The depot of the babies is

at Randall's Island. The house-physician notifies ao
appUcant to call for her boarder. She has to call per-

sonally. Travelling expenses are refunded. The board-
money is ten dollars a month, to be paid semi-monthly,
monthly, or bi-monthly.

" Besi<les, we offer to pay twenty dollars to a party
with whom a boarder has been living for sixteen con-
secutive month.s, at the end of his second year.

" These are the outlines ofthe principal rul<s which, in

all probability, will govern the farming out of infants in

the country. We now apply to you, sir, and your
friends, for your opinion and cooperation. You can ad-
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vise us if, in your circle and neighborhood, the men in

standinpf and authority, as mentioned above, would be
found willini;' to help the cause ofliumanity and an en-
lightened political economy, by giving such eertificaies

as parlies would n>quire, by even encouraging a party
to serve herself and the public by taking charge of an
infant, and also by paying a certain amount of atleution

to the little one who has no mother but the connnu-
nity.

" The general superintendence will have to rest with
the medical board of the Infixut Hospital. Their house-
physician shall be entitled to provide for special inspec-

tion. Still, it will be of the utmost importance to in-

terest the public at large in tlie welfare of the found-
lings, particuL'irly the ladies, who, according to locali-

ties, miglit form connnitteesfor the purpose of watching
and superintending the foundlings and their nurses.

" You are respectfully re;)uested to give the foregoing
your attention, and to communicate to us your opinion
as to the feasibility of our plans; whether, in your
opinion, a certain number of women would be fit and
willing to charge themselves witli bringing up an aban-
doned infant in your neighborhoid, and whether your-
self or your friends, or their ladies, would be found
willing, by occasional inspection, etc., to aid our at-

tempts in raising infants, wiiose life is as valuable to

society as our duties towards them are clear.
"

This letter has not been sent out, but is simply given
as a contribution to the histoi-y of infant institutions in

the city of New York, and the gradual improvement
of the plan on which they must, in future, be raised.

Your Committee takes a pleasure in staling, and hopes
not to betray an official secret which it was not meant
to be, that but lately an official connected with the bu-
reau of public chaviticshas been sent out into the coun-
try to ascertain to wliat extent the co-operation of phy-
sicians and authorities could be secured, and to learn
the willingness of country people to take charge ofhttle
ones. It is known that this first attempt has proved
far from unsatisfactory.*

* P. '*>.—In the minutes of the meetinfj of the Comniissioners of Public
Charities and Correction, held on May 23i], \vc find the following report
of the house-physician of the Infants' Hospital, Randall's Island :

Infants' Hospital, R. I., May 4, 1872.
Isaac E. Taylor, M.D.. Prest Medical Board, Infants' Hospital :—
Dear Sir.—Herewith please find the usual statistical tables for the

I

month eiidin;^ Ajiril 30. 187i.
The principal tojiic of interest connected with the experiences of the I

month has been the inaufiuration of the "farming- out" system, so
called. Hut it is well to bear in mind, at the outset, the fact that the
plan as at jirosent adopted Dy us is no fair test of what is popularly un-
derstood, at all events in Europe, as the farming-out system. This is

evident, when I state, that all the children, with a single exception,
thus far stint into the country, are walking children, and are above the
age of from twenty months to two years. The results, however, even
with this da.ss of children, are thus far highly satisfactory. I have
visited the children at theh- new homes several times, and have had
further and more detailed information concerning them from my as-
sistants, who ha\e been detailed to make in<iuiry concerning them.
And from all this. I am confident that the cliildren" are better off, in al-

niost every resjiect. than when in the hospital. Now that the system
is becoming knov.ni in the section where hitherto we have confined the
boarding of the children (viz., Westchester county), there is an increas-
ing disposition on the part of the inhabitants of that locality to assist
us in the enterprise, and already I have had several ajijilications to
take young infants to board. I have but little doubt that we shall soon
be able to secure good homes for quite a large number of infants of the
clfjss referred to. And. with this object in view, I have not sent out
the entile number authorized by the Board of Commissioners, as I have
prefeiTcd to reserve a few vacancies for this younger class. I am grati-
fied to report that the jihysician (Dr. Weiss) whom I have employed to
look aft<.'r the children. hase\-inced a very decided interest in the pro-
ject, ami his services thus far have been of inestanable value to us in
carrying the plan into operation. It is not a little surprising, too, to
tiotic<!the interest of the German population in his district in the mat-
ter: aiid from my own personal observation I make no hc-itation in
saying, that in Westches-ter county alone, in the near vicinity of the
town of Mt. Vernon, I could easily provide good and satisfactorj' homes
for at least five hundred children above the age of say two years.—E.
S. Dunstor, M.D.

This is the first report on the first attempt at putting into operation
a genuine bo.ardiug-out system. It looks favorable enough as far as ii

,

goes. The subsequent repoi-ts of the same gentleman are written in

According to the records of the Nursery and Child's

TTo.«pital, Lexington Avenue, corner of 51st street, New
York, 117 babies were bom in the lying-in department
of tiiat institution from October 1, 1870, to October 1,

1871. Of this ninnberGO were discharged within a short
time after their births; most babies go out with their

mothers within a few weeks, some lemain a little while
longer. Th<; a'jgregate stay of the 09 Hi tie ones amount-
c! t) 108 months and 5 days. A month is always
taken in our accounts as averaging 30 days; thus the

averaue stay of each of the G9 amounts to 1 mouth and
17 days.

Our information on one of tlic rest is not positive. We
do not know whether James McAlister has been dis-

charged or (lied. We liave not count'd him among the

dead. Of the other 47 babies, who were not so fortu-

nate as to gft discharged, 27 died. Their aggregate
ages at the time of their deaths were 69 months, or 2
months and 17 days per head. We have no means of
knowing how many of the discharged 69 would have
succumbed, if they had averaged a stay at the institu-

tion of 2 mouths and 17 days, instead of 1 month and
17 days.

Of the 20 who remained alive within the Nursery
after Oct. 1st, 1871, 9 have been bom in the last quarter

of the year; 5, viz., 20 per cent., in the very last month.
They had not then averaged 2 months and 17 days.

We wish every practitioner of medicine present in

tliis hall to compare his own exjierience and statistics

among the rich and the poor, with these results ob-
tained in the Nursery and Child's Hospital, where
every one of the 47 has liad its mother's, or, in some
cases, nurse's milk. Of 47 new-born babies, 27 have
died at the average age of 2 months 17 days, and half

of the rest were not old enough to have reached this

average.

You will now be prepared for some more figures.

Admission of Ivfanis and Children to the N^urseri/ and
ChiUTs Hospital, October I. 1870, io Odoher l,\Sll,
between the ages of one day and nine years one month.

October, 1870. . .23, with aggregate ages, 22 years .5 month.?, 23 days.
November," ...22 " S5 " 11 " 27 "
December, •' ...21 " 27 " 7 " 27 "
January, 1871...22 " 14 " 4 " 4 "

26 "

301 9 26

Thus the average ages of 253 infants or children ad-
mitted in good health from October 1, 1870, to 'October

1, 1871, amounted to 1 year 5 months 16 days. We
naturally lay stress on the fact of their health being good
when tliey weie admiited; for it is the rule of the institu-

tion that it should be so. This much is sure, that no child

d;ed this year 1871 of a disease contracted before it en-
tered the nursery. Si ill, so great is the liability of the
inmates to fall sick in the institution, that the secretary
of the medical board publishes, in the annual report
gotten up in 1870, the unnatural flict that 2,0(X> serious

eases of sickness occurred in one year, among 377 ad-
missions

; and, in that of 1871, over 1,400 cases of sick-

ness in 358 admissions.

the same tenor, no diseases of any accomit having occurred, and no
death amongst all of the boarded-out children having taken place for
several months, althoiigh, after the first rci)ort had been imblished
as above, a numlier of babies under a year weie disposed of in the same
manner, ]{"peatedly the Conunissioners of Charities have expressed
their utmost satisfaction at the result of what was formerly considered
a hazardous experiment, and, by some, a ridiculous undertaking.

Fcbruaiy, '
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Of the 2.')3 ftdmitted from October 1, 1870, to Octo-
Iht 1, 1H71, rjH were di-diarfrfil witliin a sliort time

aft^T lliL'ir ndiiiissioii. Wo will presume tliey were all

in good heallli when they 1> ft the iiistiluiion.

ni''<'hiirvr<'«

tintk plmv.

Oetoh^r, 1870 12

November, " 10

December, " Ki
January, 1871 12

PVbruary, " 11

.March, " 10
April, " 12

.Mav, " 8
Juiie, '• 8
.Iiilv, " 17
Au'-nst, " 7

September, " 5

Total 128

Ajrirri'trnto Ktny,

ill liny, nt

thi- IiixMtntlon.

7(il

7r,5

1,049
:','X]

800
GGG
;;iG

274
21S3

848
304
132

G,oyl

schnrge
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Oi" 100 iiewly-boni infants died in

0-
1-
2-
3-
4-
5-
6-

1 nioulh

2 months
3 "

4
5

G

7
7- 8
8- 9
9-10
10-11
11-12

a

ItclLTiniu,

]S-|il--.")ll.

0.18

1.7G

1.27

1.08

0.8(i

0.7G

0.72

O.GG

0.G6

0.65 I

0.63

0.80

Unllanil,

ISIS-'.Vi.

4.70

2.29

2.09

1.91

1.48

1.19

1.77

1.42

.1.29

Anstri.i,

i.sr>i.

10.9G

2.55

1.96

(3.42

2.40

Snnlinia,

11.14

1.87 )

1.43 (

France,

6.G0

2.85

2.39

I' 4.89 f3.15

J

0-1 year 15.03 18.14 24.07 21.84 14.99

From this tabic, which has been taken from official

documents, it is evident that the mortality of babies

who have reached the end of their first, quarter i.s but

one-third or one-sixth, for each following quarter, of

what it woulil be from tlie first hour to the end of the

third month of Hfe. It appears, then, that the admis-

sions at the Xursery and Child's Ho'^pital take place at

an averapfc age when the principal danger to life is

passed already. Still, it i?, in a limited period, 6G.G

per cent.

We tliink we might go on ud infinitum with the prac-

tical concln.^ions. We want to draw but one conclusion,

viz., that the attempt to raise babies in great institntions,

even niitli lar^je means to aid you, cannot he justified ;

that these institutions must be given- tq), and reserved, for
other purposes, and that tlie only system worthy of being

sustained is, to place the children out with private imrties.

We claim that, the preceding figures are correct, and
our conclusions warranted by f\icts as given above. We
also claim that our repoit as herewith presented was
ordered by you, and written by your Committee, for

the purpo.se of arriving at the truth, and not of satisfy-

ing any personal ends. We have not forgotten that it

is undignified and low to regard personal motives and
ends as anything in comparison with the requirements

and necessities of society and the dictates of justice.

Therefore we were of the opinion that we had to deal

with insiitutions, not with persons
;
Avith principles, and

not with individuals. The names and persons of tliose

who superintend the several in-titut,ions spoken of, are

of no account to you or to your Committee. If the

best naines of the land ivere at the head of the govern-

ment of the country or an institution, they uwtdd be liable

to make mistakes, and to see their best efforts thwarted

BY A FAULTY SYSTEM. Xot to fight Systems and
principles ivhich are found to be tvrong and to ivorh

badly, is the domain of those who are too lazy to think,

too cowardly to disagree, too meni<d to resist those in

pon-er. If there were no thoughtful, courageous, and
self-denying memb^^rs of society, there would be no
sateguard against social iniquity, misrule, and despotism.

It is with deep sorrow, therefore, that we liave to

record tlie fact that plain statements have been
answered by insul's, search for ti-uth by calumnies.

You will be astonishi'd to read the following editorial,

published but a few days ago, in one of the great New
York daily papers:*

''ASYLUMS FOR INFANTS.

" The Post has blundered. It commends to the Legis-

lature the opinions of Dr. Jacobi, who happens to be

President of the Medical Society of New York, as

* The World, Feb. 4th, 1872.

worthy their attention. Dr. Jacobi was put out of the

Nursery and Child's Ilosiiital for misbehavior, pergonal

and professional, if not malpra(!tii;e. lie hascranmied
his inaugural addr(\'^s wiih d'atribes and false statistics

and misieprcsentations of the institution in which he

was not permitted to act as a physician. He does not

discuss the general topic, which deserves dii^cussion,

whether a child's hospital should be kept at a minimnin

number and as larire a part as possible to be distributed

in private families or small and widely separated

houses under hospital management. He merely rants.

He makes no comparison of the results at the

Foundling Hosiiital. the Nur.sery, and the public insti-

tutions on the island—which is probably accounted for

by his 'vast re-earches during several trips to

' Europe'—and he comes to the sapient conclusion that

tliese institutions must be given up, and that ' the

only system is to place the children out with private

parties.' The problem is far from such easy solution.

His readers, if so much spleen and malice can procure

him readers, will not forget how England rang from

one end to the other but a few weeks ago with de-

nunc'ations of the horrors and the apparently ir-

remediable abuses of this very system which Jacobi,

M.D., has judged to be 'the only system' ever since

he was put down the steps of the Nursery and Child's

Hospital."

We have good reasons to believe that the writer of

this indecent and sliameless attack will be sorry for it

before long, when he studies the sources frem which
his "information" was obtained. The history of Dr.

Jacobi's " expukion " from the medical staff of the

Nursery and Child's Ho.'^pital is known to the medical

profession fi'om the reports published by medical

journals. The " horrors of this very system" (?) with

"the denunciations of which all England rang from
one end to the other " consist in a newspaper report

concerning a single criminal woman who made a busi-

ness of starving and destroying a dozen babies at a

time ; and the chronology of some of the above state-

ments is rather erroneous, when we remember that Dr.

Jacobi's report, (tiered and printed by the Com-
mi>ssioners of Public Charities and Correction, was
written and read m a meeting of the Medical Board of

the Infant Hospital—George T. Elliot, President

—

and pubhshed nine months before the conneciion of

Dr. Jacobi with the Nursery and Child's Hospital was
put to an end. As " false statistics and misrepresenta-

tions " are imputed, however, we take the liberty of

laying before you a few of the monthly reoonls of the

Nur.<ery and Child's Hospital, in order to satisfy all

whom it may concern, of the manner in which your
committee has done its duty, and of the genuineness

of our sources, which we should be glad to verify by
an ofiicialand impartiid investigation :

After all. your Committee would not lay too much stress

on all the expressions oflarge daily papers,or other papeis

or journals, which are apt to be influenced by personal

regard for interested individuals. Those who have per-

sonal ends to look after, will avail themselves of all the

facilities and influences within their reach, of personal

connections; those, however, who work in the service

of a principle and truth, have no time or labor to waste.

Tims the battle between personal ambition and prerog-

ative on the one hand, and the seekers after truth on the

other, is always a protracted one. Still, we trust that

tlie labor in which you are engaged will not be lost.

Many of the public papers have now and then, though

cursorily, paid some attention to the subject of your re-

search, as soon as they obtained a knowledge of its

being instituted. As an example we quote a part of

an editorial from another New Yoric daily

:
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"ProbaMy no one will doubt t1i.it the motives of the

good people who have interested theinselvrs in the

Ciiild's Hospital are pure, generous, and praiseworthy.
But it is evident tlint there must be eareles-ness, a lack

of adniinistrafivc ability, or worse faults, somewhere, or

we should witness more favorable residts from the Zf^al-

ous o'laritable efforts which appear to have been in

some manner misdirected in these quarters. And when
two institutions, wiiich have been sohifrldy csleemcil as

th(\se, are found to be in so unsatisfactory a condition,

it is discourapinix to tliink how many serious abuses a

strict scrutiny into the affiiirs of all our charitable in-

stituiions would be likely to reveal. Tiiere are many
people who in the name of charity labor industriously

for the attainment of selfish ends, and such pei-sons sel-

dom fail of enlistiny: the aid of well-mcanin'jr people in

their plausible seliemes. We fear that a thorough in-

vestigation into the affairs of all our ch.'irita'ile enter-

prises might bring to light many projects for self-agpran-

dizement at the expense of the generous and the poor.

The subject is an unpleasant one, but none the less de-

serves the attention of those who are responsil)le for the
honest and judicious expenditure of the vast sums an-

nually contributed in this city for the benefit of the suf-

fering and needy."
And now let u^, for a moment, examine into the ex-

penses of large institutions like the Nursery and Child's

Ho.spital.

On p. 12 of the "Seventeenth Annual Renort of the

Nursery and Child's HospitMl, in the City of New York,
Fifty-first Street, corner of Lexington Avenue. March
1st, 1871," under the heading of " Fin a'.ieiul Report,"'

you will find the expenses between March 1, 1870,
and March 1, 1871, laid down at a little more than

$75,000. Of these I deduct at once $30,000 for

''temporary investment." "part purchase of country
hospital," and "furnishing and support of country
hospital." Balance, $45,000. As repairs and insur-

ance are counted up with more than $4,000, I esti-

mate the rent of the immense buildings at $20,000
only. Thus I take $65,000 as a fair, or rather low,
average estimate of the whole sum spent for the bene-
fit and support of 253 admitted cliildren, and 117 Iving-

in women with iheii- infants. Theji are the only henejl-

ciarie<<, for the mothers taken in with, or in behalf of,

their nur.«ling.s, and the wet-nurses, cannot be counted
in this class, any more than the matron, the ward nurses,

or the domestics. It may be interesting to know,
at this point, that of $45,000, the house inmates paid
about $12,000, the treasuries of tlie State and other au-
thorities $24,000, and private subscriptions and dona-
tions amounted to little more than $1,700. The balance
was made up by the receipts of the great Chai-ity

Ball.

Those beneficiaries did not stay in the institution

through the whole year, but a very small part of it

only. The aggregate say of the new-born, who were
soon discharged, amounts to 8 j'ears; those 27 who
died at the average ages of 2 months 17 days, to G years;

those 20 who remain after the close of the year (Octo-
ber, 1870, to October, 1871), to 8 years. The aggregate
stay of tlie 128 children who were admitted and soon
discharged, to 18 years

; of the 125 who are dead or still

alive, to CO years. Total, 100 years. The aggregate
stay of the pregnant women who were confineil in the

institution may be set down at 20 years. Thus $45,000,
without rent, or $05,000, rent included, are spent on a
years hoard of 100 children (the new-born included)

and 20 adult-. Said board averaging the sum of about
$40(\ rent not included.

How nearlv correct this estimate is, we find corrobo-

rated by the fact that the sum of about $12,000 is cred-

ited as "hoase income" in this year's financial report.

Our summing up would average a yearly board paid by
the inmates of $100, or a monthly one of about $8.00,

which is almost the very fi.i.'ure (a little less) of

the average board paid to the institution by the in-

mates.

While we remind our readers of the fact that our

figures cover the time from October, 1870, to 1871, and
the report allu<led to, the time from March, 1870, to

March, 1871, and that, therefore, trifiing differences may
be found, you will still find a few of the items in the

expenses highly interesting.

The 120 annual boards required in round numbers :

$25,000 for provisions; wages amounted to $4,000;

stationery, printing, and collecting (of $1,105 "sub-

scriptions," I guppose) to $025: wire, brandy, drugs,

and surgical instrumenKs, $1,800. After all. you dis-

cover that, hesuJes subscriptions, donations, payments
of inmates, and proceeds of charity ball, the trea.suries

of the people of the State of New York pay alone 30
per cent, more than the rate of sustaming the infants

under the charge of the Commissioners of Charities and
Correction, and you will, we hope, agree with us in our

conclusion that tlie State, that society, can work at a

cheaper rate, and on a more uniform plan, than the

dozt.-ns of self-constituted authorities. Altogether, you
will find that tlie total cost of sustaining the infants of

the Nursery and Child's Hospital amounts to more than

treble the expense of the Commissioners for the same
purpose*. We wish we could say that their successes

were double as to general care, good f lod, clean wards,

and mortality. Unfortunately the high standards of

food, wards, and mortality are undeniable.

Let, however, these figures suffice. He whom they

have not yet convinced of the truth of our statement, that

large institutions, no matter what their means are, will

destroy their infant inmates, may perhaps change his

mind on still further investigation. At all events, it

will prove a difiicnlt task to trace the fearful mortality

of the institution we have spoken of, to radical faults in

the manner in which it is conducted. We do not think

there are many shortcomings in the administration of

that institution, which will not be found in all carried

on upon the faulty principle of accumulating large num-
bers of infants under one roof Still, it must be said

that institutions under dozens of managers labor under
unusual difficulties—never thrive well. There is al-

ways something meddlesome, fidgety, inconsistent, in-

congruous, in large numbers; nor is the transaction of

business by a ring, if we are well informed, cheap or

* In the minutes of the meetinprsof the Commissioners of Charities and
Correction we rearl the foUow-ing

:

Heaolved, That the estimabes of Doctor E. S. Dnnster. Uesident
Pliysieian of the Infants" lIo.si>ital, under date of 20th May, 1S72, and
of William II. Btephens, Warden of IJandall's Island Nurseries, under
date of May 10, 1872, be adopted by this board, as the fair and equitable
estimate of the care and ijrovision of Infants, per week each, in the In-
fants" Hospital ; and the cost for maintenance and hospital care of each
child, over the age of eighteen months, per j/i'rir, in the Nursery for

Children on llandairs Island, and that certeficates of such estimates,

signed by the Secretary of this Board, he transmitted t<^) the Trustees of
the Foundling Asylum of the Sisters of Charity, in the City of New
York, and to the Trustees of the New York Infant Asylnm, as provided
by Chap. 635 and Stti of the Laws of 1872. August 2, 1871. Adopted.

Depaktment of Public Chaetties axd ConnErnojr.
AurrriKt 2. 1872.

In conformity with the Hesohii-.ion adopted this day, by the B.iard of
Co'nmissioners of Public Charities and Correction and herewith trans-
mitted :

I hereby certify, that the sum of One Dollar and seventy-tvvo and one-
tenth cents (§1.72 1-10), is a fair and equitable estimate for the care
and provision of Infants, per rreH', each, in the Infants" Hospital, and
the sum of seventy-nine dollars and fifty-one and ciplit-tenth cents

(S7!1..51 8-10). as the cost for maintenance and hospital care, for each
child, over the age of eigtiteen months, per year, in the Nursery for

Children, on RandalVs Island.
Joshua Philijps, Sec'y.
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expedient; nor can we pre^^ume timt, where less spe-
cinl know led -.'f tlmn nmliiiion and theoretical love is

broiij:iit to lieiir njmn a seiioiis t.isk, Hke that of con-
duetintr an infant iisyjinn. the results are 8iirprisinf,dy

favorahle. We say " tlieorelieal love;" for, wliere a
board of sevend dnzeti nf inaiiap-rs in New York Citv
cannot eotnmaiid more than sevenlei n hundred dollars'

worth of '•» ihseriptions and donations," we dare say
that love requires more practical illustration.

end Hotner siiys tiiat a government of many heads
does no pood. lie wants one master. Perhaps he
tii(»ujrht of infant asylums. The improvements efTecled
in the mana-jement and mortality of the Infant Hospital
(Randall's Islan^i) l>y the intelligent administration of a
single rai'dieal olHci-r with his subordinates, nnder the
control and in the pay of the Cominis-ioiierii of Puljlic

Charities and Correction, speak for the advantages of
special knowledge and a unilorm plan.

Let us then again urge tlie fact that large infant
asyhmis will rl.-stroy children.

When this fact became known, many ex;ieriments
were made of distiilniling infants over a nuuiber of
places—the so-called cottage system. Six, ten ,twelve,
were kept in a small separate' institution. Tlie disad-
vantages are plain. The increased number of house-
holds raises the expenses, the dilHculty of obtaining wet-
nurses increases, control and medical attendance be-
come more and more dilficult. The cottage is. in fact,

not much, if at all, better than a ward in a public in-

stitution.

What, then, is left but to board out the infants in the
conntry ? For, common-sense, hygienic principles, and
statistics, point to the country as the residence of the
children of the Commonwealth. When thi< c mclusion
shall be the conviction of all, the m-cessary steps will
be taken, no nutter how great the difficulties may be.
With us they are not small.

Our population adjoining the great cities, especially
New York, is not so large as in Europe, and is not so
poor. It is not of such vital importance for a country
family to avail themselves of tiie trifling subsidy paid
for the infant boarder. But there are some considera-
tions whioh are to be taken into account. The first is,

that the infants we have to care for do not count by
six or ten thousand every year; and the second, that
the sum which is at present spent for every infant un-
der the charge of the Commissioners of Ciiarities is by
no means a trifle, and, under the Managers of the
Nursery and Child's Hospital, enormous. It would be
found, on trying, that the apparent difficulties in pro-
curing proper country homes for our infants would by
no moans be so great as they may appear at first sight.
Even if there were some in the beginning, we should
always gain.

The question whether it would be desirable to leave,
if possible, the young illegitimate child in charge of its

'

mother, cannot be answered in a manner unilbrndy 1

adapted to every case. The fiicts exhibited by the
Munich records, according to which the children reared

!

by their own mothers have a fearfully larger mortality
j

than tliose intrusted to strangers, "do not look en-
couraging In our city, I am afraid that many of our
unraai ried mothers would not prove excellent nurses.
Still, the fact of their being sufficiently supported might

\

change the circumstances, and yield better results than
!

the (bllowing lists, comprising the numbers of all the
'

infants and children up to 14 years, in Municli, under
j

official charge. Part of them" are given in charge to !

parties under constant supervision of the proper officers,
i

Part are in the care of their (illegitimate) mothers or
grandmothers. I
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circumstances will, in onr o[)inion, prove sufficiently

correct to enlist symputh}' or bring out a discussion.

Before so doing we again reler lo our opinion on the

responsiliilities and duties, and the rights, of the State.

The whole athuinislration of the Ibundluigs ought to be

controlled by the Conimonwealtli. Private or sectarian

establishments ought to be uniler governmental su-

pervision
;
ought not to be supported or aided bj'' the

State, but not mterfered with so long as their successes

and general management appear satisfactory; the de-

partment of the foundlings to be centred in one olhce;

tlie necessary appointuients of the liead or iieads to be

made by the Governor of the State.

The expense of boarding the foundlings to be borne
by the people of tiie State of New York.
By concentrating the administration, the running

expenses would be but small in proportion. New York
City would have a single depot for the abandoned
children, from which speedy distributions would take

place. The large buildmLjs at present dedicated to the

purpose of raising iiif.mts would soon be required for

those children who would be returned from the country,

after reaching the age of 3 or 5 years. Some might
become hospitals—we have no child's hospital in New-
York City—some schools and asylums for the older

children of the community, where they would be taught

to become useful citizens of the republic.

We assume a mortality in the first year, say, of 25 or

30 per cent, of iul'ants abandoned in their first year.

After that time, the mortality will become small. Of
1,000 abandoned infants 750 or 700 must reach in future

their twelfth month. We assume $150, the amount
spent by the Commissioners of Cliarities and Correction,

to be a fair average for yearU' board, clothing, etc.

Thus 1,000 abandoned infants would cost the State per
annum, say §120,000. The 3,000 lives endangered or

thrown away every year might cost u> $350,000 yearly
;

but then we should ceriainly succeed in saving most, of

them, at a proportionately small expense, and educating
those many who have been saved.

The question concerning the best mode of disposing

of the children who have reached their sixth year, or

the end of their sixth year, must be answered on the

strength of the following considerations. The mortal-

ity of early age has closed by this time, it being ten

times less between the sfxth and fourteenth year than
what it has been from birih to the sixth year. There-
fore there is but little danger in recalling the children

from their temporaiy homes in the country. Experi-
ence has taught, and statistics prove, tliat mortality in

public institutions in that period of life is not. large.

The reasons are evident. The children are active,

their occupation is divided between playing, learning,

and light work. They are changing about between the

play-grounds, dining-rooms, school-rooms, Avork-rooms,
and bed-rooms. Ventilation, therefore, and a full sup-

ply of air are rendered easy. Thus not even the cus-

tomary requirements of a certain immber of cubic feet

per head will hold good for institutions of that kind,

less space being necessary than in hospitals. Thus
there is no doubt that the children of that age may be
removed from the country to be transterred to their

common city homes.
But there is moi'e than the mere admissibility of unit-

ing the children in an institution, refuge, or orphan
asyium. It appears that such a step is advisable, and
may become necessary. At the age we speak of, the

child requires fuither education and schooling, unless

the sad results of neglected education, such as we have
spoken of in regard to the French foundlings, are ex-
pected to be encountered in later life. The infant and
young child had everything it needed in the pure at-

mo.sphere of the country, and at breast or cows' milk

diet. But schooling cannot be siijiplied at will, anel

even this will does not always exisi. Even in the im-

mediate neighborhdod of large citie-. school education

is neglected with a part of tlie j)opulation, and as it is

not compulsory with us, it is more than probable that

in very many cases of our foundlings it would be neg-

lected. Moieover, that very period of life is the one

in Avhich the children may be made u-eful for work,

adapted and not, to their age. There is some reas ui to

fear that the children entrusted to the care of strangers

would sometimes be overworked, and become unheal-

thy and crippled. Thus the results of the former years

care and attention might in many cases be endangered
again by the carelessness or avariciousness of the parties

concerned. The temptation, it must be feared, would
be too great for them, in some instances.

Thus it appears, that while the earliest period of life

I equires farming-out to private parties in the country,

the more advanced age miglit be more benefited by edu-

cation in larger institutions. The mode of their man-
agement may differ in many respects. There may be

a difference of opinion regarding the choice of small or

large institutions. Some are in favor of uiiitmg a lim-

ited number of chihlren under the superintemlence of a

teacher who, at the same time, is the superior of the

common houseiiold. Some, however, favor large

institutions. This much is certain, that whatever plan

is followed concerning the education of children alter

their sixth year, the recalling them from the country

homes ought to be considered as preferalile to their re-

maining in their sechision, whenever there is a pos-

sibility of occasional neglect. Experience will show
whether such neglect is to be feared, however. Mr.

Anderson's results speak certahily in favor of allowing

the children to remain in their country homes ; and

S imuel B. Howe, in an address delivered at the cere-

mony of laying the corner-stone of the New York State

Institution for the Blind, Sept., 1866, when S|)eaking

of the comparative value of large institutions and
private homes (not for the blind only), says: "All
great establishments in the nature of boarding-

schools, where the sexes must be separated; where
there must be boarding in common and sleeping in

congregate dormitories ; where there must be routine

and formality, and restraint and repressioin of iri-

dividuality ; where the charms and refining infiue-

ences of the true family relation cumot be liad,—all

such institutions are unnatural, undesirable, and very

liable to abuse. Vfe should have as few of them as is

possible, and those few should be kept as small as

possible We should be cautious about establish-

ing artificial communities, or those approaching them
in character, for any children and youth."

But " when two do the same, it is not the same ;"

and therefore, we are not prepared to reconmiend a

uniform rule and advice in every individual case. The
character of the foster-parents, the distance from the

nearest school-house, etc., are just as many points re-

quiring consideration.

CONCI>USI0Na.

In accordance with the facts and conclusions con-

tained in this report, which we have the honor of pre-

senting to the Medical Society of the State of New
York, we desire to propose the following:

That the life and health of every infant is, botheco-

nomically and morally, of paramount importance to so-

ciety and to tlie commonwealth :

That it is the duty of society and of the State to grant

every infant the possibility of living and obtaining an

education

:
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That it can uniler no circumstances free itself of its

rcsp'insiliilitit's by ihrowinij llieni upon privatt? indiviii-

uals ; but sliouhl t4ii<e cliarj^e of every infant deprived

of its parental protectors by »lcatli or incompetency :
j

TIku science and experience have united on certain

principles to be observed in the rai>ing of the young:
^

Th;it human brea>t-milk is more appropriate tlian

artificial food ; the country more wholesome than a

large city ; aid an inferi-r private dwelling l)etter a<lapt-

ed than a large, over-crowded institution, to the rais-

ing of an infant:

That the practice of uniting lying-in asylums with in-

fant asylums or hospitals i< a direct source of danger-

ous disi-ase, and fearful mortality:

That the accumulation of many infants under one

roof, under the best possible circum^tanc s, a:id with as

gentle care as is observed in New York State and City,

is comiucive to ill-health and unavoidable mortality

;

this system having b^'cn given up in Europe for this

very reason

:

That, according to the statistic^ of our own large in-

fant sisylums, especially the Infant Hospital, under the

charge of the Commissioners of Pulilic Charities and
Correction ; the Catholic Foundling Asylum, under the

charge of the Sisters of Charity ; and the Nursery and

Child's Hospital, under the charge of a Board of lady

managers—all in New York City—their infant mortal-

ity is immens'', and equal to the mortality of the large

foundling hospitals of Europe before a radical change in

their system of management was instituted :

That the necessity of distributing abandoned infants

among private families, especially in the country, is ur-

gent:

That the Medical Society of this State recommend
such a change in the manner of caring for abandoned
infants:

That the S ate should see that this change be made
as speetlily and fully as possible, by all the public and
self-const tute 1 authorities concerned in the care of

foundlings; inismuch as it has positive responsibilities

towards every member of society in gen'^ral and the

young and feeble in particular:

Tiiat, however, the Stare sliould not interfere with
private charity towards foundlings, so long as the inter-

ests of the infants and the Commonwealib are not in-

jured :

Tnat the State ought not to be held responsible for

expenditures not incurred by itself nor under its own
control; that private charitable societies should not

assume duties beyond their own means ; and, in parti-

cular, that, while pdvate charity and enterprise must be

encouragid, private ambition and ofliciousness must not
be indulged in at the expense of the taxpayers:

That therefore, when private individuals or corpora-

tions ask the Commonwealth for permission to admin-
ister charity on a large scale, under the rules and regu-

la:ions of a charter, this permission and charter does

not involve that tlie State should be tributary to such
individuals or corporations

:

That, as medical men and citizens of the republic, we
are of the opinion that the maintenance of large institu-

tions for the care of foundhngs, by the payment to them
by the State of eight dollars per head per month, is not
productive of good results:

Tiiat the probaijility, or possibility, of frequent

changes in the administration of such institutions, which
are, moreover, liable to be placed under the charge of

persons whose qualifications for the solution of ques-

tions of the greatest difficulty and imporiance is fre-

quently doubiful, is a source of great danger to both
the infants and to the Commonwealth:
That the supervision and control of all the abandoned

infants of the State belongs alone to the State; no mat-

ter whetlitr they are sustained by the State, or by pri-

vate individuals or corporations:

Tiiat we see m such supervision and control no nnre-

publitan ceniralizaiion, but the performance of a diiiy

of the Commonwealth towards the feeble and depen-

dent young.

proijvfss of iUctiical Science.

Atlo-Axial Disease.—J. T. Rothrock, M.D., of

Wilkesbane, Pa. (PhihulelphUi Medictl Tones, October

19, 1872), has had a case under his observation of this

somewhat rare disease. Small pieces <jf bone escaped

from the Oj^enings beneath the lungoid grjinulat ons in

the posterior wall of the pharynx. The shape and
charai;ter of the fragments confumed his previous con-

clusions in regard to the diagno-is. In one case it

could be no other than the pohshed surface of the

atla«, against which the anterior portion of the odon-

toid proci ss rubs. In regard to treatmt-nt, in addition

to the supporting regimen, he maintained pretty con-

stantly a mild counter-irritation over the back of the

neck. He hazards no opinion as to the permanency of

the cure, as this depends on so many contingencies.

Bleachkd Tincture of Iodine.—It is said that the

sulpliite of soda will discolor iodine and yet increase

its effect. The Med. Press and Circular gives a Ibrnmla

for the combination, viz.: Tincture of Iodine; Gly-

cerine, pure, M. rj; Sulphite of Soda 3j; iM. liub

the salt to a powder in a small mortar, and aild the

glycerine gradually ; then pour in the tincture, and
triturate gently uniil a solution is effected and the

mixture assunies an amber color.

Removal of Inverted Uterus by Ligature. — At
the last meeting of the British Med. Association, Mr.
Henry H )rton mentioned a case of this natiu-e, in which
inver.-ion of the uterus had existed for two years and
had been treated as one of polypus. At each menstrual

period the woman has suffered from profuse haemor-

rhage. After a careful examination, which revealed the

nature of tne trouble, a ligature was applied, the in-

verted uterus was removed, anil not a single unfavorable

symptom followed. The patient was soon able to

walk, perform her household duties, and enjoy her
existence in a way that she had considered bej'ond

hope.

Treatment of Catarrr of the Lachrymal Sac.—
Dr. Verneuil, of the Lariboisiere hospita', believing

that lachrymal fi.stula is due to inflammation of the

walls of the sac, and not to the structure of the nasal

canal, discards the use of mild injections and cath-

eterism of the lachrymal duct as being almost useless,

and employs injections of iodine as follows: Punctur-

ing the tumor, when it exists, by means of the needle

of an aspirator, he withdraws its contents and injects

the iodine at once, leaving tiie needle in the puncture,

while the syringe is unscrewed to be emptied of pus
and tilled witli the injection. Care needs to be taken

not to force the injection through the jiunctalac/iryjnalce,

since it would produce inflammation of the conjunction.

When the fistula already exists, and the disease is old,

Dr. Verneuil destroys the sac by means of butter of
antimony, which is introduced into the sac through a

quill after the sac h;is been properly cleaned. The quill

is stopped with cotton wool, and allowed to remain in

situ for about twelve hours. Subsequently an eschar
separates and the wound fills by granulation.

—

Journal
de Med. et de Chir. Prat.
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Carbazotate of Ammonia in Place of Sulphate
OF Quinine.—Dr. Dujjirdiii-lJeaumetz recently reported

to the SocH'te dn 7'h('raj)e<(uti(2ne de I'dris his investiga-

tion of the character of this combination of amnioiiia

with carbazntic, picric, or trinitroplienic acid, and
especially witli rel'erence to its use as a substitute lor

sulphate of quinine. After mentioning the siiocesslul

eniployineiit of this salt in the treatinentof intermittent

fever b}"^ several persons, Dr. Eeauineiz detailed six

cases treated with like result by biuistlt' and also

mentioned the results of experiineiits made upon both
men and iinimals. Like quinine, carbazotate of am-
monia diniinislies' the strength of the pulse and indue 'S

languor, cephalalgia, and even delirium, and finally is

elimininated by the kidneys. The clinical results may
be summed up as follows: Case 1.—Quotidian ague,

recovered after four days of treatment; liaily dose from
one to two centigrannnes of the substance \n pills.

Case 2.—Quotidian ague (sulphate of quinine having
been given without effect) ; complete recovery after

five days; five pills used. Case o.—Tertian ague;
recovery after eight days ; two pills daily. Case 4.

—

Quotidian ague
; recovery after eight days. Case 5.

—

Facial neuralgia; speedy recovery. Case 6.—Tertian

ague; sulphate of quniine had been administered
during seventeen days without result; completely
cured after the administration of about one grain of

the salt, extended over the period of two days.

The Doctor thinks that one-third to two-thirds of a

grain dady will sullice to suppress the paroxysms of

intermittent lever, and says that, given in these doses,

the drug has not been known to produce bad eli'ects;

indeed, it seems to be better tolerated than sulphate of

quinine, the physiological action of which it resembles.

Endo-follicular Condyloma.—Spongier of Augs-
burg describes a severe case of what has been known
as subcutaneous condyloma. It appears on the skin, es-

pecially of the genitals, as broad, hattened prominences
of a rosy color, marked at the ajiex by darlv points, the

orifices of sebiparous glands. In this case he observed
an active growth of connective tissue pushing into the

base of the follicle from beneath, but Ibi m ng no con-
nection with the loUicular walls.

The contents, principally fatty matter, were pressed

out by the finger; the excrescences were then ex-
tirpated and a satisfactory cure accomplished.

Zeissl mentions these growths as occurring on the
thigiiS, and observes that they may occur either alone

or in c injunction with the condylomata acuminata, and
are frequently developed after Ibrced sweating.

—

Aerztl.

Int. Bl., No. 37, 1871.

HEMORRHOIDAL TuMORS OF THE FeMALE UrETHRA.
The Journal de Med. tt de (Jhir. Iruticiue, contains an
article by M. Ilichet, on this affection, in which this

gentleman calls attention to the faet that many of the
painful tumors found in this loeality are hiemorrhoidal,
and not, as is sometmies su{iposed, polypoid growths
Irom the mucous membrane. The galvanic cautery and
forcible dilatation are spoken ot as the most successful

modes of treatment.

Treatment of Uterine Haemorrhage by Sulphate
OF Quinine.—M.M. Cueneau de Alursy and ISartheg,

have resorted, for several years past, to the use of tliis

remedy in the treatment of metrorrliagia, with marked
success. It is prmcipally in haemorrhages which occur
several days after delivery, and are accompanied by
ever, with daily exacerbations, that they have found its

use to be of most value, and in several ca-es it has
given relief, when used as a dernier resort, after ergot
and other htvmostatics had failed.

In order to obtain the desired results, it is necessary

to give the remedy in sufficiently large doses. The
gentlemen above mentioned have used it at the rate of

eight grains every two hours. Sometimes it is not
necessary to continue the remedy beyond a single daj',

but it is generally prudent to continue it for .several

days ; even though the haemorrhage .should have ceased.

Influence exerted dt the Silicate, and the Bi-
borate of Soda, upon Fermentation.—M.M. Kalm-
teau and Papillon recently published an article in La
Liherte on the effect of the former substance in arresting

fermentation, and M. Dumas, in commenting upon it,

spoke of some recent experiments of his own with bo-

rax, which he finds possessed of the same property.

Both of these s;dts arrest the fermentation of wort,

wine, urine, milk, almonds, etc., by destroying the

organisms which cau=e changes. M. Dumas thinks

that this property may be made servicealile in the

treatment of some infections and parasitic maladies.

^r. VuLPiAN ON the Regeneration of Nerves.—M.
Vulpian recently communicated to the Societ6 de Bio-

logic some new observations on the mode of regenera-

tion of nerves. There exist two theories on this sub-

ject: Whether there is a new embryonal formation of

nerve tubules in the altered nerve-trunks ; or if there

takes place a restoration of myeline cylinders in the

ancient sheaths of Schwann, which, as is known, to-

gether with the axis cylinder, persist in the altered

nerves. After the section of a nerve these sheaths are

filled with granulations and .with granular bodies, and
five or six weeks after such sections made in the case

of rabbits, it is possible to see appealing in the cylinders,

and in tiie midst of these granular bodies, the myeline
cylinders, but exceedingly delicate. Sometimes seve-

ral myeline cylinders can be distinguished in the same
sheath. All nerve fibres pres.-nt this mode of regene-
ration with so much exactness, that it is impossible to

doubt it. M. Vulpian has never observed the embryo-
nal formation first mentioned.— Gaz. Med. de Paris.

Action of Iodine on India Rubber.—At a recent

meeting of the Societe Med. des Hop., of Paris. M.
Bi'aumetz called attention to the fact that gum-elastic

tube*, either vulcanized or non-vulcanized, when sub-

jected to the action of iodine—as, for example, in the

ca=e of fluids for injection of cavities, etc.—speedily

become augmented in size, hard, and exceedingly
brittle.— Oaz. Hebdom.

Subcutaneous Injection of Mercury in Syphilis.—
The injf^ction of bichloride of mercury in the treatment
of syphilis finds a warm advocate in Dr. Staub. of

Strasbourg {Traifhnent de la Syphih's), who specially

recommends the following formula : Bichloride of mer-
cury, 1.2o grammes- chloride of ammonium, 1.25 gram-
mes; chloride of sodium, 4.15 grammes] the white of one
G?^\ distilled water, 250 grmrmnes. One centigramme

' of this is injected daily beneath the skin, in two portions,

' one-half in the morning, the other in the evening.

According to this somewhat enthusiastic writer, the

bichloride, so administered, is an invaluable therapeutic

agent; infallibl'? in the treatment of secondary symp-
toms, prompt, complete, and devoid of inconvenience.

Tonicity of the Arterioles.—John J. Mason, M.D.,
New York (Jour. Psychological Medicine, Oct., 1S72),

after various experiments upon frogs, still adheres to

the opinion, expressed in the April number of this

journal, that changes in the function of the muscular
walls of the arteries, if due to want of nutrition, ought
to belong among the phenomena of the latter stages of
embolism, and not among tlio-e of its earlier stages.

He describes a new method of studying microscopically

arterial tension in its relation to arterial tonicity, which
has not been employed before to his knowledge.
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The I'iiksomesa ok MKNsrurATioN.—The views of

riliig<r {S^hioeder's Mainutl t,/ (/bstrtrics) witli refer-

eiicf to the cause of the pliL-uoiiienaormi'iislniiition, ure

as follows: A constant inilatioii is t-xi rud on iIil-

extri-niiiies of the nt rses imVieilded in tin- lil*rous stioma

of tlie ovary hy the slow but nniiiicrnipted piowili of

the Giaatia'n foihch\ Tliis is not sulliciently intense lo

produce rellex action at once, but in the initrineustiual

piriod, tiie total irriiatiun is so great that rellex action

takes place in the loriu of niai ked arterial congestion.

This sudden increase in the amount of blood produces

essentially two results: In the lirsl place, that (iiaaf-

ian foliicle which is the farthest advanced in develop-

meut rupture'*, in consequence of the increased

intra-follicular pressure; whdc, in the second place, a

hffiniorrhage lakes place lioni the free surface of the

uterine nuicous nicinbrane ;
hence the escape of the

ovum from the follicle, and the menstrual lluw, are

joint elfectd of one and the same cau^c, namely, the

pressure which the developing follicle exerts on the

extremities of the nerves, which are distributed through-

out the ovarian stroma.

Ovarian Cyst opkrated on during Aclte Pkri-

TONiTis.—Dr. Richard T. Tracy, of Melbourne, recently

comuiunicated to the Royal Medical and Chirurg. So-

ciety another case of this nature. A patient, aged 31,

married five years, mother of two cliildien, had noticed

the tumor since hfteen months. When fiist seen she

was in a hectic condition, with a rapid and feeble pulse,

and suffering great pain from the enormous distension

of the abdomen. Some relief was at once obtained by
tapping and drawing olf two rpiarts of colloid fluid.

Alter the tapping she wa>^ removed to the hospital and
carefully examined. Her stomach was very irritable,

and she needed to be supported by nutrient enemata.

Her temperature was 102% pulse 120°, and abdominal

tenderness extreme. As it was evident she would
soon sink unless something could be done to relieve her,

ovariotomy was perlbi med on March 19lh. Tlic tumor
(multilocularj was almost universally adherent, the

peritoneum was deeply congested, much tliickeiied, and
its cavity full of flaky lymph. The pedicle was se-

cured with a clamp, ana the wound closed by deep
silk sutures and supeihcial ones of horse-hair. Two
hours af;er the operation there was a considerable

fall in the temperature. On the fourth day there was a

considerable escape of gas and letiif fluid from the

wound, and from this time recovery was rapid.

—

Br.

Med. Journal.

Removal of Portions of Diseased Tissues in

Cases of Carcino-ma Uteri.—Dr. Alexander Simpson,

Professor of Midwilery in Edinburgh, gives his expe-
rience in this procedure, as follows: Aj^reeing with
most gyna-cologists in the propriety of amputating the

cervix when by so doing all the di^ease(i tissues can be
removed, he thinks that benelit may be derived by cases

more hopeless, by removing as much as po^sible of the

cancerous growtii. Regarding the danj:eis of operative

interference arising from hsemorrhage, pain, aggravation

of the disease, and risk to life, he thinks: 1. Although
digital examination of a case ot carcinoma uteri is apt

to be attended with a certain amount of hiemorrhage,

the bleeding is all from the surface, and in tlie case of

removal, the bleeding lessens as healthier tissues are

reached. 2. As for the pain produced, it will be Ibund,

when anesthesia is not resorted to, that though these

patients suffer commonly enough to a degree peculiar

to their disease, yet operations for the removal of the

diseased mass are not attended with much suffering,

and may be performed without the aid of an anaesthetic.

3. It need not be apprehended that the progress of the

diseasi; w.ll !» hastened by this kind ofinli rf<rcnce; for

experiments* show that the more thoroughly the dis-

ease is rem<»v«d the longer it is in returning, and is no
more ra[)iil in its course, when it does n turn, than

when lelt to itself 4. The operation is ni«l dj.n-erous

to life. Out of tw«'lvc cases operated upon by himself,

and a large iinmlier similarly ireaied by Sir Ja-. Y.

Simp-on, only one ca.se resulted faUilly, and in that

death was due to collapse.

The advantages to be derived from the operation are,

1. Arrest ol' haimorrhage, the persistence of whii h ex-

haust-* the patient. In many ca«e8 the bleeding takes

place in part, no doubt, from the mucous niembrane,

which liecomes hypertiophied as a result of ti.e exc.te-

ment in the whole organ attendant on the presence of

a morbid growth ; but whether the source of the bleed-

ing be nienorrhagic or metrorrhagic, it is alvvay^ lessened,

and sometimes arrested by tiie lemovalof acccFsibJe

portions of cancerous tissue. This is markedly the

case when we have to do with tlie i-^o-called cauliflower-

excrescence, or with an expanded epitheliomatonsos;

2. And nearly as iinpoitant, is the arrest or le-sening of

the fetid di.<cliarge, whiih of itself renders the patient

miserable. 3. In a case of cancer of the cervix uteri,

pain is not necessarily a prominent symptom, until the

disease has made great progress, being sometimes
quite insignificant; but where the disease involves the

uterine cavity, pain is an eariy, most distiessing, and
almost constant symptom, and the relief affoided by
ablation of even a portion only of the diseased tissue is

immediate and striking. 4. Although but little can be
said of the effect of the operation in prolonging life, ow-
ing to the limited number, of cases w! ich have been
treated, Dr. Simpson has seen no instance in which
life appears to have been shortened, and he is of the be-
lief that the arrest of the exhausting discharges and the

relief of pain must of themselves tend to lengthen the

patients existence.

Not only are cases of cauliflower-excnscence, or

mushroom-like epithelioma of the os-uteii where the

cervix is healthy, suitable cases for this mode of treat-

ment, but so, also, are cases of encephaloid character

with projecting, hyperajmic masses; schirrus, and
other varieties, which present an excavated surface, and
when ulccraiion has not perforated the uterine or vag-
inal walls.

Tlie gaivano-cautery, the frrosew?-, and thecj/re/^e, are

the iiiStiuments recommended.— Br. 2i[(d. Journal.

HYDROPNEUMOTnoRAX.—Sir Hcury Thompson. M.D.,

F.R.C.S. (British Medical Journal, Oct. 5, 1872), in a

chnical lecture on this rare disease, stated that he had
been induced to modify some of the opinions formerly

expressed by him. He was of the opinion, whatever
the view taken of the case on adinis.sion—whether the

man was phthisical or not—whether a gap in the pleura

existed at the time, or not—under all circumstances, an
operation was unavoidable. But the drainage-tubes

ought to have been inserted either on the instant, or,

at any rate, after the discovery of the following condi-

tions: free and dirett communication between the left

pleural cavity and the trachea, advancing disorganiza-

tion of the right lung, and ever-increasing accumula-
tion of pus, in spite of its enormous discharge. By
adopting these measures, the ]ius might have been kept
within bounds, and diverted from the trachea and bron-
chi; the pneumonic processes, which were so rapidly

disabling the onlj' lung of any real use in respiration,

might have been arrested
; and although the man must

invariably have died an early death from combined ex-
haustion and apnoea, he said that the patient might
have been saved from dying of downright suffocation

—

literally drowned in pus.
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THE FARMING-OUT SYSTEM FOR FOUND-
LINGS.

The publication in the present number of the Report

on Foundhngs and FoundUng Institution?, made by

Prof. Jaeobi to the Medical Society of the State of

New York, anbrds us another opportunity of calling

the attention of the profession at large to some very

important facts. Our readers are well aware that this

will not be the first time that we have had occasion to

comment upon papers on the same subject by the same

author. The jiresent report is an embodiment of all

that has preceded it, and much more besides; and, as a

whole, must be considered the most elaborate, thought-

ful, and painstaking document of its sort that has

appeared for a long time.

Those of us who have given this subject their special

attention, who have followed the discussion from its

commencement, cannot fail to perceive that many of

the points taken have been fortified by additional facts

and observations. These latter are of such importance

as, in our opinion, to warrant the publication of the re-

port in lull. In so doing we believe we discharge a

duty we owe to a profession which has always inter-

ested itself in j^rojects having for their aim the pre-

vention of sickness and the preservation of human life.

No class of the community has a stronger claim upon
us, in this respect, than the one of which the paper in

question treats.

On the principle that truth never loses anything by
discus-ion, and that continual agitation of matters bear-

ing upon reform are always in order so long as the

evils which they are intended to remedy exist, we are

ready to welcome the occasion which the report

creates.

The care of Foundlings involves a great many mat-

ters of detail, the importance of which upon the gen-

eral question cannot be appreciated unless they are

carefully studied. The report before us is so replete

with the kind of information required, that there can

now be no excuse for ignorance of facts. We shall

not, of course, attempt to go over the paprr point by
point; tliis would obviously be unnecessary

; but, as be-

fore intimated, we shoidd neglect a duty we owe to

our prof.'ssion and to hum niity, if wo did not tak j ad-

vantage of another opp )rlunity of urging th ; al)ption

of the plans of reform proposed by Dr. Jac )bi, and of

endorsing the resolutions founded thereon a:;d passed

at the last meeting of the State Society.

In the discussion of the suljject we must start with

the assumption, basel u^ion a law ol'natur.^, tliat the

infant thrives best at its mother's breast; that any de-

parture from this condition is at the risk of the health

of the little one, if not, in a certain majority of cases,

of its life. A statistical examination substantiates the

assumption, and gives it all the significance and power
of a fact.

A like examination into tlie relative advantages of

country and city residences, Sjieaks a3 strongly as

figures can, in favor of the former as the rearing plac?s

far children. It is shown t'.iat the mortality of Found-
lings in cities is actually thiee times that in rural dis-

tricts. The reasons for this difference can be explained

in many ways. First, they have the great advantage of

purer air, the absence of all those diseases depending upon
impurities in the atmosphere, and of overcrowding, the

comparative non-liability to con'agious diseases, better

care and better nursing; and, in bottle-fed infants, the

facility with which fresh and pure milk is to be ob-

tained.

The opposite of all the~e good effects are to be seen in

the very institutions provided in our cities for the care

of onr little castaways. In them we have a concentra-

tion of all the disadvantages of hvingin the city. The
legitimate child in any locality always has the best

chance to live. It is reared in the bosom of a family;

it is during the first year, its greatest period of mor-
tality, the recipient of undivided attention and care

;

every want which the unceasing devotion of a mother's

love can best appreciate is supplied ; anl last but noD

least, it is plentifully supplied with its natural fool.

The poor innocent illegitimate is under precisely op-

posite condition^?. Its best friend is practically a non-

entity; the very nourishment Avhich it has a natural

right to expect is denied it, and it is abandoned to the

cold charity of a Foundling Asylum. The disadvan-

tages under which it labors, commencing as they do

from the actual fact of its birth, are ii: creased by the

very efforts made by the well disposed to overcome
them. The very asylums reared at so much cost, and

conducted with so much expense, are shown, by the

very nature of their facilities for the congregation of

individuals, and other conditions always found in thi

best regulated institutions of the sort, to be the worst

po.ssible places for these little ones. The records of

mortality prove this in such a conclusive manner, that

we are no longer innocent of wholesale slaughter, ifwe
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do not protest apniiist such institutions as a class, and only have the control of ihc houses of reception, but of

deniiind tliat they be appropriated lo other uses. It is

not our purpose to rejieat tlie a<;tual fi;,'ures to substan-

tiate this general 8tat<.'nient, a« such statistics are given

in the report, and can speak for themselves.

It would not be fair to presume that these results

are due to niisuianageinent of these institutions, as each

one under separate supervision ami dilViTeiit forms of

government, gives very nearly the same ratio of figures.

This is the case not only with such asylums as have

been exannned in our own country, but with similar

institutiuns in Europe. Tiie inference is certainly plain,

in the absence of any other conditions in connnon,

that the increased niortalty is due to the asylum plan

of caring for the Foundlings.

The careful and conscientious study of tins same

ques:ion in Europe has resulted in the abandonment of

Foundlings In>-titulions as a class, and the substitution of

the Farming-Out plan. Dr. Jacobi's report is a powerful

ar^iniment in the same direction. Tlie question presents

itself to us, in this connection—Are we ready and will-

ing to profit by the experience of others; or must we

dof'i^edly go over the same ground as those who have

now shown us an example ? The only rational way to

remedy the evils attending the asylum ]>lan, is to urge

its abandonment, and the substitution of the buildings for

houses of temporary reception for infants previous to

their being sent to private families in the country to be

nursed.

"We agree with the report in the expediency, nay

the necessity, for the State to hold itself responsible for

the care of foundlings thus distributed, and that all

private enterprises not favoring such a plan should be

discouraged, and all institutions controlled by self-con-

siituted auihori:ies should cease to exist. By the

adoption of such a measure, we should then have the

responsibility where it belongs, and at the same time

insure an efficiency and uniformity to a well-contrived

system. It is obvious that neither of tliese conditions

could be fulfilled by any Board of Directors, no matter

what their standing in society might be, or by any

Board of Trustees, however trustworthy. As is always

the case under such circumstances, no one plan could

be agreed upon ; and the general good of the little ones

would be wholly lest sight of in the competitive and

partisan struggle for the welfare of the respective in-

stitutions.

There would be many difficulties to encounter in

perfecting a plan of farming-out, such as is the case in

Europe ; but we should make a beginning, and trust

to such expedients as would be prompted by the exi-

gencies.

The subject is one which should interest our legisla-

tors, and stimulate them in the cause of society's dear-

est trusts to devise a suitable law, to cover all the

requirements. This, it strikes us, can easJy be done by

the creation of a suitable number of Commissioners of

the respective families in which the infant is placed. If

such officers could be aided by vohmtary inK|)ectors, ns

is the case in Berlin, the supervision would be more

thorough, and confi< quently more salutary.

It may seem a bold measure to deny the usefulness

of institutions upon which so many dollars have been

spent, and so much political and social influence exerted
;

but humanity is inexorable, and points out to us the

necessity of abandoning hospitals whose best services

to science must be summed up in their being promoters

of the study of infantile pathology.

In conclusion, we commend the report to the careful,

thoughtftd stuily of the political economist, legislator,

and humanitarian, in the hope that some practical good

may come of the suggestions and conclusions therein

contained.

WHAT ARE OIR DIPLOMAS WORTH ?

A BILL has passed the Legislative Council of Jamaica,

and received the approval of the Governor, which de-

clares the sufficiency of all diplomas recognized in

Canada, or any other British Colony. The English

Medical Journals liave been terribly exercised over the

matter; and the practitioners on the island, who have

been enjoying something of a monopoly, have gathered

up lengthy petitions against the passage of the bill.

The former are in an agony of fear that the forthcom-

ing medical man (who will be obliged to pass an exam-

ination before a Medical Council of Five, before he

can receive a license) will not be educated quite up to

what they think the standard ought to be, or in other

words, that he will not cease to patronize American at

the expense of English schools. Our British con-

frJjres, as mi^'ht be supposed, are only anxious that the

innocent public may be protected from the practices of

any but themselves.

Both parties have made the fullest possible use of

what they are pleased to call " the late disclosures

of the traffic in diplomas and degrees." We take th's

occasion to inform our cousins that the only people

who were ever deceived to any extent by the disrepu-

table institutions who issued these documents were

residents of the British islands, who, as the investiga-

tion in the case of the Philadelphia schools showed,

were chiefly the ones who sought after sham degrees

and diplomas. Since these terrible " disclosures," the

Briiis'i journalistic mind has affected to be utterly be-

wildered with regard to the standing and character of

our own medical schools ; and quite disposed to con-

sider all of them open to suspicion. This state of

things does not much concern either ourselves or our

schools, but gives us occasion to say, that if those who
manage the English Journals had ever had any special

desire to know whe:hcr the infamous institutions in

Philadelphia had any local standing, they need not

have taken mueh trouble in order to find out. We
Inspection, appointed by the Governor, who should not

|
remember but one instance in which an English medical
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editor has manifested in a public way his desire for

information upon this subject, and that was in the case

of the (.'ditor of The Doctor, who a year ago, having,

what it appeared to be, a forged diploma offered him

for purchase, did sometliing which does not seem to

have occurred to the minds of his confreres, viz., asked

for information.

Apropos to this question of the standing of our medi-

cal schools, is the fact that not long ago the French

Minister of Public Instruction sent a gentleman to this

country, who reported not onl}' that many of our schools

were reputable, but that some of them could teach

medicine, surgery, and obstetrics quite as well as it was

done in Paris, and, indeed, in some respects, rather

better.

THE MEDICAL REGISTER.

The communication ofthe Medico-Historical Society

bearing upon the matter of registration appears in an-

other part of this issue. The spirit which has prompted

the explanations is a very commendable one, and must

prove to every one interested, that if this organization

does not act rightly toward the profession it is certainly

not because it does not intend so to do. If the gentle-

men composing the Society have constituted them-

selves a tribunal, they have, likewise, voluntarily as-

sumed the responsibilities, and the arduous labors con-

nected with the exercise of their particular function.

It is certainly a matter of surprise that so little fault

can be found with an undertaking, having for its object

the satisfying of so many. The results of their labors

are more than praiseworthy. In a very short period

of time, they have gained the confidence of the entire

profession of the State, and despite occasional, and una-

voidable errors, they will, no doubt, continue to main-

tain their reputation. The explanations made by the

President, are doubtless as reasonable and satisfactory

to the profession at large as they are to us.

THE AIR-TIGHT SYSTEM FOR REMOVAL OF NIGHT-SOIL.

In accordance with a promise made some months

since, the air-tight system of emptying house vaults has

been inaugurated. As might be expected, there is much

opposition to it on the part of those interested in the

rejected method. Thus far the Health Board has firmly

stood its ground. Let us then hope that the old line

scavengers will be fairly vanquished, and forever driven

from their soiL

OUR FOURTH DOUBLE NUMBER FOR THE YEAR.

The present double number completes the four

necessary to enable us to close the volume with the

end of the year. In spite of the extra amount of

material which we have been compelled to use, we
regret to state that there are still a large number of

deferred articles in type, waiting for room. We are,

therefore, in view of this fact, compelled to ask of our

contributors a little more indulgence, assuring all that

they shall soon have a hearing.

Gtalvano-Catistic Amputation.—James T. Whitta-
ker, M.D., of Cincinnati, {The Clinic Oct. 5, 1872),
publishes a case of galvano-caustic amputation of the

neck of the womb, with p.erfect ease and expedition, by
means of the galvano-csiapstic noose. It was slipped

over the cervix with the greatest ease, and adjusted
smoothly about it, about half-an-inch from its extrem-
ity

;
the wire was 3(?rewed home and touched the

spring of connection with the battery. The progress
of the wire as it slowly tightened under the screw was
evidenced also by the sound, smoke, and savor of cuisine

from the rapidly-burning tissue. In one minute the
operation was complete, and the ring of detached cer-

vix fell from the tube. The uterine surface was per-
fectly white and clear. There escaped throughout, nor
afterward, no single drop of blood.

Aconite Root, Rhubarb, Aloes, and Elixirs.—Dr.
E. R. Squibb (Drug. Circular, Oct. 1872) read papers
on aconite root and rhubarb, at the annual meeting of
the Am. Pharm. Association, and said that much of the
aconite root is destitute of the activity of the drug, and
he relies mainly on taste as a means of determining
quality. In taking a small handful of roots from a
bale as a sample, at least eight of ten should give the
peculiar feeling of numhness to the tip of the tongue and
lips which is characteristic of this drug. In testing
this root but a very small fragment should be tasted,

and immediately spit out : if no numbness is experi-
enced within five minutes, another piece of the sample
may be tasted ; but whenever numbness is produced, no
other piece should be tried until the sensation disap-
pears. If this method is adopted, he thinks no one
need be troubled with an unsatisflictory lot of aconite
root.

In regard to rhubarb, he alluded to the disposition to
prepare the root in a form convenient for use, but which
destroyed the appearance, so that the r^haracteristic

appearance of the original was lost in manipulation, and
thus afforded opportunities for unprincipled persons to
foist a worthless article on the pubhc.
He opposed the whole class of elixirs as wrong in

principle and practice. It presupposed a "case" in
which a certain formula was devised

, a popular name is

now given for it, and the elixir is to be the cure-all for
all ages, classes, and conditions.

In giving some statistics about aloes, he remarked that
socotrine aloes lost from 5 to 10 per cent, in straining,
and if dried and strained from 15 to as high as 27 per
cent.

A New Medical Paper.—An eight-paged sheet,
called The Physician and Surgeon, to be published
monthly at Baltimore, Md., was started in September.
It appears to be the organ of the College of Physicians
and Surgeons of that city.

Eeoteujg aittr ttaticesj of ^ook^.

Medical Electkicity
; a Manual for Students, showing

its most Scientific and Rational Application to all Forms
of Acute and Chronic Diseases, by the different com-
binations of Electricity, Galvanism, Electro-Magnetism,
Magneto-Electricity, and Human Magnetism. By
WiLLLVM White, M.D., Professor in the New York
Medical College for Women. New York : Samuel R
WeUs, Publisher. 1872.

This is one of the worst books ever written on any sub-
ject by any man in any country since the much-abused
art of writing books was discovered.

There seems to be something in Electricity very at-
tractive to a large class of uneducated or half educated, I
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semi-scientific, underdone men and women of all apes
and nafioiialitios. Fonn»'rly Elcctro-TlHTapciilics was
consi^nt'il body and soul to the class of pruclitioinTs
that the author represents, and only of later years have
men of the very opposite stamp—thoroughly educated,
scientific by inst net and by experience, liberally cul-
:ured and lar^ -nuuded—taken earnest hold of this

department.
This little book ought to have been written ten years

ago. for it represent* a type of civilization that is fast

disappearing even in this country, where it has run riot
for a century. It suggests a dark period in the his-
tory of science, and yet it will no doubt find admirers.

The Physiologicai, anh TuERAPErrrcAL Action of tiik
Bromide of Potassum and Bromide of Ammonium.
By Edward II. Clarke, M.D.,and Robert Amorv.
M.D. Boston : James Campbell. 1872.

Within the past few years the study of practical
therapeutics by means of physiological experi-
ments, combined and compared with clinical obser-
vation, has been followed with great care and skill, and
as a result of it our ideas as to tiie action of many
drugs have emerged from the mists of empiricism to al-
most a condition of exactitude. It is proved that such
observations are of the very first importance by the fact
that they render the physician great aid in discrimi-
nating as to what class of patients a given remedy is

beneficial or injurious. Considering the great extent to
which the bromide salts have been used, and in many
instances without an adequate reason for their use, it is

certainly pleasant to know that we have a treatise which
will clearly and fully indicate how to usethem—in what
class of cases they are beneficial, and in what class they
are not The work before us is composed of two parts,
the one clinical in its character, and written by a master
on the subject of therapeutics, Dr. E. H. Clarke. The
other part a corollary in the shape of an article contain-
mg the results of physiological experiments by Robert
Amory. We suppose that, as a matter of deference to
Dr. Clarke's position, liis portion of the work has been
placed before that of Dr. Amory, which in truth should
have preceded it, but this is too small a matter to de-
mand criticism. We shall, as far as space permits, ex-
amine into the contents of both parts.

In the introduction to his portion of the work Dr.
Clarke pays particular attention to the mode ofabsorption
of the bromides, and he very clearly shows how it should
be administered. He says :—" 1. They should be freely
diluted with water before they are swallowed. There
should be at least a drachm of water to each grain of
salt 2. They should be taken when the stomach is
empty and practicaUy free from acid. Their adminis-
tration fifteen minutes before a meal, or three hours
after one, secures the condition, and is therefore the best
time for taking them. 3. They should be given with
caution to the stomach when there is gastric irritation
or inflammation, or degeneration."

'

In the latter condition Dr. Clarke says, that the bro-
mides are absorbed by the rectum, though more slowly,
and he has found a solution often grains to the ounce to
be retained, but thinks that a solution of the salt in wa-
ter gruel is better : according to Dr. Clarke the skin does
not absorb the bromides, which are too irritant in their
nature to be used by hypodermic injection, hence the
only agents of absorption are the stomach and rectum.

In the matter of elimination there are several facts
brought forward which are of importance in clinical
practice. It is shown that elimination accomplishes
much more slowly than absorption, and that the process
IS greatest during the first eight hours after the injec-

tion of the salt, Ko that if we desire to keep the system
fidly under the bromidal inliueiice it isne<;cssHry torejieat

the do.se at least every eight hours. Thi.s I'act is inter-

«;sting as pertaining to the treatment of epilepsy. In
clinical practice we find that .sometimes we have rea-

son simjjly for one dose daily, repeated when
neces.sary— in others we have necessity for its con-
tinuous adiuinistration. Dr. Clarke studies each of

these conditions very carefully. The conditions requir-

ing single doses are insomnia from mental anxiety, in-

somnia accompanying teething and the exhaustion,
and the insomnia due to prolonged mental etl'ort, hys-
teria, pregnancy, genefal nervous irritability, and in

fact any condition of cerebral hypersemia. The single

dosesliould always be at least twenty grains, and may
even be as high as sixty. This dose may be adminis-
tered at once, or divided, portions given every fifteen

minutes.

The general eflect of the bromide of potassium
and of other bromides is that of an hypnotic, and Dr.

Clarke agrees with other observers that it is not an
anaesthetic in any sense. The efl'ects are those of seda-

tion of the nervous sy.stem, and the patient when under
the influence of the drug is in a condition of mental and
physical lassitude. In using the drug, however, care

must always be taken to distinguish by the features of
each case whetlier or not hyperaemia or anaemia of
the brain is present, as the bromides are very benefi-

cial in the former and deleterious in the latter. This
fact is proved clinically by those cases of anaemia to

which bromide is given as a hypnotic, yet sleep is not
produced, but the wakefulness rendered more marked.
In cases of sleeplessness from acute pain, the bromides
are rarely of any service, and here opium is indicated,

Ijut in the condition of exhaustion and restlessness

which follows after pain, the bromides can always be
used with benefit. Dr. Clarke confirms the observa-
tions of Da Costa as to the corrective influence of bro-

mide of potassium over opium. He says that he has
noticed that a thirty-grain dose administered an hour
before the administration of opium enhances the ano-
dyne effects of the latter, and that persons in whom
unpleasant effects are produced by opium can take it

with benefit when preceded by a dose of the bromide.
This rule does not hold good, however, in every case.

Dr. Clarke speaks very confidently of the action of

the bromides in controlling reflex sensibility, and as

this and refle.x hyperaesthesia are so often very distress-

ing symptoms of many diseases, these salts may be in

clinical practice of very great value in controUing them.
In the continuous administration of these salts we have
to fear such unpleasant consequences as impairment of
sexual appetite, muscular weakness, irritation of

stomach, and the lemote action in disturbing the

natural metamorphosis of tissues. Dr. Clarke's views
upon the subject are in accord with those of Buetho-
ton and McElroy, and are partially confirmed by Dr.

Amory's experiments. Attention is, however, called

to the fact that attention to diet and other concomi-
tants may obviate these unpleasant results. Dr. Clarke
speaks of the action of toxic doses, but adds nothing
new. We think that we cannot do better than incor-

porate here the conclusions arrived at by Dr. Clarke
as to the indications for the continuous use of the

bromide of potassium, as he has placed them in an
aphoretic form.

1

.

As a palliative and comforter of nervous symptoms
in many diseases of dissimilar character, as pneumonia,
bronchitis, rheumatism, gout, simple and continued
fevers, conjunctivites, ovarian disease, and the like.

2. As a moderator of reflex action in certain local

maladies, as irritation or inflammation of the fauces.
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bladJiT and vagina, emissions, reflex nausea and vomit-

ing, and nymphomania.
3. As an an >dyno or an:c-t!ictio in various neuro-

ses: as in some kinds of lieadaches and neuralgia,

angina peetoris, pertussis, asthma, and (hn-ing the nien-

opane.

4. As a moderator or acdative of general reflex

power in spasmodic and convulsive diseases, as ep;-

lejjsy, hysteria, and chorea.

5. As" a vascular sedative in hyper?emia of the lirain

ami spinal cord. The last action, of course, underlies

all the others.

As regards the antagonism between bromide of potas-

fiuni and strychnine, wliich was first spoken of by
L lison, of Paris, in 18G8, Dr. Clarke states that he has

observed the fact clinically and physiologically, and
he (piotts a case ofstrychnine poisoning which he treated,

in which he u.sed bromide as an antidote with success.

The therapeutic properties and action of bromide of

ammonium is shown by Dr. Clarke to be precisely simi-

lar to that of the potassium salt, and in speaking of the

fact which was first pointed out by Brown-Sequard,
tiiat a combined large dose of the bromides of potassium

and ammonium did not produce bromium where small

doses of either s.ilts separately given would, he agrees

perfectly witli the observer, and disagrees with Eche-

verria, who states to the contrary. As regards the

treatment of epilepsy, Dr. Clarke coincides entirely

with the views of JSrown-SSquard and Voisin as to the

necessity of giving small doses during the day and the

large doses at night in order to prevent drowsiness;

that enough of the salt should be given to produce an

evident effect, such as anajsthena of the fauces and pha-

rnyx, and to increase, if necessary ; that the doses

should be given without interruption; that debilitating

effects should be combated by strychnine, oxide of

s Iver, cod-liver oil, wine, generous diet, and douche and

shower baths, and that a purge should be given every

week, as that seems to give a new impulse to the action

of the Sidts Dr. Clarke thinks that the bromide of

1 thium acts efficiently in some cases Avhere the bro-

mide of potassium has failed, and that it produces a

more rapid and intense .sleep than the other sabs. In

these views he is in accord with Dr. Weir Mitchell.

The bromide of sodium is rather more pleasant to the

taste than the other bromide salts, but, as shown by
Voisin, its action is not greater than that of the others,

and Dr. Amory thinks it is not as valuable as the potas-

sium salt. Dr. Amory's experiments are very numer-
ous, and were conducted with great care and skill.

They were instituted to determine the various modes
of absorption, the efTect upon the secretions, the modes
of elimination, and the physiological and therapeutical

eflfects upon the system, and are fully in accord with the

coaclusions of Dr. Clarke. The work is certaiidy an

advance to science, and if every efficient drug was
studied as carefully, therapeutics would not be such an

obscure branch as it is.

Nkw Hospital ly PniLAUELPriiA.—The corner-stone

of the new building of the Jewish Hospital Association

of Philadelphia, was laid October 9, 1872. The G rand

Lodge of Freemasons of Pennsylvania, conducted the

ceremonies.

Bpown-Sequard.—A free lecture on "The Origin and
Signification of the Symptoms of Brain Disease," with
interesting experiments, was given by Dr. Brown-
Sequard, October 5th, in the lecture-room of ti>e

Boston Society of Natural History, Mass.

^fASSAcncsETTS GENERAL HospiTAL.— Dr. Nortou
Folsoni, late of New York city, has been appointed

Eesident Piiys'.cian of tliis time-honored institufion.

Ucvovts of Societies.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY. ,

SrATED Mei;ting, Sep. 25, 1872.

Dr. a. L. Loom is, Puesidi;nt, in the Chair.

(Continneil from page 474).

INFRA-AURICULAK TUMOR INVOLVING POUTIO DURA.

Dr. Gurdon Buck presented a compound tumor

removed from the space between the left mastoid pro-

cess and ramus of tljc inferior maxilla, involving the

seventh pair of nerves. The patient was a man it d

woman of fine healthy appearance and in comfortable

circumstances. The growth made its appearance .se-

veral years ago, but only two years since had the face

suffered from any distortion. At the time of the ope-

ration the mass was salient, equivalent in size to the

end of the thumb, was elastic and evidently fluctu-

ating. To its most superficial jiortion the integument

adhered and presented a grayish hue diffeient from

the surrounding skin. It was insensible to pa'n in

handling, and was quite freely movable, although deep

and firm connections at its ba.se with deeper parts were

veiy readily made out.

The operation was performed September 23, with

the aid of ether. An incision was made beliind the

ear and over the mastoid process, elliptical in shape

and including a portion of skin over iis summit. The
tumor being exposed, an effort was made to avoid

opening the sac, but its contents escjiped, however, as

tlie residt of traction during the operation. The ope-

ration itself proved to be a Ibrmidable one on account

of the extreme narrowness of spare, and the bony ele-

ments on either side, witliin which the manipulations

had to be performed; but by drawing the tumor out

of its bed and snapping its connections by nieaiiS of a

scissors curved flatwise, the eriucleation was carried on

without a great deal of difficulty. The jugular vein

was adhering to and skirting the margin of the tumor;

this had to be carefully aviided. The portio dura was
exposed, emerging from the substance of the tumor

anteriorly, and another bran(;li procteding from the

tumor, and which was seen coilnected with the speci-

men, an inch in Imgth, was isolated. The course it

took was upward toward the occiiiital bone. In the

course of tliis nerve was felt a small knotty extraneous

growth.
The growth after its extirpation exposed a deep

wound, bounded by the ramus of the lower jaw an-

teriorly, mastoid proci'SS posteriorly, and sterno-cleido-

mastoid muscles below. Above, the finger was brought

in contact with the tiansvcrse process of the atlas, and

the styloid process could be traced. Crossing the

cavity deep in and obliquely from above downward,
and behind forward, was the degastric muscle, entirely

isolated. From the fact that the deep surface of the

tumor presented a sulcus corresponding to the situation

of thi3 muscle, it was inferred to be upon that organ it

had been developed.

The quantity of blood lost was only three ounces.

The patient, twenty-foilr hours alter the operation,

was very comfortable. She did not then, nor before,

complain of any numbness of the occiput. In conclusion

he asked the question as to the probability of a re-

covery of the functicm of the nerve after the cicatri-

zation should be complete.

REGENERATION OF Ni:RVE-TISSUE AND NERVE FUNCTION.

Db. Brown-Sequard replied that although it was a
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fact that nerve-tissue was rcRenerated, it was nerer-

theloss true thai when a hir),'e nerve was excised, it

rarely recovered its funciiona eniinly. There were,

of course, exceptions to this rule, but they were only

cxcejttioiis. lie referred in ])oint to a ciiae of cxsec-

tion of a larpe portion of the iiifra-orhital nerve for the

relief of severe neumltji i. This oprratiDM was Iwici;

performed on tlie same patient hy Sir Willium Fcrgiisson,

and twice ti.e nerve had re^'enerated it-elf, so that the

former sensibility was not in the Uast impaired. The

return of nu>tory power was not so c tinpl-le. The
spinal cord was at one time considered to be nolhinrj

more than a large net ve, but experiments have now
proved it to be a nervous centre. In consequence of

th'S, the results of injuries to it are peculiar, as regards

the regeneration of the respective fmictions which
belong to the nerves which it supplies. They are in

f.ict entirely opposite to those conditions which we
notice in tlie nerves. For instance, iiijnries to the

.>ipinal centre show a d;spositii>n to recovery of the

motor power*, but very rarely of sensibility. In one

case of an injury to the cord by a stab wound, the

sen*ibdity of tiie opposite side was at a minin)um

after the lapse of fifteen years, while motion of the cor-

responding side was nearly peifect.

Dit. Bi'civ, in answer to a question as to the char-

acter of the tumor removed by him, stated that it was
made up of two distinct growths; one comparatively

solid and the other cystic. A careful microscopic exam-
ination of it> structure was promised.

Dr. Kxapp thouLiht that the tumor was a compound
of a cys:ic and enchondromatous growth. lie had met
with such situated between the ear and mastoid pro-

cess, hut not deeper than the subtegumentary tissue.

PEnrxcrLATED polypi's of peri-anal region.

Dr. Post exhibited a pedunculated polypus removed
r om the verge of tlie anus of a gentleman, ageil eighty-

six, who had up to the time of examination imapined
himself afflicted wih piles. The mass was spherical in

form, and tlnee-quar.ers of an inch in diameter.

NEUROMA.

lie also exhibited another small tumor which he class-

ified as a painful subcutaneous tubercle. The patient

was a female aged fifiy, who had been conscious of the

existence of a liard tumor on the anterior portion of

her thigh for tlie past seven years. At times it was the

seat of paroxysms of severe pain, which showed a dis-

position to increase in severity and in frequency. Con-
trary to the rule in such cases, the growth was dis-

covered beneath the aponeurotic fascia.

Impalement on a Broomstick— Perforation of the Bladder
through the Rectum—A Piece of Cassimere deposited

in the Bladder and becoming the Xuclnix of a Stone—
Lithotripsy— Congenital Stricture of Urethra—Inter-

nal Urethrotomi/.

Dr. Po-t presented the above specimen, with the fol-

lowing history :

—

On the 9lh August. 1872, I was requested to see

Mr. B., a young man 19 )'ears of age, who, about four

months before, m jumping over a broomstick, had be-

come impaled, the stick entering the anns without any
external wound, and penetrating the bladder, so that

the urine was discharged by the rectum. A hole, an
inch in length and three-quarte-s of an inch in breadth,

with lo?s of subs' anoe, was found in the seat of his

pantaloons. The injury was followed liy a severe at-

tack of peritonitis, which yielded to full doses of mor-
phia. The bladder was left in an irritable condition,

and his physician, in attempting to intr«.idu -e an ins'ru-

ment through the urethra, was unable to pa«8 it nmch
beyond an inch fiom the external orifice. The patient

denied ever having suffered from any disease or injury

of the uiethra. He said that he had never pas-'i-d hi;!

urine in a full stream, but had nijt beet; aware that ho

was differeiil from other boys in that res])ect. When
I saw till' patient, 1 att<'nipted to pa.ss a variety of in-

struments, large and small, fhxi!)le and indexible, but

they were all arrested at a distance of a little more ihati

an inch from the external orifice of the urethra. I

thought that the very small instruments pas.sed into a

larjiC lacuna. At length, after repeated ineffectual ef-

forts, I succeeded in j»assing the end of a small pocket

probe beyond the stiicture, and it moved freely wiihin

the canal. I afterwards succeeded in passing through

the stricture a sheathetl urethrotome, and, causing th'

blade to project beyt)n<l the sheath, I withdrew the

instrument, thus performing internal urethrotomy,

making the incision upward toward the dorsal surf ce

of the penis; after whieh I [uossed a steel bougie, No.

13, into the bladder. 1 recommended the attending

physician to ddate the urethra, at intervals of a few

days, with large bougies. On the 2'Jth August, the

doctor called on me to say that the urethra remaineii

free at the seat of the stricture, admitting bougie No.
14 without difficulty. The operation had scarcely been
followeil by any irritation at the seat of the inci>ion.

but he had discovered a calculus in the bladder, and

the organ continued very irritable, so that he pa«seil

his urine very frequently, with much pain, and small

quantities at a time. lie had begun again to pass a

portion of his urine through the rectum. I visited the

patient, and found that some longitudinal contraction

had taken place at the seat of the incision which I had
m.ade in dividing the stricture, giving to that portion

of the penis a curvature with downward concavity,

constituting a sort of chordee without erection. In

passing a curved inflexib'e instrument through this

portion of the urethra, I found it necessary to reverse

the ordinary' position, until I had passed this abnormal
curvature, and then, turning the instrument into i's

usual position with the concavity upwa'-d, there was
no further difTicuhy in conducting it? extremity into

the bladder. In this way I passed into the blaiider a

medium-sized duck-bill liihotrite, and, although the

bladder was contrac'ed on the stone, and contained

very little urine, I had no great difficulty in seizing the

stone by a diameter of three-quarters of an inch. As
the s'one was of soft consistetice, it was easily crushed.

I introduced the lithotrlte three times, each time seiz-

ing and crushing the stone or its fragments, and bring-

ing away a quantity of detritus in the grasp of the in-

strutnent. The quantity thus brought away weigiidl,

when dried, eleven grains. I injected into the bladder

about four or live ounces of tepid water, which the pa-

tient pas-ed in small quantities with difficulty and with
pain. The water thus passed contained some gritty

granules, but no large fragments. The patient was di-

rected to keep quiet, to drink freely of diluent-, and to

take an anodyne, if tl:ere should be sufficient irritation

to require its use.

Sept. 2d.—Since the ope-ation on the 29th ult. the

pat ent's condition has «omewhat improved. The blad-

der is still irritable, and he has pain in pa-sing his urine.

He has passed a considerable number of fragments,

several of which were arrested near the meatus, and

were extracted with forceps. The weight of the frag-

ments collected since my la-t visit was sixteen grains,

making the whole quantity collected, as the result of

the first crushing, twenty-seven grains. To-day I in-

jected about four ounces of t^pid water into the blad-

der, and then introduced the lithotrite six times, each
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tims seizing and crashing a fragment, and removing a

portion of detritus included in the jaws of the instru-

ment. In withdrawing tlie lithotriie chargcnl with de-

tritus there was no dilliculty until the expanded portion

of the instrument ai)proaehcd the glans penis, when
considerable resistance was encountered, and firm trac-

tion was required to overcome the obstacle. After the

operation four ounce-^ of tepid water were injected into

the bladder, after which the patient evacuated a portion

of the llnid, and with it several fragments of the calcu-

lus. The whole quantity of detritus and fragments
obtained at this operation weighed, when dried, twen-
ty-four grains.

Sept. (>th.—Xo material change has taken place in

the patient's general condition. The weight of the

fragments collected since the operation of the 2<1 inst.

is twenfy-two grains, making the whole quantity ob-
tained from the second crushing forty-si.K grains. To-
day, after injecting the bladder a^ before, I introduced

the lithotrite, and grasped a foreign body, which I re-

moved witli (.'onsiderable difficulty, and found to be a

piece of cassimere Irom his pantaloons— the piece

whicli the eiul of the broomstick had carried into the

bladder. The piece removed was a little more than an
inch in leug'h and three-cinart'jrs of an inch in breadth.

I also introduced the lithotrite five times, each time
seizing and crushing a fragment, after wliich I again
injected tepid water into the bladder, to facilitate the

further escape of fragments. The fragments removed
at this operation weighed twenty grains.

Sept. 10th.—The patient's general condition has im-
proved, lie has less difficulty and pain in passing

urine. The weight of fragments collected since the

operation of the 6th inst. is twelve grains, making the
whole quantity collected from the third crushing thir-

ty-two grains. To-day, after injecting the bladder, I

introduced the lithotrite three times, each time grasp-

ing and crushing a fragment, and with irawing t'.ie de-
tritus. On withdrawing the instnmient after the third

seizure, I met with an unexpected difficulty from a
fragment having been drawn into the urethra in ad-

vance of the lithotrite. I was obliged to move the in-

strument several times backwards and forwards before

I could pass the obstruction. I passed the lithotrite a

fourth time into the bladder, but couKl not bring it into

contact with any fragment. On withdrawing the in-

strument I felt a fragment in the urethra, in advance
of the scrotum. I introduced the urethral lithoclast

several times, and broke off and extracted portions of

the fragment. I then introduced a delicaie pair of

urethral forceps, and after a number of ineffectual ef-

forts, I succeeded in seizing and extracting the frag-

ment. I then introduced a catheter, and injected sev-

eral ounces of tepid water into the bladder, after which
the patient stood on his feet and ejected the fluid from
the urethra with much greater force than he had done
at any time before. The fragments removed at this

operation weighed ten grains.

Sept. 14th.—The patient has decidedly improved
siuce my last visit. He has passed but one fragment

—

viz., on the day after the operation. He ha=! this morn-
ing the sensation of a fragment in the urethra. I in-

troduced the urethral forceps several times along the

canal, as far as the junction of the penis with the scro-

tum, and extracted two consideral)le fragments and
several very minute portions. I then injected the
bladder, introduced the lithotrite, and seized and ex-

tracted a minute fragment. I introduced the lithotrite

a second time, and made a very carefid exploration in

all directions, but without finding any remaining trace

of calculous matter. The patient then rose, and evac-

uated the bladder in a full stream. The fragments

which T extracted to-day, together with that which
tiie patient had passed spontaneously, weighed nine
grains, making the whole quantity collected from this

ibuith crushing nineteen grains, and the aggregate
quantity from the four operations one hundred and
twenty-four grains.

PERfOKATION OK BLADDfiR BY A CIIUI5N IIANDLK.

Dr. Buck remarked that having had occasion to

attend a ca.se in Hudson, N. Y., a surgeon of that place

related an instance where the same sort of rupture of
the bladder had occurred, as the result of an attempt to

leap over a churn. The churn tilted at the wrong time,

the handle of which found its way into the rectiun and
thence into the bladder. The patient afterward re-

covered

Dr. Knapp presented a splinter of wood which he
had removed by operation from the infra-orbital mar-
gin of a patient, who had been struck on the part by a

stick, six weeks before. The interesting feature of the

case was the production of clonic convulsions of the

fascial muscle, as the residt of the presence of this

foreign body in that locality.

PATHOLOGY OF ACUTE PURULENT OTITIS MEDIA.

He also exhibited another specimen consisting of the
temporal bone removed post-mortem from a man aged
fifty-seven. The patient during his lifetime had five

attacks of acute purulent otitis media at intervals of

about two years. Each one seemed to have its origin in

exposure to cold. The last attack began seven weeks
ago. When he presented himself to Dr. Knapp, he
complained of headache and dulness of hearing. The
meatus auditorius was swollen, especially the posterior

part. The region behind the ear was painful to the

touch, as Well as the mea'us itself. The membrana
tympani was injected, but there were no other symp-
toms of disease, the pharynx being free from trou-

ble.

As the disease progressed the posterior wall of the

meatus became more swollen, and the membrana tym-
pani more injected and slightly bulging. The diagnosis

was made without difficulty, and paracentesis of the

tympanum was performed. Altiiough no pus escaped,

the patient was greatly relieved, which relief lasted for

a week. At the end of that time some swelling of the

mastoid region took place, attended with pain, wiiipli

extended backward to the occiput and to other portions

of the skull m the vicinity. Despite the usual p;illii-

tive and preventive measures the symptoms increased

in severity. At the end of the third day, Dr. Albert H.
Buck was called in consultation with tlie view of open-
ing the mastoid cells. At that time the man expressed

hitiiself as feeling something gurgle in the neighborhood
of his ear when he shook his head ; he compared it to

the succussion of liquid in a bottle partially filled with
water. The patient refused the .

operation ; the day
after he became very much worse, became comatose in

the course of twemy-four hours more, at the end of

which time he died.

The autopsy was made the succeeding day (Sept. 24).

On opening the skull the superior surface of the brain

was free from disease, but the posterior and inferior

cavity of the cerebellum was covered with purulent

effusion, and pus penetrated into the spinal canal as

deeply as it could be exposed. The transverse secticm

of the spinal marrow showed it healthy as far as could be
ascertaineil. In seeking for the origin of the pus the

superior petrosal sinus was opened. This was found,

however, to be healthy, as well as the dura mater cov-

ering the anterior portion of the bone, but the posterior
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portion of tin; bone was destroyed by siippination, and

llio antrum mostoideum was in free coniniunicatiou

with tlic sii,'inoid sinus. Pus did not penetrate into the

jupuhir vtin.

Dr. Kxa it was of the opinion that iiad the ojtcra-

tion |)ropi)scd been perfoiniLMl, tiic patient's life nnght

have biHMi preserved. lie remarked in coneiusion that

this operation was performed in youn!» children by

nature, but in older persons the impossibility of such

an ooourrence is due to the ^'reater density of the mas-
toid proce-s-s, which not unfrequently, as the result of

jtrevious diseased action, becomes actually eburnated.

A specimen, illustrating the latter condition, was ex-

hibited.

Dr. Notes, in this connection, mentioned a case

lately piesi-nted by him to the Society, in which there
j

was a free ci>mmunic.Ttion between the cavity of the .

middle ear and the arachnoid.
|

INTfSSCSCEPTION FROM CONGENITAL DEFECT.

Dr. Jons W. Warner presented a spcfimen of intus-
|

."lusception removed from a child aped nineteen months.
|

The little one was taken suddenly ill with cramps in the
I

bowels on Saturday morning (Sept. 21), which contin-

ued during the whole of that day. In the evening. Dr.

Warner was sent for. There was then ex'reme suffer-

ing on the part of the patient, and this pain, together

with the tenesmus, evacuation of blord. and vomiting,

were the principal symptoms. All of the.>e continued
unabated until death, which occurred at the end of

forty-three hours after the attack.

The interesting features of this ca^e were : I. The
extent of the invagination comprising that portion of the

co'on extending from the ileo-caecal vulve to the sig-

rnoiilflexure; II. Tlie fact that anoiher child of the same
f.imily had died at the .>;ame aae, two years before, w'ith

the same (iifliculty, death in the latter case resulting at

the end of four days.

Dr. Jacobi beheved that the fact that two such cases

occurred in the same family would give rise to the sus-

pcion that there was an anatomical cause for the
accident peculiar to that particular oflspring. This
anatomical peculiarity, he thought, was an unusual
length of the colon, and an unusually loose attachment
to the iliac Ibssa. He suggested the probability that

other children of the same parents might die in the
same way, but thought that t!ie application of a broad,
snug band;ige worn during infancy might act as a pre-
ventive.

Dr. Lewis Smith stated that in the large proportion
of cases of this sort there was a prolapsus of the ileum
through the ileo-caecal valve. He believed that the
specimen presented was such an one.

Dr. Castle mentioned a case, which was observed
in the f')undling hospital in 18G0, in which an infant
who had been affected with diarrhoea for several days,
suffi-red a prolapse of the idium and jejunum through
the large intestine ; nearly eight feet of the small int<-'S-

tine protruding beyond the anus.

The Society then went into executive session.

Stnted Meeiin; October 10, 1872.

RETAINED PLACKNTA THE RESULT OF INDUCED ABOR-
TION,

i

Dr. FiNXEL presented a specimen which he sup-
posed to be the fiagmt'nt of a placenta. The patient
was a widi'w lady, who, finding herself three months
pregnant, deti-rminod to have an abortion. After re-

sorting to the ordinary domestic means, she obtdned
the services ofau individual calling himself a physiciar,

who brought about the desired result by the intro luc-

tion of a guin-eliistic bougie. In the course of three

days after the abortion occurred, and everything

promi.si.'d well for the criminals. There was, however,
a slight dr.iwback to a rapid convidescence in the oc-

currence of a driiibling haimorrhage, whii.h, despite

every effort on the part of her attendant to control,

continued for a period of five months. Dr. Finnell

being called at the end of that time, beheved the bleed-

ing to be due to a portion of placenta which had been

retained. He accordingly administered an ounce of

turpentine and two ounces of castor oil. The dose

produced violent j)ain in the back ami strangury, an 1

finally the specimen was voided. Having made no
micro.scopic examination of tlie mass, he de.-iied that

it be referred to the Committee on Microscopy.

Dr. Van Geison asked if it was not tlie rule that

produced abortion was followed by retaineil placenta,

and related two cases in point coming under his ob-

servation. He was always in the habit of suspecting

all cases of retained placinta as one of the results of

manual interference, and believed that if the patient

were cros.s-questioned they coidd prove a direct relation

between the cause and the effect. When abortions

occur as the result of disease, the after-birth Avas, in

his experience, never retained.

Dr. Mary C. Putnam suggested that in the latter

case the reason for this wa«, that usually the placenta

was more or less completely separated by apoplectic

effusion.

tumor of jaw.

Dr. Little exhibited a tumor of the lower jaw, for

which the entire half of the inferior maxilla was re-

moved by operation the day before at St. Luke's Hos-
pital. The patient was a lady sixty-three years of age,

who came under his observation a year ago, with a

tumor the size of a ?mall walnut, involving the central

portion of the body of the lower jaw on the right

side. This had been growing very slowly for the pre-

vious four years. On examination the growth was
springy to the touch, and crackled under the finger. As
it was growing very slowly, and there was but little

deformity, she was advised to wait until the symp-
toms-became urgent enough to warrant operative in-

terference.

About two weeks ago she again presented herself,

with the statement that for the six months previous the

tumor had been growing very rapidly. It was then
found to involve the greater portion of the lower jaw,

aud to encroach considerably upon the cavity of the

mouth.
On consultat'on il was deemed advisable to remove

the growth, which was accordingly done. An inci.sion

was made from a little beyond the ear, along the in-

ferior border of right half of the jaw as far as the

symphysis menti. The bone being exposed, the first

incisor was removed, and a section made at that point

with the chain saw. This being done, this portion of

the bone was seized and its internal attachments sepa-

rated principally with the aid of the finger until the

coronoid process was reached, when its anterior at-

tachments had to be divided by the knife. After a
further separation of the attachments by the finger,

the bone was disarticulated bj' a slight twist. The
patient, up to the time of reporting the case, was doing
well.

The precaution was of course taken, as soon as it

was deciiled to divide the attachments to the chin, of

securing the tongue.

The tumor had not yet been examined ; but a full re-

, port of its microscopical character was promised.
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VEGETATtONS IX AURICLE, H.EMOKIUIAGIC

ETC.

INFAKCTIOXS,

Dr. Hall presented the lungs and lienrt removed
fom a patient who was adniitied to the Chnrity Hos-
pital on the liStli of Septeinlier and died on the fith of

October. On the day of admission she was sullering

very niucli from dyspnoea and some oedema of the

lower extremities
; was very pale, and appeared to be

very much exhausted.

On physical examination the mitral and aortic valves

were found diseased,, but nothing else was discovered.

Death occurred quite suddenly from syncope.

The autopsy was made on ihe altcrnoou of the 5tli.

The Avoman w;is five feet and four inclies in height,

and well nourished. Tiie lower limbs wer,e cedematous,

and there was considerable fluid in the riuht pleural

cavity. The right lung was covered witli a lyraphy

exudation, and was in an hivmorrhajic condit.iun. At
one point the lower poriion of the lower lobe, whore
the exudation was thickest, a htemorrhagic infarction

was Ibund. Several other inf uvtions were scattered

throughout the lung substance in tlie noighborliool.

The larger in'arciion, which was encap^ulaieii, was oc-

cupied by a reddish clot which was coutieuo;is with
a clot which occupied a branch of the pulmonary artry
in the neighbo;hood. The lower lobe of tliis lung was
the seat of cafairhal pneumonia, which was fading

away into the gray stage.

The heart was somewhat hypertrophied, and the

ventricles dilated. The aortic valves contained a num-
ber of small vegetations. There was quite a firm

mitial stenosis, the aperture just admitting the tip of

the index finger; and in the right auricle, on its an-

terior, was a small vegetation. The kidneys were cystic

and fatty.

Dr. FiNNELL had never met with an instance of vege-
tation in the auricle, and he beUeved it to be an ex-

ceedingly rare condition,—an opinion in which Dr.

Wooster Beach concurred.

Dr. Loomis was led to believe that vegetations in

the right side of the heart were more frequently pres-

ent than we imagine. '1 he}'^ were often overlooked
;

because, periiaps, they were never very large. It was
a rul'^ with him, that when he found an infarction in

the lung in a patient who did not give a history of

pysemia, he shoulil look to the right side of tlie heart

for tlie origin of the obstruction.

Dr. Koehler presented a specimen of f<bro cystic

tumor of the axilla, after which the Society went into

executive session.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Sfated Meeting, October 3d, 1S72.

Dr. Edmund R. Peaslee, President, in the Chair.

Drs. Jonx Ellis Blake and Max. J. Reinfieldkr were
elected Resident Fellows.

The PiiESiDENT acknowledged donations to the library

ofcopies of the Catalogue of the Library ofthe Surgeon-
General's Office, and the Edinburgh Medical Journal.

PUERPERAL THROMBOSIS AND EMBOLISM.

Dr. FoRDYCE Barkeii then read an important and
lengthy paper on '•Puerperal Thrombosis and Embolism"
of which we give the following abstract, as the paper
is to be published in full elsewhere.

The paper commenced with the history of a case

which occurred in his service in Bellevue Hospital. The

patient, a German woman, was brought into tint In spital

by the police and found to be in labor. The labor

terminated rapidly (after the bladder had been emptied

by the use of the catheter) in the birth of a still-l)orn

child. She had no hicttiorrhage at the time of delivery

and the uterus contracted finely. Eleven hours after,

she had a severe secondary lucmorrhage, which was
arrested by the use of ice, prefsuro on the uteru^, and

ergot. Nine hours after the hiemorrhagc, .she had
convulsions, four paroxysms, with but slmrt intervals

between each. Repeated examinations failed to detect

albumen or casts in the urine. For the following

fourteen days, she did well in every respect. The
fifieenth day after labor she complained of severe pain

in the abdomen, whicii was tympanitic and sensitive to

pressure, and also pain in tlie left thigh. The abdomin;.!

pain and tenderness subsided after the action of acathar-

tic; but the pain in the left leg continued the next day,

Avith inability to move tlic leg. It was found by measure-

ment to be larger than the other above the knee, but

not below it. She had no phlegmasia dolens, and the

pain and difficulty in moving the leg continued but

five days. On the eiglith day after the attack of these

symptoms, she was suddenly attacked Avhile walking
in ihe ward, with very severe dyspnoea. Her surface

rapidly became cold, her countenance expressed great

anguish, and the pulse was very small and feeble.

Afier the use of ammonia and whisky the rallied.

But the next day her pulse was 132, her respiration .'32.

She was strictly enjoined to remain in bed, and tl e

bladder was emptied by the catheter. The urine now for

the first time was found to be highly albuminous, nearly

one half becoming solidified on applying heatand nitric

acid. On the third day after, contrary to orders, she rose

from her bed to go to the water closet, when she fell on
the floor, and died in a few moments apparently asphyxi-

ated. The autopsy revealed dark coagula in the right

auricle and ventricle, fibrinous and slightly adherent co-

agula in the pulmonary arteries. Both kidneys were
highly congested. The vena cava contained a fibrinous

clot which obstructed both renal veins. The left femoral

vein contained a pale, firm coagulum more strongly ad-

herent to the coats of the ve.-sel than that in the vena
cava.

Although many of tlie older writers had noticed

these coagulations and theorized as to their causes and
pathological significance, and Van Swieten, more than

one hundred and twenty-five years ago, had de-

monstrated by repeated experiments that if coagulation

takes place in the veins and the clots are carried to the

heart, "the animals suffer great anguish in breathing and
rapidly die "; yet these facts received but little attention

from the medical world, until Virchow, of Berlin, made
his great patiiological discovery relative to thrombosis

and embolism. Our late distinguished countryman
Meigs, was one of the eai liest to report a case of death
from this cause, the significance of which he appreciat-

ed; but his theory in regard to the lining membrane of

the vein, the endangium of which he regarded as the

blood-making tissue, prevented him from really making
the pathological discovery which he so nearly approach-

ed.

As the terms thrombosis and embolism have been
used somewhat loosely, tlie author of the paper defined

them as follows : thrombosis meaning the arrest of the

circulation by coagulation in the veins, the arteries, or

the lymphatics. The Greek word embolus means,
something inserted like a wedge, something Ijlocking

up. Embolism therefore implies that the circulation has
been blocked up by something ttan.sported from some
other point: and the nucleus of theblockingagent may
be a fragment of a clot, an excrescence from the aortic
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valves, a pu.s-fflobule carrit'd in the circulation until it

niters a vrsaci of too Miiiill a calibre to:illo\v it to pass

on. So thero may hv ariorial, vciioii-*, or capill.iry ciii-

l»oli-'m, each of whicli h:L>f an irnportant |)alholo}^ical

result. It is obvious, that if tlie eiiibol.H is in a vein it

is ahvavs rarri'd t iwanl tlie heart; if in an artery, it

is carried in a direction iVoin the lieart.

To tiie late Sir James Y. Simpson bclon'_'S tlie merit

of first de^cribin^ arterial thrombnsis as a lesion of the

puerperal state. Since the pulilieation of this e-say,

quite a number of cases liavc been rejiortcd, but it is

undoubtedly a very rare alVection.

The ijymptoms of arterial thrombosis are, absence of

arterial pulsation below the thrombus—sometimes in-

creased foree of pulsation above the thrombus—pain,

sometimes very severe, below tlie seat of the thromltus,

—coldness of the limb—temporary paralysis of the limb.

The cause of arterial thrombosis is no doubt in a larf,'e

majority of cases an embolus, whose ori<,nnal seat was
the heart. In most cases, where this has occjrrel in

the puerperal woman, the patient was known to have
p-eviously had rheumatism or endo- carditis. But in

some cases it seems that tlie cniliolus is a clot which
has originally formed in tlie left side of tl.e heart, for the

symptims of cardiac liistress have preceded the signs

of local obstruction, while the valves of the heart have
been free from disease.

The li;cmatoloL,dsts, Andral and Gavanet, Becquerel
and Rodier, have sho.vn t'lat in pregnancy as well as in

various diseases, as c nicer, tuberculosis, typhus fever,

etc., there is a peculiar modification of the proportion

of the normal elements of the blood, -which consists in

an e.Kcess of the amount of fibrin and serum, and a de-

ficiency of the blood corpu-cle-, and this condition has
been termed hyperinosis. There restdts from tiiis mod-
ification, a special tendency to congulation, termed by
Vogel, inojiexia.

Barne*, Huvieux. and tlie author of tlie piper believe

that puerperal toxivmia may rapidly develop inopexia
independent of hyperinosis.

Thrombosis or embolism of the pulmonary arteries is

a very grave and not a very rare affection of the puer-
peral period. Tl;e thrombosis is sometimes spontaneous
or primary ; in other cases it is the result of an emboIu«,
t!ie embolus being a clot from a thrombus in the veins.

This is no doubt the cause of sudden or rapid deaths,

which follow phlegmasia dolens, and sometimes occur
in tvplius fever, rheumatism, phthisis, etc.

Tiie symptoms of this lesion are great difiiculty and
anguish in breathing, quick, rapid, feeble pulse, coldness
of .surface, convulsive contractions of the muscles of the
chest, and, in short, the patient dies from asptiyx'ia.

Cases were detailed, one a patient of Dr. 1. E. Taylor,
another a patient of Dr. Chas. A. Budd, where death
took place suddenly when the patients were apparently
convalescent from phlegmasia dolens. A patient of Dr.
Cheeseman, who had previously symptoms of venous
tliromb.sis in the left leg, but did not have phlegmasia
do'ens, suidenly was seized with .symptoms of asphyxia
and other signs of emboli.«m of the pulmonary artery.
This was followed by evidences of pulmonary infarctions,

as pain in the chest, cough, bloody sputa, etc. Iler
death occurred in a fourth attack.

It is probable that many cases of this character re-

cover by the fragmentation and absorption of the clot.

It was formerly believed that venous thrombosis was
generally the result of phlebitis, but the pathological
researches of Tirchow, Charcot, and others, seem to
have conclusively- demonstrated that thrombosis is in-
finitely more frequently the cause of phlebitis than the
consequence of it

In the treatment of this affection, the paper urged

the importance of not hastily givinj? up the case, the
Use of ciiibonate of ammonia and other stimulaiitH, the
imporlaii(;e of opiate^, e()ually neces-ary as in oher
shocks, and, above all, such conduct anrl manner on the
jiart of the mc(lcal attenilant as will inspire hope and
confidence, and keep up the morale of the patii-i.t.

The p iprr referred to the relation of venous thrombus
to the infarctions, ureiiiie, renal and pulmonary, and
also its bearing on jiyajmia, all of which is of urear,

interest in connection with general pathology equally
with the spcciil pathology of the inn-rpcral period.

Dr. AusTi.N Flint, Sr., in opening the discu-ssion, said

tlie latemssof the hour and com|ireliensiveneas of the

paper would precluJe any extended remarks, but he
would refer to the vast change in the path'ilogy and
history of di.4easi-s. Our knowledge concerning em-
bolism and thrombosis is of a recent date. When
coming to the meeting he thought of referring to the

observations of the late Professor Meigs, but they had
been aniieiiiated liy Dr. Barker.

Rapid formation of coagiila on the right side of the

heart is of more frequent occui rence than is generally

supposed—as seen from post-mortem examinations.

It occurs not only in pneumonia, but in ca.ses of

chronic Brighi's disease. Auscultation shows that

the suffering is not due to deficiency of air, but
to deficiency of blooil. In a ca-e of chronic Briglit's

disease auscnliatioii revealed a murmur on the ligl.t

side of the In-art, showing a heart cljt. The sulJici. is

a vast one, and sliows what a change has occurred in

our view, for the reason of its being more known. Ir.

is an explanation of cases of ulcer of stomach and
pulmonary gangrene; also of other affei;lions.

VircUow himself, he remarked in conclu ling, coiil I

not foretell how much light was to be shed in the future

on cert liii pathological conditions.

Dr. T. G.\iLr.ARD Thomas stated that he had listened

with pleasure to the remarks of Dr. Barker and the last

speaker, and what he would have to say would niost'y

corroborate the views of the paper.

In regard to the nomenclature, almost all of thewovks
speak of thrombus of the vulva, which is not thrombus

at all. Thrombus vulvae .sliould be ehniinited entirely

from the nomenclature. If the name is required lor n

bloody tumor, the other should be given up. It

appeared to him that the names 7>?-i'»jay?/ and sfcondani

thrombosis were the proper ones to be used.

It has been said by our forefathers that the blood of

a pregnant woman is of a richer character. The truth

is, the blood of pregnancy is not by any means of a

rich character, although it docs contain a larger amount
of fibrin. The blood of starvation is a hyperinotic

blood ; the fibrin found being dead muscle.

In speaking of the varieties of thrombosi-, as

mentioned by Dr. Barker, he said that he had never

seen a case of arterial Ihromhosis in a puerperal or non-

puerperal woninn, and had seen but lew ca«es of

embolism in pregnant women. A few cases of embolism

in non-pnorper.il women were referred to, inchiding one

which Dr. Barker would recollect, in which the

diagno-is was cerebral apoplexy. The ba.silar artery

had a watery clot. At that time Dr. Fiint, Jr., collected

five cases from the German journals, from this cause,

namely, cerebral apoplexy.

In regard to cardiac tJiromhosis, it appeared to him
that many of tho>e cases reported by the author as such,

were not. Xevcrthclcss, he did not question that a

strong clot in the heart would destroy life. A clot in

the light side of the heart is very common afrer many
dis-^ases. Pos'-mortems are very unsali-^factory, and

physicians are liable to be misled by them. He mention-
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ed a case of cardiac embolism in a non-pregnant woman,
\vliicli he saw with Dr. Emmet.
With rererenoe to venous tln-omhosis^ resxMu^ many

times from embolism, lie mentioned several cases to

corroborate Dr. Barker's assertions. Sometimes it will

occur when the blood is in a liyperinotic state. A case

was related where the patient, in the eit^htli month of

pregnamy, suflered from intense alljuminuria
;

pre-

mature labor was brought on and a puny child was born.

Phlegmasia dolens came on in about nine days from

the birth of the child, and over the great toe joint a

gangrenous S]iot appeared ; tlie patient was informed

that she must die. Probably there was arterial throm-

bosis and not venous thromltosis.

In a Ciise under the care of Mr. Skey, tiie pulmonary
embolism Avas secondary to the thromb(^sis.

In regard to the treatment of thrombosis and em-
bolism, and that of phlegmasia dolens, he would believe

in what Dr. Barker had advocated; the antiphlogistic

ti-eitment mn<t not be adopted in these cases.

Dr. A. C. Post remarked, in reply to the proposition

of Dr. Thomas, to confine the terms thrombus and throm-
bosis to coaijalation of blood within the vessel-^, that

the term thrombus had been originally employed to

signify coagulation of blood in the connective ti-sue,

outside of a wounded or ruptured vein. For example,

when the operation of venesection had been performed
at the bend of the elbow, and care had not been taken

to maintain the incision through the integument in its

proper relation to the opening of the vein, blood was
I'ffu-^ed into the connective tissue, where it became
c )agulated, and formed a hard swelling, which was
famdiarly known as a thrombu?5. This term was in

general use long before the modern doctrine of throm-
bosis had been propounded.

Dr. Post fnrtlier remarked, that more than thirty

years ago he had made an autopsy in the case of a

lady who had died a few days after parturition, and
whose death had been preceded by urgent dyspnoea
In this case, the only morbid appearance which seemed
to have any connection with the dyspnoea and with it

fatal result, was a large and firm cardiac thrombosis.

The President announced that Dr. L. D. Bulkley
would read a paper before the Academy, October 17th.

Subject:—Acne.
On motion, the Academy then adjourned.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF TIIE COLTXTV
OF NEW YORK.

Sixty-sevenih Annual Jfeetinj, Oct. 28th, 1872.

Dn. Abraii.vm Jacobi, Puesident, in the Chair.

The meeting wa^ very fully attended, abont one
hundred and twenty members, besides students and
others, be.ng present.

NEW SIKMBERS.

The following gentlemen, recommended by the
Comitia Minora, were elected members:

—

Frank P. Fostkr, 33 East Thirty-eighth street, a

graduate in Medicine at the CoUege^of Pliysicians and
Surgeons in 18()2. Emil Flies, 288''East Broadway, a

graduate in Medicine at the University of Berlin, Ger-
many, in 185S. Frank W. Tucker, 144 West Houston
street, a graduate in Medicine at_^the Medical Depart-
ment of the University of the' city of New York
in 1871. Clement Cleveland, Woman s Hospital, a

graduate in Medicine at the College of Physicians and
Surgeons, in 1871.

liEPOKTS.

The Rerordinrf Secretary then read the report of the

Comitia Mino:a for the preceding year, following

which the Trcamirer made a report for a similar period,

as lollows :

—

Received during t'.ie year §1,325.21

Paid out '• " 70!i.29

Balance remaining with Treasurer G75.'J2

The Lihrunj Committee made no report.

The President announced that the funeral of Dr.

Henshel would take i)la!;-e on the following Friday.

withdrawals.

Dr. J. C. Petkhs announced that he was an horized

to withdraw the name of Professor Barker, as a candi-

date for the office of President. Professor F.int also

asked the same privilege for himself, thanking the

Society for the honor they had wished to confer upon
him, and avowing that duties to which he was honor-

ably committed would prevent h's acceptance of the

position. Dr. Roosa also wished to withdraw from
candidatesliip as censor.

Dr. Henry said he had no desire to occupy valuable

time, but wished to express the regret of himself and
others at the di-position on the part of so many to

decline office in the Society. He al-^o drew attemion
to the fact that only one slip of the names of nomi-
nees for offices, instead of two, as the rules of the Soci-

ety required, had been sent to the members.
The Chair explained that it was owing to an over-

sight, and said that there was an abundance of slips to

be had at the desk of the Secretary.

Dr. Roosa wished to make some remarks, but was
decided by the Chair to be out of order. An appeal

was taken and the Chair sustained.

The President announced that no member was e'i-

gible for office or could vote whose aimual dues

remained unpaiil.

Dr. Harwood declared his ignorance as to whether
he was or was not indebted to the Society, as he had
received no bill.

The Treasurer stated that bills had been sent to all

the members, and that most of them had been i)aid.

VOTING.

The Presided appointed Drs. Finnell, Roosa, J. L.

Brown, and Newman, to act as tellers; and the Society-

proceeded to the election of officers for the en?uing

year.

During the process of counting ballots, the Presi-

dent invited Dr. Stephen Smith to address the Society

on the suV)ject of Public Hvgiene.
Dr. Smith, acknowledging the honor of the in-

vitation, said that he would briefly state the history

of the recently-organized Public Health Association.

The progress of sanitary knowledge has lately been
very remarkable. Within the last quarter of a cen-

tury. Preventive Medicine has acquired the rank
and dignit}' of a science. In European States, and in

Great Britain cspeciall}', it has been incorporated into

State and numieiital organizations as an essential feature

ofgood government. This great and important advance of

sanitary scienee, and the recognition of its claims by the

State, are entirely due to the medical profession. Those
students who huve recently given such expans'on and
precision to our knowledge of physiology, pathology,

and organic chemistry, have laid anew the founda-

tions of Preventive ^ledicine. Many of the most ca-

pable have entered the service of the Slate, and are now
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eagaged in applying its principles to practice in the

prnriiotion of the public iii-nltli. In Groat Britftin ospe-

cially, tlie sanitary brancli of tlie povcrntmMit is daily

growing in importnnci', ami rnjrnpin^' ttic aMt'iuion of

tlu* al)Iost iiR'dnal iiiiiids. Simon, Kakh, 1U;iuh>n-San-

KDRSON, TlliniCIIUM. LKTIIKt.Y, (rAKDSKIl. SkATUX, MaPO-
TiiKR. are but a few of llic names, f.iiniliar to all, of

gi-nllomcn whose services are now given almost exclu-

sively to the governmeiii.

This advance of saiiitiry knowled<;e abroad naturally

excited much attention in this country, and led to the

organization of the Sanitary and Quarantine Convention.

Thi-< body had four aimual sessions, and by its dis-

cussions and publications excited a wiije-spread interest

up<)n the subject of the prevention of diseases.

And though this Society, from the very nature of its

organization, was incapable of giving a scientifii; or per-

manent ciiaracter to its work, it nevertheless gave a

powerful impulse to the cause of sanitary reform in the

United States. Especially was the public mind awa-
kened to the value and necessity ofa sanitary element in

jnunicipal governments. Indeed, it is questionable if

the public is not more impressed with tiie importance
of health organizations than the profession at large.

Certain it is that in all the States sanitary legislation is

readily obtained, and Boards of Health, State and mu-
nicipal, are muhiplving in every part ot the country.

It is now about ten years .^ince the Sanitary and
Quarantine Convention ceased to exist—ton years

fruitful in the results of sanitary organization and work.
Meantime eacii laborer in this new field has stood com-
paratively isolated and alone, with none to counsel or

aid him in seasons of great emergency, and in the dis-

charge of most responsible duties. Very naiurally this

has led to a general desire, on tlie part of those especially

interested in sanitary studies and labors, for an associa-

tion which should be the meilium for conference and co-

operation, and for the organization of efforts to secure
the greatest possible efficiency. To tliis end a prelimi-

nary meeting was held in New York on the 18th of
last April, and a conmiittee was appointed to prepare a
plan of organization. A second meeting was held at

Long Branch, N. J., September 12th, at which a con-
stitution was adopted and a permanent organization
effected, Avith the title of ''The Amkrica.v Pcblic
Health Association-." Its membership is elective.

The objects of this Association are the " advancement
of sanitary science, and the promotion of organizations
and measures for the practical application of public hy-
giene." It will aim to secure proper sanitary legisla-

tion in the ditferent States; toestabUsh a uniform sys-
tem of registration ; to promote co-operation among
health autliorities in sanitary administration, and es-

pecially in the adoption and enforcement of preventive
measures on the approach and during the prevalence of
epidemics

;
to improve quarantine regulations ; to give

a larger and more permanent medical element to health
organizations ; to diffu.se popular information in relation

to hygiene, etc., etc. It proposes, also, the establish-

ment ofa National Sanitary Bureau in connection with
the general government, not unlike the Bureau of Ajr-
riculture and Bureau of Education, which shall be de-
voted to the collection and ditlusion of information on
all matters pertaining to the public health. The field

of labor upon which tiiis Association has entered is

large and important, and its work can but enlist the
sympathies and support of the medical profession.

The Association proposes to hold its first ses.-ion at

Washington in the latter part of next, Fehruary, when
several reports on important subjects will be presented,
and its future policy will be more fully developed.
The President remarked that the probable reason

why the pultlic place more emphasis than the medical pro-

fession do upon the importance of preventive mcdiciij''

\», that, as in most instancfs in which they have aiiv

opinion on prolessional matters, they are sun; wlun
phy.sician.s are in doubt and in the dark, thi.s may be
es()ecially the ease in the matter of hvffiene, which has

a personal interest tor everybody. Almost every oii'

has something to say on the suiject, and the ini-r •

there is said the more certain they arc that their opin-

ions are correct. Without doubt the profession i.s call-

ed upon to prevent disease when it is possible t<ido so,

and he was of the i)elief that thi.s duty is fulfilled in

many instances where it is practicable ;
as, for instance,

when instruction is given with regard to the feeding oi'

infant-". As a body, however, he believed phy.sicians

in this country needed to pay more attention to the

causes of di-sease, especially in cities.

Dr. KoBKRTS thought the main difficulty lay in tie-

fa 't that 111 the matter of iiygiene the public was not

willing to be taught, and miMitioned, as an illustration,

the manner in wiiich vaccination as a preventive of

small-pox had been opposed, and the way in which
charlatans and irregular practitioners succeeded in th 3

country.

P'urtiicr di-'cussion was interrupted by the announce-
ment of the ba'lot, which resnlted as follows:

For Presiihnt, Ellsworth Eliot; Vice-President, 11. B.

Sands ; Recordintj Secrf-Uiri/, A. E. M. Purdy ; C<>rn-

spondinrj Secretary, F. A. Castle ; Treasurer, Joseph E.

Janvrin; Censors, Drs. A. Jacobi and J. C. Peters;

leaving three Censors and a delegate to be elected.

Dr. Henry said he had no desire to cavil, but would
like to know l)y what, authority Drs. James L. Brown
and Robert Newman sat with the tellers to take tally

and destroy votes. He had attended a great many
meetings, and had found it customary to announce the

number of votes for each candidate, and had never
known tellers to be intrusted with the responsibility of

destroying ballots. To which the Chair replied that

Drs. Brown and Newman had been appointed by him-
self in the same manner as tiie other tellers; and as

regards the destruction of ballots, when a ballot had

the names of more candidates than there were offii-es,

it was evidently worthless as regards a choice, and had
been destroyed.

Dr. Finnell asked the opinion of Dr. Van Kleek, who
had for many years been conversant with the customs
of the Society regarding the habit of destroying at once

irregular ballots. To which Dr. Van Kleek responded,

that it had always been the custom to do ?o in this

Society.

Dr. Henry, on the contrary, had never known it to

be left to the tellers to decide.

The Chair then decided this action on the part of

the tellers to have been in order. (Applause.)

A second ballot resulted i:i \he election of Erskiiii.-

Mason as Censor, and C. W. Packard as Delegate to t!;e

State Society.

The third ballot for censors completed the electioivby

Drs. H. T. Hanks and S. C. Finnell receiving the greatest

number of votes.

On motion, the annual meeting was adjourned until

the evening of the fourth Monday in November, pre-

vious to the stated meeting of the same date.

Detroit Academy of Medicine.—The annual meet-

ing of this Society was held September 10th, and the

following officers were elected for the ensuing year:

President, Dr. J. F. Noyes; Vice-President, Dr C. B.

Gilbert ; Secretary, Dr. A. B. Lyons ; Treasurer, Dr. W.
0. Gustin.
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Corrcspontirucc.

THE MEDICAL REGISTER AND ITS
RESPONSIBILITIES.

To THE Editor of the Medicax, Recoiid.

Sir:—The loader in your number for Ootobor IHth, 1872,

calls for some stateinonts from the Meilico-Historical

Society, which will make more intelligible the prin-

ciples governinu^ its action in preparing the list ol

physicians publislu^d in the Mcliail Rcr/isie}:

The candid spirit with which you have ever reviewed

the relations of our Society and its publications to the

medical profession, and your cordial recognition of tlie

arduous nature of, and difficulties incident to our self-

imposed work, make the tender of sucli explanations

ce|iially a pleasure and a duty.

A physician, having a diploma from a college recog-

nized by the American Medical Association, who has

always conformed to it:3 Code of Ethics, is invariably

admitted to the li-t.

If he have been guilty of violating any part thei'eof

and desires to be ranked as a reputable physician, as

not infrequently happens, it is necessary that he should

join SMne medical society having power to enforce

discipline.

If a jihysician keep a drug-store for tlie sale of

legitimate medicine only, his name is not excluded

from the rcLnster ; but -when he deals in Brandreth's

rills, Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup, or any other

nostrums, shaiing in the profits with their proprietors, he

thereby forfeits iiis claim to recognition among his

professional brethren.

It may not be amiss to state that several physicians

have discontinued this discreditable iiractice, and theii-

names now appear in the list.

Others, -while forced by various circumstances to

cominue for a time this quesionable way of earning

their "bread and butter," have acknowledged the

justice of the course adopted by the Society.

The Academy cf Medi.-ine will not now admit to

fellowship any physician wlio keeps a drug-store.

The County and Pathological Societies exclude f>ll

no-trum-deali'rs fiom membership.
If the Medico-IIistorical Society be wrong in this

cruirse, it certainly is in good company.
In proof of our discrimination, it is proper to mention

that our medical societies have not, with a single

exception, admitted to membership any physician

whose name is not in our list.

The same facts which were to us conclusive of

irregularity, they have found well established.

All of tiiese societies exercise great caution in the

admission of members, yet membership in any or all of

them is not a sufficient guarantee of re-peetability. for

it is well known that some, after admission, become
unworthy of the honor which they are allowed to

retain.

For instance, one, now a member of several societies,

was dismissed from a very respectable organization for

taking bribes; another, at a meeting of a medical

society, boldly avowed that he consulted with homoe-

opathists or any other persons who sought his advice :

another is the [iroprietor of a drug-store ; and yet

another adopted as an associate in professional practice,

one who he well knew was not a graihiate of any

college.

With such facts as these, the editor of the iNlEDiCAL

Eecord will have no difficulty in making the " thread

of his argument intact."

The Society has always thankfully received sugges-
tions from, and sought the advice of membeis of the
jirofession whose integrity and judgment entitled them
to respect; and their cordial encouragement and
coiinnendation most generously bestowe(l, have been
the most welcome reward of its arduous labois.

Our example has been followed in other cities, the
w^oik in sevei al instances having been done by a single

physician.

Yours trulv,

W. T. WniTK, M.D.,
President Medico- Ilistoiical S- ciety.

New York. Oct. 28th, 1872.

CARBOLIC ACID INTERNALLY.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record.

Sir :

—

Is looking over my case-book, I see that in

several instances in which I have used carbolic acid in-

ternally during a few years past in painful diseases, the
administration has been followed by a diminution of
pain. Used externally, its analgesic properties are

already recognized. Surgeon J. H. Bill, U. S. Army,
in a communication to the American Journal of Medi-
cal /Sciences for October, 1870, claims that it can be
used locally to deaden the sensibility of the skin for

surjrical operations. Lr. A. II. Sihith confirms its value

in this respect.

My own experience would also agree with that of
Dr. Bill, that employed interniUy, it seems to act " at

least as a moderator of pain in cancer."

I wouLl tliei-el'ore venture to suggest it as an internal

remedy for the relief of pain. To call it a ^jeri/j/7e?'aZ

analgesic would be to give it an odious name, not de-

sci'ip;ive of essential effects, although expressive of re-

sults which it apparently produces.

When I have used it, it has been almost always in a

solution of the sulphate of quinine. It is well to know
that a minim of the liquefied ciystals weighs about one
grain, and from half a minim to a minim three times

daily is the commencing dose. This may be gradually

incnased, although the remedial effects do not seem to

correspond with the increase. Not more than one or

two drops sliould be given in the tablespoonful of

fluid.

Eespectfiilly, ytmrs,

F. A. BURRALL, M.D.

ARMY NEWS.

Official List of the Chavf/es of Stations and Dtdies of Offi-

cers of the Medical Department, United States Army,

from October 19, 1872, to Noveviher 4, 1872, inclusive.

MiLHAU, J. J., Surgeon.—Granted leave of absence

for thirty days, with permission to leave the limits of

the Department. S. 0., 230, Department of the

South, Oclober 26, 1872.

Randolph, Jno. F., Surgeon.—To report in person to

the Commanding General Department of the Platte

for assignment to duty. S. 0., 269., War Department,

A. G. 6., October 29, 1872.

GoDDARD, CnAS. E., Surgeou.—Granted leave o'f

absence for twenty days. S. 0., 200, Department of

the East, October 19, 1872.

TiLTON, H. R., Assistant Surgeon.—Granted leave r f

absence for thirty days. S. 0., 213, Department of the

East, November 2. 1872.
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IIoRTON, S. M., Assistant Surpcon.—Granted leave

of absence for eighu'cn days, to take efTi-ct on arrival

of Acliii"^ As-iistant. Snrjrt'on HuHin^'toii at Fori

McKaveit. Texas. S. O., 184, Depaitmciit of Texas,

October 17, 1872.

Gaudnkii, W. II., As.>;istanf Surgeon.—To accompany
companies of (5tli C;ivalry coii.stitntinj,' parri-^on of

Fort Riley, Kan-as, to tliat post. S. ()., Kil, Depart-

ment of the Missouri, October 16, 187'J.

Dk Witt, Cm.vis, Assistant Surgeon.—To report to

Major John C. Tiilba'l, 2d Artilieiy, to accompany liis

command as far as Halcigli, N. C, via Omalia, Nebr.

;

on completion of tiiis duly to return to Sau Francisco,

and report to the Medical Director, Department o(

California. S. ()., 197. Military Division of the

Pacific, October 25, 1872.

MoxROK, F. Le B , As'istant Surgeon.—As-igned to

durv at Raleigh, N. C. S. O., 224, Departinciit of tlie

South, October 19, 1872.

Laudkrpale, J. v.. Assistant Surgeon.—Relieved

from duty at Fort Wood, N. Y. II., and assigned to

duty at Fort Hamilton, N. Y. II. S. 0, 201, Depart-

m -nt of the E.ist, October 21, 1872.

Hauvey. p. F., As-istant Surgeon.—To report at

St. Louis Dcpof, Mo., to accomp mj' recruits to Texas,

and on completion of tliis dury to join liis proper

st ition. S. 0., 259, Headquarters of tlie Army, October

10, 1872.

King, W. II., Assistant Surgeon.—Granted leave of

a'>scnce for thirty days, with permission to apply at

Ilealquarters Mil. Division of the Mo., f)r an ex-

tension of thirty days. S. O., 1G9, D^'part:nent of the

Mo., October 19, 1872.

CowDKEY, S. G., Assistant Surgeon.—Lr>ave of ab-

sr^nce extended twenty days. S. 0., 98, Milita-y

Division of the Mo., October 18, 1872.

EwEN', C, Assistant Surgeon.—Grant -d leave of

nbs'-nce for four months. S. 0., 2G2, War Department,

A. G. 0., October 23, 1872.

ittrtiical 3tems auti Ufius.

Dr. J. Byrne, of Brooklyn, has contributed an ex-

cellent article on ''Electric Cautery in Uterine Surgery,"

which although intended for this issue, has with others

been crowded out. We s-hall commence its pubUcation

in our next.

For Keeiinj Pathological Specimens.—Dr. J. R-

Shellcnberger writes: For keeping pathological speci-

mens I employ the following: Common table salt, § iv,

;

powdered alum, 3 ij. j bichloride of mercury, gr. ij.

:

wa'er, pure, O ij.

If the preparat'on is delicate take four pints of

water. If it contains any osseous tissue leave out the

alum, and double the salt according to f^^rmula first.

Bkli.evce Ho.=pital Medical College.—The intro-

ductory to the regular coursi; of lectures was delivered

by Professor Austin Flint, M.D., at the College, Octo-

ber 16th, 1872.

American Dental Cosvextios.—At the tigl.'teenth

annual session of this association, held in Boston
August 13th, 14th and 15th, 1872, the following officers

were elected for the ensuing year: President, Dr. J. J.

Wetherbee, of Boston ; Vire-Pre.sident. Dr. G. A. Mills.

ofBrookh'u, X. Y. ; Jiecndinfj Serret'iry, Dr. Cornelius

S. Hui Ibut, of SpringfifId, Mass. ; Corresponding Sec-

relary, Dr. M. S. Dean, of Chicago; Treasurer, Dr.

John Alli-n, of New York City; I'Jxerulive Cominiltte,

Dr^ J. G Ambl,-r, C. F. Rich, Wm. Dutch, H. F.

Bishop, and C. M. Bailey.

The JoruNAL of Psvciiological Medicine.—The
Octolu-r nunilti-r of this jonrnal cfuitains an interesting

clinical lecture by W. A. Hammond, M.D.. on 'Cerebral
Ha-morrhage" and ''Ihematoma of the Duia Mater,"
and an import.uit paper liy A. 0. Kellogg, M.D., Ktyled
' Epili'p,>»y and it.s Relations to Insanity, and Cases of

Doubtful Re-ponsibiliiy before Judicial Tribunals, with
remarks on Expert Testimony."

Tennessee Opicm.—The opium obtained from t!:e

imported seed of tiie white poppy, which was planted
by Dr. Pitts, in the spring of 1871, near Nashville,

Tennessee, pos.scs.ses the peculiar narcotic odor and
bitter taste, and presents a smooth, tenacious mass of

a dark-brown color. One hundred grains, when dried,

yielded eighty-three of powder, and, upon examination,
eleven of insoluble matter, mostly clay and sand, and
ten of alkaloids, equal to about nine grains of morphia.—Xitshvil/e Jour. Medicine and Surgery.

New York City Sanitary I.nspector.—The Board of

Health, at a recent .session, appointed Dr. E. II. Janes,

City Sanitary Inspector, the unties of which position

he has ably fi led since the resignation of Dr. Moreau
Morris. An excellent appointment.

Summer Temperature of San Francisco.—The
warmest noon-day temperature at San Franci.sco in

July was 09', with the exception of a single (iay, when
it was 7F. The coldest was 60.' The hottest noon-
day temperature of July at Philadelphi.i Avas 98 , and
ttie coldest 6'J .

—

Pacific Medical and Surfjical Journal.

The French Faculty of Medicine, of Strasbourg,
has, at length, been transferred to Nancy.

Cholera Infantum on the Pacific Coast.—This

disease is almost unknown, either in the ocean climatu

or the heated interior.

Pregnancy in advanced Agk.—Dr. Anderson, of

Louisville, Kentucky (Med. and Surg. Re[iorter, Sejit.

28, '72). mentions the case of a woman, aged 51. who
Was delivered at full term, by a midwife, of a still-born

child. Dr. Speed stated that he was once called to .see

a lady, 53 years of age, who was in labor, whicii ended
safely to both mother and child.

Harlem Midical Association.—At the monthly
meeting of this as-oci.ition, the following oflicers were
elected for the ensuing year: I'resldenf. .J. O. Far-

rington, M.D. : Vice-President^ K. D. Rockwell. it.D.

;

Secretari/, H. C. Forbes, M.D. ;
Treasurer, M. McLean,

M.D. ; Trustees. Drs. John Shrady, H. L. Sheldon, and
H. H. Gregory.

PniiAnEi.PHi.v Collegs of Pharm.^cy. — Professor

Win. Procter, Jr., has been unanimously elected to the

chair of Pharmacy in this institution, made vacant by
the death of Professor E. Parrish on September 9th,

1872.

Niemeyeks Library.—Albert Moses, a bookseller

of Tiibingen, has purchased tlie valuable library of the

late Dr. Fe'ix Von Niemeyer, and ofiers the profession

an opportunity of rescuing the whole or part of this

collection. The libraiy has been arranged with the

same headings as are found iu the " practice' of

Niemeyer.

YiGLA —Eugena Napoleon Tigla, Physician to Hotel
Dieu. died recently in Paris, of disease of the heart, in

the 59th year of his age.
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American Pifarmaceutical Association.—At tlie

twenti'.'tli annual nieetinf^ of this association, held in

Cleveland, Oliio, September 3d, 4th, 5lh, 1872, the ful-

lowinpf olHcers were elected for tlie ensuing year:
Prcsidnif, Albert E. Ebert, Ciiicago, 111.; Vire-I'irsiilcnts,

S. S. Garrigues, Ph. D.. Saginaw, Mich., E. P. Nichols,

M.D., Newark, N. J., II. C. Gaylord, Cleveland, Ohio;
Executive Committee, Thos. S. Wei<iand, Phila., Pa.,

Geo. Leis, Lawrence, Kans.ns, C. S. Eberle, Phila., Pa.,

H. J. Menninger, M.D.. Raleigh, N. C. Prof. John
M. Maisch, Pliihi., Pa. ; Treasurer, Chas. A! Tufts; Local
Secrelari/, Thos. H. Hazard, of Richmond, Va., Prof.

Robert Bentlev, of London, England, and Stanislaus
Martin, Paris, France, were elected Honorary Mem^>ers.

The next meeting will be held in Richmond, Va., Sept.

18, 1873.

Sewin'G-^Iaciiinks on thp; ITealth of Operators.—
Dr. Arthur IF. Nichols {Report of the J/'(.s.s. Board of
Health), arrives at the following conclusions with
reference to the influence of sewing-machines, driven
by foot-power, on the health of operators : 1st.—

A

healthy woman may use tl.e sewing-machine for three

or four hours daily, without evil results. 2d.—The pre-

vailing illnesses are :—Indigestion, due to constrained
posture, close conlinement, and defective hygienic ar-

rangements
; muscular pains of the legs and trunk, caused

by over-e.\ertion at the treadle ; uterine and ovarian
dison'er', aggravated, though not originated, by this

occupation, and alleviated by its discontinuance
;

general debility, the result of overwork and confine-

ment.
The neura'gic aft'ection of the feet noticed by M.

Guibont, and attributed by him to these parts with the

iron treadle, is pronounced extremely rai e.

Prof. Agassfz's Expedition.—At the welcome ex-
tended to Prof Agassiz, by the California Academy of

Sciences, on his arrival at San Francesco with the

Hassler Expedition, the speaker reported tlie following

results of the Expedition : During the 246 days of the

voyage there were packed 242 boxes and barrels of
specimens. The m;iterials collected will oblige tlie

trustees of the Museum at Cambridge, Mass., to build

an extensive addition. The collection of fishes amounts
to about 30,000 specimens. He has no doubt that the

sum total of specimens brought together exceeds 100,-

000, and they are not preserved in the old-fashioned

way—dried and unfit for further research. To pack
these .specimens 3,000 and odd gallons of alcohol were
used up, and they are so preserved they will afibrd

materials for investigation for years to come.

N. Y. Ophthalmic and Aural Institute.—The Tliird

Annual Report gives the following exhibit: For the

year commencing May 1, 1871, and endin.<: April 30,

1872, the number of patients treated in the Dispensary
was 3,225, of which 2,5GG had diseases of the eye and
659 diseases of the ear. Since the opening of the in-

stitution 8,108 persons have been treated in the Dis-

pensary, namely: 6,419 for diseases of the eye and
1,749 for diseases of the ear. The number of opera-
tions performed in the Institute during the year was
424, of which 379 were for diseases of the eye and 45
for diseases of the ear. Of the more importmt opera-
tions the following are specially mentioned: For cata-

ract, 52; artificial, 62; squint, 175. Many surgical

instruments and a complete electro-therapeutical ap-
paratus—comprising Brenner's apparatus for the elec-

tric treatment of ear and eye diseases, faradaic ma-
chines, and Middeldorpf's galvano-caustic apparatus

—

have been added to the collection of the institution.

Dr. Jos. Aub, late Resident Asst.-Surgeon, has been

appointed Ophthalmic and Aural Surgeon to the Cin-
cinnati IIos[)ital, ins native cit}'. The medical officers

are: Dr. II. Knapp, iiunjeon-iii- Charge ; Dr, Thomas
R. Pooley, Asst.-,Surf/eun ; Dr. Ernil Gruening, .i4.s.s<.-

Surgeon ; Dr. Xen. C. i^coii, Resident Asst.-tHurgeon

;

J. A. Steurer, Clinical Assistant; Dr. Chas. S. Turn-
bull, Clinical Assistant.

Wisconsin State Medical Society.—At the regular

annual meeting of this Society, held at Fond du Laf^,

the following persons were elected officers for the

ensuing year:

President—Dr. II. Van Dusen, of Mineral Point.

Ist Vice-President—Dr. E. L. Griffin, of Fond du Lac.

2d Vice-President— Dr, John Dickson, of Allen's

Grove.
Secretary and Treasurer—Dr. James T. Reeve, of

Appleton.
Censors— Drs. D. Mason, N. Dalton, and J. IC.

Bartlett.

The next meeting of the Society will be held in

Milwaukee, on the third Wednesday of June, 1873.

Marshall Infirmary, Troy, N. Y.—This Institution

has the oldest lunatic of any other asylum in this State

—the patient, a male, being about ninety years of age.

He is in the violent ward, and was made insane about
two years of age, by overdosing with opium. His
head is uncommonly large. He was described as being

a bright little boy until the opium was given him to

procure sleep.

The London Hospitals.—E. H. Trenholme, M.D.,

writing to the Cinada Medical Record, of Sejiteniber,

1872, says that the greater proportion of the London
Hospitals are supported b}' voluntary contributions,

and he is informed by medical men connected with
these institutions, that there is scarcely a family in

London but contributes largely each year, and that

they consider the Hospital subscription a debt of

honor.

As to the practice of the Hospitals, he remarked en

passant, that carbolic acid is almost entirely discarded in

all these institutions. St. Thomas's clings—but very

gently—to it still; probably because Prof. Lister was
one of her pupils, and his bust adorns her halls. He
has no doubt but that in another year or so it will be

quite numbered with the things that are past. Dr.

Richardson declares that of some forty disinfectants it

stands lowest.

With regard to the eye there is much to be learned

that is new at Moorfields, and the eye department at

Guy's and St. Tliomas's Hopitals. At St. Mark's Ho.s-

pital for the treatment of fistula, he was much struck

with the extent to which the knife is used. It is not

uncommon to see five or tix sinuses laid open at once,

sometimes even to the depth of two or more inches.

Mr. Bryant, of Guy's Hosjiital, informed him that the

surgeons had had seventy consecutive successful cases

of operating for stone, in children under ten years of

age. This surgeon was of the opinion that the practice

of using always the straight staff had something to do
with their success.

Internal Pathology.—Don Jos6 Zalabardo, of Mad-
rid (Siglo Medico), announces a work on '' Internal

Pathology," in verse, which will be abreast of the pre-

sent state of science.

Mental Disease Prize.—M. Tarlet has made a be-

quest of 10.000 francs to the Paris Academy of Me-
dicine, for the purpose of founding a prize on mental

and nervous diseases.
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A NovKi. Disinfectant. — Mrs. I^miniifiil goes to

visit tlie pftnli'iu-r's wife, who was just coiifiiKMl. " Glad

to SCO you and the ('ear baby so Will, Mary; but

—

lu'in, ha— I think, perliaos, you are a little close, and

I sliall send you some cliloride of lime to put in a saiici-r

under the bid." Mary.—" Oh, i>lea.se nii.-sus, don't go

to make me have no more ot them 8tiiik.s; nui^ses

breatli'll keep hot" anythink that thar Hy through the

liair.''

—

Med. Times aud Guzette.

Board of Hkaltr for Boston.—Aeoordiug to the

Huston Medical and Snnjv-al Journal, of Sept. 20th,

preat proj;re.s.s has been miide toward the in.>titution

iu Boston, Mass., of an independent and competent
Board of Health. A city of 250,5'2G irdiabitaiils, or

the .seventh in population of American cities, surely

demands an enlightcne'l Board of Health.

Di'TY ON Drugs.—The following crude articles are

subject still to U. S. duty ; Opium, which pays a

speciiio duty of $1.00 per pound; as aioetida, 20 per

cent., ad valorem ; Barbadoes tar, 20 per cent. ; lime

jiii'.e, 10 per cent.; quicksilver, 15 per cent. The duty

of $3.00 per pound on vanilla beans will be taken off

August 1st, 1873.

Aloes.—During the past year, 22,000 lbs. of the

various grades of aloes were entered at the Custom
House of New York.

California Collkge of Puarmacv.—This irstitution

was incorporated August 17th, 1872, with a capital

stock of $100,000; its duration to be fifty years, and

location in tlie City and County of San Franei-co, and
with the following officers and trustees: Wm. T.

Wcnzi'll, Pr>'side»f; J. Winchell Forbes, Secrefari/ ; J.

G. Steele, Treasurer. The first course of lectures on

Materia Medica, Pharmacy, Chemistry, and Botany,

commenced October 1st, 1872.

Dr. Vulpian is to occupy the chair of Comparative
and Experimental Physiology, vacated by Dr. Brown-
Sequard and Dr. Charcot, phy.-ician to SalpftriSre,

and, with the other gentlemen just named, editor of the

Archives dt Physiolof/ie Normah et Patliohnjlque, will

probably take the chair of Pathological Anatomy It-ft

vacant by Prof. Vulpian. Dr. Hourtklocp, formerly

surgeon to the H<ytel Dicu, is dead.

Aggravated Form of Stphilis.—The inhabitants o'

Fiume, in Illyria. are the siibjectsof a iiideous ulcerative

ilisease, which affects the nose and face especially, and
is known as SchiiiHro, the name of the village where it

appeared about the end of the last century. At a

recent meeting of the Academic de MC'decine, Dr.

Barth presented drawings and a description of the

d sease, which appears lo le a modified form of

syphili.c, aggravated by the circnmstances of soil and
climate, and the absei.ce of mecical advice and mea.-ures

of hygiene.

Enormous Brain in a Boy.—A boy, thirteen years

of age, recently died in the Middlesex hospiial, London,
from injuries caused by a fall frcm an omnibus. His
brain after death was found lo weigh fifty-eight

ounces, about eii;ht ounces above tliC average male
adult brain. The lad had been particularly healthy,

without any evidences of rachitis, and wis very
intelligent.

Two UssrccESjFrL Cases of Treatment of Rnr.r-

MATisM Bv the Cold Batu weie recently npoited at

the Clinical Society of London.

Dr. George A. Mcrsick of Nyack, was expelled from
the Rockland Couny Medical Society at its semi an-

nual meeting at New City, OcU)ber 29, 1872. The
principal eauHc of the expulsion wa^i tlie publication in a

county newspaper of the following libellous and defa-

matory advertisement cuneerning three mendiers of the

said society :

" Take Aotire.—Dr. George A. Mnrsiek desires to

infonn the jiublie generally, that he holds no association,

profestiioiially or othenvise, with those uniirineijiled

Bcoundrels. and profcHsional jerry uiididdlers, Smith, I'ol-

hemuH, and Stevenson."

The course taken V)y the i.iembers wr.s in our opi-

nion cmiiienlly just, and shows a healthy state of jiro-

fes^ional discipline. The .society evidently knows its

duty, and is not. al'raid to perform it. Let other similar

organizations ihioughout the country follow this good
example.

Double Uteru.s and Vagina.—Dr. N. C. Powers, of

Syracuse, New York, has a case of double uterus and

vagina under ob.servaiion. Tiic septum vaginaj is com-
plete throuLdiout, and the uteri are entirely distinct,

each perfofuiing the menstrual function.

Clinical Charts.— Dr. William \V. Keen, of Phila-

delphia, h;.s uevi.^ed some excellent clinical charts of

pocket .-ize. One of these comprises the front, back

and two side views of the body with the outlines of

the skeleton, also the same kind of view of the upper

and lower extieniiiies, the foet and head. The objc t

of these delineations is to aid the student and practi-

tioner in locating diseaso with ease and accuracy, at the

same time saving a great deal of wo:d description.

Accompanying is also an exceedingly well- arranged

and comprehensive chart of the temperature, pulse and

res]iiration. We cannot speak too highly of this method
of studying diseasi', and cordially rcconuneiid Dr. Keen's

plan to the attention of every progressive practitioner.

\Ve should like to see char:s of the viscera on the same

plan.

The charts are published by Turner Hamilton, of

Philadelphia, and their execution is admirable.

Mm pubUcntions.

Books Received.

The Piiystctan's Visiting List for 1873. Philadelphia,

Lindsay and Blakiston.

A Practical Treatise of URrxARY axd Renal Dis-

eases, including Urinary Depo.sits. etc., bj' Wm. Rob-
erts, M.D., Fellow Royal College Physicians, Lon-
don. 2d American Ed. from 2d London Ed. Philadel-

phia : H. C. Lea. 1872.

Lessons in Physical Diagnosis, by Alfred L. Loomis,
M.D., Prof. Inst, and Pract. Med. Med. Dept. Univ.

N. Y. I'd Ed., revised and enlarged, New York : W.
Wood & Co. 1872.

Smai>l-Pox, the Predisposing Conditions and their Pre-

ventives, etc. By Carl Both, M.D. 2d Ed. Boston,

Alex. Moore. 1872.

Tteatment of Diseases of the Skin, vdth an Analysis

of Eleven Thousand Consecutive Cases, by Dr. jMcCall
Anderson. London : Macmillan & Co. 1872.

Annual Report of the Commissioners of Chari-
ties OF King's Co. 1873.

Proceedings OF the Pathological Society of Phila-

delphia, vol. III. Philadelphia : Collins. Printer. 1871.

Modern Medicine : A Lecture delivered Oct, 7, 1872,
introductory to the course at the Jefferson Med. Col-

lege, by J. M. Da Costa, M.D., Prof, of Medicine.

Philadelphia : J. B. Lippincott <Jc Co. 1872.
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dDiigiital Commuuications.

CLINICAL NOTES

ELECTRIC CAUTERY IN
SURGERY.

UTERINE

By J. BYRNE, M.D.,

SURGEON-IN-CHIEF TO ST. MARY'S HOSPITAL FOR DISEASES OF WOMEN
j

CLINICAL PROFESSOR OF UTERINE SUR(iKUY TO LONG
ISLAND MEDICAL COLLEGE, ETC.

A FE'v months ago, at a meetin<T of the New York-

Obstetrical Society, Dr. Chamberlain reported a case of

epithelioma of the cervix uteri in which, thou,i;h tlie

affected part had been very satisfactorily removed by
gjilvano-caiitcry, the disease had nevertheless reap-

peared within five or six weeks after the operation.

Other instances aleo wei'e referred to, where an equally

unsatisfactory result had followed this method of oper-

ating; aud the prevailing opiuion of members present
appeared to be that the removal of such outgrowths
from these parts, even by the cautery, offered but little

eucouragement as a curative measure, and that report-

ed successes were at best exceptioual, or of rare occur-

rence, if r.ot doubtful as to diagnostic accuracy.

Indeed, whether on account of disheartening experi-

ences then related, or the well-known ditftculties at-

tending the management of galvanic batteries, there

seemed to be, if not a disposition to doubt the utility

of resorting to any operation in such cases, at least a

strong desire to have the subject jnore fully presented.

With a view to supply this want in some measure, and
especially as I had referred more encouragingly to my
own observations in the use of the galvanic cautery,

I was requested to furnish a paper, which was read at a

meeting of the Society held in June last.

Experiments undertaken over two years ago, and
noticed on the occasion referred to, have been steadily

continued during this interval, and cases of great inter-

est, in wliich I have operated by this means, have
since presented themselves.

Thus, while I have succeeded in devising a compact
and effective galvanic battery suited to every surgical

emergency, and 3'et comparatively simple in its manage-
ment, together with improved electrodes and platina in-

struments, ample opportunities have been afforded from
time to time for practically testing the value of each
novelty as suggested. This is my apology for delaying
the publication of my pg,per until this time.

No surgeon who, having witnessed for the first time
a successful intra-vaginal operation by the galvanic

cautery,—for example, the removal of a cauliflower

cancer, or a fibrous polypus from the cervix uteri—can
have failed to appreciate the many advantages offered

by this safe and rapid, yet bloodless proceeding, over
all other means heretofore at our command. He might
also feel astonished that so admirable a method of con-
ducting these and similar operations had not been more
generally adopted by gynaecologists especially, or the

subject even assigned a few pages in works on that

specialty
;

for a late edition of one of the most practical,

if not the very best treatise on diseases of women, is

in this particular noticeably defective.*

* The two papres devoted to galvano-cautery in the work of Trofessor
Thomas, to which I refer, must have at least one good effect,—that of
iucit.ng the reader's desire to know something more of the suljject.

A very little reflection, howevc r, will soon convince
him that, afti-r all, neither authors nor any one class of

practitioners in j)articular are much to blame ; for even
the laws by which galvanic electricity is governed,
not to speak of its adaptation to the most delicate

and dillicult operations, are nowadays but seldom
made the subject of scientific inquiiy either by can-

didates for medical honors or practitioners generally.

Aud yet, strange as it may appear, the history

of galvano-cautcry, though consistmg, for the ni. st

[)art of clinical fragments merely, or an occasional re-

port of some chirurgical achievement, covers a p(;riod

of over a quarter of a century. It is true, but little

was heard during the first few years of the new ser-

vice which the thermal power of current electricity

was being made to render; for prior to 1850 almost
the only surgical uses which it seems to have served,

with the exception of Crussel's operation for a fun-

gus haimatodes, were the removal of na;vi, and the

destruction of dental nerves. It may be safely assert-

ed, however, that we are indebted for most of what
is even yet known of galvano-cautery to the ingenious

devices of Marshall and Ellis, in England, from 18."0 to

1852, and the subsequent publication, in 1854, of Mid-
deldorpff's more brilliant exploits in Glermany. Since
the latter period, many interesting reports of cases by
Semeleder, Newman, Zsigmondy, Braun, Von G-rene-

wald, Rudolph Voltolini, and others, have appeared,
but there is nothing in the valuable yet only corrobo-
rative experiences of these observers to warrant a

doubt that the claim of priority in originating all that

is of practical value in electro-cautery, belongs of right

to those first named.* To Ellis, especially, is due the

credit of first suggesting the s-piral cauterizer ; Marshall
and Middeldorpff, contemporaneously, though inde-

pendently, devised the loop; while all clearly and dis-

tinctly indicated the various lesions hkely to be bene-
fited or cured by the employment of their several con-
trivances.

It is not a little surprising, therefore, to notice how
few surgeons there are, comparatively, even among
gynaecologists, who have adopted the practice, or given
the subject any attention whatever, though more than
twenty years have now elapsed since its claims were
so attractively demonstrated. That this omission arises,

in a great measure, from the want of any reliable guide
to a practical study of the subject, there can be
little doubt; because, as has already been inti-

mated, any one who desires accurate information, or
such definite rules and directions, as Avill enable him
to operate successlirlly by means of the electric

cautery, will seek such aid in vain among the gyme-
cological records, or otlier medical literatiu'e of our
language at least. The brief allusions met with in

standard works on medical electricity and electrolytic

surgery, will avail but little in a practical sense, beyond
what I elates to the elementary principles of electro-

])hysics. As for practical hints, and that particular

kind of knowledge so needed lor conducting important
cautery operations, there are but two ways in which
such can be obtained: either by being fortunate
enough to have repeatedly witnessed and closely ob-
served such operations, or through laborious experi-
mental research and no trifling pecuniary outlay.

By this latter path I have been obliged to travel
;

and though fortified by a tolerably exact knowledge
of electro-physics, and constantly aided by material
for clinical study, yet many disappointment!*, and difii-

* In this country, also, many important galvano-cautery operations
have been performed within the last few years by Urs. Noeggerath,
Thomas, Gul6ke, Sims, .Tacobi. and others, l)ut few of which, however,
have been published, so far as I know.
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ciiltifs of a perploxing natuix' liavu liml to In- at lirnt

conteii(ic<l nfrainst.

This sUleineiit i3 maile, not with a view to lioralil

mv own industry or perjovoranCL', but im-rcly as sug-

gestive of additional reasons why galvano-cautery,

wliicli is destined at no thstant period to i)lay a most
important part in gyna?cological practice, is po little

understi>od, and so seldom resorted to. It is also

reaiionaMe to infer from what has been said, that many
of the unsnocessful attempts to oi)erate by galvano-

cautery of which we hear, as for example when the

battery is said to have " given out" at a critical

moment, have been due le^sto imperfections in the ap-

Iiaratns. than a want of experience and inadequate

cnowledge of electro-physics on the part of the

operator.

It will be found impossible to construct any galvano-

cleclric apparatus which may not occasionally become
defective, either by accidental displacement of some
of its parts, or imperfections resulting from use. The
well-ascertained laws, also, in accordance with which
t!ie electric fluid is generated and set in motion, de-

mand the strictest observance, and will tolerate no in-

novations incompatible therewith, either as regards the

relation of negative and positive elements to each

other, and their metallic connections, or the quantity

and kind of fluid or fluids by the aid of which electro-

motive force is to be obtained.

Consequently uo surgeon can hope to succeed in the

practice of electro-cautery unless, when ditllculties

arise, as in case of failing to obtain sufficient heat, he

is not only competent to fully appreciate and under-

stand the nature, causes, and extent of such inter-

ruptions, but also possessed of a certain amount of

mechanical aptitude, so as to enable him to remedy the

defect. Indeed, I have no hesitation in stating that

the-=e conditions are essential to success, and cannot be
salely dispensed with; because, though certain rules

may be laid down concerning the general management
of batteries, and even specific directions given as to

the proper manner of conducting cautery operations,

nothing short of a tolerably exact scientific knowledge
of the whole subject will suffice to overcome unavoida-

ble obstacles.

Hence, it is not unreasonable to infer, that had these

facts been earlier recognized, many of the troubles and
disappointments reported in the practice of eminent
surgeons might have been avoided, nor would a quarter

of a century have elapsed ere galvano-cautery, instead

of being understood and practised by comparatively

few, had become the usual, and not the exceptional

means by which certain diseased conditions might be

cured or relieved.

Before proceeding to describe such a battery and in-

struments as I have found best suited to the require-

ments of surgical practice, some reference to the sev-

eral kinds of galvanic apparatus used and recom-
mended by others seems called for. Nearly three years

ago I assisted Dr. Noeggerath in removing an epithe-

lioma from the cervix uteri of a lady whose case will

be described hereafter, and the battery used on that oc-

casion was a zinc-carbon one, such as that first invented

by Bunsen in 18-t3. I subsequently operated with
this instrument, and was much pleased with its action

in both cases, though in the latter my patient, who had
a large fibro-celiular polypus attached by a thick

pedicle, lost much blood, owing to the vascularity of

the parts, but more particularly because the wire used

was, as I believe, too fine, and perhaps also in some
measure on account of traction kept up on the tumor.

I remarked then to gentlemen present that vascular

parts could not be safely cut through except by a much

thicker win-, which I was informed the battery, though
a very large one, would not sutlicienlly heat.

My ne.xt few operations were conducted by means of

a powerful (irove liattery, the only distinctive difl'er-

enee being that platina instead of carbon is used as a

negative element, and in every respect similar to that

used by Professor Middeldorpfl".

This apparatus, though beautifully constructed and
costly, was soon abandoned, however, mainly because
of the great trouble and care needed in working it;

for. like the one first used, strong nitric acid was re-

quired for the inner or porous cell, and on account of

which perplexing accidents are often unavoidable.

Nevertheless, being favorably impressed by what I had
already observed, and innuence<l by the opiidons of

authorities against other than constant batteries, I de-

termined to provide myself Avith another 8-cell

Bunsen, similar in principle to that of Dr. Noeggerath,
already referred to. Alter a few triaN, however, I

found it quite in.sufficicnt to heat wire of such length

and thickness as would insure against hemorrhage in

any but trifling op'-ration.s. This defect, coupled with
the danger in handling large quantities of strong nitric

acid, and the sulfocaiing nitrous fumes resulting from
chemical action, not to speak of the trouble and time
spent in filling, emptying, and cleaning the cells, in-

duced me to abandon every kind of so-called constant,

or two-fluid battery.

The claims of Stohrer's four-cell one-fluid carbon-zinc

battery were next fully con.-idered, but on account
its huge dimensions, being less portable than any
those already tried, I hesitated, and concluded to pro-

cure the French contrivance, known as the " Grenet
battery." Tliis little apparatus is composed of eight zinc

and six carbon plates, four of the former being unite I

and connected with three of the latter, similarly joined,

the other sets of three and four zincs and carbons,

each unitedly forming the negative and positive poles.

In this manner the whole is made to act as two pow-
erful cells. I have operated frequently with this in-

strument, and can fully endorse the views expres.sed

regarding its power and certainty of action by Dr.

Garrett, of Boston, the only author, so far as I know,
whose opinions as to its worth seem to have been de-

rived from a practical knowledge of its capacity. After
an extensive practical acquaintance with this battery

it is a little anmsing to recall ttie description given of

it by Meyer, in his work on '" Electricity in its Rela-
tions TO Practical Medicine," as follows:—"After the

battery is dipped into the fluid as hiijh as ilie npper
edje of the carhon-plates, a Y--haped tube is fastened

to tlie rubber tube, and to this a pair of bellows; soon
the fluid is thrown into commotion, and after four or

five seconds the platinum wire which is secured to the
conducting wires going from the zinc and carbon poles,

glows." None of which is correct, because neither

tiiis nor any other such battery should ever be dipped
" as high as the upper edge of the carbon-[.lates," no
bellows is needed, and the platina requires no long;T

time to become incandescent than when attached to

any other battery that I have ever seen. I have never
found it necessary to use the bellows attachment, the
occasional raising and re-immersion of the battery being
all that is needed to perpetuate its power. It, lias not,

however, that " intensity'" arrangement which many
operations demand, and hence its sphere of action is

too limited to be universally serviceable in practice.

Moreover, the lead-lined box which contains the fluid in

too large to be conveniently portable, and there is no
mechanism provided for raising the battery out of the

acid solution when not actually in use, and kecpin? it

,
suspended so as to drain the plates, arrest chemical
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action, ami tliereljy control and preserve its heating

capacit}'.

Being, on the whole, tolerably well satisfied with
this first specimen of single-fluid battery, my next

desire was to obtain one of a t-imilar nature, but, if

possible, still more powerful amlless limited in its sphere

of action, yet as moderate in size as would be consistent

with these additional requirements.

A battery combining in a very great degree all these

qualities was therefore constructed at my request by
Mr. Chiirles T. Chester, 10-4 Centre Street, who?e tho-

rough practical acquaintance with electro-physics is so

well known, and t) whoso politeness I am greatly in-

debted for many valuable hints and suggestions. This

instrument is composed of eight pairs of carbon and
zinc pUites, each measuring about six by nine inches,

and so arranged that the whole could be made to act

either as two cells when quantity is desired, or four cells

as when greater intensity is needed to overcome resis-

tance. 1\ short and heavy, or flattened platina is to

be heated, certain binding screws marked two are

turned down, while those marked four are to be raised

;

and when a long and comparatively thin wire, such

as is used for looping purposes, is required, this

order of adjustment is to be reversed. By this useful

contrivance the apparatus can be made to meet every

want, and in my hands it h;is never failed. As an evi-

dence of its power, moreover, I may state that five

inches of number sixteen wire can be made incandescent,

and as the elements can be easily raised or lowered by
means of a wind!a-s attachment, its management is

simple, and as a whole it is far superior, in my estima-

tion, to the more clumsy and costly apparatus of

Siohrer.

With all these attractive features, however, it also is

too bulky and heavy to be conveniently portable, and
consequent!}' not so well adapted to the requirements
of private as to hospital practice. The quantity of fluid

required to bring it into action is three gallons, prepared
by dissolving three pounds of bichromate of potassa in

ten quarts of boiling water, to which, when cool, two
qnaris of sulphuric acid are to be added.

It wid be observed from these remarks that, though
double-celled batteries, whether composed ofthe Bunsen
or Grove elements, are constant in their action, they

.
possess no other attractive characteristic warranting a

preference over the more simple and manageable single-

fluid arrangements. Indeed, this supposed indispensable

quality as to constancy may be conveniently dispensed
with, for it is no more an essential requisite in a bat-

tery for surgical purposes, than would be perpetual
motion in a time-piece.

Authorities on electro- surgery, as a rule, either cau-

tion as against the employment of these batteries, simjdy
because they are not continuous in their action, and
liable to give out at a critical moment, or furnish such
an iaco;'rect description of their modus operandi as to

deter many from using them. They seem to entirely

forget, hov.-ever, or at least fail to suggest that there
can be no reasonable object whatever in immersing a

battery before its action is called for, or allowing it to

remain so unnecessarily long, and during intervals of
inspection which ought to, and must occur during every
important cautery operation. Another very common
and mischievous fallacy is, to suppose that by discon-
necting one ©r other of the conducting cords, or other-
wise breaking the current, as, for example, by means
of a slide in the cautery-handle, we thereby arrest

tlie waste of thermal power. Breaking the current,

however, does not wholly arrest chemical action; and as

prolonged immersion, even with this precaution, seri-

ously impairs electro- motive power, no ba'tery of this

class should be put in contact with tlie fluid mitil heat

is actunlly required, or allowed to rem un so during

operative interru[itions, or one minute after it has

served its purpose.

DESCRIPTIO.N OF BATTERY.

Fig. 1 is a coirect ie|)resentation of a battery devised

by me over twelve months ago, and employed in some
of my most important operations.

Fig. 1.

It consists of twelve carbons and twelve zincs, each
3 by 5 inches, combined and arranged so as to repre-

sent four sets or cells of three pairs each. In this or-

der the elements are securely fastened by nuts and
screws to a hard rubber platform 7i by 8 inches in

surface, and one-(iuarter inch thick; and the combina-
tions and connections effected by means of narrow
strips of copper annealed and nickel-plated. In the

centre is a cog-wheel 3 inches in diameter, which, on
being turned by means of an upright handle, causes the

two water-agitators to revolve.* Near the front edge
ofthe platform is fixed what might be properly denom-
inated an electro-moiire, or electro-tension disc, by the
aid of which the whole character ofthe battery maybe
changed in a mom-nt, so as to represent either two
cells, as when quantity is needed, or four cefls when
great resistance is to be overcome, such as in heating a

long thin wire.

The latter simple contiivance has rendered this bat-
tery, in my hands, equally reliable and powerful in

every emergency, being capable of heating (white)
from 6 to 8 inches of No. IG wire (Stubb's gauge), or
over 12 inches of No. 21, the last mentioned being the
size which I always select for looping purposes. Pass-
ing through the centre is a square perpendicular rod
notched on one side for the reception of a ratchet-
spring fixed to the collar of the central wheel, and ly
which the battery may be easily lowered into the
liquid, or raised and kept suspended at any point de-
sired. This arrangement is much preferable to that of
a screw, as in Stohrer's instrument, because the small
size of my apparatus as compared with the former, en-
ables the assistant in charge to regulate its power ac-

* The object of this arran^ment is to increa.se the power of the
battery when, owintr to contiuued use, as in tedious operations, the
fluid may become exhausted.

It is very seldom needed, but as an example of its value under certain
circumstances. I may st:itc that lialf-strenpth fluid—that is, one part of
water and one of fresh ordinary battery fluid—can be made, by agitation
in this manner, to ijrnduce nearly, if not quite, an equal heat with the
strongest fluid without such agitation.
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oordinir to the (lomands of tho operator, with less de-
hiy ami equal fac-ility.

Tlie u|)ri<.'ht roii bcinp screwed into a transverse
support in tlie box, can be removed wlien t'.ie b.ittery

is not in use.

Tlie box is divided into two parts by a central p'ate,

suspended above, and running' i\on\ before barkwards;
a stop-cock is provided for drawinp off tlie liuid an(l

washing out the battery after beinp ui-ed, and the

whole beinp made of iiard rubber moulded, there is no
necessity for lead or other lininj^.

The conduetinp cords oupht to consist of not less

than U»0 strands of fine cop|Hr. or what is still belter,

silver wire, each coni well covered with silk or
cotton in the first place, and then, as a matter
of great convenience when operating, bound
topelher by another covering to commence
12 inches from the binding-screw extremities,

and to cmtinue up ty within 3 inches of

the opposite ends. The latter should each be provided
with a socket and sliding ring for the reception of tiie

cautery handles, a^ lliis is a much better and less Ijulky

manner of making connoclion than by binding screws
as ordinarily employed.*

DtKECTIOXS FOR PRKP.XRIXG THK BATTERV.

The quantity of fluid required is six pints, prepared
by dissolving twelve ounces of bichromate of pota<suin

five pint* of boiling-water, to which, triien cool, one
pint of sulphuric acid is to be slowly added. Owing to

the chemical heat generated by the admixture of the '

acid, the liquid must again be allowed to cool before
j

using; otherwise, the zinc plates would suffer much
waste, and the eflSoiency of the whole apparatus then

and for the future be seriously impaired. Every bat-

tery ought to be carelully examined eacJi lime before

commencing operations with it, so a* to make sure that

every part is in order, and that no displacement or con-

tact of zincs and carbons has tiken place since last in

use. Before pouring the fluid into tlie box, the

elements should be lifted out carefully and rested on
some smooth surface, and the quantity above stated (six

pints) should be measured, unless, as 1 have suggested
to the manufacturers, a mark be placed on the inside to

indicate the required quantity. The next step will be
to screw on the upright rod, and suspend the battery

sufl&eiently high to be out of the bath. The conducting
cords may next be adjusted, and in doing so, care

sliould be taken that the binding screws are turned
down tightly, so as to insure perfect connection, the

same exactness being also necessary in regard to the
handle attachments.

Tiv FIG 2
-^1

a more regular and steady action than would be pos-
sible by turning a wheel. Moreover, by using such an
instrument as tliis he will be more likt-ly to avoid the
frequent and serious ndstake of cutting through the
tissues too rapidly, theieby forfeiting one of the main
advantages justly claimei] f.ir gnlvano-cautery, which,
I need hardly say, is security against hemorrhage.*

Figure .'} is the spiral c;iuterizer which I have been
in the habit of using succcsslully in cases of chronic in-
flammatory affections of the urethral murous mem-
brane, and as a more tlioroufjli, safe, and radical means
of combating obstinate follicular disea.se of the cervical
canal than any other caustic or stimulating application

FIG 3

heretofore employed or recommended. Within the

last lew months, however, I have devised and used
what I consider a much better means of accomplishing
the same purpose, by substituting for the spiral wire
and porcelain, 5 inches of a heavier wire (".say No. 16),

flattened and doubled so as to nearly represent a long
cylinder. In this manner the treatment here recom-
mended may be very thoroughly carried out.

Figure 2 represents an improved loop instrument
originally manufactured by Mr. Charles T. Chester at

my suggestion, and is far superior to any other that 1

have seen used or described, for the following among
other reasons : The loop is tightened by straight trac-

tion instead of being wound on a roller, and thus less

likely to be impaiied for future service ; while the

opera-glass attachment enables the surgeon to keep up

* This battery, as well as every form of electrode required, is mann-
factnred by Shepard & Dudley. 150 William Street ; and for the perfect
and satisfa<'tor}- manner in wliioh my instructions have been carried out,
as to their construction, much cre<lit is due to the pood taste and mechaui-
cal judgment of Mr. William R. Leonard, with the above firm.

The cautery- knife and handle are tolerably well

shown in figure 4, and, as the u<es to which the for-

mer is applicable will be referred to elsewhere, no de-

scription need be here given.

So also in regard to the illustrations A B C D E F C

:

while some Avill be clinically noticed hereafter, the u-'

which each is designed to serve can hardly fail to
'•

understood by a moment's reflection.

It may be proper to remark, however, that the dome-
shaped cauterizer D is u«ed fur the purpose of searing

over surfaces from which morbid growths may hav.-

been extirpated, or stopping the open mouths of bleed-

ing vessels; and the little knife G is that delineated in

• fiqure 10. where one of the
- many useful purposes to whi' !i

it may be appHed is
f
laiiily in-

dicated.

In addition to the battel

and electrodes herein describ-

ed, it must not-^"be' forgotten that the operator will

have to be provided with certain other contrivam-

designed especially to facilitate cautery operatic:,

though as to their range of usefulness by no mean-
limited to such purposes, as for example,

A SUITABLE SPECl'LCM.

Ordinary devices of this nature, though answeri:

tolerably well for a mere ocular examination of the cerv

uteri, or routine topical treatment, will be of no ser-

* The loop end of this instrument is somewhat different from that
exhiiiitcd in the drawinsr, and is provided with a wootlen casing to

protect the sound parts fro.u injury by reflected heat in the metallic

conductors.
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vice whatever for the purpose under consideration, be-
cause parts to whicli the actual cautery is to be apjilied

must not only be brought well into view and within per-

iectcontrol, but as Car a-^ possible isolated from surround-
ing structures. Besides, patients, whether aniesthe-
tized or not, are often restless, and the slightest move-
ment at a critical moment might seriously affect the
whole subsequent proceedings, were not some provi-
sion made against all such contingencies.

Moreover, it must not be forgoiten that inexperience
on the part of an assistant, or the most trifling varia-

tion in the position of his hand, often rendei-ed nn-
avoidable by fatigue, may equally interfere with the
operator's design.

If a Sims speculum be used, at least two experienc-

ed and reliable assis'ants will be needed, on.e to hold

that instrument, and the other to take charge of the

anterior vaginal wall, yet neither can render any other

kind of aid while thus engaged. The strongest objec-

tion to its use, however, is the position in which a

patient must necessarily be placed, for I contend

that no uterine operation by galvano-cautery can be

satisfactoiily conducted unless the patient is made to

assume the dorsal attitude.

Granting, then, that these views are in the main cor-

rect, and knowing from extensive clinical experience

that we do possess a means by which most of the im-
portant desiderata here indicated may be obtained, any
device combining properties so attractive, demands
something more tiian a mere passing notice.

The instrument referred to, is the speculum intro-

duced and described by me about fifteen months ago,

and a modilicalion of which is here shown* (Fig. 5j.

This speciilum, it will be observed, differs none in

principle from that previously noticed, and, as to the

several pieces of whicii it is composed, they may be

considered the same, irifh one exception, namely—the

liame on Avbich the lower or perineal blade n)oves is

* For a full description of this instrument see American Journul of
Obstetrics and Dixeases of Vi'omen and Childi-en, for Aug., 1871.

nmch wider and a little longer, thereby .afTording more
working space and greatly facilitating operative mani-
pulations. The fore-shortened vii'win the above sketch
will serve to explain more clearly the points of difl'er-

ence between this "operating," and the ordinary

speculum.
Some advantages, however, will be found by having

the intra-vaginal parts of this instrumenta litt!c longer

—say half an inch—and from one-quarter to three-

eighths wider than the ordinary size. I have also oc-

ca>iimally resorted to a piece of bent spring wire, to be

intioduced after the speculum has been adjusted and
the uterus fixed in position, for the jiurpose of still

further separating the lateral widls. This, though Ijv

no means an indispensable requisite in any case, may
nevertheless be made to render good service, under
certain circumstances, and on this account I have given
directions to have some such device supplied with each
" operating " speculum.

Fig. G is intended to illustrate more clearly the prin-

ciple on which this speculum is constructed, and the mo-
dus operandi by which the curved vaginal canal is not
merely dilated, but straightened by pressing back
the perineum below, while the vesical wall is ele-

vated ABOVE. The under blade, it will be noticed, is

made to move in a circle of wiiich the centre is indi-

cated by its point, so that the relation of the latter to

the cul-de-sac, when the instrument is first introduced,

does not matt rially Lhaiige, no matter to what extent

the perineal blade may be pressed backward. The
various directions, too, in which the upper double rod

may be made to move, is a most important feature in

this instrument ; for, however displaced a uterus may
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1)0, more especially if nnteverteil, nivl provided no firm

jidliesiuiis exi>f, there is ju> dinicuify in briiijiin;,' it into

view, and so lixinp it Cor exniuinatiun or ticatiiient.

Tlie (lirt'iculties said to liave lieeii met with by some
in u-in;,' tliis instrument may, I t'link, bf very readily

accounted for, and I would siibinit the followmg as the

most prolialde and rational explanat'on : In the firt^t

place, it has been found almost impossible, up to a very

recent period, to jjet manufacturers to carry out my in-

stiuction-* as to its mechanism, and the ronser|uence

his been that quite a larj.'c iiumber of impi-rrftt instru-

n» -ntshave found their way into the hands of practition-

ers. That this has been a source of serious annoyance
and mucli disappointment there can be no doubt, for

I have myself seen more than one wortidc^-s si)ecimen
;

and wherever I have had the o])portunity. liavt; insisted

I n the purchaser's returning it. This drawback, I am
told by the various makers, is now at an end, and there
V i!l be no d fficnlty for the future in obtaining' tlie per-

fect instrument. Xevertlteles-, every i)nrchaser should
carefully examine to see thai the principle as to circular

motion. Sec, is canied out, and that f/ie irhllh of
tlie ujiprr blade is ratlter less t/mn ilutt nf tlie lower *

Again, it not unfrequently happens that some physi-
cians undertake to use it witlionl reflecting on the pur-
poses for which it las been devised, or tlie directions

heretofore given for its application, and as a natural
consequence often blunder in adjusting it. There are

others, too, I am told, who seem to h ive been disap-

pointed at failing to find in this contrivance an auto-
matic speculum, by the aid of which common sense and
ordinary judgment in uterine examinations migiit safe-

ly be dispensi'd with. One of tlie latter class, if asked
his opinion of it, will very likely repl}' that he could not
possibly get along with it. as in his h;inds it caused
much pain to the patient, and alter all offers no ailvan-

tages that he can see over any one of half-a-dozen oth-
ers. Akin to this class might also be mentioned anoth-
er—one, I fear, never doomed to become extinct in any
age, and on whom the most labored and intelligible de-
.H'^ription of improved instruments and apparatus, from
whatever source, would be lost or have but little effect,

but yet, neitiier in numbers nor otherwise so entirely
insignificant as to be passed by unnoticed. These self-

styled conservatives do not as a ride take kind'y to
novelties, but, quite content to follow the path of
writers and thinkers of the last generation, ?ome one
of whom they invariably set up to worship and accept
:.s a guide lor all time to come, could hardly be expect-
ed to become favorably impressed with any such inno-
vation as that herein described.

Indeed, so inflexible are they in adhering to obsolete
habits, and so utterly incapable of freeing themselv. s

from the grasp of preconceived notions, tiiat anything
seeming to clash with either will not be entertained
for a moment.
They neither hesitate, nor, strange as it may appear,

are they ashamed to declare that every structural
change to which the human uterus is prone can be di-

agnosticated by them with the greatest fiicility and
satisfaction by peering tlirongh a glass tube, and for
all such ails their mng<c wand of lunar caustic is a nev-
er-failing remedy. Now, so far as this class is concern-
ed, but little can be bope<i for from anything that I
might here advance; for of what benefit woidd be the
best microscope to one who would insist on his being
able to stutly pathological anatomy by the aid of a
S'anhope lens?

Thus, then, on the one hand, through the well-known
o'lstinacy of manufacturers and their workmen in per-

* Say not more than one inch and a quarter, outdde measurement.

si-tinp to carry out their own notions in ppite of re-

peated proiesJP, and on the otlwr from neglect, incapa-

ri;v, or other cau.ses, on the part of practitioners, the

in.-trumeni has yet to be better and more generally

known Ijclbre it.>< great value can be appreciated.

There is no speculum with which I am acquainted

that can be used in all cases without more or \c-s d s-

comfort to the [iatient,and the one under consideration

is no exception in that respect. However, though the

least ol'jectionable of all otiiers on this ground, and the

most indispensable instnmient to every gyniecologist

(Dr. Sim^'), may be emjiloyed to draw back the peri-

nieum with but lit tie pain, in the majority of cases, it is

unreasonable to expect that this i)roceeiling couM be
carried to an ecpial extent by one which, thou,i.di design-

ed for a similar purpose, can accomplish the same oidy

by making countcrpres&ure on the arch of the pubes
and base of the bladder. But it is neither proper nor
at all necessary, except in operations of more than or-

dinary importance, and when patients are under the in-

fluence of an ana-sthet'c, to insst upon !-ueh a display

of the parts as this instrument is capable of affording
;

and on this point 1 have been quite explicit in the Al-

lowing directions for its use :

—

"The patient having assumed the desired position—
say, on her Ijack, with knees drawn up—and the intro-

ductory digital examination having been made, the

speculum, with elevating rod drawn out, is taken in

the right hand, the thumb resting on the antetior con-
cave surface of the perineal blade, while the left index
fingei;and thumb ate used to separate the labia. It is

now to be inserted downward and backward in the di-

rection of the post-utcrine cul-de-sac, and, while being
tlius held, the projecting handle of the elevator is to be
depressed and pushed forward to the extent required

to bring the uterus into a proper position in relation to

the outlet, when the touch of a finger to the button-
screw serves to keep everything in place.

" It will now be observed that the elevator and de-

pressor blades describe a triangle, and the vaginal canal

represents a hollow cone, whose apex is the outlet.
" The perineal blade is now to be depressed in propor-

tion t'j the amount of working space required, and, of

course, with due consideration for the degree of elasti-

city or resistance in each case, when a turn of the set-

screw Avill serve to secure it at any desired point.
" When the object is merely to make simple applica-

tions to the cervix, a very s!i;^ht depression of the blade

only is needed—rarely more than halfan inch. Besides,

forcible and continued traction cannot be easily tole-

rated, and ought to be reserved exclusive!}' for the more
important operations. In the case of patients under
the influence of an anaesthetic, or where the parts have
been .subjected to parturient expansion, no particular

exactness in this resj ect is called for. In others, how-
ever, the utmost care should be observed, lest profitless

curiosity Le appeased at the expense of a patient's

comfort.
" Having thus obtained a full display of the uterus and

adjacent parts, the projecting lever-rod may be removed,
and the patient placed in any other than the back posi-

tion, previous to or at any subsequent stage of an oper-
ation, sliould such a procedure be indicated.

" Indeed, I have quite frequently found it desirable to

change the position of patients during tedious opera-
tions without removing this speculum, and in no
instance have I noticed any deviation in its relation to

the intra-vaginal parts from that obtained when first

adjusted.

'•In proceeding to remove the instrument, the steps
adopted for its introduction should be reversed, the

perineal blade being first released and the elevator
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drawn outward so that, in closing, it may clear the

cervix.
" The latter purpose—closinpf the blades—will be best

ncconiplished hy first makinn^ slijrht pressure on the pro-

jecting lever-rod, as in the act of elevating tho anterior

wall, when tlie button will admit of being rolled down
Avith a toueh of the finger, and the speculum can then
be withdrawn."

I trust, in thus attempting to explain the manner of

using and the advantages posses^eil by my own specu-

lum, I shall not be understood as ignoring the merits

of other such instruments, especially those of Drs.

Thomas and Nott, with which I have had considerable

experience, and satisfactory too ; and as for that of

Dr. Sims, it is hardly snpposable that any gyntccolo-

gist of the present day could pretend to do without it.

The distinctive features of the instrument above de-

scribed, in addition to its being Sflf-retaining, consists in

its wider range of usefulness, and, unlike all other con-

trivances of the kind, in being capable of affording a com-
plete display of the uterus, with ample room for all in-

strumental manipulation. There are, therefore, but few,

if any, intra-vaginal operations in the whole range of

uterine surgery, vesico-vaginal fistiila3 perhaps alone

excepted, but what may be conducted with the greater

facility and completeness by its aid, and wit/wut a

speculum-assistant.

However foreign to the subject of this paper the fore-

going remarks may ba deemed by some, I have very
little doubt but that there are many who will hereafter,

at least, candidly admit both their relevancy and
importance.

Fig. 7 is a reversible vulsellum devised for the pur-
pose of drawing down the uterus and maintaining it in

any desired position during operations ; as, for exam-
ple, amputation of the cervix and extirpation of can-
croid growths. To accomplish this object it is to be
introduced while closed within the cervical canal, and
the tenaculum points reversed by a further approxima-
tion of its fenestrated ends when it may be fastened at

any degree of expansion by the ratchet attachment

(See Fig. 10.) I have had many opportunities of de-

monstrating the utility of this little instrument, and as

it will also serve for a good ordinary vulsellum, I con-

sider it an invaluable aid in most utero-vaginal opera-

tions. It is but proper to state, however, that the

principle of its meclianism is no invention of mini*, l)ut

oiiginaliy suggested by examining a hinged tenaculum
designed and used many j^ears a<i:o by my friend

Dr. J. Marion Sims, though for entirely different pur-

poses. The only original features about it, therelore,

besides its adaptation to other uses, are in its having
double instead of single projecting claws and reverse

action.

rig. s. Fig. y.

Figs. 8 and 9 represent rake-toothed forceps employed
fir grasping such structures as are apt to break down
readil}^, or yield to traction by any ordinary tenaculum
or vulsellum. I have also found them especially ser-

viceable in tearing away large masses of diffuse vege-
tating and other soft cancerous growths preparatory to

cauterization of the subjacent tissues.

Having thus, as brielly as possible, described such an
apparatus and the more important of the instruments

which I have found needed in operations by galvano-
cautery, I sliall now submit a few cases from my clini-

cal records selected solely on account of the intrinsic

interest of each, and the instruction that may accrue
from their perusah The manner in which thfse cases

are presented, and the accompanying illustrations, will,

it is believed, render unnecessary any extended intro-

ductory remarks,, or specific directions as to how such
operations ought to be conducted.

B.VLBUTiES.—Tlie committee (composed of ' MM.
Tassot and Marduel) appointed toinvesiigate Cliervin's

method of treating stammering, submit the subjoined

conclusions : 1st. The method of Ciierviu is easy and
very rapid; 2d. It furnishes durable results; 3d.

It merits the approval and endorsement, of the general

council, which in bringing this method into general

recognition will confer a veritable service upon indi^jent

stammerers.
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THE NECESSITY OF POST-MORTEM EX-
AMINATIONS.

I'-VPER HEAD AT TlfK rorSTV MKDICAL SUCIETV, SEP-
TEMIIEU il, 1.S72.

By E. G. JANEWAV, M.D.

At the request of our President I have consented to

read a paper on a subject connected with patliolopical

anatomy, which should ai tlie same lime liave a practi-

C4il bearing. I have thoiifjlit that I could make the

subject of more interest if, instead of a set pnper on
some one subject, I sliould extract from the record of

autopsies wliich I have superintended durin;^ a certain

lime, such facts and histories a-^ would tend to show
tlie desirability of post-mortem examinations as a
means of throwing iijrht on the dark parts of the medi-
cal history of patients. I do so tlie more willingly,

because I hope to see the time come when they slia 1

be of as frequent occurrence in private as in hospital

practice. In order to reach this era many prejudices

will have to be removed from the minds of tlie laitv.

and this change can only be secured by the medical
p-actitioner striving to fix on the mind of his patients

the necessity for examinations, not only in cases where
the cause of death is doubtful, but also in such cases as

may be able to explain the relationship between certain

causes and effects.

After writing this prefoce, I found that the cases of
disorders of brain furnished me with most that I v;^ould

need for this occasion. It must be remembered also

that these are not the only cases, but the more striking

ones, with which I have had to deal; and also that tliis

paper is nothing except deductions from my own ob-
5-ervations, with the exce[)tion of some of the ante-
mortem histories of the cases. A few of the cases

have been reported to the X. Y. Pathological Society.

Most of these cases have been observed during a
period extending a httle over a yea-.

APOPLEXY.

iMale ; 67 years of age ; a drinking man
;
subject to

attacks of articular rheumatism ; was admitted to the
hospital, lor rheumatic inflammation of joints of lower
extremity following a contusion. The rheumatic trou-
ble improved, but the patient's mental powers became
much impaired. He had evidences of valvular lesion

and hypertrophy. He sank into a listless condition,
and died twelve days after admission.
The post-mortem examination showed marked athe-

roma of the arteries at the base of the brain. A spot
of softening the size of a marble, was found in the extra-
ventricular gray nucleus of the corpus striatum, and a
small apoplexy in the centre of the right side of pons
Varolii, cutting across the transverse fibres. At the
same time there was a diminution in size of brain, and
enlargement of the ventricles.

Tiiis case, without an examination, would very
possibly have been considered as a case of cerebral
rheumatism or of emboleum ; but while the changes
may have originally been caused by the rheumatic dia-
thesis, yet they had no more to do with the present
disease than in so far as a weakened heart's action in-

creased the cerebral aniemia due to arterial obstruc-
tion so far as to cause soltening.

Hypertrophy of the left ventricle, thickening of the
aortic and mitral valves to a shght extent, and atro-
phied kidneys, were coincidences.

Xo. 2. This case I have alreadv reported to the Pa-
thological Society ; still, it is of sufficient interest to
bear a short repetition.

Bridget Blake was admitted to the hospital unable

to give an account of herself—partly paralyzed- on thi-

right side. On the top of the skull, on this side over
iip[)er and anterior part of right jiarietal Ijom-, was a

depre,s.sion in skull, and the scalp over this place pre-

sented a white cicatrix. Dr. S. Smith decided nut li>

operate, as the paralysis was on the same .«ide as the

lesion, which appeared to be of old date.

The post-mortem examination showed an old de-

pressed fiacture beneath cicatrix, on the right side.

But on the left side there wa^ a recent fissure, extend-
ing from the centre of the occipital bone to foramen ro-

tiiudum, through petrous poition of temi>oral bone.

There was a large clot of blood between dura mater
and bone, over the posterior part of the biain on this

side, owing to a rupture of the middle meningeal ar-

tery. There were also several lacerations of the brain

on this side, and the brain was flattened by pressure

of clot.

The coincidences Avere clironic nephritis lesion.

A male, ret. 52. Admitted to the hospital in a coma-
tose condition, in which he remained for two weeks.

Was oedeinatous. Urine contained casts and albu-

men. In three weeks he was so much better as to an-

swer questions, and in two and a half months was able

to walk. At the end of three months he was seized

with a series of convulsions, of which he died. His
intelligence was at no time complete.

An examination showed a spot of softening (white)

about two inches in diameter, and the artery leading

to this plugged by a firm white embolus, situated on
convexity of left posterior lobe, and .several spots of

softening, surrounded by yellow pigment in the right

posterior lobe, just beneath cortex.

The coincidences were a rupture of middle and inner

coats of aorta, just above valves. Aortic valves thick-

ened and roughened, and appeared to have had vegeta-

tions on them. Chronic parenchymatous nephritis, with
a large yellow infarction and several cicatrices, evidently

resulting from infarctions of the kidneys. This case

would very probably have been considered as a case

of disordered intellect, resulting from kidney disease.

But the post-mortem examination showed brain lesions

to account for the irregular symptoms observed.

The next case I shall relate was that of a male 32
years of age. His mother had died of phthisis. He
had rheumati.sm at 17 years of age. He came to the

hospital on 13th of April, 1871. He was well till three

months previous to admission, when he complained of

cough, expectoration, and pain on the left side of his

chest.

During the two months preceding admission he h.ad

noticed some blood in the sputa. These symptoms
contintied till one week before admi-sion, when he had,

in addition, a severe hjemoptysis, lasting three days,

and followed by dyspnoea. On the 15th, while at sup-

per, he fell from his chair, and on being examined was
found paralyzed on the right side, the right side of face

being partially affectt^d. He was delirious—Th. 104°,

pulse 120'^. (Sensation and motion both affected.)

A physical exanunation showed consolidation of the

upper part of the left lung, with a hollow quality to

the respiration and to a part of the rales. His con-

dition remained about the same, with some rigidity of

muscles, till the ISth, except that he became com-
pletely insensible, when death occurred.

The autopsy revealed : 1st. Meningitis ; there being

an exudation of sero-lymph in the meshes of the pia

mater, both at the convexity, at the base and in the
ventricles. 2d. A reddish-gray clot in the middle
cerebral artery of the left side, blocking it and its

principal branches, commencing three-quarters of an
inch beyond its origin. 3d. Softening of the left
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corpus striatum and of the surrounding white matter to

a moderate extent. 4th. A slijj^ht hypertrophy of the

lieart, -witii stenosis of the mitral orilice, owing to

shortening and thickening of tlie cliordfe tendineaj and
of the valve and adhesion of the sides of valve. The an-

terior leaf of valve had undergone calcareous degene-

ration, and on the auricular aspect this calcareous mat-

ter was laid bare, and covered by soi't reddish-gray

vegetations, as were the free edges of the valve. Tlie

oritice admitted only the end of the little finger. 5th.

Red hepatization of the greater part of the upper lobe

of the left lung. Erown induration of the posterior

parts of right lung. Gth. An infarctions and cicatricial

depression resulting therefrom, in the kidneys. There
are sevelt'al points of interest about this case ;

and witli-

out an examination I feel sure that its whole iin; or-

tance would not have been made out.

The history which he gave pointed to phlhisis rather

than to heart disease. There was uo murnmr present,

as is not very unfrequent in the disease in question.

But there is at times a physical sign (if you will allow

me to digress a moment, which may aid mo in such

cases), viz., a prolongation of the iirst sound without real

murmur, especially if associated with symptoms of ob-

structed circulation through the lungs. The hollow

sounds were heard during the time that the man was
in a partially insensible condition, and I know of no
more difficult time to make a physical examination of

the lungs tlian during coma, i. e. if one desires to arrive

at a correct conclusion.

The meningitis undoubtedly occurred secondarily to

the embolism. The earlier hicmoptysis was owing to

mitral stenosis.

I have reported this case thus in full because I have
examined persons with similar symptoms who had been
told that they had phthisis, but who were affected with
the narrowing of the mitral oritice.

A male, act. 57, was admitted to the Hospital for

carcinoma of the stomach, of which he liad the usual

symptoms. About three weeks later, while getting out

of bed, he fell paralyzed, without the loss of conscious-

ness. This affected the right side.

The examination showed a thrombosis of the left

middle cerebral artery, beginning near its origin, without

any marked disease of arterial coats, a spot of sof"iening

of small size in the posterior lobe of right side, and m
its centre a small artery containing a whitish thrombus.
The left posterior lobe was sclerosed. Coincidences,

carcinoma of pylorus and slight localized fatty changes
in heart structure.

A male, jet. 18, admitted May 5th, 1872, was struck

on the evening of admission with a hand-spike, pro-

ducing a severe scalp wound, and a fracture of the skull

extending to upper part of spine. Nineteen days later

symptoms of meningitis occurred, and at the end of six

days he died.

The post-mortem examination §howed a more exten-

sive fracture than was supposed, involving the frontal

bone and its orbital plate. There was also pus between
the fractured bone and the dura mater, and beneath
the dura mater and basilar process of the occipital bone.

Tl>ere wei'e also pre.-ent thrombosis of the cavernous,

circular, inferior, petrosal, transverse, and lateral

sinuses; and on the leftside of the upper portion of

the jugular vein. There was an exudation (lymph)
on left side of cerebrum in pia mater, and a less amount
on the right side. The deep muscular and connective

tissue of neck were infiltrated with serum and small

deposits of pus. The vertebral and small intervertebral

veins of left side contained soft whitish thrombi, which
were prolonged from vertebraj into innominate. There
was alsopus in the connective tissue outside the dura

mater, and in the cavity of the arachnoid of cervical

portion of the spine. Coincidences were the existence of

empyema to a moderate extent on both sides, and tlie

existence of lobular pneumonias—infirctions containing

a small artery blocked by pieces of clot like that in

veins, and pyamiic abscesses. The empyema was due
to the superficial site of several of these abscesses, they

being separated from this only by the pleura in a sloughy

state, and some recent exudation.

This case is the type of several which I have ex-

amined: injuries to scalp or skull resulting in the

inflammation of tlie bone or its necrosis, and the produc-

tion of pus beneath dura, between it and the bone,

followed by thrombosis of one or more of the cerebral

sinuses, meningitis, with or without pytemia or

abscess of the brain. Inf;ict, with the experience which
I have had, I always dread injuries to the bones of the

skull which deprive a portion of the bone of its peri-

osteum, especially in persons Avilh depraved constitu-

tions. Twice I have witnessed phenomena nearly identi-

cal with those of the case mentioned above, following a

rhinoplastic operation, in which, either as a result of the

operation or of the secondary suppurative process, the

periosteum over a limited portion of the frontal bone
had beeo removed. The thrombosis in these cases occu-

pied the longitudinal sinus. The lesson to be drawn
from these facts is so evident that, it seems almost

superfluous to add it. It is to avoid the. removal of

periosteum, and the prevention or limitation, if prncti-

cable, of secondary suppuration and inflammation.

The next case Avhich I shall relate was one of a good
deal of interest to myself during his life. He was a

patient at the Hospital for Epileptics and Paralytics on

Blackwell's Island, admitted November, 1871.

A male, fet 42 years, stoie-keer er. Family hii^tory

showed father to have died of paralysis at 80 years. He
had indulged very frequently in sexual intercourse,

drank freely, but had never had any disease. Two
years previous to death had gone to bed well, to wake
in the morning with complete paralysis of the right

side, without loss of consciousness, and loss of power
of speech. He recovered to a considerable ext ent ; when,
at the end of a year, he had a second attack in the

street, losing consciousness and becoming parnlyzed

again on the right side. He improved considerably

both in speech and p.iwer over right side for the first

five months; after that time his memory and mental

powers began to I'ail.

When I examined him, he had bright expressive

eyes, a somewhat masked condition of lower part of

face; saliva continually dribbling from hismouth, andhis
lips quivered slightly. He was able to put tongue on
either side, but it trembled moderately. He had a good
deal of loss of power on each side of face, and was un-

able to appreciate the two points of oe.-thesiometer in

the right side of head. His speech Avas thick and

muttering.

He had partial amn( sia and ataxia, of speech and cf

writing; his gestuie and expression remained perfect.

His memory w;is poor, and all the special senses were
slightly impaired except that of taste. His emotional

nature was easily excited. The soft palate hung
motionless, and its irritation failed to produce movement,
and a little later he came near being choked by a piece

of food.

He could only push the dynamometer to 80° on the

right side, and 70^ on the left. The right leg Avas but
little Aveaker than the left. He Avalkcd with a shuffling

gait. The sensibility of his anns Avas slightly impaired,

as I noticed flies to crawl on them without troubling

him. On the 27th of December. 1871. he suddenly sat

up in bed crying, '' Fire ! fire ! fire! " When asked what
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was the matter, sau\: '' Watcli, give me pome water!"
ami put his hand to his head. In an hour and a half

ho was comatose; pulse, \'M); nuisclcs ol' extremities

ripid and twitched
;
pupils dilated

;
at, the end of three

hours the temperature was lU3 V. The pulse and tem-

perature fell a litile, to rise apain just before death,

whieh oecurreil at tiie end of twelve hours.

The post-mortem examination showed a largo quan-
tity of hlooil in the subaraclinoid spare at base, more on
the left than on the right .side. Tliere was clotted

Mood in the fourtli venlricle: fluid blood in t!ie third

and the lateral ventriiles.

The basilar artery wa.s in a condition of chronic en-

darteriitis, and completely occluded by a firm white

thrombus in its posterior part. The other arteries at

base were moderately disea-ed. The posterior cerel)ral

artery of right side had a small opening in it mar its

origin, around whieh the coats were badly diseased,

and from this the blood had escaped, forcing its way
into the ventricles (via the fourth). There was a cyst

half an inch in diameter, containing reddish serum
situated in tiie extra-ventricular gray nucleus of the

loft corpus striatum ; this cyst reached to, but did not

involve the white matter of corpus. Tlie tissue around
was sclerosed and pigmented (yellow) for alittle distance,

and tiie cyst had a vascular membrane. The Island of

Heil of this side was represented by a thin strip of yel-

lowish t'ssup (fully pii^mentcd and .sclerosed), none of

the convolutions remaining. The third frontal convo-
lution was normal, as was the rest of the brain-tissue.

There was diminished size of pons and upper medulla.

The other organs were normal.
This case was of interest, because with a history

which pointed to an apoplexy in the vicinity of Island

of Reil, there were some phenomena which pointed to

some cause producing impaired nutrition, at least of
pons and medulla, and I had by their study been led

to diagnosticate as much. It is also of interest in show-
ing aphasia coinciding with destruction of extra-ventri-

cular gray nucleus of corpus striatum and of the

Island of Reil. The reason for the great recovery of
power was also disclosed by the limitation of the lesion

to the gray matter. For a man of his size he Avas not
as powerful with his left hand as he should have been,
and this no doubt was due to the insufBcient nutrition

of the pons and medulla.

Of five cases which I have recorded as meningitis
acute, all resulted from fracture or injury of the skull.

The difiiculty which may sometimes attend the discov-

ery of a fracture, or if supposed of its position, and the
liability to error as regards the exact cause for symp-
toms, is well shown by the following case.

A male, aged 60 years, was admitted to the hospital

in a partially in-ensible condition and unable to speak,

lie could partially comprehend what wa.s said to him.
The left eye presented subconjunctival ecchymosis,
without laceration of conjunctiva. He had convulsion
and oedema of the lungs, and somewhat of the limbs.

The patient died at the end of three days ; no albumen
had been found in urine.

The post-mortem examination showed fissure of the
orbital plate of left side of frontal bone of small extent,
and towards posterior part of the bone.
Kecent exudation in pia mater of left side, especially

over frontal and middle lobes. Ecchymosis of the outer
part of the second and third frontal convolutions of
bft side.

The only other lesion was a moderate hypostatic
pneumonia of lung.

A later investigation showed that the thrust of the end
of a cane or umbrella was the cause of the fracture.

Two of the five cases would illustrate the position I

took with reference to theliability of injuries of cranial

bone, to be Iblloweil by thrombosis of sinuseH, pyaemia,

and meningitis. The only diflerencc between their

historie.s and the one I relateil to you is one of time
and extent of injury. One lived lor twenty-eight days,

and the other for eighteen days after the injury. In

one there was a fissure, in addition to the periostitis;

in the othi-r .simply the periostitis, necrosis, thrombosis,

etc., as the result of a scalp wound over the lambdoidal
suture ami lateral sinus.

Wliil(! dealing wiih these diseases of the brain, I

would like to draw your attention to a form of inflam-

mation of which morementio I is made in German than

in English literature, and which is not so infrequent at

least in its earlier manil'eslation.s. I allude to tkat form
of infiammation denominated jinchymeningitis hemo:-
rhagica, of which also mention and delineation are given
in llindfleisch's works.
During the last year and a half I have met five

cases. There was in the first case, a thin pigrflented

membrane on the inner surface of dura mater, consist-

ing of fibrin
;
and in this, blood-pigment arranged in

groups or lines. This coincided with a purulent effusion

in each p.leura and in the pericardium, the cause for

this being suppuration in the connective tissue of the

posterior mediastinum.
Another one is of considerable interest, ns showing

the (act that this disease may advance to a considerable

extent with but slight symptoms, and these not
especially indicative of cerebral disorder, and may j.ro-

duce death suddenly. The patient was a male of good
muscular development, who complained of rheumatic
pains and constipation only. One day while eating

dinner he dropped deail almost instantaneously.

There was no cicatrix nor mark of injury about the

body. The skull presented no lesion. On opening the
dura mater of ri<;ht side, about eight ounces of fluid

blood escaped. The inner surface of dura mater of

each side was lined by a laminated pigmented mem-
brane of irregular thiekness, and presenting here and
there collections of fluid or clotted blood, between
parts where the lamina of which it was composed were
separated from one another. It was evidently made
of connective tissue, and contained blood-vessels, some
of them quite large. A few spots had undergone cal-

careous degeneration. The blood which escajied from
the right side came partly from the so-called cavity of

the arachnoid, and partly from a cavity situated between
the more superficial and deeper layers of the newly
formed membrane ; for an opening was discovered

leading from the arachnoid cavity into this sac. The
edges of this opening presented a torn appearance.

The pia mater of convexity was more opaque, and its

vessels more varicose than usual. The brain tissues on
both sides presented a compressed appearance, but
much more markedly on the right. The brain tissue was
amemic, and the subarachnoid and ventricular fluid

scanty. The other organs were normal. The interest

of this case is enhanced by showing that instantaneo\is

death may happen in meningeal apoplexy—a fact to me
of so infrequent occurrence, that this is t!je only one
which I have met.

I have another case to relate, where the death was
due to the compre.ssion which was caused by the

disease.

A female patient, thirty years of age, was admitted at

Bellevue Hospital, on the 10th of June, 1872, in a com-
atose condition. The friends who brought her to the

hospital only stated that she had been a hard drinker,

She died the dav after admission, never having rallied.

Temperature, 103°— 105'. Pulse 150.

The lesion observed in th;s case was the presence on
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the left side and inner surface of dura mater of a blood-

clot-like nienibraue of old date, togc^thcr witli some
fluid blood in the meshes of this membrane, and in the

cavity of the arachnoid. Some fluid blood also existed

at base, and in the arachnoid cavity of opposite side.

There were adhesions between the dura mater and the

membrane. The brain-tissue of the left cerebral hemi-

s'.here was flattened by the compression of this tumor.

The rest of the brain was normal, as were the other

viscera. In this ca-^e I was unable to find any sufli-

cient evidences of connective-tissue o-rowth, to accept

t!iis as a case of cluonic pachymeningitis hemorrha-

gica,—but must consider it as a hematoma. It w;is

more than two weeks old, as the presence of well-

developed blood-pigment showed.
I have seen another incident in thesj cases, viz. : a

well-developed connective-tissue membrane on the inner

surface of the dura mater, containing small collections

of serum at points where there was a separation of its

layers or of it from the dura mater. The lesion in this

case occuired in an old man, and had nothing to do
with his death, which resulted from a pya3mia secondary

to ulcers of legs, and thrombosis of the femoral and
profunda veins of one side.

My experience would lead me to think that we are

liable to have three different lesions mixed up under a

common head—viz., the presence of a true hasmatoma
on the inner surface of the dura mater, the blood com-
ing in all probability from some of the veins which
enter the sinuses. I am the more strongly impelled to

this view because I have seen recent hemorrhnge in this

site from this cause ; and in one was enabled to trace

it to a heavy fall on the buttocks, produced by a push
seveial days before death, and also because I have clin-

ic illy seen cases where this had in all probability

occurred fbl'owed by recovery.

2d. A thin membrane made of fibrin and blood pig-

ment, occurring in certain acu'e diseases.

3d. A real true pachymeningitis hemorrhagica

chron'ca.

In pas^ing thus rapidly over the le-ions of the brain,

there are some subjects on which I have not touched,

because the points in relation to them have frequently

been alluded to. This is true of the relationship of

white cerebral softening to arterial obstruction. In this

my experience bears out the view, that you find ob-

si ruction of the arteries from disease, or from a throm-
bus 01- an embolus, as its cause. In two cases only

was the proof inferential. In these there were small

p ints of softening, and coexisting vegetations of the

valves of the heart. In one case softening coexisted

wiih tubercular meningitis; but the pressure of the tu-

bercles, and the exudation in the fissure of Sylvius,

on tlie middle cerebral artery of the affected side, was
s ifficient to account for it.

In this place I should like to add a short remark
about the lesions I have seen in two ca'^es of syphilis,

in which there were repeated epileptiform convulsions,

producii.g death. Both showed inflammation of the

dun mater, adhesion of it to pia and to brain over an-

terior lobe, and softening of brain beneath the adher-

ent part. In neither was the lesion more than an inch

and a half in diameter. I will also detail the cerebral

lesion in a ca-e of general paralysis in a young man,
affet'ted with tertiary syphilis ui its severer form.

I was not able to obtain a previous his'ory of the

pa' lent. lie was a young-looking man, admitted to

the hospital for epileptics and paralytics. He was demen-
te 1, anil suffered from paralysis of the arms ani legs of

b:>th sides. He could only move dynamometer to IC^

a d 1')°; passed h"s urine and fajces in bed, and would

place the latier on his pillow. His body was marked in

many places by the cicatrices of syphilis. His mental

condition was such that the ossthosiometer was value-

less, lie gradually sank, dying of asthenia.

The skull-cap showed the evidences of past necrosis

and inflammation. The vessels at base of the brain

were markedly atheromatous (the endarteriitis). The

Icfi vertebral had a small aneurism on it. The middle

cerebral of right side was greatly obstructed by thicken-

ing of its coats; that of left side almost completely ob-

structed by the disease-of its coats, and an old throm-

bus calcareous in parts.

The brain was smaller than usual; ventricles enlarged.

Each corpus striatum flat instead of rounded anteriorly.

Each corpus striatum presented a worm-eaten appear-

ance more markedly in gray than white matter, and

more in intra than in extra ventricular nucleus. The
left crust presented a little serum in intersiices of nerve

fibres. There was some diminution in the size of ponp,

and in that of right antero-lateral column of cord com-

pared with the left.

I know that attention has been called to the subject

of the inflammation of the peritoneum lining the liver;

but it seems to me that the impression regarding it is

that it is rather a rare disease ; but on examining the

records of 140 autopsies, which I had made with refer-

ence to this point, I found that 12 of this number (ex^

elusive of ciirhosis and carcinoma) had old perihepa-

titis. The proportion existing is 1 in 11| cases. In

four cases it coincided with latty liver—and in one

each with waxy degeneration, tubercles, and lympho-
matous tumors, secondary to the enlargement of the

glands known as pseudo-leuktemia. The proportion

certainly seems a large one. Yet I supposa that every

practitioner has at times met cases of moderate pain in

the region of liver or spleen (I add this latter because

the evidences of perisplenitis are not very infrequent),

in which he could exclude pleurisy, and yet perhaps

felt a little dubious about considering it a partial peri-

tonitis. As regards the histories of patients (such as are

admitted at Bellevue) throwing light upon the exact

cause and date, we do not often anticipate much suc-

cess.

I might state in this place that the evidences of

a partial peritonitis, other than pelvic or perihepatic or

perisplenic, have been very rare. Do not misunder-

stand me. I am alluding to a more or less complete

connective-tissue attachment of spleen and liver to

diaphragm or surrounding viscera.

Whilst in adults at times the cause for death or for

the disease may be veiled in doubt, this is especially

the case in infants. The following case of a rather

rare event will illustrate this point. A male child ot

three weeks' age was handed to me for examination.

The umbilicus presented slight traces of inflammation.

The abdomen contained about six ounces of a thin

sero-purulent licjuid.

The umbilical vein and the portal, with its larger

branches, contained a soft discolored whitish thrombus.

The small portal veins contained nothing of this nature,

and the lesion of the organ was limited to a few hemor-

rhages. The other viscera were normal. The cause

for the peritonitis, as for the periphlebitis, could only be

made out in such cases by very careful examination.

Another point of interest to those pract'sing medi-

cirie is the question of the frequency of idiopathic peri-

tonitis.

In analyzing 188 recorded autopsies which I made,

I find 11 to have presented this disease, and in none

was it idiopathic.

The causes in the eleven cases mentioned were :

1st. Thrombosis of the umbilical and portal veins

2d. Dysentery without actual perforation, but^ with
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numerous deep ulcers and gangrenous processes (5th

week).
lUl. IViforntion of ulcer of llic stomach.
4t!i. TorfDration of ulcer of the intestines.

")l!i. I'l'lvic ahsccss openinfj into 'peritoneal cavity,

ciiiisi'd by a spool in the vagina.

(>tli. ruerpeial.

7th. Coincidal with an infarction, necrosis oJ a por-

tion of the uterus whicli was being separated l)y sup-

puration.

8th. Rupture of llie bladder.

IHh and lOth. Tapping for ajscites produced by
cirihosis.

11th. The bursting of a subperitoneal uterine ab-

scess into peritoneal sac (following abortion, foetus pu-
t'id). Except in a few cases of peritonit's in infants, I

do not recall at the time of writing any ca.se in which
t'lere wa« not some diathetic or more direct cause for

tiie disease in tliose observed by myself. I have seen

it associated with infarction of spleen, porinepliritic ab-

s ess. carcinoma of the different abdominal viscera,

abscess of the liver, suppurative submucous gas-
tritis, etc.

The causes which would have been the most easily

overlooked were, Isr, the submucous gastritis, and a

c;ise where it was secondary to the perforation of a

sm.'ill diverticulum in the large intestine. Tlie diverti-

culum was one of a number resulting from hernias of
the mucous membrane tbrouprli the muscular coat.

protircss of illctiical Science.

Electricity as a Means of Resuscit.\tion.—Allan
M'Lane Hamilton, M.D., New York (Ajn. Practitioner,

Oct., 187'J). in a p.iper on this subject, speaks of the
following results arrived at from his own practice and
experiments: 1st. That it is useless to expect good
results if live niiinites have elapsed .since life appears
extinct. 2d. That the current should be applied
faithfully and steadily, one pole being placed on the
ensiform cartilage, the other on the base of the skull or
over the tracks of the great nerves of the neck. 3d.
That the faradic and interrupted galvanic currents are
the best. 4th. That the current should be applied
s>)me time after respiratory movements have become
regular.

In concluding, the author says: The necessity of
having a battery within reach is apparent. Every
practitioner should have a small one for emergencies.
They should be kept at each life-saving station on the
coast, ready charged, with d rections for immediate use.

If this were done, he doubts if the percentage of
deatlis would be so great as it now is. Artificial res-

piration by the production of muscular movements is

a very valuable means of restoration ; but a force that
acts directly upon the nerves supplying the muscles of
respiration, is by far the surest and best.

Phtheiriasis.—W. T. Carter, M.D., Louisville, Ky.
(Ajn. Prartitioner, Oct., 1872), recommends the follow-
ing solution for the destruction of parasites : . Cor-
rosive sublimate, gr. xij. ; alcohol 3 iv. ; 0;1 of Berga-
mot, Tfl_vj. Mix and add water, ? i'j^- I'his mixture
should be thoronglily applied to every part of the body
infested. The first application will, in the majority of
cases, cause the death of every accessible louse ; but it

.=hauld be continued twice daily for at least one week,
in order that none may escape. In that peculiar con-

dition of the system, described go well by Dr. McCa'I
Anderson, ni wiiich hcc multiply on the body in 8uch

numbers and with such astonishing rapidity, the iodide

of potassium alone, or in coudjination with prussic

acid, given internally, has yielded the most satislactory

result**.

Cases of ILxre-Lii-. — David W. Yandell, M.l).,

Louisville, Kentiicky (Am. J'nirtilianer, Oct., 1872),

relates, with cuts, three successful cases of hare-lip,

performed after the method described in 1870 by Di.

Wm. Stokes, Jr., of Dublin, which he claimed jio-ssesscd

advantages over any other procedure. Dr. Yandell, of

the .several ditl'ercnt operative procedures, gives the

preference to that of Dr. Stokes.

Excision of Inferior Maxilla. — J. Lizars Lizars,

M.D., of Toronto, Canada (('(in'tda Lancet, Oct., 1872 1,

describes a case of excision of the inferior maxilla for

an enlargement of this bone, extendmg from about one
inch below the zygoma to a line perpendicular from the

angle of the mouth, in a man aged 37 years, which was
perlormed as follows: One straight incision was made
from the angle of the mouth towards the upper part of

the lobe of the ear, as far as the posterior margin of the

ascending ramus of the maxilla, the periosteum of tlf

jaw, the masseier, and tliat part of the temporal musc'i;

attached to the outer and lower part of the coronoid
piocess being denuded by the handle of the .«calpel and
fingers. The internal maxillary artery was avoided.

The i)roximal end of the facial and inferior dental were
the only arteries requiring ligature, a few smaller

branches being arrested by torsion. In this ca-e pa-

ralysis and salivary fistula were completely prevented.
In speaking of the modes of operation, he inquires

which is preferable, a simple scar across the cheek and
full power of all the muscles of expression, or a scar

which must show more or less a staring eye, a mouih
dragged to one side and devoid of play, with probably
a constant dribbling of saliva from one corner of it ?

He most firmly believes that every man or woman of

ordinary sense would prefer the former.

Congenital Anecrismal Tumor. -J. S. Scott, M.D..
Mallorytown, Ont. (Canada Lanret, Oct. 1872), re-

ports the removal uf a congenital aneurismal tumor
from the end of the no?e, of a deep purple color, an
inch and a quarter in diameter and three-fourths of an
inch in thickness—the patient being a male aged 30
years. Pressure was kept upon the arteries supplying

the tumor until the wound was dressed. Torsion of

the arteries with the pressure of adhesive straps re-

strained the hemorrhage. The nose was kept in shape
by a covering of sheet-lead of proper shape, lined with
layers of linen saturated with carbolic acid, one part to

five of sweet oil.

Caxtharidate of Pot.xssa as a Vesicant.—At the

late meeting of the American Pharmaceutical Associa-

tion, Dr. E. R. Squibb {Drufj. Circular, Oct., 1872j,
stated that having made large quantit es of the prepara-

tions of cantharidate of potassa, and distributed them
in various direction?, he expected to hear at a future

time some conclusive proof of the therapeutic value of
this article. In some cases, when of recent make, it

had been effectual, prompt, and cleanly in use; but
recent trials of some which had been made for nearly a
year failed to act promptly or satisl'actorily. He
expected by next year to report further on the subject.

Messrs. Eberle and Ebert remarked, tiiat ointment and
plaster made by a method in which cantharidate of
potassa would be present had proved ineffectual in

their experience.
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EFFICIENCY OF OUR MEDICAL
SCHOOLS.

During the last few years the quest'on of Medical Edu-

cation ill its relation to our professional wants has been

^Nattracting a large share of attention. There has been a

prevailing impression that our systems do not answer

the requirements of the times in which we live. Little

has been done, however, eitlier towards defining faults

or suggesting remedies. Recently the subject has

gained new interest from important changes that have

taken place in one of our sister colleges, and careful

inquiry is now being made into the practical working

and comparative efficiency of medical systems here and

elsewhere. "While much may be learned by instituting

proper comparisons, we do not propose to attempt

them at present, nor shall we advocate such changes as

would materially alter the present status of our schools.

Our aim is to expose what seems to us to be prominent

defects, and to submit what we conceive to be appro-

priate remedies, oflering such amendments to our pres-

ent scJtemes of instruction as may serve to supple-

ment rather than supersede them. We do not wi.sh to

hold up any one pattern for approval, but s'mply to

call attention to certain principles which seem to be at

the basis of sound medical education. As an instance,

the profession will certainly agree with us that our col-

leges should furnish us with thorough theoretical and

practical instruction in all branches of medicine prac-

tised among the profession at large ; and yet we know
that even in our largest cities, where cultivation and

refinement rank highest, and where the demands on

our profession are as exncting as in any part of the

civilized world, such is not the case. "We know that

our colleges often fail to provide practical instruction

for their pupils in departments where practising physi-

cians have developed for themselves specialties that are

the means of vastly increasing our field of usefulness,

and enable us sometimes to save life. We might enu-

merate examples showing this, but will merely specify

a single instance.

It is notorious that the discovery of the Laryngoscope

has been made of valuable service to us, and we may
now contend successfully with diseases that were once

looked upon as intractable. Now while this is true, it

is equally true that Laryngoscopy is not generally

recognized, and in fact is not taught to-day in a single

medical college in this city.

Again, the sphere of instruction might be extended

further in the direction of other allied sciences. A well-

organized school of medicine should not only include in

its curriculum the practical branches which eveiy prac-

titioner needs in his private practice, but also the nc-

cessory ones, that bring him into relation with the

public at large.

We ought to have sound practical instruction -in

Medical Jurisprudimce for our graduates. For our

students we should have courses on Embryology as

well as on Histolopy and Pathology. The principles of

Hygiene, too, with Sanitary laws, should have appro-

priate places in our systems.

Another point of importance is, that the larger

departments in medicine should be subdivided in such

a way that the entire ground may be fairly and equally

covered by the instructors.

In urging the necessity of this last point, Ave a:e

fully aware of tiie objection that the student's time is

already fully occupied with the courses recommended

for him to pursue. We would merelv reply, that

whatever innovations have been suggested might be

made entirely consistent with the operation of the

present S3*stem ; for while every student might have

the facilities offered him of getting a more tliorough

medical education, no new difficulties need be inter-

posed between him and his diploma.

We do not wish, however, to defend a system that

entitles the graduate, by virtue of his diploma, to prac-

tise whatever branch of medicine he may choose, when

in very many of them he is ignorant of their fii-st

principles. He can hardly have any practical acquaint-

ance with Ophthalmology or Otology, or a half-dozen

other special branches of medicine. In fact, whatever

he learns of these studies is not derived from the

regular course of lectures at all, but from independent

Clinical or didactic instruction, and he is rarely ques-

tioned on them by his medical examiners.

The recent graduate, recognizing this, is compelled

to begin, as it were, a new course of study before ho

can fit himself for taking rank among the really well-

educated men of his profession, or before he can be

safely trusted with the lives of the community.

Our method of instruction, too, is faulty. Take, for

example, many of our really excellent lectures on anat-

omy. The thoroughness in description and almost ab-

solute accuracy in each detail leave hardly anything t:>

be desired as fir as truthfulness in the represimtation

is concerned. The practitioner or the ripe anatomist

may be delighted; but is it not wholly unpalatable for

the beginner? And yet students who have never
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seen a human bone before, and others who have been

Btudyinjj Anatomy two full years, liave but this single

course of lectures offered them. What may be said of

Anatomy may be said of Cliemisfry. IIow mucli more

rational woid 1 it be to supply be^'inners with rmliinen-

tary instruction—the aim heiiif^ lirst to insure a proper

grounding, as, for instance, by dissecting-room work
done under capabb demonstrators, and CDurscs in the

chemical laboratory under assistants. Practical ex-

perience g.iined in this way might be supplemented

by short didactic courses, presenting such facts in con-

nection with the work already done, a« might be readily

understood and digested. So, too. Internal medicine

might be taught clinically, until the student ha.s a sufB-

cie4it practical familiarity with disease, and then theo-

retical instruction would be doubly useful.

In a similar way the second and third year student

might be furnished with material suited to the particular

characters of their wants. In those departments where
two full terms might well be devoted to the subject, a

feasible i)lan would be for one instructor to conduct the

longer and more complete course, while an assistant

takes the shorter or more elementary one.

If the same plan were carried out through the entire

course, the relative importance of each branch being

impressed upon tlie student, and the system so con-

trived that he could advance by easy and natural stages

from the subordinate to the higher studies, is it not

probable that better practitioners would be made V

Such a system as is here suggested would require a

larger corps of instructons, but it would be more eflS-

cient. Of course some reorganization would have to

be made of our medical bodies. A plan similar to that

instituted at some German Universities might be

adopted. In the Anatomical Department, for example,

besides the regular Professor, th( re might be a co-or-

dmate Professor, lecturing during the same course, and
on the same subject, but to a less advanced clas^. In

some very comprehensive department, there might be

added an extraordinary Professor to the regular and

co-ordinate. It would be the privilege of such an ex-

traordinary Professor to supplement the regular course

of lectures by supplying certain deficiencies in ir.

Thus Military Surgery and Surgical Pathology might

be advantageously attached to the chair of General

Surgery
;

in addition, there might be a corps of Private

Instructors duly commissioned to instruct in certain

branches, and prepared to assume the position of ex-

traordinary professors, should any vacancy occur or new
chair be instituted.

Finally, to each chair a sufficient number of assistants

might be attached, and the numbers made reasonabl}'

large, and from them the Private Instructors might be

recruited. The advantages of such an organization are

evident.

The college will retain about itself a large class of

young men who will be stimulated to exertion by a

generous rivalry. From these it will be able to select

for advancement to higlier positions those who have

shown proofs of their ability. Many who now go

abroad, to pursue special studies, will be retained at

home, an<l we shall not be mortified by knowing that

our medical men are obliged to (lock to foreign univer-

sities to get an adequate education.

It may be said the system is cumbrous, liut it can

be shown to have worked well, and to have answered

the requirements. Those who have attended the

courses in tlic Allgemeine Krankenhaus in Vienna

readily see iiow posfible it is to furnish instruction in

every branch of medicine. Multitudes of short courses

are made up from time to time, and the practitioner or

student can get a rapid and condensed, or long and

thorough course on any subject whatever.

There are many good reasons why we do not imitate

any such plan. In many of our dispensaries and public

institutions, outside of our colleges, however, we niigl.t

furnish good clinical instruction; and specially commis-

sioned attaches of our colleges might be empowered to

conduct regular and systematic courses.

The objection that, pecuniarily, the plan would fail,

has been urged as a strong argument against it. But

why should we not have as much protection in medi-

cine as in other sciences. Has not the State of Ma.«-

sachusetts liberally sustained a certain Institute at one

of its principal universities, and encouraged the study

of the Natural Sciences, when the laborers in those

fields were few ; and has not private liberahty often

sustained chairs in our Medical Schools? It is not

likely that, ten years hence, the cultivation of the ad-

vanced studies of medicine will be any more self-sup-

porting than they are now. They never have been

anything but a burden on the State, or on individual-^,

and yet to them we owe many of the discoveries that

have thrown light on our diagnosis and treatment.

If the progress of medicine is to be sustained, it must

be in a great measure through support from without.

We hope this idea will receive proper encouragement,

and that assistance ftom any quarter will be sought for

and thankfully received.

We have thrown out these suggestions wit!i the

view of attracting the attention of those concerned

w'ith the future education of our medical m.en ; their

practical acquaintance with teaching will enable them

to judge how far such changes aie feasible in the present

state of medical science in America.

Population' cf the Globe.—There are on the globe

1,288,000,000 souls, of which 300.000,000 are Caucas-
ians; 522,000,000 are Mongolians; 190,000,000 are

Ethiopians; 176,000,000 are Malayans; 1,000,000 are
Indo-Americans. There are 8,642 languages spoken,
and 1.000 religions. The yearly mortality of the globe

is 42.043.0C0 persons. Tiiisisat the rate of 115,200
per day, 4,800 per hour, SO per minute. Among 10,000
persons, one arrives at the age of 100 ; one in 500 at-

tains the age of 80 ; one in a 100 to the age of 70. In
100 persons, 95 marry.
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Ucuicius ant) ttoticcs of CjooKs.

OvAUiAN Tumors: Tiieik Pathology, Diagnosis,
AND TkKATMENT, ESrKCIALLY UY OVAKIOTOMY. By
E. Randoh'ii Pkaslkk, M.D., LL.D., Professor of

Gynaecology in the Medical Department of Dartmouth
College ; Attending Surgeon of the New York State

Woman's Hospital ; Corresponding Fellow of the Ob-
stetrical Society of Berlin ; President of the New York
Academy of Medicine, etc., &c. Octavo, pp. 500.

New York : D. Appleton & Co. 1873.

GeneuaIj and Dippekential Diagnosis op Ovakian
Tumors, wixn Special Reference to the Opera-
tion OP Ovariotomy ; and Occasional Patholo-
gical AND Therapeutical Considerations. By
Washington L. Atlee, M. D. With Thirty-nine Illus-

trations. Philadelphia: J. B. LipiDincott it Co. 1873.

Octavo, pp. 482.

The simultaneous appearance of these two works marks
an epoch in the literature of gynfccology.

While reference to the bibliographical list prefixed to

Dr. Peaslee's volume shows that the subject has been
often wiitten about, it will also show that it has never
been, to use a technical phrase, written iij''.

It has usually been accorded a few chapters in works
upon the d'seases of women ; discu-sions of various

learned societies, British, Continental, and American
;

monographs on the hi>tology, pathology, and operative

procedures; reports of single cases and of series of cases,

particularly those of Wells, Atlee, CIr.y, and Keith,

have been accumulating the matt-rialout of which these

comprehensive and systematic works are wiought.
It is now more than twenty years since eacli of our

authors began their career as ovariotomists, and during
the whole of that period each has studied assiduousl}'

every aspect of the subject in the light of the most ad-
vanced methods of science, and the widest comparison
of the studies of others. Thus those complete works
come to us after an incubation of more than twice the
Horatian peiiod of nine yeai s.

The operation of ovariotomy, which was ideal in the
mind of John Bell, accidental in the hands of L'Aumo-
nier, and a mistake in the practice of Percival Post, vpas

first deliberately and intelligently done by American
surgeons, and b}' them alone for a period of eight years.

It is fit, therefore, that America should lead in the
thorough review of the subject.

In Drs. Peaslee and Atlee we have certainly the two
men who are best entitled to write upon this theme.
In observation of the disease, and experience as an
operator, Atlee transcends any other man in this coun-
try, and is equalled by two onl}^—anywhere.
The success of his operations also, as shown by his

report.", nearly equals thatof the best British surgeons;
and since he has not generally conducted the aiter-

treatment is proof of extraordinary skill in diagnosis

and manipulation.

Dr. Peaslee counts a much smaller number of cases
;

but he brings to the work a thoroughness of study, a

familiarity with the whole fie!d of histology, physi-

ology, pathology, and practical gynaecology not ex-

celled perhaps by that of any man who ever performs
the operation.

He has been known for more than twenty years as

a lecturer in the best schools, for his clear, accurate,

and methodical teaching ; of which this volume is so

eminent an example, that we shall endeavor to pre-

sent a brief abstract of some of the more important
portions.

Chapter 1st gives us the descriptive and microscopic

anatomy of the ovary, parovarium, and oviducts.

The fact that the ovary has hut a partial pi'ritoneal in-

vestment, and the character of the peritoneum as a

lymph-sac (first established by Louis), are shown to be

of much importance.

Of solid tumors of the ovary, enchondioma is said

not to have been authenticated ;
osteoma to be not in-

frequent; and carcinoma to be vi-ry rare.

This last statement, understanding sciirlius as meant
by carcinoma, is not questioned, we believe, by any
one. It is necessary, however, to discriminate Ijetween

varieties of malignant disease. When Dr. Peaslee says

that in two hundred examinations he " has seen but

two cases of demonstrated and two of strongly suspect-

ed cancer
;

" that Spencer Wells mentions but three in

his first four hundred cases of ovariotomy, and Dr.

Charles Clay but six in five thousand examinations, we
must understand hiin to mean that these are all the

ca.ses of scirrhus which have been encountered. But
Kiwisch, Rindfleisch, Rokitansky, Cruvelhier, Spencer
Wells, and Farre assert that cancer of the ovary is not

rare. A reviewer in the Neio York Med. J<ntrnulj Oct.,

1872, states that Prof Thomas and the writer have met
with sixteen cases of demonstrated cancer of the ovary.

x\t the stated meeting of the New York Academy of

Medicine, March 16th, 1871, Piof. Thomas read a paper

on Malignant Diseases of the Ovary, which is printed in

this Journal, vol. 6, p. IGl. Refeiring to this paper,

we see that Dr. T. there adduces but_/?re cases, and
considers the first two of doubtful character ; and of the

fifth it may be said that, although before operation it

was believed to be a classical case of malignant disease,

it was afterward removed and proved to be an ordinary

polycyst ; whence it would appear that diagnosis, even
in the hands of masters, is difficult and uncertain. Dr.

Peaslee, however, makes issue with all the authorities

above named, and s^ays that encephaloid is still more
rare than scirrhus, and that vesicular sarcoma of the

ovary—the alveolar cancer of Cruvelhier—is not for him
cancer at all. He explains the conditions described by
others as cancer, as follow^s : In a tumor originally

polj'cystic, some cysts undergo spontaneous rupture,

and discharge their fluid contents into the cavity of the

peritoneum. The epithelium of the interior of such

cysts, being no longer compressed by the fluid contents,

takes on a vegetative growth in villous, clavato, or leaf-

like processes, in which minute pedunculated cysts are

also found. These sometimes project into the cavity of

the peritoneum, and have been variously called medu'-
lary cancer, encephaloid, or alveolar cancer, but are

not cancer of any name, but a papilloma, which, if not

benign, has at least not the character of recurrency.

Dr. Peaslee has removed such masses for two patients

more than twelve years ago, and there has been no form

of disease since. The early ascites which has been
found to be associated with such growths, represen'S

only their cystic fluid discharged into the peritoneum
at the time of rupture, and secreted by the masses in

their growth. Of this order he believes almost all the

cases of so-called malignant disease of the ovary, and
therefore he asserts that the presumption of malignancy
should seldom discourage from the undertaking of the

operation. In these conclusions Dr. P. reaches a po-

sition quite different, as we understand it, from the

body of pathologists, and one which has a very impor-
tant practical bearing. " Non nobis tanta= componere
lites." Dr. Peaslee, however, admits that cancer, be-

ginning in other organs, not seldom extends to the

ovary ; thus secondary cancer may invade a polycyst.

p. 54. Fibroma occurs both in the corpus luteum and
in the stroma, the latter being rare. Each may under-

go cystic degeneration and require removal, or calcify
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niul become dormant, or may suffer necrosis and
jfanprcne.

Cy.-tic tumors are classified as : 1st. Hydrops folii-

culorum ; 2d. ey-tonia ovarii— Struma, oligocysts,

polycysts ; and '.Id. Dermoid cysts.

Tlie (irst class ia made to cover the condition in

wliich the ovisiies are generally dilated, liut do not attain

any considerable size, and do not require removal. It

is regarded a-* a condition of vesicular catarrh, generally

coexisting with catarrh of tlie uterus and tubes. Of
the genuine cystomata the variety named struma ovarii

is described by Kindlleisch only as a cysio-colloid

degeneration, occupying the eniire structure of both
'

ovaries equally. It is so rare as not to demand extcn<Ictl

notice. In describing the remaining varieties, the

author prefers the term oligocyst to monocyst, believ-

ing that the primarily single cyst is incapable of demon-
stration, and that prol>alily tlie ultimate monocyst has

become such by the dispioportionate development of

one division, and the absorption of the contiguous walls

of other cysts. He believes the cyst-fluid, while the

cysts are small, to be colloid in density; and as they
increase in size, to become more fluid by ciidosmose,

and albuminous by a form of digestive change. Gen-
erally the oligocysts contain most fluid; but the maxi-
nunn quantity on record, more than ISO pounds, was
found in a polycyst by Kimball, of Lowell, Mass. The
walls of ovarian cysts have three layers, viz.: 1st per-

itoneal, which is always partial, covering only the

posterior and inferior part of the cyst. From its posi-

tion it may often, particularly in tumors become mono-
cystic, and should always, if possible, be avoided \n

tapping. It is the most vascular layer, and, from its

continuity with the entire peritoneum, any inflamma-
tory change beginning in it is likely to spread wiilely

;

2d. The middle layer ; this is the proper tunica albu-

ginea of the ovary hypertrophied
;
and 3d. The endo-

thelium, one tier of cells in small cysts, several in

larger ; these secrete the fluid contents. The form of the
cells is generally tesselated, sometimes ciliated. Is the

te-selated variety due to compression by the fluid con-
tents of the cyst ?

The polycystic tumor seldom affects both ovaries.

It is composed of some large, many smaller, and
still more very small cysts. It is more common
than the oligocyst, and of more rapid growth.
Tnough, as a rule, containing less fluid, it often

attains a larger mass. Sometimes the smaller cysts

are condensed into a semi-solid layer, bearing some-
what the same relation to one larger as the
placenta to the amniotic sac. Tiiis is the so-called

alveolar cancer, considered by most authors to be a
degeneration of the cyst-wall, but regarded by Dr. P.

as the normal development of a variety. Dermoid
cysts generally afiect but one ovary, and (which is a

diagnostic of prime value) grow slowly. Thus while a

polycyst usually terminates life in two years after it

has become large enough to be clearly felt by the
patient, an oligocyst in three years, a dermoid cyst
may grow for twenty years without endangering life.

The outer wall of a dermoid cyst is connective tissue

laden with adipose masses and infiltrated with fat cells;

t!ie inner wall is skin—corium, rete malpighianum,
h lir foflicles, epithelium, sebaceous and sweat glands,
sometimes muscular tissue and nerves.

The contents of the cysts are : sebum, epithelium,
fat, uniformly ; hair, teeth and bone, one or all, gen-
erally ; adherent or inherent in the tissue, or free in the
cavity. These structures are sometimes embryonic in

their character, sometimes such as belong to the young
adnlt. Dermoid cysts are generally congenital, develop
b-'fure puberty, and are liable to adhesion and suppu-

ration into the vagina or rectum. They may coexist

with an oligo- or polycyst. An approximate estimate

of the relative fre(|uen<'y of these iorms of lumor.s gives

polycysts, f)? per cent. ; oligocysts, 38 per cent. ; mono-
cyst-'. 3 [lercent. ; dermoi<l cysts, 2 percent.; carcinoma
and fibroma together 1 per cent.

Ovarian tumors, other than dermoid cysts, coincide

mainly with the period of menstrual life; more, how-
ever, occiiriing in the decade? alter the inenopau.se than

in that before menstruation is established. Cysts have
been found in the Hetal ovaiies, and have been .succe.es-

fully removed from patients of six and of seventy-eight

years. The half decade from 25 to 30 furnishes more
operations than any other. Peaslee divides the growth
of ovarian cysts into four staces, viz. :— 1st. From the

cavity of the pelvi.s to a position above its brim; 2d.

From this position to a level above the umbilicus;

3d. From the second position to the epigastrium ; 4th.

Forward and laterally to overhang the umbilicus.

The first stage is ordinarily unnoticed by the patient,

and tlierefoie seldom made out by the physician ; in

the second the tumor is freely movable, even to the

other side of the abdomen. In the third and fourth it

can hardly be displaced by manipulation.

The Fallopian tube ordinarily rides upon the superior

and interior border. Cysls are, in their beginning, non-

pediculated (not uniformly) ; if there be much pelvic

adhesion they can get but a short pedicle. In non-ad-

herent oligocysts the pedicle varies from four inches in

length and the same in breadth, to half of these dimen-
sions. 1 1 is generallj' thicker on the borders than in

the middle, the principal vessels being found on the

borders. The pedicle of a polycyst is apt to be short,

wide, and thick, like the palm of the hand. Parietal

adhesions are common to all large cysts ; visceral

and pelvic are more often seen in polycysts. The
relative position of the cyst to the uterus is fully

discussed. Rupture, spontaneous or traumatic, .some-

times occurs, more frequently in small than in large, in

poly- than in olipocysts. Monocysts, thus emptied,

generally refill, occa-ionally are cured. Cysts of the

broad ligament evacua'ed thus or by tapping, as a rule

do not refill, and the fluid of these tumors rarely excites

peritonitis, but rapidly re-enters the circulation, to

be thrown off by the kidneys or skin. When a

polycyst is thus ruptured its colloid or sanguinolent

fluid so constantly excites peritonitis of a fatal form,

that observations as to refilling are wanting. Yet no
recovery could be expected to follow the loss of one
unit from the aggregate of sacs. The walls of ovarian

cysts are liable to inflammation; if it be confined to the

external, adhesions only result; if extending to the

internal, suppuration and discharge externally, either

through vagina, rectum, or skin.

Dermoid cysts (as might be expected) are most prone

to such an issue. Gangrene may follow twisting of the

pedicle, separation may take place, and the cyst remain

for a time or permanently unattached in the abdominal
cavity. As to their origin, oligocysts are developed from
Graafian vesicles

; polycysts are degenerations of the

struma ovarii. Since dermoid cysts occur both in the

male and the female, and are often detected before pu-

berty, they cannot be extra-uterine conceptions ; since

they elect for their seat the ovary and the testis, they

are probably not blighted ova included in the foetu.s,

but perhaps are the result of the invaiiination of the

external blastodermic layer with the midiile layer in the

progress of development of the Wolffian canals whence
I these organs originate.

Tlie obscurity which remains about this subject em-
bryology will some time dissipate.

[ Among the probable predisposing causes to ovarian
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cysts li}^p(.'r;cmia lias some prominence, but since, from
the arrani:;ement of the veins, this is more likely to occur

in the lelt than in the right ovary, vv^hile there is a slight

excess of ovarian cysts on the right side, this cannot be

a controlling cause. Hereditary predisposition probably

exists. Tliere is no sufficient proof tliat marriage and

parti^rition are exciting causes, but the continuous men-
strual activity of the single and the sterile woman is be-

lieved to favor the development of the disease.

As to the symptomatology : local pain or tenderness

are exceptional in the early stages; constipation, dys-

menorrho?a, irritable bladder, mammary irritation, and
a lactescent molimen are common. As the tumor grows,

pain in the back, congestion of the kidneys, initable

stomach, dyspnoea, suspended menstruation, oedema pe-

dum and ascites result from pressure, emaciation of the

chest, and a pathognomonic facial change follow.

Complications : since one ovary may be sound while

the other is cystic, conception is possible and pregnancy

is not uncommon. This may reach its term if the cyst

be of moderate size, and ovariotomy has repeatedly

been done without interrupting it. Ascites, from dis-

charge of cyst-tluid, from peritonitis, from congestion

of liver or kidneys by pressure, from organic disease or

cancer, may coexist, and therefore is not pathognomo-
nic of carcinoma.

Uterine fibromn, fibrocyst, a duplicate ovarian cyst,

an hepatic, splenic or mesenteric tumor may be present

Avith the principal tumor, or, being present singly, may
simulate ovarian cystoma so closely as to render diag-

nosis very difficult. Liable to be mistaken for ovarian

cvsts also are (1st) cysts of the broad ligament; which
originate as vesicles between its folds, attain a variable

and often large size, have very thin translucent walls, and
a light limpid fluid containing no albumen. AVhen rup-

tured or tapped they almost never refill, hence ovario-

tomy is contra-indicated. (2J) Tubal dropsy; in which
the ovarian end of the tube is dilated to a size seldom
greater than that of a foetal head. (3d) Fibro-cystic

Kunors of the uteru=', which are sometimes cystic degen-
erations of subperitoneal uterine fibroids, sometimes
cysts with walls of muscular and areolar tissue in con-

tinuity with the uterus. These belong mostly to middle
life; are more common in America than in Europe
(Eramett has seen them half as often as ovarian cysts).

Tliey are apt to have dense walls, many adhesions,

opaque and sanguinolent contents, and to involve so

nmch of the uterus as to make removal difficult or im-
practicable. A considerable proportion of the cases in

which the operation is attempted, and not completed,
an those of uterine fibrocysts, and the proportion of

fatal issues when they are removed is large. Chapter Y.
enters upon the diagnosis. In addition to the general

signs before mentioned, the local signs attainable by in-

spection, palpation, percussion, auscultation, change of

po>ition, rectal and vaginal touch, and the aspirateur of

Diculafoy, wdiich has been specially modified by Dr.

Peaslee for this purpose, are fully detailed; also the

chemical, microscopic, and spectroscopic characters of

the fluids obtained. All of these are recapitulated in

tabular form, for ready reference. How many chances

of error beset the casual and careless ovariotomist appears

from the following list of conditions in which the oper-

ation has been undertaken by error of diagnosis, viz.

:

ascites, normal^ extra-uterine, molar, hydatiform and
spurious pregnancy; cysts of the peritoneum, broad liga-

ment, uterus, mesentery, kidney, spleen and liver;

uterine fibroid, distended bladder, retained menses, obe-

sity, physometra, hsematometra. haematocele, tympa-
nitis, movable kidney, fieeal accumulation, pelvic abscess

and retroversion. Dr. Peaslee has formulated a series

of nine questions which the would-be ovariotomist

should propose to himself; the answers will bring out

in order the points of differential diagnosis in the con-

ditions above named. So brge has been the experience

of error, even to the most expert, that Wells, Clay, and

otiiers find some such mnemonic system necessary.

Under each of these questions the signs are, as before,

tabulated for ready reference. Chapter VII. treats of

Diagnosis, applied to adhesions, length of pedicle, carci-

noma, and of tapping as an aid to diagnosis. The opi-

nion (common) that adhesions occur at the site of tap-

ping in consequence of the operation is controverted. Tap-

ping the peritoneal cavity for removal of ascitic fluid is

a prime aid to the appreciation of underlying cystic

disease, and is generally proper, rarely dangerous.

Tapping a monocyst is not free from the chance of he-

morrhage, peritonitis, and shock. Tapping a polycyst

is highly dangerous, and should never be done unless

the operator is prepared to proceed at once to gastro-

tomy should unliivorable symptoms arise. Exploratory

incisions are subject to the same rules, but, if of limited

extent, are probably safer than tapping even monocysts.

Diagnosis of carcinoma is to be reached by exclusion,

and by recognition of cancerous cachexia. But since it

exsists in but about one-half of one per cent, in the

aggregate ofWells's, Clay's, and his own cases, he thinks

it should be presumed )wt to exist except Avhere its

presence can be clearly proved.

The medical treatment of ovarian tumors is discussed

to the conclusion that its results are, on the whole,

unimportant. The palliative surgical treatment by
simple tapping is rarely to be advised, since the mortality

of first tappings equals that of ovariotomy by the btst

operators, e. g., Keith and Bradford. Rules for the

operation of tapping are given, electing the sitting posi-

tion for monocystic, and the recumbent for polycystic

tumors. Atlee advi.ses the recumbent in both classes,

with occasional excepiions. Tapping followed by pres-

sure, after the plan of Baker Brown, has no statistics

to commend it. Simple monocysts, without complica-

tions affecting their walls or contents, i. e., about 20 per

cent, of ovarian tumors, may be prett}^ ceitainly and

promptly cured by injection of iodine, for which suffi-

cient directions are given. The cure, however, is apt

not to be permanent. For all other cysts the iodine

treatment is more fatal than ovariotomy. Tapping, fol-

lowed by maintenance of a permanent opening into the

cyst, has cured a certain number of cases, and is appli-

cable to such as have been proved by exploratory inci-

sions to be incapable of removal. Where a canula is to

be worn for an indefinite time, the operation of Dr.

Noeggerath, of opening into the peritoneum througli

Douglas' cul-de-sac, evacuating and opening the cyst,

and stitching the edges of the sac to the edges of the

vaginal cut, is to be [ireferred, and has been A'ery suc-

cessful in the hands of the inventor.

This abstract covers only the first part of Dr. Peas-

lee's work, with the scope of which Dr. Atlee's whole
volume is parallel. He entitles it, "The Diagnosis of

Ovarian Tumors." He gives us his opinions upon the

causes, course, nature and parhology, and illustrates

each by the report of one or more cases in point. He
thus submits to us the liistory of 150 cases, many of

Avhich are of the most complicaled and difficult nature.

They evince great acumen as a diagnostician and gr< at

resources as an operator, and indicate a kind of native

genius for this specialty which the profession and the

community have so far recognized as to give him full

employment in the practice of it. As an author he

lacks that methodic analysis and that clear and orderly

statement which makes Dr. Peaslee's book so satisfac-

tory and so convenient for reference.

Certain points he has elaborated more fully than
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Dr. P. For example, he asserts that the elements

«>f a positive rliagnosia between the diffi-rent kinds

i)f cyst^ may bo attained by chcniitnl and niiiro-

scopif examination of the fluids. Thns, while ascitic

Ihiid always contains albumen and, if there have
been irritation or inflammation of the peritoneum,

fibrinc ; iho ovarian cyst necer contains ril>rine

(a statement whi'h we think requires confirma-

tion). The cyst of the liroad lif^ament contains a fluid

which is ti8 or D9 per cent, pure water, with but a trace

of albumen and sdts, while the fluid of the ulerine

librocyst contains an excei-s of fibrine—30 to GO per

cent. Again : Microscopically, the ovarian sac of both
kinds contains a distinctive pranular cell, manifesting

under treatment by acetic acid quite different ajipcar-

nnces from the pus cell, exudation corpuscle, lymphoid
body, or blood corpuscle. '• No matter what other cells

may be present or absent, the cell which is almost in-

variably found in ovarian cyst fluid is the granular cell."

It is notable also that Dr. Atlee is by no riieans so

averse to tapping polycysts as Dr. Peaslee and the

European authorities.

The second part of Dr. Peaslee's book treats of

Ovariotomy, its history, statistic;!, indication', progno-
sis operative methods, af^ier-treatment, and post-mortem
appearances. The limits of this paper do not allow us

to continue the abstract of this portion of the volume.
It is sufficient to say that it corresponds in fnlness and
exactness to the first part. Every operator receives

his meed of notice, and every metiiod is fully canvassed.

The description of the steps of the operation and the

after-treatment is fully detailed. Tlie proceeding of

washing out the alidomen repeatedly every day, which
was first introduced by the author, has become common,
and has been f »und to be the most valuable prophy-
lactic and curai ive against septica.'mia. The unique and
brilliant operation of Prof. Thomas for the removal of a

cyst by vaarinal incision is given in his own words. Dr.
Pea.slee believes this operation has very limited appli-

cability, in which opinion we think some other experts
do not altogether coincide. Dr. Atlee has nothing to

correspond with this second part of Dr. P.'s work, for

which reason his volume will be less studied by those
who. from choice or necessit}^, propose to operate. Atlee's

work follows after Peaslee's as a record of cases follows

after an essay upon a disease. They are, therefore,

companion volumes, and whoever desires to be accom-
plished in Gynaecology will " read, mark, and inwardly
digest " both.

Ucports of Societies.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Stated Meeting, October 17, 1872.

Dr. E. R. Pe.\slee, President, in the Chair.

The President acknowledged the following donations
to the library: October number of the Edinburgh
Medical Journal; Dr. Yandell's Address belbre th >

American Association.

FREVEXTION OF DEATH FROM DROWNING.

Dr. B. Howard road a short paper on " The Preven-
tible Deaths from Drowning within the Metropolitan
District of New York." Cases were related where
death (?) from drowning had occurred quite a time

previously to their being seen, and resuscitation was
the riBidf. In answer to the query whether life

departed had ever been recalled, he staU'd that ex-
perience could not gainsay it. In 1708, in Holland, an
edict was passed for rescuing drowned persons. The
Royal Humane Society of London was instituted in

17f)4. In 18.')G a new era dawned when artificial

respiration was resorted to by Marshall Hall. In 1862
the London Royal Humane Society saved 173 persons;

100 were restored, notwithstmding27 intended suicide.

The speaker next referred to the means of resu.scita-

tion in vogue in the MetropoliUin Di.strict of New
York, and alluded to its extensive water-front of 1G7
miles, etc. Ihning the six months ending October 31,

18G7, two hundred and six submarine accidents occurred.

Dr. Chas. P. Russel's statistics showed that during the

past seventeen years, fiom ISo"; to 1871, the total

number of asphyxiated persons and deaths of that

nature amounted to 4,861 ;
28o persons died from suffo-

cation annually; during the past twenty years 6,000
deaths occurred from these causes.

In the way of preventing deaths and restoring

drowning persons not nmch lias been done in the city

of New York. In 1808, the Metropolitan Board of
Health passed resolutions in favor of ladders, etc. Dr
Howard's report on this subject may be found in the

report of that same year. According to Dr. E. H.
Jane.s, City Sanitary Inspector, no active me:ins are

now being made by the present Board, further than
was done by the old Board.

In concluding, the author remarked that if the want
of apparatus is great, the need ol" instruction for resusci-

tation is greater. The mortality from suffocation and
drowning will increase as population increases. In
the New York reports no cases of restoration are

mentioned ; London statistics exhibit 01 per cent, of

those restored.

On motion of Dr. Agnew, seconded by Dr. Chamber-
lain, the paper was referred to the following Committee,
appointed by the President, for further action : Drs.

Ai^new, Peaslee, Barker, Howard, and Ball.

RHINOPLASTY.

The indulgence of the Academy was granted to Dr.

Buck for the purpose of exhibiting an unique case of

rhinojilasty. The patient, clerk by occupation, aged 35,

when first seen, exhibited a nose partly bitten off by an
opponent. The parts had been denuded of skin, with
somewhat ragged edges. The ake at tlie junction

of the apex were involved, leaving about two-thirds

of the alae undisturbed. The operation consisted in

paring the edges of the aire on both sides, and dis.«ec:-

ing the intervening skin into the eyebrows. A layer

of fresh lint, saturated with collodion, was applied

over the raw surface for ten days at a time. At ibe

end of six days the artificial scab fell off. Two casts

were shown, one taken when first under observation,

the other after theparts had healed. The patient, with
his respectable nose, indulged the members with an
examination. Dr. Buck stated that care should be

taken to guard against incisions through the pericn.-

nium, otherwise sloughing would ensue.

Dr. Lucius D. Bulkley. by invitation, then read a

lengthy paper on " Acne " (which will be pubhshed else-

where), based on the analysis of 162 cases of the

disease in its different furms as occurring in the private

practice of the late Dr. H. D. Bulkley and his own

—

of which the following is a brief summary.
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iVcne presents itself for treatment next in frequency
to eczema, psoriasis appearing after acne. Tlii.s holds

true, liowever, more in private praciice than in that

observed among the poor in Dispensaries; thus Mr.
Wilson's private praciiee gives 1G7 per thousand mis-

cellaneous skin cases; tlie London Skin Hos[)ital, under
Mr. Startiu, 7G in l.UlG; St. John's Ilospita', 58 in a

thousand. Dr. Bulkley records 126 in somewhat over
900 cases; or at the rate of 18J per thousand—or

nearly one-flfth of the whole
; Mr. Wilson's proportion

being about one-sixth, while the hos[)itid practice of

!Mr. Startin and Mr. Milton give onc-tliirtoenth and
one-seventeenth respectively

; eczema forming on the

average about one-ihird of all cases of cutaneous
disease.

Before entering directly on the subject the matter of

classification of skin diseases was touched on, and a

tribute paid to tlie valuable results established by
Willan and Bateman, whicli have stood so well the

test of time, and whose orders and views in a large

measure are accepted avowedly or tacitly more widely
than any others. The Doctor chlTcrs from their arrange-

ment somewhat, and very decidedly from Neumann,
and follows Balmanno Sqniie rather in forming a

classification for clinical purposes, based on the eight

orders of Willan, with the addition of three " natural

orders," namely, syphilides, diseases of the glands and
appendages ofthe skin, and parasitic diseases, which may
be considered as rescued from Willan's arrangement,
and which present clinical features entitling them to an

independent position.

These six varieties of acne tlic author thinks well

established, and sufficient to cover all the ground,
although he repor!s thirty-four species found in twenty-
eight writers, Bazin alone making sixteen.

The anatomy of his subject was very fully presented,

but space forbids giving it in detail. The writer does

not consider the plugging up of the ducts and the irri-

tation of the sebum as the sole cause of acne, for manj'
acne papules and pustules have no central core ofsebum;
and again the disease may result from internal causes,

as iodide of potash ; also the masses of indurated and
rosaceous acne are independent of this exciting cause.

In acne moUmcum, the anatomical distinction between
the contagious and non-contagious varieties appeared
to be based on an external opening in the former,

tlirough which the contents issued when pressed, com-
municating the disease, Avhile the non-contagious variety

represent closed sacs, which give little annoyance except
by their size. The anatomy in both is simple, an invest-

ing membrane and puitaceous content-^, the sac coming
finally to involve and distend all the acini of the gland;

a number of instances of each were cited from journals,

and elsewhere.

But little is seen in acne rosacea on the cadaver save

the dilated ves-sels and some thickening around them.
Acne hyperlrophica comes under this head, where tlie

thickening and fibrous deposit, together with the

enlarged vessels, produces a true hypertrophic d sfigure-

ment.
In the matter of the causation of acne, Dr. Bulkley

differs strongly from the local pathology of the German,
and expres-es himself very forcibly in fivor of the in-

ternal oiigin of acne in a large majority of instances,

showing that 115, or nearly tliree-quarters, of the entire

number of cases Avere recorded as connected with diges-

tive and sexual disorders, while in eighteen tin- notes

are imperfect, and in but seven cases was the affection

noted as in any way dependent on external causes.

The femiile sex seems to predispose to acne; 114, or

nearly three-quarters of the whole number, were females.

Of the 115 associated with internal disorders, 68 had

constipation. 27 dyspepsia, 29 (of the 114 f males) uter-

ine or menstrual derangement, and 6 derangement of

the urinary function. Others were addicted to wine,

led sedentary habits, were in scrofuhms persons, etc.

Many combined several of these ma' ifestations of disease.

These histories, the doctor remarked, were not made
with a view to ^uch an analysis, but were compiled in

daily praciice, to assist in treatment, and some of them
were ma 'e 25 or 30 years ago, in the practice of the

late Dr. H. D. Bulkley. The conviction comes that

acne is therefore closely connected with these affections,

espec'ally as we see them keeping pace in their improve-

ment and retrogradation.

The writer accepts in a measure Bazin's arthritic

diathesis as being a clinical fact, that certain morbid

I)henomena are found associated in some individuals or

families, among which are an acid (iyspcpsia, rheumatism

and gout, bronchiiis and accompanying asthma, and
certain cutaneous atlections, as many cases of acne, also

urticaria, erythemn, and some forms of eczema, lichen,

and psoriaris.

As to acne being a diiCTse dependent upon the chan-

ges of puberty, the writer's statistics seem to disprove

the fact asserted by so many, inasmuch as of the 69

cases of acne simplex but 19 were noted as under 20

years of age, 6 being -^0 or over. The female aver-

age was 25? years, male 22|^, whereas we would
anticipate to find the disease earlier in females than

males, to agree with their earlier development. J. L.

Milton found but 14 cases of acne in neaily 2.000 of

spermatorrhoea; there!'oi-e he discredits the latter as

having any eff> ct in producing the disease under con-

sideration.

Acne rosacea gave an a\ erage age of 39J;-
yenrs in

males; the youngest aflect -d was aged 22, oldest 60

In feiTiales the average was 33^; youngest 19, oldest 50

years of age.

Occupation, as stooping, working before a fire, as

blacksmiths, etc., was mentioned as a cause of acne; also

cosmetics, exposure to climate, solar heat, and medici-

nal substances, as iodine, bromine, and tar locally.

Diagnosis.—Not difficult, as a rule, but the disease

might be confounded with the papulo-pustular syphi-

lide. The different varieties of sebaceous acne resemble

Closely at times, and may be mistaken for, erythematous

lupus, but they are quite different diseases, the latter

being allied to true lupus in its nature.

Unfavorable as is the prognosis usually given of acne,

Dr. Bidkley expressed very decided views as to its

curability Avhen due regard was paid to internal treat-

ment, including diet and regimen, with a judicious use

of local remedies; and he supports his views, founded

on practice, by Wilson's assertions, together with the

fact, that those writers who recognize more an internal

cause, and treat it as Wilson, Startin, Fox, Bazin, and
others, speak more hopefidly of the cure of acne, than

do Hebra, Neumann, Hardy, and their school, "who

tend more to local pathology, and consequently to local

treatment.

Some cases may be hereditary, and others associated

with habitual intemperance; in these the prognosis must
necessarily be bad.

Treatment.—This must of course be based upon the

views entertained as to the cause and nature of the

disease; and Dr. Bidkley. with his strong belief in the

internal causes of acne, devoted rno-t of the time to a

relatiim of the constitutional measures most successful

with him, together with dit-tary regulations and direc-

tions as to exerci-^e, mentioning but briefly the local

means which he had used with the best results as

adjuvants.

The first element considered was constipation, which
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was found not<Ml as present in 68 of the 162 cases, while
inanv m<)re were supposed at times to be tlnis nfTecied

to a f.'rontcr or loss dcpree. Tliis, he insisted, must l)e

ovorcoim', iu ordiT to euro tlie acne, but not by ihe

ordinary use of purpatives, the iibuso of wliifh has
brou^riit discredit upon tlie employment of tin- intt-rnal

troalnient «>f acne. Attention nujsl be paid to diet,

exercise, and regularity in answering the calls of nature;

and when medicine is required, the writer ii.id had most
success with miinite doses of aloes combined with iron

jriven repeatedly after meals, gradually dimin'shinp their

number as tiie rotpiired edeet is produced. He also

prescribed a well-known pill ot 2i pr. each of Blue mass
and comp. ext. eolocynth and ^ gr. ipecac—two such
alternate nights for a while, followed by Kissingen
water.

The second of these wns shown to be divided into

sebaceous, perspiratory, capillary, and ungual affec-

tions, and the wriier uses tlie term acne generically
to indicate all the diseases of sebaceous •;lands, which
he thus arranges:

f f oleosa,I! ccrca,

1. A<-ne scbacea, 1 cornea,
^ ( oxsiccata.

KtXTetion or cxcre-
|
2. Acne punctata, ( comedo,

tion of tlie scba- '( milinm.
CVOU3 gUuui.s.

I
3. Acne moUus- _( contafnosiim, j Sesfiile.

I cum. ( non-conlagiosnm, '( iivndulum.

'M orrler— fj » • ,

Due to inHninmation of the- solmceons _• ?*^^ simplex,

pinnds, together with the surrounding 1 il"
-?™^ mdurata.

tissue. I
"• -^cnc rosacea.

^lany, it was said, have di-a=sociated some of these
forms

; tlius, Acne sebacea is treated of as sebonhrea or
stearrhcea, and acne punctata heieincludes the comedo
aud milium of other writers, which names it is -well

enough to retain, but only as explicatives. Again,
acne ro.sacea is placed among an entirely different class
of affections by Wilson, who classes it with eczema,
impetigo, scabies, and others, while the nomenclature
of Xeumann associates acne rosacea with ordinary
acne, sycosis, and impetigo, simply on the ground of
their being pustular diseases. The reason for the
grouping given is, that acne in all its varieties is so plainly
a disease of the sebaceous glands, and the different
forms are so commonly associated or succeed each
other.

Acne sebacea embraced four varieties—], ohosci, when
the quantity secreted is too great, but of proper con-
sistency, and the part affected has a greasy or unctuous
look and leel; 2. cerea, when the consistericy is altered,
while the quantity may be natural or likewise disor-
dered ; here scales are formed, sometimes thick and hard,
Lienendly thin—a good deal of dandruff is of this nature;
o. cornea, this is rare—the scales attain greater size
and are very hard, forming the disease termed by
Wilson ichthyosis sebacea; 4. exsiccata, or dry skin,
keroderma or xerosis, where the sebaceous secretion
i* disordered in being scanty or altogether absent. Of
acne sebacea the writer reported twelve cases as oc-
curring in the 162 analyzed ; of these it wns noted as
existing alone in seven, with acne punctata in one, with
simplex in four, and rosacea in one.
Acne punctata was defined as a failure of excretion, in

whioli the alteration of secretion may be primary, possibly
syconlary

; its two varieties are the comedo and milium.
The former, the little black specks seen on most faces.
I>'fliularly called worms or grubs, are but the gland ducts
dstended with dried sebum, the orifices remaining open

;

while milium, sometimes called strophulus albidus and
aene albi.la, results from an occlusion of the opening
of the sebaceous duct whereby minu'e follicular tumors
are formed, whose contents consist mostly of the cel-

lular element with a stroma running through thero.

Dr. IJulkley would restrict the term acne punctata to

the.se two forms, using the term aene simplex to

dc-^ignate the same when there is inflammatory action

ardiind tliem. This punctate acne is so commonly cs-

sociaied with other forms, and is in itself so trilling,

that it .seldom occurs alone in the ca.se-ijook, none
lieing so ent«Ted among the cases here analyzed. It

was found alluded to, however, in 22 instances, once
in connection with acne sebacea, 17 times with a. sim-

plex, twice with a. indurata, and twice with acne sim-

plex and indurata together.

The tliird species was aaie molIuKiun, commonly
known as molhiscum alone, the acne varioliformis or

moUuscoides of French writer^, and generally conceded
to include two forms, the non-contagious and conta-

gious, for, although inoculations with the contents

have failecl, many ca<es occur in groups in such a man-
ner as to very strongly show its communicability.

The second order of acne emiiraced by far tlie largest

part of the cases coming for treatment. Acne simplex
is here made to represent the ordinary cases in which
there are few or many distinct papules sprinkled over
the face, neck, or body, from whatever cause they may
result. This represented the acne vulgaris of many
writer.'', nia'Je by Ilebra to include acne punctata,

pustulo-a, hordeolaris, and indurata ; the same as with
Wilson, being subdivided into acne coniformis, pustu-
losa, and luberculata, and the acne disseminata of
Neumann, including a. vulgari-s, frontalis, cachecticorum,

and arlificialis. The.se papules and pustules were noted

as occurring in 98 of the 162 cases, in 52 alone, 17 in

conjunction with a. punctata, 4 with a. sebacea, 16
witii a. indurato, 7 with a. rosacea, and 2 with a. punct.

and indurata.

Acne indurata the writer will not accept as merely
a step in the process of development of aene simplex

;

to him it is not an inflammatory state of that variety, but
the term is more properly applied to tho.se cases where
there are large nodules, embracing many glands, and
which are not attended with the pain of acute in-

flammatory action, but where the softening takes place

slowly, involving a considerable extent of tissue, dis-

charging always an appreciable, sometimes a large

amount of unhealthy pus, and which leave cicatrices,

occasionally very disfiguring. Here he introduced a

patient presenting a remarkable case of this variety in

which the seams and pittings resembled those after

small-pox, and whose face was yet covered with mul-
titudes of tuberculous elevations, some of them already

softened, together with many and very large come-
dones. The speaker then went on to say that 33
cases were reported as having such tuberculous eleva-

tions, nine with them alone, and the remainder asso-

ciated with other forms.

Acne rosacea, he continued, was most frequent after

the simplex variety ; of this there were 52 c«ses, 40
with th'S form alone.

Sycosis, which has been called by some acne men-
tagra, could not be included here, as it is merely a der-
mal inflammation in the bearded chin, modified by depth
and size of the follicles, and may be a result from eczf ma
or herpes tonsurans, while it may likewise be a true

acne of the parts, when it will fall under its proper head.
( To be coutitiued.)

\
Deaths from Chloroform.— The Boston Mediral avd

\ Surgical Journal presents ten more cases of de;ith from

j

chloroform, recorded by contemporaries during the

I

present year, which, with twenty-nine cases previously
reported, makes thirty-nine cases comjiiled by that

]
journal.
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Corrcsponticncc.

THE ANTIQUITY OF EXCISIONS.

To THE ElJITOR OK THE MEDICAL KECORD.

Sir:—In ihe Ame7-ican Journal of Medical Sciences

for October, 1872, there iijtpears quite a clever review

of Markoe"s "Treatise on Diseases of ihe Bone=,''

in whicli the reviewer, on pp. 453-4, corrects Dr. Mar-
kce's historical allusion to excision, and .«ays: " White's

operation, such as it Avas, was preceded by Filkin's

excision of the knee in 1762." From tliis statement it

might be inferred that a knowled<je of the operations

of excision performed prior to 1762 is not generally

extant. That excision wa'; known and practised a long

timeberore the above-mentioned date the following facts

will go to prove :—Mr. Le Cat, Professor of Anatomy
and Surgery, communicated an account of his opera-

tion to the academy at Rouen, in the year 1751.

The case occurred in the person of Charles Lehee, a

child of three years old, of the village of Pitre, etc.,

from whom was extracted an entire tibia, exostosed and
carious in its whole extent, between the two articula-

tions, which had remained sound : the great deficiency

of bone-substance was entirely supplied again by na-

ture, and the patient acquired a new tibia, much firmer

than that whicli he had lost. The same operator relates
" an account of the extraction of three inches and ten

lines of the bone of the upper arm, which was followed

by a regeneration of the bony matter." This perform-

ance, Mr. Le Cat tells us, he determined upon after

considerinfi^ the case of Charles Lehee, which instance

had sufficiently convinced him that bones have the

power to regenerate. The subject was a soldier, Francis

Romain, aged 41. who it appears received at the battle

of Rocou, in 1755, a gunshot wound such as modern
surgeons would consider to be a typical case for excision

of the shoulder-joint. The operation was done in

1760, and on Uctober 12, Romain was discharged from
hos;)ital, very thankful for the recovery of his health

and the perfect cure he received. A detailed account

of these cases, " with a description of a machine made
use of to keep the upper and lower pieces of the bone
at their proper distances, during the time that the

regeneration was taking place," can be found in the

Philosopliical Transactions, vol. Ivi., 1766, p. 270, et seq.

Tracing the history of excisions a little further back,

"we read :*—" Ansam inventionis hujus prajbuisse videtur

Thomas, chirurgus anglicus, qui Pezenate Languedocite,

anno 1740, puellas quatuor annorum, humeri necrosi la-

borantis, curamin sesusceperat; caput colum que humeri,

necrosi destructa, e vulnere, quod abscessus ariiculi

aperiendi causa fecerat, prominebant, qute reponere
quidem studuit, quse vero posthac necessitate coactus

amovit
;

quod vix speravit factum
;
puella uno mense

praeterlapso sanata ita est, utjctatis annodecimo quinto

omnibus faniulae officiis fungi valeret."

Long before White's operation, Diemerbroeck (1637)
mentions a case of fracture Avhere a part of the tibia

was removed by the saw, and hardness restored so far

that the bone absolutely recovered its original firmness.

But even he was not the first to perform this operation,

for in his book he mentions a si nilar operation, which
was done a little after the sie e of Ostend was insti-

tuted in 1601. He writes: "Molitor quidam e mola
sua decidens, tibiam cum fibula in medio confregit, tanta

cum violentia, ut superior pars carnem pertbran.% in

* Ullrich (G. E.)

—

De Ossium Heaectione. LipBiaj : 1857.

ipsam duram teriam vi adigeretur, atque non solum
carne, verum etiain periosteo privaretur; senex quidam
chirurgus, in arte sua experimentissimns, qui oliin obsi-
dioui Ostenda3 famos;c interfuerat, suasit istius ossis,

periosteo circiier ad duorum digitorum latitudinem
penitus denudati, ablationem mox consentientibus cse-

teris chiiurgns: dictum factum, et secunda religatione

OS illud sul)iili serraamputatum fuit: tunc dictus chirur-
gus crus ad pristinam longitudinem rursus extendit, et
sic in ligneatheca icqualiter depusuit, vulnus quotidie
sine cruris commotioue inspiciendo : atque sic ex utroque
ossis fine pauUatim succrescjns callus ita coibat, ac
sensim in osst-am duritiem firmabatur, ita ut crus pris-

tinam longitudinem rctineret, et ubi os ablatum esset,

postea videri vix posset."*

For the curious it may be interesting to go back still

further. The following is a translation from a Pol sh
work on Operative Surgery:! '"Excision was already
known in ancient times, and we have undoubted proof
of this in the writings cf Hippocrates, Celsus, Avicena,
Galen, and Paulus ^ginitiis. In Hippocrates' work,
^ De Ardculis,' we find :

' Ai resectiones ossium per/ectce

circa articuloa et in pede et in manu, et in tibia ad malle-
oloSj et in cuhita ad juncturam manns, plerisqum quihus
resecantur innoxice sunt, si non statim animi deliquium
evertat, aid quarto die, febris continua accedat.'

"When, in after times, every science fell into decline,

this operation became lost; and if, in subsequent cen-
turies, excision was ever employed, the operators have
never known how to describe it with accuracy. Du-
hamel's investigation?! into the destination of the peri-

osteum in vivification and giowlh of the bone, which
led him to the opinion that 'the peiiosteum forms the
bone,' gave the first impulse in the revival of the opera-
tion, already justified by the physiological and anatom-
ical knowledge of that time."

Before concluding, it may be remarked that the re-

viewer, in criticising "th.e peculiarities of Dr. Markoe's
style," selects lor that; purpose a sentence which he
misquote?. In the copy of Dr. M.'s worfc before me,
at page 157, is found the word ^^ presents,^'' in the sen-
tence referred to, and not ^'pursues.'''' 1. C. E.

.1735 F street, Washington, Xov. 11, 1S72.

CYSTOTOMY FOR CHRONIC CYSTITIS.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record.

Sir :—In your i.ssue of September 1st, I notice an
article from Dr. Battey, of Rome, Ga., claiming priority
over Dr. Briddon, in the operation of perineal cystot-
omy, for the relief or cure of chronic cystitis in the
male. These gentlemen may be interested in learning
that the operation has been performed in this city for
several years, with very sat'sfactory results. Prole=sor
E. Powell, of Rush Medical College, had several times
resorted to this operation prior to the year 1869.

I have frequently seen him perform it, in hospital and
private practice, and have yet to learn of a case in
which it did not afiford relief.

During the winter of 1869 I assisted him in this

operation upon a private patient, who had for many
months been suffering with severe C3'stitis. The more
urgent symptoms were immediately relieved, the
wound was allowed to heal without the use of the
canula, and eventually the patient made a complete
recovery.

* Bcrcht (Alexander)

—

De IleDectione Arlioilornm. Berolini : 184^.
t Le Brun, Chiruroia Openujna. Warszawa : 1868, p. 442.
} 1739.
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Dr. Powell's note-book was burned witli lii'^ library

la<t fall, so that 1 am unable to obtain a d taiKd liistory

of bis cases.

He has advocated this mode of treatment for c'.ironic

cystitis, in his teachinp< since 18(J6; and considers it

a standard operation, wliirh need not be left as a (/er-

iiifi-rrssoit, but which may be practised with much

benefit early, before the vesical wails become nmch

chan;rcd by inflammation.
E. F. Ing.u-s, M.D.

S4 Thnxip rt., Cliiciit;.!, 111., (1< t .Ur 19, 1>>-T2.

AK.MV NEWS.

Qlfici'tl List of the. Chatifjes of Statiojis and Duties of Offi-

cers of theMedical Department, United .States Army,

from November 5, 1S72, to Xovember 18, 1872, inclusive.

^IcKee, J. C, Surgeon, pranted leave of absence for

fifteen d.ivs. S. 0. No. 220, Dept. of the Ea?t, Nov.

13th, 1872.

Bii-L, J. n., Surgeon, relieved from duty in D.-pt.

of the Cohmibia, to proceed to New York City, and, on

iiis arrival there, report by letter to the Surgeon-Gene-

ral. S. U. No. 231, War Dqit., A. G. 0, Nov. 7th,

1872.

GoDDARD, C. E.. Surgeon, assigned to duty as Post

Surjieon, at Fort Hamifton, N. Y. Harbor. S. 0. No.
219," Dept. of the Etist, Nov. 9th, 1872.

FoRWOOD, W. II., Asst. Surgeon, assigned to duty as

Post Surs^c'on at Fort Richardson, Te.xas. S. 0. No.

200, Dept. of Texas, Nov. 7th, 1872.

Df.Graw, C. S., Asst. Surgeon, assigned to duty as

Post Surjreon a' Fort Davis, Texas. S. 0. No. 195,

Dept. of Texas, Oct. 31st, 1872.

IlrBBAno. Van Bcrkn, Asst. Surgeon, relieved from

operation of S. 0. No. 19, c. s.. War Dept., and to

report by letter to tlie Comd'g officer Dept. of tlie Gulf

for assignment to duty. S. O. No. 281, War Dept.,

A. G. 0., Nov. 7ih, 1872.

KiNSMAX, J. H., Asst. Surseon, assigned to duty as

Post SuriToon at Fort Ellis. Mon. Ty. S. 0. No. IJlG.

Dept. of Dakota, Oct. 31st, 1872.

YiCKERY, R. S., Asst. Surgeon, to accompany detach-

ment of 1st Art'y, leaving New York C ty on the 9th

inst., to BaiTanca<, Fla., and, on arrival there, to report

to the commanding officer, Dept. of the Gulf, for assign-

ment.
Telegraphic order of 5th inst, from A. G. 0.. confirm-

ed by S. O. No. 281, War Dei.t., A. G. 0., Nov. 7th,

1872.

Mrxx, C. E., As?t. Surgeon, granted leave of absence

for 30 d.iys, with permission to applv for a:i extension

of 30 davs. S. O. No. 27G, War Dept., A. G. 0., Nov.

2d, 1872.

iHetiical 3tcms antJ Itctos.

Death from Bichloride of Methylene.—At the

Middlesex Hospital, London, Oct. 9th, a death occurred

from the use of bichloride of methylene. The patient,

male, aged 48, with a deep abscess in the buttock, and

about to undergo an operation, inhaled about two
drachms of the anaesthetic and died in one minute.

Sylvester's method of artificial respiration and galvanism

were restored to, but without avail.

Anesthetics.—According to John Morgan, M.D.,

F.Ii.C.S.I., Surgeon to Mercer's Ho<|iitaI, Dublin

(liritish Med. Journal, Oct., 1872), the ratio of deaths

following the employment of ana;sthetics is as follows :

Agent employed. Deaths. Inhalutions.

Ether, 4 to 92,815, or 1 in 23,204

Chloroform 53 to 152,200, or 1 in 2,873

Mixture of Chloroform
and Ether 2 to 11,170, or 1 in 5,588

Bichloride ofMethylene, 2 to 10,000, or 1 in 5,000

A New Scotch Lunatic Asylcm.—Glasgow, Bar-

ony Parish, Scotland, is lo have a new lunatic asylum,

co.<ling about §.'jOO,000. The grounds compri.se 170

acres, of which some twelve acres will be covered with

buildings.

DuNPEE Royal Infirmary.—From the Annual Re-

port of this inst tution we learn that 1,138 fever patients

were admitted in the year 1871, composed of small-pox

and typhus and relapsing fcjvers.

The Trephine.—The reviewer ofProfessor Markoe's

work on ''Diseases of the Bones" {Am. Jour. Med.

Science, Oct., '72), thus remarks: The u.se of the tre-

phine in cases of abscess in bone was, we believe, first

formally taught, as the proper mode of treatment, by
David, in hs essay which received the prize of the

Frencli Royal Academy of Surgery, in 1704. David

was followed by Bromfield, in 1773 ; by Hey, of Leeds,

in 178G; by Nathan Smith, in a ca.se of diflnsed sup-

puration, in 1798; and by Si nons, of South Carolin;',

in 1820. Brodie's first operation was not performed

until 1828.

St. Thomas' Hospital, London.— The Saint Thomas'

Hospita:l Reports, for 1871, give tiie following statis-

tics concerning the obsti'trical depariment: Between
December 0, 1809, and Decemlier 0, 1870, 1,250 chil-

dren were born in the obstetrical wards. Of these,

1,200 were born alive; 44 were still-born, or 3.5 per

cent. Eighteen women gave birth to twin.s. Of the

1,232 cnses attended, 150 were first labors; 109. second
;

170, third; 170, fourth ; 149, fifth ; 110, sixth; 102,

seventh ; 07, eighth
; 58, ninth ; 32, tenth ; 14, eleventh

;

13, twelfth ; 1(3, thirteenth ; 2, fourteenth ;
and 1 was

a .seventeenth labor. The presentations of the 1,25')

children were as follows: vertex, 1,212; breech, 23;
footling, 5 ; arm, 2 ; face, 5 ; brow, 3.

Effects of Tobacco.—The Medical Press and Circu-

lar, in the course of an article on this subject, says M.
Bertillon found that 102 of the pupils attending the

Polytechnic School of Paris smoked tobacco, while 58

did not. Arranging the two categories in the order of

merit, according to the results of examinations, he
found that, in every grade, non-sraokei s held the higher

rank, and that the smokers deteriorated from the time

they entered until tliey left the school Facts like thesj

induced the Minister of Public Instruction to i.ssue to the

directors of colleges and schools throughout the empire

a circular, forbidding tobacco to students on the ground
that it checked their physical and intellectual develop-

ment. The editor says: "' Among ourselves the habit is

getting too common But how is the

habit to be stopped, when meerschaum pipes are even

given for prizes in Sunday-schools?"

Mepical Instruction for Women in Russia.—Next
January a special course of instruction for midwive-!

will be commenced at the Imperial Academy of Medi-
cine and Surgery at St. Petersburg. Applicants must
not be under twenty, and, if still under the authority

of parents, must present the written consent of the latter.

They will be submitted to a preliminary examination.
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especially with reference to their knowledge of mathe-
matics, within the limits of instruction in the gymnasia
for young girls, their intellectual development, and their

knowledge of Russian. The object of the course is to

prepare trained midwives to give necessary medical

assistance to parturient women, and to treat diseases

of women and children. The course will last four

years, and the fees will be fifty roubles per annum.

Auur.TERATioNS OF WiiisivEY AND Beer.—The Finnn-
ci'tl Ref>r)))er, writing on this sul.iject, remarks that Dr.

Hodges, of Belfast, has publicly stated that a bottle of

whiskey, described as a fair sample of the liquor sold in

low-cLiss public-houses, was heavily adulterated with
naphtha, Cayenne pepper, and vitriol; that another

sample consisted almost entirely of naphtha, with a slight

coloring tinge of genuine whiskey; and tliat another

charming compound was composed of Cayenne pepper,

vitriol, spirits of wine, and blue-stone, which could be

produced at the rate of a penny per gallon. A writer

in the tScientijic Review, some three or four years ago,

enumerated among the multifaiious ingredients for the

adulteration of a'e, beer, and porter, cream of tartar, alum,

green vitriol, copper, lead, pyretic acid, coccnlus indicus,

grains of paradise, coloring matters of various descrip-

tions, quassia, and other cheaper and more hurtful

bitters, ledinn palustie, myrica gale, and datura stramo-

nium ;
besides liquorice, molasses, coriander, capsicum,

c irraway-seeds, salt, horse-beans, etc., etc. Hence,
though the honest products of barley, hops, and the

vine may have much to answer for, they are debited

with a vast amount of evil which is really occasioned

by noxious, and in some instances murderous, substi-

tutes for them. One of the multifarious recipes for fraud-

ulent concoctions, given in a book published for the

guidance and assistance of publicans and vintners, winds
up with: "A pinch or tAVO of oxalic acid" does something
or other, vre forget exactly what, but it is something in

the way of improvement 1

—

Medical Press and Circular.

A Few Words on the Other Side of the Question —
Those who know something of the general tenor of the

al^iost endless amount of " correspondences," "reports

of societies," and "original articles" which have, for the

last couple of years, appeared in the Brilish journals in

reference to sanitary science, may perhaps appreciate

the following by " Senex ;

"

" Until these inconsistencies, of which I have adduced
but a type, be reconciled, I believe these hygienic dog-

mas require still to be established (that water containing

organic matter is prejudicial to health, and that typhoid
fever is caused by inhaling sewage gas), and in fact

th it, divested of polysyllabic technicalities and chemical

s\'mbo!s, are but bosh—a term not found in Johnson, but
well understood to mean things we don't understand,
though we pretend to.

Though I thus doubt the received notions, I would
not be understood to mean that oflensive gases, dirt, and
impure water are not injurious, quite the reverse; I be-

lieve no more fertile source of bad health exists, except
bad food and dissipation. I merely object to ideas in-

consistent wiih our ordinary experience being received

a^ scientific truisms. Sewage effluvia may be a very
important factor in making up a sufficient cause of ty-

phoid, but there is obviously something more—a great

deal more. Water with organic matter may be asso-

c'ated with disease-producing qualities; but it is no
exp'anation of the morbid result to say there is organic

matter in the water, when people are known to have
drunk from the very same source for ages with impunity.

I merely object to wholesale faith in the ability of in-

sufficient, unproven causes to produce important results.

wi hout the why and wherefore being explained to us
why disease from the alleged cause should be the ex-

cej)tion and not the rule."

The Use of Ether in England.—B. Joy Jeffries,

M.D. {Boston Med. and Sui'f/. Joar.^ Oct. 3, '72), in a
lengthy paper on " Re-Introduction of Etlier in Eng-
land," states that he had an opportunity, during his late

visit to London, of exhibiting to the English surgeons

the American or Boston method of administering ether,

with which he believes the English and Coniinental

surgeons are generally unacquainted. During his stay

in London he administered it, with good results, at

Loudon, King's College, St. George's. Gray's, and Royal
London Hospitals, while Messrs. Hutchinson, Soelljcrg

Wells, Critcliell, Bowman, Brudenell, Carter, and Ba-
der, performed capital operations. Since his return,

many persons, both in and out of the profession, have
mentioned t!ie suliject to him, but with such a tone of

incredulity as to induce him to present the facts, and
describe what he saw and heard. He says :

" To the

majority of people it is incomprehensible that ether

should not be used and understood in England and on
the Continent as it is here, in New England especially.

Their doubts would be fully satislied, had the)^ seen, as

I did, the astonishment, and, I will add, acknowledged
satisfaction, of the medical gentlemen wlio witnessed
my administration of this aniBSthetic in London."

BoLDO.—A new remedy, distilled from the leaves of
a tree, of the genus Monimiacece, imported from Chili,

has been lately introduced into Europe. So far, it has
been given empirically for affections of the liver. Prob-
ably, like cundurango, its life will be short, as it is

strongly advocated by quacks and others of that ilk.

Fatal Case of Narcotism.—Dr. Campbell {Boston
Med. and Surg. Jour., Oct. 3, '72), at a late meeting of
the Norfolk District Medical Society, reported a fatal

case of narcotism in a child fourteen days old, probably
induced by a dose of chloral and morphia administered
to the' mother.

CzERMAK.—The eminent psychologist, Prof. Czer-
mak, of Graz, Director of the Styriau Insane A«ylum,
died recently.

Social Evil Hospital. St. Louis, Mo.—The site for

this new hospital, designed for the reception of fallen

women, has been selected by the Board of Health of
St. Louis. The inauguration of this institution is the
climax of a system that some two years ago received
the sanction of tiie authorities there, and which, since

then, has been carried on with all the vigor and inflex-

ibility of other established laws—the registration of
abandoned women, their examination by a staff of

physicians, and their payment of weekly and monthly
dues. The regular weekly payment of a dollar and a

half by each courtesan, and fourteen dollars monthly
from each keeper of a house of ill-fame, has resulted in

the accumulation of many thousand dollars, which is

now being appropriated, in accordance with the require-

ments of the law, for the treatment of these women.

New York City Asylum for the Insane, Waro's
Island.—At a special meeting of the Board of Commis-
sioners of Charities and Corrections, held November 10,

1872, the Resident Physician, Dr. M. G. Echeverria, was
summarily dismissed. The Dr. was about to resign

from the position, but he was determined not to do so

until a fair investigation of his conduct was made by
the proper authorities, and the facts about the alleged

mismanagement laid before the public.

Dr. George Cochran, Health-officer of Brooklyn,
died November 11), 1872, aged 10.
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Mkdicai- Association of NonrnERN Nkw York.—
Tins Association laid its nniiiinl mct'tirif; nt tlic Fi'i-

L'lis.iii House, in Mnlouo, Oi'tobtT 8, \^7'2, tlio Presi-

il.'iit, T. !)»• Fi.rris, iM.D., of J'laltsl.mj,'!), in the chair.

The lollowiii},' iiaiiu'<l ofliccrs were elected for the eii-

<n\n<^ year:

—

Presiilnif, C. C. Bates, M.D., of Potsdam

;

Vice /'rfsidfiit. Calvin Skinner, M.D., of Malone; Serre-

t'lri/, Sidney P. Bates, M.D., of Malono ; Treasurer, A.
C. Bntler, M.D., of Plattslinr<,'h. Place of next meet-
ing, Malone. Snl)jeets for discussion at the ineelinj^of

1S7;{:—"Public livKiene," A. S. Wolfi; M.D, of Dan-
iieniora, to open tiie discu.ssion. "Pueri)ural Coiivul-

sion.s" II- A. Poland, M. D., of Lawrenceville, to open
disens.sion. Essai/ists, Drs. S. L. Parnielee, of Gouver-
neur, "William Gilli.s, of Fort Covinj^ton, and A. C
IJutler, of Platt-sburi^h.

St. LfKKS Hospital, N. Y.—The anniversary of tliis

ITospital was celebrated on Sunday, November 10,

187'J. About lUOO patients were treated durin;^ the

year just ended. Wm. B. Astor, Esq., has given
S.'j(»,(HK) to the institution.

Nkw York Society for the Rkliefoftiie RrPTiRED
A\n Cripi'led.—The report for 1872 gives the subjoined
particulars: Since its organization in ISGi until the
end of the year 1870, 11,764: patients were treateil at

the old hospital in Second Avenue. Since that date
0,027 patient.s were treated in tlie new hospital, corner
Forty-second Street and Lexington Avenue, of whom
388 were in-patients. The Institution is capable of
accommodating 200 to 250 children, with private apart-

mi>nts fdr 20 pay-patients. The assets aniount to al)ont

§lnO,000. At the present time there are 81 children in

thi' hospital. Resident Physician and Surgeon, James
M. Knight, M.D. Assistant. H. E. Handerson, M.D.

Meuicai, Depart.ment of the University of New
York.—This successlul medical college, founded in 1838,
has graduated 3.058 medical men, or, on an average, about
90 yearly. For several years before our late war the
graduating classes ranged from 121 to 146 in number.
The receni " Catalogue of the Graduates and Ollicers"
gives the subjoined particulars: The first Facu/ti/ of
Medicine, elected in 1838, was composed of Drs. Mar-
tyn Paine, John W. Draper, Charles A. Lee, Alfred
C. Post, Gunning S. Bedford, Augustus S. Doane. As-
sociate Professors : Drs. Caleb S. Ticknor, John C.
Beales, John Watson, J. A. McYicar, Jas. A. Washing-
ton. Of the original founders of the institution, Drs.
Post, Draper, and Paine still are connected with it

—

the former actively lecturing. Professors Wm. Darling
and John Busteed, of New York, and John R. Dickson,
of Kingston, Canada, are of the first (1842) graduating
class. Of the class of 1872, six are connected with the
House Statt' of Charity Hospital.
The work of collecting facts concerning graduates will

be continued under the supervision of the Secretary of
the Alumni Association. The inform.ation will be pub-
lished in subsequent editions of the catalogue. (Particu-
lars ofonly 850 of the graduates have been oflered.) Gra-
duates whose addresses and professional histories are not
recorded will please send : Ist. Their names in full, includ-
ing the first, middle, and last. 2d. Their post-office ad-
dress. 3d. Tlie names and dates of literary degrees.
4th. Places of honor and trust held since graduation,
i. e., held by virtue of professional attainments ; not
places political or social—giving dates of appointments
and terms of service. 5th. Information of deceased
graduate-!, including, if possible, their names in full,

places of honor and trust held, etc., and the time, place,
and cause of death. Communications may be addressed
to the Secretary of the Alumni Association, Chas. Inslee
Pardee, M.D., No. 72 West 35th street, New York.

TiiK Woman's Ho.ipitai..—The seventeenth anniver-

sary of the New York Slate Woman's Hospital was
held in one of the wanls of the institution, on the cor-

ner of Fourth avenue and Forty-ninth Ktreet. This

institution has l)ecn in existence .since 1852, durin;?

which time 740 casts have been treated, of which G37

have been cured, seventy-three relieved and thirty

died. The Treasurer's report was then read by Mr. L.

H. Bli.ss, which showed tliat the n-ceipts ainounteil to

$25,77!). 20, and the expenses to §27,004.00, leaving a

deficit to be made up of $1,225.40. Dr. T. G. Thomas
then reail tiic medical re|»ort, which spok<! favorably of

the results of the jiast year, but advocated very strongly

the reiiKjval of the hospital up town, as the noi.^e of the

pa.ssing trains was very annoying to the patient.s. Tiie

medical aildrcss was made l)y Dr. H. R. Peaslee. He
claimed in order to have this ho.spital maintain its pre-

eminence it would be necessary to raise $1,000,000.

half of which .should be used at once and liaif to be had
on call. Since 1870 over two thousand patients lia<l

been treated, 800 of which by the outdoor department.

During the pjvst year the hospital has treated sixty-two

patients.

The Thermometer. — Dr. F. M. Hamlin, of Union
Springs, N. Y., recently read a practical paper before

the Central New York Medical Association, oa thu
" Thermometer in Disea.ses," which is publi.shed in the

September number of the Buffalo Medical and Surgical

Journal.

Hat-Asthma.—The vicinity of the White ^^ountain^

is a resort for those who are yearly disposed to " hay-
fever." Rev. Henry Ward Bti-echer, Sir Edward Thorn-
ton, with others, it is said, are entirely relieved when
there from this disagreeable complaint.

Williams College, Massachusetts.—Dr. Ira Rem-
sen, formerly of New York, and late instructor at the

University of Tiibinger Germany, has been appointed
to the chair of Physics and Chemistry at Williams Col-

lege, Mass.

Lynch.— Dr. John S. Lynch, formerly of Alabama,
hns been elected Professor of Anatomy in the Baltimore
College of Physicians and Surgeons.

ttetu IpubUcations.

Books RECErv'ED.

The Microscope and MrcnoscopiCAi. Technology ; a
Text-book for Physicians and Students, etc. By Dk.
HErNKicn Fkp:y, Prof. Med., Zurich, Switzerland.

Translated from the German and Edited by Geo. R.
CcTTEU, M.D. New York : W. Wood & Co. 1872.

A System of Oual Surgery, being a consideration of

the Diseases and Snrgerj' of the Mouth, Jaws, and as-

sociate Parts. By Ja.mes E. Garretson, M. D. ,DD. S. ,

Oral Surgeon to the Med. Dept. of University of Pa.
Philadelphia : J. B. Lippincott. 1873.

Outlines op Surgery and Surgical PAxnoLOGY,
etc. By F. Le Gros Clark. F. R. S. 2d Ed.
Philadelphia: Lind.say & Blakiston. 1872.

The Pathology, Diagnosis, and Treatment of Dis-

eases OF AVoMEN. including Diagnosis of Pregnancv.
By Gkaily IIewit, M.D.,F.R.C.P. 2d Amer. Ed.
Philadelphia : Lindsay ct Blakiston. 1872.

Prevention and Cure of Disease ; a Practical Treatise

on the Nursing and Home Treatment of the Sick.

Bv Geo. H. N.'O'iieys, A.M., M.D. Springfield, N. J:
Holland & Co. 1872.

Transactions of the American Otological Society.
Fifth Annual Meeting.
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(Dricjiiiial Communications.

CLINICAL NOTES

ELECTRIC CAUTERY IN UTERINE
SURGERY.

By J. BYRNE, M.D.,

BUSGEON-IN-CHIEF TO ST. MARY"S HOSPITAL FOR DISEASES OF WOMEN
;

CLINICAL PBOFESSOR OF UTERINE SURGERY TO LONG
ISLAND MEDICAL COLLEGE, ETC.

In the preceding remarks it has been my aim to <lcal

only wiih such questions as seemed to have a practical
bearing on the subject of galvano-cautery; so that, lor

the sake of avoiding tedious details, many points of

great interest and importance have been barely noticed,
or passed over entirely.

With the same object in view, the clinical part of
this paper will consist of a tabular record of operations,

their subdivision into groups or classes, and such com-
ments thereon as may serve to elucidate the more strik-

ing features of each, together with a few illustrative

cases.

The whole number of cautery operations thus far

occurring within my own observation has been seventy-
three as follows:—
19 cases of epithelioma, including cauliflower cancer,

11

13

5

4
4

2

i

2

8

1

1

1

1

70

encephaloid, or medullary cancer,

catarrhal, inflammatory, and ulcerative af-

fections of the cervical canal of uterus,

amputation of cervix (non-malignant),
fibrous and fibro-cellular polypi,

sessile fibroid tumors,

deep ulceration of os and cervix,

intra-uterine vegetation (non- malignant),
vascular tumors of urethra,

granular urethritis,

hemorrhoids,

perineo-vaginal fistula,

lipoma of scalp,

lipoma of cheek,

lipoma of ear.

Of the thirty cases of malignant disease,

17 were of the uterus alone.

7 ' " uterus and vagina.

3 " " perinseum and vagina.

1 " " left labium.

1 " " clitoris.

1 " " breast.

Among tlie nineteen cases of epithelioma,
7 were indurated or ulcerated only, and

12 were of the vegetating or cauliflower character. Of
the latter,

7 were of the cervix uteri alone.

3 were of the perinreum and vagina.

1 was restricted to the left labium.
1 was restricted to the clitoris.

The following table shows the date of operation, the
parts involved, and the condition of patients up to
DATE, in seven cases of epithelioma in its ulcerating

stage of development.

There are two out of the aliove seven operations
that demand especial notice—Nus. G and 7—the same
[latient being the subject of both, as also of a previous
operation undertaken for the removal of a cauliflower
outgrowtli (see table II. No. 3). At the time this lady
came under my notice, my experience in galvano-cau-
ttry was comparatively limited, nor did I fully realize,

though not without some misgivings on the subject, the
great importance of removing tissues as far beyond
those apparently implicated as can be safely done.

In every such instance, therefore, since met with, the
removal of the outgrowth has been but the first part of
each operation, except where, by traction being made on
the tumor at a certain stage, a deeply cup-shnped stump
could be insured. Indeed, from what I have since ob-
served, I feel justified in believing that had this rule
been observed in the above case, the result would have
been entirely ditferent.

As to the failure of a second operation in tJie case
of this lady, my explanation is simply this: the antes-
thetic used on the latter occasion was nitrous oxide gas,
and owing to certain alarming svmptoms manifesting
themselves a few minutes after I had commenced to
operate, I felt impelled, in my anxiety for the patient's
safety, to stop much short of so complete and satisfac-
tory an operation as I might otherwise have eftected.
However, as the patient's general health is yet good,
the best results may reasonably be hoped for "from the
more thorough measures adopted within the last few
weeks.
The following case (table T. No. 2) bears so forcibly

on tlie importance of effectually removing all the dis-
eased structures at least, and at the same time so well
illuirtrates my method of operating, that its introduc-
tion here may add to the interest of what has been
sad.

CASE I.

CARCINOMA OF UTERUS,

involving both intra and supra-vaginal portions of the
cervix.

About the 1st of July, 1871, I was requested by Dr.
George K. Smith to see Mrs.

,
aged 47, the mother

of three children, the youngest of whom being 10 years
old. Previous to three years ago menstruation had al-
ways been regular; but since then, and up to within
the last fifteen months, symptoms such as u.-ually usher
in the climacteric period were observed. Tlie catame-
nia now, and for over a year past, had lost all the char-
acter of periodicity, and met rorrhagic hemorrhages had
reduced her to a perfectly helpless condition. Her noc-
turnal pains were almost intolerable ; emaciation had
taken place to a very remarkable degree, and her anxious,
care-worn, and cachectic expression might alone have
sufiiced to indicate the nature of her maladv.
By a digital examination, the cervix uteri was found

much enlarged and irregularly indurated. The C( rvlcal
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canal was open to the extent of admitting an inch of

the imlex fuigcr, wJiile the surrounding tissues, a« fiir

as could be reached within the neck, were unyie!dinp,

extremely tender Id touch, and bled freely on the slight-

est provocation. Depth of uterus three inches.

Owing to the ab-ence of any circular line of depres-

sion at the utero-vapinal point of convergence, it was
found impossible to apply tlie cautery loop in such a.

manner as to include more than a small portion only of

the diseased structure'.

This difficulty, thouirh not encountered before, had,

nevertlieless been fully consiilered as one of the many
continiTcncies likely to arise, and therefore, being antici-

pated, was provided for.

The patient having been anjrsthelizod. no trouble

was found in bringing the diseased part into view, and

by the aid of my speculum, ample spacL- was afl'orded

lor any manipulation required.

ihe cautery -knifi;* the cervix was slowly severed and
removed without loss of blood. The same in«tnimeiit,

only more curved by being l)ent, wns now apjilied to

the deeper ti.'<sues of the cervix, which, while drawn
down by a tenaculum, were c;iutif>usly sliced off jtiece

by piece, laterally as well as upward, to the utmost ex-
tent deemed safe.

When the parts were thus quite scooped out, a deep
bell-sli;iped cavity was left, from the bottom of which
to the fundus uteri measured liitle over half an inch.

No hemorriiiigf occurred during the whole operation.

t

The recovery of this patient wjis no le.«s rapid than

remarkable, and if we except a very trivial secondary
hemorrhage, and some degree of irritation arising from
accidental s^corching of tlie vaginal wall, no sinjjle in-

flammatory, febrile, or other complication turned up to

mar her progress. She has become strong and robust, and
up to a very late period has even menstruated regularly,

the flow being of course but very slight, yet unaccom-
panied with pain or distress of any kind. She is under
constant observation, and calls at staled interval.s, ac-

cording to my request, for the purpose of being care-

fully examined. There is but little of a uterus to be
felt, and the vaginal canal ends in a kind of cul-de-sac,

at the bottom of which a still narrower passage may be

detected, in depth about three-quarters of an inch.

The above report of this ca=e was written in the early

part of last June, and she is .«till in the enjoyment of

perfect health, having safely p<i.<ised the climacteric pe-

riod. That the successful issue in the foregoing case is

due to the thorough manner in which the diseased tis-

sues were cored out, I think there can be no doubt. It

is al.so suggestive of tlie probable causes of failures and
disappointments so often met with by some of our best

gynaecologist*, as referred to in the first part of this

paper.

The following case clearly exemplifies the folly of

trusting to half-way measures, and a!so where indurated

and ulcerating conditions, however apparently limited

in extent, resist judicious and active topical measure.*,

how necessary it is to remove tlie whole cervix up to,

and, if needed to insure success, to scoop out even
iteyond, the os irternum.

CASE II.

CARCINOMA OF CERVIX.

Mrs. n , aged 30; has had one child and two
rais ariinges; applied for odvice to the out-door de-

partment of St. Mary's Hospital in June, 1871. Mcn-
>truationhad been re;rnlarnp to six months before this

date, but since then she ha? suffered from menorihagia,

sometimes excessive, but jilways prolonged, with shoot-

ing pains in the sacral and inguinal regions, and throb-

b'pg sensations in the vagina. She appeared much de-

bilitated, and a physical examination of chest showed
tuhercular deposit- in both Inngs.

On making a digital examination per vaginara, tie

cervix uteri wa" found much tumefied, tender on pre -

sure, and iiTfgnlarl" indurated.

The cervical canal in its inferior half, though open,

admitted the sound wi'h difficulty and its most care-

ful introduction was followed by much bleeding.

Depth of utcius 3 inches. By the topical application

of strong solution of iodine and the use of quinine,

iron, and cod-liver oil, the size of the cervix and v-

hardness seemed to le-sen, while her general condition

improved in a proportionate degree for a time, so that

treatment was abandoned. October 4th she applied

I

again on account of a return of her original symptoms,
The gentlemen present at this operation were Drs. G.

|

-^

K. Smith, Skene, Dw ver, and Bedell. The cervix was * P^.
^'^^

''^''V''^
^ ^"^ j"*^ T^^S" ^'"^ ^^l- ,_„ ...

J , ' 111 'ill- , t n 1 , 1-1 . . + A microscopical examination ehowed cancer cells and tree nuclei m
seized by a Tulseilum held m the left band, while witli

i abundance.
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find oil a careful examination her condition was found

to be very similar to tliai lir.-t observed, and the uterine

cervix much moie enlarged and indurated. Jt was
now decided to try the effect of actual cautery to

cervical canal as far up as the os internum, and also

around the os tincic, hoping by such active means to

create healtliy action and perhaps relieve congestion

by producing a drain. At the etid of a month the

local condition seemed mu(;h better, and for two men-
strual periods following this last treatment she had no
menorrhagia, and her general lieallh appeared to im-
prove,

Tiiis improvement, however, was but temporary, lor

she once more, on the 25tli of January, re|)orted her-

self as leeling much worse than ever, and an examina-
tion fully confiiined the truth of her suspicions. She
stated that she had been flowing for two weeks con-

tinuously, as was very evident from her anaBuiic look,

and on examination the diseased parts presented a

much more tumefied and inflamed appearance than on
any previous oc^:'asion.

It was now decided to remove the whole cervix by
galvano-cautery. The condition of her lungs render-

ing the administration of an aniesthelic of doubtful pro-

priety, and being also desirous to ascertain the amount
and extent of pain attending such operations, slie was in-

duced to forego etherizatiiai. The operation yiay be de-

scribed as follows : The uterus having been brought info

view and steadied by means of my speculum, the cervix

was seized with a vulsellum, and the cautery-knife, be-

fore being heated, applied posteriorly, the blade directed

transversely, and its edge looking upward and forward.

The battery being now immersed, the knife was carried

completely around the circunilerem.'e of the cervix

close to its vaginal insertion. In this manner a deep
and somewhat oblique gioove was made which served

as a bed for the loop. The latter was now made to

embrace the cervix still held in the grasp of the vulsel-

lum, the battery again immersed, and some traction

being made during the passage of the heated wire
through tlie tissues, the operation was completed.

When the cervix was removed, what remained of the

uterus was deeply concave, and its cavity measured
less than H incii. There was no hemorrhage during

or subsequent to the operation, and, what is of some
couseqnence to know, she declared that the pain ex-

perienced during this operation was no greater than
she suffered repeatedly before, when any active topical

application was made.
May ICth. Menstruation has appeared twice since the

operaiion, lasting each time lour days, and without the

slightest inconvenience or tendency to hemorrhage.
She has gained flesh, is fee from pain, and expresses

herself entirely well. By a careful vaginal examination,
no trace whatever of disease can be recognized either

by sight or touch.

A microscopical examination of the part extirpated

gave abundant evidence of carcinomatous disease.

As to the eleven cases of epithelioma characterized

by exuberant outgrowths from a comparatively narrow
base, the same tabular arrangement observed in the

first class may be convenientl}^ adopted.

The first case in this table possesses so many
features of great interest, that any remarks beyond
those embodied in the following historyseem uncalled lor.

CASE III.

EPITHELIOMA OF CERVIX UTERr.

Mrs. A. , set. 48, multipara, has always en-
joyed the best of health up to within a few weeks of my
being called to see her, which was in July, 18G9. She
complained of great back-ache and bearing down sensa-

tions, and noticed some discharge of mucus occasion-

ally mixed with blood. Menstruation legular and nor-

mal in character and has always been so. By digital

cxaminaiion the cervix was found much tumefied, mo;e
particularly the f)Osterior lip, aiul painful to touch.

On ius])e(:tion by speculum, there was found a si ghtly

elevated and velvety-looking surface stripped of epithe-

lium and extending over at least on(;-half ( f the pos

terior lip. Anterior half of cervix, though somewhat
swollen, yet soft to the touch and paler. Tin- local treat-

ment consisted in warm vaginal douching and the ap-

plication of iodo-glycerine to the diseased parts once

and sometimes twice a week. A marked inipiovemeuL

was noticeable after a few weeks of this treatment, and
hopes were entertained that it might be permanent.

November 9th, I was requested to see her again, when
she stated I hat her old pains and other disagreeable symp-
toms had lately returned, but in a much more severe

degree. Besides, there was this peculiarity, she said,

about her sufl'erings, that she was seized about 4 or 5

o'clock every morning with severe lumbar and hypo-
gastric pain, which lasted up to 9 or 10, Init after this

latter hour she felt relieved and continued c )mfortab!e

until the same hour of the succeeiling morning. A
speculum examination now revealed a similar condi-

tion of the uterus to that first observed, when the same
active topical measures were once more resorted t >,

but on this occasion with no improvement whatevc.

TABLE II.

VEGETATING EPITHELIOMA.
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This wn8 accomplished by the platina loop, the sliape

of the tumor rendering this a work of no frri-atchflicultj,

and the part excised emhriiced neaily the entire vngi-

nul pcniun of tl)e posterior hp.

A 1 ttU^ glycerine and tannm was brushed over the

cauterized surface, the bowels kept q\iietl)y oj)iate sup-

positories for a few days, an<l in Irss than two weeks
thf patient, with no oiher local treatment save tepid

vaginal baths, was up and about On the 1st of Feb-

ruary, 27 days after the operation, the healing proce-s

waslound to be so nearly complete that nothing farther

seemed needed, and bring entirely relieved of all pain

she rapidly recovered strengihh.

A careful speculum examination, however, was made
every few weeks for sume time, with a view of de-

tecting any reappearance of the disease, but nothing of

the sort being noticed, the#e precautionary measures

•were abandoned after a few months. About a year

ago this lady requested me to see her again, and stated

tliat she had lately sufiercd so much from pelvic pains,

referable particularly to the bladder and pelvic region,

that she feared there might be some return of her

former diflSculty.

A careful examination failed to detect anything more
than a slight abrasion on the posterior aspect of the

OS tinea;, and a certain degree of firmness of the part

from which the disease had been removed. This, how-
ever, was attributed to mere congestion of the part,

and active topical applications quickly restored the

parts to their natural condition.

Other measures calculated to relieve slight cystitis,

which undoubtedly caused much of the pain and dis-

tress complained of, were prescribed, and tlie patient

rapidly recovered. Six months ago (May 20, 1872), I

was requested to see her, when she informed me that

she began to feel a little anxious on account of some
slight mucous di-charge and more or less tenesmus. It

was deemed best to examine into the state of the

uterus: this wa* found to be in a condition precisely

similar to that of twelve months previously, and after

two applications of iodo-glycerine to cervical canal, the

improvement at last examination was so great that no
further treatment was called for.

Menstruation has not yet appeared regularly, and this

last attack was doubtless due to a scanty flow at a

previous period. It should have been mentioned, that

the outgrowth when removed was submitted to a care-

ful microscopical examination, and all the evidences of

true epithelioma were present. It is now nearly three

vears since the operation.*

CASE IT.

The second case in the preceding class was one of

extensive epithelioma, involving the whole of the left,

labium vaginaj in an old lady aged 70. The entire

part was removed by cauteiy, and in less than one
month from t!ie date of operation the surface healed

and seemed to be covered over by perfectly smooth
and healthy material. She continued to enjoy good
health, for one of her years, during the succeeding

twelve months, when symptoms indicating cancerous

disease of mesentery and other internal parts rapidly

became developed, and from which she succumbed 16

months after the operation. It is worthy of remark,
however, that the surface from which the diseased

mass had been excised remained perfectly healthy up
to the time of her death, nor were any of the pelvic

organs concerned in the final work of destruction.

CASE V.

The case having already been referred to (Xo. 5,

* A few weeks ago ( Nov. 26 1 the nterus was carefully examined, but
CO evidence of a return of the diecajse could he detected.

Table I.), calls for but little further notice. This lady."

whose age is thirty-one, a widow, consulted Dr. J,

Marion Sims, in con8e(pience of having been informed
by her physician tliat she had cancer of the womb,
which she did not believe, at the .'^ainc time giving as

a reason for her opinion the fact of her having had
little or no pain or uncomfortMble feeling in that region;

and, moreover, that after full inquiry she felt satisfied

there was no hereditary predisposition to such a dis-

ease. Menstruation had always been regular, and she
had had no hemorrhage, but during the menstrual in-

tervals siie had of late noticed some watery discharge

of an oflensive odor.

Dr. Sims recognized a large cauliflower mass spring-

ing from the whole circumference of the cervix, and
.spreading out so as to occupy a great part of tlie vaginal

cavity. lie advi.sed it« removal, and requested me to

operate by galvano-cautery, wiiieh I did on the 18th of
June, 1871. In this operation the neck of the tumor
was embraced by the wire loop and its removal thus

effected ; but in addition to the mistake of leaving too

much behind, as before stited, there was also another
error conmiitted, which on account of the clinical les-

son it teaches ought not to be overlooked. The instru-

ment shown in Fig. 2 was then new, and used on that

occasion for the first time, so that I was not accustomed
to this improved means of contracting the loop, an<l

miscalculated as to the screw motion. The conse-

quence was that the tissues were too rapidly severed,

and though there was no loss of blood whatever at the

time, an alarming secondary hemorrhage took place

about thirty-six hours after the operation, requiring the

use of tampon,
No. 4 is a case where I assisted Dr. James L. Brown

in operating, and which has been reported elsewhere.

This was a promising case, and its fatal termination

had nothing whatever to do with the merits of the

operation ; death being caused mainly by iniprudence

on the part of the patient, and other circumstances be-
yond the control of her medical adviser.

The patient, in whose case parts of the ri;jrht labium
and perinajum were removed on three occasions (Nos. 5,

11 and 12), is the wife of a physician in this city. The
cautery was resorted to in this instance merely for the

purpose of excising portions of a large suppurating
and offensive mass, hoping thereby to contribute in

some measure to her comfort, or rather to modify her
suffering.*

The extent to which the rectum, vagina, and neigh-

boring parts were involved, was such as to render the

case an utterly hopeless onf, and consequently noth-
ing beyond palliative effects could be looked for from
any operative proceedings.

CASE YI.

On the 11th of last February I was requested by
Dr. J. Marion Sims to operate by galvano-cautery in

the case of a lady whose history is as folows : Mrs.
, aged fifty, of healthy ancestry on her father's

side, but several members of her mother's family have
died from pulmonary affections, and one, an aunt, from
cancer of breast. Menstruation commenced at 14 and
has always been regular up to February, 1871. Has
had seven children,'and a premature corifinement in 1856,
from which she recovered speedily. From February,
1871. until August the catamenia were absent, but in the

latter month she had a profuse metrorrhagia lasting for

several days, and returning more copiously three weeks
later.

On examination per vaginam, a tumor about the

• Dr. Geo. M. Beard has also operate*! proiously in this case by elpo
trolysis, but with little effect.
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size of a hen's egg was found springing from the cer-

vix and projecting into the vagina ; canal of uterus of

normal depth; body not hypertrophicd. This tumor
was removed by Ceraseur on September 23, 1871, and
presented under tlie microscope the cliaracteristic ap-

]>earances of epithelial cancer. The patii.-nt seemed to

improve in some respects until about t!ie first of Jan-
uary, 1872, when hemorriiage returned and large quan-
tities of blood were lost throuuliout that whole month.

Dr. Sims saw her on the 10th of February and dis-

covered a large cauliflower tumor springing from the

cervix and completely filling up the upper half of the

vagina. The following day, February 11th, was ap-

pointed for its removal, and Dr. S. having accidentally

sprained his ankle while stepping out of his carriage,

requested me to see her and operate for him. The
patient was found to be in a very exhausted condition

from loss of blood, and emaciated to so remarkable a de-

gree that grave doubts w^ere entertained as to the pro-

l)riety of operating or risking the administration of any
auiiisthetic.

In such a state of things, however, some interference

seemeil urgently demanded, and ether having been
administered, the operation was proceeded with in the

ibUowing manner

:

Tlie platina loop was with considerable difficulty

made to embrace the upper circuvifertnce of the cervix,

and when moderately tightened tlie battery was im-
mersed; little or no contraction of the loon being effect-

ed for a few seconds, so that the superficial tissues of

the part to be cut might be thoroughly cauterized.

When the wire was supposed to have entered the

tissues a quarter of an inch or thereabouts, firm and
steady traction was made on the tumor by means of a

vulsellum,* and its connections very sloivli/ severed by
a further tightening of the loop. By this manoeuvre
the surface from which the tumor had been removed
presented a deeply concave appearance and there was
no hemorrhage whatever. The uterine cavity measured
about one inch from the bottom of the wound. No
topical application was made.
As this patient resided some miles from the city, I had

no opportunity of observing her subsequent progress;

but one of the gentlemen who assisted at the operationf

informed me some da3's after, when he called to see her,

that her condition was very precarious. Towards the

end of May, having occasion to visit her neighborhood,
I caUed to see her, and found her going about and able

to superintend her household affairs.

The following reply to a note of inquiry has been
.since received from her att,ending physician. Dr. Fiir-

gang, of East New York :

—

" Dear Doctor: In accordance with your request I

have given Mrs. a very careful examination.
Her pelvic organs, or what is left of them, seem to be
in a perfectly healthy condition. There is nothing to

the touch or sight that would lead to the suspicion of

a return of her disease. The part from which tlie

tumor was taken is a little puckered, but soft and
covered with healthy-looking mucous membrane, and
there is no tenderness on pressure there or in any of

the adjoining parts. Her appetite is excellent, she
sleeps well, and is rapidly training in strength and flesh."

This case calls for no further comment.

CASE VII.

This was what appeared to me to be epithehal cancer
of the clitoris, though my friend Dr. J. C. Nott,

who was present at the operation, thought it might

* Traction by the cnutery instniment should, in all siic/i ctmes, be
carefully avoided, and the instrument kept steady and in the same posi-

tion from the beginning to the end of the operation.
+ Dr. is'ichol.

possibly be non-malignant, and such as Sir. J. Y.
Simpson has described under the term of "caruncle."

The tumor was about the size of an English walnut,

had all the characteristic appearances of vegetating

epithelioma, and required but a few months for its

development. It was removed by means of the cau-

tery-knife (Fig. 3), and the patient luft the hospital well,

but has not since been'heard from.*

CASE VIII.
VEGETATING EPITHELIOMA INVOLVING THE WHOLE CERVIX.

For a full report of this interesting case, of which
the following is a synopsis, lam indebted to Dr. C. H.
Giberson:

—

Mrs. , aged 32, the mother of two children,

and a widow for ten years; eldest child healthy, bi>t

the younger, now ten years old, has spinal curvature.

She says a married sister died at 30, of " what was
called cancer of the womb." Has had almost constant
hemorrhage for the past thirteen months and seems
to grow steadily worse, until now (April 15th, 1872)
she is very anajmic and much depressed in spirits.

Examination revealed cauliflower growth involving

the entire vaginal cervix, and extending slightly into

utero-vaginal attachment on either side.

April 23d she was examined by me and the con-
dition found to coincide with the above description.

April 26th the tumors and cervix were removed by
cautery, much in the same manner a^ that detailed in

case No. G. but with this addition, that afier all that

could be embraced within the loop had been taken
away, suspicious spots on the vaginal duplicature were
excised by means of the cautery-knife. When the

operation was completed the uterine cavity measured
li inch.

May 10th. Wound presents a healthy granulating

appearance,

June 1st, five weeks after operation, healing process

going on rapidly ; uterus measures two inches in

depth, the increase being due to filling up of deep cav-

ity made by cautery.

June 2uth. Dr. Byrne examined her and found a

small granidating surface and looking well. lodo-
glycerine applied to surface. First menstruation since

operation appeared June 8th and lasted moderately
three days.

July 31st. Uterus 2^ inches deep, os small, no leu-

corrhoea, vaginal and uterine surfaces smooth and soft,

very slight point to right of os of granular appearance.

Giineral health good, but complains of shooting pains

in lower abdomen.f
September 30th. Third menstruation, lasting three

days, has passed over without trouble.

October 12th. Considerable pain and sliglit occa-

sional flow during the past ten days until yesterday,

but vaginal examination shows no ulceration and no
induration perceptible.

Since the above report (October 12th) the patient

is doing well, but it is evident that her case is a less

promising one than could be hoped for, and hence I

have thought proper to present it as a darker side of

the picture.

She has no cachectic appearance, however, but on

the contrary looked to me so much stronger and
healthier, when seeing her in the street two or three

weeks ago, that I hardly recognized her. Neverthe-

less I look forward to her future history with much
interest and some little misgivings.

* Two operations were re-sorted to in this case, within the last

month, tearing away, each time, large niaiwes of suppurating vegeta-

tions and thoroughly cantcrizing the subjacent surface.

t The increased depth of the uterus, as noticed at this examination,
is due to a filling up of the excavation by lieaUhy granulation, and is

not peculiar to this case.
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CASE IX.

VEOKTATINO EPITIIEMOM.V INVOLVIXO TIIK WIIoI.K CEUVIX.

]^Irs. , ag «I 4.'), hiu^ lia«l si'Vt>n cliiMrcn and

two miscarriapo- ; the la«t liviii;^' cliiM s»'vcn y«ars

oKl. Mfn->iriiatiuii liiis always liccn regular up to

six nioiitlis a;/o, wla-ii the flow beoamo cxoof-sive

and the interval less and l.-ss, until now (April IStli,

1872) it is almost continual. On di}.Mt;il examination

tlic whole of the o.-rvix uteri was Ibund very nmch

enlarged and greatly indurated, but soft and spongy

on it.s pre.sentinp siurface, tender to pressure, and

bleediu;:: on the slightest touch. The bo^ly of the

organ was not enlarged and tlie vaginal walls intact.

When brou;.;ht into view the os was observed to be

surrounded by what appeared like luxuriant grainda-

tion-s though the unstri|>ped p:.rts of the cervix were

in color somewhat paler than normal. Tlie ca.«e was

diagnosed a-s one of epithelioma in the early sprouting

stage, and she was admitted in'o St. Mary's IIo.spital

for operation May 4tii. The patient was aniestlietized

and the entire cervix removed by the cautery, but

the nielliod pursued being so entirely similar to that

of other cases already detailed, no further description

is here called for. There was no blood lost during the

operation, nor was there any secondary hemorrhage.

Vaginal bathing with tepid water and carbolic acid

was commenced on the third day after operation and

continued for two weeks; sixteen days after the opera-

tion a speculum examination was iiuide, and the surface

from which the disvase had been excised was almost

entirely covered with healthy membrane, and the

paiient, feeling well and anxious to see her family, was
permitted to leave the institution. She has not since

been heard from.

Case No. X., being very .similar to the above, offers

no points of special intere-t to warrant a full reporton

the present occasion, and sutHcient t'nie has not yet

elapsed to say anything of results, fnriher th lu that

tliey are not less promising than in any of the pre-

ceding cases.

C.\SE No. XI. is that of the patient wlio.se c 'tidition

has been noticed (No. 4), and this second <'i>eration,

like the former, was resorted to merely for the i)ur-

pose of taking away such parts of the suppurating
excrescences as could be safely spared.

With regard to the eleven cases of carcinoma in

which, like the above, operative measures were re-

sorted to for the purpose of afibrding temporary relief

merely, the limits of this paper will not permit of their

being referred to at any length. In seven of this

latter class the disease had attacked both vagina and
uterus to such a degree as to almost obliterate the one
and utterly degenerate the other; yet in no single

instance did the removal and destruction of such dis-

ea.sed tissues as could be safely reached fail to relieve

in a very remarkalile degree, and add to the comfort of
these aftlicted sufferers.

This single statement, it seems to me, supported as

it is by actual observation, ought to satisfy those who
quastioa the utility of any operation in such hopeless

conditions. It is surely no principle of conservative
surgery to ignore palliative measures, even where
disease is admittedly incurable; and yet, among the
numerous victims of this terrible destroyer, how many
a valuable life that might have been safely prolonged
and robbed of much of its wretchedness has been
allowed to ebb away in loathsome torment!

It is true, until very recently, non-interference in

uterine cancers has been justifiable and eminently
]>roper, owing to a want of the means whereby such
ailments could be safely ameliorated, but lam fully

convinced by past experience that this want no lunger

exists. However transitory, then-fnrc, the n lief may
often be, I doubt the wi.sdom of those who in the face

of facts would still persint in thinking thattiitir whole

duty had been performofl by quoting a hackneyed
axiom in the pathology of these diseai-e.", which says:

"When the patient's constiintion has really become
infected, these diseases, if extirpatr-d, invarial)ly return

and C'Uiiluct the person who is affected by thtm to in-

evitable destruction." *

It should not be forgotten, however, that in very

many instmces, the prolongation of life but for one

month may be of the highest conscrpieiico to a family

about to be deprived of a mothei's influence and

watchful care, even though that mother be a helpless

invalid.

Furthermore, in order to determine as to the pro-

priety of operations f jr the relief of such patients,

there are, or ought to be, but two qiicti-ms Avorthy of

consideration, namely: Have we the means whereby
such a course mny be undertaken without risk to life,

or in any way adding to existing evils? And secondly.

Have we jrood grounds, /. «?., clinical data, for hoping to

ameliorate the sufferer's con lition thereby? Apropos
of these considerations I submit the following case:

—

CASE XII.

CARCINOM.t OF UTERUS AND VAGI.VA. OPER.\TION PAI.U.\.TIVE.

Mrs. , widow, aged 30, has two children, and
always enjoyed perfect health until some time in the

m(Mith of January last. About this time men.struation,

previously regular, appeared in great excess and
lasted over eight days. This was followed by a

copious watery discharge for two weeks, when
metrorrhagia again appeared and hemorrhage on the

latterocca^on continued for ten days. A watery and
whitish discharge as in the previous interval continued

up t5 the first week in !March, when, after a hard days'

work as chambermaid in a hotel, she was seized with
violent expulsive pains and almost fatal hemorrhage.

She cannot remember how lon<r the flooding lasted

then, but on its ceasing she applied for adinission and
was received into one of the New York hospitals,

where she remained for a few weeks without having
had anything done fur her. On Friday, the 10th of May,
slie applied at the College of Physicians and Surgeons in

23d street, and was examined by Professor Thomas,
who at once discovered extensive carcinoma of the

uterus, involving the vaginal walls anteriorly and pos-

teriorly, and accordingly pronounced her case as ut-

terly hopeless, which it certainly was. Under these cir-

cumstances she applied for adinission to St. ilary's

Hospital, May 13th, 1872. with a letter from Dr. Chas.

S. Ward, who stated that he recommended the patient

to see me, in hopes th.at I might be able to do something
towards relieving her temporarily by palvano-cautery.

When ad'i itted, she said she had not ceased flowing

for several days past, and her wretched and bloodless

countenance bore fearful testimony to the truth of this

statement, for she was unable to move one step with-

out support, and it was found necessary to administer

stimulants freely before she could be safely removed to

bed.

By digital examination I found the condition pre-

cisely as Dr. Ward had stated, and as the loss of blood

was Irightful, nothing could then be donebey ond tam-
poning the vagina. This succeeded in arresting the

hemorihage; but on its being removed the following

day it was evident tiiat something of the kind would
again be necessary, and a fresh tampon was applied.

This latter was allowed to remain in 48 hours, and its

removal not being followed by any return of hem-

iluller on Caucer, etc. London, 1840, page 28.
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orrliai^^e, I decided to tfv what could be done by the
raiitery at the earliest possible moment.
The operation which took phv'C on Saturday, May

ISth, may be described as follows: The upjier half df

the vagina being packed with a large eiiccphaloid-

looking mass adherent on all sides, it was found im-

possible to loop more than a portion of it, so that afi-er

removing all that could be taken in 'this way a much
larger proportion yet nnnained. The soft, biaiu-like

character of the outgrowth pievcnting the heated wire
from acting a? a hfemostatic, cousiderable blood was lost,

and it was therefore determined to complete the opera-

tion as quickly as possible. This wasdone by grasping the

more projecting parts of the mass by a strong polypus

forceps and forcibly tearing them away piece by_ piece,

until the greater part of the spongy excr scence was
twisted otF from the uterine caviiy as well as the va-

gina. The cautery-l;nife was employed to trim

oft' ami scoop out whatever remained, and the dome-
shaped cauterizer thoroughly applied to the whale sub-

jacent surface. It was now found that the hem-
orrhage had entirely C"a>e'i, but as a security the

uterine cavity and vagina were carefully tamponed and
the patient put to bed.

Her daily record for the succeeding two weeks con-
tains nothing of sufficient importance to warrant
minute details. The tampon was removed 4S hours

after the operation, and no hemorrhage whatever ap-

pearing, the vagina was ordered to be washed out

twice daily with a mixture of carbolic acid, glycerine,

and water.

Xo peritoneal or other inflammatory trouble fo lowed
this operation, and very many nf her former p lins and
distressing symptoms were entirely relieved. Her ap-

patite and sleep returned, and in three weeks she was
strong enough to sit up and walk through the ward.

The purulent discharge following the use bf the

cautery continued fjr 15 days, after which appeared a

slight, serous-looking, but yet entirely inodorous drain.

June 15th, the parts operated upon were carefully

examined and found to be smooth, but uneven and
sjmewhat hard to the touch, but, as far as the eye
could reach, seemed to be covered with some kind of

membrane, and manipulation provoked no hemorrhage.
A steady improvement has been observed in her aj)-

pearance from day to day, and now feeling compara-
tively strong and being anxious to visit her friends she

was permitted to leave the hospital. I regret to add that

I have not been able to trace her whereabouts since.

Cases, of which the preceding one may be con-

sidered a type, might also be rela'ed, had I not already

f;ir exceeded the proposed limits of my remarks. I deem
it proper to state, however, that in three out of the ten

ca-ics of pelvic encephaloid cancer operated upon, the

disease, though limited, included the Avhole uterns,

and these were by far the most unsatisfactory of this

class. In one case, a patient of Dr. Sims. I operated

tvv'ice. and though in the second effort he, Di'. S.,

scooped out large quantities of the diseased mass from
the uterine cavity by means of h s curette, preparatory

to the application of the cautery, and despite a very

complete charring of all the denuded surfaces within

reach, the bleeding excrescences were rapidly repro-

duced. This lady, who resides in another State, though
not improved by what had been done, was certainly

made no worse, and in accordance with advice returned

to her home.
Altogether, from what I have observed in these

three cases, I believe but little if any advantage can

arise from the use of the electric cautery in carcinoma

of the body of the uterus, when this organ has been the

starting point of the malady, and when the cervix has

already been destroyed by the disease in its upward
march.
The next ca^^e to which I shall refer is one ot inter-

siitJal fibroid or perhaps what might more properly be
designated diffuse fibrous hyperplasia of the right ha'f

of the uterus.

CASE XIII.

INTERS riTIAI. FIBROID.

Miss
,
aged 22, sought advice on account of

menorrhagia, in March, 18G9, which had existed lor

about 12 months previously. At this time her friends

stated that she seemed to be increasing in size, and
that a hard swelling had been noticed towards the

lower and right side of her abdomen, but no examina-
tion was made until August of the same year. At
this period a large globular and firm tumor was foi nd
occupying the right; iliac f -ssa, and a digital examina-
tion per vaginam discovered the os uteri dilated to its

utmost capacity and this same body presenting. The
margin of the open cervix was traceable only to the

extent of one-half its circumference, the remaining or
right half being continuous with the intra-uterine

tumor, ifenorrhagia was very profuse, and each
catamenial period was likened to a severe and prolonged
labor, being attended with violent expulsive pains of an
intermittent character. In September, 1869, ai at-

tempt to draw down the tumor was made with a view
of removing it, but its sessile character was such as to

render the efibrt impracticable.

In December, 1869, Professor Barker saw the cns3

in consultation with her attending physician, Dr.

Schapps, diagnosed a recurrent filjroid, and discouras'ed

any attempts for its removal. Up to November, 1871,
the tumor continued to increase in size upward as well

as within the vagina, and extended from two inches above
and to the right of the umbilicus down to the vulva.

The pelvic cavity was now completely filled up with
this firm, irregularly-lobulated mass; defecation was
seriously impeded, and the frequent use of a catheter

was called for to empty the bladder, which could only be

Fio. 11.

entered by a long flexible one and with much difficulty.

Menorrhagia was not so excessive as formerly, but
the violent expulsive pains already referred to still re-

curred with each catamenial period. She was now in

a most deplorable condition from long suff"ering and
loss of blood, and at this period in her history I saw
her for the first time at the request of Dr. Schapps.
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By plnrinij the pntiont on lior side nnA drnwinpf bark
t!u' |H'rinnMiiii, a ^olln<l could l)e pn-st'd into tlic uterine

civity, nnd plainly f<It throu<,'li the abdominal wall
ftiiove iiiid to the left of the uiiiliilicus, and the depth
nieni>urcd at lenat ten inches. The va<,'inal mass wa««

linn and elastic to the toucli, and numerous larpe-

sized blood-vessels were observed lamilyini; on its sur-

faee. An attempt to remove this intra-vjifrinal part by
palvano-oautery wa*" now propos"d and consented to.

Tli«' operation, which tink f>laee November 15, 1871,
may be described as follows : A stron*; semicircular

needle, seven inclies in lenpih exclusive of handle,

with eye 3-8 of an inch from point, and carrying a

heavy thread, w;i3 made to penetrate tlie tumor pos-

teriorly a-i hii,'h up as could be reached, and was pushed
forward until the point could he felt behind tiie pubic
arch, provision beinf; made to protect the urethra from
injury. A slight additional force enabled rae to reach
the thread by means of a tenaculum, and the needle
was withdrawn, while one end of the thread was
broutrht down anteriorly. A strong platina wire being
attached to the cord, was next drawn through and
made to take the place of the latter. At this stage

s ime trifling hemorrhage wa.s observed. A con-
nection was now made tD the battery, and by very
slow traction, occupying at least fifteen minutes, the
tumor was split down longitudinally, and tlius divided
into two nearly equal halves and without lo>s of
blood. The left half of the mass was now looped, and
it.s removal eirected with comparatively little diflScuIty.

An eflort was next made to dispose of the remaining
portion by the same process, but after repeated trials

this method was found to be impracticable, principally

on account of its more irregular and conical shape.

R -course was now had to the cautery-knife, with
which the whole was removed piecemeal, and all

irregular projections within the pelvic cavity being
trimmed olT, the operation, which lasted two hours and
a quarter, v\ns thus completed.
The patient's recovery from the eflfects of the

operation was rapid, and unattended by the slightest

inflammatory symptoms or irritative fever. Relief
Irora the more distressing svmptoms was complete;
her appetite and strength rapidly returned, and though
no attempt at spontaneous enucleation of the upper
segment of the tumor took place, an occurrence
faintly hoped for, yet her general health continued to

improve, and for a period of over six months her life

was one of comparative comfort.
In the early part of June, however. Dr. Schapps

i f -rmed me, that thoujrh the abdominal part of the
tumor had not apparently increased, the pelvic growth
had to some extent reippenred, and the menstrual ex-
])u'sive pains returned with much severity.

On the 15th of last August I was urgently requested
to see her, on account I'f great difficulty having been
found by Dr. Colt, Dr. Scliapps being then in Europe,
in etuptying the bladder by catheter, following an un-
usually severe and long-continued attack of her period-
ical expulsive pains. Her suflVrin^ was desciibed by
her mother as equal to a seve e labor, and she was
hourly expecting a return of the same agony, which, in

hernow emaciated andanajuiic condition, it wa> thought
impossible she could survive. The tumor was to%e
seen bulging out between the vulva, and aflexilde cathe-
ter was passed into the bladder with much difficulty.

On the night of the 17th she was seized with tlie

dreaded pains, and during one violent paroxysm a large
part of the tumor was forced through the vaginal out-
let, lacerating in iis pas-sage the perinteum ai.d one side
of the vulv.i.

Its size, shppe, and general appearance vill be under-

stood by rcferonco to the above illustration ; nnd tho
dotteil lines indicnto the form and

i
osition of il.>* upper

pelvic and abdomimd portion.

Fig. 12.

The protruding part measured 9 inches in length,

and from 14 to 15 inclies in circumlerence. For a space
of two or three inches from its lower end sphacelated
discoloration was observed, and the odor of decompo-
siii(Mi was strongly marked. Numerous lar;:e blood-

vessels were seen ranulying on its surface, the u[)per

two-thirds of which was of a deep red color, from in-

terruption in its circiiiation; while in consistence it

presenttd the firm character of an ordinary fibroid,

THE OPERATION.

The patient being anrcsthetized, fowerful traction

was made below, while steady pressure was kept up
on the SMpra-pt Ivic extremity of the tumor ; but after

continued eflbrts it was found impo<^sible to bring it

down more than one inch beyond the position it had
already attained, owing in part to it* connections with-
in, but principally on account of its larger dimensions
above. A double ligature of strong whip-cord was
now passed from behind forward through the cenlie

of the tumor, immediately outside the permeal comn)is-

sure, steady traction being all the time kept up, and the
mass ligated in the usual manner, the principal object

being to insure full control of the stump during and
after excision. As the vascular appearance of the parts

forbade the use of any ordinary-sized platina wire, a
piece six inches in length of No. 16 (Stubb's gauge) was
fastened by binding screws between the two conduct-
ing cords of the battery, and curved so as to adapt it-

self to the contour of the tumor. This was now ap-
plied, wliile cold, to the under surface, half an inch be-
low the ligature; and all being in readiness, the battery
was next immersed, and the heated wire slowly carried

around the tumor, as in circular amputation, thus effect-

ing a deep fi.-sure, and completely sealing up the super-
ficial vessels. The battery was now raised and the

wound examined, but no disposition to hemorrhage
was observable. The wire was next applied to the

under surface of the tumor as in the first instance, the
battery reimmersed, and by a slow and steady see-saw
movement the Avhole ma.^s was cut through. Though
the ligatures had by this time become quite loose from
traction, there was no bleeding from the stump ; never-
theless, in order to guard against secondary hemorrhage,
the whole surface was well seared over a second time,
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and the domo-shaped cautcrizer pressed into every sus-

jjicious point.

Tlie stump was then returned witliin tlic vap^ina, and
an anod3aie suppository of belladonna and nioiphihe

ordered, but no dressing to the wound was used or

deemed necessary.

As space will not permit a detailed record of her prog-

res-; after the operation. I willmirely add, tliat though
suffering from two extensive bed-sores, she improved
rapidly and without the slightest symptom of local

inflammation or irritative fever. The ligatures were
allowed to remain ibr three or fiur weeks, with tlie hope
of ellecting some reduction in the npper tumor by drain-

age ; but their presence giving rise to a good deal of

anno3\ance, and for other obvious reasons, they were
taken away.*

CASE XIV.

CASK OF SESSILIi INTHA-UTERINE FIBROID.

Mis. D., aged thirty, widow,, has had five children

and one miscarriage. Menstruation was always regu-

lar up to two years and a half ago, wlien her periods

commenced to be prolonged and the flow excessive.

She states that she has been under observation at

Bellevne Hospital for about three months previous to

her admission into St. Mary's, which was on the 15th
of April, 1872. Her metrorrhagia had been for some
time past almost continual, and as she was very much
reduced from loss of blood, it was deemed best to pre-

scribe rest, nourishment, and local astringents, before

submitting her to the ordeal of a thorough examina-
tion. On the 1st of May, her condition having greatly

impioved, an investigation was made with a view to di-

ag'^osis and with the following result : Above the pubis

and a little to the left was noticed a firm globular tumor
in size about that of a four months' pregnant uterus,

somewhat tender to the touch, and slightly movable
from side to side. A digital examination revealed the

presence of an intra-utcrine tumor presenting within
the OS, which was soft and dilated to the extent of a

silver dollar. Th? growth resembled an ordinary fibrous

polypus, and it appeared to be free and detached from
t!ie uterine wall as far as the finger could reach, but
owing to i's large size (being about that of a human
heart, which in shnpe and consistence it resembled),
and as in its upper half it seemed to fill the entire

cavity, the true character of its connection could not

then be made out. I had not the good luck at this

time to be made acquainted with the simple and ingen-
ious device of Prof. Thorn, as by the aid of which I have
no doubt I might have been able to estimate the extent
of its attachment.

The case was therefore diagnosed as one of intra-

uterine fibrous polypus, and most probably pediculated.

It should also be stated that manipulation with the

sound failed to give any clear idea of the nature of its

attachment.

On the 4th of May, the patient being anaesthetized,

tlie cautery loop was p'^ssed into the uterine cavity
and over the tumor ; but as the latter was now found
to be much less movable than at first supposed, this

stt^p in the operation was attended with tlie utmost
difficulty. I soon noticed that the wire could not pos-

sibly be made to embrace the outgrowth sufficiently

far up to remove it entire, and now ibr the first time
the real character of its attachment admitted of little

doubt.f

* A third operfition has since taken place, and will be described
before the close of this paper.

t The attachment of the tumor is not quite correctly rcjiresented in

the above sketch, the upper portion being les^ spread out and propor-

tionately narrower than the actual condition observed would warrant.

Fig. 13.

A strong vu'sellum forceps, being once more carefully

passed through the loop and into the cavity, was open-

ed, and the apex of the tumor laid hold of Firm tr ic-

tion to the extent of partially inverting the uterus

was then steadily maintained, while the loop was
passed up as far as possible and tightened. The con-

ductors were next attached and the battery immeised,

when by a slow movement of the screw in the loop-

handle the part embraced was cut through and removed.

Space being now afforded for the introduction of two fin -

gers, it was found that but little more than one-half of

the tumor had been taken away. A repetition of the

proceedings just described resulted in the removal of

the remaining half, the surface from which it was
taken being slighlly elevated at its circumference, and

seemingly about 24 inches in diameter.

No blood was lost during the operation beyond what
would nacessarily come from handling the parts, n^r

was there any secondary hemorrhage. The uterus was
injected daily with a weak solution of carbolic acid

and vinegar, and the after-treatment in other respects

consisted of beef-tea, milk punch and tonics, with

an occasional anodyne suppository. Two weeks after

the operation there was a trifling bloody discharge

when the uterine cavity was explored by a polypus-

forceps, and a portion of slough removed. A strong

solution of iodine was then freely applied and no

further bleeding occurred. On the oUth of ^lay,

twenty-six days after the operation, the cavity of the

uterus measured a little over ihice inches, and as the

patient seemed to be daily improving, she was pro-

nounced out of all danger. She left hospital on the

3d of June.

CASE XV.
FIBROUS POLYPUS OF THE UTERUS.

Kate , aged forty -five, unmarried, had always

enjoyed good health and menstruated regularly up to

June, 1870. About this date she says the intervals be-
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tvveen her courses hcpau to be prolonpt-d nii'l the (low

scanty, but that towards tlie end of i)eoeuil)er she'wius

tiken with "fioodinp," which ht-Jtcd two weeks.
Tlirou^rhotjt the year 1871 slie liad attacks of nietror-

rhaffin, sometimes lasiinjjfor ten and even fifteen days,

and for thec.ire of whi(;h siie staled she had taken "a
power of medicine." She noticed .«ome increa-e in tlie

size of her ab<lonien, but it did not entjage her atten-

tion to ally extent; and on the 30th of Dfceniber, 1871,

she was seized with severe hypo;^!istric pain and
'• bearing down," when a large tumor made its appear-
anec outside the vulva. Dr. J. I'. Dwycr was now
called to .<ee her, diagnosed a fdjrous polypus, and
recommended her to be sent to St. Mary's Hospital
for operation.

On examination the tumor wa^ found to be firm and
lobulated, and in size about twice that of a closed hand.

Its pedicle, which measured about four inches in length,

was round, and about one inch in. diameter at its

smallest part, which appeared to be midway between
the tumor and its uterine attachment. Affixed to the

pedicle, about an inch and a half (rom the tumor, was a

small pedieulate fibroid outgrowth.
On attempting to pass a sound into the uterus, which

appeired fully d lated, it was fo:in<l impossible to carry

i' beyond o'le ineji jinteriorlv and less t'lim half that

di-tance either behind or in a lateral direction. A

Fig. U.
finger pissed into the rectum came in contact with a

firm boly as far as could be touched, and conjoined
pressure over the pubes failed to convey any very
definite idea as to the form or position of the fundus.
Nevertheless, partial inversion of the uterus was
diagnosed, and accordingly, instefid of procee<h'ng to sever

the pedicle near ichnt seemed to he its uterine insertion,

the point selected ivas halfan inch above the little secondary
O'ltgroicth. When the heated wire had passed through
and the tumor was removed, the uterus was found to have
reverted itself and the cavity measured over three inches in

depth. Two weeks after the operation the patient was
discharjred cured.

THE HISTORY OF YELLOW FEVER OX
THE SPANISH WAR SHIP XUMAXCIA.

By S. OAKLEY VANDERPOEL, K D.,

HEALTH-OFFICER, PORT OF KEW YORK

The Spanish war-ship Xumancia, with a complement
of nearly five hundred person?, entered this harbor

August 14, 1872, and anchored above the Narrows on
the Staten Island side, about a mile from Tort Tomp-
kins and the village of Stapleton respectively ; forming
the apex of a triangle wiih respect to the location of

those plaee.x.

Coming from Havana, she should have been visited

by the boarding-officer, and anclion.-d in the lower
Bay. The anchorage above the Narrows was in di-

rect violation of the following instructions ;

—

llE.vi.ni Offickr's Depabtmknt,

Quarantine, May 1, 1872.

Masters of vessels and pilots will please observe tluit

on and after May 15, all vessels arriving fiom the fol-

lowing ports Will be boarded and examined from the

hospitd ship in the Lower Bay, viz. : All ports in

t!ie West Indies, Bermuda, Mexico, the Spanish Main,
the East Coast of South America, and the West Coast
of Africa; aLso, all ve.s.sels from ports whfie cholera

or yellov/ fever prevailed at the time of departure, or

upon which cases of cliolera or yellow fever have oc-

curred during the passage.

S. Oaklet Vanderpoel, Health Officer.

On remonstrating with the pilot for disobedience of

orders, he replied that he was aware of so doing, but
the great draught of the vessel rendered it unsafe to

anchor in the Lower Bay. Relying upon his knowl-
edge of the waters, I reluctantly assented to the pre-

sumed ne essity of her remaining in that position, and
took immediate measures to protect the surrounding

community from the danger of contagion.

General History.—The Xumancia may be classed

among the largest of iron-clad vessels of war. Her
tonnage was about seven thousand tons, and her

draught nearly or quite twenty-e;ght feet. She was
therefoie probably deeper than any vessel which had
previously entered this port.

The vessel is about six years old, and has been cruis-

ing most of the time. At diflerent periods, three years

of that time have been spent on the West Coast of i

South America, and three years in the West Indies

—

mostly, of course, at Cuba, in the ports of Gibbane,

Guanturemo, and Havana. ,

Medical History.—No sickness appeared on her when ':

on the South American Coast, but she had not been i

six months at Cuba before yellow fever appeared.

Every year since, whenever she has cruised in stations

where external circumstances of temperature and
moisture favored, fever has appeared, even though no
cases may have existed on shore at the time.

Before leaving Havana this triji, shi^ had shipped a

crew largfly composed of men wiio had previously had
the fever, hoping it would run out for want of persons ^

susceptible. At the time of leaving there were no

cases of fever on the vessel. Two or three days ou

the first case appeared, which was followed by othe:

in rapid succession until the first of September. It

probable the vessel, instead of entering this por:

would have kept on to a colder latitude; but as sin-

started for New York to undergo quite extensive re-

pairs before leaving for Spain, she was only coaled

enough to reach this harbor.

The following detail of cases was kindly furnished

me by Dr. Carbo, tlie skilful surgeon of the ship.

While there is notliing striking in their general features,

still the genuine characteristics of the disease were so

marked, and so little complicated with the deadly

malarial fevers which in many respects simulate yellow

fever that the permanent record may not be without its

benefits. As there were over forty cases reported, only

the most interesting are here presented.
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At Sea,

Steam-Frigate Numanoia,
Aiifjnxt 5, 1872.

Don Estanislns Garcia Loranea, second doctor ot ino

sliip; age — years; sanfriiine teiiiperaiuont, robust con-

stitution. Advises tliat he feels unwell witliout knowing
the cause. As prominent symptoms he complains of

a very bad pain in his forehead, vague pains in his

waist and loins, with simultaneous chills. He has fever,

with dry skin, tongue good, and red eyes. Prescrip-

tion—Emetic of ipecac ;
lemonade as often as desired,

and cold-water bandages to the head.

Afternoon.—Dry cupping over lumbar region, chloro-

form ointment, sudorific, sinapisms to the lower ex-
tremities.

6.—Swollen face, somnolency; skin warm and dry;
pulse very active and hard; tongue slightly slimy;

intense pain in the forehead, and not so intense in the

spine. Saline purgative; sinapisms to the lower ex-
tremities; chloroformed frictions on the loins; cold-

Avater bandages to the forehead.

Afternoon.—Same symptoms. Scarified cuppings on
the nape ; a full potion of aconite.

7.—Swollen face. The heaviness of the head has de-

creased a little; the pain however continues; pulse

still hard, but not so active; skin warm and dry;
tongue whitish, and stomach nauseated; lethargy;

slei'p difficult; uneasiness. A potion of aconite ; car-

bonic acid ; water every two hours ; laxative enema

;

cold-waier bandages on the lorehend.

8.—Pulse somewhat decreased; skin less warm,
and h« gets some repose ; head rather heavy

; tongue
sabulous and dry ; sensitiveness in the epignstrium

;

some nausea. Stop the aconite pot'on. Ethereal
mixture in full doses ; carbonic water ; cold-water
bandages on the head, and warm vinegar bandages on
the epigastrium and h3^pochond! ia.

9.—Pulse regular; skin cool; tongue sabulous

and rough; little tolei'ance in the stomach; passes

water regular ; head heavy. /Ethereal mixture ; tea

with alcohol of Melise ; three half-cups of cold broth;

cold-water bandages on the forehead i sugar and water
to drink as often as wanted.

10.—Pulse depressed and slow; skin cool
;
prostra-

tion; tongue somewhat moist
;
great sleepines-; dark-

colored urine ; four half-cups of cold broth with sherry
wine; wnter and ahnond-juice as often as wanted;
stop all other medication.

11.—Pulse scarce and weak ; cold skin ; bilious suf-

fusion
;

yellow sclerotic; tongue wet and white;
great dismay and prostration ; nasal hemorrhage ; an-
tiseptic decoction every two hours, with sinniUaneous
drinks of perchloride of iron; broth with wine; stop

the almond juice, and take instead sugar and water
with alcohol of Melise.

12.—Suppression of the hemorrhage ; same general
condition; stop the iron; antiseptic decoction con-
tinued; two broths and one soup with wine; aroma-
tized water to drink as desired.

13.—The yellow suffusion increases ; same exhaus-
t'on ; dark-colored urine, and repeated intolerance of
stomach; cold water and carbonic water; antiseptic

potion ; strong soup and food in the evening ; sherry
wine.

14.—Somewhat better ; intolerance of stomach

;

alimentary vomiting; tongue in good condition : pulse

w-eak; SMme treatment ; decoction of bread as often

as wanted ; will get up.

15, IG, 17, 18.—During these days the food and po-
tions have been unwelcome to the stomach. The ali-

mentary substances and medical means have been
changed. Use has been made of morphia, bismuth,

rhul)arb, and bicarbonate of soda, without obtaining

any favorable result, until aether in liigh doses conquer-
ed the excited Cdndition of that viscera, producing its

cpiiet. Exhausl ion has been maintained to an alarm-

ing degree, but it soon gave way with regular digestion.

19.—Convalescent; infirmary ration; ajthereal po-
tion ; bitter fitisans.

'

20.—Nothing new; same treatment.
• 21.—General improvement ; stop asther potion.

22.—No medication ;
ration ad libitum.

23.—-Walked out.

24.—Discharged.

YELLOW FEVKI?, MILD AND COMI'LETIC.—CURED.

August b.—Antonio Martinez, a second corporal of

marines ; 28 years ; temperament nervous anil sanguine
;

constitution moderately robust. He complains of hav-

ing caught a cold ;
has lever; eyes somewhat injected,

and some pain in his waist; sudorific infusion and
foot-bath.

August G.—The night was bad
;
pulse active and hard

;

swollen face
;
pain in the waist more decided. Vomit

of ipecac ;
sudorific, and lemonade as olten as wanted.

August!.—Fever abated; pain in tlie waist disap-

peared ; head is heavy ; tongue dry and sabulous ; a

saline purgative; four scarified cuppings on the nape;

lemonade without restriction ; no food.

Augusts.—Has slept but little; pulse normal ; tongue

cleaner; head easier ; the spinal pains have reappeared
;

scarified cuppings over lumbar region ; cold-water ban-

dages over the forehead; lemonade without restriction,

and purgative enema.
Augusts.—Some improvement is perceptible in his

general condition ;
all pains have dis,ip|)eared, and he

has slept pretty well ;
tongue cleaner ;

lemonade as

often as wanted ; a broth in the afternoon.

August 10.—More improvement
;
pulse slow and soft

;

stop lemonade ; antiseptic decoction and three broths.

August 11, 12 and 13.—Getting better; stop anti-

septic.

August 14.—Half-ration
;
no medication

;
get up.

August 15.—Convalescent.

AugustlQ), 17.—Convalescent; full ration with wine
;

promenade.
August 18.—Discharged.

YELLOW FEVER—ADYNAMIC FORM.

August 6.—Manuel Vuente, a sailor of the first clas=;

26 years old, nervous ; sanguine temperament, with a

deteriorated constitution ; complains of pains in his

waist, chills, headache, and tongue good; says he
never had a fever during his stay in Cuba; emet'c of

ipecac, followed by a cup of chamomile, and lemonade
without restriction.

August 7.—The fever continues
;
pale face ; warm feet

;

pain in the waist continues, tongue sabidous and nar-

row ; could not sleep last night. Purgative sulphate

magnesia
;
dry cup])ings over loins ; lemonade without

restriction ; no food.

August 8.—There is fever still ; heat of skin has

decreased ; long and sighing respiration
;
pains in the

waist have disappeared ; tongue rough and dry ; nausea

;

drowsiness. A potion of castor-oil, sulph. quinia with

ext. valerian ; lemonade.
August 9.—Remarkable prostration

;
pulse is down

;

skin cold and yellowish ; constant lateral decubitus, and
comatose condition ;

urine scanty ; stop preceding medi-
cation, and take instead antiseptic potion ; mineral

lemonade without restriction, and a blister between
the scapula.

August 10.—L"ngual hemorrhage ; slow pulse; cold
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skin; not so drowsy ; incn-asod jaiitulicc ; nrino scarce
;

antist'ptic potion; porclilorido iron intfriialiy ;
stop

lenioiinde; two bmilis; i>nil)r<>cali«)n ofrnallDW ointment,
with oil ol'turpeiitineand arinnoniaon tiicliypo^jastrium.

Aiujitst 1 1.—Tlicre is still some extrava-<ation of blood
in the mouth ; cold skin and slow pulse; ai>undiuit urine

;

roughness of the tbnpue continues; s.ime treatment,
and a*: the comatose st;ite still exist-*, blisters have been
prescribed (or the lower extremities.

August 12.—Continued nausea, and the y«"llow color

of the skin becomes daily more marked; also the great-

est prostration
; stupefied state.

Add to the pri;ceilinfj mediealion, mornincfand even-
ing, enemas of Peruvian bark and caniplior, and let a

denudation be produced in the epigastrium with am-
monia fomentations; stop the broth.

Au;/u.<!t \3.—PersistiMit vomitings; which are so far

nervous, only tin-owing up the liqiiiil resulting from tiie

imbibed substances; great prostration; disaj>pearance
of the lingual hemorrliage.

Potion of anti-emetic Riverio
; enemas of Peruvian

bark and percldorate iron
; frictions of warm vinegar,

on the extremities
;
apply to the blisters on the epigas-

trium ointment of chloroliydrate of morphia.
Aiif/ust 14.—Cessation of the vomiting; patient in

great exhaustion. Same treatment, adding cold broth
with sherry wine.

Aii(fn,<;t 15.—Yellow color of the skin is still exhibit-

ed
;
great prostration. Same medication, and cold

broth three times.

August IG, 17.—With above treatment good results

are evident
;
patient says he has good rest ; stop the

enemas, and the fiictious of warm vinegar ; take only
the antiseptic potion and the broth, and sherry wine.
August 18, 19.—He improves ; soup in the morning

and the evening ; wine and the antiseptic
; on the

23d lie takes half-ration : takes citrate iron and Peru-
vian bark.

Septemher 2.
—

"WhoL^ ration.

September 14.—Discharged to-ilay.

YELLOW FEVKR COMATOSK KOIIM—DEATH.

August 7.—Don Modesto de la Goudra; a lieutenant;
26 years; of very strong constitution, and a sanguine-
ous temperament, without any known idiosynciasy

;

has presentt'd himself twenty-four hours after being
invaded, without knowing the cause of liis disease,
pulse 96

;
skin dry and warm ; intense cephalalgia,

and weariness in the bones; much drowsiness; tongue
clean, moist and wide ; not very thirsty ; sighing
respitation. Emeto-c:itnariic of tartarized antimony
grs. ij

;
and sulphati magnesia 3 ij ; mineral lemonade

as desired, and keep warm in bed.
J«y?/.<f< 8.—Abat-ment of tiie fever; pulse 82; skin

moist and warm ; head is not so heavy, and patient
savs he feels better

; conjunctivas are clear ; spinal
pains; no passage of urine. Purgative sulph. magne-
sia 3 i; dry cupping on the nape.

August 9.—Pul-e high; skin dry
; drowsiness; no

urine ; anxious bie ithing
; tongue sabulous

; he is

slow to answer, and the eyebrows are contracted
;

wide-legged decubitus. Three scarified cups on the
neck; cold bandages on the forehead; enema with
t'ne sulphate of magnesia.

Evening.—Same condition
; twelve le.-ches on the

mastoid apophyses
;
potion of musk and camphor

; sul-
phurous lemonade as often as wanted.

August 10.—Slow pulse; cool and dry skin
; re-

markable paleness; the comatose condition contiinies;
a passige of water has occurred ; the hemorrhage from
the leech-bites has continued during the ni'jht; in the
morning cofFee-hke stools, and vomiting of same mat-

ter; a blister on the epigastrium
;
potion of Peruvian

bark; enema ditto ; onitment of morphia on denuded
blister ; sulphurous lemonade as desired.

Evening.—Coilee-like vomits continue; great slow-
ness of breathing ; oppression ; same treatment with
addition of the ointment of belladonna on the chest,

and increase the morphine locally.

August 11.—Pulse 64; tongue dry and shrivelled;

bloody stools ; no vomiting
; no urine ; mucous rattle

in the throat ; indifl'erent decubitus; skin cold and
vi.«;cous ; leas drowsiness

; sulphurous lemonade
;

enemas of Peruvian bark; morphine externally
;
blister

to the extremities.

August 12.—A.M.—Growinsr cold rapidly; almost
in a state of insensibility

;
yellow face; clonic convul-

sions
; antitspasmodics and external heat ; died at

lU A.M.

SEIUOl'S CASK—CUFfKD.

August 7.—Don JosC Adra, baker, 28 years old, of a

sanguineous lymphatic temperament, of a weak consti-

tution, and moderate development, presents himself,

with an intense cephalalgia; high fever; pain in the

waist, and feeling cold ; emeto-cathartic ; lemonade
without restriction

; and sudorific in the evening.
August 8.—Intense pain in the forehead, and the

spinal pain continued ; tongue sabulous ; high fever
;

uneasiness. Oleous purgative potion ; lemonade,
Cold bandages on the forehead, and scarified cupping on
the nape.

August 9.—The headache has abated ;
tlie pulse is

not so high
; nausea and rheumatic pains in the ante-

rior part of the belly
; cold bandage on the head

;

ointment of belladonna on the belly, and ajlhereal fic-

tion internally.

August 10.—The head is free ; the pulse slow
;
great

prostration ; the conjunctiva and skin yellowish

;

throwing up of blood ; sclerotics yellow ; tongue moist
and wide; nausea continued; antiseptic potion;
a blister on the epigastrium

;
potion of Riverio ; broth

in the evening.
11.—Prostiation continued; the yellowish color of

the .skin less pronounced; antiseptic potion; brotii

\
twice, and tha nausea having disappeared, a dose of

I Riverio's anti-emetic was prescribed; the, blister has
been cured with morphine.

i

12.—Tne patient is in high spirits ; the pulse is grow-

I

ing higher ; the yellow coloration of the skin is rapidly

I
disappearing ; antiseptic, and three cups of broth with

I

soup and sherry wine.

I

13.—Remarkably better ; skin Avarm
;
pulse rather

j
full; soup, and no medication ; sherry wine.

14.—Nothing new; half-ration, an 1 convalescent.
16.—Convalescent and whole ration.

17.—Leit the hospital.

COMPLETE ATAXIC FORM. FATAL.

August 10.—JosC Serret, a sailor of the 1st cla.s3, 22
years old, of a sanginneous temperament, and a good
constitution; on this day he presented himself at the
infirmary of the Xum/tncia with all tiie characteristic

symptoms of the invasion of the fever. On the 13th of
same month he went to the hospital, and nolwithstand-

j

ing the use of all the resources of science, the disease

I could not be check''d. This individual died in extreme
excitement and delirium. It was a remarkable fact in

his case that in the course of his di.^ease he never had
dark vomits or stoo's. However, there was no devia-

tion from the established diagnosis.

YELLOW FEVER OF A COHCEXTRATED FORM. FATAL.

) August 10.—Domingo Vila, a fireman, 34 years old,

of a sanguine lymphatic temperament ; constitution ap-
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parently strong, witli a humoral excess ; remarkable
obesity and j^eneral decoloration of the skin

; has felt,

unwell for tlie last thirty-six hours, and presents him-
self with bad pains in tlie forehead and spine; general

lassitude; no congestion of the conjunctiva; skin

warm, and pulse hard and quick. Einetic-catiiartic and
sudorific.

11.—A little easier; has slept somewhat, but the ex-
citement is A'ery great; skin dry

;
pulse regular, rhyth-

mical, with 72 beatinus; less pain in the head and ex-
tremities; tongue dry, rough, and sharp-pointed;

there have been large stools in the intestinal tube; no
passage of v/ater for the past two days; pain in the

hypogastriuin, but no swelling of the region ; he
answers slothfully and confuseilly ; oleous potion

;

morphine internally; friction on the pubis, with oint-

ment of turpentine and ammonia.
Evening.—Same condition ; more uneasiness

;
great

pain in the blalder; no passage of water; difficult

breathing; morphine internally; blisters on the ex-

tremities ; and the general condition of the individual

not permittina: a silting bath, the catheter was applied

to the bladder. Only some drops of urine were
extracted.

12.— Skin cold, yellowish and viscous; partial per-

spiration of the chest and head ; lassitude
;

pulse

scarce, contracted, and slow; difficult breathing;

mucous stenor ; inflated face; shrivelled tongue;
short stools without a special character; no passage ot

water.

Caustic between shoulders ; bandage with warm
vinegar on the lower extremities ; enema of sulphate

of quinine gr. xxx
;
pills of valerian, camphor and zinc.

Without any remarkable disturbance he died at two
o'clock this afternoon. From an attentive observation

during the !a«t hours of his existence, the slow and
gradual extinction of the innervation of the muscles ot

organic life could be perceived.

FIRST PERIOD. CURED.

August 11.—D. Jose Fuentes, first mate; 40 years

old; of a sanguineous nervous temperament, and very
robust constitution ; has been attended to a few hours
after being invaded. There is no known cause for his

complaint. . Cephalalgia ;
dryness of the moulh

;
pain?

in the extremities, especially in the loin
; swollen face

;

injected eyes, and the pulse active and hard.

Emeto-cathartic and sudorific in the morning, and
in the evening, cold-water bandages on the head

;

sinapisms on the feet; scarified cuppings on the neck,

and lemonade without restriction.

12.—Complete abatement of fever; disappearance of

pains; insomnia; head rather heavy; tongue wide,
moist, and white; free urine; cold bandaues on the

forehead; mineral lemonade without restriction.

13.—Repose and prostration ; toligue slightly sabu-

lou.s ; oleous potion of Palma Christi oil; solution of

gum and lemon-juice ; vegetable lemonade as often as

wanted.
Ecening.—Remarkable prostration

;
slow pulse

;

bowels rather loose ; cold broth ; decoction of bread as

often as wanted
;
stop the lemonade.

14—Complete convalescence; soup and no medi-

cation.

15.—Half-ration, with wine.
17.—Whole ration, and out of infirmary this last day.

Cured.

August 11.—Francisco Battle, sailor of the second

class, 22 years old, temperament sanguineous-nervous,

good constitution, reports that lie feels unwell for a few
hours, and that he never complained of any internal

disease while in Cuba. lie is habilually subject to a

conjimctivitis and blepharitis, which may be considered
permanent. He feels pains in his head and legs, and
has a fever; tongue clean; emeto-cathartic and sudo-
rific in the night.

August 12.—The pain in the forehead continues; the

fever is higher
; tongue sabulous; a saline purgative,

cold-water bandages on the head, and lemonade with-
out restriction.

August \?i.—Pulseless active; the skin very much
less warm ;

tongue Svhitish. There is still pain in the

forehead; cold water on the head: sudorific lemonade.
August \i.—Pulse not entirely down yet; uneasi-

ness; the skin still warm. Infusion of lind flowers viij

grs., and extract of belladonna gr. ij
; laxative enema;

lemonade as often as wanted.
August 15.—Skin normal

;
pulse regular and pliysio-

logical; repose; tongue wide and whitish; cold broh
once ; repeat the lind flowers.

August IG.—Greneral condition satisfactory; pulse

slow end very depressible
;
skin cool

;
fungous gums

and pustulous crustaceous efflorescence on his lips,

antiseptic decoction ; was sent this day to West Bank
Hospital.

August 17.—Decoloration of the skin ; ferruginous

salivation; broth and wine three times; antiseptic

potion, and lotions in the mouth with alum.
August 18.—Same condition and same treatment.

August 19.—He is better ; there is no sanguineous
exudation in the mouth; the pulse grows stronger;

stop the lotions with the alum; antiseptic brolh and
two drinks of tea in the day.

August 20.—Getting better, only there is some pros-

tration.

August 2\.—Soup, antiseptic.

August 22.—Nothing new : discovers a great appe-
tite; soup and antiseptic.

August 23.—Half-ration and no medication.

August 24.—Whole ration ; convalescent.

August 27.—No alteration.

August 28.— Ditto.

August 29.—Out of infirmary.

FIRST PERIOD.—CURED.

August 13.—Felix Terrcnts, marine corporal, 28 years
old; of a sanguineous temperament and athletic consti-

tution, presented him-elf and stated that he never com-
plained of any disease wliile in Cuba. He has a fever

and a dry skin; 9\\ollen face, pains in tlie head and
waist,; vomitive; sudorific in t!ie evening.

August'\'^.—Tongue wide and sabulous; pulse hard
witli 80 pulsations ; uneasiness with weariness of the
loin; saline and drastic purgative of sulphate of mag-
nesia and jalap ; sudorific ; lemonade as often as

wanted; dry cuppings.

August V).-—Pulse steady; pain in the waist con-
tinued ; uneasiness ; tongue plump and wide

;
potion of

aconite ; a mintral lemonade ; scarified cuppings on the

loin.

• August \(S.—Pulse slow and not so hard; tongue
wide an 1 whitish ; has slept and perspired ; water
passes; potion of aconite; purgative enema; mineral
lemonade.

August 11.—Is better; tongue all right;: physiologi-

cal pulse ; sleeps deeply ; three drinks of broth ; stop
the aconite ; and lemonade without restriction.

August \S.—The same; 50 pulsations ; three drinks

of broth ; sugar and water without restriction ; tea

in the evening.

August \2.—Is doing well; nothing disturbs him;
strong soup ; tea; on this day was removed to West
Bank Hospital.
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ilK7»M/ 'JO.— Half-rntion niid convalescent.

Auijust 22.— Whole rntiim.

An'ju^t 2;}.— Wliolo ration an<l out of infinnary.

KtVKK COMPLETE, DECEASKI).

Auijuxt 18.—Miguel lliern, ft sailor of tlie first class,

and a nui-se, ot" a .ssanfjuineous-ncrvou.s toinperaiiuMit

ami an-giilar conslituti-'n, ago 27 years, liiis ijreseiited

binisulf iminerliatcly on loeling unwell. On ixainiiia-

lion lie is fouml to have a warm and dry .skin, a qiiiuk

and liard pulse; the face inllaled, and he compiuins of

an intense e.-phaialgia. rrescriptioii for the evening,

emetic and sudorific.

Awjust 19.—The fever continues, skin le.ss warm,

Fome pain still in the head and cannot sleep; a saline

purgative; lemonade as often as wanted; no food.

vl ((.'/"•(< 20.— Pulse still quick, red skin, congested

eyes iuid a heavy head ; uneiv>ine?s; tongue in good

conditi jn ; oleous purgative; infusion of lind flowers

with extract of belladonna; scaiified cuppings on the

nape, and flying sinapisms on the lower extremities.

A uijitst 21.—Pulse regular and not > ctive ;
cool skin

;

head not so heavy ; the coloration of the eyes has been

disp.'Ued ; sabulous tongue; go on with the lind

inlusion ; add a sudorific in the morning and in the

evening : with lemonade as often as wanted.

Awjust 22.—Slow pulse; lassitude; pains in the

njesogastrium ; indifferent decubitus; difficult and

short sleep; tongue a little red on the point; the

stomach is intolerant. Kiverio's potion ; antiseptic

potion ; frictions on the belly with ointment of bella-

donna. Enema of .«ulphate ol' quinine, gr. xxiv.

A ti'j list 22.— Xi;/ht. The pulse is slow and low;

uneasiness; nausea; rough tonguo, dry skin
;
Eiverio's

potion ; sulphureous lemonade as often as wanted

;

blister on the e]>igastrium.

Augii.if 2Z.—A little better; moist and red tongue;

not so uneasy
;
pulse in the same condition and a cool

skin ; sa:ne treatment as last night ; cure the blister

and repeat the enema of sulphate of quinine, gr. xx.

A uf/usf 23.

—

Night. The uneasiness lias reappeared

and there is occupation of tiie stomach, which the pa-

tient manifests by a sensation of iuliies-. Stop the

Riverio's potion, and take instead the sethcreal mixture;

cure the blister witii ointment of morphine ; sulphure-

ous lemonade without restriction.

Auynst 24.—He seems to be more quiet, but in a state

of deep prostration. Tongue shrivelled and hemorrha-

gical ; fuliginous teeth ;
rebounding pulse; urine very

scarce ; the general color quite livid. Potion of Peru-

vian bark; ajhereal mixture; sulphureous lemonade

and enema of .«ulphate of quinine gr. xxiv ; lotions

with alum in the anterior sp ice of the mouth.
Altju.^t 24:.—Xight.—Great unen.siness, sub-delirium,

dry skin, and bloody salivation: stop the sulphureous

lemona'le ; add to the preceding medication 2-5 of an

ounce of liydrochlorate of morphine, and frictions on

the whole exteusion of the lower extremities Aviih

warm vinegar.

August 2'j.—The lingual hemorrliage continues;

small black vomit ; bilious suffusion ; the pulse ex-

tremely weak and regular ; sub-delirium
;

potion of

perchloriile of iron ; antiseptic potion, and cure the

blister on tbfe epigastrium with ointment of morphine;
lotions of percliloride of iron for the tongue.

August 25.—Xight.—Great abatement; short and
anxious breathing; remarkable lividuess; complete
inaction

; no vomiting, no lingual hemorrhage. Same
treatment, stopp'ng the morpiiine and adding two large

b'isters on the lower extremities. Died 30 minutes

after midnight.

FIRST PERIOD.—CrRED.

Aufjwil20.—Nicholas Quiiitiana, a pre-eminent ?ailor.

This individual is of a strong constitution and was
never sick in the i.sland of Cuba. Yesterday he took

an elliptic on board the Nmnancia and to-day the most
I important .symptom he jne.senls is a congestion of

the head witii a higii-colored lace. There is also un-
easiness, pains in tiie legs and the pulse is fpiick and
dry. Dnistic [lurgatives ; lemonade without restiic-

j

tion, and ci'.^'hteen leeches on the mastoiil apophyses.

I
August 21.—The pulse is down to 82 beatings, red

! eyes, uneasiness, and warm skin ; the tongue is moist
. and sabulous; ])urgative enema; cold bandages on the

!
head, and potion of the inlusion of lind flowers 3 iij,

with extract of aconite gr. vj, taking two spoonfuls

every two hours.

August 2\, night.—The excitement has increa.sed, and
there is some nervous vomiting ; same medications, add-

ing the Ri Verio's potion.

August 22.—A normal pulse; repose; vomits re-

stricted ;
same medication.

August 22, nig/it.—The good condition continues; a

dry skin; the vomits have disappeared; stop the

Ri Verio's potion; repeat the aconite and cold bandages;

sudorifics; and ibr common drinking lenionatle.

August 23.—A normal pulse, the general condition is

favorable; the tongue is wide, moist and clem; two
cups of broth taken for all medication; lemonade.

August 24:.—Convalescent; strong soup; no medi-
cation.

August 25.—Nothing new.
August 26.—Will get up to-day. nal.''-ration.

August 27, 28, 29.—Going on very well; w .ole

ration, and wine.

August 30.—No alteration.

August 31.—Ditto.

September 1.—Nothing new.
ISepttniber 2.—Returned to service.

GRAVE RAPID FORM.—DECEASED.

August 22.—Juan Abad, a sailor of the first clas', has
presented himself this day at this infirmary from that

of the Xumrincia, where he was treated for three days.

On examination I find that he has a regular pulse, de-

pres«ible and Avide, tlie skin moist and warm, a lateral

decubitus; tongue normal and moist; and dark-colored

vomiting; some pain in the epigastrium
; his intellectual

powers regular expedite, and tendency to sleep ; no
urine

;
potion of perchloride of iron ; carbonic water

;

small pieces of ice frequently; blisters on the lower
extremities and the epigastrium.

August 23.—Great prostration; does not answer to

any question; the skin cooler than yesterday, the pulse

is perceptible enoush and regular; l.teral decubitus,

no agitation; a sighing breathing; tongue rather red;

black vomits and stools ; no pass of water ; same treat-

ment; add enemas of perchlorile of iron in the mornng
and evening; and cure the blister on the eoigastrium

wirh the morphine ointment. Died the next mor.iing

at 3 o'clock.

CRAVE AND RAPID FORM. DECE.ASED.

August 22.—Gasper Peres, a marine corporal, 28
years old, of a sanguineous-nervous temperament, aid a

strong constitution, presents himself at the hospital

coming from the frigate Xumancia, where he was
treated for two days as complaining of a cerebral fever.

On examination here it is found that his pulse is strong

and rather quick; skin warm and dry, a swollen face

and injected eyes; an unconquerable uneasiness sub-

delirium: coffee-like vomits and stools equally ch.'irac-

teriitic ; Riverio's m xture; iced sulphureous lemo ade;
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Mister on the epigastrium; enema of Peruvian bark
with perchloride ol iron.

Aligns/ 23.—The pulse is quick and hard ; very re-

markable paleness ; couhi not sleep dniing tlie niglit;

convulsions; hiccough; no pass of water ; the coilee-

like evacuations, both \vays, have become rare
; a quiet

delirium; cnrpliologia; very slow lireathing ; iced sul-

phureous lemonade; aithereal potion; a high dosis;

enema of perchloride of iron and Peruvian bark

;

blisters on the lower extremities.

Evenimj.—Died at 3 o'clock this afternoon.

GRAVK AND TYPIC C.\SK. DKCEASICD.

August 24:.—Estebnn Ferrando, a sailor of the first

class, of a sanguineous temperament and very strong
constitution, states that during his last stay in Cuba he
complained several times of intermittent fevers. He
now presents himself with a pain in his forehead, also

in the spine, weariness in his bones, an active fever and
injected conjunctiva; prescription—emetic, sudorific,

lemonade \vi:hout restriction, and cold water to the

head.

August 25.—The fever continues ; his decubitus is

lateral ; head still congested; sabulous tongue; saline

purgative
; lemonade without restriction ; scarified cup-

pings on the nape.

August 2G.—The fever continues high ; 02 pulsations;

tlie skin is still dry and warm
;
permanent lateral decu-

bitus ; a heavy head; nausea; sulphureous lemonade;
Riverio's potion.

August 26, night.—Dark-colored vomits, and diai-rhoea

not very abundant; the skin is dry and warm
;
the pulse

slow and wide; a shrivelled tongue; setliereal lotion

every two hours ; stop the sulphureous lemonade ; a

half-spoonful of solution of perchloride of iron every
half-hour. Enema of decoction of Peruvian bark ? iv.

perchloride of iron gr. xl ; flying sinapisms on the

lower extremities ; a blister on the epigastrium.

August 27.—He hns been quiet during the last night.

Drowsiness continues; a quick pulse and rather warm
skin; lateral decubitus; the tongue is much better,

moist and a good color; the dark-coloied vomits and
stools have ceased

;
enema of Peruvian bark and per-

chloride of iron
;
perchloride of iron internally and

antiseptic potion. Give him a little ice frequently.

August 27, flight.—During the day had vomits as

black as ink, and stools of the same character
;
pulse

very poor and intermittent; cold skin; slow and op-

pressed breathing ; convulsions ; a tremulous tongue,

moist and wide on the point; no urine ; lateral decubitus.

Same treatment, adding blisters on the lower ex-

tremities.

August 28.—Same condition; but the skin is rather

warmer, and the pulse quicker, though contracted;

lateral decubitus
;
same medication; a half-cup of broth

and sherry wine.
August 28, uight.—Dangerously ill, the pulse is hardly

to be found ; he answered to no questions ;
tea with

mint; a large sinapism on the anterior part of the chest,

and on the lower extremities bandages with Avarm

vinegar. Died at a quarter past ten on the same night.

ORDINARY FORM. DECEASED.

August 27.—Vicente Segura, a sailor of the first class

28 years old, of a sanguineous-nervous temperament
and a strong constitution, has pre-^ented himself with

all the symptoms of the epidemic disease, and a remark-

able uneasiness accompanied by some sub-delirium,

which was attributed to the terror inspired by it, since

the symptoms disappeared after the reaction took place.

He had an emetic prescribed, and for the evening a

suJorific; abstention of food and lemonade.

August 28.—He is much better; has uo fever, and i;o

vestige is peiceptible in the encephalus of the past;

sub-delirium; no food; lemonade Avithout restriction.

August 2!J.—He has been well last night; this morn-
ing he feels weary. Skin in good order, rather warm

;

normal pulse ; totigue a little too red
;
great propensity

to sleep; no food ; sulphureous lemonade.
Evening.—A very slight increase of fever ;

enema of

sulphate of quinine, gr. xviii.

August 30.—No fever
;
pulse remarkaljly slow ; slow

breathing; the tongue is sharp-pointed, and its ex-

tremity very high-coloreil ; some agitation; sulphure-

ous lemonade as often as wanted ;
warm bandages of

water and vinegar on epigastrium ;
and every two

hours a spoonful of antiseptic potion.

August Z\.—Pulse good
; skin warm

;
less agitation

;

the tongue is rough and high-colored in its extremity

and edges ; has had some repose; lemonade without
restriction ;

antiseptic
;
two half-cups of cold broth, and

stop the vinegar bandages.

Night.—Slow pulse, vomiting; stop the antiseptic

potion, and sulistitute the Riverio's anti-emetic, add-

ing a blister on the epigastrium.

September 1.—The pulse is very weak ;
the skin rather

dry and quite pale ; regular passes of water ; no un-

easiness; there has been a lingual-gingival hemorrhage,

which has been stopped this evening ; has taken during

the day two half-cups of cold broth and wine; sulphure-

ous lemonade ; alum lotion, and enema of Peruvian

bark in the morning and evening.

September 2.—Great prostration ; the tongue is red

and rough, and has had the hemorrhage repeated
;
has

some repose ;
the skin is warm and dry, and greatly

discolored ; scarcity of urine ; stop the sulphureous

lemonade ;
antiseptic potion every two hours, and

alternately the potion of perchloride of iron ; enema of

Peruvian bark
;
a half-cup of cold broth ; lotions in the

mouth with the alum and water.

September 3.—Some dark-colored vomiting ; the gums
and tongue are still bleeding; breathing very slow

;

scarcity of urine; pulse very poor, and skin cool and

dry; portion of perchloride of iron with antiseptic

decoction every hour, a spoonful of each
;
enema of

Peruvian bark, and two cups of broth ;
the blister on

the epigastrium to be cured with the ointment of mor-

phine ; blisters on the lower extremities.

September 4.—Great dismay ; slow pul-^e
;
bleeding

and slothful tongue ; no vomiting ;
difiicult breathing,

and no urine ; the skin is cold and of a cadaverous pale-

ness ; enema of Peruvian bark and camphor; for in-

ternal use, Peruvian bark and perchloride of iron
;
two

cups of cold broth ; cure of the liver blisters.

Evening.—In worse condition, pulse filiform ; skin

cold and cadaverous ; diHicult breathing ;
characteris-

tic and very copious vomits ;
no urine

;
convulsive

trembling ; same medication ; aether in a high dosis.

Night.—Same condition ; continue the prcsciibed

medication.

September 5.—Died in asphyxic agony.

ATAXIC—ADYNAMIC.—DECEASED.

A^tgust2Q.—Pedro Cardona, a sailor of the. second

class, and cook, 29 years old, of a bilious temperament

and a good constitution, lately arrived at the Antilles;

he took an emetic on board the Numancia, and on en-

tering this infirmary, he says that he is well, and that

he wants to eat : lias no fever ami sleeps quietly ;
he

is under the depressing action of the emetic; efforts

will be made to increase the perspiration with sudo-

rifics, and he will take sugared water as often as he

wants.
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Xt{/hf.—Willi tho reaction the fever rt'ft[>peaied ; the

Biomncli is imicli excitfil, wliicli is shown by conlinued

nntisoa ; llic tonpiie is well ;
no pnin ilislurlis liiiii ; a

solution of lurdonizeti f,'uni ointnu-nl of hellailoniia on

the epi'4a>triiiin ; mineral lenionaile an olten as wanted;
the patient wiys that the ])r(sent vuniit has been caused

by his drinking little water wlien lie U.)ok the vomi-
tive.

Ati^fut 30.—Was insoinnions last nii^ht ; the nervous

vomitinjf continues, with stools of ^'astric juices , there

is no fever, nor any symptom that may attract atten-

tion ; the tonj;ue is s]i^;iit!y sabulous; Rivcrio's potion
;

infusion of lind llowers with belladonna ;
continue tlie

frictions with ointment ol belladonna ou the epigas-

trium.

Antfust .'U.—The vomits arc peisistcnt, ihouph from

time to lime the patient says tliat he slept somethinj^

during: tho night ; the tongue is sharp-pointed, rou;.'h

and white
; no fever ; the heat of the skin is normal

;

Rivcrio's potion ; one-fifth of a grain of acetate of

morphine every four hours; a revulsive of nmstard on
the epigastrium; stop the belladonna ointment.

Sfjihmher I.—Xo fever, and tiie pulse is going down
more and more; the general condition of the jiatient is

unsatisfactory ; a rough tongue ; dryness in the skin

and some uneasiness with remarkable paleness ; water
passes ; vomiting has been entirely stopped ; antisep-

tic decoction every two hours; warm aromatic infu-

sion with mellis three times ; sugared water as often

as wanted.
September 2.—Slow pulse ; skin dry and warm ; in-

somnia ; rough tongue; urine; vomiting altogether

stopped ; antiseptic decoction ; two half-cups of broth
;

sulphureous lemonade.
September 3.—Great prostration ; skin cool and dry

;

extreme paleness; ajjilation; anxious breathing; inject-

ed eyes; hemorrhagic tongue ; tendenc\' to vomiting;
made water yesterday ; his urine contains a large

quantity of albumen ; antiseptic decoction and per-
chloride of iron simultaneously

; enema of Peruvian
bark and camphor, double ; a blister on the epigastri-

um ; two half-cups of cold broth.

Auf/Hst i.—Very even pulse ; a bleeding tongue ; cof-

fee-like vomiting ; hiccough; sigliing respiration
; Pe-

ruvian bark internall}^ both ways
;
perchloride of iron

;

anti-spasmodic; cure the blister in the epigastrium
with the morphine ointment; bUsters on the lower ex-
tremities.

Xy/ht.—Same condition; periodical convulsions ; de-
lirium; same medication. He died during ihe violent
shaking of a convulsion.

COMPLETE CASE (ATAXIC FORM).—DECEASED.

Sept. 3.—Manuel Rodriguez, a fireman, of good
temperament and constitution, has to-day entered the
lazaretto, having felt unwell for some days, in conse-
quence, as he says, of the cold weather. From the Ist
inst. he was medicated on board of the Xumancia, and
to-day he presents himself with a pulse rendering 60
pulsations ; t!ie skin pale, dry, and warm ; agitation

;

pains in his waist, and also in the epigastrium when
touched ; the tongue is erysipelatous, the gums com-
mencing bleeding, and hardly makes water ; nervous
vomiting ; Rivcrio's potion

; sulphureous lemonade and
blister on the epigastrium.

Sept. 4.—The vomits have been stopped
;
gangre-

nous hngual hemorrhage ; slept but little last night ; slow
pulse, bilious, languishing; antiseptic evel-y two hours;
su'phureous lemonade; stop the Rn-erio's po'ion; two
half-cnps of cold broth.

Sept. r>.—Bad appearance; bilious sulfnsion; ihe

pulse isHinall and re^idarly rythmical and (piiik ;
agita-

tion; an.xiouH breathing ; the tongue is shaip-poinled

and shrivelled, and does not bleed; no vomiting;
scarce urine. Stop the sulphureous lemonade; jmii-

septii! decoction ;
sugared water aromatized with alci-

hol of nieiise; aniispa.«modie potion; two cups of cold

broth; enema of sulphate of (juinine ^i.; simple cure

of t!ie bli>ter on the epigastrium.

Sejit. (>.—Uneasiness during tlic whole niglit; hic-

cough; delirium; copious bloody stools; makes no
water; ])ulse very weak; in the morning he had an
enema of sulfdiate of quinine, one scruple ; at noon he
will have another of jierchloride of iron

;
for interval

use antiseptic potion of Peruvian bark and catechu;

aniispasniudic and blisters on the lower extremities.

Xii/Iil.—Same condition, with the addition of a mu-
cous stertor; same medicative method.

Se]d. 7.—Died at 3 o'clock in the morning, of as-

phyxia.

Remarl-s.—The above are presented from the clinicd

reports of over forty cases, as typical of the cour.se

and treatment of the different varieties of the fcvcr.

They present an interesting study, and I venture to

make from them and the preceding history the follow-

ing deductions:

—

7'7?-.s^—The Xumancia mny be styled an "infected

ship." Ry this is meant that the specific germs of
yellow fever have made a lodgement in some portions

of the vessel, and whenever she is in a climate where
the conditions of heat and moisture are favorable to the

development of the gertns, yellow fever will show itself

among those on board, even though no case of the

disease may exist at the time in the vicinitj'. This was
shown in her case, for the disea.se had appeared during

the past three years whenever the above conditions

were manifested. This is by no means an unusual cir-

cumstance, particulaily in vessels of war. The accu-

mulation of dirt, oil, and extraneous matters which
gradually gather between the sides and skin of the

ship, and settle to the bilge, constitute a favorite nidus

for the fostering of the germs. My friend Dr. Bell, of

Brooklyn, has told me tiiat during his experience in

the Navy he was cognizant of several similar instance*,

and the Department was obliged to keep these vessels

cruising in temperate latitudes. A condition like

the above is not as apt to occur in the merchant ma-
rine, for then the removal of cargo and the changing
of ballast enables a more thorough renovation than

can be made upon a vessel of war.
In the case of the Xumancia the epidemic would

have been more speedily suppressed could we have
taken, as is done in the case of a merchantman, every
one from the ship, and by removal of cargo reach the

bilge; but in a vessel of war, the disciphne of the ser-

vice, the enormous armament, and the complicated ar-

rangement of decks, preclude such action.

Second.—The specific character of yellow fever. I

am aware tliis topic has been again and again argued,

and yet it is necessary to entertain fixed views upon
the subject in onler to maintam an intelligent qua-
rantine. I think that any one who has studied carefully

any of the marked epidemics of the disease, particu-

larly ^^here it has been transmitted to distant ports in

the temperate zone, cannot but assent to its specific

character. The careful narration of the epidemic at

St. Nazaire, upon the western coast of France, where
it was carried by a barque from Havana, the manner of
its spreading, the period of incubation, all go to show
as much a specific germ as that admitted in small-pcx
scarlatina, typhu-, etc.
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There are those among us wlio do not assent to this

statement, and only in the September number of the

New York Medical JouriidJ, I iiave read a very

elaborate and interesting paper by Dr. E. A. Ander-
son, of Wihnington, N. C, to prove tlie local origin of

yoUow fever. That the disease may have exisied at

'Wilmington at that time,I cannot deny
;
but the sickness

which the doctor describes has so many of the [ihases

and conditions of the "littoral" or "paludal" i'Gwav,

described so often by residents of tropical climates,

that I must need doubt the diagnosis made until more
specific data are given.* The external condition arising

from undrained swamps, stagnant pools, accumulated

fiith in the streets, the depressing eft'ects of the war,

the imperfect character of the food, the prolonged

heat, and an atmosphere surcharged with moisture, all

go to show a disease of paludal rather than specific I

origin. I am aware that many external features of

botii diseases are alike. In botli, yellowness of the

skin and black-vomit appear ; both rapidly assume the

adynamic form, but the period of the appearance of

these symptoms in the two diseases is quite diflerent,

and arises probably from different pathological causes.

In yellow fever, yellowness of the skin, except in the

severe adynamic form, is rarely present in the early

stages of the disease, and when it appears is co-incident

with the hemorrhagic tendency ; indeed, so far from

being, as has been lor so long assumed, connected with
tlie biliary secretion, it has no connection whatever
with it, but is probably owing to tlie rapid blood disin-

tegration which is so striking a feature of tlie malady.

The black-vomit, too, isundoubtedly ownigto the same
cause. In paludal fever, on the other hand, this yellow-

ness precedes the active irruption of the disease, and is

probably owing to defective bile elimination. The
very fact, too, that the disease was not propagated from
"Wilmington, though unrestricted intercourse existed

with all other portions of the State, is another reason

to suppose the disease in question was paludal, and
consequently local in its origin and non-infectious.

"We will not stop to point out at length other striking

differences, such as the presence of albumen in the

urine in yellow fever ; the tendency to hemorrhages,

and the marked difference of the action of quinine in

the two diseases.

Tliird.—The late irruption of yellow fever into this

port demonstrates its non-contagiousness. Yellow fever

is not contagious from person to person, but is carried

from point to point, by the vessel, the cargo, or any
substance which can convey the fomitic germ. It may
also be conveyed for limited distances by the atmos-
phere. It stands in this respect in striking contrast to

cholera, in which the excretions carry it from person to

person. The patients from the Numancia were at once

conveyed to the West Bank Hospital; before entering,

however, their clothing was entirely changed, and no
clothing allowed upon the island which was brought
from the ship. This has been the invariable practice

since the establishment of the hospital, now four years,

and yet not a case of fever has occurred upon the

island, among the nurses, attendant*, or family of the

superintendent, nor have any precautions of isolation.

so far as the above were concerned, been attempted.

To do away with the po.ssibility of any germ finding a

nidus, all clothing and bedding after use are put in an

hermetically closed tank, and subjected for some time

to the action of superheated steam.

I am aware there was great dread and anxiety in a

portion of the community fearing that tlie disease

would spread from the Numancia to tlie neighboring

* See article, page 2S0.

shore, about a mile distant. I did not, however, share
in this anxiety. Tiue, there existed at the time external
contlitions of heat and moisture wiiich would rapidly

spread the contagion. The thermometer for nearly two
weeks was mosti of the time above 90, and the at-

mosphere so laden with moisture, that no evaporation
of the body would go on. The previous continued
heat had, too, so far enervated the system that a ready
reception to disease germs was offered. I think, how-
ever, there is a limit to which it can be carried by the
atmosphere, and though unable to state precisely the
distance, do not think it extends over half a mile. For-
tunately, while the vessel lay at the first anchorage, the
wind was wholly "oflF shore," thus ellectually relieving

anxiety from that quarter. I feared more the prox-
imity of other vessels, or small boats, and directed my
efforts to avert this condition.

Fourth.—As interesting in the history of the disease

the following fixcts may be noted. Founded upon long
experience, it is the usual custom of captains of vessels

lying in yellow-fever ports to administer to the crews,
at short intervals, active cathariics, thus averting the

germs of the contagion. This was especially noticeable

in the case of the Anna Maria, the vessel which con-
veyed the fever to St. Nazaire in France. The captain
while at Havana had administered cathartics to all the
crew save two young men, the most robust of all.

These were subsequently the first attacked, and both
cases were fatal. Among the patients of the Numancia,
those subjected to early treatment exhibited the best

results.

Various other suggestions might be made, but for the
present we leave the subject.

Quarantine, November, 1ST2.

CONJUNCTIVITIS GRANULOSA CHRONL
CA TREATED BY GALVANIZATION.

By C. W. TRUEHEART, M.D.,

SUBGEON TO "THE EYE, THE THROAT, AND EAR DEPARTMENT" OF

GALVESTON CITY HOSPITAL.

It is the object of this paper rather to call attention

to the subject considered, and invite experiment at the

hands of abler observers possessing better fields for ob-

servation, than to make any startling announcement of

successes already achieved.

The use of electricity in the treatment of Chronic
Granular Conjunctivitis was suggested to me by obser-

ving, during recent studies in the wards of the celebra-

ted electro-therapeutist, Prof. Dr. Benedick of Vienna,

its wonderful jiower and efficacy in producing absorp-

tion of adventitious formations in other parts of the

body. I select the galvanic rather than the faradic

current, because with the former greater molecular ac-

tivity and " catalytic force" can be excited, and with
less pain to the patient, than with the latter.

In carrying out the experiments I have been careful

to select only well-marked cases, and such as had not
sustained a loss of tissue by the application of strong

caustics. I only regret that the number of suitable

cases that have fallen under my care who would sub-

mit to the experiments have been so small.

"Within the past few months three cases of this most
intractable affection, subjected to the plan of treatment

presently to be described, have recovered in about one-

fourth the time, and without that destruction of con-

junctival tissue. Aviih its train of evils, attending the

usual treatment by caustics.
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In pending the current throu;:h the upper lid, the one

elect' ode is to be placed just above the middle of the

eyebrow; for the lower lid, just over the niaxillo-molar

articulation; tlie other electrode, tip|>ed with a piece

of delioat*.' spon^fe or the hair out of a camel's-hair pen-

cil, is to be brushed lii,ditly and slowly over the diseased

conjuncliva of the everted lid.

The electrodes should be kept well moistened, I

beheve it to be a matter of no moment as to ihe rela-

tive positions of the negative and positive poles. The
strength of the current used is to be regulated by the

patient's sensations of pain, rather than by the galvano-

meter or the number of elements u*ed.

The application at each silting should be continued

for from ten to thirty minutes, according as the patient

can bear it. For the first few sittings, especially where
the patient is very sensitive, only a weak current should

be used, and the electrodes applied to the integument

of the closed hds just over either canthus. Indeed, I

think it will in most ca^es be found best to apply the

electrodes to the closed lids for the latter part of every

sitting, as the application to the everted lids becomes
quite painful if contmued for more than ten or twelve

minutes. Three to five sittings, on consecutive days,

will usually serve to excite a sufficiently active inflam-

matory reaction to s^t in motion the absorption of dis-

eased materials. A pretty vigorous reaction having

been induced, the sitting should be discontinued for

three to six or eight days, when, the artificial inflam-

mation having subsided, the sittings are again to be re-

sumed as before. Pencilling the conjunctiva daily

with a 2 gr. sol. of arg. nit. in the intermissions of the

use of the electricity seemed to act very well.

The shrinkage of the hypertrophied papillae and the

infiltrated subconjunctival tissue, following each series

of sittings, was very marked. In one very severe case

of near two years' standing, where the thickening of

the lids was such as to insure decided ptosis of both
eyes, eight sittings within a peiiod of twenty days
caused an improvement of fifty to seventy-five per
cent.

A FEW UNUSUAL CASES MET WITH
IN EAR PRACTICE.

By ALBERT H. BUCK. M.D

,

ASSISTANT ArRAI, SURGEON TO THE N. T. EYE AKD EAB IXFIRMAEY.

Most of the following cases merit the name of curiosi-
ties only in so far as they present certain features which
are not often encountered by the aurist. They involve
no new points in the pathology or treatment of ear dis-
eases, and deserve to be jjlaced on record only on
account of their comparatively unique character. One
or two of them at most have practical bearings upon the
question of treatment.

Ounshot wound in the ear. RemoraJ of the buU after
a lapse of nearly ten years.—Sylvester Bennett, age 34,
was admitted to the N. Y. Eye and Ear Infirmary^
June 12, 1872. He gave the following history of his
case: In the course -of an engagement with the enemy
in Val Verde, New Mexico, on the 22d of February,
1862, the company of which he was a member (Co. g'

1st U. S. Cavalry) was ordered to retake a battery!
^yhile they were advancing he was shot in the right
side of the head, the ball entering the skin just in front
of the ear. The shot had come from the detachment of
the enemy in the rear. Three days later the ball was
ext-acted from above the right eye-brow. He then

i noticed a sensation of throbbing and fulness in the right

ear, accom{)anied soon after by a disci, arge. Jle

remembered also that one of his comrad'S abuut the
.name time remove<l a bunch of hair, dotted with blood,

from the right ear. During the first ten or twelve
months following the accident, he frrquently found

I

small fragments of bone in the discharge. Six months
previous to his visit to the Intirmary he had expe-
rienced a severe attack of pain in the right ear, but
before that time he had always been comparatively free

from pain. From the very first he ha<J been annoyed by
a tinnitus, like tho roaring of a shell. All sound.-, more-
over, seemed to reach him by way of the left ear. At
night he had alwiiys been obliged to sleep on the right

side, for whenever he attempted to lie on the left side

the sense of weight in the right ear became unbearable.

About a week previous to his visit to the Infirmary tiie

parts about the right meatus became very painful and
swollen. The swelling subsided in the course of a day
or two, and then for the first time he detected the pres-

enco of some hard substance filling the outer canal. He
applied to the Infirmary for relief, and on examination
I Ibund a black mass partly covered by pus and block-

ing up the entrance to the right ext<*rnal audit<iry

canal. It was very easily removed with the forceps,

and proved to be a very much corroded, oblong leaden
bullet, a little over half an inch in length, and three-

eighths of an inch in breadth. The deeper portion of
the meatus was found to be filled with a mass of granu-
lations. No sinus could be found, nor any exposed
bony surface. The Eustachian tube open. In front of

the tragus there was a depressed scar indicating the

point where the second ball had entered. Watch not
heard at all. The sound of a tuning-fork, placed on
the centre of the forehead, was referred by the patient

to that point and not to either ear. "With the left ear

tightly closed he could understand ordinary conversa-

tion with the right ear at a distance of four or five feet.

On the 15th of June, the patient reported that he had
experienced entire freedom from pain after the removal
of the bidl. The discharge had stopped very soon afier

the last visit. On the 24th of July he again visited the

Infirmary. The discharge had not returned. The roar-

ing still continued unchanged, but the sense of weight
had disappeared, and he was able to he indiflferently on
either side. Cicatrization had taken place in the ulcer-

ated portion of the meatus, and there was then a clear

but funnel-shaped passase down to the cavity of the

tympanum. No trace of ossicles or membrana lympani
visible.

Shortly after the accident, and even up to the time
of his visit to the Infirmary, the patient supposed that

his ear trouble had been caused by the glancing oflf

backwards of a fragment of the ball which struck him
in front of the ear. Even the removal of a tuft of hair

from the external auditory canal had not suggested to

him the idea of a second ball, until after I had shown
him that the leaden mass ri moved from the mea;
could scarcely have been a fragment of the ball that h;.

been extracted from above the eye-brow of the same
side. He then stated to me that many of the men in

the enemy's ranks were armed with double-barrelK
'

fowling-pieces, and suggested the possibility of his ha

ing been shot by the simultaneous discharge of boin
barrels of such a weapon. A more natural supposition

is that he was shot by a cartridge containing two or

more bullets.

Extravasation of blood into the tissues of the membra-
na typipani, produced by inflation of the middle ear ac-

cording to Polifzer's method, and resulting in a perfora-
tion of ihe membrane.
On the 10th of January, 1871, Mr. H., aet. circa 40,
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consulted me in regard to an otorrhoea -which dated as

far back as his boyhood. On examination I found tlie

left middle ear the seat of a chronic purnlcnt iiidamnia-

tion, with a perforated tendinous nicmbrana tympani.

Both Eustachian tubes were open to inflation by Po-

litzer's metliod. Naso-pliaryngeal mucous membrane
covered with an abundant secretion of tongh mucus.

On the right side t!ie menibrana tympani was entire,

livough mottled in appearance and somewhat sunken.

In ordinary conversation there was no appreciable deaf-

ness. Hearing distance for the watch, 15 inches on the

right side, contact on the left. After inflation accord-

ing to PoHtzer's method, the hearing distance rose to

two feet on the right side. The patient having called

my attention to the fact that he was a sufF.rer from

heart disease, I made a sup-Tficial examinaiion and

found the precordial region prominent and pulsatinp-.

I could detect no thrill, but on auscultation heard a loud

blowing murmur.
In tlu! following November, ten months later, the

patient visited me again. He reported that during the

previous few days he had been troubled Avith decided

dulness of hearing. I examined the right ear, and
found the membrana tympani c[uite sunken. To re-

store the pressure upon the opposite sides of the mem-
brane to a state of equilibrium, I inflated the middle ear

according to Politzer's method, using about the ordinary

degree of force in compressing the air in the bag. Im-
mediately afterwards the patient complained of pain in

that ear, and inspection revealed the fact that an extra-

vasation of blood had taken place between tiie layers of
the membrana tympani. The lower half of the mem-
brane was of a Uniterm bright red appearance. The
upper outline of the red region was pretty sharply de-

fined, though somewhat irregular, .--howing that the

blood was within the substance of the membrane and
not free in the cavity of the tympanum. The pain

passed off entirely in two or three minutes.

On the 17th of November, I found that the region of

extravasation had become very much reduced in size.

Just beneath the tip of the manubrium there was an
oval, not very sharply outlined, dull purple spot, mea-
suring about three millimetres in its greatest diameter.

As there was a considerable accumulation of cerumen
in the right meatus, M'hich was likely soon to fill the
passage, I injected with moderate force a large syringe-
fuj of lukewarm water into the canal. At the same
moment the patient exclaimed that the water was es-

caping from his nostril, and for a few minutes he suf-

fered from a sharp pain in the right ear. After this

unfortunate occurrence, the patient felt unwilling to
continue under treatment and I lost sight of him.

Similar accidents from the inflation of the middle ear
have been recorded.* but they are very rare. In the
present case I think the rupture of blood-vessels may be
explained in the following manner. The immediate
effect of inflation by Politzer's method is a sudden and
uniform pressure upon the walls of the tympanic cavity,
and consequently upon the blood-vessels which are dis-

tributed throughout its mucous membrane and the
membrana tympani. This pressure may be sufficient

to stop the returning venous circulation, and so cause a

congestion of the capillary and aiterial systems. An
inspection of the membrana tympani after a successful in-

flation of the middle ear, almost, invariably reveals an
arterial congestion of its peripheral and manubrial por-
tions. If we take into consideration that in the present

* Gottstein {Archivfur Ohrenheilktinde. Bd. iv., p. 71) relates a simi-
lar accident, following the injection of a weak solution of sulphate of
sine into the middle ear. The injection was effected by dropping a few
dropB of the solution into the catheter and then forcibly inflating the
tympanum through the instrument. Here it was evidently the intlation
and not the solution that produced the extravasation.

case the strain came upon vessels which in all proba-

bility wers diseased—as may be inferred from the ex-

istence of an aneurism—we can easily understand how
the inflation produced a rupture of .some of the minute
vessels of the membrana tyni.pani. Throu):hout the

greater part of the region where the extravasation

occurred the extravasated Vjlood soon became absorbed

and the circulation re-established ; in one portion, how-
ever, as it would seem, the circulation was not restored

and the part consequently died. Theconnection.s, more-

over, between this dead portion and the surrounding

healthy membrane were not strong enough to resist the

force of the injected column of water, so that a portion

of it made its escape through the Eustachian tube into

the nostril.

Hoolc-shaped vianuhrium mallei.

James Doyle, a3t. 13, was admitted to the N. Y. Eye
and Ear Inlirmury May loth, 1872. When three years

old he had an attack of scarlet

fever which left him with a double

otorrhoea. On the right side the

discharge had continued ever

since; on the left it had entirely

ceased about a year previous to his

visit to the Infirmary. The only

point of interest in the case was
the existence of an unciform manu-
brium mallei on the left side. The

accompanying wood-cut gives a correct idea of the pecu-

liar manner in whicli the tip of the manubrium is

bent round upon itself in the plane of the mem-
brana tympani. The membrane itself was mottled

and opaque in appearance; it was ent're and not
appreciably sunken. On the opposite side the manu-
brium and membrana tympani had been entirely des-

troyed, so that it was no longer possible to institute

a comparison between the two sides. The boy was
robust in health, notwithstanding his protracted

otorrhoea, and presented no signs of ever having had
rickets. The curve being in the plane of the membrana
tympani, and in the direction from behind forwards, we
could scarcely attribute the malformation to processes

of an inflammatory nature or to a force acting from
without inwards, like that which prevails during a pro-

longed closure of the Eustachian tube.

Arterianiemorrliage from the ear after the removal of a
polypoid growth.

William Riley, aet. 33. a conductor on the 3d Av
R R., was admitted to the N. Y. P]ye and Ear Infirmary

on the 28th of February, 1872. He stated that since the

age of fourteen he had suffered from a constant discharge

from the left ear ; that six years before he consulted a

phj'sician in regard to it and was told that it would be
necessary to remove a j olypus from the ear before the

discharge could be stopped. He refused, however, to

submit to the ofieration and allowed the discharge to

continue unchecked. At the time of his visit to the

Infirmary the left meatus was found to be filled with a

moderately firm, fleshy mass. With Blake's modifi-

cation of Wilde's snare I was able to encircle the polypus
near its base and thus extract it entire. Following the

operation there was a pretty active hemorrhage of a

bright arterial hue. By soaking up the blood with a
large pledget of cotton batting I was able to obtain a

momentary view of the spot from which the arteri* 1

hemorrhage came, but was unable to make any apph-
cations directly to the bleeding vessel. Plugging the

meatus tightly with cotton baiting seemed for a time
to control the bleeding, but the blood soon began to

escape from the edges of the plug. After an hour of

fruitless eflbrts to stop it the hemorrhage appeared to
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be as active a-* at tlic firt^t, ami was checked at Inst by
jtliigginp tlie meatus wiili hi Us of sponge haturated witli

the undiluted liquor ferri sul)suliiliatis.

On the following day I removed the impacted masses
of sponge and coagulated blood. The patient had been
free from pain since the operniion and there had been
no return of the bh.eding. On examination I found
that just beyond the liroad stump of the polypus,

which sprang from the upper Jind posterior port'on of

the meatus, a little beyond the junction of the
cartilaginous with the ossrous portion, the curved probe
entered a bony sinus leading upwards and backwards
into the mastoid cells. Two other smaller growths
sprang from the anterior wall of the meatus im-
mediately opposite the basi." of the larger polypus.

Those were cut off at their roots with iJInke's snare,

after w Inch the remaining stuMtp-< of all three growths
were freely cauterized with crystals of chromic acid.

The subsequent treatment of the case consisted in

frequent cauterizations, which were repealed until the

calibre of the canal at the point of constriction was en-
larged to about 4 niillim. in diameter. By the 13th of
May I found the process of cicatrization completed.
Tlie discharge had already ceased some weeks pre-

viou.-^ly.*

JhterhimeUar Cyst of the Meinhrana Tympani.

Amelia Johnson, aged 18, was admitted to the N. Y.
Eye and Ear Infirmary, August 23, 1871. She was suf-

fering at the time from a chronic eczema of both auricle*,

the trouble being chiefly in and about the external audi-

tory canals. In addition to this there was on the right

s de a purulent inflammation of the middle ear of long
standing, and associated with extensive destruction ofthe

membrana tympani. On the left side there was simply
a myringitis, characterized by redness and swelling witli-

out perforation. The eczema yielded satisfactoril}' to

applications of the oil of cade, but several relapses

occurred during the subsequent six months. On the

19th of June, of the present year, she again visited the
Infirmary. Her story was, that about two weeks pre-

viously she began to grow somewhat deaf in the left

ear, and to sufler from a dull, unpleasant sensation
amounting almost to pain. There had been no tinnitus

and no discharge. On inspection the following condi-
ton of tilings was observed* in the left ear: In the

upper and anterior portion of the tlold the short process
and a part of the handle of the hammer were visible.

Tlie greater pan of the anterior superior quadrant of the

membrana t3-mpani was also in

situ, and appeared to be nearly

normal, being neither sunken nor
too prominent. Posteriorly and
inferiorly these parts were limited

by the curved outline of what
seemed to be a cyst of the mem-
bi ana tympani. The shape of this

cyst was somewhat flask-shaped,

the broad neck arising gradually

from the posterior fold of Shrapnell's membrane,
and the body expanding below to such an extent

as to conceal tlie lower portion of the manubrium
mallei, and the anteiior inferior quadrant of the mem-
brane. Near the neck of the cyst there was some red-

ness of the skin, but the main portion of the cyst was of

a dark, greenish hue. Touching this body with the

end of the probe, I could see it yield as if its contents

were fluid. During inflation of the tympanum no

* Dr. C. A. Rol)crt8on, of Albany {Tran». of the Amer. Otot. Society,

July, 1870), lias reported u case of maliirnant disease of the ear, where
the hemorrhage was very profuse after the operation, bnt it i^ not
stated whether the hemorrhage came from a single arterial branch,
as in the present case, or from a number of divided vessels.

motion or change could be detected in the cyst. The
air entered the middle car freely, and without iflles.

An incision carried vertically ihrongli the outer wall of
the cyst exposed to view a nmeo-purnlent ma-^s, filling

the cavity. Inflation of the tympanum was then
resorted to, but it failed to exert any influence upon the
contents of the cyst ; the air, as before, still entered the
tympanum freely, and without rules or perforation

sound, lly making prcssuie with the bent end of a

probe, the contents of the cyst were perfectly evacu-
ated. A few days afterwards I again saw the patient.

The \y<\\n had then disappeared, and hearing had
improved. Inspection showed that the incision had
healed, but that there was still considerable thickening
of the entire posterior half of the membrane. The
patient tlien passed from under my observation.

From the shape of this cyst it seems probable that at

the conmiencenient there was an abscess of the subcu-
taneous tissue immediately covering Shrapnell's mem-
biane; that this abscess extended itself in the directioti

of the least resistance, taking its course between the

dermoid layer and substantia propria of the membrana
tvmpani, until it reached the lower border of the mem-
brane. It is quite likely that the cyst increa.«ed in

s ze after leaving its oiiginal situation, and that its con-
tents under\rent mucoid degeneration. The ausculta-

tory signs before and after the evacuation of the cy.-t

were such as to leave no doubts as to the absence of

any communication between it and the tympanic cavity.
iS'o. 50 East Thirtt-fibst Stbeet.

Ucports of hospitals.

ST. VINCENT'S HOSPITAL.—SKIN
GRAFTING.

By M. DONNELLY, M.D.,

1..VTE HOUSE 6UBGE0S.

ALinocGn much has been written upon the subject of
" Skin Grafting," the valuable improvement which this

process institutes in the treatment of ulcers and other

lesions of the skin, does not seem to have been as yet

fully appreciated by the profession ; the operation is sel-

dom attempted in private practice, and rarely investi-

gated outside the walls of a hospital. But any one familiar

with the old-time method of treating varicose ulcers

and extensive burns, by salves, lotions, and caustics, with

the consequent filthy discharges, the vexatious and long

continued treatment for months, and even years, cannot

but indulge a feeling of relief to know that he lives in

the days of carbolic acid and skin-grafting.

Through the kindness of the visiting surgeons of St.

Vincent's Hospital, Drs. Finnell, Kerrigan and Phelps,

I have been enabled to investigate this valuable acquisi-

tion to surgery, and I purpose to detail a few casvs, with

the results attained, claiming to add but httle to what is

already known upon the subject.

The consent of the patient is the first thing to be se-

cured, but it is generally given when the advantages of

this mode of treatment are properly represented, these

being—1st, the rapidity of cure over the older methods,

counting by weeks instead of months, or even years;

—

2d, the elasticity and strength of the new skin ;—3d,

the absence of contraction and deformity usual in ordi-

nary cicatricial tissue ;—4th, the less liability to recur-

rence of the ulcer; added to these is the almost pain-

lessness of the operation, patients rarely complaining

during the cutting, and should a second grafting be re-

quired they will often urge the operation.
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Having the desired consent, two important elements
of cure are still wanting, viz., absolute rest and liealtliy

granulations in the ulcer, both conditions being impera-

tivel)^ necessary to success. No horticulturist would
attempt grafting on an unhealthy stem, so it becomes
necessary to rouse the ulcer to a healthy condition by
poultices, carbolic acid, and moderate local stimulation

by caustics.

When the granulations have assumed a healtliy

appearance the grafting is done, and tlie mode of proce-

dure which I have found most simple and successful is,

—to grasp a portion of the skin of tiie arm by a forceps,

and with a scissors snip out an elliptical piece about half

an inch long by three-eij>hths of an inch wide : this piece

of integument is divided into fragments one-quarter of

an inch square, not smaller, and laid on the granulations;

over them, common adhesive straps are applied, and out-

side a roller is evenly adjusted.

The edges of the small wound on the arm are drawn
together by a couple of sutures and adhesive straps out-

side, this healing in from three to ten days. Should the

nicer be small, two or three grafts a quarter inch square

may be taken from separate places on the arm, this me-
thod having the advantage of allowing the arm to heal

sooner, but when there is a large ulcer or extensive

burn, then a large piece is more convenient. Tlie dress-

ing may be removed on the second or third day; the

grafts will then have become adherent, not disappear-

ing as when smaller grafts are used; tlie epithelial layer

will be ibund loose and dead, and can easily be removed
for microscopic examination if required. The ulcer will

be found to have taken on a new and more vigorous

life, looking healthier already; the edges will have com-
menced closing in imder the stimulus given by the

graft-, making more growth in one day than the older

methods in a week.
The after treatment consists in occasional appplica-

tions of nitrate of silver to the edges; adhesive straps

should be firmly applied, and outside of them a roller

mav be folded, to be dressed every second day.

Should the ulcer be large, the grafting may be repea-

ted in fifteen or twenty days, jilacing the grafts about

one inch from the edges, as growth only occurs from
the circumference toward the centre, the grafts making
but little advancement.

The size of the grafts is an important point. I "have

found a quarter of an inch square to be more successful

than smaller pieces, as the latter slough away and do
not reappear, as has been said of them by some writers.

I am convinced that one cause of failure is the smallness

of the grafts.

The point generally recommended from which to take

the integument is the inside of the arm, in front of or

below the biceps;—after using the skin from the oppo-

site thigh, the body, and various places on the arm, with
equal success from all points, I have concluded that the

most eligible point is the outside of the arm along the

posterior border of the deltoid, the advantage being that

the cut on the arm heals best in this locality, it being

a point of least motion. The contractions of the biceps de-

lay the healing for a much longer time when the^ grafts

are taken from its vicinity.

Much speculation has been 'indulged in as to which
particular histological element of the skin is concerned

in the growth of these grafts, the gi.'nerally accepted

theory being that the epidermic layer alone is the life-

giving element; my observations have led me to doubt

the correctness of this theory, notwithstanding that

nearly all investigators, and among them the eminent
originator of skin grafting, Professor Frank Hamilton,

adopt this theory,

Virchow asserts * " the epidermis to be in itself an

inert mass which is gradually removed from the surface,"

and having seen this layer slough away from thegralts
while tlie true skin is <irowing, Ijcsides' having grafted

I the epithelial layer alone and failed completely, the
obvious conclusion I arrived at was tliat the cuticle

furnishes none of the elements of cell growth; and
that to the connective tissue cells of the true skin alone
is due the growth of cell structure and foirnation of
cicatricial tissue. Dr. Howard's t investigations in
"' Muscle grafting " go far to disprove the epithelial

theory, and show that muscular tissue devoid of epithe-

lial cells grew fully as well and as rapidly as integument
when grafted on old ulcers. It is well known that

muscular fibiilhe form no part of cicatricial tissue, and
the only remaining cell structure capable of growth is

the connective tissue cells.

Were I allowed the indulgence of theorizing on this

subject, I would say that probably every part of the
true skin, except the nerves, has to do with their growth.
Circulation is probably established immediately by ca-

pillary attraction from the vascular granulations, the

future elements of growth being the connective tissue

cells.

I now submit the cases, all of which, except the first,

occurred in St. Vincent's Hospital.

Case I.—Olof Thostenson, set. 22, laborer, Norway,
living in Lanesbow, Minnesota. On January 6th, 1870,

had his left thigh crushed by a falling bank of clay
; a

slough formed and separated, leaving an ulcer fourteen

inches long, twelve inches wide, and one inch deep ;

was then dressed with carbolic oi' ; he lived through two
attacks of erysipelas, was under my care for two months,
was then transfeired to the county poor-house; he re-

turned to me after eight months' residence there, with an
indolent ulcer still open on the injured thigh, three and
a half inches in diameter, which I treated ijy every pos-

sible means except grafting, for seven months, without
effecting a cure ; I repeatedly advised grafting, but could

only get permission to use the cuticle (I was not to

draw blood), but this failed also, when he finally consen-
ted; the ulcer healed in one month after jj rafting, al-

though he worked eight hours every day during that

time.

Case II.—John Hennessv, set. 29, engineer.—Was
admitted into St. Vincent's Hospital on November 28ih,

1871, with an indolent ulcer on the front of the left leg,

of six months' standing, measuring three by three and
a half inches; treated by poultice till December 22d,

wlien it was grafted by six pieces, each a quarter inch

square. December 30th, five grafts have taken
;
tlie

ulcer shows signs of rapid growth from the edges
already. January 12th, the ulcer is hea'ed with
strong skin in twenty-two days from time of grafting.

Three months subsequently he reported favorably by
calling at the hospital.

Case III.—Ellen Will on, a2t. 28, laundress, Ireland,

admitted December 28tli, 1871, with an irritable vari-

cose ulcer of four years' standing, size three and a half

by two inches. Poultice applied and tonics adminis-

tered. January 17th, '72, grafting was done to-day;

six grafts were placed on the ulcer. Januarj' 21st, the

entire six grafts are found adherent, and the ulcer is

closing in by centripetal growth. February 3d, the

ulcer is healed in seventeen days from date of grafting.

Case IV.—Mary Lyons, get. 30, domestic, Irelant'.

Admitted April 27th, with a varicose ulcer of three

months' standing, size four and a half inches by three

and a half inches. Respective poultice with carbolic

* Virchow's '•Pathology," page 61.

t New York Med. Journul, September, 1871.
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acid applied, and tonics internally. May lOth, p; af'ted

the ulcer to-day by four pieces. May iLMli, tlie lour

priin3 are nil prowing ;
already tlie edpes sliow evidence

of a hij;her and more active form of viiality. Juni? Dili,

the ulcer is fully lieale.l in four wt'cks, from date of prail-

inp; the growth has been .so rap d in thin ca-e, j)rinci-

pally fr«>ni the circumference, that the grafia have re-

tained the character of intcguinent; even the cuticle

is intact, but not sen.xitive to the touch.

Cask V.—Patrick Tuily, set. 48, porter, Inland, ad-

mitted March 11th, 1872, with a circular slouph over

the internal malleolus of ripht foot, three inches in dia-

meter. This foot is deformed by an unreduced disloca-

tion, the internal malleolus projectinp ; upon it ulcers

have formed at various times. April lOth, the ulcer

being healthy, grafting was done to-day. April 13th,

grafts all growing, ulcer improving. M;\y 1st, the

ulcer is completely healed, three weeks alter grafting.

The patient slates that previous ulcers of the same size

in this locality took over three months to heal under
favorable treatment.

Case VI.—Mary Ryan, vet. 80, Ireland, admitted May
22, 1872, with contused wounds of right li-g and right

arm ; in a sloughing condition. Warm poultice applied.

June oth, the ulcer on leg is five and a half inches

long by two inches wide; grafting done to-day. June
7th, the grafts are all growing; the cuticle and super-

ficial portion of the true skin of the grafts have sloughed
away. July 3d, the ulcers on both leg and arm have
healed in twenty-eight days from time of grafting,

though the patient's age and condition would not warrant
anticipation of such good results.

Case VII.—John Cullen, set. 29, laborer, Ireland, ad-

mitted March 9, 1872, with an extensive burn of left

thigh and natis, caused by falling into a burning lime-

kiln about one week previous to admission. Size of

burn was fifteen inches long, ten inches wide at the

buttock, and five inches wide at the knee. A warm
poultice of charcoal, bran and carbolic acid was applied.

April 5th, the slough having separated, the ulcer filled

up level with the surrounding skin ; was grafted to-day
by placing the grafts about one inch from the edges of
the ulcer. April 8th, one-third only of the grafts are

growing, owing to the flabby granulations and ab.«ence

of pressure on the grafts; one piece over the trochanter I

major, where firm pressure could be made, spread nearly
|

an inch square. April 18th, the ulcer now twelve
|

inches by lour inches ; a new set of grafts were placed i

as before near the edges. May 1st, the previous graft-
|

ing was quite successful ; all the pieces taking
;
grafted

again to-day. June 3d, since last record the ulcer

has been healing rapi'lly;—size now, nine by three
inches; grafting repeated to-day. July 1st, the last

grafting was followed by excellent results; grafting

done again to-day. July 15th, the uker has closed in by
bridges of new skin across the ulcer in several places.

July 22d, but three small j)laces now remain unhealed

;

these were grafted to-day. August 9tli, the entire

wound has healed
;
tlie patient sitting up to-day, five

months from date of admission, and four months fiom
commencement of grafting, thus hastening the cure,

according to good authorities who have seen the case,

by at least twelve months.
A short summary of the principal points may not be

out of place. I. Rapidity of cure over other methods.
II. The elasticity and strength of the new skin over
ordinary cicatrices. III. Absence of contraction and
deformity. IV. The s'mplicity of the operation and its 1

freedom from pain. V. Necessities: absolute rest, and
'

healthy granulations. VI. Size of grafts : a quarter of
an inch square

; small-r almo-t useless, la-srer ones un-
\

necessary. VII. The outside of the a'm the best place
,

to take the integument from. VIII. In large tdcers the
graft to be placed one inch from the edges

; the opera-
tion ri-peated as often as required. IX. The full depth
of the Irui- sicin neces.sary, as growth of graft.s is due to

the derma, and not to the epidermis.

yro|[|rc3s of iUctiical Science.

A SuRK Test as to woetiier Like is Extinct or
NOT.—A few years since a price was offered by the

Paris Acalemy of Science for a sure and easily-applied

teat of the presence of death. In answer to this. Dr.

Hugo Magnus, of Rreslau, ci r.tr butes a paper on this

subject to Virchow's Arcln'ves. Dr. Magnus directs his

attention to the vegetative phenoiuena, .^ince among
these may be found those peculiar to functions which
will bear being reduced to a minimum, but upon the

stoppage of which d<'atli Ibllows at once. Now there

are two systems the functions of which are never
coinpletely suspended during life, viz. : the circulatory

and respiratory. Choosing the former of these, Dr.

Magnus resorts to a very simple method,_which is thus

described :

—

"If a limb of the body—a finger is best for the pur-

pose—be constricted by a strong ligature quite

tightly, there will be seen, if the subject be yet alive, a

reddening of the constricted member. First, the part in

question becomes red, and the red color becomes darker

and darker, and deeper in hue, till it is finally converted
into a b!uish-red, the whole limb being, from its tip to

the ligature which encircles it, of a uniform color, ex-

cept that at the region immediately around the ligature

itself there is to be seen a narrow ring, which is not
bluish-red, but white." On those whose skins are thick-

ened and hard from woik it may be necessary to choose

some other part than a finger, as, for example, a toe

or the tips of the ear. This evidence is as sure to be

brought about in the living body as it is certain to be
absent in the corpse. The bluish coloration of the fin-

ger-tips, so often observed in the dead body, need not
be regarded as a source of fallacy, for after ligation

of a finger, as long as life is present, the Avhole limb,

from tJie point of ligation to the extremity, will be uni-

formly blue-red. Large limbs, on account of offering

facilities for the flow of tlie venous blood through the

deeper veins, do not serve as well as the small extrem-
ities, in which the tissues are more easily compressed
against bone.

Varicose Vei.vs.—In a paper read before the Central

Kentucky Medical Association, by A. D. Price, M.D.
{^Richmondand Louisville MedicalJournal, August, 1872),

two obstinate cases of varicose veins successfully treated

with injections of persulphate of iron were detailed.

The author remarked that this method has at least three

advantages over all others: that it is easily performed
and need give but little pain ; and that the only instru-

ment necessary is an ordinary hypodermic syringe.

Changing the Direction of "Wilh Hairs.—A new
method of changing the direction of wild hair.s, which
turn in upon the ball of the eye, is recorded by Julian

J. Chisholm, M.D., Professor of Eye and Ear Diseases,

University of Maryland, in the August number of the

Richmond and Louisville MedicalJournal. The rationale

of the operation is that the hair drawn through the

lid will, by constant traction in growth, change the

position of its hair-bulb, and in this way correct the

wild direction which it formerly took, to the serious

injury of the patient,
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CLOSE OF VOLUME VIL

The present number closes Vol. YIL It is, perhaps,

supeifluous on our part to say that we have striven to

the best of our ability to make the Eecord acceptable

to its readers. That we have succeeded, at lea«t in a

measure, in so doing, is proved by the very substantial

encouragement we have received from our contributors

and subscribers. Our success in tliese particulars is not

only an indorsement of honest endeavor, but speaks

well for American medical journalism. There was a

time when all enterprises of this sort were sneered at

a:id discouraged by many of the first men of the coun-

try. The few unsuccessful and puerile efforts to e>tab-

lisli journals were taken as indices of certain failure

to others. Now, however, medical journalism has vin-

dicated for itself not on'y a cordial recognition for use-

falness, but is considered as one of the most necessary

elements of medical progress. Boh contributors and

readers are now ready to indorse this statement. The

former, who not many yeais ago could be numbered

by the score, now count by hundreds; and instead of

the eilitor soliciting articles,—in fact, actually begging

for them to fill his space,—the communications from the

highest sources now crowd with such importunity,

that the necessary delays in their appearance can

scarcely be excused for actual want of room for them.

The progressive medical man has discovered that the

medical journal is the best possible channel to a repu-

tation, and he is not slow to use it. We are pleased to

see that this recognition of good services rendered to

science is not confined to the readers of any particular

periodical, but that they are quoted far and Avide by our

exchanges all over the world. We speak from actual

knowledge when we say that contributions to the col-

umns of the Record have thus found their way into

eveiy medical journal in the world. Many have been

translated entire into French, G-erman, Spanisii, Dutch,

Norwegian, and Italian. Tliis is a very flattering

acknowledgment of the value of the articles, as well as

it is encouraging for investigators to continue in their

work. The good thus accomplished is of a double char-

acter; blessing the giver as well as the receiver—mak-

ing a reputation of the contiibutor as well as a reputa-

tion for the journal.

Another clement of the sue ess of a journal, which

we have a very direct way of proving in our own ex-

perience, is the thorough spirit of independence with

which it may be managed. By the adoption of such

a course we cannot expect to please every one, nor

should any journalist care to do it when plain words

have to be spoken against abuses, and candid opinion

given in favor of strict justice and simple truth. When

there is a strict adherence to such principles by journals,

their opinions will command a weight which the dic-

tates of no party spirit, however strong, can give them,

and will, in default of everything else, be at least re-

spected for good intentions.

In closing up our labors for the year, and while con-

gratulating ourselves on the success which has crowned

our efibrts, we are not unmindful ofthe valuable services

rendered us by different members of our staff. Dr.

John Winslow has contributed largely to thi3 interest

of the present volume by his reports of the County

Medical Society, but more particularly by his admi-

rably exhaustive resume of the proceedings of the Ame-

rican Medical Association—the most elaborate report

of the sort ever made in any medical journal in this

or any other country. Drs. Bradfoed S. TnojirsoN, F.

A. Castle, and Thomas E. Sattkrthwaite have given

us invaluable assistance in the department of Pro;:res3

of Medical Science; the former gentlem m having, in

addition, regularly supplied us with the rep irts from the

Academy of Medicine. Our Review department has

been enriched by many exhaustive criticisms I'rcm the

gifted pens of Drs. Chamber'ain, R. W. Taylor, Clymcr,

Beard, Burrall, Mason, Hewit, and others.

In conclus'cn, we would state that with the same

co-laborers and with increased facilities, we shall

endeavor to make the Record even more acceptable to

its readers.

Ucuicius autj Uoticcs of Oaoks.

A Manual op Histology. By Prof. S. Stricker,

of Vienna, Austria, in co-operation with Th. Meynert,

F. Von Recklinghausen, Max Schulze, W. Waldeyer,

and others. Translated by Henry Power, of London
;

Jame-s J. Putnam and J. Onie Green, of Boston

;

Henry C. Eno, Thomas E. Satterthwaite, Edward C.

Seguin, Lucius D. Bnlkley, Edward L. Keyes, and

Francis Delafield, of New York. American Trans-

lation edited by Alljert H. Buck, Assistant Aural Sur-

geon to the New York Eye and Ear Infirmary. Wni.

Wood & Co. 18T2. In one large octavo vohnne of

over 1,100 pages, beautifully printed, and illustrated

with -iol superior wood engravings. Price m extra

muslin, ^10.00; leather, $11.00.

Tiie following is the table of contmts, with the

names of the author and translator of each article:

General Methods of Inve-tigat'on, by S. Stricker.
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1. Tho CioniTal Chftrncter of Colls, by S. Strieker.
2. The Connective Tissues, by B. A. Hollett. 3. Tlie

General Ciiiirftctera of tlie Structures Coiiiposiuf,' tlie

Nervous System, by Afnx Schultze. 4. Tlie Tissue of
the Orj,'niiic Muscle, by .7. AriioM, 5. The Motle of
Termination of Nerve Fibre in Muscle, by \V. Knliiie.

6. The IJehavior of Muscular Fibres when Kxamiiicfl
by Polarized Liu'ht, by K. Urucke. 7. The Heart, by
F. Sch\veig-er-Sri(lel. 8. The mood-Vessels, by C.

J. Eherih. 9. The Lympliatic Syst-m. by F. Von
Reeklinghau-en. 10. The Si>leen, by Wilhelm Miiller.

11. The Thymus Gland, by E. Klein. 12. The Tiiy-

roid Gland, by E. Versun. 13. The IJIood, by A.
Rollett. II. The Salivary Glands by E. F. ^\'.

Plliipor. 1"). Structure and Development of the
Teeth, by W. Waldeyer. IG. The Intestinal Canal,
by E. Klein and E. Verson. 17. Blood-Vessels of the
A'limentary Canal, by C. Toldt.

All of the above are translated by Henry Power.
18. The Liver, by Ewald Hcring ; translated by

Albert II. Buck. 19. Larynx and Trachea, by E.
Verson; translated t)y Albert II. Buck. 20. The
Lungs, l)y Franz Erlhard Schulze; translated by Albert
II. Buck. 21. The Kidney, by 0. Ludwig ; translated
by Albert II. Buck. 22. The Supra-Renal Capsules,
by C. J. Eberth; translated by Albert II. Buck.
23. The Urinary Bladder and the Uterus, by Heinrich
Obersti iner

; translated by Iviward L. Keyes. 24. The
Testicle, by Von La Valette St. George; translated by
Edward L. Keyes. 25. The Ovary and Parovarium,
by "W. Waldeyer; translated bv Albert H. Buck.
26. Skin, Hair, and Nails, by Alfred Biesiadecki;
translated by Lucius D. Bulkley. 27. TIjc Serous
Membranes, by E. Klein ; tran-slated by Albert H.
Buck. 28. The Mammary Gland, by C. Langer ; trans-
lated by Thomas E. Satterthwaite. 29. Male and
Female External Genital Organs, by E. Klein; trans-
lated by Thomas M. Satterthwaite. 30. The Uterus,
Placenta, and Fallopian Tubes, by R. Chrobak ; trans-
lated by T. E. Satterthwaite. 31. The Spinal Cord,
by J. Gerlack; translated by Edward C. Seguin.
32. The Brain of Mammals, by Theodore Meynert

;

translat.'d by James J. Putnam. 33. The Sympathetic
Nervous System, by Sigmiuid Mayer ; translated by
Edward C. Seguin. 34. The Orgnns of Taste, by Th.
W. Engleman

; translated by Albert II. Buck. 35. The
Organ of Smell, by Prof. Bauchbin; translated by
Francis Delafield. 36. The Organ of Vision : The Re-
tina, by Max Schultze, Tunica Vasculosa, by A. Iwanoff.
The Blood-Vessels of the Eye, by Th. Ledcr. The
Lymphaiies of the Eye, by G. Selnvalbe. The
Vitreous Body, by A. Iwanoff. The Lens, by Prof
Bauchbin. The Cornea, by A. Rollett. Conjunctiva
and Sclerotic: The Lachrymal Gl.ind, by Franz Boll;
translated by Henry C. Eno. 37. The Organ of Hear-
ing : The External and Middle Ear, by J. Kessel ; trans-
lated by J. Orne Green. The Eustachian Tube, by
Prof. Ruedinger; translated by J. Orne Green. The
Membranous Labyrinth, by Prof Ruedinger; trans-
lated by T. E' Sattertiiwaite. Auditory Nerve
and Cochlea, by "W. Waldever ; translated
by Albert H. Buck. 38. Development of the
Simple Tissues, by S. Strieker

; translated by Albert H.
Buck. 39. Structure of Synovial Memljranes, by
Dr. Edward Albert ; tran.slated by T. E. Satterthwaite.
On the Non-Pedunculate Hydatids, by Dr. Ernst
Fleischl; translated by Dr. T. E. Satterthwaite.
The reader will obtain a far better idea of the scope

of this work by examining the table of contents than
in any other way. In addition to the text, there are
numerous illustrations, which enable the reader to
comprehend the text; the uum'jer of these is 420.

There is a want of smoolhnes-* and uniformity about
the work, owing to its i)rodu(tion liy difTennt people.

Thus an unnatural ])reilominance is given to the

minute anatomy of some organs, and an equally dis-

agreeable shortness to that of others, and tlic s.ime is

true with reference lo the illustrations. The editor of
the (Jerman edition alludes to this in his preface. As
a compensation for this, we have the anatomy of many
parts given to us by those who have made it the subject

of thorough investigation. If we pass from the mat-
ters of fact comnimiicated to the manner in which it is

done, we find an equal diversity of style an<l ex-
pression

;
thus Von Recklinghausen and Max Schultze

write in such a manner as to be easily comprehended
;

whi'st Meynert introduces so many analogies, and so

strives to inaugurate a new and visionary nomencla-
ture, as to impair the usefulness of bis very valuable

article.

The translation of the work has been very creditably

done, both by Power and t! e American translatons.

Here and there the German idiom iias been retained,

but in the lirst edition of a work of this kind the op-
posite could not have been expected.
The need of a work of this kind has been felt for

some time past. The last edition of Kolliker contains

points which he himself has altered in his later editions,

which have not been tran.slated. To the reader of Ger-
man there is a large number of works to choose from,

but to one who does not comprehend that language
the choice has been restricted to Kolliker's old edition.

The publication of this work is destined to give an in-

creased zest to the study of minute anatomy ; a study
which is becoming a necessity to any one who desires

to be a thoroughly educated physician. Nor do we
believe that this study will be limited to physicians,

but that hereal'UT in all colleges it will be thought more
important for a man to understand the construction of

his own body than to know a language spoken hun-
dreds of years ago, and as important as to know the

ultimate chemical ini:redients of the air, water, and
rocks. If physicians (le>ire to do away with quackery
both within and outside of the profession, much more
can be accomplished by a thorougli education of them-
selves, and by atteiripting to inaugurate the era when
a knowledge of anatomy will be considered indispen-

sable to a good educat on, than by the publication of
reams of sa;ire or the uiterance of hundreds of
philippics.

We believe this look to be indispensable to any
pliysician who deSTcs to understand the present position

of medical science, and to know, if not to find out for

himself, the present knowledge of the minute anatomy J

of the human body. The authors, as remarked before, '

are men who have devoted themselves to these studies,

and do not limit themselves to communication of the

facts, but in many places treat of the methods of obtain-

ing good specimens for self-study.

As for the liook itself, it has been published in good
style. The type is clear, the wood-cuts are equal to

those of the German edition; and there are but few
typographical errors.

Corrfspouticnce.

THE ANTIQUITY OF EXCISIONS.

To .The Edftob of the Medical Record.

Sir :—Permit me to say, in reply to the communi-
cation of I. C. R., in your issue of December 2d, 1872,
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that no one, so far as I know, has ever doubted that

excisions for trninnaiic causes, and excisions of io»,e>s- lor

disease, were practised in ancient times; and that a rel-

erence to any of the modern surfjjical text-books will

show that this is generally acknowleged. Filkin's ex-

cision of the knee, in 17G2, is, however, commonly
accepted as having been the Orst formal, com-

plete excision of a joint for (Usease, and none of I. C.

R.'s quotations tend to throw any doubt upon the sub-

ject.

With regard to the substitution of the word "pur-

sues" for ''presents" in the extract from Prof Markoe's

work, it can only be said that the substituted word was
a misprint, which escaped the notice of the reviewer in

reading the proof-sheet; just as the name " Paulus

uEginihis" in I. C. R.'s letter, is doubtless a misprint

for " Paulus ^7yme/a." J. A., Jr.

2000 West De Lancey Tlac-e, rhiladolphia, Dec. 7, 1ST2.

Ucports of Societies.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Stated Meeting, October 17, 1872.

Dr. E. R. Peaslee, President, in the Chair.

Dr. L. D. Bulkley's Paper on Acne.

(Continued from page 548.)

The element of dyspepsia was also largely considered,

which was recorded a-< distinctly existing in twenty-
seven cases, while many more had its congeners, head-

aches, diarrhoea, flatulence, gastric deiangement,
disturbances of the urinary secretions, etc. Tliese

were stated to be of great importance in the cau?ation

of acne, as also powerful factors in other cutaneous

aflfections. Tilbury Fox was quoted at some length,

sustaining and urging this point. This dyspepsia nuist

likewise be removed, and its dietetic treatment was
considered in full. It is generally of the acid variety,

and is most benefited by restriction ol' the starchy and
saccharine substances, together with ale, beer-and wine,

also chocolate, fried substances, pastry, and coffee

and tea in exces.s. Tlie Doctor advises whiskey or

brandy instead of wine and ales when a stimulant is

necessary.

Exercise in the open air was dwelt on as all-import-

ant, the want of it being perhaps a frequent cause why
females are more affected with acne than the opposite

sex, also a reason why the disease is more common
here than in England, as shown by the ratio of the

cases here analyzed, being one hundred and eighty per
thousand, those of Mr. Wilson but one hundred and
sixty-seven in the same number.

Internal treatment—The writer does not consider
arsenic valuable in the early stages of acne, having seen
many cases injured by it, but regards this remedy as

serviceable later, when the eruption is drier and less

inflamed, as a tonic wiiich has special action on the skin.

Acetate of potassa was of service in many cases, in

doses from fifteen to thirty grains, given in considerable

water between meals. But he does not regard acetate

of potassa as able to effect a cure of rcne ; tonics are

ai'terwards required. Nitric and dilute phosphoric
acids with vegetable bitters have yielded good results,

as also Kissingen water, administered a pint before

breakfast, the beneficial effects of which do not

depend upon its purgative prmciples but upon its alka-

line properties. Cod-liver oil was also recommended,

witli iodide of iron, in. the scrofulous, and a mild mer-

curial course where there was any suspicion of syi)hilis.

Tlie local treatment was summed up in few words,

the writer having had success often witii internal means

alone, although ho employs local means to hasten the

cure. Most of those found in the text-books were of

value, but he has had such good results from one taken

from notes to the American edition of Cazenave, 1852,

that he had not tried many of them. This one, so ser-

viceable in his hands, is composed of sulphunt of pot-

ash and sulphate of zinc, each a drachm, to lour ounces

of rose-water. He had used collodion to endeavor to

contract the dilated capillaries in acne rosacea, but

without permanent eft'ect; had also laid open the

veins in the same with some good results. Iodide of

lead 3 j, in 3 j, stramonium ointment, had been useful in

reducing the thickening in indurated acne, and citrine

ointment diluted three times had improved acne-

rosacea. Juniper-tar soap he held to be of great value

when there was not much inflammation
;
bi-chloride

of mercury lotion had not answered the expectations

which would be formed from its frequent use.

In conclusion, the speaker reiterated his belief in the

internal causes and treatment of acne and deprecated a

close specialism, which, by concentrating the attention

on the local disease, neglects the general system ;
and,

finally, he thought that dermatology was an inviting

field, fascinating in its study and flattering in its suc-

cesses, and that no one of all the cutaneous diseases

was more encouraging in these respects than acne, nor

was there any for the relief of which the patients

could be more grateful.

On motion, the Academy adjourned to November
7th, when Dr. Bulkley's paper will be discussed.

NEW YORK PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting, October 10, 1872.

Dr. A. L. LooMis, President, in the Chair.

(Continued from page 521.)

BENEFICUL EFFECTS OF EARLY TREPniNING.

Dr. Leale exhibited a button of bone for the purpose

of illustrating the benefits of early trephining of the'

cranium. The disk of bone was five-eighths of an inch

in diameter:—A gentleman, aged 45, received a mur-
derous blow upon the head, June 23, 1872. Within an

hour he was seen by Dr. L., who found a lacerated

wound of the scalp, four inches long, beneath which
a fracture along the eminence of tlie left parietal bone,

extending three inches. The depressed portion of bone

was nearest the median line, and along its entire length

was at least three-eighths of an inch lower tlian on the

opposite side. A transverse incision was made, and
the scalp raised ; the requisite extent of bone was de-

nuded of its periosteum, and the trephine so applit d
that three-fourths of the circumference of the saw Avas

on one side of the line of fracture, and one-fourth on

the other. This disk was easily removed, when it was
found that the sharp cutting edge of the internal table

had lacerated all the membranes, and had entered the

gray substance of the brain. There also existed several

blebs of sero-sanguinolent effusion which were duly

evacuated. Tlie depressed bone was then raised by tlie

elevator, and the edges of the periosteum were approxi-

mated, tiie wound beinc: dressed by an application of

i.Iilute solution of carbolic acid.
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Bt'forc tlic bine was rarsod the pnlient had n flushe'l

face, full piiNe, the left jxipil dil itcd to twice if-<HiZf, and

there was partial hemiplegia nf tight si le— all of which

symptoms disappeared at oiiee afi er the operation.
' The patient recovered without a bad symptom, atid

at the titne of reporting the ease tlie Beparaled jierios-

tcura was commencing to grow new bone.

Dr. F. V. White believed 8uoh results to be very ex-

ceptional, in which opinion Dr. Mason conoiirred.

The Soc'ety then went into executive session.

Stated Meeting, October 23, 1872.

SnSDLE-CKLL SARCOMA OF SlIOrLDER.

Dn. D. M. Stimsos presented a scapula with a portion

of the outer end of the clavicle which he retnoved tlie

Friday previous, from a patient in the Presbyterian

Hospital. The his-.oiy of the case was, in brief, as

follows:

—

The patient was a healthy-looking farmer, aged forty-

two. Two years ago he sustained a fracture of the

rght arm in its middle third, whilst in the act of throw-

ing a stone. The fracture was treated by a regular phy-

sician aid the bone united. But he was never able to

move the arm excepting by the actions of the biceps

and the long head of the triceps. Shortly after the re-

moval of the sphnts a tumor developed itself in the

upper portion of the arm. Last January he presented

himself to Dr. Parker, who diagnosticated the tumor

as fibro-recuirent in character, an! gave the patient to

Dr. S. for operation. Accordingly, on ti.e 5th of Jan-

uary Dr. Siimson removed the liinb at the shoulder-

joint. The growth proved itself to l)e an example of

spindle-cell sarcoma, arising probably from the peri-

osteum.
The patient did well until last July, when the growth

reappeared in the stump. It grew very rapidly, neces-

sitating another operation. Assisted by Drs. Crane,

Sabine, and Ward, he removed the scapula with the

outer two inches of the clavicle. The incision was
made aIor;g the spine of the si.apula, rounding down-
wards (so as to include none but healiliy skin) to the

lower border of the axilla, thence commg forward to

the point of diviMon of the clavicle. 1'he scapula was
detached from behind forwards, the clavicle divided with

a chain-saw ; and lastly the vessels in the axilla secured.

The hemorrhage was very slight, the only ligatures

required being one upon the main artery, and one or

two others on the smal'er vessels. The wound was
closed in the usual manner.

Since the operation the patient has been doing very

well ; the pulse had never been over 103, and the tem-
perature but once arose to 107" F.

A 'microscopical examination of the list growth
showed it to be of the same ehaiacter as tiie preceding

one, with the exception that the cells were not so p^r-

fectly formed, and indicated a mo -e rapid growth. The
cells were mostly spindle-shaped, except in the centre

of the s )ftest masses, where they were rather round, a

great many having undergone fatty degeneration. The
iatercellular sub-tance, small in quantity, was granular

rather than fibrillated.

NASO-PUARTSGEAL FIBROUS TL'MOR—OPERATION'.

Dr. Sands exhibited two specimens, the first of

which was a naso-pharyngeal fibrous tumor (polypus)

that was removed October 17. at the Roosevelt Hospital,

from a young man aged 20, who was sent to Dr. Sands by
Dr. Detmold. The patient stated that the tumor had
been growing in the back of the throat for a period of

three months; but careful cross-examination liisclosed

the fact that he had been troubled more or less with diffi-

cult breathing, especially through the right nostril, for

two years. There seemed to be Utile doubt thai the

tumor had its origin at that time. Tlie inferior margin

of the tumor could be seen by looking into the patient's

mouth and strongly depressing the tongue. The soft

palate was very greatly increased in its vertical dimen-
sions, extending over the Ironl of the tumor, and pro-

jecting forwards, so that the plane of the organ, instead

of being oblique or nearly horizontal, was almost ver-

tical. The inferior margin of the tumor overhung the

larynx and was quite close to if, although it did not

produce at any time any ditlieulty in respiration. The
lace was unaltered by the presence of the tumor; theie

was no alteration in the position of the «-yes, no dis-

turbance of the vision, no prominence of the antrum,

nor any flattening of (he nose.

An exploration of the nasal fossae showed that the

lelt one was clear ; but not so the right, at least

one-third of which was occupied by the growth. The
forefinger could be inserted Vietween the palate and the

front of the tumor, and also beiiind the tumor; but no
pedicle could be reached, although by moving of the

tumor between the fingers it was made certain that one
existed. The vomer was strongly deflected to the left

of the median line.

The operation lor the removal of the tumor was Ije-

gun by making a nearly me<lian button-hole incision

through the soil palate ; but it was soon found that this

was insufficient, and the incision was accordingly pro-

longed as far forward as the suture between the palate

bones and the saperior maxillae. Fro n the upper ex-
tremity of this inci-ion another was made transversely

to the right, towards the alveolar process. The flap

thus formed corresponded above with the palatal

niate of the right palate bone. In consequence of the

thinning of the bony stnictuie at that point, the section

of the hard was simultaneous with that of the soft

palate. The original incision ws.s then prolonged
downward so as to divide the soft palate completely,

just to the right of the uvula. When the tumor was
exposed, it was found that it could not be enc.rcled by
the finger ; but it was soon surrounded by a ligature,

which carried with it the chain o( a small-sized Ccra-

seur.

The pedicle was found to be attached to the base

of the skull, and to be an inch and a quarter in extent.

It was soon discovered that the fcrastur did not pos-

sess power enough, and it was replaced by a larger one.

With this latter force was used and the chain bioke.

As this kind of procedure was not likely to succeed,

the attachments were rapidly cut bj' means of a
scissors curved flatwise. The tumor was found to

have f-prung from the basilar process of the occipital, at

its junction with the sphenoid, and, as far as it could be
ascertained, from the right wing of the latter.

Immediately after dividing the tumor there was a

copious hemorrhage, which was at first not alarming,

and was controlled by pressure of the forefinger.

When the finger was removed, however, the bleed:ng
became quite severe ; various attempts were made to

arrest it by the application of ligatures, with the help of

Drs. George A. Peters and Detmold. At one time the

bleeding-point was secured
; but the ligature included so

much fibrous tissue that it would not hold. Dr. Sands
finally succeeded in passing a ligature by means of a

curved needle, the subsequent arrest of the hemorrhage
being in no small degree aided by a state of syncope
into which the patient had twice fallen. The original in-

tention was to sew up the soft palate, but the rough
handling which this had experienced in the attempts to

control the bleeding made its closure unadvisable, and
this was deferred to a subsequent operation.
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The progress of the case up to the time of reporting

it had been good, the patient being able to sit up. The
tumor was a trifle larger than a lien's egg, spheroidal

in shape, and slightly elongated. Its inferior portion

l)reseuted a triangular fissure, giving it a lobulated ap-

pearance. The tumor had not yet been examined
microscopically, but Dr. Sands believed it to be fil)rous

in character. Its length was 3 inches; breadth, 2^^

inches; thickness, IJ inch.

REMOVAL OF HALF OF LOWER JAW FOR MALIGNANT
DISEASE OF THK PERIOSTEUM.

A second specimen shown by Dr. Sands was the half

of a lower jaw, the seat ot a tumor removed by surgical

operation the day previous. The patient was a gentle-

man aged 47, who was referred to Dr. Sands by the

President of the Society. About a year and a half ago

this patient for the first time perceived a small swelling

underneath the angle of the lower jaw, on the left, 5-ide.

lie consulted a surgeon who was his family attendant,

and that gentleman, either not appreciating the nature

of the tumor or desiring to make light of it, gave the

opinion that it was nothing but a swollen gland. A year
passed by, during which time the growth increased, caus-

ing considerable anxiety to the patient and his friends.

He then consulted Dr. Loomis, who referred him to Dr.

Sands. At the time of their examination the latter gen-
tleman felt that the tumor, which was then confined to

t!ie internal surface of the angle of the jaw, was of a

suspicious character, and both were of the opinion that

it took its origin from the periosteum. The patient was
accordingly treated by iodide of potassium, and counter-
irritation by mercurials, the latter employed in the

manner known as Marshall's method. This treatment
was not attended with any good result, the swelling
increasing in extent. During Dr. Sands' absence from
town the present autumn, the growth had changed its

character; the soft parts external to the jaw had
beciime implicated, the skin firmly adherent, and all the
usual features of malignancy very distinctly developed.
No secondary complications existed then, nor had been
discovered sinc.^ The patient's symptoms soon became
very pressing; and unwilling at first to entertain the
proposition of a surgical operation, he consulted several
other surgeons, Drs. Gurdon Buck, Markoe, and George
A. Peters. All of these were unanimous in their in-

dorsement of the original view of Dr. Sands. Dr.
Sands had recommended an operation, not so much with
the hope of ultimate cure as to alleviate tlie patient's

sufferings, not the least of which was a rigidity of
the jaw, the teeth not being separable more than a
quarter of an inch. Deglutition had also become diffi-

cult and painful. Finally, the patient's condition had
become unbearable, and lie was resolved to run any risk

rather than submit to it longer.

It was obvious that the operation would be a difficult

one, and withal dangerou«, in consequence of the com-
plicated connections of the tumor, and it was deferred
to the last moment.

After the patient was placed under aether, the opera-
tion was commenced by an elliptical incision, including
the tegumentary adhe-ions of the tumor, extending
from the lobe of the ear along the margin of the jaw to

within half an inch of the median line of the chin. The
upper flap, including the masseter muscle, was then dis-

sected up, the buccinator muscle remaining intact, and
the cavity of the mouth undisturbed. Dissection below
was very carefully made, to avoid injury to any impor-
tant blood-vessels. The facial artery did not bleed, but
the facial vein, which was of large size, was tied with
a double ligature and cut between. The left canine and
first bicuspid were extracted ; the section of the jaw

was made throujih the gap thus left, and the mouth
was opened by cutting through the buccinator muscle
and mucous membiane. Dr. Markoe depressing and
everting the bone, dissection was carried on very close

to the tumor by means of a scissors curved flatwise.

Although very careful to avoid wounding any impor-
tant vessel, to the operator's disappointment a profuse
hemorrhage occurred when the dissection of the
internal i'ace of the tumor was but half completed.
This bleeding was temporarily controlled, and the
remaining steps of the dissection completed. The
divided vessel, which proved to be the external caiotid,

was then tied. This artery had been cut about a half-

inch above its point of origin. It was also discovered

that a slit had been made in a large vein, which all

supposed to be the internal jugular. This opening was
closed by a ligature applied around it laterally upon the
vessel. The tongue was slightly involved, and with its

diseased portion was also removed the gustatory nerve.

The hypoglossal was also supposed to be cut. The
internal carotid was exposed in the wound throughout
its whole course up to the base of the skull, and the
common carotid for an inch below the bifurcation.

On inspection of the specimen, the tumor was found
to surround the jaw from a point an inch above the
angle, extending beyond the angle anteriorly for some
two inches. The tumor was very slightly movable upon
the bone externally, but not on the inner aspect. No
microscopic examination had been made. Dr. S. im-
agined that it was a cancerous tumor originating in the
periosteum. During the operation the pulse did not
exceed 88, and the patient, having been seen that eve-

ning, was able to swallow and to speak.

THE BRAIN IN UR.KMIA.

Dr.' Van Geison presented a brain removed on the

Sunday night previous from a girl aged fifteen years

and six months. He was first called to see her on Fri-

day evening, and found her in tonic convulsions, with
the right pupil very much contracted and tlie left pu-

pil very much dilated. Both pupils were wholly in-

sensible to light. The respiration was irregular, some-
what rapid, and obstructed by mucous rales. The
pulse was 88, and the temperature of the axilla 38"^ Cent.

On inquiring into the history of the case it was learned

that the child had menstruated for the first time a week
before ; that she had passed through the first period

with very little difficulty, complained of no pain, and
in fact it was only discovered by her mother by the

presence of blood upon her clothes. As the patient

was totally insensible, nothing could be learned from
her.

On questioning the mother, it was ascertainecU that

on the da}' previous to the one he saw her she had had
a slight chill, which was followed by vomiting. On
Thursday night they found her groaning in bed, com-
plaining of considerable headache, and seemed to be
partially insensible. They presumed that the child had
night-mare, and after a while they left her.

On Friday morning she was perfectly sensible, and
desired to go to school. She, however, stayed at home,
sat up during the day, and retired early. About 8
o'clock in the evening she was again seized with vomit-
ing, preceded by a chill, and at 10 o'clock had another
groaning fit. Her mother, supposing she had anothi-r

night-mare, went to her, and to her great surprise found
her in convulsions. On arrival, Dr. Van Geison found
the patient in the condition already described. He re-

mained with the patient an hour, during which time
there was no diminution of the convulsions, the pulse

keeping at 88. About two o'clock in the morning the

eyes became very much injected, the pulse rose to 180
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aniNn five minutes she died, the pul-se beating a few

IiiinuK'S lift or resi>iration ceased.

Under the eireuiiistance?, the Doctor was quite unable

t> make a patistactory diagnosis. Uiajnii.i was sus-

pected because of the character of the convulsions, yet

there was room for considerable doubt, considering the

previou.-< eood health of the patient.

Her autopsy was grantt'd upon the singular condition

that only one cavity should be examined. That of the

head, promising the best development.^, was accordingly

selected. On removing llie brain its surface was found

vt-ry much congested, the veins being very prominenl.

Oaremoving tlic dura mater, a large clot was found at

tue posterior extremity of tlie longitudinal sinus, which,

liowever, Wiis evidently po.-t-morlem. On raising the

dura mater from the brain, he found upon the convex

surface, surrounding the vessels as they dip down in the

convolutions, just such appearances as are seen in the

secondary inilammation in Briglu's disease—a whitish

margin, at first very distinct, and then shading off, and
gradually losing its character altogether. The ba*e ot

the brain was apparently healthy. At the time of ex-

amining the child he introduced a catheter into the idad-

der, but no urine flowed out. There was no evidence

of any tubercular trouble.

His belief that this case was one of urpeniia was
strengthened by the fact that within the last two or

three months lie had met with- two or three similar

ones. He was called to see a lady aged 05, who ap-

peared to have all the ordinary symptoms of cholera-

morbu?, and in addition was in an apparently uncon-
scious state. Eeinu' s mewhat in a hurry, he left her,

but only to be recalled a short time afterwards to find

her insensible and in tonic convulsion?, in which con-

dition she remained until death, forty-eight hours after-

wards. Just before she died he introduced a catheter

and drew oS'an ounce and a half of urine highly al-

buminous. This lady was in such good health previous-

ly, that she had frequently made her boast thai she nev-

er had need to trouble the medical I'aculty. About a

month after that he was called to see a gentleman aged
thirty-five, who was supposed to have cholera- morbus.
He found him wiih tonic spasms, and pupils very much
contracted, and insensible. The patient had a stricture,

and the obtaining of urine was not an easy or satisfac-

tory procedure. The urine was albuminous, but as this

was in part at least due to the presence of bluod and
pus, the microscope was brought iuto requisition, when
casts were found.,

Dr. Jacobi states that as a rule in patients who died of

uriemia there was usually some oedema, and generally the

pupils were in the same condition. When the latter

was QOt the case, when tiiere was a difference in the

pupils, it was usual to find some local cause in the brain.

PERFORATION OF PULMONARY ARTERY INTO THE AORTA.

Dr. John C. Peters exhibited a very rare and inte-

resting specimen of perforation of the pulmonary artery

into the aorta. The patient was a gentleman aged
thirty-nine, who died Oct. 20. He was exceedingly
adverse to be considered an invalid, was very uncom-
plaining, and very much opposed to such physical ex-
aminations 39 might lead to a diagnosis. It was his

custom to make all sorts of excuses for his illness and
his sufferings ; and his desire to consider himself in good
health was so great that by the mere fb: ce of will he
would make himself appear what he was far from being.
About three years ago he made Uie remark that he was
occasionally troubled with shortness of breath on going
up stairs, and made the remark, of himself partially

true, that if he smoked less and drank less he would be
better. As he was not inclined to doei her, he did not

think that any physician could benefithim. He had uo
desire to Know of any serious trouble that he might
have, and made it his business to shun medical men.

In June of 1870 Dr. P. saw him going in bathing.

The weather was not very cool, but immediately on
entering thi> water he became intensely cyanosed, and
had great difficulty of breathing. He came out of the

water at once, when, b}' the aid of friction.s and warm
clothing, he recovered. About a month aller, from ex-
posure to cold, he was attacked with pleurisy of the

right*side, that cliest being half filled with effusion.

During an examination of the chest Dr. Peters
noticed a faint muimur over the ba.se of the heart, high
up and indisiinct. No opportunity was afforded, how-
ever, by the patient for any satisfactory analysis of the

sound. He made a rapid recovery from his pleurisy,

when he was urged to come to New York. He wa^^

then examined by Prof. Flint, who detected a direct and
also a regurgi'ant aortic nuirmur. He was supposed to

have insufficiency of the aortic valves. There was
moderate enlargement of the heart.

About six weeks afterwards he had an attack of

pneumonia, also in his right side; from this he also re-

covered. Winter before lust he took a trip to Europe,
and while there had several attacks of sickness, not,

however, severe, and summer before la«t he was reason-

ably well. Last winter he made another trip to Europe,
and while in Paris was seized rather sudilenly with
great difficulty of breathing, with some oedema of the
legs, and modera'e ascites. He partially recovered from
this under active purging and the use of digitalis. He
returned to New York in the spring with a diagnosis of

aortic and mitral disease and enlargement of the livei'.

When Dr. Peters saw him again the enlargement of the

heart \\ as very great, but the evidenees of it were some-
what masked by emphysema of the lung. There was
also a slight ascites, and a little puffiness of the ankles.

Although he had become a mere wreck of what he once
was, and was quite feeble, his "pluck " compelled him
to go down town every day to attend to his busi-

ness. During last summer he went in the country,

where he managed his own case, nothing being heard of
him until he gradually became dropsical, his urine scanty
and all further treatment, even in the light of an allevia-

t'on of his symptoms, was of no avail. During the last

months ol his life he couid not obtain an}' rest in arecum-
bent position ; and while he wouM sit for the greater

part of the night in his chair, striving to doze for a few
moments at a time, he would appear in the morning
wiih nothing more than an allusion to the circum-
stances.

At the autopsy the heart weighed thirty-two ounces.

The right lung was universally compressed and flattened,

while the lelt lung was large and emphysematous.
The liver was very large, the space one-half larger than
usual. The kidneys were decidedly enlarged, and in a
state of induration.

The valves of the heart were all sound. The aon'

was somewhat dilated, and there was a small saccnlat>

aneurism just above the right ventricle. In the pul-

monary artery was a laige patch of atheroma nearly two
inches squaie. The pulmonary artery and aorta com-
mnnicate with each other by means of a smaW'p^ffora-

tion. The perforation seemed to commence in the form-

er, as in one direction the edges were ulcera'ed, while on
the other side they were rounded and smooth.
The pathological condition was a very rare one. In

searching up the literature of the subject, he had found
that Skoda had seen but one case, Swelt none, Hope
one, and Dr. fletcher Koberts had reported one in the

Mtdico-Chirurgical Trans., vol. xxv.

(To be continued).
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